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HAIL

prepared to make loans to good farmers on reasonable terms, to purchase cattle for feeding or
breeding purposes.

Office:

Winnipeg

-

-

-

-

-

720-726

- TORNADO

AUTOMOBILE

BROS., LIMITED

Union Bank Building
PHONES

(Private Exchange)

Winnipeg
MAIN

6112-3

CASH TO LOAN

$5,000,000.00
$110,000,000.00
$140,000,000.00

THE PIONEER BANK of WESTERN CANADA

STOCK

LIVE

CARSON & WILLIAMS,

their herds.

-

-

While in Garage or en Road

Consult the Local Manager for particulars.

Paid Up Capital
Deposits Over Total Assets Exceed

—

LIFE

is

It is in the best interests of farmers to increase

FIRE

10 "ccnta

IN SURANC E

OF CANADA
LOANS for LIVESTOCK
THE UNION BANK OF CANADA

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE IN CANADa| p^J Q^y,

1918

On

First

Mortgage Improved Farm Property

APPLICATIONS FOR AGENCIES INVITED

SLEIGHS

WATSON'S

BIGGEST CARRYING CAPACITY

CANADA'S STANDARD

It's

We have instituted more practical improvements on Sleighs than any other
manufacturer. This line is our specialty.
In design, material, finish and value our

the

way we make

them. Size for

size,

carry heavier loads, have lighter draft,

and hold the road better than any other
Sleigh made. Farmers know and ask
for a Watson's Sleigh.

—

Sleighs are the leaders.

THE DEALER WHO HANDLES WATSON'S IDEAL FARM AND BUSH SLEIGHS GETS THE SLEIGH TRADE
bench. Note
Ideal Sleighs are made in all sizes, Steel or Cast Shoes. The weakest point in a Sleigh is the
our Special Trussed Bench—a patented feature- The quality of our woods is unequalled: Runners—white
oak; Benches—grey elm or oak; Poles and Reaches— heavy white oak. Only well seasoned, straight grained
woods are used in Watson's Sleighs. Heavy steel bracing throughout. Scientifically designed runnerspoint of contact directly below bench. They ride on the top of the road— no skidding. Our Cast Shoes,
curved up at rear, allow backing. Now is the time to investigate Watson's Sleighs. Their inbuilt quality
and acknowledged superiority means big sales. Write at once.

WE CARRY REPAIRS FOR ALL MOLINE IMPLEMENTS AND JANESVILLE PLOWS

KEEP THIS TRADE AT HOME!
The Local Ladies Only Want
Dealers To Show Them

"DOMINION "

CHAMBERS AND HENRT STREETS, WINNIPEG

WHY NOT USE HORSE

or a Mule in Western Canada (if he could talk) but
you that he could do 25% more work if you v^ould
clothe him comfortably with "Horse Shoe Brand" Collars, Har-

Not a Horse
would

tell

ness or Saddles.

Sold only by legitimate and honourable dealers

Sewing Machines
"VIOU"
(Regittered)

Cabinet

Phonographs.

They

like

—not

proof

pictures!

"Dominion"

mechanically perfect,
honestly constructed, easy to operate and
built for long life. Elegantly finished in head,
frame and woodwork. That's why we give a
binding warranty with every machine. Dealers

Sewing

Machines

Write for

— get

Prices.

particulars.

are

Write for catalog and
Don't delay.

this agency.

SENSE?

Canada, and Manufactured

in

all

over Western

Western Canada only by

THE GREAT WEST SADDLERY COMPANY
At

WINNIPEG, CALGARY, EDMONTON,
REGINA and SASKATOON.

full

The Dominion Sewing Machine & Phonograph Company
300 NOTRE DAME AVE., WINNIPEG, MAN.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST TO DEALERS ONLY
SIDE LINES:

We

sell

wholesale, to the dealers only, Mitts, Gloves, Moccasins, Automobile
Tires. Spark Plugs and Auto Accessories, etc., etc.

—

!
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Cockshutt Grain Cleaners
fQlUR "New Wonder" Cleaner has great capacity, is most efficient
in separating WILD OATS and other foul
grading—particularly m
\mm graamg—
operate and

is

good

for

many

in separating

and

seeds— is easy to

years of hard service.

Special Features of the
««

New Wonder"

ADJUSTABLE SHAKE ON

SHOE. It is the only mill on
the market with a graduated adjustment of the shake on the upper
and lower shoes.. This is a very important feature, as more shake
is required on the upper screens when cleaning dirty grain than
when cleaning ^comparatively clean grain. More shake, too, is
required when cleaning seed grain than grain for the market.
Less shake is required on both shoes when cleaning fiax, grass
seed, etc., than in cleaning wheat, oats or barley.

AUTOMATIC FORCE FEED

can be regulated to suit operawishes by a hand wheel and feed screw. It stops automatically when the mill stops no further adjustment needed.
tor's

SPECIAL CLEANERS
screen

—keeping

it

—

on the lower shoe brush the underside

clear so the last bushel is as clean as the

ARRANGEMENT OF SCREENS

is

such that

wild oats to get through with the good grain.

the

of

first.

alniost impossible for

it is
^

Full description of this machine
found in Special Folder, Ask for

is
it.

Cockshiitt Grain Drills
apprieciate the fact that it is just as important to get their grain
it is; to select clean, piump seed.
In the Cockshutt Drill
you have one that will meet your customers' wishes better than any other
it sows accurately,; evenly, without cracking or bruising seed at whatever
depth is desired.

Farmers

properly planted as

—

back up j^dur strongest arguments and is made in such a variety
and sizes that you can meet any demands made of you. Single Disc,
Double Disc or Drag Shoe types in 14, 16, 18, 20 or; 22 shoe sizes.
It will

of styles

—

Why the Cockshutt "Full Line"
Profitable to

is
It

stands

proven

first for

designs.

It

Handle

Quality of materials and

stands

for

Service,

too

Service to the Dealer, because of its complete-

ness and because of the ever-present forces of

and Durability that
are constantly pushing Cockshutt Implements
If you are the Right
out into the country.
Ask about
Dealer you need these goods.
Advertising, Reputation

them

to-day.

CO., LIMITED
COCKSHUTT PLOWSASKATOON
CALGARY
WINNIPEG

REGINA
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THE MATERIAL SITUATION AND VEHICLE PRODUCTION
During the past four or five
years there has been considerable
fooling in connection witlh the vehicle business.
VeMcle manufacturers fooled themselves in the
idea that buggy sales would never
again be a grea't factor; they
drifted into truck and auto body
lines, and so on.
Dealers fooled
themselves that the buggy was a
dead game diverted their attention to handling autos
hard
things to sell on a cash basis and
with a high selling cost per car.
The man who formerly ordered a
carload of buggies very often sold
them before the invoices matured;
yet the funny thing is that there
is actually more profit for the dealer in selling a carload of buggies
than in selling a carload of automobiles. Sweating to sell automobiles, the dealer looked in vain
for the profits that he formerly

—

realized on

—

buggy

—

roads cannot furnish cars, the
mills cannot get raw materials nor
ship finished product, which is but

one side of the steel situa'tion. Yet
the vehicle manufacturer must
have his malleables and forgings,
etc., at whatever price.
In

The Hardwood Market
the hardwood market

real live issue, and that many of
the automobile converts owing

—
—

high operating costs have
gone back to the slower but surer
means of progress. The horse has
to

the
situation is equally complicated.
Each year sees the forest supply
lessening in spite of conservation
and re-growth. The older timber
sections have been exhausted and
timbermen are now cutting in

more remote

ports a big increase in production
in 1917 compared with the previous year.
All of these facts go to show 'the
dealer that the buggy is still a

perhaps an
inferior quality of wood being the
limits,

"sawed wood" and said nothing,
but government estimates show
that he is increasing in both numbers and value.

Costs in Vehicle Line
In the wheel production market
the hardwood situation referred to

sales.

good to see that the buggy
coming back with a rush.
The
It is

is

old time spirit is finding its way
back into the horse-drawn vehicle
business. The man who formerly

Resolved:

That Mankind

will Get Tired of

Hickory and rock elm are

and selling methods
which were formerly a feature in

cult to secure.

—

mented

it,

Sooner or Later

difficulties

—a

age of freight cars

fearful

— further

plicates the situation.

A

the
in

war demand

for

hardwoods

is

almost unlimited quantities.

Even when

war is
over there will be an enormous
export demand for hardwoods
obtains.

whidh
future

will

affect

wagon and

the

prices in the
vehicle trade.

The added cost in vehicle production must, of course, be reflected in the selling price of the job,
even as has been the case in 'the

rail-

vehicle manufacturing concern rc-

In sheet steel alone an advance

short-

The

Vehicle hardwoods are in like
condition.
considerable supply
of small but low grade hardwood
is available, but 'this is only a fair
grade and not up to the former
high standard demanded in the
carriage wood business. Further

steel bodies the price of the .raw
steel has, of course, a direct effect.

calling for deliveries as far ahead
as the end of 1919.
Transportation

being exhausted rapidly, while
even our Canadian maple is diffi-

had an undoubted effect.
There is not 'the least doubt that
at the year's end lumber will be
selling on a higher basis than now
has

com-

pages month after
Contracts
are
being
placed for millions of tons of steel
in these

month.

Fifth wlheels, in the

majority of cases, cost from 35 to
40 per cent more fhan formerly.
AH drop forgings are greatly increased in price owing not only to
the higher cost of the raw material
but to the fact that cutting dies,
high speed steel tools, etc., are
away up, with a corresponding

upon the price of the finished product. No reduction on the
price of malleable castings is
looked for, although these have by
no means hit the levels attained
by other steel and iron lines. Coal
and coke, essentials in the smelting and forging business, have,
like pig iron and other raw materials, aeroplaned upwards.
In all the vehicle accessory business the cost of factory equipment
effect

make up

The

In many lines substitution may
be necessary, and while producers
wish to maintain the old s'tandards
they will find it very difficult in
cases impossible to do so. The
shortage of skilled labor and the
high cost of labor further adds
to the production cost of the
finished goods.
Despite all 'these difficulties in
production,
practically
every

situation in 'the steel and iron industry, upon w'hich we have com-

conservat'ive.

to

result.

buggies than in au'tos but in
bringing back the buggy they will
be confronted with the supply
situation that has affected so vitally the production of farm implements and machinery.
The dealer is well aware of the

of

as in the implement lines,
the user will have to pay for all
the advances in materials that go

Vehicle manufacturers are beginning 'to reaHze that they will
have to adopt the aggressive ad-

They realize
that they will have to show the
dealer that there is more profits in

commencement

the war, in the vehicle business,
have advanced in cases 100 to 140
per cent, and the advances in
malleable have been so far very

that,

account.

the vehicle trade.

ables, since the

such as tools and machinery has
advanced greatly.
I't is evident

purchased a reasonably priced vehicle in the past found that his
outlay ended there; when he purchased an auto last year or two
years ago he found that the purchase price was only the first payment on a continuous expense

vertising

more than 300 per cent is recorded since 1914.
Plain malleof

—

—

—

—

machine and implement business.
In wheel manufacture, beyond the
mere cost of the materials, rivets
and screws have advanced by
nearly 200 per cent, ^nd wheel
flanges in cases 50 per cent and
over.

Pressed Steel and Malleable
In the production of pressed

shows

a buggy.

Finishing Materials
finishing
business
interesting

Everything used

in

also

conditions.

varnish and

paint making has advanced.
In
the leather business the price of
hides has gone up with a direct

upon leather cost. Further,
the materials used in the production of leather have advanced
from twenty-five to several huneffect

dred per cent. Tanning materials
of all kinds are scarce and high
priced, and as many lines are imported the shipping situation interferes with the supply situation.

The oils used in tanning have
advanced, and all other materials
entering into the finishing of carriage leathers. Therefore, both in
the

raw material and

in the 'tan-

ning and finishing of the leather,
increased cost is met with. Imitation leather has followed the real
article in upward trend.
In the
vehicle carpet business the high
prices of jute yarns and dye
has forced prices skyward.

s'tuffs

r
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Help the Farmer Speed
Production

evident that higher costs

It is

apply to practically everything
connected with the carriage and
vehicle business, but should vehicle and accessory manufacturers
be satisfied with moderate profits,
'the legitimate advance in the cost
of the finished article should in
no way interfere with the sale of
present demand inthat prices have
indicates
deed
kept well within reasonable limits,
and that the dealer can, by applying some of the old time salesman-

The

vehicles.

ship, sell vehicles with
satisfaction as of yore.

profi't

and

Up

be hard
The farmer is going
judge
may
if
we
year
this
pressed
from present indications. With
to

demand

a greater

for production

than ever before, and with prices
that are tantalizing in the offer
profits, he finds himwith a labor
confronted
self
unparalelled.
almost
shortage
The selective draft and the high

of liberal

prices paid in the industries have
made farm labor mighty hard to

get

any

at

And,

price.

The

sections
While different
America have favorite styles

January, 1918

of
of

harrows, it is noteworthy that
the majority of experiment stations in the U.S. are using 'the
"Acme" harrow in the preparation of their experiment plots.
For instance, the director of
The Florida Experiment Station
writes "We consider the 'Acme'
harrow one of the best tools for
preparing a good seed bed that we
have ever used. It does thorough
work and leaves the seed bed in
:

first-class

condition

the seed.

It is also

receive

to

an excellent

harrows are provided with an excellent seat.
The weight of the
driver makes the coulters bite in,
yet does not lug the team, because
of 'the unusually light draft of the
tool.

One of the good results that
should ensue from the present war
conditions is the habit of looking
ahead and buying well in advance. This is good business in
ordinary times, biit at present it
absolutely necessary if the
is
dealer is to conduct his business
The conwith any assurance.
gestion of freight and the shortage of steel for use in the manufacture of farm implements have
been much discussed, but they
are still big factors to be reck-

Honor to Head of Fairbanks
Morse Organization

oned with.
meeting of the board of directors of E. and T. Fairbanks &
Co., held recently at St. Johns-

their orders at the

bury, Vt., Henry J. Fuller, president of the Canadian FairbanksMorse Co., Ltd., was elected
president of the Vermont organ-

prospects early. You will find
the telephone a great help in discovering the farmers who are in
need of tillage tools. Don't wait

ization.

for

At

a

The

Dealers are advised to send in

Mr. Fuller to
this loffice is lanother move which
serves more closely to unite Canadian and Amierican organizations, a? Mr. Fuller is not only
president of the Canadian Fairelectio'U

of

completing his leducation at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
and established a branch of the
Fairbanks Co., which later develioped into the 'Canadian Fair-

banks-Morse
he

is

now

Ltd., of

Co.^

which

the chief executive.

As head

concern, Mr.
Fuller has seen his organization
grow from the Montreal 'branch
fr
a concern employing la large
staff all over Canada, and with
several thousand operatives in its
factory in Toronto.
of this

)

'

The

9^

CUSTOM MILLS

harrow

No.
No.
No.
No.

J.

D— 10^
D— 11
6—11
7—13

„

Custom Work

5

„

„

„
„

use the harrow on all kinds of
land when it is in the proper con-

all

at heart is anxious to render any
assistance possible to the farm-

Farmers find that one good
way 'to meet the labor shortage

One

thing
he can do is to urge upon the
farmers the purchase and use of
ers

in

his

territory.

is

For, in
shortunprecedented
the
spite of
age of help, every acre must be
well tilled this crop season.
tillage

efficient

tools.

The "Acme"

in

field.

another

way

of

making

hardest jobs on the farm; but
driving a harrow provided with
a good spring seat is Ught and
In almost every
pleasant work.

and

village

the land are

farmers

hamlet

numbers

throughout
of retired

—men who have been ac-

customed to strenuous work but
have wished to take a little com-

H.P.
H.P.
14 to 20 H.P.
15 to 25 H.P.

Calgary

made

the most of the available labor
supply is to use riding 'tools. Following a harrow is one of the

to 12 H.P.

Saskatoon

to a single

three and four-horse
size
sizes, and the four-horse
width
in
feet
17
sweep
a
covers
—makes short work of even a

fort

Many

Aurora, Ontario

THE JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY, LIMITED
Regina

is

one, two,

H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.

..

more horses

to hitch

tool.

World's Fairs, Chicago and Pans

Winnipeg

it

Supply
feature

principal

of

the

over two months

the announcement that the
Commision Reguladora de Hene-

Edmonton

Lethbridge
:

in

their

of these

quin has sold 100,000 bales of spot
sisal hemp at 19 cents f.o.b., Gulf
ports, involving in the vicinity of
Of this amount, the
$4,000,000.
International Harvester Corporation gets 50^000 bales, the re-

mainder,

it

is

state prisons

dition for cultivation."

8 to 14
8 to 16

SONS
FLEURY*S
Medals and Diplomas

this

considerations

Aside from

:

„
„

have used

prepare land for the

to

of profit, the dealer who has the
welfare of his own community

Head

inch Plates (Flat)

We

weeds

planting of practically all farm
You should have no hesicrops.
tancy in advising your patrons to

..5

„

for destroying

in the spring.

of the war.

5
inch. Plates (Flat) 2'/^ to
3
to
6
„
„
„
to
10
8'/i „
to 12
6
„
„
„

Mill

after

is

implement

Dairymen's League is authority
for the statement that labor costs
on the farm have increased over
33 per cent since the beginning

suit

—

Go

fiber situation in

Making a Perfect Seed Bed at a U.S. Experiment Station with an Acme Harrow

more work with same power than others.
of work and capacity and durability of machine
and grinding plates unequalled.
A few styles and sizes are as follows:

A— 6
—7
B—
E— 10

their

to come into your store,
right down at the 'phone

Sisal Fiber

The Famous Line of Machines
your power—small or large—and
Quality

No.
No. A
No.
No.
No. C

sit

you.

RAPID-EASY GRAIN GRINDERS
to

up

get in touch with every
farmer in your territory. There's
plenty of business waiting for

Still

size

earliest posline

and

large

A

to

them

but

banks-Miorse Co., Ltd., 'but is also
a director of the Canadian Bank
oif Commerce, the National Trust
Co. of Canada, and other industrial concerns in the Dominion.

Although born in St. Jlohnsbury, Vt., Mr. Fuller went to
Montreal in 1897, two years after

and

date,

sible

declining years.
elderly men are

glad to do their bit in this emergency, provided that the work
can be made suitable to their
strength and endurance. "Acme"

reported, going to
and other buyers.

Manufacturers are desirous of
beginning operations on twine to
be used in the harvest of 1918 in
order that 'the supply will not be
imperilled by too long a period of
On this account the
inactivity.
decided
administration
food
U.S.
to approve sales of 100,000 bales,
which constitute only a small part
of the fiber required for a season's
twine product. This price of 19
cents, Gulf ports,

and 19^

cents,

New

York, are the same quotations on sisal fiber that obtained
In this connection,
last August.
the twine trade authority, Cordage Trade Journal says:
this transaction also
of whether or
question
settles the
not binder twine is to be higher

Apparently

than last season, for, as was pointed out in our Nov. 15th issue,
manufacturers cannot sell Sisal
binder twine at 19^ cents in less
than carload lots f.o.b. Central
Western shipping points if they
have to pay 19 cents Gulf ports
for sisal fiber.

How much

more
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Famous
Founded
1842

the

World
Over

T9

Every Tractor Owner

This Case
farmer owning a Tractor should
have
EVERY
a Case Hay Baling Press.
extends the use
also

of

It

his Tractor, and makes money where his engine
would ordinarily stand idle. He can take care not only of
his own hay, which brings more money when baled, but
there is always an opportunity to do custom baling for
his neighbors.

Case Baling Presses have extraordinary features not
found in any other machines. Case Balers handle large
feeds, without danger of breakage.
Case belt power Balers are built in two sizes, 14 x 18
inches and 17 x 22 inches. The former has a capacity of 3
to 4 tons per hour, and the latter 3% to 5 tons per hour.

J.

I.

a Prospect for

is

Hay

Baler

They

are constructed entirely of the best steel, the frame
extra heavy and hot riveted. This keeps all parts permanently in line, and eliminates an endless amount of
trouble found in balers constructed of wood and cast
iron.

We

also build a sweep power press for those who do
not require the capacity of belt power balers.
call this sales opportunity to the attention of all
urge you to go after this busiimplement dealers.
ness. There is money in it for you.
Once in a while there are openings for new Case
dealers.
Write to find out if this opportunity exists in

We

We

your community.

MACHINE
CASE THRESHING
(FOUNDED

CO., Inc.

1842)

844 Erie

Street, Racine, Wis., U.S.A.

Canadian Branches : Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon
Eastern Canada : Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited, Toronto and Montreal

FREE

Send For This Descriptive Printed Matter
Below are

listed the different series of booklets

Kerosene Tractors

Books

Steam Tractors
Or, if you wish, ask

Grand Detour Plows

and

folders.

—AH Free

Tell us which interest you

Hay

Road Marh inery
Automobibs

Balers

Silo Fillers
Threshers
for our General Catalog, describing the entire Case

line.

It

3

free.
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on record.
No twine prices are being made,
but one manufacturer is reported
to have taken price-less contracts
with a guarantee that the prices
for sisal and standard will not exceed 25 cents per pound.

carried-over raw mahave
will
twine,
terial
an influence in settling the
of

cost

and

Considerable
twine
has been placed by merchants, the
volume of such orders in some
sections being larger than ever
ultimately.

price

price-less business in binder

that the Reguladora's supply of
spot sisal in the United States
aggregated approximately 221,284
bales.

Between Jan. 1 and Dec. 1, 1917,
723,000 bales were shipped from
Progreso, as compared with 1,081,500 bales in the same period in
The stock at Progreso on
1916.

December

1

was 49,000

bales,

with about 274,000 bales inland.
In the United States the acreage and condition of winter
wheat were bad, crop condition
on December 1 being the lowest
With good condion record.
tions in spring and summer to
stimulate the planting of oats and
spring wheat there is the likelihood that the consumption of

.

foot binder twine.

already being

In our last issue we bfiefly reported that Dawson B. McPherson, office manager of the Saskatoon branch, Massey-Harris Co.,

sidered a big advancement and is
in line with the policy adopted by
his firm of giving young blood a

chance to make good.

The

Deliveries are
at a fixed

made

by the manufacturers

any railway
currency

stafif

at

Saskatoon

a golf bag prior to his departHis many friends in the
ure.
territory will

to

wish Mr. McPher-

son every success in his
merited promotion.

In Canadian
would represent a

station.

'this

ofifice

presented Mr. McPherson with a
suitwatch,
handsome gold
while golfing
engraved,
ably
friends made him the recipient of

price of 115 shillings per hundredweight (112 pounds) net cash, de-

livered

in Kempfield, Ontario, and
been connected with the
Massey-Harris organization since
1904. In that year he commenced
as a junior clerk in the Regina
His rise was rapid and
ofifice.
in 1907 he came to the newly
formed Saskatoon branch as chief
In
of the collection department.
1912 he was promoted to ofifice
manager. The new position is con-

born
has

Already the long-sighted farmers of the United Kingdom are
booking their orders for binder
twine for their 1918 crop. In the
Old Land the government have
made arrangements for the manufacture and sale of a standard 500

of, practically
24^
cents a pound, and this price will
not be reduced before the harvest

selling price

well-

New Engine Concern in Toronto
Chief Motor Company Ltd.,
Toronto, Canada, has been formed
with $250,000 capital to manufacture engines for trucks, tractors
and boats. J. G. Erd and Harry
Erd, of the Erd Motor Company,
Saginaw, Mich., are to be the
new plant
operating heads.

The

be
1918, and in fact may
advanced.
In Great Britain before the war
binder twine was sold for as low
Early
as 6}i cents per pound.
buyers for last season's requirements paid 16% cents per pound,
of

Avhile in July, 1917, the price rose

to 2l}i cents per pound. Farmers
are now buying at 24^c.

Smut Cleaners

Fanning Mills

in^

Meet Home Demand

BULL DOG LINE

The

Now

Britain Manufacturing Twine to

before.

The sisal fiber supply of the
large binder twine and rope plants
was virtually exhausted, and some
plants faced the possibility of
One report says
closing down.

Massey-Harris Man
Ontario

binder twine will be the largest

than last season the twine prices
be determined
will be cannot
now, as the future course of raw
material prices, together with

January, 1918

DAWSON

B.

Mcpherson

had been promoted

to the respon-

sible position of assistant of the

A

Ontario branch of the company.
Mr. McPherson, whose photograph we reproduce herewith, is
only about 30 years old. He was

will be constructed and manufacturing will start shortly after the
first of

the year.

Complete

is

Wild Oat Separators

We

manufacture eleven 'sizes of Bull Dog Fanning Mills, with capacities ranging from 25 to 150
bus. per hour. These mills are the biggest selling line in Canada. It pays the dealer handsomely to
handle them, also our other grain cleaning and grading machines. Ask for full particulars of the Bull

Dog Machines.

The

Bull

Dog Wild Oat

Separator; Model
Made

to Separate

and

A, 3-Roll

Wild Oats from Barley

DOES

—

The Improved

^^^^»k
^^i^*X

Bull
\

""S^

c

Dog

i.r'l^^^^v^

Smut Cleaner

IT.

Also made in 6-Roll Size, with capacity up to
40 bus. per hour. Specially designed machines
for cleaning barley and oats; they grade
wheat, oats and barley perfectly and also clean
wheat. No machine made equals their work.

The New 48-inch

Bull

Dog Mill—

the latest addition to our

line

Does exceptionally fine work on all
Heavy construction, durable
grainsand rigid design. Easily driven. Can
be supplied with 4-fodt Bagger or
Hundreds
Elevator.
Wagon
ready for immediate shipment.

Box

INVESTIGATE OUR SMUT CLEANERS

The Only Machine that
will

successfully

Extra long carrier for wagon box delivery. False
perforated bottom in carrier; no liquid wasted.
Large, low feed box; galvanized rust-proof tank.
Double paddle skimmer. Driven by hand or power.

GET THE BULL DOG AGENCY
AND YOU GET THE BUSINESS

treat

Oats and Barley

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR
Off

LOGAN AVENUE

Address

all

on

CO.,

WINNIPEG, MAN.

QUELCH STREET

Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta to R.

LIMITED

W. DOW, Box

1406, Calgary, Alberta

—
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De Laval
Artistic
six annual

as

were the previous

De Laval agency

cal-

endars, the 1918 issue just off the
press is the most attractive from
the agent's point of view because
it embodies in a happy manner

the chief De Laval sales arguthe saving possible by
ment
Laval Cream Separators.
De
using

—

Last year we had a young cowowner and his smiling bride, who
had "started right" by buying a

De Laval Separator. This
we have the same couple,
their good-as-new De Laval,

separator that is doing good
work in the community influences
Perthe sales of many others.
of a
true
often
more
is
haps this
cream separator than of other
farm implements, because the
separator is used largely by the
women, and women are accustomed to comparing ideas with

A

Dealers' Calendars

year
with

congratulating each other on the savings account their machine has

their neighbors.

The "Hereafter"
It

is

of a Sale

your business to protect

the buyer's interest. You cannot
It's your
afford to do otherwise.
business to know what article will

7

give him the best service and why
it will give him 'the best service.
And if you allow him to take
away a cream separator or any
other article from your store, no
matter how well pleased with it
he may be at the time, no matter
how fine a "bargain" he may think
it is, and later on he has cause to
regret his purchase, he'll put the
blame on you.
But when he is glad to see you
six months or a year after the deal
is made, then you know 'that you
have added another "good will"
brick to your business edifice.
You know that he will come

back for more that

it is worth the
extra sales effort; that when
he talks about your store to his
neighbors he will be laying the
lines
for new trade that will
sooner or later come your way.
The "hereafter" of a sale is fre;

little

quently more important than the
sale itself. This is peculiarly true
of the cream separator business
Because every cream separator

you sell either "praises" or
"damns" you twice every day, 365
days in
Monthly.

ers.
is limited, due to
expense in getting
it
out, and the calendars are
general disfor
not intended
As a rule, only one
tribution.
calendar will be mailed to each
If for any reason you
agent.
have not received your calendar,
write to the nearest De Laval
headquarters in your territory and
they will see that you are sup-

The

edition

great

plied.

Factors in Favor of Selling
Separators
Before the dealer discards the
idea of selling cream separators,
let him fully consider the advantages

of

the

line

compared

as

with other farm implements. As
has already been pointed out, the
prospect is more easily located
than on other farm implements,
because when the dealer is driving through the country and
making calls on prospects for
other lines, he can easily locate
the man who is worthy calling on
by the cattle in his barn yard,

and their number.

It

is

not

Cream separators take up much
less room in the dealer's place of
business than other implements.
They can be placed where they
will attract the attention of customers at his place of business, and
often arouse interest of themselves without the subject being

brought up.

The CTcam of the
cieam separator

-a

matter to prove to the
farmer with even three cows that
he needs a separator, for there are
an abundance of selling points to
skeptical
most
the
convince
farmer, first, that he should keep
at least a few cows on his farm,
and second, that he can make a
far greater profit from his dairy
products by the use of a cream
separator than without.
difficult

Ixade goes to the

De Laval .Agents
THE DE LAVAL COMPANY,

Ltd.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OP DAIRY SUPPLIES IN CANADA.
Canada of the famous De Laval Cream Separators
Alpha Gas Engines, Alpha Chums and
Silos.
Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

Sole manufacturers In

and Ideal Green Feed
Butter -Workers.

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

year.

— De

Laval

Get into the separator game.

earned for them.
This cheerful calendar in an
agent's sj;ore will put everyone in
Every
a happy frame of mind.
agent should give it a place wTiere
it may be seen by all his custom-

the

the

PETERBORO

:

.

!
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International Harvester

Men

in

New

Positions in Western

Canadian Territory

John A. Tanner; formerly man-

Yorkton, Sask.,
Mr. Tanner being appointed to
open and organize the branch.
He continued as manager at
Yorkton with conspicuous success, until 1913, in which year
he was transferred to Calgary
as manager of the company's
branch in that city, which position he held until his transfer-

ager of the Calgary branch, International Harvester Co., of Canada,

has been appointed manager of
the Winnipeg branch of the har-

The new
organization.
of the Winnipeg branch

vester

manager

came west from Ontario
McCormick
the
represent
to
Company in the Dauphin dis-

in 1898,

established

business of the company, to
which post he now returns.
Mr. Wallace has a big reputation as a plow expert.
H. N. Ross, formerly assistant manager at the Winnipeg
branch has been transferred to
the position of assistant manager at Saskatoon. Before coming to Winnipeg Mr. Ross was

at

cashier at the

'

management of the
Winnipeg branch in December,
1917.
With a long experience in
the machine business, Mr. Tanence to the

ner should be the right man in
the right place in the important
position which he now occupies

Winnipeg. We weldome him
back to this city, and wish him
every success on his well deserved promotion to a new sphere

at

V. A. Porter, formerly
ant

succeeds A. W. Wallace,
has acted as manager of
the Winnipeg branch since May
,

who

1917,

when M.

transferred

Wallace

J.

now

Rodney was
Mr.

Australia.

to

returns
of the

the

to

company
headquarters
at Chicago, where he will again
assume the important position
manager of the Canadian
plow business of the Internation-

Manager

for I.H.C. at

the

After

trict.

TANNER
Winnipeg

amalgamation

companies he continued to

of the

International orthat field, until

represent
ganization in
1908 when he became assistant
the

manager
In

at

the

branch

of

Winnipeg.

fall

of

the

a

new

company

was

1909,

He has been
al Harvester, Co.
with the organization since 1904,
and in 1912 went to Cape Town
where he organized a branch
controlling

immense

whole

the

trade

—

^To

Year

to be a profit day, but you don't sell a tractor or a costly
machine every day. Yet there is a daily demand in your district for automobile
You can start in the tire business RIGHT by handltires, tubes and accessories.
satisfaction—and
ing a line with a Dominion-wide reputation. Our line means
business.
satisfaction means customer goodwill— the one way to permanent

You want every day

T^ READ TIRES
*
fh^

J^^-^f-'

Our line of Tires (black tread—red side walls) and Tubes (both grey and red) will bring
do.
you permanent business. They are the kind you know you can recommend; they
what we claim for them, and we stand behind them with a reputation for quality and
are men
service second to none. Some of our most successful and prosperous dealers
will interest
in the implement field. Let's talk it over. We have a proposition that
you right from the start.
.

GUTTA PERCH A & RUBBER, LIMITED
FACTORIES

:

TORONTO

WESTERN BRANCH ES
Winnipeg
Calgary

Fort William
Lethbridge

We

ager at Estevan.
congratulate
Mr.
McCallum on his
well-merited promotion to the
management of the Calgary

branch of his company.
Mr. Pierson, formerly of the
Estevan branch, has been pro-

assist-

Take on

the "Maltese Cross" Line This

"By Miles

Oregon, as assistant manager,
which position he held until" two
years ago, when he became man-

Edmonton

company.
McCallum, formerly
J.
manager at the Estevan branch
house has been transferred 'to
the position of manager of the
Calgary branch. Mr. McCallum
was at one time a blockman in

Good Resolution

PARAGON

manager at Edmonton, from
which city he went to Portland,

A. W. WALLACE
In charge Canadian Plow Business

moted to the position of assistant manager at Edmonton, while
blockJ. A. Jacklin becomes a
man in Winnipeg branch house
'territory.

W.

Southern and Eastern Africa.
In February, 1916, he returned
to Chicago, and until he came to
Winnipeg as manager, was in
charge of the Canadian plow

A

the

of the

in

territory

at

acquisition to the Estevan branch

the

of

manager

Edmonton.
At Estevan branch R. W.
Greenway becomes assistant
manager. For over eight years
Mr. Greenway has been a blockman on Winnipeg branch territory, and should be a valuable

of

J. A.

branch,

Calgary territory.
From there
he was transferred to the post of

branch house, has been appointmanager of the Estevan
ed
branch of the organization. At
one time a cashier at an Eastern
branch, Mr. Porter came West
to the Calgary branch some eight
years ago, acting as blockman.
About three years ago he was
appointed assistant manager at

of action.

He

Edmonton

and before then was in branches
in the United S'tates.
C. A. Ewald is now~ assistant
Winnipeg
the
manager
at
branch.
For the past three
he has been assistant
years
manager at the Brandon branch
house. At Brandon he is succeeded as assistant manager by F.
Lehigh, who has formerly been a
blockman in Regina territory.

January, 1918

Regina

Edmonton

Saskatoon
Vancouver

Care and Credit

The average dealer is so busy
looking after the buying and selling side of his business, that he
hasn't the time, or rather does not
take the proper time, to select his
credit customers, or to look up
On the other hand,
their rating.
he were as careful and painstaking in buying his accounts as

if

he

is

profit

much

buying his stocks, his
account would show up
larger at 'the end of the

in

year.

There

is

too

much

credit grant-

ed on personal friendship without
investigation, and the reason that
the large stores have a smaller
percentage of losses than the
small concern, is that the larger
houses have a special credit man,
who passes on every credi't, pureupon its merits, and every
ly
new account is thoroughly investigated.
With the dealer this is impossible, and too often, largely on 'the

make a sale, or because
the purchaser is a personal friend,
he O.K's. the purchase, delivers
the goods and then has a long,
desire to

—

hard job in getting payment for

same

.
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For Bigger, Better Business

9

Handle

in 1918,

THE CUSHMAN LINE
Cushmaii

Cushman Engines weigh only one-fifth as
much per horse-power as ordinary farm engines, but are so well designed

carefully balanced, so
that they work more

and

accurately
steadily

built, so

is

places.
They operate grain bindpotato diggers, manure spreaders, etc.
The 4 h.p. Cushman saves a team on the
binder and does all ordinary work.
ers,

the

modern farm engine.

Built
The

Light— Built Right

Cushman weighs only

The One

the 8 h.p.
only 320 lbs., the 15 h.p. only 780 lbs., and the 20 h.p.
only 1,200 lbs.
Cushman engines are used on the
famous Cushman combination threshing outfits. They
are equipped with Throttle Governor and Schebler
Carburetor; 4-cycle, water cooled, with friction clutch
Many dealers are selling from 15 to 50
pulley.
Cushmans a year in addition to their heavy engine
business.
4 h.p.

Sell

190

II.P.

many

in

cwrcM

and quietly

20

to

The farmer wants an engine he can move
around easily and put to work anywhere.
Cushman Engines are built to do many jobs

SPAM PtOC

governed,

The Cushman

than any other engine.

4

Weig^ht Engines,

Lig^ht

Perfect Binder Engine

lbs.,

For heavy grinding, driving small separators,
or for

any power from

etc.,

the 8 h.p. Cushman
farmer. Very economical,

3 to 9 h.p.,

especially appeals to the
for Cushman engines receive just enough fuel to take
care of the load at that moment on the engine. Result

is

uniform speed and

maximum

power.

Not

engines, but cheapest for your customers
the end. Get the Cushman agency for 1918.

cheap

4 H.

P.

Cushman. Weighs only 190 Lhs.

in

Cushman Light-Weight The Lincoln "New Superior"
Combination Threshers Wild Oat Separator
outfit equipped with the famous Cushman
8 h.p. with straw
light weight engine.
carrier and hand feed; 15 h.p., wind stacker and
hand feed; 20 h.p., wind stacker and self feeder.

Three

Every

2-cyl.

Sizes:
8,

15

Ask

and 20

for full particulars and agency terms-

cannot handle a better combination

You

outfit.

H.P.

Will Get You the Trade.
Easiest Running

Strongest Built

Made in 24, 32 and 42inch sizes, with or without
bagger. Power attachments
supplied if desired.
Patented adjustab

1

windboards

e

give

perfect control of blast
our
special sieves eradicate all wild oat
;

seed.

Strongly

and

built

bolted;

has greater capacity and does better

work

than

mills

0 f

any

similar

sizes.

The Automatic Lincoln Smut Cleaners
Ensure Clean Seed and Big Yields

Grain Pickler
The only machine
in

of its kind
Handles grain at the

use.

Light

rate of 135 bus. per hour.
in

weight;

fect

Fully

in

action

;

low

operates
kernels

in

perprice.

Weight

guaranteed.

grain

The

strongly built;

the
are

of

machine.

thoroughly

soaked, turned over and treated.

^^Klean
We

Kwick" Vacuum Washers

Sold on a positive guarantee to
prevent smut. No. 3 handles 30-50
bus.

per hour;

No.

4,

50-75 bus-

The Lincoln separates smut balls,
wild oats, king heads, and all light
seed from wheat, also wild oats
and all light seed from barley.
Grain

is

MADE

TWO
SIZES

:

Write
for

thoroughly pickled, dried

Prices

and elevated to wagon box. Automatic skimmer an exclusive feaStrong, heavy construction.
ture.

and Full
Particulars

Large, rustless solution tanks.

handle a full line, hand or power. The most efficient washers
Increase your profits by selling the Klean Kwick in your

made.

district.

Ge/ our /Igency Offer for 1918, NOW/

Write for particulars.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Dept. E.

ai^^viNE^s^REET.

Wii\i\ipcg,

Man.

Distributing Warehouses: Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.
Power Engines for General Purpose Farm Work

Builders of High Grade, Light Weight, High
Exclusive Selling Agents for: Combination Threshing Outfits

Lincoln Grinders — Lincoln Saws

—Shinn-Flat

— Langdon

—

—
—

—

Ideal Self-Feeders Fanning Mills Smut and Pickling Machines Vacuum Washing Machines
Incubators Universal Hoists Portable Grain Elevators Wagner Hardware Specialties

Lightning Conductors

—

—

—

—
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suggestions were, made whereby
orders might be increased and service to the customers of the com-

Beatty Bros. Salesmen Hold
Annual Rally

On

the 2nd,

3rd and 4th

of

January the sales staff connected
with the Winnipeg- branch of
wellLtd., the
Beatty Bros.
known barn equipment manufac-

met at
company

the

turing organization,

Winnipeg

office of the

get-together
of the
salesmen were in the city during the holidays. Along with J.
M. Thompson, the genial manager of the Winnipeg branch, the
for

annual

their

The majority

meeting.

travellers took part in a series of
discussions and sales talks. De-

monstrations of the selling points"
of the company's goods were an
educative factor throughout the
convention, and the suggestions
and individual experiences given
by the various salesmen were
benefit

of great

to

all.

Many

further perfected.
Livestock and dairy topics were

pany

still

obviously given due prominence,
and the salesmen have returned to
their respective territories greatly
enthused and ready to book a record season's business for their

company.
During the convention an

in-

formal dinner took place at the
Charles Ho'tel, Winnipeg,
St.
when a happy evening was spent.
Community building was a big
feature in the addresses given.
Practically every gentleman present took part.
The gentlemen present during
the various meetings were: J. M.

Thompson,
branch
special

R.

;

manager, Winnipeg

W.

B. White, Winnipeg,
pump representative E.
;

Hambly, Winnipeg, Eastern

HERO"

Manitoba and Western Ontario
territory; A.

nipeg,
tory;

W.

Johnston, Win-

Southern Manitoba

terri-

Calvert, Winnipeg
Northern Manitoba territory; A.

E.

W.

J.

Owen, Regina, Southeastern

Saskatchewan territory; E. P.
Winslow, Regina, No;rtheastern
Saskatchewan territory; Arthur
Wylie, Moose Jaw, Southwestern
Saskatchewan territory, and H.
H. McBride, Saskatoon, Northwestern Saskatchewan territory.
Dealers in England Organize
dealers in Engan association
formed
have
land
which will be known as the Na-

The implement

tional Associaion of Agricultural

Engineers and Implement Dealers. Complaint has 'been made to
the British Board of Agriculture
that under the government plan
of handling farm machinery legi-

Fanning Mills
Known

to

Farmers

Salesman

Everywhere.
They prefer

for the

the "Hero"

Dealer.

Mill.

Market.

Every Mill
sold on a
positive

"HERO"
Three Sizes

Fanning Mills
will get you the
Trade in 1918.

c

24, 32, 48 inches

"Hero" Fanning

Mills are Sold only through

guarantee.
We guarantee
delivery of
allmilissold.
the Dealer

The "Hero" gets the farmer strong healthy seed, clean
and a big yield. It saves him dockage on his
Standard equipment includes five sieves and
grain.
six screens. Standard or special 8 and 10 foot bag-

in three sizes— there is a Hero for every size
farm. Durable, superior construction, simple design.
They have glazed cambric curtains a patented fea-

fields

ture found on no other mill— which eliminate all wild
oats from, barley and wheat. Do splendid work on
Low power requirements.
all grain and grass seed.
Have a capacity of from 40 to 80 bushels wheat per
All sizes can be equipped with pulley for
hour.

gers furnished for all sizes. Don't decide on a fanning mill until you investigate the "Hero." See the
Ackland traveller or write us direct for full information and prices.

Made

power

drive.

Manufactured and Guaranteed by the HERO MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
Exclusive Sales Agents for Western Canada

The
Best

ment

trade.

It

was

also

stated

the government expected
to supply large quantities of implemients and parts to farmers direct the business of the dealers
that

if

would be unfairly treated.
In a reply to the representatives of the dealers, Sir Arthu-r
Lee said that the tractors and

other machinery the British government had bought would remain
the property lof and be controlled
entirely by the government and
would not b^e sold to farmers. He
said the reason his department
had gone to the motor trade was

engineers
He also
organized.
stated that the government machines were only to be employed
to help the farmer in his increased
work and would not be allowed
for the cultivation iof land which
the farmer could cultivate with
the labor at his disposal.

that

were

the

agricultural

niot

Trees for the Prairie

Every Mill
Sold is a

Clean and
Grade the
Grain better
than any
Mill on the

timate agricultural engineers had
in miost cases been ignored and
the business placed in the hands
of motor engineers, who are ignorant oi the needs of the farmers
and do not understand the imple-

^

On the farms of the .prairies of
the three provinces during the
season of 1917, 7,450,000 trees
have been planted by the joint cooperation of the forestry department and the farmers with the
threefold object in view of providing the farmsteads with shelter belts, the farmer with a possible future supply of wood, and
of adding pleasing effect by beautifying
the
landscape of the

homeland.

prairie

Incidentally,

have an important effect on the weather and
climate, as well as in the supply
trees are said to

Certainly they tend

of moisture.

winds and by catching the drifting snow, they may

to check the

be used to increase the supply of
moisture in the soil of field or
garden, an end much desired in
certain sections of the prairie
west.

The Value

of

Standardization

in Car Production

A

daily output of 3,000 autois scheduled by the Ford

mobiles

Motor
cars

Co., or a total of 900,000

for

the

fiscal

year ending

That

this daily
July 31,
ayerage of production can be
reached by the company is proven
by the fact that on one day during the last year an output of

1918.

During
3,310 cars was attained.
the last five years over 2,046,000
Ford automobiles have been made
This record is overand sold.

Place
MARK

whelming testimony in favor of
standardization and progressive
assemblv.

:
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Cheaper Pumping Power
There is, perhaps, no single
operation on the farm that is
attended with a greater waste of
human energy than that of pumping water. On many farms all of
the water used for both house and
stock purposes is pumped by
hand. What an amount of time is
thus consumed, virtually wasted,

that might be utilized in other
ways, while some cheaper motive
])ower pumped the water
The gasoline engine can be used
in place of the windmill where it
seems desirable. The engine requires more attention than the
windmill, however, and gasoline
is more expensive than wind. The
engine
offers
the
advantage,
though, of affording a fresh
!

11

supply of water at the time it is
needed, which is a big advantage
in either winter or summer.
The
point that it is here desired to
emphasize is this
the power
furnished by either the windmill
or the engine will prove cheaper
in the long run
than human

water from a spring below
the level of house or barns up to
troughs or tanks conveniently
located for house or stock use. It
is
inexpensive, works day and
night, needs but little attention
and saves a great deal of human
energy.
lifting

—

power.

The hydraulic ram
localities,

can, in

many

Are you going to make 1918 a
record year in your business?

be used ef¥ectively in

ASPINWAU POTATO MACHINERY
THE LINE THAT LEADS
Unsurpassed

in Material,

Workmanship, Serviceability

Recognized as Standard throughout the World

World's Oldest and Largest Makers of Potato Machinery

Cutters
ASPINWALL POTATO PLANTER

Planters

Sprayers

Diggers

Sorters

No. 3

ASPINWALL CANADIAN COMPANY, LIMITED
GUELPH, ONTARIO, CANADA
Made

in

Three
Sizes

ASPINWALL
POTATO
SORTER
ASPINWALL ELEVATOR DIGGER

Aspinwall Double Cylinder Sprayer No. 27

The Lauson 21-Jewel Kerosene Tractor
HAS
Five Years

Ahead

ROLLER AND BALL BEARINGS

24 FINE

of the Rest

—A

Real

War Winner

The Product of Twenty Successful
Years of Farm Engine Production
Our experience has convinced us that the serviceable tractor
must be a medium-weight machine, of durable construction,
designed for economical operation throughout the year.
The following inherent features of the LAUSON 21KEROSENE TRACTOR prove conclusively that the
Lauson is so constructed and that service is built into every part

JEWEL

LAUSON 21-JEWEL

The

1.

Kerosene Tractor

is

rated at 15-25

h.p.,

but

Heavy-Duty Four-Cylinder Valve-in-Head Engine develops a
liberal surplus of power and burns kerosene without smoking.
the

5.

Coupling between Clutch and Transmission relieves the
strain from engine shaft and bearings.
Selective Type Sliding Gear Transmission is of our own make,
desfgned for two speeds forward and reverse, with chrome nickel
steel gears mounted in Hyatt roller bearings and running in oil
in a dust-proof case.
Bull Gears are protected in a dust-proof case.
Extra Large Honeycomb Radiator insures perfect cooling under all

6.

conditions.
Elliott Automobile

2.

3.

4.

Type Steering Knuckles enable short

turns.

is equipped with Hyatt Roller Bearings and Timken Roller
Bearings in front wheels.
All working parts are protected from rain and dust by the Steel Hood,
prolonging the life of the tractor considerably.
The large, roomy Platform with Levers and Steering Wheel conveniently located makes it easy to operate.
Belt pulley is of proper size for all standard power machines and is
conveniently located.
The Lauson 21-Jewel Kerosene Tractor will pull three or four plows,
depending upon conditions, and has ample power for large ensilage
cutter or grain thresher of 22 to 30 inches.

Rear Axle

Universal

10.

11.

Upon
Our

entering the tractor field, it was our determination to make the Lauson the most serviceable tractor manufactured.
sales during the past two years and the many testimonials received from users of Lauson Tractors leads us to believe that

we have accomplished this.
Some territory is still open
ments. To-morrow may be too

for live dealers

and

distributers.

Write or wire us to-day, stating territory desired and require-

late.

The John Lauson Mfg.

Co.,

59 Monroe

St.,

New

Holstein,Wis.

:
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The Rumely

OilPull in a

New

Size

A new
OilPull

model

lof

tractor

the well-known
has been de-

veloped 'by the Advance-Rumely
Thresher Company's ^engineers
rated by the
14-28
h.p.
at
facturers

and which

is

manu-

We
tion

show herewith an illustraof this new member of the

OilPull family which will appeal
tio
the reader as being a most
compact and handy, yet strongly
built machine. This new OilPull,

says the company, retains all of
the sterling qualities which its
older brothers are known to
possess, at the siame time em^
bodying a number of improvements that experience and careful

have shown
and necessary.

tests

The new

to

be practical

14-28, like all

Rumely

OilPuUs, uses kerosene, distillate,
oil, "stove tops," etc., with
equal facility. In other wiords, as
the manufacturers put it, "whatever oil fuel happens to be cheapest," the 14-28 OilPull burns it
under the broadest ikind of a written guarantee that is given to the
purchaser of every OilPull traccoal

tor

A few more notable features of
construction are horizointal twocylinder llow-speed motor, which
runs pnactically free from vibration

;

etor; oil aooling system (no fan
enclosed transmisradiator)
sion, all gears being machine cut

in

Secor-Higgins

oil

car*bur-

;

case hardened steel and
which operate continuously in an
Hyatt roller bearings
oilbath.
firtom

January, 1918

The draw'bar pull of the new
14-28 OilPull is stated to be a revelation to all who have seem it
put to the working test. As one
tractor expert expressed himself.

expert

business

calculates

tomer spends with a mail order

used liberally in the transmission shaft and ion the rear axle
bearings. A poweriful foot brake
is provided which will stop the
tractor under all conditions, while
the operator's convenience has
been taken care of by providing 3,
oab, which
from the ground.

roomy

is

but a step

two forand 3 miles per
hour respectively, and one reverse
speed, all gear shifts being made
with one lever.- The belt pulley
is mounted direct on the crank
shaft and sio' placed that it is an

The

14-28 OilPull has

ward speeds

of 2.1

easy matter for the driver to line
the tractor up with a thresher or
similar machine. The driver can
back into the belt, start and stop
the belt pulley without getting off
bf his seat in the cab.

guide
tor

An

effi-

and

cient

is

self
easily-operated
provided so that the trac-

is self

steering

when used

for

plowing. High fro-nt wheels are
provided, so that the tractor can
be operated readily in muddy,
very rough
loOse
or
sandy,
An automobile - type
ground.
steering mechanism gives the 1428 an exceptionally short turning
radius.

The New Rumely

14-28 h.p. Oil-Pull, doing a

house, 20 per cent goes toward
the cost of the mail order house

bottoms easily in practically
any land fit to be plowed in
some sorts will pull five bottoms.
There is an increasing call foi

and ten per cent

in.

Save Wear

and Tear
on the

Au tomohile.

—

a four-plow tractor that can turn
over 10 to 12 acres in the average

day under average conditions, and
that can furnish enough belt
power to operate a small thresher
with

Sell in

Town and
Territory.
There is a big demand for Simplex Short-Turn Trailers in any district in
the West. The short-turn equipment is a Simplex specialty. Makes the
trailer safe and efficient. Both axles are coupled by the reach construction
on top, and the short-turn mechanism underneath. The SIMPLEX tracks
Quick-shift BALL and SOCKET Hitch.
perfectly.
Solid or pneumatic
Tires.
Special frictionless bearings. Side and end springs.
The most
serviceable and durable trailer you can sell.
Farmers, Stock Raisers,;
Dairymen, Merchants, Tradesmen and Liverymen are prospects for them.
Ask us for full particulars and agency proposition.

THE CANADA CARRIAGE

CO.,

LIMITED
Winnipeg, Man.

156 Princess Street
Slocks carried at Winnipeg, Saskatoon,

Moose Jaw,

Calgary,

Edmonton

all

modern attachments

to

capacity, or that can run
the largest silo 'filler as fast as the
The
corn can be fed into it.
manufacturers say that the 14-28
its

full

OilPull will run a 24x28-inch sepanator with all attachments.
One man can drive this new
OilPull 14-28 and handle a fourbottom plow with no other assistance than the self guide, making
the capacity of the tractor from
three to four acres per day more
than a three-plow machine working under similar conditions.
With the 14-28 size added to

line,
the Advance - Rumely
Thresher Company now ofifers
three sizes of their famious OilPull tractor a small size, the
new 14-28 h.p. a medium size, 1835 h.p. and the large size, 30-60

—

;

;

h.p.

Five

Models

all

Each

a

backed

proved success and
by the Advance-

Rumely written

guarantee.

Capacities

from lOCO

to

2000 Lbs.

Good Job.

the pullingest tractor I've
ever seen." It handles four 14"It's

TURN

'Socket" Hitch

A

that out of each dollar that a cus-

are

SHORT-

'Ball" and

Economics in Selling Methods

How

about increasing your vehicle business this year?

for the cost of
mail order transportation, a total
of 30 per cent.

Out

of every dollar spent at the

says this authority,
for the wholesaler's
cost, two per cent for transportation, and 16 per cent for the retailer, a total of 30 per cent.
store,

local

12 per cent

By

is

figuring the cost of
business as the same in
either case, but the mail order
house has three distinct disadvantages for the consumer.
this

doing

is lost on money paid
advance, for where the mail
order house may receive more
than a million dollars daily, the
interest on this money for the
time prior to the receipt of the

Interest

in

goods
tomer

is

The

considerable.

cus-

also has delay in receiving

exchanging
the goods, and in
goods, and cannot examine merchandise previous to receipt of
the goods.

The

fight

between the

ing of goods

by

local

retail sell-

merchants

and the centralization of selling
in the hands of a few huge out-oiftown corporations is a fundamental one and growing more bitter
every day. It is a fight between
the country at large and a few
big

cities.

Community
much to

tion should do

co-operahelp.
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The Cost
The

cost of doing business

is

a

good deal like the upkeep exyou
pense of an automobile
cannot get away from a certain
amount of it as long as you run
your machine, and the more you
run your machine the more it is
going to cost you for upkeep.
A careful dealer can keep the

—

down to a cerminimum beyond which his

cost of his business
tain

own good

sense teaches him that
he cannot afford to go. But before you can have any cost of
doing business, you must get
business, and it is about the cost
of
getting business
that
we

would

would bring farmers

of Getting Business

on a special

dent to them that there was a
$30 charge to be added to the
selling
article

of

cost
if

much money
of the

price

sell it

To have added

by that method.
that

particular

that

they continued to

pretty

easily run

be

method

This

second
to personal calls in the matter of
expense, if it were made the only

method

The

to the selling

would have
suicide, and
to

into a store

trip are likely to

expensive.

might

13

a close

of getting

new

business.

—a

judicious

method

third

spent in this form of advertising
has been known to reduce the
cost of getting new business from
$20 on the hundred to less than
$1 on the hundred. Furthermore,
the constant tendency of getting
new business in this way is to
fix the dealer's reputation in the
estimation of his public as a pro-

article

combination of inducements and

been business
continue to sell it at such a ruinous cost would soon have used
up their available capital. Evidently the method of selling by
personal calls was too expensive
for them.

personal calls gives a dealer a
rather wide latitude in two ways.

gressive,

He

ally

—

can more easily regulate the
expense, and he can so arrange
matters as seldom to have more
than two or three people in the

A

store at one time.

carefully

accommodating

ness man, and one

who

is

busi-

natur-

thought of first when the
buying anything in

question of
his line

comes

up.

The

ideal re-

business is the one in which
the business comes to the dealer,
tail

like to talk.

dealer who has a going
business is always up against the
problem of overhead expense. If
the business is small, he has to
get more money for his goods
than his larger competitors do,
or his overhead wipes out his
profit
but if he tries to sell at
higher prices than his competitors, he loses business instead of
gaining it.
Since that deadly
overhead expense increases with
every decrease in the volume of
his business, a dealer must get
new business or close up.
As soon as this conclusion is
reached another problem presents itself.
It is true that
a
dealer must get new business,
but it is just as true that he must
get that business at a cost that
makes it profitable.
The question, then, resolves itself into this
form What is the most profitable method of getting new business ?
Methods of Getting Business
There are three methods by
which a dealer may increase his

The

;

—

business.

One

of

them

is

by mak-

ing personal calls on possible

new

customers another is by offering inducements for those possible customers to, come to him
and the third method is a combi-

An Avery Motor

Now
it

it is

fair to

assume that

if

cost $2 per call for a big, well-

organized manufacturing concern
to send out salesmen to the farmers, it is going to cost a dealer at
least $1 for each personal call he

makes on

a farmer.

business

er's

afford to

is

If

the deal-

such that he can

pay that price

for the

privilege of talking with a pos-

;

;

—

nation of the other two a judicious mixture of inducements and
personal calls. This, we believe,
is the true solution of the prob-

lem of keeping the business growing.

Personal

An
;

i

calls

implement

are

expensive.

manufacturing

concern in the West, whose
product was somewhat in the
nature of a specialty, and who,
therefore, had to keep salesmen

own

actively employed
the goods to farmers,
found at the end of a year that
each call made on a farmer by

of their

in selling

'

one of their salesmen cost the
company an even $2. When, in
addition to this discovery, they
found that a salesman was only
selling one out of fifteen farmers
that he called on, it became evi-

customer, all
our opinion
would stand that
personal calls are
sible

but

in

well and good,
few businesses
strain.

Some

necessary.
In
fact, it is practically impossible
to close a deal without one. But
where each personal call costs $1
or more, it would be the part of
wisdom to reduce the number of
them to a minimum, rather than
to try to do all your business by
this

method.

Customer
method that

Attracting the

—

The second
of
offering inducements to customers to come in and see you
has
the disadvantage that generally

—

inducement that is strongenough to bring- in the farmers
will bring in a crowd, and the
an

dealer does not get the satisfaction in dealing with a crowd that
he does in dealing with one or

two people
more,
any

at a time.

Further-

inducements

that

Road Drag.

Cultivator Operating a

kept prospect list, with a record
in
black
and
white of the
amount and kind of work done
on each man, is a mighty valuable thing for any dealer to have
and will materially reduce the
expense of getting business. To
this prospect list should occasionally be sent out some piece
of literature, illustrated if possible, containing
a
good talk
about one product and bearing
the dealer's name in large type.
By following this plan, the dealer
secures as much, or more, benefft

than he

would from

number

of personal calls

his prospect.

The

the

against the $2 more or less that
the personal call costs.
If there is
a newspaper published in the dealer's town or vilit

see

shown

will be

to

it

economy

that

his

in the advertising

of each issue of the

for

some seasonable

him

name

is

columns

paper, an-

nouncing the'fact that he has

for

machine,
and each advertisement telling
something about some strong
feature of that machine.
One
hvmdred_dollars or more per year
sale

as

this,

in

practically

is the man
business at the
lowest
cost,
who keeps his
business growing, whose overhead is the least, and whose
profits at the end of each year
make the best showing.

to serve that public

who

gets

new

Association and Price Getting

cost of reach-

each man in this way and
having a few minutes talk with
him is seldom over five cents, as

lage,

in

everything else, we are still a
long way from the ideal. At the
present time the man who keeps
himself most prominently before
his public, and who constantly
asserts through the local newspaper his ability and willingness

same

made on

ing

to

but

Wherever

it

is

possible

the

formation of local dealers' clubs
or associations will do
more
towards simplifying the pricegetting problem than any other
one thing. This does not necessarily mean price fixing, but the
very fact that you learn to know
your competitor better will dissipate a lot of preconceived ideas as
to his cussedness.
In the great
majority of cases you will find
that your competitor has neither
horns nor cloven hoofs. Each will
learn that the other really wants
a fair profit and will not be afraid
to ask one himself.

:

:
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Tractor Plowing Demonstration Fifty Years
on April

In these days Ave are all acquainted with the power plowing
outfit, whether it be the lightweight tractor with its two or
three-furrow plow or the heavy-

manufactured by Messrs.
Fowler & Co., Leeds, the wellknown British manufacturers of
steam tractors, and consisted of
two steam engines of 12 h.p. each
with a winding drum, 800 yards
of steel cable and 10 porters. The
plow used was what was known
as a Fowler patent balance plow.
It had four moldboards on each
side and end of a large steel
The coulters were fixed
frame.

manner in
was accom-

plished.

to Aberdeen,

shown

was

plowing by power. Before us is
a record from a newspaper then
issued which gives a very clear

Close

those
demonstrations

1872, one of

pioneer tractor
The outfit
took place.

machine hauling eight or more
But as far back as fifty
plows.
years ago, in Scotland they were

description of the
which the plowing

24,

Ago

Scotland,

Reserve Territory

on a level beam, and by altering
their position on the beam by an
adjustment provided, a wider or
narrower furrow could be cut at
will.

Both long and short moldboards were supplied, the short
one being known at that time as
"digging breasts." As the report
quaintly observes, "Avith the digging breasts a tillage could be
effected which was equal, if not
superior,

The

spade husbandry."
experiment was made

to

first

tough sod, "of a
concaA^e nature," so
that porters for the cable Avere
on a

field

of

somewhat

Now

you want

to

sell,

have received
Since our announcement last month we
Shinn-Flat.
represent
to
tions from dealers who want
Shinn-Flat

most

is

recognized

scientific

system

many

over North America as the
of Lightning Protection ever

the system that has been recommended by
such authorities as Sir Oliver Lodge, of England,
the U.S. Weather Bureau, Dr. Steinmetz, of

It is

etc.

WRITE FOR TERRITORY AND
TERMS AT ONCE

A

—

the

Two

The

'digger,'

'drag'

was the

A

Known

last

12 h.p. tractors. $5,900

.

.

420
50

.

.

1,430

800 yards steel cable.

Ten

cable porters

Cost of implements

Shin
\Fornnerly

clined to think they fell short of
neighborthe ordinary plow.
ing field of stiff red clay was
a
tested Avith the cultivator
strong implement with nine tines,
mounted on an iron frame, and
carried on three wheels. The
work of the cultivator was con-

wrought
It
implement used.
most effectually and to a great
could be
'drag'
depth. This
changed to a harrow simply by
changing the tines."
Cost of Outfit
Compared with the cost of
present-day tractor plowing outfits, the value of this steam tractor equipment in 1872 was fairly
Following are the
expensive.
tractor outfit used
the
of
values

all

Company,

"At the given signal, a whistle
from No. 1 Engine, No. 2 Engine
began to wind up the rope to
Avhich the plow was attached,
and aAvay went the plow, turning
over four furrows in good style.
The packing was fair and the
furrows pretty squarely set up,
though some critics, according to
one present at the trial, were in-

while

applica

devised.

the General Electric

quote this old-

sidered excellent.

the

for

To

not required.
time report

which was formed by taking the
moldboards off the plow and
on 'digging breasts,'
putting
performed some notable work,

coming year, the most scientific and
on the market-get your territory
easiest selling Lightning Conductor
some other dealer.
reserved now before it is taken up by

If

January, 1916

$7,800

Total

The two engines used from
224 to 280

The

per hour.

lbs. of coal

figures given

work

for the

done are as follows: Plowing, 8

GSih alien cl Flct)

Shinn Manufacturing Co.,

inches deep, per acre, $2.52; 10
inches deep, per acre, $3.00.
Grubbing, 10 inches deep, $2.28
per acre; 12 inches deep, $3.00
per acre. The "grubber" in the

Chicago, manufacturers of the Shinn-Flat
System, has made arrangements with the Cushr

United Kingdom is simply a very
strong form of low-set cultivator

from Winnipeg

Distributed

The W.

man Motor Works
tribute

C.

Ltd.,

of

Winnipeg,

to

dis-

Shinn-Flat to retailers throughout the

western provinces.
Applications for agencies will be considered,

made

and contracts

within the next few months for the season of 1918.

The dealer who has the agency for the Shinn-Flat System will find that it is not difficult to get practically all

Lightning Conductor business in his community, as
style
Shinn-Flat possesses so many advantages over old

of the

cables or rods.
half the
Furthermore, the Shinn-Flat can be sold with less than
style Conductors.
old
the
of
one
selling
had
ever
have
you
trouble
Anyone can see that it is a big improvement in cable construction.

PUMPS
AND
Clothes Reels
Made in the best
equipped factory
in Canada.

We make and
handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

We

also

install

hydro-pneumatic
Farm Water systems.

Cushman Motor Works
WE'iTE A\E. and VINE STREET

of

Canada, Limited
WINNIPEG,

JVTAN

SUCCESSORS TO

The Riesberry

Pump

Co.

(Established 1882)

WR/TE FOR DEALERS- PRICES

North-West
T N WILLIAMSON

Pump
W.

J.

Co.

MEREELL

Phone 607

i

Liqhininq Cant Sirike IF Shinn GetsThere First

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.

:
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—

deep work duck-foot shovels
being generally used.
The procedure of operating the
plows is of interest. The engine
was stationed on the one side of
for

the

which there were

field, in

:

six

anchor pulleys for guiding the
ropes round the corners and headThe anchor pulleys,
lands.
mounted on two wheels, were
kept in position by stakes driven
into the field, a tension anchor
having been placed behind the
engine for the purpose of keeping the rope at its proper tenWindlasses were placed
sion.
on the headlands, occupying the
place of an engine on the double
system for one or two engines
They Avere
used.
be
could
mounted on wheels, provided
with discs and coulter, which
cut into the ground, to resist the
pull of the opposing engine, having steering apparatus for guid-

cream separator on
floor
if
a board floor must
board
a
be used it should be made of
heavy material so it will not continually jar and give back and
policy to set a
;

forth

when

operation.

machine

'the

If

After a
all

in

is

the base wobbles

the loss of butter fat results.
The attention of the customer
should be called to the high rate
of speed at which the separator
Explain to him that if
operates.

new

separator

spected.

eventually

the

ruin

certain that all oil openings
Tell the cusare unobstructed.
tomer all about the machine.

in-

Care should be taken to

LLOYDS LOW-DOWN SPIRAL SPRING

WAGON SEATS—A

BIG SELLING LINE

THEY FIT ANY WAGON OR SLEIGH BOX MADE
DEALERS
Get a stock on hand and see
every one sold sell another.
Order your wagons less seats
and supply the Lloyds. Take
up no box space. Carry 600
lbs. Strong, low set and give
an easy riding motion. Full
Write for
stock on hand.

efficient service from
the machine for a long period of
time he must see that the parts
are properly assembled before the
machine is operated, and tha't the

;

make

set up,

moving parts should be

he expects

high speed of the separator makes
proper lubrication a necessity.
The use of high grade oil is essenfor poor grade oil will make
tial
the machine hard to operate, and
will also cut the bearings and

is

15

dealers' prices at once.

can

The Wagon Loaded

make money with

You
this

specialty.

Going

Home

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

WAGON
SEAT COMPANY
WAWANESAWAWANESA,
MANITOBA.

separator.

ing them to the bounds of the
field, and a 5 ft. 6 in. winding
drum which was geared by an
eccentric movement with pinion
fixed to the intermediate shaft
and lever handle for throwing
the drum out of gear.

A

plow then commonly used
steam plowing was a three
furrow type, made entirely of
wrought iron, the shares being
of forged Swedish iron, which
for

2-Passenger Roadster

^1 A9r
<plU^J

Offers

F.O.B. Brockville,
Ontario

Maximum Value

5-Passenger Touring

(tlAOC
«plU^3

P-^-^- Brockville
Ontario

Prices subject to change without notice

Prices subject to change without notice

claimed the agricultural engineers
of the early '70's stood the shock
In fact, the
of earth fast stones.
breakage of a share was a rare
With
occurrence in these days.
one engine about 112 lbs. coal was
used an hour, and the furrows
turned over averaged from eight
to nine inches deep.
In the United Kingdom these
steam plows are little used, and in
their stead, by the development
of tractor engineering we have the
compact light weight tractor and
plows, the complete outfit selling

Power
for a little over $2,000.
plowing, however, is by no means
so modern as the average implement man thinks, as a scrutiny of
these old records shows.
Instruct the Separator Buyer

Special Briscoe Features
The smallest quantity of gasoline per mile
The longest stroke small motor
of any car
The highest powered small car on
The most economical car made on tires
the market
dealer offers everything demanded in a quality car that appeals
powerful and comfortable autoto sensible motorists who desire a thrifty, dependable,
and gets more out of
mobile. The famous "Half Million Dollar Motor" affords abundant power
is unusually
equipment
Regular
every gallon than any other car at anywhere near the price.
has a
territory
any
complete. The Briscoe is a quality car, and the dealer who presents it in
sales.
offer
for
1918
Send for full specifications and particulars of our profitable

WITH

the

BRISCOE the

broad market.

When

the dealer sells a cream

make certain
knows how to

separator, he should
that the purchaser

handle
led,

a

it.

When

modern

properly handseparator turned

out by a manufacturer of
integrity
satisfaction

is
;

certain

to

known
give

but the finest separ-

ator on earth will not give good
service if it is neglected or hand-

The proper
improperly.
handling of a cream separator
commences before the machine is

led

by placing it upon a
foundation where it will have a
set

up,

chance to run evenly. The base
should be rigid. It is not a good

The Briscoe Dealer displays a Car that appeals
Distributors for Manitoba

ELGIN

to the Greatest

Number

of Prospective Buyers

Distributors for British Columbia:
:

MOTOR CAR SALES

CO.

GET OUR LIBERAL
AGENCY PROPOSITION

INTERNATIONAL MOTORS Ltd.
1112 Seymour

417 Portage Ave., Winnipeg
Distributors for Saskatchewan

AUTO SERVICE

CO.,

LIMITED

Regina and Saskatoon

St.,

Vancouver

Distributors for Alberta:

The JAS.

F.

STONE MOTOR CO.

309 17th Ave. W., Calgary

Briscoe Motor Company, Limited
ONTARIO
BROCKVILLE

The Canadian
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The Sharples Separator

^^o.
W''

Oct. 1

UoBher

C.

One hoJidred

Co.
V TO THE

••^

1 tw-

twenty-two o»nt»

fUty-fl"

OR

CO.
S. 155.23

"^roISor

January, 191S

>ncer
-

668. 2*

Sixt7^ight Jon

""""or
No. 67y,

.

J.

Kurt!

^^"i' "ollar. flfty^igh

_

c»at»

"farmers &MKHANICy

OotJ

TUB
PheSi
.West Che:sts
OCR OF

Tools t

Sevent7-fliebt dollars sevon conts^

CUES'

FA»IERS & MECHANICS TRUST COMPANY.

WEST CHESTER, PA.

CO
Oct.

71.13

"

•WEST*

c.nf

„,..t, t«o

8ron».i--;^_^;».

;;.;Udr.d

t«My-fiv^

.„„,^yt.r.. doU»r.

«ent?-

Sffiitm

3.

BUST OOMPANV.

00<.fl>AS^'-

^® Separs'
^=3T0„KS«S.B,,

Oct. I

Hosea Stmrart
dollar, elgh

""'^^^

WESTER.

THE SHABPI^^„=P».

Quantity Bonus has enabled many of
OUR
our dealers" to earn over $1200 each

611
,1

this

and above the

liberal
Scores of the Sharpies
contract discount.
dealers received over $500 each in bonuses,
and hundreds from $50 up. Our Bonus Checks
for last year amounted to more than $50,000.
This year (1917) we will pay out nearly

year in bonuses over

$100,000

in

,.ot»

,oU*''»

SEP•ABATOR -'^

Bonuses

Oct.1

Oct. 1

secret of this, our dealer's success (apart
from their natural sales ability) lies in the
superiority and supreme saleability of

The
Sixty

.^„ee dollar.

f^'Jfe.

the Sharpies Suction-feed Separator and the
Sharpies Milker.

..•«-«rss.

""

,C0.-'

Sharpies off ers something <fi/ferenf, a difference fully
protected by basic patents. Anyone can build and
offer for sale fixed-feed, disc-type separators, even
the mail-order houses. But the Suction-feed principle is an extra saving feature no other manufacturer can offer you have no cheap competition of
the all-alike disc variety. In approaching a customer
you have a real good reason for suggesting a tradein on a new machine, as the Suction-feed will show
a saving over any fixed feed machine, a saving that
will pay for a Sharpies Suction-feed inside of a year.

cent.

liar.

ain.

[>LES

SEPARATOR CO.

iHESTEa-J*-

Oct.

L-t»oMllar.

.1

forty-Ji" c.nt.

—

......

iu

50*

Again, any one can build a milker that simply draws
the milk. But only Sharpies can build a milker that
by the use of compressed air gives the indispensable
"Upward Squeeze" which massages the teats after
every suck.

E3S

Separator Co.

^STER.^.

Oct. 1

1.1 ' NO'

S

tortKisnt.

The Sharpies Separator Company
Regina, Sask.

Toronto, Ont.
The Mitchell & McGregor Hdwe.
Distributors for

Sharples Separa
_
o««.o,

West Chester. Kr.

Oct.

Co,,
Manitoba

Oct-

Its"''

1

Merrltt Eonoho

ri"T-*our dollars thlrtr centa

Ll»r»<

SEPARATOR
THE SHARPIES
1
•West Che»»br

WEST aiESTER.RX.
,

Oct.

1

191 7

, 56
NO.'

g 704.00

Son
Botert Smith t

four dollaca

tTHE SHARPl^^
West Cm

HeCHANICS TRUST
V(EST

<

CHBSl

C.
Emlson H»rd..r.
Ssvsnty-nlns doll»r«

Rw- to
•

« CO-

Brandon, Man.

WEST CHE3reB-(*-

i»>7

vm

Na

49»|

oBosBoF ura.
J. Bo,3 Lebold

Two hundred twantr
dolli

« 330.95
ninety-flv» cents

»

53.40
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.
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• 60.58

;

-

_°""<»-

Oct. 1

»•

Conine 4 B.t„

7

THE SHARPLES

no.42

Oct. 1

.'Bb-"^,

'

'""'/
-

Pi..

-

WEST CHESTER.
PA.'

'*'o«S'or C. B. Schanti

doUa

iMndred two

^

in

"'''^'''^''^KBlHfiT COMPLY

S.,.,
^"i

17

1 CO^-

Chebti

RPLES
r CHsaTCR.Ph.

In in a

^^^^^
OWIY.

I*
•WeBT CHESTER

5R.PA.

"^ipABATOH CO.

Oct. 1,

.^^••••"^>^<^\o.
^'^.ti
N.***

).t*

J

Oct. 1

^

r_--'

,,0^^''

$133.

w

V'.
^o

thirty-tWMf

ANOTHER reason for this remarkable volume of
Sharpies national advertising, which
week and year after year is persist-

sales

is

week

after

ently telling dairymen in your community why the
use of a Sharpies Separator or Milker is the truest
economy, and why they will get a better margin of
dairy profit by doing their dairying the Sharpies

"'Ob.

^«

Oct,

ten

Co.

"•at.

way.
'y Co.

nr..

Sharpies Separators and Sharpies Milkers, like all
other good articles, are sold on quality and rerHence the Sharpies
vice not primarily on price.
agency attracts the big-calibre dealers who are real
They have the vision to see the resalesmen.
markable possibilities of Sharpies machines, where
quality and service spell a large volume of satisfactory sales.

*

o»nt,

—

CO.
Oct. X

.

191

We

cents

aiM»NY.

hustling, prosperous dealer,
smaller, ambitious dealer to

AR^LBs Separator Co.
Oct. 1

,9,7

NaS^j

encourages

and

grow

•Ighty-one c»nt»

Oct. 1

fcsT OHMTBUl*-

the

L

big.

t Fleter

nfty^-re

Lllare

If you are tired of small separator sales, due to antiquated construction (such as discs, blades and other
contraptions, and carrying with it the loss of
if you, too,
precious cream because of slow turning)
want to get a Bonus Check, in addition to liberal
commission and extra cash discounts, then tell us
you want to see a Sharpies Contract NOW!

S 66?
.l»r«

— men who

will become big, enthusiastic, successful Sharpies
specialists, who can handle large, exclusive territory.
And to get them (or to develop them if they have the
ability), we offer a better contract and a better
This frankly favors the big,
bonus proposition.

BSTBR.!*-

CBTCHUTBII.nK.

want dealers who are such salesmen

"at.

cetite

—

_

L*^*

iPLES SBP&RATOR:

—

C
lare thl.rtT(M»e cente

The Sharpies Separator Company

ion,

Toronto, Ont.
The Mitchell & McGregor Hdwe.

Co.,

Regina, Sask.
Brandon, Man.

Distributors for Manitoba

SEPARATOR

cent'
ar. tfclTteen

'•its

«

»^«"'*^

78'

CHEST6B.I^-

.Se:iPABA-roR^

Ca

lThe

SIiarHis Separatoi
West

.ixty

<

Reynolds.. BrooJta Hardware Co.
.

OS'

CO
l»i7 NaSO^

rCHMTMlBi.. Oct. 1

Two hundred twenty-one

d^Uara twenty cent*

cente

63.'31
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N.I.V.A. May Hold Tractor
Demonstration in Canadian
West

A

Those Railways

largely attended meeting of

the Tractor and Thresher Department of the National Implement
and \"ehicle Association recenttractor
ly considered plans for

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

Over
demonstrations in 1918.
manufacturing con50 tractor

AND
SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

members of this
The major demon-

now

cerns

are

association.

stration will be held near Cleve-

At

O.

land,

demonstration
be thoroughly

this

will

'tractors

all

by impartial

tested

The Cleveland
Commerce has

made public.
Chamber of

promised 5,000 acres.
In addition, seven other demonstrations will be held. One
of these will be held in Southern
California, one in Northern California, while there will be three
general demonstrations at points
to be selected in the central and
middle western states. Another
demonstration will, it is stated,
be held in Ontario and also one
in the Canadian West at some

Established in 1904 and Published Monthly by

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited
F. D.
811-12

BLAKELY, Manager
CONFEDERATION LIFE BLDG.

RATES MADE
Change

of Advertising

month

Bartholonjew,
Peoria,

the

111.,

the

of

who

of

Thresher

Department

N.I.V.A., states that to

is

and

Tractor

president

the

of

make

a

demonstration a success a locality
must be chosen where ground is
easily obtainable

and where

local

business interests and all publications will boost the demonstration.
have no doubt that
when the committee choose the

We

point for a

Western Canada

de-

monstration all men connected
with the tractor industry in the
Canadian West will work to the
end that it may be a great success
and a step toward greater tractor
business.

An

After -the-War Problem

The demand

for scrap metal for
the production of munitions has brought out of various
branches lof industry considerable
machinery that up to the begin-

use

Ten Cents

ADVERTISING
KNOWN ON APPLICATION

in

ning of the war had been much
used and has now become pracThe high prices
tically obsolete.
of scrap metal of all kinds are a
strong inducement to the owners

expenses, of the respectable
of five million dollars. This
does not indicate that this road,
at least, is operating at a great
loss, and it handles 60 per cent of
the traffic.

sum

Let

this ofSce not later than the 25th of the
preceding issue in which insertion is desired.

Copy should reach

come

WINNIPEG, CANADA, JANUARY,

ing-out process

dustrial

1.

MiO'St of the industries that

were diverted tlo war purposes
some
in
found a proportion
cases a large proportion— of their
machinery unsuitable, and it had
to be thrust aside. If it was old
br biadly worn it can not profit-

—

ably be installed again and may
as well go to the scrap heap.
Capital invested in indus2.
seriously affected by war
conditions has been gradually
withdrawn, the owners turning
their attention to more promising
tries

fields.

Vehicle and furniture factories,
builders' plants and a variety of
productive works, and also constructional machinery in public
and private hands, have long been
almost idle, and some of the unused machinery is worth only the
weight ;of the metal. Then, too,
a harvest of metal is being reaped
on farms where the advent of the
motor tractor has thrown into

disuse old types of plows ard
implements.
Not the least of the difficulties
of industrial reconstruction on a
normal basis alfter the war will be
the problem of unsuitable machinery, no inoonsiderable prlopor-

iQther

tion of

way

which will probably

find

to dealers in scrap metals.
its
Manufacturers of machinery will

1918

the owners of
exclusively
the question of in-

now devoted

war work

preparedness

—of

ness to take up old or

readi-

new

lines

on

immediately

production

lof

the cessation of hostilities
urgent one.

—

is

an

Material Situation Affects
Tractor Trade

Although tractor manufacturers
have been given a favorable position on the priority list by the
U.S. government, at the same
time tractor manufacturers are
going to have no easy time in
getting raw stock.

There

is

in freight

especially

a possibility of trouble

shipments next spring,
in

local

freight

ship-

ments, and tractor dealers should
anticipate the possibility of not
being able to deliver the 'tractor
even if they have sold it.
Some authorities have suggested that the really wise tractor
dealer might find it a far-sighted,
common-sense policy this year to
He may secure
stock tractors.
whatever additional financial aid
necessary to buy tractors in quantities to at least conservatively
cover his estimated sales for the

coming

year.

Then he can

actual-

ly place his orders for these tract-

make arrangethem in stock in

ors right now, and

ments
his

to carry

own

in

way

period of

all

the

rail-

Canada for the
the war and the recon-

lines

in

Furstruction period to follow.
ther a complete nationalization
all

Canadian roads

may

fol-

dollars a year in carrying charges

therefiore to

plants

mean,

:

time to construct new
equipments, in whole tor in part,

a'nd

in rates be-

will

The point is this If we
low.
as a nation are to be forced to
pay an additional forty million

require

such plants tb sell everything
that can 'be spared and then take
steps toward re-equipping their
works as soon 'as possible. There
are two main qauses of this clear-

to

it

our opinion, the taking over by

of

of

advance

this

effective,

the government of

CORRESPONDENCE
As an
Solicited on all matters pertinent to the implement and vehicle trade.
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for publication, every correspondent
must sign his name. We reserve the right to edit all matter
submitted but (Jo not undertake to endorse opinions
expressed by correspondents.
Press Association
Entered in the Winnipeg Post Office as second class matter.

demonstrations will take place in
the spring, at which a decision
will be made regarding a West
Canadian demonstration.
Co.,

Single Copies,

Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

Member Western Canada

E. J. Gittens, of the J. I. Case
T.M. Co., Racine, Wis., who is
chairman of the 1918 Tractor Demonstration Committee, informs
us that so far no definite statement can be given as to the
demonstraAVestern Canadian
A meeting to decide the
tion.
exact location of the seven minor

B.

Telephone Main 518

advance in cost of rolling stock,
and so on, one cannot but note
the fact that in one month, November, the leading railroad of
Canada had a clear profit above
all

THOMSON, Editor
WINNIPEG, CANADA

a. A.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Sl.OO per year in

point to be decided upon.

Avery

showing the greatly increased
operating costs of railroads, the

A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES, ENGINES AND MACHINERY

and

ej^perts

the results of the tests will be

J.

Living in the Canadian West
now high enough in cost, but
should a horizontal increase in
the railway rates become effective, we will find 'that every dollar
will buy less.
Despite all the
reams of evidence submitted

is

territory.

to the roads of this country,
up to us to make certain,

it is

by

every possible means, that private individuals, already in redividends
of satisfactory
ceipt
shall not profit from our pockets.
If we are to have war taxation let
us see that it goes into public
treasury and not private pockets
which already may be sufficiently full, unlike the ,pocket of the
average householder.

The Dairy Equipment Business
The dealer seldom looks at the
dairy equipment as a whole. He
considers the sale of the individual unit, usually of the cream sepBut beyond the latter
arator.
machines, churns,
milking
are
barn equipment, fence, etc. You
cannot judge any item by the
profit

made

majority

in a single sale.

of

dealers

The

handle

a

cream separator, and no farm
machine gives more profit per
dollar of investment 'than a good
cream separator. In a few years
separator sales have run into the
millions and it is not to be wonIn nine months last
dered at.
year, for instance, cream separthe value
ators and parts to
into
imported
were
of $429,000

—

Canada.
profits on cream
been good
always
have
separators
except in scattered areas where
price cutting and not real salesmanship was used as a means

The

dealers'

of building business.

Still,

the

'

:
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on a cream separsmall item coma
only
is
ator
pared with the profit that follows the introduction of a full
profi't

initial

line of dairy

equipment.

The dairyman who begins

to

separate milk from ten or twelve
cows twice a day, is a natural
prospect for a gasoline engine
and possibly a churn. He also
wants a pumping engine, for
stock require plenty good fresh

With the

water.

installation of

an engine the dealer can supply
the

pump

necessary

and so

shafting, belting,

line

jack,

on.

With

a line shaft, the way to a milking
machine, feed grinder and washing machine for the lady of the
house lies open. As a matter of
fact, 'the cream separator is only
an item, but the cumulative value
of a line

of dairy equipment can

be made a great factor in the
year's business of the dealer located in territory where a demand
exists for such machinery.

What

is

a Profit?

The answers 'to that query are
many. They may range all the
way from "a profit is the difference between buying price and
selUng price" to "a profit is something the implement dealer never
sees." But one dealer in our experience has clearly stated what

and his
profit,
a
worth repeating. He
said "a profit is the cash left from

constitutes

definition is
a sale

when

all

making that

the expenses of
are deducted

sale

from the selling

price."

are the expenses of making a sale? Let us see if we can
First, a
think of all of them.
building must be provided in
which to carry on the business.
That means rent or investment,
either one a charge against each

What

sale.

A

building means taxes,

improvements, repairs, a sinking
fund, light, heat and a charge for

Again before you
can sell goods you must buy
them. .That brings on another

depreciation.

—

string of charges the invoiced
cost, transportation charges, cost
of

advertising,

canvassing,

set-

up and testing machines,
losses on bad accounts, losses on
unsold machines carried over,
clerk hire and other labor costs,
and a salary for yourself. Taken
ting

assortment
this
whirlwind of
makes a very
charges, which, even under the
together,

all

most favorable

and
manage-

conditions

with the most' efficient
ment, rarely amounts to less than
17 per cent of the selUng price

and from that on up.
According to our way of thinking a dealer earns his money,
and the right to continue in business by doing two things
1.

Closing sales.

2.

Taking care

of his

custom-

prospects, while as regards delivery the freight situation is far

a

from satisfactory. Strange to say
most of the automobile factories
have more raw material on hand
than they have ever had in their
history, and their stock sheets
show a big inventory of raw material, and very little surplus cash
on hand, whereas it used to be a
low inventory and large surplus

ers.

For these he

is

to

entitled

regular income, which should be
charged against the business just
like any other item of expense.
But above and beyond all these
items of cost, depreciation, salary

and expense, there should still be
and a good one on
a remainder

—

—

when

the right side of the ledger
That
are paid.
all bills

is

a

profit.

If conditions are normal, and
your business does not show a
net profit, amounting at least to
per cent of your turnover,
5
Get busy
something is wrong.
leaks
and
the
out
hunt
once,
at

stop

them

up.

high selling cost robs many
a good dealer of his hard-earned
Finding prospects, canprofit.
vassing, wasting time on non-

A

buyers,

machines to
do not thoroughly

delivering

farmers who
understand their operation, making repairs caused by careless
selling, all these are points to be
carefully considered.

Let newspaper advertising and
mailing help you find
They will cut
your prospects.
out fully half of your non-procircular

ductive canvassing.

Be sure the

farmer understands the machine

him before you leave
it entirely by himself.
A little more time spent
with the man who has bought
from you will often pay large
dividends in goodwill, and recommendations of your goods
you
him

sell

to

run

to other farmers.

Whatever you

do,

don't

ne-

That is the
sun and rain which brings up
the prospects, and makes the
blossom and
field of business
advertising.

glect

bear harvest.

farmers know what you
and like your business
methods, they will usually give
you a chance at a deal. Unless
they know what you sell, and
have a chance to find out whether
they like you or not, they are
more 'than likely to buy somewhere else without consulting
you, which does not give you a

When

of cash.

A

condition

is

greater shortage of
cars exist to-day than has ever
This
been the case previously.

owing

profit.

The Automobile Trade
During the past few weeks a
great many of the most popular
types of automobiles have been
in price.

This

is

direct-

ly attributed to the great increase

the cost of materials, also to
increased factory expense in the
production field. From the standin

point of economy it is wise for
those who intend to purchase cars
to do so right away, as further ad-

vances seem probable.
should emphasize this

Dealers
tn

their

largely brought about

to 'the

United States gov-

ernment requisitioning 50,000 cars
per month for war purposes. This

Personal

Mr. McKay, of the John Deere

Plow

Regina, was a recent

Co.,

visitor to

Winnipeg.

Dalquist, an automobile
Eli
dealer at Forget, has sold out to
Bennett & Littlejohn.

A. Y. Bayne, president of the
Steel Co. of Canada, died
recently at Winnipeg.

Algoma

P. Major, a machine and automobile dealer at Marcelin, has
sold out to A. Morin.

Irving

&

McKillop, auto dealhave sold out to

ers at Calgary,

McTavish Motor Co.

the

W.

great shortage of automobile cars and ordinary flat cars
are being used.

Monteith, a machine and automobile dealer at Wilcox, has
sold out to J. D. Bue'tcher.

There seems to be a mutual
agreement among the automobile

agency for McLaughlin automo-

has

left a

manufacturers that they will cut
down their production of passenger cars by about 40 per cent in
the interests of the country's
prosecution of the war. But the
greatest difficulty in getting cars
will be the freight car shortage.

Repair Service Important
So much

now depends on

the

use of all available
farm operating equipment that the
intelligent

dealers' repair service, always of
prime importance, is more essenThexefore,
tial than ever before.
it deserves extra and special attention at the hands of dealers.
One of the most important things

that the same
conditions which are hampering
operations in the machine trade
will have a similar effect on the

to be considered

are

made

Many

of malleable

repairs

and

iron

malleables has

shortage
never been so pronounced as it is
to-day. Cold rolled steel is hard
to procure and numerous repair
of

the

parts

There

made

are

just as

is

of that material.

much

to be said

in favor of early repair orders

shipments as there
early

is

and

in favor of

machine orders.

Some

dealers

is

that

make

it

a rule to

if

a certain

week

were selected and advertised as
"Repair Week" by dealers genleaving nothing undone
erally,
the imof
farmers
to warn
portance of placing their repair orders during that week if not
before, a larger portion of the
repair requirements for springwould be made known to the
dealers long enough ahead of the
working season to insure prompt
ser\ Tce

t'

l

has

Kaitting

bile in the

town

taken

the

of Travers.

On December

11th a permanent
liquidator was appointed for the
Pioneer Tractor Co., Calgary.
C.

F. Thacker, an automobile

dealer at Barons, has sold out his
business at that western point.
It is reported that T. G. Oddie,
harness merchant, Deloraine, is
to discontinue business in that
town.
A. Souki has bought out the
automobile business at Spy Hill,
formerly carried on by Robert

Selkirk.

& Palmer,
Bassano, has been
broken up, the partnership being
The

firm of Allard

dealers

at

dissolved.

T.

Rondeau

prietor

of the

now

is

sole pro-

Somerset Garage

and Machine Co.

in

the village

of Somerset.

Peters & Friesen have bought
out the implement business at
W^ymark, formerly carried on by
A. W. Rempel.

out
J. J. Fleming has sold
garage and implement business at Delia. Name of purchaser
is not yet announced.

A.

his

W.

A. Robinson, western reprethe Empire Cream
Separator Co., was a recent business visitor to Winnipeg.
sentative of

put forth a special effort to ascertain the repair requirements of
their customers long in advance
of the using season. The universal adoption of this plan is urThe argently recommended.

gument

Guy

is

business.

repair

sell,

advanced

19

most farmers.

The Acme Tire & Repair Co.,
Weyburn, dealers in automobiles
and accessories, is now carried
on by N. V. Jackson & Henry
Hoxsey.

The Happy Farmer

Co.,

Win-

nipeg, distributors of tractors and

power farming implements, has
been registered under Saskatche-

wan laws.
The firm

of

Line,

Hansen

&

Kimball, auto accessory dealers
at Moose Jaw, has had a change
Line & Kimball now
in name.
carry on the business.
P.

M. Ames, manager

of

Mani-

toba Engines, Ltd. Brandon, was

:
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a recent business visitor to Winnipeg. He reports his plant busy

James Boden has bought out
business at Didsbury formerly carried on by McClain &

the

on farm equipment lines.
O. E. Chapman, of the Maytag
Co., Winnipeg, recently spent a
few days at Regina on business
connected with his company.

general manager of
the Mont Forest Carriage Co.,
Mont Forest, Ont., recently returned east after a few days in
AVinnipeg seeing to business connected with his company.

H.

John Deere Plow
Winnipeg, during the
holidays spent a few days with
his brother near Brandon.
Kalmacoff & Podovinekoff, implement and lumber dealers at
Veregin, have sold out their
lumber business and will concentrate on their implement lines.
of the

Ltd.,

Co.,

Roney, manager at Regina,
for the Minneapolis Threshing
Machine Co., spent a few days in
AVinnipeg recently, en route to the
home office and factories of his
company at Hopkins, Minn.

Redden, Winnipeg manager
for the J. I. Case T. M. Co., in
the opening week of the year will
spend some time at the factories
and head office of his company
at Racine, Wis.

yV

J.

Ross,

C.

death

implement

an

dealer at Strathclair.
Mr. Ross
was a popular figure in the com-

munity and

will be

in the

During the second week

missed by a

in

De-

cember, E..J. Sougstad, of the In-

Avide circle of friends.

ternational Harves'ter Co.,

came

to instruct the instruc-

tors at the various tractor schools

held annually by the harvester
organization throughout the Dominion.

D. Adshead, manager of the

J.
J.

D. Adshead Co., Winnipeg, dis-

Happy Farmer

tributors of

tract-

week at the
Happy Farmer plant at La Crosse,
Wis.
Mr. Adshead reports the
ors, recently spent a

plant as very busy turning out
meet the 1918 demand.

of

Waterloo Manufacturing
with headquarters at Portage
Prairie, is at present on a visit
the

Co.,

to the factories of the

Plow

Umbach
loo

Rock

Co.,

Rock Island

Island,

111.

Mr.

go east 'to the Water-

will

factories

at

Waterloo, Ont.,

before he returns to the West.

During the

first

week

in Jan-

uary, J. W. Ackland, president
and general manager of Messrs.
D. Ackland & Son, left Winnipeg

Southern California.
We trust that Mr. Ackland
may have a good vacation and return to his desk fully recuperated
and ready for a big season in 1918.
for a holiday in

recently had a visit from

New Home

manager
Machinery Co.,

Mr. Elwood spent a
Winnipeg. At the
first of the year he will spend a
few weeks in the United States investigating various lines with a
view to securing the distribution
of same.

—

F.

beds make them quickly and without
wasting time or horse power. They have
rolled up their sleeves to increase production and will listen if you can show them a
tool that will do it.
The leading State Experiment Stations use and endorse

Macdonald reports the factories
busy on their well-known ve-

as

hicle lines.

H.

W.

Hutchinson, Winnipeg,

the well-known machine man, recently returned from Hamilton,
Ont., where he attended the annual meeting of the SawyerMassey Co., of which organizaWhile east
tion he is a director.
Mr. Hutchinson visited several of
the leading farm machinery and
vehicle concerns.

We
We

back our dealers by a national advertising
campaign reaching more th::n 4,000,000 farmers.
follow up every inquiry and do our utmost
to help you close the sale. Our dealer's
proposition will interest you.
it

Canada

western
Carriage
returned
Eastern
the head

Winnipeg, recently
from a business trip to
Canada, where he visited
office and factories of the organiMr.
zation at Brockville, Ont.

—

for

of the

Co.,

In a single operation, it crushes clods, fills the air
spaces, firms the soil beneath and leaves a loose
mulch at the surface. And, it doesn't pull up sod
or trash. Succeeds on every type of soil there's a
style for every tillage purpose.
Sizes 1 to 4-horse.

Write

in

Macdonald,

N.

manager

'ACME'' Pulverizing Harrow

today.

in

Western Canada.

Mr. Knob-

lock was one of the pioneers in
the automobile field, having been

from a

W. Umbach, Western Manage!

Saskatoon.

perfect seed

A. F. Knoblock has been appointed works manager of the
Cleveland Tractor Co.,
Ohio,
which are now being distributed

factories at Lincoln, Neb.

day or two

make

several years.

way Motors Co. some sixteen
years ago. He was recently vicepresident and general manager
of the Cole Motor Co. at Indian-

of the

tillage tools that will

in

one of the founders of the North-

We

Demand

known

A. E. Donovan, Winnipeg, manager of the
Cushman Motor
Works of Canada, accompanied
by Mrs. Donovan, during the
Christmas holidays, paid a visit
to several cities in the United
States, and also spent a few days
at the Cushman head office and

E. Elwood, the popular

Farmers

Mr. Cairncross is
Southern Alberta,
his father having been in the implement business in Cardston for
Onit.

ville,

well

tractors to

la

In the same town Hatelt &
Bosenius have commenced an automobile business.
of

announced

D. N. Jamieson, manager of the
R. A. Lister Co., AVinnipeg, has
just returned from a two week's
visit to Toronto and other Eastern points.
Mr. Jamieson spent
some time at the Toronto headquarters of his company.

cher.

tire

is

plement concern at Rapid City.
In future the concern will be carried on by Lockhart & Birkenshaw.

Rosnau, an
implement
dealer at Bruderheim, has sold
out his business to Emil Boett-

regret to report

change

firm of Carrick & Birkenshaw,
the well-known lumber and im-

Jas.

e

Steel,

J. J.

J.

W

will handle

the Massey-Harris line, also coal,
Avood, gasoline and oils.

D. B. Macleod, the genial sales

manager

He

Wriggleswor'th.

Canada

to

January, 1918

apolis.

Stanley

Maw

Co.,

Maw, of the Joseph
Winnipeg, distributors

of au'tomobiles, recently returned
trip to the

Lansing,

Reo

factory at

Gray-Dort
factory at Chatham, and automobile factories at Detroit. While at
Lansing he attended the annual
convention

Mich., the

of

Reo

dealers,

at

which men were present from all
over the continent.
Mr. Maw
advises dealers to place their
orders early, as freight congestion

mean slow shipments.

will

Canada's Field Crop Value

The Dominion Department

of

Agriculture estimate the value
of Canada's field crops in 1917 as
$1,089,687,000, as compared with
$886,494,900 in 1916. This is the
first time the value of our crops
has reached the billion dollar
mark. The estimates for the production are as follows
Wheat, $451,874,000 oats, $236,142,000; hay, clover, alfalfa, $145,;

potatoes,
361,600;
$81,355,000;
other grains, $134,006,700; roots
and fodder, $40,974,700.

A New

Use for Old Autos

There are all over the country
thousands of old automobiles that
are perfectly fit to be transferred
into road tractors to draw the

heavy wagons now being drawn
by horses. These horses can be
put to work on the farms, says
"Farm Machinery." Light runabouts can easily handle a ton,
about one-third resting over the
rear axle and the other twothirds being drawn
behind in
the trailer.
The heavier cars
could be converted into road
tractors to draw three or four
tons.

Any blacksmith or machine
shop can, in a few hours, change
the automobile and wagon into a
only
tractor semi-trailer.
It is
necessary to remove the tonneau
part of the body from the auto
.

Duane

He NasSi Inc.

lOT^Elm Street

'"^^co^if^rsDotn^work"

Mlllington. N. J.
.

Sirx;

JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY

I

SIJ^by

s«T.™on

Cairncross, Lethbridge,
formerly of Cardston, has been
appointed a Southern Alberta
distributor for Briscoe automobiles, manufactured by the Canadian Briscoe Motor Co., Brock-

G.

F.

and the front

axle,

wheels

and

springs of the wagon and then
join the two together by a rocking fifth wlieel.
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Force Feed,

With

Light Draft,

Van Brunt

Gear Driven,

DriUs

Full Length

You Increase

Axles

Your Sales

The Latest
THE VAN BRUNT

Any

Will Seed

Can Be Seeded— No Clogging

Soil That

to the acre means
their profits helps your trade.

More bushels

You know the "Van Brunt"
stocking the "Van Brunt."

20-DISG DRILL

more business

is

to the agent.

the only dependable

drill,

Helping your customers increase
so

protect your customers by

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
The genuine Van Brunt,

famous

as sold by us, is

for light draft

owing

to:

Superior design, insuring less weight and greater strength
2nd. No sagging of grain box, with consequent binding on driving bearings
They revolve in oil continually
3rd. The bearings never run hot or dry.
each
end, insuring smooth operation
from
driven
is
Drill
4th. The Van Brunt
1st.

IT

NEVER CHOKES
John Deere Plows

John Deere
Model "B" Disc
Harrow

for Light Tractors

Extra heavy beams, warranted not to BEND
or BREAK

Using a disc harrow

The Model "B"pulverizes at even
its entire

depth

width.

Patented spring
pressure third lever
inner ends of gangs
can be given light or
heavy pressure to
disc over ridges or cut

—

out dead furrows
without burying the
harrow.
I ndependentgangs.
All tendency of gangs
to crowd to one side
is easily overcome by
giving them the prop-

before plowing pulverizes surface lumps,
works trash into the
seed bed and prevents
Then
the escape of moisture.
when the furrow slice is turned,
the trash decays rapidly and no
large air spaces are left between
bottom of furrow and the turned
furrow slice. Water in the subsoil can make its way into the
seed bed and plant roots can
penetrate to deeper soils.
Discing after plowing removes
the weeds, and makes the seed
bed compact, but not hard The
discs break up lumps of soil.
.

er relative angle.
Flexible only that
part of the Model **B"

—

harrow passing

overj

MOLDBOARD VIEW OF THE

No.

6, 3

OR

4

BOTTOM PLOW

are locked to axle; a unit when plowing.
balanced under all conditions
Great clearance in throat of beam
Lifting device is simple, sure and durable; power
land wheel
Solid rear wheel

Beams

The plow

lift

is

well

operates from

an obstruction is lifted out of the ground.
Rear section can be

EQUIPPED WITH JOHN DEERE
QUICK DETACHABLE SHARES

furnished to make a.
double action harrow.

JOHN DEERE PLOW
WINNIPEG

REGINA

CALGARY

^lllllllllllllllllllllllliiiillllllliillllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

SASKATOON

CO.,

LIMITED

EDMONTON

LETHBRIDGE
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The Implement Behind the
Implement of War in
Italy

playing a much larger
present Avorld war
This
than in any previous war.
is probably due to the fact that
more men are in the field under

Food

part

is

the

in

arms and more countries are engaged in combat than in any previous time. Europe is calling to
feed the defenders of liberty and
democracy.

But 'they are also doing everything in their own power, too, to
meet this great food problem.
Since all of the young and ablebodied men are at the front it
leaves

the

farm without much

They have solved

help.

their

shortage exactly as the
wise farmer of America is doing
namely by the use of
it to-day
labor

—

tractors.

But Europe

at the present

is

no condition to manufacture
these very necessary farm tractors, the implements behind the
implements of war.
So again
they are falling back upon the
wonderful resources of America
and are now using hundreds of
farm tractors built in the United
in

States.

The
,a fleet

picture on this page shows
of Case 10-20 h.p. tractors

pulling

three-bottom

plows

in

A

Battery of Case 10-20 H.P. Tractors at

Since the introduction of
these tractors, which, by the way,
are all purchased by the Italian
are
Italians
the
government,
learning that they now can plow
Italy.

ful

amount

of labor

The tractors illustrated here
are proving in Italy, as in America, the soil tilling capacity of a
practical

one-man

rig.

Every-

The wonderand time that

of the

They
power
larger

they can save by the use of the
tractor is enabling them to cultivate greater acreage, on which to
produce food for their fighting

men

the Plains of Italy

thing is so designed that the
operator cari conveniently manage both the tractor and the
plow. The Italian government is
most enthusiastic over the work

more, better and deeper.
by
have learned that
plowing they can raise

and better crops.

Work on

at the front.

American tractor and

it is

only an indication of the popuof American-made prodlarity
ucts in foreign lands that will
invade the foreign markets after
the war.

The Cost

of

The records of our Western
Experimental Farms afford some
valuable data as regards the cost
of producing the various crops.
Take, for instance, the cost of producing wheat on summer fallow.
The records kept consider such
items of cost as

Rent

harvesting, seeding,
seeding, binding,
stooking, threshing, use of machIn one
inery, seed and twine.
case, from 3}^ acres, 120 bushels
were produced, 34 bus. 17 lbs. per
acre, at a cost per acre of $14.33.
The cost of production per bushel

packing

after

cents.

ing, threshing

new year we take
tendering you our wish for

the advent of a

tunity of
prosperity during iqi8.

We
our new

this oppor-

success and

pleasure in introducing to the trade
line of 'tiSitH^e^ Guaranteed Sets for Wagon or

after flax, $10.11 per acre,

Brand covers a wide line of Painted
Varnished Woods, of quality which we guarantee, and
a price which enables you to meet the competition
ordinary lines

now

and

for

oats after corn, $10.04 per acre.
Barley after corn cost $9.15 per
acre to produce; barley after

use.

The

Plowing, cultivat-

and seed were the

highest items in the total cost for
the 33^ acres, which was $50.14.
For wheat following alfalfa, the
cost of production per acre was
wheat following
for
$17.68;
wheat, per acre, $11.81. For oats

also take

Implement

:

of land, plowing, packing,

cultivating,

was 42

WITH

Producing Crops

wheat, $11.79 per acre. Flax on
sod, $15.23. Ensilage corn, $14.20
per acre, or $3.13 per ton.

or
at
of

Whether

being marketed.

We

bespeak for the new brand your friendly consideration, and assure you that we will use every effort,
through quality, price and advertising, to make it a live
line, favourably known to the user, and a profit builder
in your business.
c-

or not your business

profitable

depends

knowledge

of

what

is

your
to
you
costs

upon

it

do business and the amount of
stififening in your backbone.

i

bincerely yours.

The
Best

Goods

'PEAK

ELVES
WINNIPEG MAN.

-
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Tractor Demonstrations Benefit
Industry

Now

there is no greater influence that can be brought to
than
standardization
bear on
enThe
demonstrations.
tractor
gineer who visits one of these demonstrations has a chance to see
his designs compared with those
The engine, the
of other makes.

transmission, the frame, and general outHne of the machine can be
seen complete. Unless he is very
narrow-minded, he will recognize
some of the good qualities of the
other fellow's work. This has the
effect of either

opinion

his

of

strengthening his

own

design,

if

found correct, or of changing his
plan so as to conform with the
idea as
It is

shown by

through

this

his competitor.

means

that the

tractor demonstration acts to help

standardize parts.
consists
o f
Standardization
designs
needless
the
eliminating
and construction, and adopting
the most useful and best tried out

evident that the tractor output is
constill pihysically inadequate
sidered from the total number of
farms on this continent situated

—

in

sections

where tractors have

proven moat profitable.
In even the best power farming

many

which

is

these machines, for the majority
on this con-

of the tractor plants

would be required

now working to capacand selling more tractors than
they can make. An investigation
tinent are

in a

ity

of tractor production

—

26-gauge galvanized
Construction
with steel frame; no wood used.
Capacity 125 bushels per hour.

—
— Thoroughly

sprinkles and then
turns the grain over four times.
Strongest Pickler ever sold. Last a lifetime and gives constant satisfaction.

analysis of the present plant
For further particulars write to

and equipment

of the tractor incould be made.
The
potential needs
for
additional
equipment could be ascertained,

dustry

W.

J.

BELL, 101 Simpkins Block
SASK.

REGINA

SELL

YOUR CUSTOMERS

ELECTRICITY
As a Profitable Proposition FAIRBANKS
MORSE Lighting Plants Lead Everywhere

MORLITE

own individual abilverdict of the buyer and
of the general public is freely expressed at gatherings of this kind
The

it is

the

work

The

this verdict

exists.

iron,

field of their

and

necessary

Efficiency

conditions are.

design.
It should not do this in
an arbitrary manner, but it should
select the parts by the process of
"Survival of the fittest."
From the engineer's viewpoint
there is so much benefit derived
from these demonstrations that
there ought not to be any other
answer than that they should be
continued. The automobile shows
have been the greatest educational means of working out the best
designs that could possibly have
been instituted. The engineers go
to these shows and not only obtain
new ideas, but they broaden the
ity.

is

meet the demand that

to

The Most Efficient, Best Constructed,
Automatic One-Man Grain Pickler
on the Market

production and
vitally
needed.
tractors today

There are many
that will meet certain specific
conditions and be a profitable investment to their purchasers. We
must find out what those specific

An

how

DEALERS— HANDLE THE <<FOX"

Modern equipment

costs

determine

given time to develop our agriculThe
:ural resources adequately.
tractor industry could then find
ways and means of producing

will lincrease

reduce

could

of each of the various kinds

of tractors

areas tractors in present use are
only averaging 48 days per year
service, which is only one-third of
their capacity.

we

and

23

/

upon which

(40 -Lamp Plant)
For Every Farm
or Rural Home

of the engineer depends.

engineer

who

recognizes

and takes into account this verdict
will always be the engineer of the
most successful machine on the
market.

These

demonstrations are a
machines whose
of
characteristic designs lend themgathering

SELF-STARTING— SELF-STOPPING—SIMPLE
Farmers and country home owners everywhere have reached the stage where they practically demand simple, safe,
Every farmer needs electric power and the vast majority
efficient and easily operated electric lighting plants.
can afford to own a Mor-Lite plant. These semi-automatic outfits are the ideal system for the home and bam
They are an investment that no up-to-date farmer can afford to be without. The dealer who realizes the big selling field for lighting plants, and who wants an outfit that is trouble-proof and satisfactory from every standpoint,
should investigate the Mor-Lite at once-

It is the
selves to careful study.
same in this line of business as in

any other line, the best and most
useful machine for the purpose
will surely win out in the end.
Tractor

Demand and Supply

Last year 35,000 tractors were
manufactured, and it was hoped
this year to manufacture 70,000.
With shortage of labor and material, however, the output will, we
believe, be under 45,000 machines.
In North America there exists a
market for one million
tractors, which would require an
potential

annual output of at least two hundred thousand machines, so it is

A
The Mor-Lite

is

BIG
a

storage

MONEY-MAKING FIELD FOR YOU
battery,

semi-automatic

power to meet the requirements of the average farm. Exceptionally compact
design; takes up little room and sells at a very reasonable price. A push button starts it; stops autooutfit.

Gives

matically

sufficient

when

batteries are charged;

runs with no

attention save lubrication and fuel supply.

—

cannot be overcharged an automatic alarm indicates
when it is run down- Indicator shows amount of
current that battery contains at

lamps for
battery once and
18

c.p.

all

times.

Runs 40

six hours without charging;
it

charge

supplies 15 lamps for six hours.

Shipped complete ready to run.

Battery

SEND FOR SPECIAL LITERATURE AND FULL PARTICULARS
WE'LL BE GLAD TO SUBMIT YOU OUR ATTRACTIVE AGENCY OFFER

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. LIMITED
SASKATOON

WINNIPEG

CALGARY

.
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The well-known
Adshead

distributors

J. D.
Winnipeg,

firm of

Ltd.,

Co.,

of

Happy Farmer

power

plows, separators and other lines, has been
and strengthened,
reorganized
and the name of the comthe
futIn
changed.
pany
ure this organization will do
business under the title of Happy
Farmer Company, Limited. The
head-quarters of the company
will, as formerly, be in Winnipeg, in the Curry Block, while
Tractors,

new company has

Company Reorganized

Tractor

Hardware Co.

of which the head
Winnipeg, a number
branch stores and yards being

office is

of

at

located at various points in Sas-

katchewan.
In entering the

Company,
gentlemen

Happy Farmer

Limited, these
two
bring with them a

personnel

a

which should ensure its success
as a farm machinery distributing
concern.

This spring the company will
hold tractor instruction schools,
under the supervision of competent instructors, at

the lead-

all

ing points 'throughout the Canadian \Vest.

January, 1918

meet the 1918 demand. The company report that several hundred
Happy Farmer's have been 'sold
to the French Government to asthe farmers of that country
produce record crops this year,
despite the shortage of man power
due to the war. Interested dealers can obtain full particulars of
the lines handled by the Happy
Farmer Company by addressing
the head office of the organization
sist

to

at AVinnipeg.

Proper Tillage Important

When land has been plowed
time after time to the same
depth it is no unusual 'thing for
a hard layer or plow pan to form.
This layer opposes the passage

two western branches have been
opened, one at Calgary and one
At these points a
at Regina.
good stock of tractors and epair
parts will be carried, also the
other lines handled by the ori

and the roots of plants
are unable to penetrate it. The
repeated sliding of the base of the
plow at one depth, and the treading of horses and men along the
furrow in the case of a walking
plow, are the cause of the conof water,

Implement dealers

ganization.

wiir be assured prompt service
wherever located in the West.
The new executive of the comPresident
pany is as follows
and general manager, J. A.
Thompson vice-president, R. F.
D.
manager, J.
sales
Hay
:

to which the pan is
necessary that all such
hard or indurated pans should be
broken, and this is effected by
deep plowing or cultivation. The

solidation

due.

;

;

Adshead.

Thompson and Hay
well-known figures in the
commercial life of the Canadian
For over thirty years
West.
they have been associated with
one another in various enterMessrs.

subsoil

are

In the early days when
prises.
the Massey-Harris Co. had but
one branch in the West, located
at

Winnipeg, Mr. Thompson was

collection

manager

territory,

while

for the entire

Hay

Mr.

held

various responsible positions with
the company.
Some fifteen years ago these
retail
the
entered
gentlemen
lumber business, organizing the

Moose

Mountain

Lumber and

It is

plow

J.

A.

President,

HAY

THOMPSON
Happy Farmer

Co.

wide knowledge and experience
of W^estern Canadian conditions.
Their experience

in

the

ment trade should be

implecon-

of

R. F.
Vice-Pres. Happy

Happy Farmer

Farmer

tractors,

Co.

which

are manufactured at La Crosse,
favorably
Wis., are well and
known to western dealers. At

siderable value to the new orMr. Adshead is a
ganization.
well-known figure in the machine business in both the west-

the different tractor demonstrations held in Canada and the
United States last year these

ern states and Canada, being intimately acquainted with the requirements of the retail branch
of the business from a distribuIn short, the
tor's standpoint.

excellent

tractors,

by

.

especially

valu-

it

caution.

In

their fine work, add-

their already
ed to
reputation as plowing and genThe faceral-purpiose machines.
tories are at present working day
and night producing machines to

is

breaks and stirs the
subsoil without bringing any of
The deeper
it to the surface.
working trench plow acts more
thoroughly, but the risk of bringing up to 'the surface objectionable matter. The incorporation
of subsoil with soil is a procedure
to be adopted only with great
able as

disc
it

all

tillage

harrow

is

pulverizes

operations

the

a valuable tool as
lumps and by so

doing places the plant food which
adheres to each particle of soil,
accessible to the minute delicate
plant roots, thereby increasing
fold.
feeding area many
the disc is used before
plowing it not only pulverizes
lumps, securing a compact contact bet\yeen the bottom of the

the

When

m

and the furrow slice,
thereby insuring perfect capillary

furrow

attraction

Knock-Out Mail-Order Competition
Engines are unquestionably the greatest engine value you can offer your
Reasonable in price; have every desirable feature of design and construction. Simple, substantially built, medium weight. Center -fire ignition; valvein-head design. Safety spark shift— start easily. Easy to operate. Low fuel
consumption. Ask us for full specifications of the MECO.

MECO

customers.

Made

in Sizes: 2, 3, 4, 6,

8 and 12 Horsepower

you are handling, you should investigate MECO
prices and MECO quality. These four-cycle, water-cooled engines, durable and dependable under all conditions, will secure you the bulk of the
engine business in your vicinity-

No matter what

engine line

SPECIAL PRICES TO DEALERS
Our

prices will interest you. Don't delay;
full particulars.
Distributors:

write at once for

The John Stevens Company,
661

HENRY AVENUE, WINNIPEG

Ltd.

after

the

ground

is

plowed, but it also works into
and other
trash
the seed bed
vegetable matter which may be
on the surface. As a packer the
disc

harrow excels

alrnost all of

the other devices intended to do
such work, acting on the same
principle that the railroad builder's

spade does when he works

the dirt under the tie. The disc
also performs another very important function. It kneads soil.

When

a farmer understands all
the benefits to be derived from the
use of this implement, he then bea ready buyer, and no tool
the dealer can handle has a greater value than the disc harrow
when properly used.

comes
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& 0 LITTLE GENIUS

The P

Plow

25

is

the Ideal

your Light Tractor

for

ITS

field

record proves

out under

all

it.

For three years

it

has gone

made

conditions and has unfailingly

good.

problem by enabling one
man to accomplish as much as formerly had been accomplished by two, three or four men. Its all around efficiency
and the ease with which the tractor operator handles both
plow and tractor have made it a favorite with tractor
plowmen everjrwhere. In foreign fields, far from home and
factory experts, it is the favorite plow because of its ability to stand up under hard
work, without attention. There is no more
rigid test
to which a plow can be put.
It is helping to solve the labor

Though but three years
Little

the P.

old,

&

0.

Genius has gone into nearly every

country where agriculture

is

practised.

Write now for circular or our catalog

WITH GREAT CLEARANCE

HIGH LEVEL LIFT

No. 2
973

LittleGenius
Built by

PARLIN & ORENDORFF

CO., Canton,

III.,

"P.

&

we

believe to be the finest )ine of tractor

plows

0.

Tractor Plows," describing what

built.

U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED,
Brandon

Winnipeg

Sell
A

Yorkton

Saskatoon

Regina

North Battleford

Estevan

Happy Farmer

Happy

i

Calgary

sales agents for caTHEH

Edmonton

Leth bridge

Tractors

Free Tractor

Farmer

Schools are

Contract

be held

will get

all

to

at

Points.

you the
trade in

1918

Men Who
Perfect Balance
Simplicity
Light Weight
Accessibility

Strength
Short Turn
Surplus Power
Steel Cut Gears

Running

Write for

LEADERS IN
POPULARITY

in Oil

Hyatt Roller
Bearings
Self-Guiding in
Furrow
High and Constant Plowing
Speed

KNOW

Particulars.

Have Bought Over

2l Million Dollars
Tractors for Next Spring's Business

Worth Of These

These men have been selling HAPPY FARMER Tractors for one or two years. They know
They
them. They know the efficient work that they did on both belt and bar, wherever used.
know how well satisfied the customers who bought Happy Farmer Tractors are. As distributors,
they know that their dealers are getting the cream of the tractor business in their territories. You
bet they are satisfied. So will YOU be if you secure a Happy Farmer contract for 1918.

Don't Wait- ACT,

Is

Your Territory Open?

to do a profitable tractor business in the coming year let us get together at oncethe other fellow have the representation for the Happy Farmer in your town. Hundreds
of Happy Farmer Tractors have been purchased by the French Government.
Branch Houses have been opened at Regina and Calgary, where we will carry a full line of
If

Don't

you want

let

also

will
it

do

handle Grain Separators and Power-Lift Engine Plows.

Get full particulars.

HAPPY FARMER COMPANY, LIMITED
References

225 CURRY BLOCK
REGINA, SASK.

:

Bank

of Montreal

pos°t"o°]^™e)

WINNIPEG, MAN.
CALGARY, ALTA.

— and do

better.

Will do more and
better
work

than the best
horses.

Dealers

machines and repairs.

We

Will do anything
other tractors

selling

Happy Farmer
Tractors
get
the cream of

—

the trade and
the net profits.

—
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Weed

The spread of weeds may be
due to impurities in the seed
sown, for the seed should be absokitely free from weeds of all
kinds a condition seldom realized. In stable manure and feeding stuffs weeds find a means of
spreading, while the iction of the

—

]

potent factor in the
seeds, such as those
of
carrying
of dandelion and thistle.
When the weeds are already in
the soil, and the ground polluted
through neglect in former years
the surface should be disturbed
to a depth of a few inches and the

wind

Eradication

seeds

is

a

encouraged to

germinate

either after harvest or in spring.

seeds can be
by various means,
prevented
such as mowing sexeral times,
cutting the roots, or frequent cultivation of the land by horse

The formation

Pasturing

labor.

sheep

is

with

closely

valuable.

of seed formation through cultivation calls for
the use of implements which will

The prevention

In summer
into small pieces.
fallow the cultivation should be

meet all the requirements of a durable trough. Specially
adapted for service In Western Canadian winter weather
Made of heavy galvanized iron, thoroughly strengthened
and re-inforced.
Your customers will recognize the added value in these. Put
aid m
a sample before them and you will find it an effective
trough.
better
sell
a
making sales. You cannot

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing Co., Limited
Makers

of

Max

P.O. Box 3006

Stock Troughs.

F.I. 9

Waggon Tanks.

Oil Barrels,

.

etc.

Winnipeg, Man.

done sufficiently often to destroy
all green parts as quickly as they
implement
while the
appear,
should cut all underground stems
and roots in the area covered
without letting any escape.
The underground parts of a
plant are nourished by the green
part above ground, and if the
stem and leaves are destroyed as
quickly as they appear 'the parts
below the surface will be starved
out and the whole plant will

The value of the
die.
cultivator for the eradication of
weeds is very great, and efficiently used it can do much to keep
eventually

••Nelson" Galvanized

weeds under.

GRAIN PICKLER

In controlling weeds if bare
fallow is resorted to, it should be
possible to get rid of even the

worst weeds
is

rotation

Where
land

Can you think

of anything

more simple and

efficient?

is

crops

of

the

to

some men. we

The demand

for small

has been an

enormous

but the tractor has been
bought by farmers to take the

one,

place of

man

power.

Farmers

power, not horse
still

own

plenty

of horses to take care of the

work

of the farm, but they cannot get
the men to drive the horses

hence the tractor.

The scarcity of labor has also
made a necessity and an ally of
the milking machine.
The Sharpies Milker has been
proven during the past five years
to be the best milker in every way
that is on the market, and the fact
that nearly 400,000 cows are being
milked twice each day by this
milker should give farmers an
idea as to the wide use and reUWith the
ability of this machine.
about 30
milks
milker one man

cows an hour, doing the work of
three men, and the farmers of
Canada have quickly recognized,
main the Sharpies Milker, a
would
installation
chine whose
eliminate the hired man problem
in the dairy and that would do the
milking in the most efficient and

become

sanitary manner.

the best solution.

— Sharpies News

No

LITTLE

JUMBO" FEED MILLS

durable, strong. All steel construction. Wide
range capacity from 10 to 30 bus. per hour. Any engine
from 154 to 4 h.p. will operate them. Two sets of 6-mch
Fme adjustment
burrs supplied with every machine.
for work.
Efficient,

—

" JUMBO " GASOLINE ENGINES
4^ and 6 H.P.
Made in Sizes:
Powerful, reliable, serviceable. On skids, strong iron subbase or trucks; make-and-break ignition; battery or magneto. At an additional cost our 2%, iVz and 6 h.p. enfor
gines can be supplied in the throttling governor type
burning kerosene as well as gasoline. You can t sell a
better engine

U, 2i

Price S15.00 F.O.B. Winnipeg
guar antee Every Pickler

ishing.

tractors

worse every year. Crop rotation
is

higher

attract

a big way and the records of sales
of these machines during the past
two years have been truly aston-

pastured indefinitely, the
is liable

men on

while

work done to insure production.
The farm tractor is helping in

after year, or

weed problem

need more

and,

that we are right when we
say that it is to machinery that
the farmers must turn if they are
to have the necessary amount of

sown to
where

is

an Ally

know

followed.

is

same land

cranks to turn or parts to get out of order. You simply put
quarter
solution into pickler, shovel in grain, give pickler one
turn
and
dump
then
turn to let grain drain a few seconds,
man
One
grain.
of
pickler back into position for the next lot
placed
be
can
Pickler
can easily pickle 100 bushels per hour.
in wagon box as shown, or on stand in granary.

We

It

"We

farms"

wages may

weeds can only
check where a suitable

wheat year

Grain Thoroughly Immersed
and No Solution Wasted

creasing,

safe to say that

be held in

AH

in a single year.

as

There has never been a time in
the history of this country when
farm laborers were as scarce as
The cry is ever inthis year.
our

Bindweed should not be broken

STOCK WATER TROUGHS

The Mil ker

of

loosen the soil to such an extent
that the weeds can be readily
pulled out and collected in heaps
The underground
for burning.
parts of such weeds as Field

]]

\
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Work

to

Sat isfactorily or money refunded
GET THE
AGENCY

Sole Manufacturers and Distributors—

The Metal Shingle

&

Siding
Ask nearest branch
for

Company, Limited
WINNIPEG

SASKATOON

AGENTS WANTED

full

and

CALGARY

Particulars
Prices

Manufactured

Nelsoii Brotheis Company Krr.s.a.

—

^

bers
Canadian
w
»»
w«,««.v*-— Jobbers
Western

Co., Limited
CALGARY
SASKATOON

Tudhope-Anderson
WINNIPEG

REGINA

;
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News From the

George N. Peek, vice-president
of the Deere & Co., Moline, 111.,
recently appointed by the War
Industries Board as head of the
new Bureau of Manufacturing
Resources. His duties will be to
meet with manufacturers who
munitions or other government
producing
for
have facilities
material and decide to what ex-

ard inseparable from MasseyHarris publicity. This hanger is
20 x 11 inches, at the top being
a very fine mountain scene in
colors, in the valley in the foreground being the Massey-Harris
binders at work in a field. The
dates are in good bold type, and
on the head of each monthly leaf
are illustrated various machines
The
in the Massey-Harris line.
whole forms a very nice calendar
for the wall of the dealer's ware-

tent such plants should be util-

house or

addition to the Davis plant has
been planned.

Factories

•

The Madison-Kipp Lubricator
Company, Madison, Wis., have
enlarged their plant sufficiently to
increase the capacity from 75 to
100 per cent during the coming
year. The company now employ
225 men.
*

*

*

The John Lauson Manufacturing Company, New Holstein,
Wis., has increased its capital
stock from $500,000 to $1,000,000.
The object of the increase is the
enlargement of the company's
tractor output.
*

*

*

The Hart-Parr Company

offici-

that they have
started the production, in large
"New-Hartquantities, of the
Parr" tractor, and that they have
already 'enough orders to keep

ally

•

•

G. W.
ized for this purpose.
Muxter, also a vice-president of
the company, is in the department in charge of aeroplane construction

in

Washington.

announces

them going to full capacity
coming year.

for

Massey-Harris Calendar for 1918

We

are in receipt of the 1918
calendar issued by the Massey-

Harris Co., Toronto, which is
well up to the high artistic stand-

27

This machine is of special deis claimed to be the per-

sign and
fect

means

of separating wild oats

from tame oats and other grains.
It has been shown at state fairs
and other exhibitions in the Mid-

Western States, and, it is
become a very popular
item in farm equipment in that
dle

stated, has

Full particulars of the
design and construction of these
machines will be forwarded interested dealers who write the Cushterritory.

man Motor Works, Winnipeg.

office.

The Hoiland Wild Oats Separator

LONDON CEMENT
DRAIN TILE MACHINE

The Cushman Motor Works of
Canada have secured the distribu'tion of Hoiland Wild Oats Separators, as manufactured by Albert
Hoiland, Fargo, N.D. A carload
of these machines has already
been received and large shipments

all sizes from 3 to 12
Price with ooe size $250.

Makes
Inches.

Cement DralnTlle are here to

stay.
If
Large profits In the business.
interested send for catalog No. 2.
Afients Wanted In all

Unoccupied Territory.

LONDON CONCRETE
MACHINERY CO.
Dept. K.

LONDON, ONTARIO

World's Largest Manufacturers
of Concrete Machinery.

will follow.

the

*

•

Additions which will cost about
$2,000,000 are nearing completion
at the Studebaker plant in South
Bend, Ind. Among the additions

No. 542B

Canada's Standard Vehicles

Full

Auto
Seat

a four-story kiln, costing
$750,000. New machine and forge
shops and an addition to the
power plant are other enlargeare

ments of

this large factory.

*

*

"One Grade

*

The Peoria Tractor

From

machand the

1,500 to 2,000

ines will be built in 1918

contemplated production for 1919
is from 3,000 to 5,000 machines.
The company will continue the
manufacture of their 8-20 machine
and will push production on the
new 12-25 h.p. model.
*

*

*

The

E. G. Staude Mfg. Co., St.
Paul, Minn., which manufactures
a tractor attachment for motor
announces a greatly incars,

creased production for 1918. According to E. G. Staude, president
of the company, an output of 50,-

000 attachments

planned for
The company's

is

coming year.
capital was recently
the

from $150,000

increased

Their Established Reputation

for

The Avery Company,

Peoria,

has purchased a controlling
interest in the Davis Manufacturing Company, manufacturer
of motors, Milwaukee, Wis., the
concern from which the Avery
have been purchasing
people
The purtheir tractor motors.
chase involves 96 per cent of the
capital s'tock of the Davis company.
This purchase gives tbe
111.,

Avery Company control of the
source of its motor supply and
will add greatly to its facilities
for production of tractors.

An

built

u p Permanent Confidence Everywhere.
For 50 years McLaughlin
Carriages have been
Canada's foremost vehicles.

Their reputation

and

means prestige
profits to the dealer

who

Every

them.

handles

McLaughlin buggy sold
sells

They meet,
any compe-

another.

and beat,

*

Quality and

Serviceability has

to $5,000,000.
*

Only, and that the Best"

Co., Peoria,

has increased its capital to
$1,500,000 and is planning a greatly increased output for next sea111.,

son.

Top
Buggy

tition.

Leaders in

Style,

SPECIFICATIONS
WHEELS

"A" Standard, Ys inch. Sarven patent, with sand
bands, dust caps and with coach felloe platesGEAR. New parallel twin reach; drop-forged fifth wheel and
perch ends; select hickory; extra long springs, special
temper, 15/16 inch axles, low arch type; full oval clipped
patent rubber and brass washers.
23 x56; new bolted indestructible type; glued panels,
clamped and screwed to frame work; heavy hardwood bottom boards in front, heavy sills.
SEAT. Twin pattern, extra wide and roomy, exceedingly com-

BODY,

fortable.

Body black; gear black; green, red or carmine,
suitably striped.
TRIMMING. No. 1 hand buffed leather; spring back and
cushion, extra deep soft front; padded sides; rubber mat;
rubber apron with pocket; heavy frame, solid foot dash.

PAINTING.

TOP.

Finish,

Quality,

and

Special

automobile

type,

with

offset

bow

sockets;

special curtain light; straps inside of deck, top instantly
removable, leaving no obstructions on seat; rubber boot.

Durability.

Ask us

for Latest Catalogs, Prices

and

Full Particulars

The Canada Carriage Company, Limited
156 Princess Street
Stocks Carried at:

WINNIPEG

SASKATOON

::

Winnipeg, Man.
MOOSE JAW

CALGARY

EDMONTON

:

:

;
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Washing Machine Men Meet

The

Am-

next miceting of the

Washing Machine Manu-

erican

he held
Chicago' on January 23rd and

facturers' Association will
in

—— ——

'

:

At

24th.

manu-

the request of

facturers lof washing machines
located in Canada, the constitutioin and by-laws of the association have been amended to permit
Canadian manuifacturers to become members. During a recent
meeting of this body the members
passed the following resolution

"That the American Wiashing
Machine Manufacturers' Association,
representing fourteen - fifteenths of all the cajpital employed

this country to manufacture
washing machines for household
use and whose pnoduction is

in

valued

at

over $10,000,000 per
convention assembled,

annum, in
unanimously

their

reiterate

United States and our country of
their unswerving loyalty and of
their willingness to devote the

will handle Briscoe cars,

resources
of
their
industrial
plants to the use of our govern-

Southern Alberta territory G. F.
Cairncross is handling Briscoes in

ment

Lethbridge.
In their 2-passenger roadster
and 5-passenger touring car sizes
Briscoe cars are yearly increasing

for

war purposes."

Tractor

Show

at K.C.

Guy Hall, secretary of the Kansas City Tractor Club, announces
that the big tractor show 'that
Kansas City, February 11-16, will be located in a
will be held in

large wooden building built especially for that purpose.
The
building will be 100 by 500
feet in

size,

and

by hot

air.

The announcement

does

will be heated

whether latter
from the tractor
salesmen or from furnaces, or
both
Already nearly 200 applications for space have been renot

!

ceived.

pledge to the President of the

Briscoe Cars Advance in Price

PETERS PUMP5

The Canadian

Briscoe Motor

Co., Brockville, Ont.,
announce
that on January 1 the price of all

Briscoe models will advance
Gives More Water

Time with

in Less

Less Energy

Made

many

in

and

styles

they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.
sizes,

PETERS'

to

f.o.b.,
Brockville.
This
due to the great increase
in production and material costs.
The Briscoe organization have

$1,025,
step is

further perfected their distributing system in the Canadian West

by appointing dis'tributors in Alberta and British Columbia.
In
Alberta, the Jas. F. Stone Motor
Co., 309,

in popularity.

The famous

17th Ave.

W.

Calgary,

Double Cylinder
word

the last

Unequaled in DeAction and Durability.

service.
sign,

The

and good
Varnish Company, Cleveland, O., and Toronto,
Ont., have been purchased by
Adrian D. Joyce, O. A. Hasse and
R. H. Horsburgh, all of whom
have been connected with the
Sherwin-Williams Company. A
business, plant

will of the Glidden

new

oi;g^nization

known

as the

Glidden Company has been organized with a capital of $2,500,000
fully paid.

New Book of Poems by Mr.

Stead

Synopsis of Canadian
North- West Land
Regulations

clusive features that make
sales easy to customers who
want the BEST in pump
value.

THEover

sole

male
18 years old, who was at the commencement of the present war, and has since

Dealers

Get Peters'

Pump
Proposition
for

1918

Our line is absolutely up-to-date
in every respect. Every pump we
produce is given special attention.
Peter's

Pumps

—they

sembled
back."

Sell

are

perfectly

have

no

head of a family, or any

as-

"come-

them and you make

continued to be, a British subject or a subject of an allied or neutral country, may homestead a quarter-section of available Dominion
Land in Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta.
Applicant must appear in person at Dominion
Lands Agency or Sub-Agency for District.
Entry, by proxy may be made on certain
conditions.
Duties Six
months residence
upon and cultivation of land in each of three

—

years.

In certain districts a homesteader may
secure an adjoining quarter-section as preemption.
Price $3.00 per acre.
Duties Reside six months in each of three years after
earning homestead patent and cultivate 50
acres extra.
May obtain pre-emption patent
as soon as homestead patent on certain con-

—

In his latest book of versea,
''Kitchener and Other Pioems,"
Rlobert J. C. Stead, of Calgary,
has further enhanced his literary
reputation.
E ;S s e n t ially Mr.

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.
Manufactured by

Exclusive Canadian Agents

vnnnipeg

Regiiia

Co., Ltd.

Saskatoon

Calgary

Write Nearest Branch House for
Partloulara.

many gems

of prairie life and
But the vision has widened and as a literary craftsman
Mr. Stead bids fair to becoming
also

We

of the Empire's singers.
would advise every reader who
likes finished verse to procure a
O'ne

A settler after obtaining homestead patent,
he cannot secure a pre-emption, may take a
purchased homestead
in
certain
districts.
Price $3.00 per acre. Must reside six months
in each of three years, cultivate 50 acres and
erect a house worth $300.00.
Holders of entries may count time of employment as farm labourers in Canada during
1917, as residence duties under certain con-

When Dominion Lands are advertised or
posted for entry, returned soldiers who have
served overseas and have been honourably
discharged, receive one day priority in applying for entry at local Agent's Office (but not
Sub-Agency). Discharge papers must be presented to Agent.
W. W. CORY,

—

Deputy Minister

of

—the

this

loss

—and

the}-

following verses,
"He Sleeps in Flanders" ring in
telling appeal
Ji
:

HE SLEEPS IN FLANDERS
He

sleeps in Flanders.
Well he sleeps,
For Flanders' sleep is deep indeed;
About his bed the trench-rat creeps;
In some far home a woman weeps;
And the lone moon its vigil keeps

No

his sleep in Flanders.

note shall break the silent sleep

That found him when the day was done;
No note is blown so loud and deep
That it can pierce the gates of sleep
The earthen gates full damp and deep
That guard his sleep in Flanders-

He saw

not where his path should lead.

Nor sought a path to suit his will;
He saw a nation in her need;
He heard the cause of Honor plead;

He heard the call, he gave it heed.
And now he sleeps in Flanders.
Yet

let this

ray of light remain,

Though darkness cut him from our view

We know the sacrifice, the pain
We cannot feel our faith is vain
We know the loss, but not the gain
Of those who sleep in Flanders.

Automobile Engine Lubrication
in Winter
During cold weather steam
formed as a product of combus-

makes its way past the piston
rings into the engine crankcase
and there condenses on the walls.
For this reason when the car is
tion

Mr.
t-

STEAD

many

are

DEALER

Gater Can Sell
Wood

or Iron

You

Pumps cheaper

than any one in the West.

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER
Brandon Pump

of the Interior.

N.B. Unauthorized
publication
advertisement will not be paid for.

""1

J. C.

war has brought

labor.

if

ditions.

Tudhope Anderson

every reader will recollect
the wonderful popularity olf his
ploem "Kitchener," which the day
after the passing of that notable
figure from the world's stage was
flashed on the wire all over
America. In the present volume,
which is published at $1.00 by the
Muisson Book Co., Toronto, are

ditions.

satisfied customers.

ROBERT

Above

ally

They are different from «J1
other pumps in construction
and finish, and have ex-

his

Varnish Concern Reorganized

book some exquisite lyrics are
given on war themes.
Practic-

pump

in

new book from

Bris-

Stead has 'been land is our leading
poet, but in his latest

Pump

Force

this

Just let us quote friom one
poem, universal in appeal these
days. To all those to whom the

coe engine is a big selling factor
in the
car,
while economy in
operation and fine finish and unusually complete equipment are
features on which Briscoe owners are enthusiastic.
Interested
dealers can obtain full information from the Briscoe distributor
in their province.

prairie

is

copy of
pen.

state

emanate

will

and in
Vancouver the International Motors Ltd., 1112 Seymour St.
In

January, 1918

BRANDON

&

Wind mil i

Wori(s

MAN.

,
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being operated during the winter
the crankcase ought to be drained
of its lubricant once a month and
have fresh oil put in. Eight and
twelve cylinder engines and large
bore sizes suffer much more from
this cause than fours, because of
the greater piston ring surface.
The water in the crankcase forms
an emulsion with the oil, which
greatly reduces its lubricating
quality.

long experience, who is an authority on gas tractors, has full charge
of the school with the most competent instructors and supervisors
to assist him in shop and expert

Twin

The

entire efforts of the instruc-

tors are devoted to giving pupils
in this school the benefit of every

moment

of their course in acquiring as complete knowledge of the
machine as possible in the time

The Minneapolis

Steel

&

This course

Mach-

inery Co. of Canada, Winnipeg,
will hold three tractor schools this

Each term lasts about
weeks, and they commence

spring.

four

on 'the following dates January 3,
February 4 and March 4. This
organization recognize the impor:

tance of better trained tractor
operators. They will conduct a
practical school for the instruction
of men in the operation and care
of traction engines. This move is
in line with the company's policy
of doing everything possible to
make its engines a satisfactory

The
and profitable investment.
prime motive in taking 'this step
has been to assure customers of
competent engineers to operate
their engines.

Special class rooms and adequate equipment are now fitted
up for this school and a man of

it

is

necessary

that

many more men be trained
this

for

work.

Deep Plowing Essential

instruction.^

they spend with the company.

City Tractor Schools

obtained,

29

is

planned to

re-

quire ^bou't four weeks time and
to cover both the theory and pracIt
tice of gas engine operation.
will give the student a

good

in-

sight into the design, construction
and operation of all internal combustion engines, with particular

attention to the Twin City tractors which the Minneapolis Steel
and Machinery Co. builds.

The wonderful development

in

the use of gas engines throughout
the country has brought with it
a great demand for men trained
in the care and operation of this

type of prime mover.
In no field has this development
been greatef or more important
than in its application 'to the uses
of the farm. Most particularly is
this true in its relation to gas
traction engines.

However, before full benefit of
this ideal form of power can be

Few

farmers plow deep enough.
seed bed, or the home of the
plant roots, is in keeping with the
If
depth the ground is plowed.
advising farmers to plow deep admonish them to use caution. If
the soil has been plowed shallow
for a series of years and is abruptly plowed deep, subsoil is apt to
This
be brought to the surface.
condition will cause a crop failure
for the reason that the subsoil
—unless the alluvial formation is
does not contain
very deep
humus. The seed bed should be
deepened gradually by plowing a
little deeper each year and adding
humus in the form of barnyard
manure or some green crop plowed under, preferably a legume.

The

—

The

small farm tractor is destined to play an important part
in increasing the efficiency of the
man as well as the production.
While the small tractor is comparatively new, it has been demonstrated that it is an economical implement, and the time is
not far distant Avhen it will be
as indispensable in the farmer's
fields as the automobile is to-day
on the roads.

With the tractor the ground can
be plowed deep. It can be used
at seasons of the year when the
ground is extremely hard, the
weather hot, and the flies a pest
to horses. The tractor has made
it possible for farmers to begin
to plow immediately after harvest,
doing practically all of their plowing in the fall, which gives the
trash plowed under a long time
to rot before spring planting.

Small tractors are not only
adapted to plowing but to disking,
sowing grain, pulling harvesting
machinery, etc. With the high
cost and scarcity of farm labor
at the present time you can make
no mistake by urging your patrons to adopt the small tractor
for motive power on the farm.

Numerous

records show that a
small tractor on the average sized
farm will reduce man labor at
least 25 per cent.

Seek Free Entry of Machinery

The Manitoba food control advisory committee, in a recent
resolution passed, urgently requested the food controller to impress upon the Dominion Government the importance of removing the customs duties imfrom all agricultural
implements and machinery and
mediately

automobiles that

retail at less

than

$1,000.

Represent a Line of Tractors that has
stood

EVERY TEST

SERVICE

of

Th

Line

OIL TRACTORS,

16, 25,

40 and 60 Drawbar H.P.

THE TWIN CITY

Burn Kerosene, Distillate and Gasoline. Powerful, economical, durable

"16" OIL

TRACTOR

Twin City Tractors have stood the test of Years of Service. Their reputation adds a prestige to
the agent that reacts to his profit. The largest is the most powerful tractor in the world— the smallest
the most perfect farm power yet produced. In workmanship, material and design the Twin City line
surpasses any tractors now on the market.

TWIN CITY "16"— the

Last

recognized tractor improvements trim, compact construction, powerful and smooth in action. No tractor
is more completely protected from dust and dirt, or has a
Uses the cheapest fuels.
better system of lubrication.

Embodies

all

;

An Agency

Word

in Light Tractors

Equipped throughout with Hyatt heavy-duty

speeds forward, one reverse. Special kerosene vaporizer
with vacuum fuel supply. Total weight, 7,500 pounds. Ask
us for complete data on this machine.

Contract for Twin City Oil Tractors will put you in Right
on the Tractor Business in 1918

We

will be glad to send you literature,
Agency Proposition on this Big SelUng
you investigate the Twin City Machines.

Liberal
until

MINNEAPOLIS STEEL
923

roller bearings.

Two

LOGAN

AVE.

WEST

& MACHINERY

prices and our
Don't decide on a tractor

full specifications,

Line.

CO.

OF CANADA, LIMITED
WINNIPEG, MAN.

;
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also a unit in the Verity line, sold

by the

Massey-Harris Company.

—

B. T., Sask. The Gade air-cooled engine is manufactured by Gade Bros. Mfg.

Subscribers'

Information
Under

this heading

Service

Co.,

we

anywhere in the
West, so you should write factory.
T. & S. Co., Alta.—H.F. 1 is the ratchet
for furrow wheel lever, right hand, on a
plo\v made by the Moline Plow Co.,
Moline, 111. Repairs are carried by the
John Watson Mfg. Co., Winnipeg.
E.W.W., Man. For eveners for the
hitch mentioned, ask the D. Ackland Co.,
Winnipeg, or the John Watson Mfg. Co.,
Winnipeg.

enquiries from jobbers and
dealers concerning the location of
to

machine manufacturers, where

may

reetc.

be obtained,
Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate reply, enclose stamped, addressed
pair parts

formation

CANADIAN

Dept.,

FARM IMPLEMENTS,

Winnipeg.

E. & Co., Sask.— The 41/2 h.p. Olds
engine was originally marketed by the
M. Riiniely Co. This concern now does
not stock or sell the Olds. A piston and
cylinder can be procured from the ReEngineering Co., at Lansing,
liance
Michigan.

McV. T. Co., Alta.—"Viking" cream
Alberta
are
handled
in
separators
through the Canadian Western Manfg.
& Supply Co., Calgary. It should prove
a good line for the purpose outlined. The
"Viking" is made in Sweden, except the
stand, which is cast and finished in both
Canada and the United States.
W.K. Co., Sask.—The weigher for
separator, bearing the name "Peoria," is
part of the equipment of separators
made by the Avery Co., Peoria, 111.
Write the Canadian Avery Co. at Eegina
regarding repairs.
G.M.A., Man.
Regarding extension
feeder carriers for separators, we advise
you to communicate with the J. I. Case

—

T.M.

Winnipeg.

Co.,

—

Sask. We do not know of a
feed cutter called the "Canadian." The
Cockshutt Plow Company produce a line
of these machines named the "Canada."
This may be it. Write nearest branch
J.

S.,

company for particulars.
Man. There are several makes of
"Imperial" plows. One is sold by a large
of

—

R.O.,

mail order concern.

An

"Imperial"

Falls, la.

are

Do not think that

carried

—

Send enquiries to In-

envelope.

Iowa

repairs

will reply

is

L.G., Sask.— Nos. 3258, 3304 and 3305
are bearing boxes for a disk harrow made
by the J. I. Case Plow Works, Racine,

Wis. The J. D. Adshead Co., Winnipeg,
should be able to supply you with parts.
E. D. Co., Man. Scraper bracket for
disk, numbered 925R, is part of a disk
made by the Grand Detour Plow Co.,
Dixon, 111. You would require to write

—

factory direct for part.
A. E. L., Sask. Half bearing box A69
is from a No. 4 Kingman disc harrow.
You can possibly procure repairs from
the M. & K. Brokerage Co., Kansas

—

City,
J.

Mo.
S.,

describe

—The

Alta.

grain

pickler

you

we feel sure, the "Zig-Zag"
made by R. Rasmusson, Regina,
is,

pickler,
who will supply you with full information and dealer's prices.
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machinery as the end of the butter churning operation is reached.
She must also have ^the washing
machine run at a slower speed
when washing heavy pieces such

The entire publia credit to the advertising department of the MasseyHarris organization, and should
be one of the greatest value to
the many Massey-Harris dealers
sleighs,

cation

as blankets, quilts, etc.

With

speed governing line
claimed that these
changes are accomplished easily.
A sHght turn of the band wheel
regulates the speed, while the
governor absorbs the jerk and
shaft

is

Farm Machinery Production

Line Shaft

A

concern in Iowa have developed a speed governor and line
shaft which have some valuable
Every farmer knows
features.
the importance of operating his
cream separator at the proper
speed and with the least possible
His wife knows 'that
vibration.
it is necessary to slow down the

vibration from the engine.

All institutions manufacturing
machinery and parts in
Austria are to be combined with
the somewhat unwieldy designa-

farm

Massey-Harris 1918 Catalog

For seventy years MasseyHarris implements have been in
use and to-day four large factories in Canada are busy turning
out Massey-Harris machines for
the
use of agriculturists the
world over.
1918

tion

the
dustry.

for

The newly issued
of the company

catalog
shows the complete

line

Wild Oats Separator

of

for their files.
The cover
design of the catalog is a striking
one, being a splendid example
of the engraver's art.
The size
of the catalog, 9^ x 6^, makes
it very handy for filing, while the
stock used is of an exceptionally
high grade quality.
Fine halftone illustrations are shown of
the various implements and machines embodied in the MasseyHarris line, while throughout the
book are nicely-conceived color

sales

assist

in

the

acquisi-

work, and transition economy.

The members
are

divided

handy index facilitates the
location of any machine illustrated and described in the catalog,
among which are shown the fol-

of the

into

Manufacturers

A

working the

of

combine

three groups

machines

of
harvesting machinery, and
manufacturers of machines for the
preparation of fodder and utiliza-

binders,

tion of milk, fruit

corn

is

engines, grinders,

exercised by government
nominated by the minisof Trade and Agriculture.
is

officials

ters

saws,

We
life's

want

don't

any

to kill

joy, but the dealer

who

dump

ing in a demonstration machine
is headed for disappointment.

lorries.

BRADSTREET'S
Established 1849

Capital

and Surplus,

$1,500,000

Offices throughout the civilized world. Correspondence invited

purpose.
Executive OfEices:
346

and 348 BROADWAY,

WESTERN CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:

Cushman Motor Works
E.,

WHYTE

AVE.

AND VINE

CITY, U.S.A.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
;

;

;

of Canada, Limited

Builders of light weight, high grade Gasoline Engines for

DEPT.

NEW YORK

Montreal, Que. St. John, N.B. Hamilton, Ont.
Ottawa, Ont.; Toronto, Ont.; London, Ont.; Quebec, Que.;
Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta.; Vancouver, B.C.
Halifax, N.S.

ST.

all

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.

C. G.

of

ex-

pects to sell tractors without lay-

;

farm gears, trucks,
wagons, grain
tanks,
ons,

and wine.

The whole industry in Austria
now under State supervision,

which

plows, riding, walking and engine; land packers, rollers and
scufflers
wheel barrows, wag-

Let us send you full particulars regarding
You'll find it a profitable
this machine.
Write at once.
line to handle.

'for

land, manufacturers

:

cutters,

eflScient for the

to

;

conditions of sale; to consult
with the central offices on the
placing of orders; to advise and
co-operate in all questions relating to the control of production,
import and export, conditions of

hay tools, cultivators,
and drag harrows, drills,
manure spreaders, cream separators, pulpers, straw and ensilage

work perfectly and is just what
No machine is more
the farmer wants.

the in-

of

and distribution of raw materials, the settling of prices and

disc

It does the

supervision

tion

binders,

The One Machine that Separates
Wild Oats from Tame Oats
and Other Grains

of

The objects of 'the combine
are to supervise factory arrangements and the number and employment of workmen and to
carry out all necessary inquiries
as
to stocks,
production and

Massey-Harris machinery, and it
is a book that dealers will wel-

lowing
Massey-Harris

"Economic Combine

of

Austrian Manufacturers of Farm
Machinery."
A central head
office has been opened in Vienna

plates.

The "HOILAND'^

in

Austria Under Government
Control

come

A New

etc.

is

and
users
of
Massey-Harris
machinery throughout Canada.

this

it

:

SCHAFFTER,

Supt.

Conimercial Travellers' Building,

WINNIPEG, Man.

—
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Have Your Customer

m

Invest

a Vessot.

You Cannot Do Him—and Yourself
a Better Turn
OUR

customer can run a Vessot "Champion" Grinder just
With it he can save the miller's
as well as any miller could.
profit on all kinds of grinding flax, barley, corn, crushed ear
corn, oats, wheat, rye, peas, buckwheat, screenings, mixed grain, or
any kind of feed stuff, fine or coarse, as *desired.

—

This grinder cleans grain as well
carries the grain to the

as

it

made
one below. The
grinder

is

grinds.

with two

The spout
sieves, a

that

coarse

coarse sieve catches nails,
one above and a fine
The fine sieve holds the grain but takes
sticks and stones, but lets the grain fall through.
The grain passes to the grinding plates as clean as grain can be.
out all sand and dirt.

And

comes from the plates well ground. Vessot plates have such a reputation for
good work that we have had to protect our customers and ourselves by placing the trademark *'SV" on all our plates. Look for it.
it

To do

its

best

work

a

Vessot grinder should be run by the steady power of a Mogul
Kerosene Engine. This makes an excellent
combination for any dealer to handle. Then
you have an

that cannot

be beat for

good work or economy, or dealer

satisfaction.

outfit

Write us a card so that we can send you
catalogues of these good machines.

International Harvester

Company

of Canada^ Limited

BRANCH HOUSES
WEST— Brandon,

Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta; Estevan, Sask.; Lethbridge, Alta.; North Battleford, Sask.; Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.;
Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.

EAST—Hamilton,

Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.; St. John, X.B.

Canadian Farm Implements

THREE CARS THAT CARRY
DEALERS TO SUCCESS
REO PEERLESS
GRAY-DORT

The

Januaiy, 1918

Lister Line

Make you more Real Money this year
than any other line you can handle

Will

LISTER ENGINES
2, 3, S, 7

and 9 H.P.

and to the British standard of
The best materials and best
High tension ignition no
workmanship.
batteries. Automatic lubrication. EconomiShipped complete with skids.
cal to run.
Lister engines are what the farmer wants.
Sell them this year and make money.
British built,
durability.

—

LISTER GRINDERS
We guarantee Lister Grinders to grind more
feed on the same power than any grinder of
the same size on the market. Great capacity,
easy running, never clogs.
Handle all feeds
with equal success.
Strong reversible plates
with worm force feed. Equipped with bagger
attachment when ordered. Sofd with or without base. Get our prices on them.

QUALITY—STRENGTH—AMPLE POWER—SENSIBLE SPEED— REFINED APPEARANCE—REASONABLE PRICE—yet meeting the most

there a Lister Agent in
your Territory? If not, get
Is

exacting demands of the prospective buyer. These cars stand out as the
most dependable "buys" in the automobile industry to-day. They combine
the luxury features of the largest and most costly cars with the economy
features of the smaller cars.

OUR LINE INCLUDES:

be somewhat limited, but the demand for these
Let us have your orders at once so we may supply
you. A few choice dealers territories are stUl open. Write for our selling
proposition. Full particulars by return mail.

Production this season
cars will be enormous.

may

MAW &

and "Canuck" Gasoline Engines,

Lister

Grain Grinders, Electric Lighting Plants,
Milking Machines, Cream Separators,
Chums, Sawing Outfits, Silos, CombinaThreshers,

tion

JOSEPH

Power Pumping

LIMITED

CO.,

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES
Winnipeg, Man.
112-118 King Street
~

NOW.

our Proposition,

R. A.

Pump

Pumps,

Jacks,

Outfits, etc.

LISTER
&
CO., LTD.
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
ST. JOHN, N.B.

QUEBEC, QUE.

TOEONTO, ONT.

A NDERSONTRADE

UDHOPE
"SYLVESTER"

DRILLS BUILD
DOUBLE AND SINGLE DISC OR SHOE

Sizes— 14, 16, 18, 20 and 22 discs. 14
and 16 sizes geared from one end; 18,
20 and 22 sizes geared from both
ends. Equipped with grass seed box
when ordered. Double disc drills
have rubber tubes single disc drills

Different

From Any Other

Drill

Sylvester drills deliver the grain in

FRONT

the axle,

of

downward turn

of disc.

and on the
This ensures

,

even distribution of seed and uniform

;

steel

depth, also perfect covering.

ribbon tubes.

"Sylvester"
"Sylvester" Drills are

made

Drills are Fully
especially for

Western

Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction

conditions.

and satisfactory yields. They plant the
seed in the bottom of a packed seed bed and cover it. A hard
and fast guarantee goes with every drill sold. Extra strong
wheels equipped with scrapers; wide range of pressure adjust-

They ensure

results

Now

is

the time to get Particulars

REGINA

any

Soil

ment; special tilting device for regulating depth; very large
grain box capacity^ these are only a few selling features in the
They are profitable aUke to dealer and farmer.
"Sylvester."
Their reputation for good work makes sales easy. Let us tell
you why the "Sylvester" will make you money this spring.

—

and

Prices of these Perfect Seeders

TUDHOPE- ANDERSON
WINNIPEG

in

CO.,

SASKATOON

LIMITED
CALGARY

VOL. XIV., No.
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UNION BANK OF CANADA
Est ablished

HEAD OFFICE

1 865

-

-

•

•

.....

f.OOMOO

,.H2S
22X
UO.OOO.OOO

Hon. President— SIR WILLIAM PRICb
President—JOHN GALT, Esq.

Vice-Presidents_
G. H. THOMPSON, Esq.
Directors
S. HAAS, Esq.
W. R. ALLAN, Esq.
G. H. BALFOUR, Esq
J. S. HOUGH, Esq., K.C.
BLAKE, Esq.
F. E. KENASTON, Esq.
M. BULL, Esq.
R. O. McCULLOCH, Esq.
B. B. CRONYN, Esq.
SHAW. Esq.
Esq
E. L.

R. T.

RILEY,

J.

Head OfBce Winnipeg

Collections

WtaS"e^!'Mtn L'branchl R. H. BAIRD, Mgr.

Sell

Portage and Garry Branch: F.

BOULTON. Mgr

J.

LIVE

in

cenu

STOCK

~ TORNADO

Garage or on Road

CARSON & WILLIAMS,

BROS., LIMITED
Winnipeg

Union Bank Building

720-726

PHONES

London, England, Branches 6 Princes Street and
West End Branch, 26 Haymarket, S.W.
New York Agency, 49 Wall St., New York City.

Geo. Wilson, Agent.
Halifax to
This bank, having over SOS branches in Canada, extending from
the traiisaction of every description of
for
facilities
exceUent
offers
Prince Rupert,
throughout
importance
cities
of
all
banking business. It has correspondents in
and the British Colonies.
CaMda. the United States, the Continent, of Europe,
at
remitted
promptly
returns
made in all parts of the Dominion, and

-

AUTOMOBILE
While

HUME

WM.
Major-Gen7siR JOHN W. CARSON,
H. B. SHAW, General Manager
W. HAMILTON, Assistant General Manager.

—

LIFE

Esq.

DREWRY,

FIRE

»5

IN SURANC E

WINNIPEG

-

$

PaTd-up Capital
Reserve Fund
Total Assets, over

—

HAIL

subscription price in canada{p,«j^^;'

1918

(Private Exchange)

MAIN

6112-3

CASH TO LOAN
On

First

Mortgage Improved Farm Property

APPLICATIONS FOR AGENCIES INVITED

WATSON'S HARROWS A

Full Line of Repairs for Moline
and Janesville Implements
Moline Disk Harrows
Moline Plows
(Best Ever,

Good Enough,

(Economy)

etc.)

Mandt Wagons and Farm Trucks
Monitor Drills
Manure Spreaders
(Hational and Mandt)

HARROWS
WOOD Each
WATSON'S BOSS hardwood.
tooth securely

set by
They are harrows of correct
features that make them easy sellers. Sizes— 78

These Harrows are made of seasoned
two rivets. Fitted with malleable draw

clevis.

design, possessing exclusive
Tooth, 14 feet; 102 Tooth, 17 feet; 150 Tooth, 24 feet.

WATSON'S BOSS STEEL HARROWS
Teeth are

held inof angle steel, cross bars all channel steel.
by steel wedges, are dagger shaped with the edges directly in line of
Light draft, exceptionally strong.
fitted with a pulley hitch evener.

Tooth bars are
dividually
draft.

Are

Sizes— 101 Tooth, cuts 17 feet; 149 Tooth, cuts 24 feet.

Sell

"DOMINION" SEWING MACHINES
A BIG PROFIT LINE
"Dominion" Sewing Machines have a
Canada-wide reputation for mechanical

perfection,

honest

construction,

and durability. In finish
and appearance they are an embellishment to every home. The dealer who
eflSciency

"VIOU"
(RegUtered)

handles "Dominion's" increases his prestige and makes a good profit on every
Keep this business at home. Get
sale.
our special catalog, warranty and liberal

Cabinet

dealers'

Phonographs.

Pay us a visit during Winnipeg Bonspiel.^ We'll be
glad to show you oui complete Line, at comer of
Princess and Notre Dame Avenue.

Write for
Pficss

Moline Engine Gangs
Adriance Binders, Mowers and RsJtes
ALSO REPAIRS
FOR
Janesville Plows
Disc Harrows,

REPAIR
ORDERS

CHAMBERS AND HENRY STREETS, WINWIPEG

WHY NOT

USE HORSE SENSE?

or a Mule in Western Canada (if he could talk) but
you that he could do 25% more work if you would
clothe him comfortably with "Horse Shoe Brand" Collars, Har-

Not a Horse
would

tell

ness or Saddles.

Sold only by legitimate and honourable dealers

Canada, and Manufactured

in

all

over Western

Western Canada only by J

THE GREAT WEST SADDLERY COMPANY
At

ofiEer.

The Dominion Sewing Machine & Phonograph Company
300 NOTRE DAME AVE., WINNIPEG, MAN.

etc.

SEND US YOUR

WINNIPEG, CALGARY, EDMONTON,
REGINA and SASKATOON.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST TO DEALERS ONLY
SIDE LINES:

We

sell

wholesale, to the dealers only. Mitts, Gloves, Moccasins, Automobile
Tires, Spark Plugs and Auto Accessories, etc., etc.

Canadian Farm Implements
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COCRSHUTT PLOWS
ARMERS appreciate Cockshutt Plows,

from the
large Traction Plow with independent Bottoms,
which first made large farming operations possible, to the small one-horse Plow on a ten-acre farm.
There are many sizes and shapes intervening, each
designed for the particular work

|=
s|
==
==

has to perform,
but all are built right up to the Cockshutt standard
of design and. quahty, and turn the furrow in the best
manner to produce results.
In breaking, the sod is
turned over flat so the grass will rot and not cure into
hay to hinder later operations. In stubble the fresh
soil is not only brought to the surface, but is pul-

||
==
==

verized and mellowed in the operation, and makes a
more productive seed bed.

=|
==

NEW JEWEL GANG PLOW

War measures

|
==

it

COCKSHUTT PLOWS MAKE GOOD

|=
si
EE
|i

ll

necessitate a shortage of material. Send in your specifications early

COCKSHUTT
GRAIN CLEANERS
Never was there greater necessity to use " Seed Grain
Cleaners."
The boat loads of weed seed shipped each
year from Fort William can be turned into good grain,
if no more weed seeds are sown.
Farmers appreciate the
CLEANING qualities and SEPARATING ability of the
WONDER and are buying now. Send in your
order and have the Mills in stock for quick dehvery.

NEW

NEW WONDER FANNING MfLL WITH BAGGER

Special Features of the

New Wonder:

ADJUSTABLE SHAKE ON SHOE—It is the only Mill on the market
with a graduated adjustment of the shake on the upper and lower
Shoes. This is a very important feature, as more shake is required on
the upper screens when cleaning dirty grain than when cleaning comparatively clean grain. More shake, too, is required when cleaning seed
grain than grain for the market. Less shake is required on both Shoes
when cleaning flax, grass seed, etc than in cleaning wheat, oats or barley ,
,

.

AUTOMATIC FORCE FEED— Can be regulated to operator's wishes
by a hand wheel and feed screw. It stops or starts automatically when
the Mill stops or starts

—no further adjustment needed.

•

SPECIAL CLEANERS on the lower shoe brush the underside of the
screen

—keeping

it

clear so the last bushel

ARRANGEMENT OF SCREENS
for wild oats to get

II

UNDER CLEANERS ON NEW WONDER MILL Full description

EE

Send

I

in

is

is

as clean as the

such that

it is

first.

almost impossible

through with the good grain.
of this

machine

is

found

names of prospective purchasers of Fanning Mills and we will send them a

in Special Folder

special letter
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Hitting the Tractor Trail for Bigger Business
The small farmer

of 80 to 160
given a moderate priced,
light-weight tractor which can be
operated successfully by one man
a tractor that will plow, disc,
drill, run the mower and binder
acres,

—

and do many belt work jobs, will
be able to eliminate most of his

And,

horses.

to

go

further,

a

struction to any depth, the dealer

The whole

who

vice,

takes a tractor agency should
thoroughly investigate the best
tractor types to meet local .needs.
He should be able to recommend
the machine with the grea'test confidence, and should know that it
will go out and do the work.
In the future each tractor will be

upon

do

and

tractor of this type will also solve

called

farm promany
The work will be done
blems.
more quickly and easily much of
the drudgery will be eliminated
the chores will be lighter and done
earlier, and farm life generally be

heavier work than ever before, so
the machine 'to sell is the highest
grade tractor having the greatest
efiiciency.
To sum up the matter
of choice, let us quote the words
of a dealer who in the past three
years has done a very profitable
This dealer
tractor
business.
says
"I was pretty well
satisfied
that the line of tractors I had contracted to sell would cover the
requirements of most of the
farmers in my territory.
To
begin with, they were made and
sold by a responsible organization with nearly ten years' experience in tractor building and
selling, and with a reputation for
square dealing and good service
Their tractexcelled by none.
ors sold for a price I knew the
farmers could afford to pay. The
price of each tractor in the line
was leiss than the cost of the
horses whose work the tractor
was sold to do.
"I was careful also to be sure
that the tractors could be used
not only for field work but for
belt work and hauling, also because I figured that nothing but
a general purpose machine would

other

serious

;

more

pleasant.

On

the tractorized farm, crops
will be bigger and surer, because
deeper plowing and more frequent
cultivation will tend to eliminate

Farm life will be
crop failure.
pleasanter and more inviting, and
the farm boy will want 'to stay on
Thus we migh't conthe farm.
tinue in detail what the light
tractor undoubtedly holds even
for the small farmer.
The Size of Tractor
Referring to statistics on the
subject,

we

find

it

stated that at

90 per cent of all farms can
be worked with two to four-plow
tractors, taking 10 h.p. minimum
and 20 h.p. maximum at the drawleast

bar.

Various power demands on the
farm 'exceed 20 h.p., and it is useful to have an engine delivering
30 h.p.
The tractor engine that
will do most of this work does
not exceed 35 b.h.p. The remaining 10 per cent of the farms will
require between 35 and 70 h.p.

We are however chiefly

interested

the ultimate engine for 'the 90
per cent and can therefore figure
on engines of between 16 and 40
in

h.p.

In establishing these limits, auconsider the increased
tractor efficiency to be expected
in 'the future, and also the low
efficiency in some larger types of
They allow 8 b.h.p. per
tractor.
plow for the most efficient construction and base their calculations on that figure.

thorities

Choosing the Machine
it would enter the realms

While

of engineering to investigate con-

to

faster

prove satisfactory in this
tory in tire long run."

What

the Dealer

terri-

Must Kiiow

The

present
arguments
in
journals advanced
that
the auto dealer is the right
man to handle tractors, are oi)
the grounds that he has educated himself regarding the in-

motor

ternal

combustion engine so

that,

as an expert, he can give superior

tractors
for

Yet we also have
who have been selling

service.

dealers

and stationary engines
and
they
have

years,

to learn as regards tractor
experting.
Many garage men
are far from being "experts."
lit'tle

question is one of serthe implement dealer
is to handle tractors with profit
he must strain every nerve to
give 'the necessary service to his
trade.
He must understand the
internal combustion motor, he
must understand gas tractor construction, he must understand upkeep, he must be able 'to keep his
customer's tractor in steady ser-

and

if

vice without having

to send to

the factory for a man and keep
the
cus'tomer
waiting several
days in the busy season when

minutes means money.
Quality Construction Best
In the sale of the automobile
we have a lesson as regards the

Many cheap cars
have been sold on this continent,
but the money the dealer made
on 'the sale was absorbed by the
service demanded.
In like manner, the factor of low price is not
one on which to base the choice
price question.

of a tractor to handle.

chine

The ma-

construction
cannot be manufactured at a low
of

price,

superior

consequently must have a

good selling price.
While we
are on this question of service
with the tractor, the dealer who
has not the time to thoroughly
learn the operation, repair and
maintenance of the tractor should
by all means have a man pos-

sessed of the necessary qualificawho can act as his tractor
expert in connection with his
In many businesses
business.
this is impossible, and it is our
conviction 'that the dealer can do
no better than attend one or two
of the tractor schools held during
the winter months by the various
This,
coupled to
companies.
study and a good text-book, will
equip him for service.
tions

Build Trade in Winter

Assuming

that the dealer has
an expert knowledge of the machine and has a sample machine,

two

warehouse,
he should try during the winter
months to hold a sort of miniature tractor school of his own.
Farmers and young men can
study the fundamental principles
and operation of the machines
they can get a good grounding
possibly

in

his

as operators with the result that
when they are on the market for
a

machine they buy from the

man who taught them what they
know of a tractor.
The more
these men know about tractor
operation the less will be your
service expense with every machine sold.
Competent operation largely solves the service
problem.

The

dealer, let us assume, has

carefully chosen his tractor line

and has got a sample machine.
He. is thoroughly familiar with
its mechanism and operation, so
that he is equipped from a service

standpoint.

Through the

paper and by circular letter
he has acquainted his customers
with the fact that he is handling
local

the

X

tractor.

All tractor

concerns are ready to furnish a
reasonable amount of printed
matter, so the dealer should compile a list of tractor prospects and
have literature
mailed
them.
Then he is ready to actually sell
the machines he has to marshal
his selling arguments.
Quality of construction, power,
;

freedom from trouble and what
the machine will do are big factors. It should be shown the customer that tractor service is more
important than auto service. An
auto works to full-rated power
only three per cent of the time,
while a 'tractor carries full load
75 per cent of the time. Knowing what the farmer is going to
expect of a tractor, you must

have a machine that will fill the
Usually he wants a machine that will do heavy work and
have a long life. A machine of
fireak design seldom has these
bill.

qualities.

Closing the Sales

The small tractor business
should now be practically on a
cash basis. If. the dealer's price
is cash, or a good
deposit with balance subject to
sight draft attached to bill of lading, he requires prompt settlement. Having his money in the
tractor he cannot wisely give
longer credit than he gets. So
much money is tied up in the

for the tractor

(Continued on Page

6).

:

;

—

:
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Thirteenth Annual Bonspiel at Winnipeg
February 12-23
Dingwall

Trophy

— Silver

Silver cup, value $50, also four
Three
gold medals, value $100.
other prizes, value $125.
(VeterWhite Competition
ans')
Four gold charms, value
$50; second prize, cut glass sets,
value $30.
Silver
Fry's
Cocoa
Cup
trophy, value $100; also four
Second
china sets, value $60.
prize, china sets, value $40.
Governor - General's Cup

cup,

valued at $1,000, also four oak
cabinets of silver, value $130.
Three other prizes, value $150.

—

McLaren Cup

sporting
Bonspiel,
annual
the
event,
held by the Manitoba Curling
Association will this year be bigThe
ger and better than ever.
city council of Winnipeg recently passed a vote of $2,500 to assist in securing 'the balance of the
prizes necessary to complete the
list offered for competition at the
big tournament, and to help en-

Canada's

greatest

the hundreds of curlers
who annually visit the city to
take part in the various competiWhile the curling countions.
tertain

cil

had gone ahead with

its

pre-

value $250, also four tea sets,
value $160. Three other prizes,
value $146.
Purity Flour Challenge Cup
Silver cup, value $500, also four
watches, value $120. Three other
prizes, value $137.
Walker Theatre Trophy, value
value
$250, also four lockets,
Three other prizes, value
$125.
$150.

Eaton Trophy

— Silver

—Silver

opening event, the Dingwall
Trophy, will be made on that
evening, while play will commence, and the first rock will be
sent down at 10 a.m. Tuesday,
events and the
prizes are as follows

Retail
During the

week

last

in

Jan-

the

was
Lee,

and N. G. Neill was re-elected

sec-

The

1919 convention will be held at Calgary.
Many important discussions on
the future of the retail lumber
trade took place, while J. F. Williams of the West Coast Lumbermen's Association, Seattle, gave
an address on how to increase the
retary-treasurer.

demand

Second prize,
valued $275.
cut glass, value $125.
sets,

Robinson Trophy

During the Bonspiel a great
conventions and meetings

many

will be held in the city.

Several

agricultural societies will
the Industrial Bureau.

meet

— Silver

same

Lieutenant-Governor's

Cup

for cedar shingles.

Senator Frank A. Chase, of the
National Builders' Bureau, spoke
on the relation of the lumbermen
to the nation, while T. N. Witten,
Trenton, U.S., gave a splen4id
address on the development of
the community a subject on
which he is one of the best
speakers in America.
resolution was passed asking

—

A

commissioners to
railway
the
permit, in cases where cars were
unloaded in less than 48 hours, to
credit the difference in time

on

while "credit" shall
longer than 90 days.

credit

shall

mature

later

tournaments, billiard
tournaments, skating, hockey, dog
At all
races, tobogganing, etc.
theatres a special Bonspiel bill
will be a feature of the two weeks.
Daily during Bonspiel a series
of poultry lectures and a poultry
show will be held; on February

—

16 and 18, a

vention.

bills

up

to $300.

in

dealers seem of the opinion that the term "prospect Ust"
is formidable, especially if a "card
index" is mentioned in connection.

think of big
filing cabinets and miles of red
tape. Ye't a prospect list, in card
index form is a very simple addition to the office of the average

They immediately

No

on delivery, an extra 5
per cent shall be allowed on bills
over $300 was another recommendation endorsed by the confor cash

was

Some

than

That

very large attend-

Keep a Card Index

dealer.

clean up
year, or
shall be ex-

on

Manitoba

A

card index equipment costs a

few

dollars, at the outside; cards
be specially printed in any de-

can
'

Thus, the dealer
can draw up a blank form designed to furnish just the information
he desires, and nothing more. The
process of posting up the index
card may take fifteen minutes a
day, but shouldn't consume a
minute more; and will probably
sired blank form.

average

less.

best way to devise such a
list is to study 'that used by some
other merchant, or look into the
system used by one of your jobbers when you visit them. Ideas

Department

of

Agriculture holds a convention
on the 20th and 21st, and the
Manitoba Motor League a convention on the 20th February.
Inter Military Hockey will be a
big feature of this year's Bonspiel.

Implement Concerns Hold Open

House

As

in past years, all the

manu-

and wholesale

on special displays of their
Visi'ting

imple-

in the city will

dealers

are

put

lines.

invited

to

make the

various houses which
they represent their headquarters,
and both from a pleasure and
business standpoint, dealers who
are in the city during Bonspiel
should have a pleasant and profitable vacation. Winnipeg will do
its best to show you a good time,
so pack your grip and come on
in for Bonspiel.

can be secured so that you can
plan a very simple system suitable
for your own requirements. There
should be a card for each individual prospect.

November 1st. A cash
to be made within the

terial

gala; on

ance of lumber
evidence at all sessions of the
meeting.

mean

cash on delivery, a 5 per cent discount shall be allowed off all ma-

A

swimming

dealers

de-

no further credit
Business
tended the customer.
November, December, Janin
uary, February and March shall be
on a cash, or within 30 days' basis.
Interest a't 10 per cent shall commence after 90 days, and a note
should be taken at that time. For

trade

bowling

ber dealers were as follows

no

The motor

Blacksmiths and Carriagemakers.

The

ment concerns

terms came in for much discusSuggested standardized
sion.
terms of sale for the retail lum-

livery,

location.

;

dian Associa'tion of Horseshoers,

the showrooms a special display
of 1918 models will be made. As
well as curling, a complete sports
carnival will be held, including

Terms of Sale
standardization of seUing

That "cash" meant, cash on

of

19,

facturing

cars that were unloaded in less
than 96 hours. It was beheved
this would encourage shippers to
unload more quickly.

The

in

full

the Seed Growers' Assoand the Beekeepers' Association will meet also the Cana-

Feb.

ciation

will hold a meeting, while at all

cup,

value. $116.

A

made-in- Winnipeg
products will be on view a't the
exhibition

—

W.

Mcllrath, Radville,
elected president; Charles
Winnipeg, vice-president

suing year

—

Dominion Match Trophy Cup,
valued at $250, also coffee and tea

silver

value $60.

Lumbermen Hold Convention

Lumbermen's
Retail
Associa'tion held their annual convention at Winnipeg. For the enuary

cup for grand
aggregate, also four gold medals,

cup, value $250, also four watches
value $120. Second prize, four

value $250, and four cut glass sets,
Three other prizes,
value $125.
value $150.
Birks Trophy Silver trophy,
value $125, also four sets silver,
Three other prizes,
value $120.

principal

Handsome

Hudson's Bay Trophy

parations for the bonspiel, it now
feels 'that the success of the 1918
event is a foregone conclusion.
An informal reception to all curlers will be held on Monday, Feb.
The draw for the
11th, at 8 p.m.

The

—

,

goM-fiUed watches.

Feb. 12th.

—

trophy,

value $350, also four silver-plated
tea sets, value $114. Three other
prizes, value $200.

—

—

cup,

Silver

These cards may

be filed under guide heads, each
devoted to a single implement.
Thus in the card index file there
would be one section or compartment devoted to binder prospects,
another for wagon prospects or
vehicle prospects, and so on. On
the card can be entered the name
of the prospect,

what implements

of the type dealt wi'th he has, their
age and probable date of replace-

ment, and other facts. In a final
section prospects can be filed alphabetically, according to name,
and on the indviidual card can
be shown facts concerning the
acreage, stock owned implements,
of that individual farmer.
etc.,
From such a card index the requirements of your territory can
be kept closely in touch with,
while you have always a ready list
to whom appropriate and seasonable literature can be sent.

The

Horses are getting scarcer and
the breed of tractors is improvTha't's proOf course
ing.
!

gress.
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Case 9-18 Kerosene Tractor

A

Tested Tractor
Easier to

MOST

know

dealers

that.

Farmers

insist that

is

costly

thousands of farmers owning Case Tractors, it is
established fact that Case Tractors are most
economical in the long run. The cost of fuel per
acre is low and upkeep at a minimum. We
will be
glad to furnish you and your customers the evidence
to prove these facts.
Case Kerosene Tractors come in four sizes-

to

right.

Case Kerosene Tractors have been in the process
development for 26 years, and when you sell one
you know your customer is getting a tried and
proven tractor. He does not have to experiment.

9-18, 10-20, 12-25

of

From

official

tests

We

J.

I.

and

So there

20-40.

is

a size for

every farm.

Although there are few changes in our 9000
dealer organization, once in a while such an opportunity exists for keen business men.

and from records kept by

suggest your writing to find out

Sell*

now an

experiment.
Case has an
experience of 76 years in the power-farming
field and this experience has taught us that our
policy of selling only tried and true products is
it

Is

if

an opening

exists in

your community

CASE THRESHING
MACHINE
'FOUNDED

CO.. Inc.

1842)

968

ERIE STREET

RACINE, WIS.

Canadian Branches: Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon
Eastern Canada : Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited, Toronto and Montreal

FREE
Books

Send For This Descriptive Printed Matter
Below are

listed the different series of booklets

and

—All Free

Tell us

which interest you.

Kerosene Tractors
Grand Detour Plows
Hay Balers
Steam Tractors
Threshers
Silo Fillers
Or, if y6u wish, ask for our General Catalog, describing the entire Case

A-jtjmjbiles

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

nMiTM

folders.

Road Ma-hiury
line.

It is free.

[ill

Wfite
Today

1

i

Canadian Farm Implements
Hitting the Tractor Trail
(Continued from Page 3).
tractor that neither the manufacturer nor the dealer should be
expected to finance the purchase

further than relates to the immesale and transfer of the

diate

machine.
If 'the

farmer wants accommo-

dation, let the

quarters cash for his tractor,
likely to take a greater interest in
it, and require less service than
is

man who bought on

long

credit.

We

need say

as regards

little

for the tractor.
the high cost of
help,
of
Shortage

the

necessity

feeding horses, the time saved by
tractor farming a score of arguments for 'the use of this modern
farm power are on the tip of the
tongue of every tractor dealer.

—

A

good machine, bought right
and sold right, by a man who is
thoroughly competent in seeing
that it goes right, and the path to
profitable tractor business is not
a hard one to travel. That tract-

ors as a line are a profi'table issue
for the implement deakr the rec-

ords of thousands of implement
men all over America has proven
to the hilt.

The Valuable

Silo

a cow is
kept, the less energy she will expend in trying to make herself

The more comfortable

The more succucomfortable.
lent, palatable and more easily digested the quality of the food furnished, the less energy the cow
will have to expend in the mastication, digestion and assimilation of her food.
In spring and early summer it
is easy to keep the cow comfortable and provide the necessary
food, of the right quality, but as
the summer advances, the grass
becomes dry and unpalatable.

The

dairyman

up-to-date

supplements
soiling

food securely packed in an airtight silo should be available at
any time, winter or summer, in
the same condition that it was
when it was put into the silo.

bank accommodate

him. Banks assure us of their
interest in increased production.
Let the farmer prove their sinFurther, the farmer who
cerit)^
has paid all cash, or half or 'three-

the

food, during the winter or when
the summer drought has dried up
the pasture.
Various materials are used for
Good, green succulent
silage.

crops

his

or

pasture

then
with

silage.

The

dairyman who depends entirely
upon soiling crops may be handicapped by drouth or other adverse conditions, but if he has a
silo, as a reserve to draw upon,
he can at all times furnish the
desired succulence and variety
to maintain a steady and continuous flow of milk, regardless of

Dairying in Manitoba

An

increase of $1,412,016 in the
value of dairy products from the
farms and dairies of Manitoba
for the year 1917 as compared
with 1916 directs attention once

the separator

a

is

February, 1918

good publicity

.

It

must be understood that
whether

method.

building

Attention should 'then be given
separators, which
to stock of
should not only be sufficient for
demonstrating purposes but as
many of each size as may be
necessary to meet the immediate
requirement at any time. Those
'that are set up for show should
be clean and bright, well oiled

residential or commercial,

and in good running condition,
with every part of the machine
in proper place on the machine.

project,

it

no.

be

is ever,
.

undertaken until an adequate^
water supply is determined upon,
so that pumping machinery is a
i

vital necessity.

ury,

well

and

the

i

stocked to

stan'tly

not a luxbeing
meet the con-ii|

It is

dealer not

growing demand

is

bound

to find himself in the position of
losing the trade on other mate-f;

,

filled

by not having what his cus^"'
tomer demands.
Pitcher pumps and set length
pumps are probably the most im-

reasonable supply of the various

As
portant items to the dealer.
"filler" lines these have always

The supply can should not be
with a mass of old papers
A
and other useless material.

rial

more to the great strides
made by this industry in
the past few years. Statistics show that while a
considerable part of the
increase in value

due

is

to higher prices received

by the producer, there has
been a very great increase
in

actual production, esin the item of

pecially

creamery

butter.

The

increase in 1917 over 1916
was close to one million
pounds, the figures show-

ing 7,526,356 pounds for
1917 and 6,574,510 pounds
for 1916. As against this,
there is shown a decrease
of 443,774 pounds in dairy
butter,

which

is

but one of

the signs of the times and
to a considerable extent
the direct result of the

work

of the dairy section

And

of the department of agri

in

creamery butter.

Owner

is

a Prospjct for a

kinds of De Laval booklets and
other advertising matter should
be neatly placed near the separator, always discarding any that
may be soiled or torn,

culture in educating the farmer to
realize the increased profit there
is

their

Cheese

showed an

increase of 213,159
with increase in total

pounds,
value of $52,434.
During 1917 over two million

Pushing

Pump

Trade

pounds of creamery butter were
a
Manitoba,
from
exported
change since 1912, when the
province imported 55 carloads of
Conditions in
'that commodity.
Manitoba show that the dealer
has a wide field for the sale of
dairy equipment of all types, and

a

interest in 'the sale of

pumps

for

in this line a steadily increasing

demand

not be

is

evident.

Getting Separator Trade
In planning an intensive separator sales campaign, De Laval
Monthly states tha't the method
pursued depends largely upon
conditions in the individual terThe widest publicity
ritory.
possible should be given the deal-

weather conditions.
The silo bears much- the same
relation to the dairyman that the
can or glass jar does to the thrifty

newspaper
advertising, cross road signs and
other means which associate the

housewife, providing a reliable
source of succulent, palatable,
and nutritious
easily digested

of the agent.

er's

name

name,

by

local

of the separator with that

A

user's sign conspicuously tacked up on the
premises of each present user of

•

the farm equipment
logical man to
the

so, for

dealer

is

sold at a low price, in fact, the!

manufacturer, it is said, has made
And in
but little from 'them.
this line the mail order concernSi
do a good trade. At even pres
ent prices the dealer who buys'

pumps for cash, and sellsl
them on the same basis, whichshould be an easy matter nowa-,
days, can sell his trade at a price|
'that will

meet any external comj

stock and domestic
Too often this trade is being diverted largely through inattention, to the local hardware store
or M.O. concerns. This should
use.

both

Separator

his

many
much

areas the
to increase
his revenue by taking a- greater

great
dealer could do

In

New

petition, while giving the farmerJ

a better

grade

I

article.

All lines of pumps appear at*
present to be well worth the con-'j
sideration of the trade, and deal-|
ers can be recommended 'to buy|
at present prices for at least

th^

half of the year, or possibly|

handle pumps of all types.
The farmer is a big buyer of
Never before has
hand pumps
he had so much money to spend,

first

He

great foresight as regards ra
material, transportation difficul
ties in the future might make i
hard for dealers to replenish theii^

wiUing to expend a fair
share of his revenue on improvemen'ts he must have water lots
of it— and s'till more water, as he
increases his acreage and branchis

—

;

es into live stock farming.

the

To

modern farmer pumps are an
and the

well-stocked
dealer will find this line a very

essential,

profitable
territory.

issue

in

almost any

more.

All stocks should be kep'

well, for, although the pum
exercisei
have
manufacturers

up

As a line, pumps^
small addition to
make
no
should

pump

stocks.

the yearly income of the average
implement man, granted he puts
the sales efifort into them that he

expends on lines which possibly^
do not pay him a greater return
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Gets the Business
T

HERE'S

a

new word

the papers these

in all

days— "Camouflage."

That's French for "Something that tries to fool you."

you on the cream separator situation—words are only
Just remember this
words, claims are only claims, pictures are only pictures.
Don't

let

anyone

fool

:

De Laval

gets the business.

De Lavai has been

De Laval and

the

the next one

leader for

nearly forty years, and the gap between

behind— a long way behind—is constantly growing

wider with the years.

De Laval

is

getting more of the business.

you ever tried to sell some other separator in competition with a live
De Laval agent, you know which separator will get most of the business every time.
A.nd

if

The superiority and splendid reputation

De Laval
De Laval

advertising, the unequalled
selling helps,

of the

De Laval

De

Laval, the years of dominant

service organization, the

numerous

and the "square deal" De Laval policy—

These are what get the business

for the

De Laval

agent.

There is no better time than right now to send
your application for a De Laval contract.
There is cream separator business all around
you. You can get more of it, and make more
profit on it, with the De Laval than with any
in

other separator.

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LIMITED
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES IN CANADA
Sole manufacturers in Canada of the famous

and Ideal Green Feed
Butter- Workers.

De Laval Cream Separators

Alpha Gas Engines, Alpha Churns and

Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

PETERBORO
BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

WINNIPEG
50,000

Silos.

MADE IN CANADA
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Sharpies Sales Convention

Brimful of Enthusiasm

importance of dairy supplies in
war times was shown by the fact
that

The Sharpies Separator Company, West Chester, Pa., held the
biggest sales
ever had, from

convention

they

from the entire country for the
purpose of discussing sales plans
for the

coming

year.

Perhaps the most important
point brought out by the several
speakers, as well as by 'the discussion of the salesmen, was that
1918 would see an unprecedented

demand

To

the Retail

Dealers of Manitoba

and Saskatchewan
We may

not have the best line of

Washing Machines on the market in
Western Canada, and again, it is just
possible that we have. There is no
question but what it is the best advertised line, and there

is no question
but what we sell more washing
machines than all other makes comThere is a
bined and then some!
It is not hard to
reason for this.
guess what it is.
Our Hand or Combination machine
When operatis in a class by itself.
ed by hand it runs easier than any
washer we ever saw. It has a pulley
in addition so that it can be operated
with a gasoline engine.

—

The

MAYTAG POWER WASHER

It is
strictly a Power Machine.
equipped with the Swinging Reversible wringer and a patented quick
release, which feature alone is appreciated to such an extent by the users
that it practically sells itself when
is

shown and

explained.

There

but one

is

WASHER

MULTI-MOTOR

in the world,

and that is
the machine

the MAYTAG. This is
with a half-horse engine attached, as

shown by the cut

at the top of this
sell this machine to but

column. We
one dealer in a town.

and

six

Between five
hundred hardware and imple-

ment dealers now hold our contract.
Then there is the MAYTAG ELECTRIC.

We

electric

motor

equip it with a proper
so that it can be used
not only in the cities, but with any
of the private lighting plants. It has
the Swinging wringer and quick
release.

We

furnish the Dealer with all the
best, up-to-date advertising matter he
can use to advantage. In other words
we take care of the Dealer going and
coming.

Our office and warehouse is on the
corner of Logan and Arlington. When
in the city, get on a Logan West car
at Main St. and Logan Ave., and in
five minutes you step off right at the
front door and the latch key is on the
outside.

The year 1918 will find us, as in the
past, headquarters for Thresher supSelf
plies, as well as for the

RUTH

Feeder. Our 1918 Commission Contract is ready you better see about
If
getting yours when in the city.
you are not coming to the Bonspiel,
drop us a line.

—

Sharpies Separators
and Sharpies Milkers and that
the dealers must be
prepared to meet
this

for

it

has placed them on the Bl

which means that
shipments will be taken care of by
the railroads next to ammunition.
priority

December

31st to
January 4th. Nearly 200 of their
branch and sales managers, as
well as salesmen, were called in

February, 1918

list,

The Sharpies
head
very
their

office

travelers left the
factories with a

and

strong

most

conviction

that

work
months of

important

during
the
first
1918 would be to pass along to
their dealers and farmers all these
important points, so that nobody
would have to suffer disappoint-

ment by non-delivery

of goods.

The sisal situation seems to
have subsided from a seething to
a simmer.

The margin of profit resulting
from the sale of high grade washers

is quite satisfactory to the
dealer and in many cases much
greater 'than on many of the staple

In selecting a line of washthe knowing dealer will carefully consider the merits of the
goods as well as the cost thereof,
as the merchant who buys machines on price alone is quite likelines.
ers,

without another
urge their resale.
Neither reputation nor money can
be made by handling goods that
have nothing to recommend them
save the price. A fair price is a
ly to find himself

argument

to

recommendation
while

cheapness

demns

it

in

for

many

any

article,

almost

con-

cases.

The

demand.

saving of butter fat
is doubly important
in these days of food

and,

conservation,

com-

since, says 'the

pany, Sharpies saves
cream thrown out by
all other separators,
it is logical that the

use

universal
of
Sharpies Separators

would

save

quantities
fat

of

— about

pounds,

million

get
It

down
is

to

to figures.

worthy

note that a
of
salesmen
fact that

vast
butter
eighty

Sharpies Salesmen in Convention at the Factory,

of

West

Chester, Pa.

number

some

brought
of their

out

more

the

Increasing Washing Machine

Trade

fore-

sighted dealers are ordering separators and milkers six to twelve
months ahea'd of their actual
needs. They evidently believe in
the maxim, "A separator on the
floor is worth two in the factory."
Anothet point of
interest
brought out during the convention was that 'the salesmen were
instructed to influence their dealers and, through 'the dealets, the
greatest possible number of farmers, that they get their orders in
as early as possible in order to get

what they want.

The remarkable endorsement
by the French and English Governments of the cream - saving
features of the Sharpies Suctionfeed Separator and 'the labor-

saving feature of the Sharpies
Milker
was also brought to
the
attention
the
of
salesmen.
In spite of the scarcity of shipping space to Europe, both the English and French
Governments have seen to it that
the largely increased orders for
Sharpies goods to these countries
are given shipping space promptly
and, in some cases, they have
taken precedence 'to ammunition.
That the American Government is fully aware of the great

Warm summer days are coming
when washing becomes more of a
drudgery for womankind than
ever.

Summer

and

light

its

dresses increase the family wash,

and summer is 'the season during
which the washing machine dealer
can most profitably push 'the sale
of hand and power washers, and
can by so doing relieve women of
the monotonous slavery of wash
day.
Start a campaign now.
In the selection

of

a

line

of

washers to handle, it is wise to
choose a make backed by a good
company, a line with a reputation,
and which has been advertised to
the farm home.
Experience has demonstrated
the fact 'that the dealer who makes
a real success of the sale of washers is the one who selects a line
of high grade

goods and confines
one make entirely.
A dealer cannot sell every prospect a certain make of washer,
but he can concentrate all of his
efforts on one brand have less investment in stock by reason of
that fact can get better acquainted with the particular line have
less samples to confuse the prospect and in four times out of five
his efforts to
,

;

;

;

will

make

the sale.

To demonstrate power

washers,

a line shaft will be necessary to
achieve best results. The electric

washer demand,

in the country a't
not large, but the farmer
in most cases has a small engine
that can help in the weekly washday.
One popular make of washer has an engine incorporated in
least, is

design, so the power problem is
solved right away.
Hand and
power washers displayed; coupled
with demonstrations by a good
saleswoman are invariably productive of good sales.
Almost
every housewife is a prospect, and
few indeed are the women who
have not a wholesome dread of
wash day and the labor it involves.
The alert dealer profits by this
dread, and by doing so takes a
burden from the life of the overits

worked farm women.

Aultman- Taylor Threshers
The "New Century" separators,

manufactured by the Ault-

man and Taylor Machinery

Co.,

Mansfield, Ohio, will in future be
sold direct by the manufacturers

through 'their branches at Calgary and Regina. For several
years this line has been sold
through the International Harvester Company of Canada. Repairs will be carried also.
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Get Your Separator Orders in— Now!
fat is commanding a higher price than ever before.
Conservation and the elimination of waste is doubly important this year. That's just why the Sharpies Suction-feed
Cream Separator is selling bigger than ever because it is the
separator that automatically prevents all cream losses, no matter how fast or how slow you turn it

Butter

—

ONLY

—

Dairymen all over the U. S. know of this big cream-saving feature of Sharpies we have
educated them thru extensive space in practically every farm paper. They know that

NOT

they can
afford to be without a Sharpies.
Any member of the family can turn a
Sharpies and still get all the cream mighty important in these days of scarcity of hired help.

—

Nowis the logical time
ing,

for you to sell separators while other farm implements are not movwhile farmers and dairymen have plenty of time to listen to your sales-arguments.

SHARPIES
^
SUCTION-FEED

Cream separator
And

is getting more difficult every day to obtain materials and
shipments. That frequently means DELAY. The fore-sighted dealer will
order his separators right
You can
sell separators unless you have
them on hand to demonstrate.

don't forget this: It

make

NOW.

NOT

The

Sharpies contract is the most attractive we know of. Not only does it offer a
Quantity Bonus, which will earn you a nice little check, in addition to your regular
dealer commissions, but our system of discounts is exceptionally favorable to you.
Our Spring Dating Terms enable you to order now and make pa)anent May 1st—
the maturity date. Write us— today!

SHARPIES MILKER
—

is also going to sell bigger than ever this year^
on account of the national shortage of farm
labor.
Farmers and dairymen are losing their
hired men and are being forced to do their own
milking, and the only way they can handle it is by
installing a milking machine. The big reasons why
you should sell Sharpies are (1) It is the world's
fastest milker
official tests have proven that it is
from 23% to 58% faster than others. (2) It is the
v/nly milker with a positive squeeze
absolutely necessary to keep the teats in perfect condition. The

—

:

—

same attractive dealer contract applies to the Milker

— write today.

The Sharpies Separator Company
West Chester
Branches:

Pa.
Chicago

San Francisco

Toronto

—

:

—

:
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The

J.

I.

Case T.M. Co., Rahundreds of

cine, Wis., has. sent

Europe to help defeat
the vertically moustached gentletractors to

man

Former Case
at Potsdam.
employees by the score are at the
same job, their tools being a rifle
and bayonet. Manager J. Redden, general agent for the J. I.
Case Co. at Winnipeg, received
the following breezy letter from

six inches

deep and doing a great

job.

"Well, John,

I

am

made advatttageous
has
Arrangements, tending to stabilize
prices, prevent undue advances,
and eliminate speculation, waste
and hoarding."

tion

Case Tractors on the Firing Line

awfully glad

to see 'the J. I. Case T. M. Co.
represented in this big affair, and

am

proud of this wonderful little
You
She is a ripper!
should sell one to every farmer
who works a half section or more.
If you have any circulars in connection with it I would like to
tractor.

So far as it goes the above is
possibly all right, but since the
conference between the Mexican
sisal monopolists and the U.S.
Government, which took place
September, no clear statement has been given to the binder twine trade as to the results
In answers to an enattained.
quiry by Cordage Trade Journal
(New York) the Food Administration merely stated that it had
"taken control of the importation
and distribution of sisal fibre, and
by voluntary agreement with the
several binder twine manufacturers of the country arranged
for an adequate supply of binding
twine for the next harvest."
last

A

later

chase and distribution of manila

718098 Private J. R. Frank, who
was at one time a salesman under
him at the Winnipeg branch of
the Case organization, and is now
Forestry Corps of the
in the

Canadian

Army "somewhere

in

Private Frank's letter
France."
says in part

"While

sitting

in

my

They
shape of Case products.
were 12-25 gas tractors pulling
thre6 furrow gang plows, manned
by French soldiers

in

uniform.

Lord, Jack, it was like meeting
a long lost friend, and it brought
back many pleasant recollections
of our victories over the opposiIt
tion in. the thresher field.
struck me that those victories in
commerce were achieved in those
days just as the victories in this
field are, by the sand and grit of
the salesman, 'backed by supeThe allied solrior machinery.

have the grit and the various governments are supplying
them with the superior machinery
and it is certainly showing great
diers

"Those

little

Case engines are

just as

much

now

any big gun or

ins'lruments of

They

are doing a great
all the French soldiers

war

battleship.

me on

over.

Can you not put

of prospects?
or desk here. Write
on a board or our knees.
Re-

the

list

"No pens

gards to Jack Atkinson if you
see him and Noel Rutledge, or
Cannon. Yours sincerely, 718098
Private J. R. Frank."

—

Conditions in Binder Twine
Business

The Food Administration Department of the U.S. Government
redeintly

issued

memoranda,
part

'the

which

we

following
give in

:

"The United States Food Administration has arranged to control the binder twine output of
this country during the 1918 sea-

Voluntary agreements have
entered into between the
binder twine manufacturers and
son.

been

the Food Administration centralizing the buying and eliminating
competition.

"As a consequence

of

war

ac-

high freights and similar
causes, the price will not be as low
as in past years, but will be
a reasonable price based upon
tivities,

raw material
over which 'the United States
Food Administration has no control
plus reasonable differentials
for manufacturing.
the cost of the

have been much higher than

who were

will be but for this control.

them could say was
'bon bon' with many waves of
the haiids to show their apprecia-

They

arc.

"It is unquestionably a fact that
the price of binder twine would

work and

handling

tion.

them

look

—

results.

as

in France."

dugout

the lines and within
range of the Hun guns to-day I
heard a humming 'that seemed to
be quite familiar, so I went up
to investigate, and on tracking
the cause to its lair what did I
find but two old friends in the
to

close

hemp.

—"Some where

plowing about

it

Deal-

ing as a government department
for the entire binder twine industry with the company supplying sisal, the Food Administra-

eastern factories
cents; 1912,
5% cents; 1913, 7>^ cents; 1914,
cents; 1916, 7^ cents; 1917,
141^ cents; 1918, 19J4 cents. Curtailment of production has already been caused by the uncerwhile
taint)^
of fibre supply,
scarcity of labor further hampers

f .o.b.

January, 1911, 4

production possibilities. No refrom other
lief
is
probable
sources of raw material supply
Manila is now
'than Mexico.
being quoted at from 27 to 30^
cents per pound. It would seem
that in the U.S. some governmental action is necessary in the
immediate future if the farmer is
to be assured adequate twine for
the 1918 crops. That the price
will be considerably higher than
last year's seems very probable.

Pushing Separator Sales

government

report
fetates that it is the intention of
the U.S. authorities to take action
looking to the control of the pur-

Case Tractors

Febrtiary, 1Q18

Future Outlook Vague
The factors mentioned by the
government as influencing the
price of twine have always been
in operation
what would reduce
the price of twine to benefit the
consumer would be a reduction
No
in the price of sisal fibre.
such reduction has been made,
and apparently we may not hope
to see any. Beyond the fact 'that
profiteering will not be allowed,
we get little comfort from a
In
Scrutiny of the situation.
;

^hort, neither

manufacturer

nor
they

know where
wholesaler
stand as regards the future of the
twine business.
year the small merchant
over less twine than
usual; manufacturers and jobbers
rather more. While the price of
fibre has not been fixed, all orders
same from manufacturers
for
must pass through the food adLas't

carried

ministration

Washington,

at

while 'the amount of material
furnished to each manufacturer
is to be strictly confined to his
dctual requirements, and only a
limited supply will be sold at any
one time. Since the close of last
Season some U.S. sales of twine
have been made at 24^ cents, but
be impossible at this
it would
what the price of
predict
time to
All sisal fibre
twine will be.
bought since last August has
been on the basis of 19% cents.
New York.

To show

the advance in sisal
the following prices from
Cordage Trade Journal are illuThe prices are as at
minative.
the middle of January in the

fibre,

years indicated

;

as

carload lots,

The

best

way

to sell separators

go out and dig for prospects.
It takes work, but where is there
anything in the farm equipment
line which can be sold any other
is

to

way?
Where

there a more profitdealer can get the
agency for a good line of- separators and control an entire area.
is

A

able line?

There
many methods
are
which 'the dealer can adopt in
pushing separator sales. Manufacturers as a rule extend valuable assistance. There is plenty
of literature
available for the
The services of an exdealer.
pert separator man can nearly always be obtained and the dealer

can put on a campaign in his
store.
He can ask the farmers
to bring in their milk, or can buy
milk and separate it in his store
during a demonstration.

The

most

method,

effective

Let the
a canvass.
dealer take a separator with him
to the home of a good prospect.
Let the dealer assist during one
separation, and then leave it for
the farmer, his family and hired
help to work with a few times.
however,

Few

is

sales are ever lost

procedure

Twine

is

when

this

followed.

Profits in Great Britain

The implement agents

in

Great

Britain are very dissatisfied with
the regulations regarding government control of binder twine.'
The authorities set the price for
twine and allow the dealer a
profit of only 5 per cent.

Since

United Kingdom the overhead expense in an implement
business is about 15 per cent, the
in the

dealers look like taking a loss of
about $50 on every ton of twine
They are appealthey handle.
ing to 'the governmient on the
subject.

———
:
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VIKING

THE

11

CREAM SEPARATOR
and

Stands for Profitable
During

Permanent Business

the past year

80,000 Viking Cream
Separators were sold in coun-

over

tries all

1

over the world.

Hundreds

of the best dealers in the towns that

have the agency for the Viking Cream
Separator have done greater business and
added profits to their books.
For the Viking is a better Separator selling at a lower
retail price and affording a larger percentage of profit
with less investment,

Th is

year the increased demand for butter-fat has naturally increased the demand for separators. It is your opportunity to realise
selling at

on

added business by handling
our extremely low retail price.

larger profits

this

this superior separator

The Viking Cream

Separator is made in the largest separator factory in the
world from the choicest of tool steel and other materials.
It is constructed by
separator experts.

1,000,000 IN
The merits
is

This

of the Viking

and used

sold

is

it is

USE ALL OVER THE

have been recognized the world over.

WORLD

The Viking Cream Separator

in all parts of the world.

a demonstration of Viking superiority. Despite its low price,
a separator unexcelled by any. The Viking has great capacity,

it is

/

sturdy and durable, easy running and simple to clean and skims
any separator made. It is fully guaranteed.

as close as

A

complete advertising plan has been prepared to help you to sell the Viking.
Write us immediately for full particulars regarding our attractive agency
proposition, to the nearest warehouse.

Prompt Shipment from our Canadian
Warehouses a feature of Viking Service.

naN,

CREAM

Model B
Representatives
For Manitoba

JOHN WATSON MFG. CO.
311

Chambers

St.,

Winnipeg, Man.

For Saskatchewan

BERT CONWAY
Box

33,

Regina, Sask.

For Alberta

CANADIAN WESTERN
MFG. & SUP. CO.
Calgary, Alta.
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of the Silo to Agriculture

The Importance
The

means not only

silo

re-es-

tablishing the beef industry but
the fertilization of worn-out soils

without enormous expenditure
Give
for commercial manures.
a generous ration of
'the steer
corn silage, some grass, straw or
hay an'd a little nitrogenous concentrate and he will do the rest.
A crop of corn to go into the
silo can be raised almost anywhere, and each crop fed will
swell succeeding fields.
The enormous areas of unoccattle
cupied land, on which
at will, or the settler cut

roamed

supply of native hay,
to a large extent met the fodder
problems of Western Canada for
his year's

With closer
intensified
more
and
tlement

many

set-

years.

ag-

however, a change

riculture,

is

on

Particularly

coming about.

account of the rapid advance of
the dairy industry the farmers

more interested in the various
means of caring for their herds,

are

winter
the
during
months. The silo has been found
to solve one problem, and is making its appearance in many parts
especially

of the country.

Supt. G. H. Hutton, of the Doat
minion experimental farm
Lacombe, Alberta, claims that
winter silage is one of 'the best
means of keeping the farm stock
well fed during the winter and
has solved the problem of secur-

In his report, Mr. Hutton says
that the growing of roots has met

many

objections,

among

them being the high cost
and the difficulty of

of labor

with

storing.

Where

these difficulties can be
overcome, roots add materially to
the rations for the dairy cow and
are a means of increasing milk
production in its first flow and
higher
dairy
maintaining
a
average throughout the winter

He

believes

that the

the

silo,

since

cutting box and cut as fine as
going into the silo absolutely green. It is important that
the silage be thoroughly trampsilo 30 feet high and 12
ed.

A

in diameter will hoM from
80 to 90 'tons, according to the
amount of moisture in the crop
Oat straw
at the time it is cut.
is usually fed in conjunction with

feet

the silage.
'
'

'

'

Farming

The Hon. G. Langley, minister
of municipal affairs in Saskatcheproposes 'that the Union
Government commandeer a million acres of prairie, buy 3,000
tractors and operate them by con-

wan,

Implement business at Meyronne,
Sask. Warehouse, 24x60x9, with 100foot frontage on Main Street. Suitable for garage. Formerly Cockshutt
agency. Owners farming. Apply to

scripting all auto owners, elevamen and implement agents.

tor

He would

also mobilize a service
corps of blacksmiths, cooks and
broken
land
The
orderlies.
would be turned over to returned
Quite a
soldiers after the war.

owners:

Mullin Bros.
MEYRONNE

Langleyized

SASK.

RAPID-EASY GRAIN GRINDERS
The Famous Line
A

size

suit

to

your power

— small

first,

how-

tractors

—

'

if

The

them.

tractor firing

line,

and how

in

the farmer going to get
his shares sharpened and horses
shod when you mobilize the
blacksmiths on that million acres?

heck

is

Can

it

be done, George,

we won-

der?

Tractor Development and

Requirements

it

possible,

cattle.

would

we could get
conscripted implement dealers could hardly serve
their communities while on the
the

solution

can be
erec'ted at a comparatively low
initial cost, considering the tons
of material 'that can be stored,
and considering also that silage
can be made from peas and oats,
or oats alone, a crop which can
be universally and successfully
grown and which will yield a
green weight of from eight to
twelve tons per acre. The crop
intended for the silo is cut while
the oats are in 'the milk stage
and is at once run through the
in

lies

We

!

need an investment of some
six or seven million dollars for

The problem
tion

is

of tractor produccomplicated because of the

wide variety of us'es to
these machines are put.

which

How-

—and

A—
B—

'types of

C—

93/4

CUSTOM MILLS
No.
No.
No.

J.

(Flat)

814

D—10^
D — 11

7—13

„

„

„
„

no or

little

merit, also

Custom Work

2^

to

5

to 10
to 12

5

to 12

inch Plates (Flat)
„
„
„

H

P.

SONS
FLEURY'S
Medals and Diplomas

Aurora, Ontario

World's Fairs, Chicago and Paris

Sf:^ THE JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY, LIMITED
Winnipeg

Regina

Saskatoon

Calgary

Edmonton

Tractor Operators

The Lethbridge Herald urges

and agricultural high
should provide a short
practical winter course in tractioneering in order to enable farmers to fit themselves to operate
their own small farm tractors.
While the various tractor companies hold schools at different
western points, 'the government
could cover a wider field, and its
agricultural high schools are already fairly well equipped to take
up this work. The number of
farm 'tractors that will be in ^use
this year will be far in excess of

esarch
the

work

has

been

done

To

ensure the
approach to an ideal machine,
as
and to give the farmer
posis
as
a 'tractor
perfect
sible, our farm tractor engineering science must be deepened, and
the study and experimentation of
the tractor itself improved along
elements which
main
certain
would be about as follows:
followed
(a) Standardization,
by better quality, greater 'endurance and a lower price; (b) Perfect combustion of low grade fuel
combined with low operating

in

cost;

field.

(c)

Decrease

with an increase

in

of

tractive ca-

pacity; (d) Efficient weight distribution, decrease in rolling resistance and power loss in trans-

mission, and a general increase in

mechanical

Western Canada the pro-

colleges

schools

any past year, and the training of
men 'to operate them is an important matter.

New

Lines of Effort

weight

At

a recent

Lethbridge

implement

dealers'

convention in the United States,
the very pertinent query was put
forward by one speaker: "What
should an implement dealer add to
his line to offse't the loss of busicaused by the decline in

efficiency.

ness

Implement Plants Exempt

buggy and harness trade?"

Among the many

Closure

which farm machinery plants
machines for spring

including tractors, are not
required to close on Mondays, as
of
is the case with other lines
producPlants
manufacturing.
ing binder twine are also exempt.
Harvesting machines and other

use,

H.P.
H.P.

Heybridge, Essex,

is a most imdeveloptractor
point
in
portant
ment, for, with but few excepor no actual relittle
tions,

Research work

producing

H.P.

8 to 14
8 to 16
15 to 25

Co.,

vincial governments, agricultural

in

Head
5

&

Bentall

sign.

modified order has been
issued by the U.S. Government

:

strong double

and handle on either beam.
A
bowl land-wheel facilitates turning, Avhile the furrow width can
be altered from 8 to lOj^ inches
by adjustments on the beams.
The beam, mouldboard and coulters can be quickly removed if
the plow is wanted as a single
furrow tool. When desired, these
plows, which are made by E. H.

lines mentionthis demeeting
ed as a
preciation in business were cream
separators, milking machines, auThere is
tomobiles and tractors.
no doubt that in the great major-

means

H.P^
H.P.
H.P.

A

used, carrying a bottom

is

that in

A

6

„
Mill

beam

should endeavor to simplify de-

From

sizes are as follows:

6 inch. Plates

— 10

and a great demand

Government Should Train

,

few styles and

time,

exists for same.

thority advises, we should establish certain standard types for
certain kinds of work and conand should eliminate
ditions,

U.S.

and grinding plates unequalled.
No.
No.
No. B
No.

some

and other firms, can be fitted
with an easy lifting lever and
wheels so that they practically
duplicate the lift of the American
type two-furrow plow.

more work with same power than others. Quality
of work and capacity and durability of machine

A

In a U.S. farm publication a
farmer sugges'ts .that to increase
capacity a walking plow could be
equipped with an extra bottom.
In England double-furrow, walking plows have been in vogue for

ever carefully a tractor may be
designed as a whole, every single
detail must be worked out in
order to meet modern requireFor instance, as one auments.

of Machines

or large

A Double-Furrow Walking Plow

ever,

months.

ing succulent feed for the dairy

FOR SALE

scheme

February, 1918

implements for summer and
are not exempt.

fall

of

ity of territories

some

efifort

made

on business-getting for any or all
of the above lines would be very
profitable to the dealer.

Calamity howlers are not receiving much encouragement this
year.

;
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THE CUSHMAN LINE
GETS— AND HOLDS— BUSINESS FOR THE DEALER
Cushman Light Weight
Cushman Engines weigh only one-fifth as
much per horse-power as ordinary farm engines, but are so well designed

carefully

and

work more

that they

steadily

The Cushman

than any other engine.

modern farm

Built

built, so

is

many

ers,

the

engine.

SC/f£BL£fl\

Light— Built Right

The One

The 4 h.p. Cushman weighs only 190 lbs., the 8 h.p.
only 320 lbs., the 15 h.p. only 780 lbs., and the 20 h.p.
Cushman engines are used on the
only 1,200 lbs.
famous Cushman combination threshing outfits. They
are equipped with Throttle Governor and Schebler
Carburetor; 4-cycle, water cooled, with friction clutch
Many dealers are selling from 15 to 50
pulleyCushmans a year in addition to their heavy engine

Perfect Binder Engine

For heavy grinding, driving small separators,

etc.,

or for any power from 3 to 9 h.p., the 8 h.p- Cushman
especially appeals to the farmer. Very economical,
for Cushman engines receive just enough fuel to take
care of the load at that moment on the engine. Result

seif-o/u/iSi

is

uniform speed and

maximum

power.

4 H.

P. Cuthmiin.

Not

engines, but cheapest for your customers
the end. Get the Cushman agency for 1918.

cheap

business.

Sell

They operate grain bindplaces.
potato diggers, manure spreaders, etc.
The 4 h.p. Cushman saves a team on the
binder and does all ordinary work.
in

cwrcfiX

and quietly

20 H.P.

to

The farmer wants an engine he can move
around easily and put to work anywhere.
Cushman Engines are built to do many jobs

SPAM PLl/G

governed,

balanced, so accurately

4

Engines,

Weighs only 190 Lbs.

in

Cushman Light-Weight The Lincoln "New Superior"
Combination Threshers Wild Oat Separator

Three
Sizes:
8,

15

and 20

outfit equipped with the famous Cushman
8 h.p. with straw
light weight engine.
carrier and hand feed; 15 h.p., wind stacker and
hand feed; 20 h.p., wind stacker and self feeder.

Every

2-cyl.

You

for full particulars and agency termscannot handle a better combination outfit.

Ask

H.P.

Will Get You the Trade.
Easiest Running

Strongest Built

Made in 24, 32 and 42inch sizes, with or without
bagger. Power attachments
supplied if desired.
Patented adjust-

able

windboards

perfect control of blast ; our
special sieves eradicate all wild oat

give

seed.
built

Strongly

and

bolted

has greater capacity and does better

work
mills

any

than
0 f

similar

sizes.

1918

Model—Tried and Tested

The Automatic

Ensure Clean Seed and Big Yields
Sold on a positive guarantee to

Grain Pickler

prevent smut.

No.

bus. per hour;

The only machine

of its kind
Handles grain at the

in use-

rate of 135 bus. per hour.
in

weight;

fect

Fully
grain

The

strongly

action

in

;

low

operates

per-

in

price.

Weight

guaranteed.
kernels

Light

built;

the
are

of

machine.

thoroughly

soaked, turned over and treated.

^^Klean Kwick''

Vacuum Washers

We

handle a full line, hand or power. The most efficient washers
made. Increase your profits by selling the Klean Kwick in your
district.

Smut Cleaners

Lincoln

Write for particulars.

3

No.

handles 30-50
4,

50-75 bus-

The Lincoln separates smut balls,
wild oats, king heads, and all light
seed from wheat, also wild oats
and all light seed from barley.
Grain

is

MADE
TWO
SIZES:

thoroughly pickled, dried

and elevated to wagon box. Automatic skimmer an exclusive feaStrong, heavy construction.
ture.

Write
fori

Prices
and Full

Particulars

Large, rustless solution tanks.

during Winnipeg Bonspiei. Our
full line will be on display. Take Logan West
car to Vine Street. We'll be glad to see you.

Pay us a

visit

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Dept. E. a^^viNE^smEE^. Winnipcg,

Man.

Distributing Warehouses: Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.
Power Engines for General Purpose Farm Work

Builders of High Grade, Light Weight, High

Exclusive Selling Agents for: Combination Threshing Outfits— Langdon Ideal Self- Feeders—Fanning Mills— Smut
Lincoln Grinders— Lincoln Saws—Shinn-Flat Lightning Conductors— incubators Universal Hoists—Portable

Hoiland Wild Oat Separators

—
—Mountaineer and Little

and Pickling Machines— Vacuum Washing Machines-

Gram Elevators— Wagner Hardware Spectalttes—
Giant Neck Yoke Centers

:
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Tractors in Scotland

The use

of tractors in Scotland

farming

purpo'ses has increased remarka'bly during the
past two years, and the present
demand is far in excess of the
for

supply.
The very high prices
and costly upkeep df farm horses,
added to the heavier ^expenses for
labor, have dompelled the larger
farmers to ibe <on the lookout for
the best type of utility tractor.

The necessary points seem to
be: Sufficient power with a reserve strength and simplicity of
construction; ability to run on
common paraffin with economical
consumption capable of being
;

;

by

mam

and even many e n g i n e e r s.
unawares, and it will take some
time for popular ideas to get pro-

The

perly sorted out.
versatile

power

unit,

and already put
cation

land

is

tractor

and to

is

set to

demand

for

able, will be

met by

with

that,

compared

implement dealers of that

"Small tractors will do all farm
work and roiad haulage if so made.

make an appeal

development,
development has been
slow and some years behind its
natural date of debut as a manufacture in numbers, and while it
may not appear las being in logical
sequence, the fact is that, though
slow in being develioped, the
lautomobile

tractor

many

has taken

"tractor

minds.

good

branch railways and light railways, doing passenger and goods

demand

the

for

BuH Dog Fanning

'therefore to call

the practice of

in 3

and

without curtailing its normal output of gas engines, which is about

dealers.

They

the repairs, the dealer puts them
on, thereby making a little profit
while giving the farmer the opportunity of working in the field.
This is a patrio'tic service that the
farmers appreciate.
"It has been suggested that all

Mills exceeds the

is

now

The

capital s'tock

$1,000,000.

are visiting their

customers to inspect the farm machinery and then calling their attention to parts that need repairing.
The farmer usually orders

is

4,000 a year.

A New

Tractor Concern

The Beaver Truck

&

Tractors,

has been organized at
Walkerville, Ont., Canada, with
a capital stock of $500,000 to
manufacture tractors, trucks and
aeroplanes.
The promo'ters are
E. P. Brownell, Toronto, and C.
and H. P. Crocker,
J. Stodgell
Walkerville.
Ltd.,

Sell^The Improved BulB

Smut Cleaner

com-

Extra long carrier for wagon box delivery.
False perforated bottom in carrier; no
liquid wasted. Large low feed box; galvanized
rust-proof
tank. Double paddle

skimmer.

Dog Wild Oat

Bull

—A Big

Separator
Made

The John Lauson Manufacturing Company, New Holstein,
Wis., is marketing $250,000 of the
new issue of $500,000 of preferred
stock recently authorized in order
to double its output of tractors

your attention to
many implement

bined sales of all other mills sold in Western Canada.
Quality,
construction, superior design and wonderful efficiency have built a demand for
Bull Dogs that makes them the most profitable mill you can handle.
Eleven
sizes: Capacities from 25 to 150 bus. per hour. Getfull particulars.

The

the

We

THERE'S A REASON
Why

late, as

"The farmers need help more
than they need advice.
wish

not a
new idea. Some time ago the
writer thought it was, but found
out that a British tractor maker
had not only been working on it
but had one in his works fitted
for irail work.
The transition of
the oil engine from a stationary
power unit to that of propulsion
and power provides an endless
noted,

and

says

and more adaptable means
it

service, early

of the biggest factors in the

however,

Increase Tractor Output

average implement dealer, there
are a few lines in this circular letter that can be well applied to
Western Canadian territory.
It

haulage, and where the existing
system of running one large
steam locomotive, -three carriages,

This, be

state,

to dealers to assist the farmer to keep his machinery at work. While there is no
class of merchant who gives so

Large land ispecially-geared tractors will yet run on at least our

6-roll

sizes.

Seller

Specially de-

signed machines for taking wild oats out of

tame

oats,

wheat and barley.

to 40 bus. per hour.

both

sizes.

Every

Capacity up
Baggers supplied for
farmer requires this'

separator.

VISIT US
The New 48-inch
The

Bull

Dog

Mill

For perfect results the
and rigid
design.
Easily driven.
Can be supplied with 4-ft.
Hundreds ready for
Bagger or wagon box elevator.
latest addition to our line.

best mill made.

Heavy

construction, durable

DURING BONSPIEL

While in the city come in and see us.
Look over the home of the Bull Dog
Family. Watch how we build them.
Take a Logan
It will interest you.
West car. We'll be glad to meet you.

shipment.

Model

C, 6-Roll Wild Oat Sep-

Made

Wild
Oats from Barley,and DOES IT

arator.

to separate

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR COMPANY, LIMITED
Off

LOGAN AVENUE,
Address

all

on

work

and economically."

is that often while
the dealer may be an ardent disciple of the service idea, he cannot get the repairs that his customers require at the supreme
psychological moment when they
discover they want them.
Let
us have a Repair Week.

Assist

their 'species.'

offer.

One
case,

The Kansas State Council of Defence, in a letter addressed to the

tractors or

lighter
is,

Ask Dealer to

machinery or haulage, so long as
petroleum is economically obtain-

try:

"The truth

sary plans to handle this
efficiently

within our shores materialize."

Every inpower to drive

a series of stations with a stationmaster in each, a freight of one
passenger and one parcel is not
one that ought to continue when

;

be more

implement dealers of one locality
get together and make the neces-

the exact sigfor the British
appairent after

only a'bsurd.

over broken ground.
A Scottish correspondent sends
us the following comments on
the tractor outlook in that coun-

;

which

the war, and if the expected finds
of fresh sources of petroleum

limits to its appli-

one 'engine-driver, one ifiireman,
and one guard, to convey through

lone

vista,

nificance of
Isles will

a

tougliness
and durability of parts easy adjustment; and ability to pull harrows, rollers, cultivators, etc.,
op'erated

mechanical

February, 1918

QUELCH STREET

Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta to R.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
W. DOW, Box

1406, Calgary, Alberta
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Cooling the Auto Engine

The temperature

of an

automo-

cylinder at the time of explosion is approximately 3,000
degrees, and the heat of the exterior metal coverings of the water
manifold is sometimes well tostopward the boiling point.
bile

,

A

page of air cooling means immediate expansion of the metallic

meshes

parts to the extent of stuck pistons or scored cylinders.
The slits in the hood of a motor
car gives air passages that eliminate the back passage of warmed
air on the fan and guarantee a

the

of the radiator.

fresh

that

air

has

15

the unwarmed air continually
flows through the radiator aperequalize atmospheric
tures
to
pressure.
If the motor car is
moving only at a low speed, the
impact of air against the radiator
surface is sufficient to greatly in-

Instead
already

penetrated the interstices of the
core is impelled back
over the heated manifolds of the
motor.
The revolutions of the fan tend
to create a partial vacuum in the
space between the fan and the
radiator. When the motor is running and the car standing still,
radiator

stream of cool air in the heated
water manifolds.
Contrary to the idea many
motorists have, the radiator fan
does not drive air through the

crease the amount of unwarmed
air that reaches the motor.

Make March

1-9

"Repair Week."

ASPINWAU POTATO MACHINERY
THE LINE THAT LEADS
Unsurpassed

in Material,

Workmanship,

Serviceability

Recognized as Standard throughout the World

World's Oldest and Largest Makers of Potato Machinery

ASPINWALL POTATO PLANTER

Sprayers

Planters

Cutters

Diggers

Sorters

No. 3

ASPINWALL CANADIAN COMPANY, LIMITED
GUELPH, ONTARIO, CANADA
Made

in

Three
Sizes

ASPINWALL
POTATO
SORTER
ASPINWALL ELEVATOR DIGGER

Aspinwall Double Cylinder Sprayer No. 27

NOT TOO HEAVY
NOT TOO LIGHT

Your Opportunity

12 H.P.
25 H.P.

for

Substantial, Profitable Business
Low

centre of gravity; great flexiturns in small radius.
Engine, transmission and all parts
Simple control.
accessible.
easily
Only a gear and clutch lever.
One-third more radiator capacity
than any tractor of equal rating.
Straight drawbar pull
Self-steering.

Handles three 14-inch bottoms,
plowing an acre an hour.
Engine, 4-cyl. 4-cycle, 4% x 5^.
Very strong frame; 7-inch steel
channel, braced and trussed.
Direct drive on both low and high

bility;

gear.
Direct drive ofiE engine shaft
for
belt
work;
no
intermediate
gearing.
All working parts run in oil bath.
Self-aligning ball bearings on main
shafts, running in oil.
Double drive on two 60 x 10 rear
wheels.
Sensitive, ball type enclosed governor.
Low fuel consumption. Equipped with Bennett air cleaner.

—no
fect

with either blower

Gives per-

centre of gravity.

combustion with both kerosene

and gasoline.
Gears machine cut from the best
high tensile steel.
ward, one reverse.

Two

speeds for-

Weight, 5,200 lbs.
We have a good stock on hand and
can fill your orders on shortest notice.

The Parrett Agency will
get you the Tractor Trade

for Full Particulars
of the Parrett Tractor
in 3 sizes

s-'de-draft.

Low

Ask

Made

ON DRAWBAR
ON BRAKE

For Plowing, Hauling and All Farm Work, the Most Reliable Tractor Sold

HANDLE THE NEW MOODY SEPARATOR THIS YEAR

or straw carrier

Selling at a reasonable

workmanship and
sack

—not

Made

price,

^

^

our separators are fully guaranteed for their
Moody separators put the grain in the

quality,

efficiency in handling the grain.

the stack.

Note the weed seed bagger; bags

all

weed seed separate from

grain.

24 x 32; 30 x 36 and 30 x 40. Farmers know and ask for the Moody.
will mean good profits and satisfactory separator business for you.

in three sizes:

Get the agency;

it

Write to-day for Contract and Prices

Francoeur Bros., Ltd.
CAMROSE. ALTA.

New Home Machinery
SASKATOON, SASK.

Co., Ltd.

—
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Food Production Increases Slowly
are the reasons why the
present crisis finds the world so
ill-prepared as regards the supply
of foodstuffs?
Assuredly there
is the factor of help shortage, the
immense concentration of men
for war purposes and the manufacture of war supplies.
But the
world was ill-prepared before
the drums of war were throbbing
in the ears of humanity.
The economic history of the

What

483 million acres of the Prairie
Provinces. Yet in that vast acreage of unequalled farming land
less than 25,000,000 acres are actually cultivated at 'the present
'time
only 12 per cent of what
we know to be good farm lands
are at present utilized.
In Canada, with our vast capacity for agricultural production, we failed to completely supply our own food requirements.

—

world immediateprior

ly

war, in

the

to

fact, since

commence-

'the

ment

of this cen-

tury,

showed that

great
were

box pattern for
women's
meetings where the "war work"

nations

tured goods.

at times consists in soul-satisfy-

Canada,

The

faces the

to population in
every country increased very rapidly, and in contrast the propor-

self-supportinig

of

How Women Can

demanded more

and more of the population to
keep up the sale of the manufactured

products

of

the

various

nations.
this

great

Dominion,

as

large as 30 United Kingdoms and
18 Germaniles, almost as large as
the whole of Europe, we have

only a population equal 'to that in
Belgium in the beginning of
1914.
have a vast capacity
for production, especially on the

We

Help Out This Year

so that as a result many articles
of food are selling a't prices far
beyond a legitimate commercial
basis.
Could there be a more
striking proof of national inefficiency and of faulty organization

?

Apart from

the productivity of 'the soil, the capacity to
produce the greatest quantity of
food from each acre is a question
of the first magnitude.
No material question can be more important than 'that of conserving and
increasing fertility.
All tillable
land should be plowed, and land
low in plant food should be ferthat,

There*s Going to be a Great

Demand

this

Spring for

Aspinwall
Potato Machinery

ASPINWALL
POTATO
PLANTER
^

PLANTERS, SPRAYERS, DIGGERS and CUTTERS

CORN PLANTERS

and

SORTERS

Repairs a Specially

Order early and meet the demand for
Potato Machinery this year. Write to-day.

Dealers: Get our Prices.

VISIT US

AND INSPECT OUR LINES DURING BONSPIEL

WILLIAM EDDIE
FARM MACHINERY DISTRIBUTOR
175-179

come,

the acreage

;

food
increased
very slowly.
Food needed no
Sales agents to secure a market
while the .sale and distribution of
manufactured goods, as competiincreased,

With

have we should produce
more, far more. This war now is
one of agricultural production,
and no area on earth has better
no nasoil than the Dominion
tion should be more completely

factured goods in

tion

in the years to

'test.

^

up and operate the engine
most efficient manner.
Another essential feature

in the

of the
binder engine proposition is to
maintain the very careful balance
of the grain binder. The weig! t
of the engine on the rear is therefore balanced with the water cooling tank placed on the tongue or
tongue truck in front, thereby, it
is claimed, maintaining the proper

balance, to make it possible to secure best draft on the binder.

While a large number

of ordin-

ary engines were used last harvest as an emergency for binder
drive, the light weight engine

manufacturers contend that the
ordinary or horizontal engines
will not be of sufficient value to
be used under ordinary conditions.
They, however, do contend that
the properly designed and carefully built binder engine, with
proper weight, balance and attachment will be used every
season.

we

proportion

volume

other

ing gossiping regarding
feminine entities.

volume of manu-

tionate

preparation made to raise and
feed a larger number* of hogs,
sheep and cattle. Students, town
boys, women and girls should
take over more of the farm tasks
while the young men of the nation join the forces.
Great Britain has shown what women can
do on 'the farms, and in this
country a great number of women could be used wi'th good
results, since with modern machinery and equipment farming
here is less manual and more
mechanical. In this way women
might serve Canada even better

soldiers, or in attending

of manufac-

tion

Larger acreages of forage crops should be raised and
tilized.

shirts of a sentry

fevieriehly

:
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than in spending days in making

devoting themselves to the produc-

In

!

PRINCESS STREET

WINNIPEG, MAN.

in

foods'tuffs

or

should be able to assist the Old
Land dn food supplies than this
Canada of ours. If we cannot
fight we should farm.

An
It is

ment

Aid to Success

very often a poor compliman that he is a

to say to a

The man who thinks
getting ahead by sticking religiously to a job very often does
hot go far.
barnacle sticks
"sticker."

he

is

A

tighter to its rock than glue
it

The only way
Attaching the Binder Engine

The attaching of an engine to
mechanical operation always involves a basic principle embodying original definite ideas. There
are several patented features in
these attachments, but the Cushman Motor Works,- Lincoln, Neb.,
was the first concern to definitely
detail an adjustable bracket
which they patented some five
years ago.

easy for any man possessed
of a mechanical turn of mind to
mount an engine on a binder, yet
to get proper balance, operating
service and efficiency of the combination of an engine on a binder
has proven to be a very exacting
problem. It would seem, therefore, that the patented bracket attachment should be a very valuable feature for the Cushman inIt is

The Cushman engine on

the

rear of the binder weighs but 167

pounds. It is mounted without
subbase in the patented slotted
binder attachment bracket, so that
he engine is adjustable on the
bracket. The bracket is also
adjustable on the crossbar of the
binder frame. The combination,
says the manufacturers, can be
adjusted three different ways,

making

man

to get ahead

it

possible easily to line

for a business

to increase his
perspective and knowledge concerning his particular line. He
must know a little more than the
other fellow, and he cannot do so
is

by

filling his spare hours doping
out the world's series or reading
fiction. Modern competition is too
keen for a man to waste all his
spare time in reading books unconnected with his particular line
of business. The man who is not

willing to sacrifice some of his
spare time to improving his per-

sonal efficiency

is

simply falling

behind in the race.
In any large library to-day you
many trade journals
as fiction magazines. This shows
will find as

that there are people alive to the
fact that the trade journal affords
a means 6f increasing business

knowledge.
"If

terests.

—

but
never accomplishes anything

A contemporary says

we were

in business, the

to

list

the failures

incompetents and

the low salaried men, we would
find that 99 per cent in any particular line do not subscribe for
or read trade journals.
never

We

knew an implement dealer yet
who was sorry he had schooling,
but we have known many a man
to quit his schooling when he got
into the

that

implement business.

And

was the time when he needed

to study hardest."
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These Implements will Help to Solve
the Farm Help Problem
Large Implements

make

will

possible the increased

production so urgently needed at this
in the World's History

Great West Plows
Built

Power

critical

Lift Tractor

time

Plows

to

especially

in
meet conditions
Western Canada and
they have made good.
Wheels are set well
out, making the plow
is
It
run steady.
amply strong for all

of

conditions

soil.

Convenient Levers and easy-acting Foot Lift make it easy to
Bottoms are of the well-known high standard of
handle.
Massey-Harris construction.
Not only do they do the most satisfactory work possible,
but this is accomplished with a minimum of effort on the part
of team and driver lightness of draft and the convenience and
;

—

Easily controlled by the tractioneer a pull of the rope
The levers are within easy
raises or lowers the bottoms.
reach and need no attention once the land is opened up and,
the plows set at the desired depth.
Two or three bottoms, convertible one to the other

—stub-

ble or breaker interchangeable.

comfort of the driver have received special attention, as also

Special Circular for the Asking

the points of strength and durability.

A Big Cultivator for BigFarms
Our w

el

known
Tooth

Cultiva-

and

12-

foot sizes for use

on big farms.
The frame

made

strong and
levers

vided to

make

is

extra
are

two
pro-

the operation easy.

Furnished with 4-horse pulley hitch, or with forecarriage,
which provides an ideal hitch for use with tractor.
Can be fitted with wide points for shallow cultivation, if
desired.

MASSEY-HARRIS

Drill

This

1 -

Spring-

tor in 10

A

Steel

with Steel Grain Box
Box

the largest grain

is

box on any drill
and saves the time
and inconvenience
of

frequent

refill-

ings.
construction
Its
is especially strong and with the substantial construction of
the balance of the drill there is ample strength to carry the
weight of the drill when loaded to capacity. Choice of Single
iscs, Dou ble Discs, or Shoe s.
_

^

D

RELIABLrFEED^RUN" WITH MACHINED FEED ROLL
The Feed Rolls or Barrels have deep flutes which are
ed to a perfect fit with the steel cut-off washer, so there
leakage of small seed. The Feed is uniform and there
crushing or bruising of the seed.

CO.,

millis
is

no
no

LIMITED

i

HEAD

OFFICES: TORONTO,

CANADA

CANADIAN BRANCHES AT

Montreal

Swift Current
Saskatoon
Regina
Winnipeg
Kamloops
Vancouver
Calgary
Edmonton

Moncton

Yorkton

:
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and grain separator.
machines are low in

Better Seed, Better Crops
In one county in Ontario 400
farmers were visited last summer.
Out of this number only three
were found to follow a really
systematic seleotion of their seed
grain only 23 per cent were saving the best part or parts of theii
;

Practically all of
fields for seed.
the farmers visited stated that
they cleaned their grain for seed,
buit it was found that 74 per cent
cleaned it only once through the
fanning mill.
It is quite plain
that sufficient attention is not being paid to the seed grain. It has
been shown, time after time, that,
other things being equal, the best
seed will produce the best crops.

There is no vital reason that
the farmer can advance for not
owning a modern fanning mill

These
price,

but

their use gives the biggesit return

farm
any
on investment of
machine. The dealer has powerful arguments at his command for
the sale of the fanning mill, and
he can profit by putting on a
proper selling campaign of mills.
If the farmer will store the grain
from the best pant, or parts, of
his field and grade and fan it until
all the small and inferior kernels
are removed, then pass it through
a wild oats separator, he will assure himself of clean seed of greatly

This fine hanger depicts a girl
enjoying a glass of super-clarified cream from a Sharpies machThe dates are in good, bold
ine.
type and on every monthly sheet
is a view of the Sharpies SuctionFeed Separator in natural colors.
This very tasteful calendar should
find a place on the walls of every
Sharpies dealer's warehouse or
office.

Parrett Tractors in the

Canadian West
For some years now 'the Parmanufactured by the

rett Tractor,

improved quality.

Parrett Tractor Co., Chicago, has
been building a very good reputation by its work in the United

The Sharpies Hanger

We

are in receipt of the 1918
calendar issued by the Sharpies
Separator Co., West Chester, Pa.

and in Europe. Western
Canadian distributors for this
tractor have been appointed in
Sta'tes

February, 1918

the persons of Francoeur Bros.,

Camrose and Edmonton, Alta.,
and the New Home Machinery
at

Manager

Co., at Saskatoon.

E.
organization, informs us that already a
good stock of tractors are on
hand at these points, while a full
stock of repair parts will be carried and a factory expert will be
kept in the field to give the best
possible service. The Parrett is
a one-man outfit that is said to
handle three 14-inch plows seven
inches deep.
It burns gasoline
or kerosene, and is designed with

Elwood, of the

very

a

low

latter

center

Flexibility in design

of

gravity.

stated to
be a valuable factor, while the
frame is of strong construction.
The engine is of the 4-cyl. vertical type, 4 cycki, giving 12-25
is

h.p.

Ball bearings are used in 'the
while a direct drive is

design,

"HERO"

MILLS

GET YOU THE BUSINESS

given upon both high and low
gear.
A direct drive off the engine shaft for belt work is a valuable factor. Self-steering, simple

from dirt
and dust, and many other featcontrol, full protection

ures are outlined for the Parrett
Interested dealers can
obtain full information by writing
tractors.

Hero Fanning Mills are strongly built, easily driven and have a
They have
capacity of from 40 to 80 bushels of wheat per hour.
exclusive patented features found in no other mill; glazed cambric curtains remove all wild oats from barley and wheat. The Hero is built in
three sizes, for hand or power drive. Standard equipment includes five
sieves and six screens; 8 and 10-ft. baggers supplied if desired. Their
fine reputation, wonderful efficiency and reasonable price makes the
Hero mill a business-builder for the dealer.

the New Hom'e Machinery Co.,
Saskatoon, or Francoeur Bros.,

Camrose, Alta.

Renfrew Machinery Co. Hold
Successful Convention

CLEAN AND
GRADE THE
GRAIN
BETTER
THAN ANY

WE GUAR-

OTHER

MILLS

MILL

SOLD

On

January 8, 9 and 10, the
Machinery Co., Renfrew,
Ont.,
manufacturers of
cream separaors, gasoline and
kerosene engines and truck scales,
held their 8th annual convention,
at which over 100 representatives
and dealers of the company were

ANTEE

Renfrew

DELIVERY

OF ALL

present.

On th'e 9th the salesmen and
dealers visited the Renfrew factory, and saw the various manuSEE OUR

EVERY
MILL SOLD

ON A
POSITIVE

GUAR-

ANTEE

Three Sizes
24, 32, 48 inches

"HERO"
Fam ing Mills
will get

Trade

you the
in

1918.

facturing processes in the producRenfrew cream separators
and gas engines.
group photograph of the visitors was taken
at noon.
On the same day a
special meeting of Renfrew travellers was held, when addresses
were given by J. L. Murray,
president of 'the company F. D.
Vickers, general manager
W.
Keddell, sales manager and C. G.
Rose, assistant sales manager.
Special stress was laid upon the
importance of team work, and a
business
keen discussion
on
tion of

TRAVELLER
OR WRITE
US DIRECT
FOR
PRICES

A

;

the Ackland Warehouse during Winnipeg Bonspiel, February 12-21.
Let us show you the HERO Mills and demonstrate the way they clean
and grade all grain.

Visit

HERO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD
[Exclusive Sales Agents for Western Canada

Manufactured:and[Guara nteed by the
;

.

;

in general

took place.

The

deal-

were greatly interested in the
plant where
they familiarized
ers

themselves with the material in
Renfrew goods and the methods
of manufacture.

Calgary

Edmonton

An

interesting

feature of the

convention was the pulling of

all

by

a

the delegates, on sleighs,

—

:
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double and single disc harrows in all sizes, and detail views
and description of Cockshutt drills
spread shows photographic reproductions of Cockshutt imple-

manufacturers of the "Ideal"

company gave some very

ments in operation. As well as
the above-mentioned lines there

ers, etc.,

are included in the catalog the
following: Climax cultivators and

The Winnipeg
Winnipeg.
at
branch has been transferred to
Portage la Prairie, under the

interest-

ing and informative addresses on
increasing the sale of cream separators and engines.

On

of Thursday,
banquet was held in the
Hotel Renfrew, J. L. Murray,

the evening

10th, a

president, acting as toast master.
It was stated that in 1917 the out-

ers,

are

A

interesting.

Cockshutt

fine

cultivators,

center

scufflers,

the history of the company's
Sales in Canada had inefforts.
creased over 25 per cent, and in
the United States the U.S. factory

pulpers and slicers, Cockshutt
engines, grain grinders, feed cut-

had sold three times as

much

as

in 1916.

In

the travellers'

selling

con-

Nap Herbert was first, followed by AV. A. Jeffries and D. G.
test.

McConkey. In the agents' classes,
won the supreme
J. B. E. Hebert
and W. A. McConkey the
scale grand prize.
J. McCool,
carried off the honors in engine
prize,

In a farewell address J. L.
Murray, president, paid a high
tribute to the agents and travellers of the company, and gave
them a rousing send off to make
1918 a record year in the business
of the Renfrew Machinery Co.
All present voted the 1918 convention the most successful in the
history of thet organization.
sales.

The Cockshutt Catalog

for 1918

1918 general catalog the
Cockshutt Plow Co., Brantford,
Out., has fully maintained the
high standard set in the past for
The 1918
Cockshut't literature.
In

its

announce that they have
discontinued their branch house

all

Get the full value out of every
day that passes, then let 'er pass.

features

are:

Shinn-Flai

manure spreaders, Frost & Wood
binders and mowers, dump rakes,

(Formerly

IShinn-Flat

and saw frames "New Won;

2

trucks,
farm
Brantford buggies and cutters
and Cockshutt sleighs.
This very useful publication
should be on the files of every

wagons,

interested dealer.

It

Short Points are very popu-

owners

of fine homes.

is the only
brace that will not allow the top to

become wobbly and fall over.
it straight up all the time.

SShinn's Cash Bond, behind every

installation of Shinn-Flat, protects
the property owner and makes it
easy to sell him Shinn-Flat Protection.

stockholders of the manufacturers
of the "Happy Farmer" Tractors,
held at La Crosse, Wis., on Jan.
1918, it was decided, after
26,
hearing reports of the year's business, to increase the capital stock
to $2,500,000.00 in order to provide for the requirements of the
rapid growth of 'the business. At
pres'ent the company's plant are

Write for territory

and terms at once

Gushman Motor Works
Whyte

liflhining

Ave. and Vine St.

publication opens with the

Cockshutt

plows

Sulky and walking
each type.
plows, breakicrs and brush breakers are also shown, the tractor
brush breakers being of very
powerful design. Disc plows, bo'th
horse and tractor, are in evidence.

Also light tractor plows in two
and three furrow sizes, as well as
the heavy Cockshutt engine gangs
in from four to twelve bottom
sizes. Several fine plowing scenes
are noticeable in this section of

the catalog.
Pulverizers and

/

subsoil pack-

Knock-Out Mail-Order Competition
MECO

Engines are unquestionably the greatest engine value you can offer your
Reasonable in price; have every desirable feature of design and con-

customers.

valvestruction. Simple, substantially built, medium weight. Center-fire ignition;
fuel
design. Safety spark shift— start easily. Easy to operate. Low
consumption. Ask us for full specifications of the MECO.

in-head

Made

in Sizes: 2, 3, 4, 6,

8 and 12 Horsepower

No matter what engine line you are handling, you should investigate MECO
These four-cycle, water-cooled engines, durable and deprices and MECO quality.
pendable under all conditions, will secure you the bulk of the
engine business in your vicinity-

LET US SHOW YOU THE MECO LINE DURING
WINNIPEG BONSPIEL, OR WRITE AT ONCE FOR
OUR SPECIAL PRICES TO DEALERS.

The John Stevens Company,
661

HENRY AVENUE, WINNIPEG

of

Canada, Ltd.
[Winnipeg, Man.

Cant SirikelF Shinn Gets There First

piece of color work.
of

It

holds

"Happy Farmer' Manufacturers
Increase Capi tal Stock
At the annual meeting of the

scheme of the cover, showing a sunset scene on the prairie,
with a tractor in the foreground,
also two horses, is a beautiful

Beaver, Simplex, Jewel, Empire
and Empire Chief gang plows.
Fine illustrations and tersely written descriptive matter accompany

They

4Shinn's 4-Legged Brace

color

line

possible to

it is

are inconspicuous and readily harmonize with the architecture.

'

meet a good demand.

the greatest scientific

Shinn-Flat,

lar with

writing.

to

With

3Shinn

cured by writing the nearest
branch house of the company.
Miention this publication when

Farmers"

is

apply Concealed Protection to buildings when being built, putting it
under the siding or stucco.

can be pro-

very busy manufacturing "Happy

as National Flat)

Lightning Conductor ever devised.
It is the only flat cable made in
North America.

;

portable
cleaners
grain
der"
grain elevators and grain tanks.
In the vehicle section are shown

Adams

Known

mm

its western edition,
comprises 78 pages, 10 x 8 inches,
The
a very handy size for filing.

The

Regina and

their lines.

publication, in

full

la Prairie,

Calgary, from which points the
requirements of dealers will be
taken care of in connection with

of engines, windmills, feed grind-

Cockshutt

Other

ters

Portage

at

line

;

put of the factory had increased
50 per cent over that in 1916,
which had been the largest year
in

The Goold, Shapley & Muir
known

Co., Brantford, Ont., well

potato planters, diggers and cutcorn planters, wood and
steel boss harrows, spring tooth
and lever spring tooth harrows.

ters

management of Alec. Laing.
This movement gives the company Western Canadian branches

Firm Closes Winnipeg Branch

This
Tractor.
in
distributed
is
which
machine
Ontario by the Renfrew Machinery Co., easily pulled the weight
Throughout the
of over 10 tons.
convention the officials of the

Happy Farmer

Ltd.

:
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on the Farm

Electricity
How

can the farm obtain elecwith the least expense and
Let us
greatest convenience?
tricity

consider the individual unit suited
to the

farm home and buildings.

individual power plant, which
may consist of a generator of

The

required capacit)', switchboard,
storage battery, and some kind of
prime mover to drive the generThis may be a gas or oil
ator.
engine, a steam engine, water
power or possibly a wind mill.
Direct current would invariably
be selected as the kind of current
and except for the question of capacity, which may be easily determined, the principle variable is
the kind of prime mover that can
be determined by carefully considering and comparing the total
availability, cost and care of each,
which factors are sure to vary in
different applications. There are
many very satisfactory gasoline
and oil engine driven equipmen'ts
fully developed that can be bought
at a very reasonable price, already
on the market, and a large number of such plants are being installed every day.
Some of these equipments have
self-starting, stopping, and regu-

making
handled by the most

lating automatic control,

them

easily

inexperienced help.
Electric illumination in the farm
home eliminates the work and
muss which the use of the now
It
obsolete oil lamp entails.
eliminates the fire risk and gives

an abundance of
every part

of

brilliant light in

the

house

from

send to farm women. An elecwasher can be used churning can be done by a little motor

tric

;

to

pulley

a

the

;

electric

vacuum cleaner does away with
the broom and dust cloth, while
an electric driven pump with a
gravity storage tank in the attic,
or a pneumatic pressure tank

basement provides running water all over the house. In
the

in

summer the electric fan fills the
home with cool breezes, and is
greatly appreciated by 'the farm
woman Avho has to cook in a
There are posgrilling kitchen.
sibly

more

arguments for

selling

generating plants on the
farm than for any other type of
farm equipment, and in many
electric

good

localities there is a

demand

tial

po'ten-

for these outfits.

Selling Dairy

Dairymen

are

Equipment
busily engaged

trying to keep up with modern
methods. There are few farmers
who are not glad to discuss the
dairy business when the opportunity oflfers this being the case,
it is advisable for the salesman to
spend a portion of his time in the
country, driving from farm to
farm and swapping ideas with the

and borrow this money, instead
of leaving open accounts on your
books for long periods. Why
should any farmer pay cash on
Victrolas and automobiles and
ask time on implements? If the
business of the dealer is worth
anything to the banker, and he

Harvester-Threshers Interesting

Favors the Milker

The

;

The

farmer visited
with dairy
probably
he
but
equipment;
knows of a neighbor who has refarmers.

may

be

first

supplied

One Harrow is Out Throw; the other is In
Throw. They are simply constructed, rigid
and durable. The Gangs are flexible and the
Disk Plates are so designed that they "hang"
right into the soil. Bissell Harrows are
built in sizes and wdghts suitable for horse
or tractor

xise.

V/rite Dept.

E

stooking

it,

chafif

later threshing

and weed

seed, bags

them

separately and dumps the sacks
on the field all in one operation.

—

These Deering and McCormick
harvester

threshers,

-

commonly

called "combines," are pulled

by

or horse-power.
They
cut the grain as a binder does,
elevate it to a threshing cylinder
from which the straw is thrown
on the field as fertilizer, or carry
tractor

it

along and

dump

it

in piles.

The

grain is separated from the weed
seed and chafif by means of sieves,
and is delivered to sacks at the
side, where a man sews up and
dumps the sacks. Two men are
required to operate the machine
one to drive and one to bag the

Elora,

OIL BARRELS

Shipping

Accommodation

The way in which a dealer conducts his business largely determines

how much

credit he

may

quick moving specialty that is in good
to-day for full particulars and prices.

demand at

this season. Write

ORDER A BARREL FOR DISPLAY PURPOSES

Loans may be made by

bankers to

men without

colla'teral

in

some cases where the borrower

is

known

for his absolute integ-

The banker is unwilling to
money on book accounts,

loan
for

while the dealer holding 'them
be reliable and responsible,

may

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing Co., Limited
Makers

oj

P.O. Box 3006

Max

Slock Troughs,

F.I. 118

Waggon Tanks,

Oil Barrels, etc.

Winnipeg, Man.

In

spite of the criticism

as assets the undated obligations
are too uncertain to be accepted

The farmer is the
should go to the banks

by the banker.

man who

is

aimed

experience

hias proven that these
machines are by no means injurious to the cows, while many
dairymen consider them even
better than the hand milker.
A
farmer after using a milking
machine for some time says regarding these plants
"I have owned land operated a
milking machine for two years
and consider it a very practical
factor in the solution of the farm
labor problems
First, because
my plant will, from actual timing,
milk 23 cows in 45 minutes.
Second, a miachine will milk a cow
better than the. average of ten
men.
Third, I consider a four
unit plant as easy to keep in a
sanitary condition as an ordinary
cream separator.
:

"In regard to
flow of milk,

I

its efifeot upon the
would say that it

might perhaps dry the old cows,
that have been milked by hand, a
sooner than ordinarily, but
on heifers it has no effect whatever.
I had one heifer in particu-lar milked with the machine, that
was a continuous milker for 18j4
months. She was fresh in April,
1916, and gave milk until October
little

'

November

feel confident that the

6.

ma-

chine is not injurious to the cow.
'^Considering the machine from
all points I would say thiat it is a
very practical aid to the farmer."

Lightning Rods Must Be Well

Grounded

secure from any banking institution.

to get

which he

at the milking machine, practical

1917, freshening

Credit

in the

entitled.

I

business.

A

to

So

and honesty, but if the average merchant cannot secure a
loan the reason may be due to
the way in which he conducts his

Half

accommodations

15,

rity

Storage

who is doing business
way should be able

er

right

grain.

Ont

GASOLINEfAND

considers the retailer is trying to
do a legitimate business, the deal-

—

98

BISSELL CO.. LTD..

and

the Idaho farmer pulls this new
machine into his fields and at a
rate of from 14 'to 20 acres a day
cuts the standing grain, threshes
it, separates the wheat from the
it,

for free

catalogue.

T. E.

combination

harvesterthresher is necessarily a rara avis
in the Canadian West, but on the
Pacific Coast, and down in Idaho,
these machines show a wonderful efficiency. The new harvesterthreshers produced by the International Harves'ter Company are
a great piece of mechanism.
Instead of cutting the grain,

,

BISSELL Double Action Harrows S^X^/^t'sSu
"

A

cently decided to start at dairyAccepting this tip, the salesman calls on the prospect, shows
him why a reliable cream separator is essential to the dairyman's
success, and gains his interest
and attention by discussing the
.various phases of the dairy industry.
The dealer paves the way
for a sale by taking an interest in
the prospect's plans and proving
by facts and figures that a good
separator will pay for itself in a
reasonable length of time.
ing.

cellar to attic at any hour of the
night or day, at the touch of a
button.
The electric plant is also a god-

belted

February, 1918

Lightning rods have long been
in disfavor in certain

communi-

reason that unscrupulous agents have practiced deceit in selling these men worthless rodding systems in the past.
But a better understanding of the
principles of proper rodding is
doing away with much of this
ties for the

We must have good
copper conductors with connections at all points and have our
wires well grounded in moist
prejudice.

earth at

times to insure a good
plant.
Put the
ends of the wiring down ten feet
if necessary.
all

working of the
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ADVANCE-RUMELY goods are

easy to sell ^ they do what the
Company claims'- and a little more*
"T'VE

I

been selling Rumely power farming machinery since 1911,"
says A. Swennumson, Advance-Rumely dealer at Bow Island,
Alberta.

^

"Advance-Rumely goods are easy to sell for the reason that
they do what the Company claims and in a good many instances

just a

little bit

more.

"The Rumely OilPuU sure has a great reputation in this disThey work away at all times of the year when other engines
trict.
are tied up.

"One machine in particular— F. J. Henderson's— works every
month in the year. It is many years old and good for many more.
Numbers of prospective buyers have seen this engine working
and they have always ended up by being convinced that the
Pull is THE ENGINE and have signed an order for one.

Ideal Separator has this same reputation.
"Another great help is the dependable service given by the Company— one
of the most vital points that a farmer takes into consideration.
"The Rumely line has been built to meet the exacting conditions which
this Western country calls for in operating machinery, especially of the large type.
He may
"It's money in the farmer's pocket to buy a standard [machine.
pay a little more— but not in the long run."
An Advance-Rumely contract gives every Advance-Rumely dealer the
same reliable machinery and the same, sure, dependable service.
Our 1918 contract is ready. In addition to our regular line of tractors and
threshing machinery it includes a new size of the famous guaranteed OilPull
tractor— a small, light weight, big power outfit— 14-28 h. p. Also new sizes
of the equally famous Rumely Ideal Separator for the individual farmer's
use— 20 X 36 and 24 x 44.
y

SWENNUMSON

tc

CO.

HARDWARE
(

BOW ISLAND ALBERTA
Jun« l*th/17.

Advano* Runsly Co. Ino.,
Cslg&ry.
Dear Sirs;
the

In
I have been eelllng Rumely Power Farming maohlnery Blnoo 1911
with their
above dUtrlot, and every one of my ouetomere are entirely eatlefled

maohlnery. In taot

I

Oil-

do not know of one of them that If they were wanting to

buy again, would think of getting anything else but RUUELT.

"The Rumely

"Three

sizes of the OilPall

now— more

sizes in the

making."

Advance Rumely goods are eaey to eell for the reaeon that they do what

ADVANCE-RUMELY THRESHER COMPANY

the Company olalm they will, and In a good many Initanooe Juet a little bit
more. The Rumely Oil Pull eure hae a great reputation In thle dletrlot, they

{Incorporated)

pound away at all tlmee of the year, when other englnee are tied up. There It

INDIANA

LAPORTE

reputation, vis F. J.
one engine here In particular that has earned a great
month In the year,
aenderson'., thl. Oil Pull Is at work practically every
winter, and never had a minutes
last year they were threshing M>d chopping all

Calgary, Alberta

Saskatoon, Sask.

Regina, Sask.

Winnipeg, Manitoba

ploughing continually, and have
trouble since Spring opened up they have been
the engine. Thl. machine I. a. you
not lost a day. work yet on iny account of
prospective buyfor many more. Ru-ber. of
know ..v.ral year. old. and I. good
being that they al.ay. ended up
re.ult
the
working,
srs have seen thl. en.lne
THE ENGINE and .Igned an order for ens.
by being convinced that the OIL PULL
Tour seperatcr also ha. this sane reputation.
by the Company to all
Another great help Is the dependable service given
on. of th.
«>d repair service, this Is
their customers In the way of expert
buying. There ar.
Into consideration when
take.
farmer
a
that
points
most vital
by the Companies . .11the market not manufactured
you know many engines on
we hav. several
engines,
a. freak
kno
o„™.onlv kno«>
commonly
ing them, the., are more
want r.where, If the owner .hould
Inatance.
d I know of many
around here, and
^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^
be hung up
th.
pair., he would
little mors, but not In
he may pay a
.tandard maohln.,
»
buy
pooket to
but
make, of machinery,
long run.
^itl.s to s.ll cth.r
cpportunltl
had .evexal
^^^^ ^
^^^^^^^
, .ave

„

J

"

0P...Ung

-c^-^.

riu. .or 1.
"1^.0...--""*
o«
.,ery one

'"^^^.^C

-l^.I

...

good.

^ <=-

hiiTHtw 20x36 Rumely
Ideal Separator

iscn
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How the Dealer Can Help

Hold a "Repair Week"

Himself
During early March

is

a good

There are many dealers in the
Canadian West to-day who readily admit that what the trade

time for the dealer to hold a "Re-

needs is organization, yet they
do nothing towards effecting
organization
district
even
a

the farmer is notoriously given
to waiting until the last moment
before he orders his repairs.
Dealers, by holding a repair
week, can get in orders for spare
parts and replacements early, so
that when 'the fields are ready to
work no delay will take place
owing to non-supply of required

among members

No

individual,

the

of

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
AND

trade.

can organize a retail business unthat business itself will do

something to assist in 'the effort.
have for years preached the
importance of the formation of

We

organizations
In the
throughout the West.
United States conditions in the
retail implement business have
been improved out of sight by
the splendid progress made by
th'e 70,000 odd implement dealin that
ers who do business

strong

for repair parts

SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

and no trade paper

less

A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES, ENGINES AND MACHINERY
Established in 1904 and Published Monthly by

The

same

BLAKELY, Manager
CONFEDERATION LIFE BLDG.

F. D.
811-12

Sl.OO per year in

Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

RATES MADE
Change

able.

With

rising

it

There are

still

some men who

are so short-sighted that they cut
dealprices in what they sell.
ers' organization can do much to

A

eradicate this evil and

to bring

the whole business back
higher plane of efficiency.

The overcrowding
could also

be

to

a

of territory

straightened out

and many other important matters dealt with by a strong or-

We

all
ganization of dealers.
admit that the dealers' problems

are many to-day.
they be when the war

What

will

over and
To prepare for
prices decline?
that period of readjustment organization is more necessary than
is

ever was in the entire history
of the trade.
Many dealers are of the opinion that wholesalers and manuit

facturers are opposed to dealers'
This is utterly
organizations.

Manufacturers and
erroneous.
their own busiin
wholesalers
ness have benefited by organization 'they know that the dealer
;

also will benefit.

ganization

makes

Further, if orthe dealer a

ADVERTISING
KNOWN ON APPLICATION
of the

CORRESPONDENCE
on

matters pertinent to the implement and vehicle trade.
As an
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for publication, every correspondent
must sign his name. We reserve the right to edit all matter
submitted but do not undertake to endorse opinions
all

expressed by correspondents.

and

dealer could individually anin the local paper 'that he

nounce

holding a Repair Week, during
will see to repair orders
of all kinds. As a matter of fact,
there is no reason why in any
community the dealers for 'the
various lines could not co-operate and run a large combined ad.
in the local paper featuring the
Repair Week as a farm equipment event in the community.

The customer will benefit by getting his orders in early for repairs
'the dealer will be saved
;

is

necessary that a higher rate of
No man can
profit be obtained.
sell goods at a ten per cent profit
if he has an overhead expense of
Further, as
15 to 17 per cent.
year succeeds year the question
of meeting mail-order competition becomes more important to
the trade. Only by forming orand
by devising
ganizations
methods of combat'ting this evil
can the dealer continue to mainEducational
tain his volume.
effort along this line can bes't be
handled along organization lines.

Ten Cents

Copy should reach this office not later than the 25th
month preceding issue in which insertion is desired.

Solicited

costs

Single Copies,

of Advertising

—

Every dealer knows that yearthe problems which confront
the trade become more formid-

demand

is

ment couM be made in Western
Canada but the dealers will have

ly

great

anticipated,

which he

SUBSCRIPTIONS

advance-

to co-operate to that end.

The

THOMSON, Editor
WINNIPEG, CANADA

a. a.

Telephone Main 518

is

parts.

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited

dealers'

country.

A

Week."

pair

worry through such a procedure, and machines will be ready
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work to increase production whenever the season per-

to get to
1918

Get together, dealers, in
your several towns and see if you
cannot co-operate in the inauguration of a "Repair Week"
mits.

better business

man, more

effi-

doing more business and
getting better profits, does this
not react to the benefit of both
manufacturer
and wholesaler.
Surely every dealer can realize
that fact. As a matter of fact,
practically
every
wholesaler
would be 'devoutly thankful to
see dealers incorporated in strong
cient,

and

efficient

would

organiza'tions.

all te:nd to

It

the betterment

of the trade, to raising it to a
higher plane of efficiency.
No man can deny the importance of the implement industry
these days, and sad it is to see
that in the retail branch of the
business so little interest is taken
in organization and association.
No one can help the dealer in
this connection better than himself.
What you want the trade
to be it will be.
What can you
do to help out 'the work of organization in your district and in
your province?

Steel Prices Continue in Effect

President Wilson has approved
the recommendation of the War
Industries Board that the maximum prices fixed in September,
1917, by the President upon the

recommendation of the board
upon ore, coke, pig iron, steel and
steel products, subject to revision

on Jan.

1,

No new

continue to March

1.

contracts calling for
delivery of any of these commodities on or after April 1, 1918,

are to specify a price, unless such
price is subject to revision by the
government. All d'eliveries after
that date shall not exceed the

maximum price then in force.
As we have previously pointed
out,

the prices set by the U.S.

Government

way

in

September

in

indicate the value of the

no

ma-

now being used in the
manufacture of implements. Such
materials were purchased on conterials

tract for future delivery, at much
higher prices, before eVer the

price

was

fixed

by the U.S.

on

steel

and iron

authorities.

Implements at the Elevators

The

for spring tools.

be

necessary,

can be made so as to enharvesting machinery
being ready for the battle for
increased production in Western
effort

the

sure

Ca-nada.

In the United States the whole
implement business is combining
to

a

make the first week in March
natural inspection and repair

week. The wise movement can
be copied with profit by the imAll
plement trade in Canada.
manufacturers and wholesalers
will co-operate with dealers.

various grain growers' as-

sociations have been and are car-

rying stocks of the farm machinery they handle on display at
their
various
ekvators.
This
machinery is for sale, but there
seems to be no reason why these
organiza'tions should not pay a
business tax on this class
of
effort
which they do not.
The
dealer handling implernents in
any community has to pay a
business tax.
Why should not
those organizations do so who

—

are also in the same class of business and who are compe'ting with
him? Dealers should make every
effort in their community to see
that such implement stocks are
taxed like any other branch of

business.
taxation in this
local

In June, if it
another similar

Let's have fair
connection.

Price
If

and Policy

to procure business .a

makes

man

ruinously low price,
requesting the customer not to
mention the 'transaction, he may
even be foolish enough to think
he has put it across competition.
In reality he has simply injured
himself, firstly, by establishing a
bad priecedent, and secondly, by
inviting a competitor 'to slash under him at the first opportunity.

Such

a

is
caused
implement
because
sales aggregate greater amounts
than most purchases. The cus-

a

condition

principally

go from one dealer to
another, secure their prices, tell
what offer they have received on
the same line of goods in the

'tomers
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town,

next

etc.

prices are misquoted.
of dealer

Frequently
One type

may have more

d^ence in a customer's

confi-

word than

he has in his competitor's business ability and business integrity, forgetting that he must have
a legitimate profit in order to conproceed
tinue in business.
to m'eet 'the price, thereby continuing this destructive policy.

We

The only remedy for such a
is
by organization.
condition
Dealers must organize, must get
acquainted with their competitor,
have some confidence in him and
convince themselves that he is a
man, and enough of a business

man

to

demand

a legitima'te price

for his goods.

doing a legitimate business, if he is maintaining a stock,
if he is carrying repairs, devoting
his time to his business and to
his customer's interest, we know
he must have a legitimate profit,
and can look with disfavor on
so-called quotations 'the customer
may claim to have received. If
he is not legitimate, if he is not
carrying repair stocks, if he is not
If

he

is

position to take care

in

of the

goods he sells, not only 'this year,
but next year and the year after,
not necessary for us to
it
is
recognize him as a competitor,
and to the thinking, progressive
farmer, against such competition
no trouble to secure the
it
is

took the value of 120 bushels of
wheat to purchase.
To-day 75 bushels of wheat
will purchase a 3^ x 4^ wagon.
In 1912 it took 140 bushels of

wheat to pay for the same size of
wagon.
To-day 130 bushels of wheat
will pay for an 8-foot binder complete.
Five
years
ago the
farmer had to sell 230 bushels of
wheat to pay for a binder of the
same size.
Any dealer can work out such
illustrations

the present price of livestock and
apply it to a feed grinder: the
present price of butter and apply it to a cream separator the
present price of pork and apply
it to a manure spreader, and you
will find that pound for pound
and bushel for bushel 'the farmer
;

sells far less of

day

to

inery

what he

As

matter of
implements are cheaper
fact,
than ever they were, based on the
value of the crops they raise for
the man who owns 'them. Keep
that fact before your customers.
Get it into your local advertisements, your circulars, and ask the
local editor to help out with a
li'ttle publicity along this line.
h£ did before.

Automobiles in

a

Demand
that autothe United

makers in
States and Canada are being
sured of an ample supply

mobile

Crop and Implement Value

An

high or low in price
according to its value in com])arisO'n with other articles or commodities and with the purchasing
])ower of labor. For example, the
increase in the price of farm iml)lements in the past two or 'three
A'ears has raised the question as to
the advisability of a wider purchase of new implements than
article is

where normal conditions prevail.
When the customer complains
that the price of farm machinery
is too high, it might be well to remind him that the increase in the
price per bushel of farm crops has
been from 40 to 120 per cent,
while the increase

in-

the price of

farm implements has been much
less.

To

get

down

to concrete facts,

us compare the present prices
of impl'ements in Western Canada with wheat at $2.00 per

bushel with the price obtaining
five years ago when wheat sold
at 70 cents a bushel.
ToJday 100 bushels of wheat
will pay for a 20 single disc drill.
Five years ago it required the
value of 185 bushels of wheat
purchase the same machine.
To-day 75 bushels of wheat
will buy a 28-inch high lift gang
plow. Five years ago this plow
to

of

grade steel is reassuring.
The automobile industry has become a fundamental in modern
business life, and has come to
The automobile is essenstay.
welfare of modern
tial to the
business.

Approximately 85 per cent of
output is purchased every
year for business purposes and is
the

as indispensable as the telephone,
electric light and the telegraph.

The so-called "pleasure car" is
more or less a negligible factor.
The great bulk of passenger cars
are used by business men, farmers
and professional men in the more
expeditious handling of 'their busiIf

there

is

any

curtail-

the automobile output
during the coming year it will not
be due to lack of demand in all
more cars will be
likelihood
wanted than can be produced.

ment

let

as-

high

ness.
in

;

Are
If

You Ashamed?

there are

ple in

some business peo-

your town

who

If others care enough to promote the welfare of the community and you do not care enough,
are you ashamed?
If there are men and women
who are willing to work overtime

are anxious

to see the town progress and improve as a place to live and a
place to do business, and if you
are not helping these people in
their work, are you ashamed of
your lack of interest?

Personal
O. E. Skillman is a new automobile dealer at Raymore.
Chas. W^allan, a dealer at Aushas joined the army.

tin,

to develop better school systems,

and better living conditions in
your town and if you will not turn
your hand over to help them, are
you ashamed?
If you think more about making money, more about the affairs
in your own narrow, little life
than about what can be done for
the good of your less fortunate
fellow-citizens, are you ashamed?
If you are not ashamed of your
shortcomings in these directions,
make up your mind that you are
destined to continue to live a selfish

and die an unmourned

life

There

mighty

is

community
and

for

use in any

little

the

selfish

man

and nobody cares,
when they depart, whether they
go by the above ground or by the
underground route.
his family,

&

Wright

Co. are

now

on an auto business

carrying

at Fillmore.

W. A. Tesky has opened an
auto repair business at Travers.
R. T. Davis, a dealer at Ridgehas sold out to W. H. Post.

ville,

A. Keddle is an automobile
agent now doing business at
Stirling.

& Murphy,

Gillespie
at

machinists

Melfort, have dissolved part-

nership.

General Supplies, Ltd., is a new
automobile accessory concern at
Regina.

death.

raises to-

purchase necessary machand equipment than ever

The announcement

business.

Take

indefinitely.

23

Alex Waddell

is

a

new automan at

mobile dealer and repair
Burdett.

Rodgers has disconimplement business at

George
'tinued his

Yorkton.

Gonzet & Karren are a firm of
machine agents now operating at

Obituary

Lethbridge.

We

regret to note the death,

Claresholm, Alta., of J. T.
Hunter, head of the implement
firm of J. T. Hunter & Son. Deceased was popular in town and
territory, and will be missed by a
a't

wide

circle of friends.
*
*
*

away

12.

On

some

time,

at

behalf of the trade

we

extend our sincere sympathy to
Mr. Haug on his bereavement.
¥

'i*

On January
away

at

there

Winnipeg

passed

James H.

of 'the Munroe
Works, and at one
time connected with the Hero
Mfg\ Co.
Apoplexy was the
cause of death.
Deceased was
popular in fraternal and business

Munroe,
Steel

Reed.

C.

at

&

&

Stiles

a

Peidt, auto dealers

have

Estuary,

out

sold

to

Scheid.

new

& Bobyn
retail

is

the

title

implement con-

cern at Hafford.

The
Motor

business
Co.,

of

the

Megaw

Vernon, B.C.,

is

ad-

vertised for sale.

& Co. is 'the name
firm of manufacturers
agents in Regina.
John Pretty

of a

new

The White
Co. has
ness at

Sewing Machine
opened a branch busi-

Edmonton.
The Manitoba Motor League,
Winnipeg, is applying for a charter of incorporation.

The Tractor Company is a new
farm machinery concern recently
incorporated at Saskatoon.

'I'

17

W.

Schempt

of

Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on January 4th.
She had resided in the milder
southern climate for 'the past
tljree years, and was laid to rest
at Dawson, Minn.,
on January
passed

to

Scherbon
*

It is with sorrow 'that we announce the death of Mrs. L. J.
Haug, wife of L. J. Haug, manager of the Regina branch of the
Canadian Avery Company. The
deceased lady, who had been in

indifferent health for

J. L. Morrison, an implement
dealer at Lougheed, has sold out

head

& Wire

circles.

The Motor Car Supply

Co.,

Calgary, have opened an auto accessory branch at Lethbridge.

W. J. Nesbit, an implement
dealer at Stonewall, has discontinued operations in 'that town.
Arthur Draper now carries on
the implement business at Hartney, formerly controlled by M. L.

During January, Frank L.
Eddy, assistant cashier of the

Gillies.

Lethbridge branch of the International Harvester Co., died sudDedenly from acute gastritis.
ceased was 27 years old, and was
very popular in the city. He be-

try dealers at Pakowki, have removed their business to Many-

'

longed to South Dakota.
All aboard for "Repair

Week."

Willits

&

Potter, farm machin-

berries.

O. P. Maclean, Canadian manager of 'the Sharpies Separator
Co., attended the Sharpies sales
convention at West Chester, Pa.
Mr. Maclean gave an address to
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the salesmen on Canadian trade
conditions.

and equipment.

Capital

is

given

as $50,000.

&

Dawson has bought out
implement business at Roland, formerly carried on by D.

dealers at Burdett, have dissolved
partnership. A. E. Caughey con-

W.

tinues the business.

F. T.

the

Jones.

G.

man

W.
a't

Delsing, the automobile
Craigmyle, has taken a

Kerr

Caughey,

automobile

The implement business
coats, formerly carried

at Salt-

on by the

D. D. Stair, have dissolved partnership in an automobile business

McNichol, is now owned
by H. Leppington.
M. Cote, a hardware and harness dealer at North Battleford,
has sold out the hardware sec-

at Sceptre.

tion

E. P. Jones, an implement
dealer at Anglia, was in Winnipeg recently, visiting the wholesale houses.

W. S. Johnson, Barnwell, has
taken over the implement business at Taber formerly carried

partner

named Thomson

into his

business.

E. F. and

J.

W.

Shields, also

late R.

'to

J.

M.

on by M. Franklin.
Morden & Hamilton, harness
dealers at Tilson, have dissolved
partnership. J. D. Morden con-

R. H. Brown.

tinues the business.

is

now

Laufersweiler, the Cockdealer at Ridgeville, spent
a few weeks in Winnipeg at a
tractor school.
R.

shut't

The Cushman Motor Works of
Canada has been registered in
.the

province

of

Saskatchewan.

Capital, $100,000.

Norman Cox, Limited, is a
concern now incorporated at Saskatoon to deal in farm machinery

R. J. Barrett, the new MasseyHarris agent at Orion, has es'tablisheld himself in a nice ware-

house

in that centre.

McKay &

Barnes, dealers

at

have dissolved partnerThe concern is now conship.
trolled by D. McKay & Son.
H. W. Hutchinson, western
Elnora,

manager
L'td.,

Carriage

of

Factories
left for

Winnipeg, recently

ties.

Corp. A.

E.

Boggis, formerly

with the
MasseyHarris Co., Winnipeg, has been
awarded the Military Medal.

The members of the firm of
Coakwell,
imple&
Ogden
ment and automobile dealers at

Thomas

L.

ment dealer

a't

Coyne, the impleLundar, has sold

out his business at that point to
Hunt & Rose, two implement

men.
L.

G. Wilkinson, the popular

implement dealer

at Dysar't, has
taken a partner into his business.

Firm name is now Wilkinson &
Ramsey.
a
J. B. Wiebe, who handles
full line of farm machinery at
Herbert, also stoves and ranges,
business

r*eports

promising

in

that district.

reported that W. Springhas been a blacksmith
at Red Deer for 20 years, is to
open up an implement business
It is

bett,

visit

who

town.

to the headquarters of the
at Moline.

Hunter
agents

at

&

Wilson, au'tomobile
have
Bradwardine,

registered a partnership in their
business at that point, and have
opened well equipped premises.

The King Ventilating Co., Ltd.,
Moose Jaw, has been incorporated

Harrow

has been used and endorsed by the most successful
and progressive farmers everywhere. It makes per-

and the driver rides in
Just the tool for orchard cultivation also.

fect seed beds, is light in draft

comfort.

Succeeds on
every farm.

all soils

—there's

a

size

and

style

for

"Acme" Harrows are nationally advertised and fulWe allow you a liberal margin of
profit and support you heartily.
Write us today for
full particulars.

Duane
107

Elm Street

manufacturing
and home
barn
handling
and
Capital,
ventilating equipment.
for the purpose of

$25,000.

The Claresholm Garage, Ltd.,
with a capital of $40,000, has been
At
incorporated at Claresholm.
Cards'ton, the Cardston Motors
Ltd., is also a new automobile

H.

Nash

Millington, N. J.

JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY

?;^r„*v"

s:s;rA;ooN

Rose,

G.

of the

assistant

sales

Renfrew Machin-

ery Co., Renfrew, Ont.., is at present on a business trip in Western
Canada. Mr. Rose will look over
conditions in all the western
provinces.

Conzet, who for five
has had the provincial
agency in Alberta for the Stewart Sheaf Loader, along with F.
W. Karren, of Magrath, has
opened a farm land business in
Lethbridge.

H. H.

years

Our old friend, Jim McEwen,
the popular implement dealer a1
Togo, was a recent visitor to the
city, where he attended 'the Retai'

Mr

Lumbermen's Convention.

McEwen

reports business excel

On
W. J.

January 21st we noticec
Wilson, sales manager o:
'the Winnipeg Ceiling & Roofing
Company, wearing a large anc
expansive smile. The reason was
Con^
a brand jtiew daughter.
gratulations, -"W.J."

Mart

McMahon,

the

well-

known

dealer at Lethbridge, was
a recent visitor to Minneapolis.
It is reported that Mart closed a
large order for Heider tractors at
the Northern Rock Island Plow
Co's. office in that city.

H. W. Fleury, head of the
well-known firm of J. Fleury's
Aurora,

Sons,

Ont.,

recently

John Deere Plow Co.,
Winnipeg, who are Western
Mr.
agents for the Fleury line.
Fleury returned east through

visited the

the States.

reported that Arthur Cole,
Fort
formerly a resident of
Pierre, S.D., has sold the manu-

E. S. Strachan, manager of the
John Watson Mfg. Co., Winnipeg, recently accompanied Mrs.

facturing rights of a tractor he
has invented to a corporation at
Toronto, Ont.

Strachan to Rochester, Minn.,
Avhere she underwent an operation.
are glad to report that

Smale, the genial manager of the Brandon Fait, recently underwent an operation
are glad to rein Winnipeg.
port that Mr. Smale has made a
splendid recovery.

Mrs. Strachan has

It is

I.

We

W.

Inc.

C.

manager

concern.

W.

ly guaranteed.

.

W. A. Carrell, formerly superintendent of the engine plant of
the International Harvester Company, has been appointed engineer and works manager of the
Erd Mo'tor Co., Saginaw, Mich.

lent in his territory.

Deere organization

''ACME*' Pulverizing

branches of his company.

employed

David Drehmer, manager of
the John Deere Plow Co., Winnipeg, recently returned from a

In these days of earnest striving- for greater production, you'll find it easy to talk and sell a tool that has
an established reputation for increasing- crop yields.
Farmers are awake to the need for better ^eed beds
and intensive tillage. For nearly a half of a century, the

W. H. Whitaker, secretary of
the Goold, Shapley & Muir Co.,\
Brantford, Ont., is at present on
business
trip,
which will
a
take in the Western Canadian

John McKay, a blacksmith and
implement dealer at Carsland, is
selling out his forge and will
take on new implement lines.

in that

Abreast of the Times

various farm equipment special-

to

S'toughton, has been dissolved.

Cote.

proprietor of an implement business
at Myrtle, where he bought out

Harvey Holstead

the East on a business trip
Toronto and other centres.

February, 1918

E. Hall, for a

number

of

years connected with the Gray-

Campbell Co., at Winnipeg and
Moose Jaw, is now manager of
Canadian Specialty Co.,
the
Moose Jaw, a concern handling

We

ceptionally

made an

ex-

good recovery.

the popular
J. M. Thompson,
manager at Winnipeg for Beatty
Bros., Ltd., the barn equipment
concern, recently returned from a
three weeks visit to the headat
the company
of
quarters
Fergus, Ont. Mr. Thompson reports the factory as busy on the

"B.T."
A.

lines.

Head was

recently appoin-

\
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Some Units
OF THE

Line of Quality
14-FOOT BISSELL DISC

JOHN DEERE BINDER—THE BETTER BINDER

HARROW

THE
LINE

Quick Sales

DEERE & MANSUR DISC HARROW

NEW DEERE GANG PLOW

Fair Profits
are the results of handling the
of

VAN BRUNT DRILL

Farm Machinery,

John Deere Line

the line which to-day

is

with-

out doubt the best known in Western Canada
from the standpoint of Quality and Durability.

Contract

NOW

for John Deere

Mowers

Rakes

Walking Plows

Wagons
Van Brunt

New Deere Gangs
New Deere Sulky
NEW DEERE SULKY PLOW

JOHN DEERE MOWER

Drills

Sweep Rakes

Plows for Light Tractors Stackers
Hay Loaders
Disc Harrows

DEERE SIDE-DELIVERY RAKE

Hay Presses
Lever Harrows
John Deere Manure Spreaders
Bissell Disc

Harrows

Fleury Pulverizers

Canadian Farm Wagons

Fleury Channel Steel

Harrow

Hoover Potato Planters

JOHN DEERE WAGON

Hoover Potato Diggers

Fleury Straw Cutter

Acme

Fleury Grinders and

Pulverizers

Kramer Rotary Harrows

Crushers

BISSELL 8-FOOT DISC

HARROW

A FULL LINE OF AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
The John Deere Binder
is

the

BETTER

John Deere Plow
FLEURY GRINDER

Binder

Co., Limited

Winnipeg

Regina

Calgary

Saskatoon

Edmonton

Lethbridge

DAIN HAY LOADER

:
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manager of the Tire Department of the Central and Alberta

other

Divisions of the Gutta Percha &
Rubber, Ltd. This territory extends from Fort William, Ont.,
B.C., and includes
to Golden,
Mr. Head has
seven branches.

ply

ted

been with Gutta Percha

&

many

years connected with the implement trade
in the West, has left the employment of the AVinnipeg branch of
the International Harvester Co.
Mr. May has been appointed

Director
tion

for

for

Hotel AccommodaManitoba, his duties

of

being to see to 'the administration
of the Hotel Act in the province.

Don't know how you pronounce
the names, but this is the dope
At Blaine Lake, Padavlnecoff &
implement dealers,
Zarchekoff,
H.
have dissolved partnership.
Padavlnecof? continues the wareMr. Zarchekoff has joinhouse.
ed hands with an implement
dealer named Karaloff, opening
a new implement and automobile
agency.

We recently had the pleasure of

after

a

business

embraced Chicago,
Toronto, Montreal, Quebec, and

the

outlook

for

1918,

and reports the Hart

fac-

famous suction-feed separator. In
Central Saskatchewan, D. J. McLeod and Mr. Heim are covering

Sharpies Canadian Manager in

the territory.
Mitchell & McGregor, Brandon, distributors for
Manitoba, report a good demand
for Sharpies machines.
The repair shop at Regina is kept busy,
and dealers are advised to send
their repair requirements to Regina where prompt care will be

business

tory as very busy.

O. P. Maclean, Canadian manager of the Sharpies Separa'tor
Co., whose headquarters are at
Toronto, paid us a visit the last

week of the month. Mr. Maclean
was on a western trip that took

Co., Brantford, Ont., has left that
city

for a 'two

months'

to

visit

Regina.
He
stated that the annual Sharpies
convention at West Chester, Pa.,_
was a great success this year, and
that the factories were hard at it
manufacturing Sharpies suction-

While in
England and France.
Europe Mr. Scott will look into
the implement interests of his
company on the other side and
will size up the plow situation.
There is at present a very heavy
demand for Cockshutt horse and
engine plows in both England
and France, testifying to the
popularity of 'this well-known
Canadian line.
Peoria

Man Visits

in

C. P.

was

Kite has been appointed

the Regina
branch of the Sharpies organizaMr. Kite has been a salestion.
man with a most successful record.
He sold the first Sharpies
factory cream separator in Chicago, and under his supervision

Winnipeg

son will

visit the

trade with the

taken of them.

and,-

manager

sales

H. A. Cofifman, sales manager
Hart Grain Weigher Co.,
manufacturers of
Peoria,
111.,
Hart & Pieirfection automatic
registers and Langdon self-feeders,

Bran'don

feed separators.

of the

a

AVest,

lines

with

all

George C. Scott, advertising
manager of the Cockshutt Plow

to

which

is

Cockshutt Man on Trip to
Europe

Conway, the implement man at
Regina.
Mr. Conway was en
trip

the

of

has made
the suphe
handles

for

West

a visit from our old friend, Bert

route

He

points.

arrangements

ready for the coming
season with good stocks on hand.

and

Rub-

ber, Ltd., since 1912.

W. May,

full

February, 1918

of

the company look to a marked
increase in Wes't Canadian trade.

Case T.M. Co. Branch Managers
Meet in Annual Convention

The sixteenth annual branch
manager's meeting of the J. I.
Case T.M. Co., was held at the

home

ofifice

in Racine, Wis., Jan.

1918.
Thirty-one
managers, 'together with their assistants, were in attendance from
the various branches in both the
States and Canada.
From Can-

21st to 26th,

ada's territory the following at-

tended the meeting: J. T. Atkinson and B. H. Tewsbury, Calgary
branch H. J. Quane and C. V.
Leslie, Regina branch T. D. M.
;

Several new travelkrs have
been appointed in Western territory J. C. Nattress will cover
the Edmonton district, while J.
R. Dutton, who served over a
year in France, will cover SouthIn
ern Saskatchewan 'territory.
Saskatoon district R. J. Cuthbert-

a recerit business visitor

Winnipeg. Mr. Coffman spent
few days with the Cushman
Motor Works of Canada, which

:

concern handles the products of
Canadian
in the
his company
West. He is favorably impressed

;

Osborne and

F.

J. H. Redden and
Mumford, Winnipeg branch.
The meetings were in charge of

katoon branch
L.

R. Shultz, Sas-

;

J.

E.

Gittins,

J.

vice-president

in

charge of sales. While the sales
for
1917 largely overshadowed
those of any previous year, a vigorous campaign was outlined for
1918 and the slogan adopted for
this year was "Over the 'top for
Better
Bigger Sales
1918
:

—

—

Sales."

The

Avery Calendars

Guaranteed'* Line

The 1918

PAINTED SETS
FOR

WAGON PLOW IMPLEMENT

sued

poster calendars isthe Avery Company.

by

Peoria,

to

all

their

dealers,

are

very tasteful and can be used to
good advantage in the warehouse
The complete line of
or office.
six

sizes

of

Avery

tractors

are

shown, also plowing and thresh-

Including a Complete

Range

of

Doubletree Sets, Hitches, Gang Eveners,
Whiffletrees, Neckyokes,

Wagon and Implement Tongues,

Reaches,

ing rigs in actual operation.

Canadian Avery
peg or Regina.

Co.,

at

ETC., ETC.

The Best Grown
The Best Made
The Best Painted

Write for

EVERY PIECE GUARANTEED
Order a Sample Crate today and always specify

FOLDER AND PRICES
Sold and Guaranteed by

D.

Ackland

WINNIPEG

&

The

color work on this hanger is exceptionally fine, and interested
dealers can obtain same by writing the nearest branch of the

Son^ Ltd.
CALGARY
WINNIPEG MAN.

Winni-

;
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The

Sale of

Farm

Scales

If a farmer only sells his stock
by weight he usually drives his

stock to the nearest scales in the
nearest?
town or village.
Because the cat'tle shrink so on
Whenever there is
the road.
trouble in driving cattle, as there

Why

usually is with young stock, most
of the chasing is done in getting
them off 'the farm, out of sight

home. Before they have left
the farm the chasing, heating up
and
and frightening is done
of

;

farm implement salesman dwells
upon the greater production either
from the same amount of ground
or the same amount of work the
scale salesman upon the saving
of more products
the elimina;

;

Automobiles in Manitoba
In 1908 there were 418 cars in

Manitoba;

and

in 1910, 1,524; in 1912,

1914,

in

1917,

6,974;
17,393.

automobiles

393

1916,
in

popularity
ling,

the Ford car, total-

is

9,027;

McLaughlin

the

is

peg 5,743 cars are regis'tered
Brandon, 668; Portage la Prairie,
289 Dauphin, 174, and Carman,
;

143.

11,953,

These 17,Manitoba

Heads National Tractor
Demonstration

comprise 166 different makes.
The percentage of increase in
cars sold in 1917, compared with
1916, is 46 per cent.
Leading in

next with 7,252, and the Overland next with 1,410. In Winni-

tion of waste.

4,099;

27

Being on time and on the job
are

synonymous

phrases.

111.,

Hildebrand, Bloominghas again been chosen

manager

of 'the national tractor

A.
ton,

E.

demonstrations, a position he has
held for several years. Mr. Hildebrand reports that the dates and

demonand Canada
been chosen and

location of the principal
stration in the U.S.

have not yet
probably will no't be until late in
the spring or early in the summer.

right there the shrinkage occurs,

before the cattle are on the road
at

all.

Had

there been scales on the
farm itself, upon which the cattle
had been used to being driven,
while the watchful farmer studied their development and deter-

[

The farmer demands a better engine

price of scales.

farm to have

governor, pump fuel feed.
Gives steady, reliable service and
has inherent quality found in no other engine at anywhere
near the price.

hay can be driven across them
and weighed as it comes from the
field.
Then the farmer would
know just what he had to bepend on. If he had to buy other
feed or desired to sell hay, he
could watch for the most favorable market without having to
of

Big Capacity

reversible

Heavy
sizes.

are

interchangeable

drive

shaft

and absolute'y

self-aligning.

direct drive gives light draft.

and long, well lubricated bearings make for
Baggers supplied for all

Ask

for full particulars of the

Type "F."

Fairbanks Standard Farm Truck

Scales—a Big Selling Line

At present

He is a
world's standard in

prices the farmer cannot afford to guess at weights.

prospect for the
accuracy. Weighs up
ated in half-pounds.
easily on ball-bearing
werght, 280 lbs. Ask

live

Fairbanks Farm Truck Scale

—the

Heavy brass beam graduScale moves
Platform, 26 x 34-ins.
swivel casters. Lasts a lifetime. Total
for our special scale bulletin.
to 2,000 lbs.

GET OUR LIBERAL AGENCY CONTRACT
Fairbanks-Morse
Fairbanks-Morse
with
Co-operation,
Quality and Service, make the Fairbanks-Morse Contract a
mighty profitable one to have. Our big advertising campaign
We'll be glad to
steadily directs business to our dealers.
submit you our proposition. Drop us a line to-day.

For once the question of productakes secondary place with
that of accounting for what is

—

tion

is

Work

strength and low power requirements.

the merchant, so it should be the
chief aim of the salesman to keep
the farmer's attention centered
on the business end of farming.

which

plates

Ball- thrust bearing prevents heating;

occupy the same
place in the farmer's economic
system that bookkeeping does to

that

Better

The man who handles the Type "F" Grinder supplies a steady
demand in any territory. He has little competition for this line.
Great capacity, light running qualities and perfection of work done
have put these grinders in a class by themselves. Enclosed, flat,

scales

this

—

Type "F" Low-Down Plate Grinder

wait until he "sees how much he
needs."
If he wants to feed it all
out on the place he knows
whether he must buy more stock
or if he must sell oflf a part of
what he has. It is the difiference between dealing in guess
work and facts with him.
And not only are larger scales
necessary, but on 'the average
farm there is lots of room for
smaller scales as well.
Grain,
feed, potatoes in small lots should
be weighed. In fact, the functions of the scales are endless.

In

10

H.P.

Estimate the engine demand in your territory and meet
with the Type "Z." This engine assures you a good profit;
it has no "come-back."
Uses gasoline, kerosene and all cheap
fuels.
Not an adapted contraption, but A SPECIALLY
ADAPTED OIL ENGINE.
Built-in magneto, throttling

scales so located that every load

produced.
condition

and

6

^, 3,

it

convenient it really is,
too, how really necessary in fact,

Farm

—

to

Fairbanks - Morse
Type "Z" Engines

How

for the up-to-date

—

at a reasonable
be sure but an engine that he can depend upon.
You know the satisfaction of selling such an engine, when
one sold sells several more. A good reliable engine is easier
sold, as hundreds of dealers have proven who handle
price

mined at what point the cost of a
pound of grain made it advisable
for him to sell at ruling prices,
there would have been no shrinkage before weighing and the
farmer would have been ahead
anywhere from $5 to $20 on the
herd.
Pretty good interest on
'the

Dealers: Multiply Your Engine Sales

Dealers visiting Winnipeg during Bonspiel, Feb.
12-21, are cordially invited to inspect our full line,

respect the

very different from

on view at 300

PRINCESS STREET.

exists in the sale of

every other farm implement, and this very point should
be brought out, that scales are
the only accountant 'the farmer
has to depend on. The usual
nearly

:

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. LIMITED
SASKATOON

WINNIPEG

^^^^^^^^

CALGARY
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

:
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Keeping the Engine Sold
too well — that any engine
years ago, in relation to

Some

publicity matter regarding farm
engines, you would often see the
engine
statement that the "

requires no attention." As years
pass it has been realized that the

customer realizes that he has
bought the engine with a certain
In this
understanding.
connection he must be assured
that the engine will produce a
certain horse power, or that it
will have capacity sufficient to
machines.
The
certain
drive
customer knows in some cases
definite

—

quires a certain

No

amount

and sec to some trivial adjustment which the customer himself
could easily have seen to had he
had the requisite knowledge.
During his absence from the

re-

of atten-

engine can be satisfacby the dealer until the
the
entold
that

store the dealer may lose valuable
business.
No engine made is
absolutely fool-proof, and it pays

gine will cost so much, which is
to be paid for in a certain way.
Lastly, there must be some guaranty as to repairs or the making

the engine dealer handsomely to
give each engine purchaser a
thorough course in the eventualities which may occur in running
Show him the way
the engine.
to make necessary adjustments so
as to save yourself future trouble.

tion.

torily sold

buyer

good

is

of defects.

One

of the greatest profit kill-

ers in the engine-selling

game

is

For some very
excess service.
minor defect the dealer may
have to go out into the territory

We
to
is

as to

BIG SELLING LINE

He

THEY FIT ANY WAGON OR SLEIGH BOX MADE
DEALERS

ine Wagon Loaded

money with

way

tion

cost

—and

this

specialty.

Going

Hume

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

WAWANESAWAWANESA,
WAGON
SEAT COMPANY
MANITOBA.

demands.
impossible for any man to
engines satisfactorily unless
he can demonstrate them. Cases
are on record where a dealer has
had an engine in stock, but not
fitted up to run.
The prospect
liked the engine, but the dealer
could not show it in operation,
with the result that the farmer
went down the street and bought
an engine he liked less, simply
because the dealer was able to
Tt is

sell

demonstrate
ability

engine

produc-

selling.

frame of mind

by the

direct selling

customer who really knows and

Demonstrating

it.

essential

is

Now,

is

concerns, who have always made
a feature of low price instead of
As a
quality of construction.
matter of fact, the farmer has
largely based his idea of what an
engine should cost from the
prices in mail order catalogs.
There is, of course, the type of

You

you will have to give. Also
the cheaper the engine you sell,
the more liable you are to service

vice

the in-

largely due to the steady bombardment in engine business
carried on

values a high-grade engine, but
there are a majority of the other
kind, and they keep the dealer
hustling in making engine sales.
As all of us know, the better the
engine you handle, the less ser-

— despite

in

this

cost.

wanting a lower

steadily

price on engines

Get a stock on hand and see
every one sold sell another.
Order your wagons less seats
and supply the Lloyds. Take
up no box space. Carry 600
lbs. Strong, low set and give
an easy riding motion. Full
stock on hand.
Write for
can make

that the best

what an engine should

is

creased

dealers' prices at once.

know

all

do away with excessive service
to sell an engine that requires

the minimum of service. Yet the
farmer, in the vast majority of
cases, has got very definite ideas

LLOYDS LOW-DOWN SPIRAL SPRING

WAGON SEATS—A
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same

this

to

engine

factor in selling

engines works out as a great help
farmer
in keeping them sold.
has a little trouble. He comes in

A

and tells you about it. He shows
you on your sample engine just

how

his is working.

You show

what he
helped out in
many cases and your "nursing"
expense with him is practically

him on your engine

He

should do.

just

is

nothing.

One way

to keep engines sold
to see that they are used as
much as possible. The more a

is
'jiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiii^

I
I

man uses his engine the better
acquainted he will get with it and
the better able he will be to get

Dealers: Handle a Complete Line of Windmills

good

well

31

3 -post

ft.

towers

;

also

VANELESS
of

line

5|

mill

with

20

and

ft.

5i ft. GIRTED
our improved type 10 ft.

new
and 4 -feet

mill for use with our
ft.

girted

3

A
10
10ft.

number

of

made

been

improvements
in

our

8

ft.

have
and

ft steel mills.

VANELESS Wood Wheel DIRECT STROKE

We

have the best windmill
proposition we have ever been able to
our STEEL MILLS
offer you this year.
Our prices will be
published to the Dealer only and will be ready for mailing out February 15thConsider our contract before contracting elsewhere.

pumping

A
price

mill for

full

same towers

illustrated

as

Dealers:

furnished with

circular will

be ready for sending out with our

to interest

Every hour

him

in a portable

saw

rig.

Give full and clear instructions
with every engine you sell. It

new

save you future trouble.
After having sold a line of engines for a year or two, the dealer
will usually be able to gauge
pretty closely just what class of
repairs are most liable to be
will

list.
5ft., 8ft.

Apply

for

your

territory at once, else it

may

be previously spoken

for.

Write to-day for full particulars.

and

10ft.

STEEL

BACK GEARED PUMPING WINDMILLS.
3

and 4 post

5|ft.

With

GIRTED

TOWERS

,

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED
I
E

it.

it, it

'

towers.

also

from

should be making money for him. The more it
makes for him a year, the better
See that your custoit is for you.
mers have machines to run with
If a man buys an
their engines.
engine for pumping water, find
out some time if he has a feed
grinder. If he has none, send him
literature
on these machines.
Ask him to let you demonstrate
one that you have in stock. Show
him how easily your stock engine
will run it and what nice work it
will do. If he has a portable engine for running a separator, find
out if he has much wood sawing
to do on his farm, and if so, try

We are adding to our WINDMILL line this year a 5 ft.
shallow

results

that he uses

8th and Assiniboine Ave.

BRANDON, MAN.

Business Phone No. 2943

.milllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllillilllllllllinillillllllllllllllMllllllllillllllllll

needed for this make. By this
means he can often anticipate the
demand for repairs, so that he has
the

spring,

risfht

valve or other part

on hand when

it is

wanted.

'
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In like manner experience will
show him what procedure is best

overcome operating troubles,

to

so that he can save himself a trip

by telling the farmer what to do
Many an
over the telephone.
hour has been wasted on engine

The Kerosene Outfit

everyone to cut down the advance
in machinery prices.
Now is the
time to shorten terms. If we wai't
until conditions are normal again,
then we fall back to the long-time

commenting on the

sale of terms."

when phone

service

instruction

might have done as well.

In

tractor

demonstrations held this year all
over North America, an engine
manufacturer states that while
most tractor manufacturers claim
their outfits will operate successfully

pects

on kerosene, and most prosseem to desire a kerosene
in

outfit,

engine

the

opinion

man nothing on

of the
the mar-

a success as a kerosene
it be the old single
cylinder engine in which interest
seems to be declining.
The opinion of this designer is
that it is impossible to make a
kerosene engine out of a gasoline
by installing kerosene attachments. The kerosene gets by the
pistons and into the crank case,
mixing with and diluting the
ket

leaves a spread that tempts all
kinds of mail order business on a
cash basis.
"Shortening terms is equivalent
to cutting the present higher
prices of goods, and will enable

is

outfit unless

Volume and

Profit

Modern competition

price maintenance

extortion

is

Were

so

it

rapidly

The

is a system of
absolutely erroneous.

would

competition

make

it

This being

the main efifort
turer is to place a price on the

The main

impossible.

is,

necessity of manufacturer,

is volume
That volume absolutely depends upon the goods being
a reasonable price compared with
the same class of goods produced
by competitors.
It is not logical
for the public to assume that any

fair

of business.

profit.

a matter of fact a class of

retailer is selling

enable the largest possible
number of people to use them, at
the same time yielding to himself
and to those who distribute his
product. -an adequate and reasonable profit. The popular idea that

which

will

is

goods at a price
below what he should

charge.
.He may be cutting the
price or he may be acting in ignorance without calculation of what
it costs him to do business.
The
latter is the more common fault.

Maltese Cross

There are those living very near
you while you complain that you
cannot get ahead, who, with the
same sort of capital you have, are
laying foundations for success.

Tires

are

Deserving of Your Attention

An

|HESE are
sider

significant times to con-

the

value

of

the

tires

car

owners require for their cars. Economies and safeguards provided by "Maltese
Cross" tires of the "Paragon" Non-Skid

and Heavy "Non-Skid" types play an important part and settle the vital matter
of up-keep costs.
They are built on the
"grip" principle, and it pays to have them
for rough, frozen, muddy and rutty roads.

designer.

They Should be

Short Terms Essential

The president of a farm machinery distributing concern in the
United States,

in a letter to the
says
"After an experience of over 25 years in the
wholesale implement business in
this territory I find the average
implement dealer with a poorer
rating than was the case 20 years
'trade press,

ago.
this

I

am

:

fully

convinced that

unsatisfactory

condition

is

almost entirely due 'to the fact
that the dealer has been and is
selling terms instead of merchandise, and that the capital required
is too large to successfully carry
on a retail business in which the
investment is turned only once, or
at 'the best, twice a year.

"The percentage of profit that
has to be added on a sale that is
only made once or twice a year is
so much larger than the percentage on a cash sale, or 30 or 60day sale, that the retail price

manufacturer,

volume of business and a
margin of profit.
He cannot

expect a steady demand if he allows indefinite credit for which
the cash customer must pay in the
end. By such a step the cash customer suffers, and finally takes his
patronage elsewhere. Price-cutting to attract trade may be an
effort to attract trade in order to
sell other goods at an exorbitant
profit. In this aspect it is suicidal,
as it is when considered from
every point of view.

manufacturer can set a price for
his product which is unreasonably
high a price which would yield
either he or the retailer an enor-

goods which he produces which

object of the retailer

like that of the

to get

wholesaler and retailer

mous
As

so, the retailer suffers
the public.

— not

—

such that
of every manufacis

engine must be
designed to use kerosene and
kerosene only, according to this
authority,
and his advice is
for prospective tractor owners to
stay ofif the kerosene idea and use
gasoline until a purely kerosene
engine has been developed.
To
give satisfaction, the kerosene
burner must use the fuel economically and with no trouble.
Obviously anyone can burn kerosene in a gasoline engine after it
is hot, but a change in design is
necessary before kerosene can be
successfully handled, says this
lubricant.

29

the Tires

you Stock

tires, yet worth much more.
Car owners are so strongly in favor of "Maltese Cross"
Non-Skid covers and both the Red and the Grey " Maltese
Cross" tubes that the factory making them has been increased in size to meet the demands of the buying public.

Costing no more than ordinary

Dealers: Get acquainted with the

" Maltese

Cross

*

complete line of Covers, Tubes and Accessories

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LIMITED
TORONTO

CANADA

Write the Nearest Branch
Fort William

Winnipeg

Regina

Saskatoon

Calgary

Lethbridge

Edmonton

Vancouver

—
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Changes Announced by SawyerMassey Co.

The Sawyer-Massey Company,
announces the
Westin
changes
following
ern Canadian territory. Branch
houses have been established at
Winnipeg, Regina and Calgary,
each branch to be under the
direction of and reporting to the
head oflice of the organization at
Hamilton R. J. Balfour will be
manager of the Calgary branch
Hamilton,

Ont.,

;

;

W.

manager at Regina,
and John Robertson manager of
Thomas
the Winnipeg branch.
Fuller

J.

Drummon'd

A.

will continue

The

branches look forward
season in 1918.

A Handy

'to

&

Rubber

It is stated that in France tractors can plow 500,000 acres this
spring, and ano'ther million acres
Half a
for planting fall wheat.

superiority of this class of beltis emphasized, while trans-

fine

We make and

est

handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

million

Wanted

hydro-pneumatic

Farm Water

sys-

tems.

SUCCESSORS TO

The Riesberry Pump Co.
(Established 1882)

WRITE FOR DEALERS' PRICES

North-West
WILUAMSON

Pump
W.

J.

Co.

MEKRELL

Phone 607

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.

Gray-Dort

acres in potatoes

Z.

K. Carson, well

implement
Western Canada,
th'e

known

fraternity

to
in

has been appointed sales-manager for the
organization
at
Gray - Dort
Chatham, Ont.
Mr. Carson is
and
only
about thirty-seven,
since 1907 has been identified
implement trade in
with the

would

This increased produc-

wheat.

tion in France
lieve

would greatly

the food

situation

in

re-

'that

country.

branch of the company.

Tractors

Carson, Sales-Manager for

One million acres in fall wheat
would produce 450,000 tons of

The French

for France

install

also

in

produce 1,500,000 tons of potatoes.

illus'trations

eqiiipped factory
in Canada.

production in

crop

in 1917 is officially given

decrease of 38.7 per cent.

ing

The

total

35,800,000 metric tons (29,462,340
short 'tons) in 1913, a decrease of
13,600,000 metric tons (14,881,050
short tons), or 61.8 per cent, or a

Toronto, have issued
a finely compiled catalogue dealing with the uses and advantages
The
of Dunlop rubber belting.

help to embellish a catalogue that
the dealer will find valuable for
his files. Write for it to the near-

tract-

urgently required
France at the present time.
are

ors

as 22,200,000 metric tons (24,581,290 short tons), compared with

Co.,

lacing.

Clothes Reels
Made in the best

T. N.

The
France

Publication on Rubber
Belting

The Dunlop Tire
Goods

from three to four thousand

24.4 per cent.

various
a busy

mission, conveyor, elevator and
thresher belts are shown in detail.
Handy hints are given on
endless belting, splicing and belt

PUMPS
AND

We

In France in 1917, as compared with 1913, 'there was a
decrease in cultivated acreage of

mand.

as

head office representative for the
company, and will have his headquarters at Regina.

February, 1918

The U.S. Government has undertaken to ship 1,500 tractors to
France. Over a hundred are now
en route, and 'the whole shipment
will be in France in March, in
time for spring plowing. The
National Implement and Vehicle
Association gave assurance that
the tractors would be supplied
without injury to the home de-

Government has

issued an appeal to French firms
to outline their possibilities as reOver
gards tractor production.
200 have been prornised by French
factories, hence the great demand
for American 'tractors and plows.

The government
the

tractors,
ers,

undertaking

is

and repair of
tractor plows and reap-

maintenance

but has great

getting repairs
It is
machines.

difiiculty

in

American

for

estimated that

K.

Z.

Canada.

Winnipeg

CARSON

In that year he came to
as manager of the P.

&

O. Canadian Plow Co., which
succeeded the old implemen't firm
He enof W. Johnston & Co.
tered

with

the
the

tion in

—A

AS A SURFACE PACKER

Help Your Customers to Solve the Labor
Problem. Every Farmer Now Requires

"Christiansen"

Harrow and Packer

Plow Attachments
The
Material supply will restrict the output of Boss Harrows this year.
demand for Christiansen plow attachments will be enormous. The farmer
wants

HARROW READY FOR OPERATION

fit

to do double

work with one

operation.

Our 1918 packers

the same frame and dust-proof, lubricated axle.

able;

patent hitch; no side-draft.

Send orders at

—

Carson

once.

We

have a

large'

Visiting dealers are invited to inspect our complete line during Bonspiel, in
our showrooms, 986 Main Street, comer Main and Pritchard. We'll be glad to
see you.

ASK FOR PRICES AND OUR AGENCY PROPOSITION
EXCLUSIVE SALES AGENTS FOR THE CHRISTIANSEN LINE

THE BELL AUTOMATIC SHOCKER, LTD.
331

AUSTIN STREET

was

manager

sales

for

Plow Co.,
Deere
and latterly has
been with the Deere organizaTorand
Welland
tion
a t
experience
wide
With
a
onto.
in selling and in Western business conditions, he should be a
valuable acquisition to the GrayDort organization.
,

all styles

LOOK OVER OUR LINES DURING BONSPIEL

HARROW

and for two years

All wheels interchange-

DON'T CONTRACT FOR LARGE PACKERS UNTIL YOU
igs^HAVE SEEN OURS.

ON ROAD

1902,

the
John
Saskatoon,

Southern Alberta Tractor Trade

stock on hand.

TILTED FOR HANDLING

business

before coming to Canada was
with the P. & O. organization at
Canton, 111. In recent years Mr.

-OR A MULCHER

SUB-SURFACE PACKER

implement

McCormick organiza-

WINNIPEG, MAN.

Over 500 farm

tractors,

of the smaller variety,

mostly
,

were sold
;

Southern Alberta last year
through Lethbridge agencies, according 'to an estimate made for
the Lethbridge Herald by a local

•

in

expert and salesman.

On

-

the

average the duty paid was $400
each, so that the total duty paid
on these implements of greater
farm production was around the
$200,000 mark.

i

—
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The Farmer and
no doubt that the automobile has done a great deal to
make life in the country less
isolated than aforetime. Formerly
the farmer too often moved from
the farm to the small town for 'the

There

is

sake of educational privileges for

There he embarked
commercial enterwhich he was entirely

his children.
in

some

prise

line of

for

unsuited with

'the

usual result of

To-day the automobile brings him all the advantages of town life, while he remains on the farm. The automobile has brought him 'to the very
door of the town or city and the
financial loss.

expenditue for a cheap car is little
compared with the probable loss
if he gave up farming and moved
to town.
And tbe automobile has changed life for the farmer's wife and
daughters.
Inter-communication
with neighbors and townspeople,
by means of the automobile, has
given them a new lease on life.
No longer do they spend all their
time in the seclusion of their
homes. In the evenings there are
friends to visit,

!

meetings of wo-

men's

clubs 'to attend, social
affairs in the rural schools and
community halls, and, if nothing
more interesting presents itself.

his

is

roads.

In former years, the horse and
carriage, or horse

and wagon, was

the only means of conveyance for
the farmer and his family. If the
wife wanted to go 'to town in the
afternoon, the horses were generally working in the fields.
At
night a trip of six or seven miles

each way was impracticable, because, after the chores were done,
it was too late for starting on a
jaunt of that na'ture with such

slow-moving

Now, we

vehicles.

automobile available during the day for the women folks,
while the men are at their work,
find the

and

the whole

at the service of

family in the evening.

Apart from

from the
standpoint of the speedy procuring of supplies and repairs, 'the car
is a great boon to the farmer.
During harvest if a part of the
binder is broken the implement
social

This is evidenced by the
number of threshermen who now
have cars in connection with their
outfits. In power plowing, broken

it if

a merchant

in so doing loseth that margin
which spelleth the difference
between profit and pleasure?

What

profiteth

it

if

goods are

only to have the amount
thereof placed upon the books
where it remaineth for many
months, uncollected and uncollectable?
What profiteth it if too much
mingling with minor details better left to clerks causeth the
implement dealer to fail to grasp
the broader possibilities of his
business?
Take unto thyself a
sold

idea

my

think,

brother.

"FOX"

The Most

EfScient, Best Constructed,
Automatic One-Man Grain Pickler
on the Market

Construction

—

26-gauge galvanized iron,
with steel frame; no wood used.
Capacity 12.5 bushels per hour.
Efficiency Thoroughly sprinkles and then

—
—

turns the grain over four times.
Strongest Pickler ever sold. Last a lifetime and gives constant satisfaction.

For further particulars write to

W.

J.

BELL, 101 Simpkins Block

REGINA

SASK.

You owe

and Your
Communities to Help Solve the Labor Problem in Harvesting the 1918 Crops

Saves Men, Teams, Time and Money
Saves Grain, Wastage due to Hand Pitching

Does Better Work than even Skilled Help
for Bigger

profiteth

DEALERS— HANDLE THE

Dealers:

that

Lowers the Cost of Harvesting

late

Week

Get the Repair

pairs.

Never Strikes

What

Profiteth It?

gaineth a vast volume of sales and

throughout their territory have
found this method exceptionally
profitable.
Taken from every
standpoint, the automobile has become a great boon to the small
towns and rural districts throughout the Canadian West.

life,

dealer or blacksmith are quickly
reached, while from a thresherman's standpoint the car assists
materially in getting quick re-

The Machine

What

of the outfit have been
speedily transported to the nearest blacksmith or machine shop
where an oxy-acetylene welding
plant was installed.
From the
dealers' standpoint the car has
been one of the best time-savers
in getting around in his territory,
and dealers who have used their
cars as a means of getting repair
requirements from the farmers

parts

Car

always a delightful ride
over eight or ten miles of country
there

31

it

to Yourselves

Stewart
Sheaf Loaders

Wages; works

and early; requires no cooking

With Great

Britain and her Allies requiring every bushel
Canada can export, can farmers this year allow
a grain wastage in harvesting of two bushels per acre? Stewof grain that

Loaders get ALL THE GRAIN.
They eUminate
and replace incompetent and costly help they save an average
of FIVE MEN on every outfit.
They keep the farmer's
money in the community to the benefit of every merchant

art Sheaf

;

In 1918 the

Farmer's Essential

therein.

Machine

Now

the time to gauge the

is

Demand and Send

Owing to the scarcity of raw materials this year our outThe dealer
put will be limited to meet the visible demand.
who waits until July to line up his Loader prospects may find
Now is the time to interest
it impossible to get delivery.
prospects.
The farmer remembers his labor troubles last

Visit our Plant during

Winnipeg

Take Main Street
Redwood transfer to

Bonspiel.
car

to

year; he can afford to invest in
it?
now.
A saving of from $15 to $30 daily in harvesting means
the difference between profit and loss.
Let us show you
copies of testimonials from hundreds of satisfied farmers

light tractor

who

made money by using our machines.

also manufacture Staude Mak-a-Tractors

and

Your Orders
a Loader— and will order

drive.

and a

full

line of

separators

for

combination

Let us send you sizes, prices and proposition.

;

and get off at our
You'll be welcome.

Johnson
door.

We

in

THE STEWART SHEAF LOADER
470

MARTIN AVENUE

CO.,

LIMITED

WINNIPEG, MAN.

!

'
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We

—

—

dealer

Who

—

difference

of what you should have or do?
Again a dealer may say that he is

between what we pay for goods
we sell and what we sell them for
which difference must be large
enough to pay all the expense of

Was he present at
overloaded.
the overloading or were the goods
slipped in when he was not
looking?

the handling the aforesaid living
and a reasonable interest on the

ness,

a

out

living

the

of

—

—

money

The money

invested.

Outsiders break into the busiand by ignorance demoralize

worth interest and the
laborer is always worthy of his
hire. Any business which fails to
produce this answer is not a business at all it's a mistake and the
only remedy for such a condition
always

—

is

enough and broad enough to realize that the business world is
large enough for us all, and sensible enough to know that a

to correct the mistake or get out

of the business, or

want

you don't

if

just wait
while and there won't be
any business to get out of.
knoM^ that the cost of
machinery at wholesale has advanced, and we know the reasons.
B'urther, we know, or should
know, our cost of doing business,

a

;

to bother about

it,

little

We

and

it is the fault of the individual
dealer if he does not make a
legitimate profit. If the expense

handling

of

any

machine

We

Why

can't
howl?
the trade.
eliminate competition, and we
Go over to your
don't want to.
competitor and talk to him. Show
him that you are a real dealer, big

is

competitor

friendly

is

best

the

Talk cost

kind of a competitor.

accounting early and

late.

It is

It
the bulwark of all business.
may bore you a little, but it will
surely help you a lot. Warn him

of

any

pitfalls

which you know

you, for rememonce established in

exist, if he'll let

ber that when
the trade, a serious loss to him is
sooner or later reflected in your

own

is

greater than the profit, there is no
legitimate reason why you should
stand the loss good sense indicates that you either lower the
expense and raise the selling price
or quit selling the particular

business.

Fixing Selling Price

;

machine.

You may

say that your competitor will not allow you to do
this
competition is too strong
''The fellow from the other town"
we all know him and possibly
if he were eradicated our troubles

—

—

might end.
are the

man

But

listen

You

!

in the other

also

town, and

there is any blame to attach you
must take your share and try
or quit
to remedy conditions

if

—

•

squealing.

Some
their

dealers

territorial

.

complain
risfhts

are

that

not

So far as authorities in the iron
and steel trade see, no reduction
can be looked for in the prices of
Advances
commodities.
these
should
implement prices
in
arouse dealers to the neoelssity of
figuring costs and fixing selling
In decidprices in accordance.

ing upon

his

is

selling

price,

in

himself the dealer
to
should include in the higher
quotations all stock on hand.
Simply because such stock was
purchased at a lower pride than
the present market figure, is no
reason why it should be sold at

justice

a price below what it is now
worth; and by fixing his new

:

Increase

Profits

by

Your

Selling

"JUMBO"
GRAIN PICKLERS
on sight in any territory. All metal
construction; efficient, compact and rigid.
Five
Capacity, 125 bushels per hour.
bus. hopper, seven gallon tank. No pipes
to clog. Turns over and treats the grain
perfectly. Price in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, $17; in Alberta, $18. Liberal
discounts to dealers.
Order at Once
Sell

'time,

the

easier to de-

obtain the

still

higher
to

in the future.

The retailer in dry goods or
hardware changes his prices automatically with the chang'es in
the wholesale list. If nails advance 25 cents a hundred the
hardware man quotes the new
and the
price without hesitation
same is true of 'the dry goods
man when goods fluctuates a
;

fraction of a cent per yard.

Why

should the implement
dealer consider that he must sell
stock on hand at old prices and
advance only when he must because his stock mus't be replaced?
If live stock advances 10 cents
a hundred, a farmer would not
consider selling on the former
quotation, so if the dealer has the
good judgmen't to follow the
sam'e practice, the farmer cannot
but concede the justice of the
dealer's attitude.

We

have not yet reached the
implement prides, if we
are 'to believe authorities on the
Consequently the dealsubject.
er who advances prices now will
limit in

strengthen himself for further
advances when such are necesOn the other hand, the
sary.
dealer who hesitates to advance
prices will give his customers
•grounds 'for arguing against any
advandei later on and certainly

multiply

will

the

way

the

in

difficulties

making a greater ador eight months from

of

vance six
now.
The farmer is buying farm implements to-day cheaper than he

ever did before in his life, figuring in the purchase price on the
present cost of raw material. If
the retail dealer feels that he can
afiford to give his customers the
advantage of the old quotations,
then he is simply a practical
philanthropist.

A Town

Goes Solid for Cash
merchants

Thirteen

Dealers

this
it

which he may have

prices

meet

at

making

mand and

Who

is
to blame?
respected.
signs the contracts? If you
do, do you read them and ask that
they be changed to suit your idea

any
engage in business
whether it be selling
business
dry goods over the counter or
implements out of the warehouse
for the sole purpose of making

prices

selling

Analyse Your Business

February; 1918

town

of Edgeville, la.,

courage

They got

in

the

have the

convictions.
their
together, representing

of

every line of

retail effort in

the

community, and agredd to go on
a strictly cash business. Accordingly, a public announcement was
before the community to
that efifect, pointing out that both
the merchant and consumer lived
that all helpin the community
ed to support churches, schools
Therefore,
and good roads.

WINNIPEG

REGINA

We

goo'ds

wrongly charged and

ac-

counts denied."
It is safe to say that the merchants of Edgeville, by their move
on to a cash basis, will serve their
community better, cut the heart
out of the mail order trade therein, and individually prosper
as
they have not done in the past.
Many communities could follow
the example of Edgeville with"
profi't.
If the M.O. house can get
the money, why not the home-

town merchant?
Specializing in the Business

Every one of us, no matter who
what we are, wants to sucNow when an employer
ceed.

or

begins to see his employees in
this light he has gone a long way
toward success in business, for
He begins inwhat happensstinctively to understand that the
success of his workmen and the
success of his business are tied up
together and he will begin to
wonder how his men can best
succeed in his business.
He will discover that one man
can do one 'thing better than
another, or one group of men,
and they will be shifted to that
And
particular kind of work.
just notice

what

business

is

happening

organization

in

the

laid

that

what benefited one must

getting the right people in the
right place where they can work
to the best advantage not only to
themselves but to the whole business.
Don't ever forget that the
welfare of any business and the
welfare of the individual workers
are just as closely related 'to one
another as the law of cause and

—

benefit

The dealers pointed out that
many people thought that the
merchant was coining money,
while the reverse was true. "Unall.

WINNIPEG STEEL GRANARY
AND CULVERT COMPANY

the announcement, "the many unnecessary burdens we have been
forced to carry have prevented us
from making the reasonable living profit to which we are entitled."
In closing, this candid
announcement from the merchants stated:
"Cash will enable the merchants to be better buyers. Cash
on delivery always talks louder in.'
'the markets of the world than
sixty days' time with a requisition
for an extension when the limit is
reached. It is a well-known fact,
that almost all wholesale houses
have several prices, but the cash
man gets 'the best one.
"Cash will save the merchant
a large part of his expense in
doing business.
There will no
longer be any forgo'tten charges to
account for when we come to the
end of the year and figure up our
loss and gain.
There can hardly
be an error in a cash transaction.
will no longer have to go over
a long list of accounts and wonder
if this man or that man is still
good. It will eliminate all loss of

der the old

credit system," said

employer

effect.

is

specializing,

:

he

is
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Get into the Tractor Business on
the Right Foundation
To the dealer not yet in the tractor business but now considering its possibiUties, we offer this word of advice, "Get
Into the Tractor Business On the Right Foundation."
The Avery Contract and the Complete Avery Line of
Motor Farming Machinery make a firm foundation on which
you can build your tractor trade not only for the immediate
present but for the years to come.
The 1918 Avery Sales Contract contains nine big exclusive
features that help you make sales with the least effort and

"The AVERY Contract

is

makes

it

worth while

for

you

to

do

ALL

the best Contract a Dealer

These are the exact words taken from a letter received
from an Avery Dealer. This dealer was one who was careful
about getting into the tractor business. He gave the matter
very serious study and thought. He now writes that he is glad
he is in the motor farming business because of the profits and

so.

The Avery

line

makes

possible for you to Averyize every size farm and any crop.
It consists of six sizes of tractors with the five larger ones
the device
alike in design and equipped with duplex gasifiers
the kerosene not merely run
that enables them to burn
on it as so many tractors do.
It also includes a complete line of engine gang plows,
Avery Engine Disc Harrows, and eight sizes of grain threshers, all of which are proven "champion" grain savers.

it

—

—

Can Acquire"

has given him.
the time to investigate the 1918 Avery sales conThe contract with the nine big points. Write or wire
tract
and we will have our representative call and explain it to you.
pleasure

it

Now

—

is

Address

WESTERN CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS—

CANADIAN AVERY COMPANY, LIMITED
WINNIPEG, MAN.
We

cordially invite dealers to

our

office their

REGINA, SASK.

make

headquarters during

Winnipeg Bonspiel, February
12-23. We'll be glad to see you
and show you the Avery

line.

Avery Tractors Burn

ALL

the Kerosene
X

:
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Wheat

and Wheat

Prices

cost per acre

Production
By R.

STEAD

J. C.

In Western Canada, under normal conditions, the cost of wheat
production has been determined

60

approximately

at

cents

a

bushel. For six years previous to
the outbreak of the war, the high
price of No. 1, Northern wheat in

Western

Canada averaged 85
cents a bushel. But in April, 1915
the price jumped to $1.63, a figure
bearing no relationship to the cost
of production, and at the present
writing
It

set at $2.21.

is

it

may be argued

that, simul-

taneously with the great increase
wheat has come an
increase in the cost of production.
This is true, but the increase is
by no means proportionate. The
only serious increase in the cost
of production has been the human
in the price of

There have been

labor

factor.

some

increases

the

in

cost

of

equipment, but this, distributed
over the period of years which
comprises the life of such equipment would show an effect on the
cost of production so small as to
be almost negligible. There have
also been some increases in the
cost of mechanical power, and in
the incidental expenses of the
farm. There has as yet been little
increase .in the cost of. the land
itself, although the tendency in
that direction is now well marked.
But the principal increase has
been in human labor.
Just what proportion human
labor bears to the cost of a bushel
of wheat is hard to determine. Investigations conducted by the
department of agriculture of Saskatchewan revealed that the labor

wheat

of

in

and power cost of producing a
bushel of wheat in Saskatchewan
39 cents a bushel, or practically
two-thirds of the total cost of
production.
How much has that cost been
increased by the war? The Canadian department of agriculture
is

any increase whatever
the cost of farm labor in Saskatchewan for the years 1909 to
1915. In 1909 the average yearly
wage for male help in Saskatchewan was $389.90, and in 1915 it
was $386.06. There have, however, been sharp increases in 1916
and 1917, but it would be a generous allowance to grant that the
cost of labor and power required
to produce a bushel of wheat has
increased 50 per cent a bushel.
This would make the present cost
of production approximately eighty cents a bushel. But the present selling price in Saskatchewan
i's
over $2.00 per bushel.
fails to find

in

By immutable laws governing
normal farm prices and production, this state of affairs must
eventually correct itself. Wheat
production will increase until the
selling price of a bushel of wheat
again presents a reasonable relationship to the cost of

growing

it.

Make an

leiffort

to increase

Tractor Gearing Important

that

province in 1911 was $7.81. This,
however, includes animal, gasoline and steam labor as well as
human labor. The average wheat
crop per acre in Saskatchewan for
the last six years has been 20
bushels. It is therefore apparent
that with labor and power at the
price prevailing in 1911 the labor

your

engine business.

Aside from the engine specifiprobably the feature of

greatest interest to the prospective tractor purchaser is the transmission design of the machine.
The purchaser wants especially

know how long

to

Kerosene -Gasoline

BUILT IN SIZES:
and

7 H.P.

Economical, reliable and durable.

Have

distinctive

patented

fea-

tures found in no other engine.

They defy mail order

competition.

Throttling Governor oil engines are built especially to use kerosene and cheap
fuels as well as gasoline.
Develop full-rated power; strongly built on iron sub base.
Few parts easy to operate and very durable. Throttling governor gives steady speed
at all loads.
No fuel pump required. Equipped with Webster magneto. Every engine
shipped ready to run.
There's a demand for the
in your district.
Write
nearest branch for full particulars. There are more quality selling points in the
than in any other engine of similar horse-powers.

—

JUMBO

LINE

JUMBO

in Winnipeg during Bonspiel see the
in our Stiowrooms, at 160 Princess

them.

skinning off a number of square
inches of the ply, dissolving the

Simplicity in the gear system
in the method of gear shifting is an important factor in the
machine you sell.
The larger
and stronger and fewer the gears,
the less trouble and expense the
operator will suffer in his power
farming.

and

The greater the number of
speeds with which a tractor is
equipped the greater the number
of gears that must comprise the
system of power transmission. It
may therefore be noticed by the
prospective tractor purchaser that
the presence of three or four
speeds forward and reverse on a
tractor does not necessarily indicate excellence of construction,
but merely ignorance of the principles of simplicity necessary to
successful and durable tractor
construction.
All complications
in tractor construction lead to a
short life and one full of trouble.

Manufactured

Street.

Testing Belting

The dealer is interested in both
the quality and price of belting,
but as in lall goods the two are
synonymous. The folusually
lowing simple test for woven belting should prove of interest
•

To tell a good belt from a poor
one, cut into the end of a belt and
take out a thread just three inches

S^us

a.

may

be

without first putting one end
and holding the other

in a vise

end

fasit.

SASKATOON

CALGARY

The

object

is

to pre-

vent the thread from elongating

by unwinding the

twist. It is deexactly the possible elongation which can be obtained by stretching the weave.

the

know

belts will

oithers,

show more than

but twenty-five per cent

elongation for a highgrade belt. When less, the belt
has been too loosely woven to be
of much use. If the elongation is
is

Tudhope-Anderson Co. Limited
WINNIPEG
REGINA

other length

straighten this thread by taking
out of it kinks caused by weaving.
Catch one end in a vise, hold the
other between the ithumb and
finger, and then rub the thread
with the edge of a pocket knife
blade, thumbnail or with any
other object which will straighten
out the thread. Do not (try to
straighten the thread by drawing
it between the finger and thumb-

Some
^elsoii Brothors Company
WESTERN CANADIAN JOBBERS

likewise the weight of
such, which can be ascertained by

and weighing the sample accurately before and after the oil

oil

is

taken

ouit.

Youthful

Common

Sense

Some time ago an agricultural
paper asked boys and girls under
18 to give the reasons as to why
they would prefer to follow farming for a livelihood and what
they would do if 'they owned a

The winner

farm.

of the first
father farmed
interesting. He writes

whose

prize, a lad

96 acres, is
that he would choose farming as
a profession because it was healthy work, the best money-making

and the most independent job for a man. This lad says
calling,

he would keep cows and pigs, fertilize his
land and get bigger
crops. He also wrote 'the following regarding improvements he

would make

to the average farm:
have a bank barn, with
concrete walls under it. Then all
"I'd

sirable to

JUMBO

Preference should be given to
an equalized weave. The amount
and kind of oil may also be considered,

nail

JUMBO

When

going to

taken, but three inches is very
convenient.
Nexit proceed
to

ENGINES
5

it is

cent,

the belt has been too tightly woven, so that a greait deal of stretch
will take place when the belt is
put under tension.

take the gears to wear out, and
how much it will cost to replace

—any

3,

more than twenty-five per

cations,

long

JUMBO

February, 1918

besit

close-fitting

doors,

made

of

matched lumber, to keep the stables warm. I would have an enclosed barnyard, and barn well
ventilated, with
I

would have a

run

cow

in the

plenty of light.
litter

carrier to

stable, the horse

stable, and pig pen.
On a large
farm, a farmer shouldn't be without a litter carrier. In the sta-

bles I

would want feed

in the

cow

there
carry.

is

so

I'd

carriers,

s'tables especially, for

much heavy

want

it

feed to

to run into the

root cellar for the roots, and to
the silo for the ensilage.
With
all these conveniences installed I
could do with less help."

Proposed

War Taxation

in U.S.

The finance committee of the
Senate has passed
the
U.S.
following special war taxes imposed annually on owners of
automobiles and motor cycles, the
rates of tax to be based on each
automobile or motor cycle as follows

:

Motor

cycles,

$2.50;

Automo-

time of
purchase not over $500, $7.50;
over $500 and not over $1,000,
$10; over $1,000 and not over
$2,000, $15; over $2,000 and not
over $3,000, $20; and $3,000 and
biles, listed retail price at

over, $25.
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The Tractor

Is

That's Different— and Better

THE HAPPY FARMER

Perfect Balance
Simplicity

CAPACITY

Accessibility

other tractors
will do
and do

H.P.

12-24

Light Weight

Will do anything

3

—

PLOWS

it

Strength
Short Turn
Surplus Power
Steel Cut Gears

Running

better.

Will do more and
better
work

than the best
horses.

in Oil

Dealers

Hyatt Roller

selling

Happy Farmer
Tractors
get
the cream of

Bearings
Self-Guiding in

Furrow
High and Constant Plowing
Speed

—

the trade and
the net profits.

Dealers:

Up To

It's

You.

Get the Contract!

Bigger and Better Crops. That spells Loyalty
as well as Common Sense for every extra bushel is necessary to help Great Britain and her Allies to win the war. Serve
You cannot combine
Your Country Your Trade ^Yourselves by getting the agency for the Happy Farmer Tractor.
Patriotism and Good Business so happily in any other way.

The Happy Farmer Tractor

will enable the

Farmers

of

Canada

to raise

—

—

—

NET PROFIT ON THE SALES— GOOD WORK IN THE FIELD
THE PERFECT KEROSENE BURNER— DOES ALL FARM WORK
cyl. horizontal cast en bloc motor gives a guaranteed power of
force feed oiHng. Atwater-Kent ignition. Cut steel
Mechanical
2^
dust-proof
cages. Double drive on rear wheels. Cast steel,
BEARINGS
throughout
in
HYATT ROLLER
spur gears.
Total weight, 3,700 lbs.
drawbar;
no side-draft.
one piece unbreakable frame. Automatic steering. Swinging type
in
1918 sales. Territory is
they
will
hold
the
lead
Happy Farmer Tractors were easily the leaders in 1917 popularity, and

The Happy Farmer bums kerosene

or distillate.

24 h.p. on the belt, 12 h.p. on the drawbar, at

going fast

The twin

m.p.h.

—better get in the running.

Get Acquainted with the

HAPPY FARMER

During Bonspiel the Happy Farmer

Attend the Happy Farmer

Note our ofhce address.

Tractor Schools
During the month we

will

hold Tractor

Schools at the following points between

11

EDMONTON— Feb.
CALGARY—Feb.

W'e"ll be glad to have

We

also handle Grain Separators

18 to 23

call

and look into our

and Power-Lift Engine Plows.

Ask

for prices

and

You can

full particulars.

HAPPY FARMER COMPANY, LIMITED

25 to Mar. 2

A

splen-

did opportunity for dealers to get oper-

and maintenance

you

exceptionally liberal proposition.

to 16

Expert instructors in charge.

ating

be on display in the Industrial

Out-door demonstrations also will be held.

increase your business with our lines.

the dates given:

REGINA—Feb.

Bureau, on Main Street South.

will

Daring Bonspiel

experience.

References

225

CURRY BLOCK

Corner 7th and Halifax

REGINA, SASK.

:

Bank

of Montreal

Pos°ro°l^™E)

WINNIPEG, MAN.
117,

lOth Street, East

CALGARY, ALTA.

—
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Standardization

making

Cheapens Factory Production

In the modern factory, under
efficient management, every element of the finished products
whether it be part of a plow or
part of an automobile is sched-

—

uled 'throughout its movement in
the course of manufacture, from
the time the order is entered until the finished product is shipped. The scheduling covers the
ordering of materials, the following up of material orders, the reception of materials a't the plant.

reduced.

To

Machinery

of

Large Quantities of

be

the storage of materials, the delivery of materials to workrooms,

the primary and the secondary
operations upon materials, the assembly of parts, the inspection
of 'the completed product, and,
shipment of the
the
finally,
product.

In relation to the types of farm
implements now being produced,
in any one line of specific machines, such as plows, we will find
an intricacy as regards type.
Take, for example, sulky plows.
Let us say that they are built in
Two
12, 14 and 16-inch sizes.
types, the high and low lift may
be made, giving six plows.
With three kinds of bottoms
on each size and type we have
eighteen plows, and then adding
the cast share bottoms we get six
more, or a total of twenty-four
sulky plows. The grand total of
the above is sixty plows, which
must be designed, made ready for
manufacture, manufactured, carried in stock, sold and shipped.
It is easily discernible that we
are getting rapidly into complication, and we here begin to see the
far-reaching effect of building of

what we ordinarily term two implements instead of one. "When

we

take into consideration sizes,
types and equipment, the number
necessary to supply the trade
multiplies very rapidly.

Concerning Production Cost
have at various times written on this subject of useless
types which might be eliminated.
If
Another point suggests itself.
any line of implements is stand-

We

ardized, useless types eliminated
and the line brought down to essential types, the actual cost of

production

must be necessarily

must

which

Parts

Interchangeable.

ings as a total "run," as compared
making 1,000 forgings in lots
The records of one
of fifty each.
implement factory give
large

Avith

some very

interesting

data

on

this contrast in costs.

Large and Small Quantities
In starting the manufacture of
1,000 pieces of one kind, we will
consider the machines all stripped and that it is necessary to set
up the tools. Firs't item of production cost is then the setting up
of

twenty

dies for

making

operations at a cost of
The actual productive
labor for making the fifty-three
100
for
operations
is
$18.82
pieces, or $188.20 for the 1,000.
To this must be added the
three

non - firoductive
time, Avhich means that we apply
for

100 per cent to the cost of setting
giving an additional
dies,

up

Summing all
charge of $5.49.
the items gives us a cost, less material,

on these 1,000 forgings of

$576.58, or a cost each of $0,576.
Let us now consider the manufacture of 1,000 similar forgings,
to fill special orders, in lots of
fifty at a time, requiring twenty

changes of twenty

The cost
would come

of tools.
dies

While

it is

too low,

dififerent

of

aid in this

se'ts

changing

to

$109.80.

we

will also

add the same sum for productive
labor, $188.20, and will also add
the same overhead against productive time, $347.40.
Also apply the same percentage
of overhead against the nonproductive time, and we get a figure
The total cost of
of $109.80.
making 1,000 pieces in lots of
fifty, less the material, is $785.20,
or $0,785 each. This gives us an
increased cost of production in

Win-

Co., at

nipeg or Regina.

Regina Branch, E.-B. Organization

As showing

Win Cup
the healthy condi
i

implement trade in th
Canadian West, Manager E. J
Benedict, of 'the Regina branch,
Emerson - Brantingham Implement Co., informs us that Regina

tion in the

modern movement

the trade, the dealer can do
much. He can endeavor to carry
only standard size tools and can
dissuade the crank customer from
persisting in ordering unnecessary
'types.
The chaotic condition in
many machine lines has been
largely due to fancied requirements on the part of the farmer.
The time has come when we can
only adhere to standard lines, and
by so doing conserve material and
by reducing production costs get
the goods at a lower figure.
believe that nowadays no manufacturer will go to the trouble of
developing useless new types of
the same machine only from a
competitive spirit to have "some-

.

We

BENEDICT,

E. J.

thing- different."

Manager, Regina Branch, EmersonBrantingham Implement Co.

The Great Minneapolis Line

won

the company's branch hcuse
trophy cup for 1917 business. In
1913 the headquarters of the

fifty-

$5.49.

overhead

Threshing Machine

in

for

Production

the

It

duction analysis and apply it to
the manufacture of parts for any
implement or vehicle, when in
small quantities, and it can readily be seen that the production of
special tools or machines in the
industry is in actuality a means
of increasing production cost for
the whole output of the plant involved.
At the present time when
raw material is so hard to
secure
'the
advantages
of
standardization
and
elimination
are
increasingly
evident.

the production costs of 1,000 forg-

Invaluable

one to the implement dealer.
can be procured by writing the
nearest branch of the Minneapolis
ful

The General Application
Take the same course of pro-

knows, quantity production decreases cost.
But in .the case of
keeping up the production of special types for which there is only a
limited demand, the cost of production is necessarily high on account of the restricted quantity
manufactured.
A study of factory operations,
say on 1,000 forgings, shows how
this works out.
Let us compare

is

parts in small quantities

of 36.2 per cent.

As every machine man

Modem

February, 1918

We

are in receipt of the 1918
catalog of the Great Minneapolis
Line of tractors, threshers and
power plows issued by the manufacturers the Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co., West Minneapolis,

Minn.

With

tractor line, 15 and 20 h.p.

which burn

mach-

cheap fuels.
The Minneapolis Junior Separator, 24 x 36, designed especially
for use with small tractors is a
all

feature in the catalog.
Sections of the Minneapolis separators are shown, also feeders in
Of especial imvarious types.
typical

portance is the line of power lift
engine plows, manufactured by
the company in 2, 3, 4 and more
bottoms.
A special power lift
engine disc plow with tractor
tractor tandem disc
are shown, also grain
registers, loaders and baggers.
This catalog should be a very usehi'tch

and

harroAvs

a't
Rockford,
put up a cup to be awarded
the branch showing the best
general business. The first item
to be largest increase in siles,
and next the largest cash re;urn

111.,

a tasteful and

appropriate cover, this fifty page
publication fully illustrates and
describes the design, construction
and variety of the outfits produced
by the organization.
Sectional
engravings are given of important parts, while detail cuts show
motor, chassis and gear design.
Of especial interest is the light
ines,

E.-B. organization,

volume handled. The staff
Regina branch of the
Emerson-Brantingham organization
naturally
feel
somevhat
on
of

)

'the

the

on getting the cup to
Canada, and we feel sure that
during 1918 they will make £ big
effort to keep this trophy ir the
Regina offices. The trophy cup
was won the first year by the
in 1911 by
Peoria, 111., branch
Nashville, Tenn.
in
1915 by
Omaha, Neb. in 1916 by Fjiargo,
N.D. and in 1917 by Regiii'a.
A meeting of the northwestern
salesmen of the company from
Billings,
Minneapolis,
Regina,
Fargo, Sioux Falls, Omaha and
Des Moines, was held|' in Minelated

;

;

;

;

{

Tlje session
neapolis recently.
continued three days, the jinal
day being devoted to aomg Over
the selling points of the entire

Emerson-Brantingham

line.

The

salesmen report a very interesting and enthusias'tic mejeting.

—

:
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"USTER"

(Patented)

Truck
Eliminates

Get All the

Vibration

The Best

Ideal Threshing Outfits
going fast
Territory
Facts about them NOW
is

!

Outfit

Individual

MADE

IN

TWO

for
SIZES

:

both Dealer and Customer
POWER REQUIREMENTS, 9 to 20 H.P.

Size of Separator, 22 x 36

;

Horse Power Required, 9

to 15

H.P.

Size of Separator, 26 x 42

;

Horse Power Required, 14

to 20

H.P.

A

MONEY MAKER FOR DEALERS

"LISTER" Combination Threshers
for doing satisfactory work under

TWO MEN

are unequalled
all conditions.

handle this outfit with ease.

Except

in capacity it equals the biggest and best separator made. Low in first cost; strong, practicable,
simple design. Large threshing capacity. Supplied with or without bagger, tailings
elevator, straw carrier or blower. As an
individual separator for light tractor
Ask for
drive, sell the LISTER 26 x 42.
full particulars of our outfits and agency

1

offer.

m

We'll be glad to have you
visit

us during Winnipeg
Bonspiel

OUR LINE INCLUDES
"Lister" and

"Canuck" Gasoline Engines, Grain Grinders and Crushers,

Take Deer Lodge or Portage car
to Wall Street. A full line of our

Electric

goods will be on display. It will
interest you to inspect our show
rooms.

Cream Separators, Churns, Ensi^kge Cutters, Silos,
Sawing Outfits, Combination Threshers, Pumps, Pump Jacks, Power Pumping Outfits*
Lighting Plants, Milking Machines,

Ask

for Prices

and Literature

R. A.

on any item

ST.

LISTER
& COMPANY, LIMITED
WALL STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

JOHN,

Experienced
Dealers
Handle the

OLIVER
Line

QUEBEC

TORONTO

N.B.

Let us send

you the Liberal
Lister Offer

shown the Oliver Improved No. 1 Gang, the great Western
Canadian favorite. It is a model of strong construction, light draft, close
adjustment, ease of operation the result of 59 years of good plow building.

|ERE

is

—

Getting

down

to

details,

compare the heavy one-piece bar

steel frame, the

bracing, the bail hangers, the wheel connections, wheel bracket bearings and
control rod adjustment, with those of any other plow sold in Western Canada.
The Oliver No. 1 leads them all. The plow beams with their rigid bracing; the
long, strong frog that makes the foundation of the plow bottom; the longer,
stronger, sharper point of the Oliver share; every feature that means good work
and long life for the tool, is found in this Oliver plow. Look it over carefully;

compare

it

point by point with any- other gang plow offered.

In this same good Oliver plow line
are tractor plows, sulkies, disk gangs,

and brush breakers and walkmeet every possible plow-

prairie

ing plows to

We

ing condition.

are asking farmers

to see the local dealer for fuU inform-

any plow in the Oliver
Write the nearest branch house
below if you are not now selling
ation about
line.

Oliver plows.

Harvester

International
of

Company

Canada^ Limited
BRANCH HOUSES

WEST: — Brandon,

Man.; Calgary, Alta. ; Edmonton,
Estevan, Sask.
Lethbridge, Alta.; N. Battleford,
Sask.
Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.; Winnipeg, Man.;
Yorkton, Sask.

Alta.

;

;

;

—

EAST: Hamilton, Ont. ; London, Ont.
Montreal,
Que.; Ottawa, Ont; Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.
;
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A Worthy

Cause

An

overwhelmed.

acute neces-

sity has arisen to provide shelter,

Owing" to the recent terrible
explosion at Halifax a large
number of persons in that stricken city have become totally or

and the several

practically blind,

organizations in Halifax for 'the
care and training of the blind are

care and training for

upwards of
two hundred men, women and
children who have lost their sight
as a result of the disaster.
An

made

immediately increase the Blind Endowment Fund to a total of
effort

being

is

to

$500,000. The income from such
a fund will enable the authorities
to bring to those stricken souls

new

opportunities to
selves for the bat'tle of

fit

them-

life.

This fund is in the hands of the
managers, School for the Blind,
Halifax; the treasurer of same,
and the Eastern Trust Co., HaliIn spite of the many drains
generosity of our readers at this time, we ask that all
who can afford to do so will endeavor to forward a small sum
to help on this worthy cause.
Cheques or money orders should
be made pa3'able to the Blind
Endowment Fund, Halifax, N.S.
Every dollar will help those sightfax.

upon

DEALER

Mr.

Gater Can Sell
Wood

or Iron

You

Pumps cheaper

than any one in the West.

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER
Brandon Pump

&

'the

less souls.

The
Windmill

BRANDON

Works

MAN.

dealer

who

starts in the

gas engine business on low compression won't deliver many sales
at

the driving pulley.

February, 19iS

I.H.C, Tractor School

men were enthe tractor school at
Lethbridge, which was opened in
January.
The demand for instruction
was so great that
another school will be held a't
Seventy young

rolled

in

Lethbridge from the 4th to the
9th of February.
Mr. Tanner,
the company's tractor
expert
from Regina, is in charge of the
school, and reports a great inter-

by young farm-

est in 'the tractor
ers.

The 1918 Avery Catalog
The 1918

Avery

catalog of the

Cornpany, Peoria,

a most
attractive publication for the files
of the implement and machinery
dealer.

color

is

111.,

The cover has

scheme

a striking

and
one of the most effective pieces
of work we have seen.
In the
center of the book, which has 80
pages of detailed description and
in five colors,

is

illustrations of the

shown the

Avery

entire line

line, is

—six

ors, eight separators, light

tract-

plows,

heavy plows, and the Avery
motor cultivator, all in natural

TRACTOR GRUB BREAKER

The
many

catalog also conscenes of Avery
machines in operation plowing,
threshing, cultivating and doing
road work.
Interested dealers
can obtain a copy of the 1918
ca'talog for their files
by addressing the Canadian Avery Co.,
at Winnipeg or Regina.
colors.

tains

;

A Happy Farmer
The manufacturers

Folder

of the

Happy

Farmer Tractor are sending out
a

folder

entitled

"What

the

Flappy Farmer will do for you."
Full technical description of the
is included as well. Deal-

tractor
ers

selling

'the

Happy Farmer

should endeavor to obtain a supply of these folders for mailing
to prospects.

Make

Idle

Acres Yield Rich Returns

T.HERE are thousands upon thousands of acres

of rich land now lying idle that can be
produce food for us and our Allies, and at the same time bring rich returns to
the owners. By employing P & O Grub Breakers, the ground can be broken and a
crop raised on it the same year. Brush land, mesquite land, swamp land that has been drained
any land that will permit the passage of a tractor can be successfully and economically
broken with a P & O Grub Breaker.
The plow cuts a furrow 24 inches wide by 6 to 12 inches deep. The share is ^/^in. and the
mold is ^in. thick, of finest steel, and the beam comprises 3 steel bars 1 by 5, giving a crosssection of 15 square inches. It would require a straight pull of one thousand tons to pull the
beam in two. In other words, there isn't a tractor built that could pull a P & O Grub Breaker
to pieces. The plow weighs one ton.
You can reduce ordinary brush or mesquite land to a state of cultivation in a single
season by using a P & O Tractor Grub Breaker.

made

to

—

WRITE
Built by

Parlin

&

Orendorff Co.

Canton,

III.,

U.S.A.

NOW FOR

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.
SALES AGENTS FOR CANADA
Winnipeg
Brandon
North Battleford

Regina
Sasicatoon
Yorkton
Estevan
Calgary
Edmonton
Lethbridge

Machinery Imports in Great
Britain
Licenses are now being granted for the importation of farm
and dairy machinery to Great
Britain from Canada
and the
These are issued by the
U.S.
Agricultural Machinery Department, Ministry of Munitions, 8

Northumberland

Avenue,

Lon-

don.
Importers in Britain apply for import permits and goods
are carried at government rates
Prices to farmof sea freight.
ers
must not exceed the to'tal
landed cost plus 15 per cent.
These rates and prices do not apply to equipment retailed at
$10.00 and under. This removes
the prohibition of importation of
farm machinery to the United
Kingdom in vogue since February, 1917.

:
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Factors in Successful Retailing
By a

SASKATCHEWAN DEALER

While we have many problems
the implement trade these days,
there are some essentials in which
in

I

venture to say there are

dealers
still,

still

many

We

rather lax.

are

as a class, too lenient in the

matter of collections. It seems an
easy job to get the money, but
sometimes it is the very reverse.
Where note settlement is not
given at time of delivery, by all
means have a thorough understanding relative to date of payment. In a majority of instances,
the payment will be made as
agreed, but if not, it places 'the
dealer in such position the matter
can easily be approached without
danger of offending the customer.
It is almost imperative that accounts be settled up at the end of
the year, in fact, a business is not
reof much value unless the
sources can be converted into bills
In
receivable or cash annually.
closing up our annual business we
should at all times bear in mind
the farmer has a cash market for
That prices have
his produce.
been good we all know, and if, under present conditions he can not
pay his obligations, it is poor business for us to carry him another
season, thereby virtually speculating on the market one year in
advance.
Better Accounting Methods

Are we

sufficiently

careful

in

keeping our records? Do we keep
our books posted so we can settle
I
with customers at any time?
am afraid a great many of us do
not, and this leaves a bad impresIf
sion on our customer's mind.
we went into a bank and asked the
cashier, for instance, the

I am a firm advocate of
handling exclusive lines as far as
is consistent.
This enables me 'to
be constantly adding to and building up my repair stock year by
year, hence can give better service in this respect, as I can
maintain a far more coniplete assortment for one line than I can
for several.
Constantly advocating this system to my customers

ments

and particularly when

their entire

organization is idle for the want
of a small casting which I may

have

in stock,

makes an

indelible

impression, and greatly helps in
selling.
Let us remember when
choosing our stocks that an article well bought may be considered about one-third sold.

39

Selling of goods depends much
upon personality, upon our fain
miliarity with the machine
question, upon the manner displayed and upon our reputation for straightforward dealing,
which is one of the rewards of

we

the system

As

inaugurate.

salesmen we should be familiar
with our entire line in detail, and
considering that our experience
in implements is broader than our
customer's can be, we should be
more capable of meeting his obIf we cannot point out
jections.
the benefits
customer
the
to
of using such-and-such a machine, why it is economical and
profitable,

we

fail

in

And Without
The mail

and in 'the service
community.

concern

order

Hold

a

in

"Repair W^eek."

"HANDY" LONDON
CONCRETE MIXER
Capacity 40 cubic yards per
Price complete with
day.
gasollnfc engine $225.
for ItseK In 15 days'
Built to last a lltellme.
lor catalog No. 1 K.

to our

Dept. K,

CONDON, ONTARIO.
of

Concrete Machinery

LINES:

CUTTERS

HARNESS

COMPRISING
Carriages and Cutters
Carriages and Cutters

McLaughlin
Brockville

Munro
Heney

& Mcintosh
& Co.

Carriages and Cutters
-

Carriages, Cutters

and Harness

amount

of our balance, he requested us to

return to-morrow or next week,
explaining he did not have his
records up to date, we would lose
confidence in his business ability,
and if this condition were repeat-

ed a few times, the banker would
doubtless soon lose a customer.
Banks do business and they do it
They have
in a business way.
educated us to such an extent that
nothing else should satisfy us, and
we, in turn, by following a prompt
sy.s'tem in keeping our records,
will gain the same amount of respect from our customers that we
have for the banks.
Handling Standard Lines
In buying our goods, in my
should choose
judgment, we
standard lines and purchase from
our jobbers as near home as
possible.
It is not only a question of buying, but of getting
quick service later in the matter
of repairs

On

and

fill-in

orders.

the general line of imple-

Call on

us during

Winnipeg Bonspiel
week, or write

us

for Agency, Cata-

logues

and

Prices,

NOTE THE
ADDRESS

CARRIAGE FACTORIES, LIMITED
156

PRINCESS STREET, WINNIPEG
Distributing Houses:

MOOSE JAW

CALGARY

use.

LONDON CONCRETE MACHINEEY CO.
World's Largest Manufacturers

Cairic^e Factories, Limited
CARRIAGES

Pays

Send

Agents wanted in all
Unoccupied Territo ry

Up-to-date butchers, even, have
learned not 'to cut prices.

OUR

of

1916 had reported net earnings, available for
In
dividends,
of
$16,488,600.
1917 the reported net earnings
after income and excess profit
tax was $14,110,900, to which
should be added the sum of
$3,977,400 applied. 'to the above
This makes a meagre
accounts.
total net profit of $17,088,300.

Scars-Roebuck

and what it will do,
our duty to ourselves

we owe

Collecting!

EDMONTON

SASKATOON

:

:
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Factory Notes

stoves

tractors,

and other pro-

A

report states that the Avery
Peoria, Illinois, built
and sold close to eight thousand
gas tractors in 1917, and has ordered material for fourteen thousand in 1918, or the largest

Company,

tensive addition to their factory
in that centre.

The Frost Wire Fence Co.,
Hamilton, Ont., are erecting a
factory

$25,000 one-story brick
addition to their plant.

The

Essex

Essex,

Ont.,

output

ever

built

by

a

singl'e

concern.

The General Motors Truck

Tractor Co., at
contemplate the
erection of a concrete and brick

The Twin City Separator

Co.,

Pontiac, Mich., have started production of a tractor known as the
G.M.C. Samson.
This tractor

factory to cost $10,000.

has been developed for 15 years
and has wide popularity in Pacific
Coast states as the "Samson
Sieve Grip."
The motor truck business of
'the International Harvester Co.
has grown so rapidly during the
past three years that, as O. W.
Browning, motor truck sales
manager, says greater production

Co.,

completing a
is
Minneapolis,
addition to its plant at
2837 South Dupon't Avenue in

large

that city.

Tractors by catalog! It is reported that Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
the Chicago mail order house, will
build a 'tractor. The company recently bought a large tract of land
said to be for the manufacture of
,

is necessary.
The company will
build three times as many trucks
in 1918 as it did in 1917.

PETERS PUMP5

discs
were considered.
recommendations
were
submit'ted to the manufacturers

engine

Many

ducts.

The Gilson Manufacturing Co.,
Guelph, On't., are planning an ex-

February, 1918

Reducing Plow Types

for
approval.
The principal
action was the entire elimination
of left-hand plows, and the sug-

discontinuance

gested

of

wood

plow beams.
The farm wagon department

for

of

the association also recommended
that farm 'truck wheels be not
constructed of greater diameter
than 36 inches and that front and
rear wheels be the same size and
interchangeable.

Joseph

Maw

Open

Co.

Showrooms
Joseph

Maw &

Co.,

the well-

known

automobile distributing
concern in Winnipeg, have opened an
up-to-the-minute showroom at 400 Portage Avenue,
two blocks west of Eaton's. In
this location the

Maw

organiza-

have secured a commodious
In
showroom and sales office.
their new premises the company
tion

have on display their complete line of 1918 models of Reo,
Gray-Dort and Peerless automowill

The plow and
Gives More Water

Time with

Less Energy

many

in

styles

and

sizes, they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.

of

'to

implements.

Plows,
listers, disc and spike harrows,
plows and
cultivators, engine
styles

Made

de-

the N.I.V.A. met
consider the U.S. Government's report for 'the elimination of a number of sizes and

partment

recently
in Less

tillage tool

of

biles, also a large variety of co.m-

mercial cars in various types.

One

of 'the features of the ex-

is a board of Reo parts
that enter into the construction
These
of the different models.

hibition

parts are splendid testimony for
the worth and reliability of the
Reo models, and are a convincing
argument which the distributors
are proud to use with prospects,
as to the quality and construction of the car.

During
February

Winnipeg

Bonspiel,

12-23,

company

open house at their new
showrooms. They cordially invite dealers in the city during the
carnival to make the Maw show-

will hold

rooms

their headquarters,

Maw

trade the
organization report an exceptionally brisk business and prospects excellent.

Business Course for Merchants

During February a short course
merchants will be conducted by the Manitoba University, Winnipeg, under the auspices
for retail

of the Retail Merchants' Associa-

Many important subjects
be dealt with and visiting
dealers should find this course of
great value.
Among some of the
subjects to be dealt with are:
"Organizing a Country Retail
tion.

will

"What Merchandise to
Stock to Hold Your Trade,"
"Store System and Retail Accounting," "The Art of Selling,"
S'tore,"

.

Town,

Pump

in pump
Unequaled in De-

the last

is

service.
sign,

word

Action and Durability.

They are different from all
other pumps in construction
and finish, and have exclusive features that make
sales easy to customers who
want the BEST in pump

value.

Get Peters'

Pump
Proposition
for

1918

Our line is absolutely up-to-date
in every respect. Every pump we
given special attention.
Peter's Pumps are perfectly assembled they have no "comeback." Sell them and you make
satisfied customers.

produce

is

—

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.
Manufactured by

Home
"Your
Development and

PEERLESS PERFECTION
/The fencing upon which you can build a reputation ^
and hold the fence trade of your territory. You can put
strongest kind of a guarantee
we back you up.

—

We build this fence
purities

burned out and

of

up the ^

Synopsis of Canadian
North- West Land
Regulations

open hearth steel wire with all the imstrength and lasting qualities retained.

all its

Peerless poultry fencing is extra strong, heavily galvanized, can't
sag, won't rust, never gets out of shape, keeps in and keeps out
both great and small.

—

Write for Dealer's Proposition
Dealers

Its

Prosperity."

Double Cylinder
Force

while

an opportunity will be afforded
to look over the line of passenger
and commercial cars handled by
the company.
As indicative of
the
conditions
in
automobile

"Advertising,"

PETERS'

'the

THE

sole head of a family, or any male
over 18 years old, who was at the commencement of the present war, and has since
contmued to be. a British subject or a subject of an allied or neutral country, may homestead a quarter-section of available Dominion
Land in Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta.
Applicant must appear in person at Dominion
Lands Agency or Sub-Agency for District.
Entry by proxy may be made on certain
months residence
Duties Six
conditions.
upon and cultivation of land in each of three

—

years.

In certain districts a homesteader may
secure an adjoining quarter-section as preDuties RePrice $3.00 per acre.
emption.
side six months in each of three years after
earning homestead patent and cultivate 50
May obtain pre-emption patent
acres extra.
as soon as homestead patent on certain con-

—

_

ditions.

A

settler after obtaining homestead patent,
he cannot secure a pre-emption, may take a
districts.
certain
in
purchased homestead
Price $3.00 per acre. Must reside six months
in each of three years, cultivate 50 acres and
erect a house worth $300.00.
Holders of entries may count time of employment as farni labourers in Canada during
1917, as residence duties under certain conif

'

ditions.

Exclusive Canadian Agents

Tudhope Anderson
Winnipeg

Regina

Co.',

Saskatoon

Ltd.
Calgary

Writ* Nearest Branch Houte for
Partloulara.

'

When Dominion Lands

are advertised or
posted for entry, returned soldiers who have
served overseas and have been honourably
discharged, receive one day priority in applying for entry at local Agent's Office (but not
Sub-Agency). Discharge papers must be presented to Agent.

W. W. CORY,

Deputy Minister

—Unauthorized
not
advertisement
N.B.

will

of the Interior.

publication
be paid for.

of

this

::
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Suggested Tractor Standards

no small amount of trouble in
one, simple and inexpensive though they may happen 'to

In a recent meeting 'the TractDivision of the U.S. Society

Automotive Engineers recomre
proposals
mended various
oi

tractor standardization.
The punching of driving wheels

should be 11-16 inch;
rims to be made in widths
8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24 or 30 inches.
Spokes to be evenly spaced. Confor 'tractors

recommended

that tractors be equipped with pulleys giving a belt speed of 2,600 feet per
following
the
that
min., and
division

pulley width be

made standard

h.p., 6>^ inches 20 to 30
7y2 inches; 31 to 70 h.p., 9>4
It was recommended that
inches.

Under 20

;

h.p.,

for tractors

or less 'the

with 20 drawbar h.p.
drawbar be horizontal

and ^in. thick, with 13-16 holes
located with centers lin. from
Also that impleedge of bar.
ments be made with drawbars vertical and ^in. 'thick, also with
13-16 holes; additional holes to be

the

of

large

ines

form a

'total

sible to estimate.

tractor

a

companies has gone a long way
in assisting the farmer in solving
this
problem by publishing a
booklet
showing how hitches
may be made.

all

densed specification forms were
approved, also standard sizes for
magneto impulse couplings. The

One

be.'

man as he really was, an honest
workman who backed his claims

the various makes of those mach-

making
ijr

41

almost imposIt

more simple matter

would seem

by

for the im-

plement manufacturer to provide
a few different types of hitches

warranty for Case machines

still

Early J.I.C. Advertising

Sawyer-Massey Calendars

The earliest known advertisement of the J. I. Case T. M. Co.,

The Sawyer-Massey

Racine, Wis., appeared in
a city directory of Racine, Wis.,
bearing date of January, 1850.
Inc.,

power. The farmer is going
need a special hitch at some
time or other; he can hardly

ilton,

it.

machines which

can be used behind the tractor and

Ont.,

Ham-

Co.,

have issued a very

tasteful calendar this year.

On

ground are inset colored views of the steam and gas
tractors and separators manufactured by the company.
SawyerMassey dealers will find this
hanger an effective one in their
warerooms.
a dark blue

Compared with modern standards this advertisement is quaint,
yet its sincerity, and the simple
statement that he "warrants his
machines to suit or no sale" is
signed J. I. Case. It showed the

his

to

of

has grown to a

holds good, as in 1850.

ment, such as a plow, is to be
used, but where a harrow, drill or
other tool, is hitched behind the
plow, the trouble begins.
He
may be able to pull one drill, but
vmless he pulls more 'than one, he
is not getting the full benefit of

The number

it

plant employing 4,000 men, and
])roducing thousands of powerfarming machines annually. The

little

avoid

Although

good name.

plant, in 1842,

adaptable to the leading tractors
than for a manufacturer of tractors to provide a range of hitches
adapted to all implements.

The farmer doubtless will have
trouble when a single imple-

his

nearly 80 years have passed since
J. I. Case established his simple

Design, Quality, Reputation, Price

tractor and
bo'th
in
implement drawbars to provide

provided

The

adjustment.

Hitching the Power Implement
recent suggestion that the
height of tractor drawbars be
standardized is a mos't important
one, since in a good many tractors

OIL TRACTORS,

The

the location and arrangement of
the drawbar seems to have been
an afterthought.- Some drawbars

and so on.

TRACTOR
HORSE POWER

Some

are perfect.

The

study of implements is too exto permit of a tractor
well
equally
being developed
adapted to all.
To develop a standard hitch
haustivfe

is no
implements

the' 'tractor

.different

For Plowing

and all

little

and

ON THE BELT

work,

efficiency

for ail belt

job.

The

work, the

Ideal

TWIN CITY

Tractor for an

average size

has no equal

THE TWIN CITY

Satisfaction

—to

Dealer and Customer

City Oil Tractors are pioneers in the tractor field. There is a size for every kind of work
and each is the most perfect tractor of similar power on the market. Reputation is a big asset
In workmanship, material, design and efficiency the Twin
in the tractor line a dealer handles.
last word in tractor construction. All sizes burn kerosene,
the
as
everywhere
City Line is known

—

gasoline or distillate.

Make

the

TWIN CITY "16"

Your Leader This Year

In the light tractor world the Twin City "16" holds the lead. Embodies all recognized
tractor improvements, and appeals to every farmer. Trim and compact in construction;
powerful and smooth in action. No tractor is more completely protected from dust
Equipped
and dirt, or has a better system of lubrication. Uses the cheapest fuels.
throughout with Hyatt heavy-duty roller bearings. Two speeds forward, one
reverse. Special kerosene vaporizer with vacuum fuel supply. Total weight,
Ask for complete data on any of our machines.
7,500 pounds.

Different makes of the same implement vary greatly. In many
cases it is comparatively easy to
connect up the tractor wi'th a
single implement, but the hitching of implements in multiple

Pay us a

'

do i't himself if he knows how.
Unless a farmer has a pattern in
his immediate neighborhood to
work from he is apt to encounter

TRACTOR

"16" OIL

Twin

draft.

arouses complications.
A large number of the hitches
necessary for use with a tractor
are easily made. The farmer can

"16"

Farm

possess
of

principles

—

field

30 H.P.

;

either singly or in multiple.

Dififerent

40 and 60 Drawbar H.P.

adjustment; some

The dif¥erent implements now
on the market present such a
wide divergence of adjustment
and hitches that the tractor manufacturer could not, if he would,
produce a tractor that could be
readily hitched to all of them,

for

16, 25,

16

permit of little
others
laterally
have plenty
have adjustment only vertically,

—

Jwin^^ Line

Well be

for

any

size of

Farm

MINNEAPOLIS STEEL
923

LOGAN AVE. WEST

Visit

DuringlWinnipeg Bonspiel

glad to show you the

Twin City Tractors

in operation.

ofSce your headquarters while in the city.

Our tractor school

Take Logan Avenue West

at Arlington.

& MACHINERY

car

and get

CO.

off

Make our

will interest you.

OF CANADA, UMITED
WINNIPEG, MAN.

—

;
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Subscribers'

Information

Service

this heading we will reply
enquiries from jobbers and
dealers concerning the location of

Under

to

machine manufacturers, where
pair parts

may

be obtained,

reetc.

Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate reenclose stamped, addressed
envelope. Send enquiries to InCANADIAN
formation
Dept.,
ply,

FARM IMPLEMENTS,

Winnipeg.

—

E. T. W., Sask. Boxings for disc harrow, No. 251,'5 left, and No. 2516 right,
are the right and left hand boxings for
a P. & O. disc harrow. You can secure
replacements from the nearest general
agency of the International Harvester

Company.

—

E. & Co., Sask. The manufacturers of
the Paris gang plow went out of business
some years ago. No part.s for these plows
are stocked in Winnipeg. Mr. Agnew,
an implement dealer at Prince Albert,
bought a carload of mixed repairs some
time ago. He may have a rear frog.
The Paris plow, was, we believe, a combination of the P. & O. Black Diamond
and the Cockshutt Scotch Clipper. With
little alteration a Cockshutt frog would
fit the gang plow for which you want the
part.

take cash discounts and had to
buy at prices which did not allow
him to compete with the mail-

"Chalmers" tractor. From the query we
fancy you mean the AUis-Chalmers tractor, a 10-18 h.p. machine, manufactured
by the Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co., MilFull information can be obwaukee.
tained from the makers.
A. H. Co., Sask.— Part G 352 is the
gang yoke, right hand, and part G 353
gang yoke, left hand, for a Bradley disc

Retail merchants,
as
follows
$300,000 (cash $30,000); wholesalers, $300,000 (cash, $30,000);

J.

—X

X

X

parts.

B.,

1% X

—

This line is now owned by
Sears Roebuck, Chicago.
H. C, Alta. No. 958 is the lever arm
on front axle of a Weir gang plow, formerly made by the Kingman Plow Co.
The only repairs now existing for Kingman goods are stocked by the M. & K.
cultivator.

—

Brokerage

Co.,

Kansas

—H

F. F. B., Sask.
bracket for a disc

Mo.

City,

480

is

the scraper

harrow made by the
Emerson - Brantingham Implement Co.
Write the Regina branch for repair part.
The Monitor disc harrow is now made by
Madison Plow Co., Madison, Wis.

A

may

proposal

Manitoba

the

aims at financing the
G.
ers in Manitoba.

It is

proposed to incorporate by

000 contributed
:

—

M.P.P., who has introduced the
scheme, states that at present the
retailer is financed by the wholesaler, who in turn is financed by
The country merthe bank.
chant in many cases could not

interest

It

made

sentatives of

To

Wild Oats Separator

The One Machine that Separates
Wild Oats from Tame Oats
and Other Grains
work perfectly and is
No machine
the farmer wants.

It does the

just
is

what
more

WESTERl^ CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:

It is assumed that the revenue
would be raised from (1) capital

investments,
interest rate

WHYTE

AVE.

AND VINE

It

is

'

members

may be

proposed that the

six of

ciation to issue endorsements or
credits not exceeding at time

dates twenty million dollars. The
who belongs to the asso-

retailer

:

would accept floating
from the association.
for the merchant are
security
As
mentioned: stocks and book acciation

and regulate time
members, to devise simplified methods of bookkeeping
for members and to audit books of
same, to prepare and issue efficien-

credit only

counts, indemnity bond, business,
life insurance and fire insurance.
In brief, under this plan, the
dealer who belongs to the organization would ask it for endorsement of his paper, and would ob-

cy bulletins, to manage retailers'
businesses where necessary, to
place efficiency experts at the service of retailers, to reduce the
cost of credit, to assist the dealer
to meet M.O. competition, to
maintain price bureaus for members' information.
When the Board settled the
amount of credit allowed to the
he could
individual merchant,
order goods as required, duplicate
orders to be forwarded to 'the
association who would endorse

money from the bank o
He coul
such endorsements.
then buy goods where he like
This it is claimed
for spot cash.
tain

would help him meet mail-order
competition, but dealers would
be compelled to do business in a
manner satisfactory to the auditors of the central organization.

BRADSTREET'S
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000

Established 1849

Offices throughout the civilized world. Correspondence invited

and

ST.

all

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.

in

deter-

government authorise the asso-

grant

346

in

per cent, (3) from

on

assessments
mined.

differences

(2)
1

348

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY, U.S.A.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Montreal, Que. St. John, N.B. Hamilton. Ont.
Ottawa, Ont.; Toronto, Ont.; London, Ont.; Quebec, Que.;
Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta.; Vancouver, B.C.
Halifax, N.S.

;

;

;

of Canada, Limited

Builders of light weight, high grade Gasoline Engines for
E..

to re-

Executive Offices:

Let us send you full particulars regarding
You'll find it a profitable
this machine.
Write at once.
line to handle.

DEPT.

Banks

per cent to the associa-

1

six repre-

'the retailers,

efficient for the purpose.

Cushman Motor Works

where the

tion.

credit of

The "HOILAND'^

collections

est at 7 per cent.

bate

the wholesalers and four from the
government. The objects aimed
at briefly are

for

different trades, as

managed by

asso-

vendors were members of the asTo vendors not in the
sociation.
association, a collection charge
would be paid of sufficient
amount to make it in the wholesaler's interest to belong to the
Notes guaranteed
association.
by the association to bear inter-

proposed that the asso-

is

ciation be

would furnish the

funds to cover running
Collections would be
expenses.
made by or for the association,
and no further charges would be
ciation

Government of Manitoba, $300,000 (cash, $30,000.)
All retailers and wholesalers
who join would be required to
take shares in the association in
proportion 'to their assets, and 10
per cent of each subscription
would be paid for in advance and
subsequent instalments as may
be required or determined by
the directors. The government's
contribution would be put in at

subscribers.

Prou't,

which the
banks would pay a certain percentage to the association. This

rate of interest, out of

when organized

W.

which

on the notes of retailers secured
by the endorsement of the assoThe retailers would on
ciation.
guaranteed purchases pay a fixed

special act a "Retail Credit Association," with a capital of $900,-

retail deal-

be laid before

legislature

same and become responsible for
payment for approved purchases

order house.

the same tim'es and in the same
proportions as the private contriThe capital paid in
butions.
would be invested in government
or public securities and held as a
guarantee fund to provide agains't
possible losses, and the income
from the investments paid to the

Proposal to Finance the Retail
Dealer

—

R. & Co., Sask. Repairs for a Rock
Island Plow should be obtainable from
che Waterloo Mfg. Co., Portage la Prairie
as this concern distribute Rock Island
goods in the West.
667 is the intermediate
J. R., Man.
gear, 44 teeth, on a No. 8 Massey -Harris
drill.
673 is change gear, 34 teeth on
789 is the suport and
same drill.
bearing for the square countershaft, left,
grain drive, on same drill. The MasseyHarris Co., Winnipeg, can supply these

—

Alta. The spring harrow
14 39 is, we think, part O
1334 tooth for a Massey-Harris spring
tooth harrow. Write the nearest branch
of the company.
S. L., Sask.— The "Hoosier" 3 h.p. vertical engine was manufactured by the
Flint & Walling Co., Kendallville, Ind.
Repairs would have to be obtained direct
from factory.
P. McA., Man. ^We don't know of any

M.

tooth,

February, 1918

C. G.

SCHAPPTER,

Supt.

Commercial Travellers' Building,

WINNIPEG, Man.
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SELL
Hamilton

Plows
HE

Hamilton No. 52 Gang Plow does good
plowing with little wear on team or driver.
It is
the sort of plow your customers will buy this year.
Because of its light draft and easy handling, because of its
strong construction, because of the close adjustments that
can be made, this Hamilton plow is one of the most dependable ever offered to Canadian farmers.

bottoms; the well-braced bar
all

features that insure long

life

main frame. These are

as well as good service.

Then note the ease with which the bottoms are adjusted
and handled; the provisions made for close adjustment;
the shape of the plow point and share; the strength of
the frog, and you will see why So many farmers are buying and using Hamilton plows.
Hamilton

In the

We

ask your special attention to such features as the
length and strength of front and rear wheel standards;
the long dust-proof wheel bearings; the strong beams and

line are disk gangs, sulkies,

—

walking plows

and tractor plows— a plow for every farm all of the same high
quahty of construction. Write the nearest branch house now for
full

information about

Company

International Harvester

steel

Hamilton

plows.

of Canada^ Limited

BRANCH HOUSES

WEST—Brandon,

Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta; Estevan, Sask.; Lethbridge, Alta.; North Battleford, Sask.; Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.;
Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.-

EAST—

Watson's Plow Eveners and Wagon Sets
Superior in Quality and

Finish—A

Profitable Spring line for Dealers
EVENERS

WATSON'S

have been on the market
for years.
Farmers everywhere know their qualities
for wear and service. Let
your customers have the
best by
goods.

handling

Watson

/

CRATED WAGON SETS
Hickory wagon sets comPainted orange and
varnished. Shipped in strong
crate, cannot be damaged in
plete.

Watson's Special 4-horse Gang Sulky and Disc Plow Evener

The Watson

special 4-horse plow evener, as illustrated, works four horses abreast
on gang, sulky or disc plow. One horse in furrow, three on unplowed ground. Perfect
equalization of draft.
also supply 3, 5 and 6-horse Plow Eveners, and 3-horse Wagon

We

Eveners.
Our Eveners are made by expert workmen of the best seasoned material.
Fully guaranteed. You cannot sell better. Lay in your stock.

"EXCELSIOR
JUNIOR"
BLOWER FEED
CUTTERS
Every farmer with over 5
head of stock wants one.
Blower carries feed to
any part of bam, or elevates up to 20 feet. Ca-

transit.

All orders for six

sets shipped as
set comprises:

shown. Each

One doubleand
one neckyoke. Weight comtwo

tree,

singletrees

plete,

225 lbs.

Doubletrees

X

X 48 long;

singletrees,

2

4

25^ X 36; neckyoke, 25^ x 40
or 48 inches.

THE WATSON LINE OF QUALITY GOODS:
Wood and Pole
Barrel Skids

Pulverizers
Whiffletrees

Saws

Boss Wood Harrows
Light Delivery Sleighs
Boss Steel Harrows
peed Cutters (7 styles
Horse Powers
Harrow Carts
Hand and Power Washing Machines

Root Pulpers
Bevel Jacks
Push Carts

Farm and Bush Sleighs
Wheel Barrows
Channel Steel Harrows
Roller

Crushers

Warehouse Trucks
Grain

Grinders

Pump

Jacks

Viking" Cream Separators

%

pacity, 54 to
ton per
hour; 4 to 6 h.p. drives
it. Cuts three lengths,
in.;
to
one lever
V/z
starts, stops and reverses.

%

Write for Prices
Particulars of

and
any

item in our line

3U CHAMBERS STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.
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GRAY BUGGIES

THE CARS THAT MEET
EVERY MODERN DEMAND
moderate

OVER SIXTY YEARS YOUNG and still we lead. When the FATHERS
OF CONFEDERATION were negotiating terms of that GREAT EVENT
"GRAY'S" was an OLD

first
dealer offers cars that represent
and
investment,
the
on
return
around
year
yield
a
cost, that
have an
are economical in operation. The cars we handle
established reputation for unlimited usefulness, high power,

The wise

established concern.

THE FATHERS, GRANDFATHERS
CANADIANS

have used

and

GREAT GRANDFATHERS OF

"GRAY BUGGIES."

stamina and in-built quality.

REO

GRAY-DORT

Visit

PEERLESS

Our Showrooms During Bonspiel

Dealers in Winnipeg during the Bonspiel, Feb. 12-21, are
cordially invited to make our Showrooms at 400
AVENUE, their headquarters. We'll be glad to see you and
have you inspect a full display of our latest models. Have
your mail addressed in our care.

PORTAGE

JOSEPH

MAW &

BUGGIES,
Our business is huilt along the same substantial lines as GRAY
and we are in the business to stay. We own the six largest Carriage.
Warehouses in Western Canada, located at Moose Jaw, Winnipeg, Brandon,
a
Saskatoon, Calgary and Edmonton. Each of these contains at all times
line, and a
stock of from 200 to 50,0 Vehicles of the famous "GRAY"

COMPLETE STOCK OF EXTRA PARTS. A

CO., LIMITED

competent staff is in charge
company, and always at

of each of these branches, being employes of this

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES
Winnipeg, Man.
112-118 King Street

your

service.

GRAY-CAMPBELL, LIMITED
MOOSE JAW

SHOWROOM AT 400 PORTAGE AVENUE

SASK.

UDHOPE ANDERSON
DRILLS BUILD TRADE
^^SYLVESTER'^

The

Drill that is different

from any other

of the axle, and on the downward turn
Sylvester drills deliver the grain in
and uniform depth, also perfect coverseed
of
distribution
even
ensures
This
of disc.
14
and 16 sizes geared from one end; 18,
Sizes— 14, 16, 18, 20 and 22 discs.
ing
with grass seed box when ordered.
Equipped
ends.
both
from
geared
20 and 22 sizes
Ask for
drills steel ribbon tubes.
disc
Double disc drills have rubber tubes; single
seeders.
perfect
these
of
full particulars and prices

FRONT

"WINNER" FANNING MILLS—A
Big Capacity—Perfect

Work

from 30 to 80 bus. per
in three sizes: 24, 32 and 40 inches. Capacities
separator and to do
other
any
of
hour. Guaranteed to have double the capacity
select strong
customers
your
Help
seed.
and
grain
all
on
75 per cent better work
floor—
the demand
your
on
healthy seed by selling them the "Winner." Get one

Made

will surprise you.

\

PAY US A

_

VISIT

DURING WINNIPEG BONSPIEL

Look over our
at 160 Princess St. your headquarters.
Carts.^PulHarrow
Harrows,
Tooth
and
Disc
Plows,
Walking
and
line: Riding
Gram
Mills,
Fannmg
Cleaners,
Smut
verizers. Haying Machinery, Gas Engines,
Trucks.
and
Wagons
Cultivators,
Spreaders,
Drills, Manure

Make our Show Rooms

TUDHOPE-ANDERSON
Winnipeg

Regina

CO., LIMITED

Saskatoon

Calgary

Fast Moving Line

VOL.

.XIV.,
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HAIL

—

LIFE

living in the vicinity of its
Union Bank is prepared to
make loans on reasonable terms for the purpose
of purchasing cattle for feeding or breeding
rural Branches, the

720-726

Head

Winnipeg

Office:

$5,000,000.00

-

$110,000,000.00

-

-

$140,000,000.00

in

- TORNADO

Garage or on Road

BROS., LIMITED
Winnipeg

(Private Exchange)

MAIN

6112-3

CASH TO LOAN
On

First

Mortgage Improved Farm Property

APPLICATIONS FOR AGENCIES INVITED

THE PIONEER BANK of WESTERN CANADA

National Inspection and Repair
Complete Repair Stocks carried for

STOCK

Union Bank Building
PHONES

Consult the Local Manager for particulars.
-

LIVE

CARSON & WILLIAMS,

purposes.

-

—

AUTOMOBILE
While

To Good Farmers

-

FIRE

canada{^^3^pJS^„^

IN SURANC E

OF CANADA
LOANS for LIVESTOCK

Paid Up Capital
Deposits Over Total Assets Exceed

subscription prick in

1918

Week—Watson s

Repair Service

MOLINE and JANESVILLE IMPLEMENTS

MANURE SPREADERS
and Mandt)
ADRIANCE BINDERS, MOWERS and RAKES
MANDT WAGONS and FARM TRUCKS
MONITOR DRILLS MOLINE ENGINE GANG PLOWS
MOLINE DISK HARROWS

MOLINE PLOWS
(Best Ewer, Good Enough,

(National

(Economy)

etc.)

ALSO REPAIRS FOR

JANESVILLE PLOWS, DISK HARROWS,

Etc.

THE WATSON LINE OF QUALITY GOODS:
Let us quote you on Harrows, Harrow Carts, Whiffletrees, Feed Cutters, Grain Grinders, Horse Powers, Pump Jacks, "Viking" Cream Separators, Hand and Power Washing Machines, etc., etc. Our prices will interest you.

A

Sure Source of Profit for
Live Dealers

"DOMINION"
SEWING MACHINES
dealer who has the "Dominion" Agency
insured Good Profits, Steady Sales and
Satisfied Customers. There are scores of lady

The

"VIOLA"
(Re(i(l*r«d)

CaUnet
Phonographs.

Write for
Prices.

is

prospects,

right in your

town and

CHAMBERS AND HENRY STREETS, WnfUIPEG

WHY NOT

or a Mule in Western Canada (if he could talk) but
you that he could do 25% more work if you would
clothe him comfortably with "Horse Shoe Brand" Collars, Har-

Not a Horse
would

ness or Saddles.

THE GREAT WEST SADDLERY COMPANY
At

Cash

sition.

The Dominion Sewing Machine & Phonograph Company
300 NOTRE DAME AVE., WINNIPEG, MAN.

tell

Sold only by legitimate and honourable dealers all over Western
Canada, and Manufactured in Western Canada only by

territory.

in on the demand for a quality machine
The "Dominion" defies
at a reasonable cost.
Why not write to-day for our
competition.
catalog, warranty and liberal agency propo-

USE HORSE SENSE?

WINNIPEG, CALGARY, EDMONTON,
REGINA and SASKATOON.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST TO DEALERS ONLY
SIDE LINES:

We

sell

wholesale, to the dealers only. Mitts, Gloves, Moccasins, AutortKibile
Tires, Spark Plugs and Auto Accessories, etc., etc.

m
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ANNOUNCEMENT!
E desire to announce to our dealers and the trade that
we have added to our line the well known "Renfrew"
^M^^ Cream Separator.
The "Renfrew"

made

is

in

Canada, and has features of

such outstanding merit that in addition to

home, thousands

at

The
there

A Few

of the Important

Features

of the

is

system

self- oiling

put on cream

are sold in the

separators.

is

The

increasing sales

United States and Abroad.

improvement ever

greatest

gears

run in an oil-bath and

a continual spray of oil

on every bearing and moving
The "Renfrew" takes only a half

part including the spindle.

"Renfrew"

the

its

pint of oil in every three months.

Other separators must be

Waist high Supply Can only
38 inches high.

oiled every day,

Crank a comfortable height

and wear more in one day than the

and

as this

^is

often forgotten, the gears cut
self-oiling

Renfrew gears

for turning.

in a year.

Gears and bearings all enclosed.

A

dustproof.

twelve year old boy can turn

All working parts run in
an oil bath.

The frame

glass lubricators or oil

dust -tight.

holes needing daily attention.

one of the reasons the Renfrew^ runs so
and lasts so much longer than the others.

is

quietly, so easily,

Gear housing oil-tight and

No

This

No

of the
oil

it.

"Renfrew"

can leak

is

out.

oil-tight, milk-tight

No

When you

dust

or

and

milk can

get into

the

Pour in a halfpint ofoilevery
three months, that's all.

wash

the spindle remains in the machine, doing away with

Easiest turning.

washing greasy spindles.

it,

oil

reservoir.

lift

out the bowl to

Quietest running.

Strong and durable.
Gears all stop while speed
of bowl runs down.
Closest possible skimming
to .01% and less.

Interchangeable capacity, a
small capacity machine
can be converted into a
large capacity by merely
changing the bowl, etc.

The "Renfrew"
last

eight years,

and

has been in successful operation for the
is

guaranteed to do more perfect work

with milk under the Various conditions, than can be done
with any other skimming apparatus.
(

-

.

^

ORDERWA SAMPLE TODAY

COCKSHUTT PLOW
WINNIPEG

REGINA

CO.,

LIMITED

SASKATOON

CALGARY

:

:

WINNIPEG, CANADA, MARCH,

XIV., No. 3
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The Fanning Mill—an
The importance

With

of the fanning

original seed

Essential
containing

farm equipsuch that the implement

enough wild oats to be rejected
a second and third cleaning raised

dealer should invariably be in a

the quality of the resultant yield

mill as a feature in

ment

is

position

supply this machine

to

one grade.

That the fanning

mill

More and more

is

a necessity for seed selection

farmers are realizing the importance of clean, carefully selected
Further, they realize the
seed.
wastage of hauling grain to the

is

shown by the following data

to

his

trade.

uncleaned

elevator

when

'they

could save dockage charges and
conserve their screenings for feed

by owning

modern fanning

a

mill

In seed selection,
begets like. Sickly, stunted seed cannot be expected to
produce a sturdy, drought resistStrong, heal'thy seed,
ant crop.
such as results from proper cleaning and selection, gives a sturdy

or separator.
like

that

grain

enough

virile

is

to hold its own with the weeds,
,and grain cleaning is a potent

factor

in

all

weed

eradica'tion

propaganda.

The Effect of Cleaning
want bigger yields, better
quality and cleaner farms. To at-

We

tain this ideal the

fanning mill

is

the greatest value to every
farmer.
Some idea of i'ts value
can be gauged by a scrutiny of
tests made at an agricultural college during the past three years.
of

A

sample

of

No.

3

Northern

wheat, weighing 60 pounds per
bus.,
was cleaned through a
standard fanning mill three times,
drawing approxima'tely 10 per
Tests
cent at each cleaning.

were made of the effect of cleaning on yield.
No. 3 Northern
seed, uncleaned, gave a yield per

When

acre of 30 bus. 20 lbs.

cleaned once it has a yield of 33
bus. cleaned twice, 34 bus. ; and
cleaned three times, 34 bus. 30
;

The fanning

lbs.

mill

in

this

case gave an increase of 4 bus.
10 lbs., and with wheat at $2 per
bushel this means an increase of

Usually better wheat than No.
3 is kept for seed, and is cleaned
but once, yet the tests show the
value of more than 'the one cleaning on even the lower grades.

Even

in the

most

;

;

There are now on the market

$8.30 per acre.

ine,

In the seed testing service for
farmers the Manitoba Agricultural College, in an analysis of
the first 85 samples received of
the 1917 crop, found that only 14
per cent of the grain received will
make first class seed 14 per cent
grades second class 28 per cent
third and fourth class, while 43^
per cent is unsuitable for seed
purposes.
If the seed wheat sown contains J4 pint of wild oats to the
bushel of seed wheat the loss in
yield and marketing the crop is
great, for not only is yield affected but it costs money to thresh
and haul grain to the elevator,
when in 'that grain is oats that
the farmer gives away and then
buys back for feed.
Wild Oat Eradication
One of the most important developments in seed cleaning machinery is that of machines that
remove oats from seed barley.
of
the
past
thousands
In
been
has
bushels
of
barley
ground for feed, simply because
the oats could not be removed.
There are now on the market
wild oat separators of different
types, which separate the wild or
tame oats from barley for seed.
The value of these machines is
apparent, for the farmer has the
seed barley free from oats, the
screenings ready to «se or sell
and the oats left to be ground for
feed.
Some wild oat separators
are so efficient that they will procure perfect seed barley from SOSO mixtures of wild oats and barley which normally would have
to be ground for feed.

efficient

one run through

mach-

may

take out all weed seed and
ture kernels.

not

imma-

many good

types of fanning mills,
some with special features, but
all generally of a certain similarity

in

design.

It

is

most

1918

SnBSCKiPTioN Price in Canada

sible pass

require different treatment.
Again, the same seed may require different combinations of
sieves in different mills, depending on the length and angle of

just large

may

sieves, the direction

and force

of

shake, the

strength of the air
blast and the way in which it
strikes the seed, also the speed of
the feed of the grain.
Thorough
control of the air blast is a valuable factor in the mill the dealer
handles, but with an}^ mill the
farmer has to use his own ingenuity 'to some extent so as to
do the best work on the particular kind of seed being cleaned.

The

removes as much
as possible of the lighter material
air blast

without useless waste of plump
seed.
It is not strong enough
unless some good seeds are sent
out with the chaff. The work of
the blast is to remove the lighter
material to lessen the work for
the sieves by removing part of
the grain that would have 'to pass
through them, also preventing
their clogging up with this light
material.
In some mills as the
blast increases 'the shake of the
sieves is automatically decreased,
so as to take advantage of this
fact.
In a first cleaning the
seed can be run through rapidly

remove

and chaff by 'the
blast, then one or two slow cleanings, using both sieves and blast,
will give good results.
Full Equipment Essential
For supply the dealer should
have a full equipment of the various sieves and screens suitable
to

for all

dirt

purposes with the line of

mills he handles.

Lack of sieve
and screen equipment on the customer's side entails a waste of
good seed or a loss that would
fully defray the cost of a full set

of sieves.

The top

sieve usualthe seed through
and remove the larger impurities,
but when weed seed is similar in
size to 'the seeds in which they
ly is

made

'to let

noticeable that as years pass in
'the standard types of mill the
construction is greatly improved
and a more rigid and serviceable

Adjustment of sieve angle and the
amount of shake and feed are

design employed.

necessary so that the grain will

occur

it is

and as much as posthrough the sieve. The

travel slowly

same mill different
the same kind of seed

in the

samples of

pl[ Copy.'lOc."

on the Modern Farm

Features in Using

Even

{

hard to separate them.

lower sieve or screen should be

enough to let the good
seed through. I't is too small
if small kernels of 'the grain are
not being removed along with
the weed seed.
The more impure the grain the longer it
should take to travel over the
lower screen. Weed seeds may
often be retained if the cleaning
is

too fast, and too much seed is
on the lower screen.

allowed

Too much
same

the

slant to the sieve has
effect

in

many

in-

stances.

Fanning
perforated

may

be of

woven

wire.

mill sieves

zinc

or

The former type

of sieve

may

be

punched with round, oblong or
triangular perforations, while 'the
wire mesh screen is usually
square or long mesh.
Sieve
sizes are usually given in 64ths
of an inch, so an "8" sieve would

have 8-64 or Ys-mch perforations.
The mesh of wire sieves is expressed by the number of wires
to the square inch, such as 8 x 8.
Efficiency in Cleaning Grass

Seed

One

the greatest tests of
fanning mills is the removal of
the weed seeds that grow in
clover and timothy.
Ragweed
can best be handled, according to

some
mesh

of

authorities,

with

a long
generally
requires similar sieves to those
recommended for red clover.
Alsike can be cleaned fairly well
sieve.

Alfalfa

with a riddle of about 1-18 inch

which will take care
Canada thistle. For timothy
weed seeds and larger material
than the timothy can be removed
by a sieve, which with the blast
perforations,
of

will hold the impurities

back and

run them over the end of sieve,
while the timothy passes through.
Many farmers recommend woven
wire screens for the separation of
w^eed seed smaller 'than timothy.
Sieve Sizes

The

Recommended
any pardepends upon

specific sieve for

ticular lot of seed

a variety of circumstances, but the
following sizes are recommended

by seed experts as being adaptable
to the seed

named

; ;
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For
advised.
1-22 in. zinc sieve

timothy

is

smut balls very completely from
wheat and any Avheat so in-

facturers have sieve requirements

fected should be sent to the mill
before treating with solution. In

tion

sieves to use for different grains.

of grain cleaners and
graders to chose from, and the

any smut balls that appear on the surface of the solution should be removed quickly.
The main trouble is that the time
of treatment given to wheat or
other grain is far 'too short to

man who

permit the removal of

1-18-inch perforated
Screen, 24 by 24 woven Avire.
Timothy. Riddle, 1-20-inch perforated
zinc or 22 by 22 AVOA'en Avire; 1-22-inch
if upper shoe of mill can be given a
short quick shake; 28 by 28 beloAV for

Alsike.—Riddle,

clover seed, 4 x 24 Avoven
For red
wire, holding- the seed.
sieve
upper
zinc
l-15in,
clover a

Red

zinc.

a

suggested,
wi'th a short quick shake, the
seed passing through. A 28 x
28 is also found useful for this
Avork. For Avheat a 8-64in. sieve
and
holds the plump wheat
eradicates Aveed seed and shrunk-

—

or for removing Avorm-seed
mustard; 30 hj 30 for smaller seed.

is

March, 1918

plump seed

A

Line by Itself
The dealer has a wide variety
of types

specializes in

this line

pickling,

smut

all

An
rising to the surface.
to
minutes
15
10
to
exposure of

standardized, and a large collecof sicA^es is unnecessary.
Full instructions are given of the

Demonstration and Selling

machinery

Grain cleaning

makes
and

if

a nice display in the store
a line shaft is erected in

the warehouse power drive can
The machines can be
be used.
arranged in order of size and

slightly larger peren kernels.
foration should be used as an

should closely investigate the
various types upon the market

balls

upper sieve. Oats and other impurities larger than Avheat slide
ofif such a sieve; the Avhea't seed
tips on end and passes through.
For general Avheat cleaning a
Avheat sieve of about 12, 13 or 1464 inch perforations is generally
used as a riddle (upper sieve).
The gangs of approximately the
same perforation being above one
another an oat or wild oat passing one gang starts sliding on
the one below and is ultimately
For the lower
run off behind.
shoe 8-64 or 9-64 zinc and 7x7

before making his choice of a line
Not only should
to represent.
he handle smaller size mills for

the liqui'd will seriously affect
the germination of the seed.

strations can be effectively staged
of customers.
benefit
for the

Structural Features Important
The customer generally wants
a mill that will do the best work,

With wild

A

use, but he should be interested in the sale of larger, mills

hand

for large farms, seed firms or
small elevators. The average farm
size mill is now usually equipped

auger type conveyor which cargrain to the bagger.
well as the fanning mills
there are special type machines
for the eradication of Avild oa'ts.
These are in great demand, and
ries 'the

As

X 9 square mesh Avire, also
long mesh Avire is in common use.
The dealer should always recollect that no mill is equipped Avith
sieves for every kind of cleaning
mills are fitted for the

age

There

lot of see'd.

for the dealer.

for

dealer
the
sieves, for use on old mills which
may noAV be obsolete, or for
sieves for patterns of mills which
have been largely changed in deFor general use the seed
sign.

Dominion Department of Agriculture advise

laboratories of the

the following sieves for the seed

indicated:
13-64-ineh perforated
Screen, 2 by 10 Avoven wire for
zinc.
chess; 7 by 7 for Avild vetch or Avild
buckAvheat, or buckAvheat sieve for Avild

Wheat.—Riddle,

buckwheat.
Barley.—Riddle, 18-64-inch perforated
S'creen, same as for wheat.
zinc.
Oats.— Screen, 2 by 10 Avoven Avire, or

by V-i i-erforated zinc.
Flax.— Riddle, 3 by 16

.5-64

AVOA^en

vary considerably in
but all are claimed to do

separators

aA'^,er-

upon

demand

exceptionally profitable line
These wild oat

are

often a

is

for en-

gine drive, also Avith a bagger,
Avhich can be procured in different lengths.- Some mills have an

to 9

most

power attachment

Avith a

wire.

Screen, 1-12-inch perforated zinc.
Red clover.—Riddle, 1-15-inch perforated zinc. Screen, 4 by 24 woven Avire
for pluinp seed and for removing rib4 by 26 or 2 by 28 for small seed
ffi-ass
;

20 by 20 for removing sheep sorrel.

'design,

good Avork.
machine of

On
this

use

should

'the

type

choice of a
the dealer

considerable

dis-

In addition in his
crimination.
battery of grain cleaning machinery it is essential that the dealer handle pickling machines, or

smut

cleaners.

These are pro-

many

types, from a very

duced in
cheap variety to a comparatively
expensive machine equipped with
an elevator for the pickled grain
and possibly a skimming attachment.
It is well to remind the farmer
that unbroken smut balls are impervious to the solutions used to
destroy smut spores in the kerOne smut ball contains

nels.

of spores — enough to

millions
fect a large

The

fanning

quantity of
mill

will

in-

grain.

remove

and, farmer-like, he wants it at
well-made, dura loAv price.
able and efficient mill cannot be
made at a low price, and the
price of a mill is nothing compared Avi'th the value of its serProper cleanvices to its owner.
ing and grading will pay for the

A

mill in a season
Strong and substantial
or t\A^o.
construction is a good selling
point, while the various sieves
and screens should be readily and
conveniently removed for the

most expensive

purpose of changing from one
The
kind of grain to another.
sieves should be well made and fit
snugly, so that there is no place
'

where Aveed seeds may lodge.
Ease of cleaning the mill is a
good feature.
Capacity in bushels per hour
It takes
not all important.
only a iew hours, even with a
slow mill, to clean all 'the seed
In cleaning grain for marused.
of course, is a concapacity
ket,
siderable factor. Speed should be

is

sacrificed for quality of

work

in

cleaning, while ease of operation
is an important point from the

standpoint of the customer. The
drive design, 'type of sprockets
and general accessibility of the
mill- are

The

all

selling points.

grain leaving
the hopper is seen in all good
mills, for it should be possible to
regulate or stop .grain flow to
control

of

sieves by one hand while
turning the crank with 'the other
hand. If stoppage is necessary to
sieves
hopper, the
the
close
usually are flooded and poor
A design that alAA'ork results.
lows the operator 'to see what the
sieves are doing is usually sought

the

RAPID-EASY GRAIN GRINDERS
of Machines

The Famous Line
A

size

suit

to

your power

— small

or large

— and

more work v/ith same power than others. Quality
of work and capacity and durability of machine
and grinding plates unequalled.

A

few styles and
No.
No.
No.
No.

A strong and simple bagger,
supplied for various heights is
a good attachment to the line you

A— 6 inch.
B — 8'4 „
B— 10 „
C

to
5 H.P.
Plates (Flat)
to 10 H.P.
5
„
„
to 12 H.P.
6
„
„
Mill Head
„
„
to 12 H.P.
Custom Work 5

—

CUSTOM MILLS
No.
No.
No.

for.

sizes are as follows:

D—
D—
7

.

:

,

8 to 14 H.P.
1014 inch Plates (Flat)
8 to 16 H.P.
11
„
„
„
15 to 25 H.P.
13

—

SONS
FLEURY'S
Medals and Diplomas
Sf^ THE JOHN DEERE PLOW

J.

..

Aurora, Ontario

World's Fairs, Chicago and Pans

Winnipeg

Regina

Sas' atoon

Calgary

COMPANY, LIMITED
Edmonton

Lethbridge

You will find it most
handle.
satisfactory to ge't from the customer his sieve requirements by
asking what, he will principally
use the mill for. In this way the
proper sieves can be specified so
jobber or factory can
Generally, manusupply them.

that

the

Avith

some

of the cereals,

demon^

oat separator samples]
can be mixed of one-third each]
wild oats, tame oats and barley/j
so as 'to show the efficiency in
effecting separation between barley

and

oats.

Cuts of the machines can usually be procured from the manufacturers and these can be used
for the dealers' advertising in the
local paper or for having circulars

Suitable literature

printed.

should be laid on a table or bench
beside the mills in 'the store. As
in other lines of trade building
the dealer should draAV up a prospect list of names of farmers who
do not OAvn fanning mills,, or
whose seed cleaning equipment
If the
is worn out or obsolete.
dealer apphes himself to this line
he will find that seed cleaning
machinery can be made a very
profitable adjunct to his annual
in almost any
Canadian West.

business
of 'the

district

Demonstration Plans Postponed
During the tractor show at
Kansas City a meeting of the
tractor demonstration committee
of the National Implement and
Vehicle Association took place to
decide

dates

and locations

for

demonstrations to be held
this year in the U.S. and Canada.

the

It was the sense of the committee that in view of the critical
transportation situation and the
uncerainty of securing adequate
railway equipment for shipping
machines required on farms, that
there was doubt as to the advis-

any demonstrayear. A
present
the
during
tions
ability of holding

resolution

to

this

effect

was

The resolution recites
adopted.
that it is a question whether it
Avould be either patriotic or
practicable 'to carry out the demonstration programme as planned early in the winter.
The committee, therefore, decided to postpone indefinitely
further consideration of 'the dates
and locations. If conditions later
should make it advisable to hold
the demonstrations, the dates and
locations will be selected in due

season.
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Famous
the

World
Over

Case Steam Tractors
Backed by 76 Years' Experience

THE
Case

first
is

Case Steam Tractor was

built over

So you see
time, thousands

40 years ago.

a pioneer in the tractor industry.

During this
way to every civiHzed country.

Case Steam Tractors have found their
Everywhere, they create satisfaction, adding to the reputadon of Case
of

In every contest entered, Case

Steam Tractors
have always taken highest honors. In performance, economy, durability, and efficiency, they
stand second to none.

With

the coming of oil-burning tractors,

some

manufacturers neglected steam tractors, but Case
continued to improve and refine their steam engines.

and

Some men contend

that in

some

localities

work, steam tractors furnish very
We have, therefore, kept
on with our steam tractors, keeping this department entirely separate from the manufacture of
oil-burning tractors.
Each is backed bv its own
for certain

satisfactory power.

Dealers

once

ill

I.

corps of skilled engineers. Each department is
ever striving to bring its product to the highest
state of perfection.

The line of Case Steam Tractors is complete.
Eight sizes— 30, 40, 50, 60, 65. 75, 80 and 110
horse-power.

The

J. I.

Case Threshing Machine Co., with

its

140-acre factory and 4,000 skilled mechanics, also

makes
four

complete line of kerosene tractors in
threshing machines in seven sizes,

a

sizes,

baling presses in two sizes, silo
sizes,

fillers

in three

Case road machinerv and Case automobiles.

who

appreciate steady profits and pleased ciistomcrs represent Case in 9,000 towns. Only
a while are there changes? or openings. It might be that such an opportunity exists in your

coniHuinity.

J.

dealers.

Write to

find

out.

We

will be glad

to explain

Case Threshing Machine Co.,
Founded

our proposition.

Inc., 1025

Erie

St.,

Racine, Wis.

1842

Canadian Branches: Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited, Toronto and Montreal
:

Eastern Canada

Send For This Descriptive Printed Matter
Below are

listed the diff'erent series of booklets

Grand Detour Plows

Kerosene Tractors

and

folders.

Hay

—All Free

Tell us which interest you.

Road Machinet
Automobiles

Balers

Steam Tractors
Or,

if

Threshers
Silo FilUrs
you wish, ask for our General Catalog, describing the entire Case

line.

It is free.

;;
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The Modern Parmer
The purchasmg power

of

the

farmer has grown to such an extent that he has become a most
important factor in the commercial world and he can now buy
what he needs. Agricultural colleges and experiment stations
have contributed largely to the
success of the farmer and, incidentally, to the wealth of the nation, by teaching him both the
usefulness of and the need for
labor,
time and
the
various
money saving implements and

on the part of the implement dealer to meet the farmer half way.
And the dealer is doing this by
selecting reliable lines of goods
and instituting aggressive sales
He realizes the fact
methods.
that he must advertise so as to

combat the

Money

a

direct

selling

away from

evil.

the small

town restricts local improvements which invariably add to
the value of the dealer's property
and business.

Coast Manager Visits Winnipeg

James Grandy, manager of the
Vancouver branch of 'the De

those which aim to increase the
productiveness of his farm.

With

sent

Laval

thorough understand-

ing of the value of the cream
separator, the gas engine, the silo,
and the mechanical milker and
the ready money with which to
buy all that is needed to efifect
the transaction is a willingness

Limited,

Co.,

couple of
attending

weeks

in

spent

a

Winnipeg

the
Dairy
Convention, and the annual convention of the Western De Laval

—

—

Mr. Grandy rerepresentatives.
ports the outlook for more and

better dairying in British Columbia is bright, and looks forward
to a successful sales year in the
sale of

De Laval

goods.

March, 1918

up-to-date business
within.

Much of this has been brought
about by the earnest and conwork

scientious

De Laval Travellers Hold Annual

representative

Meeting

company, and

The annual convention of the
AVestern Travelling Representa'tives of the De Laval Co. Ltd.,
was held in Winnipeg from FebEach year
ruary 5th to 9th.
brings its quota of new possibilities in the dairy supply line, and
every man evidenced his knowledge of these possibilities by the
estimates made for 1918 busiThe De Laval organizaness.
tion throughout Western Canada
has been steadily increased and

improved upon,

until to-day the

sign of the De Laval Agency on
a man's place of business justifies
the assumption that a reliable and

conduc'ted

is

of the travelling

by the
loyalty of the
general representatives of the De
Laval Co., Ltd., is a clear indication of their faith in the goods
they

backed

'the

sell.

The

following

men

of the field

force spent the week in Winnipeg getting primed for the 1918
drive for business, and none of

them but what

will go "over 'the
1918 sales are totalled:
H. R. Shortreed, Edmonton,
Alta. M. S. Lee, Calgary, Alta.
M. H. Roberts, Lethbridge, Al'ta.
W. F. Rundle, N. Battleford,
Sask. E. H. Mayne, Saskatoon,

top"

when
;

;

Moose
F. Mitchell,
G.
WeyBagg,
H.
Sask.;
C.
Jaw,
burn, Sask. W. J. Postlethwaite,
Regina, Sask.
W. A. Wilson,
Saskatoon, Sask. W. F. Forsyth,
Sask.;

;

;

;

There's a Reason
the demand for

why

Sell

The Improved Bull
Dog Smut Cleaner

Extra long carrier for wagon box delivery.
False perforated bottom in carrier; no
liquid wasted. Large low feed box; gal-

BULL DOG

Mac-

Tractor

Man.

Company to Build New
Addition

Janesville's

growing industry,

Townsend Tractor Co., took
another step forward when a contract for a new addition to the
factory was let. The new plant
the

Exceeds the combined sales of all other
mills sold in the Canadian West

on the same
plan as the present factory, and
will have a floor space of 60x100
The estimated cost of the
feet.
will be built of brick

Our factory is kept at full pressure, and our dealers are steadily
booking profitable orders, because eversrwhere the farmer knows
the quality, construction, superior design and wonderful efficiency
of Bull Dog Mills. Eleven sizes: Capacities from 25 to 150 bus.

Bull

G.

Brandon, Man.; A. Mac-

Phail, AVinnipeg,

skimmer.

Fanning Mills

The

Phail,

rust-proof
vanized
tank. Double paddle

W.

Neepawa, Sask.;

Townsend
building is $5,000.
tractors are handled in Western
Canada by the Canadian Fair-

Dog Wild Oat

Separator; Model A,'3-Roll

banks-Morse Company.
,

THE NEW 48-inch
BULL DOG MILL

Looking Ahead

The latest addition to our line. Does exceptionally
work on all grains. For perfect results the best
Heavy construction, durable and rigid
mill made.
Can be supplied with 4-ft.
Easily driven.
design.
Bagger or Wagon Box Elevator. Hundreds ready for
fine

immediate shipment.

present high

the

Considering

prices, there is little

wonder

that

dealers are conservative in their

However, we do not
buying.
think this is because of any fear
tha't the business is "going to the
It is because too many
dogs."
of us fail to realize the situation.
There is a feeling that the war
may soon end, and then will occur
a

slump

in the price of steel tha't

will affect the

and prices

implement business
suddenly drop.

will

No

dealer wishes to be caught
with a large stock and a drop iru

Made

to separate Wild

Oats from Barley, and

DOES

the price.

IT

\

should go
as he would under
ordinary conditions, or be extremely careful, making small
purchases as needed, is a question that requires careful consideration on the part of the

Whether a
ahead and buy

made in 6-Roll Size, with capacity up to 40 bus. pei:
Specially designed machines for taking wild oats out
They grade perfectly. No
of tame oats, wheat and barley.
machine made equals their work. Baggers supplied for both
Also

hour.

sizes.

Get the Bull Dog Agency. It will
get you the Business in any territory.

dealer

trade.

LIMITED
TWIN CITY SEPARATOR COMPANY,WINNIPEG,
MAN.
Off

LOGAN AVENUE,
Address

all

on

QUELCH STREET

Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta

to R.

W. DOW, Box

1406, Calgary, Alberta

A carburetor, Wilfred, is a place
where gas and
power.

air

meet to beget
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TWO

SIGNS
Wherever you

see

this sign

on a

dealer's store

there you will discover a dealer who
gets the bulk of the cream separator

business in his community.

The De Laval

better known,
gives better satisfaction and is the
easiest to

is

sell.

The way to get started right
the cream separator business is
put one of these signs on your

in

to

store.

The cream of the cream separator
business goes to

De Laval

agents.

LOCAL AGENCY

w

Wherever you see
this sign

THE

on a farmer's barn
there you will find a farmer who is
getting real separator service.
He

knows he has the best there
is

is

and

proud of it.
He is a booster for
De Laval and the agent who sold

the

it to

him.

Put up the first sign and you'll find it easy to get up the second. There
is cream separator business all around you.
You can get more of it and
make more profit on it with the De Laval than with any other separator.

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LIMITED
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF DAIRY SUPPLIES

Sole manufacturers in Canada of the famous

De

Laval

Alpha Gas Engmes, Alpha Churns and Butter- Workers.

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

Cream Separators and

Catalogues of any of our lines

MONTREAL

IN

CANADA

Green Feed Silos.
mailed upon request.

Ideal

PETERBORO

.

Canadian Farm Implements
Farm Implement Repair Week, March 11-16
It

has been decided by the au-

'thorities at

Ottawa that the week

March 11-16 will be a farm implement inspection and repair
week throughout Canada.
An effort will be made to have
every farmer inspect his machinery during- this period and immeof

diately to place his orders for reLetters
pairs or extra parts.

have been sent to a large number
of organizations asking their cooperation in this effort.
It is hardly necessary 'to call to
the attention of any implement
dealer the advantage it will be to
him to have his repair orders in
In many cases it will enearly.
able him to place these orders
more advantageously than if they
were received during the rush
It will enable him to fill
season.
the orders when he has plenty of
time and i't will be of untold advantage on account of the congested condition of the railroads,
but the main thing is the help it
will be in the great drive made
for maximum food production.
You are aware of the great advantage of having repair orders
placed early in the year, but it is
of

unusual

times.

importance

The saving

in

war

of shipping

these repairs through distributing
branches, avoiding the excessive
express charges and the multiplicity of orders during the rush
season, the heavy expense of carrying an adequate stock on account of the present high cost of

the lack of any knowledge of what the demand will be
for malleable and steel parts
which are scarce and hard to get
Dealare all apparent to you.
ers who have tried to ^et their
repairs,

—

customers

anticipate

to

their

wants know how difficult is the
task, but with a special inducelike repair week with a
nation-wide significance, it will
put a little different aspect upon

ment

It is only a suggestion to
help you get this important matter before your customers.
good w^ay to handle the
newspaper advertising is to get
all of the dealers in town to join

ad.

A

Name

Ordered

Address

In

the matter.

Inducements
Every dealer will do his utmost to help out in this moveThe inducements are
ment.

I

Out

For

easily apparent:

—

First There is an tmprecedented scarcity of malleable and
especially the formsteel parts
er
and 'the farmer who puts off
ordering until he needs the part
will surely be delayed and this delay may cause the necessity for
purchasing a new implement.
Second There never was a
time when the railroads were so
There
congested as a't present.
is delay in transporting the mails,
Unusual
express and freight.
delays can be prevented by placing these orders early.
Third Early orders will save
express and parcel post charges.
Fourth— Placing orders early
will be an act of loyalty and help
in the effort to go over 'the top
in the big drive for a maximum
food production in 1918.

—

—

—

—

A

similar

movement in the
has met with great

Suggestion for Repair Record

expense and

do for all. It is
have any names appear on ad.
Interest your local papers and
ask their co-operation.
Systematic Way to Keep Repair
Orders
The repair order card shown
herewith will be found of great
convenience in the big drive

you

Vehicle Association.
It can be used in part or as a
whole, reduced or enlarged, or

in division

any changes made which you deTo be most effective it
sire.
should be run as half or full page

the one ad.
not necessary

let

to

v/hich

will

make

for antici-

pated repair orders. Enter orders
on card; have a card index box
In this
in. which to place them.

box have four
the order

is

divisions.

When

entered insert card

No. 1. When repairs
ordered insert card in diviWhen repairs
2.
No.
sion
are received and checked and
checked in and marked up insert
card in division No. 3, and when

are

take card out of division No. 3
and place it in division No. 4,

can remain a permanent
Date card when repairs
are ordered and check "in" and

where

it

record.

"out" in spaces indicated. Dealers can have the cards made any
desired size. They can also have]
more data on card if they wish
but the card system carried ou'
as per instructions will be foun
convenient. When customer callsi
repair any clerk can tell
for
whether or not it has been re
ceived and the repair can be de
livered without having 'to hunt up^
the clerk who took the order.

der your customers good

Notified

United States
success, and the sugges'tion on
page 23 for a newspaper advertisement is an adaptation of that
used in the States, as suggested
by the National Implement and

repairs are delivered to customer,

Let us make this the biggest
thing ever accomplished by any
By
trade since 'the war started.
pushing the movement you are
advertising the implement busi-;
ness, showing your desire to ren

Remarks

in the

March, 1918

many

A New

Engines are unquestionably the greatest engine value you can offer your
Reasonable in price; have every desirable feature of design and con-

customers.

struction. Simple, substantially built, medium weight. Center-fire ignition; valvedesign. Safety spark shift— start easily. Easy to operate. Low fuel
consumption. Ask us for full specifications of the MECO.

in-head

in Sizes: 2, 3, 4, 6,
engine

line

8 and 12 Horsepower

you are handling, you should investigate

MECO

and MECO quality. These four-cycle, water-cooled engines, durable and dependable under all conditions, will secure you the bulk of the
engine business in your vicinity-

prices

THE MECO EXACTLY FITS THE FARMER'S REQUIREMENTS.
BIGGEST ENGINE VALUE IN
THE MARKET. WRITE AT ONCE FOR SPECIAL
PRICES TO DEALERS.

for

imple-

Sharpies Machine

The Sharpies Super-Emulsifier
one of the more recent machdeveloped by the Sharpies
The emulSeparator Company.
sifier is a machine for reassem-

ines

component parts of
the
In construction it resembles the factory separator, the
only difference being in the bowl,
which is so constructed that when

bling
milk.

emulsion

an

parts

of

of

milk,

solids is passed

'the

component

water and
through it, it is
fat,

up the side wall or outdiameter of the bowl in a
thin sheet and a pressure of 400
pounds to the square inch is exerted, which thoroughly breaks

carried

up the fat globules. As it passes
upward to the top of the bowl it
is forced by this pressure through
a series of small 'holes, which

Knock-Out Mail-Order Competition

No matter what

orders

is

sprays

Made

early

ments which 'the farmers were^
not aware they needed until they^
inspected their old implements
and found them unfit to repair.

side

m
MECO

service,,

and by urging early inspectio
you will find that it will result in

it

into

the

covers,

places the ice cream dealer in a
position to have an unlimited

supply of cream.
unfortunate that so many
impression that
money is the only real capital.
They do not seem alive to the
truth that brains and conscience
It is

The John Stevens Company,
661

HENRY AVENUE, WINNIPEG

Ltd.

pro-

ducing a smooth, velve'ty cream,
which can be whipped or churnWhen used in ice cream
ed.
making, it will give a greater
swell than ordinary cream.
There are numerous advantages to be derived through the
use of an emulsifier. The greatest advantage is the fact that it

youths get the

are the true success capital.

—
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Delivery conditions become more uncertain every day. Transportation
congestion and embargoes affect not only shipment of raw materials
to the manufacturer, but delivery of finished product to dealers.

BE WELL-STOCKED WITH

SHARPLES

To Keep Pace with Demand and Avoid

Delivery Delays

As there is only one separator— the Sharpies
—that saves all the cream, skimming clean

BY BEING

well-stocked we do not
mean that a dealer should overload.
That is not the Sharpies policy. On
the other hand, every dealer should bear in
mind that these are abnormal times.

at

any speed, the Sharpies

is

the one that

farmers will v/ant.

Be on

the safe side by ordering early and
ordering adequately.
Sharpies is always
a standard investment for the dealer just
as it is for the farmer.

A

Farmers are being urged from all sides to
"save the fats that will help win the war."
High price of butter- fat makes it doubly
worth while to save it all in separating.

SHARPLES
^ SUCTION-FEED n

Cream separator
"The Machine

of the

Hour"

The Sharpies has selling points no other separator can even claim.
The Sharpies suction-feed principle alone is a powerful sales advantage for dealers. It absolutely prevents butter-fat waste, no matter
who turns a Sharpies, and at what speed it is turned. This can be
said of no other separator.

And, due to the scarcity and unprecedented demand for raw materials, etc., separator prices cannot possibly be lower than they are at
present, for even several years after the war is won.

SHARPLES

is

the most

separator contract.

profitable

EXTRA BONUSES!
—

Sharpies offers the dealer just what he is looking for a separator with selling
points that convince; discounts that mean more profit for the dealer; protection
for the dealer in selling policy
and, as an extra incentive, a quantity bonus
that brings a tidy sum. Order now and take advantage of Spring dating terms
extending payment until May 1st. Write nearest office today.

—

The One and Oniy Separator
that skims clean at widely-varying speeds
that delivers cream of unchanging thickness all speeds

—

TORONTO, oNT.

The Sharples Separator Co.
sharpies Milkers

— Used on Half a Million

Milker Proposition for Dealers.

Cows.

Ask

The Mitchell & McGregor hardware

regina, sask.

that skims more milk

when you turn faster

with just one piece in the bowl

The Best

—no discs,

easiest to clean

us.

Co., Brandon,

Man.

Distributors for Manitoba

'iniiiiiiiiiii

mmn\

with knee-low supply tank and a once-amonth oiling system

;
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Case T. M. Co. Have

was expert in South
Paris
and Odessa.
Upon his return to America in
1909 he was placed in the sales
department in the Kansas City
In 1915 he was made
territory.

first

New Branch Managers
the Chicago branch. Mr. Shaw is
a man of wide experience in the
His first
implement business.
connection with the Case company was made in 1908 at the

recognition of faithful and successful service rendered.
Keegan, who for the past
J. H.
twelve years has been the very

transferred to the sales department in the same territory, where
he did excellent work and in 1911
he was sent to Amarillo, Texas,

J. I.

'

general collector for Canada with
Waynesboro,
headquarterte
at
Sask. In 1917 he was transferred to .Amarillo, Texas, as assistant branch manager, in which capacity he acted until his recent

Here
Greensboro N.C. branch.
he was cashier. Later he was

promotion.

W.

H. Burgess has been ad-

manager

man

Bishop

T.

C.

position

America,

Case T. M. Co. desire
to announce to the trade 'the appointment of five new branch
These are all
house managers.
men who have been in the employ of the company for a long
time and their advancement is in

The

March, 1918

now branch

is

at Denver, Colo.

started with the Case

This

Com-

pany in 1905 as a salesman in the
Kansas City territory. Five years
later he was appointed manager
Amarillo, Texas. He held this
post until his recent promotion.
All of these men are well and
favorably known throughout the
trade, and this publication ex-

a't

tends to each of them all 'the good
luck they deserve in their new
territories.

I

C. T.

BISHOP

J.

branch manager at Chicago, 111., has been promoted to
efficient

bigger

fields.

control of the
branch, which

He will assume
Des Moines, la.,
one

is

of

the

largest branches in the entire organization.
"Jimmy," as he is
affectionately

known by

his large

circle of friends in the trade, is a

hustler from the
is

by reason

word

"go."

He

of his long training,

well posted on the Case line and
will give a mighty good account
of himself in his new territory.
C. B. Shaw will take charge of

H.

KEEGAN

as salesman.

promoted

W.
In 1914

H.

BURGESS

Shaw was

to branch house

C. E.

vanced to

man-

branch

Indianopolis, Ind.

manager

Up

C.B.SHAW

KISER

to

at

The
ager at Nashville, Tenn.
training thus acquired made him
a very valuable man to go to

Mr. Burgess was practising law
Missouri. In that year he
in
joined the forces of the J. I. Case

and so he was appointed assistant branch manager
at Chicago in 1917 and is now
the branch manager in charge of

T.

M.

Co., as a collector in the
held this
St. Louis territory.

larger fields

He

position for five years, at the exof which time he was
general collector at Atlanta,
In 1916 he was transGeorgia.
ferred to Nashville, Tenn., as as-

piration

made

'that office.

E. Kiser will assume the
duties of branch manager at
Amarillo, Texas. Mr. Kiser has
been in the employ of the Case
His
company for eight years.
C.

branch manager, and

is

the office
now promoted
manager a't Indianapolis.

of

sistant

'to

WashingMachine Manufacturers

1908

Elect Officers

The second annual meeting

of

the American Wiashing Machine

Manufacturers' Asisociaition was
held in Chicago recently. At the
concluding session the following
officiers were elected for the coming year: President, H. W. Bden,

Bnokaw-Eden Manufacturing
Alton,

III;

first

Co.,

vice-priesiden't,

W. Barker, 1900 Washer Co.,
BinghamtOin, N.Y. second vioepresident, R. D. Hunt, Dexter

H.

;

Co., Fairfield, la.

;

third viaenpnesi-

John Rocke, Meadows
Manufacturing Co., Pontiac, 111.
treasurer, W. H. Voss, Vioiss Bros.
Manufacturing Co., Davenport,
dent,

WHO

SELLS TIRES
IN

AND TUBES

YOUR TOWN ?

Are you the foremost tire dealer in your community, or is somebody else getting the
The automobile is
cream of the business? Have you sized up the demand for Quality Tires?
an essential, and the sale of this line is an essential business. For years the "Maltese Cross"
Line, Tires, Tubes and Accessories, has stood every test of service and reliability.
Don't experiment with unproven lines. Handle "Maltese Cross"—the line with a
reputation from coast to coast.

MALTESE CROSS"

TIRES, TUBES and ACCESSORIES

BUSINESS-BUILDERS FOR THE DEALER
KNOWN, LIKED AND ASKED FOR EVERYWHERE
THAT MUCH EASIER TO SELL
"Maltese Cross" Tires cost no more than ordinary tires, but in rugged qualistamina and strength in-built superiority they supply a Dominion-wide demand. Built in Canada's most up-to-date tire factory, they give your customers
the maximum in tire mileage, economy, value and durability.
"Maltese Cross" advertising, combined with "Maltese Cross" quality, which guarantees repeat
Branches
orders, makes the "Maltese Cross" Line a mighty profitable proposition for the dealer.
everywhere; we guarantee prompt service.
WRITE THE NEAREST BRANCH

—

ty,

—

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LIMITED
TORONTO
WESTERN

Fort William
Calgary

Regina
Vancouver
Edmonton

Winnipeg
Lethbridge

CANADA
BRANCHES:

la.

Flour City Tractor Catalog

Rinnard
Company,

&

Sons Manufacturing

Minn.,
has issued its 1918 catalog No. 23,
showing- the wiell-known line of
Flour City tracto'rs that have been
on the market for some eighteen
years. Interested dealers can obtain copies

Miinneapolrs,

on request.

No 'Shut-Down" for Implement Plants
The National Implement and
Vehicle
officially

has

been

by the

Illinois

Ais'sociia'tion

notified

Food Administrator

of the receipt

||

'

of a telegraphic order from the
National Food and Fuel Admin-

istrations at

Washington, author-

izing Ithe exemption from the Gar-

"shut-down" order to all
manufacturers of farm operating
equipment.
field

Saskatoon
Victoria

^

:

.
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A Superior Separator at the Lowest Price

Makes
|HIS

MORE PROFIT FOR YOU!

the year of golden opportunity for the
buying- cream separators now to meet

is

are
butter fats.
It is

your chance

to

jump

in

Farmers
separator dealer.
the enormous demand for

and get your share

with a better separator at a lower price

—the

of the separator business,

VIKING.

THERE'S ILARGER PROFIT ON EACH VIKING SALE
You make

on each

a larger percentage of profit

Viking sale, with less investment, in less time, than
For in the Viking
any other line you ever handled.
you have a separator that is constructed of the very
finest grades of steel and iron, skilfully built in the
largest separator factory in the world,

ONE MILLION
The

IN

USE ALL OVER THE WORLD
the Viking have

merits of

received world-

wide recognition. They are sold and used

in all parts

of the world.

The Viking

has

greater capacity,

sturdy and

is

durable, easy running and simple to clean, and skims
as close as any separator made. It is fully guaranteed.

When

you

sell

the Viking you are selling a separator,

superior in every respect, yet low in price.

We

help you

sell

the Viking with

a

complete

advertising plan.

WRITE IMMEDIATELY FOR FULL PARTICULARS

CREAM
Prompt Shipment from our Canadian
Warehouses a feature of Viking Service.
Representatives
For

Manitoba— JOHN

WATSON MFG.

For Saskatchewan— BERT
For Alberta— CANADIAN

CO., 311 Chambers

CONWAY, Box

St.,

Winnipeg,

33, Regina, Sask.

WESTERN MFG. &

SUP. CO., Calgary,

[Man.
Alia.

;
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The Process

of Mechanical
Milking

To understand

thioToughly

voluntary action on the part of
the cow.
It is beyond her muscular control and beyond the control of the milker.
But if for any
reason the cow is uncomfortlaible
or nervous, the secretion of the

how

milking machime, the
is a thorough knowledge of the milking processes in
the udder of the cow. These proto operate a
first

essential

they musit function naturally and

milk will not proceed normally
and df this condiition were to be
continued day after day it would
show in a diminished yield of

harmoniously to produce a normal

milk.

cesses are Ithree in num'ber,

The

;

and

The Milking Function
The second process, release

the secretion, or manufacture, of the
milk in the mammary g-lamd in the
upper part of the udder.
The
second is the release of the milk
throug^h la great neltwork of 'tuibes,
or milk ducts, into the milk reservoir just ahove eadh teat. The
third is the extraction of the mil'k
from the reservioir Iby external
yield oi milk.

first

ils

of
the milk into the reservoirs, is
under the control of the cow and
it is when she chooses to stop this
process that she is said to "hold
up" her milk. Betwen the mam;

mary gland

below there is a very
complex system of tuhes, or milk
reservoirs

suction.

The

With countless branches

ducts.

process,

first

goes on

at the top, like a tree, they gradually join iforces and gain in size aS

secre'tion,

without any

conslfcantly

and the milk

iaJbovie

approach the reservoir. But
beginning of elach branch
there is a muscle, and Ithe cow has
thiey

gallon,

at ithe

most he

power of contracting these
muscles and closing or partly

gallon, or 7.25c. per quart. The
profit left to the farmer is very
little over the value of the manure for his farm. In one in-

the

closing

milk ducts as she
she is comfortable and
relaxed at milking tim'e the ducts
will remain open but if the milking makes her uncomfortable or
nervous she will hold up her milk
entirely or give it down very
slowly. This is especially itrue of
cows giving a small flow of milk
the distension of the udder in
heavy milkers calls for relief itwills.

;

self.

The

EMPIRE
THEfamous

THE EMPIRE MILKER
IN AN UP-TO-DATE DAIRY

MUking Machine

for getting lots of

is

-

milk into the EMPIRE
Milker Pail quickly, clean
1

—

and to the satisfaction of both the dairyman and the cows.
The EMPIRE is simple and dependable, and has been adopted
by the foremost dairying authorities in Canada, including
The Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario; Nova,
ly,

Scotia

Agricultural

McDonald Agricultural

College,
Truro,
Nova
College, Ste. Anne de

Scotiar

Belle^^

vue, Quebec, etc.

serving

for

EMPIRE

Line

is

so

Milking Machines BLre^^r
dairymen that the^^^
highly

valued

implement dealers throughout Canada j^r
and the United States.
EMPIRE Milking Machines are
just as
proficient in putting^^r

vO

dollars into the dealers' cash,
drawers as in making prof
its for users.
The satis^^
faction of their users
*^C^'

to

big

^

'VQ
<^
.

"4.*

k-C^

^'^
5^"

^

insures

^1

EMPIRE

because

It is

famous

^

v

J:^^

^1,

^

We offer
EMPIRE

complete

dealers.

most

selling

help that can be devised a big advertising
campaign,
booklets,
signs, etc., for local distribution, and the p ersonal selling
assistance of expert EMPIRE

—

4-

Salesmen.

EMPIRE

dealers have the complete coEMPIRE organization.
We still have places for a few new dealers and we have
a mighty attractive contract to offer—
but act quickly Write
to-day, asking us to send the EMPIRE man
to see you

operation of the big

—

Cream
Separators

Milking

Gasoline

Machines

Engines

which holds at one time about a
When that is emptied no

am/O'Uint

vestigation conducted on twentyfive dairy farms keeping on an

average of 460 cows, the average
cow per 3^ear was $8.23,
while out of the twenty-five
dairies 28 per cent reaped no
profit whatever.
profit per

While 6,167 pounds

of milk, per

cow per year may seem
yield to some farmers,

a small
it

is

in

very good average, exceeding the average for Eas'tern
Canada by 2,000 pounds.
The
farmer's remedy lies in increasing
the average production of his
herd.

of

"pulling"

or suctiom

Industrial Preparedness

draw any more unless the
Rebounding from three years
and more of the most destructive
and wasteful war of history, the
world will plunge into a trade and
economic contes't in which forces
will assume totally new align-

The Cost of Milk Production
and the Farmer's Profit

ments, when competition will be
keener and stronger than ever,

The

principles of cost account-

ing used in manufacturing should
be applied to agriculture, not that
the farmer may always sell above
cost, for at times he sells below
cost, but that he may know that
the average selling price will at
least equal the cost and thus allow him to break even.
Were
the results of such cost accounting for the business of milk production known to the farmer as
well as the consumer, the former
would bestir himself to reduce
his cost, while the latter, recognizing the narrow margin of

upon which the farmer is
working in producing a staple
food product, would cease his
blind criticism and be willing to
pay a fair price for milk which
is one of his cheapest foods.

To

find the cost of milk produc-

no sinecure in accounting,
because of the complexity of the
conditions surrounding the industry, but the importance of the
produce has led to many investition

is

gations
sults

wi'th

the

following

re-

:

The expenditure per cow, calculating feed, labor, interest and
depreciation, interest, insurance,
repairs and depreciation on building and equipment, losses, veterinary service, etc., come to a to'tal
of $170.26 per

cow per annum.

The

EMPIRE CREAM SEPARATOR COMPANY

receipts per cow, in milk,
per gallon, and manure
available per head total $202.84

MONTREAL, QUEBEC

per

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

At

for 29c. per

it

cow chooses to keep her milk
ducts open and let down the
milk; and she will choose to do
that only if she is comfo'rftable
and contented.

at

TORONTO, ONTARIO

selling

pint.

profit

to
dealers the

profits^[^^

EMPIRE^^r

is

But

that refers only to the milk reinto tihe milk reservoir,

EMPIRE

Milker Pail

third pnocess, extraction,

leased

Cash Drawer
and the

is

reality a

at the control of the milker.

will

Your

the

If

or 6.9c. per quart.

29c.

cow per annum.
Under the above

conditions

milk costs the farmer 27.6c. per

and

when

science and organizaa leading part in
any successful role.
For this
struggle Canada must gird up
her loins and make ready her full
tion will play

equipment of preparedness. She
the advantage oA'er many
other countries in richness and
abundance of resources, in geographical world position, in vigor
of race and in robustness of intellectual
and moral fibre, while
hope, verging on pronounced optimism, is an abiding and stimulating force with our people.
has

In the two years of war activity
our iron and steel manufacturers
for instance have set aside much
of their machinery used in peace
times, and

installed

in

its

place

machinery adapted to war purposes have organized and cooperated and systematized for
war work and in doing so have

—

learned valuable lessons in accuracy of finish and regularity of
output, and directive efficiency
which should prove a valuable
asset for the future.
But in the
process they have discontinued
the old business and lost the old
customers.
Each manufacturer

have to seek business for
put back the old peace
machinery or adapt the new war
machinery to peace production
and betake himself to the old
peace methods of hunting up
business, but then, let it be remembered, in an atmosphere hot
with the keenest competition.
Are we thinking out now what
we will do then, and how we will
do it?— Sir George E. Foster,
Minister of Trade and Commerce.
will

himself

—

—
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|E-B(Emer8on)
[No. 102 Power Lift Plow
Lighter draft
wlieels
always carry weight of
plows. Large 24-in. front
furrow wheel
runs at
an angle
carries side
pressure of cutting share

—

—

Sell

TYPE for

every

The E-B

line of

L sales,

soil,

and mouldboard. Controls
width o£ furrow
saves
operator need of driving to
exact line.
Eqnipoed with
fi-B quick detaciiable shares

—

ine Plows
that Save the Fuel
and
the Yield

A

—

— mouldboard and

a size for every tractor

disc.

engine plows gives you the inside trade on tractor
because they help the tractor make good.

The wheels

carry the weight and side pressure on furrows, decreasing
the draft and saving the fuel. The mouldboard plows are equipped with
E-B quick detachable shares, removed or replaced in four seconds. Sharp
shares increase the yield.

Adjustable

set

soil conditions.

of

disc

blades

insures

maximum

Get the E-B proposition.

EMERSON-BRANTINGHAM IMPLEMENT
Good Farm Machinery

efficiency in

varying

Write today.

Established

CO., INC.

1852

Regina, Sask.

E-B No. 104
Plow
Built extra strong
entire weight carried
on 3 wheels. Cuts clean
Self-Lift

—

3 feet wide
equipped
with 4 or 5 discs leaves

—

no

scallops in bottoms

of furrows.

Discs

quickly adjusted to
any soil.
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The
Never

and the use of tractors and other
tools whereby each. man on the
farm can do a greater amount of

Dealer's Opportunity

in the country's history

ted, in addition to abolishing the

has the obhgation to render
actual and helpful service to his
trade been so incumbent upon

unbusinesslike open book account, and substituting therefor,
either cash settlement in full or
its equivalent in 'the form of an
interest-bearing promissory note
or trade acceptance, at time of
delivery, thus enabling him properly 'to finance his business
by. instantly realizing thereon,
through his bank.
few ways in which the retail
implement trade can help out in
these times of stress are as fol-

the

implement dealer as

retail

now.

self-evident that the
dealer should perfect himself in
It

is

familiarity

his

with

entire

his

and personally instruct and
help the farmer in setting up his
machinery, after assisting him in
line,

selecting the kind that

particu-

is

larly suitable for his soil,
this

manner materially

and

in

assist in

substantially increasing the rais-

ing

of

benefi'ts

farm products for the
of our country and its

present gigantic
to protect us against the
military autocracy of our foes.
real opportunity a't present
exists for the implement dealer to
exercise real business acumen by
firmly discouraging the purchasing of anything special in conthe interests of
struction,
in
Allies,

in

their

eflfort

A

and
economy,
s'tandardization
and maintaining his legitimate
prices for machinery furnished,
courteously
including services
rendered, along the lines indica-

Third

— By

tige

vicinity

also

As regards

your business, your presand your profits will insure the

—

as

of Collecting

matter of personal liking.
As a matter of fact, few merchants lose trade of any consequence simply because they are

good

SUCCESSORS TO

The Riesberry Pump Co.
(Established 1882)

WRITE FOR DEALERS- PRICES

he

GILSON
ENGINES
GRINDERS

TRACTORS
THRESHERS

WILLIAMSON

W.

J.

Co.

MERRELL

Phone 607

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.

Gilson Mfg. Co. Limited
Owena

St.

who

asked to pay knows he is wrong
and that his cause is weak. Moreover, he has greater respect for
the dealer who calls his bluff and
demands the money than for the
one who is "easy" and falls for it.

Write to-day for the Agency in your locality

303

bluff

in his heart the debtor

is

ETC.

Pump

However much
and grow indignant,

collectors.

may

down

Winnipeg, Man.

In the last analysis, the basis of

good collecting is a matter of
moral courage more than any-

GASOLINE AND
OIL BARRELS

thing else. It is the kind of courage that stands up for what is due
you for no other reason than that
it is due you, and is yours by
right.

Shipping
Storage
#1

Half
A

quick moving specialty that is in good
to-day for full particulars and prices.

demand at

this season. Write

ORDER A BARREL FOR DISPLAY PURPOSES

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing
Makers

of

P.O. Box 3006

Max

Stock Troughs.

F.I. 118

Waggon Tanks.

Co., Limited

Oil Barrels, etc.

Winnipeg, Man.

i;

amount

of

the

proportionate

money

the merchant

has to pay for his goods and the
mohey he receives for them when

element of time
In other words, if
he is starting in business he will
need a certain amount of ready
money beyond that invested in
his stock of merchandise and fixtures, and beyond that needed for
expenses to meet his obligations
to the jobber and manufacturer
from whom he buys, pending the
time when he will get the money
due him for goods sold. In time
he may accumulate this .as a surplus in the way of profits earned,
but in the beginning it will have
to be raised somehow.
sold, as far as the
is

concerned.

There are new ventures, such
and the taking
on of new lines, which attend
every growing business and which
require money. One way to raise
the money is by means of good
merchandising. There are several angles to this solution.
For
instance,
keeping your stock
as developments

down by not over-buying (thus
turning the stock often) is possibly one of the best and most effective of any of the methods.
Ordering Goods Early

collecting the dealer

are also customers, for business
such territory is often largely a

—

gap between

afraid to press his custo-

in

tems.

,

nation

mers for money that is due lest
he lose their trade. In a small
town district he doesn't care to
arouse the enmity of friends who

AGENCY

hydro-pneumatic
Farm Water sys-

T. N.

urged to work his farm
thereby rendering a

The Matter

large sized machines

install

North-West

is

great service to the
well as to himself.

handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

We

for

to the limit,

patronage of the better class of farmthe customers worth while.
ers

We make and

selling

businesses better business methods by first educating themselves
and their own forces, as well as
the farmers, in the operation of
the. machines that they buy; also
by checking up carefully the prospects in their locality and seeing
to it that every farmer in their

the direction of buying machines
that enable 'them to cultivate and
harvest the greatest number- of
acres wdth the smallest amount of
labor.
This naturally meani the

will increase

equipped factory
in Canada.

and collection

either

—

—

GILS ON

by

Fourth This is the time for
dealers to inject into their own

the dealer

is oiften

Clothes Reels
Made in the best

his sales

cash or taking note set'tlements
or acceptances at time sales are
made.
There never will be a
better opportunity for the dealer
to educate his customers than
the present.

;

THE

— Owing to

improve
methods

carrying
an adequate supply of implements and by trying to avoid any
excess for if there is to be any
shortage of implements, it is best
for the country that every implement manufactured should reach
the farmer and be put into active
use in the fields.
Second It is highly important
that dealers advise the farmers in

more

day.

the gTeat demand for the products of the farm
and 'the high prices ruhng for
these products, this is the golden opportunity for the dealer to

:

First

use of

PUMPS
AND

work each

A

lows

March, 1918

But after all has been said, the
merchant usually has to pay his
bills more promptly to the jobber
of manufacturer than he can expect to collect from his own customers, especially in the country
Besides, if he is wise, he
takes advantage of every cash discount instead of letting his bills
run the time limit. Otherwise he
is actually losing money by not
being able to take advantage of
these opportunities.
There is here, therefore, the

At this season the dealer is well
advised to point out to the customer the advisability of not putting off purchases until the machine is actually required. Authori'ties agree that
prices will not
be lower. Transportation is slow
and many dealers fearing retrenchment are not laying in their
usual supplies. If orders are sent
in early the manufacturer can
more closely gauge the demand
for the number of machines of
He
any specific type required.
can ship sooner and relieve the
freight situation later in the year.
Every farmer should be impressed with the necessity of going
over his machine equipment, listing all the repair parts needed for
the machines he will iise in 'the
months ahead. Let them compile
such a list and let the dealer have

—

of broken parts, worn parts
and parts where breakage is possible.
If the parts are on hand
he can get 'them if not an order
it

;

should be placed at once, so that
the parts may be procured in
These are no times
good time.
waiting until a machine
for
breaks before you order repairs.
Tell the customer this.

trade.

Only by constant study o7 the
detailed analysis of existing
conditions, and persistent applicafield,

tion

of

development

principles,

can a salesman become really
valuable or so remain even when
once established.

^

"
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THE CUSHMAN LINE
Maintains Business Leadership for the Dealer
Cushman Light Weight
Cushman Engines weigh only one-fifth as
much per horse-power as ordinary farm enand built, so
carefully balanced, so accurately governed,
that they work more steadily and quietly

The Cushman

is

Built

Light— Built Right

Cushman weighs only

190

The One

Perfect Binder Engine

lbs.,

For heavy grinding, driving small separators, etc.,
any power from 3 to 9 h.p., the 8 h.p. Cushman
especially appeals to the farmer. Very economical,
for Cushman engines receive just enough fuel to take
care of the load at that moment on the engine. Result is uniform speed and maximum power.
Not
cheap engines, but cheapest for your customers in
the end. Get the Cushman agency for 1918.
or for

Ulf-O/U/lSi

4 H.

business.

Sell

many

ers,

the

the 8 h.p.
only 320 lbs., the 15 h.p. only 780 lbs., and the 20 h.p.
only 1,200 lbs.
Cushman engines are used on the
famous Cushman combination threshing outfits. They
are equipped with Throttle Governor and Schebler
Carburetor; 4-cycle, water cooled, with friction clutch
pulley.
Many dealers are selling from 15 to 50
Cushmans a year in addition to their heavy engine
h.p.

II.P.

places.
They operate grain bindpotato diggers, manure spreaders, etc.
The 4 h.p. Cushman saves a team on the
binder and does all ordinary work.
in

ciorc»\

modern farm engine.

The 4

20

to

The farmer wants an engine he can move
around easily and put to work anywhere.
Cushman Engines are built to do many jobs

gines, but are so well designed

than any other engine.

4

Engines,

P.

Cuihman. Weighs only 190 Lb».

Cushman Light-Weight

Tlie Lincoln " New Superior

Combination Threshers Wild Oat Separator
outfit equipped with the famous Cushman
8 h.p. with straw
light weight engine.

Every
2-cyl.

carrier and hand feed; 15 h.p., wind stacker and
hand feed; 20 h.p., wind stacker and self feeder.
Ask for full particulars and agency terms- You

cannot handle a better combination

outfit.

Will Get You the Trade.
Easiest Running

Strongest Built

Made in 24, 32 and 42inch sizes, with or without
bagger. Power attachments
supplied if desired.
Patented adjustab

1

windboards

e

give

perfect
trol of blast

;

conour

special sieves eradicate all wild oat

seed.

Strongly

and

built

bolted;

has greater capacity and does better
work than
any
mills

0 f

similar

sizes.

1918

Model—Tried and Tested

Lincoln

The Automatic

Ensure Clean Seed and Big Yields
Sold on a positive guarantee to

Grain Pickler

prevent smut.
per hour;

bus.

The only machine

of its kind
Handles grain at the

in use.

rate of 135 bus. per hour.
in

weight;

fect

Fully
grain

The

in

Light

strongly built;

action

;

low

operates

perprice.

Weight

guaranteed.
kernels

in

the
are

of

machine.

thoroughly

soaked, turned over and treated.

^^Klean
We

Kwick" Vacuum Washers

handle a full line, hand or power. The most efficient washers
made. Increase your profits by selling the Klean Kwick in your
district.

Smut Cleaners

No. 3 handles 30-50
No. 4, 50-75 bus-

The Lincoln separates smut

balls,

wild oats, king heads, and all light
seed from wheat, also

and

all

Grain

is

seed

light

wild

MADE IN
TWO ?
SIZES:

Write

oats

for

from barley.

thoroughly pickled, dried

Prices

and elevated to wagon box. Automatic skimmer an exclusive feature. Strong, heavy construction.

and Full
Particulars

Large, rustless solution tanks.

Hundreds

dealers have increased their sales and prestige

of

through the

CUSHMAN

Agency.

Let us

tell

you about our

Write for particulars.
line

and the added

profits

it

will bring you.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Dept. E. a^^viNE

Winnipeg, Man.

Distributing Warehouses: Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.
Power Engines for General Purpose. Farm Work

Builders of High Grade, Light Weight, High

Exclutive Selling Agents for: Combination Threshing Out/its— Langdon Ideal Self-Feeders— Fanning Mills— Smut and Pickling Machines—
Vacuum Washing MachinesLincoln Grinders Lincoln Saws Shinn-Flat Lightning Conductors Incubators Universal Hoists Portable Grain Elevators Wagner Hardware Specialties

—

—

Holland Wild Oat Separators

—
—Mountaineer— and Little

—

Giant Neck Yoke Centers

—

—

!

—

;
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Farm Implement Act

Act

This

Manitoba

for

in

defines

drafted,

Manitoba,
implements

March, iqis

as
as

"large" or "small," i-nd applies to

entitled

River, is largely based ion the
existing Acts in force in Ithe two
prownces to the west, with poissiibly an admixture of the most
potent features originally em-

Act."

ibodied

Following the etep's of legislation in Alberta and Saskaltchewan
a .bill has ibeen placed 'before the
legislature of Manitoba, wbich is

"The Farm Impkment
The terms of this Act,
which was broug'ht in by W. H.
Sims, ithe member for Swan

The

legislation.
left

farm machimery
bill has been

their

in

any implement or machine with a
selling price of $50 or more. Large
implements include tractiom and
portable engines having a capacity of at leaisit 5 horse power
separators, engine plows and engine discs. Small implements include mowers, binders and other
Vendors are reimplements.

over until next session.

Speed Up, Time

Is

qiuired to

Money

the

is

wide, six-horse hitch
the implement to buy. It
14-ft.

will

do

better

cover more
ground than any
other harrow on the market. Note that
the hitch is from two points. It runs steadily, turns easily, has four flexible gangs, and rides
easily. The Bissell has great business capacity.
Write any branch of the John Deere Plow Co.. Ltd., addressing Dept,E

T. E.

BISSELL CO.,

Ltd.,

Elora, Ont.

aninually a list of

small

implements

lists must contain retail prices of
the machines on cash or credit
terms, also the usual length and
terms of credit and the rate of in-

work

and

?nir'by*"fhc

or

they have for sale, wiith full descriptions, horse powers and
horsepower requirements. Such

The Bissell Disc Harrow
30x16,

file

large

terest

charged on

Lists of

all

Itime

payments.

repairs for Iboth large

and small implements must be

90A

filed,

giving cash selling price of

repairs and the places in the province where they may be purchased.
No repair shall Ibe sold ait a
higher cash price than that filed,
under a $25 penalty, which will
require some attention in the setting of prices on repairs filed
Avhether prices to dealer or farmer.
Lists must ibe filed as required under a penality o'f $5.00
for every day default continues.

Contract Forms Drafted
sale of larg'e implements
contracts must be on a special
form "A" for small implements
sold on credit, form "B," 'both of
which are appended to the draft

For

;

>

Second-hand imple-|||
ments are sold on contract form

of the Act.

"C" As in the Saskaltchewan
Act, in the event of the purchaser,
not being able to read, the contract must Ibe read over and explained to him in a language he
understands^ before it is signed by
him, which should in many cases
necessitate Ithe assistance of an
interpreter in dealing with foreign
hiorn farmers.
The vendor has to give an affi- j
davit to the effedt that this pro- i
cedure has been followed. Play- 1
ment to any agent of a company *
is deemed to be receipt by the
'

i

Attention, Dealers!

BERT CONWAY

LINES:

apply

Sleighs
Wagons
Cream Separators

Carriages

Harness

Cutters

Stoves

Ford Commercial Bodies

COMPRISING:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Buggies

-

-

-

-

-

-

Buggies

Heney Harness Company

-

-

-

Harness and Blankets

Woodstock Wagon Co.

-

-

-

Swedish Separator Co.

-

-

Conway
Munro

Line

&

-

-

Mcintosh Line

Beckwith Company

-

Wagons and

"Round Oak" Stoves and Furnaces
all

Types

Large Complete Stocks of above carried

Send

Sleighs

Viking Cream Separators

Ford Commercial Bodies in

for Catalogue

These Lines are Handled

in

and Price

in

Regina

Lists

Saskatchewan Exclusively by

BERT CONWAY
Corner Albert and South Railway

vendor of machine. Repossession
and resale evidently does not

Regina^ Sask.
Sts.

in

the

case

of

binder's,

which are embodied by section 23
of the Act, as large implements
and binders must be appraised for
value by agreement or by arbitrators appointed, as

is

the case

under the Saskatchewan Act.
Such arbitration values the machine at the place of repossession.
As in the Saskatchewan Act,
the purchaser Can reject a whole
outfit if one unit of the outfit,
though bought at a different time,
does mot prove up to the warranty given. Where earnings of.
large implements, such as Itractors or separators are assigned, Ithe
vendor must give written notice
he claims such earnings,
thait
which shall ibe 25 per cent of earnA
ings on the particular job.
provided upon grain
lien
is
threshed, as the thresbier has

under the Threshers' Lien Act.
All conltracts must comply with
the terms of the Act as outlined,
and Ithe vendor is responsible for
the representations loif his agents.
Contracts for Large Implements
In the case of large implements
the contract drafted asks for wiarranty as regards construction and
efficiency when properly used.
Ten days' trial is given, purchaser
tO' give nojtice in writing within
that time if machine is defective.
The vendor has eight days in
which to put Ithe miachine in proper order, or purchaser may reject
machine and demand reimbursement. If failure is due to lack of

^

,
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on farmer's part, the latter
must pay the vendor expenses for
The
itime and trou'ble incurred.
warranty shall cover parts fior one
year, if defective in workmanship
or material, while repairs for machine must be procurable in Maniskill

at

it'oiba,

a

specific

place,

far

a

period of ten years from date of
order.

Engines

ranted

to

to hamper the implement industry in the Canadian West; yet if
ilt
makes cash settlement more
common, it may be of some ultimai'te good.
As originally drafted
its discrimination against certain
interests is obvio'us, with the resulting ibiais toward other interests also selling farm machinery.

must he war-

deliver

rated

horse

The
Tractor and Thresher Repair

power continually and must be
warranted to drive a 'separator o^f
and make sitated in contract.

a size

In the warranty foir plowing, it
looks as ithough a land inspector
wiQuld Ibe necessary, for the engine must ibe wiarranted to handle
so many plows of a size given, in
soil to be carefully specified, and
at stated depths for 'breaking or
stubble. Further, the seller must
send an experit tio 'Start outfiit and
instruct purchaser in its operation.
Purchaser must insure the
machinery against fire in favor of
vendor.

With a separator express warranty must also Ibe given, and thait
it can be driven to full capacity
iby an engine of powier quoted
upon

land, descripltion

mu'st

ibe

inserted.

of

We

which
cannot

very well see how the land, if
passably level, will afifect the
driving or capacity of tbe seiparator ^^but so reads the suggested

—

ciointract.

Contracts for Small Implements

The guarantees in ithe case of
small implements call for the
usual requirements as neg*ards defects in material or workmanship.
Replacements will be free of
charge if broken parts are returned to vendor Ib'eifo're November Isit following date of purchase.
If in two days' trial the
machine fails to do' Ithe work,
written notice must 'be given to
the agent and reasonable timie allowed to remedy defects. Recollect, dealers, Ithis point of written
notice of defects applies (to both
large
and small implements.

Necessary spare parts for small
machines must be kept by vendor
at a point in Manitoba for a period
of ten years from date of order.
In the case of small implements
delayed in delivery through no
fault of vendor, no damage can be
claimed by purchaser. Inlterested
dealers in Manitoba should procure copies of Ithis Act from the
King's printer, Winnipeg.
The
suggested legislation has not as

become law, and strenuous
opposition has been raised regarding some \oi the features in the

yet

Act, which, as drafted, will require as careful amendment as the
Saskatchewan Adt before it fully

performs the purpose for which
In efifect it is but

it is inltended.

a

repetition

of

the

legislation

which already has done so much

pair

Service

At a recent meeting of the tractor and thresher repair men in the
National Implement and Vehicle
Association, considerable discussion took place and plans were

made

to

make

repair departments

even more efficient so that quick
production and distiribu'tton of
spare parts should result.
In order to arrive at a satisfactory basis for estimating the re-

demand

this

season,

many

manufacturers have studiously
compiled comparative figures covering past years, both prior to and
since the beginning of the war.
Allowances have been made to
cover the increased demand for
repairs 'that will develop when
farmers increase their operations.
repair

men

at the factories

17

and who has a bright
and bright shelves. You
wtant a competitor thait draws
such a crowd when he advertises
something special for a day, that
the crowd will overflow into your
ers service,

store

store

.I)etter

to get

Competition an Incentive
Competition

?

W:hy

say,

com-

the greatesit business
getter ithere is in the world. You
petition

want

is

a competitor

who

will

draw

trade for twenty miles
a man
who has a clean store and a clean
stock; a man who gives the farm;

—

merchant you will have
busy and brighten up your
store and put in a better stock
and do better advertising, and it
will all increase your business

time

among

get ser-

—

the thousands of farmers
occasioned by delay in obtaining
repairs may be avoided.

realize that a day's loss of

when they cannot

vice at his place as faist as they
wnould like ilt and the chances'
are his influence will make you a

The competition
makes you be a better merchant
because you have got to keep up
with him or eo -under.
accf^rdingly.

Some

travelers have to wait una dealer begins biting himself
in the neck before they realize

til

that he's getting angr^^

:

:

:

—
;

:
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Tractors Below $1,400 Duty Free
War

Under the
Dominion

;he

Measunes Act
Government on

February 7th decided that tractors under $1,400 in value be admitted entry into Canada duty
The duty has been 25 per
free.
cent, •or about $200 on an $800
The Department of
madhine.
Trade and Commerce at Ottawa,
in a communication to Canadian
Farm Implements, states that the
Order-in-Council
lows

reads

as

fol-

:

''During' the period of

from the seventh day

of

one year

February,

1918, remii'ssion and refund of duty
is hereby autHiorized in respect of
traction engines costing not mibre

than one thouslaind four hundred
dollars in the country of production designed to Ibe moved by
steam or other motive powder for

farm purposes and parts thereof
for repair; and traction attachments designed and imported to
be comlbined with automobiles in
Canlada f ot 'Use as traction engines
purposes and parts
for farm
thereof for repair."

minion

Customs

sent to the Minister of Agriculture and Customs urging thiat
tractors, brought in* by dealers
prior to the removal of the duty
ar;d

on whidh the duty has been

should have the duty on
them remitted, providing the tractors have not been sold.
paid,

The
tutes

In connection with
portant .announcement

this

im-

Dotihe
Department

states

"In order to 'expedite importation and delivery of the above articles, they may be entered at the
custom house as free of ordinary
duty and war tax, on the usual
form of entry for home donsumption (B-1) until the 8th February,
1919. The articles should be set
forth in the entry in tlh^e words by
which they are shove described."
Several resolutions have been

March, 1918

no

will be

modifictation

the

list,

Canadian
standing

neither will any com-

;

tractor agencies because of the
purchase by the government of

effect in

mla'chines

having

been

bought and received at the old
prices which Itends to cause finanWithcial loss to the impiorters.
out doubt the res'ult of this removal of duty on light tractors,
which will affect aboiut 80 per
cent of all machines sold will lead
to a greatly increased

tractors this y^ear.

demand

for

tractors

from the Ford company

at cost.

"The order was promulgated
purpose of increasing production and expires in a year's
time.
It applies only !to tnactors
of a value not exceeding $1,400."
for the

The
Wie are

B. T.

Barn Book

1918
B.T. Barn Book,
issued by Beatty Bros., the wellin receipt of the

edition of the

known barn equipment manufacturing concern of Fergus, Ont.
Comprising over 350 pages and
profusely illuistrated with fine
half tone engravings, the B.T.
Barn Book is without dO'ubt the
most complete publiclaition issued
in its particular line.

"HERO"
24, 32, 48 inches

Barn plans and barn erection
galvainized steel

ORDER YOUR SUPPLY NOW
Hero Fanning Mills are strongly built, easily driven and have a
They have
capacity of from 40 to 80 bushels of wheat per hour.
exclusive patented features found in no other mill glazed cambric curtains remove all wild oats from barley and wheat. The Hero is built in
three sizes, for hand or power drive. Standard equipment includes five
sieves and six screens; 8 and 10-ft. baggers supplied if desired. Their
the
fine reputation, wonderful efficiency and reasonable price makes
Hero mill a business-builder for the dealer.
;

sold on a positive guarantee, and despite the phenomenal
guarantee delivery of all mills sold. The Hero cleans and

is

demand we

grades the grain better than any other mill sold.
Hero Mill— and we sell it only through the retailer.
or write us to-day.

—

There is but one
See our traveller,

HERO MANUFACTURING CO.,
Exclusive Sales Agents for Western Canada

Manufactured and Guaranteed by the

steel

Edmonton

niggiaas Ave.

Winnipeg

;

sani-

;

;

;

a valuable acquisition to his
where for reference purit

of the greatest

The company

advise us that

poses he will find
use.

a copy

be sent readiers of
Canadian Farm Implements who
will mail their name and address
to Beatty Bros., Fergus, Ont.
will

a close eye on your comof course, but keep a
closer eye on his compe'titor
yourself.

Keep

6S-S@

stalls

;

;

Book
LTD.

cow

pens
water bowls
tanks horse stable fittings manure and feed carriers; hay carriers barn door track nailing for
drive, barn scraper and manger
cleaner; hog pens and troughs.
In closing, a very fine illustrated
article shows and describes the
Beatty factories.
Beyond its personal viewpoint
,this book is a very valuable compendium on modern sanitary barn
construdtion. It contains a wealth
of information on the subject, and
should be of exceptionial value to
Every
all
live stodk farmers.
dealer should find the B.T. Barn
files,

Calgary

series of

features

tary

Every Mill

A

blue prints givie many valuable
plans for barn layout, an exterior
view of each blairn being shown as
wiell as the plan.
Full instructions' are given in
the design and donstruction of
Framing, roof, windows,
barns.
installation or iequipment, design
of mangers, gutters and stalls,
are of especidl- interest to the
farmer who intends to build. This
splendid book is divided into sections which cover the following

Fanning Mills
will get you the
Trade in 1918.

Three Sizes

on

complaints from
companies
notwith-

free

market value" on a

the entry of machines of which the
cost price in the States is nearly
At present the tractor
$1,400.
market is in a peculiar position,

many

"There

in the order placing tractors

piensation be given to the various

of

may have some

tractor

that

consti-

dedision
"fair

what

A press report from Ottawa,
under date of Fdbruary 20, states

petitor,

:
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The John Deere Catalog

Throughout
work ds of

We

are in receipt of the 191S
"B" of the John Deere
Plow Co., Limited, comprising
the Ibranches of the company at
Saskatoon,
Winnipeg, Regina,
ca'talog

Edmonton and Lethbridg'e. Containing over 300 pages, 10x6^,
this is a very nicely arranged and
publication.
well

compiled

the

thnoughout

typographical
high

good,
being

excieptionally

quality, fine half-tone illustrations

showing

vari'oius

'the

cultiva'tors,

discs,

catalog of the greatest value in
the sale of the Deere lines. It is
certainly the finest yet issued by
this well-tknown farm machinery
organization.
Interested dealers
can obtain a copy 'by writing the
nearest 'branch of the company.

harrows, grain

drills,

manure

spreaders,
saw
wagons, trucks, grain

frames,
grinders,

catalog

the

A

—

A

of

ter<se

We

feel sure that
crushers, etc.
Deere dealers will fi^nd the new

exceptionally

technical descriptiO'U
and to the point.

few of the lines shown in this
complete catalog are as follows
Plows botih horse and tractor;
])inders, mowers, rakes, hay itools,

machines,

while several color plates further
em:belli's*h the catalog.
handy index facilitates the
I ocation of the various
types of
machines handled and manufa'Ctured iby the company, the whole

arrangement

being

the
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fanning

mills,

Have you

roller

a prospect list?

Made

in

Three
Sizes

Aspinwall Potato Machinery
STANDARD THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Cutters
ASPINWALL POTATO PLANTER

No. 3

Diggers

ASPINWALL ELEVATOR DIGGER

Sprayers

Planters

Sorters

Absolutely the best for the purpose intended

ASPINWALL CANADIAN COMPANY, LTD.
GUELPH, ONTARIO, CANADA
World's Oldest and Largest Makers of Potato Machinery
ASPINWALL POTATO SORTER

Aspinwall Double Cylinder Sprayer No. 27

SELL

McCormick
DRILLS
Big Sellers for 1918
N
I

these

war months, with wheat

and other crop

selling at exceptional prices,

prices in proportion,

McCORMICK

.-.

The

are being rehed on in every grain-growing section of the

country to produce the necessary crop increases.
call for these reliable machines is growing and insistent.
Careful field tests at government experiment stations have proved

The

seed at the proper depth

—
—add from 4 to 10 bushels to the yield per
drills

planting the correct

amount

International Harvester

5.

Our

DRILLS

/.

have long been making good

—on your own

territory.

features in the feed and action of these drills.

we enable you

disk, double disk,

to suit

any

of drills to

list

soil,

crop or particular

demand

with single

shoe or hoe, of the papular sizes, and with any attachment.

carefully planned mailing campaign,

on your own

of

Investigation wherever
and poor driUing.
good farming is practised in Canada, will show McCORMICK drills
at the forefront in correct construction and in popularity.

acre, over broadcasting

fact that

MANY

for big crops.

fact that these drills

The convincing

The

over and over again that good

POINTS THAT WILL SELL

The present demand

drills

of

drill

by which we arouse the interest of farmers
make it easy for you to clinch the sale

prospects and

them.

McCORMICK

the last call for thorough preparation to sell
Make sure now that you have
drills for the growing of 1918 crops.
arranged for enough drills to meet your requirements. Write to the
branch house nearest you NOW!

This

is

Company

—

of Canada, Limited

BRANCH HOUSES
WEST— Brandon,

Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta; Estevan. Sask.; Lethbridge, Alta.; North Battleford, Sask.; Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.;
Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
EAST—Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.

—
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E-B Military Tractor Schools

by the experts
E-B school was of a nature
would prove valuable when

A

very

of

series

initeresitdng

held at
the EmeTSon-Brantingham plant
at Rockford, III., ihias just been
One hundred and
completed.
military Itractor schoiols

officers and enlisted men
from the 333rd Heavy Artillery
from Camp Grant, commanded by
Ool. Cook, were divided intO' thre'e
squads and given a day's insitruc-

(tlhat

they get in adtive duty over

tihere.

Government Sets Binder
Twine Prices

U.S.

forty

tion each.

W.

Gigax, who has been
mianaging the E-B tradtor schools
for farm tractor operatoirs for the
past three months, had active
dharge of the schools and gave
the general talks on tractor wonk.

He was albly assisted, however,
by W. G. Clark, chief engineer of
ithe

Co.,

Wilcox

-

Bennetlt

detailed talks on
R. E. Day, servioe

cariburetion.

engineer for the
Co.,

Carburetor

who gave

who

nition,

K.W.

Ignition
gave instructions o^n ig-

and H.

vice engineer,

lubrication

C. Steel,

who gave

and

E-B

ser-

talks

on

'other subjects in-

cidental to tradtor lopieration.
Officers from Camp Grant who
had the opportunity to attend the
schools were highly pleased with
the methods used and decided to

pattern

own

schools after
them. Emierson-Brantingham Co.
have offered to assist them by the
loan of a tractor, tractor parts and
other equipment.
itbeir

Unusual interest was displayed
by all Ithe students, owing to the

Heavy Arbe motorized, and the

fact that all the U.S.
tillery is to

At these

instructions given
of the

F.

:

price
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prices the wholesale

Winnip'eg, allowing
maximum advance in each twine
would approximate as follows
Standard and sisal, 500 ft., 23^c.
in carload lots small lots, 23%c.
and 23%c.; 550 ft. twine, 25^c.;
600 ft. twine, 26%c.
650 ft.
twine, 2834c. Pure manila, 650
ft., 29^c.'
as

at

:

;

;

On

Feb. 28 the Food Administration of the U.S. Government
announced the maximum advance
over cost of sisal fibre which may

be charged by binder 'twine
manufacturers.
The scale is
based on a value of 19c. per
pound for sisal fibre, although
this
fibre
has
recently
been
quoted at I914 and 19>4c. The
following is the maximum advances for the twines indicated
Standard and sisal, 500 ft.,
carload
lots,
4 cents
above sisal fibre cost,
or
23
:

From

10,000 to 20,000 lbs.,
4}4, cents fibre, or
All amounts to carry an al-

23j^

lowance of not more than

4^

per

or

cents,

lb.

maximum
550

ft.

twine,

1%

cents

twine, or a maximum of .25
ft. twine, 3 cents above
standard, maximum
26^
65Q ft. twine, 4j4 cents

standard,

maxi-

mum

27%

Pure manila, 650
lb.

years

instead of one
dealers'
licence plates will cost $5.00, but
are good for three years.
All

regret to report the death
during Februar)^, of Mrs. Fred J.
Weed, wife of Fred J. Weed,
manager of the Winnipeg branch

De Laval Company, Ltd. The
deceased lady had been ill for almost a year, and for the last four
months had been confined to bed.
She had been resident in Winnipeg for 17 years. The late Mrs.
of

Weed was

a

woman

of singularly

strong personality and broad sympathies, and was a practical helper
in
every charitable movement.
Many organizations in church and
social life will miss an untiring

;

must be equipped with non-

cars

We

worker and warm

friend.

Inter-

ment took place

600

more than

Manitoba
legislation
number
must now be used three

plates

The use of a spot
allowed, and autois'ts will have more protection as
regards the speed limit in crossing culverts.
glare lenses.
light is not

The Manitoba Motor League
has now a membership of 1,295,
an increase of 60 per cent in 1917.
The following are the officers this
year: President, J. A. Banfield,
Winnipeg; Vice-Presidents, J. J,
Smiley, Brandon
A.
Brown,
Portage la Prairie A. F. Stelck,
Dauphin D. Lamont, Melita F.
McCallum, Elm Creek; R.
J.
Forke,
Pipestone
SecretaryTreasurer, A. C. Emmett, Win;

;

;

;

;

23j4

above price of standard

above

Obituary

A

this year.
proposal to raise
the licence fee to 75 cents per
horse power was defeated owing
to the efforts of the league.
Had
the proposal gone through the
licence on a Ford car would have
cost $16.50. According to recent

ft.,
not
6 cents per

above price of stand-

ard or maximum
29%
All prices are f.o.b. factory.

at Troy, N.Y.
His many friends throughout the
West will join with us in extending Mr. Weed our sincere sympathy on his sad bereavement.

Manitoba Motor League Does
Good work

Owing

representations

to

the
Manitoba
there will be
license fees

Motor
no

for cars

by

League,

increase in
and trucks

nipeg.

National Characteristics
Notwithstanding all the busiefficiency and strenuosity

ness
that

we

like to talk about,

an easy-going people.

we

are

We are too

tolerant of carelessness, physical

We

and moral.
pay too little attention to precautions.
More accidents occur in this country by
far than in any other, simply because of this carelessness.
elect men to office hoping, per

We

haps, that they will make tolerable officials, instead of making
ourselves reasonably sure on that

We

point before election.
worship the "live wire" we abhor the
"knocker."
fail to see that
the "live wire" is often a rascal
that the "knocker" is often an
honest man who refuses to be
silent that the "live wire" can be
as destructive as an intelligent
"knocker" can be constructive. All
the really great of earth have been
"knockers."
;

We

;

The
that

trouble with most of us
are too superficial.

we

"guesd" too
little.

is

j

We

*

much and know

too

Efficiency can only be based

—

on thoroughness in education, in
business systems and in manufacturing. Our youths are too eager
to become wage-earners, with the
result that they enter the labor

market
mental

under-equipped

from

a
^

standpoint. Baseball is
too often of supremely more importance than the routine of business.

Now
Students at .Military, Tractor School, at Emerson-Brantinghamplant, Rockford,

111.

is

the time to put the "act"

in tractor business.

:
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What

the Massey-Harris Line

Means
He re

21

to the

Agent

what the Massey-Harris Line of Farm
Implements means to the Local Agent—
is

An

old established business, well and favorably known for
three generations, with a most enviable record for integrity

and square deahng.

A

implements famous the world over for reliability,
efficiency and economy
economy on account of their long- and
satisfactory service to the farmer
which helps to make future
line of

—

—

sales for the agent.

—

Canadian implements Canadian capital co-operating with
Canadian labor to produce implements especially adapted to
Canadian conditions and, therefore, appealing to the farmer on
the grounds of good business and patriotism as well.

A

line

which

extensively advertised in the farm papers
and in other ways, so as to pave the way for the local agent or

canvasser

is

— no

time wasted
Massey-Harris means.

A

in

explaining what the

name

implements under the one name, talking one
implement helps the whole line, and each implement sold is a
help towards selling another.
full line of

Experienced travellers and salesmen to help round up the
different customers, and competent experts to render assistance
in the setting up or operating of machines

Massey-Harris Implements are easy to sell and they stay sold.
HEAD OFFICES:

TORONTO
FACTORIES AT

TORONTO, BRANTFORD
and

WOODSTOCK

BRANCHES

Massey-Harris
Co.
'
|

.

i

LiimiteCl

MONTREAL, MONCTON,
WINNIPEG,

REGINA,

SASKATOON, YORKTON,
SWIFT CURRENT, CALGARY,

EDMONTON,

VANCOUVER, KAMLOOPS

IL
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on Higher Prices

Profits

It would seem that the implement dealer is juistified in charging a price which will pay him a
profilt based upon the new price
level of goods.
That is, if three
years ago the dealer had figured
that 20 per cent, or 23 pier cenit,
or 25 per cent on the selling price

of

was

go'ods

his

iiecessary

lars

in

on

profit

virtually to cut the

this

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited
811-12

many

.

month preceding

KNOWN ON APPLICATION

this office not later than the 25th of the
issue in which insertion is desired.

on

all

expressed

by correspondents.

Member Western Canada
Entered in the Winnipeg Post

wrong

and he can not afford

Standardization in Implement

Manufacture

and

elimination.

Where

one size of machine
can be used in place of another one has been eliminated.

Where two implements were

in

that

accomplished the
same work under the same field
conditions one was disicontinu'ed.
During the development of
many years, tools had been
placed in the line that were only
suiited to a local condition or were
merely fancies of some particular
man. These have been largely
line

elimiinated.

entire elimination of leftploM^s and the standard-

farm wagon are excellent
examples of what has been done.
ized

The reduction in implement
variety has a very beneficial effect
on the industry and is also o^f help
to the general situation.

As manufacturing

effort

concentrated on fewer

can be

itypes, pro-

stanidard.

Workmen

be-

efficient and more expert on the etaind'ard itypes.
As an lexample, we will consider two forgings, both of approximately the same size and
weight, but different in detailed
design.
The forging tools, the

jigs

drill

the

The implement industry has
given much attention to standardization

sell,

come more

in this respect

mistakes.

lor

is

miore

.

make

duction

is lincreased.
Less time
wasted in setting of dies, tools
and jigs. Material shortages are
fewer because each size becomes

he was in ithe habit of using before the cost prices to him advanced. It is mighty easy for the
dealer to go

Press Association
second class matter.

Office as

WINNIPEG, CANADA, MAECH,

it

at this time

ment of $150,000,000

holes,

used in
parts

ithe

used for gauging
and other tools
manufacture of the

entirely

ia;re

each piece.

different

for

Thus, to maike the

two pieces, twice the tool equipment is required than to make one'
piece.

The duplication of toiols has required the careful stuidy of the engineering department.

Many

hours have been spent in designing such equipment. Much work

to

do

tools

and considerable ma-

has been used Itbat must remain in the equipment until the
special part has been discontinued
from manufacture. In makingtwo parts instead of one, we,
therefore, waste both material and
labor.

Advertise

Your Lines

There is more than one way to
go after the business in your territory.
Your customers should
kniow just what separator, engine

It is

and thien push that arObtain useful advertising
helps from the manufacturers.
Usually you can have, without
charge, catalogs, literature, bookline

ticle.

envelope enclosures, eledtro-

and

types,

copy

for advertiseuse of all this good
help.
Study the literature, learn
all the talking points of yiour line,

Make

ments.

and

why your

arlticle

is

better

than youT comp'etitor's.
Don't
wait for customers to come in.
Don't stay satisfied. Go afte^r the
business and the bigger profits
will go after you.

—

skilled men has. been
devoted to actual prodnction of

the

this is to adveritise.

mot necessary to carry full-page
advertisements in
your local
paper, because smaller advertisements may serve your needs just
as well.
FoTtify yourself with a

lets,

$20,000,000.

Invesltigation proves that there
are only .two methods of finding
the true turnover; one being to
divide the sales for the year by
the average inventory, the inventory to foe computed monthly at
the selling price (nolte this compares the sales, at selling price,
against the average merchandise,

which

also taken at the sale
the other method is to

is
;

and when

oil

other incidentals are considered,

may

be assumed that
investmemt in
motor cars for the past year represents an outlay of $200,000,000.
No greater evidence is necessary
in determining the commanding
position that the automobile trade
occupies among the industries of
it

safely

Canada's

total

the Dominion.

F. D. Blakely

111

We regret

to report the serious
D. Blakely, publisher
lof "Canadian Farm Implements."
Mr. Blakely, w'ho has been in indifferent health for the past two
or three years, has for the last five
weeks been confined to bed with
heart trouble and, complications.
He hasi been constantly in the
doctor's hands, and has had a
stiff fight of it, but at this writing
shows considerable improvement.
This will be good news to his
many friends in the implement
business, all of whom he desires
to thank for their constant enquiries
and much appreciated
illness of F.

visits

during his

illness.

A

won-

constitution and an irrepressible optimism have stood
Mr. Blakely in good stead during
a istiff bout with the grim reaper.
trust that soon he may be
restored to health and strength,
so that he may be back at his desk
as of yore.
derful

Factors in Successful Merchandizing

We

have no objection to the
mail order house increasing its
business by legitimate means, but
what we do strenuously object to
is to the monopolization and centralization of trade.

divide tbe merchandise sold during the year by the average

and the

monthly inventory

chant.

at cost.

to this the expenditure

on gasoline and

We

Computing Turnover

price)

To

that every
car owner
spends at least $100 in a year,
which makes a total reaching

and the most 'economical way

by the most

terial

1918

other piece of machinery you

good

in cars.

then must be

added cost of equipment and accessories.
For these it is esti-

Adding

CORRESPONDENCE

least

same percentage on

bound to be a certain
guess-work in placing
a valuation on Canada's investment in motor vehicles, but
among automobile men it is as-,
sumed that $750 would representthe fair average value of each car'
is

of

mated

the

to use the

hand

Ten Cents

matters pertinent to the implement and vehicle trade.
As an
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for publication, every correspondent
must sign his name. We reserve the right to edit all matter
submitted but do not undertake to endorse opinions

Solicited

safe and sure wialy for
the dealer to pursue is to continue
to figure on the selling price, and

The

Single Copies,

Change of Advertising Copy should reach

The only

the

Editor

ADVERTISING

RATES MADE

mianufacturer to advance his price to the dealer are
operating as well in the latter's
case to increase his overhead. To
cover this also he musit charge
miore for his goods.

to

THOMSON.

WINNIPEG, CANADA

Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

is

in all probability
of the factors which com-

pelled

a. a.

Telephone Main 518

SUBSCRIPTIONS
$1.00 per year in

But

plain.

once per mionth,
or semi-Aveekly.

this original outlay

the eost of a plow is twenty
per cent higher to-day than iit was
three years ago, the dealer must
advance his price to cover that inis

BLAKELY, Manager
CONFEDERATION LIFE BLDG.

F. D.

p'rice.

So much at

a

computing inventory

purdhased. On this basis, it is a
matter of easy calculation that
this country has a present invest-

Established in 1904 and Published Monthly by

If

crease in cost.

than

There

A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER

for in-

basis

oftener

amount

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES, ENGINES AND MACHINERY

stance, than they did three years
ago. It should be obvious that to
figure

of

ment

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
AND
SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

profit in actual dol-

and cents on a plow,

some stores have

method

t

Canada's Automobile Invest-

vanced sielling prices lof to-day.
This is emphasized because some
dealers have felt tbait they ishould

more

course,

some weekly

order that he might cover his
overhead and make a fair profit
besides, then the same percentages are allowable on itbe ad-

get no

•March, 1918

Of

ways believed

in the

locai dealer

We

have

al-

home town

and

retail

mer-

Canadian Farm Implements
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social and economic welboth country and town are
dependent in a large measure upon

The

fare of

the prosperity of the home merTheir interests are just as

chants.

deserving of consideration as are
those of the producers and consumers. People have the right to
buy and sell when and where they
will, to be sure, but we object to
the
legitimate avenues of trade that

a

system

that

so

controls

one class of people must sufifer
that another may thrive.
Anything that is detrimental
to the interests of the local

mer-

chant, to the local grain buyer,
the local stock buyer and the local

produce buyer

detrimental to
the local producer. Blighting 'the
prosperity of the smaller .towns
and villages means the decline in
farm and property values, town
and rural institutions and public
investments and public improvements.
To counteract the baneful effect of mail order growth the reis

merchant must depend upon
something beyond his location
and personality. True his personality is a factor. Yet the mail
order house, at long range, and
without an atom of local sentiment
in its make-up, has gone out into
country districts and sold goods
right under the nose of the country merchant.
How so? Simply
through the power of advertising
salesmanship on paper, with
well prepared catalogs that display the goods attractively. We
have even heard merchants say
that farmers do not read advertail

—

money so spent i.s
wasted. The mail order catalog
disproves this
It is read
and
believed in because it supplies

used, and laocording to the
of a discriminating and
fastidious public. Such efficiency
cannot be attained under presenlt
conditions withouit the associated

it

is

demands

'efforts

of

the merchants and

a

We

high degree of lorganization.

must have effiaiency as a class, as
well as individuals, and this is oibtained only thnough organization
and co-operation.
lit

should be the

implement dealer
and loyally by

lideal of

every

to stand firmly

association

his

with his support and influence, so
that we may secure more equitable condiitioais, guard our inter-

and become more efficient
merchants, and thereby better
serve our patrons and more firmly

farmer to a realization of the fact,
that even if he buys a good first
class tractor its length of service
in a large measure depends upon
his care, attention and good judgment. If we tell him everybody
can run a tractor, and it i^s all
right to let everyone run it, we
are doing him an injustice. Tbe
care and operation of a tractor
should, where at all possible, be
handed over to one man who
should be held responsible for the
condition of the machine. Every
machine has its own individual
peculiarities.

ests

establish our business.

Avoid Disappointment

On

account

of higher costs,
there is a greater necessary investment in the implement busi-

both wholesale and retail.
it is necessary thaJt we
sell more for cash, and less on
time, and there is no better time
to establish the credit business on
a sounder basis than right now.
The slow delivery of steel, coal
shortage and transportation difficulties
handicapping the
are
manufacture and distribution of
impkments wherefore, it is imperative that every dealer should
anticipate his actual or probable
requirements for 1918, and buy
ness,

Selling the Tractor Right

Therefore,

One

thing

is

about the

isure

tractor gam'e aind that

lis

this.

The

farmers have ibeen and are being
misled so much that some day not
very far distant, very many will
pick out and appreciate the man
who tells Ithem the truth about
tractors. This man will get their
'business, and he will get it at his
own priice. The farmer owes
himself a service if he wants to
get the best there is out of the
tractor he buys. He muislt understand that everything the instruction book says is impor^tant. Just
a few minutes too late in addinglubricating oil may diminish the
usefulness and shortten a life of a
tractor, 25 to 50 per cent. Every
efifoTt

should be made to bring the

—

!

the

why

—when —what and where-

fore that a prospective purchaser

wants to know.
Advertising is the modern way
of selling goods. The farmer has
been educated to it and expects it,
yet the retail merchant in too
many cases knows little or nothing about preparing a good advertisement. Advertising is not selling goods at a cut price, as too
many seem to think. It is simply
selling by means of ink and paper,
while modern salesmanship is selling goods at a profit.
To meet
external

competition

the

small
town merchant must be both a

salesman and an advertiser.
Association and Efficiency
Organization, conservation and
efficiency are wa!tchwords -of the
day in merchandiziing, as well as
in
other activities.
Efificiency
must be the dominating or oontrolli.ng factor, and mea>ns success
or lailure, accordiing to the degree

Personal
R. J. Barrett is a new farm
machinery dealer at Orion.
Black & Harris are owners of a

new auto business at Barons.
Roy Beattie is to build a new
garage

dealer who waits is
doomed to various disappointments. For similar reasons, the
dealer should urg'e his farmer customers ito look over their equipment, and order necessary new
goods and repairs for the season
at once so they'll get 'the goods.
early.

The

and auto waerhouse

at

Burdett.

A. D. McDonald has discontinued his harness business a't
Francis.

Hans Kellberg is now carrying
on an implement business at
Waldorf.
is

The Tractor & Implement Co.
a new concern incorporated at

Edmonton.
W. Buchanan, harness dealer
at Weyburn, has sold out to A.
D. McDonald.
Dandurand & Pelton, dealers at
Cadillac, are succeeded by Pelton

&

Hutchinsofi.

Chas. Grabowsky, a dealer
Plum Coulee, has sold out
Jacob A. Klassen.

at

to

E. M. Kerr has sold out his implement business at Crystal City
to W. H. Simpson.

The Cawston Machinery

;

tisements, that

—

23

Co.

is

machine distributing concern at Vancouver.
a nev/

J.

man

Ruddy,

V.
at

an automobile
has sold out

Miles'tone,

to Lester

&

Hughes.

Edwards & Stewart

are a new
firm of automobile agents doing
business at W^oodrow.

Cairns & Leary have dissolved
partnership in their automobile
business a't Armstrong.
Sid Bellamy, a coal, lumber and
dealer at Carievale,
has sold out to H. Bellamy.

implement

"HELP WIN THE WAR^^

P.

Ames, manager

of

Manitoba

Engines, Limited, Brandon, was

National Implement Inspection

MARCH

& Repair Week

E. G.

11

to

16,

1918

Save Expensive Delays and Transportation Charges and Help
in the Big Drive for Greater Food Production
If

maximum

likely to be

used

crops are to be raised, all farm machinery
year must be put in good repair so as to

this

avoid delays in the

field.

The week of March 11 to 16 inclusive, has been designated as National Implement Inspection and Repair Week,
and the farmers are urged to inspect their implements and
place orders for needed repairs that week.
The great difficulty of securing malleable and steel parts,
which renders it impossible for dealers to carry the usual repair stocks, together with the delays in transportation, render
it necessary to place orders for your repair requirements early.
The warning has been given, do not fail to heed it by putting off ordering your repairs until the day you want to use
the implement.
The Dominion Department of Agriculture at Ottawa
gives sanction to this

a recent visitor to

You will be performing an act of loyalty by heeding this
appeal and acting promptly.
IS

Week

Winnipeg.

now

carrying

on an automobile agency and
machine business at Kamloops.

The Harris Garage, Nobleford,
was recently burnt out. The loss
was partly covered by insurance.
Stewart & Watson, implement
and automobile dealers at Airhave sold out to C. A. Shar-

drie,

row.

The King Ventilating Co. is a
new sheet metal manufacturing
and distributing concern

at

Moose

Jaw.

The

estate

of R.

Greenwood,

formerly a harness dealer at Shoal
Lake, has been sold to Arthur
jMeindl.

The Richard son Road Machmwas recently incorporated

A NECESSITY

at

Saskatoon.

Advertisement Suggested for use by Dealers.

Capital

is

given

as $20,000.

H. E. Hamilton, Ltd., is the
of a new concern handling
farm machinery and equipment a't

name
Repair

is

ery Co.

movement.

PREPAREDNESS

Knight
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Unity.

Capital

is

given

as

$20,000.

Mr. Brown, of the Huber Mfg.
Co., Minneapolis, Avas a recent
business visitor to Winnipeg and

Brandon.

charge of the Edmonton interests
of the organization.

John Cleverley, a hardware and
implement dealer at Earl Grey,
has sold out his interests at that
point to A. M. Nairn.

The Northern Lightning Arrester Co. are wholesale and retail dealers in lightning systems
at

is

The Abbey Motor Service Co.
dissolved in the town of that
Frazza continues

F.

J.

Johnson,

Schmidt Brass

the business.

The Campbell Good Truck

Co.
the

Winnipeg, has bought out
business of the Dominion Sedan
Co. of this city.
Litzenburger

&

Ulmer, impleinent dealers a't Neudorf, have
dissolved partnership.
Mr. Litzenburger continues.
Laughlin & Eckert, automobile
dealers at Shaunavon, have sold
out at tha't point to the Shaun-

avon Automobile Co.
Langley & Bell, implement
dealers at Prince Albert, have
dissolved partnef-ship in
business a't that center.

their

Archie Baker, of the Winnipeg
& Roofing Co., Winnipeg,
has been transferred to take
Ceiling

iinplement

Tademore, have dissolved partnership. Lewis Sines
at

continues the business.
Taggart & Co. have bought out
the me'tal works at Winnipeg,
formerly
carried
on
by the

Regina.

name.

&

Sines
dealers

Farm

&

Gleason, was in Winnipeg during Bonspiel looking into business conditions in the Canadian

West.

The Neepawa Garage
town

M.
ment

Co.,

in

name, has been
Johnston, head
of the concern, has retired from
of that

Adam

business.

John Venn, a hardware and
implement dealer at Foam Lake,

cern at Winnipeg

Magnet Metal

owned by

Jennings, implement
Buchanan, have dis-

solved partnership.
B. C. Jennings in future will have sole control of the business.

The

firm of McKay & Barnes,
at Elnora, has had a change in
personnel. Mr. Barnes drops out

and

in future 'the

concern will be

by McKay & Son.
H. L. Barker, of the Waterbury Implement Co., Minneapolis,
carried on

R. Prough, manager, and L.
Shannon, foreign manager, of
the Domestic Engineering Co.,
Dayton,
Ohio,
manufacturers
of Delco lighting plants, were
S.

recently spent a week or two in
Minneso'ta, taking medical treat-

ment

restored to his usual health.

We regret to note the death at
Hamilton, Ont., of the father of
A. H. Laidman, of the Canadian
Briscoe Motor Co., Brockville,
Ont.
His many friends in 'the

Laidman on

grinders.

moted

Brantford, Ont., recently returned east after a 'ten days' visit to
the western branches of his organization.

Elwood, manager of the
Machinery Co., Sas-

was a

visitor to the city

during Bonspiel.
He reports
business good with the various
lines he handles.

W.

lied

on

upon

for honest, unbiased opinions

Harrow

compacting the lower
crushing and cutting clods, and leaving a fine
smooth mulchat the
It succeeds in all soils and on
hillsides or level land.
Will last
a score ofyears and pay for itself every year.
Sizes,

soil,

top.

dealer to

show you the

"ACME" Tillage

Acme Way
.

to Crops

1-horse to 4-horse.
Line. But send

That Pay".

Duane H. Nash,
^>-^

Tri-

107

Elm

Happy

Farmer Company.

based

The coulters work deep into the soil, filling air spaces,

today for free book, "The

the

into conditions wi'th the

Makes Perfect Seed Beds

Ask your

of

Machinery Co., Minneapwas a recent business visitor
Winnipeg, where he looked

to

The ACME Harrow",writesC.W. Matthews of
the Kentucky
Experiment fetation "has been used at frequent
intervals in oxxx
orchard andgeneralfarmwork,andits work
has greatly pleased us.
^^"^^
Very thoroughly, and where there
1^
'%T'growth^'^^
IS i'nnnlv
a considerable
of weeds, it quickly reduces the entire
mass
to a fine condition.
We should not want to be without it."

Pulverizing

Findlay,

State

scientific tests.

"Acme"

E.

olis,

re-

W.

bridge distric't representatives of
the Genco farm lighting plant by
the Genco Electrical Engineering
Co., of Calgary, western distributors.

The Morse Hardware & Lum-

Street

ber Co. at Benito, has sold out
a concern called the Benito

to

N.J.

Hardware & Machinery Co.,
which will handle hardware, farm
machinery and building materials.

Alec Lang, formerly manager
branch

of the Portage la Prairie
of the Goold, Shapley
''1..

«

Co.,

has

resigned

his

&

Muir

position

with that company, with which
he has been connected for some

JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY fS^l^^
CALGARY

years.

SASKATOON

A

recently

incorporated

con-

at

Dunlop Tire

Rubber Goods Co., Toronto.
Mr. Campbell has been divisional
manager

at

He

time.

Winnipeg

for

some

succeeded by R. McKinnon, formerly of the Calgary
is

branch.

A. E. Donovan, manager of the

Cushman Motor Works
ada,
in

of Can-

recently spent a few days
Minneapolis
on business.

While away Mr. Donovan looked
the supply situation, and

into

is now well stocked
with most of the lines handled by

states that he

his organization.

During Bonspiel we had the
pleasure of a visit from our old
friend,

Messrs. E. A. Sharman and Co.
have been appointed the Leth-

pro-

an important position

&

of 'the

Harvester Co., has been transferred to Lethbridge as assistant
to
Manager Spooner of that
branch of the organization.

to

the head office of the

Lockard, formerly with

al

sympathise with Mr.
his bereavement.

will

McA. Campbell has been

Brandon branch. Internation-

C.

the

Inc.

Millington,

rheumatism. We hope
soon Mr. Haug will be
for

that

West

H. Whitaker, secretary of
the Goold, Shapley & Muir Co.,

Winnipeg

to

I.
Haug, manager of the
J.
^
Canadian Avery Co., Winnipeg,

paid a visit to Winnipeg the other

katoon,

They know that these Stations can be

visitors

week, in 'the interests of the Letz
Mfg. Co., manufacturers of feed

W.

&

S'teel

C.

during the Bonspiel.

E.

Progressive farmers

the Western

Iron Co.

business

at

Co.,

This concern carries on the
plant
and
business
formerly

and separators.
dealers

as the

Foundry

Ltd.

New Home

watch with keen interest the
work of the Experiment Stations.

known

is

&

Clendennan, the impledealer at Estevan, has secured the agency for International Harvester tractors, plows
L.

Brown &

&

dissolved.

Alex Macdonald, the implement
was burned out
during February.
The warehouse stock were partly covered
by insurance.
dealer at Macleod,

Iron Co.

Machinery

Manufacturers, Ltd., Regina, have increased the capital of 'the company from $25,000 to $300,000.
Kerr & Caughey have dissolved partnership in their automobile business at Burdett.
Firm
name is now Strong & Caughey.
W. A. Haviland, of Haviland

the

has taken a partner into the busiFirm's name now is Venn
& Narfason.
ness.

W.

Mitchell
Co.,

wears

A. Drennan, in charge

sales

department

& McGregor

Brandon.
well, and

Mr.,

of the

Hardware
Drennan

as youthful as
a seventeen-year-old.

H.

is

W.

Hutchinson, western
Carriage Factories
Limited, recently returned from a
business trip to Toronto and
other ci'ties in the East.
Mr.
Hutchinson reports a very brisk

manager

of

demand for the vehicle lines .distributed by his organization.
Morley

Wright,

the
wellat Regina,
and president of the Saskatchewan Implement Dealers' Association, was in Winnipeg hurling a
few
rocks
during Bonspiel.

known implement man

Where
progress
Morley.

the roaring
you'll

game

usually

is

in

locate

M. Perry, formerly connected
with the Advance-Rumely Co.,
has been appointed in charge of
the Saskatoon branch of the Sawyer-Massey Co.
A. Campbell,
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WELlAND.CAjjADA.

WE PROTECT

RETAIL DEALERS

Our Policy
We

market our goods only

through Retail Dealers,

We

DEERE DOUBLE DISC PLOW

select in

each important

trade centre reliable representatives and supply the
consumer only through this
channel.

The Dealers are our logical
trade

connection

with

the

Farmers, for whom JOHN
DEERE goods are made.

We

depend upon our Dealers

to sell the entire output of

our

many

assist

factories,

them

to secure

and we
a large

percentage of the business in
their territories.

We

confine our operations
to our established Agencies
in each community, thus our
mutual interests are best
served through a full line
represen tation
.

Unfailing quality, courtesy

and

businesslike methods are
the principles on which we
hope to merit your continued

patronage.

A FULL LINE OF AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS

JOHN DEERE PLOW
Si

WINNIPEG

REGINA

CALGARY

CO.,

SASKATOON

.\m«»«omwmv.v.v«^^

LIMITED

EDMONTON

LETHBRIDGE

ii

Canadian Farm Implements
formerly gas engine specialist for
Manitoba Agricultural College, has been placed in charge of

'the

the service department for SaAVyer-Massey in the West.

Our old friend, J. Morcombe,
the implement dealer at Cypress
River, was a business visitor to
Winnipeg during Bonspiel.

Mr.
Morcombe reports business good
in his territory.
He is an enthusiast for organization
retail

implement

like to

among

the

and would
see the dealers in Manitrade,

toba get together along this

line.

J. P. Millar, at one time manager for the Canada Carriage Co.

Winnipeg, and more recently
associated
with the Williams
Motor Co. in this city, has been

Had

is

identified.

David Drehmer, the popular
manager of the John Deere Plow
Winnipeg, recently attended
a meeting at Regina of the Western Canadian branch managers of
the Deere organization.
The
various branches look forward to
a very heavy spring demand for
their lines.
Mr. Drehmer is. now
on a trip to Eastern Canada, visitCo.,

ing

'the

leading

cities.

month

points

He

Ontario.

in

reports

having had a good year last year
with practically seventy per cent
of all sales for cash.
This is the
way 'things should be in the trade.
George looks for a record year in
1918, and if hustle will do it he's

stations

hiaive
shown tha't the
Renfrew iskims to a.mere trace, as
low as one-iome hundredth of one

Flax Twine in Saskatchewan

A new bastard linen produced
from ordinary flax straw grown
on Saskatchewan farms is now on

per cent.
Undiouibtedly this accurate record is due as much to
the wide space in the centre which
prevents clogging and Ito the five

curved wing distribiutors as

i't

exhibition
Buildings,

the nearest branch

Plow

lof

'the

Parliament

Commercial

ties

the fine workmanship in all
parts. Full particulars can be obtained iby interested dealers from
ishutlt

at

Regina.

twines in heavy and fine qualiare
shown, also binder
tAvines of a soft even surface,
being three play spu«, giving 750
feet and 900 feet to 'the pound,
with a breaking strain at 60 and
50 pounds respectively, not vary
ing more than
pounds either

is

to

right there.

the Cock-

Co.

McLaughlin Managers Meet

way.

During Winnipeg Bonspiel the
Western Canadian managers of
the McLaughlin Carriage Co. met

Cockshutt Distributing Renfrew Separators

at

appointed credit manager for the
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.
V/ith long experience in the farm
machinery business Mr. Millar
should be a valuable acquisition
to the concern with which he now

a visit early in the

from our old friend, George
Matheson, the implement dealer
at Craik.
Mr. Matheson was en
route home after a combined
business and pleasure trip to
Owen Sound, Toronto, and other

March, 1918

Cockshutt

The
thro'Ugh

Plow

Co.

Western

branches
will market tihe well known Renfrew cre'aim separator, manufactured by the Renfrew Machinery
Co., RenfrieAv, Ont.
This cream
separator is well and favorably
known in iboth the United States
and Canada.

A

its

numiber of features of the

Renfrew appelal to the dairy farmer.
For one thing, the gearing
and frame is the same for all
sizes, and all that is necessary to
a larger caplacity maclhine
is to Ibuy a new bowl.
Not a
single oil cup is used, all the
oibltain

working parts being operated in a
bath of oil thirown by the gears.
Numerouis tests at experimient

Tests of this binder twine in
the field gave 99 per cent of well
bound sheaves, a better result

convention at Winnipeg. Conin the automobile 'trade
were fully discussed, and many
interesting talks given by the different gentlemen present.
The
meetings were presided over by
J. H. Beaton, general sales manager of the company, who came
west from the iheadquarters of
in

than when sisal twine was used
with the same binder.
The preparation and treatment
of raAV flax fibre is simple and
cheap and can be carried on under cover at all seasons of the
year.
The treatment gives a
spinning value of 4,500 feet to the
pound with the permanent qualities of hnen, and is believed' to be

diitions

thie

,

Organization at Oshawa.

The following gentlemen

itook

immune from the activities
gophers, mice or crickets.

part in the various sessions
J. H.
Beaton, general sales manager,
Oshawa; R. McKenzie, Western
:

Canadian

manager, Winnipeg
W; G. Parsoms;, Regina; R. M.
Lawre'nce, Saskatoon H. F. M>ustard, Calgary; A. W. Challand,
Edmonton; A. A. Rioss, Van-

;

;

couver.

The
:

result

manufacture

shown

from the

unretted

of

of

fibre

was

that at least 270 pounds of
the finished article, either yarns
or twines, can be made from one

ton
of
straw.
Saskatchewan
uses about 20,000,000 pounds of
twine per annum there is 'there;

fore sufficient

raw material grown

in the province to furnish binder
twine to ten provinces having an
equal demand,

Early in 1917 there was an association formed under the name
of the Flax Fibre Development

The "Guaranteed'* Line

Association,

with head-quarters
Regina, with the object of developing the use of flax fibre as
distinguished from linen and its
in

PAINTED SETS
FOR

WAGON PLOW IMPLEMENT
Including a Complete

Range

of

Doubletree Sets, Hitches, Gang Eveners,
Whiffletrees, Neckyokes,

Wagon and Implement Tongues,
The Best Grown
The Best Made
The Best Painted

Reaches,

utilisation in the manufacture of
the coarser commodities.
Those
forming the association had previously been engaged in 'the flax
industry, in improving fibre machinery, or in chemical research

for the purpose of simplifying the
procedure of treating raw flax.
Their
laboratory
experiments
having been successfully completed, the Saskatchewan government, through the Department of

ETC., ETC.

Write for

EVERY PIECE GUARANTEED
Order a Sample Crate today and always specify

^0

j

FOLDER AND PRICES
Sold and Guaranteed by

D.

Ackland

WINNIPEG

&

Son, Ltd.
CALGARY

LTO.

WINNIPEG MAN.

I

—

:
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Factory Notes

Agriculture, gave iinancial aid in
having experiments carried out

on a larger scale and very
factory results

satis-

were obtained.

The following are the
made of the

of the 'tests

results
articles

manufactured from the chemical-

Twines— 1st,

750 ft. to
pound; average breaking strain,
60 lbs. 2nd, 787 ft. 'to pound;
average breaking strain, 42 lbs.
3rd, 1,050 ft. to pound; average
breaking strain, 37 lbs. 4th, 1,125
average breaking
to pound
ft.
strain, 45 lbs.

the

selling

Meyers

Contract has been awarded by

rectors of the

St.

Paul

to

shockers.

nounced

mantifacture
stock

Capital

Mfg. Co., Akron, O., A. D. Armiwho has been connected with

the company for many years,
elected president.

grain
an-

at $50,000.

ilt

Co.

been

incorporated with a
capital of $50,000 at Fargo, N.D.,

for the purpose of

was

The Wolverine Tractor Co. is
moving to Saginaw, Mich., where
will occupy the Piano Acton
Plant.
Saginaw will raise $250,000 for stock in the company. The

is

The Fargo Manufacturing
has

of the di-

Whitman & Barnes

tage,

The McGuire Grain Shocker
is a new concern organized in

concern has been located

manufacturing

Tractor

Nilson

Co.,

Miinneapolis, 'has recently

At the recent meeting

the Prest-O-Li'te Co., of Winnipeg, for the erection of a factory
at a cost of $10,000.

The

shock

loader.

Co.

ly retted flax fibre

Soft

and

27

in

De-

its offices to the (building f ormerly
occupied by the Bull Tractor Co.
at Twenty-sixth Avenue Southeast and University in souitheast
Minneapolis.

Always recollect that because
the mail order people are governed pretty much by the same laws

commerce that govern all
manufacturing and sales organi-

of

zations, their specious efforts

cannot long

real competition

troit.

—

ft.

40 lbs. 3rd, 1,050 ft. to pound;
average breaking strain, 47 lbs.
average
4th, 1,500 ft. to pound
breaking strain, 29 lbs.
;

Hard Twines— 1st, 350

ft.

to

pound; average breaking strain,
2nd, 400 ft. to pound;
lbs.

.123

average breaking strain, 112

lbs.

Turner Increases Capital Stock

Fairbanks - Morse Combination Threshers
The Individual Outfit of Outstanding Quality
24x46 Separator and 20 H.P.
Twin Cyl. Kerosene Engine
Fairbanks Morse outfits are built for
enduring service.
They get all the grain.
Strongly braced hardwood frame is absolutely rigid.
The heavy steel body,
double bar cylinder, long bearings, heavy
shafting every feature that guarantees

—

Turner Mfg. Co., Port
Washington, Wis., has increased
its capital stock from $150,000 to
$250,000 by authorizing lan issue
Tlbe

of $100,000 of 7 per cent preferred

The company

requires additiomal capital to Itake care of its
raipidly g'rowing tractor busiiness
and is offering this preferred
stock.

stock

ifor

is
found in our threshers.
Equipped with Self Feeder, Windstacker,
and Automatic Register.

efficiency

DEALERS: With
able

cheap

our outfits you sell the most dependcombination made.
The horizontal engines burn
kerosene,

and

magneto

have

ignition,

friction

clutch
is

pulley

a friend.

and
Get

throttling

Every buyer
models

governor.

full particulars

of our 1918

now.

Not a Steam Engine— but the most dependable

sale to investors.

Kerosene Tractor ever built-THE

TO WNSEND

reported that large contnaicts have already 'bieen closed
for Turner "Simplicity" tracltors
and the company states it will

acts

manufacture from ithree hundred
to five hundred tractors during

sion ignition, enclosed gears, single lever control, direct drive to

It

is

Built like a battleship.

which speiaiks well for
Washington's new product.

niarket,
Porit

Large Cash Business

The record

of the International

Harvester organization in Southern Alberta last year, as regards
volume of
cash business as compared with total
volume
shows 'that Southern
Alberta is indeed in a flourishing
condition.
Figures indicate that
the Lethbridge branch of the

company, distributing centre for
Southern Alberta, did a business
of $1,200,000.

ot

Of

approximately

was

for cash.

A

this $1,100,000

per cent
large percent-

92^/4

age of the 1917 increase was due
to 'tractor sales.

The throttling governor,

belt

frame"

twin-cyl. engine develops

12-25 h.p., pulling three plows in stubble with ease.

pulley

— every

the strongest,

iSome of thie leading implement
and jobbers tlhroughout
the United States and Canada
have thoroiUghly investigated the
Turner "Simplicity" tractor and
pronounced it to be tone of the
leading farm tractors on the

"boiler

as a radiator, and is a rigid bed-plate for the motor and

transmission.

1918.

dealers

The enormously strong

feature the prospect wants.

High ten-

By

most powerful and dependable tractor

long odds

in its class.

Fully guaranteed; reasonable in price.
The Townsend Twin Cylinaer Kerosene Trsctor.

Let

12-25

H.P.

Us Send You Full Particulars of

this All- Purpose Tractor

HAVE YOU OVERLOOKED SCALE PROFITS?
FAIRBANKS STANDARD FARM TRUCK SCALES
The World's Standard

—

In

Demand Everywhere

Guesswork eats farm profits at present prices. That's why
farmer is a prospect for the Fairbanks- Standard
Weighs up to 2,000 lbs.
Truck Scale the best scale sold.
Heavy brass beam, graduated in half pounds. Platform 26
Scale moves easily on ball bearing, swivel
X 34 inches.

every

—

casters.
bulletin

Total weight, 280

lbs.

Ask

for

special

scale

and particulars.

OUR LIBERAL AGENCY CONTRACT
is backed by an organization
with a world-wide reputation for quality goods and prompt
service.
We co-operate with our dealers and direct thci
Our advertising maintains a
customer to your store.
With this agency you have
steady demand for our lines.
no slack season there are seasonable goods for every day
Let us send you our proposition and full parin the year.

The Fairbanks-Morse dealer

—

ticulars.

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. LIMITED
SASKATOON

WINNIPEG

CALGARY

at

avail.

;

Fine Finished Twine 1st, 800
to pound; average breaking
2nd, 800 ft. to
strain, 60 lbs.
pound; average breaking strain,

of

moved

—

!
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Maintaining Your Volume
There is an old saying in the
manufacturing business which is

more or

less true, "that

it is

abso-

At this particular time when in
some lines we have such large capacities,

lutely necessary to be constantly

sary

taking up new territory and securing new agents if you expect
to maintain your volume of business." In other words, the manufacturer must be prepared to lose
a certain amount of business each
season with old customers, and,
as has been suggested, this would
comie about by others dividing
the trade. But we think a part,
at least, of it is caused by retail
dealers failing to keep up the enthusiasm and push, year by year,
that they put into their efforts
when they were introducing a
line.
It is for this reason that

worked

manufacturers are compelled to
keep
canvassers
and
special
salesmen assisting dealers to enable

them

volume of
should from

to get the

business that they
each agency.
It is human nature to travel in
the course of least resistance and
if one feels that he has a nice
trade and it is coming quite easily, it is thought not necessary to
keep pushing hard after the business and it is right at that point
we oftentimes find where our
trade commences to slip away

from

us.

made

it

that

absolutely necesretail
trade be

is

the

hard

and

every

effort

much the lines of goods represented in any one 'territory have
done to help bring that about.
Men had to be taught the use of
machinery and showed how to
supplant the hand tools by actual
demonstration before they could
be induced 'to purchase them.

to sell all the goods pos-

In the implement line in
particular, it requires a great deal
of effort to keep and maintain a
volume of business, for one peculiar thing about the trade is that
many goods are not bought by
the solicitation of the consumer
but only 'through the aggressive
selling ability of the retail dealer.
They not alone have to show

customers that

interest to

buy

it is

these,

to their

but they

are compelled to prove it to them
by actual demonstration.
do
not mean by this that it is a wise
thing 'to create an artificial demand for goods and force the sale
of them on to people who have
no use for the articles, which is
sometimes done. But we all can
readily
recall
the efforts that
have been put forth to introduce

We

and market lines of goods 'that
are an absolute necessity to-day
where the consumer had them
almost forced upon him in the
beginning.
Stop and consider the agricultural development and production of this country and how

Survival in Tractor Trade

The

traotor trade 'everywhere

will eventually sift
dealers,

down

who know how

to the

to handle

the businiess, and to the tractors
which re'ally give sa'ti'sfaction. In

other words, Jt is going to be a
survival of the fiitltest.
Compeftition is gradually gnowing stronger and the wiideawa'ke miam is

going to ibe on top. This applies
to the manufacturer as well as to
the dealer. He muisit Ibe prepared
to give service

his customers.

ito

Most farmers have reached the
ipotnlt where they realize the value
of ibuying a dependable make
from a dependable concern. They
want a tractor thiat is standard

profit.

Many

of

them have had

the experience of selling la tractor
which required so much service

By

in the Factory

staying at your job every

By

willingly,

los't

time.

when you

are

By

speeding up the job in order

to increase the day's ou'tput.

By showing your
er that

Cushman Motor Works

Builders of light weight, high grade Gasoline Engines for

DEPT.

E.,

WHYTE

AVE.

AND VINE

ST.

all

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.

to do

The old ways of selling the
dealer are past. To get a dealer
to stock an article is not as diffi-_
cult as it once was. Because the
dealer has recognized his place

where barter and exchange
on

ried

is

is

car-

also dead.

To-day the farmer asks for cerknown types of machinery
implements which have become

factory

selling

Between the overhead cost of
and the net results
of a store's income is the small
margin in which the dealer has
store service

We

to extract his profits.
say
"extract" advisedly, because the
modern implement dealer must

be an analyst.
He must know
the needs of his public. He must
be able to analyze his field so
closely as to extract that profit
for which he enters in the field of
public service.

Times Have Changed
A community is what Ithe individual m'akes it. No community is better (than the individuals

tects

family.

Our country needs us now.
is the time to show our loy-

This
alty.

We Cover the Field and Then
Some

the community.
want the power to
community whialt it

cionstitute

You have
make

to

the

ought to Ibe. It is your privilege
and opportunity to say you
will have albout your mercantile

'business

that community

spirit that will aittract Ithe trade

your way.
Advertising is said to be salesmanship on paper, bu't for arousing interest at long range Cana-

village

The

triad'e

trade radius of a
extends coun-

.center

recently had com-

about twenty miles.
it took hours on the
road, once a week, with horse and
buggy, for the average farmer to
visit the town and attend to the

munications from two of our advertisers in which they reported

(shopping irequirem'ents of his
family in the loclal trade cenlter.

dian
hold

Farm Implements seems to
own with most trade pub-

its

lications.

We

the representation
in a
city in Siberia, who are anxious
to secure Canadian goods.
Yes,
our circulation covers quite a bit
for

of their lines

from a concern

H

in
the commercial world, the
old theory that a store is a place

that

for the flag 'that proyourself, your home and

enquiries

of Canada, Limited

of Service

your share

—

WESTERN CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:

fellow work-

you are anxious

Sizes, strongly built

fanners everywhere endorse the Holland
as the perfect wild oat separator. It is a big selling line for dealers in any
territory.
Let us send you full particulars. Write at once.

The Age

into one of actual service.

Then,
farms require different sizes of tractors, and the
dealer must be prepared to meet

time.

satisfied

—but there—we said we'd

so as to eat up Ithe profits.

working extra hours if
asked by your foreman to do so.
By telling your foreman that
you are willing to work over-

Seed experts and

Sydney
quit

too, different

able,

charged perfectly clean.

We

service and, as well as
quality goods, the retail
business has evolved itself to-day

Wild Oats Separator

and durable.
Separates wild oats
from all grains wheat, barley, tame oats, etc. The interior of drum is
lined with canton flannel, which carries along the whiskered wild oats,
which are removed by discharge wires, while the cultivated grain is dis-

—

advertising in
Canadian Farm Implements covers the field for the concern wh(t
have farm machinery and equipment to sell.
almost forgot
about the firm in Nantes, and in
Still,

a

day and avoiding

Two

—

established, because they are the
output of some institution with a
trade mark that stands for satis-

You Can Help

in

—

tain

that hias Ibeen thoroughly
tested out in 'the field. The dealer
wants a good reliable tractor to
sell, onie thalt wiill actually met him

The ^^HOILAND^^

Made

There's a
Ekaterinoslav (not
a Bolsheviki), who writes us
often about machine lines and
who finds the advertisements in
our pages of interest even in
far
away south-west Russia.
There's also a firm in Italy but
in

and

that need.

The One Machine that Separates
Wild Oats from Tame Oats
and Other Grains

more than Canada.

gentleman

we'll quit.

sible.

their

March, 1918

try-ward

Back

in 1906

Things have changed.

We

have

m'ade wonderful progress within
the last few years. Now It takes
minutes to go to town by auto-

mobile any time.

v
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Turner Standardized
Kerosene Engines and Tractors
are the dealers' best certainty of profits, because farmers feel instant confidence in their sound, business-like, freakless design and
because the Turner dealers' discounts are fair and liberal from the
The farmer who buys a tractor doesn't want a machine of
start.
Nine times out of ten the Turner
unfamiliar, untried features.
appeals to him at once because it looks dependable, and is tried
and tested by long experience, and because it will save him money.
Burns kerosene as efficiently as gasoline. This is the tractor to
;

ensure your business big permanent

profits.

light weight, Waukesha, 4 cylinder
Roller Bearings throughout, Perfex Radiator, Dixie
Magneto, Foot-Strite Transmission and other standard quahty parts.

Note

this

motors,

Equipment— Powerful,

I

Hyatt

/

Dealers!
Mail fhis

y

Turner
Mfg. Co.,

Coup on

215 Lake St.,
Port Washington,

Backed by 17 Years* Engine Success
Turner Tractors are

built

from

17 years' experience in

TURNER SIMPLICITY FARM ENGINES.

Wis.

manufacturing

Please send me complete
information about your
1918 profit-making campaign

These

quality built
engines have gained the endorsement of thousands of farmers. Strong,
Throttle governing, kerosene burndurable, economical in operation.
ing. Built in all the popular sizes.

for dealers

interested in)
(. .)

Turner Manufacturing Company
Port Washington, Wisconsin

on

(Check the one or both you are

Get details of our dealers' proposition.
Fill out coupon to-day.

215 Lake St.

Date

Engines

(. .)

Tractors

Name

Town

Province

tm
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Vassar College Girls
Tractor

Now

Run Avery

sphere."

3^ou see Armerican girls-

— doing-

big outd'O'Or work thiat not so long
ago was thiought to ibe possible
only to husky men.
girls

have

science
tories.

Frenc'h vetbs to upturn French
herbs.
They prefer traction to
fractions.
Dainity frills do not

match

itlhe

lure

of

all

products of tractor 'building
by the great Avery fac-

test

behind

left

Tlhey were not at

fatigued, ion the contrary, they insisted that it was simply invigorating fun.
It was
a striking
illustration of the degree of ease
of operation achieved in these la-

Vassar College students-

These

March, 1918

While
for Ithe

it

was

Vassar

in a isense a lark
girls,

suggests

it

the significant changes wihich are
resulting from the world war.

red-(bliooded

'

mastering a powerful
motor.
So they have donned
khaki and somibrero and have
manned an 8-16 Avery tractor and
a road miaking machine.
The
picture was snapped at a demonstration at the Eastern States Exp o s i i o n, Springfield, Mass.
Judging from the expression and
the confident poise with which the
operators sit at the wheels, they
are doing the work as well as the
thrills

in

It

How

thousands of women of England and France have taken up
the work of men in field, shop
and mine is one of the most fascinating

College Girls

Road-Making with an Avery

best man expert that ever made
these implements of twentieth

century improvement eat O'Ut of
his hand.
The girls actually operated the

8-16 Tractor

machines over a considerable
stretch of road in the maJking. By
their own account ithey found it a
ithrilling

departure

from

old conventions as to

chapiters

of the timeis.
of America will
ever (have to follow their example
may not be predicted ^buit it is
certain that these jolly colleg-e
girls do mot ibelieve that "woman's
work is in the home" entirely.

Whether women

the

—

—

"woman's
Hail Insurance Figures

A

statement of the premium inlosses paid by
the various companies underwriting hail insurance in the province
of Saskatchewtan has been prepared iby A. E. Fisher, Supenintendent of Insunance. The state-

come received and

HANDLE THE CAR
YOUR CUSTOMERS DEMAND
2-Passenger Roadster

^lAOC

tplU^tJ

F.O.B. Brockville,
Ontario

Prices subject to change without notice

ment shows that $2,203,493.27 was
paid in premiums for hail insurance, while the losses paid totalled
$744,902.45.

out

4in9C
^LVLD
Special Briscoe Features

The longest stroke small motor
The highest powered small car
on the market

Brockville

Ontario

Prices subject to change without notice

The smallest quantity of gasoline per
of any car
The most economical car made on

miZe^
tires

THE IDEAL CAR FOR THE FARMER AND HIS FAMILY
The

car that offers quick, convenient and comfortable transportation
at low cost is the car that
the farmer wants. Added to that he wants BRISCOE reliability.
That's why Briscoe dealers
hnd a steady and profitable demand for both roadsters and touring cars.
The low maintenance
cost of the Briscoe appeals to the prospective purchaser in both
town and country. There is no
excessive service demands when you sell the Briscoe— once
sold it stays sold, and gives maxiservice.
The Half Million Dollar Motor reduces operating costs to a minimum, and the
Briscoe is equipped with every modern convenience known to motordom.
If you want to increase your profits this year,
is the time to write us for full particulars regarding
& our monev&
making contract.

mum

NOW

loss ratio

at

works

33.8

per

cent.

When
5-Passenger Touring

The

approximately

to these figures are ad-

ded the paym'ents made to the
Municipal Hail Commission approximately amounting to $930,000 (the claims paid 'by them
toltalling $830,000), it will he seen
that hail protection duning 1917
cost the people of Saskatchewan
a little over three million dollars,
while lOine and a half million was
returned in loss claims.

Figures puiblisbed by the Insurance Department of the Pro-,
vince of Alberta shows that the
hail companies in that province
received $1,786,101.02 and paid
out $1,148,438.75. The premium
rate is much higher lin Alberta
than in Saskatchewan.

Farmers Want Standardization
At the coinvention of Rural
Municipalities, held recenltly in

Distributors for

ELGIN

Manitoba

Winnipeg, the following resolu-

:

MOTOR CAR SALES CO.

417 Portage Ave., Winnipeg

GET OUR LIBERAL
AGENCY PROPOSITION

EHstributors for Saskatchewan

AUTO SERVICE

CO.,

Distributors for British Columbia:

INTERNATIONAL MOTORS Ltd.
1112 Seymour

St.,

Vancouver

Distributors for Alberta:

LIMITED

The JAS.

Regina and Saskatoon

F.

STONE MOTOR CO.

309 17th Ave. W., Calgary

The Canadian

Briscoe Motor Company, Limited
BROCKVILLE
ONTARIO
-

iiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiniiiiMMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiimiiuimmniiiniiiiiiii

-

[iiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimimiimniinnmiiiriiiiiii

tion

was passed

"That we call the laittention of
the federal government to the importance of having all farm implemicnts standardizied, and we
also urge upon the government
the meed of Itaking immediatesteps towards securing an agreement 'between the manufacturers
to manufacture standard implemen'ts, or at least to standardize
the parts most liable 'to break or
to need replacing because of
rapid wear."
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The Best Practice in Potato
Culture on th e Prairies
Potatoes, owing to the demands
our Allies for wheat, should
ccmpy a very prominent position
It
as an article of human food.
f

I)ehooves

all

who grow them

a

naise

ifco

maximum

crop.

It

young

As soon as the
rows are clearly defined by the
young plants, and from then on,
the single horse cultivator can be

deal of hoeing.

company

either to kill

six inches high.

for

purchasing one.

The "ECONOMY"

PICKLER
EASY TO HANDLE
THE VERY LATEST
ONE MAN OPERATES
Live Agents

Wanted

in

Saskatchewan

Side View of

Economy

Pickler

Ready

to Receive

Grain for Treatment

when dumping
Every grain treated because immersed

All fluid drains into bottom compartment

Absolutely no waste.

grain.
in the

fluid.

No

has
with

bother.

shovelling to get grain

away from

Properly balanced so as to

legs

dump

—as there are no legs to

with

little

exertion.

WRITE US AT ONCE FOR FULL PARTICULARS
AND PROPOSITION

sized tubers give the besit results.

Rather poor yields may 'be expected from the use of small potatoes for seed, and a large proportion of the crop i§ found to
consist of small, unmarketable
tubers.
system of selecting
and planting only the 'best heaDthy
potatoes is bound to give the

at

Every Point

found that cuttings
three eyes from sound, medium-

been

found to do awiay with a great

For harvesting nothing can
equal a potato digger, and, where
possible, a group of three or four
farmers would do well to form a

whenever it is necessary
weeds or form a soil
mulch. This method has been

used

pota'to shoots are

to

secure as great a
yield as possible from any area,
since the shorltage of labor curfails any very increased acreage.
From May 15th to May 30th,
generally speaking, is the best
time to plant potatoes. Those
planted earlier than this do not
yield much, if any, heavier, while
they run a grea'ter chance of roitling during a cold spring, or of
being frozen if they appear above
Planting
the ground too early.
a month later than the time recommended has reduced the yield
one hundred and ninety - three
'bushels per acre.
Seed sprouted
in the sunlight for a couple of
weeks unltil shor<t, green sprouts
appeiar at the eyes, has given an
earher and heavier crop than has
ordinary planting.
This method
can be recommended to those who
have a limited area and desire to

endeavor

until the

31

CANADIAN SPECIALTY
Front View, showing Pickler
Tilted to Dump Grain

MOOSE JAW

CO.

SASK.

A

greatest yields during a

number

of years.

The

control of disease is beof a pro'blem each
year, but fortunately scab is the
most common of potato diseases.

Woodstock Wagons Increase Wagon Business

coming more

For this the seed should be immersed for three hours in a solution of formalin
one pound to

—

every thirty gallons of water, or
better still, a 1/2000 solution of
bi-chloride of mercury.

This

lat-

chemical is highly poisonous,
and should be put only in wooden
vessels, as it will corrode iron. In
cutting seed, two knives should
be used, one heing pult in a disinfecting solution whenever a diseased tuber is cut into.
The land that is to Ibe seeded to
potaitoes should be well worked
to a depth of six or eight inches,
and if possible a soil that is not
heavy or wet should be chosen.
The sets should be dropped about
fourteen or sixteen inches apart
in rows that are two and onehalf feet apart.
Where there is
plenty of land and not very much
seed, planting may be dome a
ter

little

A

farther apart.
great deal of hand lafbor

WOODSTOCK WAGONS

have a Canadian-made reputation. They are known everywhere for in-built quality;
they help the dealer get, and hold, the wagon trade in his district. Built for service and reliability. Best seasoned
woods throughout. Light running. Strong construction. Attractive appearance. Fine finish. Woodstock reputaWrite our nearest distributor, or direct to factory.
tion, and our unequalled guarantee, backs every wagon sold.
You cannot sell a better wagon.

BERT CONWAY,

Box

may

be saved by thoroughly harrowing thp land whenever any weeds

appear from the time of planting

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES:
DAVID SMITH, 312
MANUFACTURED BY

33, Regina, Sask.

The Woodstock Wagon

17th Ave. West, Calgary, Aita.

& Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Woodstock, Ont.

—

——

:
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turers for

Dealers' Associations Valuable
a

Upon

us rests a great responsiare charged with the
duty of providing the farmer with
the implements and the repairs
so necessary and which play such
an important part in this awful
struggle.
The farmers are called

We

bility.

upon

abnormal crop,
but to do it they mtist have the
tools, and these you must be prepared to furnish. This means that
you must take greater chances in
your business than you ever did
to raise an

time, but through

their organizations ttiey are counseling-

recent address, H.
J.
Hodge, secretary of the U.S. Implement
Dealers'
Federation,
made the following- interestingremarks on the value of association
in
the
retail
implement
trade

In

some

March, 1918

together,

and

hope

to

before.

\^'hy?
Because your
customers are looking to you 'to

evolve plans which they believe
will relieve the situation.,
If

keep them supplied, and you do
not want to be the one responsible for delay and conseqtient

you dealers will emitlate their example, and keep in close touch
with each other, yoti will succeed
otherwise, you will not.

loss of grain.

;

Never

Without criticism of their action,
I want to ask you not to lose
sigh't of the object lesson which
the apparent harmony among the

implement business was the necessity for standing- together and
counselling with one another so
apparent as at this time.
AVe
need all of our energy and courage if we are to succeed.
The
in the history of the

manufacturers in the matter of
terms and advances presents. If
it were necessary for them to get
toge'ther, it is just as necessary
for you.
If you do full justice
to your own best interests you
will, before your spring business
opens up, interest yourself in
calling a meeting 'of the dealers
in your locality, do a little figur-

problem most difficult of solution
is how to meet present needs and

make a fair profit in the business of retailing implements.
This same question of how to
meet existing conditions has been
agitating the minds of manufac-

to

A Real One-Man Tractor
The Moline-Universal
Built by the Moline Plow

Company, Moline,

111,,

ing and

new

discuss

and methods

The quicker

for

dealers realize that

concerted effort is the one road to
success, the better ofif will they
be.
The average dealer allows
his mind to be agitated by 'the
question, '*Will my competitor
maintain prices which will permit
a margin of profit over and
above cost of doing business ?
There is too much lack of confidence, and this confidence is the
highest standard of trade. Without jt there is no true fellowship
in trade or in life.
are not organized simply
to secure concessions from 'the^
manufacturers, but to study ourB

We

own shortcomings and
the evils for which we

to correct

alone are
responsible, so that our business

may

be made more profitable, and
so that the honest dealer who is
making an effort to conduct his
business along- business lines will
not be handicappd by the dealer

who

refuses to see the light.

the child studies his

A

B

a-ndHj

C's,

climbed with them to their magnitude of to-day's great needs.
Now, gentlemen, let us emulate Win

!

who

the example of the banker,

U.S.A.

and who

is in

the purpose of making
money not because he is so
philanthropic that he wants to
for

it

;

give
his

away

to his customers all of

profit.

Let us pursue the

Plowing
Harrowing

Discing
Drilling

same businesslike methods that

Mowing

Haying

we have

he pursues.
the

We

can do

ability

if

it,

we

for

will

Harvesting, etc.

only use

Tractor equipment is complete with
plows and rear carrying trucli.

want to impress upon your
minds how vastly more impor-

it.

Il

I

Powerful as Five Horses
Costs Less than Four Horses

tant are the general benefits for
which we are striving than are
the tangible ones the ones which
you are able to enter tip among
your cash receipts. It is for the
general uplift of the implement
business and to secure recognition of our rights and of the

This tractor not only plows, but
does all farm work that horses can
do, besides supplying power for belt
work. It is not a big, heavy, cumbersome tractor, that plows while
your horses loaf and eat, then
leaves the rest of the work for your
horses to finish; but a tractor that
does every job a horse can do
does it better faster easier and
cheaper.

broad principles upon which our
are founded that
we are striving, but to accomplish our purpose and to keep
up our courage as we go along
we must devote much time to securing- such benefits as will make
us feel we are drawing good
dividends upon our inve.stments.

Plows not charged extra.

Write us at once for our Agency Proposition
The Moline Universal is in a Class by Itself

ba:'^ of
\.

or'
'

IS

is

manufactured by a company with $19,000,000 paid-up capital, who will absolutely stand
now in operation and the demand is so great that the largest tractor plant in the
them for 1918. Write to-day for free booklet giving full description of the One-Man

7,500 tractors are
building over 20,0C0 of

it.

Mo.iiie-Universal Tractor.

ALBERTA:

For

GENERAL SUPPLIES LIMITED

principal points

SASKATCHEWAN:

UNIVERSAL TRACTOR

122 Eleventh Ave. West,
Calgary, Alberta.

Large Stocks and
Repairs carried at

—

406

Canada

CO

Bldg.,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

For MANITOBA:
ANGLO-CANADIAN ENGINEERING
801

Union Trust Building,
Winnipeg

A Money Maker
CO., LTD.,

Aliens in United States
Figures compiled by the U.S.

Government show that the total
number of alien inhabitants of the

Distributed in Western Canada by
For

I)

'

|j

I'

organizations

—

The Moline-Universal

I
I
I

have studied our problems as

I

est in the world,

—

,

classes his business as the high-

Does All Field Work Better and Cheaper
Than Horses

L

conditions

meeting them.

for the Dealer in

any Territory

United States, of nationalities
with which that country is at war,
or which are allied with Germany,
to be 4,662,000, constituting 4^4
per cent of the total population of
the country. Of this number 2,349,000 are German. The number
of males over 21 is 964,000.

'

j

,

:
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l)ody business,

Here obtrudes the
value of the commercial body.
If a man wants to get a new
car, why should he not discard
the touring body and at relative-

tachments for economically converting an ordinary automobile
into a convenient and serviceable
truck, with a carrying capacity

low expepse and fit upon the
frame of the old car a type of
truck body whdch will be of use
to him in his business.
If he is a
farmer the uses of a light truck

One
\

most interesting de-

of the

original cost.

connection with
automobile has been the

elopmen'ts

the

in

growth

commercial
and at the same
time the development of car atlapid

of the

ly

L tjual to the demands of the great
majority of motor truck users.
The used pleasure car has become a great factor in automobile
selling.
The market value of a
used car is low.
Its owner must

trips

a

The engine or gears

model

and plumber have a means of
transporting men and ma'terials to
a job, the implement man can
load his sample engine, cream

new model.
may no't be

—
—

separator, grinder or fanning mill
on the truck and strike out in his

As

of three years'

is worth
comparison with its

service 'the average car
little in

a matter of fact, in

any

line

business whatsoever, where
light or medium weight
goods
are transported there is an unlimited use for the adapta'tion of
the commercial body in its many
styles to suit the needs of the
purchaser. They made be made
in plain box style, with panels
and tops, as enclosed bodies for
store delivery, with stock racks,
and so (in. The tobbers in this

on the marLike the baby in the soap ad\ ertisement,
"he won't be happy
till he ge'ts it," with the result that
the market is glutted with used

\ery

demonstra-

of

ket.

At the end

a tour of

tion.

the latest "whizzer"

cars.

on

territory

same make, or

of the

bringing in
bringing
home
small town mer-

er

impaired to any great extent in
fact, may be perfectly good
but
the moment a car is tagged as
"used" its value drops greatly,
it is a symptom of "motoritis"
that the autoist is never satisfied
with his car. He wants the newest

and

especially in

in

goods.
The
chant by this means gets a delivery car at low cost, the well drill-

several hundred dollars
in the transferring of his car as

payment on

town,

to

produce

sacrifice

])art

him are many,

for

goods usually can supply a very wide range of types of
these bodies.
In selling such
bodies the implement and automobile dealer can build up a good
trade. They are simply fixed in
position and the operation requires no mechanical assistance.

wheels,
rods
and
drums are removed from the automobile and the special frame
and rear axle applied. The chain
drive gives the same principle of

The truck forming principle is
another development.
Primarily these truck
making attachments were made in units adapt-

easy to change over the old car.
No hot rivetting is necessary and
no welding; the job can be done

the Ford car.
With a
Ford chassis "a ton truck was procured at a reasonable cost. Attachments are now on the market
for such cars as the Maxwell,
Buick,
Overland and Chevro-

in

class of

Converting the Used Car

33

able

'to

,

Universal

let.

units,

adapt-

are

spoken

able to any
of
as
being

car,

near

The

possible

future.

attachment

in

method

DEALERS:

supplied;

brake

arms,

the

rear

brake

traction as in a truck. With several of these truck units it is very

in

two hours.

It

would seem that

such installations the use of
demountable rims and oversize

would give best results. At
events, these units bring into
the motor using class thousands
of business men who could not
tires

all

formerly afiford to
mercial car.

the
of

these units is
usually that the rear axle of the
car is used as a jack shaft for the
necessary chain drive. The gear
ratio is such that 15 to 18 miles
an hour are attained, while 90 per
cent of the load is carried on a
rear dead axle.
In some of these
attachments heavy truck springs
for

arc

own

a

com-

A P & O A ppeal
In an appeal to their employees the Parlin & Orendorff Co.,
Canton, 111., embody the follow-

pamphlet
Every item of material being

ing- in a

gotten out at this plant is needed by the farmers and the government to help win the war and
bring peace to the whole world.

Place Your Contracts

Now

For

STEWART SHEAF LOADERS
Every person should see that a Stewart Sheaf Loader

Shinn-Flai
(Formerly

Known

2,000 satisfied owners and users in Western Canada.
As material is scarce our output will
be limited, so get your orders in early.

as National Flat)

FtA7j

IShinn-Flat

is

the greatest scientific

WRITE US FOR AGENCY
PARTICULARS

Lightning Conductor ever devised.
It is the only flat cable made in
North America.

2

SAVES

With

Shinn-Flat, it is possible to
apply Concealed Protection to build-

ings when being built, putting
under the siding or stucco.

3Shinn

it

Short Points are very popu-

of fine homes. They
are inconspicuous and readily harmonize with the architecture,
lar with

owners

GRAIN,

MEN,
TEAMS,

TIME

AND
MONEY

SOLVES THE
HELP PROBLEM

4Shinn's 4-Legged Brace

is the only
brace that will not allow the top to

become wobbly and fall over.
holds it straight up all the time.

It

SShinn's Cash Bond, behind every
installation of Shinn-Flat, protects

the property owner and makes it
easy to sell him Shinn-Flat Protection.
Write for territory

and terms

Gushman Motor Works
Whyte Ave. and Vine

St.

of

at once

Canada, Ltd.

We are also Canadian Manufacturers of the
STAUDE MAK-A-TRACTOR, an Attachment
for

Ford Cars, of any design of body, that will

do the

work

of

FOUR GOOD HORSES.

This makes the best

small Tractor on the
Market, as the Ford Car furnishes better
Any ^
Motive Power than any Tractor made.
Cost comboy, girl or woman can operate it.
plete, F.O.B. Winnipeg, $265.00.
Good working arrangements offered dealers.
Write for particulars to Western Canada Auto
Tractor Co. Ltd., Moose Jaw, Sask.

Winnipeg, Man.

THE STEWART SHEAF LOADER
470

iLiqhininq

is

used when he threshes his grain.
It will not only save a number of men, wagons and
horses, but it picks up and saves all the loose grain
about the stocks which pitchers would leave
wasting on the ground. There are more than

Cant Sirike IF Shinn Ccts There First

MARTIN AVENUE

CO., LTD.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

—

;
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Fat Content in Cream

effect

was

to lessen the percent-

cream an average
age of 4.5 per cent, and to cause
a greater loss of fat in the skim
of fat in the

Experimental work at the OnCollege as 'to
conditions at the time of separation which affect the percentage
of fat in cream showed the foltario Agricultural

lowing rates

On the other hand, when
the speed was increased six revolutions of the handle per minute
above normal speed, the cream
tested an average of six per cent
fairly general
higher in fat.
effect of varying speed on a

milk.

:

1.
An increase in the 'temperature of the milk from 70 degrees to 85 degrees and to 100
degrees F. at the time of separating, with four-hand machines,
caused a decrease in the average
percentage of fat in the cream

from 43
ively.

A

cream separator is, an increase of
one per cent fat in the cream for
each increase of one revolution

with a belt power machine and
with a steam turbine, when the
cream screws were set to give a
cream testing from 30 to 40 per
cent fat. When the cream screw
on the turbine machine was
changed so as to produce a cream
testing 50 per cent fat, the temperature at which the milk was
separated (80 degrees to 140 degrees F.) had little or no effect
on the fat content of the cream.
2.

tors

When hand cream separawere run at an average of

six revolutions of the

the separator handle above
normal, and a corresponding decrease in fat percentage for speed
below normal. For uniform tests
of cream the speed should be as

ting 100 lb. of milk, and allowing
all the flushing to run into the
cream pail, the average percentage of fa't in the cream was 42
conditions, but
under similar
separating only 50 lb. milk, the

average test of the cream was
41.1 per cent.

Where one
was used

handle per

minute below normal speed, the

normal as possible.
variations in speed cause a
variation in the test of cream.
uniformly

Any

When

a uniform quantity
of either water or skim milk is
used for flushing the cream from
3.

hand separator bowl, after
creaming varying quantities or

a

of milk, will cause a
variation in fat percentage of the
cream. In tests with four makes

weights

and where one quart
of warm water was used for
flushing the bowls after separaof machines,

Mr.

DEALER

Cater Can Sell You
Wood

or Iron

Pumps cheaper

than any one in the West.

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER

quart of skim milk

after separating 100 lb.

and then 50 lb. whole milk, the
cream tests were respectively
42.4 and 41.9 per cent fat.
Order

of

41.6 to 39.5 respectSimilar results were got
'to
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Now

&

Works

Windmill

MAN.

BRANDON

will probat)ly

be an un-

precedented demand for repairs
this spring and delays and disappoiintmen'ts will be unavoidable.
The bulk of the repair business on
aside from
tillage implements,
such parts as shares, moldboards,
is
made up of malleable
etc.,

Dozens

castings.

of

mallealble

foundries throughout the country
are closed for lack of miolders and
those in operation are literally

swamped

wilth orders.

Aside from the shortage of materials

and

scarcity

O'f

help, the

system

the
of
staggering under a
'burden of traffic heavier than it
has ever before been called upon
Delayed shipments will
to carry.
be the rule ralther than the exceptran'sportation

countr}^

,

is

tion nexit spring.

The

dealer or

farmer who delays ordering implements until the rush season
comes on will have cause to repent of his dilatoriness.

Every

Man

to His

Own Job

GASOLINE ENGINES
and FEED MILLS
Get the Business

him
Made in Sizes:
4^ and 6 H.P.
Powerful, reliable, serviceable. On skids, strong iron subbase or trucks; make-and-break ignition; battery or magneto. At an additional cost our 2^, 4^ and 6 h.p. engines can be supplied in the throttling governor type for
burning kerosene as well as gasoline. Get the Agency.

li 2i

"LITTLE JUMBO" FEED MILLS
durable, strong. All steel construction. Wide
range capacity — from 10 to 30 bus. per hour. Any engine
them. Two sets of 6-inch
Efficient,

h.p. will operate
Fine
burrs supplied with every machine.
Meet, and beat, all competition.
for work.

from V/i to i

adjustment

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

Nelson Brothers Company,

Mi'eh.rusA

Western Canadian Jobbers

Tudhope-Anderson
WINNIPEG

REGINA

Co., Ltd.
SASKATOON CALGARY

to sell implements.

He

loses because his

advertising is not kept up continuously.
There is no substitute for continuity in advertising
in the farm machinery business.

The
good,

line of

with

machines, however

whatever

excellent
features in design, that are only
advertised every few months, or

only appear in publicity matter at
seasonal periods, lose their hold
on the buyer. Continual advertising means continual contact, and
the high-grade machine, if only
advertised spasmodically, drops
from the mind of the purchaser,
while a possibly inferior machine,
which is advertised steadily the
year round, by its continual inpurchaser
with
the
timacy
through the printed pages, will
sell in greater quantities.

The man who says that he cannot fill the orders he has and need
not advertise, forgets the future.
The time will come when he
may want orders for the goods
on hand. He usually has another
excuse that trade is so dull it is
no use to spend money in adverBoth conceptions are ertising.
When we cannot fill
roneous.
the orders, it is more imperative
than ever to keep up the interest
of the purchasing public in our
goods, so that when they buy
later they may remember our
When trade is dull adverlines.
tising is a dire necessity, for hundreds of thousands of businesses
have proven that advertising is
the one great tonic for run down

—

generally is skeptical about the novice who starts
farming, yet you will find all over
the country scores of farmers who
want to get into business especIn
ially the implement business.
this line, as in other lines, the
farmer cannot bdieve that the
leader of the orchestra at one time
played second fiddle. They think
that any man can buy and sell
goods, and perhaps a majority of
'the
commercial failures to-day
may be traced to lack of knowledge on the part of the owner.
A farmer may have used implements, yet that does not qualify

—

"JUMBO"

The really potent thing in
advertising is cumulative effect.
Every business man will agree
that even poor and mediocre advertising persisted in pays, and
pays handsomely. You know, on
the other hand, that spasmodic
advertising, even the best kind,
has only a temporary effect, and
that the effect is seldom of sufficient force to pay. The splurger
makes his splash, the ripples die
out, and the surface becomes calm
and serene.

There

The farmer

Brandon Pump

Continuity in Advertising

business. Again we repeat, there
is no substitute for continuity in

advertising farm machinery and

equipment.

It is all

right knowing the goods, but first
of all a man mus't know business.

The men who have made good

in

the implement business have done
so by experience of buying and
selling, of financing and of controlling a business with a due knowledge of all the costs involved.
man cannot become a successful
farmer in a month or two, and a
farmer cannot become a successful
implement retailer by simply entering the implement business.
Knowledge born of experience is

A

essential for either venture.

A cultivator with a flexible
tongue may be an excellent tool,
but a woman with similar equipment is much to be feared.
Are

you learning

that

great

Have you
lesson of the hour?
organized yourself in such a way
your greatest
bring out
to
efficiency?

may be all right to be a good
fellow down town, but there are
lots of womien who would like it
It

their husbands began by being
good fellows at home.

if
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Interested in a Real Tractor?

FARMER TRACTOR
—The

12-24 H.P.

Perfect Kerosene Burner

12-24 H.P.

TURNS

CAPACITY

IN

3

PLOWS

HAPPY

OWN

ITS

FARMER

TRACKSRIGHT

TRACTORS

OR

ELIMINATE

LEFT.

USES

COMPETITION

KEROSENE

WHEREVER

OR

INTRODUCED

DISTILLATE

WHY

"HAPPY FARMER" DEALERS WIN SUCCESS

They sell a tractor with every unit of construction absolutely the best that can be produced. The Happy Farmer has a record
It has been adopted as their standard by the French Government, who now own several hunof making good everywhere.
standardized, an up-to-date, time-tried tractor, with an estabUshed reputation for unvarying
Thoroughly
dred Happy Farmers.
with real sales co-operation and help them give service. This is why one dealer writes
dealers
We support our
efficiency.

:•

"I

HAVE NO COMPETITION."

Meets the

Demand— in

Built for service and reliability.

bloc motor gives a guaranteed

H.P. on the drawbar, at

One

stroke.
ical

piece,

Accessibility

Strength
Short Turn
Surplus Power
Steel Cut Gears

Running

in Oil

Hyatt Roller
Bearings
Self-Guiding in

Furrow
High and Constant Plowing
Speed

of 24 H.P.

spur

Motor

on the

A

cages.

is

ignition.

gears.

Double

drive

on

rear

Automatic steering.

MechanCut steel

original

features the

dust-proof

in

Swinging type drawbar

—no

With its exclusive and
Happy Farmer will be the dealer's

Total weight, 3,700

side-draft.

HYATT

wheels.

ROLLER BEARINGS THROUGHOUT

belt, 12

completely
power with every compression
m.p.h.

Atwater Kent

Perfect Balance

Power, Efficiency, Quality, Price

cylinder cast en

unbreakable cast steel frame.

force feed oiling.

Simplicity
Light Weight

power

2^

water-jacketed, insuring full

The twin

Size,

lbs.

tractor opportunity this year.

Valuable Agency

— but

Act Promptly

to get into the big drive for tractor trade this spring should
Dealers
Get the Happy Farmer contract, and make
get in touch with us right away.
certain of having the tractors when the farmers need them. The dealer with the
Let us show you our moneygoods is the dealer who will get the business.

who want

making

proposition.
also handle Grain Separators and Power-Lift Engine Plows.
Farmer Hues will increase your business. Get full particulars.

We

The Happy

Will do anything
other tractors
will
it

do

— and do

better.

Will do more and
better
work

than the best
horses.

HAPPY FARMER COMPANY, LIMITED
References

225

CURRY BLOCK

Corner 7th and Halifax

REGINA, SASK.

:

Bank

of Montreal

(OPPOSITE

POST OFFICE)
Branches and Service Stations

WINNIPEG, MAN.
:

THE TRACTOR CO.
SASKATOON, SASK.

Dealers

selling

Happy Farmer
Tractors
get
the cream of

—

the trade and
the net profits.

;
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Canadian Government Purchases Tractors
The Dominion Government has
purchased a thoulsand Ford tractors

:

at

cost.'

They

will,

it

is

Canadian farmers also at cost plus freight. Details of freight costs have not yet
been worked out, but it is leatistated, be sold to

mated that the

averag-e cost to the
farmer, including- freiglht, will be

about $800. In additio;n, the g-o\-ernment has secured options on
another thousand of th'e Ford
tractors.

which are out of the com-

tics,

mon.

An
has placed an application for 30C'
id other nppHcations are comingin rapidly and will be dealt with
by the Provincial Agricultural
Departments.
Press reports state that the ar.'li

rangement wbereby the tractors
are sold to farmers at cost, plus
the freight, is a special larrangement insisted on by the Ford

Company.

The matter of distriMUtion costs should, we believe,
have sonTe effect on the price of

March, 1918

examination of the tractor

shows that

in a great

many

in-

which ordinarily
perform but one function have
stances

parts

made to do the work of two
or three pants. For instance, the
crankcase, gear box and rear axle

be!en

housing serve not only their regular purposes, but form the frame
of the machine.
The engine is a 4-cyl. 4x5 in.
L-head block type, whidh, according to data received is capable of
delivering 22 h.ip. at a compression of 60 Hbs. absolute. The engine Iblock is semisteel, also the
crank case and pistons, which are
'

4%

ins. long.

The

1^

in dia., of

chrome vanadium

piston pin

are cast in hubis and rivetited to
rims.
The drivers are 42 in. by
12 in. face, with angle cleats';

wheelbase 63 inches, tread bein.
Plowing
speed is given as 2^ miles per
hour, low speed 1}^, high speed
6^ m.p.h. Tractor turns in a

tween wheels 38

21 -foot circle.

On a hard surface the lowest
point of flywheel casing is only
eleven inches above ground. The
Ford is said
plows in any

2j4- in.

long.

pinion on the crankmeshes with a cast iron
gear on the camshaft. These gears
are helical. Camshaft has Ithree
steel

shaft end

bearings, each 1 15-16 bore. The
cams are forged integral with the
caifishafit and operate directly on
mushroom tappets. No adjust-

The Ford Tractor Purchased by the Canadian Government

Conditions of sale will be for
cash only. Tine scheme of distribution sitill remains to be worked
out in detail. In all probability,
however, orders will be placed

through

provincial
of agriculture.
after itests

made

of

by Hon. C. A. Dunning, of
Regina, and J. D. McGregor, of
Winnipeg, representing the minof lagriciulture.

as to

overhead

how

expense

ar-e

this necessary
is

to

be de-

frayed in the deal.

Both Mr.

Dunning and Mr. MoGregor

Constructional Details of the
Ford Tractor

tihe

tractor

ister

hand

departments

Purchases were completed for

Canada

these tractors, but no details
to

ex-

press themselves as fully satisfied
with the work of tbe tractor and
are convinced of its pracbicalbility,
although, so far as we are aware,
neither of these gentlemen is an
expert on tractor construction and
performance.
Alread}^ Ontario has asked for
100 Ford tnactors, New Brunswick has asked for 50, Manitoba

Great interest

is ibeing

shown

by implemieint men in the news
that the Canadian Government
has purchased an exceptionally
large order of Ford tractors from
Henry Ford & Son, Dearborn,
Detroit. We have had many enquiries as to the construcition and
capacity of this machine, so the
description herewith, plus the illustration, should be of general
interest at this time. Briefly, the
Ford tractor has been in an experimental stagle for some three
years. It has several characteris-

ment

is provided Ibetween push
rod and the \'alve stem, the poppet valves being openated directly.
These valves have a ciear diameter of 1^ in. in a lift of 5-16 in.
Kerosene Fuel
Fuel is carried in an overhead
kerosene tank having a capacity of
213^ gallons, which is carried by
supports.
For starting, a gasoline tank holding one quart is provided.
The vapioirizing 'system

consists of a single bowl darbiuretor in oonnection with the vapor-

izing manifold, in which the intake passes through a coil suriiounded 'by ithe exhaust gas'es.
All the air passes through an air
Firist

:

Increase

Profits

by

Your

Selling

"JUMBO"
GRAIN PICKLERS
Sell on sight in any territory.
All metal
construction; efficient, compact and rigid.
Capacity, 125 bushels per hour.
Five
bus. hopper, seven gallon tank. No pipes
to clog.
Turns over and treats the grain
perfectly. Price in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, $17; in Alberta, $18. Liberal
discounts to dealers.

Order at Once

WINNIPEG STEEL GRANARY
AND CULVERT COMPANY
WINNIPEG

REGINA

filled

the kerosene

is

with wtaiter.
sprayed in-

to the primary air, and after this
mixture has bieen completely
vaporized in the coil, t)he secondary air is added at a point lafbove

the

Dealers

,

washing device

coil.

Novel Cooling
Neither a water nor an oil pump
are used.
The thermo-syphon
system of cooling watier ciroulation is provided, the water capa'being 11 gallons.
Water
jackets extend the entire length
of cylinder down to c'rankcase

city

No hose connction is used
between engine and radiator the
two are bolted solid.
flange.

;

Splash

system

special inbuilt

lubrication

magneto

ignitioin;

and a multiple steel disc clutch
running in oil are other features.
Transmission gives three speeds
forward, one reverse. Final drive
is by worm and worm gear, enclosed in

oil

bath.

'\A^heel

14-inch

soil,

gear,

leaving a 25 per cent reserve of power. Total weight of

machine

2,500 lbs.

is

is

with a bearing length of
The tlhree cnamkshaft
2)4 in.
bearings have interchangeable
caps, bearings being 2^4 in. bore

A

two

and is claimed
to worik steadily under a 1,500-lb.
drawbar pull on intermediate

Settlers'

steel

by

to pull

spokes

Autos and Tractors

Duty

Free

That seittlers coming from the
United States may hereafter
bring their automiobiles and tractors with them free of duty is provided in an Order-in-'Gouncil recently passed in Ottawla. The
order reads

"During the period of the war
and until otherwise ordered,
vehicles and implements moved
by mechanical power, may be imported free of duty by a settler if
actually owned abroad by the
Settler for lat least six months before his removal to Canada, and
subject to regulations prescribed
the Minister of Customs."

by

Kiser
C. E. Kiser,

the

J.

Weds

now manager

for

M.

at

Case T.

I.

Amarillo, Tex.,

Co.,

was recently mar-

Miss Winnifred Beales at
Lang, Sask. Mr. Kiser was well
known by western dealers as
formerly
with
the
Weyburn
branch of the Case organization.
Mr. and Mrs. Kiser have taken
up residence at Amarillo.
ried to

New

Post

The Chalmers Motor

Co.,

Archibald in

troit,

De-

Mich., have arranged with

the Williams Motor Co., Winnipeg, to distribute the Chalmiers
cars in Maniltoba.
J. R. Archibald will be district representative
for the Maxwell-Chalmers Co.
Mr. Archibald is well known to

many Western
been

dealers,

having

auto business for seveinal years.
For four years he was
with the McLaughlin Carriage
Co., appointing dealers (and organizing territory, and for the
past two ye,ars has been with the
Maxwell company. He is an associate member of the Society of
Automobile Engineers, o^ne of the
in the

largest lairtomobile organiizatilons
in the woi^ld.

Line up

all

repair orders.

Cana.dian
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Important Announcement to Dealers

]

DEALERS PROFITS DOUBLED
farm machinery the HART-PARR
LTD. have decided upon a new sales plan which enables

of
In the face of increased cost in the production

TRACTOR OF CANADA,
dealers to

buy

at a price that yields practically double profits.

complete. Our contracts are ready for live dealers, and decan be made at once. Send for a contract
livery of tractors at tremendous savings
to-day and full particulars.

Our new plan

is

ONE DEALER

now

IN

A LOCALITY

you
Think what it will mean to you and your customers when
dealer
because both
tell them that you offer lowest prices—
our plan offers.
savings
remarkable
the
by
and farmer benefit
this excluhave
you
when
make
can
you
Figure the turnover
competitor,
your
eliminates
It
locality.
sive agency in your
and gives
gives you the sales other dealers have worked up,
made
ever
you
than
money
more
you the opportunity to make

PUT YOUR BUSINESS ON A CASH BASIS
The whole plan has been reduced to a cash basis.
eliminates the costly army of canvassers, collectors,
system with
salaried

its

men and
;

staff

of

bookkeepers

This
credit

and non-producing

scores of other expenses that heretofore had

you now make

10 to

15 per cent on your sales we can show you that you will
two or three times as much profit on our plan.

make

If

to be included in the cost of tractors.

before.

EXTENSIVE ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
we are
Western Canada acquainted with the HART-PARR TRACTOR
We wUl tel these farmwhich will reach hundreds of farmers right an your locahty.
sive advertising campaign, using papers
dealers-lower pnceother
You will have every advantage over
assist him in every way.
ers to look up our agent and we will
helpful advertising.
a well-known line— prompt deliveries— and

To make

all

about to enter into an exten-

the farmers in

RESERVE YOUR TERRITORY NOW
matter
Applications will be considered in the order received. No
line , we will help you
if you have contracted for your 1918
double your business.
^

-

Hart -Parr Tractor of Canada, Ltd.
REGINA
328

WILLIAM

AVE.,

WINNIPEG

1618

EIGHTH

AVE.,
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Canada's Farm Implement Industry
By Colonel H.

COCKSHUTT,

The

effect

ences

'of

war-time

influ-

the agTicultural impleindustry as a whole has

ion

ment

Both

marked.

'been

beforie

Co.,

in

Canada

affects each hne of manufacture;
hence production has been much

during this period the demand for
g'oods from all agricultural sectioms of the world, was growing,

been raised, but up to (the present
time such values are not in nearly
as high a ratio as the increased

making it increasingly difficult to
take care of (the business offering.
The selling values of imple-

prices of

The Freight Problem

The

was a trade depression. Recovery
from this, however, was rapid,
and for some !time manufacturers

transportation companies,

as one result of the depression,
cut down their expenditure on
rolling istock and in consequence
soon found themselves unable to
cope at all adequaitely with the
situation. Tlhis occasioned delays
in transit both of raw material
and of finished products. And

general have been unable to
cope wath the volume of business
offering, owing to the unprecedented short:age of materials and
labor.
This general shortage
in

of certainty anticipate what the
result will !be after the war. The

ILOYDS
l-iOW-DOWN
Wagon

ine Wagon Loaded

economic conditions in most
countries will need much readjustment, and it will be years before they are in anything like a
normal condition. In the mean-

Seat

time,

Carries 600 Lbs.

Give protection from wind and full control over
Strong specially tempered coil springs give easy
riding motion over roughest roads.
Write for dealers'
prices at once.
Order your wagons less seats and supply the Lloyds.
Sell on sight
anywhere.
space.

COCKSHUTT.

COL. H.

President, Cockshutt

Plow

Co.

—

menits have not advanced in anything like the proportion of the
cost of the raw material con-

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

CO.

WAWANESA, MANITOBA.

Going

sumed

Home

in tiheir maiTufacture.

From

time to time the selling price has

I

1

opinion

that a splen-

is

must of necessity come
to Canada, where the natural resources, both developed and in

team.

|">"

my

did trade

Fits any Wagon or Sleigh Box Made
No seat on the market equals them. Take up no box

WAWANESA WAGON SEAT

Plants not Increased
little or no alteration in the size of the plants
of the different agricultural implement works in Canada, so far
as I am aware.
Produdtion has
not been as large as usual, sinca
the export of implements to the
war zone, so far at least as the
central powers are concerned, hais

been impossible.
The outlook for trade for the
immediate future is exceedingly
good, ibolth at home and aibroad,
b'Ut no one can with any degree

Specialty That Pays

Spiral Spring

raw material would war-

rant.

There has been

curtailed.

and

after the declaration of war, there

A

Plow

President, Cockshutt
"

" Industrial
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Dealers: Handle a Complete Line of Windmills

process, are so great.
I beUeve
the expansion of this country in
the next quarter of a eentury will

be progressively steady, which
should iplace us in a splendid position to secure our fair share of
the. world's business.

-Many and varied prdblems face
the implement industry, both now
and in the future, at least until
such time as some of our own resources are developed, fuel and
other raw products being, peilhaps, the most imporitant ones.

Immense Future Demand

Summing up

in a few words, I
miglht say Canadian development
should, after peace is declared,
mean the rapid settlement of the
land, causing increased demand

We are adding to our WINDMILL line this year a 5 ft.
shallow well mill with 20 ft. and
31 ft. 3-post 5 J ft.
towers; also our improved type 10 ft.

GIRTED

VANELESS
of

line

5|

mill for use with our

girted

ft.

3

and

for agricultural implements, and
hence increased prosperity for all
engaged in their manufacture. As
agriculture is the basis of our

new

4-ft.

country's prosperity and the
source of food supply, it stands to
reason that its development from
a national standpoint is most important.
Consequently the increased production necessary to
meet the general demand for food
supplies comes back to the manu-

towers.

A

number of improvements have
made in our 8 ft. and

been

also

10
lOft.

ft.

steel mills.

VANELESS Wood Wheel DIRECT STROKE

pumping

mill

for

same towers

our

Dealers:

as furnished with

proposition

STEEL MILLS

We

have the best windmill
ever been able to

we have

offer you this year.
Our prices will be
published to the Dealer only and were ready for mailing out February 15th.
Consider our contract before contracting elsewhere.

A
price

full

illustrated

circular

will

be ready for sending out with our

facturer of farm tools
plies the

new

list.
5ft., 8ft.

Apply for your territory at once,

else it

may

be previously spoken

Write to-day for full particulars.

for.

and

10ft.

STEEL

BACK GEARED PUMPING WINDMILLS.
3 and 4 post Sift.

With

GIRTED

TOWERS

=
=
=
E
~

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED
and
Ave.

8th

Assiniboine

Business Phone No. 2943
iiiiiiimiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii

BRANDON MAN.
*

iMniniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiimmiiiiiirJ

I

who

siup-

farmer with the neces-

sary implements which will
enable him to concentrate on
more intensive farming.
By
building implements that can be
easily operated to cultivate more
soil without engaging more farm
help, he is doing his sihare to advance the national initerest. Much
success has been achieved to-

wards

this end.

The implement industry is the
foundation stone upon which
agricultural

success

is

founded.

:

Canadian Farm Implements
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Good

tools for successful farming

McDonald Western Manager

favorably

Company

are necessary, and Canada can
well Ibe proud of ithis branch of
the manufacturing industry,
which has, and will continue to
expand and develop for years to
come, provided always Ithat its interests are not afifected by unfair

Brockville, Ont., announces
the appointment of F. N. McDoinald to the position of Western sales mainager of the organiza-

or unjust legislation.

tion.

Machinery Concerns Display
Lines

During Winnipeg Bonspiel the
various wholesale and maniufacturing farm machinery comcerns
had on view attractive displays of
at

lines

their

their

The

headquiarters.

respective

Waterloo

Mfg. Co., Portage la Prairie, had
a Heider tractor on view at W.
Eddie's warehouse on Princess
Sit., while the Emerson-Branting-

ham
tor

organization showed a 'tracat
the Tudihope-Anderison

for Briscoe

Western

known

to a great

dealers, as he

many

was form-

the road, out of Saskatoon, covering territory for the
erly on

The Canadian Briscoe Motor

McLaughlin Carriage Co., and for
some time had charge of the McLaughlin buggy business in Sas-

Co.,

katoon

McDonald, whose
Mr.
headquarters will he at 156 PrinWinnipeg, will have
cess St.,
charge of all sales of Briscoe cars
in the West.
He is to institute a
repair department, which will

will get

prompt and

A

to

tractors

him for the responsible position
which he has been appointed.
We wish him every success in

his

his

new sphere of
many friends in

and

and separators to

action, as will

Italy.

LONDON CONCRETE

the implement

MIXER, No.

allied trades.

4

Capacity 40 cubic yards per
Price complete with
day.
gasoline engine $240. Pays

efficient

order

to

pull

well and

Itself In 15 days'
Built to last a llletime.
for catalog No. I K.

for

advertising

must l>e steady. If used only now
and then it simply results in a
succession of jerks, which is not
efood for anv 'business.

Mr. McDonald, until the beginning of the year, was Western
manager for the Canada Carriage
is

The J. I. Case Threshing
Machine Company, Racine, Wis.,
has received an order from the
French government for 2,000 gasoil tractors with three bottom
plows, and began deliveries last
month. The 2,000 machines are of

fit

In

He

Case

large number
the 10-20 type.
of tractors of a heavier and more
powerful type also will be built
The Case company
for France.
recently shipped a large order of

repair service.

Co., of Brockville.

a

had over twelve years automobile,
implement and vehicle experience which sihould admirably be-

carry a full line of spare parts,
while stock Avarehouses for repair parts will be opened in the
larger centres throughout the
Wesit, so that dealers and custo-

mers

Although

territory.

young man, Mr. McDonald has

Foreign Order for

Large

Agents wanted la ell
Unoccupied Territory

LONDON CONCEETE MACHINERY

In the vacant lot beside the In-

Bureau, Manager RedJ. I. Case T.M.Co., had

den, of the

on view and in operiatioii a goiod
display of the Case line, comprising four tractors, a Case engine
plow and Case road making ma-

Carriage Factories, Limited

OUR

chinery.

Inside the Industrial Bureau we
designed cultivator
made by the Smith Cultivator Co.,
Tihe Sawyerof Listowel, Ont.
Miassey Co. showed one of their
tractoirs, and the Happy Farmer
Co., Ltd., a 12-24 h.p. Happy

LINES:

nolted a wiell

Farmer

tractor.

Guilbaults', Ltd.,

and

demonsltrated
a
Cleveland crawler type tractor;
while in the permanent Ackland
booth in the Bureau we noticed a
32-inch Hero fanning mill and an
attnaictive display of wood goods,
finished and in tihe white.
The
L'Air Liquide Society had on display in a very tastefully arranged
booth their full line of gas generaltors and oxy-acetylene welding

ishowied

plants

laind

supplies.

Visiting dealers showed great
interest in the displays on view at
the varioius warehouses, and all
the companies report a good de-

mand and
their lines

satisfaictory

sales

COMPRISING
McLaughlin

-

-

-

Carriages and Cutters

Brockville

-

-

-

Carriages and Cutters

-

-

Carriages and Cutters

Munro
Heney

& Mcintosh
& Co.
-

.of

-

Carriages, Cutters

and Harness

No. 542B

DISTINCTIVE STYLES

Auto
Seat Top
Buggy
Full

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

SUPERIOR QUALITY
,

of

during the duration

HARNESS

CUTTERS

CARRIAGES

^-"i^P

^

mm

ELEGANT FINISH
POPULAR PRICES

EXCELLENT SERVICE

the Bonspiel.

if;

The John Lauson Hanger
The John Lauson Mfg.

New Holstein, Wis., have just
gotten out a large display hanger
illustrating and briefly describing
the new Lauson full jeweled kerosene tractor, which they are sending to all their dealers and distributors. Anyone interested can
secure one iby writing the company. The (hanger is printed in
red, black and green, on a white
background, and presents a striking appearance.

m

Write us for Agency,

Co.,

Catalogues and Prices

CARRIAGE FACTORIES, LIMITED
156

PRINCESS STREET, WINNIPEG
Distributing Houses:

MOOSE JAW

CALGARY

EDMONTON

CO.

Dept. K. LONDON, ONTARIO.
World's Largest Manufacturers of Concrete Machinery

showroom.
dustrial

use.

Send

SASKATOON

:

.
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Mumf ord with Happy Farmer Co
A. J. Mumford has been appointed assistant manager of the

Happy Farmer

Wimii-

Co., Ltd.,

succeeding J. D. Adsheiad,
who has resigned. Mr. Adshead
is nO' longer with the Winnipeg
Mr. Mumford is
organization.
well known to the Western Canadian implement itrade, having
formerly 'been manager of the
Toronto branch of the J. I. Case
peg",

He came West

T.M. Co.

to their

Saskatoon branch some itwo years
ago, and has been in that city
until his recent appointment to
the important position which he
noAv occupies. With long experience in the plow and tractor business, Mr. Mumford shoiuld be a

Happy

valuable acquisition to the

Farmer Company.
The company states that

in fu-

ture they will have the distribution

of

Happy Farmer

trtactors

PETERS PUMR5
Gives More Water
in Less

Time with

Less Energy

Made

in

many

and

styles

sizes, they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.

March, 1918

Manitoba and
Saskatchewan, having service stations at Regina and Calgary,
from Avhich goods will be shipped

being adjustable from
7 miles an hour by
governor regulations.

to dealers.

the opposed engine of
inches size, with a normal
speed of 500 R.P.M. An eccentric movement controls the fricwi'th
tion
drive
clutch,
belt
transmission for power.

for the provinces of

pany,

understood that Mr. Adshead will form an organiziation in
Alberta, and will have the distribution of Happy Farmer tractors
It is

in

that

The power

province.
Co. have la

The Happy

Farmer
good stock of
machines on hand and are ready
to rjieet the heavy d^emand amticipaited for tractors and plows this

2y^

plant, says the

com-

is

7^ X 8

Force

good

feed

oiling

feature

another

is

design.

in

Tractors

to

Wanted

in Scotland

throttle

The

manufacturers have tried out this

Tractor demonstrations will be
in Scotland during April,
under the auspices of the Board
of Agriculture.
In one area in
that country fifteen types of
tractor have been in use for the

held

past year, of which ten are of
American manufacture.
It was

found that the cost of plowing
under favorable circumstances ran
from $4.85 to $6.10 per acre, with-

spring.

The Minnesota Tractor
The Minnesota Tractor Co. have
perfected a tractor weighing 8,000
lbs. and with a rated power of
18-36 h.p. This machine is called
the Minnesota, and has some interesting features. Using kerosene or gasoline, the makers state
that it will handle four plows or
a 32-inch separator fully equipThe essential features in
ped.
this machine are claimed to be
the outcome of 'ten years of study
and experimentation on the production of a general purpose light
tractor.
From the illustration
shown the machine appears very
It is low set and the
accessible.
front axle is connected to the
frame with a pivot design.
One
lever controls the movement forward or backward, the speed

18-36 Horse-Power

The "Minnesota"

Tractor

machine, and say that

good

They

work

it

has done

practical

in

tests.

are offering the machine to

manufacturers

in

line

this

and

claim that the machine has many
valuable features which should
ensure, its success as a good
medium size general purpose

Reout computing depreciation.
ports seem to indicate that the
tractors used could not yet be de-

pended on for efficiency and reliunder Scotch conditions.
The following shortcomings are
noted by the Board of Agriculability

ture

:

"The most common

tractor.

defects are

evade sudden
abnormal s'train without risk
of serious breakage, absence of
springs, tendency to slip on wet or
sandy soil, insufficient power, uninability to bear or

Time

for

plow business.

PETERS'
Double Cylinder
is

PEERLESS MRFECTm

Pump

Force

word

the last

pump

in

The fencing upon which you can build a reputation

Unequaled in DeAction and Durability.

service.
sign,

are different from all
other pumps in construction

They
and

and

finish,

have

ex-

make

clusive features that

sales easy to customers who
want the BEST in pump
value.

'I

and hold the fence trade of your
strongest kind of a guarantee

territory.

You

— we back you up.

can put up the

Synopsis of Canadian
North- West Land
Regulations

fence of open hearth steel wire with all the imall its strength and lasting qualities retained.
Peerless poultry fencing is extra strong, heavily galvanized, can't
sag, won't rust, never gets out of shape, keeps in and keeps out
both great and small.

burned out and

—

Write for Dealer's Proposition
you 'where the big trade is for parks, lawns, cemeteries,
fences plain and ornamental for farms, ranches, all purposes.

THE BANWELL-HOXIE WIRE FENCE

Get Peters'
_

Winnipeg, Manitoba

'

CO., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ontuio

Pump

THE

sole head of a family, or any male
over 18 years old, who was at the commencement of the present war, and has since
contmued to be, a British subject or a subject of an allied or neutral country, may homestead a quarter-section of available Dominion

Land in Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta.
Applicant must appear in person at Dominion
Lands Agency or Sub-Agency for District.
Entry by proxy may be made on certain
months residence
Duties Six
conditions.
upon and cultivation of land in each of three

Proposition
for

\

We build this

purities

We show

Dealers

^

—

1918

years.

Our

line is absolutely up-to-date
every respect. Every pump we
produce is given special attention.

In certain districts a homesteader may
secure an adjoining quarter-section as preDuties RePrice $3.00 per acre.
emption.
side six months in each of three years after
earning homestead patent and cultivate 50
May obtain pre-emption patent
acres extra.
as soon as homestead patent on certain con-

in

Peter's

sembled
back."

Pumps

— they
Sell

are

perfectly

have

no

—

as-

"come-

them and you make

ditions.

satisfied customers.

A

settler after obtaining homestead patent,
he cannot secure a pre-emption, may take a
districts.
certain
in
purchased homestead

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.

if

Noie the extra close spacing
at bottom, no base boards required. Turns the small chicks,

Manufactured by

keeps small animals in or out.

Price $3.00 per acre. Must reside six months
in each of three years, cultivate 50 acres and

a house worth $300.00.
Holders of entries may count time of employment as farm labourers in Canada during
1917, as residence duties under certain conerect

ditions.

Exclusive Canadian Agents:

Tudhope Anderson Co.,
Winnipeg

Regina

Saskatoon

Ltd.
Calgary

Tlie Peerless Lock holds ike iniersecHns:
wires in a firm grip that is non-slippable.
Compare it luith any other touUry fence.
The Peerless fence is built to stand any test.
_

It is durable.

When Dominion Lands are advertised or
posted for entry, returned soldiers who have
served overseas and have been honourably
discharged, receive one day priority in applying for entry at local Agent's Office (but not
Sub-Agency). Discharge papers must be presented to Agent.
W. W. CORY,

Write Nearest Branch House for
Partloulaps.

Deputy Minister

—Unauthorized
not
advertisement
N.B.

will

of the Interior.

publication
be paid for.

of

thii

,

—
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complexity,

haulage on roads,
imperfect automatic

lubrication,

and weakness of con-

suitability for

Some

of the tractors advertised
for sale in Scotland are: Wyles,
Emerson, Mogul, Overtime, Bull,

tions raised for

Wallis and Moline. Threshing is
usually charged for on 'the day
basis, in the majority of areas
being approximately $14 per day
Only an
or $8.50 per half day.
atsenarator
and
driver
engine
tendant go with the custom outfit; the farmers supply all other

stony

requisite help.

struction, tending to lack of durability."

In the Highlands considerable

complaint is made of the 'tractor
plows used, most of which, how-

The
ever, are of British origin.
following are some of the objecplows as used in
Rigid plows are impossible, and what is required is
that each moldboard should act
independently of its neighbors.
The coulters should be strong resoil.

volving disks, cutting to the full
depth of the furrow, so that when
any obstacle was met with the
particular disk affected would rise
over the obstruction, lifting the

with it, and thus
avoiding or at least greatly lessening the risk of breakage in

moldboard

plow and

'tractor.

Tractors of 16 to 24 h.p. (Britwanted. In Scotland the 1918 harvest provides
for the cultivation of 366,700 additional acres of land at present
ish rating), are

in

sod.

To do

this tractors are

urgently required, also plows
with a design which will meet the
In
conditions outlined herein.
this field there should be a good

Henry Fcrd Tractor Tested

in

England

41

according to the statement by
It was,
engineers.

ish,

agricultural

however, thought that the driving
wheels were a little light, but
heavier wheels are being fitted.
Henry Ford has placed his plans
and specifications at the disposal

government with

British

the

of

The Brantfor d Co rdage Hanger
are in receipt of the very
attractive 1918 calendar issued by
Co.,
Cordage
Brantford
the

The
Manchester.
were rated at 25 h.p. and
were tested in plowing a 2-furrow Oliver and 3-furrow Cockshutt plows being used. Sixteen
inch shares were used at a depth
of five and six inches. In the reTrafford,

at

tractors

—

port of the experts present, the

engines worked with ease, plowing an acre in V/z hours with a
consumption of 2 1/3 gallons of
coal oil. The motor, said 'the re-

was quickly started from
cold on a small supply of gasoline; the tractor is easily handled
and turns in a very small circle.
port,

The engine was dismantled and

market for tractors and plows
manufactured on this side of 'the

examined

Atlantic.

generally good

in detail,
in

'<
111,

and was found
design and fni-

'

':

fi

LISTER ENGINES

understanding that British
manufacturers might use them for
the manufacture of tractors, provided the machines are not sold,
but used by the government. The
total loaded weight of the tractor
is 2600 pounds.

of Agricul-

Board

British

Means Good, Clean Profits
for LISTER Agents

the

ture recently tested two tractors
made at the Henry Ford works

The

The LISTER Line

We

With

Brantford, Ont.

a taste-

scheme, this hanger
shows a bird's eye view of the
Brantford Cordage Co.'s plant
the only strictly Canadian binder
Intwine and cordage factory.
terior views showing spinning
color

ful

British built, durable; only the best mateShipped complete with skids. High
Automatic lubrication.
ension ignition.

rials.

Made

in 2, 3, 5, 7

and

9 h.p. sizes.

LISTER GRINDERS

jenny s and the large storage
warehouses are also in evidence,
while prominent at the top of
hanger is a photograph of Alexander Muir, author of the "Maple
In

Leaf."

the Union
dates are in
and the
lettering

center

in colors.

Jack

is

The

good bold
hanger is one that will make
good appearance on the walls

a

of

the dealer's ware-rooms.

I

Very

large

capa^i.y;

easy running.

S;rong

adjustment.

reversible

Fine
plates.

Guaranteed to grind more feed on the same
power than any grinder of the same size
made.

—A

AS A SURFACE PACKER

-OR A MULCHER

SUB-SURFACE PACKER

DEALERS: SELL

Sold with or without base.

seed bed Is as Important as to sow or j
The Western Pulverizer, Packer and Mu icber I
mokes a perfect seed bed and lea-res a ooso mvilch |

A perfect

plant.

l

^Thristiansen"

2 to retain the moisture In oce operation.
double profits on erops. Made in 8 sizes. 1 and |

It will

3 sectlonB.

Sold to you on one yeax't

triai.

Harrow and Packer
Plow

The manufacture of drag harrows
is restricted, and the demand for
our famous plow harrows means

HARROW READY FOR OPERATION

All
the same
frame and dust-proof lubricated
All
axle is an exclusive feature.
patent
wheels interchangeable

bg

profits for our
of packers

styles

iSifei!;^.
''~'''''

dealers.

fit

;

no side draft.
Sole manufacturers in Canada of the
hitch;

Every
famous Western Pulverizer.
Write for prices
jnachine guaranteed.
and

liberal

Lister Storage Battery

Attachments

agency

offer.

Electric Lighting Plants
Very simple design;

We
want
every farmer and land

owner to have our
Illustrated circular. It

describes the machine.
Its principle and advantages
overall others. It gives testl
monlals Irora many farmers prpyriT,„,„,„„„
other
crops.
IDE rhat It will do cn wheat, alfalfa and
on how to prepare
It contains valuable Information
circular tothe soil tor better results. Send for this
day. whether you want to buy or not.

THE BELL AUTOMATIC SHOCKER LTD.
I

niplemsnl Manutacturers, Winnipeg

EXCLUSIVE SALES AGENTS FOR THE CHRISTIANSEN LINE

HARROW TILTED FOR HANDLING ON ROAD

LTD.
THE BELL AUTOMATIC SHOCKER,
WINNIPEG, MAN
331

AUSTIN STREET

battery,

generator

and switchboard assembled on one base.
No complicated mechanism. Anyone can
Your cus.omer can use his
run them.
own engine. Ask for full particulars and
agency offer.

OUR LINE INCLUDES:
"Canuck" Gaso'ine Engines. Grain GrindMilking
Lighting Plants,
Electric
Machines. Cream Separators. Churns, Sawing Outfits, Silos, Combination Threshers,

ers,

Pumps.

Pump

Jacks, etc.

ASK US ABOUT ANY ITEM
SOME GOOD TERRITORY OPEN

R.A. Lister & Co., Ltd.
WINNIPEG
Toronto

Quebec

St.

John

;
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Avery Tractor Service Manual

The

practical use

Avery tractor is made plain in the
Avery Tractor Service Manual
which lhas recently been published Iby the Avery Co., Peoria,

is

itt

erence by the Avery operator. It
goes into detail regiarding every
wiorking pia'rt of the machines, and
while dealing with many techit

by the Gasoline Engine

Information

this heading we will reply
enquiries from jobbers and
dealers concerning the location of

Under

by numerous
It

to

a

is

Service

machine manufacturers, where

may

pair parts

be obtained,

reetc.

Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate reenclose stamped, addressed
envelope. Send enquiries to Information
Dept.,
CANADIAN

ply,

FARM IMPLEMENTS,

Winnipeg.

Efficiency, system, organization,

these are the keys to success in
business.

under-

in

plain

illustrations.

possibly be sold by some mail order
concern. Do you confound the name
with the "Waterloo Boy" engine, sold

Subscribers'

publication which every operator
of an Avery tractor will enjioy.
It can be procured from the Canadian Avery Co., Winnipieg and
Regina.

This publication is in a concan
venient pocket size, so that
always be kept accessible for ref-

matters puts

made

all

clear-cut

111.

nical

may

s'tandable
English
which the
average reader can comprehend.
The book -contains an even hundred pages. The reading matter

and care of an

H.

P.,

Evans
write

—

To get repairs for an
harrow you will have to

Sask.

disc
direct

to the manufacturers, the
Seeding Machine Co., Inc.,

American

Springfield, Ohio.

BRADSTREET'S
Capital

Established 1849

and Surplus,

N. H. K., Sask.—Repairs for a 20
single disc Monitor drill can be procured

from the John Watson Mfg. Co., WinniMan.
The Eegina branch of
F. M., Sask.
the Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
carry some repairs for Flour City tractors.
Write them giving full particulars

peg,

$1,500,000

Correspondence invited

Offices throughout the civilized world.

—

of the parts required.

—

To get repairs for an
C. B., Man.
Emerson fanning mill, write direct to
the manufacturers, W. H. Emerson &

Executive Offices:
346

and 348

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY, U.S.A.

Sons, Windsor, Ont.
Regret to say that we
J. D. T., Sask.
cannot locate repairs for the Western

—

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Montreal, Que. St. John, N.B. Hamilton, Ont.
Ottawa, Ont.; Toronto, Ont.; London, Ont.; Quebec, Que.;
Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta.; Vancouver, B.C.

Halifax, N.S.

;

;

C. G.

Commercial

This harrow was formerly handled by the Western Implement Co., Windisc.

;

SCHAFFTER,

nipeg,

and

is

now

B. & P., Alta.—Monitor drills
are
manufactured by the Moline Plow Co.,
Moline, 111. The John Watson Mfg. Co.,
Winnipeg, carry a full line of repairs for

Mankato, Minn.

J

—

A. N. A., Sask. Eclipse gang plowa
are no longer handled in the Canadian
West. For repairs you .should addresM
the Madison Plow Co., Madison, Wis.
1

N. C. B., Sask.— The Ford tractors
bought by the Dominion Government
have no connection with the so-called
"Ford" tractor formerly produced at
Minneapolis.
The former are made by
Henry Ford & Son, Dearborn, Mich.
G. W., Man. Regarding repairs for
the Empire cream separator write the
Cockshutt Plow Co., Winnipeg. Repairs
for the Renfrew cream separators can
be procured from the same source.
W. B., Alta.—K K 585 and K K 591
are bearing box tops for a Deere & Manson disc harrow. You can get repairs
through the nearest branch of the John
Deere Plow Co., Ltd.

—

—The Imperial wind-'

D. N. McG., Alta.
mill

made by Mast, Foos &

is

field,

Ohio.

Send

new pitman.

Co., Spring-

direct to factory for

—

Canada.

HARROW CARTS

W. C. H., Sask.— The Kingman Plow
Co. are now out of business.
The only
location for repairs we know of is the
M. & K. Brokerage Co., Kansas City,

a big demand for
our carts in any territory.
There's

Write us for
lars at once.

full

particu-

.

P. D.

Beckwith

stoves are

Dow-

Co.,

Mich.
You could get repairs
through Bert Conway, P.O. Box 33, Re-

agrac,
gina.

S. & Co., Sask.— R D 202 is the inside
bearing for disc shaft on a New Rotary
Dutchman plow, made by Moline Plow
Co.
Repairs can be had from the John
Watson Mfg. Co., Winnipeg.

E. C,
for a

36 inches

—Round Oak

F., Alta.

made by the

WHEEL HEIGHT

CANADA

ALL

Giant
Bros., 4

Tudhope-Anderson Company.
^We do not know of
J. H. McL., Man.
an engine called the "Canadian Boy." It

—

you

The Little
by Mayer

these
machines.
tractor
is
njade

B. F. H., Sask. For sprocket wheel
for a Hoosier drill, write the Winnipeg
branch International Harvester Co. of

Enables the farmer to ride while harrowing. Light, yet strong and
Wheels have 3-inch concave steel
durable.
Seat set high, out of dust.
tires
cannot collect dirt. Swivel axle design allows cart to turn with
harrow. Removable boxings in wheels.

will get

Co.,

procured ?

H. D.

WATSON'S HARROWS

Supply

—

Mo.

SELL WATSON'S

&

Sorry we cannot locate
J. P. L., Man.
repair source for a crusher made by the
old Western Implement Mfg. Co.
Can
any reader advise where these may be

a

obsolete.

—Ten-inch
—

WINNIPEG, Man.

Winnipeg.

plates for a
Patterson Diamond Crusher can be obtained from the Winnipeg branch of the
S. E. F., Sask.

Supt.

Travellers' Building,

March, 1918

Sask.—R 246

is

a TVs -inch plate

Rapid Easy grinder made by

J.

Fleurys Sons, Aurora, Ont.
You can
get repairs from nearest branch of the
John Deere Plow Co.

—X

W. McA.,

11 is the truing
Alta.
for a 10ft. Baker direct stroke windmill.
For replacement write to the
manufacturers.
The Heller-Aller Co.,

arm

Windsor, Ont.

the

Harrow Trade
Economy

Boss Wood and Steel Boss Harrows.
Steel— 24 feet.
Sizes:
24 ft.
tooth
bars
type,
In
steel
boss
are of angle steel, cross bars all channel
steel.
Teeth held individually by steel

in

War Time

Wood—

People should be brought face
face with present co'nditions
and be required to' observe sound
to

wedges, are dagger shaped with the edges
directly

in

line

with

of

draft.

Are

a pulley hitch evener.
draft, exceptionally strong.

fitted

TTTl

Light

STOCK GENUINE MOLINE "ACME" SHARES
Get our prices

first.

for Moline Plows.

Don't

ACME

worry about duplicate shares
soft

centre shares give

wear and can be sharpened any number of times.

perfect

They

are

the original soft centre share and place the Moline plow in

a class by

THE WATSON LINE OF QUALITY GOODS:
Farm and Bush Sleighs
Wood and Pole Saws
Wheel Barrows
Boss Wood Harrows
Channel Steel Harrows
Light Delivery Sleighs
RoUer Crushers
Push Carts
Boss Steel Harrows
Warehouse Trucks
Barrel Skids
Feed Cutters (7 styles) Grain Grinders
Horse Powers Harrow Carts
Pump Jacks
"Viking" Cream Separators
Hand and Power Washing Machines

itself.

ASK FOR PRICES.

Get Latest Catalog and Prices

Whiffletrees

rules

of finance in

these times,

what they earn will be consumed largely by extravagance,
and merchants who are carrying
else

the credit accounts may find
themselves when their turn comes
in the unpleasant position of (having larger debts than uisual in ithe
uncollectible

class.

meantime, wholesaler

Root Pulpers
Bevel Jacks

CHAMBERS STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

shall

land retail-

must drive homie the

fact that
the national defense is bound up
with the soundness of our credit
transactions, and that exitravagant liviing at this time operates
against sound national defense.

er

311

We

wake up some day and realize
that we are at war. The realizatioin has not come yet.
In the

:
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Little Genius Tractor

Plow

For Light Tractors

GET TILLAGE BUSINESS
WITH LESS WORK
NO.2
B*&-0
*^^Little6enius

153

HIGH LEVEL LIFT

|

THEThe

plow with which .any tractor can make good.
plow that can make good with any tractor.
The plow that stays on the job all the time, under all
plowing conditions. The plow with which inexperienced
plowmen can do 100 per cent efficient work. The plow
whose splendid performance is a constant delight to the
experienced
Little

plowman

Genius

—that's

the kind of plow the

Smoothing Harrows

bottoms.

Drills

Tillage Line Sells Easily

Because
The

line

You can
It

is

complete

is

suit every

The P &

O

Every machine

Little Genius can be equipped with bottoms to meet the
requirements of any kind or condition of soil.
P & O
Bottoms can be furnished in Stubble, Scotch Clipper
(General Purpose) Breaker and Rod Breaker models.

They are the result of years of study and experimenting,
and turn the soil perfectly with the least amount of draft,
which explains why the P & O Little Genius is a light draft
plow.

We

customer

well and favorably
is

The implements

Bottoms
is its

Cultivators

Land Packers

Scufflers

three wheels.

business end of a plow

Line

Spring-tooth Harrows

Lift

Operator has perfect control, the power lift device responding instantly and positively to the pull on the trip rope. Acts both as bottoms
enter and leave the ground, throwing the whole weight of
the plow on the bottoms as they go into the ground.

The

Disk Harrows

The DEERING

Power
all

DEERING

P & O

is.

Operates on

SELL THE

WITH GREAT CLEARAN(^

known

built to last

all

do good work

advertise widely in the selling season

For these reasons you can get more tillage business
with less work when you sell the DEERING line. Next
time you see him ask the blockman about our tillage
sales plan that moves the machines for our dealers, or
write the branch house to have the blockman call.

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Other Features-:

BRANCH HOUSES:

Pin-break hitch heavy, full-throated beams retreating
levers; high-grade coulters; easy adjustments for securing
proper -depth and suction; dust-proof wheel boxes with
;

WEST—Brandon,

;

wide clearance between bottoms, insuring good work in trashy ground; these and many other
splendid features make the P & O Little Genuis

Man.

;

Calgary, Alta.

;

Edmonton,

Alta.;

Estevan Sask
:

;

EAST—

•

;

;

.

-

hard-oil lubrication;

THE

plow for use with any light

Made by PARLIN & ORENDORFF

CO., Canton,

ANCLE STEEL BA*S

ONE

PIECE

^

ANCLE

STEEL MAIN FRAME

tractor.

111.,

U.S.A.

ADJUSTABLE SNUBBING BLOCKS
AND BOWED SET LEVER BARS
KEEP THE GANGS LEVEL AT
ALL ANCLES

NOTE PIVOTS BACK OF CENTER
UNE WHICH ALLOW GANGS TO
ROLL TOGETHER ON THE
BUMPERS AT ALL
CUTTINC ANCLES

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.
SALES AGENTS FOR CANADA
WINNIPEG

BRANDON
REGINA

SASKATOON
ESTEVAN
YORKTON
NORTH BATTLEFORD

•

Lethbridge, Alta. ; North Battleford, Sask. Regina, Sask. Saskatoon, Sask. ; Winnipeg, Man. ; Yorkton, Man.
Hamilton, Ont.
London, Ont. ; Montreal, Que.
Ottawa, Ont
Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.

CALGARY

EDMONTON
LETHBRIDGE

ALL END
THRUST IS TAKEN
,
BV THE LARGE. POWERFUL BUMPERS

NOTE THAT THE
DO NOT TOUCH

D*SKS

Canadian Farm Implements
RELIABILITY
The

price

most

plus

light tractors

REPUTATION

was advanced

this year, so that

duty

but the price of the Twin City "16" for 1918
pnce.
the same as 1917, giving the best light tractor made at a reasonable

removal will have
is

March, 1918

little effect,

T^^l^dn^t^ Line
OIL

REO

TR ACTORS,16, 25, 40 and 60 Drawbar H.P.

"The Gold Standard of Values"

anything on
DoUar for dollar, part for part, the Reo cars are equal to
standpomt, the ideal car to
the market at the price. From the dealers'
sell or to

own.

Ask us about the

1918 Reo cars and trucks.

~

GRAY-DORT

"The Quality Goes
Clear Through"

and refineThe 1918 Gray-Dorts offer your customers 21 improvements
Beauty and
ments that wUl appeal to every prospect. Power, Ease,
and
Five-passenger touring car, three-passenger roadster,
the Gray-Dort Special, Get full particulars.

Reliability.

PEERLESS

Handle a Line that brings you
profits and not regrets

"The Two- Power Range Car"

plus the rugged
car made has the ideally soft, smooth performance
quality, the
power and serviceabiUty of the Peerless. For sheer inbuilt
Peerless Eight is dominant in the field.

No

A size for every size farm; one design
but each the leader in its class. All

bum

sizes

DEALERS : Ask

for our Special Bargains in

used

cars and trucks. We have a few on hand, splendid
values at snap prices. Don't delay, write us to-day

JOSEPH

& CO., LIMITED
MAWREPRESENTATIVES

FACTORY

112-118 King Street

Winnipeg, Man.

Minneapolis Steel
923

SHOWROOM AT 400 PORTAGE AVENUE

Kerosene,

Distillate

and

"Twin City" Tractors are
Gasoline.
pioneers in the tractor field. They
have stood the acid test of service
during all the years of tractor develqpment. For permanent, profitable
tractor business ask for the Twin City
Contract on Tractors.

LOGAN

AVE.

& Machinery

WEST

Co. of Canada, Limited

WINNIPEG

,

ANDERSON
TUDHOPE
STAY SOLD
^'SYLVESTER" r\
DRILLS

The

Drill that is different

from any other

of the axle, and on the downward turn
Svlvester drills deliver the grain in
and uniform depth, also perfect covcrseed
of
This ensures even distribution
of disc
and 16 sizes geared from one end; l»,
14
discs.
22
20
and
18,
Sizes— 14. 16,
in?
witii grass seed box when ordered
Equipped
20 and 22 sizes geared from both ends.
for
rubber .tubes; single disc drills steel ribbon tubes. Ask

Double disc

FRONT

have
and prices of these perfect seeders.

drills

full particulars

"WINNER" FANNING MILLS—A

Fast Moving Line

Big Capacity—Perfect

Work

Capacities from 30 to 80 bus. per
in three sizes: 24, 32 and 40 inches.
of any other separator, and to do
hour. Guaranteed to have double the capacity
your customers s^lfct str^^^^^^^
Help
seed.
75 per cent better work on all grain and
on your floor—the demand
one
Get
"Winner."
the
them
selling
healthy seed by
right.
pnced
will surprise you. Built right, works right,

Made

HANDLE A LINE WITH AN ESTABLISHED REPUTATION
represent the Tudhope^
pays the dealer, in both profits and prestige, to
quality
for
everywhere
Anderson Line. Our goods are known
ff^^;^""|^^^^^^
and Tootii
and Walking Plows, Disc
vice. Ask for particulars of any item: Riding
Smut
Engines,
Gas
Machinery,
Harrow Carts, Pulverizers, Haying
It

Harrows,

Cleaners, Fanning Mills, Grain Drills,

Manure Spreaders,

Cultivators,

Wagons and

Trucks.

TUDHOPE-ANDERSON
Winnipeg

Regina

CO., LIMITED

Saskatoon

Calgary

;

WINNIPEG, CANADA,

VOL. XIV., No. 4

INSURANCE

'OF CANADA
UNION BANK
Est

^

ablished

HEAD OFFICE

-

1

865

OF ALL KINDS

WpNIPEG

-

Paid-up Capital
Reserve Fund
Total Assets over

?

^?SS-S22
, J-^SS 2S2
140,000,000

HAIL
ANDMutualAUTOMOBILE
FIRE
The

Hon. President— SIR WILLIAM PRICE
President—JOHN GALT, Esq.

Employers' Liability Assce. Corpn., London, Eng.

Vice-Presidents

RILEY,

R. T.

Esq.

Esq.
THOMPSON, „
HAAS Esq

G. H.
Directors

S.
ALLAN, Esq.
A. HH CHCOCK, Esq
BALFOUR, Esq.
S._ HpUGH,_Es_q., K.C.
L
K.C.
Esq.,
HUME BLAKE,
F. E. KENASTON, Esq.
M. BULL, Esq.
W. H. MALKIN, Esq.
B. B. CRONYN, Esq.
R. O. McCULLOCH, Esq.
—
WM. SHAW. Esq.
E. L. DREWRY, Esq
W. CARSON.
SIR
JOHN
Major-Gen.
H. B. SHAW, General Manager
General Manager.
Assistant
J. W. HAMILTON,

W.

R.
G. H.

subscription price in CANADA{P|J^^p.»S'genU

APRII/, 1918

Fire insurance Co.
London
The Glens Falls Insurance Co.
The Millers National insurance Co.

LIVE STOCK
The General Animals insurance Co.

London. England, Branches 6 Princes Street and
West End Branch, 26 Haymarket, S.W.
New York Agency, 49 WaU St., New York City.

For Local Agencies Apply

.

Geo. Wilson, Agent.
extending from Halifax to Prince
This bank, having 305 branches in Canada,
every description of
excellent facilities for the transaction of
offers
Ruoert
cities of importance throughout
all
in
correspondents
It has
bankine busYness
Europe, and the British Colonies
Canada the Uni ed States, the Continent of and
returns promptly remitted at
parts of the Dominion,

Head

Winnipeg

Office:

CARSON & WILLIAMS

.

_

CoS«t'ons made

30

Portage and Garry Branch: F.

J.

BOULTON

BROS., LIMITED

LIFE BUILDING, REGINA

P. BURNS' BUILDING, CALGARY
UNION BANK BUILDING, WINNIPEG

U4

in all

l°S"Maln1t."rl^^^^^^

CANADA

:

720

Mgr.

DEALERS WATSON'S REPAIR SERVICE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
:

Complete Repair Stocks carried for

MOLINE and JANESVILLE IMPLEMENTS

MANURE SPR^AM^
MOLINE DISK HARROWS
(BjuE^.r^G~-^n^.^.«c^^
ADRIANCE BINDERS, MOWERS and RAKES
and FARM TRUCKS
MONITOR DRILLS MOLINE ENGINE GANG PLOWS^
MOLINE^PLOWS

ALSO REPAIRS FOR

JANESVILLE PLOWS, DISK HARROWS,

Etc.

THE WATSON LINE OF QUALITY GOODS:
Feed Cutters, Grain GrindHand and Power Wash-

Let us quote you on Harrows, Harrow Carts, Whiffletrees,
Cream Separators,
ers. Horse Powers, Pump Jacks, "Viking"
,
ing Machines, etc., etc. Our prices will interest you.

CHAMBERS AND HENRY STREETS, WINNIPEG

YOU MUST SERVE MRS. FARMER!
She Needs a Machine and she's
going to get

it.

WILL IT BE FROM YOUR STORE?

"DOMINION"
SEWING MACHINES
beat any competition by
Just
selling "Dominion" Sewing Machines.
read our. warranty and description of the
honest construction and fine mechanical efficiency of these machines. Ask for our special

"VIOLA

You can meet and

(Registered)

Cabinet

Phonographs.

Write

lo.

descriptive litera-ture for dealers and our liberal
agency proposition. It's a money-maker.

GET CATALOG AND PRICES

Prices.

The Dominion Sewing Machine & Phonograph Company
300 NOTRE DAME AVE., WINNIPEG, MAN.

mnt«t>
CEARED-TO-THE-ROAD
TIRES

Agencies are

now being appointed

in Manitoba,

Alberta. If you want to handle the best tire
write at once for particulars.

Saskatchewan an4
made in Ameriqi
'y

Western Canadian Distributors

:

THE MILLER TIRE COMPANY, LIMITED
iS5

PRINCESS

H. G. Middleton,

ST.,

Sales Manager.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

155 Princess

St.,

!

FACTORIES: AKRON, OHIO

'

'

If

you cannot get a Miller Tire

in

:

Winnipeg, Maili

your town write direct to

u».:|
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undoubted value and good will in a Cockshutt Agency. The man who
bought a Gang Plow or other Cockshutt Implement which in service lived up to
its expectations is open to conviction that your Harrow, your Drill and your
It means the least time and effort per sale and
Binder are of equal value to him.
satisfaction and service to customers. Service that will hold them from year to year.

[HERE

is

The Cockshutt Line includes implements
means sales from January to December —no

for every farm and for every season. It
are ready to supply you
off seasons.
with practically every implement the farm trade of your district demands, and further,
we stand behind each sale you make to responsible parties with our broad guarantee of
satisfactory service at the work for which each implement is intended.

C_

The "Renfrew"

is

just

We

Low
Supply

^mt£sci^\i

chuck

full

of

I

goo^ points
urved wing]
Centre-piece

that any farmer or dairyman can readily understand

and wants in the separator he buys.
All the good points of the best separators
that are

URES

EXCLUSIVE

patented

Tank

—and a

No

whipping

Solid butter)

lot

RENFREW FEAT-

ide Space
between

which no other separator can use.

tubular shaft

and

discs

(No clogging)

Interchangeable capacity; when the
herd increases, a small capacity machine can be converted into a large
capacity by merely changing the
bowl, supply tank, etc. The frame
and mechanism is standard for all
sizes

and heavy enough to drive the

largest bov/1.

Curved wing Bowl Centre, enabling skimming to
one-hundredths of one per cent (.01%). The Renfrew
gets "all the cream."
Interchangeable capacity; a real success, therefore
imitated by others.
S6lf-Oiling System

—you

oil

Detachable^

Bowl Casing!
'Self

a Renfrew only once in

about three months.
Patented Neck Bearing and Clutch attached to the
spindle; easy running and freedom from injury.

Oiling^

All working \
parts enclosed)

The gears run in an oil bath and there is a continual spray of oil on every bearing and moving
part, including the spindle. Pour a half pint of clean,
fresh oil in reservoir every three months, that's all.

Have you been taking your competitor's dust on Cream Separator
Renfrew and turn the tables on him.

Sales ?

Get the

WRITE TO-DAY FOR OUR SPECIAL DEALERS' PROPOSITION
We will gladly give you full information on this line ot big business getters

COCKSHUTT PLOW
REGINA

WINNIPEG

CO.,

LIMITED

SASKATOON

CALGARY

PACKERS
PULVERIZERS
SCUFFLERS
CULTIVATORS
POTATO DIGGERS
POTATO PLANTERS
CORN PLANTERS
GRAIN DRILLS
RAKES
MOWERS
REAPERS
BINDERS
MANURE SPREADERS
FEED CUTTERS
GRAIN ELEVATORS
GRAIN TANKS
HAY PRESSES
GASOLINE ENGINES
CREAM SEPARATORS
GRAIN GRINDERS
CUTTERS, ETC.
SLEIGHS
CARRIAGES
CARTS
WAGONS

PLOWS

HARROWS

.

Vol.

.
,

.

WINNIPEG, CANADA. APRIL,

XIV., No. 4

How War

Have Affected

Conditions

The following statement as to
the effect of war conditions upon
the cost of producing and distributing farm equipment and upon
the purchasing power of farm pro-

to sales than in almost any
other branch of industry. In addition, the investment in factory
tal

buildings, warehouses and equi))-

of the

ment has been disproportionately
large as compared with sales, be-

with
special reference to present problems of farming and food production, has been prepared by the
United States Farm Implements

cause of the bulky and heavy nature of the products as well as tlie
many kinds and sizes of machines
needed to meet the demands of
various localities, variety of crops

and as to the status
implement industry

ducts,

farm

(

ommittee of the Implement Inand the prices quoted are,

(.lustry,

of course, U.S. prices.

The implement industry, as it
is
commonly known, comprises
factories large and small, manufacturing agricultural implements
for plowing, planting, fertilizing,
tilling, harvesting and threshing,

farm tractors, farm
wagons and vehicles,' cream separators, small engines for farm
use and other farm operatingincluding

This industry

hundred

is

made up

com-

different

thousand dollars to upwards

of

million dollars capital.

in

fact,

country warehouses at

These local
warehouses have been established
to facilitate the prompt supplying
of machines and repair parts to
locations.

farmers.
Relation of Capital to Sales
The effect of all this is that the
ratio of capital to sales for

has

approximately
In other words, two

to one.

dollars of capital in the
of capital stock, surplus and

jnillion

form

liorrowed money is required to
conduct an annual business of one

As

a

consequence

20 per cent profit on sales, as a
general rule, will not vield over

not over one rolls

own steel bars not over five
make their own malleable and
not over fifty, their own grey
its

iron castings
their

;

and not over

own timber

land.

five

As

consequence the great majority
manufacturers of farm implements are wholly dependent on
suppliers in the o])en market for
their materials, and are, therefore,
a

of

subject to the fluctuations of the
market in the cost of their raw
products.

U.S.

10 to 12^ per cent profit on capiinvested. This ratio varies, as

tal

may

be expected, somewhat with
the nature of the product of the
factory and with the general
prosperity and activity of the
country.

~The Risk

of the Industry

The manufacturer

of farm implements must have his machines
in the farmers" hands in time for

the

farmers' seasonal requiredelay of ten days or
two weeks may cause the crops
to be planted or harvested too
late, and either cause the grain to
be ruined by early frost or loss to
be svistained by becoming over
ripe.
All this necessitates the
manufacturer's estimating the demand before the knowledge of
conditions has developed.
He
must purchase his materials many

ments.

A

months in advance without knowing what the actual requirements
will be.
If the demand is poor,
the machines must be carried over
to another year. Interest charges

must be met on the amount

Prices

1014

Bar
Bar

Steel, cwt., Pittsburg

Iron, cwt.,

developed by
American inventive genius during
the past century, has made possible the extraordinary increase
in the products of the soil and has
materially aided in the develop-

S 1.15

Chicago

Malleables, cwt., Chicago
Pig Iron No. 2 Southern, ton, Birmingham
Plow Steel Soft Center, cwt., Pittsburg
Tool .Steel— High Speed, lb., Pittsburg
Cokl Rolled Shafting, ton, Pittsburg
Sheet Steel Blue Annealed, cwt., Pittsburg
Lumber Yellow Pine, 3"

—

—
—Oak 3"
Foundry
Lumber

Coke, ton, ovens
Steam Coal Screenings, mine (ton)
Fuel Oil

1.07
3.25
10.25

4.50
..50

34.00
.40
.30.00
1

52.00
2.32
.60
.035
.32

—gallon

Cotton Duck, yard

Increase

191S
S

2.90
3..50

8.00
33.00
12.00
2.25
S3. 00
4.25
60.00
110.00
7.00
2.15

1918 over 1914
Per Cent
152
227
146
222
166
350
144

203
100
111

201
258
100
334

.07

1.39

TABLE 2
Percentage Increase
1918 over 1914
SO to 87 ;
85 to 92
85 to 93
SO to S4

industry,

14" Walking Plow
16" Sulky Plow
14" Gang Plow 2 Bottom
14" Engine Plow 3 Bottom
,

—
—

.5'

1

Mowers

Farm Tractor

of raw materials and laljor, and
the uncertainty of existing conditions, the existence of surplus
stocks may result in very serious
loss.

Advance

in the Cost of Materials
materials essential to the
manufacture of agricultural implements,
together with
fuel,
labor and miscellaneous supplies,
have greatly advanced in price
because of the abnormal demand
created since the outI>reak of the

Raw

war in Europe in 1914. Table No.
shows the prices of the princi1
pal iron, steel and timber products entering into the manufacture

of agricultural

45 t o 60

the

year,

1914
(ets.)

Corn
Barley

Rye
Cotton

(lbs.)

.

Potatoes (bu.)

compared

as

w

i

t

h

the

former.

be noted that the prices
steel materials ranged
from
to over 200 per cent
higher in 1918 than in 1914 and
lumber from 100 to 111 per cent,
.^team coal screenings cost 2.50 per
cent more last year than in 1914.
The price of cotton duck is 331
per cent more in 1918 than it was
before the beginning of the war.
During the Avar period labor
costs have also advanced, ranging
from 40 to 60 per cent, due to the
It will

and

of iron

necessity

of

advancing rates of

workmen

to enable them to
meet the increased cost of living.
The Price of Farm Implements
in 1914 and 1918

jiay of

the constant increase in
cost of raw materials and
labor it has been necessary to inA\ ith

the

crease the j)rices of finished products in order to maintain the
financial solvency of the farm implement industry. In the second
table the percentage of increases
in prices in 1918, as against 1914,
are shown for the most widely

industry.
j)rices in this

comparison

are not given as they differ with

TABLE 3
Wheat

implements,

together with the price of fuel in
1!JU and in 1918 and the percentage increase in prices in tlie latter

Exact

country.
During all these
years the manufacturers have
largely financed the farmer in the

p^^ Copy.Voc'^

used implements which may be
considered representative of the

70 Bushel Spreader

of the general prosperity of

purchase of his farm implements.
This, together with the seasonal
use of the product manufactured,
has required a larger ratio of capi-

in-

vested in the unsold machines and
warehouse space must be provided in which to store them.
Owing to the present high prices

-Article

{

Implement Industry

TABLE

History of the Industry

This

ment

Subscription Price in Canada

;

;

own

many

been

million dollars.

Very few of these companies own
their own raw materials,
As a
matter of

ment

two
of

panies, ranging in size from a few
lifty

diff'erent soil conditions.
In
addition to the large plant and accounts and bills receivable investment, there is a large invest-

years

equipment.
several

and

various

1918

98.6
64.4
54.3
86.5
6.8
48.9

1917

%

Increa.se

1917 over 1914

fcts.)

200.9
128.3
113.7
166.3
27.7
122.9

103
99
109
92

307
151

various manufacturers and with
freight rates to points of manufacture or delivery, also whether

compiled on prices to dealers or
to farmers, but the percentages of
increase in either case,

'

.hile

not

:

.
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uniform

witli

manufacturers,

all

correct.

substantially
percentages are
is

No.

shown

These

TABLE 4

Table

Year

in

Wheat
Price

2.
14-m. Walking Plow

The

variation in percentages is
governed by the kinds of materials used and by the variation

percentages in advances on materials as shown in the preceding
It will be noted, however,
table.
that the advances in prices of
farm implements has been relatively less during the war period
than the increase in the prices of
i-aw materials entering into the
manufacture of agricultural implements.

7- ft.

Binder

purchase various implements.

The
by

1st, 1917.

Farm

disclosed

fact

comparison

it

will be at

that smaller quantities of farm products are required at present prices to purimplements
agricultural
chase
than were required to buy the
same implements before the war.
is

Summary Analysis
Stated in a concise form, the
general tendencies in the producand sale of farm implements
since the outbreak of the present
war, as disclosed by the foregoing

1917

be at once noted when
this table is compared with the
one preceding that the prices received by the farmer for his crops
have increased more since 1914
than the prices which he has paid
for his farming implements.

Purchasing Pow^er of Farm Products in 1914 and 1918
significance of this relation

and the relative advantage of the
farmer at the present time, as
compared with the pre-war period,
becomes evident when an analysis is made of the purchasing
pov/er of the farmer of agricultural machinery in terms of present day prices of farm products,
as compared with those prevailing in 1914.
Table No. 4 sets
forth a comparison of the approx-

imate purchasing power of im-

size

to

statistics,

have

been,

No.
No.
No.
No.

A— 6
B—
B— 10

it

C—

No.
No.
No.

5

9?4 „

CUSTOM MILLS
D—lOVi

D— 11

7—13

2^
6

„

Custom Work

S

„

„

„

1914.

Idle curiosity

man

seldom prompts

to look for a job.

to 5 H.P.
to 10 H.P.
to 12 H.P.

to 12

H.P.

Aurora, Ontario

World's Fairs, Chicago and Paris

Regina

Saskatoon

Calgary

likely candidate for the

now

he

sition

po-

holds.

At the annual stockholders' and
meeting, March 6th,

directors'

the present board of directors and

were re-elected.
During the past year, Mr. G. G.
Henry, of New York, who was a

officers

member

met an acand was succeeded
by Mr. Ehsha Walker, of New
York. Mr. F. S. Glover, now a
major in the Ordnance Department stationed at Washington,
resigned the vice-presidency upon
of the board,

cidental death,

member

a

of the board of direct-

ors.
officers of the company are
follows
C. S. Brantingham,
president
E. P. Lathrop, vicepresident and general counsel J.
W. McLachlan, secretary and

as

COMPANY, LIMITED
Edmonton

Lethbridge

:

;

;

treasurer.

Directors are as follows

:

C. S.

Brantingham, C. W.. Folds, F. S.
Glover, D. M. Good, A. T. Jackson, E. P. Lathrop, G. B. Leighton,

W.

J.

McLachlan,

Elisha

Walker.

The Emerson-Brantingham Co.
had a very satisfactory year, and as
0. S.

COMER

now operating practhe outlook is considered equally as satisfactory for
1918. The tractor business of the
company is growing at a remarkable rate and during the past year
it was necessary to greatly enlarge the Minneapolis Tractor

all

plants are

tically

at the Indianapolis, Ind., branch.

He was

next appointed assistant
manager of the Syracuse, New York, branch.

collection

From

assistant collection

man-

ager of Syracuse, N.Y., he was
promoted to general collection
agent at Harrisburg, Pa., branch.
Comer gathered much sales information and knowledge about
the company's products in the
field, so he was advanced to the
sales force and was sent to Boston, Mass., to sell automobiles,
From Boston to Calgary is a big
jump, but that was the next step
when capable help was needed
there badly to take care of big
business.
After receiving experience in the Canadian field.
Comer was again returned to the
East, this time going to Philadelphia to specialize in selling tractors.

8 to 14 H.P.
8 to 16 H.P.
15 to 25 H.P.

FLEURY'S
SONS
Medals and Diploma*
Sir THE JOHN DEERE PLOW

sales

his appointment, but continues as

as

portionately greater than the advance in the prices which he has
had to pay for agricultural implements and which has placed
the farmer in a more advantageous position in the purchase of
farm implements than he was before the beginning of the war in

J.

Winnipeg

A to

In 1910 he joined the organization, signing up as a collector
Z.

There has been an increase during the same period in
prices received by the farmer for
his products which has been pro-

:

inch Plates (Flat)

and knows the business from

(3)

a

foreign

E-B Annual Meeting

necessary to increase the prices

Head

Mill

60.8
169.
157.
1071.

of their finished products.

sizes are as follows:

inch. Plates (Flat)

186.
1327.

There has been an extraordinary advance in the prices of
materials and labor used in the
manufacture of farm implements.
(2) Because of these price advances manufacturers have found

The Famous Line of Machines
suit your power— small or large— and

few styles and

196.4

108.
100.
684.

58.
42.

the

manager. In view of the fact that
Mr. Comer had been so thoroughly drilled and educated by
his experiences and due to his remarkable success in the various
branches he was selected as thej

The

more work with same power than others. Quality
of work and capacity and durability of machine
and grinding plates unequalled.

A

26.8
38.8

171.5
40.3

follows

RAPID-EASY GRAIN GRINDERS
A

66.
43.
69.

(1)

1st, 1914,

It will

The

significant

this

December

1st,

40.8

37.

This is to introduce to our readers Mr. O. S. Comer, of the J. I.
Case T. M. Co., of Racine, Wisconsin., Mr. Comer is a very energetic and progressive implement
man and his hundreds of friends
throughout the United States and
Canada will be pleased to learn
of his promotion.
Mr. Comer has been w^ith the
Case Company for seven years

tion

and December

186.

25.6

quality of farm produce needed to

Agriculture, shows the farm
prices of the principal farm products December 1st, 1914, and

Products December

26.4

portant farm products on December 1st, 1914, and December 1st,
1917, by showing the difference in

son of the increase in price received by the farmer for his
leading crops during the period
under consideration. Table No. 3,
which has been compiled from the
reports of the U.S. Department of

Prices

21.3
102.5

63.

109

W. Ramsey,

most

striking contrast in this conis afforded by a compari-

of

12.8

bu.
20.
99.

O.S. Coiner Appointed Assistant
to Foreign Sales Manager

nection

Comparison

bu.

.

Manure Spreader

once noted,

of

bu.

13.8

Farm Tractor

Products

A

Mower

70-bu.

Farm

in Price of

1918
128.3

bu.

43.
28.
45.
128.
121.
867.

in

The Advance

1914
64.4

Corn Planter
5-ft.

Oorn
1918
200.9

67.
121

Riding Cultivator

partment needed a man with a
broad experience to aid Mr. W.

1914
98.6

14-in. Gang Plow
14-in. Engine Plow
6- ft. Disc Harrow

April, 1918

From Quaker City he was
transferred to Lansing, Michigan,
where he was assistant branch
manager. Of late the foreign
sales of the Case company have
grown so rapidly that this de-

full,

Works.
In order to confine the entire
operations of the Minneapolis
plant to one model, some of the
models were transferred to the
Geiser Works,
Waynesboro
Pennsylvania, which is now op
crating very actively in buildin
tractors, regular lines of Geise
threshing machinery and certaii
classes of

war

New

orders.

Incorporation

Letters patent have been give

new organization in Winnipeg,
known as Christiansen Implements, Limited.
The company,

a

which has a stock of $100,000,
will manufacture and market the
well-known Christiansen line of
plow harrow attachments and
other goods, as well as automatic
grain shockers.

April,
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Famous
the

Founded
1842

World
Over

An

Ideal

Case Rig For Your Customers

We

Picture Here for Dealers, a Case 9-18
Kerosene Tractor and a Case 20x28 Thresher
the smallest Case Tractor and the smallest
THIS
Case Thresher.
is

This outfit, designed especially for the farmer who
prefers to do his own threshing, has been received with
great enthusiasm everywhere. Dealers have waited a
long time to offer farmers an outfit like this. It is a
great seller.

With a rig such as this, a man is able to do his own
threshing at any time, without waiting. Then when he
has finished, he can handle jobs for his neighbors, if he
wishes.
The Case 9-18 Kerosene Tractor, pictured with this
small thresher, is a practical, all-round machine, well
known everywhere. It pulls two 14-inch plows, and is
unequalled for discing, seeding, harvesting, ensilage cutting, road work, hauling, etc.
It

has plenty of reserve power, developing 12 horseat the drawbar
33 1-3 per cent over the draw-

power

J.

1.

bar rating. This is to take care of unusual pulls. All
Case Tractors develop more than their rated horsepower.
The weight of this tractor is little more than that of a
team of horses. In both official tests and from records
kept by farmers themselves, it has been proven that this
Case 9-18 ranks at the top in economy of fuel and upkeep.
Both

this Case Tractor and Case Thresher are built according to
Case Standards. Only the best materials are used. All are tried
and proven before we put them on the market. We have a 140-acre
plant and over 4,000 skilled mechanics. Our staff of engineers has
at their command unusual facilities, including the Case experience
of 76 years in the power farming machinery world.
Wise dealers should make much of this combination. Let farmers
know about it. It has a big appeal.
While the above is addressed to our 9,000 Case dealers, we have
this to say to others, in addition:
Once in a while there are changes or openings in such a large
organization. Maybe such an opportunity exists now in your community. Why not write and find out?

—
CASE THRESHING MACHINE
1045

CO., inc.

[ERIE STREET, RACINE, WISCONSIN

Canadian Branches: Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon
Eastern Canada : Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited, Toronto and Montreal

FREE
Books

Send For This Descriptive Printed Matter—All Free
Below are

listed the different series of booklets

Kerosene Tractors

Steam Tractors
Or, if you wish, ask

Grand Detour Plows

and

folders.

Hay

Tell us which interest you.

Road Machinery

Balers

Silo Fillers
Threshers
for our General Catalog, describins the entire

Automobiles

Case

line.

It

is

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'llll'l'lilll'ill'll'llllini™^

free.

Wfite
Today

m
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The Value

of Dairy

Since 1914, when Prussian militarism applied the torch to civilization,
Europe has had vast
armies in the field.
The total

number

of

men under arms was

estimated recentlv as approaching
13,000,000.

Europe has had to feed these
has had to give them good
food and as much of it as could
be gotten together. Every avail-

men

—

source of food supply has
been drawn upon with reckless
abandon.
Everything- has been
able

sacrificed for the armies.

— the
— have been

Millions of dairy cows

good with the poor

slaughtered to provide beef for
the fighters.
So great has been
the consumption of meat at the
front that the shortage of dairy
cattle in

Europe

is

said

now

to ap-

proximate 30,000,000, more than

Cows After the War
one and

a

number

of

times the total
dairy cows in the

half

United States.

—

And

the war goes on will go
on until the menace of kaiserism
has been dispelled.
When that
glad day will come no man can
say. It may be a year, two years,
three years.
The war is now in its fourth
year.
If the world is 30,000,000
dairy cattle short, how many
millions short will it be when
peace is restored, considering also
that America is arming her millions
and these must be fed?
What does this signify for the
American breeder of dairy cattle?
It can signify only one thing,
and that is that dairy cattle are
going to be in greater demand
when the war is over than ever
before
that dairy cattle are

April, 1918

going to bring better prices than
ever before. Not as beef, but as
producers of milk and butter fat.
If there ever was any doubt
about the tremendous importance
of milk and butter fat as human
food, that doubt has been erased
by the war. Among the belligerent nations the infant mortality
ranges from 40 to 98 per cent,
seeming to vary in direct propor-

A. Chapman said: "It is
reported that the French government alone is contemplating the
tion, G.

purchase of 1,000,000 head of
cows over here as soon as peace
is

declared."

Ave we prepared or preparing
to meet the demand for dairv
cattle?

Our foremost

dairy auare afraid we are not.
are afraid that too many

thorities

They

—

—

Ford-a-Tractor pulling two 14-inch Bottoms. Note the dirt-proof gear casing in
which the gearing runs in oil.

amount of milk availhas been found that the
best food for fighting men even
as for working and thinking men
The
is milk and butter fat.
trenches are clamoring for milk.
Thousands of tons of condensed
milk are being shipped to our
troops overseas and to our Allies.
The peace-time demand for milk
and butter fat will be as great as
if not greater than the war-time

dairy cow owners have been
short-sighted enough to allow the
high prices being paid for all
kinds of cattle for beef to cloud
their vision of the immensely
greater returns to be enjoyed from
their dairy cattle when the war is

demand.
to be

dairy cattle to the butcher, declaring they cannot afiford to raise

supplied?
Where is Europe to
look for its milk or the cattle to
produce the milk? To the United
States and Canada.
Our lands
have not been overrun. Our farms
are unmolested.
In a recent address before the
American Feed Dealers' Associa-

them.
True, there has been some commeridable weeding out of scrub
cows. Dairy experts are gratified to see that economic conditions have been conducive to the
carrying out of the advice they
have been giving for years to get

tion to the
able.

AND THE YEAR

1918

Offer to Canadian Implement Dealers the best opportunity in years
to make a substantial profit and lay
the foundation for an ever-increasing business in a
LINE.

ing machines (Special Circular No.
And just after issuing this
13).
circular the Government purchased
six Empire Milking outfits in addi-

Judging from present indications,
the remarkable 1917 Sales Records
of Empire Milking Machines will be
multiplied several times this year.
Every influence is working in favor
of Empire Milking Machines; hand
milkers are scarce and becoming
more so; wages are high and going
higher; the demand for milk and
milk products is phenomenal.
Dairy
farmers
are
turning
to
Empire Milking Machines to solve
their
problems.
The Canadian
Government has just issued a circular advising dairymen to buy milk-

been using for three years. Is any
stronger evidence needed to prove
that the Empire Milking Machine is
the recognized standard?

COMING

—

—

—

tion to

two

outfits

which they had

Make new customers

for yourself
by securing the Empire agency in
your territory. Ally yourself with
the leader of the milking machine
field.

—

But act quickly open territory is
limited and the demand for Empires
will far exceed the supply this year.
Write at once for our liberal agency
proposition.

EMPIRE CREAM SEPARATOR COMPANY
Of Canada, Limited
146

CRAIG

ST.

WEST

MONTREAL, QUEBEC

It

—

—

How

is

the

demand going

over.

High

prices of beef, high prices

and the high wages bein:;;paid labor have caused thousands
of feed

of unthinking farmers to sell their

—

rid of dairy cattle that fail to pro-

duce and replace them with

GILSON

whicl;i yield a

good

cattle

return.

But two questions have been
How many good cows
have been sacrificed ?
Wher
poor cows have been killed off
have they been replaced by prom

"GOES LIKE SIXTY"

raised.

ising heifer calves?

Answering the first question
dairy authorities say that thou
sands of productive cows have
been slaughtered for beef. Replying to the second question, they
are urging farmers everywhere to

THRESHERS
TRACTORS
GAS and OIL ENGINES
WRITE FOR CATALOGS
AGENTS WANTED

promising heifer
and keep enough pure-bred
raise every

Gilson Mfg. Co. Li mi ted
303

Owena

St.

calves to insure a generation of
cattle.
All the agricultural
journals are full of the subject.

good

Winnipeg
54

calf

bull

j
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takes

It
!

of three

all

years to

and bring a dairy cow

treed, raise

lo serviceable age.

we preparing

Are

three

for

years ahead?

of

Barnyard Manure

In these days

when

the maxirequired
for the successful prosecution of
the wai-, it may be useful to review the important conclusions

mum

that

of

used,

as

shown

these ex-

in

either in the fall or spring.

Were every dairyman in this
country to resolve now to head
his herd with a good sire and
raise to maturity every heifer calf
possible, the supply of dairy-bred
females would be none too great
to fill the demand sure to come.
The far-seeing d a i r y m a n is
shrewd enough to recognize that
although raising a 'good calf
under present conditions is expensive, nevertheless it is a profitable
venture, for he who owns good
cows three years from now will
have property representing large,
quick assets.— De Laval Monthly.
The Use

is

periments in the case of wheat,
is to apply the manure on first
year stubble and plow under

production

is

have been reached

ing in the

Plow-

gives a larger yield
for the firs't crop
after application and a little over
one bushel for the second.
Top dressing with the spreader
on grain six inches high has given
an increase in yield, but this is
fall

by three bushels

almost

and the
yield has no't been
so great as to warrant it.
impracticable,

difiference in

When

being sown on
summer-fallow it is shown to be
best to apply manure on
the
summer-fallow in winter. However, this again gives a lower
}-ield
than top dressing when
grain, sown on summer-fallow,
barley

is

applying

manure on

in

.Summarising

the

various

re-

experiments show

sults obtained

that the best 'time for the ajjplication of barnyard manure for all

plow under in
This
and subsoil in
manure and

increasing

know some people who arc
inherently
suspicious
that
when each other of them passes
the justly famous pearly gates
so

autumn, pack and

survey the celestial sight
with fishy eye and mutter, "I'll
bet there's something crooked
about this."
he'll

brings the surface
contact with 'the
ensures thorougfh

rotting.

Further, it has been jjroven
without a doubt that Ixirnvard
manure improves the tilth of the

LONDON CONCRETE MIXER

_^

No. 6
Capacity 60 cubic yards
per day. Price $375.00
complete with gaso-

WAR PROFITS HERE

line engine. Pays tor
itseit In 20 days'use.
Built to last a lire
time. Send for cata-

Buy modern agricultural implement
manufacturing plant.
Plenty of labor.
Will sell plant complete or machinery and
equipment, reserving land and buildings.

six inches high.
In the case of oa'ts the greatest vield has been obtained bv
is

log

Agents Wanted

Greatest bargain in America for quick sale.

Write P.

ING.

No.

ONTARIO

of

story old

that's oft retold

followed

throughout,

viz.,

The story of De Laval superiority
and sales supremacy ; the story of

summer-fallow and two successive years
of cropping,
either
Avheat following wheat or wheat

separator service

followed by either oats or barley.
The conclusions taken on an
average of seven years have

WEEK

•

shown that not only has the yield
been materially increased by the
application of barnyard manure

retold in the farm

who

ca-

barnyard

applied on summer-fallow, was compared with peas and
tares.
Two plots of peas were
used, the one being plowed under

De
dealer

early in July

and the other when
The tares were plow-

bloom.

plots

la'te

Two

July.

other

were summer-fallowed and

used as checks.
The results
shov\'ed five bushels per acre increase in yield in favor of barn-

yard

manure, followed by a
one bushel between
tares and summer-fallow in favor
difiference of

of the former.

Where

lowed wheat there

is

a

difference of eleven bushels per
acre again in favor of the barn-

yard manure.

Times

to

Apply Barnyard

The most

practical and effimethod, provided a packer

is

month,
told

and

and dairy papers the country over.
Laval.

The salesman

it.

Laval advertising
all

is

working

the time.

There is no better time than right now to
send in your application for a De Laval contract. There is cream separator business all
around you. You can get more of it, and
make more profits on it, with the De Laval
than with any other separator.

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LTD.
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES IN CANADA,
Sole manufacturers in Canada of the famous De Laval Cream Separator<!
and Ideal Green Feed Silos. Alpha Gas Engines. Alpha Churns and
Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

Butter-Workers.

Manure
cient

Laval story

oats fol-

shown

after

satisfaction

talks

users regard

its

manure,

ed under in

De

and

De Laval to a farmer need waste no time
explaining what it is or what it has done, and how

fallow a simple operation, there-

in

month

out,

Everybody knows the De

making the formation of a mulch
and upon summer-

after seeding

pacity of the soil.
In this experiment,

and vycck

year after year, the

but also that the condition of the
land has been greatly improved,

by increasing water-holding

in

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

PETERBORO

50,000 Branches and Local Agencies the World Over

B.

for the

De

Laval

CO.

Concrete Machinery

fertility.

In conducting these
experiments a three-year rotation has

1

Unoccupied Territory

Dept. K, LONDON.
World's Largest Manufacturers

MISS.

A

in all

LONDON CONCRETE MACHINEEY

W. MAER, DISPATCH BUILD-

COLUMBUS.

Dominion Experimental Farm at
Ind ian Head, from the experiments conducted towards the increase and maintenance of soil

been

the

W'e

grains would be to apply on first
year stubble 12 tons ])er acre,

harrow.

therefore,

soil,

water-holding capacity, its fertility, and, moreover, on
lighter
soils will keep it from blowing by
supplying fibre.

the

fall.

the

at

year

first

stubble and ])l(nving under

7

—

;
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Deere Purchases Business of
Waterloo Ga solin e Engine Co.
It is announced by Deere & Co..
Moline, 111., that the plow organization have purchased the entire
business of the Waterloo Gasoline
Engine Co., of Waterloo, Iowa,
manufacturers of Waterloo BoyKerosene Tractors and the
Waterloo Boy Gasoline Engines.

the farm, and in accordance with
its
progressive policy, has decided to enter that field of manuAcquisition of the
facture.
"Waterloo Boy" gives the company one of the best known and
most successful tractors on the
market and insures it a permanent
place in the tractor trade from the
start. This tractor is of the 12-24

It is reported that the price involved in the transaction was considerably over $2,000,000. This is
the largest deal which has taken
place in the implement industry

type.

North America for some time.
Deere & Co. assume control
and operation of the factory, and
the purchase of this tractor and
engine concern marks a definite
step forward in the expansion of
Deere & Co. The company be-

ofifered.

of

lieves that the tractor

has taken

permanent place in the economic and sticcessful operation of
a

It

was one

The growth of the company's
tractor trade has been enormous.
Last year, notwithslanding a continuous increase in manufacturing
facilities, the capacity of the plant
was not equal to the tractor demand. The company's buildings
now cover ten acres, and the site,

comprising fifty acres in all, permits of large expansion.
I. W. Witry, vice-president and
superintendent, and J. E. Johnson, secretary and treasurer of the
Waterloo Company, will continue
in their respective positions with
Deere & Co., and manage the

of the first suc-

cessful kerosene-burning tractors

on the market. Since its appearance it has been popular in the
territories
where it has been

Large sums have been spent for

city

of

fifty

tractors

and

Canadians on Directorate of
U.S. Harvester Concern

one

hundred gasoline engines. The
Waterloo Boy line of gasoline en-

Directors of the Massey-Harris
Harvester Co., Batavia, N.Y.,
have been elected as follows:
Joseph N. Shenstone, Thomas

gines includes the two, three, five,
seven,

nine

power

sizes.

and fourteen horse

More Mileage

m

the tractor plant

afifairs of

new machinery and new buildings. The plant has a daily capa-

— Longer

Findley and Charles L. Wisner,
and George A. Farrail and Lewis D. Collins, of Ba-

of Toronto,

The directors elected the
following officers for the ensuing
year President, Mr. Shenstone
tavia.

:

vice-president, Mr. Farrall

in Tire Quality

;

mm

than ordinary

m
m

attained

are vital differences

Costing no more
"Maltese Cross" Tires have

Dominion-wide

supremacy

in

auto-

mobile circles, because their popularity is
based on service that is low cost per mile
not imaginary, but proven by their
ability to withstand road punishment. We endorse our product

—

by our reputation. From the
crude rubber to the finished
tire we fabricate in every

V

operation,

stamina,

strength

herent

and

in-

super-

iority in tire

value.

GET
REPEAT
ORDERS

A

handsome

booklet has

little

from the

just been received

of repeat orders

was a speaker

at the sixteenth an-

banquet of Case's branch
managers and assistants, which
was held at Racine recently.
nual

:

may

be, you are likely to
Case's goods there."

Eliminating Useless Styles of
Grain Drills

The Grain Drill and Seeder
Department of the National Implement and Vehicle sAsociation
met in Chicago on March 13th,
purpose of recomEconomy Board
of U.S. Council of National Dealso

the

for

mending

to the

the

fense,

minimum number

of

and sizes of grain drills and
seeding machinery that would
suffice the farmers. These manu-

styles

facturers
nearly a year ago,
agreed among themselves to discontinue
manufacture of
the
twenty-seven sizes and styles of
drills

As

and seeders.

lines of

we

receive.
And repeat orders are a steady
source of profit and satisfaction for "Maltese
Cross" dealers the best of all proof that they are
selling a line which not only builds their business but
adds to their prestige in the eyes of their customers.

a result of

bought

Officers

At the recent annual meeting
of the American Washing Machine Manufacturers' Association,
held in Chicago, officers for the
ensuing year were elected as fol-

WRITE THE NEAREST BRANCH

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LTD?

lows

'

^

:

President, H.

CANADA

WESTERN BRANCHES:
Fort William
Winnipeg
Regina
Calgary
Lethbridge
Edmonton
Vancouver

manufacture.

Washing Machine Association

—

TORONTO

print-

department of J. I. Case
Threshing Machine Company,
Racine, Wis. It is entitled "My
Experience in Russia at the Time
of the Revolution." This address
was made by A. R. Hauschel,
manager of the J. I. Case T. M.
Co.'s branch house at Odessa. He
ing

the total of eliminations to forty
sizes and styles out of seventy
that were formerly built. That is
to say, the grain drill and seeder
manufacturers in their report to
the Economy Board will indicate
a willingness to assist in effecting
conservation to the extent of more
than 50 per cent of their former

—

number

Tells of Russia

their recent meeting, they

"Maltese Cross" Tires give your
customers maximum value and
excess mileage which is evidenced
large

Man

Ca^e

let

and Tire Endurance.
tires,

~

;

strike

—but there

trea-

Mr. Hauschel says in the book"No matter how remote the

Life

Less Trouble
tires sold

;

surer and assistant general manager,
Mr.
Collins
treasurer,
Edward C. Atwater superintendent, Percy E. Verity.

place

There are many

by the

April, 1918

W.

Eden, Alton,

111.

Saskatoon
Victoria

Vice-president, H. AV. Marker,
Binghampton, N.Y.
Treasurer, H. W. Voss, Davenport, la.
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THE

VIKING

CREAM SEPARATOR
and

Stands for Profitable
During the

180,000 Viking

Hundreds

Permanent Business

past year over

Cream

were sold in countries
world.

9

Separators
all

over the

of the best dealers in

the towns that have the agency for the Viking
Cream Separator have done greater business

and added

profits to their books.

For the Viking is a better Separator selling at a lower
retail price and affording a larger percentage of profit
with less investment.
This year the increased demand for butter-fat has naturally increased the demand for separators.
It is your opportunity to realise
larger profits on this added business by handHng this superior separator
selling at our extremely low retail price.
The Viking Cream Separator is made in the largest separator factory in the

world from the choicest of tool

steel

and other

materials.

It

is

constructed by

separator experts.

1,000,000 IN

USE ALL OVER THE

WORLD

of the Viking have been recognized the world over.
The Viking Cream Separator
all
in
parts
of
used
the
world.
sold and
This is a demonstration of Viking superiority.
Despite its low price,
separator
unexcelled
by any.
it is a
The Viking has great capacity,
it is sturdy and durable, easy running and simple to clean and skims

The merits

as close as any separator made.
It is fully guaranteed.
A complete advertising plan has been prepared to help you to sell the Viking.
Write us immediately for full particulars regarding our attractive agency
proposition, to the nearest warehouse.

Prompt Shipment from our Canadian
Warehouses a feature of Viking

IKDH,

CREAM
Representatives:
For

Manitoba—

JOHN WATSON MFG. CO.
311

Chambers

St.,

Winnipeg, Man.

For Saskatchewan—

BERT CONWAY
Box

33, Regina, Sask.

For Alberta—

CANADIAN WESTERN MFG. & SUP. CO
Calgary, Aita.

service.

is

/

:
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Winona

"Eclipse" Windmills
ARE THE STRONGEST AND MOST
DURABLE PUMPING POWER YOU
CAN SELL

water
formless money than
any steel windmill
built.
"E c 1 i p s e"
windmills have been
in use on Canadian
railroad water tanks
for over thirty years.
strong,
light,
durable
permits slow speed and direct

The

The

direct

—

Biggest Capacity and
until

— Don't

you

"Eclipse."

get

Power

contract for a windmill
particulars
of
the

full

Write to-day.

The Canadian Fairbanks- Morse
Siskatoon
WINNIPEG

Saskatchewan corporation organized as distributors and agents
for the W^inona Special Tractor in
Canada. The officers of this company are men who have had many

dered.

Lister

equipped with a 4:-cylinder motor, the
saiiie as was used in the famous
Pioneer Tractor. It has a wheel
surface of 18 inches on each drive
wheel, and these are so placed
that both wheels run on the land
while plowing. One front wheel
runs in the furrow acting as a

stroke eliminates dehigh speed and gearing that
reduces power. Few working parts on the
Eclipse it requires very little attention.
Special preservative paint treatment ensures weather resistance.

Dealers

Dealers will be interested to
that the Winona Special
Tractor, manvifactured by the
Pioneer -Manufacturing Co., Winona,, Minnesota, is to be distributed from Regina. An office has
just been opened at the corner of
Eighth Avenue and St. John St.,
Regina, from which a number of
tractors have already been or-

The

WOOD

WHEEL

thus making possible the
spring mounting, which is a feature of the Winona.
This is
a 4-plow engine, rated at 15-30.
oil,

know

Pump more

stroke.
structive

Special Tractor to be
Sold in Regina

A'Vinona Special

Calgary

Co., Ltd.,

a

years'

experience in the tractor

business.

&

Co. granted

Dominion

Charter

is

The gear is
guide in plowing.
driven by a steel chain running in

Co., Limited

The Winona Tractor
is

The
Ltd.,

firm of R. A. Lister

have

&

Co.,

been

incorporated
under Dominion charter and are
now known as R. A. Lister & Co.
(Canada), Ltd., with the head
office at Toronto, Ont.
The Lister Co. have been doing business
in Canada for the past twentyfive years and are well known to

D. N.

JAMIESON

Western Canadian Manager, R. A. Lister

&

H

H
E

the implement trade throughout
The firm of R. A.
Lister & Co., Ltd., was founded
in the year 1867 by Sir R.^A. Lister (then Mr. R. A. Lister) at
this country.

E

R

R
0

Dursley,

England,

where

principal

factories

are

little

tion

phenomenal
The
Hero
cleans and
demand we guarantee delivery of all mills sold.
sold.
There
is but one
grades the grain better than any other mill
retailer.
See our traveller,
Hero Mill and we sell it only through the
positive guarantee,

—

or write us

and

despite the

— to-day.

HERO MANUFACTURING CO.,
Exclusive Sales Agents for Western Canada

Manufactured and Guaranteed by the

of

"Lister"

factories.

testifies to the

famous

engine, go out to every
part of the world. Lister engines
have been granted prize awards in
many far-spread countries.

Mills are strongly built, easily driven and have a
They have
capacity of from 40 to 80 bushels of wheat per hour.
exclusive patented features found in no other mill; glazed cambric curtains remove all wild oats from barley and wheat. The Hero is built in
three sizes, for hand or power drive. Standard equipment includes five
sieves and six screens; 8 and 10-ft. baggers supplied if desired. Their
fine reputation, wonderful efficiency and reasonable price makes the
Hero mill a business-builder for the dealer.

on a

surrounded by imposing

Lister

Hero Fanning

sold

is

structures

ter products, including the

Fanning Mills
will get you the
Trade in 1918.

ORDER YOUR SUPPLY NOW

is

railroad station of Dursley

importance of
the business which they house.
From the Dursley plants the Lis-

"HERO"

Every Mill

in

stood isolated and big buildings
were unknown. To-day the sta-

This

24, 32, 48 inches

their

still

In the earlier days the

operation.

0
Three Sizes

Co. (Canada)

LTD.

The demand

"Lister"

for the

goods has so increased in Western Canada during the past years
that, in the year 1917, the Lister

Co. secured a site on Wall St.,
Winnipeg, where they erected a
very substantial and commodious
office and warehouse, with excellent shipping facilities, from
where all Western business is
transacted under the management
of Mr. D. N. Jamieson who has a
thorough knowledge of the ma-

chine business in

all its

phases.

Awarded the Military Cross
Capt. Allen Shenstone, Toronto,
Ont., has been awarded the military cross for valor in the war.

Captain Shenstone is a son of
Joseph N. Shenstone, president of
the Massey-H'arris Harvester Co.,
Batavia, N.Y.,
He is with the
Royal Engineers Corps of the
British

Army

in

France.

Calgary

Edmonton

People
ceive

who

little

talk too

atention.

much

re-

—
April,
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Goold, Shapley & Muir Building
New Tractor

The Goold, Shapley
Co., well known engine

&

Muir

builders,

with factory at Brantford and
branches at Portage, Regina and
Calgary, are building a new friction drive tractor to be known as
"The Beaver." This tractor will
be marketed in Western Canada
It has seven
this coming season.
speeds, forward and reverse, kerosene burner and will develop 12
horse-power on the draw-bar and
understand
2i on the pulley.
they are also building a new
"Ideal Junior" 12-34 horse-power

We

Factory output antici-

tractor.

pates a big

demand

in the

West

order to fill its domestic and
Canadian orders for Happy Farmer tractors. About 50 per cent of
the output at present is going to
Canada. Tractor plows are also

being shipped to France.
The Monarch Tractor Co.,
which has its main works at
Watertown, Wis., has organized
a subsidiary company in Canada,
and expects to- build a plant in the

Dominion. The Watertown plant
is

to be enlarged as well.

The Turner Manufacturing

The Page Wire Fence Co. of
Canada, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.,
lately incorporated with a capital
stock of $250,000, is contemplating the erection of a $1,000,000
plant to manufacture iron,

steel

steel,

metals and hot and cold

in-

gots.

The Ontario Wind Engine

&

Co. has taken out a permit
for the erection on the corner of

and Liberty Avenues,
Toronto, of a steel and iron silo
.'\tlantic

factory to cost $4,000.

The Chief Motor
at

Co., organized
Toronto, Canada, by H. S. Erd

of the

Silo Selling

Arguments

One class of farmer objects to
the cost of the silo, but such a
man fails to consider the permanency of a really good substantial
silo which reduces the ultimate
cost of the building very materially.
Of course, it must be kept
painted to insure lasting qualities
In the case of corn, the corn
undergoes a sort of fermentation
after being confined in the

Pump

Erd Motor

Co.,

Saginaw,

Mich., has taken over the plant of
the Monroe
Motor Co., Port

Huron, Mich., and will utilize it
manufacture of the new
Erd Chief tractor, which also will
be made in the Toronto plant.
The Monarch Tractor Co., of
Watertown, Wisconsin, will locate its Canadian branch in Brantford, Ont., on Sydenham Street.
Operations
are
to
commence
for the

within ninety days.

The La Crosse Plow Co, La
(Jrosse, Wis., is operating at the
largest capacity ever attained in

Co.,

Port Washington, Wis., which recently increased its capital stock
from'$150,000 to $250,000, is contemplating important factory
additions for the benefit of its
growing tractor department.

and liberal shipments to Western
warehouses will begin soon.

Factory Notes

11

This

article

silo.

must, of necessity, be

too brief to discuss this point
thoroughly, but a n yo n e who
wants to go into the matter will
find that any kind of feed the cow
eats is not especially attractive to
the taste or scent of man.
By chewing the inside or pulpy
part of some corn fodder one will
catch the point.
There is no
longer any question in the mind
of the intelligent feeder but that
ensilage is as nearly an ideal feed
as has been devised by the artifices of man.
Its bulk of tender,
succulent stalks and blades, the
rich juice from them, and the
goodly percentage of rich, nourishing grain, all combine to make
it the greatest feed ever given to
dairy cows; of course, best re.

sults will be realized

by feeding

with

it a limited quantity of good,
clean clover or alfalfa hay.

a
Standard Investment
Sharpies

is

for the Dealer!
There are so

many

For example, what more appealing argument
could be advanced to a prospective customer than
"Sharpies will skim dean at any speed, saving
you many dollars in butterfat." This can be said
of no other separator.
telling point than "Within a year
(and generally within less time) your Sharpies will pay for
itself by saving butterfat wasted by ordinary separators
when turned under speed. Sharpies gives you years of

Or could there be a more

efficient, profit-increasing service."

Sharpies national advertising

what the Sharpies
method can do.

will

is

letting

SHARPIES
^ SUCTION-PEED n

CreaM separatoK
—the only separator that skims clean at widely varying speeds.
—the only separator that skims faster when you turn more quickly.
— the only separator that delivers cream of unchanging thickness
speeds.
easiest
—the only separator with just one piece in the bowl—no
to clean.
—the only separator with knee-low supply tank and a once-a-month
all

discs,

oiling system.

This will be a big Sharpies year, so
don't get caught by late deliveries
freight congestion, scarcity of raw

GUARANTEED TO

DO

THE

Gears enclosed running in
Special Cooling System.

oil.

Exclusive

Territory

to

live

dealers.

Write at once for our contract.
Districts will soon be taken up.

WINNIPEG

J. D.

ADSHEAD

materials make it increasingly
difficult to get goods thru. Wise
dealers are taking precaution
of ordering early and ordering
enough Sharpies Separators to

meet abnormal demand. Nowadays goods delivered are half
sold.

Steel cut pinions.
Lowest price of any attachment on the market. Exceptionally good discounts.

CO.
CALGARY

your prospects know

do that no other separator or

Embargoes,

WORK OF 4 GOOD HORSES

m

a
Sharpies Suction-feed Separators over
all other separators, that even the
most critical buyer is interested.

,

Ford-aTractor

advantages

If not now handling Sharpies ask
about the Extra Bonus Contract.
Write nearest office today.

The Sharpies Separator Co.
Toronto, Ont.

The Mitchell

Regina, Sask.

McGregor Hardware Co.
Brandon, Man

8e

Distributors for Manitoba
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It

an

is

undisputed

fact,

of

course, that the ensilage in silos
freezes, thus making it a little unto feed, and perhaps causing a small loss of feed when it
thaws out in the spring, but the

handy

Take
applies to any feed.
One thing
fodder, for example.
same

always is in a dry
place to get at and feed, and by
being watchful, there need be but
very little if any of it lost at the
spring thaw-out
Let every farmer set his mind
at rest regarding the quality of
ensilage as a feed there is no
question but that it is the ideal
sure, ensilage

—

ration for dairying.

He may

also

consider that the cost of storage
is

but slightly

(if

any) more with

any other

and
that there are decided advantages
silage than

feeds,

gained in feeding out the ensilage.
Next, then, will come the
question as to how much really
nourishing feed it contains, and
a comparison with other feeds
will show this.
Let the dealer
estimate,
approximately,
much it will require of other rations
hay, fodder, etc. then consider the following facts
A silo
fourteen feet in diameter and
twenty-four feet high will hold
about seventy tons of ensilage.
This will feed twenty cows (forty
pounds of ensilage per day) for a

how

—

;

:

period of six months. It will require about seven acres of corn to
fill a silo of the above capacity.
How many cows will seven acres
of corn sustain if the product is
handled as fodder or stalk-feed?
Its convenient form for feeding
makes it easy for the dairyman
to give uniform rations by weight.
There is practically no waste, the
cows consuming every atom of it.

Power and the Plow

The power

required for pulling
plows varies from 250 to 1,500
pounds per bottom, depending on
the kind and condition of the soil,
depths and the type of plow used.
The average 14-inch moldboard
ploWj working 6 inches deep, requires three horses. The average
draft of a horse is 150 pounds, and
his walking speed about 1.8 miles
per hour. On this basis it is
usually assumed that a 14-inch
plow requii-es a pull of only about
450 pounds, but this is practically

always exceeded on account of
the fact that in plowing, horses
are worked considerably beyond
their average draft.

Actual dynamometer tests of
three horses pulling a single 14inch plow show a drawbar pull as
high as 600 pounds or 200 pounds
per horse.
In considering the

problem of applying tractor
power to plows, it is not safe to
figure on much less than 700
pounds average drawbar pull per
plow, and it is necessary to provide sufficient power in the tractor to exert a pull of 1,000 pounds
per bottom for average conditions
of plowing.
This is due to the
fact that in a field where the average pull per bottom will be 650
or 700 pounds, hard spots or
tough places will often increase
the draft to from 950 to 1,000

the

Farm

There are thousands of old
Fords especially, around the
country discarded on the farm excars,

the roughest kind of
work, or in the hands of secondfor

The development
commercial body will keep
these old cars from being consigned to the junk pile or disassembled for their extra parts.
With a body and a little paint
these old cars can be transformed
into small motor trucks, opening
hand

dealers.

of the

new

use to the farmer.
farmer dislikes to consign a
new car to hauling produce and
other things. He is quite proud
of his machine and wants to keep
it looking nice as long as possible.
So he will welcome anything that
a

A

new

car and make
his old one serviceable for a few
years more.
With his old car
made into a truck he can use it

running around. He
can haul his butter and eggs to
the city, and can haul his purfor all his

111

chases home in it.
The trucks
can be used for all kinds of hauling for which the spring wagon
was formerly maintained. Many
farmers haul their hogs and calves

market in transformed cars
and take home some new piece of
farm equipment, a gas engine or
to

A

ilar to

that done on vehicles

it is

only very natural that they should
turn their equipment to the growing
demand for commercial
bodies.

Advertising and the Mail Order

Concern

Commercial Bodies Useful on

cept

1918

other implement. The truck can
be used for nearly all kinds of
hauling except marketing grain.
These commercial bodies are
now being made by a number of
buggy and implement manufacturers. As the work is very sim-

pounds.

will save his

ft

April,

One good reason for people patronizing the mail order houses is 1
that they are constantly being 1
asked to do so. They are asked \
hot pnce in a while, not five times
or five hundred times, but all the
while.
steady stream of catalogues and special price lists is
kept flowing through the post
office to the families of the poss\h\t mail order cuatomers.
The
consumer is not allow^ied to forgfet
about the advertising between

A

There

times.

is

ho

"between

times."

People buy from the mail order
houses many articles they would
never have known about but for
the catalogue advertising. There
is a very large percentage of niail
order

business that is
business the

created

home

business,

merchant never would have
ceived

anyway because

tomers would never have thought
of making such a purchase had
the goods not been seen in the
mail order catalogue. Such goods
the dealer does not have in stock
and, perhaps, never heard about
until after his customer has
bought.
Mail order house development
has demonstrated more than almost anything else the value of
keeping everlastingly at good advertising.
It is advertising and
nothing else that has made the
mail order houses successful.

Sensible Tractor

for both the dealer and the farmer.
certainty of profit for the dealer
because farmers feel instant confidence in

A

their sound, business-like design, and because Turner dealer's discounts are fair
and liberal. Sensible for the farmer be-

cause it is dependable and economical.
That's why every dealer who sold TURNER
SIMPLICITY tractors last year has renewed and at least doubled his contract.

THE KIND THAT
DOES THE WORK

FOR PLOWING
AND THRESHING

Kerosene Equipment

An Integral Part of Motor
No make-shift— bums kerosene as efficiently
—pivoted, spring-mounted front
axle,— low center of gravity — short wheel base— three

as gasoline

—

poini suspension all working parts enclosed, running
in oil Hyatt bearings— farm paper advertising— and
many more features that make sales easy.

—

Our Dealer

it.

Write

TURNER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
215

Lake Street

have won the endorsement of
thousands of users. Write today for our excellent dealer
proposition.

Order from your nearest Goal Dealer at once and
have a supply when you are ready to start work

COAL SELLERS, LIMITED

905 Union Trust BIdg.

WINNIPEG
SASKATOON
REGINA
EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

CALGARY

Proposition

a good one. You should know about
today for prices and discounts.

is

Simplicity

Kerosene Engines

Port Washington, Wis.

re-

his cus-

Of Lethbridge "Imperial" Coal; Pembina "Peerless" Coal;
Drumheller "Monarch" Coal

DEALERS: WRITE US FOR PRICES AND TERMS

j

ll

'
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and Popularity of the Goods

Profit by the Prestige

Comprising the Famous Cushman Line
The Langdon Ideal
Automatic

Cushman Light-Weight Engines
4 to 20 H.P.

The

ful Binder

Self-Feeder

Guaranteed to feed
to full

make

any

capacity

it

isn't

or size of separator.

business.

The one feeder that governs according to the condition of the grain.
Operates on the principle of hand feeding, handling the dry, straight bundles
very fast; the wet, tough, tangled ones are delivered more slowly. Separator
and engine have absolutely uniform and even load all the time. Dealershandle the Langdon this year.

WORK—THE

Sell

Engine

a Cushman it isn't a real
binder engine.
Operates grain binders,
potato diggers, manure spreaders, etc.
Works more steadily and quietly than
any other engine because so well designed and built. Equipped with Throttle
Governor and Schebler carburetor. Many
dealers are selling from 15 to 50 Cushmans a year in addition to heavy engine
If

perfectly

SPAM PLt/C

Original and Only Success-

Cushman Light-Weight

Ask

for agency proposition.

BUILT FOR ALL FARM
BEST ENGINE
TO SELL

Sf'^oc^^

scu=-om
4 H. P.<:u«hman. Weighs only 190

Lb«.

Tlie Lincoln ^^New Superior

Combination Threshers Wild Oat Separator
outfit equipped with the famous Cushman
8 h.p. with straw
light weight engine.
carrier and hand feed; 15 h.p., wind stacker and
hand feed; 20 h.p., wind stacker and self feeder.

Every

2-cyl.

for full particulars and agency termscannot handle a better combination outfit.

Ask

You

Get You the Trade. Strongest Built

Will

Easiest

Running

Made in 24, 32 and 42inch sizes, with or without
bagger. Power attachments
supplied if desired.
Patented adjustab

windboards

e

1

give

perfect control of blast ; our
special sieves eradicate all wild oat

seed.

Strongly

and

built

bolted;

has greater capacity and does better
work
than
any
mills

0 f

similar

sizes.

1918

Model— Tried and Tested

The Automatic
Grain Pickler

Ensure Clean Seed and Big Yields
Sold on a positive guarantee to
No. 3 handles 30-50

prevent smut.

bus. per hour;

The only machine

of its kind
Handles grain at the
rate of 135 bus. per hour. Light
in weight; strongly built; per-

in use-

fect

Fully

low in price.
guaranteed.
Weight of

in

grain

The

action

;

operates
kernels

the
are

machine.

thoroughly

soaked, turned over and treated.

'^Klean
We

Kwick" Vacuum Washers

hand or power. The most efficient washers
made. Increase your profits by selling the Klean Kwick in your
district. Write for particulars.
handle a full

Smut Cleaners

Lincoln

No.

4,

50-75 bus-

The Lincoln separates smut balls,
wild oats, king heads, and all light
seed from wheat, also wild oats
and all light seed from barley.
Grain

is

MADE
TWO

IN

SIZES

Write
for

thoroughly pickled, dried

Prices

and elevated to wagon box. Automatic skimmer an exclusive feature.
Strong, heavy construction.

and Full
Particulars

Large, rustless solution tanks.

Hundreds

dealers have increased their sales and prestige

of

line,

through the
line

CUSHMAN

Agency.

and the added

profits

Let us
it

tell

you about our

will bring you.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Dept. E. a^°viNE*s^RE^, Winnipeg,

Man.

Distributing Warehouses: Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.
Power Engines for General Purpose Farm Work

Builders of High Grade, Light Weight, High
Exclusioe Selling Agents for: Combination Threshing Outfits

Lincoln Grinders

'

V T

T

— Lincoln

—

—

—

—

Langdon Ideal Self-Feeders Fanning Mills Smut and Pickling Machines Vacuum Washing MachinesSaws— Shinn-Flat Lightning Conductors Incubators Universal Hoists Portable Grain Elevators Wagner Hardware Specialties
Holland Wild Oat Separators Mountaineer and Little Giant Neck Yoke Centers

—
—

—

—

—

—

T

:
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Cushman

Fire at

Fire, the result of

of

gasoline,

on

Plant

an explosion

March

17th,

damage

estimated
at
$12,500 to the plant of the Cushman Motor AVorks of Canada,
Winnipeg. The night watchman
AA'as going his rounds when he ac-

caused

cidentally dropped a

into a

DEALER

Mr.

Cater Can Sell
Wood

match

can of paint on the floor. The
paint exploded and burned furiously in the can. He sustained
his worst burns while attempting"
to carry the can out of the building. Despite the pain he was suffering, Rowley turned in an alarm
and attempted to put out the fire

or Iron

You

Pumps cheaper

than any one in the West.

^^^^
GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER
Brandon Pump

&

Windmill

BRANDON

Works

MAN.

till

the

arrival

the

of

April,

hremen,

detail regarding every working
part of the machines, and while
dealing with many technical matters puts it in understandable
English which the average reader

when he collapsed, dying about a
week later.
The damage was principally to
the stock of gasoline engines and
accessories, which are estimated
to be damaged to the extent of
$10,000. Insurance in the Winni-

can comprehend. The book contains an even hundred pages. The
reading matter is all made plain

peg Vessel Insurance Company

by numerous clear-cut

covers the damage to the stock.
The building was damaged to the
extent of $2,500 by water and fire.
It is owned by the SherwinWilliams Paint Co.

tions.

in

a

Plow

The

Tractor Catalog

Interstate
la.,

has

Tractor Co.,
published a

new

catalog illustrating and describing the Plow Man 13-30 trac-

The Plow Man might

tor.

called

an all-standard

be

tractor, for

the different units are made by
accessory manufacturers with
reputations for producing the
highest grade tractor parts.

pocket size, so that it
be kept accessible for reference by
the Avery operator. It goes into

ALL-STANDARD TRACTOR

Man

Waterloo,

convenient
can always

PLOW MAN "13-30"

which

reading.

The practical use and care of an
Avery tractor is made plain in the
Avery Tractor Service Manual,
which has recently been published
by the Avery Co., Peoria, 111. This
is

illustra-

It is a publication

every operator would profit from

Avery Tractor Service Manual

publication

1918

Tractor Competitions in England

.

Go ahead in its methods, the
English Board of Agriculture has
instituted on a large scale a series
of tractor competitions for England and Wales. There will be
competitions for units, for counand for the whole of England
and Wales, three monthly comties

petitions for each.

In the unit
competition, a distinctive flag, to
be carried on the tractor, will be
awarded to the team plowing the
greatest number of acres in the
county, a champioiiship flag will
be awarded and a distinctive
badge presented to each member
of the winning team
while for
the national competition a championship shield, to be carried on
the tractor, will be awarded and
a small silver replica presented to
each member of the winning team.
The shield and replicas will be
presented personally by the Director-General to the winning
team, which will be invited to
London for the- purpose. Each
trophy will be held for four weeks
only unless again won by the
same team.
;

;

Miking Dynamometer Test on 15-hour continuous Plowing Demonstration

'

PLOW MAN

'HE

backed by a record of successful service andj^low upkeep cost in both
America and Europe. It is a tractor of proven facts not promises. Below is an extract from
a letter from the Austin Motor Company, Ltd., Birmingham, England, dated July 12, 1917.
is

—

"It gives me great pleasure to advise you that we came to the
conclusion your Plow Man "13-30" H.P. was probably the most
valuable and useful of any of the machines taken by us to Great
'

Britain.

"The transmission you use is one of the most efficient now
designed, and efficiency is to the European market, owing to very
high cost of fuel, a prime consideration.
"Any tractor to be largely adopted must be capable of easy
handling and perfect control when put in the hands of inexperienced
and often delicate women, and I know of no tractor that is so well
adapted in this direction as your tractor.
"It is only due to the failure on your part to give us prompt
shipment early in the year that has caused the delay in the machine
being very largely adopted this season, and which condition will be
remedied before the end of the year by the large shipments you are
now giving us.

^

§

BODMAN,

Mgr. Tractor Department."

we are still able to make prolnpt shipments on tractors
Dealers can handle the Plow Man with profit to themselves
and satisfaction to their customers. Write to-day for detailed information and catalog.
Owing

to a

to our increase in production,

few more who act promptly.

THE NORTHERN IMPLEMENT CO.
FOOT
STREET
OF WATER

WINNIPEG, MAN.

Those Ford Tractors
In a trenchant criticism of the
matter of tractors entering Canada duty free, the editor of the

Saskatchewan Farmer says
last,

in the

issue of that journal

"The

detailed work of handling
such machinery should have
been left to agencies that have for
years been supplying farmers. We
must not forget that the sale and
all

delivery of a tractor or any other

farm machine does not complete
the requirements of the sale. All
manufacturers have found by experience that their products require service.
In fact "service"
is the keynote of success which

Canadian Farm Implements
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has to be

tlie

mainspring of any

organization in
these days. The men best qualified to render service in nearly
every instance is the local dealer,
who has the experience, equipment, shop help, and, moreover,
knows the buyer personally
"Troubles often arise, and as
the trouble is often in the man instead of the machine, the local
readily locate the
dealer can
sales

efficient

.

trouble and

make

it

right better

than anyone else.
"We repeat again that to
throw off the duty was sufficient
for the government and the distributing and sales might well
have been left to be made in the
usual way through implement
agencies."

advisory

man

committee,

of this

Hold Meeting

representative of the implement
section on the executive."
This was subject to approval of
the convention.

Mr. W. J. M. Wright, Regina,
was aj^pointed the chairman.
Another resolution passed was
one extending the sincere sympathy of the Saskatchewan Asso-

On March

14th a meeting of the
the Saskatchewan
Retail Implement Dealers' Association was held in Regina, where
of

important resolutions
were passed. Possibly the most
important of these was the following
"Resolved, That we unite with
the Retail Merchants Association retaining a Trade Section in
that organization, and appoint an
:

eradicating certain elements from
the trade and by forming a strong
organization in Saskatchewan to
better the whole of the retail im])lement business in that province.

Canadian
trusts

can be obtained from the
of the Saskatchewan
organization,

Matheson,

implement

W.

G.

dealer,

Craik, Sask.

Farm

Implements
that every Saskatchewan

who

can will arrange to be
])resent
at
the convention in
Saskatoon on May 14, 15, IG.
dealer

l<jrnis

secretary
Dealers'

Full particulars and

Mr. Blakely, publisher
of Canadian Farm Implements,
the official organ of the Association.
The dealers hoped for the
speedy recovery to health of one
who has ever been foremost in
doing what he could for the implement trade as regards organ-

membership

Did you ever see a hundred
])er

cent

Most

man?

Neither did we.

of the world's

work

is

"Bissell
A NAME THAT HAS

BECOME FAMOUS

ization effort.

in

Later
executive

the

A good name is the greatest asset
man or any business can possibly

May

Retail

expressed

any
Merchants'
their

satisT. E.

move made by

BISSELL

have, providing the name stands for
quality and thoroughness in the product
it represents.

the implement retailers and arrangements were made for the
convention to be held in Saskatoon on May 14, 15 and 16.
It is felt by the executive of the
implement organization that if
affiliated with the retail merchants as a trade section they will
have the benefit of organizers and

BisseU Implements are strongly constructed, of light draught
and correct proportions,
assurmg the farmer of standing up to tae hardest kind of work,
yet being easier than any
others on the horses. Built also in sizes for use with Tractors.

can work along the same lines as
the other merchants while speci-

T. E.

ally

devoting

their

efforts

to

Experienced farmers in Canada and the
S. vouch for the name Bissell—they have

IT.

used Bissell Disk Harrows and Bissell Land
Rollers and know that they stand the wear
and tear of hard farm work which is the
endurance test of any Implement, "Bissell 'Implements are built from the
practical farmer's standpoint to do the work
properly, and efficiently,—and results show
that they do it.

di-

rected by the ninety per centers.
And they're mighty rare.

ciation to

faction with the

several

chair-

to be the

Dealers will Meet at Saskatoon

Esecutive of the Saskatchewan
Implement Dealers' Association

executive

the

committee

The man who

constructed

the

first

Bissell" Disk Harrow and RoUer knew
what he was about and has spent over a
quarter of 9 century in perfecting what now

etanas second to none. He made a life
study of this woik and is a farm implement
He kne\7 what the farmers needed and the success of "Bissell Implements"
IS due to years of study and experiment
with Disk Harrows and Land Ri llers that
would serve the farmers best.
specialist.

BISSELL CO. LTD., ELORA, ONT.

;
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Farm Home

There is no question whatever
about the desirability of electricity for farm, lighting.

qualities alone

Its safety

recommend

it

and,

beyond competition,
if one merely looked at the subject from the standpoint of equal
place

it

far

The

cost.

glaring

fault

of

oil

lamps for illumination is their liability to explosion, and are therefore a constant source of annoyance.

Assuming that fifty lights are
some dealers may consider that number too many for
required,

It is not so.
the average farm.
Take, for instance, a six-room
house, and apportion four lights
for the parlor, three for the dining
room and four for the sittingroom, three for kitchen, one each
for bedrooms, bath and pantry,

and one or tw^o porch lights;
also, adding to this the lights required for barn, dairy and other
out buildings, fifty lights will be
found none too many.
Of course, all of these lights
will be needed at some time or

A
other,

rarely,

it

if

ever,

Lihe-up of Geiser Separators outside a Dealer's in South Dakota

happens

that a.11 will be burned at the same
time, and the most efficient and

expensive methods of
operating is where the lights are
burned direct from the dynamo.
least

but the proper way of using such
an outfit is in connection with a
storage battery.
Where a very
few lights are in use, as during
the day or early morning when
the engine is not running, the
storage battery serves a yery useful purpose, and really means

economy.

Plant is
27 inches long
14 inches wide
21 inches high

Besides using the current from
the dynamo for lighting power, a
line shaft can be arranged to be
driven by the engine, and generate

power

for

running washing

cream

machines,

separators,

pumping water, etc., and in most
cases this work is done during the
day, and the engine can at the

same time be charging the storage
Less than one-third the

battery.

power

Use

Six Years In
ALLEY-LIGHT

has
been in actual farm

bright and steady

use for six years.

We

That removes
all

it far

from

thought of experiment.

Hundreds of farmers
know it is reliable and
safe

and

lov/ cost to run.

They know

its

light is

and un-

failing.

will give

you a

free

demonstration of LalleyLight on your farm any
time. Call for the book
of owners' testimonials.

We have

a most attractive

Dealers' Proposition

Write

'for

full Particulars

of the engine will be re-

quired for storing the battery
hence, it has easy 1J4 h.p. for
other work. This is a very important point, and one that should
be considered in figuring the cost
of operating a lighting system,
and in most cases it would be unfair
to charge the total cost
against the plant as a lighting
plant alone.
Considerable argument has been
made at different times comparing the acetylene gas plant with
the electrical outfit.
do not
believe that the argument is a
good one from any point of view.
In the first place, an acetylene
plant is of such a character that
there is always danger from ex-

We

plosion.

Plants are Simple

LALLEY- LIGHT
The Ball-Bearing Electrig Light Plant

WESTERN CANADA MOTOR CAR CO. LTD.
263 Edmonton Street

Winnipeg, Man.

Distributors for Nlanitoba and Saskatchewan

The
dynamo

electrical
is

now

generator
developed

or
as

simple and reliable a piece of apparatus as a gasoline engine, and
like the gasoline engine^ if it is
left alone it invariably does the
work. As a rule these machines
are entirely automatic in operation, caring for light and heavy
loads without any adjustment
whatever.
Directions regarding

the storage battery are equally
simple, and always accompany a
lighting outfit.
In short, as is
stated by an expert, any one capable of handling an automobile
should have no difficulty in taking
care of an electric lighting system.

Most manufacturers are only
too glad to furnish quantities of
descriptive matter, catalogs, etc.,
for distribution by dealers among
their farmer customers, and the
dealer who will investigate this
proposition, devote a little time to
the study of selling arguments,
and thus be prepared to talk intelligently on the subject, will find
many sales, and add a profit that
will materially help his bank
balance.

A New Money -Maker

for the

Dealer

That the dealer can stock and
small threshers is amply
proven by the accompanying illustration showing the Geiser No.
sell

5

thresher

They

stock of

Iverson

&

Hudson, South Dakota.

Miller, of

selected the Geiser because

of its long successful record and
it is not a large machine
cut down, but was designed particularly for small power. Out of
the thousands of small tractor
buyers this coming year there are
a goodly number who will be
small
looking for a
reliable
thresher and live dealers like
Iverson & Miller will reap the re-

because

ward.
This machine
cut

down

;

it

ally for small

panying

ment

is

not a large one

was designed
power.

illustration

especi-

The accomshows

a ship-

machines received
by the above-named dealers.
of these

The only people who have no
use for money are those whose
credit is good.

2
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25% More Power
Closes the Deal
25 per cent more power in the tractor means
more than 25 per cent in added sales. It is the
final punch that brings the order.

The E-B 12-20 Tractor was a favorite with
farmers in 1917 because of its dependable performance and the improvements for 1918 make it
stand head and shoulders above all competitors.

The E-B
cause

it's

12-20 is a good tractor to
a good tractor to own.

And

if a
man's farm
smaller tractor than the
Distributors for

Manitoba

:

sell.

Be-

in the

Four

E-B Line

sizes: 9-16,

Standard four wheel machines. All equipped
with four cylinder, vertical motors. All burn
kerosene, gasoline or distillate.
It

is

E-B

impossible to describe the features of the
an advertisement. But you should

line in

know them
will satisfy

demands a larger or
E-B 12-20, there's one

exactly suited to his needs.
12-20, 20-35, 40-65. All E-B

Write for
of

if

you want

Tudhope-AnderSOn Co.

a tractor that

about the E-B Line and

details

facts

E-B Dealer's

Established

sell

trade.

Selling Helps.

Emerson-Brantingham Implement Company,
Good Farm Machinery

to

your customers and build

Inc.

18S

Regina, Sask.

WINNIPEG
Write for Agency Contract

r

I
E-B 9-16 Tractor

E'B

(Big

Four) 20-35 Tractor

E-B (Reeves) 40-65Tractor

Canadian Farm Implements
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The Garden Tractor Has Arrived
on the Scene

will have full opportunity to grow
and develop.
This same handy outfit is just

or carry around the corner.
boy or a woman can operate

Market gardening has always
demanded a vast deal of hand

the thing for cultivating corn,
strawberries,
bush fruits and
other wide-row crops. The little
tractor will work right up to the

war

work. And this year it is going
to be well-nigh impossible to get
the usual amount of help.
In

New York

row and

close to the fence.

It

state alone there are

reported to be 8,000 less farm
hands than one year ago. But the
garden tractor has arrived on the

scene in the nick of time to give

easily

—an

April, 1918

A

important

point in
the able-bodied

time, when
men have been drawn away.

tions in the South are enthusiastic

over the possibilities of this outfit
on the one-mule farms of the cotton belt. The entire outfit costs
little
more than a first - class
young mule, yet it will do the
work of two. It never gets lazy

bined with the farriiliar Acme harrow, one-horse size. A special
trailer attachment
renders the
harrow easy to control. There is a
rigid frame between the tractor
and the castor wheels of the

V arious

this outfit, a perfect seed

steady stream. Air-spaces
between the furrows are filled.

made smooth and

firm
below with a loose mulch at the
surface. In such a seed bed, the
gardener can plant high-priced
seeds with the assurance that they

A

Miniature Tractor as used for Market Gardening

doesn't waste any land in turning
nor does it tramp down the hills.
The harrow attachment is equipped with a catch which will hold
the harrow blades ofif the ground
so that there is nothing to drag

or tired;

it

chugs right 'along

at

speed on the hottest days.
Then, too, it releases several
acres of land for crops which
would otherwise be needed to
support the mule.
Sixty cents
full

worth of gasoline will answer for
an eight-hour day. And when
the tractor isn't working it costs

ANNOUNCEMENT
BY THE

Maytag Company,
OUR Commission
Ruth
Steel

Ltd.

Contract covering the sale of the Genuine Maytag All
and a full complete line of Threshers' Sup-

Self Feeder

very liberal and will

is

make you good money

if

you push

things along.

we

are not already represented in your town, let us hear from you,
and PLEASE do not delay.
If

nothing to keep.

The Beeman

tractor

A

We

have some lines, staple goods, such as you sell every day, that
right and have in stock. Our dealers will be taken care of first.
There is not enough to go round. It is more a question of getting the
goods this year than of selling them.
This one-horse, two-cycle, air-cooled
engine is a wonder.
We are selling
them about as fast as we can
have them made.
Labor is scarce
and one of them will do the work of
several men.
The profit is good and a
tory.

number can be
This

reason that

It is fair to

deal-

if

is

sold in

your

only one article

terri-

among

many that your customers want.
Let us hear from you to-day, NOW.

the

COMPANY, LTD.
WINNIPEG

consumer adverthem about
the merchandise and then sends
them to the dealer's store to see
it, and when they do see it find
that it compares favorably with
mail-order articles which 'they
cannot see is causing more and
more farmers to do business with

—

their home dealer because they
see the goods before they pay for
and get service they never get by

buying

direct.

Local Advertising Valuable
local

paper should receive

the support of every dealer.
It
goes into the farm homes, it is
read from start to finish, it is the
best advertising medium possible,
and at a trifling cost considering
its quality of circulation.
Big
dealers realize this fact, says

Implement Hardware Bulletin.
Every local paper could get
double the rates the dealer pays
from mail order concerns, but out

town and commun-

of pride in the

the publishers refuse such
copy. It is up to the local mer-

ity

chant to reciprocate.

In

New

Post

It

is

week

The many

friends of McAllister

been divisional manager of the
Winnipeg branch for a considerable time, and is held in high
esteem by a large circle of

the key.

He

succeeded in Winnipeg
McKinnon, formerly in
charge of the Dunlop Company's
is

R.

every

some-

something

that

is

timely,

sit

down and study a little. If you
had a man in your store what
would you try

Do

That

is

not forget that

if

to sell?

you can induce one man to come
to your store instead of going to
another store, you have paid for
one week's advertising.
If you
sell one man a bill of goods which
would not have been sold otherwise, you have paid for your ad-

month or more. If
make one regular customer,

business at Calgary, who has for
years been associated with
the company in various important

yoir

capacities.

tising for a year.

many

is

thing for the live dealer to adverIf you cannot think of

tise.

by

true that in

year there

also

in the

Campbell will congratulate him
upon his promotion to an important post at the head office of the
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.
at Toronto.
Mr. Campbell has

acquaintainces.

THE MAYTAG

«

fact that

The

garden

takes other standard garden tools
as well as the Acme harrow, so
that it can be readily adapted to
every garden or cultivating purpose and even for light plowing.
With help so scarce, and the
need for making every acre count
so great, the little outfit bids fair
to sell like the proverbial "hot
cakes."
line to the Duane H.
Nash Inc., Millington, N.J., will
bring full information.
Better
write them at once.

we bought

large

in the same line of trade aggressiveness.

tising to farmers tells

a

plies

sole

ward

The

bed can be made in much less
time than ever before. As this
little tractor goes snorting across
the field, the soil rolls from the
long curving blades of the harrow

soil is

Their

point of contact is literature, and
the dealer ought not to be back-

manufacturer's advertising 'to the
consumer, the dealer's profits increase proportionately with those
of the manufacturer.

implements to
be used are fastened to the frame
by means of special attachments.

The

with the farm trade.

back up their personal
contact by frequently using their
mailing list in sending out the
dealer helps that manufacturers
supply them, and then properly
co-operate with the manufacturer
by showing the goods on the floor
and being ready to respond to
calls on the dealer created by the

The above illustration shows
Beeman garden tractor com-

in

with farmers which dealers
enjoy, they are continuously using
their mailing lists to keep in touch

ers will

the

With

While the direct selling concerns do not have the direct contact

Those familiar with the condi-

effective help.

trailer.

Use the Mailing List

it

vertising for a

you have paid

for regular adver-

|
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These Ads Will Help You
Sell

Massey-Harris Implements
All the leading

The Massey-Harris
Grain Binders
Reapers
Corn Harvesters

Mowers
Rakes
Side Delivery Rakes
Tedders

Hay Loaders
Cultivators, Seeders
Hoe Drills
Shoe Drills
Disc Drills
Fertilizer Drills
Fertilizer Sowers

Disc Harrows

Drag Harrows
Harrow Carts
Feed Cutlets
Pulpers, Grinders
Ensilage Cutters

Manure Spreaders
Cream Separators
Plows, Scuffters
Land Rollers

full

in

Canada are carrying

shown above. Many of these are
page Ads— all of them are of good size and

Ads such

Line Includes:

Farm Papers

as are

attractively displayed.

pave the way for you in making Sales; a
farmer who has read these Ads in his paper will be
much easier to influence— he is already favorably
impressed with what you have to sell.

They

will

A

good assortment of Catalogues, Booklets, Folders,
etc., is also available to furnish your 'Trospects"
with strong arguments as to why our Implements
will give

And

them the

best service.

Implements live up to the
the Advertising— they give satisfaction

Massey-Harris

claims

made

in

and each one sold helps

to sell another.

Packers
Tractors

Massey-Harris Implements

Wagons, Sleighs
Gasoline Engines

Saw

are Easy

to Sell

and

Outfits, Etc. Etc.

they stay sold.

Massey-Harris

Co.,

Limited

Branches at

Head

Offices:

Toronto, Ont.

Montreal,

Yorkton,

Moncton,
Calgary^

Winnipeg,

Rcgina,

Edmonton,

Saskatoon,

Vancouver,

Factories at:
Swift Current,

Kamloops.

Toronto, Brantford

and Woodstock.
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More Crops with Less Labor

April, 1918

that force, call

it sentiment if you
which proceeds from your
business transactions and makes
for you regular customers.
It is
as necessary as merchandise on
your shelves, and when once acquired must be constantly maintained. And yet, there is no market in which it can be purchased.
The only way you can obtain it

will,

Farmers are confronted with
most difficult problem which
they have ever been called upon
the necessity of increasto met
ing farm production with an ever
decreasing supply of farm labor.
the

—

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS* ASSOCIATION

To solve this problem, agriculturists have proposed a number of
plans,
ant of

some

more import-

of the

which are as follows

The use

(1)

AND

SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

more farm

of

power by
menting horses

replacing

supple-

or

with

farm
Established in 1904 and Published Monthly by

tractors, thus increasing the pro-

capacity of man-labor,
possible the farming of

ductive

making

larger acreages

ing

better

farm

which

quality

of

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited
STOVEL BUILDING

work,

larger farm machines for tilling
soil
and harvesting and
the
handling the crops which should
likewise result in greater achieve-

ment with the same

or less

Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

RATES MADE
Change

of

all

on

all

expressed by correspondents.

Member Western Canada
Entered in the Winnipeg Post

cial fertilizers in

A

able labor, machinery and power
which the farm affords, and the

securing
capital

of

to

necessary
purchase

working
essential

equipment and supplies.
Greater co-operation among
farmers in each farming community in regard to exchange of
(6)

farm labor and farm power and
greater co-operation of farmers
with other interested agencies
and with the government in utilizing the information and other assistance which such agencies are
gladly offering to give.

Meeting Price Complaints

We

would suggest

to

every

that he tabulate in one
column the price of every product
which the farmer is producing today, and in an opposite column
the prices received at the time the
dealer

war broke

and the prices received ten or twenty years ago.
From this tabulation build your
arguments, which you will throw
back at the farmer every time he
complains about the prices that
you charge.
out,

of the

CORRESPONDENCE

available

The planting of well-bred
(4)
seed of adapted varieties of grain
and the testing of the germination
of seed in order to insure better
stands and larger yields.
more careful organiza(5)
tion of the farming business with
reference to live stock raising,
cropping plans, soil fertilization,
the most economical use of avail-

ADVERTISING
KNOWN ON APPLICATION

Copy should reach this office not later than the 25th
month preceding issue in which insertion is desired.

farm manure supplemented when
necessary with proper commer-

pended.

Ten Cents

matters pertinent to the implement and vehicle trade.
As £
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for publication, every
correspondent
must sign his name. We reserve the right to edit all matter
submitted but do not undertake to endorse opinions

man-

order to increase
the productive power of the land,
and thus give larger yields and
greater returns for the labor ex-

Single Copies,

of Advertising

Solicited

labor.

The use

with the lines that will assist
in its development and maintenance?
ttp

you

U.S.

Food Administration SugTwine Price

gests Retail

SUBSCRIPTIONS
$1.00 per year in

should result in increased yields.
(2) The use of labor-saving and

(3)

WINNIPEG, CANADA

and accomplish-

more timely and a

to develop it yourself.
It is,
therefore, important that you link

is

A MONTHLY NEWSPAPEE
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VE HICLES, ENGINES AND MACHINERY

:

Show him what he got for his
wheat four years ago and twenty
years ago, and what the purchasing power of a bushel of wheat
was at these earlier periods. Then
put the question squarely to him
and make him show you what the
increased cost of raising an acre
of wheat is now over what it was
at these earlier periods. The fact
is this increase of cost is infinitesimal,

compared with the

creased

selling

in-

of

every

product which the farmer

raises.

A

price

careful

little

attention

to

simple statistics and facts, and
this question will awaken some

from their pessimistic
and it will let all farmers
know that you are familiar with
the situation, and that if there is
farmers,
ideas,

a

grievance in the situation,
does not belong to the farmer.

Misjudgment

Human
centered,
inflates

nature

is

of Others

naturally self-

and egotism not only

self,

but, consciously or

possibly unconsciously, misjudges and injures others. Destruction is a much easier task than
construction. A monkey in an art
studio, an elephant in a china shop
and an imbecile playing with a
match in a library, can commit
ravages within an hour that could
not be replaced by the genius of
centuries.

This

to decry

and fatal tendency
and destroy is not con-

fined

the

futile

to

irresponsible.

We

1918

strangely enough, that men
supposed character and culture, of useful life and labors, have
been prone to act unjustly to
others and to belittle the service
of those under them when their
own ambitious ends seem to be
endangered. In his quiet, useful
life a man has been known to be
wise, dignified and conservative;
but when uplifted on a high pedestal his whole being changed
because of the weight of his
vaunting ambition and blinding
prejudice.
Try always to put
yourself in the other man's place.
In doing so you may sacrifice maof

you may sacrifice gold
and glory but, like Belgium, you
retain your soul.
terial ends,

A Valuable Asset
One

most important factors in the retail implement trade
is your business standing in your
community
the good will your
of the

—

enjoys.
Intangible
though this asset may seem, to
business

reckon

value on a dollar-andit is the very life of
your trade. Upon it, more than
upon any one other thing, your
success depends. It embodies the
foundation for your future buildits

cents basis,

ing.

quire

It is

for

the reputation you ac-

honesty,

officials of the U.S. NationFederation of Implement and
Vehicle Dealers' Associations and
of constituent associations have
wired the Food Administration,
urging recall of these notices and
asking that an investigation be
made of the effects such a price

al

find,

it

ington people have sent notices to
the farm papers throughout the
United States giving the wholesale price on binder twine and
saying that the retail price should
not be more than l^c. higher
than wholesale price, plus freight.

The

Press Association
second class matter.

Office as

WINNIPEG, CANADA, APEIL,

The dealers in the United
States and the Binder Twine Section of the Food Administration
are at loggerheads.
The Wash-

integrity,

square dealing, progressiveness,
studying the needs of your locality and being able to supply
those needs with products that
will stand the test. In fact, it is

would have upon the

distribution

of twine at harvest time.
It

the

must not be understood that
Food Administration has

made an

arbitrary

maximum

re-

but suggests that the
dealer should not ask more than
V/2C.
advance over cost and
tail

price,

which would make the reprice in the U.S. about 25c.,
leaving the dealer a margin of 6
freight,

tail

per cent.

There is a general disposition
on the part of dealers to keep the
price of twine down to the minimum, and the prices they have established run 27, 27>^ and 28c.

The claim has been set up that
must ship earlier than

dealers

usual this year to insure getting
twine in time for harvest, consequently must take greater chances
on the crop, and that they cannot
afford to do this on the margin

named, hence it will result in inadequate stocks and consequent
loss of grain.
Furthermore, that
while U.S. dealers do not expect
much profit on twine this year,
yet they are entitled to some consideration.

The margin of profit on each
grade in the United States would,
as at 1J4 cents, be 6 per cent on
sisal and standard twine.
On the
higher grade twine, because of
higher price, the margin would be
less, varying from 5.5 for standard manila to 4.8 pure manila.

—
April,
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Frank D. Blakely Dead
Frank D. Blakely, publisher of
"Canadian Farm Implements"
and "Canadian Blacksmith and
Woodworker," passed away on
morning of March 30th, at his
^

Maplewood

residence, 352

Ave.,

Winnipeg.

Mr. Blakely had been
laid aside from business for the
past twelve weeks, for practically
all of that time being confined to
For the past two years or
bed.
more he had suffered greatly from
stomach trouble, and latterly with
heart trouble, advanced dropsy

great deal of time to the question
of organization in the retail im-

plement

was

trade,

treasurer

of

the

secretary-

Interprovincial

Implement Dealers' Association, and a member of the

Retail

Leaving San Francisco, the late
Mr. Blakely came East to Chicago
where he worked for a short time,
returning to Winnipeg where he
carried on a .photographic business.
An expert photographer
with a distinct genius for landscape work, he was soon appointed their ofhcial photographer by
the C.P.R., for whom he toured
the whole of Western Canada, securing photographs to be used for

immigration and developliterature.

Many

of

the

views which he made are of considerable historical interest.

Some

important position he filled with
great ability until 1904, when he
inaugurated "Canadian Farm Implements," which publication he
until his demise.

Farm machinery was becoming
a large factor in the agricultural
development of Western Canada,
and in instituting a journal which
dealt solely with the implement

Mr.

farm machinery and equipment
concern in the city being represented by men who were close
friends of the deceased over many
years development in the implement and machinery business in
Western Canadian territory. The
casket was hidden beneath a
wealth of beautiful floral tokens
from friends and business institu-

Blakely

W. Allen is a new
man in Herbert.

all

concourse saw laid to rest
that was mortal of Frank D.

Blakely.

On

behalf of the entire
implement trade we proffer our
deep and sincere sympathy to
those who have lost a fond husband, a loving father and a man
whose life was an incentive to all.
*

*

*

We

personality, his optimism

D.

BLAKELY

Arndt

E. A.

a

is

new automo-

agent at Delisle.

bile

A. K. Nesbitt is now carrying
on an implement stand at Oxbpw.
J. A. Deans is proprietor of a
new implement business at Eston.

&

Borse

W'igg are owners of a
business at Dol-

new automobile
lard.

his

Powers has discontinued
implement business at Mort-

l:ich.

Wilbe Bros, have discontinued
Rush

their imj^lement business at

Lake.

The Universal Tractor Co. is a
newly-organized concern at Saskatoon.
a

Clen Olmstead

is

at

new

dealer

the name of
the village of

is

in

Sceptre.

&

Slater

Warnken, dealers

at

Semans, have sold out to George
Farrish.

and his

never failing belief in the great
future of Western Canada's implement business. Often, of late
years, he labored away when it
taxed his strength sorely, for he
was far from well a great part of
the time.
Yet he was ever
obliging, ready to help out in
whatever way he could
no
trouble was too great if it meant
service to others for he truly
found pleasure in doing whatsoever lay in his power for those
with whom he came in contact.
What life gave him he worked
hard for, and many there are who
when they looked on Frank at
rest were glad amid their sorrow
that they had known such a man
and had accounted him as friend.
Of Frank it can truly be said that

The Virden Motor Co., Ltd.,
new concern incorporated

Virden.
a

*

"Frank," for so he was intimately
to all of us in the business,
will go out and in amongst us no
more.
will miss his cheery

Born September 14th, 1865
Died March 30th, 1918

repair

Bert Baptiste has opened a new
garage at Rumsey.

known

THE LATE FRANK

tire

E. C.

a large

Motor Accessories,

new concern doing

Ltd.,

is

business

a
in

Vancouver.
J.

M.

Saltcoats,

Gibson, the dealer at
is advertising his busi-

ness for sale.
C.

H.

Burns,

an

implement

dealer at Roblin, has sold out to
Dunlop Bros.

;

Winnipeg Wholesale Implement
Association.
In 1909 he instituted "Canadian Blacksmith and
Woodworker," the only trade
journal to the blacksmith published in the Dominion. He was
personally acquainted with a very
large number of implement deal-

and blacksmiths, being a
prominent figure at all their trade
ers

inently

manager for
The Nor'-West Farmer, which

late

largely attended, practically every

and thence to its last long
home at St. Johns cemetery where

pointed advertising

the

was very

Personal

place,

Johns
Lodge No. 4, A.F. & A.M., for
many years, although never prom-

industry,

funeral

the residence the body
was taken to the Masonic Temple
where the Masonic service took

twenty-one years ago he left the
photographic field and became
connected with the subscription
department of The Nor'-West
Farmer. For that old established
farm journal he travelled through
the
West, doing subscription
work, securing live stock and
farm scenes, etc.
Graduating
from that side of the publishing
business, Mr. Blakely was ap-

managed

The

bearers.

From

The deceased gentleman was
born near Owen Sound, Ontario,
on September 14th, 1865. As a
lad he attended school in New
York state, but at an early age
came West to Winnipeg" along
with his widowed mother, who
survives him.
In the pioneer
days he was engaged in railway
work with the C.P.R. in Saskatchewan and Alberta, finally migrating to the United States,
where he worked for some time
on the Union Pacific. Following:
this he left the Western states
and went south San Francisco,
Cal., where he entered the photographic business, subsequently
carrying on a studio for himself.

ment

Avenue, brother members of the
Masonic lodge acting as pall-

tions.

being the cause of death.

special

Maplewood

at his residence 252

aimed at a trade organ which
would keep manufacturers, jobbers and dealers in touch with
current topics and development
in the farm machinery business in
Western Canada. He gave a

21

conventions.

Mr. Blakely was a member of
the Carletoh Club, and although
he took no part in public affairs,
had an exceptionally large circle
of friends and business associates.

He was

a

member

identified

of St.

lodge

with

work.

He

leaves to

mourn

their loss

one daughter, Jean a widowed mother; a sister in North
Bend, B.C., and two brothers,
J. A. Blakely, Chicago, and Sidney Blakely, of Winnipeg.
a wife,

;

Laid to Rest
On Tuesday, April 2nd, the remains were interred in the family
plot in St. Johns cemetery, Winnipeg. A service was conducted

—

"after life's fitful fever cometh
peace." The cheery, jocular badinage, the inherent good humor,
the readiness to give a helpinghand, the little thoughtful acts all

were but part of the innate kindliness and sincerity of the man.

What more

can we say save
"Brother, farewell." The world
has been the better of his efforts,
and with his passing the implement trade loses a man who was
well liked by all and who has

been called home at a comparatively early age.

As everything we live for is so
dependent upon health, should we
not back it up, support it in every
possible

wav?

H. D. Miller is the latest addiimplement fraternity

tion to the

at Gull Lake.

Lacourciere

&

new

dealers, are a

Son, implement
firm doing busi-

ness at Ponteix.

Emil Larsen, the harness man
at Scotsguard,

business for

is

advertising his

sale.

J. T. Hunter & Son, dealers at
Claresholm, have sold out to McConnell & Mercer.

W.
at

V. McTaggart, auto dealer
Gadsby, has sold out his busi-

ness at that point.

D. H. Dial, an implement dealer
Oyen, has discontinued operations in that town.
at

John Lowrie

new implement

proprietor of a
business recently

is

started at Kinistino.

W. Begin,
LaFleche, has

auto
sold

dealer

out

to

at

the

LaFleche Motor Co.
INIcDonald Bros., the dealers at
^^'awota, have sold out at that
point to E. J. McKay.

Geo. Schwandt. a harness dealEdmonton, recently suff'ered
by fire in his premises.
er at

A.

W.

Barrs, a harness dealer

Canadian Farm Implements
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Birch Hills, has sold out to
R. L. Nevison, Melfort.
at

&

Gilman, automobile
agents at Morris, are succeeded
by Gilman & Anderson.

Pittman

Potter & Mol¥ett, auto dealers
at Wynyard, have sold out to

& Goodman.

Bjarnason

&

Son, auto

dealers at Herbert, have opened a
branch business at Rush Lake.

B. Kitchen
a

the proprietor of

is

newly-opened harness establish-

ment

in the village of

Veteran.

Charles L. Griffiths is the name
that graces the front of a new impleriient business at Milk River.

Dewey

has bought out the
implement business at Morse
formerly carried on by J. Bestrop.
A.

The implement

stocks of

Ag-

news. Limited, at Prince Albert,
are advertised for sale

B

Campbell

Winnipeg.
A. E. Josephson, an auto and
implement dealer at Herbert, has
taken his son into the business as
a partner.

H. E. Clausen, the harness
dealer at Caron, has added farm
specialty lines to his business.
A. E. Josephson

The Kerosene Burning Carburetor Co. of Canada is a new
concern recently organized in

by tender.

o s., automobile
dealers at Assiniboia, are advertising their garage business for
r

Holland & Pierce, implement
and auto dealers at Saskatoon,
have discontinued operations in
that city.
L. Betker has bought out the
implement warehouse at Southey
formerly carried on by H. B.

Chandler.

&

Taylor, automobile
dealers at Boissevain, have disA. Burgess
solved partnership.
continues.

Burgess

Robert

Maltman has bought

out the retail implement business
formerly carried on at Binscarth
by Andrew Hunter.
Charlie

Shaw,

the

populai"

automobile man at Kelwood, has
sold out his auto accessory business to a dealer named C. Smith.

Finn

&
at

McDowell, implement
Expanse, have dis-

sale.

dealers

H. F. Anderson, manager of the
Tudhope - Anderson Co., paid a

solved partnership in their business at that point.

during

W. C. Leverna and A. T. Paterson have organized the Edmonton

Minneapolis

to

visit

March.

Tractor & Implement Co. in the
northern Alberta city.

David Drehmer, manager of the
John Deere Plow Co., Winnipeg,
is now on a visit to Toronto and
other Eastern points.

The Cranbrook Saddlery

Co., in

tard has discontinued his stand at
that point.

Waterloo Boy Kerosene Tractor

Briscoe & Jones, garage owners
and automobile dealers at Chaplin, have dissolved partnership.

Co. of Canada, has been registered
under Saskatchewan laws.

ness.

by McMahon

The

&

&

Patterson

Sneddon.

known

concern

as

the

McGregor, imple-

ment

dealers at Carievale, have
dissolved partnership. T. H. Mc-

Gregor continues the business.
F. M. Gimpher, Medicine Hat,
has closed a contract to job
Wallis tractors and
Enicar plows in southern Alberta.

Alta.,

and

retail

R.

S.

Voas,

implement
opening a

the

dealer at McGee, is
branch business at Fiske.
wish him success in his new loca-

We

.

on the busi-

ness.

A

new

incorporation recently

Winnipeg is the Manitoba Gay Double Tread Co., who
started at

will carry

—make

make

perfect seed

automobile business.

Saskatoon, will be rebuilt
considerably enlarged.

In a single operation, it crushes clods, fills the air
spaces, firms the soil beneath and leaves a loose
mulch at the surface. And, it doesn't pull up sod
or trash. Succeeds on every type of soil there's a
style for every tillage purpose.
Sizes 1 to4-horse.

Meckling Bros.,
discontinued their

We
We

back our dealers by a national advertising
campaign reaching more than 4,000,000 farmers.
follow up every inquiry and do our utmost

L.

Nash

Inc.
Mllllngton, N. J.
^

?le"„'S!

JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY

Toews.

A. M. Dodds, for the past eight
years manager of the Canadian
Stover Co., Brandon, has resigned
to accept the position of manager
with an important organization

today.

H;

Morse, have
and imple-

oil

lines and have entered the
auto and harness business, buying
out the local harness business of

you close the sale. Our dealer's
proposition will interest you.

Duane

at

ment

to help

lOT^Elm Street

&

business.

—

it

and

Jackson, implement
dealers at Reston, have dissolved
partnership in their business in
that center. In future H. M. Jackson will have sole control of the

Birney

SI^S^r^ ^A^rAiooN

in

B. C. Briscoe continues the busiIn the same town, Dan
Lockwood is a new dealer in auto
accessories and supplies.

Bert Conway, the popular imdistributor at Regina,
was a business visitor to Winnipeg the other day. Mr. Conway
reports business excellent, and
was arranging for. more goods to

plement

meet the phenomenal demand.
Bryant, a blacksmith at
has secured the local
agency for the Massey-Harris line
of machinery. In the same town,
Knapp and Schimek
Messrs.
have taken the agencies for McLaughlin and Chevrolet automo-

H.

Coaldale,

biles.

Charles U. Bromley, for many
years on the advertising staff of
Farm Implement News, Chicago,
died Wednesday morning, March
20th, at the Hahnemann Hospital,
Chicago, where he was taken re-i
cently following a second stroke
of paralysis.

John T. Yule,

Winnipeg.

I.
Haug, manager of the
J.
Winnipeg branch of the Canadian

for

more than

connected
with a wagon making business,
sixty

died

The wholesale hardware business of the J. H. Ashdown Co.,
which was recently burned at

'ACME*' Pulverizing Harrow

for

vulcanizing

tire

C. H. Burns, the hardware and
implement dealer at Roblin, has
sold out his interests to Dunlop
'Bros. Mr. Burns will go into the

them quickly and without
wasting" time or horse power. They have
rolled up their sleeves to increase production and will listen if you can show them a
tool that will do it.
The leading State Experiment Stations use and endorse

Write

on a

business.

tillage tools that will

D. B. Macleod, the genial sales
of the John Deere Plow
Co., Winnipeg, recently took a
trip west to Saskatoon, where he
visited the branch of the Deere
organization in that city.

auto

McMahon & Munwitz,

will in future carry

beds

his

dealers at Taber, have dissolved.
The business is now controlled

implement

Porter,

Montgomery & Turney, implement men at Imperial, have dissolved partnership. A. T. Turney

Demand

of

the

In the town of Minnedosa there
have been some changes in the
implement business of late.
Smith & Thomson have sold out
to C. R. Smith, while E. H. Mus-

Willets

dealers at Manyberries, have dissolved partnership. Mr. Willets
continues the business.

tion.

Farmers

Avery Co., about the end
March spent a few days at
head office and factories of
company at Peoria, 111.

manager

the town of that name, recently
suffered considerable loss through
fire on their premises.

&

April, 1918

years

last

actively

week

at

his

home

in

Kenosha, Wis. He was a brother
of the late George Yule, of the
Bain Wagon Co. Mr. Yule was
87 years old.

D. N. Jamieson, manager of
A. Lister & Co. (Canada),
Winnipeg, recently returned from
a business trip to Toronto, MonWhile away,
treal and Quebec.
Mr. Jamieson looked into the
supply situation and reports that
his organization are well fixed to
supply the demand of all their
R.

well

known lines.
Kemp, sales manager

E. A.

of

Canadian Fairbanks - Morse
Co., Winnipeg, recently returned
from a trip to the south. While
away, Mr. Kemp visited the plant
of the Hart Grain Weigher Co.
at Peoria, 111., where he arranged
for the supply of the well-known
feeders used on Fairbanks-Morse
threshing outfits. Mr. Kemp rethe

ports business as good.

April,
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JOHN DEERE PLOW

The double

harrow

disc

The

enables one to double disc

ground

his

operation,

a

at

and do

work on account
takes

better

works

the

it

and

second
fines

it,

re-

and,

the

as the gangs are out-throw

and in-throw respectively,
the ground

immed-

place

section breaks

first

soil;

work-

of

fact that the second

ing

single

the

is

left

in the

very best condition.

iately after the first.

JOHN DEERE 18-FOOT DOUBLE-ACTION DISC HARROW FOR HORSES OR SMALL TRACTOR

We

The John Deere Contract

a Money-Maker

is

<$>

<s>

ber of Agents

BUT

<s>

We Want

Write the Nearest Branch

House for Particulars

Disc Harrows for any Size

16

X 16 DISC

an Agent

Every Town

in

DEERE

We

have a Large Num-

HARROW

Power— Motor,

Auto, Engine,

Ox

or Horse

en

Carry a Full Line of Agricultural Implements

Built in 6, 7, 8 and 14-foot
sizes, and 8-foot Double-

No

Action.

menting

Experiin

the field.

Owing

i

to the

<s>

<?>

<s>

shape of the
discs this

They are
made to work
—and to stay

is

the harrow to

make a

moist-

ure retaining

at work.

mulch.

The

BISSELL DOUBLE-ACTION DISC

14-foot Bissell Disc

making

HARROW

Gangs are

Originally

designed

for

summer-

wide

fallow or special work requiring wide

sweep harrow (14 feet) perfectly

flex-

sweep.

rough

and

in

four

ible,

sections,

enabling

it

irregular ground.
terial

to

fit

this

The

Harrow

Good, honest ma-

time.

and workmanship.

A

14-foot

Bissell

Disc

work anywhere at any
6-horse team will handle it

will

nicely.

BISSELL

14-FOOT HARROW, with Centre Attachment and Two Tongue Trucks

28 X 16,

BRANCH HOUSES AT
Winnipeg, Man.
Edmonton, Alta.

Regina, Sask.
Saskatoon, Sask.

JOHN DEERE PLOW

Calgary, Alta.
Lethbridge, Alta.

COMPANY LIMITEC
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Where the

OilPull Tractor

The LaPorte Works

is

Made

We

—

reproduce below a bird's-

true-to-Hfe

picture

of

other at Toronto, Ontario.
four factories.

this

company's LaPorte factory.
On. the right of the railroad
tracks in tlie foreground are the
tractor works where the famous
oil-burning

made.

On

but one

by the
Advance-Rumely Co. There is a
large plant at Rattle Creek the
Advance Works. Another is at
Stilhvater, Minn., and still an-

eye view of the LaPorte Works
of the Advance-Rumely Thresher
Company, of LaPorte, Indiana,
a

is

Soil

of the factories maintained

In

all,

The

extent of this company's
manufacturing facilities is best illustrated by saying that its various plants comprise 127 factory
buildings, covering a total of 195
acres tangible
monuments of

OilPull tractor is
the left is the thresher

—

work

well done,

new

friends

made

and old friends kept.

The Advance-Rumely Thresher
Company is one of the oldest in

—

—

wider

knowledge of improved
methods of soil tillage and fertility management, the Canadian
fertilizer manufacturers have established a bureau to be

—

internal combustion tractor.

Works

at

La

States and
ganization

and the improvement of the quality of farm products
and to
encourage Canadian farmers to

—the whole or-

partments of Agriculture, colleges
of

agriculture,

object of this bureau

The work

is

to

elude the issuance of publications
deahng with better methods of
building up and maintaining soil

;

for

"CRESGENT"
PLOWSHARES
Over 1000 Patterns— Guaranteed Perfect in Fit and Finish
Fit Every Plow
Suit Every Soil— Please Every User
Satisfactory

Service

Painted Sets for Wagon, Plow

Doubletree Sets, Hitches, Gang

or Implement.

Eveners,

you order always specify
'

of

Henry

Write us for Prices

Ask

Whiffletrees,

G. Bell,

who

six years

ago established and has since successfully
conducted a similar
campaign in the United States.
The headquarters of the bureau

Temple

Bldg., Toronto.

Developing Gas Engine Sales

One important dealer has devised a method of developing his
gasoline engine business to the
maximum degree consistent with
the economical use of internalcombustion motors by his customers. He has pretty thoroughly
card-indexed the probable or pospower needs of his trade so
that he knows just about how
many horse power each farmer
can profitably use. Along with
this information, he knows approximately what amount of
power, steam, gasoline or wind
the man has on his place.

Neck-

yokes, Tongues, Reaches, etc.

THE GUARANTEED LINE"

for Implement Catalog No.

4

The
Best

Place

B

Edmonton

of

and seed improvement; and general publicity
of successful agricultural methods
employed by leading farmers in
the Dominion.
The work is under the direction

sible

PREPAREDNESS PAYS— GET YOUR SUPPLY
When

and the producing

fertility,

maximum

are 1111

—

in-

tillage, soil fertility

Send Your Orders

Shipment

bureau will

increase of Canada's crop yields

lime, selection of seed, conserva-

—Prompt

of the

crops; lectures and
demonstrations dealing with soil

he will be taken care

Large Stock

railroads,

and disseminate reliable
information which will lead to the

give greater attention to soil
drainage, rotation of crops, use of

—

schools

teaching
the farm,
press, farmers' organizations and
such other institutions as are endeavoring to improve the agriculture of the Dominion.
agriculture,

collect

one of permanence
and dependability, that means so
much to the buyer of power farming machinery in insuring that
of.

to accomplish

by co-operating with the
Dominion and Provincial De-

Porte, Indiana

as the Soil and Crop Improvement
Bureau of the Canadian Fertilizer

The

The bureau aims
this task

known

Association.

Canada

and wise use of stock manure
and the judicious use of fertiliztion
ers.

Beside this extensive manufacequipment. AdvanceRumely maintains 23 branch
houses and distributing warehouses in all parts of the United
turing

the heavy machinery business,
the constituent companies dating
back over eighty years. In the
old days the product was threshing machines and the old portable
steam engines later, the steam
traction engine and still later the

and Crop Improvement
Bureau Organized

Believing that the agriculture
of Canada has very great possibilities of development, and that
increase in food production
so
greatly needed at the present
time can be brought about by a

Birdseye View of Advance-Rumely

plant wherein is turned out the
equally well-known Rumely Ideal
Separator.

April, 1918

HSggisas Ave.

Winnipeg
MARK
WINNIPEG MAN.

—
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"The difference between what
he has and what he needs is the
field in which I try to cultivate
my profits," he explained. "There
are comparatively few of my customers who are what I term

That is, almost
overpowered.'
without exception, the farmers in
this community can use more
horse power than they possess.
"There are a

them

lot of

that

have engine
big enough or even too

believe they already
facilities

The

price of practically

retail

machines

the
dealer's
stock should be determ.ined the
sam'e as the price of rope is determined, with the replacement value
as a basis. No other plan oi pricing will insure the dealer against
loss when values begin to decline.
all

Out

in

our losses may come
wisdom, but you can't sell wisdom when you are dead broke.
of

25

Mechanical Milk Separation
The development and use of the
cream separator made possible

The saving effected in the
quantity of cream produced with
a cream separator in comparison
with the old gravity method of

the performance in a few minutes
a task that formerly took a
great deal of time.
It also has
three other very great advantages

skimming when its influence on
the cream industry the world over
is considered, mounts up into millions of dollars annually.

of

over the old gravity method,
namely, a greater amount of
cream, a better quality of cream,
and warm, sweet skim-milk to

And, further, we must give the
cream separator the credit which
is justly its due for the production

feed to calves and stock.

of a

much

better quality of cream.

large

for
their farm.
The
trouble lies in their ignorance of
how to get the maximum value

out of

them

what they have.

will

have

Some

on the farm, yet they have their
boys or hired men cut all of the
winter's supply of wood by hand.
This is only a sample of what occurs regularly on

have

"I

found,

Record

many

farms.
furthermore,

bought by
150,000
Farmers, who
demanded Engine
Quality and Efficiency

Fairbanks Morse

engine

trade has been the
building up business
along other lines. For instance,

means

"

made by

Sales

that the 'intensive cultivation' of

my

$10,000,000
ENGINES

of

a ten-horse engine

of

Dealers in

two months last year I put out
seven power washing machines,
four cream separators with belt
equipment, a couple of power
churns and one electric lighting
in

All of these
directly traceable to
plant.

sales

my

1917

are

engine

campaign and came with comparatively

Think

little effort."

The Plan

of ar-

on which the price does not
change during the period of their
sale and use, says Farm Implement ^ews.

power," mechanical excellence, sales-backing, price and

And our nation-wide

Dealers

We
in

profit

amount paid
cases, that

is

the

unless, as in a few
also the amount at

which tbe article can be replaced.
For the replacement value has

become the
•has

been

basis, just as

in the

it

always

case of articles on
which the value fluctuates at all
times.

make

it

in

a

in

1.

Fairbanks-Morse Quality.

2.

Economical in
low up-keep.

1918

first

cost

and

fuel cost

3.

Simplicity and Staunch Durability.

—right

4.

Our dealer helps are behind you; the

5.

Lightweight, Substantial, Easily Operated.
Superior Design, Materials and Finish.

In the months ahead you

6.

can cash in on the big demand for "Z" Engines, with a good

7.

Leak-Proof Compression.
Complete with built-in Magneto.

8.

More than Rated Power.

is

directed to your store.

on every

sale.

engine service and

Give your customers steady, reliable

maximum

add to your prestige

this

by farm paper advertising

are doing our share

your territory.

For plows for fall work dealers
are
paying higher prices than

The

work

Let's

:

Engine
History Approaches
Record in Sales

$20,000,000 Record

farmer

stated in the original order.
basis of price no longer is

de-

profit.

advertising worked with them.

6 and 10 H.P.

together and

and the uncertainty of the
future price gives nearly 'all items
in stock a fluctuating value.

they paid for the same class of
machines for the spring trade.
On second orders for spring trade
t'bey paiid more than the
price

KNEW. They
money would buy.

Fairbanks-Morse dealers did that enormous engine busi-

In contradiction of this, at the
present
frequent
advances in
price

thousand engines

These farmers

the best engine value that

Nothing

ticles

fifty

ness because they sold an engine that has "more than rated

li, 3,

composed

One hundred and

were paid $10,000,000.

manded

of Pricing

In seasons when conditions are
normal, a few items have fluctuating values, but in the main the
dealers' stock is

of it!

sold in 12 months, for which our dealers, all over America,

This dealer operates on the
theory of educating his trade to
the possibilities of the gas engine,
and when they -get their eyes open
he is there to supply their needs.
This is real progressive salesmanship and is worthy of emulation by other dealers.

— and

engine value.

The "Z"

will

3, 6

profits.

and

10

H.P. Use Kerosene, Distillate,
Coal Oil or Gasoline

Write for Special Bulletin and the "Z" Contract
There's satisfaction in selling a

Type

that every engine sold sells several more.

same neighborhood.

Will they be sold

"Z," not only because of the nice profit

A

Type "Z"
from YOUR

it nets you, but because you know
never lonesome long.
It soon brings other "Zs" into the
store.
Decide NOW. Let us know.

is

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. LIMITED
SASKATOON

WINNIPEG

CALGARY

;

:
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The Valuable Grain

Drill

ever the amount, it is a useless
The first operation of
waste.
broadcasting, either by hand or
machine, is frequently followed
by heavy rains which render it utterly impossible to perform the
second operation of harrowing
and covering for several days.
Uncovered grain thus exposed on
the surface of fields is bound 'to
suffer impaired vitality and can-

The advantages, which follow
the use of an efficient grain drill,
over any method of broadcasting
for all kinds of cereals are universIt may not be
ally admitted.
going too far to say that the poorest drill is better than the best

broadcaster. The grain drill saves
seed delivers it in regular quantities at the precise location desired.
In sowing broadcast, no
;

matter how thorough may have
been the preparation of the seed
bed, there will always be a certain

not be expected to germinate in
that sturdy, natural way so essen-

amount

In drilling, the work of sowing
and covering is performed at one
operation, each day's work being
a completed unit of the whole.
Where rain intervenes between
the operations of broadcasting
and covering for a period of a

tial for

of seed that fails to ger-

minate, conseqviently provision
must be made for that unknown
quantity by broadcasting more
seed than is expected to grow. It
is difficult

to determine

how much

extra should be sown, but what-

large yield.

week or ten days,

as

may

April, 1918

tures are easily renewed by drilling clover in sod after rain, a
single disk drill being useful for

fre-

quently happen, in addition to the
impaired vitality of the seed, there
is a costly loss of time when germination should be under full
swing and this time is really lost,
for it lessens the growing time between seeding and ripening, the
tendency being to ripen at the
usual heated period regardless of
the immature condition of the
plant and berry.
Naturally, the
longer the season, the better the
grain will "fill" or mature. Drilled
grain elinjinates these delays and
really becomes an important factor in lengthening the growing
season, consequently producing a
more abundant yield of higher

Clover is also put
timothy land in the same way
without disturbing standing crop,
but rather increasing it by the cultivation.
Alfalfa, with a light
this purpose.
in

;

protecting crop

good
izer

meet

single

son-Brantingham Implement

diversified

Manitoba the distributors are the
Co., Winni-

constructed to meet
special requirements, make it
possible to obtain a drill exactly
runners,

suited to particular

many good

There are

reasons

why

Dunlop Thresher Belts
"PRAIRIE" and "RELIANCE"
quite general throughout every threshing community.

Threshermen realize that Rubber Belts surpass any other kind for the
work they have to do, and

That Dunlop Thresher Rubber Belts embody
an Ideal Rubber Belt.

all

the good qualities of

Dunlop Thresher Belts are made

By Expert Workmen
In a

Uniform

From
Wherein

Way

the Best Materials

the secret of

lies

Service, Quality

and

Satisfaction

Ask our nearest Branch for a sample of either Belt or both. Dunlop
Canvas Thresher Belts and Dunlop Agricultural Hose are thoroughly upholding the reputation of the "Two Hafids" Line of Rubber-made Goods.

Dunlop Tire

&

Every foot

equal proportion of plants and
not be overburdened. The feed
is really the heart of the drill
and must be exactly right.
The grain drill is the special
servant and friend of the farmer,
his most important implement,
performing a great variety of service.
Almost all kinds of farm
crops may be drilled. In addition
to wheat, oats, barley, spelts, rye,
rice, etc., peas, beans, ensilage

sorghum,
and broom corn,
beet seed, etc., may be handled in
a satisfactory manner. Old pascorn, flax, millet, alfalfa,

mealies,

kaffir

Rubber Goods Co.

Office

WINNIPEG

St.

John. Halifax

and Tubes for all purposes: Mechanical Rubber
Goods of all kinds and General Rubber Specialties
BRANCH: 354 Donald Street.
SASKATOON BRANCH: 311 Twentieth St. E.
REGINA BRANCH: 1769 Cornwall St.
of

type,

and

is

for

it

13
a most successful
there has been a

demand

great

A

America.

North
most im-

over

all

few

of its

portant constructional features
are as follows
3-plow tractor with 2 drive
wheels and 3 steering wheels; 13
h.p. on drawbar, 20 h.p. on belt;
3,000 lbs. pull at plowing speed;
3 speeds forward, 1.6-4, 3.35 and

A

3.4 m.p.h.

of soil should bear its

Victoria,

Montreal,

Makers

The Emerson-Brantingham
20 h.p. tractor

grain-feed devices are the
result of years of patient and exhaustive field tests.
Saving of
seed by using grain drills is an
important item, but the accurate
distribution is infinitely more so.

and Factories: TORONTO
Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon,
Regina, Winnipeg, London, Hamilton. Toronto, Ottawa,

Head

:

peg-

of

every individual farmer.
The
one to six-horse drills provide a
range from which selection can
be made for any size of farm
within reach of every farmer.

Limited
Branches

Tudhope - Anderson

The

the use of

is

demands

Co.,

Rockford, 111., are handled by the
Regina branch of the concern for
Saskatchewan and Alberta. In

Hoes, shoes,
double disks and

disks,

demonstrates

In Western Canadian territory
the tractors made by the Emer-

conditions.

soil

brings

Emerson-Brantingham Tractors

are supplied
variety of types

great
necessary to

oats,

required quantities, all of
the giant
strides made in the development
of the grain drill and the consequent enormous increase in yield.

which

Furrow openers
the

also

is

of

Commercial fertilsown by combined

drills, in

value.
in

results.

^

;

recommended

for 34-

thresher; operating weight
6,500 lbs.; turning radius 30 ft.
Motor: E-B, L head, 4 cylinders
in.

vertical,

4^x5

pression

65

in.

normal com-

;

850 r,p,m.
kerosene. LuSplash system. Bear-

recommended

lbs.;

fuel,

brication
ings
Front
:

wheels C.I., rear
wheels and axle, transmission
and jackshaft, Hyatt rollers.
Transmission
Enclosed
gears, pinions and bevel gears
:

:

forged,

ring gears cast
3
speeds forward.
Final drive;
Spur gear to rim, all parts finished except master gear. Drive
wheels, diameter 60 in., width 40
in.
Pulley: 13x8 in., 708 r.p.m.,
driven through bevel gears; belt
speed 3,335 ft. per minute. Double
fuel tank, kerosene 16 gals., gasoline 4 gals. Oil capacity 3^ gals.
Air cleaner: Bennett, centrifugal.
Ignition K-W magneto with impulse starter.
Pickering governor, fly ball type.
Carburetor:
Bennet, single bowl, 1^ in. inlet;
mixture heated by exhaust. Cool;

:

Tires

THE

BRITISH LION

TRACTORS
2,

3,

and 4-plow
Territory

The Canadian Tool and
Machinery Co.
416

Water;

circulation.

Moline

radiator,

Frame mount-

ing: Pivot in front, solid to axle

Agents Wanted. Write for Dealer

BOX

ing:

pump

WINNIPEG

in

rear.

Dimensions

:

Length

over all 164^ in., width 81^
height 86 in.; wheel base 93
shipping weight 6,500 lbs.

How

in.,

in.;

about buggy business?

April,
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Food Will Win
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War

the

Plymouth Twine
do

share in harvesting
and binding the grain needed
for the Allied Cause.
will

its

Uniform

outh Twine

Plymstrong, even

quality

in

is

and smooth running, insuring
satisfaction to the farmer,

time

saved and harvesting cost

les-

sened.

A

Plymouth Twine Conproven to be a
the dealer, embrac-

tract has always
real asset for

ing, as

it

value,

and
to

does, quality, service,

advertising

fair

assistance,

and square treatment

all.

PLYMOUTH CORDAGE CO
WELLAND, CANADA
Canadian Distributing Agencies:

W.

G.

McMAHON

HOBBS HARDWARE

(Representing Lindsay Brothers)

Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto, Ont.

CO.

—
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Concerning Tractor

In standardizing the tractor the

agreement as regards size and
power relations seems to be the
first essential.
In motor truck
design we have 1-ton, lj4-ton, 2ton, 3-ton and so on
a standard

—

In tractors we
have no such convenient rating
for laying down a list of types.
mention horse powers, it is
true, but more often
especial
stress is laid upon the number of
plows the tractor will pull, under
"normal" conditions.
then
hear of two-plow, three-plow and
four-plow tractors all of which
means Httle to the engineer or
farmer, because the nature of soil,
the type of plow and the plowing"
speed are as important factors as
the number of plows pulled.
From an engineering standpoint, the drawbar and the speed
probably will come to be the most
used factors that is, the drawbar
horse power. This is not likely
to be accepted readily by the
farmer as a means of rating for
some time to come. His question
of capacities.

We

We

—

Sell

Help to

HE

Now!

Tractors
Fill

tractor

the

is

Pressing
help

a real

Need

Canadian

to

farmers now, above any time in the
It is fast replacing horses for all
past.
heavy farm power work.

Kerosene

is

the

best,

as

it

certainly

is

Therefore, our
Mogul 10-20 h.p. and International 15-30h.p.
tractors are designed and built to operate

the

cheapest,

tractor

on

successfully

this

fuel.

cheap, plentiful fuel.

These are three hard and fast rules our
tractors are made to live up to:
They must
operate on the cheapest fuel farmers can
buy; they must be so simple that any farmer
can learn to handle them; and they must do
enough good work in the field and at the
belt to more than pay for themselves.
On
this basis Mogul 10-20 h.p. and International
15-30 h.p. tractors have built up an enviable
popularity.

—

"What work will it do?" and
we have got to find some way of

i$,

telling

him

in

terms which he can

appreciate.

Some

must be obtained which would
translate
drawbar horse power into number
of plows. If we get an agreed
speed, at which rating can be
made, also the drawbar pull required per plow, under normal
definition

conditions, a tractor could be
rated in terms of number of bot-

toms, once the drawbar pull at
standard speed is known.
The question of driving separators and similar machines may
have a profound efifect in settling
the range of sizes in which tractors will be built.

considerably limited in this respect that is, brake horse power
at the belt pulley.
On conven-

There is such a great demand for these
machines that early orders count to-day as they

BRANCH HOUSES:
Man.

;

Lethbridge, Alta.
toon, Sask.

EAST—Hamilton,

;

Edmonton, Alta. Estevan, Sask.;
North Battleford, Sask. Regina, Sask. Saska-

Calgary, Alta.

Winnipeg, Man.

;

;

;

;

Ont.
London, Ont.
Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.
;

;

Yorkton, Man.
;

Montreal, Que.

;

Ottawa, Ont.;

losses in transmission, which are
variously reckoned from thirty to
fifty per cent.
This means that a
tractor big enough to drive a fairsized separator is capable of pulling three or perhaps four plows in

most

sorts of earth.
Machines
with twenty brake horse power,

or a

little

two-plow

less,

commonly

called

can only drive a
separator of comparatively small
outfits,

capacity.

Just as no large business would
ever handle its transportation
with a huge fleet of the cheapest
possible vehicles, so no farmer
would ever use a smaller tractor
than he could afford to buy that
is, up to a three or four-plow size.
If an agreement can be reached
upon the proper brake horsepower
per plow bottom, it would seem
feasible that more tractors will be
built in multiples of this amount
of power than in any other way.
At present, from the factory viewpoint it would seem that the bulk
of the machines in demand are
about three sizes 8, 12, and 20
horse power at the drawbar, or
roughly, two, three or four-plow

—

—

outfits.

There

low

cost

is

no doubt that

the main factor in
the demand for the smallest sizes,
but for all-around farm work the
20 drawbar horse power machine
would seem to be the most profitable from the purchaser's standfirst

is

point.

Sheaf Loader Plant Damaged

On March 20th fire which
broke out in the foundry of the
Stewart Sheaf Loader plant at
Winnipeg did damage to the extent of nearly $400. The cause of
the fire is unknown.

Knowing where

to find

it is

rest of the structure.

LOW-DOWN

ARE

IN

the

foundation of knowledge, and
being able to apply it is all the

LLOYDS'

The Wagon Loaded

WEST— Brandon,

one plow bottom, allowing for the

DEALERS!

have never counted before. It is a time for
bending every effort in the saving of time
on the part of both dealer and manufacturer.
Write the branch house without delay.

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Apparently a

tractor with less than twenty-five
to thirty brake horse power is

—

1918

tional reckoning a trifle less th
ten horse power in the engine is
necessary adequately to handle

Standardization

list

April,

SPIRAL-SPRING
WAGON SEATS

Going

Home

DEMAND EVERYWHERE

There are hundreds of prospects for these seats right in your territory. A
strong, light, durable seat that carries 600 lbs. with ease. Take up no box
space.
Fit any wagon or sleigh box. Reasonable in price.
Order your
wagons without seats and let us quote you prices on the Lloyds. Have a
supply in stock and watch them sell themselves.

Wawanesa Wagon Seat Company
WAWANESA, MANITOBA.
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Keep Sto cks A ttractive

dealer.

Keeping of our stocks is not
only an index to our commercial
enterprise, to our system of doing
business, but to our personal
pride

as

well.

An

article

well

bought and well displayed

is

than half sold.

well to

It is also

It is

the cheapest

power

29

enough storage tank should take
care of the average requirements
for water supply. It is a permanent fixture it adds to the appear-

on earth for pumping water. A
windmill is far more reliable than
some have given it credit for; it
works on an average of eight
hours a day, and with a large

so nearly indestructible that it
to carry an insurance policy on it. The steel tower
is

would not pay

is
said to be better protection
against lightning than the lightning rod itself.

;

ance and value of a farm. It is
good for forty years of service and

more

remember when discussing the
manner in which we maintain our
places of business that the public

Woodstock Wagons Increase Wagon Business

in general conduct themselves as
per their surroundings.
spend the waking hours of our

We

our business.
Tempois our home.
Let us
make it pleasant by keeping it
neat, clean and orderly, and we
in

lives

rarily

it

we are gradually eduour trade to the point
where they not only expect, but
will demand, a higher standard.
If possible, maintain at all times
a window display of seasonable
will

find

cating

goods, neatly and attractively arranged.
Have you ever stopped
to consider what an enormous

volume of business

is secured by
suggestion?
How many times
have you started out of a store,

noticed something in the window,
returned and bought it. Why did

you do

it?

Simply because sight

of the article in question created a
desire and was the result of suggestion.
Notice the goods dis-

played in the windows of any successful merchant. What are they
there for? Merely to suggest, to
create a desire.
is

create business for you.

Lubrication and the Windmill

The most
has

I

!

I

^

[

BERT CONWAY,

Box

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES:
DAVID SMITH, 312
MANUFACTURED BY

33, Regina, Sask.

Human

nature in
very restless, never
satisfied
and always desiring
something it do.es not possess. A
neat, attractive display of merchandise is a constant suggestion,
and is working day and night to
general

WOOpSTOCK WAGONS have a Canadian-made reputation. They are known everywhere for in-built quality
they help the dealer get, and hold, the wagon trade in his district. Built for service and reliability.
Best seasoned
woods throughout. Light running. Strong construction. Attractive appearance. Fine finish.
Woodstock reputation, and our unequalled guarantee, backs every wagon sold.
Write our nearest distributor, or direct to factory
You cannot sell a better wagon.

serious problem that

been

confronting manufacturers of windmills for years has
been that of providing the bearings and working parts with oil.
The windmill gets less attention
in this respect than any other machine on the farm. Being mounted on a tower, the oiling of the
average mill is sorely neglected.
The climbing of the tower is always fraught with danger to life

and limb.
Various devices have been put
mto use by different manufacturers to supply a lubricant to the
bearings of the mill, such as the
wick oiler and the ring oiler.
Some concerns have equipped
their mills with hard-oil cups,
while others have so constructed
their mills that the gears run in
a bath 'of oil.
One make has
neither grease cup nor oil hole on
the entire mill. It is equipped at
every point of friction with oilless
phosphor-bronze bearings. The
windmill, as an article of sale, is
worth the earnest attention of any

The Woodstock Wagon

17th Ave. West, Calgary, Alta.

& Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Woodstock, Ont.

The "ECONOMY"
PICKLER
THE VERY LATEST
EASY TO HANDLE
ONE MAN OPERATES

Side View of

Economy

Pickler

Ready

to Receive

Grain for Treatment
All fluid drains into bottom

Absolutely no waste.

compartment when dumping
Every grain treated because immersed

grain.

in the

fluid.

Grain compartment

is

22 x 15 x 17 inches.

Fluid compartment

holds 24 gallons.

Screen and spout are easily removed, permitting pickler to be
used for other purposes after pickling season is over.

Front View, showing Pickler
Tilted to Dump Grain

CANADIAN SPECIALTY
MOOSE JAW

SASK.

CO.
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The Science

of Burning Kerosene in a Tractor
By J. B. BARTHOLOMEW

An internal combustion tractor
to perform the function of using
kerosene in the most successful
and advantageous manner must
embody in its design and construction the following elements:

A double carburetor with
(1)
one side connected the gasoline
supply tank, which can be properly adjusted and used for starting and heating up the motor.
The

other carburetor connected to the kerosene or distillate supply tank and properly adjusted so that the intake air lines
to the motor may be instantan(2)

eously switched from communication from one carburetor to the
other as the circumstances may
require.
(3)

The

pipe lines from the

kerosene or distillate tank must
be through some portion receiving heat from the exhaust that
will raise the temperature of this
low grade fuel to a point not
above 90 nor below 75.
The kerosene carburetor
(4)
must have its inlet connected' to
a housing around the exhaust
pipe, so that when the exhaust
pipe becomes heated the air
passes into the carburetor at a
temperature not below 80.

With

the air and the fuel
at the temperature above given,
meeting in the carburetor, the
(5)

mixture
(6)

is

readily formed.

The mixture thus formed

must be turned

into

charged with kerosene
gas),

therefore

in

gas (air
not yet

is

travelling

through the intake pipe it must
now be brought in contact with
surfaces of the intake pipe made
hot on the exhaust pipe (called a
gasifier).
Passing over these
heated corrugated surfaces in a
circular path,

and

(7) In the passageway between
the gasifier and the intake valve
must be provided a valve through
which outside air can be taken in

which will temper this gas mixture and reduce the temperature
of it and thereby prevent the loss
of expansion due to the temperature required to gasify the mixture.

Provision

(8)

for

injecting

water with kerosene and low
grade fuel is necessary to prevent
carbon deposits and pre-ignition.
It is not necessary to start the
water for a few minutes and in
some conditions of temperature
very little water is required.

When

pre-ignition takes place
water is required, but just enough
to prevent

it.

Too much water

vapor

evidenced by a white
through the exhaust.

The thermo-syphon

(9)

tem

of

circulating

the

is

sys-

cooling

water is important in burning
kerosene because it automatically
starts the water circulating as
soon as sulfficient heat has accumulated in the motor for burning

A

pump

circulating
is
kerosene.
objectionable because at certain
seasons of the year the cooling
water is circulated too fast and
keeps the temperature of the
motor too low, causing condensation in the cylinder and when the
mixture is not thoroughly gasified, or becomes condensed, the
passage of fuel by the piston is
sure to be the result.
(10) The motor parts must be
thoroughly lubricated. Oil must
be automatically supplied to them
while in operation. The mechanical oiler dropping small quantities
of oil on these cylinder parts is
inadequate, and yet would be too

expensive if the oil only passed
once over these parts and then
went to the bottom of the crank
case and drained out on the
The importance of
ground.
thoroughly lubricating the connecting rods, main bearings, pistons and all working parts of the
motor cannot be over stated. The
necessity therefore of so handling the kerosene and other low
grade fuels as to prevent blowing
it by the piston rings is not only
the most economical in the use
of fuel but also in the use of lubricating oil. Any motor passing
the lubricating oil through the
working parts and then on to the

ground without

making

(11)
type of

4-cylinder opposed
motor not only lends it-

admirably for motor work
generally because it can be applied to a tractor without the employment of a bevel gear drive,
without making the machine excessively wide and without
throwing the weight too much
forward or too much rearward,
but placing it central where it belongs but in addition to that it
possesses features that are very
advantageous in the use of kerosene and low grade fuels because
self

—

two

of the cylinders are far re-

moved from

the other two, there-

by the heat accumulation in one
centre is not excessive and permits of the use of two gasifiers,
one for each pair of cylinders,
which if not entirely impossible
would be very difficult to accomplish were all four side by side.
It also possesses another
(12)
feature of great importance in a

kerosene burning tractor and that
is that only two main bearings are
required. A rugged crank shaft
can be provided and the main

finally travel-

centrifugal

it.

bearings made adjustable by the
use of ordinary tools and without
dismantling any piece or part of
the motor.
A crank shaft with
three or more bearings is not only
hard to keep in alignment but incapable of ready adjustment.
(13) It is clearly apparent that
the valve in the head and the removable cylinder walls are important elements in the construction of a kerosene burning tractor motor.
The valve in the
head eliminates the dead pocket
in the combustion chamber. The
greatest economy can not be established when useless dead
pockets filled with explosive material at each explosion stroke are
wasted.

Implement

The

ing upwards into the cylinder the
action
throws the
heavier
particles
kerosene
of
against the heated wall and the
heat transforms the kerosene
charged air into a dry gas which
will instantly explode and burn
up completely.
In this method, please observe
that it is the heavier part of the
mixture that comes in closest contact with the heated portion of
the corrugated walls, while the
lighter portion, and consequently
the more perfect part of the mixture, comes less in contact and,
therefore, absorbs less of the heat,
thus the lighter and better form
of mixture is relieved from overheating. To over-heat the lighter
portion of the mixture, destroys
its power, for the reason that the
hotter the mixture gets, of course,
the less expansion there is left in

any

further use of it, is an admission
that kerosene passes the piston.
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Man

is

Logical Auto

Agent
is past when automomanufacturers are willing to
entrust the agency for their cars

The time

bile

to

any individual willing to buy

one of their cars. Such a policy
may have been all right in the
early years of the motor car industry, but is too narrow for the
present day. The agents that are
desired now are the best business

men

of the

community, men

al-

ready established with a strong
following of customers. As 75
per cent of the popular-priced cars
are sold to farmers, it naturally
follows that the implement dealer
is the best and the logical agent.

And why

not?

The implement

dealer already
has the establishment, the reputation, the sales organization and
Without
the necessary capital.
added expense, except that invested in cars, he is prepared to
handle the automobile business
and handle it at a profit.
Doubtless some dealers have
hesitated in taking on a line of
automobiles because they felt
that it would require the building
of a garage. In this way they are
wrong, unless they wish to go into the stabling and repairing of
cars. The dealers who have been
handling horse-drawn vehicles for
many years never found it necessary to go into the livery stable
business in order to sell their buggies.
The garage end of the
business is entirely separate and
distinct from the merchandising.
The automobile has progressed so
far in its simplicity, its durability

and its necessity to the individual
that it is as much of a purely established merchandising business
as the piano trade.
The automobile should be
handled by the farm equipment
merchant because it is becoming a
necessity on the farm it is more
than a pleasure vehicle. The days
of the horse on the farm are endmg-. for the tractor IS doing the
heavv work in the field.
;

Part of Tractor Parade held in Minneapolis recently.
in the Foreground

Avery Tractors

April,
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Canada's Standard Car
New

Series

16

E
for

Body Styles

MSLAUGHLIN

1918

a car for
Every Class of Buyer
Includes

and a

New McLaughlin
Light Delivery

The McLaughlin New Series E
includes 16 models of passenger
cars and a new McLaughlin Light
Delivery.
E.FOUR.34
McLaughlin 2 Passenger Roadster
$1135

E-FOUR.35
McLaughlin 5 Passenger.Touring Car
$1135

This complete line of four and six
cylinder Touring Cars, Roadsters,
Sedans, Coupes, Limousines and
Town cars meets the demand for
efficient motor cars from every
class of Canadian buyers.

E.SIX-44 SPECIAL
McLaughlin 3 Passenger Roadster
E-Six-44 Special $1795
E-Six-44 Standard $1695

The McLaughlin reputation for
efficiency, beauty, power,
economy and service are the
result of persistent adherence to
the highest manufacturing ideals.
Right principles of mechanical
construction have been refined
and improved until the McLaughlin is the most efficient motor car
on the Canadian market.
In

E-SiX.45 SPECIAL
McLauglilin 5 Passenger Touring Car

E-Six-45 Special $1793
E-Six-45 Standard $1695

L

design, finish, paint, upholstery,
E-FOUR-37
McLaughlin S Passenger Sedan

$1685

comfort and equipment, McLaughlin cars compare favorably with

E.SIX-46

.

McLaughtin 4 Passenger Convertible
Touring Coupe $2 3 GO

the highest priced cars.

The result

is

seen in the enormous

demand among Canadians
CANADA'S STANDARD CAR.
E-SIX.62
McLaughlin Light Six Roadster

$M60

For three successive seasons our
output has been sold long before
the selling season was over.
Order your McLaughlin now and
be sure of your car in Spring.
All

E-SIX-63
McLaughlin "Light Six" Valve-in-Head
Touring Car $1460

for

prices f.

o. b.

E-SIX-47
McLaughlin 5 Passenger Sedan
$i252'5

Oshawa

The Mclaughlin

motok car

co.,

E-SIX>49
McLaughlin 7 Pasr.enger Touring Car

$2I40

LIMITED

OSHAWA, ONTARIO
12 Branches in Leading Cities.

Prices subject to change without notice.

E.SIX-62-COUPE

McLaughlin " Light

$2000

Six "

Coupe

—l^il

Dealers Everywhere.

See the McLaughlin Lines at the
Local Showrooms

1

1

-E-6-50-

E-SIX-50
McLaughlin 7 Passenger Convertible Sedan

$2950

:
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Hints on Engine Repair and
The

dealer

who

combustion

handles internal
has very
.engines

Up-Keep

or setting fire to the fuel charge
before it should be ignited by the
The deposits of
electric spark.

The

often to be his own repair expert.
diseases to which the engine
is prone are many, but there are

carbon due to the intense heat of
combustion in the cylinder, may

some features in connection with
all engines which are common in

become red hot, especially when
the motor is operating under a

case of defective operation.
few of these are as follows

heavier load than ordinarily, and
these glowing carbon accumulations will ignite the fresh fuel
charge before the point of ignition by the spark is reached or

the

A

Carbon Deposits
Probably the most common
source of carbon deposit is the lu-

—

for a time,

may

it

seriously inter-

fere with the proper cooling of

the motor by obstructing the
transfer of the waste heat through
the cylinder walls to the cooling
water.
Unless the cylinders are cleaned
frequently or a carbon remover
put into them, the carbon will become deposited around the spark
plug points to such an extent as
to provide a short circuit for the
electric current, so that it will not
jump the spark gap, cause a spark
and ignite the fuel mixture.

bricating oil. If too much oil is
used in lubricating the piston, the
excess over that needed for proper lubrication will be partially
burned in the combustion end of
The solid matter
the cylinder.
which is left after the oil is
burned, is practically pure carbon,
which "deposits" itself on the face
of the piston and on the walls of

preignition.

the combustion chamber.
Undoubtedly the most common

would be regular.
Carbon deposits will also cause
loss of power in a motor.
Also

Valves are easily removed by
prying the spring free of the valve
spindle collar and then tapping
the taper pin out, which releases

after the carbon has

the spring.

•

effect of carbon is what is known
as "preignition," or the igniting

Preignition may be detected by
more or less serious poundingnoise, which resembles that of a
loose bearing, for which it may be
mistaken by an inexperienced
operator.
There is a difference,
however, and that is a preignition
knock may or may not be regular,
whereas a loose-bearing knock

a

accumulated

IMPLEMENT DEALERS HARDWARE MEN
PUMPMEN
<^ GENERAL STORES
Buy your wood and

iron

pumps,

cylin-

ders, galvanized pipe, galvanized rod, etc.,

from a

WESTERN CANADA concern.

Fitted for any depth of wells.

Large stocks

carried.

Prompt shipment guaranteed.

ASK FOR PRICES

Manitoba Engines, Limited

Valves can best be cared for by
giving the engine the best of attention. The successful operator
knows that the lubrication, cooling,

ignition

must be

and

he has but

GO "OVER THE TOP" WITH

As

mixture
a result

valve trouble.

little

Some motors are fitted with
valve caps which, when unscrewed, allow the ready removal
of the valve, while on other
motors it is necessary to remove
the cylinder heads. After removing the valve it is well to place a
bunch of waste in the valve chamber to prevent any particles ot
the grinding compound
from
finding its way into any of the
bearing surfaces of cylinder or
other parts.
In regard to abrasives, any of
the ready-mixed compounds are
Powdered emery mixed
good.
medium

Eighth St. and Assiniboine Ave.

fuel

just right.

with any good

Brandon, Man.
Phone 2943

Valve Grinding

oil is

an excellent

After placing a
little of this abrasive on the valve
it should be rotated upon its seat,
with screwdriver or brace, but
care should be exercised not to
bear on the valve very hard.
Neither should it be rotated in one
direction rriore than about two
to use.

revolutions,

for

either

of

these

have a strong tendency to cut or

Gasoline

ENGINES
SPEED UP SALES!
IN SIZES THAT SELLS,

5

and

7

H.P.

JUMBO

Throttling Governor oil engines are built especially to use kerosene and cheap
Develop full-rated power; strongly built on iron sub base.
fuels as well as gasoline.
Few parts easy to operate and very durable. Throttling governor gives steady speed
No fuel pump required. Equipped with Webster magneto. Every engine
at all loads.
in your district.
There are
shipped ready to run. There's a demand for the
than in any other engine of similar horsemore quality selling points in the
powers.

—

JUMBO

JUMBO

ASK THE NEAREST BRANCH ABOUT JUMBO ENGINES
Manufactured

|sieison

Brothcrs

Company

liTchtusA.

WESTERN CANADIAN JOBBERS

Tudhope-Anderson Co. Limited
WINNIPEG

REGINA

SASKATOON

CALGARY

score the valve or valve seat.
When the direction of rotation
is changed, the valve should be
lifted from its seat, turned a little
and again seated. This will bring
other particles of the abrasive into action and hasten the grinding.
When a bright even surface is secured on both valve and seat, all
particles of the abrasive should
be removed and the valve placed
in position.

Weak

Mixtures

Throttle-governed engines are
almost certain to cause trouble if
the operator tries to run a weak
mixture. Many seem to think they
are saving fuel if they screw up
the tension screw of the air valve
and shut off on the fuel regulating
valve.

We

have known of many

cases of valve and motor trouble

April, 1918

because the supply of fuel and air
was not sufficient for a rich mixture and good compression.

A

weak fuel mixture is to be
The burning is so slow
the valves are damaged by

avoided.
that

hot gases.

bad

A

strong mixture is
an excess of
deposited in the

also, as there is

which is
combustion chamber. If there
any choice, a weak mixture

fuel

more damaging than

is

is

a rich one.

Lost Compression

Loss of compression, and consequently loss of power, is often due
to pitted valves, warped stems or
Deposits
dirt on the valve seat.
sometimes form on the valve
stems of kerosene engines which
have water sprays. This deposit
may cause a valve to stick or to
work slowly. Grinding remedies
the first of these troubles, but the
scale must be removed by pound-

and scraping. The use
water will prevent this
scaling, which is worse in the
alkali water country.
Loss of power is often due to

ing, filing

of

soft

worn cams or wear in the valve
system. As a result the valves
do not work with full openings.
We have seen cams with the
noses worn so much that the
valves lacked ys inch of full opening and yet the timing was good
for beginning and ending.

Weak valve springs are also
pOAver losers. The spring of the
valve should be stiff enough to
make the valve close as fast as
the cam action will let it close.
However, the spring of an automatic valve must be weak enough
to admit a full charge without any
throttling effect.
If the engine is in steady use it
pays the customer to keep a set of
A valve may
valves on hand.
warp or break at any time. In
case a valve breaks, he should
stop the engine at once. A multicylinder engine may continue to
run until the piston and valve
seat are badly marked by the fly-

|

I

ing valve.

Lining

Up

Piston Rings

A

great many times weak compression in a gas engine is due to
the fact that the joints of the pisthat is,
ton rings are in line
lying in a line parallel with the
direction of the motion of the piston.
This naturally allows the
compression to escape to a considerable extent.
It can be
avoided, however, if care is taken
to properly place the rings. When
the engine is overhauled and reassembled the rings should be
placed so that the joints or slots
Avill be staggered.
In addition,
the right and left slots should be
alternated.
Then if the joints
should happen to line up, very
;

little

compression

is lost.

^

—
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ITION;
You Can

a Tractor

Sell

-

—Sell

Deliver

a Tractor That Stays Sold

These two points should be well considered by every implement dealer and they are points we make our special aim, we stand
behind our tractor to the fullest extent and we have tractors on hand to ship you.
Our tractor answers all the demands of a Tractor customer, who wants a tractor that will do the best possible work at the lowest
possible first and upkeep costs, moreover, he wants what he wants when he wants it.
12-24 H.P.

Perfect Balance

CAPACITY

Simplicity
Light Weight

3

Will do anything

PLOWS

other
will

Accessibility
it

Strength
Short Turn
Surplus Power
Steel Cut Gears

Running

do

tractors

— and do

better.

Will do more and
better
work

than the best
horses.

in Oil

Hyatt Roller

Dealers

Bearings
Self-Guiding in

selling

Happy Farmer
Tractors
get
the cream of

Furrow
High and Constant Plowing
Speed

—

the trade and
the net profits.

The

Perfect

Kerosene Burner
The profit in dollars and cents on the sale of one Happy Farmer Tractor and its plow equals the profit on the sale under average
conditions of 5 gangs, 5 sulkies, 5 discs, 5 planters, 5 riding cultivators, 5 walking cultivators, 5 smoothing harrows and 5 walking

—

yet some dealers still believe there is no money in tractors.
Ask us about our agency proposition, you will find it different and much more

plows

you

like best.)

profitable.

Definite territory arranged and special discounts given according to the plan

Get in touch with us at once.
also handle Grain Separators and Power-Lift Engine Plows.

We

The Happy Farmer

(We

have several plans, select the one

you choose.

lines will increase

particulars.

NOTICE. —J. D. Adshead

or J. D. Adshead Co. are not connected,
either financially or otherwise, with The Happy Farmer Co. Ltd.

HAPPY FARMER COMPANY, LIMITED
References

225

CURRY BLOCK

Bank

of Montreal

Pos°ro°^J!E)

WINNIPEG, MAN.

Branches and Service Stations

Corner 7th and Halifax

REGINA, SASK.

THE TRACTOR CO.
SASKATOON, SASK.

your business.

Get

full

;
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Small Tractors Used Extensively
on Canadian Farms

Dent Parrett Elected
Dent Parrett, president of the
Parrett Tractor Co., Chicago, and
chairman of the tractor standards
division of the Society of Automotive Engineers, has been noti-

A

good many of the small 5-10
h.p. Avery tractors are being used
on Canadian farms. The accom])anying illnstration shows a 5-10
h.p. Avery tractor pulling a small
thresher. It is owned by Mr. H.

fied of his election to second
vice-president of the S.A.E. The
new vice-president succeeds
Major Fred Glover, whose duties
with the war department require

Sheridan, of Berlin, Ont.
This small tractor and separator threshed 80 bushels of oats per
hour. This tractor is a very profitable machine for the small farm
and also for doing the lighter
work on large farms. It is represented to produce a draw bar pull
equal to that of four horses, and
will

a

accomplish as

day as

team.
R. A.

a

much work

&

number

Toronto,

Co.,

of

represent tractor engineering interests at all of the future
Society of Automotive Engineers'

will

in

and Canadian Avery Company,
Winnipeg and Regina, Canadian
distributors, have sold a considerable

Because of his prominence in
the tractor industry, Mr. Parrett

sessions.

four-horse

regular

Lister

his entire attention.

these

small

tractors.

Avery 5-10 H.P. Tractor Threshing

nounce that they have secured the
distribution in Western Canada
for the well

Lalley Lighting plant, manufactured by the
Lalley Lighting Co., of Detroit,
Mich.

Farm
In any

ways

community there

is^^l-

opportunity, varying
with the location, for the implement dealer to increase his profits
by handling electric lighting
plants for farm, church, school or
public building use. In this connection the AVestern 'Canada
Motor Car Co., of AVinnipeg, an-

an

selection of reliable electrical de-

vices nor creating the

demand,

for

farmers are ready and waiting to
'be supplied.

known

is

as

the
olYered for producing current and
consuming current. The farmer
is now in the very advantageous
position of being' able to profit
from all the experiments and to
supply himself with equipment
perfected and found good.
The
large task of the dealer is not the

long life to the plant. There is
no danger of overheating, as the
gas engine, of one and one-half
horse power, which drives the
generator of about the same electric horse power, is water cooled
it has no valves to be kept ground
and cannot leak compression, so
it turns on indefinitely at 1800

no ex-

Urbanites have spent

money in trying and testing
many electrical devices now

making a

r.p.m.,

and

void

rivals

any large

The Lalley

light so

flickering

of

is

smooth
that

it

city light plant.

a 30 volt system,

and can be used to charge storage
batteries, run a moving picture
show, an X-ray machine, air or
water pump, an electric iron,
churn, cream separator, electric
fan,

electric

vacuum

toaster,

washing machine, etc., beits main function of manu-

cleaner,

sides

facturing electric lights.

Full in-

formation can be procured by

in-

terested dealers who will write
the Western Canada Motor Car
Co.,

keenly alive to the

the

their

periment.

of electricity is

is

and requirements of
the industry and will bend his
energies and his broad knowledge
of the tractor field in an eflfort to
advance the interests of manufacturers.

The Lalley
"Ball B earing

Plant," since both
the connecting rod and crank
shaft run on ball bearings twice
the necessary size in order to give

The use
Electric Light Plants for the

known

He

possibilities

in Ontario

The Case Catalog

A copy of the latest catalog issued by the J. I. Case Threshing
Machine
just

received.

The

new

book illustrates and describes the
company's extensive line of power
farming machinery. It is probably the largest and from all appearances the most expensive
farm machinery catalog ever published.
The cover is printed in
five colors and designed after a
beautiful drawing.
The body
stock is of highest grade enamel
on which appears excellent illustrations

of

different

machines

and parts.
Also many

interesting field
scenes together with pictures of
the various machines in their
natural
colors.
The company
wants every implement dealer in
the country to ask for this fine
book, which, by the way, is also
a Racine product.
copy will be

A

mailed to any interested party.

Now

Winnipeg, Man.

Racine, Wis., has

Co.,

beeii

for the

Spring Drive

!

WE WANT

WHO WANT
We

DEALERS
DOUBLE PROFITS-

OUR NEW SELLING PLAN

Shipping

eliminates many selling expenses which heretofore had to be included
the cost of tractors. Our dealers get the benefit of low cost. Dealers
make two and three times the profit by our plan.
Our advertising campaign has brought us many enquiries which we will
turn' over to our dealers
this means immediate sales and immediate profits.

m

Storage

—

RESERVE YOUR TERRITORY

NOW

Applications will be considered in the order received. No matter if you
have contracted for your 1918 line, we will help you double your business.
Write or wire us to-day.

HART-PARR OF CANADA,
328 William Ave.,

WINNIPEG

1618 Eighth Ave.,

GASOLINE AND
OIL BARRELS

A

—

have some good territory open for live dealers territory where
big money can be made by our new selling plan. Our contracts are ready
and delivery of Hart-Parr Tractors can be made at once.
still

LTD.
REGINA

Half
A

quick moving specialty that is in good
to-day for full particulars and prices.

demand at

this season. Write

ORDER A BARREL FOR DISPLAY PURPOSES

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing
Makers

o] Max. Stock Troughs.

P.O. Box 3006

F.I. 118

Waggon Tanks.

Co., Limited

Oil Barrels,

etc.

Winnipeg, Man.

:

:

April,'

:
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The "HOILAND^^
Wild Oats Separator

Attention, Dealers!

BERT CONWAY LINES:
Carriages

Harness

Wagons

Sleighs

Cream Separators

Cutters

Stoves

Ford Commercial Bodies

COMPRISING
Conway Line

Buggies

Munro & Mcintosh Line

Buggies

Heney Harness Company
Woodstock Wagon Co.

Wagons and

Swedish Separator Co.

-

Beckwith Company

The One Machine that Separates
Wild Oats from Tame Oats
and Other Grains

Harness and Blankets

'

Viking

Sleighs

Cream Separators

Round Oak " Stoves and Furnaces

Ford Commercial Bodies in

Made
from

all

Types

BERT

in

and durable.
Separates wild oats
The interior of drum is
which carries along the whiskered wild oats,

Sizes, strongly built

—wheat,

barley,

tame

oats, etc.

dis-

is

charged perfectly clean.

Seed experts and satisfied farmers everywhere endorse the Holland

AI^D PRICE LISTS

as the perfect wild oat separator.

Saskatchewan exclusively by

CONWAY

Two

with canton flannel,
which are removed by discharge wires, while the cultivated grain

territory.

These Lines are handled

in

grains

lined

Large Complete Stocks of above carried in Regina

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

all

It is a big selling line for dealers in

Let us send you full particulars.

.

any

Write at once.

WESTERN CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:

Cushman Motor Works

Regina, Sask.

of Canada, Limited

Builders oj light weight, high grade Gasoline Engines for

Corner Albert and South Railway Sts.

DEPT.

E.,

WHYTE

AVE.

AND VINE

all

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.

ST.

Six-Wheel

"LISTER"

(Patented)

Truck
Eliminates
1

Vibration

i

NOW

IS

Ideal Threshing Outfits

THE TIME TO SECURE CONTRACT AND TERRITORY

Good Work and Quality Construction Ensure
MADE

IN

TWO

SIZES:

Satisfactory Business

POWER REQUIREMENTS,, 9

Size of Separator, 22 x 36

;

Size of Separator, 26 x 42

:

to 20

H.P.

Horse Power Required, 9

to 15

H.P.

Horse Power Required, 14

to 20

H.P.

THE BEST INDIVIDUAL OUTFIT
"LISTER" Combination Threshers
lor doing satisfactory work under

are unequalled
all conditions.

TWO MEN

handle this outfit with ease. Except
in capacity it equals the biggest and best separator made.
Low in first cost; strong, practicable,
:;inip!e

design.
Large threshing capacity. Supplied with or without bagger, tailings
elevator, straw carrier or blower. As an
individual separator for light tractor
drive, sell the LISTER 26 x 42.
Ask for
full particulars of our outfits and agency
offer.
Write us at once.

Dealers
Line up your thresher business

now

OUR LINE INCLUDES
"Lister" and

"Canuck" Gasoline Engines, Grain Grinders and Crushers,

Lighting Plants, Milking Machines,

Electric

Cream Separators, Churns, Ensilage Cutters, Silos
Pump Jacks, Power Pumping Outfits

Sawing Outfits, Combination Threshers, Pumps,

Ask

for Prices

and Literature

R. A.

on any item

ST.

— not

livery

of

later.
all

N.B.

TORONTO

guarantee deorders.

Have

good stocks in hand and can fill
your orders as soon as received.
Ask for full particulars and prices.

LISTER
& CO. (Canada), LIMITED
WALL STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

JOHN,

We

early

QUEBEC

Let us send
you the Liberal
Lister Offer

:

:
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Power Drive

Figuring

many good

engine dealers throughout the
country are not familiar with the
methods of figuring pulley sizes
and speeds as they are required
It is a fact

that

machines of given sizes
and speeds. This is not greatly
to be wondered at. Although the
gas engine has made remarkable
to operate

strides within the last half-decade, all the phases of the gas en-

gine business have not yet been
Many an
studied by the trade.
otherwise first-class dealer could,
not tell a farmer the speed at

Farm Work

in

accurate as to the number of revolutions per minute the pulley on
a power machine should run.
Every machine is built to run at a
given speed. It is possible, however, to vary the speed slightly
either way without altering the
results or impairing the machine.
It is essential, however, that each
machine should be operated at approximately its rated speed.

The

first

thing

farmer, of course,

Try

to

could tell him the diameter of the
pulley operating on the line-shaft
that would give that speed.
In figuring speeds, of course, it
is not necessary to be absolutely

some
would have no use

in Less

Time with

in

many

styles

and

they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.
sizes,

PETERS'
Double Cylinder

Pump

Force

buy

— and

a

line-shaft.

would have
power machine,

course, he

Of

have
else he

to

for the engine
says an exchange. The point is
that he should be induced to buy
a line-shaft because he will then
be in the market for a long string
of
power machines, whereas,
without a shaft he would be inclined to purchase only one or
two machines which he could
"hook up direct" with the engine.
Once started in this way, the
farmer will continue to be in the

until

the capacity of his line-shaft gives
out; even then he can order a new
length and go on developing his
multiplicity
of
power outfits.

And

the chances all are, a hundred to one, that he will go back
to the dealer who sold him his engine and shafting for each new
machine that he buys.
Let us assume that the farmer

has bought a 3 horse-power en-

number

Returning to the discussion
of the power house mentioned, it
is assumed that the farmer in
question has bought a three-horse
engine whose pulley runs at the
rate of 400 revolutions per minute.
Experience has taught that
a line-shaft can be run at a rate
varying from 200 to 350 r.m.m.
For the sake of being specific, let
us suppose that the farmer wants

pulley.

gine.

to operate his shaft at 320 r.p.m.,
a
is

good average speed. Here then
his problem
What diameter
:

should the driven pulley on the
shaft be to give it such a speed
with the driving pulley, 8 inches
in diameter, running at 400 r.p.m. ?
This is also the dealer's problem,
or should be.
Useful Rules
(1) To Find Diameter, of Driver
Multiply the number of revolutions per minute (r.p.m.) of the
driven pulley by its diameter (in
inches), and divide the product

—

by the number

of the
quotient
will be the diameter of the driving pulley.

driving

(2)

of r.p.m.

pulley.

The

To Find Diameter

— Multiply

pulley.
(3)

To Find Speed

— Multiply

Unequaled in Design, Action and Durability.
They are different from all

and

pumps
finish,

for

B88888I

mm

given special attention.
are perfectly asthey have no "come-

is

Peter's

Pumps

sembled
back."

—

Sell

them and you make

satisfied customers.

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.
Manufactured by

Exclusive Canadian Agents

Tudhope Anderson Co.,
Wlnnipee

Regina

Saskatoon

:

which

eter,

is

8

us 3,200.

gives

That

inches.

Then

the rule

"And divide the product by
the number of r.p.m. of the driven
pulley."
The driven pulley on
the line-shaft, remember, is running at the rate of 320 r.p.m.
Dividing 3,200 by 320 gives us
10 (inches), the diameter of the
driven pulley.
That settles the
relations of the engine with the
says.

line-shaft.

Now

for

line-shaft,

the relations of the

whose speed remains

constant at 320 r.p.m., with the
various machines which it must
propel. Take the washer, for example. The speed of its pulley,
let us say, is 120 r.p.m., at which
the machine Avas built to run, and
the diameter of the pulley is 16
inches. What must be the diameter of the driving pulley on the
line-shaft to give the speed required? The problem is to find
the diameter of the driver under
the given conditions.
says "Multiply
revolutions per
(r.p.m.)
of the driven
:

'

Mr. Dealers Sell This Fence
Establish a trade that will stay with you and at the same time
Compare this strong, rustless,
will show a substantial growth.
unyielding fence alongside flimsy netting, and every poultry
raiser will flock to your store. Note the close spaces at
bottom that turns the small chicks and keeps out intruders.

SEND FOR LITERATURE
Get our catalogue of fencing for all purposes. Every foot of it guaranteed. Write
today for agency in open territory. Our fence
iu every instance backs up our advertising.
The Banwell-Hoxie Wire Fence Co., Ltd.
Winnipeg Man. Hamilton, Ont.

Clothes Reels
Made in the best
equipped factory
in Canada.

We make and
handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

We

also

install

hydro-pneumatic
Farm Water systems.

SUCCESSORS TO

The Riesberry Pump Co.
(Established 1882)

Ltd.

WRITE FOR DEALERS- PRICES

Calearr

Writ* Nearatt Branch Houaa for
Partloulara.

Let us then apply these rules to
the case which we assumed. The
problem is to find the diameter
of the driven, with the other conditions given.
The second rule
says
"Multiply the number of
r.p.m. of the driving pulley by its
diameter." Then we must multiply the speed of the driver
which is 400 r.p.m. by its diam-

PUMPS
AND

Our

produce

pulley.

minute

1918

line is absolutely up-to-date
in every respect. Every pump we

Driven

of

the diameter of the
driving pulley by its number of
r.p.m., and divide the product by
the diameter of the driven pulley.
The quotient will be the speed, or
number of r.p.m. of the driven

pulley by its diameter (in
inches)." Following out this instruction, 120 times
16 gives
"And divide the product
1,920.
by the number of r.p.m. of the
driven pulley,"
continues the

Dealers

Proposition

To Find Speed

(4)

— Multiply

the

clusive features that make
sales easy to customers who
want the BEST in pump
value.

Pump

of r.p.m. of the driving

The first rules
number of

in construction
and have ex-

Get Peters'

of Driver

the diameter of the
driven pulley by its number of
r.p.m., and divide the product by
the diameter of the driving pulley.
The quotient will be the speed or

service.

other

of

the number of
r.p.m. of the driving pulley by its
diameter, and divide the product
by the number of r.p.m. of the
driven pulley. The quotient will
be the diameter of the driven

Driven

pump

the last word in

is

washer

market for power machinery

Less Energy

Made

to

one not smaller than three-horse.
sell him a pump-jack, or

Then

Gives More Water

is

sell

make him consent

which a power washer should be
operated, and even if he could do
that it is improbable that he

PETERS PUMR5

the
an engine.

to

April, 1918

North-West
T. N.

„

WILLIAMSON

Pump
W.

J.

Co.

MERRELL

Phone 607

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.

:

April,
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The product

rule.

.livided

by

is

1,920.

That

320, the speed of the

line-shaft on which the driving

mounted, gives 6
(inches), which is the diameter

pulley

is

the driver.
By the use of these and the
third and fourth rule given, the
dealer can figure out any power
problem of this kind that may
come to him. The pulleys and
if

Do

showing different
kinds and makes of implements,
for that

Some machines vary

as possible.

tire of

your duty.

is

Cultivate pleasantness.

Do

not

Don't gossip.
talk personalities.
Try to have a friendly, but not inquisitive interest in

sonal

and

likes

means

but

self-training,

will

it

Sell people

tape

it is

;

try to

make every customer

CLASS

a sat-

Sizes

ASK FOR
THE
TWIN

:

Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin

City
City
City
City

CITY

CONTRACT

m

less directed.
If you make it plainly understood that the suggestions are to
be heeded, the effect on the

OIL

Line

TRACTORS FOR ANY

SIZE

FARM

ALL SIZES BURN KEROSENE, DISTILLATE and GASOLINE

of

THE FAMOUS TWIN CITY

"IS"

sales will be pleasing;
an appreciative public is not
long in comprehending any situa-

creased
for

Good

tion.

service

store

will

appeal.

Salesmen should be encouraged
also to offer suggestions for the
improvement of the business,

whenever such ideas come to
them. Encouragement along this
line will have its effect on the genappearance of the store. It
suggest to a
salesman now and then the
designing of a floor display and
tell him to do it just as he would
like it done for his own store.

eral
is

Minneapolis Steel

a wise plan to

923

LOGAN

AVE.

& Machinery

Co. of Canada, Limited

WINNIPEG

WEST

business.

Suggestions for Clerks

want you

to feel that

we

have an interest in you as an emyour interest in our
ployee
business will be greatly appre;

ciated.

shall expect all of the

to dress neatly

men

Neatness of ap-

pearance adds much
that other people should and will
feel toward you.
All patrons must be treated
Avith courtesy and respect under
all conditions.
Give marked preference to none.
Goods in this store are arranged
according to use.
Learn thoroughly the location of everything
to the respect

your department; when
through displaying to customers
be careful to return articles to

in

their proper places.

See that

all

stock which you are
handle is properly

required to
labeled and marked.
If not, report errors or omission at once,
in order that your time and the
time of customers may not be

wasted during a

sale.

GOPHER POISONER
Hog Proof

needs

We

ment

IN ITS

isfied patron.

For an ordinary retail implement store, we would suggest
something similar to the following, which may be elaborated
upon or condensed, as you may
deem best for your particular

We

Experi-

what they want, and

your selling force
will be remarkable, and the in-

no chance for any clerk to offer
any excuse for not performing his
full duty at all times, and under
This is not red
all circumstances.

Farmer

an

EVERY
TRACTOR
THE BEST

This

dislikes.

pay-

efficiency

be given to each new man
each of your present
employ,
you
salesmen and one posted in the
Make them cover the
office.
work you will expect of your selling force, and present them in
such a manner that there will be

Sell

most people.

Training the Selling Staff

may

a Line
the

Built
in Four

Report low stock promptly. Do
not allow any line to run out un-

the proprietor of a farm implement establishment, it will pay
you, if you have not already done
something of the kind, to have
enough typewritten copies made
of a set of instructions and suggestions for salesmen, so that one

Don't

Knows

from the figures given, but not
In order that he may
greatly.
sol/e future problems having to
do with pulley speeds and diameters, the dealer is urged to preserve these rules and examples.

As

Handle

careful about expressing per-

Be

speeds of the various machines
are arbitrarily fixed as typically

not

37

A

Cattle Proof

Chicken Proof

Kid Proof

container for poisoned grain which has been used successfully by the inventor for years and

PATENTED

is

now on

the market for the first time.
Grain treated with strychnine is only good for 24 hours if left on the ground and exposed to the weather;
but our poisoner holds a quart of grain off the ground and not exposed in any way and is perfectly good for all
'

season.

Farmers can make up

their

furnish grain treated ready for

own poison and use in the trap
use when requested to do so.

so long as

it

is

thoroughly dried before use.

We

Gophers always make for a hole to hide in and trap looks like a natural hiding place but gophers get out
easily and do not die in the trap.
This is the chance of a lifetime for any live agent. Every farmer wants six to a dozen as soon as they see
the trap.

Quick action

is

necessary to place in farmers' hands before seeding.

Sample Sent any Reliable Implement Dealer
SIGN

COUPON BELOW

LIVE

Canadian Specialty Co., Moose Jaw, Sask.

AGENTS

price are satisfactory, I agree to

WANTED

Send me, prepaid, one gopher poisoner as advertised. If both the trap and
pay for same and to place an order for one dozen.

If

not satisfied in every way,

Name

EVERYAddress

WHERE

Agent for

I

agree to return poisoner at your expense.

;

.
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Service

and Tractor Sales

subsequent

Retail implement dealers who
sell tractors recognize the necessity of giving

Subscribers'

Information

he g"ave on other equipment, he
replied that his

Service

this heading we will reply
enquiries from jobbers and
dealers concerning the location of

Under

records showed

to

by no means of one mind as
to what constitutes an adequate
degree of service. A. M. Spencer,
an Iowa dealer, who sold twenty-

that

five tractors in his territory last

vice represented but about 2 per
cent of the purchase price of the

ply,

Convention that he figured $25

machine.

FARM IMPLEMENTS,

per tractor as the cost to him, of
the service he considered it necessary for him to render. This includes the cost of the delivery of
the tractor itself and that of five

essential

cost him an average of 7
per cent of the selling price of a
binder to g'ive necessary service,
while the $25 cost of tractor ser-

are

year, said at the

Iowa Dealers'

it

Service

tion to the purchaser

machine manufacturers, where
pair parts

if

is

to result,

J.W.R.,

dealers should consider
carefully how much service they

Lean

—

CITY, U.S.A.

—

Montreal, Que. St. John, N.B. Hamilton, Ont.
Ottawa, Ont.; Toronto, Ont.; London, Ont.; Quebec, Que.;
Calgary, Alta. Edmonton, Alta. Vancouver, B.C.
;

;

;

;

harrows

for Roderick
can, we believe, be

G.E. & S. Co., Man.—Austin well drills
are made by the Austin & Western Co.,
of Chicago. For repair parts, write direct
to the factory.
G.H., Alta. For repairs for a Hoosier
grain drill, communicate with the Lethbridge branch house of the International
JBarvester Co. of Canada.
"Standard" fanning mills
G.G., Sask.
are not handled by any jobbing concern
in Western Canada. You can procure repairs by addressing the manufacturers,
J. L. Owens & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Halifax, N.S.

—Repairs

Springfield, Ohio.

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

disc

Alta.

—

afiford to render.

Executive Offices:

and 348

Winnipeg,

procured tlirough the Waterloo Manufacturing Co., of Portage la Prairie, Man.
G.McM., Sask. The International Harvester Co. of Canada do not carry repairs for "Superior" grain drills in the
You would have to
Canadian West.
write direct to the manufacturers, the
American Seeding Machine Co., Inc.,

Offices throughout the civilized worl^. Correspondence invited

346

reetc.

satisfac-

BRADSTREET'S
Established 1849

be obtained,

enclose stamped, addressed
envelope. Send enquiries to Information
Dept.,
CANADIAN

hence
can

may

Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate re-

absolutely

is

on tractors

was formerly made at Racine, Wis.
now made by the Currie Manufact"'
ing Co., of Lauder, Man., who have t

is

how

compared with what

this service

but they

service,

In response to
the cost of

visits.

a question as to

W.O.M., Man.

—The Canadian Manufac-

1403 Traders' Bank
Toronto, publish a complete
Canadian trade index, giving the names
of all manufacturers of various lines in
Canada. This book covers the field completely.
Cost is $5.00.
E.L., Sask.
The Webber fanning mill
turers' Association,

;

Building,

C. G.

Commercial

SCHAFPTER,

Supt.

WINNIPEG, Man.

Travellers' Building,

April, 1918

—

manufacturing rights for Canada. ES
pairs and new mills should be obtaine.
direct from that concern.
J.W. Co., Man. Cooper wagons are
manufactured by the A. A. Cooper
Wagon & Buggy Co., of Dubuque, Iowa.
Write factory direct. Repairs for J. I.
Case plows can be procured through the

—

Happy Farmer

Winnipeg.

Co., Ltd.,

—

M.P.R., Sask. Sorry that we cannot
locate
a disc harrow with boxings
Are you sure on the
JI. 346 and H. 347.
marking, as H. 366 and 367 are boxings
for a Cockshutt disc.
Can any reader
give
supply source of the boxings
H. 346 and H. 347 ?
R. & Co., Sask. D 77 is a rocker arm
for an Ideal single disc drill made by the
Beaver Dam Mfg. Co., Beaver Dam, Wis.
Write direct for part. Repair parts for
Bissell disc harrows can be obtained from
any of the Western branches of the John
Deere Plow Co., Ltd.
J.H.McL., Man. Wants to know who
handles an evener, six or seven -horse,
where front horse, in tamden, draws
against the rear horse with light chaintraces over small pulleys on the whiffletrees. Has any subscriber come across a
hitch of this type?
J.M., Sask. Cannot locate makers of
engine with flywheel stamped L.G. 4 1.
This is a stationary engine about three
horse-jjower, using gasoline or kerosene.
It may be an early model of the New-

^

i^i

;!

—

'|

>i

*j

—

—

—

Way.

—Chemical

G.W.M., Sask.

fire

engines

for village use are handled by the Waterous Engine Works, of Winnipeg, also

the R. S. Bickle Co., Woodstock, Ont.
No Winnipeg concern
J.G.B., Sask.
handles repairs for the Tiger grain drill.
Write direct to the makers, the Tiger
Drill Co., Beaver Dam, Wis. Repairs for
the Dowagiac drill are no longer carried
in
Western Canada.
Write factory
direct, addressing Dowagiac Drill Co.,
Dowagiac, Mich.
J.M., Man. Repairs for Monitor drills
can be secured from the John Watson
Mfg. Co., Winnipeg, who carry a large
stock of Moline repairs.
For concrete
mixers address the General Equipment

—

—

SELL WATSON'S

HARROW CARTS

& Supply
Enables the farmer to ride while harrowing. Light, yet strong and
durable.
Seat set high, out of dust.
Wheels have 3-inch concave steel
tires—cannot collect dirt. Swivel axle design allows cart to turn with!
harrow. Removable boxings in wheels.
•

^

M.O.P.,

Co.,

Winnipeg.

Sask.—The

following

firms

manufacture caterpillar tractors in the
United States; Austin Drainage Excavator Co., Chicago, 111.; Bean Spray
Pump Co., San Jose, Cal. C. L. Best
;

WHEEL HEIGHT
36 inches
There's

a

big

demand

for

our carts in any territory.

Write us for

full

particu-

lars at once.

Traction Co., Oakland, Cal.; Bullock
Tractor Co., Chicago; Buckeye Mfg. Co.,
Anderson, Ind.; Cleveland Tractor Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio; Gile Tractor "Co., Lud
ington, Mich.; Holt Mfg. Co., Peoria,
111.;
Killen Strait Mfg. Co., Appleton,
Wis.; Monarch Tractor Co., Watertown,
Wis. In your province, Cleveland tractors are handled by Norman Cox, Saskatoon.

WATSON'S HARROWS

will get

ALL

you

the

Harrow Trade

A Miniature

Wood and

Steel Boss Harrows.
Steel— 24 feet.
Sizes:
24 ft.
tooth
In
steel
boss
type,
bars
are of angle steel, cross bars all channel
steel.
Teeth held individually by steel
wedges, are dagger shaped with the edges
directly in line of draft.
Are fitted
with a pulley hitch evener.
Light
draft, exceptionally strong.

Boss

Wood—

We

,

ture

are in receipt of the miniacatalog published by the

London Concrete Machinery

STOCK GENUINE MOLINE "ACME" SHARES

of

The steel in these shares is treated by secret chemical
processes.
Carbon, giving hardness, is evenly injected into
each surface of the plate for one-third its thickness. Centre
third is left tough and malleable.
This gives a solid, onepiece share that is glass hard on the outside for scouring and
tough on the inside to absorb shocks and strains. Ask us for
prices on
shares don't sell duplicates.

produced by

ACME

THE WATSON LINE OF QUALITY GOODS:
Root Pulpera
Bevel Jacks
Push Carts
Barrel Skids

Horse Powers

Wood and Pole Saws
Boss Wood Harrows
Light Delivery Sleighs
Boss Steel Harrows
Feed Cutters (7 styles)

Harrow Carts
Hand and Power Washing Machines

Co.,

London, Ont. This handy-size
booklet describes and illustrates
of

in a concise

Whiffletrees

Catalog

—

Get Latest Catalog and Prices

Farm and Bush Sleighs
Wheel Barrows
Channel Steel Harrows
Roller

concrete

cern.

The

manner the full line
making machinery'

-

this

well-known con

full line is

covered,

i

al-

though individual catalogs dealing with the specific machines are
a feature in the publicity of this

company.

Appended

to

the

miniature catalog is a price list of
the goods.
Copies can be obtained by writing the company
direct.

Crushers

Warehouse Trucks
Grain

Grinders

Pump

Jacks

"Viking" Cream Separators

311

CHAMBERS STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

Advertising and dynamite are
both useful, but the results of
each depend vipon how it is
handled.

I
'|

!
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Meco Engines
Beat Any and

Al Competition

3,

8

6,

12

1918

I

SIZES:
2,

1842

Plows

Little Genius Tractor
Success was built into the P.

& O.

Little

Genius from the very

first.

Away down

in a marshy field in Mississippi, three winters ago, the first P. & O. Little Genius made
good against big odds, and right there justified the faith of its builders in. the one-man,
light tractor plowing outfit as the ideal plowing unit for average farms.
Its unparalleled record of going out and making good under conditions reasonable and unreasonable, the preference which tractor demonstrators have shown for pulling the P. & O.
Little Genius, the value of its reputation as an advertisement for your business, and the
generous proposition which we offer the dealers, combine to make the P. & O. Little
Genius the plcw you need in your business.
POWER LIFT—The land wheel furn- levers; high-grade coulters; easy adjustishes
ments for securing proper depth and sucthe
power.
Two-to-one
gearing
causes the bottoms to be raised and
tion
dust-proof wheel boxes with hard-oil

4,

and
H.P.

;

lowered

in the right distance of travel lo
insure straight headlands and, at the same
time cuts in two the power required to
raise the bottoms
the land wheel never
slips.
The plow raises on all three wheels,
giving a high level lift. A single trip rope,
convenient to the hand of the tractioneer,
gives him instant and positive control.
Power lift operates both as bottoms enter
and leave the ground, bringing the whole
weight of the plow to bear in forcing the
bottoms into hardest soils.
Pin-break hitch;
heavy,
full-throated
beams;
retreating

—

DEALERS: PUT THE MECO LINE
BEHIND YOUR ENGINE BUSINESS

perfect bottoms, with quick
detachable shares; wide clearance between
bottoms, insuring good work in trashy
ground; these and many other splendid
features make the P. & O. Little Genius
plow for use with any light tractor.

lubrication;

THE

OTHER FEATURES—

If you want to build up a bigger and more profitable engine business
and put a quick-selling line on your floor, don't waste time get in touch
with us an4 let us tell you about MECO quality and MECO prices. These
engines have made good everywhere.
Reasonable in price; superior in
design, finish and efficiency. Easily operated and deliver full rated power.
Four-cycle, water-cooled, valve-in-head design.
Safety spark shift; low
fuel consumption. The best engines built for economical farm use.

—

Made by PARLIN & ORENDORFF

GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES TO DEALERS

CO., Canton,

lU.,

U.S.A.

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.

The John Stevens Company, Ltd.
661

HENRY AVENUE

WINNIPEG, MAN.

SALES AGENTS FOR CANADA
BRANDON

WINNIPEG

YORKTON

ESTEVAN

REGINA
SASKATOON
CALGARY
EDMONTON

NORTH BATTLEFORD
LETHBRIDGE

The Biggest Tractor Year
TITAN

[JIJlT'S going to be a big year for tractors. That is fully
understood by farmer and dealer and tractor builder.
Food shortage, high prices, and growing lack of men
and animal power are the factors that will put tractors on
thousands of farms in the months ahead.
Tractors are the
solution of the problem, and the dealers must see their
opportunity, to the full.

10-20

Here are shown leading 1918 kerosene tractors—Titan
10-20 and International 15-30. These tractors have done so
large a part of the satisfactory farming with power in past
years, and are so well distributed, that timely selling action
is the thing to
be chiefly considered now.
Thousands of

new
INTERNATIONAL

15-30

prospects are looking to the dealers.
Dealers who are alive
to the possibilities in tractor-sellLng this spring are now getting
in communication with the Harvester branch houses.
The
earlier you write us the more time saved— and time is precious.

International Harvester

Company

of Canada, Limited

BRANCH HOUSES
^^^"Wi^nfc

EAST—Hamilton,

^^^^bridge, Alta.;

MTT::;^Yl&!iti^'^'^°''^'''''
Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.;

St. John,

North Battleford, Saak.; Regina. Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.;
N.B.

!
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BULL DOG FANNING MILLS
FOR ANY SIZE FARM
Capacities 25 to ISO bushels per hour

ACKNOWLEDGED LEADERS
Our long experience in the automobile business, and our financial ability
enables us to handle the best cars on the market. The lines we handle are
ahead of all others, regardless of price, in quality, power, performance and
reliability.

GRAY-DORT

REO

PEERLESS

Proven automobiles, for which an insistent demand shows that the motoring public acknowledge them as the greatest automobile value at reasonable prices. They incorporate the best in material, style and mechanical
merit, plus every improvement that the most discriminating purchaser
ds sixes

AS A SELLING PROPOSITION
They sell easily, and when sold stay sold.
lines are exceptional.
Sales profits are not absorbed by expenses in keeping customers satisfied.
These

Note the Double Auger Conveyor; one for Screenings, one for Seed Grain

FOR THE LARGE FARM OR SMALL ELEVATOR

Dealers handling them have advantages not possessed by their competitors.

DEALERS : Ask

for our Special Bargains in

Our 64-inch Bull Dog with Screenings Sacker and Wagon Box Elevator
makes a big selling line for you. This mill is equipped with double auger

used

conveyor, as shown, and has heavy babbitted boxes and double eccentrics.
Better built than any big capacity mill sold. Strong and rigid construction.
Ask us for full particulars of the 64-inch Bull Dog and our smaller mills,

cars and trucks. We have a few on hand, splendid
values at snap prices. Don't delay, write us to-day

JOSEPH

MAW &

CO., LIMITED

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES
Winnipeg, Man.
112-118 King Street

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR

CO.,

LIMITED

Winnipeg, Man.
Off Logan Ave. on Quelch Street
Address ail Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta to
R.

W. DOW, Box

1406, Calgary, Alberta

UDHOPE ANDERSON
OUR FAMOUS STIFF-TOOTH
CULTIVATORS MEET THE DEMAND
Built in
For

killing

Heavy and

Three Sizes:

7,

9 and 11 Teeth

weeds and thorough cultivation, no better machines are made.
strong, yet with light draft.

Exceptional clearance;

stiff,

sagless,

Wide range of pressure adjustment on each tooth; quick, easilyoperated mechanism for raising or lowering. Of the best materials and finely
The strongest, most efficient cultivator sold. Hard bpen hearth
finished.
steel frame.

crucible steel points.

Any

size points supplied as desired.

2 or 3

Ask

for

Prices

and

Literature

Furrow Sizes
24-inch

Discs

ADJUSTABLE DISC PLOWS
Disc Plows have no side draft. Low power
frame, strongly braced. High carbon steel discs
Perfect adjustment
fitted with wide scrapers.
A profitable line for the dealer
requirements.

T-A

particulars

requirements. Channel steel
run on ball bearings and are
alters discs to suit all soil
Get full
in any territory.

—NOW

TUDHOPE-ANDERSON
Regina

Winnipeg, Man.
Saskatoon

CO., LTD.
Calgary

—
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICE IN CANADAj ^^^opy.

10

CenU

SURANCE

I

OF ALL KINDS

OF CANADA
LOANS for LIVESTOCK

HAIL
Employers' Liability Assce. Corpn., London, Eng.

FIRE
AND AUTOMOBILE
The London Mutual

To Good Farmers

living in the vicinity of its
rural Branches, the Union Bank is prepared to
make loans on reasonable terms for the purpose
of purchasing cattle for feeding or breeding

Fire Insurance Co.

The Glens Falls Insurance Co.
The Millers National insurance Co.

LIVE STOCK

purposes.

The General Animals Insurance Co.

Consult the Local Manager for particulars.

Paid Up Capital
Deposits Over Total Assets Exceed
Head

Office

:

Winnipeg

-

-

$5,000,000.00

-

-

$110,000,000.00

-

-

$140,000,000.00

For Local Agencies Apply

CARSON & WILLIAMS
30

U4

THE PIONEER BANK of WESTERN CANADA

Your customers want a Watson's harrow

that they can ride while
harrowing. Light, yet very strong and durable. Gives very little extra draft. Seat
set high, out of dust.
Wheels, 36 inches high, have 3-inch concave steel tires
cannot collect dirt. Swivel axle allows cart to turn with harrow.
Removable
boxings in wheels.
cart so

Send Your Orders— NOW
We

have a good stock on hand.

BROS., LIMITED

LIFE BUILDING, REGINA

P. BURNS' BUILDING, CALGARY
UNION BANK BUILDING. WINNIPEG

720

SELL WATSON'S HARROW CARTS

CANADA

:

STOCK GENUINE
MOLINE
"ACME "
SHARES

There's

a big demand for our carts in any territory.
Don't delay, but write at once for
full particulars.
'

Get Catalog and Prices

The steel in these shares is treated by secret chemical processes.
Carbon, giving hardness, is evenly injected into each surface of the plate
for one-third its thickness.
Centre third is left tough and malleable.
This gives a solid, one-piece share that is glass hard on the outside for
scouring and tough on the inside to absorb shocks and strains. Ask us for
prices on ACME shares
don't sell duplicates.

—

WE CARRY
REPAIRS FOR

MOLINE
IMPLEMENTS
AND
JANESVILLE

PLOWS

CHAMBERS AND HENRY STREETS, WINNIPEG

Sell

Dominion Sewing Machines
Profit Builders for the

gressive

Get Our Uniform Tire Boole on

Pro-

Implement Dealer

Every

Dominion Sewing Machine
makes, a satisfied customer.
Your lady customers cannot buy
a better machine at any price. They
increase your prestige in the farm
home and net you a nice profit on
sol^

—

every
Get

"VIOLA
(Registered)

once.

sale.

our large

Using

with ease.

Phonographs.

natural colors.

for

Prices.

TIRES

FREE

Catalog at
can be closed
Shows the machines in
it,

Cabinet

Write

CEARED-TO-THE-ROAD

sales

THERE A "DOMINION"
AGENT IN YOUR TOWN?
IF NOT, WRITE US TO-DAY

The Dominion Sewing Machine & Phonograph Company
300 NOTRE DAME AVE,, WINNIPEG, MAN.

It will tell

you the Exclusive Miller Plan for
in Each Locality

One Dealer

THE MILLER TIRE COMPANY
WINNIPEG. MAN.
155

PtilNCESS ST.,

FACTORIES: AKRON. OHIO
//

you cannot get a Miller

Tire in

your town write direct to us.

—
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COCKSHUTT UNE

FROST & WOOD
GRAIN HARVESTERS

RENFREW
CREAM HARVESTERS
Milk
Waist High

Easy
Running
Close

Crank

Skimming

Comfortable
Height

Sanitary
Inter-

Easily

changeable
Capacity

Cleaned

No

Sharp
Corners

•

•

'

Oil Bath

•

All

^^^^

THE FROST AND WOOD

Binder has many
to make its
helped
have
that
features
good

reputation as a good reliable Binder, easily
handled and adjusted to any kind or condition of
grain, easy on the horses and a sure tyer.
The Bull wheel and grain wheel are in line not one
This with the auto steering
ahead of the other.
fore carriage enables a square turn to be made at

—

the corners.

Bull wheel and grain wheel are set further forward than on any other Binder right under the
The whole machine is evenly balanced and
load.
TILT. This is a big advantage in unEASY
even grain, long and short, when it is necessary to

The

—

TO

tilt

the Binder quickly and often.

a wider range of adjustment than on
any other Binder, both up and down and forward
Another big advantage in long
and backward.
and short grain, in down tangled grain, and more

The Reel has

particularly

from the

when

the grain

is

Gears in

leaning forward

away

Round

No

Edges

T

that

has so many good features
gives the user satisfaction from the

it

start.

exclusive patented bowl gets "all the cream"
skims to one hundredths of one per cent (.01%).

The

The

interchangeable capacity

therefore imitated by others.

is

a real success and

When

the herd in-

creases a small capacity machine can be converted
into a large capacity by merely changing the bowl,

supply tank,

etc.

The gears run

in

an

oil

bath and there

while the machine

is

a continual

in motion,

spray of oil,
every bearing and moving part inside the
milk tight and dust tight frame.
It is so

up

full

is

on

oil-tight,

easy running that it is no trouble to keep
speed and .get all the cream.

IT IS

A STEADY SELLER
The Cockshutt Line

Cups

HE RENFREW

reel.

IT IS

Oil

EASY TO SELL

includes implements for every

farm and for every season from January to December.
That means sales all the year round.
It is made up of Implements that have given years
of efficient service. The man who buys one Cockshutt
Implement is soon open to conviction that there is equal
value in other Cockshutt Implements. That means the
least time and effort per sale.
You need these goods. If you have not yet contracted
write for

full

information or see our traveller.

COCKSHUTT PLOW
WINNIPEG

REGINA

CO.,

CALGARY

LIMITED
SASKATOON

WINNIPEG, CANADA. MAY,

XIV., No. 5

Machinery
may

Ilay-raising-

l)e

made more

by the study of market
(icmands, that is, which market
will give the farmer the opporprofitable

unity of getting the best price

1

i)r

!

The

his hay.

ii.iy

sells,

cder.

is

It

the

lualitv.

^DUie

will

is

the

feeder

demand and who

uikes the
lines

which
determined by the
price at

kind

of

who
d'eter-

hay and"

its,

Some demand timothy,
have nothing but

al-

while
others
swear by
lover.
City markets, for inaiice, require tlieir timothy cut
This is because the hay is
arly.
I'l'
better color, and the foliage
less easily knocked off.
On the
contrary the country markets
liefer their timothy cut rather
ilfa,

I

1

minimum expense

for

help

by

using a side-delivery rake and a

hay loader. These machines elimall the slow, laborious work
that resulted from the old meth-

inate

The

the hay

side-delivery rake puts
into light, fluft'y wind-

rows,
where it can air-cure
quickly and uniformlv. y\ny man
who has ever pitched hay up on a
wagon on a hot day can easily
appreciate the modern hay loader
which does away with all this
drudgery.
The old method almost alv/ays resulted in uneven
curing, as one part of the hay
would be sun-dried almost to
worthlessness and another part
would contain too much moisture.

To

late.

One

of the chief reasons for the

timothy is its palatability.
This depends largely upon the
lime it is cut and how it is cured.
May, however, must be clean, for
price of

unclean hay loses part of its feeding value, and is not so marketable. Choice hay should not contain over 5 per cent of other tame
or cultivated grasses.
Grasses
lessen the palatability and cause
it to be off color.
They generally
result from the meadow beingkept too long in hay. The seed
bed for a hay crop should always
be well prepared
it
should be
moist, firm and finely pulverized.
This excludes an excess of air
from the soil near the surface
when the plants begin to grow.
It reduces evaporation and gives

secure a high quality of hay
the tedder is invaluable.
It is
especially valuable in clover and
where hay is heavy, as it permits
the windrows to be stirred so that
air can circulate freely.
When
stacking the sweep rake, loader
and stacker are great laborsavers.

Taken over all, the hay machinery line affords the implement
dealer a large field for selling
effort.
The various manufacturers of

hay tools and hay mach-

inery produce
sizes, self

mowers

in various

and hand dump rakes.

sweep rakes,
combined sweej)
rakes and stackers, hav presses,
hay slings and forks, etc.
side delivery rakes,

loaders, stackers,

The Essential Mower
Qualities which make a good
mower are strength, durability,
light draft, ease

and

or

management

more

of these features.

They

should be rejilaced, for it is costly
to experiment with a worn-out
mower, as a crop may stand for
some time without deterioration,
but when hay is ready for market,
it should i)e cut.
An old machine
with worn gears, a dull sickle and
a cracked pitman, means a delay
that may result in an over-ripened
crop.

When selling the mower the
dealer should, by all means, have
a sample on the floor.
Its
strength and gearing are important points from the standpoint ot
the customer. Whether the mower will cut clean depends largely
upon the tractive power of the
wheels.
Ease of control is another important factor, while with
a good mower, selling arguments
can be built up around the cutter
bar, pitman, shifter, shafting, etc.

Advise the customer

to

take

a

L'py.Voc."

{

Hay Crop
mower of good size so that he will
get the maximum amount cut in
a day. With the sulky rake there
has been little change in the last
decade, but with the self-dump
rake,

simplicity and durability
are big selling factors.
Axles,
dump rods, tooth holders, frame
design, trip mechanism, etc., are
all

reasons for argument on the

part of the dealer.

The Side-Delivery Rake
Air cured hay is always desirable, so the side-delivery rake is
used with profit by many farmers.

In the windrow the hay cures
evenly without being sun-burned
or discolored. Little of the original feeding value is lost by this

method. The side-delivery rake
follows the mower and delivers
the cut alfalfa, grass, etc., upside

down

in a loose, continuous windrow.
The usual practice is to
gather the hay as fast as it is cut,
leaving it in the fluffy windrows

through which the air can circulate freely.
Before hay can be
stored either in the mow, shed or
stack, it must be cured properly.
The moisture must be allowed to
evaporate.
The bulk of the
moisture is found in the stem. If
it is to be evaporated promptly
the leaves must remain on the
stem.
This is easily accomplished if the leaf is removed from
the direct sunshine before it be-

comes

dry.

The

ideal

tool

for

placing the swath of hay in a position so the leaves will be in the

shade in a loose windrow

better germination of the seed. Tt
furnishes a feeding ground, that

is

the

side-delivery rake.

the tender roots can easily penetrate.

The proper time for sowing hay
depends upon the seed, condition
of soil and upon climatic conditions but, from the dealer's view;

we are most interested in
equipment used in harvesting
the hay crop.
Harvesting Equipment
The old way of handling hay,
m which strong arms and forks
point
the

''

of

cutting power.

In
every district you will find machines, usually old, which lack one
efficient

;

played the chief part, is so wasteful of time and labor that no
farmer can afford to use it any
longer. The very best quality of
!y can now be
secured at a

SUBSCEIPTION PRICE ,N CANADA

Profitable for Handling the

is

od.

1918

Where Hay Machinery comos

in

useful

Many farmers favor the windrower and buncher attTchments
designed for attachment to the
cutter bar of the mower, for these
devices avoid the accumulation of
trash and dirt and prevent the
loss of seeds and leaves.
Loading the Crop
Pitching hay is a job that most
of us remember with mixed feelings. It is back-breaking work,
and farmers are not slow to eliminate this labor by the use of a
Uay loader, which is a desirable
and necessary part of their equipment if they handle hay in quantity.
These machines will do as
nuich as three or four men, and in

Canadian Farm Implements
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when men

these times,
to

their

get,

vise

is

are hard
to

likely

greatly increase. Hand pitching
means that more or less trash is
mixed with tlie hay. The loader
picks the hay up free from trash,
cleanly and without any tangling.
In relation to the loader, capacity,
ability to work where tne ground
durability,
is rovigh or uneven,
elevating action, coupling attachment, etc., ofifer interesting subThe hay
jects for discussion.
loader is an interesting machine
for the dealer to advertise and
demonstrate, and is an especially
profitable machine for the farmer
machine which posto own.
sesses these features can hardly

A

reaching the

help

"best- seller"

division.

Stacking the cured product

is

the favorite method of protecting
the hay crop from the elements.
It must be properly stacked, however,

and the only way to attain

modern

this is to use the

stacker.

A

stack built with a stacker is
certain to keep much longer than
one built by hand the centre is
solid, the outside settles proportionately, leaving the stack struc
ture roof-shaped so that it will
shed water. If the stacker had
nothing to recommend it save its
ability to put up hay so it will
keep, the machine would be a
But the
profitable investment.
greatest argument in favor of the
stacker is its labor-saving feature.
;

The Sweep Rake
For the man who stacks

his

open the sweep rake is
hay
a handy machine. It gathers hay
from the swath or windrow and
in the

carries sufficient load to

make

it

an essential for transporting hay
When selectmg a
sweep-rake for use in conjunction
with a stacker the farmer prefers
a type with a capacity and
strength for handling large loads.

to the stacker.

would be possible to go on
beyond the limitations of our

It

far

space in describing the various
tvpes of hay machines now in
,

him
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vogue, but there are a few more

effecting quite a saving to

features which are of importance

labor and expense also taking care
of the crop before it Is spoiled.
Long track with easy running
wheels on the carrier, and unload-

to the dealer

who

desires to cash

on the hay machinery trade.
The hay baler is a most importin

ant factor in this line, for before
its evolution no one cottld compute the thousands of tons of
good hay which, within easy access of a market, were allowed to
waste because they could not be
transported because of excessive
given quantity
cubic capacity.
of hay, when baled, only occupies
about one-fifth of the space required by the loose product, while
experts claim that baled hay retains from 30 to 50 per cent more
nutriment than does the loose

in

receive the fork pulley from any
angle, allow the latter to swing

motor trucks or automobiles
would a dealer sell without a
demonstrator or sample on sales
floor? Is not the same true of
tractors and implements?
The H. A. Sanders Motors Corporation, 1876 Broadway, N.Y.,

when

fully

Farmers using hay harvesting
and handling machinery need the

prominent place

ers

with wide open mouths to

the unloader is suddenly
started along the track.

to

On the market there are many
excellent types of hay balers, and
in this line the dealer cannot cater
to the larger

hay grower unless

he stocks a good make of baler.
At all events, the time has long
gone when we must regard the
hay crop as simply an avenue for
the sale of a few mowers, rakes
and pitchforks. To handle the
crop economically the various

mentioned in this
article are not unnecessary equipAnd
ment, but are essential.
beyond these there are another
implements

series of

very useful

tools.

Hay Unloading Tools

They even show Tractors on Broadway, New York City

machines

They

most

when

rushed.

are only in use for a

paratively

brief

period.

comIt

is,

therefore, app.arent that the dealer
should select this line carefully,

representing a product that has

proven trustworthy and which
will not be found wanting when
;

market
special unloading tools which are

There

are

upon

the

a great aid to the farmer in the
rapid handling of his hay, grain,

From the wide selechay unloaders, forks and
slings and pulley equipment with

fodder, etc.
tion of

dealer has a large
variety to represent. By the use
of this equipment the load of hay
or grain can be quickly stored in
the barn and with much less labor
track,

the

than was formerly required when
the same had to be pitched by
means of the small hand fork.
The farmer, therefore, by the use
of these tools, can readily handle
much more in a day's time than
he could without their use, thus

The Famous Line of Machines
suit your power— small or large — and

more work with same power than others. Quality
of work and capacity and durability of machine
and grinding plates unequalled.

A

few styles and
No.
No.
No.
No.

A— 6
B—
B— 10
C—

93/4

CUSTOM MILLS
No.
No.
No.

D— 10^
D— 11
7—13

5
6

,

„

„

S

to 12 H.P.

:

8 to 14 H.P.
inch Plates (Flat)
8 to 16 H.P.
„
„
„
15 to 25 H.P.
„
•„
„

SONS
FLEURY'S
MedaU and Diploma*
Ss? THE JOHN DEERE PLOW
J.

..
World'* Fair*,

Winnipeg

Regina

Saskatoon

Calgary

Aurora, Ontario
Chicago and Pari*

COMPANY, LIMITED
Edmonton

Lethbridge

print

a

is

9-18 kerosene tractor hitched to a
Grand Detour two-bottom plow.
Other dealers throughout the
country might do well in follow-

Note that
ing a similar display.
the window reaches to the floor.
This has two distinct advantages,
first, that it permits the tractor to
stand on the floor and second,

efficient haying machProper display, local adand circular letters,
vertising
coupled to canvassing the terri-

It is a plow rig display
and everything else that would
distract the thought from that
one idea has been left out, there is
not a mass of irrelevant material

ment

in

inery.

will greatly increase the
business in this line for the average dealer.

tory,

A Model Show Window

use of

their

display

Other merchants cash

Exhibit

windows?
in big

on

the strength of their window
Some say impleadvertising.
ments and tractors are too big
and awkward to put into a win-

dollars building show rooms
and always with spacious display
windows.
All manufacturers of high grade
tractors have been urging their
dealers to carry at least one
tractor on their floor as a sample.
Tractors can not always be easily
sold from a catalog, as many
of

Head

Mill

Custom Work

5 H.P.
to
to 10 H.P.
to 12 H.P.

The accompanying
photograph of their
window on Broadway, New York
City, Avherein they show a Case
window.

mobilized for action. The dealer
of to-day has a decided advantage
over the pioneers in the introduction of this class of implements, in that the farmer now
realizes that economical hay harvesting is best attained by the use
of fewer men and a greater invest-

dow. This has been proved to be
entirely erroneous by motor car
dealers who have spent thousands

sizes are as follows:

inch. Plates (Flat)

in their display

crop.

RAPID-EASY GRAIN GRINDERS
size

realize the importance of
carrying tractors in stock and also
of giving a sample outfit very

A

Why aren't implement dealers
throughout Canada making better

A

How many

dealers have proven.

that

it

permits an unobstructed

view from the
whole, the
arranged.

Taken

street.

window

is

as a

very well

seen to weaken the effect of the

The ardominating idea.
rangement of the lighting system
is such that the tractor and plow
are displayed to good advantage
one

in the evening.
It is assuredly
signs of the times when tractors
are being displayed right on the

main thoroughfares
polis like

New

of a

metro-

York.

Selling Se parat or Service

Remember

that the best cream
separator salesman is the man
who appreciates that he is selling
not just a machine, but that he is
selling the farmer a service. And
the salesman who is posted on the

cow owner's problems and is able
to consult with him and sometimes give him good and valuable
advice, has a big advantage over
the man who has nothing to offer
but a mechanical contrivance for
taking the cream out of milk.

This

We

Way

the

Is

Case Tractors

Sell

Dealers to the above photograph.
It shows a delivery day in Dewitt, Arkansas, where the
Dewitt Mercantile
Supply Company represents Case.
call the attention of

&

at a time —that
the way
TEN
these progressive merchants

the center of Arkansas County,

is

a progressive farming district of
about 15,000 people.

handle Case 9-18 Tractors.

They have put Case Kerosene
Tractors on the map for miles

er

around.

if

The proprietors of the Dewitt
Mercantile & Supply Company
are to be congratulated for their
progressive way of handling the
tractor business. Their way is a
lesson to others.
can be done.

It

I.

you are taking advantage

of it

like these people have.

m m

i^.

n

shows what

and in foreign
They are the

—

cost,

countries.

result of 26 years
of experience in the manufacture
of gas engines backed by 76 years

Farmers by the thousands are using
Case Kerosene Tractors successfully. This

We suggest that every one of your
prospects be canvassed at once. Our
latest literature is ready for you to distribute, if you will write us for it.

Farmers are thinking more about tracthan ever before because bigger
crops are needed and because labor is
tors

scarce.
And they all know Case, so it is
to you to explain the details.

up

CASE THRESHING MACHINE COMPANY,
Founded

1114

ERIE STREET

Canadian Branches
Eastern Canada

:

:

Calgary,

,

minimum repair expense.

helps to sell others. It helps you make sales.

zi

Case Kerosene Tractors have
proven their worth all over the
country, from coast to coast—

Dewitt is a small county seat
town of about 900 people. It is in

J.

Your opportunity may be greatthan theirs. Then ask yourself

making of power
farming machinery. Case Tractors
give the farmers the highest development greater power lowest fuel
experience in the

Inc.

1842
::

RACINE, WIS.

Edmonton, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited, Toronto and Montreal.
738
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The Will

to

Win and

the

Way

H. A. McArthur, The Empire Cream
Separator Company of Canada, Ltd.

By

Dominion Sewing Machine ^ifcT
RESEMBLES A BEAUTIFUL

MUSIC CABINET

May, 1918
Imagine a prize fighter with
expert knowledge

and a good pair

game

of the

arms and

of

fists

must continue to marshall
our resources into the most effi-

but equipped with a small, puny

form if we are to
accomplish our national duty
without exhausting ourselves in

Would

We

cient possible

its

doing,

if

we

are to

"make the

world safe for democracy," as the
American phrase says, without

body and a weak
he

be a

constitution.

dangerous an-

tagonist for a less skilled

with a cast-iron constitution?

AvouM

man
He

not.

No more would

the

British

army and navy be powerful

withr

Every lady in your district wants a
1918 Model "Dominion" Cabinet Sewing Machine.
Artistic appearance;
quiet running, ball bearings, easily
operated. Superior quality throughout.
Ask for special booklet and learn how
the "Dominion" will increase your
business and profits.

GET THE EXCLUSIVE
"DOMINION" AGENCY

THE DOMINION SEWING MACHINE AND

PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
300

NOTRE DAME

AVE.,

WINNIPEG, MAN.

Milking machines at A. L. Grove's

leaving ourselves poor financially,
broken in man-power and chaotic
generally at the end of the
struggle.

We have heard much, since the
Dominion's first participation in
the war, about the urgent need
men for the army, men
for men
for the navy, men for munition
and
shipyards,
and
factories
about the need for munitions and
Certainly we
war equipment.
need those men and those things.
The army and the navy are our

—

GET YOUR SHARE
SOME

profit

Dealer in your territory

from the

EMPIRE

YOU

sale of

is

EMPIRE

Cream Separators

going to make a tidy
Milking Machines and

this

year.

Why

don't

of

humanity.

The Second Line

of Defence

But we need something more.

We

take advantage of this opportunity?

throughout the Dominion and the
United States made more than $1,000 in profits last year by
handling the well known

Hundreds

—

national fists the protectors of
our national rights and the rights

of dealers

EMPIRE

need a strong, healthy nation
at home to support our army and
navy and to keep them supplied
with the "punching power" they
need, and Great Britain and our
Allies are expecting great things

—

from us Canada's deeds in the
past have given them a right 'to

[LINE
Don't force yourself to work uphill
tie
against EMPIRE Competition
up with the EMPIRE Line and let
your competitors do the worrjnng.

expect great things.

Farm

out the strength of the
nation behind them. The
must be strong financially,
trially, and, most of all,

whole
nation
indusstrong

agriculturally.

We

need

prosperity with a
of us must prosper; for a nation is only as prosperous as its individuals.
Unusual problems are arising. They
must be met by unusual solutions.
The business man or
capital P.

Each

farmer who bows his head to
"war times" and curtails his business or diminishes his cultivated
acreage or sells off his dairy cows
is neither wise nor patriotic. For
he curtails his earnings and his
governability 'to support the
ment in this hour of need. And,
in

the case of the farmer, par-

ticularly the dairy farmer, he also

down

the supply of necessiMilk or milk products are
among the most important food
items required by the armies in
the field and the civilians at
home.

cuts
ties.

—

force of EMPIRE advertising and
prestige will help you
nothing will hinder you.
Open territory is limited don't
Let the EMPIRE traveller
delay.
help you to get started right in a
Let him show you
profitable line.

The

—

EMPIRE

—

what we mean by "co-operation with
Write or wire at once
the dealer."
for our liberal Dealer's Proposition.

Empire Cream Separator Go.
Of Canada, Ltd.
146 Craig

St.,

Montreal, Canada

West

Manufacturers of EMPIRE Milking
Machines, EMPIRE Cream Separators,

EMPIRE

Gasoline Engines,
Electric Plants

and EMPIRE Farm

Mr. Roberts' daughter does

all

the milking on his farm near Richford, Conn.
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Just consider the results that
follow the cutting down of a
dairy herd: When the dairyman
sells his cows for beef his act has

He
three inevitable results.
cuts down his income without increasing his principal ('the money
he receives is worth no more than
the cows he loses) he diminishes
supply
of milk,
the national
which is bad enough and, by the
loss of the animal fertilizer his
herd provided, he reduces the fertility of the soil, thus reducing the
natural resources of his farm,
which is very much the worst of
all, for it takes away from the
future productivity of his soil.
;

;

that they

would have been abso-

lutely helpless

without milkers.

Take, for instance, the case of
Mr. Grove
Mr. A. L. Grove.
keeps about 32 cows in milk at all
times.
With an Empire milking
machine, his son Robert a mere
boy milks the entire herd alone,
night and morning.
Robert is
the younger of the two boys

—

—

shown

in the

The

accompanying

illus-

Foster
Grove, has hired out to a neighbor since this picture was taken.
The experience of Mr. Charles
A. Roberts is even more remarkHere, Mr. Roberts' daughable.
ter (standing behind the cows in
tration.

elder

boy,

the picture) does the milking,
thus freeing at least two men for
other work or dispensing with

them entirely.
These two instances show the
application of the milking machine to the

moderate sized dairy.

Many

breeders of high class
dairy stock also tell me that they

7

Farm (owned by Sir Henry
Morgan), near Stc. Anne de BellcCroft

vue, Quebec.

Government Installs Milkers
Only recently the Dominion
Government, through its Experimental Farm at Ottawa, Ontario,

LONDON CEMENT

would have been almost powerless without their milking machines.

Their chief

difficulty

DRAIN TILE MACHINE
Makes

has

Inches.

Among
the

to

endanger

Stock

Farm,

the

Dept. K,

ability.

"But," you say, "what is the
dairyman going 'to do whose sons
and men have volunteered for service overseas, or have followed

That dairyman

'high

no worse

is

off

The
than every manufacturer.
labor supply is as inadequate in
is
on farms.
factories
as
it
have

Manufacturers

men

more

lost

than
sources

to the nation's service

they have gained from
put together.

Very

to

What

has

what

then,

well,

dairyman

all

is

the

do?

manufacturer

the

done?

He

has perfected labor-saving

machinery that enables one man
to do the work previously done
by two, three or four men.
That's the answer for the dairyman. His cows must not be sold.

He must

find the

feed and care for

way

to

milk,

them with fewer

men. And it is your duty as an
implement dealer to show him
the way. Not only is your duty
to him, but to your government
to humanity in general.

—

Man Power by
Machines
The greatest need of the dairyman is undoubtedly for men who
can and will milk his cows. You
can supply him with that labor,
not in the form of men, but in the
sliape of labor-saving machinery

The cream of the
cream separator

Replacing

that will double or triple his
ability,

and

own

and as well as

—no,

than
the three best hand milkers he
better

ever had.

On

toidegoestothe

De Laval .Agents

will enable even the

unskilled milker to milk as fast

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LTD.
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES IN CANADA.
Sole manufacturers in Canada of the famous De Laval Cream Separators
and Ideal Green Feed Silos, Alpha Gas Engines, Alpha Churns and
Butter 'Workers. Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

thousands of dairy farms

Empire milking machines have
completely solved the labor problem. Dairymen with as few as
six,
eight and ten cows have
found them invaluable.
Those
owning a hundred cows, or two,
three or four hundred, tell me

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

If
2.

LONDON, ONTARIO

World's Largest Manufucturers
of Concrete Machinery.

near

is

that will o' the wisp,
wages,' to the city?"

to 12

LONDON CONCEETE
MACHINEEY CO.

turers,

our

from 3

Agents Wanted In all
Unoccupied Territory.

up to us, the manufacup to you, the distributors,
and up to every one who comes
in contact with dairymen to prevent this waste to the utmost of
It

sizes

Large profits In the business.
Interested send for catalog No.

others in this class are

Alliston

all

Price $250.

Cement DralnTlle are here to stay.

men whom they
milk test cows. They

l^een in getting

can trust to
cannot afiford
cows.

Ontario and Stony

Chesterville,

PETERBORO

:

—
;

:
;
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only when patriotism pays
dividends. I hold him in the same
scorn that you and others do.
But I praise the man who uses
his business to help his coun-

issues a circular (special circular
No. 13), advising all dairymen to

riotic

purchase milking machines. The
Dominion Experimental Farms at
Ottawa, Ontario and AgassizBC, have been using milking
machines for more than three
years past, and immediately after

try. I praise him, even though he
makes a profit himself, for by
making himself prosperous he
makes his nation more prosperRemember, a nation is
ous.

advising
dairymen to purchase milking
machines, the government ordered
Empire milker
six additional
outfits for use in the following-

catalog, No. 52, recently issued

;

Anne de

la Pocatiere,

Lacombe, Alberta

;

The New Empi re Catalog
We are in receipt of their new

Brunswick
Quebec Cap Rouge,

St.

;

the

and

This indicates the attitude of
our government toward milking
machines and demonstrates beyond question the government's
firm belief that the milking machine will solve the dairyman's labor
problem which is growing more
acute with every day that passes.
In counselling your dairymencustomers to instal a good milking machine instead of diminishing the size of their herds, you
not only aid 'them and perform
a patriotic service, but you your-

Now

I

do not misunderstand me.
have no excuse to make for the

man who

uses patriotism to furends, who is pat-

own

ther his

Empire Cream Separator

by

Co.,

of Bloomfield, N.J., in Xvhich is
described their line of milking

Brandon, Manitoba.

self profit as w.ell.

indi-

its

vidual units.

New

Fredericton,
Lennoxville,
;

only as prosperous as

Experimental Farms

Dominion

Quebec
Quebec

circular

their

issviing

That farmers realize
machines.
the importance of adopting mechanical

equipment

to

supple-

ment human effort is proven by
the vast number of requests that
the company has had for the new

going to ask you about it.
Interested dealers can obtain a copy of
the new Empire catalog by addressing the Empire Cream Separator Co., 146 Craig St., West,
Montreal, Que.

De Laval Lantern

from 'the average milking machine catalog. It
lightfully dififerent

is

written in a very interesting

and attractive

style

and

fully de-

discussed Empire Super-Simple Pulsator the
pulsator without a piston.
This new departure in pulsator
scribes the

much

—

is of vast importance to
dairymen everywhere. They are

design

Slides

The De Laval Separator
are

now

Co.
distributing three fineb

colored slides which can be used
by De Eaval agents in their local
moving picture shows.
With
each set of slides the company
state that they also send 25 booklets on "The Importance of Raising Calves."
Both slides and
booklet are imprinted with the
name and address of the agent.
De l.aval dealers should avail
themselves of these valuable selling helps, which should prove
profitable publicity matter for the
dealer in any territory.

catalog.

This book, beautifully printed
and containing 24 pages, is de-
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Western Canada Fair Dates

g r n d themselves
The spring tension avoids

reversible,
isharp.

i

binding wlren discs do

iiot

run

true and also the excessive wear
so common to stationary cleaners.

Such

is

demand

the

for these

attachments that it should take
little time or effort to sell them.
The above company are now ap]:)ointing exclusive agents in every
town to handle their disc plow
cleaners, and interested dealers
would do well to note their advertisement on another page of this

company

issue, an.d to write the

for full particulars of this line of

disc

plow

cleaners.

Former Avery
Major

S.

Official

L.

Promoted

Nelson,

who

for

the past few years has been active
in the

Avery Company

as a

mem-

ber of the Board of Directors of
that firm, has recently been promote'd from the rank of captain
the rank
of major in the
United States Officers' Reserve
Force, Quartermasters Division.
.Everybody who is connected
with the Avery organization, and
to

The Western Canada Fairs Association amiounces the following
dates for summer and fall fairs
:

Calgary, June 28 to July 6; Edmonton, July 8 to 13; Saskatoon,
July 15 to 20; Brandon, July 22
to 27 Regina,^ July 29 to Aug. 3
;

Weyburn, Aug. 5, 6, 7; Yorkton,
Aug. 5, 6, 7; Moose Jaw, July 10
to 13; Swift Current, July 15-16;
Medicine Hat, July 18-20; Leth-

bridge, July 22 to 26; Red Deer,
July 29, 30, 31; Camrose, Aug. 1,

North Battleford, Aug. 5, 6,
Aug. 8, 9, 10;
A^ancouver, Aug. 19 to 24; New
Wcstminster, Sept. 30-Oct. 5.

2,

Special Announcement to the Implement Trade

The Emerson Mills can now be Purchased in Winnipeg
from the Emerson Manufacturing Company, Limited.

3

;

7; Prince Albert,

Disc Plow Cleaners

DEALERS

In heavy soil one of the problems of the disc plow operator is
to keep the discs clean so that
they will do efficient' work. The
development of a disc plow
cleaner adaptable to all makes of

Emerson Separwill

now be

sold only

through

ators

the

trade.

retail

They

will

implement dealer
areas where these plows are

to
in three sizes.

you want

If

once for

MADE IN
Six

THREE SIZES

Shoe Bmerson
Separator

Wheat Tester

1.

Elevator

No.

2.

Hand Separator;

No.

3.

Power Separator; Capacity 30-50 Bus. per hour

Capacity 22-30 Bus. per hour

Farmers everywhere know the efficiency of Emerson grain separators. You cannot
a more popular grain cleaner.
Guaranteed to make a perfect separation of wild
or tame oats from wheat, barley and rye.
Remember the Emerson removes every
kernel of wild or tame oats from seed rye.
sell

Here we show our six-shoe machine, for power drive. One h.p. handles it easily.
equipment of riddles and screens supplied with every separator.
Each shoe
operated by a cam; springs give shoe a quick motion and the sudden stop or "kick"
throws oats on up the riddle. These machines absolutely guarantee your customers
perfect seed wheat, barely and rye.
Thousands in use. Write for contract at once,
before you are too late.
Full

DON

T DELAY.

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS

EMERSON MANUFACTURING
1425

WHYTE AVENUE

CO.,

&

High
Street, Moose Jaw, have upon the
market a resilient disc plow
cleaner which is claimed to clean
Buhler,

148-

the heaviest of soils and under
the
most difficult conditions.
These cleaners, say the manufacturers, have been sold and thoroughly tested for the last two
seasons, in the heavy soil areas

LTD.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

throughout Saskatchewan. They
are made to give long service.
The shanks are one inch round
iron with castings in proportion,
to fit all makes of plows, old and
new. Cleaner blades of 12-gauge
tempered plate 7 in. by 8^ in.,
with high test springs are ground
to fit the shape of the discs. They
have three adjustments and, being

S. L.

NELSON

Director of Avery Company, Peoria,
Illinois

in

in

"Kicker"

No.

or

in

use.

Willson

at

territory.

every

common

to repre-

sent us, write

MAJOR

disc plows, is a feature of interest

be built

the
are
this

many friends of Major Nelson
now congratulating him upon

a

Major Nelson is
man. He was born

promotion.

a self-made

poor boy

in

a little village in

Indiana, and later got into the
railroad busi;iess and finally, un"der

Congressman McKinley, of
became one of Mr. Mc-

Illinois,

Kinley's right-hand men in the
operation and promotion of the
Illinois Traction System. He has
now been placed in charge of
erecting the huge three million
dollar warehouse which the government is putting up in the city
of Chicago.

A

valuable

man

ways knows what

is

to

one who
do next.

al-

:
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A Superior Separator at the Lowest Price

MORE PROFIT FOR YOU!

Makes
HIS

Farmers
the year of golden opportunity for the separator dealer.
buying cream separators novo to meet the enormous demand for

is

are
butter fats.
It is

your chance

to

jump

in

and get your share

with a better separator at a lower price

—the

of the separator business,

VIKING.

THERE'S 'LARGER PROFIT ON EACH VIKING SALE
•

(

.

You make

a larger percentage of profit

on each

Viking sale, with less investment, in less time, than
For in the Viking
any other line you ever handled.
you have a separator that is constructed of the very
finest grades of steel and iron, skilfully built in the
largest separator factory in the world,

ONE MILLION
The

IN

merits

USE ALL OVER THE WORLD

of

the Viking have

received world-

wide recognition. They are sold and used

in all parts

of the world.

The Viking

has

greater capacity,

is

sturdy and

durable, easy running and simple to clean, and skims

any separator made. It is fully guaranteed.
When you sell the Viking you are selling a separator,
superior in every respect, yet low in price.
We help you sell the Viking with a complete

as close as

advertising plan.

WRITE IMMEDIATELY FOR FULL PARTICULARS

nQN
CREAM
Prompt Shipment from our Canadian
Warehouses a feature of Viking Service.
Representatives
For

Manitoba— JOHN WATSON MFG. CO., 311 Chambers

For Saskatchewan— BERT
For Alberta— CANADIAN

CONWAY,

Box

St.,Winnipeg,

Man.

33, Regina, Sask.

WESTERN MFG. &

SUP. CO., Calgary,

Alta.

:
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The Development of the
Centrifugal Cream

as early as 1874, but, so far as

know,

Sales Aids for

Sharpies Dealers
Every Sharpies dealer has advertising
and selling aids working for him that
quickly turn prospects into profits.
These helps have proven very successful.
They indicate how thoroughly Sharpies
supports the dealer who handles the

SHARPIES
^ SUCTION-FEED
Cream separator

This Spring, Sharpies plans cover
nearly every form of practical, effective
advertising and sales promotion.

The

paper.

Separator

Ten

this invention
first

we

remained on

practical cen-

creamery was established
by Lefeldt at Kiel in 1876 and in
trifugal

In an address to the Dairy
Conference, at Des Moines, la.,
on April 11, Astolf Levin, advertising manager of tlie Sharpies
Separatof- Co., West Chester, Pa.,

gave some interesting historical
data regarding the development
of the centrifugal cream
separators.
Mr. Levin

1877 he offered four sizes of his
separator for sale.
Mark well
that this and all other separators
were what is known to-day as
factory separators and that thty
left 6 per cent of 'the fat in the

^

said in part

"Up

to

about

fifty

years ago, the method
of making butter had
advanced very little
from the prehistoric
butter bottle, in which
some cream was poured in the morning, the
bottle fastened to the
saddle and left dangling
there until the
noon meal, when it was
opened and the buttery
svibstance

used

for

Eventually, such
methods as crocks and
pans were developed,
in which the milk was
allowed to stand for
thirty-six hours to give
the force of gravity
time to partially separate the skim milk from
the butterfat, which was then
dipped ofif with a hand dipper.
"These methods were generally used forty years ago and much
later in some sections
of the
proved
world.
Investigations
that they wasted from ten to
forty pounds of butter from each
cow per year.
"The first definite record we
have of centrifugal force as being
employed in the separation of
cream from milk was in 1859
when Prof. Fuchs, of Germany,
apparatus very
suggested an
similar to the ordinary Babcock
Prandtl made fui ther extester.
periments of a similar character,
but was not successful, because
food.

National advertising in farm publications,
reaching practically every farmer in your

community — no matter where you are.
Catalogs, folders, song books, sales letters,
etc., follow up the work started by the
national advertising. This carefully prepared printed matter covers a wide variety
of appeal.

Farm

Edition of Sharpies

News reaches the

farmer at regular intervals.
cational
est.

It

Being edu-

and newsy it never fails to interis a most unique and effective aid

for the dealer.

Local newspaper advertisements (furnished
farmer over the
They tie you up
with the Sharpies National Advertising.
dealers) reach the
dealer's own signature.

to

Road

signs catch the farmer's attention on
his way to town
a reminder that often

—

starts a sale.

Field

signs attract attention when
farmer is perhaps very receptive.

the

Posters, handsomely printed, confront the
farmer in blacksmith shops, grist-mills,
creameries, banks, post-offices and public
places.

the

Superb Calendars act as a reminder right in
the farmers' homes thruout the year.

Window

Displays hold his interest while
passing your store, and offer the best kind
of a "step inside" invitation.

Salesmen render real co-operation, as do
all

departments of the great Sharpies in-

stitution.

at

start these Ten Sales Aids at work for
They are backed by the only separator that " Skims Clean
Any Speed" and possesses many other exclusive advantages.

—

Write for details of liberal dealer contract, better profits, extra
bonuses and full information on the Sharpies Suction-feed Separator.

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR CO.
TORONTO, ONT.
THE MITCHELL & McGREGOR HARDWARE

process.

"In

,

the

year

1872,

another

German professor by the name
Moser exhibited a separator

of
at

This
the Vienna Dairy Show.
caught the at'tention of several
people,

among them a prominent
who completed

engineer, Lefeldt,

Now—^why don't you

you ?

cream was partly churned

into butter during the separating

REGINA, SASK:
CO.

BRANDON, MAN.

Distributors for Manitoba,.
OC-34

his model, so that, at the

Bremen

he actually separated
minutes, but the
twenty
in
cream
operation of this machine was not
continuous. It had to be stopped and the cream skimmed ofif,
the skim milk emptied and the
fair in 1874,

operation repeated.
"In the meantime, a French concern, the Vives-Lille Company,
patented a, continuous separator

PETER

M.

SHARPLES

skim milk.
Compare that with
the present day separators, which
leave only .01 or .02, and even
less.

"As early as

1881,

a

Danish

Weston Separator was shipped
to

John

I.

Carter,

Pomeroy,

Chester County, Pa.
So far as
I have been able to ascertain, this

was the

centrifugal separator
use on this continent.
It had the previously installed
beaten on the
Cooley system
basis of thoroughness, as well as
first

in practical

economy, of separation.
"Mr. Carter's neighbor, Milton
Darlington, went over and studied it and decided to get one like
it.
W^hen it came, he engaged a
young manufacturer of boilers,

who was

a mechanic, to install
"This young man, whose name
was P. M. Sharpies, had started
an up-to-date machine shop in
West Chester and enjoyed quite a
reputation in the county as a
thorough mechanic and a student
of machinery. Sharpies manufactured and installed the boiler and
engine and set up the separator.
P. M. Sharpies has been mixed
up with separators ever since.
When he learned of the first imi't.

the
Swedish de
portation
of
Laval separator, he immediately

got in touch with

its

American

representative, Jos. H. Reall, of
New York, Avho had just imported 'three machines. One of these

went

into

Chester

County.

A

^

—

;
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days

few

Sharpies

thereafter,

made a jobbing arrangement to
sell them for Reall in Chester
Shortly

and adjacent counties.

afterwards, we find him busily
making the large cast iron parts
separators, only the
for these
bowls and tin covers being im-

ported from Sweden.
"Throvigh this experience with

two

established separators,
Sharpies soon came to see

the

Mr.
both their good

their

bad

several

im-

and

He made

points.

provements, two of which were
patented by him and put on the
Swedish machines that he partly
made and for the use of which
the

Swedes paid him

He

did

a

great

deal

a royalty.
of

experi-

during this year and
developed a separator all
his own, for which he secured
patents.
In 1883, he was ready
to put the first American-invented
and American-made separator on
It was very successthe market.
ful from the beginning and his

menting

finally

11

how you turn the handle, only
enough milk goes into the bowl

the manufacture of only one size
tractor, the 15-25 h. p., which they

as can be perfectly separated at
that speed.
The importance of

will guarantee to pull three 14inch plows under all ordinary conditions and four under favorable
conditions. It has belt power for
large ensilage cutter or grain
thresher up to 28 inches.

ter

this invention

may

be gauged by

the estimate that over eight}' million pounds of butter are lost an-

nually in America by
separators below speed."

turning

Co. Handling Tractors
in Eastern Canada

Dealer's

The De Laval Separator Co.,
Peterboro, Ont., recently took
over the sale of Lauson tractors
Canada. The John
Lauson Manufacturing Co., of
New Holstein, Wis., who have
Ijeen manufacturing the Lauson
for

Eastern

tractor for the past three years,

announces some material changes
in their 1918 model tractor.
As in the past year, the company will confine their efforts to

On March

Administration

made

a

This suggestion on the part of
U.S. authorities
placed by one which
a

"The

original
a

Danish Weston
heavy drum,

large,

twenty-five inches in diameter,
weighed nearly 100 pounds and
ran 2,500 revolutions per minute.
These bowls require four horse-

in the

United States was expected to
sell at 25 cents twine which cost

him 23^ cents laid down in his
store, a margin of only 6 per cent
handling the twine.

TO EVERY IMPLEMENT DEALER
A

local

pump

dred dollars.

many hunpump, pump

account brings sales of

A

pumping

outfit

with a

jiower to drive and handled less
than
600
pounds per hour.
Sharpies gradually cut. down the

jack and gasoline engine and pipe runs up to $50,

diameter and reduced 'the number of revolutions. The present
Sharpies tubular bowl weighs
less than seven pounds, is 2j4
inches in diameter and is easily
It septurned by hand power.
arates perfectly 900 pounds per

profit for the

Our pumps are ready-to-ship as soon as

hour.

They

"Separators now skim to a
trace Avhen handled right. Their
capacity has steadily increased
ease of cleaning and ease of turning likewise. The last great draw-

the large quantities in which they are made.

back, which lies in the fact that
separators lose cream if turned
too slowly, has finally been overcome by Mr. Sharpies, whose suction-feed
separator is so ingeniously constructed that, no mat-

LION TRACTORS

24-H.P.

ATWATER-KENT IGNITION
ROLLER BEARINGS
ECONOMICAL

SIMPLE, POWERFUL,

Send for Catalogue

& Machinery Co.
LOUISE BRIDGE
WINNIPEG, MAN.

Canadian Tool
Box 416

$75, $100, $200

and more.

This means a handsome

implement man who makes the

sale.

PUMPS ARE

BT

READY- TO -SHIP

best

We

cost less than

pumps
still

in the

require a

j^our order

is

received.

any other pump on the market because

of

They are the

West.

few

sole agents in

Western towns.

Write at

once to

BEATTY BROS. LIMITED
WINNIPEG, MAN.

re-

margin of 2 cents when the
is sold for cash, and 2^2

business grew rapidly.

bowl was

now

cents when time is given, since it
was realized that the margin was
too low. The new suggestion is
the direct result of a nation wide
protest on the part of the dealers
in
the United States through
their various associations. Under
new suggestion standard
the
twine in the U. S. would sell for
25 and 25j/2 cents with freight
added. The Food Administration
says that twine will have to be
ordered urrusually early on account of slow freight movement.

Food

price of binder twine should be
not more than l^/^ cents, with
freight added, above the price
paid the manufacturer.
In brief

for

is

recommends

twine

sugges-

meant that the dealer

loss.

the

tion to the effect that the retail

this

that

costs the

twine at a

Twine Margin
15th the U.S.

shown

implement dealer from
15 to 20 per cent to do business
so he would have had to sell

U. S. Authorities Increase

De Laval

has

Investigation
it

Dept.

G334

EDMONTON, ALTA.
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Plarly

shipments and high price
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ter results can be obtained than

The

will increase the dealer's financial

heretofore.

desired to
facilitate a free distribution ot
twine and to warrant dealers in
carrying- stocks adequate to proA'ide for the increased acreage.
Farmers are urged to place their
twine orders at once.

farmer must have a machine of
simple and crude construction is
erroneous, as has been proven by

responsibility.

It

is

tion to increase crops in face of a

farm labor shortage.
facturers

The manu-

agricultural

of

imple-

ments have assumed their responsibility
by greatly increasing
their output in accordance with

dress,

A

View

in the Case Painting Shops, at Racine, Wis.

Implements when writing.
such as that
made by the J. I. Case T. M. Co.
The picture herewith shown is a
section of one of the three large
paint shops in which Case traca

quality

tractor,

tors alone are

These

hand painted.

tractors, after they have,

point.

are

of materials

obtain-

able.

AVhile responsible firms have
increased their number of products in a surprising manner, yet
they have not done this at the

A

great

many

people, even in

the implement trade, believe that
agricultural fmplements are pain-

ted very cheaply and quickly, by
either spraying or dipping in a
huge tank and allowed to dry.
Such. hoAvever, is not the case in

striped

artistically

ished

ofif

by hand with

and
a

fin-

good

high grade of weather resisting
In the picture can be
seen a tractor in its rough state
and one all varnished and drying.

varnish.

about washer sales?

The only Transformer on the
market that is guaranteed to
successfully

burn

—and

kerosene

in

SAVE THE

Ford cars

GASOLINE
FOR THE

Cuts fuel cost to one-half your
former gasoline bill.

does

it.

Gives more power and mileage

ARMY

to a gallon of coal

Dealers

oil.

wanted for exclusive

territory, large profits, write or wire for particulars at once.

J. D.

ADSHEAD

CO.

ALBERTA BRANCH

Office

WINNIPEG

117

Distributing U.S. Tractors
JMotor Distributors, Ltd., G. A.
Cunningham, manager, 41 High
St. West, Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, distributors for the Grant
Motor Car Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, and distributors for
Southern and Central Saskatche-

wan

Maxwell and Chalmers
have also been appointed
Saskatchewan distributor for
for

cars,

the "U.S." (formerly Challenge)
tractor, manufactured by the U.S.
Tractor Co., Minneapolis.
Mr.

Cunningham is well-known to
the implement trade, having been
engaged in the implement business at Mortlach, Sask., for some
years.

-

10th Ave.

E.,

Calgary

A Turner Booklet

machine is dealt with, and it is
contended that a tractor, unlike a
locomotive, is not dependent altogether upon its weight for traction, as spuds or cleats on the
drive wheels have greatly the
effect of a rack and gear.
Also,
by using the weight of the tractor

much

THE DEEPER MEANING

FARM

The name "Bissell" stands for
nized Merit and Superiority.
highest aspect

is

IMPLEMENTS

Business in

its

"ESSENTIALLY SERVICE".
Implement which yields the great-

est service to farmers is the best article.

name "BISSELL."

Look

for the

Disk Harrows bearing this name

are "Built for Business," and none others are genuine.
Silos

Disk Harrows

Land

Rollers

equipment can be

bet-

Harry

Built also in sizes for use with Tractors.

BISSELL CO. LTD., ELORA, ONT.

company

The

are:

and

officers

President,

B. Nelson; vice-presiden't,

Clarence A. Nelson, and secretary
and treasurer, Clinton J. Nelson,
all of the Nelson Bros. Company.
Selling

Samson

Tractors

Eldridge Motors Co., Ltd., Calgary, Alberta and Saskatchewan
distributors for Samson SieveGrip Tractor Co., Stockton, Gal.,
report business in excess of the
orders they will be able to fill.
Oliver Supports

Michigan

Dealers
In regard to the recent sale of
Fordson tractors to farmers
in Michigan, a report from the
U.S. trade press is of some interWhen Mr. Ford quoted the
est.
1,000

Michigan government prices on
quoted a price
on Oliver plows. This price was
the same quoted by the Oliver organization on plows destined for
Canada so much f.o.b. factory at
South Bend.
But the deal was halted by Mr.
his tractors he also

Oliver,

who

pointed out that in

Michigan alone his company had
about 600 dealers who had to be
Mr. Oliver insisted
considered.
that the plows for the Fordson
tractors he shipped to Oliver dealers in Michigan, at tractor distribution points, and arranged a
price

T. E.

installed

—

quality of recog-

Just as "Greatness is in proportion tc service" in an
individual, so the

Nelson Bros., the well-known
manufactuirers of engines, feed
grinders and pump jacks, at
Saginaw, Mich., have organized a
company entitled the Nelson
Bros. Truck Co.
Capitalization
is given as $300,000.
The new
organization
will
manufacture
the "Jumbo" lyo-ton truck, and
have purchased the plant of the
Saginaw Motor Car Co. According to the schedule production of
one truck a day will be under
way within a few weeks an'd will
be increased as rapidly as the
necessary additional mechanical

of the

are in receipt of an interesting li'ttle booklet, entitled "Tractor Information," recently issued
by the publicity department of
the Turner Manufacturing Co.,
of Port Washington, Wis., makers of the well-known Turner
Simplicity tractor. This treatise
shows, from the standpoint of -the
makers, why the four-wheel, light
weight tractor is rapidly becoming recognized as a standard type.
The fallacy -of the heavy weight

to the best advantage,

BISSELL

Nelson Bros. Co. Making Trucks

skilled labor secured.

We

How

KEROSENE CARBURETOR

Head

with their name and adto the Turner Mfg. Co.,
Port Washington, Wis., U.S.A.
Please mention Canadian Farm

card,

expense of quality. The accompanying picture is proof of this

amount

the

We

been given the firtal belt and traction test, are taken into the cleaning stalls. There they are thoroughly cleaned and given a priming coat. They are then given a
second coat of high grade paint
applied by hand. The next operation is putting on the Case transfers and stencils, after which they

the

that

the successful use of the automobile.
This 20-page booklet,
while dealing to a limited extent
with the Turner tractor, contains
a great deal of sound information
on tractor design.
are advised that interested dealers can
obtain a copy by sending a postal

Painting Tractors in Large Production Plant

We hear a great deal these
days of increased production of
food supply.
The U.S. government through the food commissioner is urging the universal
adoption of the modern kerosene
tractor as the only logical solu-

idea

dealer

and compensation to the
which was satisfactory.
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Turner
Simplicity and Quality
Tell in Your Sales and Prestige
Standardized simplicity in machinery is demanded by farmers now,
ever. Their experienced help is being taken for the war, and
they need machines that "green" hands and younger boys can operate.
Turner Simplicity Kerosene Tractors and Engines by meeting this need
win their confidence and insure Turner dealers profitable sales and future

more than

business.

TURNER SIMPLICITY TRACTORS
KEROSENE
The moment the farmer looks

at the Turner Simplicity Tractor, he
willing to vote for it as being dependable. Its sound, business-like construction, free from freakishness, its steady, powerful pull, when in operaIn addition to its skilled workmanship
tion, makes him want to own it.
and excellent design, it is equipped with these quality parts Waukesha
4 cylinder motor, Hyatt Roller Bearings throughout, Perfex Radiator,
Dixie Magneto, Foote-Strite Transmission all standard, well advertised
quality parts.
is

—

—

TURNER SIMPLICITY ENGINES
fortunately situated at this time in being able to produce their
high class engine in increased quantities and at a very reasonable and moderate price.
Seventeen years of successful engine building experience have gone into this qualityengine.
They are strong, durable, steady, economical engines, throttle-governing,
enclosed crank case, built-in magneto, governor shields, etc., and have the endorsement of thousands of users and dealers. They are built in all popular sizes.
PROMPT DELIVERIES, coupled with an exceptionally fine sales proposition, make
it particularly interesting at this time to dealers.

Why

Dealers!

Mail this

KEROSENE— GASOLINE
The Turner Factory

e

is

Date

^

Turner
Mfg. Co.,

Coup on

215 Lake St.,
Port Washington,
Wis.

not let the Turner make good for you, too, as it has for others on one or
)oth of these lines ^liberal discounts from the start, a line of tractors and engines
—that will help build business prestige. Write today.

—

i/

—

Please send me complete
information about your
1918 profit-making campaign

Turner Mfg. Co.

for dealers

on

(Check the one or both you are

215 Lake

St.

interested in)

Port Washington,

(

.

.

)

Engines

(

.

.

Name

Wisconsin

Town

Province

)

Tractors
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Fac tory

Notes

The Moline Plow

The Canadian Allis-Chalmers
Co.,

Royce

Toronto,

avenue,

;nanufacturers of Allis Chalmers
tractors, will erect a $6,000 steel
and galvanized iron addition to
their forging plant.

A company has recently been
formed for the purpose of building a cordage factory in British
Columbia, and it may be located
About

at Nelson.
said, is to

$250,000,

it

is

be spent on the plant.

line,

111.,

makers

Universal tractor, announces an
addition to its line Model D, a
four-cylinder machine, built on
the same lines as the 'two-cylinder

—

Model

C.

ARE THE STRONGEST AND MOST
DURABLE PUMPING POWER YOU
CAN SELL

An addition is being made to
the factory of the Canada Carriage Co., on Park street, BrockOnt. The company report
that they are working at full pressure, with a heavy demand for
their well known vehicle lines.
ville,

of

Co.,

Jackson, Mich., has closed a contract with the Smart Syndicate,
of Montreal, to manufacture on a
royalty basis for Canada only.
The new connection expects to

make

1,000

Leonard tractors

this

year.

Over

Pump more

water

less money than
steel
windmill
built.
"E c I i p s e"

£or

an^

windmills have been
in use on Canadian
railroad water tanks
for over thirty years.
The strong, light, durable
permits slow speed and direct
stroke.
The direct stroke eliminates destructive high speed and gearing that
reduces power. Few working parts on the
Eclipse it requires very little attention.
Special preservative paint treatment en-

WOOD

WHEEL

—

sures weather resistance.

Dealers

— Don't

you

"Eclipse."

get

15

The Reo Motor Car
troit,

contract for a windmill
particulars of the

full

Write to-day.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Saskatoon
WINNIPEG

Co., Limited

Calgary

The Mclntyre Manufacturing
Company, manufacturers of the
Farmer Boy tractor, Columbus,
O., has been absorbed by a new

Mich.,

De-

has completed the

of the caterpillar tractors for

been closed, calling for 3,000.
lieutenant of the

A

Ordnance De-

partment, U.S.A., has passed
upon the first Reo tractor and approved i't. The company will be

The Long, Long Trail to the Homestead
Looks Easy when Your Customer sits on a

LLOYDS

LOW-DOWN
SPIRAL SPRING
WAGON SEAT
Any Wagon or
Sleigh Box Made
When your customers come to town, show them
They won't go home without one in their wagon
Fits

ine wagon Loaaed

Going

Home

the Lloyds Wagon Seat.
or sleigh box.
It gives
comfort, protection from the wind and complete control of the team. Carries
600 lbs. with ease. Order your wagons without seats, and sell the Lloyds.
The price is right. Get a stock now, and watch them sell themselves.

IWAWANESA WAGON SEAT COMPANY
WAWANESA,
MANITOBA.

known

as

the

Co-

lumbus Tractor Company, which
has

been

incorporated

with

a

capital s'tock of $1,000,000. This
company will take over the entire

business of the Mclntyre con-

cern.

Work
first

is in the progress on the
section of the new plant of

the Cleveland Tractor Co., which
is located on the 60-acre 'tract at

Euclid and

Lamb

The

land, O.
factory,

avenues, Clevesection of the

first

which

constitute
practically one-four'th of the complete plant, is of concrete construction, 180 X 440 feet.
The
will

is to be completed withdays and will cost about

building
in sixty

$275,000.

Deere and Company, Moline,
111., have awarded a contract to
erect four buildings in East Moline

Co.,

which a government contract has
Power

Biggest Capacity and
until

per cent of the employees of the Cushman Motor
Works, at Lincoln, Neb., are now
serving under the American flag.
Despite this fact the Cushman
organization have done the largest winter and spring trade that
they have ever taken care of.

first

assembling caterpillars on a large
scale within sixty dqys.

organization

The Leonard Tractor

"Eclipse" Windmills

Mo-

Co., of

of the Moline

May, 1918

to

make

possible increased
production of the company's harvester plant.
The addition will
represent an expenditure of approxima'tely $400,000.
Three of
the buildings are to be 200 feet

long and sixty, seventy-five and
eighty feet wide, respectively, and
duplicate buildings already
in use.
The fourth is to be
forty-five by sixty feet.
All will
be of reinforced concrete con-

will

struction.

A

report from Detroit, Mich.,
states that 100 "Fordson" tractors are daily being turned out at
the plant of Henry Ford and

Son, at Dearborn.
It is stated
that each of these tractors will
plow one acre per hour.
Each
tractor will do the work of three
or four horses and will save one
man. There are now approxima'tely 140 tractor-making plants
in the United States, and Ford
and Son claim already to have
the largest plant.
report from
Dearborn states that Henry Ford
plans to make 30,000 tractors 'this
year.

A

New Grain Cleaner Organization
Formed in Winnipeg
Notice was recently given of
the incorporation in Winnipeg of
the Emerson Manufacturing Co.,

an organization with a capital
stock of fifty thousand dollars.
The company have already commenced the erection of an up-todate factory on Whyte avenue,
Winnipeg, in which they will produce the well known Emerson
grain cleaners. For over 38 years
Emerson separators have been
made bv the W. H. Emerson &
Sons Co., of Detroit; Mich., and
Windsor, Ont. Such is the demand for these machines that it
has become necessary to organize
a manufacturing concern, with a
factory in Winnipeg, to take care
of the

Canadian trade.

Emerson

separators will be sold only
through the implement dealer,
and deliveries, state the company,

can now be had from their Winnipeg headquarters, 1425 Whyte
Avenue. We are advised by the

company

that information, prices

and particulars of the

full line of

grain cleaners they produce, will
be sent all interested dealers who
get into communication with the
Emerson Mfg. Co. at the above
address. The reputation of these
machines is such that they should
be a profitable line for the dealer
in

any

territory.

Scrap Iron an Important Item

'Around many dealers' places of
business there are broken and
discarded machines representing
so much value as scrap metal.
The extraordinary conditions prevailing in the iron and steel trade
make it essential that all metal
in the form of scrap should be
centralized for sale to foundries
and rolling mills so that it can be
used over again. The B. Schragge
Iron and Metal Co., Winnipeg, are
in the market for any quantity of
scrap metal, and dealers should
see that scrap heaps are transformed into cash by shipping their
old parts, broken machines, etc.,
to this old-established concern.

Attachment for Deere Plows
BEST PRICES PAID FOR

SCRAP IRON, RAGS, ETC.
The oldest and largest SCRAP IRON AND METAL DEALERS in Western
Canada. Wanted at once any quantity of mixed country Scrap Iron, Rubbers,
Rags and Metals. Carload Lots our Specialty.

We have been giving our customers satisfaction since 1884.
guarantee to
please you. Scrap iron is now bringing good prices sell while the market
high.
Correspondence solicited. Write to-day for our latest price list.

—

We

is

ESTABLISHED

The John Deere Plow Co. announce the placing upon the market of a small tractor hitch and
attachments for New
Deere gang plows. The attachments will fit any New Deere
gang, and are easy to put on and
lifting lever

By their use the farmer
off.
can readily adapt his horse plow,
take

1884

whether

HEAD OFFICE

Special Prices to
[

[RED CROSS SOCIETIES

WIKNIPEG, MAN.

12, 13 or 14-inch bottoms, for use with a light tractor,
giving him a very efficient one
man outfit, as the plow can be
raised and lowered from the platform of the tractor.

—

:
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We feel sure that Deere agents
throughout Western Canada will
do a big business in the sale of
these attachments, which give the
customer an engine and horse
]ilowing outfit in one implement.
A few minutes makes the change
necessary to adapt the plow to
either form of power. The simple
construction of the device is
shown by the description of how
it is

used

To
lift,

attach
leaving

—

first

remove

foot-

on

pivot casting.
clamp lever and ratchet to

Then

'

hand side of frame, and bolt
strap at end of lever to pivot casting.
Attach hitch to clevis and
bolt crank arm to pole plate.
left

When

Separator Concern Expands

The Twin City Separator Co.,
street, Winnipeg, manufacturers of the well known line
of Bull

pole pin as required.

inery, are erecting an extension to

The entire outfit engine and
plow can be operated by one
man. The bottoms can be lowered
and raised from the platform of
the engine.'' Both furrow wheels
are controlled by the hitch, and
the same results secured as when

their factory. To the rear of the
present buildings a new assembly
plant is being built, which will be
100 X 65 feet in size.
On the
frontage, to the east of the factory, a new building of brick construction will also be erected,
75 X 60 feet. Manager Grout also

—

horses are employed.

reports that in the machine shops
he is installing a complete line of
the latest types of woodworking

Quelch

changing hitch on horizontal clevis move pole plate on

—

15

Dog

machinery with which he hopes
to increase the present output of

Bull Dog fanning mills and wild
oat separators. The company is

grain cleaning mach-

working

WAR
PROFITS HERE
Buy modern
agricultural

implement

manufacturing plant.
Plenty of iabor.
Will sell plant complete or machinery and
equipment, reserving land and buildings.
Greatest bargain in America for quick sale.

MAER, DISPATCH BUILD>
COLUMBUS. MISS.

Write P. W.

ING.

Cushman Goods plus Cushman
The Demand
Only
Time.

at full pressure.

Service

Equipment that will meet the Labor Shortage and Save
efficient machines will meet the emergency— and in handling the Cushman
Line the Dealer sells his customers the best machines of their type on the market.
this

year

is

for

all

The Langdon Ideal
Automatic

Cushman Light-Weight Engines
4 to 20 H.P.

The

Self-Feeder

perfectly
any

capacity

ful Binder

Engine

If it isn't a Cushman it isn't a real
binder engine.
Operates grain binders,
potato diggers, manure spreaders, etc.
Works more steadily and quietly than
any other engine because so well designed and built. Equipped with Throttle
Governor and Schebler carburetor. Many
dealers are selling from 15 to 50 Cushmans a year in addition to heavy engine

Guaranteed to feed
to full

make

or size of separator.

business.

The one feeder that governs according to the condition of the grain.
Operates on the principle of hand feeding, handling the dry, straight bundles
very fast; the wet, tough, tangled ones are delivered more slowly. Separator
and engine have absolutely uniform and even load all the time. Dealers
handle the Langdon this year.

Sf>AMPll/G

Original and Only Success-

Ask

scff£Bl£fl

a/m»i

for agency proposition.

BUILT FOR ALL FARM
WORK—THE BEST ENGINE
TO SELL

'sPfioarsT

W^oam,
4 H.

Sell

Cushman Light-Weight
Combination Threshers

1918

Model

—Tried and

Tested

— Made

in

Three Sizes

8 h.p. with Straw Carrier and Hand Feed; IS h.p. with Wind
Stacker and Hand Feed; 20 h.p. with Wind Stacker and Self Feeder.
Kveiy outfit equipped with the famous Cushman 2-cylinder light
weight engine.

P.

Cuchman. Weighs only 190 Lbg.

Help Out Busy Housewives by Selling

Them

A Full Line for
Hand or Power-

"KLEAN
KWICK"
Vacuum

Strong Wringers

Washers
Here

is

a v/asher that the dealer can
on. You have lady pros-

make money

outfits carry many distinct improvements.
They have proven
unequalled for threshing flax.
Rigid, strongly braced frame; has
sliding base for regulating belt tension.
And behind all is the famous smooth
running Cushman Light Weight Engine. For good work, quality and durability, our outfits are the best you can sell.
Get the agency now.

Our 1918

to

be

—

Our Prices and Terms

pects in both town and territory, and
every washer sold makes the purchaser a
feminine booster for your business.
Tubs made of either cypress or copper.
Revolving stomper rotates, raises and
lowers, forcing hot suds through clothes
by air pressure and suction.
Do not
damage the finest fabrics. All gears
machine cut; all working parts guarded.

The most eflScient washers made. Let
us send you particulars of this big selling line.

will Interest You.

Cushman Dealers Get

the Trade

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Dept. E. a^^^l^s^EET. Winnipeg,
Builders of
£xc/u«ii>e Selling

Man.

Distributing Warehouses: Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.
for General Purpose Farm Work

High Grade, Light Weight, High Power Engines

—

— —

——

—

—

Agents for: Combination Threshing Out/its Langdon Ideal Self-Feeders Fanning Mills Smut and Pickling Machines Vacuum Washing Machines
Lincoln Saws Shinn-Flat Lightning Conductors Incubators Universal Hoists Portable Grain Elevators Wagner Hardware Specialties
Hoiland Wild Oat Separators

Lincoln Grinders

—

—

—

—

—
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News

given excellent assistance in their

Western Trade

of the

three years

Winnipeg, should follow the example set them by the
Calgary tractor and plow men.
Such work is of value to the war
relief funds and affords the 'town
dweller an opportunity of realiz-

and

ing what the tractor can do.

individual territories.

Harold

The

Western

Canada

Auto

sold over 400 tractor attachments.

Tractor Co., Moose Jaw, report
an exceptionally heavy demand
for Staude Mak-a-Tractors this

The company

'

ed in

all

are now representthe western provinces,

and have a

twelve travellers covering western territory,
of whom eight are mechanical ex-

In 1917, in the prairie
provinces over two hundred and
fifty of these attachments were
year.

staff of

Special men are also detailed by the company to give
expert service, so that dealers for
the
Staude Mak-a-Tractor are
perts.

by the company.
This
up to April 15, the Western
Canada Auto Tractor Co. had

sold

year,

THE RESILIENT DISC PLOW SCRAPER
Patented May 27, 1917
This scraper fits any and all Disc Plows, and is guaranteed
to clean in any kind of soil, under any and all conditions,
without friction. The scraper blade is reversible, consequently always sharp.
What this means to farmers is: less horse power; better
tilled land; stubble grass and weeds turned under; longer
life of machinery no lost time, and entire satisfaction.
This is the only spring scraper made in Canada and is
;

on

merits.
In ordering state the make of the plow and the year it
was made, round or square shank, so that the scraper will
be assembled with the proper shank ready to put on.
Retails at $5.75
sold

its

EVERY DEALER SHOULD HAVE THIS AGENCY.
LIBERAL COMMISSION.

WILLSON & BEEHLER
High

Western Garage:

Moose Jaw, Sask.

Street West,

148

Handles
3 14-inch

Immediate

Profits

Plows

— Increased

May, 1918

Prestige

F.

who

Pierce,

is

sec-

retary-manager of the Western
Canada Auto Tractor Co. was for

manager for Manley
Moose Jaw, one of
the largest Ford distributing concerns in Western Canada. Early
in 1917 Mr. Pierce was appointed
to his present position, in which
his mechanical ability and sales
Slater,

experience has been of especial
value to the company.
He reports that in 1918 the company
expect to sell over 1,500 of their
tractor attachments
end of the season.

before

the

Staude
Mak-a-Tractors are
manufactured by the Stewart
Sheaf Loader Co., Winnipeg; J.
S. Menzies, manager of that organization, being president of the
Western Canada Auto Tractor
Co., while W. J. Bell, of the
Farmlers' Specialty Supply Co.,
Regina, is vice-president.
The
large machine shops of the Stewart Sheaf Loader Co. at Winnipeg are equipped to take care of
large production of those tractor
attachments.
Warehouses are
maintained at Winnipeg and
Moose Jaw, and a branch will
be opened in Alberta. A full line
repairs

of

are

carried

at

all

branches. As an economical farm
power unit the Staude Mak-a-

especially

Getting Tractor Shipments

The Winona Tractor Co., Regood demand for
the light Winona Special tractor.

gina, report a

Shipments are now being received
from the factory in a way that
will help to meet the many orders
now on the company's files.

Opening Winnipeg Headquarters

The

Uni-Lectric Co, of Canada,

Edmonton, report that they

will

open an office in the Industrial
Bureau, Winnipeg, from which
they

center
well -

will

known

line

handle
of

their

lighting

plants.
J. R. Ulery, sales manager of the company, states that
the company are now appointing
agents all over the West for the
sale of their plants.
Mr. LTlei'y
is well known to Western Canadian implement dealers, as he was
for five years with the Rumely
Co. in Manitoba, Saskatchewan

and Alberta.

The

Uni-Electric Co. of Canada,

also handle the

Kewanee

line of

given
great satisfaction throughout the
West. Interested dealers should
write the Western Canada Auto
Tractor Co., Moose Jaw, for full

Private Utilities, makers of ice
machines.
These plants are in
all sizes and are said to operate
at a cost of 30 per cent of the
ice bill.
They can be installed in

particulars.

any

Tractor has,

it

is

stated,

i

refrigerator.

The Uni-Lectric

Tractor Firms in Calgary
Patriotic

Ihe dealer who handles Parrett Tractors not only nets a nice profit per sale, but
for future business.
There is no "come-back" with the Parrett.
In both the
it has stood the acid test of service in competition with all makes of
tractors.
It is the best machine you can offer your trade, and now is the time to get
the agency.
Plows an acre an hour; does all farm work. Strong construction. Direct
drive on both high and low gear; direct drive from engine shaft to belt pulley.
Selfaligning ball bearings.
Double drive on rear wheels. Low centre of gravity. Turns in
small radius.
Gives maximum power on cheapest fuels.
We can supply your requirements. Write us at once.
biiilds

U.S. and Europe

Made

NEWi MOODY

in 4 sizes

with either blower

lly[Guaranteed, Efficient and

Tractor companies, to the number of seventeen, turned out their
plows and steel horses and plowed up this acreage free of cost.

Made
Does

in four sizes:
better
work

than any other small
separator.
Ideal for
individual use.
Note

weed
seed
the

want

bagger

seed
all

weed

separate

from
you
your

bags

that

grain.
If
to increase

separator
business
this year ask us for
details of the
New

Moody.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR CONTRACT AND PRICES
Co., Ltd.

Saskatoon, Sask.

Distributors for Saskatchewan

-

Camrose, Alta.

Distributors for Alberta

Mitchell

&

McGregor, Ltd.

on the hill
donated by

the railway company to the city
for cultivation during the war.

Reliable

Francoeur Bros

which was vacant,
above the city, was

SE PARATORS

or straw carrier

The New Home Machinery

Tractor dealers and distributors
Calgary demonstrated their
patriotism in a very practical way
during the last week in April. A
plot of 250 acres of C.P.R. land
in

-

-

Distributors for Manitoba

Brandon, Man.

The

oil companies supplied fuel
and lubricating oils free of cost.
April 25, 26 and 27 were, therefore,
tractor
"demonstration"
days in Calgary, and the citizens
turned out by the hundreds to

see the tractor outfits
civic

farm for Calgary.

making a
Flax or

sown as the seedworked down.
The pro-

grain will be

bed

is

ceeds from this land will be devoted to war relief purposes.
think that the tractor men
in Calgary are to be complimented for their efforts in this connection, and other Western cities,

We

Co. expect to
3,000 of their 110- volt direct
current plants. This plant, the
distributors state, gives power
sell

equal to that of a 6 or 8 h.p. gas
engine, furnishing 120 sixteen

candle-power

lights.

for the price of

It

is

sold

an ordinary bat-

tery plant.
As well as their offices in Winnipeg the company will have

branches in Regina, Moose Jaw,
Lethbridge, Calgary, Edmonton,
and
Vancouver.
Uni-Lectric
lighting

been

and power plants have

use in Canada, at different points, for as long as five
years, and are said to give excelin

lent service.

Handling Standard Tractors
L.

B. Martin,

manager

of the

tractor department, Chapin

Com-

pany, Calgary, was a recent business visitor to Minneapolis. His

company

are

now

distributing

Standard tractors, manufactured
by the Standard Tractor Co., of
Willmar, Minn.
It's a poor advertisement
appears in a sick medium.

if

it

v
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Deere Protect Tractor Contracts
In connection with the recent
I)urchase by Deere & Co., Moline,
111., of the entire business of the

Waterloo Gasoline Engine Co., of
Waterloo, Iowa, it is announced

THE GRAY TRACTOR

that all contracts now irl existence with the Western Canadian
distributors will be protected until
the expiration of such con-

WITH THE WIDE
DRIVE

tracts.

In the selling season this

fall

DRUM

Western Canadian branches

the

the John Deere Plow Co. will
take over the sale of Waterloo
lioy Kerosene Tractors and gasoline engines for n-ext year's business.
With an organization
covering the whole of Canada,
Deere dealers in Western Canada
will be ensured the best service
in connection with the sale of
these well-known tractors and
gasoline engines.
i)f

Challenge Tractors for Western

Canada
Distribution for the Challenge
Tractor, manufactured by the
"U.S." Tractor Co., Minneapolis,

now

being arranged for in
AVestern Canada. Alberta territory will be handled
by the
Cenco Electrical Engineering Co.,
Ltd., Calgary, and for Saskatcheis

wan by Motor Distributors, Ltd.,
Moose Jaw.
Manitoba distribuhave not yet been appointed
but will be in the near future, reports the company.
tors

Caterpillars in

Demand

The Canadian Holt Company,
Calgary, of which P. S. Sanders
is manager, report a very heavy
demand this year for their 75

NEW LOW RECORD FOR REPAIRS

QUALITY SPECIFICATIONS
Eighteen drawbar H.P.; 36
cylinder motor, 4%x6%;
bearings; K. W. ignition, no
Bennett carburetor and air
bevel gears; copper cored

belt H.P.;

Waukesha

four-

Hyatt heavy duty roller
batteries, coils or switches;
cleaner; no differential; no

radiator with wide water
channels.
Every feature thoroughly high grade and
made to endure, not to meet a low price.

By

the elimination of differential and bevel gears in
transmission and through use of the finest materials
and construction the Gray has decreased the usual tractor repair requirements to a wonderful degree. This not
only decreases operating cost but assures the owner that
he will get his work done on time.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES AT SEED BED
PREPARATION

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES AT

PLOWING
The Wide Drive Drum is the big feature of interest
to farmers.
It provides the greatest traction surface,
in proportion to rating, of any tractor.
It crushes
weeds and trash in front of the plows so that the furrows cover it completely and make use of it for fertilizer.
By use of the drum, the frame becomes the drawbar
and the power is delivered in a straight line from the
rear axle.
liberal size running board on the rear
enables the operator to handle or get at the plows or

A

implements conveniently.

Here the Wide Drive Drum shines again. Since the
weight of the Gray is distributed over the 70 inches of
soil, it travels over newly plowed land without packing
it.
It crushes clods and furrows and leaves the soil
mellow.
Then the side arms, an exclusive Gray feature, enable the hitching of packers or discs on each
side.
This equipment with a 26-foot drag on the rear,
will prepare 60 acres of seed bed in a 10-hour day.

At

seeding the Gray handles drills without ridging the
land or leaving wheel ruts.

The Gray Tractor Will Disc (or pack) 60 Acres in a Ten Hour
Day. The Gray's side arms form an exclusive Gray Feature.

The output for Canada this year is necessarily limited owing to the heavy
war orders being taken care of
h.p. caterpillar tractors.

by the Holt factories in America,
Stockton, Cal., and Peoria,

at

111.

Gas Engine Association Will
Hold Convention

The eleventh annual meeting
of the National

Gas Engine Asannounced for

sociation has been

June

3

and

4,

to be held at the

AGENCIES

NOW BEING APPOINTED IN UNREPRESENTED TERRITORY.
SEND FOR OUR PROPOSITION

Sherman Hotel, Chicago.

Secretary H. R. Brate announces that
the program has been about completed,

and that

i't

will be timely

and cover business of particular
interest to the trade at this time.

On Monday

forenoon there will

be a joint meeting be'tween the
association

committee

and members of a
from the National
of
Implement and

Federation
Vehicle Dealers' Associations for
the purpose
of discussing the
matter of repair parts.

GRAY TRACTOR

CO.

307-9 Electric Railway Chambers

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Manitoba Distributors

OF CANADA
j
,

GRAY TRACTOR

CO.

OF CANADA
'

307-9 Elec. Ry. Chambers,

Winnipeg, Man.

I

'

Alberta Distributor

Please send me full informarion regard- *
ing the Gray Tractor Agency.
|

I

MANITOBA FARMING AND
DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.
419 Somerset Building

WINNIPEG

24

M. D. PEEVER
Mason & Risch Block
8th Ave. W.
CALGARY, ALTA.

I

Name

'

1

P.O

I

^

Province.....
^.jj

:
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Bra ndonTr actor Plowing Demonstration
The

Exhibition

Provincial

Man.,

Brandon,

Monday, July

will

22,

and

at

open

on

will con-

Friday night, July
This great annual event has
26.
always been an important one in
the eyes of the implement industry, for at no Canadian fair is
there seen so complete and varied
a display of farm machinery,
tractors and farm equipment as
on display on the
is annually
Brandon fair grounds, which for
location and space are the best in
the Dominion.
tinue

until

The

display of livestock, dairy
of all kinds,

and farm produce

exhibits

horticultural

and

dis-

plays by commercial concerns,
are always such as to ensure a
crowded attendance at this great
annual event. This year a high-

grade series of amusements have
been engaged, while the platform
and track events will be of a high

Were any

order of merit.

dealer

asked what feature he found of
greatest interest at the 1917 Pro-

vincial

Fair,

doubt answer

he would without

—"the

tractor

de-

monstration."

At

last

year's

light

—

tractor

plowing demonstration the second annual event of the kind to
be held in Western Canada, over
thirty tractors were entered. The
Brandon Fair Board are to be

commended

for again staging this
event in order to give publicity
to the light tractor as a means
of cheapening the cost of farming, and there is no doubt in the
mind of any man who saw the
thousands of farmers who crowded the demonstration field daily
but that the large sales of light
tractors in the West this year has
been greatly due to the opportunity afiforded the farmer at Brandon to see the machines in operation.

As was

the case last year, the

plowing demonstration will result in both the dealer and the prospective customer
light tractor

acquiring the exact information

which they desire about tractors
and plows, and the adaptability
of mechanical power 'to farm
operations. Such demonstrations
offer a splendid

means

ing

practical

firs't-hand

the

into

possibilities

of obtain-

insight

of tractor

power.
Durability,
struction,

simplicity

and

of

con-

accessibility

of
are exceedingly
important considerations in the
choice of a tractor, and one of
the most valuable features of the
tractor demonstrations is the op-

working parts

portunity they afford for studying
the details of mechanical make up

and making comparisons of the
arangements of parts as found in
the different
In reality

makes

of machines.
the demonstration
will be a three days' short course
in power plowing, and the instruction will be given by the
method which has proved most
effective in teaching so many

agricultural subjects.

Many Entries Expected
There should be a very large
entry list of tractors and plows
at 'the
tion.

there

Plane is
27 inches long
14 inches wide
21 inches high
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1918

tractor demonstra-

Owing to the fact that
are now many new types

of light tractors

being used

Western Canadian

in

territory, fol-

lowing the removal of duty from
tractors with a value of $1,400
f.o.b. factory, the entries should
be far greater than was the case

A

large proportion of
specialize in the
production of light tractor plows
1917.

in

the concerns

who

should be on hand with their
models, and we feel sure that
many United States tractor and
plow firms will send machines to
Brandon for the demonstration.

Such a step is most profitable
from the manufacturers and distributors' standpoint, as

Six Years In

E

ALLEY-LIGHT

has

and un-

been in actual farm
use for six years.

We will give you a free
demonstration of LalleyLight on your farm any
time. Call for the book
of owners' testimonials.

it far from
thought of experiment.

Hundreds of farmers
know it is reliable and
safe

bright and steady
failing.

That removes
all

Use

and low cost to run.

They know

its

light is

We

have a most attractive

Dealers* Proposition

Write for full Particulars

LALLEY- LIGHT
The Ball-Bearing Electric Light Plant

WESTERN CANADA MOTOR CAR CO. LTD.
263 Edmonton Street

Winnipeg, Man.

affords

prospective tractor
purchasers
from all over the Canadian West
an opportunity to see the work
done by the machines and to form
their conclusions regarding the
different
types
demonstrated.
While manufacturers are now in
a position when it is a hard mat'ter to meet the demand, it is safe
to say 'that a demonstration of
the machine at Brandon is one of
the best methods of publicity possible.

The rules and conditions in
connection with the 1918 demonstration are very simple.
They
are as follows
Rules and Conditions
Demonstration
shall
take
place on July 23rd, 24th and 25th, 1918,
and will be held from 10 a.m. to 12
o'clock noon each day.
2,.
Each entrant must be ready to
start at 10 a.m., otherwise he will not
he allowed to demonstrate on that par].

The

ticular day.
3.

No

Tractor can be

entered that

more than five plows, but any
make of plow may be pulled. All shares
must be il4 inch. The condition of the
soil makes the use of general purpose
pulls

Distributors for Manitoba and Saskatchewan

it

mould boards preferable. All the plowing must be done at a uniform depth of
five inches.
4.
No concern can demonstrate more
than two Tractors on one day, although
more than two Tractors may be entered
by one firm, providing they are all of
different types and sizes, and provided
they conform to Rule No. 3. For example, one firm enters three Tractors
known as 1, 2,, and 3. 1 and 2 can be
demonstrated one day; 1 and 3 the next
day, and 2 and 3 the next day.
5.
Tractors must not travel at a rate
of speed that is more than 10 per cent
of the advertised catalog speed in miles
per hour.
During the demonstration,
however, any Tractor may make as
many stops as it sees fit, providing that
one round be plowed by each Tractor
during
the
two -hour demonstration

^
%

period.
6'
All entries must be in the hands
of the Secretary of the Provincial Exhibition of Brandon, Man., accompanied
by the entrance fee, not later than July
Positively no entries will be
1st, 1918.
accepted after that date, and no Tractor
will be considered as entered or as having any rights on the demonstration field

d

f

that has not signed the entry blank,
or for which entrance fees have not been
paid prior to July ist, 1918.
'7.
Each entrant must supply his
own plows, fuel, lubricating oils, and the
necessary help to operate his tractor
sufficiently.
Water will be supplied
on the demonstration field by the Fair
Association. Each Tractor must display
a sign, which sign shall be securely attached to the Tractor and to remain
upon the Tractor throughout the three
days of the demonstration. Upon this
sign must be printed in good, clear, readable type the rated draw bar horsepower of the Tractor, its rated brake
horse power, the kind of fuel it is burn-

and

ing,

its

retail selling price in Canshall also be pro-

Each Tractor

ada.

vided with a suitable device so that the
fuel tank may be sealed. This device
shall consist of a ring soldered into the
fuel cap, and a ring soldered to the
tank so that a suitable seal may be
made use of. Entrants will see to it
that all Tractors entered are properly
equipped in this way before bringing
their Tractors to the demonstration
field.

A

plot on the demonstration field
8.
will be allotted to each Tractor of a size
proportionate to the size of the Tractor,
and any part of this plot that remains
unplowed at the close of the demonstration,

ing
the

must be plowed by the firm occupybefore removing the machine from

it

field.

9.
An entrance fee of Ten Dollars
will be charged for each Tractor entered.
10.
The demonstration will be conducted wholly and solely as such, and

will not in any way be in the nature
of a contest. No awards or medals of
any kind whatsoever will be given, and
each entrant in signing the entry blank
expressly agrees that he will make no
comparative statements of the other

Tractors entered as regards the amount
of work that was done in a given time,
the amount of fuel that was burned, or
any other statement that would tend to
lead the general public to believe that
the demonstration was in any way in
the nature of a contest, or that any
official awards or statements were made,
either by the Fair Board or those in
charge of the demonstration.
will
be in
Demonstration
a Superintendent, who will
have full control of the plowing field.
He will be on the demonstration field
at all times during the demonstration
days, and will have full power to handle
111.

The

charge

of

the entire demonstration. No deviation
from any of these rules can be made
without his consent.
12.
At the close of the demonstration
each day, the Tractors may be brought
back to the Fair Grounds, provided exhibition space has been arranged beforeIt must be understood that no
hand.
Tractor not on the plowing field ready
to start at 10 a.m. can demonstrate on
t hat particular day, nor can any Tractor
leave the demonstration field before 12.15
p.m.

V

!—
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A field has been secured to the
East of the Fair Grounds and
within easy distance of same.
The soil is stated to be in such
condition that good work will be
and the ground

|iossible,

is

level
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Save Money For Your Customers-

Dealers

Make

For Yourselves—

It

and first rate for the purposes of
Indemonstration.
a plowing
terested firms can obtain further
information and entry forms from
W. I. Smale, secretary of the
lliird Light Tractor Plowing Demon s'tration, Brandon, Man., or
from the Superintendent of the
Demonstration, E. W. Hamilton,
Stovel Building, Winnipeg, Man.

A

Do

tachment

not
must be

forget

that

made not

all

Mak-a-lrictor

entries

than July

later

Christiansen Firm in
Quarters

New

line of plow packer and harrow
attachments and automatic shockers have removed their factory
and warehouse to their new
premises in Owena Street, Win-

nipeg.

On

front the offices of the

floor

in

company

be located, and behind in the
large factory space the machinery
In the rear of
will be arranged.
the machine floor, assembly space
is provided, while a large basement will be used as a stock room
and paint shop. Their new premises will give Christiansen Implements trackage facilities and
greatly increased manufacturing
will

Manager W. J. Jones respace.
ports the demand for the Christiansen line as exceptionally good.
Higher Twine Prices in Great
Britain
In Great Britain the Ministry
of Munitions, in co-operation with

Solves the problem of that extra
four horse team to get in the acreage you aim to crop this year, and
to do summer fallowing and
breaking for next year.
The Government and the Press
are asking you to produce more
the Staude Mak-a-Tractor helps
you to do it. Simply use your Ford
car which would otherwise be idle
when you are working. Your boy
or girl will enjoy plowing with the
Staude, and it positively won't

damage your

car.

Construction simple and efficient

Guaranteed

have authorized an increase in
price of binder twine to farmers,

from $27.60 to
?28.80 per hundred weight (112
lbs.) net cash. This advance is to
to

Change from Car to Tractor or
back again made in twenty minutes easily.
Does the work of Four Big Horses
and does it continuously. Put in
long hours if you want to, the
Staude does not get tired.
More horses mean more chores.
With the Staude you ride in comfort all

day and then

fifteen

min-

utes will suffice to look over the
car and see that everything is
Costs
ready for the next day.
nothing when not in use.
No rigid attachment. No strain

to

do the

Work

Costs Less than

—

and distribution and came
The
force on March 15th.

facture

price would, therefore,

work out

from 2434 to 26% cents per
pound and applies to twine delivat

Moose Jaw, Sask.
Last year I summerfallowed 140 acres with my Staude Maka-Tractor. This was in good heavy Soo Line land, and included several spots that had become quite soddy and hard
from being too wet.
I did all this work myself, and was able to do a good thorough
job, and by putting in long hours I did this in about the same
number of days that it took my two five horse outfits to plow
about the same number of acres in the same field.
This was done at a cost of about $1.00 per acre for gasoline
and oil. I am going to use the same outfit again this year.
This car is a 1916-17 car and has run several thousand miles
on the road altogether before I took it to the garage at Drinkwater this winter, which I did more with the idea of having it
examined than repaired.
(Signed) J. R. MILLER,
March 2, 1918
Drinkwater, Sask.
I wish to state that I
car for Mr. J. R. Miller,

have examined the above-mentioned
and found really nothing more than

would be expected from the road use alone. I took the differand found there was practically no wear at all

ential apart

diff. thrust washers were slightly, worn, the
one slightly more than the other. I replaced both of
these, though the condition of either one did not make it

except that the
left

strictly necessary.

(Signed)

The Staude is equipped with
proper cooling devices so that overheating does not occur. The water
pump, spring fan arm, special fan,
pulley and new Radiator make
the Ford better than ever. Does
not alter the appearance of the
car. Can furnish either 1917 or old

model Radiators.

of Four Horses

Two

M.

I used a Staude Mak-a-Tractor with my seven year old
Ford throughout my summerfallow work this year. I plowed
about seventy acres. I am well satisfied with the work it did.
I was always able to do more work in a day than my five horse
team, although I never tried to make any record with my
machine. The best I have done is twenty-six miles in an

ordinary day.
Caron, Sask., July

ered to the farmer's nearest stafrom merchants' or
dealers' stores in any quantity.
Farmers
who have already
ordered their twine supplies will
have the advantage of the old

expected that, owing
to the steady increase in manufacturing costs a further advance
in twine prices in the United
Kingdom may be expected.

Gold

now

It is

fields

and

oil

fields

will

please retire to the rear to

make room

for

wheat

fields.

HURLBURT.

A. S.

31, 1917.

Campbell Bros., Assiniboia, Sask.
The staude Tractor that I bought from you is satisfactory in
every way. I have used it on a 14 inch breaker and it did fine
work, and had plenty of power. I find that I can do farm work
at less expense with the Staude Tractor than any other Tractor
made.
I would rather drive a Staude Tractor than horses, and I can
do more work in a day or a week, or a year than any four horses
can do. I do not think it is any harder on the Ford car to use
it in the field as a tractor than using it on the road as a touring
car.

ROGER AVERY,

Feb. 21, 1918.

Assiniboia, Sask.

_
HUNTER,

D.
Drinkwater, Sask.

Rosthern, Sask., Jan 31, 1918.

have done everything on a half section for one season with
the Staude Mak-a-Tractor, and will continue to use it in 1918.
It is reasonable to operate, in heavy summerf allow 67c. an
acre; light plowing 57c. Hauling less than on the road.
Repairs are less than when running on the road. I can prove
I

this.

Tate, Sask., February 10, 1918.

tion or taken

prices.

tractor at-

Ford Cars. Soon

on the car.
The tractor pushes
the car by the brackets to the rear
The tractor wheels draw the
axle.
The Ford pulls nothing.
load.
Simply delivers the power to the
rim of the big wheels.

cover increased costs of manuin

for

READ THESE LETTERS

Western Canada Auto Tractor Company,

Food Production Department,

amounting

and Proven

Cost Complete only $295 F.O.B. Winnipeg

Christiansen Implements, Ltd.,
manufacturers of the well known

the ground

Tried

ready for Chevrolets, Maxwells,
Overlands and Studebakers.

1918.

1st,

the

BY SELLING

have only used the Staude for harvesting yet, cutting with
an 8-foot binder 240 acres of crop at the rate of 20 to 30 acres
per day. I think it is a very handy tractor on the farm. 1
will use it for everything in the spring. There are three
neighbors here that each want to buy for the spring.
I

HENRY

ROY GRAHAM.

A.

FRIESEN.

SEND YOUR ORDER IN TO-DAY
Western Canada Auto-Tractor

Western Canada Auto

Dear

Sirs:

Please send

me

Co., Ltd.,
at

once

Moose Jaw.

full details of

your propo-

sition.

Tractor Co., Ltd.

Name
Prov

Town

Moose Jaw

Sask.

Dealer

in

Farmer owning

cars

acres

—
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The Earning Power
Machine

of the

The development and growth

what it will do for
him. The knowledge of what the
machines you sell will do for the
built as in

—their

customer
aiding

possibilities

so important as to-day.

You cannot

place

not so much that he doesn't want
to be shown how to make more,
and he Avants to make it as easily
as possible.
He is no exception
to the general rule of mankind in
that respect.
When the demand for the class
of tool is created, when the customer is in the buying mood,

then you can get right down to
business in discussing individual
'points of merit in the construction of a machine.

.

may

produce com-

paratively few inquiries,

it

may

comparatively few
in the long run it
enables
the
manufacturer
or
wholesaler to make new and permanent connections of a profitable character it may have been
of the utmost importance and of
A'ital bearings on his progress.
result

in

orders, yet

if

perhaps true that in the
sale of goods to the consumer,
especially items which are no't
It

is

regularly

used,

must "pay
face of the

the

advertising
and on the

way"
returns show
its

a profit

on the investment. But the av*erage trade advertiser is usually
looking for new customers who
are going to be on his books
Getting in touch
with a single new buyer of importance may be Avorth all" that he
spends for advertising in a year.
EA'ery prominent concern in the
farm machinery industry has
proven that consistent advertising
right along.

ager is an important factor. He
expects more and more co-opera-

Established in 1904 and Puljished Monthly by

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited
WINNIPEG, CANADA

tion

on the part of the

seeker

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

RATES MADE
Change

Single Copies,

Ten Cents

ADVERTISING
KNOWN ON APPLICATION

Copy should reach this office not later than the 25th
month preceding issue in which insertion is desired.

of Advertising

of the

all

expressed by correspondents.

Member Western Canada
Entered

in

Press Association
the Winnipeg Post Office as second class matter.

WINNIPEG, CANADA, MAY,
is an
essential investment, and
one that pays a handsome dividend when the increased business
due to publicity is analyzed. In
these days competition is too
keen for spasmodic advertising.

The

single ad. is too easily overlooked; steady publicity is the
kind that brings results.

Town I mpro vement
Every store has a distinct personality, and so has every town.
storekeepers who are engaged in
business
with attractive and up-to-date establishments, have them in towns which
are lacking in civic spirit. It does
not give the homeseeker or the
tourist a favorable impression of
a town to look through the windows of the cars and see a vista of
dilapidated
buildings,
ill-kept
streets, feed and livery stables
plastered with ancient posters and
various rubbish heaps on every
hand.

The

alert retailer

who

is

imbued

always a
booster for better town-planning.
At least around the depot it pays a
town to make the surroundings
look attractive and clean.
This
fact is recognized by many towns
with the proper

spirit is

Avhich take pains to make little
artistic spots near the station and

along the main streets. A fcAV
trees and shrubs would make a

around the raila western
town and village. The expense of
this town improvement is not

mighty

way

difiference

stations in

many

great,

1918

and

in the end.

it

pays the townspeople

A

vista of

empty

tins

and rubbish are a poor advertisement for any community. Such
town improvement largely depends upon the attitude of the
merchants and business men who

A

are in that town.
little civic
pride in this connection is a goon

thing for any merchant to take.
How does the front door of your
town look to the incomer or th°
passer-by?

What Does

a Pro spect Cost?

Did you ever figure up how
it costs you to get a pros-

much

pect?
To do so, keep track of
your canvass for a month.
At
the end of the month go over the
list of people you have called on
and sift it down until you arrive
at the

credit

property statements are
submitted by merchants to wholesalers or jobbers from whom the
dealer desires accommodation and
generally credit is supervised as
it never Avas in the easygoing days
of the past.
;

The most

CORRESPONDENCE
on

matters pertinent to the implement and veliiele trade.
As an
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for publication, every correspondent
must sign his name. We reserve the right to edit all matter
submitted but do not undertake to endorse opinions

Solicited

Many

New Customers

Advertising

A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES, ENGINES AND MACHINERY

tl.OO per year in

recent years has

and the modern dealer increasingly feels that credit is becoming
a mighty strict feature in the implement industry. It was essential that an intelligent system be
adopted in relation to the granting of credit, and the credit man-

AND
SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

STOVEL BUILDING

in

been brought about by the application of system and efficiency.
The haphazard credit methods of
the old days must be discarded,

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

much

too

emphasis on the fact that the
value of any implement is measured not by the first cos't, but,
rather, by what service it will
perform, what profit it will make,
what time and labor it will save.
Right now this argument will receive unusual consideration by
the prospective purchaser because
of conditions on the farm brought
about by the, Avar. A shortage of
farm help, together with the
highest prices for farm products
in our history, is an unprecedented condition, which, if the farmer
be properly reminded of it by the
salesman, will prompt him not to
haggle long about price. He already has money, it is true, but

Getting

of business

in

him make more money

was never

MM

Credit Restriction

In selling farm equipment this
year 'the dealer should make the
farmers' profits a large factor in
all sales talk.
He is not interested so miich in how an implement
is

May, 191^

minimum number whom

you can be sure of selling to.
Then figure up the number of
days
you
drove
altogether
during the month at so

much

logical way to avoid
trouble incidental to credit
business is to restrict credit as far
as possible. In the United States
great strides have been made in
the use of Trade Acceptances and
shorter terms of settlement. Dealers in that country have benefited
greatly by the inauguration of
'this system.
Here in Canada,
with unequalled prices for farm
products, and with financial conditions in a very satisfactory condition, if dealers could get and
giA'e better settlements the result
would be better business for all.
It may be argued that credit cannot be restricted further than is
now the case, yet on every side
the dealer will note that money

the

always seems available when it is
a case of sending an order to the
mail order house, or

if

j

,

!

the pay-

ment on a new automobile must
be met. In this business we suf¥er
from the "hang over" of the easy
terms that Avere in vogue in the
early days when cash was less
plentiful with the farmer. Those
days have largely gone
and
with them we should discard the
easy credit system that was a detriment to both giver and receiver
in the vast majority of cases.

—

The Farmer Pays Less
Equipment

for

a

day for your time and expenses
and see how much it works out,
to each good prospect.
On top
of that you can safely add $1.50
for what it costs you in postage
stamps and advertising matter
and time to follow each of these
prospects up for you. Then when
you get the final figure per prospect just take a few moments and
consider whether it is good policy to go to that expense and
then let some other agent reap
the benefit for want of the proper
following up on your part.

Statistics furnished by the U.S.
Government show that with 'the

exception of binder twine and
rope every article handled by

farm machinery dealers cost the
farmer relatively less in 1917 than
in 1914.
This because in every
case a larger quantity could be
purchased with a given amount
of farm products. Of course, we
all know why binder 'twine and
rope were relatively dearer. The
Mexican sisal fiber monopoly has
arbitrarily advanced the price of
fiber to an excessive figure..

j

:
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The advance

the price

in

of

twine from 1914 to 1917
In 1914 the
was 106 per cent.
proceeds of the average acre were

liinder

equal to 155 pounds of twine,
while in 1917 they were equal to
only 144 pounds.

deduct from the office staff till
the producing element cannot
only carry the load, but also show
a profit at the end of the year.
What the manufacturing industries in the farm machinery line
need to-day is not so much more
system as more sense good, oldfashioned common sense that
tends to reduce in number the
non-productive units.

—

Why

War Times ?

Advertise in

A
is

.machine manufacturer who
at present devoting practically
his plant to

all

Elected a Director of his

government work

Company

many manufacturers

has
adopted the unsual procedure of
doing' rather more advertisiijg
than ever he did. If anything he
is spending more effort in getting
out the right kind of "copy" than
he did when he was supplying
goods to meet the demand from
the trade. A friend recently enquired the reason for adopting
such a system, and the manufacturer's answer is worth some contemplation by other firms similarunlike

He

ly situated.

"We

don't

At the recent annual meeting
of the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Company, C. J. Brittain, western
Canadian manager of the organization, was elected a director of
Mr. Brittain was
the company.
born in Liverpool, England, some
forty years ago, and as a boy

deal

ofifer

'to

Avill

have

a Factory Viewpoint

is

many

years' experience in

machine shop production, we
would not advocate a' return to
the conditions surrounding the
stages of manufacturing,
when the whole oflfice force was
under the Old Man's hat and all
records were carried in his vest
pocket nor is it our purpose to
minimize the able work of many
gentlemen who are making a
business of "production engineering" and systematizing manufacturing
operations.
What is
greatly
needed at present in
many, both large and small establishments, is a "systematic
simplifier," or a "deduction engineer" to eliminate red tape and
early

;

to the post of director in the or-

ganization,

&

Mack

H. Van Moll,

a harness dealer

Swan Lake,

has sold out to

at

A. E. Ottley.
R. C. Tombs is the name that
graces the front of a new harness

shop at Webb.

W. Thompson,

J.

C. J.

BRITTAIN,

to Canada, where he attended public school and college
in the eastern provinces.

After completing his education
he started his business career
with the J. Morrison Brass Manufacturing Co., of Toronto, gaining
much valuable knowledge of the
factory and accounting side of the
In 1901 he was apbusiness.
pointed a travelling salesman for
the Fairbanks Company, whose
Montreal office was then the only
Canadian branch of the organizaFor the Fairbanks Comtion.
pany he covered territory extending from Fort William to the
Atlantic coast, rapidly gaining an
enviable reputation as a salesman.
Such was his success that, in
December, 1903, Mr. Brittain was
chosen to open a Toronto branch
for the company, having charge
of all Ontario business from this
branch.

The rapid development of the
company necessitated the opening
western Canadian branch
house, and Mr. Brittain was the

of

a

harness

a

velopment in the Canadian West
has been largely due to the
marked executive ability and

dealer at Wawanesa, has discontinued business.

capable supervision of C. J. Brittain, western general manager.

of a

D. G. Macdonald

new implement

town
has

a m^eieting of 'the executive

a

in most instances the repair
parts are for tractors sold by the
dealer and the user or customer

naturally expects and necessarily
must receive service and attention
from the local dealer at hand, as
the success of the tractor in the
hands of the user depends very
largely upon the degree of helpful service rendered by the dealer
who is on the ground to assist
advise.

"Why

he

should

continue," said the resolution, "to
render such service to the manufacturer and user alike, without
any compensation, can not be explained by any known business
principle and we insist that the
established commission be allowed on all orders for tractor re-

by dealers."
The policy of c.o.d. shipment

pairs placed

of

tractor parts to established deal-

holding contracts was held
to be unwarranted and not in line
with established business ethics.
It was the opinion of the dealers
ers

that these features in tractor repair supply in the U.S. will ala source of friction and
contention between manufkcturer

ways be
and

dealer.

name

the

a dealer at Hatton,

out to a firm
Saxsmith.

sold

&

named

F. T. Jamieson & Son, Melfort,
have given up the Massey-Harris
agency in that town.

Livingston & Pilling are a new
firm of automobile agents doing
business in Lethbridge.
A. L. Borrows has

is

as

and

is

dealer in the

of Morse.

Wilson

tendency among the
manufacturers to ignore
the local dealer by not granting
a discount on repairs ordered by
him, if perchance he fails to hold
a contract with the manufacturer
a't the time the order is placed.
This was considered a very arbitrary and unbusinesslike ruling,

Canadian Manager, Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co.

Rands, dealers at
have dissolved

B.C.,

J. A. Virtue has sold out his
garage and automobile business
at Macleod.

whose remarkable de-

growing

Western

is the name of a
dealer at Ester-

partnership.

commenced

and implement business
the town of Hanna.

a garage
in

tractor

all

with fear and trembling
that we invade the domain of the
machinery manufacturer, yet it
seems evident 'that in at least
some Canadian factories a change
might be
resuggested
as
gards the systems in vogue.
After

management of Mr. Brittain,
branches of the company have
been opened in Saskatoon, Calgary and Edmonton. His many
friends in the farm implernent industry will be pleased to hear of
the recent election of Mr. Brittain
ble

question of tractor repairs.
It was stated that there

came

It

is given
consider that, in less
than eight years, under the capa-

Western Retail Implement
and Vehicle Association, held in
Kansas City, recently, the board
passed a strong resolution on the

nals."

From

West-

when we

At

lost a

the more important
to talk to the trade by means of
the printed word in trade jouris

it

Enderby,

in

of the

and will have a
great deal of impetus to restore
Inasmuch as
'to our sales work.
our salesmen are not on the road
at present, and we are not reminding our customers through
them of our business and facilities,

banks-Morse Company
ern Canadian territory

Situation

of ground,

lot

H. Minhinnick

new automobile
hazy.

to be forgotten

haven't a great
at present, and are

we

he

Criticizes Repair

not in a position to solicit new
business in volume, but we know
that conditions at present are abnormal. If we wait for normal
times to return before we do any
advertising,

Personal

important

this

1910

nipeg. Some idea of the remarkable growth of the Canadian Fair-

said

want

for

was appointed western Canadian manager, with headquarters at WinIn

U.S. Dealer's Association

"We

said.

selected

position.

W. Hyde,

by any of our good customers,"
he

man

21

A.

R.

Ronald

turers' agent

a

is

who

manufac-

recently start-

ed operations in Winnipeg.

A new concern recently organized at Winnipeg is the Canadian Never-Break Trace Co.

A. Ripley has bought out the
automobile business at Areola,
formerly carried on by A. Carr.
G. Schulz, an automobile dealer at Prelate, has sold out to the

Pioneer Garage Co.

in that

town.

W.

V. McTaggart, Gadsby, recently sold out his implement
business at that point in Alberta.

George Husband, an automodealer at DoUard, has sold
out to a firm named Borsk &
Wigg.
Rhodes & Bathurst, implement dealers at Dinton, are a
newly started business in that
bile

village.

H. L. Cousins has bought out
the automobile business at Dummer formerly owned by Phillips

&

Isaacs.

The Security Lightning Control Co. is a new lightning protector firm recently incorporated
at Regina.

W.
ager

J.

of

western
died

Martin, general manCanadian Norththe
Steel

Co.,

Vancouver,

recently.

Willets

&

Potter,

implement

dealers at Manyberries, have dissolved partnership in their busi-
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ness at that centre. Mr. Willets
has sole control of the busi-

new implement

now

den.

ness.

every success in his business at
that point.

Klassen, a dealer at
J.
J.
Rosthern, has changed the sign
over his warehouse to read

Klassen

Bi'os.

We
F.

J.

dealer at

Lums-

wish Mr. Pettigrew

McKew, implement and

automobile dealer at Piapot, has
taken a partner into the business.

name now

The Emerson Manfg. Co. is a
new concern recently incorpora-

The

ted in Winnipeg to manufacture
grain cleaners.

Curry, Mitchell & Brandon are
the names embodied in a new
partnership formed at Macoun.
The firm will handle automobiles
and farm machinery.

H.

Anderson, manager of

F.

the Tudhope
nipeg, was

Anderson
a

Co.,

recent

Win-

business

Kew &

visitor to Saskatoon.

Larson

Ostrum, dealers at
Burdett,
have commenced the
erection of a large warehouse at
the rear of 'their store.

Smith, at Burdett, has
taken over the garage and au'to
accessory business recently controlled by A. Waddell.
Steele

The

Noble

full

are

line of

Foundation, at
carrying a

now

farm implements

in

addition to their general lines.

The Canadian Motor
have opened a branch
toon,

while

Sales Co.
in Saska-

city

Garage has been

closed.

Q. Pettigrew

the

is

Mc-

Harper.

name

Fillmore and Osage,
have dissolved partnership in
their business at these towns.
Mr. Dubey continues.
dealers

at

to take care of their steadily in-

creasing btisiness in

that

terri-

tory.

of a

M. McDonald,

J.

has

Grenfell,

dealer,

implement
formed a
wife, Mar-

partnership with his
The business
garet McDonald.
is now carried on under the title
of "J. M. McDonald & Co."

turers of

La

Co.,

stiff

Christiansen Implements, Ltd.,
have moved to their new quarters

upon Owena

Street,

Winnipeg.

J.

ahan,

how "The

Inc., 107

Elm

St..

Drehmer, manager

ager

of

Warren, assistant manthe J. I. Case Plow

C.

of

Works,
a

Minneapolis,
two weeks'

recently
trip

in

Western Canada, where he looked over the conditions with new
distributors recently signed up.

Z^a:^^

sStoon

farmers ready and anxious to
speed up production for war
purposes.

McClenaghan & Taylor, Lethannounce that they have

bridge,

Garden City feeders. Twin City
and Lauson tractors, Stewart
Sheaf Loaders and Emerson engine plows.
J. W. Ackland, president and
general manager of Messrs. D.
Ackland & Son, t:eturned early in
April from a four months vaca-

N. A. Wiff, vice-president of
the Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co., Hopkins, Minn., spent a
week in Winnipeg recently at the
local branch of the company. Mr.
Wifl^ reports the factories busy,
but experiencing difficulty in getting raw materials.
I.

J.

Haug, manager

of

the

Mr. Ackland

tion in California.

greatly improved in health and
is hard a't work taking care of the
demand for the many lines handis

led

by

his

company.

Manley &^ Slater, Moose Jaw,
agents for Ford automobiles, are
'the Fordson tractors.
Arrangements have been made
by this company to introduce the
Fordson tractor, supply all repairs and have a general super-

agents for

Tractor Co. of Waterloo, Iowa.

made

JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY

is well pleased
with
the prospects.
He states that in
all quarters
be has found the

tractors in the

W.

Millington, N. J.

West and

vision

in

David

A

Nasb

Co.

the John Deere Plow Co., Winnipeg, has jus't returned from an
extended business trip in the
States, during which he spent
some time at the head-quarters
of Deere & Co., at Moline, 111.

are used and endorsed by the most successful and progressive farmers from ocean to ocean. They sell at a price every
farmer can afford to pay yet yield a nice margin of profit to
the dealer.
You owe it to yourself to investigate the sales-building
value of the "Acme" line.
postal will bring you full information.
Send it today.
II.

&

territory.

Do

the

which he handled

last year.

Western Canadian
These tractors are
manufactured by the Interstate
tractors

"Acme" Pulverizing Harrows

Duane

McKnight

The Northern Implement Co.,
Winnipeg, is a new concern who
will be distributors for Plowman

the Work". They mahe
those smooth, firm, moist seed beds that start the
crop with a rush and assure bigger yields.
Coulters

darry, in addition,
line,

Massey-Harris line.
They also
handle Aultrhan-Taylor tractors,

back at his desk after a
bout with pneumonia.

R. Brownlie, all of Virden,
have registered partnerships in an
implement business in that town.
The firm will be known as Carn-

Tillage Tools are easy to sell because
farmers are coming more and more to understand

re-

taken the selling agency for the

tractors,

Jas.

"Acme"

have

Happy Farmer

company.
D. S. Carnahan and John McKnight, implement dealers, and

first

Son, Coaldale, deal-

Crosse, Wis., manufac-

Jones, manager, reports a
very brisk demand for the plow
attachments manufactured by the

and

Lund &

ceived large stocks of machinery
in anticipation of a busy season.
In the same town, R. J. Baldry
has secured the Cockshutt agency

W.

W.

in the esteem of dealers everywhere.

P.

ers for the International,

W. J. Black, dominion commissioner of agriculture, Ottawa, has
just completed a tour of the

a case of selling but of getting
the goods to fill his orders.

First in sales, first in service

month. Mr. Haug was arranging for shipment of Avery
tractors and plows to meet the
Western Canadian demand.
of last

spent a couple of weeks at the
office and factory of the
company at Toronto.

head

A. Jones, advertising manager for the La Crosse Tractor

Ed. Rooney, the Es'tevan dealhas secured the local agency
for Maytag washers, and is carrying on a live advertising cam-

Winnipeg,

Co.,

and will
Deering

R. J. Baldry, the implement
dealer at Coaldale, is very busy
these days. He says that it's not

er,

Canadian Avery

paid a visit to the Avery factories
at Peoria, 111., in the closing days

Whitaker, manager of
the Winnipeg branch of the
Massey-Harris Company, recently

W.

H.

On

April 11 the Central Garage, at Lomond, .owned by Jack
Bowers, was burned. The stock
of engines, farm machinery and
oils was a complete loss.

for

Alex Lang, formerly with the
Goold Shapley & Muir Co. at
Portage la Prairie, is now connected with the Winnipeg branch
of the Massey-Harris Company.
Roger & Smith, automobile
dealers at Gull Lake, have opened
a branch business at Tompkins

is

same

the

in

the Dominion

reads

Dubey & Harkin, implement

&

Nobleford,

firm's

paign for these labor-savers
the housewife.
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of

the

operation

of the

Moose Jaw

dis-

trict.

C. J.

Brittain,

manager

Western Cana-

the Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co., recently returned to his desk in Winnipeg
after a trip to 'the branches at
Saskatoon, Calgary and Edmonton.
Mr. Brittain is optimistic
as regards conditions, and looks
forward to a record season for
his company.

dian

of

Samuel L. Allen, founder

of

S. L. Allen & Co., Philadelphia,
died recently at Miami, Fla., in
his seventy-seventh year.
He
was known throughout the world
as the inventor and designer of
the famous Planet Jr. farm and
garden implements
and often
spoken of as the father of garden
seeders and cultivators.

We

note that

P.

McGregor,

(Continued on page

24.)

^

^
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Simply pull the rope

High and Level Power

to raise or lower the

Lift

Bottoms. The Trac-

Whether up or down
the Bottoms can be

tor does the rest.

kept level
It makes no difference
if they are up eight
inches for transportation on the road or
at work they still
can be kept level

John Deere Quick De-

THIS MEANS GOOD

Remember

tachable Shares save
80 per cent time in

changing shares.

Time

—

is

PLOWING

inches

Furrows of equal depth;
no digging into the
ground or clogging
with trash

money these

days.

Eight

clearance

between ground and
Nos. 5 and 6 John Deere Pony Tractor Plow;

2, 3 or

plow bottoms.

4 Bottoms

This is what
your customersare looking
for to use with
asmall 8or 10
The John Deere Small Tractor Hitch and Lifting Lever Attachment
H.P. Tractor
that will handle about two 12-inch or two lA-inch bottoms in breaking or stubble. As compared with a regular
Pony Tractor plow it is inexpensive and can be attached to any New Deere Gang Plow, new or second-hand,
There is good money in this attachment.
12, 13, or 14-inch.
Give Nature

a

Chance.

The Hoover
Planter means
Potato
to

Assurance

Your

Customers

This

Hoover 99 per cent Accurate Planter

Planter.

Why

sits

like

Operator sees all Planting
not in front. Concave
behind,
Operations. He
Equipped with
Drive.
Wheels
Both
Tired Wheels.
Roller Bearings.
It is a Visible

is

the result of using a Hoover Planter

pay a fancy price for high class seed potatoes
the above and take a chance on planting them
with a low grade planter? Tell the farmer to buy a
Hoover and be safe.

BRANCH HOUSES AT
Winnipeg, Man.
Edmonton, Alia.

Regina, Sask.
Saskatoon, Sask.

JOHN DEERE PLOW

Calgary, Alta.
Lethbridge, Alta.

COMPANY LIMITED
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(Continued

well

known

to

page
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dealers

in

Manitoba, has been appointed
salesman for Carriage Factories,

Manitoba

Linii'ted,

in

He

will

represent

for

carriages,

territory.

company

his

harness

trailers,

and blankets. Dealers for Canada
Carriage and McLaughlin lines
will welcome "Pete's" genial per-

house of Jos. McKone, the main
town of Vermilion
was burned on April 11.
The
total
loss
was estimated at
$500,000, about sixty per cent
being covered by insurance. Mr.
part of the

McKone

George Law, automobile dealer, $8,000, and the
Northern Hardware Co., $25,000.

sonality as he covers his territory.

Charles

T. Graham, of the Graham
Motor Co., Lethbridge, has taken
over 'the Studebaker agency at
Calgary. The Calgary agency is
run as a factory branch and is the
distributing point for Studebaker
cars for that part of province
from Red Deer south. E. Ainsworth has taken a half interest
in the Graham
Motor Co. and
will take charge of the company
in Lethbridge.
J.

P. J. Grout, 'the genial' manager of the Twin City Separator
recently
returned
ftom
Co.,
Minneapolis, where he purchased

a large shipment of new machinery whereby to increase the capacity of the Twin City factory

Winnipeg. "They keep me at
day and night to fill their
orders," said Mr. Grout in referring to his dealers throughout
Western Canadian territory.
in
it

Owing
started

to a small blaze

in

which

the implement ware-

MOWER

suffered loss to the ex-

tent of $10,000;

member

Henry Delano,

senior

of the firm of Chas.

H.

Delano & Son, publishers of the
"Cordage Trade Journal," New
York, died suddenly at his home
Brooklyn, April 19th. The decedent and his son, Arthur H.
Delano, were the editors of the
in

publication,

was

which

•

estab-

years ago.
Mr. Delano was a noted authority
on the cordage trade in all its
branches.
lished

nearly

During the
E.

B.

thirty

first

week

in

May

Sawyer, president of the

Cushman Motor Works,

Lincoln,

Neb., paid a visit to the Canadian
head-quar'ters of the company, the
Cushman Motor Works of Canada, AVinnipeg.

Mr. Sawyer

re-

ports engine business excellent,
with an increased demand from
territories.
He states that
1918 is likely to be the biggest
season in the history of the company.
all

E. A.

AND

Kemp,

sales

manager

of

May, 1918

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Winnipeg, spent a couple of
weeks in the States recently.'
Mr. Kemp visited the Fairbanksthe

Co.,

Morse

factories

Townsend

at

Beloit,

the

factory at Janesville,

and several large concerns

for s'teady deliveries to take care
of the heavy sales now being

made by Happy Farmer dealers
throughout Western Canada.
U.S. Exports of Repair Parts for
Farm Mach inery

ments of Fairbanlcs-Morse goods
are being received, and that no

The U.S. War Trade, Board announces that there has been issued, through the postal service,
a special export license, No. R. A.

supply difficulties are likely to
trouble his department for some
months ahead.

C-50, authorizing, until April 15,
1919, the exportation, through the
mails, of repair parts for agricul-

nois.

He

in Illi-

states 'that large ship-

A. E. Donovan, manager of the

Cushman Motor Works

Canada, recently returned from an
extended business trip throughout the West.
Mr. Donovan
visited Moose Jaw, Calgary, Camrose, Edmonton, Saskatoon and

He

Regina.

was never

of

says that business

better.

The

factories

at Lincoln, Neb., are keeping his

warerooms
dealers

full,

so that

Cushman

delivery

handled by the company.
A. Thompson, president of
the Happy Farmer Tractor Co.,
J.

Winnipeg, recently returned
from a business trip to La
Crosse, Wis., and Minneapolis.
Mr. Thompson states that the

Happy Farmer

factories

'

at

La

Crosse are hard at work turning
out machines to meet a phenomHe has arranged
enal demand.

BINDER REPAIRS

Brit-

France, Italy, or Japan, or
their colonies, possessions, or protectorates. This will permit shippers to send to the countries indicated, until
April
1919,
15,
through the mails, such repair
parts to agricultural implements
without securing individual licenses for the same, as has heretofore been necessary.
ain,

This

may

be assured of prompt
lines
of the various

implements to Great

tural

practically

movement

trade

of

makes

'the

implement

re-

pairs into

Canada

the

Announcement has
made of the elimination

war.

also been
of

special

ment

as free as before

licenses

tractors

of

in

to

the

ship-

Canada.

Binder twine
tion list

is on the conservaand therefore cannot be

shipped without special license.

Tractors Tampered with in
Transit
Press

dispatches

report

that

shipments of Fordson tractors
being received in the Canadian
West, have been tampered with.
It is stated that not only these
tractors but at least two other
types had had fuel feed pipes
plugged, carburetors broken and
other breakages made, which delayed use of the machines. These
acts, it is alleged, are the result

of attempts to injure production

ORDER EARLY

on the part of alien enemies. If
so, they have little mechanical
knowledge or they could more

Knives, Sections, Guards and Plates
Binder Canvases, Reel Fans, Etc.

Demand

This Year Anticipates
Shortage Later On

Let Us

Have Your Order
Ask
D.

for

Winnipeg, Man.

&

—

for Early Delivery

Catalogue,

ACKLAND

damage the machines.
In the case of the Fordsons, it is
stated that the fuel pipes were
plugged with tinfoil or solder.
There seems a lurking humor in
this when we think of a commonly applied cognomen which is
appended to the Fordson's relative
the Ford car.
Part of the
name was "Lizzie."
efifectively

Prices

and Terms

SON LTD.
Calgary, Alta.

Lh
WINNIPEG, MAN.

—

:
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Protection Against Lightning

conducted by
Investigations
Canadian agricultural colleges,
hacked by statistics compiled in
the United States, show conclusively that lightning rods, prop-

ample protection from destruction and loss
erly installed, furnish

Losses sustained
Ijy lightning.
on rodded buildings as compared
v/ith unrodded, are practically nil.
In the past there has been a feeling against the use of lightning
protection systems, due to the
fact that many inferior systems
werC' sold— and the farmer remembers these very vividly.
There are, however, upon the
market absolutely reliable installations which have been proven
efficient.

There are greater inducements
this

year than

ever

before

for

dealers to handle a specialty line
such as a good line of lightning

conductors. Building material is
so high in price that many own-

who formerly did not consider
necessary to protect their buildings will equip them with lightning rods rather than assume the
chance of destruction. N'ot onlv
is the building itself worth from
50 per cent to 100 per cent more
than when originally built, but
the contents of a barn, such as
live stock, feed, implements, etc.,
are worth more than ever before
in history, so it is highly desir-

discharge,

because

ers

electrical

it

offers a greater conducting

owners to throw around
them every possible protection.
able for

"Shinn-Flat" lightning conducmade by the W. C. Shinn
Mfg. Co., Chicago, is one of the
best protective systems on the
market.
It is made of copper
strands woven in the form of a
The
flat cable one inch in width.
form in which Shinn-Flat is made
presents a greater surface and affords increased cooling efficiency,
according to electrical authorities.
The makers also state that it has
greater strength and is much
more effective in controlling an
tor, as

face.

The

25

it

sur-

efficiency of a lightning

l)erta

McClenaghan &
Twin City and
The Happytractors.

territory.

Taylor

handle

Lauson
Farmer Tractor

conductor in preventing a side
flash is determined, to a large
extent, by its width.
The efficiency of the Shinn-Flat
system has been endorsed by the
General ^ Electric Co., the U. S.
Weather Bureau, Sir Oliver
Lodge, the scientist, and many
Dealers who are interothers.
ested in this line should write the
Cushman Motor Works of Canada, who are "Shinn-Flat" distributors for Canada.

Co., in the Sherlock Building, handle both Happy

Lethbridge a Tractor Centre

Lauson Distributors

Farmer and Samson
The Superior Supply

tractors.

Co., on
Second Avenue, are distributing
the Moline Universal, while the
McMahon Machine Co. are handling Heider tractors. Add to this
Mr. Quinn, who handles the "Allwork" in Lethbridge, and there
seems little likelihood that southern Alberta will go tractor-less

this year.

at Saskatoon

For

variety of the tractors
Alberta,
Lethbridge,
handled,
takes some beating. As well as
the International, Sawyer-Massey

and other well known

lines,

in

Lethbridge there are the following tractor distributors
W. F. Heidel, 4th Avenue, distributes Nilson tractors for Al:

Walter Gratias, Saskatoon, has
agency for the John
Lauson Mfg. Co., of New HolMr. Gratias also
stein. Wis.
tractor
handles a
attachment
made by the Convertible Tractor
Corporation of St. Paul, and is

wholesale

readv to

fill

orders.

THRESHING—WHEN THRESHING SHOULD BE DONE
SECURE
THE

Fairbanks-Morse Combination Threshers
SELL
24 X 46

AGENCY

AND STAND EVERY TEST OF SERVICE

SEPARATOR—20

H.P.

NOW

TWIN CYLINDER KEROSENE ENGINE

Complete with
Self- Feeder,

Wind-Stacker

and Automatic
Register

Help shortage will create an unprecedented demand for FairbanksMorse outfits this year. For simplicity, correct design and efficient
work under all conditions you cannot sell your customers a better
combination thresher. The Fairbanks-Morse gets all the grain. Sills
of 7-inch channel steel, with 5-inch channel girts, give perfect rigidity.
Heavy steel body, double bar cylinder, long bearings and heavy shafting,

DEALERS
THE TOWNSEND
KEROSENE TRACTOR
develops 12-25 H.P., pulls three
plows in stubble; drives a 24inch separator.
The most
powerful and dependable light
tractor you can sell. Good stock
of complete outfits on hand.
Write at once for full particulars

every feature that makes for good work and durability is found in our
separators.
The 20 H.P. horizontal kerosene engines
kerosene perfectly.
Have Dixie magneto ignition, friction clutch pulley and throttling
governor. Force feed lubrication. Easily started and run smoothly
under all loads. Wide flexibility of speed range. The cooling system
is the best found on any combination outfit.

bum

DON'T WAIT UNTIL HARVEST—ASK FOR OUR LIBERAL PROPOSITION
We guarantee every part — separator, stacker, feeder, register and engine —to give your customers satisfaction.
They can thresh at the right time and have a powerful engine for use the year around. We also manufacture 24 X 46 and 20 x 42 separators for light tractor drive. Ask for our new Thresher Catalog, prices and
contract.

The

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO.

SASKATOON

WINNIPEG

Limited

CALGARY

—

—

;
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Emerson Wild Oat Separators

The short kernels
pass
barley
or
rye)
through the angles very freely,
but the oats cannot follow. The
peculiar motion of the riddles
lifts the end of the oat up into the
little angle, leaving the oat free
.then the motion of the riddle
forces it out and on up the riddle
until it is discharged over the end.
There are three separate shoes
riddles.

(wheat,

of wild oats from
and the separation of oats
from wheat, are problems which

The removal

seed,

have, for years, received the attention of the manufacturers of
On
grain-cleaning machinery.
another page of this issue will be
found the announcement of the

Emerson Manufacturing Co., of
Canadian
western
Winnipeg,
manufacturers of the well known
Emerson grain
made for years by
Emerson & Sons Co.

line of

as

separators,
the W. H.
of Detroit,

Mich., and Windsor, Ont.

This

company produce

sizes of grain separators

three

—a wheat

hand power machand a 6-shoe power separator.

tester, a 3-shoe
ine,

The

principle

separation

of

in-

volved in the design of the Emerson separators is of interest to
the trade.
The separation is made by the
length of the kernel. The riddles
in Emerson separators are 8^
inches wide by 26 inches long, and
are made of sections of sheet

metal arranged in angular

tiers

or a series of short steps in the
face of which are provided ports,
or holes, which allow the short
The
kernels to pass through.
oats, being longer, cannot follow
the short kernels through the
double angle construction of the

hung in an angular
Each shoe is operated
by a cam and works independent
There are three
of the others.
cams on the shaft of the hand
machine and the shoe works
alternately. Each shoe is held by
coil springs
the cam draws the
shoe back, and when released the
by

side

side

position.

;

springs force it forward with a
quick motion, and the sudden stop
acts as a kick and throws the oats
on up the riddle.

Each machine
nine

of

these

provided with
patent riddles
is

which comprise 9,945 individual

—

pieces of metal also three lower
Three riddles and one
screens.
screen are used at a time, making

three complete sets which, states
the company, are used individually for taking wild oats from
wheat or rye, or from barley or
durum wheat, also to take cockle
or wild pea from wheat or barley.

The

grain,

through the

after

passing

riddles, drops

on the

May, 1918

lower screen, which has an end
shake and works on a series of
scrubbing bars which prevent it
from clogging.
The company report that they
sell their cleaners under an absolute guarantee to remove every
kernel of wild oats and save every
kernel of seed wheat. The same
applies to the removal of oats
from seed barley, and also cockle
from barley. But most interesting is the work done by these
machines in separating wild or
tame oats from rye for seed. The
Emerson cleaner does this in the
most remarkable manner, and the
manufacturers make a strong
guarantee that every kernel of the
oats is removed, giving perfect

The

three-shoe machine
is very light in draft, while the
six-shoe type is easily operated by
a one horse-power engine.
Another interesting machine
made by this concern is the Emerson wheat tester or kicker. This
machine eliminates all guess work
in determining the actual amount

seed rye.

Canadian Nilson Tractor Co., Ltd.
225 CURRY BLDG., WINNIPEG
(For Manitoba and Saskatchewan)

M. A. Peacock
CALGARY

(For Central and Northern Alberta)

William S. Heidel,
LETH BRIDGE

(For Southern Alberta)

WRITE DIRECT TO THEM OR TO

NILSON TRACTOR COMPANY
Minn.,
2644 University Ave.

Minneaplis,

U.S.A.

Waukesha 40 H.P. 'tractor motor.
X 6}i, with cylinders cast in

4j4

Extreme

pairs.

accessibility

feature of the engine.
The
terials used in construction
of the highest grade.
tion

is

by

a

positive

is

a

maare

Lubricadrive

oil

pump and

automatic splash sysBennett carburetor and

traction under all soil conditions,
and carries the weight of the

Gray organization are

machine without the slightest
danger of overpacking the soil.
The cooling system of these
'tractors is of very sound design
a water pump, large copper
cored radiator and fan being proFor belt work the pulley
vided.
is 11 inches diameter by 7 inch

over
while
they are also used in the majority
of mills.
large battery are employed by the U. S. Government
Bureau of Grain Standardization
elevators

of

all

testers,

A

Washington.

at

Minn., are

now being

sold in
the Gray
Tractor Co. of Canada, 307 Eleclis,

Wherever the Nilson has been introduced the demand for it
has been unprecedented.
Live dealers have been quick to recognize its great selling features.
We are glad to announce that Nilson Tractors and repairs may
be had through the following distributors:

a large traction surface, while the
drum is fitted with spade or cone
lugs.
The power plant of the
Gray tractor is a heavy duty

facilities
Minneapolis have
at
been greatly increased, and the

sands

America use these

Gray tractors, 18-36 h.p. machmanufactured by the Gray
Tractor Company, of Minneaposees a Nilson Tractor wants one.
Never has superior tractor merit been so instantly recognized by
the farmers of Western Canada.

wide 'drum 54 inch face and 5^
inches in diameter.
This gives

the whole production of the factories.
Now the manufacturing

of dockage in each sample of
wheat passed through it. Thou-

ines,

who

The Gray tractor has many interesting features in its mechanical design.
The rear driver is ai

tem. A
air cleaner are part of the power
equipment. Ignition is by K. W.
high tension magneto, equipped
with a quick-starting device.
Two speeds forward and one
reverse are provided, high giving
2y^ m.p.h. and low 2 m.p.h. Both
are direct drives, through spur
gearing. The steering gear is of
the heavy truck type frame is of
6-in. channel steel and "I" beam.
Transmission is of the selective
sliding gear type, with no bevel
All
gears and no differential.
spur gears are machine cut and
specially carburized and temperIn the 'transmission system,
ed.
Hyatt heavy duty roller bearings
are used throughout, while all
transmission gears, shafts and
bearings are enclosed in a dustproof oil bath. Drive is by heavy
duty roller chains, enclosed in
pressed steel chain casings.
With a weight of 6,200 pounds,
the Gray tractor is stated to pull
The
four plows in stubble.
manufacturers report that precision machining and the highest
grade stock ensure great durThe
ability in their machines.
wide drive drum is said to secure

Gray Tractors Enter Western
Canadian Field

EVERY man

plement dealers throughout the
West. Interested implement men
can communicate with the head
office at Winnipeg, or with the
Alberta representative of the
company, M. D. Peever, 24
Mason and Risch Block, 8th Ave.
W., Calgary.

Western

Canada by

Railway Chambers, WinniOf late little effort has been
made to supply Gray tractors
to the
Wes'tern
Canatric

peg.

dian

field,

meet

to

these

export

as
the

tractors

in

orders

demand

for

France

and

South America took practically

in a posi-

tion to take care of the

demand

from dealers
throughout the
Canadian West, and can ensure
a steady supply of their product.

Stocks of the Gray tractors are
now being carried at Winnipeg
and Calgary, also a full line of
repairs will be put in so that dealers will be assured prompt service.
Representatives will shortly be appointed for distribution
in

Saskatchewan territory

—where

a warehouse and s'tock will be
installed.
The Gray Tractor Co.
of Canada are now addressing
their selling proposition to im-

;

—

face,

giving a belt soeed of 2,600

feet per minute.

The power

in

is
delivered
the Gray tractor
straight from the rear axle, pulling evenly against two heavy

coil springs.

Start the drive for hay machinery business now.

'
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Your

Plymouth Twine
CAN YOU

FILL IT?

^This demand has been built
up year after year since the invention of the binder. Plymouth
has always been a uniformly

good twine, free from knots,
weak and uneven places, always
the same, year after year.

^It

binds

more

money than

^ Your

grain for

less

others.

customers want

it.

PLYMOUTH CORDAGE CO
WELLAND, CANADA

^ife^
mm

f

(

^

Canadian Distributing Agencies:

W.

G.

McMAHON

(Represe^^Lmdsay^ers)

HOBBS HARDWARE CO.
ToFOnto, Ont.
"'T^f'lMliTiMiiMiiw''^

.
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Canadian Nilson Tractor Company Formed
Articles of incorporation have
been filed at Winnipeg for the
Canadian Nilson Tractor Co., a
newly organized concern in which
the personnel are men with long
experience in the machine business.
The Winnipeg head-

Speedy Haying-Finest Hay
[OOD hay

made

time with little help,
year after year, on farms equipped with
McCormick mowers, rakes and tedders, and
International side -delivery rakes, loaders, etc.
is

in fast

McCormick Mowers, Dump Rakes and Tedders
have been long and favorably known wherever hay
is grown.
Canadian dealers and farmers are perfectly
familiar with these facts.
But there is a big, largely undeveloped opportunity
for dealers in the other hay machines of the McCormick
line.
Every hay grower should become famihar with
the construction of the new International Combined
Side- Delivery Rake and Tedder. This popular,
economical machine has two duties in one ^it can be

—

instantly adjusted for rake or for tedder. It rakes clean,

hay gently.
It is a lefthand-delivery rake, which means it can follow the
mower closely and strike the heads first (not the stems)
It does clean work, piling two swaths at once on the
clean stubble (not on an unraked swath) which means
proper curing. Quickly adjustable to any condition of
hay and ground.
International Windrow Loaders are built to last.
Pulled easily by two horses, they load uniformly, leave
the field clean, lift hay over 10 feet, do not thresh off
blossoms and leaves.
Hay values are high. McCormick and International hay tools, which put hay under cover in prime
teds thoroughly, and handles

,

condition four or five hours after cutting, return their
price,

—

'

and more,

to owners' pockets. This

Act early

tunity for the alert dealer.

demand

for

is

an oppor-

this year

machines exceeds the supply

!

!

The

Write the

quarters of the company will be
at 225 Curry Building, and the
company will carry stocks of the
Nilson tractors in their warehouses at Winnipeg and Regina,
distributing these machines in

and

Manitoba

The Nilson

Saskatchewan.

is
already
being handled by Mr. F. Heidel,
Lethbridge, for Alberta territory.
While the Nilson tractor cannot
be termed a low priced machine,
it
has a very good reputation
throughout the United States,
where many of these machines
are now in use in the middle and
western States. They are of ex-

tractor

ceptionally good design, and the
plant of the manufacturers, the

Nilson Tractor Co., Minneapolis,
Minn., is equipped to take care of
a large demand.

The newly

or-

ganized company are now receiving tractors and are in a position
Nil-

to allot territory to dealers.

son

tractors

sizes,

are

made

which are 16-30

two

in

and

b.h.p.

24-40 b.h.p.
The 16-30 h.p. Nilson

cylinder L-head motor, 4^4 by
5^, using either gasoline or kerosene.i
Lubrication is by the circulating splash system.
Except
in the motor, the tractor is com-

Hyatt heavy

pletely fitted with

duty

Final drive
fuel tanks
are provided, 5 and 18 gallons
the former for oil.
Bennett air
cleaner,
high tension igniis

by

roller bearings.

Two

roller chain.

A

K-W

tion, with impulse starter, Kingston carburetor and a Modine radiator, are other features in the
Nilson 16-30.
The 24-40 model Nilson handles
four or five plows or a 28 to 30I
inch separator.
It has, like the
smaller tractor, three optional
drive wheels and gives about

4,000 lbs. pull at plowing speed.

Weight is 6,000
Waukesha L-head,

lbs.

Motor-

4-cylinder ver-

4^x6^. Pulley is 24x8
inches running at 320 r.p.m., contical,

trolled

tank

is

by motor clutch. The fuel
provided with 24 gallons

The

capacity.

24-40

is

165 inches

wide and 69 inches
high, the wheel base being 100
long, 89 inches

The

inches.

distributors,

regarding territory, prices, etc.,
throughout
Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

to interested dealers

Carriage Builders' Convention

a 3 or
4-plow tractor, with either one or
.three optional drive wheels and
Behind
two steering wheels.
there is a centre drive wheel, 50
inches diameter by 18-inch face,
flanked on either side by two sidedrivers 50 inches diameter by 7inch face. This gives great traction surface to the machine which
is stated to have 3,000 lbs. pull at
plowing speed. Two speeds forward are provided, 2^4 and 4j^
miles per hour. The machine is
recommended for a 24-inch separator. It has a turning radius of
is

16 feet and weighs 4,300 lbs.
The engine is a Waukesha 4-

The
tion

forty-sixth annual convenof the U.S. Car-

and exhibit

riage Builders' National Association will be held in Cincinnati,
Ohio, September 23-28, at the

Hotel Gibson. Carriage factories
over the United States are reported to be working at full pressure with an exceptionally heavy
all

demand.

It

is

evident that de-

spite the increase in use of the
automobile, the buggy is as live

an issue as ever. Full particulars
regarding the Carriage Builders'
National Association can be obtained from the secretary, H. C.
McLear, Mount Vernon, N.Y.

nearest branch.

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.
WEST—Brandon,

BRANCH HOUSES:
Man.

Edmonton, Alta.; Estevan, Sask.;
;
Lethbridge, Alta.
North Battleford, Sask. Regina, Sask. ; Saskatoon, Sask.
Winnipeg, Man. Yorkton, Sask.
Hamilton, Ont.
London, Ont. ; Montreal, Que.
Ottawa, Ont.;
Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.
;

Calgary, Alta.
;

EAST—

;

;

Ma?
SATISFACTORY

;

;

SERVICE

;

,.,S8_.„

One
Ail

Piece Construction

Seams Welded

Faucet

Capped

Filler

Hole

WRITE TO-DAY FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND PRICES

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing
Makers

P.O. Box 3006

o]

Max

the

Canadian Nilson Tractor Co., will
be glad to supply full particulars

Stock Troughs.

F.I. 218

Tank

Co., Limited

Heaters. Oil Barrels,

etc.

Winnipeg, Man.
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Hail Insurance Regulations in

the

Saskatchewan
Important regulations relating
to the underwriting of hail insurance in Saskatchewan by provincial licenses, Avill have the effect
awarding the policyholder
of
greater security. Each company
must file a weekly report showing
the hail insurance business underwritten by it. Fifty per cent of
the net premiums must be deposited by the company in an
agreed upon chartered bank, to
the credit of the Superintendent
of Insurance in trust, and when it
is shown that the company requires a portion of this deposit

payment

for the

claims,

of loss

superintendent may release
such portion of the deposit as he
may consider necessary for this
purpose. When the superintendent is satisfied that all the company's liability under its hail insurance contracts has been discharged, the deposit or balance
thereof shall be released to the
the

company.

is

The price of manila fiber, the
only other fiber suitable for binder
twine produced in sufficient quantity to be a serious competitor of
sisal for binder twine purposes,
has been above the price of sisal,
but for quite another set of reasons the abnormal demand for
manila cordage and the increasing
scarcity and high price of tonnage
for the long haul from the Philippine Islands to the United States.
The only probable factor which
would reduce fiber and binder
twine prices in America is hemp.
The estimated acreage of hemp in
the United States for 1917 was
about 47,500. Even if this were
increased to 300,000 acres, the
consequent increase of production
would still fall short of supplying

—

the North American demand for
binder twine and other uses and

the farmer would still be assured
such a price for ^his hemp as
would give him a comfortable
profit.

Genco Light Headquarters

is

it

evident

likelihood

that
that

there
foreign

grown

fibers for the production of
binder twine will be reduced in
price in the future.

taking
AREother

life

just a little easier than the

fellow.
The line sells more readily
and stays sold, also a larger percentage of
profit is added to the bank account.

you a 3 cent stamp (or just a
post card) to investigate our proposition.
Several plans are offered (all are interesting).
You select the one that appeals to you; definite territory arranged.
Our agency proIt will cost

position

is

different

and much more profitable.

12-24 H.P.

CAPACITY

PLOWS

3

The Genco Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., J. R. Tiernan, pres.,
H. E. Hoar, vice-pres., H. J.
Hoar, sec, 131 Sixth Ave., West,
Calgary, are Western Canadian
.

The price of Yucatan sisal,
which has heretofore been the raw

distributors

material of at least 85 per cent of
the American output of binder
twine, has stood for some time
around 19 cents a pound.
This
price, i't is true, is excessively
high.
It is also true that it is an
arbitrary price fixed by a monopoly, but it is a foreign monopoly,
and if the U.S. government has

of
General
Gas-Electric
Co.,
They
Hanover, Pennsylvania.

plants,

for "Genco Light"
manufactured by the

now appointing agents in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, and expect to do a big
Along with
business this year.
this line they are also distributors
for the Leader Home Water Sys-

HAPPY FARMER

are

tems.

PERFECT
™
TD
A PTOD
i
kJm\
1
kerosene burner
that you

sell

the farmer

is

also different.

We

have been putting your business first,
like to tell you about the
tractor, that will do anything any other
tractor will do— and do it better; beats out
the best horses.
A few of the outstanding

now we would

O
UMBO
GASOLINE
ENGINES
I§, 2i

IMPLEMENT DEALERS

in Calga ry

a scrutiny of the situa-

little

HAPPY
FARMER

;

practically approved this price.

Sisal

tion

its

operations, it has not yet exercised it on the contrary, it has

Twine Production Depends Upon

From

power, to interfere with

29

features

Ai and 6 H.P.

Powerful, reliable, serviceable. On skids, strong iron subbase or trucks make-and-break ignition battery or magneto. At an additional cost our 254i iVz and 6 h.p. engines can be supplied in the throttling governor type for
burning kerosene as well as gasoline.
You can't sell
a better engine.
;

;

"LITTLE JUMBO" FEED MILLS
durable, strong. All
Wide
—from 10 to 30 bus. perconstruction.
hour. Any engine
Efficient,

steel

range capacity
from 15/^ to 4

operate them.
Two sets of 6inch burrs supplied with every machine.
Fine adjustment for work.
Write the nearest branch house for
h.p.

will

particulars.

Manufactured
||

g|£0

11

Brothcrs Company

SAGINAW, MICH.,

U.S.A.

Western Canadian Jobbers

are

Perfect

Balance, Simplicity,
Light Weight, Accessibility, Strength, Short
Turn, Surplus Power, Steel Gut Gears running
in oil, Hyatt Roller Bearings, Self-Guiding in
Furrow, High and Constant Plowing Speed.
We have a line of Standard Grain Separators and Power-Lift Plows (both moldboard

and

disc).

—

Notice. J. D. Adshead or J. D. Adshead Co. are not connected,
either financially or otherwise, with The Happy Farmer Co. Ltd.

HAPPY FARMER COMPANY, LIMITED
Bank
(References,

225 Curry Block

of Moidrcal^

A^sfTa'/e)

Winnipeg, Man.

Branches and Service Stations:

Tudhope-Anderson
WINNIPEG

REGINA

Co., Ltd.
SASKATOON CALGARY

Cor. 7th Ave. and Halifax

REGINA, SASK.

THE TRACTOR

CO.

SASKATOON, SASK.

:

:
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Saskatchewan Implement

this large expenditure should not

Dealers Meet in Saskatoon,

unnecessarily swell Canada's adverse trade balance with the
United States under present difficulties of exchange.
The
tractor manufacturers, as large
taxpayers, were entitled to be
consulted in order to determine
how this industry could be maintained if tractors from the United
States were admitted free of duty.
It must not be overlooked that
materials needed for the Canadia
a
industry, if imported,, are subjes
3!
to substantial customs duties, an
owing to embargoes and other

May 14,

15

and

SASKATCHEWAN
Implement Dealers

16

Every implement dealer in Saskatchewan is invited to be present at the various trade section
rallies of the Saskatchewan Retail Implement Dealers' Association in Saskatoon, May 14th to
16th.
The implement dealers organization in SaskatchcAvan have
affiliated with the Saskatchewan
Association,
Retail Merchants'
which holds its annual convention
in Saskatoon on the above dates.
As Avell as participating in 'the
various sessions covering all lines
of retail business, the Implement
Dealers' Trade Section will hold
a series of special sessions at
which the many problems confronting the retail implement
trade will be gone into. Live addresses are promised from men in
the retail implement business,
and general discussion and analysis of conditions in the trade will
be of benefit .'to every dealer who
Avill attend on the above dates.

The Saskatchewan Retail Implement Dealers' Association has
made steady headway

since its

and now that the organization has joined hands with

inception,

the Retail Merchants' Association
we feel that the result will be an
increase in membership and a
perfection in organization heretofore unrealized in the Saskat-

chewan implement

trade.

The implement dealer in Saskatchewan who does not come to
Saskatoon for th-e. three days of
the Retail Merchants' Association
convention will "miss an invaluable opportunity of getting in
touch with brother implement
dealers throughout the province.
The difficulties that beset one
man in the farm machinery retail

'trade are

common

to all of

We can best overcome them
by co-operation and allied effort.
If you do not now belong to the
organization, May 14, 15 and 16
will be your opportunity to get in
line, so that you may give your
experience
and assistance
in
helping put the retail implement
us.

trade in a better position than it
has been in the past. The business Avill be just what we make it.

Can you remedy, matters by
staying aloof?
\^'hat one dealer
can never hope to do six hundred
or a thousand can easily accomplish.
That's why we want you
to come to Saskatoon. You will
never be able to estifnate the
benefit that will follow 3'our enlistment in your provincial organization.
Get to know the
other dealer y&u'U like him.
The convention of the Retail
Merchants' Association will open
in
the Convention Hall a't 9

—

.

In conjunction with the Saskatchewan branch of the Retail Merchants'
Association

of

Canada,

the

Saskatchewan

Implement

Retail

Dealers'

Association will hold their annual convention at Saskatoon, on the dates

given below.

Attend the Convention at
Saskatoon, May 14, 15 and 16
A

program has been prepared for a

series

of trade

sessions.

All

conditions,

questions pertaining to the trade and present conditions will be discussed.

have problems confronting us which we never had before. We must
meet them, or get out of business. Get together with other dealers and
Make every effort to
help out the association, the trade and yourself.
be present at Saskatoon, May 14, 15 and 16. Support us by your presence.

-

But You need

it

Can-

in

produced by United States
tractor manufacturers under the
prices fixed by that government.

rials

We

must, of course, increase production, not on farm only, but in
factory and workshop. In other

Get Into the Association

needs You

produced

if

.

ada, are obtainable only at higher,
prices than apply on like matel

We

It

.

Most

words,

we must make Canada

self-contained."

Company Reorganized

Parrett
o'clock on Tuesday,

May

14.

At

the afternoon session many interesting topics will come up for
discussion
and the Question
Box will take its part in the proceedings.
Tuesday evening a

—

concert will be held, while an inspiring address will be delivered
by E. B. Moon, Chicago, one of
the foremost speakers in America
on Community Building and retail
trade development.
have often heard. Mr. Moon
speak and can assure dealers that
his addresses are unequalled for
vision, educative value and inter-

We

est.

for

Mr.

He knows your troubles,
Moon is himself owner of

a large retail business in a

town

—

Moon

will give a closing address,

the subject being "Jobbers' Cooperation with the Retailer." The
convention will close at 6 p.m.

Thursday,

We
ment

strenuous times in the trade, and
by closer organization to-day we
will be better fitted to face the
problems which will assuredly
arise in the future.
In every line
of business merchants are getting
together for better conditions and
greater efficiency. It is an ideal

worth while. If you want the retail implement business in the
province to get on to a better
basis you know how you can
help.
Pack your grip and be on
hand at Saskatoon, May 14, 15
and 16. We will be glad to meet
you there a thousand strong.

—

—

From the Canadian Manu-

When

he goes after
mail order competition you get
up on your toes and yell. Mr.
Moon makes any convention a
whirlwind success.
Wednesday morning will be
devoted to trade section meetings
including the implement trade.
In the afternoon the Retail MerCo.
chants' Mutual Insurance
will meet, Avhile Mr. Moon will
give an address on "Advertising
Copy and Mail Order CompetiIn the evening trade sestion."
sions will again be held.
Thursday forenoon resolutions
of the convention will be dealt
with.
In the afternoon officers
will be elected and the policy discussed for the coming year. Mr.
in Indiana.

16th.

feel sure that

every imple-

dealer in Saskatchewan will
realize the value of being present

These are

at this convention.

facturer's Standpoint

The Parrett Tractor Co., of
Delaware, has been organized
with a capital of $3,000,000 fully
paid in and has acquired the assets

and

plant

of

the

since 1912.

Dent Parrett

is

president of the

new company and with him

government
son

for purchasing

tractors

Barnes vice-presiBarbour secretary,.
Warren Barbour; treasurer, Arager, Claire L.

dent, Robert

;

;

thur Gardner.
The Parrett plant at Chicago
Heights, 111., is said to have a
capacity from 7,500 to 10,000
tractors a year.
Over 200 tractors were shipped in March. These

tractors

of

Canadian

part

from

ordinary

con-

sound domestic
policy, the
government before
buying the Ford tractors should
have investigated the Canadian
tractor manufacturers in order to
siderations

of

ascertain

satisfactory arrange^

if

Western

New Home Mach-

inery Co., Saskatoon, and Francoeur Bros., at Camrose, Alta.

Ford-

manufacture.
Incidentally
the
removal of duty on tractors costing not more than $1,400 is stated
to be only a means to accomplish
the above purchase by the authorities.
In pointing out the investment and plant controlled by
tractor producing concerns in the
Dominion, this article says in

"Aside

Canada by the

Results Count

without

inquiring
into the possibility of obtaining
suitable

are

Vice-president and general man-

tractors are handled in

In an editorial "Industrial Canada," the official organ of the
Canadian Manufacturers' Association,
strongly criticises the

Parrett

Tractor Co., of Illinois, which has
been producing farm tractors

ments could not be made so that

Every farm machinery concern
can secure scores of men that can
do Avhat they are told, if they are
shown how to do it, but the man
that every concern wants is the
man that can do what he is told
on

his

own

resources.

What

every concern is looking for is a
man who has initiative originality, perseverance, courage, loyalty, energy and honesty, a manthat can get underneath a proposition and lift, one that will not
return until he gets a result. No
concern is interested in the details of how he gets a result, or
how he didn't get it, the result
speaks for itself.

Will you be at Saskatoon?
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Your Customers About Shinn-Flat

Secure the agency for this modern, scientific Lightning Conductor,
Ask us for the solid
endorsed by the world's electrical authorities.
You'll
advertisement shown below, and run same in your local paper.
that big business will result. We are co-operating with you by a
Vfind
big farm paper advertising campaign.

M

Shinn-Flat
Protects Property and
People from Lightning
many times in this district every year.
You know your property and your family are not safe

Lightning strikes

WE WANT DEALERS
WHO WANT DOUBLE PROFITS-

without protection.

To

say nothing about the safety of yourself and your
family, your buildings, stock and feed are worth too
much money these times to take any chances.
Shinn-Flat is the only Lightning Conductor woven in the form

We

— the

form that the electrical authorities of the
be the safest— even the U. S. Weather Bureau.
It is covered by a Cash Bond, issued direct to you by a large
Bondint? Company, that Lightning will not strike the building on
which it is placed.
The expense is slight the protection complete. Call and get
a Book on Lightning and read it over at home. Remember
of a flat cable
world admit to

big

still

and delivery

CUN'T STRIKE

DEPT.

E.,

Hart-Parr Tractors can be made

—

territory where
dealers
Our contracts are ready
at once.

—

RESERVE YOUR TERRITORY

NOW

Applications will be considered in the order received. No matter if you
have contracted for your 1918 line, we will help you double your business.
Write or wire us to-day.

of Canada, Limited

Builders of Light Weight, High Grade, Gasoline Engines for

live
selling plan.

m

For 25 years the Shinn system of Lightning Conductors has proven to give
Reasonable in cost. If you want to increase your business,
absolute protection.
you should write us for agency, literature and selling helps.

Cushman Motor Works

of

made by our new

eliminates many selling expenses which heretofore had to be included
Dealers
the cost of tractors. Our dealers get the benefit of low cost,
make two and three times the profit by our plan.
Our advertising campaign has brought us many enquiries which we will
turn over to our dealers this means immediate sales and immediate profits.

Shinn Gets There First

If

be

OUR NEW SELLING PLAN

—

Ligittning

have some good territory open for

money can

Farm Power Work

WHYTE

AVE. AND VINE ST.,
WINNIPEG. MAN.
EXCLUSIVE SELLING AGENTS FOR

—

HART-PARR OF CANADA,

— Fanning Mills Smut
— Lincoln Saws ——Shinn— Incubators — Universal
Hardware

Combination Threshing Outfi-s Langdon Ideal Self-Feeders
and Pickling Machines Vacuum Washers Lincoln Grinders
Holland Wild Oat Separators
Flat Lightning Conductors

—

Hoists

— Portable

—

Grain

—
Eleva'ors — Wagner

328 William Ave.,

Specialties.

WINNIPEG

1618 Eighth Ave.,

LTD.
REGINA

Sell Canada's Standard Vehicles
OUR LINES ARE LEADERS IN
STYLE, FINISH, QUALITY and DURABILITY
McLaughlin and Brockville Carriages

will get the dealer the trade in any
For over half a century they have built up a record for Serviceability
which means permanent confidence from the purchasers' standpoint. Their
in-built value and superior quality, their distinctive style and popular prices,
make the farmer of to-day a sure prospect for the buggy his father chose years
ago as the best vehicle value in the Dominion. Time has passed but the
quality has never varied.

territory.

No. 542B

Auto
Seat Top
Buggy
Full

Write us for Agency
Catalogues and Prices

Their Established Reputation
Ensures the Dealer Profitable Business
Here we show two jobs for which there is a popular demand all over the West. Let
us forward you particulars of our full line. There is a style to suit every customer,
and our prices will meet any competition.

....
....

SECURE REPRESENTATION FOR OUR LINES:
Mclaughlin
carriages and cutters
BROCKVILLE
CARRIAGES and CUTTERS
MUNRO & MclNTOSH
CARRIAGES and CUTTERS
HENEY & CO.
CARRIAGES, CUTTERS and BLANKETS

CARRIAGE FACTORIES,
156

Ltd.

PRINCESS STREET, WINNIPEG
Distributing Houses:

MOOSE JAW

CALGARY

EDMONTON

SASKATOON

—

!
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The New Case

and the lower part

9-18 Tractor

cast

The

Case T.M. Co., Raannounce that deliver-

I.

J.

cine, Wis.,

about to begin of the new
Type B, kerosene tractThis tractor is recommendor.
ed for two 14-inch plows, but is
ies are

Case

9-18,

three 12-inch botfavorable field and
In contrast to
soil conditions.
the former Case 9-18 h.p. machine,
the Avheel base has been
shortened, giving a turning radius
said

to

toms

pull

under

of only 11 feet.

The weight has been reduced
from 3,700 to 3,310 pounds, yet
the rigidity and strength of this
type B tractor exceeds the
former model, which has a good

new

reputation

in

small

the

tractor

integrally

frame.

All

of crank case,

the

main

working

parts

wi'th

the

are fully enclosed.

The motor,

which

is a well-balanced engine,
being mounted on the rigid main
frame, heavily ribbed underneath
to head ofif danger of breakage,
forms a substantial foundation for

the cylin'ders and reciprocating
parts, thus reducing vibra'tion.
Such parts as the ian bearings
and its drive gears are fully enclosed.

The magneto

is

protect-

ed against dust, and the carburean air
tor takes air through
mixture
feeding the
washer,
through a heated manifold, thus
preventing grit or dust from enAll parts
tering the cylinders.
are accessible.

The

class.

In place of the structural steel
buil't-up frame formerly used, the
Type B now has a cast frame
Avith housings for the rear axle,

pinion

bull

shaft,

transmission

fuel tank is placed under
The speed of this
hood.
latest addition to the Case family
is 234 miles per hour for plowing
and 3^ miles per hour for road
work.
Some of the leading

the

features in the design of the new
9-18 are as follows
Engine Case, 4-cy\., vertical,
cast en bloc. Four cycle, valve in
head type, bore 2}i
stroke, 5
:

—

—

;

Rating for
18; for drawbar work,

inches.

develops 12

h.p.,

work,
Tractor

has

gravity

fuel

;

;

—

with four

The

oil in bath..

spin

final

and master gear

dififerential pinions. All

parts are enclosed in a dust-proof

housing.

Hyatt roller bearings are provided on rear axle, transmission
and bull pinion shaft. The drivers
are 42 inches diameter, 9-inch
6-inch extension rims can
face
be supplied. Front wheels are 30

HILLCREST

STEAM

;

COAL

THE KIND THAT
DOES THE WORK

FOR PLOWING
AND THRESHING

COAL SELLERS, LIMITED

905 Union Trust BIdg.

WINNIPEG
CALGARY
SASKATOON
REGINA
EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

Of Lethbridge "Imperial" Coal ; Pembina "Peerless" Coal
Drumheller "Monarch" Coal

;

DEALERS: WRITE US FOR PRICES AND TERMS

POTATO
MACHINERY

No. 3

ASPINWALL
POTATO
PLANTER

PROMPTOF SHIPMENT
THE
ASPINWALL LINE
TO DEALERS
We

Manitoba of the famous Aspinwall Line
Machinery A large stock on hand of

are Distributors for

—

of Potato

PLANTERS, SPRAYERS, DIGGERS and CUTTERS

CORN PLANTERS

and

SORTERS

Repairs a Specialty

A

large shipment of Aspinwall Potato Planters has just been received.
Send your orders at once. Let us know your requirements in potato
machinery. The Aspinwall line is the world's standard, and we carry a
full stock.
There is a phenomenal demand this year, and dealers can be
supplisd on the shortest notice. Write or wire.

Farm Machinery
PRINCESS STREET

Distributor

WINNIPEG, MAN.

took

inches by 6-inch face. The extreme length of the new 9-18
h.p. Case is 108 inches width, 58
inches; height, 58 inches, and
wheel base 55 inches. It is stated
that the 'tractor will operate a
Case 20 x 28 separator fully

equipped.

also

oil

sweepstakes

ance.

"The motors used
ors

may now
One

classes.

in oil tract-

be divided into two
of

by
which

these

is

char^

compre

reduced

acterized

involves
reduced
heated air charges,
which involves reduced power;
fuel mixtures of constant proportions, and absence of automatic
temperature control, which involve inability to use oil below
half load.
The record-holding
class, or
type, employs higher
compression say, 75 pounds
with corresponding increase in
fuel
efficiency
unheated air
charges in
ordinary weather;
thereby avoiding power loss from
volumetric expansion. This class
uses fuel mixtures of varying
proportions, in combination with
automatic means for co-ordina-

sion,

efficiency

;

—

;

ting

quantity,

the

proportions,

compressions, and temperatures
of fuel charges to suit each par-

This type, or class

ticular load.

of oil tractor, can use kerosene
at

any load regardless
"It

of weather.
be claimed that the

may

average fuel consumption of
trials

showed

an

oil

Winnipeg

tractors tested at the

average

for

several years about 25 per cent
in excess of the gasoline tractors.

Secor Endorses the Oil Tractor

But such a claim would merely
emphasize the fact that improved
oil methods achieve results which

In criticism of the contentions
of a tractor designer, as recorded
in our February issue, that the

reverse the old order; the oil
tractor is now in advance of the
gasoline tractor.

kerosene burning 'tractor was
lacking in efficiency, John A.
expert witli
a tractor
Secor,
the Advance-Rumely Company,
makes the following interesting
observations on the record for

"It may also be claimed that
the actual field performance of
the average gasoline tractor is
superior to that of 'the oil tractor,
notwithstanding the results of the
Winnipeg trials, but this also is
quite untenable. The most trustcovering
worthy official data

best all-round performance of
the oil tractor during the past six
Mr. Secor says
years.
:

"The gold medal at Winnipeg,
1912, was awarded to an oil tractor which developed 11-20 horse-

commercial

working

results

is

174 (of
1915) issued by the U.S. DepartThis bulment of Agriculture.

contained

Mr.

in

Bulletin

DEALER

Cat^r Can Sell
Wood

or Iron

You

Pumps cheaper

than any one in the West.

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER

WILLIAM EDDIE
175-179

gasoline

same type and

'the

The record-holding

power.

;

Order from your nearest Coal Dealer at once and
have a supply when you are ready to start work

similar

a

of

over the 23 competing gasoline
tractors for all-around perform-

9 gallons radiator, fan, centrifugal pump circulation is controlled by a Sylphon thermostat.
two
Transmission is sliding
speeds forward and reverse. All
steel, machine cut gears, enclosed
is

tractor

9,

or 33 -per cent

Ignition is Kingston h.'t., with
impulse starting coupliiig.
The
cooling system has a capacity of

drive

than

ter

tractor

feed
through a Kingston carburetor,
with air washer attachment. Belt
pulley, 14J4 X 5^4 inch face; fitted
wi'th clutch and brake.

and running

power hours per gallon of kerosene, which was 19 per cent bet-

belt

more drawbar pull than rated.
The machine uses distillate or
gasoline,

May, 1918

Brandon Pump

BRANDON

&

Windmill

Worl(s

MAN.
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data ()l)tained as
of inquiry
addressed to gasoline and kerosene tractor owners west of the
Mississippi. Each letter enclosed
tal)ulates

Ictin

result

the

of

letters

a great

])lied

many wagons

The Jackson Sheaf Loader

for

the government
that
have
found
inspectors
every particular Woodstock
in
wagons have stood up to the most

army work, and

which were answered by
more than 2,000 men who operate
their outfits for one or more sea-

stringent tests, giving wonderful
service under the excessive wear
and tear to which they were subjected in both Canada and over-

sons.

seas.

answered,

of questions to be

a list

and

"No 'tractors were considered to
be in the oil tractor class which
did not use oil exclusively, except
when

replies

sene

The

The percentage

starting.

were

of

in favor of the kero-

tractor

every

in

instance.

inquiries included the follow-

ing:"

the tractor a good investment?' The replies favorable
were 11 per cent
to kerosene
greater than 'those favoring gaso-

"'Was

line.

" 'Durability,

The

replies

greater

life

or

life

of tractor?'

showed

one year
kerosene

the

for

tractor.

The regular No. 2 Western
wagon made by the Woodstock
company, is made in 3^ or 3^^
with 2, 2j/2 or 3-inch tires.
The wheels are standard, 3 ft. 7 in.
and 4 ft. 5 in., with options of
3 ft. 4 in. and 3 ft. 8 in., or 3 ft.
5 in. and 4 ft. 3 in.. White hard
maple axles, black birch hubs, oak
regular
bolted gears
spokes
box bottom double over
stake
bolters front gear double braced
unrivetted rims these are a few
features of the No. 2 Western.
The Special No. 1 \Vestern is
made with 35^-inch arm, 2]/^ or
3-inch tires. Axles are hickory or
Hubs oak,
white hard maple.
rock elm or black birch. Heavy

"Replies showed that the average kerosene tractor pulls a
greater cross section of plows.
The annual cost for repairs days
used annually, hours lost, horses
replaced, and percentage finding
;

custom work

profitable,

variably

favor

in

of

were

in-

the

oil

tractor.

"Seven thousand

record-hold-

ing oil tractors are daily demonstrating that, aside from price,
kerosene is superior to gasoline
when given a fair chance."

An

Old Established

Wagon Line

From a small beginning in 1895,
when the annual production was
only about a hundred wagons, the

Woodstock Wagon

&

ManufacWoodstock, Ont.,

turing Co., at
has grown into the present capacity, is considerably over 16,000
wagons per annum. A careful
inspection system as regards the
quality of material used, is a valuable

feature

factories.

the

in

This

Woodstock

])lant

has

33

sup-

sizes,

;

;

;

;

;

—

J

hc Jackson combination sheaf

loader and carrier, manufactured

by

Farm

Machinery ManufacAvenue, Sask-

Alberta

turers,

atoon, consists of a loading device
and a carrier equipped with unloading mechanism.
The large
container will hold from 400 to
450 average sheaves, the whole
machine being drawn by four
horses two of them on each side
of the stook.
The rear wheels,
which supply power for the loading mechanism, actuate the transit of the sheaves to the container.
It is stated by the makers that
the power transmission system is
very simple, while the draft of the

and prevents waste of grain and
the spreading of weed seed. Dealers who attend the convention of
the Saskatchewan Retail Imple-

ment Dealers' .\ssociation, to be
held at Saskatoon, May 14-16, are
especially invited to visit the
company and lo(jk over this
machine.

Extra Pajrment Plan for Case

Workmen

—

machine

is little

in relation to its

The unloading
cubic capacity.
de\ice leaves the machine clean

The J. I. Case T. M. C(^.,
Racine, Wis., recently announced
that all employees in the Case factories receiving less than $2,500 a
year, will receive a 10 ])er cent
bonus to be distributed quarterly.
It is estimated that by this new
system about $400,000 will be distributed among employees annual h-.

—

oak spokes, clipped gears,

2x5

extension bolster stake,
box and seat with lazy back and
jockey box and front and hind
gear double braced are some of
the specifications of this popular
In Woodstock wagons
wagon.
the stock is properly seasoned,
and in all manufacturing operations the most up-to-date machinery is used. The boxings are set
in lead in the hubs, keeping out
preventing
moisture
and
all
decay. Tires are set by hydraulic
setters, while the skeins are fitted
individually to their axle on an
automatic skein lathe. The painting is a particularly well taken
four coats in
care of operation
boiled linseed oil,
all being used
color coat and varnish.
lead,
Interested dealers can obtain full
regarding
these
particulars
wagons by writing the factory
reach,

—

direct, or the

—

western distributors

Woodstock wagons, Bert Conway, P.O. Box 33, Regina, and

There are

Smith. 312 Seventeenth
Avenue W., Calgary.

IMPLEMENT DEALERS HARDWARE MEN
PUMP MEN
GENERAL STORES

reasons

why

the use of

Dunlop Thresher Belts
PRAIRIE" and "RELIANCE"
is

quite general throughout every threshing community.

Threshermen realize that Rubber Belts surpass any other kind
work they have to do, and

That Dunlop Thresher Rubber Belts embody
an Ideal Rubber Belt.

all

for the

the good qualities of

Dunlop Thresher Belts are made

By Expert Workmen
In a

Uniform

From
Wherein

lies

Way

the Best Materials

the secret of

Service, Quality

of

David

many good

and

Satisfaction

Dunlop
Canvas Thresher Belts and Dunlop Agricultural Hose are thoroughly upholding the reputation of the "Two Hands" Line of Rubber-made Goods.

Ask our nearest Branch

Dunlop Tire

for a sample of either Belt or both.

&

Rubber Goods Co.

Limited
TORONTO

Head Office and Factories:
Victoria.
Vancouver, Edmonton. Calgary, Saskatoon,
Regina, Winnipeg. London, Hamilton. Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal. St. John. Halifax
Makers of Tires and Tubes for all purposes: Mechanical Rubber
Goods of all kinds and General Rubber Specialties
WINNIPEG BRANCH: 354 Donald Street.
SASKATOON BRANCH: 311 Twentieth
Branches:

Buy your wood and

iron

pumps,

cylin-

ders, galvanized pipe, galvanized rod, etc.,

from a

WESTERN CANADA

concern.

Fitted for any depth of wells.

Large stocks

carried.

Prompt shipment guaranteed.

ASK FOR PRICES

Manitoba Engines, Limited
Brandon, Man.
Phone 2943

Eighth St. and Assiniboine Ave.

REGINA BRANCH:

1769 Cornwall St.

St.

E.
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U.S. Boys Help in Raising

More

Food
The

herewith
Indianapolis, Indiana, operating an 8-16
larg-e illustration

shows Mayor Jewett,

of

Avery Tractor, pulling a 3-bottom Oliver plow before the
United States Boys' Working Reserves of Indianapolis.

was taken

ture

The

pic-

at the Technical

High School of Indianapolis on
the afternoon of the enrollment
of the United States Boys' Working Reserves. Mayor Jewet't was
the principal speaker, and gave
an instructive lecture to over one
thousand bovs on better farming-.

He had experience operating a
threshing machine when 17 years
old, and took delight in operating
a
tractor
around the school
grounds before the boys in this
agricultural

The

school.

two

small illustrations show the Purdue
(Ind.)
University
boys
operating an Avery trjlctor. In
one scene the boys are plowing
and being instructed the essential's of the self-lift plow, and in
the. other scene they are testing
the drawbar pull of the tractor.

The Tractor as a Win-the-War
Unit
In considering the value of the
in connection wi'th the
great necessity for increased production, prominent men in the
U.S. tractor industry are of the
opinion that some plan must be
devised Avhich will enable farmers to secure, at once, and properly use, as many serviceable tract-

GILSON

tractor

"GOES LIKE SIXTY"

May, 1918

—

Above Mayor Jewett, of
Working Reserve.
Below

Indianapolis, operating 8-16

—Purdue

"Avery before U. S. Boys'
University boys testing out Avery Tractors.

ors as can be produced.

That plan must prevent

THRESHERS
TRACTORS
GAS and OIL ENGINES .

cation of effort as

Gilson Mfg. Co. Limited
Owen a

Winnipeg

St.

dupli-

as pos-

It must prevent vvaste,
speed up manufacture, hurry delivery and secure the tractors delivered to the farmers at the lowest possible cost during the war
and this great food crisis.
It
must provide immediate and com-

sible.

WRITE FOR CATALOGS
AGENTS WANTED

303

much

54

prehensive means for the training
of tractor operators in great numbers.
It must secure necessary
of

priorities

\

-A SUB-SURFACE

AS A SURFACE PACKER

SELL
F^'^fli

all

material,

and transportation

for

must provide proper

labor

tractors.

,1

—OR

A MULCHER

Dealers: Handle "Christiansen"

Christiansen
Sub-Surface
Plow
Packer for three-furrow plow.
A
great machine for light tractor use.

Adjustable

Ill

Harrow and Packer
Attachments for
Plows
Meet the great demand
line.

HARROW READY FOR OPERATION

All styles of packers

fit

axle reduces draft. Lubricafed for the whole
season before shipping.

All wheels

hitch;

Ml

suits

any

plow.
ible.

I

Christiansen 15-foot 4-section Surface Packer Sub-Surface wheels can be
supplied for same frame. A big selling machine.

for this

the

same frame. Dustproof lubricated

changeable;

distribu-

the necessary tractors
where they are most needed and
without unnecessary long hauls
or
the
tractors
material
of
of

PACKER

MORE TILLAGE TOOLS
ffl

It

tion

Western Pulverizer

Packer and Mulcher

inter-

patent

no side draft.
line will make big
profits for you in any
territory.
hitch;

Our

Get Our Prices
and Agency Offer

HARROW

TILTED FOR HANDLING

ON ROAD

We are sole manufacturers in Canada of the famous Western Pulverizer.
produces a perfect mulch for retaining moisture. Every pulverizer guaranteed.
booklet, prices

and

This

Ask

machine

for special

dealer's proposition.

CHRISTIANSEN IMPLEMENTS LTD.

=

WINNIPEG

:
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which goes into them.
It
must recognize the congested
greatly
impaired
transand
portation facilities 'throughout the
country.
It must provide suitable repair and renewal service
for the farmers.
It must secure the aid and co-operation of
all facilities of the government in
stimulating demand and produc-

put of the States from this date
to the

end

A

Happy Farmer Plant

of

for the production of
ship plates, of which the supply
is
at present ahead of the demand. At all events, a scrutiny
of the iron and steel markets re-

Canada has been awarded 115,000 tons of billet and bar orders.
Available material

is

also being

veals the fact that so far as the

farm machinery industry is concerned we need hope for no lower
prices from a raw material standpoint for many months to come.

DEALERS!

tion.

Growth

snapped up

"of 1918.

35

When

May 14

Attending Your Convention at Saskatoon,

to

16

BE SURE TO SEE

La Crosse
some remarkregarding the growth

recent issue of a

newspaper gives
able facts

the La Crosse Tractor Co.,
manufacturers of tbe
Happy
of

Farmer Tractor, which

known

to the

W estern

well

is

Canadian

A year ago the company
employed 50 workmen to-day
they employ 500.
trade.

;

The company now has
roll

of $40,000 'a

a pay-

month, and the

of distribution for its product extends to every part of the
United States and Canada and
many foreign countries.
Shipments, incoming- and outgoing, amount to five cars each
24 hours. From 12 to 15 tractors
per day are being manufactured.
field

Over $150,000 worth

of

Jackson Combination Sheaf Loader and Carrier
At Our

new

machinery has been purchased
and installed during the year for
the purpose of increasing the out-

Hamey,

F.

vice-president

216 Alberta Ave.

FARM MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS,
SASKATOON

put of the plant.
B.

Office, No.

LTD,

CANADA

{THE GREATEST LABOR AND GRAIN SAVER IN THE FIELD)

and general manager of the company, in speaking of the growth
of the organization, said

"We

expect to build and ship
more tractors this year
and our business would be three
times as large were we able to
build the 'tractors. These figures
are for the .United States alone.
have three distributors in
Canada, each of whom would like
to have our entire output this
season.
In addition,
we have
been compelled to advise exporters handling machines for France
and England that they can have
no more tractors until the fall of
1918.
must make provision
in the near future for a greatly
increased output."
3,000 or

Woodstock Wagons Increase Wagon Business

W«

We

The

Steel Industry

In the iron and steel trade war
demands are crowding back every
consideration.

manded
In

is

shell

The tonnage

exceeding
steel

all

alone

are calling on the mills of

America

de-

estimates.
the Allies

North

to supply in the current
vear in excess of four million tons
of round stock from 1^ to 9/4
inches diameter.
Of this amount
about one and a qviarter million
tons are already allocated in the
United States. The four million
tons represent probably one-sixth
of the entire expected rolled out-

WOODSTOCK WAGONS have a Canadian-made reputation. They are known everywhere for in-built quality;
they help the dealer get, and hold, the wagon trade in his district. Built for service and reliability. Best seasoned
woods throughout. Light running. Strong construction. Attractive appearance. Fine finish. Woodstock reputation, and our unequalled guarantee, backs every wagon sold.
Write our nearest distributor, or direct to factory.
You cannot sell a better wagon.

BERT CONWAY,

Box

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES:
DAVID SMITH, 312
MANUFACTURED BY

33, Regina, Sask.

The Woodstock Wagon

17th Ave. West, Calgary, Alta.

& Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Woodstock, Ont.

:

:

—

'
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Selling Tractors to

Meet War Conditions

By C. E. lESLIE, Advertising Manager, Emerson- Brantingham Implement Co.
cry for food and 'then more
food has imposed a burden on
overworked farm population, who
were short of labor even before

The

the war, that they will be unable
meet unless a substitute is
supplied to replace the decreased
This situation is
man power.

In the present crisis every deal-

has a patrio'tic duty to perform, and that is to sell tractors.
er

This would seem a simple solution

if

it

were not

for the

fact

fully operated by the old men,
boys and women who' are left to
carry on farming.
The dealer who would do the

most to relieve the present situation and further his own business
will

with

care

the

to sell..

Any

feat-

investigate

tractor he

is

ures that reduce the manual labor

May, 1918
economical should burn the cheap
fuels.
It is

easy to sell tractors now
ever before and the

easier than

who

dealer

selects a tractor that

meets the conditions will be
doing his bit and building- a permanent business. This is true pa'tbes't

riotism these times.

to

'

we must

not temporary, for

real-

ize that many of our boys will
never come back, many will come
back, but incapacitated for work

will enter other lines

and others
of

or possibly

business,

remain

army permanently.
Crop reports show that

in the

not-

withstanding the high prices of
farm produce and all the propaganda spread urging an increase
in acreage it is getting to be a
ciuestion

whether

records

past

can be maintained.

PETERS PUMP5
An Emerson
Gives More Water

Time with

in Less

Less Energy

Made

many

in

and

styles

they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.
sizes,

12-20 H.P. Tractor with a lady at the wheal

the men who have been
taken from the farms are the most
efficient and best mechanics.
Fortunately, however, tractors
have made such strides in recent
years that many are so easily
handled that they can be successthat

of handling or simplify operation
Any
increase a tractor's value.
features of design or safe'ty devices that tend to make a tractor
fool proof are to be considered.
Fuel is a great item and ;iow

more than ever

a tractor to be

PETERS'
Double Cy linder

Pump

Force
is

pump

the last word in

Unequaled in DeAction and Durability.

service.
sign,

They are different from all
other pumps in construction
and finish, and have exclusive features that make
sales easy to customers who
want the BEST in pump

value.

Get Peters'

in

PEERLESS PERFECTION

The

Minneapolis Steel and
Co., Winnipeg, report
a steady demand for their recently developed Twin City "16."
In designing this machine, the
company state that they have attained a radicaj departure from
the average tractor construction.
This tractor is built like an auto-

Machinery

and hold the fence trade of your territory. You can put up the
strongest kind of a guarantee
we back you up.

—

We build this fence
purities

burned out and

of

open hearth steel wire with all the imstrength and lasting qualities retained.

all its

Peerless poultry fencing is extra strong, heavily galvanized, can't
sag, won't rust, never gets out of shape, keeps in and keeps out
both great and small.

—

«

Avith

gears enclosed

all

and equipped with
roller bearings throughout the
transmission and in the front and
and

/The fencing upon which you can build a reputation ^

Canada"

Twin City Tractors

mobile,

Write for Dealer's Proposition
Dealers

— "Somewhere

dustp'roof,

rear wlieels.

T"he material used

in this tractor is of the highest

quality, and scientific engineering
has relieved the gears and working parts of much of the strain

and

jar to

which tractors are sub-

The Twin City "16"
plow machine with two
ject.

wheels and two

a 4drive
steering wheels.
is

Pump
Proposition
for

1918

Our line is absolutely up-to-date
in every respect. Every pump we
produce is given special attention.
Peter's

sembled
back."

Pumps

— they
Sell

are perfectly

as-

hare no "comethem and you make

satisfied customers.

PUMPS
AND
Clothes Reels
Made in the best
equipped factory
in Canada.

We make and

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.

handle pxunps for
all kinds of work.

Manufactured by

hydro-pneumatic
Farm Water sys-

We

also

install

tems.

SUCCESSORS TO
Exclusive Canadian Agents

Tudhope Anderson
Winnipeg

Regina

Pump

Co.

(Established 1882)

Co., Ltd.

Saskatoon

^RITE FOR DEALERS- PRICES

Calgary

Write Nearest Branch Houae for
Partloulara.

The Riesberry

North-West
T

N.

WILUAMSON

Co.
Pump
MERRELL
W.

J.

Phone 607

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.

—

:

:;
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.

develops 16

It

draw-

at the

h.p.

—

bar and 30 h.p. on the belt with
a 3,000 pounds pull at plowingThe following extracts
speed.
from the specifications, give some
idea of the component parts of the
machine Motor, L-head, four cylnorinders, vertical, 5 x 7^^ in.
:

;

650
compression, 65 lbs.
m. recommended fuel, gasoline, kerosene or distillate; heavy

mal

r.

;

p.

oil

;

recommended.

Lubrication

feed

force

Detroit

—

and

oiler

Bearings Front and rear
wheels, Hyatt standard rollers
transmission, Hyatt high duty
and ball thrust; jackshaft, Hyatt
high duty transmission, enclosed
forged gears, three speeds forfinal drive,
enclosed inward
ternal gear; pinions forged, gears
cast, all finished; rear axle diamdrive wheels, 54
eter 2 15-16in.
in. high, 14 in. wide pulley, 17 x 8
controlled through
in., 528 r.p.m.
motor clutch
driven through
splash.

;

;

;

;

;

;

transmission belt speed, 2,400 ft.
per minute two fuel tanks, kerosene 33 gals., gasoline 3 gals. air
cleaner, Bennett, centrifugal
ignition, K-W high tension magneto with impulse starter carburetor,
Kingston frame spring
mounted front and rear; dimensions, length over all
179 in.,
width 70 in., height 72 in. wheel
base 108 in.
shipping- weight
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

8,000 lbs.

The
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Silo Inc rease s Prosperity

Almost

invariably

system

when

the

'^"^y^

introduced under
proper conditions it causes immediate saving. Some of the reasons
are that the feed bills are very
largely reduced and that at least
twice as many stock can be supported on the same number of
acres.
This converts the farm
into a factory where nearly all of
the crops grown are fed to the
animals and turned into a finished
product, such as milk, butter,
cheese, beef or mutton. The crops
are no longer sold from the farm,
and the vast amount of fertility is
thus conserved.
silage

The

extra

is

profits

OIL

Built
in Four
Sizes

TRACTORS FOR
ANY SIZE FARM
Dealers

money

:

waste time and
sell

an experi-

Twin City Tractors have

ment.

Twin City "60"
Twin City "40"
Twin City "25"
Twin City "16"

— Don't

trying to

stood the tests of service during
all

the years

tractor develop-

of

ment.

either

are

turned into the building- of more
silos

or

into

improvements

the way of
buildings or new improvements, which in turn create a
larger demand for the things
which the dealer handles.
The sale 6f a gasoline engine
usually follows the sale of silos
and silo fillers. Most of the silo
fillers for individual use are operThe
ated by gasoline engines.
live dealer will recognize at once
that the purchase of the gasoline

around the

farni

in

new

ALL SIZES BURN KEROSENE, DISTILLATE and GASOLINE
You want
is

maximum

engine opens up a wide field for
the sale of a great many laborthe
appliances around
savingfarm home or workshop that can
be operated by such engines.

Each Twin City

a line of tractors with a wide range of sizes.

the best tractor in its class and unequalled for low operating cost and.
efficiency in the field.

Minneapolis Steel
923

LOGAN

Ask

for the

& Machinery

Twin City

contract

Co. of Canada, Limited

WEST

AVE.

— Now.

WINNIPEG

Six-Wheel

"LISTER"

(Patented)

Truck

NOW

Eliminates
Vibration

IS

Ideal Threshing Outfits

THE TIME TO SECURE CONTRACT AND TERRITORY

Good Work and Quality Construction Ensure
MADE

IN

TWO

SIZES

:

Satisfactory Business

POWER REQUIREMENTS,

9 to 20 H.P.

Size of Separator, 22 x 36

;

Horse Power Required, 9

to 15

H.P.

Size of Separator, 26 x 42

;

Horse Power Required, 14

to 20

H.P.

THE BEST INDIVIDUAL OUTFIT
"LISTER" Combination Threshers
for doing satisfactory work under

are unequalled
all conditions.

TWO MEN

handle this outfit with ease. Except
in capacity it equals the biggest and best separator

Low in first cost; strong, practicable,
Large threshing capacity. Supdesign.
plied with or without bagger, tailings
elevator, straw carrier or blower. As an
individual separator for light tractor
Ask for
drive, sell the LISTER 26 x 42.

made.

simple

full particulars of
offer.

our outfits and agency

Write us at once.

Deal ers
Line up your thresher business

now

OUR LINE INCLUDES
"Lister" and

"Canuck" Gasoline Engines, Grain Grinders and Crushers, Electric

Cream Separators, Churns, Ensilage Cutters, Silos
Combination Threshers, Pumps, Pump Jacks, Power Pumping Outfits

Lighting Plants, Milking Machines,

Sawing Outfits,

Ask

for Prices

and Literature

R. A.

on any item

ST.

— not

livery

of

later.
all

N.B.

TORONTO

guarantee de-

Have

good stocks in hand and can fill
your orders as soon as received.

Ask

for full particulars

& CO. (Canada), LIMITED
LISTER
WALL STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

JOHN,

We

early orders.

QUEBEC

and

prices.

Let us send
you the Liberal
Lister Offer

—

;
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P. D. Co., Ont.— The single furrow
jointer walking plow is no longer
being made. It was manufactured some
years ago by the Copp Bros. Co., stove
J.

Copp

Subscribers'

Information

Service

Under

we

this heading

manufacturers, at Hamilton, Ont. No
great quantity were ever sold and subsequently a plant was started at Fort
William. Operations were discontinued
and so far as we know it is not possible
to obtain repair parts for the Copp plow.

will reply

enquiries from jobbers and
dealers concerning the location of
to

machine manufacturers, where

re-

may

be obtained, etc.
Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate reply, enclose stamped, addressed
pair parts

Send enquiries

envelope.

—

W.S., Sask. A plow with share No.
is not a Fuller & Johnson plow.
The number on share shows that the
plow for which you want repairs is a
Grand Detour plow made by the Grand
Detour Plow Co., Dixon, 111. Parts may
be obtained direct from factory or from
P. J. Downos Co., sales agents, Minne-

BX16

In-

to

CANADIAN
FARM IMPLEMENTS, Winnipeg.
formation

J.P.L.,

Dept.,

Man.

—From

tlie

sketch of plow

Min.
D.L., Sask. Eepairs for O.K. potato
planters can be secured from the manufacturers, the Canadian Potato Machinery Co., Gait, Ontario. Parts for a Case
gang plow ? Write direct to the J. 1.
Case Plow Works, Minneapolis, Minn.,
which branch stocks a full line of repairs.
R. Bros., Sask. Stover engines are
handled in Western Canada by the
Canadian Stover Gasoline Engine Co.,
Brandon, Man.
CO., Sask. For a \nimp of the type
indicated, write Manitoba Engines Ltd.,
or Beatty Bros., Ltd., Winnipeg. Oil
wagon tanks are made by the Winnipeg
Ceiling and Roofing Co., Winnipeg, Man.
apolis,

harrow attaclnnent, we believe you refer
to the Christiansen plow harrow, of the
This company now liave
(111
tile market a new design, a square
liai row, which is said to be very efficient.
For full particulars, address Christiansen
implements, Ltd., Winnipeg.
There is, so far as we
J. H. K., Man.
are aware, no sub-surface packer called
The machine for which
the "Fulton."
you require repairs will be the "Cyclone,"
is made by
\\liicli
the Fulton Machine
This firm will
Co.. Canal Fulton, Ohio.
.supply you direct as no parts are carried
aiiywiiere in Canada.
T. & M., Sask. The following concerns
in Winnipeg, carry lines of road making machinery: The John Deere Plow
Co., Sawyer-Massey Company, and the
.1. I.
Case Threshing Machine Company.
They will send you prices and literatru-e
on their lines upon application.
cirtnlar type.

—

—

—

—

E.P.,

Man.

—The

"Fox"

trailer is

—

W.A.L., Sask.— Plate
grinder
made

R210 is for a
by the New
Winona Mfg. Co., Winona, Minn. No
repairs are carried in Western Canada.
Write direct to the factory.
7-inch

made

J.M.M., Sask.

—Boxings

for

disc

har-

at Windsor, Ont. Repairs may be had
from the Auto Equipment Co., 591 Port-

row numbered PP48 are for a 16-foot
packer manufactured by J. Fleurys Sons,

age Avenue, Winnipeg.

Aurora, Ont.

New

boxings can be ob-

BRADSTREET'S
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000

Established 1849

Offices throughout the civilized world. Correspondence invited

Executive Offices:
346

and 348

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CITY, U.S.A.

tained from the John Deere Plow Co.,
Regina.
Repairs for a ThompJ. Bros., Sask.
son gang plow can be procured direct
from the factory. Address Thompson
Plow and Engine Works, Beloit, Wis.
J.McL., Sask. Boxings for disc harrow
marked 3304 and 3254 are for a disc
made by the J. I. Case Plow Works,
Racine, Wis. Write the factory direct

—

—

for parts.

Sask.

W.J.M.,

—Power

washing

ma-

chines with engine embodied in the
design are manufactured by the following concerns: The Maytag Company,

Winnipeg, and The Meadows ManufacPontiac, 111., who make a
machine called the "Meadomotor."
A.R.C., Alta. According to the most
recent estimates there are about 375 concerns now manufacturing tractors in the
United States and Canada.
V.R.H., Alta. Engineering authorities
arc of the opinion that in the ordinary
type of two-cycle engine the consumption of fuel is from 15 to 20 per cent
greater than in the 4-cycle tj'pe. Recent
two cycle design shows an improvement
in fuel economy.
G. M., Alta.— Front axle bracket S300
is
for a Kingman plow. The Kingman Plow Co., are now out of business.
Some repairs are stocked by the M. & K.
txu'ing

Co.,

—

—

Brokerage Co., Kansas City, Mo.
H. W., Man.—Part P237 is a sand bar
for a plow made by the Janesville
Repairs
Machine Co., Janesville, Wis.
can be obtained from the John Watson
Mfg. Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Those Government Tractors
It is interesting to note the experience of farmers in Michigan,
which state piirchased 1,000 Fordson tractors in the same manner as the Canadian provinces.

AYhether deliveries were any better 'than in the Canadian West is
not stated in reports from Michigan, but at the first deliveries at
Lansing the farmers had to rustle
water, oil and gasoline, and had
One
to start up their machines.
farmer, and we believe he will be
one of many, asked "Who delivers the machine, and who starts
:

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Montreal, Que. St. John, N.B. Hamilton, Ont.
Ottawa, Ont.; Toronto, Ont.; !^ondon, Ont.; Quebec, Que.;
Calgary, Alta. Edmonton, Alta. Vancouver, B.C.

Halifax, N.S.

;

;

;

;

;

The

it."

typed
It

reply

—-"You do."

is

was the

stereo-

obvious that the farmer

none of the service which
he usually expects from the manuwill get

SCHAPFTER,

Supt.
Commercial Travellers' Building, WINNIPEG,
C. G.

Man.

facturer

He

pays,

dealer

or
it

is

—

or both.
the

stated,

May, 1918
regular

for
the macha
cash
price
at
that.
Figure out what happens.
The various governments simply
act as distributors for the machines, collecting the purchase price

price

ines

—

for

same

and

—

'

small town a
dealer or a "Fordson"
Is he an expert on the^

dealer

the

in

"Ford"
dealer?

mechanism and maintenance

There are hundreds of lady prospects in your territory for
"Beaver" hand and power washers.
The most perfectly designed
machines sold. Noiseless in operation; fine machine cut gears;
very easily driven. The four-winged wooden slusher gives maximum motion to clothes, cleanses perfectly and does not damage
the finest fabrics. Tub is made of choice seasoned Louisiana red
cypress, beautifully finished. Get a sample on your floor. Every
sale nets you a good profit.

THE WATSON LINE OF QUALITY GOODS:
Whiffltrees

Wood

Root Pulpers

Boss

Bevel Jacks
Push Carts
Barrel Skids

Light Delivery Sleighs

and Pole Saws

Wood Harrows

Farm and Bush

Sleighs

Wheel Barrows
Channel Steel Harrows

Boss Steel Harrows
Roller Crushers
Feed Cutters (7 styles).
Warehouse Trucks
Horse Powers
Harrow Carts
Grain Grinders
"Viking" Cream Separators.
Pump Jacks
Hand and Power Washing Machines.

of

these tractors? Is he in any sense
a tractor expert?
It seems hard
to see why
estern Canada could
not have fared just as well if established tractor manufacturers
with time tried and tested machines had been given some of this

W

business, and
ers,

good

all

if

implement deaU

citizens with local

investments and an

interest

local agricultural production,

in

had

been considered. Trite, farm production will be increased by the
wholesale use of these tractors
if they keep on the job.
But the
same result might have been attained by the use of other tractors,
including-,
possil^ly,
such
Fordson machines as were available.

In

fact,

the regular tractor dis-

tributors
awai't

will,

with

we

doubt
the

interest

not,

results

territory
attained in Western
by those government purchased
tractors.
And while, on the subject it seems strange that at least
one Western provincial depart-

ment

of

cularize

agriculture should cirfarmers with publicity

matter relating to a certain make
of tractor plow, while there are
many plows sold through legitimate channels which are adapt-

—

able to any light tractor including the product of the Dearborn
plant. This discrimination seems
unnecessary, to say the least.

Sawyer-Massey Factories Busy

The output of
Massey factories

Handle "Beaver" Washers

What

advance.

in

arrangements have been made as
regards service.
Is the Ford

the
at

SawyerHamilton

will be the largest this year in the

history of the institution.

New

warehouses have been provided
throughout the west, and we
understand that a stock of tractors large enough to meet this
season's

expected

requirements

Winnipeg,
Regina and Calgary

are already in hand.

Saskatoon,

warehouses
filled.

The

are

being

factories at

rapidly

Hamilton

have been working on tractors
almost entirely ever since last
.September.

Some folks think that after
they have contracted for the space
their advertising duty has been
The Beaver Washer with pulley attachment
Pulley 8 X 2-inch face.

for engine drive.

311

CHAMBERS STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

done. The results depend a little
upon what the advertiser puts in
his space.

!

!

IVIay,
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AGENTS WANTED
Automobilists' Attention
We

MEN

want good

"UZIT"

Sells

to

on

represent us in Manitoba
sight,

to

The P & 0 LITTLE GENIUS
the Ideal PlowforYour

is

Light Tractor

Automobile

Owners and Garage Men

Automobilists' Attention
Just what you have been looking for, a compound that saves Tires.

For three years it has gone out under all
it.
and has unfailingly made good. It is helping to solve the
labor problem by enabling one man to accomplish as much as formerly
had been accomplished by two, three or four men. Its all around efficiency
and the ease with which the tractor operator handles both plow and
In
tractor have made it a favorite with tractor plowmen everywhere.
foreign fields, far from home and factory experts, it is the favorite plow
because of its ability to stand up under hard work, without attention.
There is no more rigid test to which a plow can be put. Though but three
years old, the P. & 0. Little Genius has gone into nearly every country
field

record proves

ITS
conditions

No More Punctures
Investigate

No More Blowouts

and UZIT To-day

Users are reporting 25,000 miles service from
Tires that have been treated vi^ith this preservative.

where agriculture

UZIT ONCE

UZIT ALL THE TIME

describing

SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR A TWO-DOLLAR CAN TO-DAY

BLAIS
P.O.

BOX

QUEBEC,

practised.

Built

what we
by

&

0.

Tractor Plows,"

believe to be the finest line of tractor plows built.

PARLIN & ORENDORFF

CO., Canton,

lU.,

U.S.A.

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.

& CAMERON

101

is

Write now for circular or our catalog "P.

SALES AGENTS FOR CANADA
BRANDON

WINNIPEG

P.Q.

YORKTON

ESTEVAN

SASKATOON
REGINA
EDMONTON
CALGARY

NORTH BATTLEFORD
LETHBRIDGE

The Farmers
are Looking
for HayEconomy
Tedjders long
ago became necessities in American farming.
Year after year they have entered meadow
and hay-field and made ready countless acres of
hay for barn and stack. On thousands of farms each
season, Deering mowers, rakes and tedders do
their work with satisfaction and little attention, and
are put away until, the next year.

improvement ever made in hay machines. They know
there is no skimping in any parts (there never was,

Farmers buy mowers, rakes and tedders in great
numbers, with the name DEERING on them, because
they know that these machines have every really good

service to dealer

[BERING Mowers, Rakes and

International Harvester

in

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
Make an

machines).

extra effort this season in selling Deering

mowers, rakes and tedders, International Combined
Side- Delivery Rakes and Tedders, and International
Steel Windrow Loaders. These tools mean good,
easy hay-making, long service, and prompt repair
and farmer. It is important this year
that everyone act early in order to be certain. Write
to the nearest branch for information and assistance.

Company

of Canada, Limited

BRANCH HOUSES
Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta; Estevan. Sask.; Lethbridge, Alta.; North Battleford, Sask.; Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.;
Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
„
t
xt -r.
EAST—Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.

WEST— Brandon,

,

—
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EVERY FARM needs a BULL DOG
WILD OAT SEPARATOR
AND RARLEY CLEANER

These are the ideal characteristics in an automobile
whether you are a prospective purchaser or a dealer.
Our
long experience in the automobile business has taught us to
select for distribution only the best cars.

GRAY-DORT

REO

PEERLESS

Reliable, proven automobiles

and at prices within the reach of every
greatest value in material, style and mechanical
merit, and have every worth-while improvement and feature that makes
for power, speed and reliability. Equipment is absolutely complete. These
cars carry real selling points that will help you build profitable business
in your territory. They are backed by big advertising campaigns and are

farmer.

They give the

known to fanners everywhere.
The freight situation is still

—

We

in bad shape and will be.
advise
to side-step disappointment by ordering ^our cars now. The dealer
who can make deliveries is the man who will make the money this season.
Ask for our special bargains in used cars and trucks.
have a few on
hand splendid values at snap prices. Write at once.

you

We

—

JOSEPH

MAW &

IN 3 and 6-ROLL SIZES: CAPACITIES UP

A

CO., LIMITED

40 BUS.

PER HOUR

baggers. This is a big selling, profitable line in
is the time to order a stock for fall trade.

any

territory.

Dealers,

now

Specialists in Grain Cleaning

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES
112-118 King Street
Winnipeg, Man.

TO

machine in which the grain passes down revolving corrugated
rolls, tumbling on end and allowing the wild oats (thin berries) to go
through the perforations, leaving a perfect sample of grain for seed.
Grades tame oats perfectly. With or without power attachments and
special

and Grading Machinery

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR

CO.,

LIMITED

Off Logan Ave. on Quelch Street
Winnipeg, Man.
Address all Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta to
R.

W. DOW, Box

1406, Calgary. Alberta

T-A STIFF TOOTH CULTIVATORS
To Show Them
Built in

is

Three Sizes:

to Sell
7, 9,

Them!

and 11 Teeth

For thorough cultivation and weed eradication the Tudhope-Anderson
Cultivator is the best machine sold..
Heavy, strong, yet light in draft.
Exceptional clearance. Stifi, sagless frame. Individual, adjustable pressure on each tooth. Easily operated mechanism for raising or lowering.
Hard, open hearth, crucible steel points; any size points supplied as
desired.

Ask

for full particulars.

GET A SAMPLE ON YOUR FLOOR—NOW!

T-A High
FURNISHED
Stubble
14-in. Stubble
12-in.

Foot-Lift

Gang Plow

IN SIZES:
12-in.
14-in.

Breaker
Breaker

We

illustrate this plow equipped with stubble
boards and points, and breaker bottoms alongside
ront and rear view.
All equipped with
15-inch swivel rolling coulters.
T-A high lift
gangs are supplied with 4, 5 or 6 horse hitch, as
ordered.
Built of. highest grade materials and
possessing exclusive features found in no other
gang.

—

^f

Get Prices and Literature on our
and Moldboard Plows and

Disc

10-20 h.p. Tractors

TUDHOPE-ANDERSON
WINNIPEG

REGINA

CO.,

SASKATOON

LIMITED
CALGARY

«

WINNIPEG, CANADA, JUNE,

VOL. XIV., No. 6

UNION BANK OF CANADA
Est ablished

HEAD OFFICE

-

1

865

-

-

,

WINNIPEG
3,400,000
140,000,000

Total Assets, over

Hon. President— SIR WILLIAM PRICE
President—JOHN GALT, Esq.
G. H.

Esq.

THOMPSON,

Esq.

Directors

'
S. HAAS. Esq.
ALLAN, Esq.
A. HITCHCOCK, Esq
G. H. BALFOUR. Esq.
HUME BLAKE, Esq.. K.C. ^p. l^OU^I.^Es^.. KX.
M. BULL. Esq.
W. H. MALKIN, Esq.
B. B. CRONYN, Esq.
R. O. McCULLOCH, Esq.
E. L. DREWRY, Esq.
WM. SHAW. Esq.
Major-Gen. SIR JOHN W. CARSON,
H. B. SHAW, General Manager
J. W. HAMILTON. Assistant General Manager.

W.

INSURANCE
OF ALL KINDS

HAIL
AND AUTOMOBILE
FIRE
The London Mutual

R.

Fire Insurance Co.

The Glens Falls insurance Co.
The iWillers National Insurance Co.

LIVE STOCK

'

Head

Winnipeg
_
_

The General Animals Insurance Co.

London, England, Branches 6 Princes Street and
West End Branch, 26 Haymarket, S.W.
New York Agency, 49 Wall St.. New York City.

Geo. Wilson, Agent.
This bank, having 305 branches in Canada, extending from Halifax to Prince
Rupert, offers excellent facilities for the transaction of every description of
banking business. It has correspondents in all cities of importance throughout
Canada, the United States, the Continent of Europe, and the British Colonies.
Collections made in all parts of the Dominion, and returns promptly remitted at
lowest rates of exchange.
Portage and Garry Branch; F. J. BOULTON. Mgr.
Winnipeg. Main St. Branch; R. H. BAIRD. Mgr.
Office:

f^ 'g^^t^

Employers' Liability Assce. Corpn., London, Eng.

Vice-Presidents

RILEY,

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE IN CANADA {||]:

$ 5,000,000

Paid-up Capital
Reserve Fund

R. T.

1918

HARROW CARTS
SELL WATSON'S
want

a Watson's harrow cart so that they can ride while
harrowing. Light, yet very strong and durable. Gives very little extra draft. Seat
Wheels, 36 inches high, have 3-inch concave steel tires—
set high, out of dust.
Removable
cannot collect dirt. Swivel axle allows cart to turn with harrow.
boxings in wheels.

Your customers

Send Your Orders-NOW
We

have a good stock on hand. There's
a big demand for our carts in any territory. Don't delay, but write at once for
full particulars.

Get Catalog and Prices

For Local Agencies Apply

CARSON & WILLIAMS
30

U4

CANADA
P.

:

BROS., LIMITED

LIFE BUILDING, REGINA

BURNS' BUILDING. CALGARY

UNION BANK BUILDING, WINNIPEG

720

STOCK GENUINE
MOLINE
"ACME"
SHARES
The

shares is treated by secret chemical processes.
is evenly injected into each surface of the plate
for one-third its thickness.
Centre third is left tough and malleable.
This gives a solid, one-piece share that is glass hard on the outside for
scouring and tough on the inside to absorb shocks and strains. Ask us for
prices on ACME shares don't sell duplicates.
in these

steel

Carbon, giving hardness,

—

WE CARRY
REPAIRS FOR

MOLINE
IMPLEMENTS
AND
JANESVILLE

PLOWS

Get the

Dominion Sewing Machine EesigT'"
RESEMBLES A BEAUTIFUL

Exclusive

CHAMBERS AND HENRY STREETS, WINNIPEG

Get Our Uniform Tire Book on

MUSIC CABINET

Agency

®
Write
once

at
for

CEARED-TO-THE-ROAD

TIRES

Particulars

It will tell

An

artistic piece of furniture for the home,
also the highest grade sewing machine you
can sell. Ask for special Catalog. Address

Dominion Sewing Machine &
Phonograph Company
300 NOTRE DAME AVE., WINNIPEG

you the Exclusive Miller Plan for
in Each Locality

One Dealer

TIRE COMPANY
THE MILLER
WINNIPEG, MAN.
PRINCESS
ST.,

fSS

FACTORIES: AKRON. OHIO
If

you cannot get a Miller

Tire in

your town write direct to

ua.
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COCRSHUTT
Brantford Carriages

are

made

of the best selected material available, first qual-

ity one-piece leather upholstering, white oak shafts
poles, the best grade of wheels,

heavy oak

sills,

bailey loops, extra large forged fifth wheel, 4

rubber top, rails nickeled on brass,

OUR MOTTO

IS

and

forged steel

bow

26-ounce

etc.

"QUALITY FIRST."

r

FROST

Frost

ODD

& Wood

Binder

to handle because the bull wheel and grain wheel
are set further forward than on any other binder right

Easy

—

The whole machine is evenly balanced
This is a big advantage in uneven
and EASY TO TILT.
grain, long and short, when it is necessary to tilt the
Binder quickly and often to get all the grain.
Easy on the horses because all cumbersome weight has
All bearbeen displaced by the use of high carbon steel.
under the load.

—

ings are self-aligning no pinching or binding on fast runFriction has been reduced to the minimum.
ning shafts.

SHIPMENTS ARE SLOW IN TRANSIT

AND UNCERTAIN-ORDER NOW

COCKSHUTT PLOW
WINNIPEG

REGINA

CO.,

CALGARY

LIMITED
SASKATOON

;

WINNIPEG, CANADA, JUNE,

XIV., No. 6

Vol.

:

1918

SuBscEiPTDN Price

Canada (per

in

c^py/ioc."

Merchants of Saskatchewan Hold Convention

Retail

Implement Dealers Affiliate with Provincial Organization
The

annual convention of

fifth

the Saskatchewan branch of the
Retail Merchants' Association of

Canada was held at Saskatoon on
May 14, 15 and 16. Owing to the
fact 'that many country merchants
were carrying on their stores
the attendance at
so large as
in former years, but a great deal
of important business was transacted, and the merchants present
were unanimous regarding the

without help

the convention

was not

advantages accruing from
bership in the association.
This year the meeting

mem-

was

of

importance to implement
dealers throughout Saskatchewan

great

because of the fact that arrange-

ments were completed

Febru-

in

ary last by the executive of the
Saskatchewan Retail Implement
Dealers' Association whereby that
body was affiliated with the ReIt
tail Merchants' Association.

was

felt

that

it

was best

to -incor-

the im,plement organizawith the other branches of retail
trade throughout the proThe troubles of the imvince.
plement men are fundamentally
the same as 'those met with in
other branches of retail business,
and by joining the Retailers'
Association they will have the
powerful backing of the whole of
the retail trade in the province
as well as the benefit of the orporate

tion

ganization

stafif

of

the

associa-

tion.

President's Report
In his annual report, President

A. A. Evans, of Outlook, dealt
with the growth of the association, emphasizing its
development in Alberta territory.
He
also went into the matter of food
control problems.
As regards the

was stated that
each province would be repreassociation,

it

sented by an executive officer on
the V/estern executive council.
The council would be the controlling body in the western pro-

and would act

conjunction with a similar council in the
Eastern provinces.
The eight
members from the various provinces,

vinces form the
tive

in

Dominion Execu-

Council of the organization.

Reference was also made by the
president as to the possibility of
closer
co-opera'tion
with the
farmers' organizations, so that by
merchants and farmers getting together many problems in local
distribution could be solved, and
the consumer be benefited thereby.

Among
was one

the resolutions passed
which the association

in

impressed upon manufacturers
and wholesalers the absolute necessity

of

further

co-operation

with the merchants if the latter
are to meet in adequate fashion
the increased cost of distributing
merchandise. Another resolution
dealt with an assurance to the
government that the retailers
were ready to co-operate in every
way as regards the prosecution
of the war and the production of
food.

Appreciation was voiced of the
of the University of Saskatchewan in the plans made 'to
incorporate in their curriculvmi a
course in retail merchandising
also the advisability of holding a
short course of extension lectures
at some time during the term.
A strong resolution was passed
against certain organizations who
are selling memberships throughout the country, and professing to
supply goods to their members at
The convenwholesale prices.
being
tion went on record as
opposed to manufacturers and
efl:orts

wholesalers, Avhom retail merchants are supporting, svipplying

hindrance in the

way

of retailers

becoming their own wholesalers
and establishing a co-operative
jobbing business.
That a great
saving would result in many lines
of trade if manufacturers and
commission houses would withdraw 'travelers from the road was
admitted by many in the resulting-

discussion.

of

resolution

any reduction

will

was

in

of duty

favor

which

increase the pi^oduction
particularly that

of

on
farm implements and machinery.
A lengthy discussion took
place on the subject of co-operative buying, it being stated that
foodstuffs,

a

lack of capital

was

the

only

years.

in

during the past two
In unprotected commu-

nities the total
is

amount

fixed at $1,000

and

of a policy
in the pro-

amount

tected areas the

is

$2,000.

Joseph James, manager of the
Retail Merchants Mutual Fire In-

amount

of

thought

the

At

the evening session, A. L.
Winnipeg, gave a very
educative
address
on "Retail
Efficiency." Mr. Struthers proved
a very able substitute for Mr. E.
B. Moon, of Chicago, the wellknown community and trade deStru'thers,

velopment orator, who was unavoidably absent owing to sickness.
Mr. Struthers pointed out
the importance of seeming 'trifles
and advised the use of practical

psychology as a means of building business.
Greater efficiency
in buying, he considered of prime
importance, while all merchants
were advised to get away from
credit business as far as possible.
If selling price is too high, one
thing that largely accounts for

this is credit sales.

It

was

fur-

Fire Insurance Report
third annual meeting of the
Retail Merchants Mutual Fire Insurance Company was held TuesThe financial
day afternoon.
statement of the company showed an excess income for 1917 of
The income of the
$5,279.70.
company for that year totalled
and the expenditure
$13,405.55

further

doubled

status of the country.
Canada
is
debtor nation, said the
a
speaker,
and
by purchasing
goods in other countries we turn
the balance of trade more heavily
against us.

This resolution
unanimously.
A

carried

insurance

surance Company, in a short talk
spoke highly of the prospects for
greater prosperity by the company. With the increasing of the

ther pointed out that reliable records were one of the greatest
aids in retail efficiency, while win-

retail business.

a very con-

The amount of
the company has

servative basis.

Rannard, in commenting
on the farm machinery business,
showed how the matter of duty on
farm implements was one bound
up with the whole economic
C. F.

such concerns. Members were of
opinion that the wholesalers have
not exercised proper precaution
in the best interests of the merchants and themselves in selling
goods at wholesale prices to
parties not engaged in legitimate

was

pany commenced on

dow

dressing, store arrangement

and

local

advertising are essentials in business building in the
retail trade.

The

amounted

to $8,125.85.

The com-

would

the

risks

amount

show

manager
of

quick

a

busi-

jump.

He asked the merchants to cooperate with him in making the
company a benefit 'to themselves
and in making their insurance
cheaper.
C. F. Rannard, president of the
Manitoba Retailers' Association,
spoke of the willingness of the
Manitoba retailers to join Saskatchewan in the same mutual insurance company.
"It is better," said Mr. Rannard, "to have one strong com-

pany than two weaker
There will be less liability

ones.
to the

We

policy-holders.
expect equal
or satisfactory representation on
the board.
fair spirit of cooperation is all we look for. Our
board in AVinnipeg will scrutinise
every policy and every risk. Our
aim, which if not attained in one
year, can be reached in two, is

A

1,000 policies at $1,000 per policy.
large number of first-class risks

A

may

be obtained in short order.

The usual membership fee would
be necessary.
The board rates
would be in effect and a quarter
of the premium allowed to the
credit of the policy-holder."
Effect of Dominion- Wide Effort
In dealing with the work of the
Dominion Association, J. A. Banfield, Winnipeg, president of the
Dominion Council, outlined what
the Retailers' Association stands
for and what it has done.
He
said in part

"Our pledge

—what the associa-

tion stands for,

is

Absolute

one to conjure

honesty,
cooperation in securing an equitable
with.

:
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system of taxation, uniformity in
municipal accounting, an'd in the
proper administration of civic
affairs generally, furtherance of
commercial education and instruction
of the public on the importance of the retaikr in the
community, are our aims.
What has our Association done?

moved that the Retail Merchants'
Association do all in their power
to protest against the enforcing
of the proposed freight classification seventeen, and that the association be represented before
the meeting of the Dominion

.

-

Board

Railway Commissioners
in Saskatoon on June 12.
The
motion was passed.

1.
Coupons and rebatable
stamps were once prevalent in all

By Dominion

provinceis.

we have

lation

The

2.

driven 'them out

held a series of trade section
meetings, at which problems in
connection with the trade were

false advertising act is

soon to be the subject of legislation again.

the Adulteration Act have been carried so
that potatoes, etc., muis't now be
sold by weight, not by the sack.
to

was

are often sold at wholesale prices
to the casual handler or user, the

further- extension of the

secretary be instructed by the
executive to place this matter before the Wholesale Implement
Associations in 'the province and

gold and silver marketing act is
at our instigation being prepared
by the Hon. Geo. E. Foster.
seen

it is

how

valuable

is

ask for their co-operation to see
that the privileges and facilities
of jobbers' services be extended

the, charter of this association in

protecting the retail merchant.

On

the last day of the convenW. C. Murray, president
of the University of Saskatchewan, in an address gave some
very interesting data concerning
the work done at the university,

only to such parties as are prepared to provide the full services

tion. Dr.

and how

of a dealer to his clients."

This motion brought forth con-

had been affected by

it

dealt with the question of courses for re'tail merchants, and considered that ac-

counting courses would not fill
the bill.
Good, competent professors would be essential, and
these were hard to get.
The allowance of the university for the
next year wa's restricted, so Dr.
Murray advised the merchants to

form

committee to discuss
question of merchandising
courses with the proper officials.
He promised the merchants his
assistance to make such a course
a

the

Saskatchewan a success if it
be decided 'that the university
could inaugurate same.
in

5.

McMicken,

Moose Jaw,

of

among the
many of whom

siderable

discussion

implement

dealers,

spoke on the resolution as draftwas contended that by selling to irresponsible parties who
carry no repairs and give no servicle the wholesale trade did the
dealer an injury.
Such practice
was by no means uncommon, and

He

the war.

convention as

"That whereas, after receiving
complaints that farm implements

sideration.

Thus

laid before the

whole

a

Other amendments are under con-

The

The following motion

discussed.

Amendments

3.

of

Implement Trade Section
During the convention the implemen't dealers who were present

legis-

of business.

4.

'

ed. It

it

was

that the solution lay in
representation
to
the

felt

s'trong

wholesalers
ciations.

through their asso-

Such a policy showed

neither respect for the dealer nor
gave him any measure of support.

The

retail

men were

es-

anxious to have closer
co-operation with the wholesale
trade but strongly condemned
such practices, and instances were
given in individual territory where
pecially

'the

dealer had suffered through

the lack of protection and consideration.

Some discussion 'took place on
the question *of contracts, and it
was felt that org-anization on the
part of the trade would lead to
better conditions in this respect.
Dealers who had been members of the Retail Merchants' Association in Saskatchewan since
its

inauguration in that province

spoke on the value of the organization, and it was the consensus
of opinion that the amalgamation
of the implemien't dealers with
other branches of retail business

was a step in the right direction.
It was contended that with the
weight of the retailers as a whole
behind them, the result would be
be'tter

retail

business conditions in the

implement trade throughout

the province.

The bonding

of

was

dealers

another point which was taken
up at some length, it being considered that some men were bonded who were worth nothing, and
were of little value to 'the trade.
It was moved by G. Matheson,
Craik, seconded by H. E. Hamilton, Unity, that the implement

dealers ratified the action of the
executive of the Saskatchewan
Retail Implement Dealers' Association in affiliating with the Retail Merchants' Association as a
trade section in that body. This
was carried unanimously by the
dealers present.

A

size

to

The Famous Line of Machines
suit your power— small or large — and

more work with same power than others. Quality
of work and capacity and durability of machine
and grinding plates unequalled.

A

trade as a section of the association, it was decideid that no better
men could be appointed than
those dealers who had acted as
'executive for the

plement

former

association.

imwas,

retail

It

moved, seconded and

therefore,

carried unanimously tha't these be
re-elected to carry on the advis-

ory work in connection with the

irapkment trade section. These
gentlemen are:
W. J. M. Wright, Regina Geo.
Matheson, Craik; Hugh Rorison,
Moose Jaw.
A commitee on resolutions was
appointed and at a later session

A—

6 inch. Plates

B—
B— 10
C— 9%

„
„
„

„
„
„

(Flat)

took place on repair stocks.

5
6

Mill

Head

Custom Work

CUSTOM MILLS

5

to 12

H.P.

ment.

:

No. D—lOYi inch Plates (Flat) 8 to 14 H.P.
No.
11
„
8 to 16 H.P.
„
„
No- 7—13
15 to 25 H.P.
,

ery

D—

J.

FLEURY'S
SONS
Medals and Diploma*

..

Aurora, Ontario

World's Fairs, Chicago

Ss?

and

Paris

THE JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY, LIMITED

Winnipeg

Re^na

Saskatoon

Calgary

It

dealer in a financial position to
carry a complete stock of repairs,
as this entailed a heavy invest-

to
5 H.P.
to 10 H.P.
to 12 H.P.

„
„

of the section a lengthy discussion

was contended by those present
that only in rare cases was the

few styles and sizes are as follows:
No.
No.
No.
No.

Edmonton

Lethbridge

machine

selling concerns.
The
repair situation and the question
of the supply of essential mach-

ines

was thoroughly debated.

A
At

Provincial Repair Week
the afternoon session on the

day of the convention the
following resolution, moved bjiC
R. A. MacGee, Wolseley, second^
ed by W. J. M. Wright, Regina;'
was laid before the retail men.
"Resolved: That in the in'ter
ests of greater production and .t
prevent unnecessary losses an
inconvenience in the harvestin,
and threshing of this year's crop,
our executive should urge on the
government of the province to fix'
by an order-in-council one week
in the near future to be called
last

'Saskatchewan

Repair

and

In-

spection Week,' and in which the'ii
farmjers would be urged to make
all possible preparations for the
coming harvest by getting all
binders, threshing machines, engines and other implements in
first class repair, so that every
available moment may be used
in saving this year's crop, which
is

so important to 'the Allies as

well as the people of the province.
"And, further, that we urge
upon all implement dealers to.
spare neither time nor effort in
providing necessary repairs, and,
in giving every possible assistance

towards making the movement a
complete success."
The mover, Mr. MacQee, Wolseley, poin'ted out the great importance of prompt repairs this
year, and asked that all branches
.

Advisory Committee
In connection with the appointment of an advisory committee
for the carrying on of affairs connected with the retail implement

;

RAPID-EASY GRAIN GRINDERS
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Act

Under the Farm Machin-

the province therie
should be better supervision as regards the repair stocks carried
in

by machine

selling organizations

other than the various implement
companies such as the farmers
organizations and the mail order

—

of the retail trade

would

aid in

giving publicity to this movement. Never was there a tiniie

when

it was so essential that no
time be lost by 'the farmer. Preparedness for harvest would be
the ideal aimed at, and if the retail trade were backed up by the
manufacturers and 'wholesalers
the result should be a great improvemient in the early placing of
repair orders.
It was necessary
that such a step be taken since
in many cases repairs were hard
'to

secure,

owing

to present con-

ditions.

A.

A.

Thomson,

editor of "Canadian

Winnipeg,

Farm Imple-

ments," gave the convention parwhich had
followed the inauguration of a
National Inspection and Repair
Week in the United States. The
speaker considered that such a
ticulars of the success

movement

in

Saskatchewan was

of vital importance to the proper

handling of thie repair business
under present conditions, while
he also advised greater publicity
as regards the early ordering of

farm machinery, since factories
were greatly hampered in their
production, owing to the condition of the raw material market.

1
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lustomers

Who

"Stay Sold

Make Sales for Case Dealers
WHEREVER a Case Tractor sold, there are bound to be
is

other

Each Case machine is a wonderful recommendation.
We know of many a county where one Case Kerosene Tractor
was sold, and before very long it became a 'Xase County.''
sales.

One example of customer satisfaction— and there are thousands of them— is shown in a letter from Mr, Emmet Henry of
Verden, Oklahoma, written February 13th. He writes as follows:
"I cannot refrain

from writing how I have succeeded with
I bought through Buie & Wallace, Case

the Case 10-20 Tractor
Dealers, of Chickasha.

"I bought the tractor on the 11th of August, 1916. I plowed
300 acres last fall. I also pulled two 14-inch disc harrows with a
3-section drag harrow behind the discs, preparing a swath for
wheat 15 feet wide at one throw.
"I can conscientiously say that
wheat last year when it would
have been impossible with teams
for the reason that the land was
of a

I

plowed and planted

"The Case 10-20 furnishes plenty of power to pull three
14-inch plows as deep as you wish, for I am using a 4 disc gang.
The tractor has given good satisfaction, and I can recommend
the Case to all who wish to farm right."
Thousands of farmers all over the country voluntarily express their appreciation of Case Kerosene Tractors.
They tell
the dealers, they tell us, they tell others.
It is needless to point out to progressive dealers the advantage
handling a line that "stays sold." You know its advantages.
You know that it means a growing business.

of

my

There

is

no greater asset

gumbo nature and so dry and

We could not have plowed
with teams and gotten through
in time to plant.
"I am satisfied with the increase in the yield of wheat over
what it would have been.
"Will say for the machine, I
have not had to replace a single
hot.

it

any dealer than pleased customers. It is a Case policy to not
only build superior power-farming machinery, but to be of service to the customer after he
buys.
It is the beginning, we
feel, of a continued business re-

for

lation.

We
to
of

urge

dealers

everjrwhere

show farmers the advantages
Case Kerosene Tractors from

the angle of continued satisfaction, fewest repairs and greatest

gear.

usefulness.

J.

I.

CASE THRESHING MACHINE COMPANY,
Founded

1124

ERIE STREET

Canadian Branches

1842
::

RACINE, WIS.

Edmonton, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon.
:
Eastern Canada: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited, Toronto and Montreal.
Calgary,

Inc.

:

.
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By placing orders early the manufacturers could estimate the machine demand and secure stock
for surplus production. Steel and
iron were impossible to secure
for surplus production over that
nedessary to meet the visible demand for machines.

Several members of the Retail
Association spoke on this subject,
heartily concurring with the resolution advanced by the retail implement men. On a vote being
taken the resolution was carried

unanimously.

At

the closing session of the
convention the following officers
were elected for the coming year
President, H. D. MacPherson,

Regina;

:

first

Poison,
president,

vice-president,

J.

J.

Regina; second viceD. McMicken, Moose

Jaw.

What

the Association Does for

The importance

of every retail

implement dealer

wan belonging

in

Saskatche-

to the Retail Mier-

Association cannot be
over-estimated.
He will, for 'the
small sum of $13 annually, be
banded together with his brother
chants'

implement

dealers,

check members'

make claims

Merchants

and

will be

another unit in the striengthening
body which can do untold
good for retail trade in every department. This live organization,
affiliation with which will be of
untold benefit to the implement
dealers, gives the following particulars concerning its scope and
somie of the departments through
which
members can benefit.
of a

These are

—

Traffic Department.
The association has a traffic department to

freigh't bills

June, 1918

and

for any.over-charges,

or to handle claims for lost
damaged goods.

or

—

Insurance. The association has
an insurance department to check
insurance policies of members and
answer all enquiries with regard

Then the
insurance, open only
to members of thie association, is
making a reduction of 25 per cent
to

fire

mutual

on

all

insurance.

fire

renewal

Enquiries.

policies.

—^AU

enquiries

are

agencies in the country.
and again it has traced lost
debtors and collected money that
had been looked upon as lost by
the merchants.
Credits.
Accurate reports oji
persons who ask for credit is
given without any charge.
All interested and implemen'
dealers are requested to get in
touch with the secretary for the
Retail Merchants' Association of
Saskatchewan, F. E. Raymond,
Canada Building, Saskatoon.

tion

Timie'

—

answered regarding any matter

Power Drive and the Cream

pertaining to retail merchandis-

Se parator

ing.

Collections.

preliminary

—Therie
collection

is

a

free

service,

which has recovered many accounts owing to merchants. Then
the association has one of the
most successfully operated collec-

A strong argument for the
power-driven cream separator is
the saving it affords in time. No
person who is making a success
of life has any idle time on his
hands. He is constantly in need
of

more and any method that
is worthy of consid-

saves times

\

;

'

-

*

eration.
The dairyman with a
power separator "can turn on his

when he

engine

starts

milking,

and without further attention can

empty

his milk pails in the sep-

when he is through
with his milking he has the milk
and cream separated two operations completed in the time orarator, so that

—

dinarily required for one.

Where

the

power

is

derived

from a water-cooled engine the
user has another distinct advantage. The engine has warmed the
water in its cooling tank to a temperature sufficient to permit of
the water being used for flushing
and cleaning the separator. The
power separator user is, therefore,

through with his work by the
man who depends on arm
power is ready to begin the irksome task of running his machine.
The method of applying power
to a separator is extremely simple.
Any separator manufacturer is
prepared to furnish his machine
equipped either for hand or engine power. With the power separator the engine can be connected by direct belt from the
time the

SELL BT

HAY TOOLS

Many implement
fits

by selHng

dealers are increasing their proFour times as many

BT Hay Tools.

BT Hay Cars are sold in Canada than all other
makes combined. BT Hay Cars save labor. The
war has brought about a great scarcity of labor.
So every farmer needs a hay carrier outfit. Three
lifts

with the

BT

Sling Car will clean the rack.

Write for Catalog
Write to our nearest branch for our new BT Barn Book and
We still require real live
full particulars for a BT Agency.
agents in many Western towns. We help to secure prospects
for our agents, and send our salesmen to help close them.
BT equipment is extensively advertised in the Western farm
papers.
This big 352-page Barn Book is sent to all our
agents' prospects upon request. It will pay you to write us
at once.
.M&nili
,

BEATTY BROS. LIMITED
DEPT. G335

WINNIPEG, MAN."

EDMONTON, ALTA.

w

plain

pulley

of

the

In
engine

engine.

such a case the size of

ijie

drive pulley is regulated by the
speed of the engine and usually
this pulley must be quite small.
But inasmuch as the engine is
usually used for other purposes
about the farm, a better plan is to
drive the cream separator from a
line-shaft. The line-shaft usually
runs more slowly than the engine and .permits of a larger driving pulley.

The best method of applying
power, however, is the use on the
line-shaft of a governing pulley.
It is possible to regulate such a
governing pulley so that it will
revolve only at a certain number
of revolutions a minute.
This
speed may be set to accommodate
the speed of a separator.

•

:
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While the power-driven cream
separator is the last word thus far
in separating cream from milk,
the efficiency of this operation dej)ends upon the separator. In other
words, a poor separator won't do
even though it is
An inferior
driven by power.
separator is inferior no matter
work,

i^ood

how

it

propelled.

is

The Making

Butter

of

should be washed twice with pure
water at about the same temperature

as

the

to a

rate butter.

first

The

Salt

pound

of butter.

The

pro-

duct should be carefully worked
until the salt is evenly distributed,
and the butter should have assumed a waxy body and a bright
appearance.
Overworked butter has a sticky, greasy appearance, and a

Considering that
practically
every farm home is the natural
resting place for a churn, the implement dealer does not sell as
many of these essentials to butter making as he might.
In making a drive for bigger churn business he will, however, find that
a knowledge of how to make butter Avill be very useful when lining up prospects among- the wives
of his farmer customers.
Essentially good butter is the
production of good clean flavored
cream. To obtain practically all
the cream from the milk and preserve it in the very bes't condition
the use of a cream separator is
necessary. A thorough cleaning
and sterilizing of dairy utensils
is essential to the production of

buttermilk.

should be applied at the proportion of three-quarters of an ounce

gummy

Mottled butter

New

7

Tractor Concern

Plow Man

A new

company has been formknown as the
Northern Implement Company, of
which W. J. Leaney is manager
ed at Winnipeg

and Frank Nilan sales manager.
This organization has a machine
shop, warehouses and truckage
facilities, and will distribute the

machines have already been reand the company look forward to doing a big business.

The

capital

poration

the result of
an uneven distribution of the salt.

SF*—

is

Butter manufactured for the market should be in prints, wrapped
in parchment paper, in cartons.

difficult in

;

;

'the

individuality of the

cow being advanced

the period of 'actation,
feeds that produce hard

in

and the

The aeam of the
cfeam separator

fat.

The cream should contain about
30 per cent butterfat, and a gallon of cream will
yield three
pounds of butter.
The creani
should be kept as cool as possible
until time for ripening, when it
should be warmed 'to from 65 to
75 Fahrenheit.
thermomoter
should determine the temperature.
Over-ripe cream makes a
poor quality of butter. The churning temperature should be so

A

regulated so as to require from
thirty to forty minutes to do the
churning; the butter granules
should be firm without being
"

hard.

The churn should be stopped
when the butter granules are the
size of
ter

in

wheat grains and the butthe

granular

condition

txade goes to the

De Laval Agents
THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LTD.
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES IN CANADA.
Sole manufacturers in Canada of the famous De Laval Cream Separators
and Ideal Qreen Feed Silos, Alpha Gas Engines. Alpha Churns and
Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

Butter -Workers.

WINNIPEG

gasoline engine $240. Pays
for itself in 15 days' use.
Built to last a llletlme. Send
catalog No. I K.

Agents wanted In all
Unoccupied Territory

LONDON CONCRETE MACHINERY

;

cow

i

7-lpf-

4

capacity 40 cubic yards per
Price complete wltb
^^y-

CO.

Dept. K, LONDON, ONTARIO.
World's Largest Manufacturers of Concrete Machinery

;

ditions; the

»

/*K>5Bi^T^^^Sj4-^
f^^a^lJ/ ,/CV^^^r~
r'^f^J —
\^^^

not too cold in the absence of
foreign particles and when the
milk is not nearly sour.
Here are some of the handicaps
that contribute to making churning irksome to the housewife and

;

MIXER, No.

UTt3i^MBhaM'''IU
\i
IBlWllTillHn
Jr /^eMSISSXIei
^^iWiF'

:

;

stock of the incor-

$25,000.

LONDON CONCRETE

separator,

;

is

^^S^-

grain.

made by the

ceived,

which we hope you sold the lady,
does its best Avork under these
environments
When not operated too slowly, when the bowl
doesn't wobble when the milk is

i'ts normal process
Temperature too low cream
too thin or too rich cream too
sweet churn too full ropy fermentation of the cream in the absence of the most sanitary con-

tractors,

Interstate Tractor Co., Waterloo,
Iowa.
Good supplies of these

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

PETERBORO

—

'
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With
W.

J.

Bell,

Regina,

doing'

is

business in that territory
Avith the S'taude Mak-a-Tractor.
He reports a steady demand.
g'ood

The Canadian

Aver}' Co., Regina, are busy with tractor and
plow orders, and have excellent
for
prospects
large
separator
trade this fall.

The John Deere Plow

Regina branch, are busy on plow
orders, having had a great deCo.,

mand this spring for their
known pony engine gangs.
The Western Implement

well-

Regina,

new

ply

Co.,

in

Siip-

their

The Tractor

Co.,

Saskatoon,

Happy Farmer

for

tractors, report supplies satisfac-

and

tory,

are

filling

orders

AND

western

Imple-

ments bearing the

Bissell

trade

have time and again made
a record for themselves
doing

the work
competitors.
merit of the Bissell

double

against

The

In the sheet metal trade
material supplies are hard to obspring.
'tain.

The

Universal Tractor Co.,
Saskatoon, distributors for the

Moline tractor in Saskatchewan
have received several
machines, all of which are sold
and giving good service to the
customers.
of the OnEngine and Pump Company
are finding a good demand for

their

with supplies

lines,

factory in most cases.

satis-

Manager

DOMINION REID
Cream Separators

Ont

Yours

BISSELL CO. LTD.

f ELORA,

-

ONT.

of the Sharpies
Separator Co., reports business as
excellent and dealers doing a very
good trade, especially in Alberta
territory.
He states that supply
conditions are satisfactory.

Despite a shortage

of skilled

Welding Works,

Saskatoon, are turning out a large
Their specialtyrepair business.
is
repairing automobile, implement and engine parts by the oxyacetylene welding process.

The Wholesale Implement Association at Regina is in a very
Secy. C.
flourishing condition.
N. Larsen, of the International

Harvester Co., reports that the
is
now close on
Regular meetings are
thirty.

membership

of

Farm

Machinery

Manufacturers, Saskatoon, is arranging for a demonstration during June of the Jackson Sheaf Loader, which is handA fair supled by the company.
ply will be made for this year's

The Winona Tractor

Gratias,

are

located

in

Re-

Co.,

their

new

warehouse, north of the tracks,
and are ready for business. The
main difficulty experienced by the
company is to get shipments in
sufficient quantity to

mand

meet the

de-

for machines.

It is

reported that E.

J.

Bene-

manager at Regina for the
Emerson - Brantingham Implement Co., has resigned, and will
return to the United States, where
dict,

Get Exclusive Territory
The Dominion Reid

sells at a price that

any competition, and gives you a good

meets
profit.

smooth-running, simple construction.
Highest grade materials; self-balancing bowl.
Easily cleaned.
An absolutely clean skimmer.
Ask for particulars and liberal agency offer.
Silent,

Write

at

once.

.

Dominion Sewing Machine &
Phonograph Company
30O NOTRE DAME AVE., WINNIPEG

dent, despite all the talk we hear
of the passing of the horse.
Mr,
is Saskatchewan distribuViking Cream Separators

and several vehicle
O.

L.

lines.

McQuay,

Chambers, Regina,

is

Westman
now dis-

Matthews Electrie
Light and Power Plants,
manufactured by the Consolidatributor for

Good luck
"E. J." wherever you locate.
Fuller,
of
Manager
the
Sawyer-Massey Co., Regina, re-

business as excellent, although the supply of small tractors makes it hard to m^eet the
ports

;

j

ted Utilities Corporation, Chicago.
These plants are automatic and
are built in a variety of sizes.
They are especially designed for i
farm use and should be a good
line for dealers.

During the past four months
the tractor companies in Saskatchewan have had a phenomenal

demand

The

for ligh't tractors.

trouble has been not to sell the
machines, but rather to get ship-

ments in sufficient iquantity 'to
meet the demand.
It is felt by
most organizations that the summer and fall trade in tractors and
tractor implements will be away
ahead of any previous year, if
goods into the

The

can

:get

the

territory.

secretaries of the Fairs at"'

Regina and Saskatoon look forward to especially good farm
machinery displays at 'the 1918
fairs in these centres.

the

Owing

to

many new

types of tractors"
now being handled in the province, it is stated that the exhibits
of these modern farm machines
should be away ahead of 'the
showing made in past years. Distributors fully realize the value
of the summer fairs from a publicity standpoint.

The New Home Machinery

Co.,

Saskatoon, are filling good orders
for Parrett tractors, which, according to reports, are giving excellent satisfaction

Manager Elwood
supervising the

wherever used.
hard at work

is

erection

of

the

New Moody

combination threshers, of which a large supply are
With excellent
now on hand.
railroad facilities and large warehouse space, the company are iir
good shape 'to give dealers prompt
service of the various lines which
they distribute.

he will enter the farm machinery
field as a distributor.

'

thie

only the factories

gina,

George Spencer.

T. E.

for the

machines.

truly,

The particular impressing feature of "Bissell" implements is
their diu-ability. Words of Praise
encourage us to make "Bissell
and Service" greater than ever.
The name Bissell has the confidence of all farmers because
of the assurance they have in
the service and guarantee that
backs up the implement bearing
the name. Recognition of this
fact is the Foundation Stone of
Bissell's Service.

manager

warehouse on 23rd Street,
is displaying the Lauson tractor,
and reports that prospects are
good for summer and fall sales of
his line.
Mr. Gratias is provincial distributor for the Lauson

Dear Sirs:
Your Diskj which 1 have used for ten
years, has given me excellent satisfaction. I have only put one plate on as
regards repairs till now, and I think if
new baU boxes are furnished, it will
run another ten. It has been over some
of the roughest groundin Saskatchewan
as our land is mostly scrub and some
heavy timber, besides a few stones, and
it is a wonder it is not all to pieces by
now, so that on the whole it cannot be
beat for durability and light draft. I
remain.

C. P. Kite, sales

At Saskatoon, Walter

Mervin P. O., Sask., Canada,
T.E. Bissell Co., Ltd.,

the territory. An especially good
harness and buggy demand is evi-

tor for

machines ex-

at his

users

Bert Conway, farm machinery
Regina,
has been
finding business good throughout
distributor,

Conway

for 'these

demand.

writes as follows:

thresher trade.

Caterpillar tractor, states that the

ceeds the supply to date.
He
looks forward to large shipments
in the immediate future.

'

phenomenal demand.
The company have had a record business
this spring, and are doing a large

demand

Manager Houghton,

—

Eloia,

the

for

held.

implements is strikinglyproven by letters from representative
farmers in
Canada, United States and
New Zealand one of our
satisfied

Saskatchewan,
Cleveland

Cox,

help, the Geiger

all

many

to

is

Regina branch

manager of the
Winnipeg Steel Granary and Culvert Co., Regina branch, had a
very good pickler business this
R. Rasmussen,

for service

the

Norman

year.

mark stand always

—one goes with
other—Bissell Disks

'trouble

distributor

fairs this

The Regina branch

ARE ONE. The

get feeders
enough to; .supply the demand.
He:, however, will have the goods
to take care of all orders in time
for threshing this fall.

-exhibit their lines

tario

Service

the

good service wherever used.
The Western Corrugated Culvert Co. report a good demand
for their culvert lines and road
making
machinery.
Manager

territory,

"Bisseir

Co.,

Regina, is distributor for the
Bates Steel Mule and Monarch
tractors.
Caterpillar
machines,
which are stated to have given

Richardson will

a busy

to

With the Garden City Feeder
Manager Barker reports that

throughout the territory for the
12-24 h.p. machines.
H. A. Jones, Hamilton Street,

at the leading

warehouse have a good stock on
hand of binder and mower repairs, plow shares, and other implement specialties.
distributors

Thorn looks forward
summer and fall trade.

the Trade in Saskatchewan

June, 1918

We have been trying to think
up something mean enough to say
about these one-sided blotters,
•

but
to arrive at anything
the
Assistance
in
adequate.
worthy cause is prayerfully solifail

cited.
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FOR SERVICE TO YOU
RECOGNISING

need

the

for

better

facilities

for

serving Western

Implement

Dealers and their customers, which need has been brought about by the rapidly
increasing Sales volume of EMPIRE MILKING MACHINES, EMPIRE

CREAM SEPARATORS, EMPIRE GASOLINE ENGINES

and EMPIRE ELECTRIC PLANTS, The Empire Cream Separator Company of Canada, Ltd., has
appointed as its Western Canada Sales and Service Agents

ROBINSON-ALAMO, LIMITED
140 Princess

Street,

Winnipeg, Manitoba

Robinson- Alamo, Ltd. are fully equipped to take care promptly of
in Western Canada.
This new selling arrangement is made for Service to You Service to
every Implement Dealer in the West.
Some Dealer in your territory is going to take advantage of it and make
a big profit on EMPIRE Machines.
If there is not already an Empire
Dealer in your locality, YOU should become one.
Investigate the Empire
Line now next season will be too late someone else will be "cashing in "

Empire Dealers

—

—

by that time. Open

—

territory

Write or wire to-day for our

is

limited.

liberal Dealer's

Proposition on either Milking Machines,
still, on the entire Empire Line.

Cream

Separators, Gasoline Engines or Electric Plants; or better

THE RECOGNISED STANDARD
NEARLY every

field of endeavor has its recognised standard— one manufacturer's
goods that always loom up first in your mind when a product of its nature is
mentioned. It's true of cameras, pianos, locks, crackers, speedometers, watches
and a host of other products. And it's true of Milking Machines.
Visit the homes of prize winning stock of all breeds, go to the dairy farms whose
chief
object IS the production of large quantities of milk or go to the small farmer who has only
a limited number of cows: everywhere you'll find the dominating milking machines to be

EMPIRE MILKING MACHINES
From a

superior mechanical standpoint, the Empire stands head and shoulders
above all competing machines. You have more good, sound, practical mechanical
talkmg points to help you sell the Empire than you ever dreamed existed.
The same is true of Empire Cream Separators, Gasoline Engines and Electric Plants.
They are built right. They are economical to run, and, quahty considered, their
original cost is very moderate.
You should be the dealer in your territory to handle the Empire line— the recognised
standard of dany machinery.
Write at once for full particulars and our liberal dealer's
proposition.
Act without delay, for the stupendous demand for Empire Milking
Machines and other dairy machinery will far exceed the output this year, despite our
immensely increased capacity.

ROBINSON-ALAMO, LIMITED

WINNIPEG

MANITOBA

EMPIRE CREAM SEPARATOR CO. OF CANADA, LTD.
146

CRAIG

ST.,

WEST

MONTREAL, QUEBEC

:
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Farm Implement Industry

be Licensed in U.S.

to

production of foods, feeds, and
hereafter in this act called

fuel,

necessaries

By

a proclamation signed

May

property and records pertaining
to their business.
Information
obtained in this manner is not to
be disclosed without authority.
Unjust profits, resales within 'the
trade without reasonable justification, attempts to monopolize, unreasonable increase of prices or

14th the President of the United
requires all individvials,
partnerships, associations and corporations, except those specifically exempted by the Food Control
Act, engaged in the importation
manufacture, storage and distribution of tools, utensils, implements, machinery, and certain
other farm equipment, to secure
Federal licenses not later than
States

and wilful
waste of farm equipment are prohibited.
Also licensees are forbidden 'to sell farm equipment to
persons known to have violated
restriction of supplies,

June 20, 1918.
Requirements of Licensees

Food Control Act.
The proclamation states that

the

Tbe

Secretary of Agriculture is
to carry out the provisions
of
the
proclamation
and the regulations thereunder.
Licensees
are
required
to
furnish
information
regarding their businesses whenever it is thought necessary by
representatives designated by the
secretary, and must permit such
representatives to inspect the
directed

is

essential

the

interests

it

of

national security and defense '"to
assure an adequate supply and
equitable distribution and to facilitate the movement of foods,
feeds, fuel, including fuel oil and
natural gas, and fertilizer and ferutentilizer ingredients, tools,
sils,

implements, machinery, and

equipment required

Implement Business
Going concern in centre Saskatchewan.

for the actual

for Sale

Large trade territory

—

all pros-

Last year the turnover was in excess of $95,000.00.

perous farmers.
Building 25 x 132

good revenue.

in

ft.;

two

stories in front.

Upstairs rented, bringing

Property, 50 x 132 feet, frontage on main street of town.

Best machine lines being handled

—and

splendid local connection built up.

FIRST CLASS PROPOSITION
FOR A LIVE IMPLEMENT
Price for property, $5,500.

count of 5 per cent for

Terms, $1,000 cash, balance in two years.
Stock and repairs at invoice prices.

all cash.

Dis-

Will

take in purchaser for balance of season at salary, or give immediate posYou will never get
Owner selling out on account of ill-health.
session.

money making

a better opportunity than this for a

business.

For further

particulars,

Write

at

once — Address Box M.,

Canadian Farm Implements

There

The

World

Monarch

Winnipeg

is

nothing in the Tractor

that

CATERPILLAR

scarcity,

locally

monopoli-

zation, hoarding, injurious specu-

and private
such supply,
distribution, and movement, and
to establish and maintain governmental control of such necessaries
during the war."
lation, manipulations,

affecting

controls

Regulations Very Definite

The

regulations

in

connection

with this legislation fully define
the vast majority of farm implemen'ts and machinery of all kinds,
also cover attachments and repair
parts for same. No loophole exthe regulations, which in

ists in

beyond specific
"implements and
machinery required for farm use
the text cover,

machines,

all

in the actual

production of foods

and feeds."

Such

licensee

must give repreDepartment of

sentatives of the

Agriculture any necessary information concerning the; business.
Written reports, when requested
by said representative, shall be
made on blanks furnished by the
Department of Agriculture, giving complete information regarding or afifec'ting transactions in
any farm equipment, which is impacked,
manufactured,
ported,
purchased, contracted for, reshipped, or
otherwise handled, distributed, or
dealt with by the licensee, or
sold,

ceived,

stored,

on hand, in the possesunder the control, of the
licensee, and any other information concerning the business of
'the licensee that such representative may require from time to
is

sion, or

"A licensee shall not import,
manufacture,
store,
distribute,
sell, or otherwise handle any farm
equipment on any unjust, exorbitant, unreasonable, or discriminatory and unfair commission,
profit, or

The

a licensee "shall

no't resell any
farm equipment within the same
^
trade without reasonable justification.
Any such resale without

reasonable justification, especially if tending to result in a higher

market price to the retailer or
consumer, will be deemed to be
a wasteful practice."

This law enforces the licensee
not to buy, contract for, sell, store
or handle any farm equipment for
the purpose of unreasonably increasing the price or restricting
the supply of any such commodity. Further, he cannot sell
farm equipment to any person
who has made an unjust profit in
selling or handling such goods.
The thirteenth regulation enjoins
that a licensee under the act shall
not make any misleading representation which tends to enhance
the price of any farm equipment.

The

issuing or

or

'tion

cannot

statement

sidered as making- such a misleading representation.

Western Manufacturers Meet

The

Provinces branch
Canadian Manufacturers'
Association held its annual meeting at Winnipeg on May 28. The
for the

Prairie

the

following

officials

were, elected

coming year

:

Chairman,

W. Warren vice-chairman, E.
Among the executive
Parnell.
council is J. W. Ackland, head of
N.

;

the D.

Ackland and Son Co.

Mule

Steel

compares with the

^

for per-

Note the

formance
at

all

and under

long, extension

steering control for Plow,

times

Seeder or Binder

all

H. A.

conditions.

PHONE OR WIRE
FOR PRICES

WRITE,

MONARCH
THE MONARCH TRACTOR

and

JONES

1750

Hamilton Street

REGINA, SASK.

WESTERN DISTRIBUTOR FOR
STEEL MULE TRACTORS and VULCAN PLOWS

Full Stock of Repairs Carried.

be

from the records of
such licensee or from the records
of other licensees, shall be con-

All agents and employees of the
government are compelled to hold
secret such knowledge as they
may acquire concerning any im-

The Bates

of

verified either

of

business while in the
regular course of their official
The seventh regulation
duties.
states as follows

making public

market quotations, or any sta'tement to any person regarding the
price at which any farm equipment is being sold, which c|uota-

time.

plement

storage charge."

eighth regulation states that

CONSTRUCTION

Track

i

prevent,

to

;

and generally,

which

MAN

June, 1918

Day and Night

Service.

See These Machines at Brandon
Massey-Harris Tractors and Tractor Plows will be shown
at the Brandon Plowing Demonstration, July 23, 24, 25, 1918
MASSEY-HARRIS TRACTOR
12-24 Horse Power

SOME of

the Features deserving of especial mention

in the Massey-Harris Tractor are: an Underslung
Frame which gives a low centre of gravity, the
Flexible Front Axle Connection to avoid strains on
uneven ground; Short Turning Radius, although the

Front Wheels are of large diameter; Transmission
through Spur Gears exclusively; Belt Drive from Pulley
without Gears; Easy Control; Ready Access to all Parts.

MASSEY-HARRIS TRACTOR PLOWS
2 or 3 Bottoms, convertible
EXCEPTIONALLY rigid construction; Two

Levers

within easy reach of the operator on the Engine
regulate the depth of plowing;

ing a rope the

Power

By

simply pull-

Lift operates to raise or lower

The Hitch has wide range of
adjustment both vertical and lateral, and being
stiff, permits the Plow being backed.
the

Plow

as

desired;

MASSEY-HARRIS

CO.,

LIMITED

HEAD OFFICES: TORONTO
Branches

at-

YORKTON
SASKATOON

EDMONTON
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A New Mot or

A

new engine

Fuel

and all the by-products will
be available for the preparation of
explosives.
One of the main
coals,

been de-

fuel has

veloped in France, which is reported to be highly valuable, as
most favorable results have been
obtained by a series of tests. This
new fuel is a product of distillation of heavy oils obtained from

features

ARE THE STRONGEST AND MOST
DURABLE PUMPING POWER YOU
CAN SELL

fuel is that

does not foul 'the cylinders.
Substitutes are now receiving increased attention, especially in
it

France and Great Britain, where
the

Eclipse" Windmills

new

of this

possibilities

of

alcohol,

al-

though recognized in some quarters so far have not been encouraged.

Small Thresher Trade
Without suitable power there
would be nothing gained by the
farmer owning a thresher if he
had to buy motive power for that
use alone.
But with the indi-

Pump more
for

any

water

less money than
steel
windmill

"E

built.

c

1

p

i

s

e"

windmills have been
in use on Canadian
railroad water tanks
for over thirty years.
strong,
light,
durable
permits slow speed and direct

Tht

WOOD

WHEEL
stroke.
structive

The

direct

stroke

eliminates

de-

high speed and gearing that
reduces power. Few working parts on the
Eclipse it requires very little attention.
Special preservative paint treatment en-

—

sures weather resistance.

Biggest Capacity and
Dealers
until

— Don't

you

"Eclipse."

get

Power

contract for a windmill
particulars
of
the

full

Write to-day.

The Canadian Fairbanks- Morse
Saskatoon
WINNIPEG

Co., Limited

Calgary

vidual threshing outfit he has an
engine which he can use for a
mvdtiplicity of purposes, while if
he has a tractor he has a means of

doing all belt and haulage work
and is a direct prospect for a
separator for individual use.

has been stated by one who
has carefully analyzed the conditions affecting grain threshing
that the farmer who harvests 100
acres and upward of small grain
pays every five years for custom
threshing a sum equal to the cost
It

of

June, 1918

an individual thresher large

in

threshing cost, is not the only
thing to be considered in this connection. The farmer who owns a
threshing outfit threshes when
the conditions as he sees them are
most favorable. He is not subject
to the delays which may arise for

1919 requirements
vance as possible.

in

one who depends on the custom
thresherman.

There are few if any articles in
power machinery line which
hold out greater promise for busithe

ness to the dealer than the individual threshing machine.

ARE TWO THINGS REPRESENTED

of transportation facilities

make

ers place their specifications for

stated

that

the

as far in adIt

was

have been urged by the priorities
board at Washington to place
their orders for

s'teel and other
materials six months in advance
of needs.
One of the sales managers stated emphatically that
dealers and farmers must anticipate next season's needs well in

advance of the using period if
would protect themselves
from shortages.

they

Motor Plows in Sweden

The sales managers' department of the U.S. National Implement and Vehicle Association met

has patented an invention for
transferring electric power to selfpropelled motor plows and other
farm machines.
limited liability
company has been formed and a
series of experiments carried out
with motor plows at Elfsjo are

H. Cassel, a Swedish inventor,

recently in Chicago. Considerable
analysis took place regarding 'the

implement types.
plow and
implements 1,113 changes,

elimination
It

was

tillage

of

stated that in

A

said to fully prove the value of
invention.
The machines

involving 136 types of implements, had been recommended.

this

Firms have

agreed to the
elimination of forty of the seventy

power being supplied from rural
power supply systems.
The de-

and seeders.
meeting it was the

velopment of such a system has
remarkable possibilities on the
North American continent.

also

A't

this

unanimous opinion

of the

sales

carry their individual motor, the

The "Donalda" Sectional House
Manufactured and Distributed by

FINNIE

& MURRAY, LTD.,Winnipeg, Man.

Your customers will appreciate that a satisfactory service of
12 years in Western Canada is a guarantee of experience that insures a good investment and you will find the sales easier to
make on this account.
Get into touch to-day with
Full information on request.

this

money making

proposition.

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing Co., Limited
Manufacturers of Sheet Metal Building Goods and Farm Specialties

P.O. Box 3006

Winnipeg, Man.

F.I. 318

The Long, Long Trail to the Homestead
Looks Easy when Your Customer sits on a
.

LLOYDS

LOW-DOWN
SPIRAL SPRING
WAGON SEAT
Any Wagon or
Sleigh Box Made
When your customers come to town, show them
They won't go home without one in their wagon
Fits

xae Wagon iioaueu

Going
Lloyds

Home

The Dpnalda is specially designed for the camper, homesteader, hunter,
prospector, etc.
It is a portable house of beautiful appearance.
No experience is necessary to erect the Donalda. All the sections are interchangeable and reversible. No tools are required or nails used; the sections are all bolted together and tightened by thumb screws. The floor is
tongued and grooved and locked together by a key board.
All opening
sections are covered with wire screens, with awnings which can be opened
and closed as desired.

Wagon

Seat.
or sleigh box.
It gives
comfort, protection from the wind and complete control of the team. Carries
600 lbs. with ease. Order your wagons without seats, and sell the Lloyds.
The price is right. Get a stock now, and watch them sell themselves.
the.

WAWANESA WAGON SEAT COMPANY
WAWANESA, MANITOBA.

also

manufacturers,

IN

PORTABLE
A X CORRUGATED
GRANARIES

it

imperative that jobbers and deal-

Warning the Trade as Regards
Machine Supply

sizes of drills

SATISFACTORY SERVICE
AND PROFIT

managers that continued delays
procuring material and the lack

enough for his needs and with
which he could, if disposed,
thresh for some of his neighbors.
Economy, that is, actual saving

np A FR^

This house should be a big seller in
your district. We can quote special
prices to agents, allowing a good profit. Stock sizes,
8 X 10 to 10 X 16. Other sizes to special order. Write
us for particulars and special booklet.
I
UC.t\L.i:,I\0

We

•
.

also Manufacture Tents

and

all

Canvas Goods. Write for Catalogue
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Hay Tool Trade

Now

is

the time for lining up
Hay growers are

hay tool trade.

Have a
a receptive mood.
good display of hay tools on your
floor and get the prospects into
your store. Hay crops are coming along and the mere sight of
your hay tools should be a big
in

inducement to trade
son.

If

you

at this sea-

represent

a

line

is

well advertised, so

much

the better. Mowers, loaders, side
delivery rakes brush up every
argument you can think on and
go after hay tool trade tooth and
Advertise your line in the
nail.
local papers, call farmers up on
the phone send out circular letters, show that you are 'the hay
tool center in your territory and
you will find that the result will
be bigger hay tool business.

—

;

I.H.C.

The weight

Twine

I.H.C. twine
almost double
what it used to be, to be exact, 8
pounds compared with 4.8 lbs. of
the former product. A 50-pound
bale of the new combination twine
balls can be shipped, says the
company, in approximately 30
per cent smaller space than could
the former regular bale. This 30
of

balls this year is

13

per cent saving is important in
these times when space in freight
cars is limited. The new bales
also require less

which

is

warehouse space,

When

desirable.

supply.

Cushman Goods Cinch the Sales
Every Dealer knows that the nearer he can come to carrying exactly what his customers want, the bigger
The in-built quality of Cushman goods, backed by prompt service and unequalled
his sales will be.
reputation are the reason why Cushman dealers everywhere do big profitable business.

The Langdon Ideal Cushman Binder Engines save a
Team on the Binder
Automatic
Self-Feeder

The
original

and
successful

Binder

Guaranteed to feed*

perfectly

Engine

to full
Engine weighs only 167 pounds

capacity any make
or size of separator.

Balanced by Water Cooling
Tank on Front

The one feeder that governs according to the condition of the grain.
Operates on the principle of hand feeding, handling the dry, straight bundles
very fast; the wet, tough, tangled ones are delivered more slowly. Separator
and engine have absolutely uniform and even load all the time.

Saves Time

BACKS UP EVERY CLAIM—AND IN THE FIELD

Saves the Binder

The Langdon Automatic Self-Feeder makes Friends everywhere.

The

feed is controlled and governed so that it is impossible to slug the cylinder
while pitchers cannot overload the separator.
Don't delay, but get particulars and prices of Langdon feeders NOW. We are exclusive selling agents for
this line in Western Canada.
Full particulars sent on request.

Sell

Cushman Light-Weight

Saves Grain

—

Sell the Cushman the one binder engine that is used in the grain fields
over North America, from Texas to North Alberta; the one binder engine
that has ten years of successful work behind it; the one binder engine that has
proper attachments to fit any make of binder in use.
all

Help Out Busy Housewives by Selling Them

Combination Threshers "KLEAN
Three
and Tested— Made
Model—

Sizes
in
Tried
8 h.p. with Straw Carrier and Hand Feed; 15 h.p. with Wind
Stacker and Hand Feed; 20 h.p. with Wind Stacker and Self Feeder.
Every outfit equipped with the famous Cushman 2-cylinder light
weight engine.

A Full Line for
Hand or Power-

1918

KWICK"
Vacuum

Strong Wringers

£1

Washers
Here

a washer that the dealer can
on. You have lady prospects in both town and territory, and
every washer sold makes the purchaser a
feminine booster for your business.
is

make money

Tubs made

of either cypress or copper.

stomper rotates, raises and
lowers, forcing hot suds through clothes
by air pressure and suction. Do not
Revolving

They have proven
outfits carry many distinct improvements.
Rigid, strongly braced frame; has
unequalled for threshing flax.
And behind all is the famous smooth
sliding base for regulating belt tension.
running Cushman Light Weight Engine. For good work, quality and duraGet the agency now.
bility, our outfits are the best you can sell.
Our 1918

to

be

—

Our Prices and Terms

damage the

finest

fabrics.

All

gears

working parts guarded.
The most efiScient washers made. Let
us send you particulars of this big sell-

machine cut;

all

ing line.

will Interest You.

Cushman Dealers Get

the

Trade

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Dept. E. a^viSrai^EMl. Winnipeg,

Man.

Builders of High Grade, Light

Distributing Warehouses: Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.
Weight, High Power Engines for General Purpose Farm Work

—Smut and Pickling Machines— Vacuum Washing Machines—
—Langdon Ideal Self-Feeders— Fanning Mills
— Incubators— Universal Hoists—Portable
—Shinn-Flat Lightning Conductors
Grain Elevators— Wagner Hardware Specialties—
Separators

Exclusive Selling Agents for: Combination Threshing Outfits

Lincoln

Grinders — Lincoln

Saws

Holland Wild Oat

the

farmer puts two of these new
combination balls in the twine
can he has 66 per cent more twine
than he used to have. That suits
the farmer because he does not
have to stop so often to renew the
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Serving the Trade in Alberta

])eing

produced for every conceiv-

able farm hitch.
In the supply of specialty lines
the firm of D. Ackland and Son,
\\'innipeg-, have made great progress in a remarkably short time.

With branch warehouses at Calgary and Edmonton, and a traveling organization covering the entire West, the Ackland company

The pioneer

are in a position to give dealers

the

capable

management

of

June, 1918

R..

Walker, a gentleman known to a
great many dealers throughout
Alberta.
Mr. Walker was born
in Walkerton, Ont., and was edu-

should see Canada
"Fordsonized" in a

thoroughly
very short'

time.

Up to May 23 the allotment of
tractors by provinces was as folSaskatchewan, 342; Al325; Ontario, 200; Manitoba, 143; British Columbia, 20;

Ackland org a n z a tion have de-

cated at Guelph.
In his early
years he followed the printingbusiness,
later
the newspaper
game, with the Herald Publishing Company at Guelph. Forsaking the press he became connected
with the J. B. Armstrong Mfg.
Co. rapidly being promoted to the

veloped their

position of traveler. For this

standpoint, wonder
is to come from
to take care of these tractors, or
where the experts are to be found
to see to necessary adjustments

concern

i

blacksmith

supply

n

the Canadian
\Vest. t h e

i

factory

company Mr. Walker covered territory from coast to coast. In 1909
Mr. Walker joined the traveling
staff of Messrs. D. Ackland and
Son, taking Alberta and B.C. ter-

sys-

tem to a remarkabe de-

They

gree.

now

have

o large
o o dworking plants in
t

Av

few years later, in
1915, the Calgary branch house
was opened and "Bob" was the
man chosen to direct its destinies.

w

W

Calgary Branch, D. Ackland

innipeg

in

which wood goods of every kind
produced semi-finished and
finished.
In their large warehouses the company carry a complete stock of plow shares, binder
and mower parts, wagon boxes,

prompt

—

are

A

ritory.

&

Son,

service

which

lines,

Company
of

known Hero fanning

An

especial

their

many

the

well-

include

invitation

is

ex-

pitmans, coulters, shafts and poles
A new line recently put

upon the market

are located at 720,

poles, shafts, canvasses, reel fans,

etc.

the "Westwo"'
line of agricviltural eveners, which
are of special interest to the im-

of the

plement trade,

the

is

sizes

in

for the Roof.

System

Suitable for

of

for

Creameries,

Farm

Schools, etc.

Buildings

®

®

Weather-proof

A

thoroughly

tried

Rust-proof

and proven

Bird-proof

system.

Made

Absolutely

gauge galvan-

guaranteed.

ized iron

of

heavy

Get the Agency for Townsley Systems
Every barn

worth building is worth equipping with the Townsley
Ventilation System.
Barns, stables, creameries and public buildings require good ventilation fresh air in, foul air out.
In the stable fresh, dry
air, proper circulation to remove all damp, foul air, is as essential as good
feed and pure water.
Our travellers co-operate with you to increase the
demand.
There are scores of prospects for Townsley Systems right in
your district.
Let us show you the nice profit you can net by handling

and our

Canadian Lightning Arrester
1205 Rosser Ave.

::

&

Special Offer

Electrical

Co., Ltd.

BRANDON, MAN.

machine which has been developed very rapidly, 'there is no
getting away from the fact that
this invasion of the tractor field
in Canada is going to have, if not
now in the near future, a direct
in a

tions to take care of the tractor

needs of the country in so far as
their production allowed., and now
they have to meet this form of

R.

WALKER,

Manager, Calgary Branch,

D. Ackland

&

Son, Ltd.

The steady growth

in the business
transacted by the branch is proof
of the wisdom of the company in
their choice of an Alberta manager.
The kindly and genial disposition and marked executive

Mr. Walker have been
no small factor in the remarkable
development of Ackland business
in Alberta and B.C. territory. Mr.
Walker will hold open house for
implement dealers during Calgary
Fair, and dealers are assured a
cordial welcome during their visit
ability of

to the city.

"Fordsonizing" Canada

—

Write for Literature

,

Canadian companies in the same
developed their organiza-

that's

this line.

disinterested

where the service

way

Barns, Stables,

Ventilation

Brunswick, 5 a total of 1,064
Fordson tractors for Canadian
territory. While we may, from a

build tip local business in their
various localities, paid taxes, employed labor, and were doing
their best to help out agriculturists by the service of experts and
the maintenance of repair stocks.

Territory Needs Proper Ventilation

TOWNSLEY

—

Quebec, 9;
14;
Island, 6; New

farmer have a tractor to operate.
By investment they helped to

Your

Shipped Ready

Edward

;

Uth Avenue

Handle the

Scotia,

Pi-ince

These tractor concerns came in
here and opened branches they
gave the necessary credit where
.such was necessary to let the

We show herewith a view
Calgary head-quarters of
company, which is under

Dealers: Every Barn

Nova

ines.

in

West.

and types

berta,

effect upon the tractor 'trade of
the companies now selling mach-

mills.

Alberta to make
the Ackland offices at Calgary
their head-quarters during Calgary Fair, June 28 to July 6. The
warehouse and offices in Calgary

tended dealers

lows:

A

recent report from Ottawa
states that the thousand Fordson
tractors purchased for the Dominion through the federal depart-

ment

of ag'riculture

have

all

been

Further, that an additional
supply has been ordered from the
sold.

Ford tractor company at Dearborn, Mich., deliveries not to exceed 35 per day. Even at that we

competition.
From the standpoint of the tractor companies it
cannot be wondered that, it is
with very mixed feelings that they
regard this governmiental dabbling in the farm machinery
distribution business.
Between
farmers' organizations handling
farm
machinery,
mail
order
selling,
and
now
govern-

ment

tractors,

one would imag-

that the farm machinery
business is regarded as a thing of
lit'tle
value to the nation's progress, whereas if we look over the
whole development of Wester
agriculture it is evident that wer
it not for the farm machine i
ine

dustry Canada would be centuri
behind, her present place amon
the food producing nations.

The industry has been blame
because of the absorption of ma"
producing factors under one coi
trol,
with large capital, whic
critics said tended to monopol
Yet higgler production due to bi
ger capital meant more and cheap
er machines. The present patron^
age of Henry Ford is not th
assistance of small business,
of capital to the nth power.

bu
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The Agency for Emerson
Gives

You a Line

Outclasses

all

that

Grain

Cleaners Sold
Here we show the Three Shoe Separator.

hour.

A

Capacity, 22 to 30 bushels per
Emerson Mills are the only

Good Puller
for Farmer and Dealer

machines made that will take the last
kernel of Wild Oats out of wheat.

Simplicity Tractor pulls customers to
the dealer and profits to his cash drawer. For

The Turner

Three Sizes to
Suit Your Trade

merson
eparator

Wheat Tester

"Kicker"

or

No.

1.

Elevator

No.

2.

Hand

No.

3.

Power Separator; Capacity 30-50 Bus. per hour

—

PULL PERMANENT BUSINESS

Separator; Capacity 22-30 Bus. per hour

Emerson Mills are strong and substantial in construction. Easily operThe riddles or screens can be readily removed for changing from
ated
Full equipment supplied with every mill sold.
Sold under an absolute guarEvery Emerson sold will sell three more.
antee to remove every kernel of wild oats and save every kernel of seed
Don't
These mills are now sold only through the retail trade.
wheat.
Get the Emerson Agency— the mills will do
have them as a competitor.
Every fanner is a prospect for the Emerson Mill.
the rest.

one grain to another.

SECURE THE CONTRACT NOW.

Pulls three
conditions,
for

for the dealer, because every
tractor sold wins a friend and
makes a booster. It is equipped

strictly high-class.

such standard parts as
Hyatt Roller Bearings, WaukeMagneto,
Dixie
Motor,
sha

More Live Dealers and
Distributors Wanted.
before
the list is comGet in
Also ask about the simplete.

plows

with

A Few

Foote-Strite transmission, and
Perfex Radiator, which every

plicity

ad-reading farmer knows to be

under

usual

and furnishes ample power
belt work requirements.

Farm Engine —17 years

of successful operation.

TURNER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
215 Lake

St.,

Port Washington, Wis.

WRITE FOR PRICES

EMERSON MANUFACTURING
1425

seventeen years, Mr. Turner has worked right
with the farmers and studied their power needs;
he found that they needed simple, sensible kerosene tracthat they
tors that boys and new hands could operate
wanted excess power and durability. So, he built his tracTurner Simplicity Tractors
tor accordingly.

CO., LTD.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

WHYTE AVENUE

THE RUTH
The

Self- Feeder

with an

Established Reputation

Send at once for our
new, large, colored

RUTH

Catalogue.

IT IS
The records for astonishing durability being piled up by Ruth Feeders ail over America
are
have never before been duplicated in the history of self-feeders. Despite the fact that they
almost
demonstrating
are
Feeders
Ruth
use,
trying
most
constant,
most
hardest,
getting the
every day that there is practically no wear-out to them.
durability of the Ruth Feeder is
as its ability to do a wonremarkable
as
derful amount of work more work and
better work than any other feeder you

The

—

can

sell.

that cause

There are self-feeders
kinds of delays, disappointments, money
losses, because they cannot stand up under the work during the threshing season.

We

know — and probably you know

all

of

feeders that are notorious for the fact that

they rarely run one single season without
They are
shaking themselves to pieces.
Their mechanism is weak.
built flimsily.
Their entire make-up is a mistake.
Yet some people buy these other feedIf one doesn't investigate, one is
ers.
one
liable to invest in the wrong feeder
that the customer has to replace at the
end of the year, or even before the season
It may fall down on the user
is over.
right in t;he middle of the season.

—

Mr.

Dealer

:

Send

FREE
for

our

Also ask

Agency Contract.

for our 1918 Thresher Sup-

ply

Catalogue.

our

PRICES

As

usual

ARE RIGHT.

—

THE MAYTAG CO.
LIMITED
CORNER ARLINGTON AND LOGAN

FEEDERS can be shipped from Winnipeg, Regina or Calgary
REPAIRS can be shipped from Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Regina and Calgary

WINNIPEG

MAN.
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International Harvester Co.

009,593.33,

Make Large Domestic Earnings
reports of the International
Harvester Co. of New Jersey and
the International Harvester Corpora'tion for 1917

no

was the case

given, as

Net

profits

mestic

were issued

voluni'e of sales
in

company

in

$10,-

$8,576,435.57

1916,

in 1915, $7,463,231.40 in 1914, and
$7,915,525.78 in 1913, while for the
foreign company the income before charging off the war losses

The

cently,

compared with

682,159.84 in

that were written off in 1917 is
placed at $9,086,103.42, compared
with net profits of $5,137,098.18 in
1916, $3,720,141.18 in 1915; and

re-

being
1917.

1917 for the doare given as $14,-

$4,264,594.70 in 1914.

THE RESILIENT DISC PLOW SCRAPER
Patented May 27, 1917
fits any and all Disc Plows, and is guaranteed
to clean in any kind of soil, under any and all conditions,
without friction. The scraper blade is reversible, consequently always sharp.
What this means to farmers is: less horse power; better
tilled land; stubble grass and weeds turned under; longer
life of machinery; no lost time, and entire satisfaction.
This is the only spring scraper made in Canada and is
This scraper

sold

on its merits.

In ordering state the make of the plow and the year it
was made, round or square shank, so that the scraper will
be assembled with the proper shank ready to put on.
Retails at $5.75

EVERY DEALER SHOULD HAVE THIS AGENCY.
LIBERAL COMMISSION.

WILLSON & BEEHLER
Western Garage: 148 High
Street West,

Moose Jaw, Sask.

Total profits for both companies in 1917 (before the foreign

Croix, within the

company charged off its war losses) amounted to $23,095,606, com-

report, increased in volume during 1917, and was the most satisfactory for many years.
Capital
expenditure of $2,840,000 was

pared with $15,819,258 in 1916,
$12,296,576 in 1915, $11,725,825 in
1914, $15,070,788 in 1913, and with
$16,395,597 for the International

Harvester

Handles
3 14-inch

H.P.

Immediate

Profits

— Increased

Plows

Company

in

1912 be-

was divided into two corporations.
The Harvester Corporation charged off in 1917 war
fore

it

losses amounting to $10,436,825,
which 'turned the income into a
deficit of $1,350,721.58, which was
charged to contingent reserve.
The volume of 1917 sales shows

an increase of about 23 per cent
due to larger truck and tractor
production.

-As regards the domestic company, nearly half of the profits
were from operations of the steel
properties. About 60 per cent of
the steel output was sold on the
general market.

War
12-25

Losses Heavy

In the announcement regarding
the Harvester Corporation which
handles the company's foreign

war and the

collapse of Russia

from an economic and financial

WRITE TO-DAY
FOR CONTRACT
AND PRICES

standpoint force the company to
charge off $13,941,168 on account
of

war

losses.

Of

this

amount

New Moody Combination
Threshing^ Outfits
Fully
able.
sell

Guaranteed,

The

Efficient

and

I r

SIZES OF

A-

increased
factory and plant requirements.
The binder twine capacity of
the companies' mills was increased from 160,000 tons in 1916
to 162,000 tons in 1917.
In 1914
the twine capacity was only 125,-

000 tons. The company has acquired large acreage in Cuba, on

which to grow sisal fibre plants,
and in addition is encouraging the
growth of Kentucky hemp fop|
twine produc'tion.
Both efforts

show satisfactory progress.
The dividends paid were
same as in 1916, namely, 7
cent, or $2,100,000

on the preferand 5 per cent, or
$2,000,000 on the common.
The
red

stock,

surplus

was

therefore

$34,030,624.62

increased

to $43,140,-

217.95.

Large Cash Business
In regard to domestic traded
President McCormick says "It is
gratifying to note 'that the pur:

chasing power of farm products
has more than kept pace with the
increase in prices enforced by war
conditions upon the entire imple-

percentage of cash collected in the
last two years.
Of 1917 sales
more than 90 per cent was collected in cash during the year."

Wagons

LIANCE BLDG.. KANSAS CITY, MO.

This

industry.

in the noticeable

is

reflected

improvement

Both companies report three
increases of approximately
10 per cent each, making a total
increase in average hourly earn-

ings at the domestic works since
1, 1915, of 75 per cent.

January

For Bigger, Better Engine Business

HANDLE

Reli-

your customers.

KeroseneGasoline

ENGINES
IN SIZES THAT SELLS,

5

and

7

H.P.

JUMBO

The New Home Machinery

Co., Ltd.

Saskatoon, Sask.

-

&

McGregor, Ltd.

Distributors for Manitoba

Brandon, Man.

JUMBO

ASK THE NEAREST BRANCH ABOUT JUMBO ENGINES

Camrose, Alta.

Distributors for Alberta

Mitchell

—

Manufactured

Distributors for Saskatchewan

Francoeur Bros.

Throttling Governor oil engines are built especially to use kerosene and cheap
fuels as well as gasoline.
Develop full-rated power; strongly built on iron sub base.
Few parts easy to operate and very durable. Throttling governor gives steady speed
at all loads.
No fuel pump required. Equipped with Webster magneto. Every engine
shipped ready to run. There's a demand for the
in your district.
There are
more quality selling points in the
than in any other engine of similar horsepowers.

JUMBO

|Meison Brotheps Company
WESTERN CANADIAN JOBBERS

S^^s^a.

Tudhope-Anderson Co. Limited

WINNIPEG

REGINA

in

wage

best individual outfit you can

Our separators are made in four sizes, with either blower or straw carrier. For
doing good work under all conditions the New Moody separator has no
equal.
Combination outfits have strongly braced frame that eliminates
vibration.
High grade
engines give ample power. Separators have weed seed bagger that
bags all weed seed
separate from the grain.
If you want to do big business selling separators for light
tractor drive, or individual outfits, ask us at once for full
particulars.
Good stock
on nana.

the

per

and $316,825 represents the value
of equipment comtnandeered by
Germany at the French works at

builds

We

made during 1917 on

ment

For Sale. 2 Buffalo-Pitts and 1 Reeves
Steam Traction or Threshing Engines, 22
to 32 H.P. Also 13 ten-ton dump and
freight traction wagons.
Location Denver.
Low prices. Address OWNER, 522 REdealer who handles Parrett Tractors not only nets a nice profit per sale, but
for future business.
There is no -come-back" with the ParrettIn both the
U.S. and Europe it has stood the acid test of service in competition with all makes of
tractors.
It is the best machine you can offer your trade, and now is tht time to
get
the agency.
Plows an acre an hour; does all farm work. Strong construction. Direct
drive on both high and low gear; direct drive from engine shaft to belt pulley.
Selfalignmg ball bearings. Double drive on rear wheels. Low centre of gravity. Turns in
small radius.
Gives maximum power on cheapest fuels.
can supply
reauirejrr ^ your
t
j
ments. Write us at once.

lines.

says the

trade,

$10,120,000 represents "unquestionable losses" in Russian funds,

Traction Engines and Traction

The

German

The Canadian

from

trade, America's entrance into the

Prestige

June, 1918

SASKATOON

CALGARY

!
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Good-bye, Mr. Iceman
Dealers, Handle the

SNOWBALL

ICELESS

REFRIGERATOR
(PATENTED)

A BIG SELLER IN EVERY TERRITORY

SECTIONAL VIEW

WRITE FOR TESTIMONIALS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
EVAPORATION—

SOMETHING NEW JUST OUT.

a method
Built on one of the oldest and best principles of cooling—
entirely, with the use of Ice; the expense, annoyance, dirt and
away,
Does
which
material, and when combined with water,
great inconvenience connected therewith. The construction is of the very best
No nails, screws or wood in its construction. Clean, sanitary— no pans to empty;
resists heat, becomes and remains cold.

has been used in the 'tropics, for centuries.

no drains to clean

—always

cold.
It is sold on a
are instructed to return the

THE SNOWBALL ICELESS REFRIGERATOR

Snowball.

needs only the' pouring
water on the cover each morning, which, in turn, is absorbed
by the material of which it is constructed. The water is then evaporated
by the air, causing the interior to remain at a cold temperature, in fact,
is lined with
colder than the food compartment of an ice refrigerator. It
galvanized iron, assuring a cold, dry temperature for all foods contamed
They will keep perfectly free from all odors and dirt; always
therein.
of a quart of

sweet, clean and in proper condition.

TION REQUIRED.
day-out,

summer and

refrigerator,

day-m-and-

afford to be without one on a Picnic party, Automobile trip.
or Fishing party.

IS LOWER THAN ICE REFRIGERATORS, and
no further expense attached thereto, after you have installed the

THE FIRST COST
there

is

inside dimensions

No.

1,

No.

2, inside dimensions

Get the Agency for This Money-maker.

GREAT NORTHERN SALES

if

customer

12x12x20
14x14x26

is

not

All dealers

satisfied.

in.

...

$1 7.50

in.

...

$22.50
BUY

winter.

You cannot
Camping

money

FOR A LIMITED TIME, a refrigerator will be delivered to your postPrices have advanoffice address, at the above price, all charges prepaid.
NOW, the
ced to $20.00 and $25.00 respectively for the two sizes.
greatest of all modem household conveniences, an ICELESS REFRIGERATOR. Don't run up-and-down the cellar stairs any longer, when you can
preserve your foods in better condition. Much cheaper; more convenient,
and always ready for serving; any time of the day or night; in the city
or country, without ice.

POSITIVELY NO OTHER ATTEN-

The customer has a perfect

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

Write Us At Once

CALGARY

CO., 716 Herdd Building,

More Dollars for Dealers
you want to know what profit there is in a proposition. If it's worth
investigating. Then you want to know whether the article will stand up under
If you are a dealer who
service so that you can absolutely guarantee it over your own name.
figures in this manner you will be very interested in the proposition we can offer you on the
First

HAPPY FARMER TRACTOR
You know

the points of superiority of this
4,000 lb. tractor, such as ease of operation, correct build, gears running in oil, Hyatt Bearings,
No advertisement can tell
practically all steel construction, speedy, etc.
12-24 H.P.
you all the good points of this Happy Farmer—
Capacity
let us send you the full details— and tell you all
3 Plows
about the special profitable proposition we can

You've often read our consumer advertising.

offer

you

Get a request into the mails to-night
a post card will do

—

HAPPY FARMER COMPANY, LIMITED
(References,

Bank

of Montreal)

Winnipeg, Man.
p<oWffl«)
Branches and Service Stations:
THE TRACTOR
Cor. 7th Ave. and Halifax St.
225 Curry Block

REGINA, SASK.

CO.

SASKATOON, SASK.

:

.

'
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By Lightning

Fire Loss

In a report the Fire Commissioner for Manitoba has this to

Investigations conducted
all
over the United States and Canada have prb^'en beyond 'the

say as regards the value of the

shadow

"Statistics show
that lightning-rods

well installed and efficient lightning protection sys'tem

of a doubt that lightning-

properly installed, furnish
ample protection from destruction
and loss by lightning. Millions
of our natural resources are destroyed every year by fires, and
while insurance pays the loss in
most cases, it does not replace
that loss in a national sense. During 1917, in Manitoba alone, it
has been estimated that nearly
rods,

and that the loss on rodded buildings compared with those unrodded is practically nil. You can
protect your buildings by the use

of

properly

of

erected
lightning
not profit by the experience of others and take advantage of a known protection
against an element that causes
large losses in this province."
In Saskatchewan the fire loss
in 1917 was over $2,750,000.
Is
this
wastage preventable?
In

Why

rods.

two million dollars was lost by
fire.
Over 100 barns and nearly
300 dwellings were destroyed,
with a value

conclusively
are ef¥ective

approximately

The biggest item in
Manitoba's fire bill was 589 fires
from "unknown causes," a large
proportion of which was the efifect

$330,000.

the Empire, or would equip 46
base hospitals, eacl\ capable of
taking care of 500 wounded and
sick

soldiers.

We

need grain,

yet in 1917 no less than 350,000
bushels of grain were destroyed

by

fire.

The

Fire Commissioners of our
Western provinces time and again

have emphasized the necessity for

means

lightning rods as a

of pro-

homes and buildings.
these days of high building
costs, the replacement value of a
building is too great to risk its
destruction owing to lightning.
In many instanc€;s large insurance
tection for

In

companies have held that because
of the efficiency of good lightning
protection

systems,

all

property

measure it is, especially
the loss by lightning.
If that
money, which was virtually wasted, were used for war purposes it
would build 325 aeroplanes for
large

of lightning.

Cater Can Sell
Wood

or Iron

eight experts working in

You

Pumps cheaper

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER

lightning

in

ialists

They

tion.

rod installa-

assist the

dealer to
give the proper service with every
Townsley protection system installed
and that the Townsley
system does protect has been
fully proven by its record for the
last 16 years.
For seven years
in the United States and for nine
years in Canada these systems
have been in use and the company states that in no instance
where their experts installed a
system has there been any loss
through lightning destroying the

—

districts are directly .due to light-

Brandon Pump

I

&

Windmill

BRANDON

In any territory the deala successful business
selling lightning protection

ning.

Works

er

MAN.

make

can

of

systems

Get the

Western
These men are spec-

territory.

Manager O. W. Townsley, of
the Canadian Lightning Arrester
and Electrical Co.,' who has
studied lightning protection from
every angle, and has been the
leading spirit in the development
of the installation the company
handles, estimates that 75 per
cent of all fires in the country

than any one in the West.

J

Brandon, are guaranteed to afford
protection.
This system with its practically pure copper rod and scientific design for
perfect conduction to earth, has
proven its value wherever used.
This company manufactures its
lightning
arrester
systems in
Brandon, and has no less than

maximum

building-.

DEALER

Mr.
i'r.
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FORD A-TRACTOR

of. proven value,

and

this

business should certainly not be
left to those artists who perambulate the territory selling lightning rods which are of little or no

Agency
0. W. TOWNSLEY, Manager,
Canadian Lightning Arrester and Elec-

value.

trical Co.

Tractor

Man Visits

Winnipeg

owners so protected should be entitled to a

reduction in rate.

In

the case of such systems as have
a good record, many companies
in the U.S. make reductions as
high as 20 per cent for the regular
fire

and lightning

The Ford-a-Tractor is guaranteed to do
enclosed gears run in oil bath.
Steel cut
best on any tractor attachment. Sells at
ment.
Exceptionally good discounts and

Ask
K.M.C. Kerosene
Carburetors
Guaranteed to successfully
burn kerosene in Ford cars
and does it.
Cuts fuel

—

cost

in

half.

power

and

gallon

of

for

full

Gives more
mileage to a

coal oil.
particulars of

money-maker.

Ask
this

the

work

of 4 good horses.
Fully
Special cooling system— the
a lower price than any other attachexclusive territory to live dealers.

pinions.

for

Our Liberal Contract

Don't delay, secure territory now.
There
are prospects everywhere for the Ford-aTractor.
Does all field work at minimum
cost.
Dealers: Write at once.

J. D.
Head

ADSHEAD
Office:

CO.

Winnipeg, Man.

Alberta Branch: 117 10th Ave. E., Calgary

Gray tractGray Tractor Co. of CanMr. Gray reports prospects
ada.
exceedingly good for Western
Canadian business, and the faclocal distributors for

ors, the

rate.

Copper rod has been proven

T.

Gray, president of the
Tractor Company, Minneapolis, recently spent a few
days in Winnipeg visiting the
J.

Gray

to

be the ideal metal to use for ligh'tning protection, since it conducts
a current of
electricity
better
than any other metal.
Copper
washed i-ods have been one of the
factors which have helped to put
the ligh'tning rod business into
disrepute.
Too often peddlers
have toured country districts selling alleged lightning rods which
were useless or worse. Equipped
with these rods, buildings have
been destroyed, with the result
that farmers jumped at the conclusion that lightning rods afforded no protection.
Good lightning protection systems, such as the Townsley system, made by the Canadian Lightning Arrester and Electrical Co.,

tory will be able to take care of
the orders.
Recently 40 Gray
tractors were shipped to the order
of the U.S. Signal Corps, while
reports from France state tha

Gray

drum

tractors,

with

their

design, did splendid

wid

work

ir

a recent series of tractor tests he!
n'ear Paris.

a

Lots of people would rather say
piece of work isn't bad than

come

right

out

and declare

it

good.

Whether on the grain field or
the battle field the tractor is the
world's greatest mechanical
soldier.
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LEADS

IT

Most

In the Price Class
ECHANICAL PERFECTION

new

of the

in

Demand

Briscoe

— perfections

permit even more pronounced economies, have made
the fastest selling car in

And

figures compiled

19

by our

it

far

that

and away

its price-class.

statistical

department from the four corners of

Canada, prove indisputably that the Briscoe price-class
buying activity.

is

the class of greatest

BRISCOE
$1095 F.O.B. Brockville
would be a serious mistake to purchase
Aluntil you have gone, over the Briscoe.
it
car,
priced
higher
the
than
though smaller
give
will
and
comfortably,
seats five people
you all the speed that you wish with its HalfMillion-Dollar Motor— and will cost you an

Briscoe economy of 25 to 30 miles to the gal-

insignificant per cent of the operating cost of

And

the higher priced car.

that matches Briscoe.

It

In 'addition, tire cost

and gasoline

the Briscoe are exceedingly low.
too, the Briscoe lines are the
lines that coincide

with iqi8

cost with

And

then,

only motor car

styles.

at
If you are considering the purchase of a car
get
cannot
or under $i,ooo, consider that you

The Canadian
HEAD OFFICE:

Toronto

lon, or

the extraordinary Briscoe tire mileage

and absence of upkeep cost in any but a
proved car like this, which has in two years
demonstrated'the wonder of the Briscoe design.
there

is

no beauty

in

the light car class

So come see the Briscoe before you make your
selection.

The

millions of miles of road ser-

vice Briscoe Cars

have given, have proved the

At $1095,
worth of this great light car.
there is no value on the market equalling it
to-day.

Briscoe Motor

Company

LIMITED

FACTORY:

Brockville

—
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Can America Supply the Demand
for Wheat?

Any
owing

Barring the Gentle

The

shortage in wheat supply,
to the Avar,

is

essentially a

North-American
continent Canada and the United
States. The Motherland and our
Allies see their producing power
lowered, fields laid waste and man
power used in the war. While
Canada, Australia and India have
given freely of men and supplies,
problem

for the

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
AND
SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES, E NGINES AND MACHINERY

these countries in 1917 increased

wheat production by 62,088,000 bushels. This was an excellent showing, largely due to the
their

two incentives

—a good price

and

Established in 1904 and Published Monthly

by

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited
STOVEL BUILDING

WINNIPEG, CAN ADA

intense patriotism.

The

1917 production of
the Allies and the neutral countries,
exclusive of Russia and
total

Roumania, was 100,000,000 bushgreater than in 1916, but
stocks are low except in Australia.
The Allied western European countries produced 213,000,000 bushels less than their average before the war, while the
exporting countries which supply
els

SUBSCRIPTIONS
SLOP per year

in

Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

RATES MADE

Single Copies.

Ten Cents

ADVERTISING
KNOWN ON APPLICATION

Change of Advertising Copy should reach

month preceding

this office not later than the 25th of
the
issue in which insertion is desired.

CORRESPONDENCE
Solicited

on

matters pertinent to the implement and vehicle trade
As an
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for publication,
every correspondent
must sign his name. We reserve the right to edit all matter
submitted but do not undertake to endorse opinions
expressed by correspondents.
all

them

their deficiencies harvested
1917 only about 135,000,000
more than before the war.

Member Western Canada

in

'

Argentina, the United States,
and Canada, the three countries
Avhich are in a position to export
wheat most easily, harvested in
1917, 150,000,000 bushels more
than the pre^aous year.
Before
the Avar Argentina and Canada
exported
annually
178,000,000
bushels out of an average production of 352,000,000, leaving 174,000,000 for consumption. In 1917
these two countries harvested
470,000,000 bushels, and, retaining their average annual consumption of 174,000,000 can export 296,000,000 bushels.
If "all
this

amount were received by

the

Entered in the Winnipeg Post

WINNIPEG, CANADA, JUNE,
best when it's taken in the
right doses at the right time.
it's

The

fellow

who

profits

The

other

fellow

begins in
work, to
prepare for his vacation in July,
and then takes August to rest up.
In other words, he is resting when
he should be working because he
abuses the time he is allowed for

May

to let

down on

his

play.

Ten times out of ten the man
who plays best works best. The
knowledge and right use

which the Allies

in

of

in

North America

can help the Allies in

Europe.

We
of

must curtail the consumption
wheat at home and must work

for increased production in every

Every bushel
will be wanted, and at $2.21 the
reward of the farmer will be two-

most by

the treatment works for all he's
worth right up to the last minute
and when he quits, he quits.

western Europe, their
supply would still be 230,000,000
short. There is but two ways in
Allies

is

of one
just as essential as of the other

the attainment of success.
Read the "rest" prescription right

and watch your

sales

Government Control

grow.
of Indus-

try in U.S.

line of foodstuffs.

fold.

He

will benefit financially,

while he will help out the Empire
at the most critical period in our
national history.

The Vacation Prescription
You

Doc Nature's
sluggish enthu-

can't beat old

prescription

for

A profound sensation was caused in the implement trade in the
United States by the proclamation that all concerns in the farm
equipment business must operate
under federal licenses.
Ye't the
U.S. trade will accept such condition in good part, however unnecessary the step may seem.
That such a license and inspection
system will cost something

to

siasm and drooping sales which

carry on

come

The purpose of the regulation
seems to be, in very large part,
an attempt to pacify the farmer,

in the advanced stages of
"that tired feeling."
In the" prescription are the words "vacation," "recreation," "week ends,"

"outdoors," etc.
But, like any other prescription,

Press Association
second class matter.

Office as

who

is

evident.

has been, as is the case in
Canada, very suspicious that the
advanced prices on implements

1918

profiteering.

being so

likely that the su-

pervision

is

exercised

will

This
largely

be a checking of books and com-'
parison of costs so as to confirm
that the prices being asked are
fair and just.
It is strange that
at this late date farmers all over

the North American continent do
not yet seem to realize that the
increased cost of farm machinery

simply due to the phenomenal
advances in the cost of labor, iron,
is

steel
and other constructional
commodities. The average intellect should realize that war demands have raised steel prices to
unprecedented figures. It has always seemed to us that the farm
press in general could have done
great service - in giving a great
deal more publicity than they
have to the reasons for the advance in machinery costs. In too
many cases the farmers are left to
form a conclusion that opportunity has been taken to advance
prices to the limit.
As a matter
of fact, prices have not advanced
in like ratio to the advance in the

raw materials.
Throughout the United States
the vast majority of jobbers and
manufacturers view the possicost of

bihty that their -costs will be
checked, with great equanimity.

They
tion

of

the

Chambers

merce

the
United States
trade be discrim-

of

of

Com-

German

inated against,

is in direct sympathy with the drastic decision of

the trade conference held at Paris.
national and commercial policy
was drafted so that traders

A

manufacturers and merchants in
Empire may never again allow
Germany to build up her resources of war by her appearance
of the peaceful carrying on of

the

business.

In the forty j-ears be-

the

war Germany evolved

fore

from an agricultural country supporting herself in food to an industrial state drawing imports
from everywhere.
In 1913 her
imports of agricultural produce,
minerals and raw materials were
valued at over 2,750 million dollars. Before the war 60 per cent
of her exports went to the British
Empire and our Allies.
Legislation

against

German

commercial strategy will be useless unless the Empire builds up
its own trade actively and intelligently.
The question whether

government assistance should
take the form of subsidy, bounty

were due to
it

motion

Associated
that

—

recent

Hun

believe that any investigawhich might be made along

or

tarifif

will

of principle.

be one of means, not
If the Allies

up the resolutions

follow
Paris
contrivance

of the

German
commerce will never do the
same again.
The commercial policy sugconference,

in

embodied the following
recommendations for making our
Empire self supporting:

gested

Preferential reciprocal trading
all parts of

arrangements between
the British Empire.
Reciprocal

trading

arrange-

ments between the British Empire and Allied countries.
Restriction

of

imports

from

enemy countries so as to render
dumping or a return of pre-war
conditions impossible.

The development of British
banking interests in Allied and
Neutral countries, as one of the
most effective means of extending
the commercial and industrial
prosperity of the Empire.
The reform of the Consular
Service and of the British Diplomatic and Civil Services, so that
no alien shall hold any position or
office in

these services.

That our future fiscal policy
shall be guided by the requirements of the United Kingdom and
the Dominions in regard to all
trade, commerce and production,

completely justify
their charges, and are ready to
have their books passed upon at

with a view to the development of
production in such a way that the
privilege
of
Imperial markets
shall be the prerogative of British

any time,

citizenshiiD.

this line, will
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Consistent

Advertising

The contention

that

unnecessary to advertise because the
g-oods are not being received is
a poor argument these days.
If
the manufacturer or wholesaler is
unable to serve his trade, why
should he cease to exist in their
eyes from a publicity standpoint.
Does this not give the buyer of
goods the impression that 'the advertiser cultivates them only when
there is a means of getting their
business?
If the goods are not
now on hand, conditions will not
always be so. Supplies will catch
up, and the question is whether
the manufacturer or wholesaler

•

wisdom

uses

it

in letting the

and merits of the

is

name

drop out of
sight of the dealer by ceasing to
advertise, simply because goods
are hard to get.
If advertising has created a demand for your goods, why not let
advertising continue to create a
future demand?
Why not ex-

how

plain

line

conditions

afifect

sup-

ply, that in the future supplies Avill

be maintained.
that

it

is

It

easier for

is

an axiom

any firm to

hold on to its old trade than 'to
cease advertising, so that the dealers get the impression that the
firm has

gone out of business, and

go after new

lines.

When

the Avar is over, when
supply conditions and production
again become normal, what make
of tractor, what plow, what harrow, what fanning mill, what
anything, will sell most readily?

The answer is simple.
It will be
^the make of machine which has
been advertised steadily, persistently, irrespective of supply conditions.
It was kept before the
eyes of the dealer, and when he
wants a specific machine he immediately goes after a machine with
which he has been in steady contact through the printed page.

The Association Idea

ing away in his own warehouse
regarding the other fellow merely
as a competitor.

To

outline

district.
Further, a closer
intimacy and understanding have
been developed between the deal-

and

their

distributors

To

be successful, the implement
dealer must be a capable business
man. As such he must realize
that association is an essential in
modern business else what are
all other classes of business asso-

—

Assuming, then, that
man, it is directly
up to the dealer to become a
member of the organization which
ciating for?

he

is

a business

serves his province

—

in

a purely

implement

dealers' association or
as a member of the Retail Mer-

chants' Association.
Individual
kicking and individual criticism
will never get the retail dealer

anywhere.

Unless the kicks are
the protest of an
organized body, they are not
likely to be given any great attention.
Association and organizaregistered as

tion are essentials in modern business, just as are cost accounting

and the keeping of proper

busi-

ness records. The man who does
not get the association idea and
join his organization, cannot expect that he is helping his personal condition, as only by combining with others can the status
of a calling be materially improved. The idea of allied efifort

which association

is

shows so

strange to think
implement dealer

interest in association in the trade.
a

ated

shown

in business has

us.

In that country the federassociations of implement

form an army of machine
merchants that answer the roll
call over 18,000 strong.
Time and
dealers

War

Orders

cured benefits in the business and
had conditions improved, principally through the fact that they
were .an organized body and not
a mass of individuals, each work-

considerable proportion of 'this
aggregate has not yet been shipped. The significance is not alone

have

se-

John

Director-

A

Commerce Commission.
number of fiat increases,

stone,

grain,

cotton,

John Naph has discontinued his
automobile business at Warner.
Blackert & Funk are a new firm
handling automobiles at Selkirk.

W.

which cover both
and commodity rates, become efifective June 25 and the
passenger increase will go into
efifect June 10.
It is evident that the advance
is a new form of war 'taxation.
Every possible channel of raising

money

being exploited, and
there is little question about the
necessity of more revenue for the
American roads.
Their earning
power has been repressed in the

and remarkably low commodity rates were adopted. The
advocates of higher freight rates
in Canada will naturally point at
the action in the U.S. as a justification of their recent efifort of
a horizontal advance of 15 per

busy

is

in

his

at Kinley.
in the

town

name, has changed hands.

of that

R. Fletcher has discontinued his

implement business

a't

Alexander.

R. S. McQuarrie has bought
out the Pioneer Garage at Nore-

mac.
A. J. Kiddle is owner of an automobile agency business at Stirling.

The Elgin Motor Co. have commenced operations at West Selkirk.

A.

R.

Graham,

Govan, has

a

dealer

out

sold

to

F.

at

H.

Lake.
A. TurnbuU is proprietor
new implement warehouse

is

past

T. Jackson

new implement store
The Blackie garage,

stock, meats, sugar, bullion and
other commodities.
It is estimated that the programme will bring between $800,000,000 and $900,000,000 more

freight charges,

is

a't

a't Kindersley.
Fraleigh Bros, are a new concern doing business at Alsask.

live

class

auto-

owner of a new
MacNutt.
The D.C. Garage Co. is a new

.

in-

revenue to the railroads within
the next year. I't represents by
fai- the biggest rate increase in
the history of railroads. The new

new

auto concern

stead of percentage additions, are
ordered for coal, coke, lumber,
ore,

Gabel

S.

harness store

cents
All rates are
subject to review by the Inter-

state

a

is

J.

a

of
at

Fiske.

Browning

& McKenzie

are

now

handling implement lines at Fairmount.
J.

H. McCrindle

is

now

carry-

ing on an implement business at
Reston.

&

Lewis are now carrying
implement business at

Culls

on

an

Vidora.

cent.

Across the
finds

line the

government

necessary to spend about
one thousand million dollars on
the roads, and that money can
be raised only through higher
tolls.
The average rates prevailing in 'the U.S. are much lower
than in Canada, possibly for the
reason that there is no situation
it

where one im-

wealthy

corporation
controls the transportation situa-

J.

Gordon,

C.

Laura,

has

au'to

out

sold

dealer

at

W.

T.

to

Rintoul.

Montgomery & Patterson have
discontinued their machine shop
at Areola.
The Ceylon Motor Co. is a new
automobile concern in the town of
that name.

W. M. McElroy has discontinued his automobile business at
Frobisher.

tion.

In a recent report the British
Board of Trade gives some interesting data regarding the number of tractors and engine plows

which have been ordered from
America. There have been orders
placed for over 9,000 tractors and
plows from this continent, although we may assume that a

agaiii these associations

the

W. Howard

E.

mobile dealer at Milden.

to 3 cents per mile.

mensely

Britain's

27th

as in this country

little

The United States has given us
good example in this connec-

tion.

—

harness store at Pense.

were also increased from

and

machinery industry.

at

General of Traffic in 'the United
State ordered an advance in railroad freight rates in that country
of 25 per cent.
Passenger fares

one

problems,

it

On May

& Burd are new dealers
Lockwood.
Lewis Phillips has closed his
Russel

is

Large Increase in U.S. Freight
Rates

unity and co-operation among the
dealers in any one state or any

is old as the hills
but it is an
idea that is
sadly neglected,
despite the magnificent results

that the average

important part that the
expected to play in production on foreign soil.
tractor

through organization, would take
far more space than this brief
article will allow, but the benefits
have been tangible, not only from
a dollar and cents standpoint, but
from the upbuilding of greater

ers

Personal

in the

the benefits
which have accrued, the implement dealers across the line

those days when we see
every trade and calling, from telephone operators and teamsters to
bankers and manufacturers, combining to solve their common
In

in the large manufacturing order
of a foreign government, but also

all

manufacturers. One man has but
one voice, but an organized body
of retailers can put their complaints or suggestions with more
emphasis in their dealings with
other departments in the farm

21

So

far as the

farm machinery

business is concerned, it will probably be some li'ttle time before
the advance in rates across the
line will

the price of imported machines. Yet that must
be an inevitable result, and the
increased cost will have to necessitate an alteration in the dealer's
afifect

selling price.

all

We

will

feel

this

advance in the price of
imported goods.

freight

R. J. Barrett, an implement
dealer at Orion, has entered military service.

Peter Dolesji is
an implement
Esterhazy.

on

James
ers of a
at

^^'illiams

&

now

carrying
business at

Son are own-

new automobile

business

Creelman.

Arthur Hunt is now carrying
on an implement business at
Seven Persons.
Mr. Hunt also

Canadian Farm Implements
dealers at Rosebank,
out to J. Leatherdale.

and acces-

automobiles

handles
sories.

is

The Broadway Motor Works
a new concern recently opened

A. M, Gilbert, a harness -dealer
at Els'tow, is adding farm equip-

ment

at Saskatoon.

have sold

B. C. Knowl'es has sold out his
automobile business at Tugaske

plement concern in Coaldale.
The branch of the Govan Machine & Motor Co. at Earl Grey has

liam Mclntyre.

to

H. A. Wilson.
&
MacFarlane

been sold out to

W.

Schaefer.

Michlhausen
of automobile

reported of C. E.
a harness and
formerly
Nellie,
hardware dealer at Stoughton.

D. A. Moore, implement dealer
at Portage la Prairie, has bought
out W. S. Young.
G. B. Mitchell is an automobile

Audett, automobile
have dissolved
Granum,
dealers at

new

are a

firm

dealers at Elbow.

who

recently

dealer
business at Nanton.

commenced

now

carrying

D. T. Johnson
on business in autos and accesis

Watertown.

sories at

Maize, auto dealer at
Holdfast, has sold out to the
Holdfast Motor Co.
F.

J.

R.-

MacGee, International dealer

Wolseley,

at

reports

business

Shaw & Bond, automobile
Innisfail,

at

Gibson

&

Jacobus

is

&

partnership, L. Audett continues.
E. McLochlin, Liberty, has
sold out his farm machinery business to the Liberty Implement

W.

—

George Matheson, Craik, reports an excellent spring business
in his territory and cash sales are
McGill & Muir, implement dealers at Bethune, have dissolved
partnership. J. S. McGill carries
on the business.
A new concern recently formed
at Kerrobert is known as Auto
Accessories, Ltd., Inc.
given as $20,000.

..

.-

Stewart, automobile

H. Growling

J.

at

Chamberlain,

their

business to

dealers at Estuary.

The Western Tractor

Co.,

Can-

ada Life Building, Calgary, have
secured the distributing agency
for the Atlas tractor.

At Brock, W. McAvoy has discontinued his implement business,
and P. W. McCabe has commenced a harness store.

Son, dealers
have sold out

Rey-

Lamond Bros., implement dealers at Oak Lake, have sold out
their business to a machine man

nolds.

named Walter

Patrick.

Hart Parr, of Canada, Winnihas been registered to do

peg,

business in Saskatchewan, according; to a recent announcement.

and plant of the Bell
Automatic Shocker Co. have been

The

assets

sold out to

Christiansen Imple-

ments, Limited, Winnipeg.

In these days of earnest striving for greater production, you'll find it easy to talk and sell a tool that has
an established reputation for increasing crop yields.
Farmers are awake to the need for better seed beds
and intensive tillage. For nearly a half of a century, the

''ACME" Pulverizing Harrow
has been used and endorsed by the most successful
and progressive farmers everywhere. It makes perfect seed beds, is light in draft and the driver rides in
comfort. Just the tool for orchard cultivation also.
Succeeds on all soils there's a size and style for
every farm.

—

"Acme" Harrows are nationally advertised and ful-

We

allow you a liberal margin of
Write us today for
profit and support you heartily.

ly guaranteed.

full particulars.

07

Elm Street

Millington, N. J.

tS\ JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY

WINNIPEG

CALGARY

REGINA
SASKATOON

dian

Lind, of Toronto, Canamanager of the Ply-

J.

sales

mouth Cordage

was

Co.,

a recent

business visitor to Winnipeg and
Minneapolis.

The

Machine Works,
name, have

Melville

town

the

of that

changed their name to the Melville Motor Co., buying out J.

Rowan &

Co.

Barrs, Birch Hills, has
sold out his harness business to R.
In the same village,
L. Nevison.
started an autohas
Trice
W. E.

W.

A.

Oie, a dealer at Aylessold out his business to
has
bury,
Guy Jennings. In the same town
the Pioneer Garage are handling
automobile lines.

L. E.

Cornish, a dealer at
has sold out to J. A.
In the same town JohnBlain.
ston & Co. have discontinued their
automobile business.

A.

E.

Heward,

The

Carroll

Motor

of that

village

In the same centre
discontinued.
P. Couling, an implement dealer,
has closed his warehouse.

W.

C.

Warren, assistant man-

ager of the J. I. Case Plow Works,
Minneapolis, recently spent thre"
weeks in Montana, Alberta, S=
katchewan and Manitoba.

The Renauld Hardware &
plemen't Co.,

AMa,

hardware
and
Beriault,

lines to

stopped

Allen Jack, Lethbridge, has secured the agency for the Adams
twin-road grader, manufactured
by the Adams Company, Indiana-

I.

J.

&

to

implement

their

Gauthier

I

have sold

business

their

Moore continues the business.
O. C. Wixom, a harness dealer
at Raymond, has transferred his

bilities.

Co., in the,

name, has been

Haug,
Canadian- Avery

Reid,

Donais.

manager
Co.,

of

the

Winnipeg,

recently spent a few weeks at the
Coast. While en route Mr. Haug
off

at

Regina and Cal-

gary.

T. Gibson is a new unpledealer doing business at
In the same
Fort Qu'Appelle.
Power
Qu'Appelle
town the Fort
S.

nlent

have opened a garage and
automobile business.
H. G. Brandon has disconCo.

J.

polis, Ind.

The Smith Motor Truck Sales
Saskatoon, has made application to change the name of the
firm to the Multi-Power Motor &
Truck Co.
Co.,

at
tinued his implement business
Alameda. In the same town A.
into
G. Paul has taken a partner
operate
now
his business, which
under the sign of Paul & Gordo"

Wilson, automobil
at Blaine Lake, have sol

Larson

&

Litzenburger & Ulmer, implement dealers at Neudorf, have dissolved partnership. John Litzenburger now has sole control of

men

the business.

T. J. Tremblay.
now carries on the business.
Manitoba Engines, Limited,
Brandon, have asked for supplementary letters patent to reduce

The implement

Duane H. Nash Inc.
J

&

business to Magrath, in which
town he sees greater trade possi-

'

W.

implement
dealers at Wilton Brook, have
dissolved partnership. W. H. J.

Moore

Abreast of the Times

partnership.

mobile business.

Walsh, hardware and automobile

&

George

is

Walsh has retired from
Wiebe Bros. &
firm of

the

Brandt has bought out tbe
implement business at Markinch,
formerly carried on by J. T. Newman.
H. Koeller has bought out the
automobile business at Admiral,
formerly carried on by Rodger
P.

Capital

S.

J.

Peter Dubey, Wolseley, and
Mike Harkin, Regina, who carried on implement stands at Fillmore and Osage, have dissolved

in

satisfactory.

Co.

deal-

report business

brisk in 'that district.

The death

firms recently entered

the automobile business at Warner Browne and Munday, and J.
A. Pineau.

Bros.

o-ood in that district.

ers

Brettain.

Two'new

The Pioneer Motor Machine
Co. is a new automobile and im-

a

Seabach & Grisdale are new
harness merchants at Imperial,
where they bought out H. C.

lines to his business.

carriagemaker
sold out to Wil-

James Foster,
at Weyburn, has

June, 1918

ness,

Doerr

town Tremblay
plement dealers,

In the

firm of Nilson,

&

which is now
& Morrow.

sam

Sweeny, im
have dissolved

&

partnership.

Bjorgo, dealers at Bienrefait, has sold out, one partner
busithe
in
interest
taining his

Doerr

out to B. A. Lins.

owned by
(Continued on Page

24.)

—
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JOHN DEERE PLOW

COMPANY LIMITED

John Dcerc-Dain System

Hay

of Air-Curing
The System

means more

dol-

in

the

it

lars

profit

to

Dain System Left-Hand Rake
Follow the mower closely
Rake while leaves are still active
Place hay upon clean stubble

Put hay

in medium sized windrows with
bulk of leaves inside and majority of
stems outside

Rake windrows

JOHN DEERE MOWER

note how stems

back over cutter bar, resulting
exposure of the leaves

fall

that will be loose
centre for free circulation of air

in'

With the Daiti System Rake the farmer
can drive in the same
the

all

in

WRITE US FOR
FREE BOOK
DESCRIBING
THE JOHN
DEERE-DAIN
SYSTEM OF
AIR. CURING

mower

and place
the hay on clean

driven

is

WHAT YOU CAN DO
WITH A

Farmer.

direction

IS

in-

Hay Tool Sales^

creases
as

HERE

that

stubble.

Turn the swath into
a loose windrow with

HAY

the leaves or foliage
inside

the

in

Study this system,

shade

and the stems outside,

then explain

air-curing

customers.

the

maintaining

hay,

its color,

saving the leaves and
retaining

its full

how

John Deere-Dain Left-Hand
Steel Side Delivery Rake

to air-

Four Wheels

This system makes

feed-

better

hay— hay

brings

extremely

wet

price

weather the windrows
can be turned as frequently as necessary,

damage

that

highest

on the market

the

of

loss

the

—without any additional work on the part

thus avoiding considerable

shows
cure hay
It

the Dain way.

ing value.
in

to your

it

farmer.

frequently saves

and

It

the

crop in extremely wet

that would occur

seasons.

with any other system
It

of curing hay.

the

The Da in rake has
ample clearance regardless of

requires
a

of

John

Deere-Dain side rake-

You can stimulate

quantity

hay to be handled,
and every adjustment
of the rake can be
made from the seat.

merely
use

your

of

hay

tool

sales

by talking this method

and
You can follow the mower

closely with the Deere-Oain
Side Delivery Rake

System Left -Hand

displaying

the

Dain side rake on your
sample floor.

BRANCH HOUSES AT
Winnipeg, Man.
Edmonton, Alta.

Regina, Sask.
Saskatoon, Sask.

Calgary, Alta.
Lethbridge, Alta.
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at Moline,

(Continued from Page 22).

demand

one hundred thousand dol-

McCarthy,

field

manager

re-

for

for

C.

Capital Lightning Arrester
Co. is a new concern recently incorporated at Regina, with the
following given as officers M. E.

The

in

E. B. Sawyer, president of 'the
Lincoln,

their

H. Williams, assistant manager of the Nilson Tractor Co.,

care

mobile business.
of the

&

Johnson
founders of the Fuller
MadiCompany,
Manufacturing
recently after a
He was 70 years

short illness.
In recent years he devoted
old.
bis entire attention to his extensive real estate holdings.

David Drehmer, manager of the
John Deere Plow Co., Winnipeg,
returned from a visit to Toronto,
Welland, and the Deere factories

head-quarters of his company.
Mr. Sawyer reports a very, great
advance in business compared

W.

James Crawford, while C- RReynolds, implement dealer, has
Mr.
sold out to C. J. Neville.
autoan
on
Neville will also carry

Nebraska, recently spent a week
in Wianipeg at the Canadian

Gordon.

Minneapolis, was a recent busiMr.
ness visitor to Winnipeg.
greatwith
that
Williams states
ly increased production his company are now in a position to take

to

Cushman Motor Works,

business, which now carries on
under the name of Dykeman &

Fred Villenoweth and
John W. Anger.
Waskada has seen some changes
G. R. Gourin the trade of late.
has sold out
man,
carriage
the
lay,
Payne,

son, Wis., died

a separator salesman.

business at that
Mr. Dykeman has taken
point.
as a partner in the
Gordon
Robert
ship

tory busy.

Fuller, one

which are now handled by
Mr.
the Cockshutt organization.
as
record
enviable
an
Lamont has
tors,

Deere implem<ents.

Henry,

the Turner Manufacturing Company, Port Washington, Wis.,
was a recent business visitor to
Winnipeg. He reports the fac-

Edward M.

Western Canada, where he will
cover territory as a special salesman for Renfrew cream separa-

in

Dykeman and J. B.
implement dealers at
Benito, have dissolved partnerA.

lars.
J.

Mr. Drehmer

ports the factories as exceptionally busy in keeping up with the

the capital stock of the company
from three hundred thousand dollars to

111.

of

Canadian
S.

orders

from

June, 1918

with the

first half

considers

of 1917.

prospects

He

Western

in

and emphasales of
remarkable
sizes the
heavy engines which are growing
steadily in popularity for farm
The Cushman
power purposes.
factory has been at full pressure
for several months, turning out 4

Canada

Western

territory.

M. Roberts, vice-president

as excellent

engines for the binder engine

h.p.

and manager for Quebec of the
Merchants Casualty Co., has become president and manager of
the Grain Growers Auto Tractor
Co., Moij'tfesil, which will engage

trade.

the rn'anuf acture of tractor
Mr.
attachrnents in Canada.
Roberts remains vice-president of
the Casualty Co., but has resigned

trade in his day, was born in Wisconsin some sixty years ago. He
came to Manitoba in 1884 and re-

We

regret to report the death
of Isaac B. Porter, at Portage la
Mr. Porter, who was a
Prairie.
familiar figure in the implement

in

its

Carberry, Virden and
Manitou before locating in PortThe
age la Prairie 28 years ago.
varrepresented
gentleman
late

sided

management.

R. H. Lamont, formerly connected with the Petrie Mfg. Co.,
makers of cream separators, has
joined the Cockshutt organization

in

implement firms and for
years was 'the Manitoba manager
ious

He
Hart Parr company.
had served the city as alderman
on several occasions and was a
member of the Canadian Order of
He is survived by a
Foresters.
widow and four children.
William W. Marsh, one of the

for the

inventors of the

Marsh harvesting

machine and member of the oldtime firm of C. W. and W. W.
Marsh, passed away at his home
in Sycamore, 111., recently, after a
Mr
long and lingering illness.

Marsh was 82 years of age at the
He was born
time of his death.
in Ontario, but while still a young
man went to Illinois with his par
ents and settled upon a farm. It
was while harvesting grain with

an old

Mann

that

reaper,

the

two brothers evolved an idea,
the
into
developed
which
Marsh harvester, a model of
which was completed a year later.
In 1863 the firm of Steward and
Marsh was formed at Piano, 111.,

work was begun
Marsh harvesters.

and

on

'the

The Gray Tractor Catalog
The Gray Tractor Co., Inc.,
Minneapolis, have issued a very
interesting catalog describing the
This machine, a
Gray tractor.
description of which was given in
our May issue, has some very im
portant features in design.

Fu

particulars can be seen in the ne,
catalogs which dealers can obtai
from the Canadian organizatio

June 28

^

Calgary
Industrial Exhibition
-^"^^

Have Your Mail Addressed to Our Office
There's a Peg for Your Hat and a Chair for You

Make

Yourself at

Home

of the

company, the Gray Tractor

Company

of Canada, 307 Electric

Chambers, Winnipeg.
important feature in connection with this tractor is that although many automobile manufacturers have found it necessary
to substitute plain carbon steel for
alloy steels on account of the
shortage of the latter, the Gray of
the present model has more alloy
Through
steel parts than ever.
this means weight has been reduced and strength added at the

Railway

An

same time.

You

some of the Best
In Our Warehouse

will find

Attractions

It
Success doesn't "happen."
organized, pre-empted, captured by concentrated common
is

sense.

Line of
The
Painted Woods
Guaranteed
For Wagon, Implement or Plow
Deserves Your Inspection

D.

ACKLAND

72241th AVE.

WEST

Let

Us Show

^ SON,

It to

You

SPBAK

LTD.
CALGARY

_

SELVES

S'fOy^GC

OO.cro.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

•
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Factory Notes

concern,
plant

The Tri-State Machinery Co.,
Minneapolis, are handling- the
Jumbo truck, made by the Nelson
Motor Truck Company, Saginaw,
Mich.

The International
Company, Chicag-o,

Harvester
having

is

plans prepared for a number of
one-story foundry building-s as
additions to the McCormick plant.

of

which

is

using the large new
the Toro Motor Co.,
being newly equipped

with special machinery for the
manufacture of Bull tractors.

25

The addition is made
necessary by a large increase in
the demand for Case products, especially tractors.
The building
purposes.

its

and equipment

and has become the Peoria Tractor Corporation, with the following board of officers; President,
F. R. Dennis
vice-president, E.
M. Smith
secretary-treasurer,
George McFarland (designer of
the machine)
sales manager, L.

will cost $100,000.

The J. I. Case Threshing Machine Company, Racine, Wis., is

view of increasing
production so as to keep up with

preparing to build a plant addiconsisting of a one-story

the

tion

brick and steel structure,
513, to be

144 x

used for machine shop

With

the

demand

Peoria
Peoria,

for its products, the

Tractor
111.,

Kerosene

Co.,

maker

tractor,

Inc.,

of

of the Peoria
has increased

stock

capital

to

$1,500,000,

;

;

;

R. Benton.

Get your twine orders now.

The Wolverine Tractor Company, Detroit, will le'stablish a factory at Saginaw, Mich.
Plans
call for a building 100 x 250, one
story, of saw-tooth roof cons'truc-

DEALERS

Establish Your Thresher Trade

:

tion.

On Fairbanks-Morse Machines

A

strike of workmen at the
plant of the Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co., at Hopkins, just

The farmer who harvests 100 acres or more of small grain
pays every five years for custom threshing a sum equal to the
cost of an individual threshing outfit.
If he has a FairbanksMorse tractor and separator, his investment for threshing is
reduced as he has tractor power the year around for both field
and belt work.

out of Minneapolis, has been adjusted by the state board of arbitration.
Skilled workmen were
granted a ten per cent raise and
common labor 25c. a day, from

Sell the

$2.75 to $3.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Beloit,
Wis., have announced a 10 per
cent bonus plan for the benefit
of all employees of the Eclipse
works who receive less than
$2,100 annually.
The bonus will
be paid in four quarterly instalments under the usual provision
of continuous employment.

The Monarch Tractor

Co.,

of

Watertown, Wis., manufacturing
the Neverslip and Lightfoot tractors,

will

increase

its

producing

capacity by erecting an addition to
the present buildings. The contract calls for a one-story structure, 160 feet long by 140 feet wide,
of latest brick steel factory construction.

Announcement is made that
within the next month the PaigeDetroit Motor Car Company, Detroit,

Mich., will be producing a

line of its

TOWNSEND

12-25 H.P. KEROSENE
The Townsend Twin Cylinder Kerosene

Many light tractors
work— either drawbar

Tractor, 12-25 H.P.

cannot stand the strain of heavy

THE TOWNSEND CAN.

or belt.
is built like a battleship.
"boiler frame" acts as a radiator
for the motor and transmission.

The enormously strong
and is a rigid bed.plate
The throttling governor,
twin-cylinder motor runs smoothly, steadily, and on the
cheapest fuels.
Develops more than its rated capacity
It

of 12-25 h.p.
Pulls three plows in stubble with ease and
handles a 24 x 46 separator fully equipped. Strong shafting, enclosed gearing, wide-faced drivers, high
tension,

magneto ignition, single lever control, direct drive to belt
pulley— every feature the customer wants.
Fully guaranteed.
The most dependable tractor you can sell.

Stands Every Test
of Service

Fairbanks-Morse 24 x 46
"Tractor Special"
Separator
Equipped with Self-Feeder,

TRACTOR

The Strongest Light Tractor Sold
Ample Power for the Average Farm

Wind

Stacker
and Automatic Register.
Strong sheet steel body.
Frame of
select maple.
Braced and built to
stand every strain.
Has every
feature that makes for good work and
durability.
Fairbanks-Morse Separators get all the grain.

own

trucks, ranging in
one to five tons.

A

capacity from
separate truck
department is
being organised, and the 'truck

For the individual farmer the Townsend 12-25 H.P.
Kerosene Tractor and the Fairbanks-Morse 24 x 46 Tractor

will be

in

manufactured in buildings
separate from the production of
passenger cars.

Special Separator comprise an outfit that

any

is in demand
Your customer gets a tractor second to

territory.

none, and can do his threshing without delay and loss.
Our separator construction is unequalled. Heavy double

Ask

The Advance-Rumely Company

for

bar cyhnder. Self aligning bearings. Large grate surface.
Beater combs straw thoroughly.
Equipped with "no
choke" steel chaffer.
Full equipment of sieves and weed
screen.
Perfect balance of all parts gives practically
no vibration. Every part guaranteed. Get our
special
bulletin and you will realize why the
Fairbanks-Morse
Separator is a profit builder for dealers.

Our New Thresher Catalog and Agency

Offer

at Laporte, Ind., will

manufacture
3,000 Oil Pull tractors this summer, as well as boilers for the
United States Shipping Board, in
addition to its regular schedule of
manuiacture. This will necessitate the employment of fifty more
boilermakers and eight hundred
mechanics.

A

reorganization of the Bull
Tractor
Co.,
of
Minneapolis,
Minn., has been effected, with an
increase in capital stock, and the
new board of officers.

election of a

The company has abandoned
intent to
will

remove

continue

to St. Louis,

as

a

its

and

Minneapolis

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. LIMITED
SASKATOON
Fairbanks-

Morse
Combination
Threshers
Are You

Ready
the

WINNIPEG

CALGARY
24x46 Separator
20 H.P. Twin
Cylinder Kerosene

Engine

Now
for

Demand ?

to

is

the Time

Line Up

Your Prospects

:
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U.S. Vehicle

Men Endorse

a recent meeting- of the carriage manufacturers of tlie United
States important Inisiness was

At

transacted as regards the status
of the carriage industry in that
country. In a resolution passed
it

was

stated that the horse-drawn
is no longer used as a

vehicle

pleasure vehicle, but
to the farmer in producing the
maximum crop, which has been
is

essential

recognized by the government as
one of the important means of
winning the war.
It was decided that all nonessential features heretofore used
in the construction of vehicles be
eliminated, and that a standardized buggy be adopted which will
greatly decrease the varieties of
materials required. On or before
Jan. 1, 1919, all manufacturers
agreed to accept the specifications
adopted, while all catalogs, literature, etc., will be in accordance
with the agreed-upon specifica-

buggy

Standardization
manufacturers,

lowing

action

Avas

the

fol-

taken on
horse-drawn

the
spring vehicle. Other parts will
be discussed and standardized at

standardizing-

a later

meeting
Springs

All elliptic buggy springs 'to be
either 36 or 34 inches long; 1%-

4 ])lates, 7y2-inch
opening, button heads, round
points, square nuts, No. 4 shape,
incli

3

smooth

and

No

finish.

other

1

54-inch

spring to be made.
One side spring only to be
made and that to be l^^-inch, 60
inches long by S^i-'mch opening,
5 plates, all No. 2 grade, clotted
and beaded, not a true sweep.
elliptic

A

Axles
standardized 6>^-inch "D"

collar, swell, taper spindle

nut adopted and used on
inch,

and

1-inch

1

box and

all

15-16-

1-16-inch

Necessary steps will be taken
to adjust materials to conform
the specifications agreed
witli
upon by the manufacturers, and
no orders will be accepted after
Jan. 1, 1919, calling for vehicles
dii¥erently cons'tructed.
At this initial meeting of the

others, principally a 42-inch width

nished the Southeastern territory.
It was the sense of the meetings
tha't 5 feet 1 inch and 4 feet 8
inch tracks measuring center to
center of rims at the floor be the
standard tracks which all ought
to endeavor to adopt, and no other
used that the 4 feet 10 inch and
4 feet 5 inch tracks be permitted,
I)ut to be discouraged, and that
they be eliminated as soon as

on wide track wagons.
The third important change was
the adoption of three standard
heights of wheels, namely, 40inch, 44-inch and 48-inch, which
are to be used in combinations,
enabling the use of but one stand-

;

ard gear.

possible.

was left with the StandardCommittee to have master
patterns made of standard spindle
box and nut, and 'to take the
It

ization

Wheels

F8

style

length of hub, and no
will eliminate the
F-7 style flange and the No. Ol
size flange in any style.

This

McClelland Stooker Co. Hold
Meeting

wheels to be made in
and 41-45 heights
wheels
to be made
%-inch
only;
in 39-43 and 41-45 heigh'ts only;
and l^-inch
l>^-inch
1-inch,
wheels to be made in 39-43 height
All ^-inch wheels, stagonly.
gered spoke wood hub and shell
band wheels and Warner wheels

One-half-inch arch and 2>4-inch
arch axle shapes of beds
adopted and all other shapes
eliminated.

That no other tracks be furnished except 5 feet 1 inch, 4 feet
8 inch and 4 feet 5 inch for 'the
Central and Western territory,
and that only 5 feet 1 inch, 4 feet
10 inch and 4 feet 8 inch be fur-

39-43

37-41,

to be eliminated.

Wagon Track

Standardized

it.

He
winter in Los Angeles, saw the Nilson at work.
already
had watched many other tractors perform. He
owned two. After seeing the Nilson he made up his
mind it was the best tractor he had ever seen, and upon
his return home insisted that his nearest dealer get a
Nilson for him.

A farmer from Southern Saskatchewan saw the
Nilson Junior in competition with 15 other machines^
at the Columbus, Ohio, tractor school last February.
He picked the Nilson as the best tractor he had ever
seen and as soon as he returned to the farm ordered
a Nilson thru his Dealer.
Nilson Tractors will take part in the Light Tractor
Plowing Demonstration at Brandon, July 23rd to 25th.
Hundreds of farmers like the two above will see
the Nilson and recognize its superior tractor merits.
Live Dealers will prepare to cash in on this demand.

Happy Farmer Company, Limited
225

CURRY BLDG

Distributors for

CANADIAN NILSON TRACTOR CO. LTD.,

F. HEIDEL
Lethbridge, Alta.

W.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Manitoba and Saskatchewan

ALBERTA DISTRIBUTORS:
M.

QUALITY

A.

in

May.

Some

of the

not co-operate with them and
was lacking in business methods.
The inventor retaliated that he
wanted no interference with me-

stock
large

Eastern and Southern States.
It was unanimously decided by
the manufacturers to adopt a
standard track of 56 inches, which

that the machine was not yet
perfected, and until this was done
it would not become the absolute
Claim
property of the company.
was made that the machine was
identical with a stooker manufactured by the International Hai"vester Co., but this was denied by
John Muxlow, vice-president of
the company, who explained

principal

—

the standard track of pleasure
automobiles.

is

The next important change was
the adoption of a standard box
width of 38 inches, outside measHeretofore not only had
ure.
this

him, while one
shareholder moved that
legal proceedings be taken against
allotted

Mr. McLelland.

width been made, but many

The

latter stated

dififerences in design.

IMPLEMENT DEALERS

HARDWARE MEN
PUMP MEN

GENERAL STORES
Buy vour wood and

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:

week

directorate criticized strongly Mr.
McLelland, the inventor of the
machine, claiming that he would

In the U.S. the
tracks used have
been those of 54 and 60 inches
the latter being common in the

two
is

last

chanical matters. It was alleged
that he would not deliver up the
patent in return for the shares of

so-called

standard track.

to want
the Nilson Tractor
TOAnseeinfluential
Manitoba farmer, while spending the

The annual meeting of the McLelland Stooker Co. was held in
the Industrial Bureau during the

wide and narrow
tracks for wagons will be done
away with by the adoption of a

The

Light-weight

consumer have been

heights and tire widths his repairs are at all 'times available.

flange,

6>^-inch
other.

of tire

placed foremost. For with a universal track he can procure a
Avagon of his choice almost anywhere, and with standard wheel

All .>4-inch and %-inch wheels
in

list

In the changes adopted the interests of the

adopted.

made

restricted

the trade.

necessary steps to carry out as
soon as possible all the standards

to be

A

widths was also adopted, gra'
uated by inches from 2 to 4 i
elusive. There were several min
changes in construction made, l)uS
the foregoing are those afifec'tin

-)4-inch

axles.

true

tions.

June, 1918

iron

pumps,

cylin-

ders, galvanized pipe, galvanized rod, etc.,
concern.
from a
wells.
of
depth
any
Fitted for

WESTERN CANADA

Large stocks carried.
Prompt shipment guaranteed.

PEACOCK

ASK FOR PRICES

Calgary, Alta.

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED
Phone 2943

EIGHTH

ST. and ASSINIBOINE AVE.

Brandon, Man.
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Plymouth Twine
PLUS

Plymouth Service
A

Combination hard to beat
enjoyed by the

is

PLYMOUTH TWINE DEALER
1st.

He

sells

2nd.

He

is

the oldest, best known
and most advertised twine.

him

given a service that helps

sell

Can a Dealer

it.

afford to ignore this

Combination, which

means Success?

PLYMOUTH CORDAGE
WELLAND, CANADA
Canadian Distributing Agencies:

W.

G.

McMAHON

HOBBS HARDWARE

(Representing Lindsay Brothers)

Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto, Onl.

CO.

CO.

:
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Dealers

Form

Association in

Northern Saskatchewan

We

are

an

that

notified

ganization, to be

known

as

or-

The

Northern Saskatchewan Retail
Implement and Vehicle Dealers'

was inaugurated on

Association,

May

29th, at Saskatoon.

The

following

officers

were

elected

Langdon

President,

J.

Wil-

Company,

liams, of the Tractor

Saskatoon.

W. J. Tracey, of
Tracey, Saskatoon.
Secy.-Treas., Guy Wilson, 107
C.P.R. Building, Saskatoon.
Vice-Pres.,

One

of these

Cais Must Wait

&

Lock

The

Unless

YOU

secretary's

report of the

meeting states that a Board oi
Directors was appointed to cover.
the whole of Northern Saskatchewan, and this trade association

Act at Once!

has started with a good membership on sound principles, for the
protection and betterment of the

T^HE

whole implement trade.

farmers

of

Manitoba, Saskat-

chewan and Alberta are strongly
advised to get their coal in before har-

As soon as the new grain can be
moved it will have the preference over
other freight, and those who do not lay

vest.

in the larger part of their requirements
of

Alberta coal before August 15th

can have no guarantee

of receiving

it

at all later.

This warning
to farmers

is

especially addressed

who have

usually waited to

haul their coal until taking their grain
to the railroad. Do not wait this year.

Haul Your Coal Early
EVERY CAR OF ALBERTA COAL
IS GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
Government of the Province

of Alberta

T.

STIRLING, Fuel AdminUtrator for Alberta

is

independent oi

trade organizations.

implement men and for the
implement men, for the betterment of general conditions in
Saskatchewan. The report says

retail

retail

in part:

facts recognized by the redealers of Northern Saskatchewan are: That the manufaclabor for
turer is paying his
manufacturing goods 75 per cent

"The

tail

more than

in the spring of 1915.

The average
machinery

increase in price of
Canada since the

in

spring of 1915 is 52 per cent. The
average increased profits of the
farmers for the same period is 125

The cost of living in
per cent.
the West has increased 58 per
cent, and the increased remuneration for the sale of implements
by retail has not been more than
15 per cent.

"The manufacturing companies
are informing their stockholders
in their annual statements that

the profits on the business done
in the last twelve months are very
The increased persatisfactory.
centage of 'their profits is only
to themselves, but it is
recognized that the service endij
both in the selling organizations
themselves and in regard to thi

known

implement dealer himself^
not more than 15 per cent."
It was the unanimous opinior
of the members of the organiza-j
tion that similar trade bodies
should be commenced in South-I

retail
is

ern Saskatchewan, Southern AU^\
berta and Northern Alberta, eacfeassociation standing on its own
feet and controlled by its officers,
all

JOHN

organizaall other
It is by the

It is stated that this

tion

associations

to

be

with a central.

Use your prospect

list.

affiliated
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There are thousands of prospects for
Cleveland Tractors within your Reach
We

do not know of a business to-day that offers such great opportunities for the dealer as the sale of Tractors.

But they must be Tractors
tion of the right sort, backed

of the right sort,

by ample

made by an

organiza-

capital.

The story of the Cleveland Tractor is one of the romances of
modern business.
In one short year this business has grown to a production of nearly 1,000 Cleveland Tractors per month
a record which speaks for

—

itself.

The Cleveland Tractor Company is the largest producer of
track-laying or tank type tractors in the world.
The Company is composed of some of the leading business and
financial men of Cleveland, Ohio, headed by Mr. RoUin H. White,
one of America's leading engineers.
The Cleveland Tractor

is decidedly different from any other.
It
an all-purpose machine which is designed to do and does do an
unusually wide range of work.
This machine carries, lays down and picks up its own endless
track, like the great "tanks" on the European battlefields.
It can travel almost anywhere.
There is hardly any limit to the
variety of work it does.
It is adapted for service in both agriculture and industry.
There are more than six million farms in the United States and
the majority of them can use Cleveland Tractors to advantage.
The World needs and wants Cleveland Tractors.
The machine
needs but to be shown and demonstrated. Can you imagine anyis

thing that offers a greater sales opportunity?

As stated above our production is running nearly 1,000 machines
per month and we are preparing to increase this just as fast as
buildings can be constructed on our 74 acres of land, and equipnaent
installed.
It is our intention to contract with Dealers for unoccupied territory just as fast as production will justify.
When writing us,
Dealers will enable us to hemdle their application to better advantage if they will inform us fully as to their present business, their
organization and facilities, together with any other information that
will enable us to judge of their qualifications.

THE CLEVELAND TRACTOR

CO., 19165 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
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Crop

vs

Implement Values
By "Albion"

was

"I

interested in your recent

article re price complaints.

You

good plan

suggested it would be a
for salesmen to show the purchasing power of farm products, as
compared with pre-war times. In

view

the

of

attitude

of

many

writers in farm journals, constantly holding the farmer up as an ag-

grieved person from whom the
nation conspires to take all and
give little in return, and the evident belief by many farmers that
they are victims of unfair discrimination, I think it is up to us,
as implement agents and salesmen, to convince the farmers that
this is untrue, in fact, that the

very opposite

true.

is

"Take the question

duty on
Let us

of

implements, for instance.

June, 1918

allow that it is a subject worthy
of debate in normal 'times, when
the question of tariffs on all raw
materials could be considered concurrently; then let us give the
manufacturers loyal support by

showing the farmer that his bonus
on wheat offsets many times, the
duty he pays on his implements.
The wheat crop in Western Canada for 1917 has been estimated
It is
at 212 milHon bushels.
bought by the AlHes at $2.21 Fort
William and sold in Great Britain
at $1.90 after paying freight and
If Great Britain dare
insurance.
not charge more than $1.90, it is
fair to.

assume that the balance

of

On 212
31c. is a straight bonus.
milHon bushels the bonus alone
Put these figures
is $65,720,000.
squarely before the farmer, and he

will begin to feel

—

is

it

not the

manufacturer but the farmer who
belongs to the privileged class.
"In a few. short years the
wealth of the landed proprietors
of Europe has been transferred to
the landowners of this continent,
and if we allow the farm journals
to give them the Avrong viewpoint
unchallenged Ave shall suffer.
"The wheat bonus alone for
1917 will pay for every implement
purchased in Canada during the
year and leave the farmer a clear
$1.90 per bushel, plus all other
farm products. Many farmers are
convinced of these facts, and are
satisfied to 'get

on with the war.' "

The Model' 'D" Bates

Steel Mule

The Model "D" Bates Steel
Mule is manufactured by the
Joliet Oil Tractor Co., at Joliet,

—Efficient Haying
Side

machine, the
extra storage space required,
and the time hitching and
unhitching when changing
cost

of

one

from Tedding to Raking or

—

Simple in construction
not get out of order. Yields
automatically to any obstruction or unusual volume
of hay.
will

hay

Places the

ward on the load.

the reverse.
It

is

You

WAGNER

DISC GRINDER

including

a

save

sudden

shower.

in

either capacity.

Made

almost entirely of
strong and simple
has
Steel,
Gearing and can be adjusted
to meet any requirements.

Our line also includes
Mowers in all sizes. Wood
and Steel Frame Self-Dump
Rakes, Tedders, Rake Bar
Loaders,

money for your customers.
Saves
Sharpens blade
Adaptable to any disc.
quickly and without attention, setting
up a good cutting edge. Easily shifted
Keeps the disc in
from blade to blade.
first-class shape. The hard emery grinding block will last several seasons and
dan be replaced. Makes no load on
Write at
They sell eversrwhere.
disc.
once.

GET DEALER'S PRICES

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS
OF CANADA, LTD.

etc.,

Builders of High-grade

MASSEY-HARRIS

CO., Limited

Branches at

Head

Offices

Toronto.

Factories at

Moncton, Winnipeg,
Montreal,
Regina, Saskatoon, Swift Current,
Edmonton,
Calgary,
Yorkton,
Vancouver,

Kamloops.

of the tractor are

and the

Torcnto, Brantford

and Woodstock

a

final

design

practical

test,

thousand-acre

reli-

ability run.

steady and

caught by

most

details

interesting,

for-

a load
which might
otherwise be

from Raking
Tedding
and satisfies

111.
This machine, which is
handled in Western Canada by
H. A. Jones, 175a Hamilton St.,
Regina, is much smaller, and is
more compactly built than former
models, but is said to have more
efficient transmission and to deliver an even greater pull at the
drawbar. Some of the construc-

tional

many

to

exacting

Specialty For

motion

Will

in

an instant

the

Selling

constant.

can be

changed

Quick

was given every

well
Its

A

The

Hay Loader

Rake and Tedder

The Massey-Harris Side
Rake and Tedder saves the

Tools —

Light-weight Engines
Dept. E., Whyte Ave. and Vine
WINNIPEG, MAN.

St

Outfits — LangThreshing
Feeders — Fanning Mills
Self
Washing Machines — Lincoln
— Vacuum
Saws — Shinn-Flat Lightning Conductors
— Universal Hoists—Wagner Hardware

Combination
don Ideal

Specialties.

The motor is a four-cylinder,
four-inch bore by six-inch stroke,
bell-housing
over-head
valve,
type. Attached direct to the bellhousing is a sliding-gear transmission, giving two forward and
one reverse speeds, equipped
throughout with Timken

roller

bearings, alloy steel gears cut and
hardened and alloy steel shafting.

All joints are machine surfaced,
ground to an accurate fit, making
an absolutely oil-tight job so that
all gears and bearings run submerged in oil all the time. With
one filling of oil, the transmission
will operate through a long period

The
without further attention.
motor, with the transmission,
forms a unit power plant, giving
advantages of ultimate
all the
The
compactness and rigidity.
power plant is in turn,
mounted in the tractor^ frame

tinit

proper, on a three point suspen-

BEST PRICES PAID FOR

The

oldest and largest SCRAP IRON AND METAL DEALERS in
Wanted at once any quantity of mixed country
Western Canada.
Carload Lots oOr Specialty.
Scrap Iron. Rubbers, Rags and Metals.

front of the tractor rests
in the center of the
front axle, in such a way that
either wheel can rise and fall per-

We

fectly free,

SCRAP IRON, RAGS, ETC.
The

We
have been giving our customers satisfaction since 1884.
Scrap iron is now bringing good prices
guarantee to please you.
Correspondence solicited. Write
sell while the market is high.
to-day for our latest price list.
-ESTABLISHED 1884

—

HEAD OFFICE

SPECIAL PRICES TO

RED CROSS SOCIETIES

sion.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

on a pivot

without throwing any

The
twisting on the frame.
crawlers are in turn so mounted
that they oscillate up and down
freely at the front end, so they
always grip the ground through
Full partheir full strength.
ticulars can be obtained by interested dealers, who will write the
Regina distributors.
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The Engine in War Time

that

The shortage

farm help is
farmers, who
ordinary circumstances,
would scarcely be in the prospect
class for an engine, to buy one of
those labor savers on the modern
farm. There never was a better
time than now for the dealer who
handles stationary engines to get
busy and put on an aggressive
s-elling drive for engines in his terFarm engines have been
ritory.
talked about, written about and
cussed about, yet there are thougoing
under

to

under cultivation, so that
be produced for that

is

food

may

number

of

force

31

of horses.

of the food

A

large part

producing land and of

the labor of these horse tenders
can be released for other purposes
by the use of the tractor, truck
and stationary engine.
The dealer who advertises his
engine lines in the local papers,

What About
Harvest

Time ?

circularizes his engine prospects

and who has a nice engine display
upon his floor will find little to
complain about as regards the
profit from tractor and engine

The factor of price has
been raised as a reason for neglect of engine sales.
Mail order
concerns ship into every 'territory
engines which are not to be compared with those sold through the
legitimate
channels
trade.
of
Their business lever is price, but

DEERING
ADVERTISEMENT)
(fl

business.

sands of farmers who do not yet
know why they should own one.
This leaves a great field for the
dealer for the farmer should be
told not only how the farm engine will help him, but how it will
actually make money foi: him.
want to produce the maximum amount of food with a minimum of rnan-power, and in order
to do so the internal combustion
engine in all its adaptations is the
way out. Now is the golden opportunity for the tractor and en-

—

We

the factor of quality, plus local
demonstration, usually shows the
farmer that it is profitable to buy

an engine that will be reliable and
that will give service for a greater
number of years than will the
product that is sold only with
price as a compelling factor in the
deal.
In a hundred ways
the

gine dealer. It is computed by authorities that to take care of a million horses the time of approxi-

reliable engine can be of infinite
value to the farmer. See that you
keep him alive to the fact that
you sell engines.

mately 40,000 men is consumed—
working twelve hours a day at
Further, consider the land
that.

TO

solve the tremendous problems of properly feeding our nation, our armies, and our allies, every
effort has been bent toward increased yield, increased acreage, the intelligent use of tractor
power, fertilization, tillage, etc.
But very little, comparatively, has been said about the harvest of the vast
1918 crop that is to come.
The binders of Canada— and among these DEERING
binders stand high are expected to come out at harvest
time as a matter of course and handle the situation, no
matter how serious it may be. This conlSdent attitude
is a great tribute to the efficiency of the modern binder
but it takes too much for granted. Dealers understand as no one else can, that the binders will meet
this year's great harvesting emergency successfully only
if they bring their best efforts to bear between the manufacturer and farmer. The success of the harvest is largely
up to the dealer.
Binder supply, like the supply of everything else

—

—

FIRE LOSSES IN

nowadays, must be handled with care. Binder repair
service must be worked out in detail as never before.
No farmer who can conserve more labor and grain if he
has a new binder for the 1918 crop, can afford to run
an old worn out binder this year. No farmer whose
acreage and power equipment demand an 8-foot binder
can practise real economy with a smaller, less adequate
machine.

SASKATCHEWAN

an important mission

The Canadian Lichtninc Arrester

AND Electrical Compant Limited

Dealers

who

sell

DEERING

binders and twine have

this year.

Timely planning and

common- sense

For the year 1916 totalled $1,588,191, according to
figures issued by the Provincial Fire Commissioner's Department.
The greatest number of
fires

from any one cause was by

The

total

fire

for

loss

(TEEDi

lightning.

Canada

in

1916 was

$25,400,000.

PROiTtCTlONj

Proper Lightning Rods properly erected give
almost 100% protection. Imagine what the saving
to the Dominion would have been in 1916 if all
buildings had been rodded!

action are what count in a time when
most things are out of kilter, as now. Live up to the
occasion with DEERING equipment.
Be ready with
binders, with twine, and with repairs!

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.
BRANCH HOUSES:

WEST— Brandon

Man.

Calgary, Alta.

Edmonton, Alta.; Estevan, Sask.:
Lethbridge, Alta.
North Battleford, Sask. Regina, Sask. Saskatoon, Sask.
Winnipeg, Man. Yorkton, Sask.
;

;

;

MR. DEALER
Every farmer

in

;

EAST—Hamilton,

Ont.
London, Ont.
Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.

owes it to himhome, buildings and live
with Townsley Lightning

your

;

district

;

;

;

;

Montreal, Que.

Ottawa wnt.,
v^tui^a,
Ont

•

:
,

self to protect his family,

stock.
He can do it
Rods. See that you get his business instead of
the peddlers who go through the country picking
off the "cream" with unbranded rods of no recognized standard.

THE TOWNSLEY SYSTEM PROTECTS
Write

for our Dealer proposition

The
Canadian Lightning Arrester

&

Electrical Co., Ltd.

BRANDON

.

-

MAN.

BRANDON
•"1
Pivot axle tongue truck on the Deering")

Showing how easy

binder, showing pole straight. Note the

turns on account of the wheels coining

all

steel construction

and flanged wheels.

f around

it is

to

make square

faster than the pole.

•

—

:

:
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Government Behind Standardization Work

U.S.

In connection with the elimination of unme'cessaiy varieties and
styles of farm implements the

press drills in 6in. to 20-6; 7in. to

U.S. AVar Industries Board has
issued the following memoran-

eliminated.

dum

10-8,

12-7

12-8

and

and 16-7;

Sin. drills to 8-8,

Low-down

16-8.

8ih. all sizes to

Seeders,

it

is

be

sug-

might be i^estricted to 3
sizes
Sowers
12, 16 and 24 bar.
to 2 styles
11 feet in wide or
narrow track types. Sin. drills to
Land measures 'to
be. eliminated.
be eliminated from all sowers.
gested,

:

"It is the desire to eliminate in
so far as possible all non-essentials in the way of farm implements in order to insure the
largest possible output of imple-

ments

for the coming" years

and

keep

the price of the
finished product, to the farmer, as
low as possible by maintaining
'the overhead manufacturing price
also

12-7, 14-7, 18-7.

to

Extreme caution will be exercised
to avoid cutting out implements,
which may be of prime importance in some sections of the
country, although non-essential in
at the lowest possible point.

others."

—

—

As

regards the concavity of discs,
asked Avhether these should
be standard: Size 13in. gauge No.
13, concavity, %in.
Plows and Tillage Implements
Left-hand plows are considered
non-essential, while the following
types are specified for a great
it

is

number

of possible restrictions
Chilled plows, and extras for
:

same. Steel ploAvs, garden, stubgeneral purpose, solid bar,
prairie' and light rod breakers,
timber land plows, middle breakble,

A

questionnaire has been submitted to all manufacturers dealing with seeders, drills, plows and

implements, which all
manufacturers are asked to reply
to promptly.
In drills, for example, it is
asked whether each manufacturer
shall restrict his output of the following to the sizes noted
tillage

Plain 6in. drills to 12-6, 16-6,
20-6, 24-6.

7in. drills to 10-7, 11-7,

Dealers: Build

ers, etc.

Listing plows, riding plows,
high lift plows, tractor plows,
both disc and moldboard, horsedrawn disc plows, etc. In every
case suggestions are embodied for
possible elimination of sizes or
restriction in type or eciuipmcnt.

embodied

Other machines
this

lengthy- cjuestionnaire

Buggy Business!
Handle the

Ask for

CONWAY

Catalogue

LINE

and

Big Vehicle
Value at a
Reasonable

Price Lists

Price

in

are

Corn planters, corn
and drills, stalk

drills,

ers

plant-

peg
harrows

cutters,

tooth
harrows,
disc
(horse and engine), shovel
cultivators,

disc

tivators,

cul-

tific

rules as regards the necessi-

ties

of

In regard to all
questions it is specified that 'the
date of discontinuance of manufacture of all machines and types
which can be elimina'ted shall be
in all cases November 1, 1918.

and Stable

In Western Canada the climate
such that it has been found advisable to keep the dairy herds in
the stable from 150 to 200 days
each year, in order that they may
be most profitable. It has been
proven that Avhen animals, especially dairy cows, are exposed
to rain or cold winds there follows
an immediate lessening in milk
flow and the amount of fat produced. Stables must be frost and
windproof, but they must also be
continually flooded with fresh air
and sunshine. If this is not done
the cattle, 'though protected from
the elements, will be exposed to
such diseases as tuberculosis, eye
is

catarrh,

disease,
feet

—

of

poor

foul

enter and leave the
Iniilding- at the rate of 3,500 cubic
The heat
feet per hour per cow.

must

must be trapped

and held, yet there must be

movement

community there is a demand for
these systems, which should be
investigated by dealers who are
interested in this line of barn and
stable equipment. Service is given
by the company, so that perfect
installation is secured and the
testimony of farmers who have
Townsley ventilating
installed
systems is proof of their effectiveness.

must never be forgo'tteii that
must depend to
some extent upon barn construcIt

the installation
tion.

and

If

the construction of walls
is faulty it is excep-

ceilings

any system of
keep them dry
without lowering the inside tem-

tionally difficult for

ventilation

to

Well

too

rapid

circulation

of

insu-

heat.

The ToAvnsley system

No barn
animals must suffer.
should contain more than 33 per
The
cent of air once breathed.

cient

Electrical
Brandon,
Co.,
Man., are stated to give a positive guarantee that the building
is properly ventilated.
This concern has studied conditions and
have planned a system which
gives thorough aeration. In any

perature too much.

'the

the building

and

lated Avails, Avith dead air space
or a core of shavings prevent the

The question of the amount of
carbon-dioxide in the air of a barn
The air
is of vital importance.
test determines proper ventilation and unless the air is fresh the

in

These

buildings.

filthy

sanitar}'- stable.

air

farm

systems, which are produced by'
the Canadian Lightning Arrester

result

Effective ventilation is
first requisites of a

stables.

one of

bronchitis,

which are the
ventilation and

of

all

The Townsley system of barn
and farm building ventilation has
been designed according to scien-

lister

cultivators, etc.

Ventilating the Barn

June, 1918

suffi-

of fresh air for

proper ventilation.

gives the
right circulation of air to keep the

walls and ceilings dry.

The number
cubic space
factor

of cattle in a given
quite an important

is

making

for the effective-

ness of any system.
cattle

makes

it

Too many

difficult to venti-

in such a way as to avoid
draughts too few makes it impossible to keep the temperature
up to the comfortable point and
at the same time provide for
late

;

sufficient

air

'temperature

mean pure

ciixulation.

Low

not always
and here is a

does
air,

HI
BTEAIVI COAL.
Every Item

is

a

Money-Maker

especially chosen to meet the demand of Western
are quick sellers in any territory, and with them
the dealer can give prompt service and quality goods at a price that will

we handle are
They
Canadian trade.

The

lines

meet any competition.

Large Stocks Carried

in

Regina

Conway Line Buggies; Munro & Mcintosh Buggies; Heney Harness and
Blankets; Woodstock Wagons and Sleighs; "Viking" Cream Separators;
"Round Oak" Stoves and Furnaces; Ford Commercial Bodies in all Types
a splendid line for live dealers.

Handled

BERT

in

Saskatchewan Exclusively by

CONWAY

"Si

Regina, Sask.

Corner Albert and South Railway Sts.

FOR PLOWING
AND THRESHING

THE KIND THAT
DOES THE WORK

Order from your nearest Coal Dealer at once and
have a supply when you are ready to start work

COAL SELLERS, LIMITED
CALGARY

SASKATOON

'""'HirSNVpEo''"''

REGINA

EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Of Lethbridge "Imperial" Coal; Pembina "Peerless" Coal;
Drumheller "Monarch" Coal

DEALERS: WRITE US FOR PRICES AND TERMS

:
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point

where a great many

men made

stable-

The

a mistake.

air in

stable where the thermometer
shows several degrees of frost
may qnite easily be most vile,
l-'rom all which it seems importa

the first place, to so arrange matters tha't there shall
he about the right number of
animals in the given stable, allowing, say, from 600 to 800 cubic

with those tractors.

connection

The

distributors

the

for

imple-

ments

will, in turn, appoint Fordson agents for each territory.

Repairedness and Preparedness

ant, in

feet of air

space for each

cow two

years old and over.
Dealers who come up against
ventilation problems would be
well advised to communicate with

makers

the Townsley
sys'tem, as their expert knowledge

the

at

is

your

of

and much

disposal,

valuable advice can be had on the
correct ventilation of either farm
or public buildings, such as halls,
schools, etc.

or Implements

A

report in "Farm Implement
Chicago, indicates that

News,"

Minneapolis
Threshing
Machine Co., Hopkins, Minn., are
requesting all dealers for the
Gneat Minneapolis line of threshing machinery to draw the following appeal to the attention of

owners

necessities of our
country have drawn heavily upon
both men and materials, thcreljy
seriously hampering manufacturing efficiency.
Therefore we
strongly urge you to at once carefully inspect your threshing out-

— engine,

separator and a'ttachout a complete list
of all worn and broken parts and
place your order for the same
with our nearest dealer or branch
housie manager. Press for imme-

ments.

the states

for

mak-

product, but more
than 60 per cent of the total is
hickory and oak. Hickory leads
oak by several million feet a year,
and oak leads the next wood
below it by 160 million feet an-

shipment and when you

same make

all

before

Out often men who see Niagara,
nine see water falling over a precipice and but one sees power.

DUNLOP
THRESHER
BELTS J

repairs.
Give
your machinery a thorough
test so that you Avill know tha't it
all

all
in order
threshing begins.

vear.

re-

ment and needful

is

in the United States alone was
about 740 million board feet a

in their

replace-

active

"W'e also suggest that if you
your engine power inadequate for your separator that you
find

RUBBER BELTING
That Meets Threshermen's Needs

Tell

Threshing generally exacts the unusual in belt service.

Your Customers About Shinn-Flat

Secure the agency for this modern, scientific Lightning Conductor,
endorsed by the world's electrical authorities.
Ask us for the solid
advertisement shown below, and run same in your local paper.
You'll
that big business will result. We are co-operating with you by a
Vfind
big farm paper advertising campaign.

side work, exposure to all sorts
stress and strain, explain why.

this belt

is

Protects Property and
People from Lightning
many times in this
You knowr your property and your

Lightning strikes

district

every year.

family are not safe

without protection.

To

say nothing about the safety of yourself and your
your buildings, stock and feed are worth too
much money these times to take any chances.
Shinn-Flat is the only Lightning Conductor woven in the form
family,

of a flat cable— the form that the electrical authorities of the
world admit tp be the safest— even the U. S. Weather Bureau.
It is covered by a Cash Bond, issued direct to you by a large
Bonding Company, that Lightning will not strike the building on
which it is placed.
The expense is slight the protection complete. Call and get
a Book on Lightning and read it over at home. Remember

—

CfkN'T STRIKE
Shinn Gets There First

Liglitning
If

For 25 years the Shinn system of Lightning Conductors has proven to give
absolute protection.
Reasonable in cost. If you want to increase your business,
you should write us for agency, literature and selling helps.

Cushman Motor Works

of Canada, Limited

Builders of Light Weight, High Grade, Gasoline Engines for
DEPT. E..
AVE.
VINE ST.,

WHYTE

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.
EXCLUSIVE SELLING AGENTS FOR

AND

—

—
—
—

—
—

Coijibination Threshing Outfits
Langdon Ideal Self-Feeders Fanning Mills Smut
and Pickling Machines Vacuum Washers Lincoln Grinders Lincoln Saws ShinnFlat Lightning Conductors
Holland Wild Oat Separators Incubators Universal
Hoists Portable Grain Elevators Wagner Hardware Specialties.

—

—

—

—
—

—

Out-

weather conditions, undue

As the main driving

force be-

employed.

"PRAIRIE"

Shinn-Flat

of

tween the engine and separator we believe Dunlop "Prairie" is
unsurpassed.
The whirr of the machine is continuous wherever

^

and

"RELIANCE"

(RUBBER-COVERED AND STITCHED)
Dunlop "Reliance" is a second choice for threshing work.
Although this belt is of a slightly lighter construction than Dunlop "Prairie," it is a thoroughly dependable article, and because
of its

many

merits

is

largely represented in the Prairie Provinces.

say that both of these belts are especially designed.
They have to be to deliver that unfailing service which
hundreds of threshing machine owners in every agricultural community have been receiving from them.
If your preference is for a Frictioned-Surface belt you will
find our high-grade "Gibraltar RedSpecial" to be unexcelled.
Dunlop Canvas Thresher Belts and Dunlop Agricultural Hose
are conspicuously upholding the reputation of the "Two Hands"
It is needless to

line of

Rubber Products.

Dunlop Tire

&

Rubber Goods

Co.,

Limited
Head Office and Factories:

TORONTO

Branches in Leading Cities

Makers of

Tires for all Purposes,

of all kinds,

fifty-

dififerent

the best yellow poplar is in great
demand for carriage bodies. Before the war the total consumption of wood in vehicle making

fifty different

Make

Mich., will enter the tractor implement business on a large scale,
although the distribution of the
machimes will be handled by independent Fordson distributors.
in

woods

more than

the

demand for wagon beds.
No
wood takes on paint better and

to reduce risk of delay

In North America, vehicle

for

yellow poplar in popularity. It
takes a high polish and is in great

shipment."

ers use

used

There are a dozen different kinds
of hickory.
Next to oak comes

polis dealer at the earliest possible
in

is

kinds of oak, and
practicall}- cverj^ one is somewhere in use as wagon material.

We wish to impress upon
you the necessity that all orders
for repairs and other goods wanted to be placed with the Minneamoment,

Oak

There are more than

light.

two

Woods Used for Vehicles

"The war

diate

Fordson tractors are signing
up manufacturers of implements
and equipment which are used in

nually.

heavier vehicles, hickory for the

ap-

peal says in part

ceive the

Distributors

The

of these outfits.

Henry Ford and Son, Dearborn,

the

cither procure, if possible, an engine of sufficient power, or a
smaller sei)arator better adapted
to the power you have, so that you
may balance up your outfit to
give you the best results in operating.

The

fit

Fordson Distributors and Tract-

33

Mechanical Rubber Products

and General Rubber

Specialties.

—
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What

Effect will the Fordson

Have on Tractor Trade?

June, 1918

filed,

paid.

"I

The

fact of the

Ford plant

at

entering the
upon a large
tractor
scale has been productive of con-

Dearborn,

Mich.,
industry

siderable comment in relation to
the tractor indus'try all over
already have these
America.
machines in use in Western Canada, and what the effect of this
invasion will be on the tractor
business as a whole is a feature

We

demands

that

In order to size up the output
and capacity of the Fordson plant
at Dearborn, E. E. Whaley, editor
of the "Implement Age," visited
the factories. His comment on
the production possibilities of the
plant are of interest to every man
connected with the 'tractor industry.
In one week at the beginning of May, the records at fhe
factory showed that nearly 600

had been turned

tractors

analysis.

out.

On

Get the Agency for the "BOYCE"
The Best Trailer On The Market
Capacity 1,000

Prospects Everywhere

Farmers, Dairymen,

:

Who Owns An

chants—Every Man
The "BOYCE"

lbs.

Mer-

Automobile

adapted for general hauling,
Strong construction.
It is light
and tracks perfectly.
in draft and is equipped with the famous BRICE
Trailer

is

QUICK-HITCH COUPLER.
Write for Full Particulars and Prices
is 42 x 72 inches
8-inch panel. Hardwood sills
Strongly ironed
Drop Tail Gate.
and Flare Boards.
Tires steel, solid
Ball-bearing axle.
and braced.
rubber or pneumatic types springs 1^-inch 6-ply slide,
Truck pattern.
Finely finished in black; attractive appearance.
Get our liberal selling offer to implement and
automobile dealers. Write to-day.

Body

;

;

'

—

—

THE

Boyce Carriage
316 Ross

Company

Whaley

hours the output showed an average production in that time of 32
complete machines. These tractors were not merely assembled,
but had been inspected as assembled and had been driven off under their own power.

The superintendent

of the plant

compared the simplicity

of.

the

process of production to that in
building Ford cars.
Also he
said that very shortly the last of
the 6,000 machines being built for
England would be completed and
that within sixty days the Ford
plant would be turning out 200
machines per day for distribution
in America.
That this or even
greater production is probable the
The presvisitor had no doubt.
ent 'tractor building plant is being
expanded continually and, ultimately, the river plant, now employed for the building of submarine chasers, will be turned
over for the manufacture of Fordson tractors. There is no question but that from the point of
view of production the Fordson
organization will be far ahead of
any other tractor building organization the country has known.
"This may be an unwelcome fact,"
said Mr. Whaley, "but it might
as well be faced to-day as to-

:

was

one state dishad been allotted

told of

who

tributor,

1,000 machines,

!

who

reported thathe already had received approximately $400,000 from dealers he!
had appointed.
At the time I
was at 'the plant the shipping
record showed that almost 20i\
machines already had been ship^'
ped this distributor or his dealers/:

and cars were going forward

each,!

day.

Ij

"The

facts of production

and-:^^

sales, already briefly set forth, arej
of interest to both tractor manU'J

facturers

and

Of

dealers.

est largely to

inter-l

implement dealers*

engaged in the sale of tractors or
thinking of this business, is thei
fact that the Fordson business^*'
in the vast majority of cases, wilft
the
go to
Ford automobile^,!
dealer.
Fordson quantity pro-"
duction, more than any other
j

tj

we have known

factor

to

date,>j

will be effective in turning a large!

part of the tractor dis'tributing*
business of the country from tho^
implement to
the automobile'
dealer.

^

Auto Dealers Will Distribute
"This

is

situation in Ohio.

was

|

demonstrated by the
the time

A't

I.'

Dearborn shipments had
been made to twenty -Ohio dis-j
tributors.
Almost without ex-j
ception these were automobile';]
dealers.
The exceptions were not
implement dealers, but wealthy
at

]

'

morrow."

From

the description given it is
evident that the plant was behind
on 'the volume of orders already

Winnipeg, Man.

Avenue

the day on which Mr.

visited the plant, for 'the first three

and on which cash had been
Mr. Whaley writes

farmers who .financed the pur-,
chase of a car load in order to get

immediate delivery for their own
purposes.

"The

method

of

distribution

being followed at present

Christiansen Packers Get You

tiie

Business

Can be used with horses or tractors, or gangs
can be disconnected and used for plow attachment. Fit any standard make of plow.
Wheels are interchangeAlongside we show our 3-furrow sub-surface plow packer.
able and fit axle and frame of the four section machine shown below.

Our packers are

built in sections.

state

distributors

point their
tors.

So

who

is

will

by
ap-

own county disti"ibuknown these state
are men with auto-

far as

distributors

mobile training and they will
make use of the_ present Ford
sales organization."

SUB-SURFACE WHEELS
CAN BE SUPPLIED FOR

CHRISTIANSEN
15-FOOT 4.SECTI0N

SURFACE PACKER

^

n

THF SAME FRAME

All packer axles are standardized and
have patented dustproof lubrication,
which reduces draft.
Flexible design

these packers cover all uneven ground.

ASK FOR AGENCY
The

implement

best

made

for

standing

rolling

grain

summer
Prevents

SOLE MANUFACTURERS IN CANADA
OF THE FAMOUS

Christiansen Pulverizer

Packer and Mulcher

or

fallowing.

soil

drifting

and retains moisture.

Ask

for latest catalog,

and

prices.

CHRISTIANSEN IMPLEMENTS LTD.

S

WINNIPEG

Tractor Implement Trade
In addition to very large allotments made to various states and
to Canadian territory, plans are
being made for doubling the sup
ply for all states alread}^ having
tractors on order, for 1919.
Ne
braska and South Dakota, for example, will get 1,500 tractors
each.

made

In addition
it

is

'to

allotments

certain that distribut

ing arrangements will be mad
for other states and that allot
ments will be made for these ter
ritories for delivery within th
coming six months. There is no

doubt of the intention of the
Fordson organization to distribute tractors over the entire
country, and to do this as expeditiously as possible. Everything
points that way.
It is 'the contention of the "Im-

,

V

—
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[ilcment

Age"

that

ilopment which

is

another de-

a direct result

quantity Fordson production,
which is of paramount im)rtance to the implement dealer
especially that dealer who has,
to date, failed 'to get into the
tractor business
is that Fordson
distributors will have the excluI

lul

—

—

I

,

[

sive sales of certain tractor

drawn

implements, made exclusively for
use with Fordsons, and manufactured by concerns which are well

known in the implement world
and which, heretofore, have depended largely, if not altoge'ther,
upon the retail implement dealer
the

for

distribution

of

their

situation

is

quite evidently

one which should have wide publicity, for the reason that any
efifort by tractor manufacturers

who

believe

dealer as
dealers

the

enough
do this.

dealers

of their

The

were

own

careless

livings

would

obligation

tractors

into

many

and

states

a

the implement
distributor; and of
in

who wish

to

One

can't escape the thought that

may
for

it

way

prove to be an excellent

him

Distributors for Miller Tires

to

then rest upon the farmer. Surely he would not have the face to
accept a machine sold to him at
factory cost without selling the
farm products made possible by
the machine at the actual figures
which" it cost him to produce them.
Can you conceive the picture of
the farmer doing anything of the
kind?
Neither can we.
"This reductio ad absurdum
ought to show the utter fallacy
of the policy pursued by
Mr.
Ford.
Already he has shipped
Canadla on the same basis.

product.

The

that

to introduce his tractors

into the markets which will buy
on such a vaster scale when normal times return."

35

Miller

tires

are

made

in

all

and with three treads
Molded, Wrapped and Cord. The

sizes

The Miller Tire Comjjany, 155
Princess Street, Winnipeg, are
Western

Canadian distributors
for the well-known Jine of tires
made by the Miller Rubber Co., at
Akron, Ohio. Manager Middleton reports business very good
and large stocks on hand to meet
the demand.
Both the motorist
and manufacturer have sought a
tire that will give uniform mileage.
The great problem in tire
construction has been mechanical
but the
quality of
Miller tires can be gauged by the
fact that each tire has the indus-

variation,

mark of the mechanic who
constructed it; if it comes back to
the factory he is penalized. Such
is the perfection of the product,
says the company, 'that less than
one per cent of all tires built ever
calls for adjustment.
trial

"geared to the road" tread is a
series of caterpillar cogs which
give a wonderful grip and a wearing surface that will stand the
pounding of the hardest road surface.
This line offers the dealer
a very valuable selling opportunity for his district.
In any one
community, if you but calculate
the number of automobiles now; in
use you can readily see that the
dealer

and

losing

is

he

if

does

good

money

not

stock

tires

acces-sories.

As

well

the

Tire Co.
stock, repair kits, tire cement, lace
and hook hold boots, cementless
tube patches, blow-out patches
and composition for the surface
as

tires

cuts.

every

Miller

These lines are
community.

in

dealers should write the

demand

in

Interested

company.

hold their

share of the tractor and tractor
business, must be
based
upon a full knowledge of the comtool

petition
will

which

these

machines

produce.

The Fordson production, according 'to the head of the plant,
will be upon a basis of 50,000 machines by the first of January,
1919. The production and sale of
the tractor tools designed for use
with the Fordson will be, approximately, in the same volume.
Aggressive Efforts Necessary
In the face of these facts the
wri'ter does not attempt to advise.
He is content to lay the facts, as
he has learned them, before the
tractor and implement industry
manufacturers and dealers. But
it
appeals to him as important
that the tractor manufacturers in
competition with
Henry Ford
and Son should make, without delay, the greatest efifort thus far
to
impress upon the possible
tractor using public the value and
merit of their respective products
and that they should seek, more
earnestly than ever before, good
dealers in greatest number. Also,
that 'these dealers should be continually lu-ged to make greater
,

I
I
M
=
=
=

PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION
Brandon,
Western
More

selling

this is

The

efforts.

would seem,

is

dealer,

in a position

necessary

serve a business
In connection

if

he

is

if

where

to. pre-

worth while.

with the price
competition of the Fordson machines,
the "Weekly Implement
Tractor Journal" points out that
no ordinary factory could keep
going long on the basis of shipping machines to the farmer at
(factory cost.

"How," asks our con-

temporary, "could manufacturers
adopting such a scheme be able
jto maintain any local representa[tives?
Not unless the latter were
{willing to work for nothing. But,
continuing the supposition, say
I

I

I
=
=
=
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M
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Canada's

Greatest

23, 24, 25, 26

Farm

Machinery

Display

Exhibitors, better Exhibits than ever before in Live Stock,
Agricultural Products, Industrial, Educational,

Fine Arts and Science

—

I
J
g
~
=:
=
—
=

Man.—July 22,

MANUFACTURERS ARE INVITED TO EXHIBIT
Apply

for space early.

Outside space free.

Nominal charge for inside space.
Those who have exhibited these lines at Brandon in the past have proven that IT
PAYS. It's where you meet the Buyer. Thousands of Farmers inspect the exhibits
and profitable business results.
Dealers investigate and often get agencies for new
lines.
Make no mistake, for Manufacturers, Wholesalers and Distributors, an Exhibit at Brandon is a very profitable investment.
TRY IT.

Light Tractor Demonstration
The

Provincial Exhibition was the first to introduce a Tractor Demonstration in
Canada (not competition).
made it possible for the Farmers to see the different tractors doing actual work in the field.
Thousands of Farmers witnessed these
Demonstrations in 1916 and 1917.
Thousands will come on purpose to see the
Demonstration this year.
Entries for the Tractor Demonstration close July 1st.

We

IMMENSE LIVE STOCK EXHIBITS
Horse and Auto Races.

A
IT'S

THE FARMERS' ANNUAL HOLIDAY

MATHESON
PRESIDENT

of Attractions.

Fair for Education, Pleasure and Vacation.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION RATES.

R. M.

Grand Programme

WRITE FOR PRIZE

W.

I.

LIST.

SMALE

SECRETARY

|
|
M
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dition for the work, so that both

Brandon Fair and Tractor Demonstration
There is little doub't this year
that Brandon fair will prove as
important an event as has ever
The
been held in the West.
third

plowing de-

tractor

light

monstration will be productive of
more entries than any previous
held in
tractor demonstration
There
are now
Canada.
Western
a very large number of different
types of light tractors being sold
in the West, and it is safe to say
that the majority of these will be
represented at the demonstration.
This year's demonstration will be
particularly interesting because of
the fact that if an engine is said
to operate on kerosene, it will
operate on kerosene. Field tanks
will be sealed, as is shown in the
following extract from the regulations in connection with the demonstration:
.

PETERS PUMP5
Gives More Water

All manufacturers and distribuand tractor plows
should remember that entries

tors of tractors

must be made on or before July

The demonstration

will

be

held for two hours daily, on July
23, 24 and 25, from 10 a.m. to 12
o'clock noon.
At this big annual
event the dealer and farmer have
a splendid opportunity of seeing
the different 'types of tractors in
action and of comparing their
work, 'Case of operation, etc. The
various makes of tractor plows
can also be analysed. For a dealer who has farmer prospects for
the line of tractors he handles,
the demonstration
at Brandon
offers a splendid chance for the
agriculturists to see the tractor
in operation.
This gives the
dealer an opportunity of enlarging on the plowing prowess of the
:

in Less

Time with

Less Energy

Made

in

many

styles

and

sizes, they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.

PETERS'
Double Cylinder
is

word

the last

in

machine, etc. The customer, however, has to be anchored to that
particular type as the persuasive
salesman is much in evidence
with all makes of machines.

The

Pump

Force

is

field to

be plowed

'this

should
tractors
and
a good chance to show
what can be done in the
way of power plowing. Con-

plows
have

"Each tractor shall also be provided with a suitable device so
that the fuel tank may be sealed.
This device shall consist of a
ring soldered into the fuel cap,
and a ring soldered to the tank so
that a suitable seal may be made
Entrants will see to it
use of.
that all tractors entered are properly equipped in this way before
bringing their tractors to the demonstration field."

1.

year

stated to be in excellent con-

feeliiig was evidenced
year by the fact that some
demonstrators persisted in calling
the demonstration a competition.
It is most emphatically not a contest in any sense of the word
merely a demonstration with no
prizes and no awards.
In the large farm machinery
show which is invariably found at
Brandon Fair the dealer will
have a great opportunity of looking over all the latest types of
new machines and recent innovaThe
tions in farm equipment.
machinery display at Brandon has

siderable
last

always been ecjual to any similar
show held on the continent, and
this year should be no departure
from the rule.
That an exhibit
at Brandon Fair pays 'the manvtfacturer cannot be gainsaid. Last
year over 93,000 people attended
the fair, and the vast majority of
these inspected the farm machinery display. No better means of
getting in contact with the farmIt gives him
er could be found.
a personal insight into the machines, and makes the efforts of the
dealers throughout the territory
productive of larger business.

Brandon Fair, from a publicity
and sales standpoint, is well
worth the expense in connection
with staging an exhibit.
The live stock show, produce
and horticultural exhibits will be
exceptionally large.

racing

A

pumps
finish,

pump

in construction
and have ex-

clusive features that make
sales easy to customers who

BEST

want the

splendid

progTamme has been

Unequaled in Design, Action and Durability.
They are different from all

and

ranged and the platform amusements and midway will be even
better than in former years. We
feel sure that the trade will

ar-

be at

Brandon in full force as in the
past, and that they will by doing
so spend an interesting, educative
and profitable holiday.

Marking Express Packages

—

service.

other

June, 1918

In express shipment a large
num))er of articles are delayed or
undelivered owing to addresses
becoming detached or obliterated.
The Express Traffic Association
state that this could be obviated
shippers would use the following precautions
if

Since tags are easily detached,
should not be used for addressing shipments packed in
boxes, crates, barrels or cardthe_y

Such shipments
should be marked and addressed
with brush, stencil, crayon or
pasted label. Castings, machine
parts, shafts, pipe, rods, bars and
metal parts, when boxed, crated
or trussed, should have the name
and address of the consignee
marked on the box, crate or board
Ijoard containers.

by brush,

stencil or crayon.

should never be
shipments.

Tags

used on such

When not boxed or crated, and
there is sufficient surface, the addresses should be marked with
Avhite paint.

If this is

impossible,

such shipments should be addressed with good linen or strong
manilla tags, which should be
wired to unexposed parts of the

wherever

articles

possible,

in

order that they may not become
detached in handling.
In addition, a concealed tag bearing the
same address should be bound to
the article with burlap covering,
the latter securely wired at each
end.

pump

in

value.

Any man may make

Dealers

in the

world, but
a mark of esteem.

Get Peters'

it

his

isn't

mark

always

Pump
Proposition
for

PUMPS
AND

1918

Our line

is absolutely up-to-date
every respect. Every pump we
produce is given special attention.

in

Peter's

sembled
back."

Pumps

—they

are perfectly

as-

have no "comeSell them and you make

satisfied customers.

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.
Manufactured by

Clothes Reels
Made in the best

Mr. Dealer ; Sell This Fence
Establish a trade that will stay with you and at the same time
Compare this strong, rustless,
will show a substantial growth.
unyielding fence alongside flimsy netting, and every poultry raiser will flock to your store. Note the close spaces at
bottom that turns the small chicks and keeps out intruders.

SEND FOR LITERATURE

We make and
handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

w

Get our catalogue of fencing for all purEvery foot of it guaranteed. Write
today for agency in open territory. Our fence
in every instance backs up our advertising.
The Banwell-Hoxie Wire Fence Co., Ltd.
Winnipeg Man. Hamilton, Ont.
poses.

equipped factory
in Canada.

\

/V

jl

'~«.-Ji->J
""X

We

also

install

hydro-pneumatic
Farm Water systems.

SUCCESSORS TO
Exclusive Canadian Agents

The

Riesberry

Pump

Co.

(Established 1882)

Tudhope Anderson
Winnipeg

Regina

Co., Ltd.

Saskatoon

Write Nearest Branch House for
Particulars.

WRITE FOR DEALERS' PRICES

Calgary

North-West
T. N.

WILLIAMSON

Co.
Pump
MEREELL
W.

J.

Fhone 607

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.
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Distributing Concerns in Western Canada

The H.

P. Norton Company,
have secured the distributing- agency for Alberta of
WalHs tractors and J. I. Case
plows, as made by the J. I. Case
'low Works, Racine, Wis. The
company look forward to a very
heavy demand for these lines this
summer and fall. The Wallis is
a 13-25 h.p. machine with three
wheels, and is built to handle
two and three plows, covering an
acre an hour.
It is equipped

Calgary,

I

Letters patent have been issued

Canadian Nilson Tractor
Limited, with head-quarters

at

The company

capitalized

at

distribute

Nilson

$20,000,

and

tractors

is

in

and
Saskatchewan.
Among the promoters of the concern are mentioned J. A. Thompson, R. F. Hay and A. J. Mumford, all gentlemen who have had
a long experience in the farm
machinery business. Warehouses
and repair stocks will be maintained
throughout the West,
while a
tractors

N. Robinson, well

known

to the

Western Canadian trade as formei-ly traveling representative for
the Empire
Milking Machine
and Cream Separator throughout
Western Canadian territory. The

new organization

take care
of 'the distribution in the West
if Empire milkers, cream separators and Empire engines.
With
the incorporation of the company
lunpire dealers will be assured
Avill

I

prompt service of

this

well-known

ALL SIZES BURN KEROSENE, DISTILUTE and GASOLINE
THE FAMOUS TWIN CITY

"/«'

large

where

offices and display space
have been secured in the Industrial
Bureau.
This
company
will handle the Grain Growers'

The Twin City Line held the lead in
the pioneer days of the tractor industry,
and Twin City Tractors have stood every
test of service during all the years of
tractor development. Each Twin
City big or small is the best
tractor in its class.
Handle a
line that has made good. It sells
and stays sold.
Our prestige
and reputation give the dealer a

Auto Tractor, a tractor attachment manufactured by the Grain
(irowers'
Auto
Tractor
Co.,
Montreal.
The manufacturers
have no connection whatsoever
with the Western farmers' organization, which formerly bore
this name.
The attachment was
'tried out near Winnipeg' recently,
and is stated to have done good
work.
It is adaptable to any

make

line.

Line

THE WORLD'S LEADING OIL TRACTORS
16, 25, 40 and 60 Drawbar H.P.

Manitoba

fjeneral Utilities, Limited, is
the name of a new concern recently organized at Winnipeg,

Robinson-Alamo 'Company, the
firs't-named gentleman being W.

Th

will

company recently formWinnipeg is known as the

ignition

A new

ed

Winnipeg.

and Ben-

K.W.

nett carburetor.
•>

at

supply of Nilson
have already been received by the company.

with Hyat't bearings, a Modine

37

for the
Co.,

radiator,

—

;

:

—

—

steady demand.

any size
of

Write for Literature, Prices
and Particulars

Farm

Minneapolis Steel
923

of car.

LOGAN

AVE.

& Machinery

Co. of Canada, Limited

WEST

WINNIPEG

Six-Wheel

"LISTER"

(Patented)

Truck

Ideal

MADE

TWO

SIZES

Size of Separator, 22 x 36

Eliminates
Vibration

IN

Horse Power Required, 9

Threshing Outfits
The

Size of Separator, 26 x 42

Lister Contract, and

to 15

H.P.

;

Horse Power Required, 14

to

20 H.P.

the Reputation of our Machines for

Good Work, Ensures Dealers

Profit-

able, Satisfactory Business
"LISTER" Combination Threshers have made good

—

the field everywhere.
Except in capacity they
equal the biggest and most expensive threshers sold.
handle this outfit with ease. Low
in first cost; strong, practicable, simple design.
Large threshing capacity.
Supplied
with or without bagger, tailings elevator,
straw carrier or blower.
As an individual
separator for light tractor drive, sell the
LISTER 26 X 42. Our separators sell, stay
sold and give satisfaction.
in

TWO MEN

Size up the

Secure

OUR LINE INCLUDES
"Lister" and

guarantee delivery of all early
orders.
Good stocks on hand. Don't
wait until harvest, but specify your
requirements at once.

bawing Outfits, Combination Threshers, Pumps, Pump Jacks, Power
Pumping Outfits.
"The Name is a Guarantee of Quality Goods."

for Prices

R. A.

LISTER
& CO.
WALL STREET,

(Canada),

WINNIPEG, MAN.

on any item

ST.

Now

We

"Canuck" Gasoline Engines, Grain Grinders and Crushers, Electric
Mdking Machines, Cream Separators, Churns, Ensilage Cutters, Silos,

and Literature

Territory

not Later

Lighting Plants,

Ask

Demand and

JOHN,

N.B.

TORONTO

LIMITED
QUEBEC

Get our New
Thresher
Catalog

;
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Orendorff Co., Canton,

Write near-

111.

Subscribers*

Sask.—Part H610 is a pole
bracket for an Emerson disc harrow.
You can get repairs from the Emerson
Brantingham Company, Regina.
Timer gear for an Ingeco
S.R.C., Man.
engine can be had from the Worthington
G. F.,

Service

Information
Under

this heading

we

will reply

to enquiries from jobhers and
dealers concerning the location of

machine manufacturers, where

may

pair parts

be obtained,

—

re-

Pump & Machinery

etc.

Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate re-

and
A.P., Sask.—Parts D341, H311
H355 are journal numbers for a disc made
by the B. F. Avery Co., Louisville, Ken-

enclose stamped, addressed
envelope. Send enquiries to InCANADIAN
Dept.,
formation

—Repairs

Winnipeg.

Man.

Lindsay
Minn.

—

no concern entitled the Westlake
Sheet Metal Co. Are you confusing the
company with the Metallic Roofing Co.,
Winnipeg, who make a line of sheet
metal goods knoAvn as "Eastlake?"
there

is

—

Sask. Repairs for Rock Island
plows can be obtained from the John
Watson Iilanufacturing Co., Winnipeg.
J.T.,

C. Bros., Alta.

— The

Oxford gang plow

one of the P. & 0. line. You can get
repairs through the nearest branch house
of the International Harvester Co.
A.C., Man. Repairs for the Planet and
Junior tools, or new machines can be
secured from the Steele, Briggs Co., Winis

—

nipeg.

—

C.E.C., Sask. Repairs for the Monitor
plow can be had from the manufacturers,
the Minneapolis Plow Works, Minneapolis, Minn.
M. MacV., Man. Syracuse plows are

—

made hj the Syracuse Chilled Plow Co.,
Syracuse, N.Y. You can obtain repairs
from Deere & Webber, Minneapolis. The
Sylvester engine is made by the Sylvester
Mfg. Co., Lindsay, Ont. Repairs must be
sent for direct to factory.

—

G. A.H., Sask. ^We regret that we cannot locate makers of plow with lever
Can any
quadrant marked 1192 R.C.
reader identify this plow?
P.M., Sask. Ball bearings and cones
for a rubber tire Barber buggy can only
be secured from the manufacturers, the
Barber Carriage Co., Alton, Ont.

—

H. & C, Alta.— Repairs for Rock Island
plows?
Write the John Watson Mfg.
Repairs for Keystone
Co., Winnipeg.
land packers can be secured- only from
the makers the Keystone Farm Machinery Co., York, Pa.

—

A.R.M., Man.—Nos. 4370 and .4371 are
upper and lower halves of a bearing
box on a disc made by the Parlin &

have

Seller

Bros.,

marked

You may

man Company.

&

from the M.
Kansas City, Mo.

this part

a

Co.,

report it is evident that 'the Western
Canadian distributors for
"Viking" cream separators should
have no trouble in getting ship-

ments to

make

fill

demand

the

for this

of machine.

Power Required for Pumping
Water
Figuring the horse-power repump a given quantity
of water under known conditions
is not a difficult problem, and anyone who is able to multiply and
divide can make the calculation.
One gallon of water weighs 8 1-3
pounds. This, multiplied by the
quired to

possibly get

K. Brokerage

—

H. G.S., Sask. Repairs for a Hancock
plow can be obtained only from the
Hapgood Plow Co., Alton, 111.
The Rowell hay rake
J.B.R., Man.
was formerly made by the J. S. Rowell
Mfg. Co., Beaver Dam, Wis. Repairs can
be had from their successors, the Tiger
Drill Mfg. Co., Beaver Dam.
R. Mc N., Sask.—Parts 698 and 599 are
collar and cap for a Century plow made
by the J. Thompson & Sons Co. For repairs write Thompson Plow & Engine
Works, Beloit, Wis.

total number of gallons to be
pumped per minute gives the total

disc

—

weight of the water to be
handled; this total weight multiplied by the number of feet from
the water surface in the well

pumping to the centre of
the discharge pipe will give the
Avhile

W.R.D., Man. Part of cultivator marked Z16I0 is a complete section for a
Massey Harris old style cultivator.
Write Massey Harris Co., Winnipeg, for

of foot-pounds of work to
be done per minute.
Now, as one horse-power is
considered as the energy required

new

to raise 33,000

number

—

part.

pounds

1

foot in

minute, the number obtained
above divided by 33,000 will give
1

Your Firm— It's You

It Isn't
If

you want to work

for the kind of

isn't

your firm-^it's you.

Good firms are not made of men afraid
Lest some one else gets ahead.
When every one works and nobody
shirks.

You can

And

if

raise a firm

while you

stake

from the dead;

make your

personal

.

Your neighbor can make one too.
Your firm will be what you want to see
it's you.
It isn't your firm

—

Viking because

and they net a bigger

it sells

Floor

at a reasonable price

profit per sale.

for full particulars, prices

and agency

Write at once
offer.

THE WATSON LINE OF QUALITY GOODS:
Wood and Pole Saws
Root Pulpers Boss Wood Harrows
Light Delivery Sleighs
Bevel Jacks
Boss Steel Harrows
Push Carts
Feed Cutters (7 styles)
Barrel Skids
Horse Powers Harrow Carts

Oliver Poster

who

Like the kind of a firm you like.
You needn't slip your clothes in a grip
And start on a long, long hike.
You'll only find what you left behind.
For there's nothing that's really new
It's a knock at yourself when you knock
your firm;
It

An

a

firm

separator at any price has finer construction or better gearing. The Viking
has larger capacity than any other machine of equal rating. Guaranteed for
Dealers everywhere are
Easily cleaned.
a lifetime.

Farm and Bush Sleighs
Wheel Barrows
Channel Steel Harrows
Roller

Crushers

Warehouse Trucks

Grain Grinders
Pump Jacks
"Viking" Cream Separators.
Hand and Power Washing Machines.

311

Ind.,

as

823:7 is for

No

Whiffietrees

Plow

a cultivator formerly made by the King,

You Can Put on Your

selling the

set

Chilled

Bend,
South
June 10 to 15

The
"National Oliver Week."
object is to increase food producThe
tion to help win the war.
means is through the promotion
of power farming, the Oliver organization feeling that farmers

are handicapped already by
shortage of labor will be unable
to grow normal crops let alone
increase them unless the tractor is
called into service.

The

CHAMBERS STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

success of this

movement

depends upon the co-operation of
Oliver dealers, the line in Canada being handled by the InterDealers
national Harvester Co.
will be supplied with special folders
posters and interior displays
Naturally
have been prepared.

—

the Oliver organization are making this campaign along plow
lines, as these plows are so largely in use for tractor adaptation.

Getting Separator Supplies

VIKING CREAM SEPARATORS
The Quickest

Oliver

get repairs through
Minneapolis,
jobbers,

V.M., Alta.— Sleeve
for

The
Work.s,

Week

You can

tucky.

Thompson
plows can be secured from the Thompson
Plow & Engine Works, Beloit, Wis.
H. & J., Sask. So far as we know,
E.S.,

Corporation, Cudahy,

Wisconsin.

ply,

FARM IMPLEMENTS,

National Oliver

est branch of the International Harvester
Co. for repairs.

June, 1918

The Swedish Separator

Co., 515
Chicago, 111., writes
that they are enjoying a splendid
trade in cream separators with an
The
ever-increasing business.
company has in stock right now
in the different warehouses more
machines than Vere sold altogether during 1917.
The company say that so far as
they know, they are the only
people in the country who are
importing Swedish cream separaThey are getting machines
tors.
on every boat. This is due to the
fact that the company representative with them claims it is the
largest separator factory in Europe, in consequence of which they
and the American representatives
have overcome all shipping difficulties and troubles pertaining to
shortage of material. From this
S.

Wells

St.,

the

horse-power

theoretical

re-

quired to do the work. For example, if the water level in a well
while pumping is going on is 25
feet below the surface of the
ground, and the centre of the discharge pipe of the pump is 3 feet
above the surface of the ground,
the total measured head to pump
against is 28 feet. If the maxivolume to be pumped is 60

mum

gallons per minute the weight of
water is 60 times 8 1-3, or 500

pounds.

This number, multiplied

28, the total lift in feet, gives
number of footthe
14,000,

by

pounds per minute, and this number divided by 33,000 gives^ 0.4'
the required horse-power.

This is the theoretical horsepower, and to it must be addef
the power lost in the pump b
friction

and

slip

and by

frictio

These quantitie
in the piping.
vary with different sizes an
makes of pumps. One may get

pump efficiency of as high as 70
per cent, but 50 per cent is more
nearly the average. That is, onehalf of the power is lost in overcoming friction or useless work.
To overcome

this, in

computing

the engine or windmill power for
a piuTip, we must consider that
the net horse-power computed is
only one-half the amount the en-

gine or mill must be capable of
delivering. In the above example
the motive power would have to
of a
be 0.84 h.p. or practically

%

horse-power.

We repeat

it

:

Help win the war

with the tractor.

!

!

;
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AGENTS WANTED
Little

Automobilists^ Attention

Genius Tractor Plows
Its sales record, like its field record,

We

MEN

want good

represent us in Manitoba

to

THE IDEAL

"UZIT'' Sells on sight, to Automobile
Owners and Garage Men

PLOW
FOR YOUR
LIGHT

AutomobiHstSy Attention
Just what you have been looking
pound that saves Tires.

No More Punctures

TRACTOR

a com-

for,

is

unljcatable.

Tractor plowmen and tractor demonstrators delight in
the constant, dependabh efficiency of the P. & O.
Little Genius Plow.
Its prestige extends from one end
of the country to the other, and to far outside.
Its
prestige is an asset to any business.
The P. & O. Little Genius is built in 2 and 3-furrow
sizes, with 12 or 14-inch bottoms, and in 4-furrow,
with 14-inch bottoms. P. & O. I.X.L. Stubble and
Scotch Clipper Bottoms, with Quick Detachable Shares.
We can also furnish Breaker and Rod Breaker Bottoms.

Write for Catalog— P.

&

O. Tractor Plows

No More Blowouts

and UZIT To-day

Investigate

Users are reporting 25,000 miles service from
Tires that have been treated with this preservative.

UZIT ONCE

UZIT ALL THE TIME
Made by PARLIN & ORENDORFF

SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR A TWO-DOLLAR CAN TO-DAY

BLAIS
P.O.

BOX

QUEBEC,

U.S.A.

SALES AGENTS FOR CANADA
WINNIPEG

P.Q.

BRANDON

YORKTON

THE McCORMICK DEALER:

lO

lU.,

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.

& CAMERON

101

CO., Canton,

I

ESTEVAN

NORTH BATTLEFORD

SASKATOON
REGINA
CALGARY
EDMONTON

LETHBRIDGE

may

ou

have seen recently the advertisement at the right,
®®®®®® under the picture of the binder.
It is one of the

McCormick binder

now

advertisements

farm and thresher papers of Canada.

The Canadian

story.

year that there

critical

tunity
1

to

dealer

binder

in
•

begm

1

sales,

•

his

is

It tells its

own

realize in this

[HEN your crops are ready for cutting, McCORMICK

not only a big oppor-

but that

•

campaign

must

appearing in the

1

^

it

his

is

.

duty

.

early to assist in put-

ting this year's harvest over without

binders and twine insure the harvesting of the

^^..^ whole
j^^^^y

No

crop.

^-^^.^ ,,11

matter whether the grain be

^^^^^^

^^^^^^

1^^^

McCORMICK binder cuts and binds it all without waste.
McCORMICK harvesting machines and binder twine, always effi-

loss

tangled, a

or delay.

than ever this year, when every bushel of grain
needed.
Remember this when you come to buy your binder
and twine for the season's work. Remember, too, that the larger
sizes conserve labor. Buy the largest binder you can use, and buy
a new machine if there is any question at all about the efficiency of
the old one.
A new McCORMICK binder is absolutely rehable.
You can be sure of having your new machine on time by
placing your order with the local dealer as soon as possible, or
writing the nearest branch now for catalogues. The dealer will
appreciate having your order early so that he can give some service
to your neighbors who delay.
And the world will appreciate it!
cient, are better

is

International Harvester
The McCormick tongue buck keeps the McCormick binder, running steadily
and makes it easy to turn corners. It is furnished regularly with all 8-foot
machines.

It

can be supplied

for

5,

6 and 7-foot machines

order at additional cost.

on special

WEST— Brandon,

Company

of Canada, Ltd.

BRANCH HOUSES:

Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta; Estevan, Sask. Lethbridge, Alta.
North Battleford.Sask.; Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon. Sask.; Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
EAST— Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.; St.
John, N.B.
;
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Your Profits Depend on

The Big

the Cars

You
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Bull

Here we show our 64-inch

Dog

Mill, with Screenings

Sacker

Order your supply now
and Wagon Box Elevator.
Immediate delivery guaranteed.
Fall Trade.

Sell

for

the biggest factor in successful automobile merchandiswith a record for Value, reliability and service are the
From the standpoint of both customer
choice of the discriminating dealer.
and agent, the Maw Line has no equal.

Reputation

Known

ing.

is

cars,

REO

GRAY-DORT

PEERLESS

They give maxichoice of cars to suit individual taste.
Their finish and appearvalue in materials, style and serviceability.
Equipment is absolutely comance is second to none in the motor field.
Deliveries
They have selling points that attract every prospect.
plete.
are uncertain, however, aiid we advise you to place your orders at once.
We have some choice bargains in used cars and trucks. Splendid values

You have a

mum

at snap prices.

Ask us

for

list.

WRITE FOR TERRITORY ANb PARTICULARS

Note double auger conveyor; one

^or screenings

is equipped with
a double auger conveyor, heavy
babbitted boxes and double eccenVery strong construction.
trics.
Better built than any fanning mill
ever put on the market.

The 64-inch mill

Capacity

MAW &

CO.,

LIMITED

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES
Winnipeg, Man.
112-118 King Street

It

is

a

money maker

all

per

hour.

for dealers.

and Grading Machinery

CO.,

LIMITED

Winnipeg, Man.

Off Logan Ave. on Quelch Street
Address

bushels

manufacture Bull Dog Mills in
eleven sizes. There's a type to suit
every customer. Ask us for literature and our liberal agency offer.

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR
.

125

for seed grain.

We

Specialists in Grain Cleaning

JOSEPH

—-one

Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta to
R. W. DOW, Box 1406, Calgary, Alberta

T-A STIFF TOOTH CULTIVATORS
To Show Them
Built in

is

Three Sizes:

to Sell
7, 9,

Them!

and 11 Teeth

For thorough cultivation and weed eradication the Tudhope-Anderson
Heavy, strong, yet light in draft.
Cultivator is the best machine sold..
Exceptional clearance. Stiff, sagless frame. Individual, adjustable pressure on each tooth. Easily operated mechanism for raising or lowering.
Hard, open hearth, crucible steel points; any size points supplied as
desired.

Ask

for full particulars.

GET A SAMPLE ON YOUR FLOOR—NOW!

T-A High
FURNISHED
12-in. Stubble
14-in. Stubble

Foot-Lift

Gang Plow

IN SIZES:

12-m. Breaker
14-in. Breaker

We

illustrate this plow equipped with stubble
boards and points, and breaker bottoms alongAll equipped with
side front and rear view.
T-A high lift
15-inch swivel rolling coulters.
gangs are supplied with 4, 5 or 6 horse hitch, as
Built of highest grade materials and
ordered.
possessing exclusive features found in no other
gang.

—

Get Prices and Literature on our
Disc and Moldboard Plow^ and
10-20 h.p. Tractors

CO., LIMITED
TUDHOPE-ANDERSON
CALGARY
SASKATOON
WINNIPEG

REGINA

—
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICE IN CANADa{||;

f^'^^j.

SURAIMCE

I

OF ALL KINDS

OF CANADA
LOANS for LIVESTOCK

HAIL
FIRE
AND AUTOMOBILE
The
Employers' Liability Assce. Corpn., London, Eng.

To Good Farmers

living in the vicinity of its
Union Bank is prepared to
make loans on reasonable terms for the purpose
of purchasing cattle for feeding or breeding

London Mutual

LIVE STOCK

purposes.

The General Animals Insurance Co.

Consult the Local Manager for particulars.

Paid Up Capital
Deposits Over Total Assets Exceed
Head

Office

:

Winnipeg

-

-

$5,000,000.00

-

-

$110,000,000.00

-

-

$140,000,000.00

Fire Insurance Co.

The Glens Falls Insurance Co.
The Millers National insurance Co.

rural Branches, the

For Local Agencies Apply

GARSON & WILLIAMS

:

BROS., LIMITED

CANADA LIFE BUILDING, REGINA
U4 P. BURNS' BUILDING, CALGARY
720 UNION BANK BUILDING, WINNIPEG
30

THE PIONEER BANK of WESTERN CANADA

SLEIGHS

WATSON'S

k

Canada's Standard

BiggestI Carrying Capacity

We

way we make them. Size for
carry heavier loads, have lighter

have instituted more practical improvements on Sleighs than any other
manufacturer. This line is our specialty.

size,

In design, material, finish and value our

other Sleigh

It's

the

and hold the road better than any
made.
Farmers know
and ask for a Watson's Sleigh.
draft,

Sleighs are the leaders.

PREPARE NOW FOR SLEIGH TRADE.

ORDER EARLY AND YOU ENSURE rpROMPT DELIVERY

Ideal Sleighs are made in all siifes. Steel or Cast Shoes. The weakest point in a Sleigh is the bench. Note
our Special Trussed Bench a patented feature. The quality of our woods is unequalled: Runners white
oak; Benches grey elm or oak; Poles and Reaches heavy white oak. Only well seasoned, straight grained
woods are used in Watson's Sleighs. Heavy steel bracing throughout. Scientifically designed runners
point of contact directly below bench. They ride on the top of the road no skidding.
Our Cast Shoes,
curved up at rear, allow backing.
Now is the time -to investigate Watson's Sleighs. Write at once.

—

—

—

—

—

WE CARRY REPAIRS FOR ALL MOLINE IMPLEMENTS AND JANESVILLE PLOWS

CHAMBERS AND HENRY STREETS, WINNIPEG

Only enough for
one motorist

RAPID-EASY GRAIN GRINDERS
A

size to

The Famous Line of Machines
suit your power—small or large— and

inill^rlSTim

in fifty"

*1ILEAG1

more work with same power than others. Quality
of work and capacity and durability of machine
and grinding plates unequalled.

A

few styles and
No.
No.
No.
No.

A— 6 inch.
B—
B— 10 „
C— 9^ „
8'/4

sizes are as follows:
Plates (Flat) 2% to 5 H.P.
S
to 10 H.P.
„
„
6
to 12 H.P.
Mill Head
„

Custom Work

CUSTOM MILLS
No.
No.
No.

D— lOi/i
D— 11
7— IS

5

to 12 H.P.

:

inch Plates (Flat)
8 to 14 H.P.
S to 16 H.P.
„
,.
„
15 to 25 H.P.
,.
„

FLEURY'S
SONS
Medal* and Diploma*
Ss* THE JOHN DEERE PLOW

J.

..

Aurora, Ontario

World'* Fair*, Chicago and Pari*

Winnipeg

Regina

Saskatoon

Calgary

COMPANY, LIMITED
Edmonton

Lethbridge

5r±?

MILLER TIRE COMPANY ''IKf
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COCKSHUTT HARVEST LINE

FROST

VTODD
,'U(,

'"If,
'lift

FROST

& WOOD

BINDERS SAVE ALL THE GRAIN

They

They pick up down tangled grain
Reach grain leaning forward

are easy to tilt
Quickly altered for long or short grain
Easy to get all the grain
Because the wheels are right under the load
The Frost & Wood is evenly balanced
Square turn pole truck saves grain at corners
Elevator handles grain without rolling or

Handle extra long or extra short grain
Because the Frost & Wood has a wider range of
adjustment of reel than any other binder
Knives cut closer to the ground owing to shape
of cutter bar and position of guards

threshing out

—

ALL

—

All driving shafts and
bearings are self -aligning no binding or cramping shafts, rollers, etc., run perfectly free.
End pressure on cross shaft is taken up with adjustable ball bearing. The
have replaceable roller bearings.
The horses walk faster, which means increased acreage.
FROST &
is light running.
SIZED binder is an absolute
and
Old Binders are very often "time wasters" and "crop wasters-." A
BINDERS are in strong deThe larger sizes of FROST &
necessity this year on many farms to save the grain.
mand this year. Get the orders in early,
rollers

WOOD

NEW

THE CLEAN CUTTING FROST & WOOD MOWER
Have proven by years
tame hay

in

and HIGH

LARGER

WOOD

BUNCHING CHAMPION RAKE

good service under western conditions the most efficient tools for harvesting
the West, where the rainfall is comparatively limited and the hay short and light.
of

either wild or

WOOD

starts cutting the moment the horses move forward.
The FROST &
No flying st^rt is needed. It is never
necessary to trot the horses, even in the toughest prairie wool or wire grass.
The internal gear principle, whereby three cogs are always in mesh instead of one, reduces the strain and gives increased
power and speed to the knives.
The wide apart roller bearings on the one-piece frame cannot get out of line or twist, and are the most, durable construc-

tion on

any mower.

COCKSHUTT
PLOW
CO., LIMITED
SASKATOON
WINNIPEG
REGINA
CALGARY
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One Season

6,000 Miles in
Without One Cent
That

3

for Repairs

the record of one Case Tractor on the Sodus Fruit Farm at Sodus, N.Y,
by no means an unusual one. Case Tractors on farms all over the world are
establishing equally remarkable records of performance, durability and economy.
It

is

is

enthusiastic
Case
Owner
THIS
writes: "We have used a Case 9-18

Tractor one whole season, sometimes 14 hours a day, and always found it
ready to turn the trick.
It does more
work than four teams can do, and one
man can operate the tractor and plow or
drag.

repairs."

I.

own

best

farmer

made.

is

—

salesmen.
From farmer to
the way most Case sales are

That means many

sales.

And

easy sales.

"In fact, we like it so well that we are
buying two more this season. This tractor covered 6,000 miles on our 550-acre
farm during 1917 without making it
necessary for us to spend one cent for

J.

—

Performance like this and all Case
owners have the same experience means
many new Case users. It makes sales for
Case Dealers.
Case Tractors are their

For Case Tractors represent the greatadvancement in tractor building of all

est

time

power,
— greater
repair

minimum

ger crops.
nize this.

lower

CASE THRESHING MACHINE COMPANY
Canadian Branches:

fuel

cost,

expense, better and bigAll thinking farmers recog-

Never has there been a bigger demand
Never has labor
been scarcer. Never have big crops been
more necessary.
for high-grade tractors.

1918, therefore, is certain to be the biggest year so far for Case Dealers. Just
how much bigger it will be, however, de-

pends largely upon your own

eiTorts.

We

suggest, therefore, that

once for our- latest
tribute

it

among your

you write us at
literature and disprospects.

Inc. "r."?' 1162 Erie Street, Racine, Wisconsin

Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina, Saskatoon.
Eastern Canada: Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited, Toronto and Montreal.
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iGray Tractor
With the Wide

Harvest

Time?

Drive Drum
18 Drawbar H.P.

Handles

36 Belt H.P.

4-Plows

DEERING
ADVERTISEMENT)
(fl

Weight
6200 Lbs.

tremendous problems of properly feedour armies, and our allies, every
nation,
our
effort has been bent toward increased yield, increased acreage, the intelligent use of tractor
solve the

T|0ing

But very little, comharvest of the vast
the
paratively, has been said about
1918 crop that is to come.
The binders of Canada— and among these DEERING
binders stand high—are expected to come out at harvest
time as a matter of course and handle the situation, no
matter how serious it may be. This confident attitude
is a great tribute to the efficiency of the modern binder
but it takes too much for granted. Dealers understand as no one else can, that the binders will meet
this year's great harvesting emergency successfully only
if they bring their best efforts to bear between the manufacturer and farmer. The success of the harvest is largely
power, fertilization,

tillage,

etc.

—

up

If

You Can
The Gray

Sell a Quality

Profitable

much

traction surface as the Gray.

Lowest repair requirements. The Gray uses no differential, eliminating 60
per cent of most tractor troubles. Will operate a good-sized separator fully
equipped.

Best for general purpose work.

Special Selling Features:
WAUKESHAI4-CYL.

to the dealer.
Binder supply,

MOTOR

Steady, even power without vibration.

4?4x6%.

like the supply of everything else
nowadays, must be handled with care. Binder repair
service must be worked out in detail as never before.
No farmer who can conserve more labor and grain if he
has a new binder for the 1918 crop, can afford to run
an old worn out binder this year. No farmer whose
acreage and power equipment demand an 8-foot binder
can practise real economy with a smaller, less adequate
machine.
Dealers who sell DEERING binders and twine have
Timely planning and
an important mission this year.
count
in a time when
are
what
action
common- sense
now.
Live up to the
kilter,
as
of
most things are out
ready with
Be
equipment.
occasion with DEERING
repairs!
with
binders, with twine, and

and Pleasant To Handle

tractor of equal rating has as

No

Tractor You Will Find

heavy tractor

ally for

Built especi-

service.

WIDE DRIVE DRUM
Distributes weight of tractor over a wide area, giving maximum
of traction surface. Works on soft land without ridging or

amount

packing

soil.

THREE POINT SUSPENSION FRAME
Eliminates

all strain

on tractor when working on rough ground.

DIRECT DRIVE
By

spur gears and heavy duty roller chains.
Constant, positive drive.

No

bevel gears.

No

—

and

less

differential.

ALL WORKING PARTS ENCLOSED
Run
wear and

in oil bath in dust-proof casings,
trouble.

Result

^long life

ARM HITCH

SIDE

Permits hitching of discs, seeders, packers, harrows,
Machines are under the eye of the operator.

etc.,

on side

of tractor.

BELT DIRECT DRIVE

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.
BRANCH HOUSES:

WEST— Brandon,

Man.

;

Calgary, Alta.

;

Timken and Hyatt Roller Bearings, Hess-Bright Ball Bearings.
K.-W. Magneto and Bennett Carburetor, Alloy steel shafting. Built
for wear, strength and service.

;

;

;

;

;

to the pulley.

FINEST MATERIALS USED
Alta.; Estevan, Sask.;

North Battleford, Sask. Regina, Sask. ; SaskaLethbridge, Alta.
Winnipeg, Man. Yorkton, Sask.
toon, Sask.
Ottawa, Ont.;
Montr-eal, Que.
London, Ont.
Hamilton, Ont.
Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.
;

EAST—

Edmonton,

Every pound goes

;

DEALERS: SEE THE GRAY TRACTOR IN

OPERATION AT BRANDON TRACTOR
PLOWING DEMONSTRATION, July 23-24-25
Dependable power will be in demand for the 1918 harvest. The Gray
wonderful
to fullest capacity on the hottest day, owing to its
>
cooling and lubricating systems.
a- ^
your district,
Quick action is advisable. If we are not represented
proliberal
agency
our
write or wire us at once for full particulars and

wiU work

m

•

j.

position.

Gray Tractor Co. of Canada,
Pivot axle tongue truck on the Deering
binder, showing pole straight. Note the
all steel construction and flanged wheels.

make square

Showing how easy it is to
turns on account of the wheels coining
around faster than the pole

307-9 Electric Railway Chambers
ALBERTA DISTRIBUTOR:

M

.

D.

PEEVER

24

Mason & Risch

Ltd.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

Blk, 8th Ave., W.,

CALGARY, ALTA.

—

.

f
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Tractor Power Required for Different Soil Conditions
The

dealer has usually to adthe farmer who is in the
market for a tractor as regards
the size of machine which will
best meet his particular needs.
For a general or diversified farm
a good guide as regards tractor
size is the number of horses that
should be used to handle the
heaviest work in the best way, to
plow deep enough and get it done
at the right time, in the right
way.
Investigations conducted
by experts indicate that, as a general rule,
where eight horses
should be used to do the work
right only five or six are now
used. And as a result the plowing is shallower, especially in the
hard or dry soils, and the work is
spread out over a much longer
period than it should be for the
best soil preparation and crop
vise

farm of 160
an ordinary
soil about four drawbar horse
power to pull one 14-inch plow
six inches deep at two and half
miles an hour; no less than two
plows should be drawn by a tracsmall

diversified

acres.

It requires in

tor.

If

the soil

is

tough or

is

to be

SOIL

sized ensilage cutter or one of the
small threshers of limited capacity, made for low power.
In determining the proper size for the
larger farm different soils and different type of farming make the

problem not easy to state

Plow8 pulled
5

6

14

—17

5

11

14

Light clay
Medium heavy clay
Prairie or virgin sod or clay

2

Dry

1

yields.

plowed when very dry a 10 or
12 drawbar horse power machine
is best.
The small light drawbar
horse power tractor would have
about sixteen horse power on the
belt, which would be enough to
handle a fair amount of power

In considering the use of a mechanical power plant the custo-

work, such as baling, feed grinding, pumping, running a medium

8^—11
5>4

3

2

gumbo

Acres plowed per day-

4

—
—
3—4
—

Sand
loam

Silt

land

few

in a

words. The following table has
been made from tests on dififerent

'

5

3

2

—
—

SJ^

types of soils which will show the
relation between the character of
the soil, the number of plows
pulled and acres plowed by a 15
drawbar horse power tractor in a
ten-hour day. The plowing was
done at the rate of two and onehalf miles an hour and seven
inches deep.

mer should not regard

it as just
substitution of a tractor for
horses, but rather the adaptation
and use of a new power, marking
a great step in advance in the

iriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiigiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

a

thorough, proper and timely cultivation of the soil for greater
crop production. This is a very
important point, which should be
kept in mind, -while advising the
farmer concerning the purchase
and use of a tractor.

With horses and mules it is
necessary to keep a much larger
number for the "peak loads" of

—

plowing and harvestthan is necessary for the
average work of the farm. The
tractor can take the place of these

agriculture
ing,

extra surplus horses for the heavy
work, leaving a few for the lighter

work.

On

a wheat farm of a half secor a section, one or two
teams will be needed for this lighter work.
On a diversified farm,
where there is much more light
work, such as cultivating row
crops, more horses will be postion

sibly needed,

though

weight
"all purpose" tractors have made
^wonderful improvements and can
do practically any ordinary light
work.
It should not be difficult to delight

termine the size of a tractor for a

Entries for Third Light Tractor Plowing Demonstration
to be held at Brandon, Man., July 23, 24, 25

FIRM

Tractor and H.P. No. of Machines

Guilbaults, Ltd., Winnipeg.
H. A. Jones, Regina.

Cleveland, 12-20

l

Bates Steel Mule, 15-25

Emerson-Brantingham Co., Regina.
Gilson Manufacturing Co., Winnipeg.
Geo. White & Sons, Brandon.
Advance-Rumely Co., Winnipeg.

E-B., 12-20
Gilson, 12-25
All Work, 13-28
Rumely, 12-24
Oilpull, 18-36

Western Canada Auto Tractor

Staude Attachment
Mogul, 10-20

Co.,

Moose Jaw.

International Harvester Co., Brandon.

Gray Tractor Co. of Canada, Winnipeg.
Happy Farmer Co., Winnipeg.
Waterloo Manufacturing
Goold, Shapley
J. I.

Case T.M.

&

Muir

Co.,

Co.,

Co.,

Portage la Prairie.

Regina.

Winnipeg.

Massey-Harris Co., Winnipeg.
Minneapolis Steel & Machinery
Sawyer-Massey Co., Hamilton.
Belcher

Co.,

Winnipeg.

&

l

i
i
i

Titan, 10-20
International, 15-30
Gray, 18-36
Happy Farmer, 12-24
Nilson, 16-30
Heider, 9-16
Heider, 12-20
Beaver, 12-24
Ideal, 12-24 (2)
Case, 10-20
Case 12-25
Massey-Harris, 12-24
Twin City, 16-30
Sawyer^Massey, 10-20
Sawyer-Massey, 16-32

3
i

2
2
3

2
l
1

4

Waterloo Boy, 12-25
Hart -Parr, 12-24

l

1

Atlas, Jr., 16-26
Pioneer, 15-30
Wallis Cub, 15-30
Cushman, 15-30
Port Huron, 12-25

l

Tractor Attachment
Turner, 15-25

2

1

l

1

2

Moline-Universal, 7-18
Little Giant, 16-22
Ill

will be suitable,

depending

on

the
conditions
mentioned
above. As the size of .the farms
often happens that the
run in a double shift,
day and night, so that for very
increase,

tractor

it

is

large farms, the tractor sizes are
not proportionately larger.
common rule for finding the
size of a tractor for a given size

A

is to figure that the tractor
displace surplus horses or
mules equivalent to half its draw-

bar horse power, that is 14 drawbar horse power will displace
seven good horses.

Third Light Tractor Plowing

Demonstration at Brandon
The event: The third hght
tractor plowing demonstration to
be held in Western Canada.

The place To the south of the
Provincial Fair Grounds at Brandon, ManThe dates: July 23, 24 and 25,
during the week of the Provincial
Fair at Brandon.
The reason To show farmers
:

1

Plow Man, 13-30
Plow Man, 15-30

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiii

power

:

2

John Deere Plow

Anglo-Can. Engineering Co., Winnipeg.
N. T. Dineen Co., Winnipeg.

good power for a medium sized
separator of 28-32 inches.
For the farm of a section a machine of 30 to 40 drawbar horse
a

will

1

Turner Tractor Sales Co., Winnipeg.
Northern Implement Co., Winnipeg.

necessary can be easily estimated.
In the 320-acre farm, in which
there is not too much cultivation
and lighter work to be done, a 1-4
to 20 drawbar horse power machine and two teams can handle
the work nicely. A 20 drawbar
horse power machine will hardly
be needed unless the soil is very
tough and the plowing must be
done within a very limited time
as in some black waxy soils. It is

farm

Avery
Avery

Co., Winnipeg.
Hart-Parr Co. of Canada, Winnipeg.
Western Tractor Sales Co., Calgary.
Winona Tractor Co., Regina.
Can. Fairbanks-Morse Co., Winnipeg.
Cushman Motor Works, Winnipeg.
General Utilities Co., Winnipeg.

day to be plowed and plows to be
drawbar horse power

pulled, the

1

Tractor Attachment

Avery 8-16
Avery 18-36

able conditions in each particular
type of soil.
If the nature of a particular soil
is known, as well as the acres per

2

Wodlinger, Winnipeg.
Canadian Avery Co., Winnipeg.

5-10;
12-25;

Under each soil the left hand
column corresponds to unfavorable conditions and the right
hand column to the more favor-

1

1

iiiimjiiiiiiiiii

and dealers the many types of
light tractor now being sold in
actual operation, under* similar
conditions.
To prove that the
light tractor is the most econ-

omical form of farm power and
to boost tractor business.

Canadian Farm Implements
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Every implement and machinery dealer

You

there-

who

can should be
will have an intimacy

with the various machines which
would be impossible through letters, literature

You

and catalogs.

what the individual machine can do and decide which

will see

is

best adapted to your individual

territory.

Nearly thirty concerns have
over forty tractors entered for
the

You

demonstration.

will

lack variety as regards types
of desigii to choose from.
no't

Brandon has done it before and
knows how. The tractor demonstration this year will be a record

breaker and the biggest affair of
the kind ever held in the Canadian West.
Plowing will furnish the program on the field and plowing
puts the tractor to its greatest
But on the Fair
power test.

Grounds you'll see the same machines demonstrated and proving
that the belt work is also a great
power outlet for tractor adaptability.

Farmers often say that tractors
This is the
won't work yet.
the
most frequent argument

How

dealer meets-

can

be

it

refuted, except by the dealer seeing for himself? Brandon is 'the
place to get first hand information, the golden opportunity for
the dealer. The tractor is one
of the nation's finest defences.
It's up to the dealer as well as the
farmer to help win the war. You
Brandon.
can learn how at
Thousands of farmers will be

there—many

them your customers, perhaps. Are you going
to let your competitor sell them?

The

of

tractor,

that

new

unit

which makes power farming possible, is bound to exert a tremendous influence on farm life and
It bids
agricultural production.
completely
fair to revolutionize
the present system of farming.

glowing future
With
offing we cannot help but
this

in the

realize

that the tractor is as yet in
infancy. In the few years of

design and conwrought in
struction. The 1918 tractor shows
a vast improvement over i'ts preits

decessor of a year ago. The man
judges the tractor of to-day
by the standards which prevailed
in 1917 is thinking in forgotten

who

terms.

So the dealer who sells tractors
cannot fail to become deeply interested in this demonstrationThey are going to attend it and

with open minds. They
want to keep abreast of the tenThey are
dency of the' times.
going to seek light upon the
read of

it

tractor questions of the day.

Pack your grip and be at Brandon light tractor plowing demonpast years we
will have a complete report of the
machines demonstrated and of the
entire line up of exhibits at the
stration.

As

in

Brandon Fair. This forms a very
complete review of the latest machinery being sold in the Canadian

West, and

will

embody

specifications of the various tract-

ors taking part in the demonstraLook for this report in our
tion.

Canadian Farm
August issue.
Implements believes that the principal functions of a trade journal
Our
are education and service.

report of the light tractor plowing
demonstration will follow this
ideal.

In Sizes

:

If,

2i

4^

and 6 H.P.

Solve the Help Problem for Farmers
Develop more power on less fuel than any engines sold
On skids, strong iron sub-base or
at the same price.
Make-and-break ignition; battery or magneto.
trucks.
At small additional cost 2^, 4>i and 6 h.p. sizes can
be equipped with throttling governor for burning kerosene or gasoline.

LITTLE

JUMBO
FEED
MILLS
All

weight 90

lbs.

Ask the Nearest Branch about the Jumbo Line
Manufactured
Nelsoii BrotHers Company ^"iII^.Tsb.
Western Canadian Jobbers

Tudhope-Anderson
WINNIPEG

REGINA

to the production of spreaders, the

Factory Notes

demand

Co., Ltd.
CALGARY
SASKATOON

for

which

Massey-Harris *Co., Toronto, Ont., has ordered plans for
a plant addition to cost about

capacity.

$60,000.

Anderson Company.

The

The

Oliver

taxing

is

The manufacture

its

of the

King"

"Grain

endgate will be
immediately
by the

started

Plow

Chilled

The

Works, South Bend, Ind., has begun the erection of a new one-

U.S. Official Tractor

Demonstration

story forge shop 96x100.

The Nilson Tractor

Min-

Co.,

neapolis, has on the press a

new

book containing

also

instruction

the

repair

list

tractor

of their

lines.

The Gray Motor Company, Dehas increased its capital
stock from $500,000 to $1,000,000.

troit,

This concerns manufactures
tionary engines in

all

sta-

sizes.

Farm

The

The one official Tractor Demonstration to be held in the
United States this year will be
staged at Salina, Kansas, July 29August 3.
Salina is about five
hours ride from
Kansas City.
There are three trains daily and
special trains will probably be put
on. The grounds for plowing and
demonstration work are very
large, over 5,000 acres being at

Tractor
Co. of
anounces that
in the near future it will turn out
the first of the hundreds of tractors which it hopes to manufacture during the next year or two.

the disposal of the authorities.
Applications already made show
that tbere will be a large exhibit
of belt power and tractor-drawn
implements as well as of tractors

The Milwaukee Harvester
Works of the International group

ec[uipment and accessories.

Watertown,

continue
pansion.

'to

S.D.,

undergo important ex-

The

latest

undertaken is
forge shop 102x240 feet,
about $80,000.
struction

cona large
costing

tractor

an addition to its tractor works
at Chicago and will utilize the
same for the manufacture of castIt is reported
ings for tractors.
that the building will cost approximately $500,000.

Co., Janes-

Wis., has completed large
plant additions and is now producing on an average of better

ville,

than one complete tractor each
Its 1917 output
working day.
Its
numbered 150 machines.
Canadian orders are especially
Townsend tractors are
heavy.
handled in the Dominion by the
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company.

The Monarch Tractor Co., of
Watertown, Wis.,- will increase
producing capacity

materials,

parts,

Implement Administration
in U.S.

A

revising

of

the

licensing

policy for the farm implement in-

The International Harvester
Company has ordered plans for

The Townsend Mfg.

and

new

dustry in the United States makes
it necessary for every dealer who
does more than $100,000 of business to take out a licence no matter whether or not all of this
$100,000 is represented by imple-

ment

sales.

The

first ruling was that retailwhose sales of farm equipment were less 'than $100,000
were exempt.
The new ruling

ers

calculation on
handled by a retailer handling farm equipment.
If a dealer sells implements
and hardware, or lumber, coal,

takes

into

volume

the

all lines

furniture, buggies, general stock

or anything", and his annual sales
of

all

lines

exceed $100,000 he

must obtain a licence although
his farm machinery sales annually

only

to'tal

$10,000.

the
near future by erecting a brick
addition, 140 feet wide 160 feet
long and one story, to the present
building. The Monarch Tractor
Co., Ltd., of Canada, located at
Toronto, and a branch of the Wisconsin concern, has completed
building operations there and will

Under this legislation binder
twine also counts, because everything counts that figures in a merchant's turnover. Indeed, in order
to be a subject to licence, accord-

be in shape to produce tractors
as soon as machinery can be in-

He may

their

in

ing to this latest interpreta'tion,
it is not essential that a merchant
be classified in the business direc-

the Anderson Company, Minnesota Transfer, Minn. This action
is taken in line with the company's

an implement dealer.
rank as a hardware merchant or a general merchant and
farm equipment may be literally
a "side line." But even if his sales
of farm equipment are overshadowed by his sales of hardware,
furniture, or what not he is liable
to licence if his grand total is over
$100,000 and farm outfitting items
had any part in that total, how-

policy to devote

ever insignificant.

stalled.

grind
steel construction;
to 30 bushels per hour;

from 10

6-inch burrs;

its

many changes have been

life

JUMBO GASOLINE ENGINES
.

its

July, 1918

tories

as

,

The Litchfield Manufacturing
Company, Waterloo, la., announthat it has disposed of the
"Grain King" endgate business to

ces

all

of its efforts

—

—
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ELECTRIFY

7

YOUR TERRITORY

SECURE THE AGENCY FOR

Alamo Unit Lighting Plants
Unequalled for Farm

MADE

IN

THREE SIZES— 75,

Home Use

100 and 125

LIGHT PLANTS

ALAMO

The
UNIT Lighting System furnishes light or power any time, day or night,
at the pressing of a button. Operated by the Ide Super-Silent Motor, especially designed
for Alamo Plants.
The Alamo Engine is a rotary sleeve type has no poppet valves, cams,
rods, springs or gears.
High tension magneto ignition.
Force feed lubrication all
moving parts run in constant film of oil.
Engine stops automatically when oil or water
gets low, or when battery is fully charged. The plant runs so smoothly that a special
foundation is unnecessary.
This compact unit gives power for all lighting purposes;
also runs all common machines
cream separator, washer, churn, etc.
Electric throttling
ensures perfect charging speed.
Generator completely protected.
Switchboard has few
parts a boy can operate the plant.

—

—

—

—
GET FULL PARTICULARS AND LIBERAL AGENCY OFFER

Electric Unit runnlnsunder load
without special foundation.

Alamo

The ALAMO is the easiest installed plant on the market. Battery
shipped in separate case, all connected up.
You simply connect the
battery to unit.
For safety, case, comfort and economical light and
power production you can sell no better plant.
Adaptable to farms,
stores, halls, schools, etc.

Empire Line Machines Sell
Every Day in the Year
Most farm implements have seasonal sales.
You cannot sell plows
day in the year, but progressive dealers are selling
EMPIRE Milking Machines and Cream Separators the year around. YOU
should be the Dealer in your territory to handle the EMPIRE LINE
the recognized Standard in Dairy Machinery.
or binders every

MILKING MACHINES
Endorsed

all

over

Canada

CREAM SEPARATORS
The

as the

Best Mechanical Milkers Sold

Lightest

Built.

Running Separators

Demand Everywhere

In

Empire Milking Machines are famous all over Canada for getting lots of milk into the Empire pail
quickly and cleanly, to the satisfaction of both dairymen and cows.
They are simple and dependable.
Empire Milkers have been adopted by the foremost dairy authorities in Canada, such as the Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Nova Scotia Agricultural College, Truro, McDonald Agricultural College,
Manitoba Agricultural College and many Experimental Farms.
Wherever farmers are using EMPIRE Milking Machines you find the same record of unvarying satisfaction. That's why Empire Dealers are making good profits and doing big business.
Empire Cream Separators are made in all sizes, and are a line
Don't wait until the Robinsonthat every dealer should investigate.
Almo Traveller gets around to you. Write
for full particulars
of the lines we handle.

NOW

" "^iii-?".<l'V»liV^WwvftV'V^niii-.Tr,)'iitw

THE EMPIRE MILKER
AN UP-TO-DATE DAIRY

IN

Write Robinson- Alamo, Ltd. for Literature and Contract

—=

Address

==

ROBINSON-ALAMO, LIMITED
140 PRINCESS

STREET

WINNIPEG, MAN.

;

:
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The farmer views

Tractor Plowing at Portage

On June 12 and 13 an interesting plowing match was held
near Portage la Prairie, Man..
As in past years this event was'
excellently arranged, and a twoday programme was staged on
most practical basis, and
the
without the red tape which so
often is detrimental to these
educational expositions of the
On the
skill of the plowman.

opening day 'the horse-drawn
plows were operated before a
record crowd, but the second day,
which was devoted to tractor
plowing, was the biggest drawing card, for over 3,000 people
lined the field to see the modern
steel horses in action.

these

con-

tests from an eminently practical
He is not intereststandpoint.
ed in mechanical design, three
point suspension or air cleaners.
What he principally wants to

know

is

whether the tractor

is

easily operated and will require
little repair outlay, also whether
of
it is adaptable to a variety

especially

on the farm;
important does he consider the
question of the number of plows
the machine will haul, under

work

the
At
average conditions.
Portage plowing match, many
farmers had their own tractors
in use, while in other cases the
machines were driven by experts
from the various companies.

July, 1918

Large Tractor Entry
A total of 20 tractors were at
work in the contest for plows
drawn by tractors on the second
Four of these were haulday.
ing 2-furrow plows and the other
sixteen 3-furrow plows. In making the awards no account whatever

was taken

of

the tractors

and the plowing was judged on
the same basis as that of the
the preon
plowing
horse
vious

day.

The

fore,

was

a

object,

there-

practical

one,

namely, to obtain the best results possible in the plowed land
without any consideration as to
cost of plowing, fuel consumption, draw-bar pull, or fuel used
in the tractor.

interesting to note that
the highest awards usually went
to farmers who operated their
It

HI

is

GILSOM

STEAM COAL

"GOES LIKE SIXTY"

CALGARY

WINNIPEG
REGINA

the

operation

the

of

being of secondary im-

tractor

The final awards alby the judges were as

portance.

located
follows

—

Two-furrow

plows 1, Robt.
eider
Portage, with a
tractor
pulling
14-inch
Rock
Island plows
2, Alex Wilson,
with the same outfit; and 3,
Clarence Yuill, a 13-year old boy,
with the same outfi't.
Three-furrow plows 1, A. M.
Brownridge, with a Waterloo Boy
12-24 engine and a Great West
plow; 2, Bert Lyttle, with a Gilson engine and a Cockshutt plow

H

Smith,

;

—

W. F. Bowes, with a. Titan
I.H.C. engine and a P.&O. plow;
4, Thos. Wishart, with a Mogul
I.H.C. engine and a Cockshutt
ploAv; 5, F. Bradley, with a Case
9-18 engine and a John Deere
plow 6, W. G. Lyt'tle, with a
and Oliver
Cleveland tractor
plow; 7, L. J. Gautron, with a
Case 10-20 engine and a Grand
3,

EXCLUSIVE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

DEALERS: WRITE US FOR PRICES AND TERMS

packer behind a Cleveland caterand Oliver plow was
of great interest, the good work
done by this attachment being remarked on by the farmers present.

THRESHERS
TRACTORS
GAS and OIL ENGINES

pillar tractor

WRITE FOR CATALOGS
AGENTS WANTED

Coal;
Of Lethbridge "Imperial" Coal; Pembina "Peerless"
Drumheller "Monarch" Coal

Made

'the

An exhibition of the Christiansen three-furrow sub surface plow

905 Union Trust Bidg.

SASKATOON

which
judged,

Detour plow; 8, Alex Findlay,
with an All-Work engine and a
Rock Island plow.

Order from your nearest Coal Dealer at once and
have a supply when you are ready to start work

COAL SELLERS, LIMITED

and plows, since
was the standard by
tractor outfit was

tractors

the plowing

;

FOR PLOWING
AND THRESHING

THE KIND THAT
DOES THE WORK

own

Gilson Mfg. Co. Limited
303

Owena

St.

It is
54

in

the privilege of the imple-

ment dealer to furnish sinews
war to the farmer.

Winnipeg

Western Canada

1| H.P. Gasoline Engine,
with Webster magneto; speed changing

Stationary;

Throttle - Governed

device,

Webster,

self-starting

fully made, tested

magneto.

shipment.

"WeU
and 14 H.P.
suited for small Combination Threshing
Sizes

7,

9,

10,

12

floor.

Care-

and inspected before

Can be used

to illustrate our

complete line of engines nicely.

Outfits or any other farm requiremfints.
Your customers oftentimes prefer one

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINillllllllllillllNIII!llllllll»^

!

I

but do not like
make
the engine; substitute a "Manitoba" in
these cases. Easily attached and adjustable to any Combination Separator. Furnished with Friction Clutch Pulley or

The engine you should
with Webster self-starting magneto.
Heavy steel Truck. Liberal
handle for your small thresher trade.
Sizes 7, 9, 10, 12 and 14
dimensions throughout; lots of power.

without.

H.P.

of small separator,

Each dealer should have

one of these on his sample

Kerosene Engines;
with

etc.

;

Portable

;

Throttle-Governed

;

Kerosene Engines

;

I
I
1

PAY
DURING BRANDON

I

EXHIBITION

I

US A VISIT

|

become acquainted with our
It wiU pay you to learn about the new improvements in our goods. Better
Further particulars and prices furnished on request.
engines to Toronto agamst eastern comgoverned
throttle
of
carload
recently
shipped
a
also.
We
Crushers
RoUer
and
entire line of Pump Jacks; Feed Grinders
Why buy abroad what can be bought in our Home Market in equal quality and at lower prices?
petition.

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED

BRANDON, MAN.

of

—

:
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Massey-Harris Increases Capital

An

increase in the capital stock

Massey-Harris Co., Ltd., of
Toronto, Ont., from $15,000,000 to
$25,000,000 is provided for in addi'tional letters patent issued by the
department of state in Ottawa,
of the

The

increase
will consist of 100,000 shares of a
par value of $100.
recently.

Ont.,

Patriotic Offer

by P M. Sharpies
.

P. M. Sharpies, president of the
Sharpies Separator Co., West
has offered the
Pa.,
Chester,
American Red Cross Society at
Washington four pure-bred dairy
cows, outstanding representatives
of the four great dairy breeds of

—

the Jerseys, Guernseys,
In his
Holsteins and Ayrshires.
letter to the society, Mr. Sharpies
suggests that these four cows be
sent on tour in a special car by
the Red Cross, visiting all of the
cattle

American

principal
the.

cities

summer months.

which

this pioneer of the cream
separator industry has in mind
to benefit the Red Cross, Infant
Welfare, the Dairy Industry and
France.
The National Dairy Council
strongly endorses Mr. Sharpies'

generous
its

offer,

power

to

and

will do all in

help

scheme

this

The Red Cross Society
has gratefully accepted the gift
and over 60 cities will be visited
and a Red Cross Dairy Day held
in each city.
along.

Left

A

Hand

Side Delivery Rakes

hay tool which

is

panies are now making
The manufacturers claim

9

them.
as the

principal advantage of the left
hand rake that it can follow the
mower closely and does not
throw the new mown hay on the

standing grass.

The mower

cuts

on right side and the left hand
rake throws the cut grass away
from the path of the mower and
there is none of the hay left to
interfere with the mower on the
next round.

The

mediately upon cutting into light
to
fluffy windrows, leaving it
cure by air currents rather than
the sun's heat. In this way the

hay retains

much

natural color and

its

of the feding value lost

Here's hoping every implement

hand rake possesses all
the advantages of any side delivery rake. It rakes the hay imleft

will

do

its

duty.

LONDON CEMENT
DRAIN TILE MACHINE

growing

Makes

popularity is the left hand side
delivery rake. This rake differs
from 'the ordinary side delivery
only that it discharges the hay to
the left instead of the right. The
left hand rake was brought out
a few years ago, and several comin

Inches.

all

sizes

from 3 to 12

Price S250.

Cement DrainTlle are here to stay.
Large profits

If
In the business.
Interested send for catalog No. 2.

Agents Wanted In all
Unoccupied Territory.

LONDON CONCRETE
MACHINERY CO.
Dept. K,

LONDON, ONTARIO

World's Largest Manufacturers
of Concrete Machinery.

during

He

sug-

cows be so routed
they be shown at the Dairy

gests that the
that

Cattle Congress, at Waterloo, la.,
and a't Columbus, Ohio, at the

National Dairy Show. In his letthese pure-breds to
Cross, Mr- Sharpies
the Red

ter offering

says

"The, cows could be featured in
each city visited during a Red
Cross Dairy day, and sold at public auction to the people of each
Every bid would be accity.
cepted, and, in this way, an im-

sum would be realized
through the sale of the cattle as
through the
progressed
.they
country all money so bid and
subscribed to go to the Red Cross
through the local Red Cross organization in charge of the aucmense

—

tion- sale.

"Every bidder on these cows
would be given a certificate of
temporary ownership of the cow
of his or her choice and would
automatically return such cow to
the Red Cross Society to be resold again

"Also

I

and again.
would ask," writes Mr.

show
donated by the

Sharpies, "that at the last

they be finally
States
people of the United
through the American Red Cross
to the government of France as
the foundation of four breeding
herds of dairy cattle that would
assist in the re-establishment of
the dairy industry in that heroic

.

country whose lands have been
so devastated and whose herds
have been so sadly depleted."
In such a tour Mr. Sharpies
sees an opportunity to educate
city dwellers to the unequalled
alue of dairy products as economical food, and for the protecT

HEADQUARTERS
FOR DAIRY SUPPLIES

CANADA

IN

Here is the place where De Laval Cream Separators, Ideal
Green Feed Silos and Alpha Gas Engines come from.
Dealers who handle these lines are getting the cream of the trade.

who handle these lines know
widely known and easy to sell.

Dealers
tised,
If

you would

to talk

it

like to

handle the

De

that they are well adver-

Laval

line, we'll

be glad

over with you.

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LIMITED
WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

PETERBORO

^

tion

of

oflfer is

growing children.

His

simply a fourfold service

by

the sun cured process. When the
side delivery rake is used only a
small portion of the surface is
bleached by the sun, and the hay
is more marketable.

Largest Manufacturers of Dairy Supplies in Canada

;
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Makers to Supply Repairs
Eliminated Machinery

Owing

for

the present movement for the elimination of useless
types of machines, 'the dealers in
the Canadian West are naturally
anxious to learn as to how the
supply of repair pai'ts will be
taken care of for such machines
as are eliminated from a manufacto

"Eclipse" Windmills
ARE THE STRONGEST AND MOST
DURABLE PUMPING POWER YOU
.all
CAN SELL

^^^I^HJn^^Vs^^
^^^^nH^^^*^

^^^ItI^

^T^hIi^^

Pump more

water

less money than
steel
windmill
built.
"E c 1 i p s e"

for

any

windmills have been
in use on Canadian
railroad water tanks
B I
"
for over thirty years.
strong,
light,
durable
permits slow speed and direct

*'T^^P^
Hjl

Tht

WOOD

WHEEL

The

stroke.
structive

direct

stroke

eliminates

dethat

high speed and gearing
reduces power. Few working parts on the
Eclipse it requires very little attention.
Special preservative paint treatment en-

—

sures weather resistance.

Dealers

— Don't

you

"Eclipse."

get

advantage and benefit. It
be poor business and
economy to extend the rule

distinct

would
farcial

of eliminations

to repair parts
and, fortunately, the U-S. Government officially recognizes this

and is in complete understanding with the manufacturers.
Dealers nor farmers, therefore,
need feel any apprehension as 'to
their being able to procure repair
fact

Biggest Capacity and
until

turing standpoint. The U.S. Government has wisely directed that
unnecessary types of all implements be cut out, but this will
in no wise af¥ect the supply of
repair parts for those machines
which are now in use, although
they will no longer be produced
by the factories.
From 'the very beginning, when
the U.S. Government requested
the assistance of the National Implement and Vehicle Association
in
bringing about a thoroughly
practical programme of reduction
of variety, the question of repair
parts was given all necessary attention by 'the manufacturers
themselves, who realized that the
shutting off of the supply of repairs would work seriously
against
farmers
everywhere
whereas, the reduction in variety
of the complete implements and
machines alone would be to their

Power

contract for a windmill
particulars
of
the

full

Write to-day.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Saskatoon
WINNIPEG

Co., Limited

Calgary
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Gigax Comes to Canada

that are to be eliminated, especially if they have, purchased the

'equipment in recent years. It is
impossible to fix any definite limit
as to the period manufacturers
should stock repairs for eliminated lines, for that depends upon
the nature of the tools and upon
subsequent changes or improvements that may be made.

Dealers may feel doubly secure
on the repair situation, for the
manufacturers realize fully the
value and necessity of giving efficient repair service and know that
the reputation and even the life
of their business depends ultimately on their ability to furnish
repair parts on their entire line of
manufacture for a period of years.
To this end they carry large re-

The John Goodison Thresher
Co., Ltd., of Sarnia, Ontario, an-

nounce that they have engaged
Fred W. Gigax in the capacity of
sales promotion and advertising
work.
As they have taken on a line of
tractors, and as they are actively
engaged in pushing the sale of

same

in
connection with
steam engines, and thresher

their
line,

business is naturally expanding. They are also adding a
line of plows, as they felt this new
department was necessary.
If long experience in the engine
and thresher field count, the
Goodison company has acquired
their

pair stocks at 'the distributingcenters and representing large in-

vestments.
The manufacturers
be counted on to guard the
interests
of
farmers and the
dealers Avhen it comes to producing repairs on the goods which,
under the government plan of indus'trial economy, will soon be
discontinued. 'Dealers should advise their customers that there
will be an adequate supply of re-

may

pair parts for all implements
which elimination have placed in

the "obsolete" class.

parts of implements or machines

British Authorities Supply

"Bisseir

Disk Harrows
The Bissell
Disk Harrows
have great capacity for hard

entering the
ally

and leaving
soil.

the secret of good tillage.

is

the services of a valuable man,
for Mr.

something like
horse-drawn implements,

and 1,300 carts and

lorries.

been phenomenal. Every farmer
has an opportunity to procure
the most up-to-date machinery,

and the demand

For over a quarter of a century the manufacturers of Bissell
Disk Harrows have made a special study of this particular implement and spent years of time and effort in perfecting the present
Bissell Disk Harrow. The result is that to-day it is acknowledged to be far in'advance of any other similar implement for culti-

In selling cream separators the
should always make a
strong point of the return on the
investment afforded by these machines.
The man who puts off
the purchase of a cream separator
because he thinks he can't afford
it, or for any other reason, is making a serious mistake, because the
machine will pay for itself the
first year from its own saving,
and all that it saves for the owner
after the first year is clear gain.

THE ESSENTIAL FEATURES
The Bissell Disk Harrows combine the important features of
great capacity for hard work, thoroughness of cultivation, lightness
of draught, ease on the horses, and strong, substantial, durable
construction. Built also in sizes suitable for use with Tractors.

T. E.

BISSELL CO., LTD., ELORA, ONT.

Company

14,000

The fracNe on the Bissell Harrow is directly over the gangs, the
draught being well back where the work is being done. The horses
do not have to carry the weight of the pole, levers, braces or frame.
This feature is important, and herein lies one great advantage of
Bissell Disk Harrows.

vation.

W. GIGAX

F.

Sales Manager, John Goodison Thresher

tural committees

In the United Kingdom 'the increase in use of power implements since the war started has

behind ita finely
This

Agriculture has placed 3,500 tractors a't the disposal of farmers, together with 2,500 cultivators and
other machinery.
Moreover, it
has supplied to county agricul-

tors

natur-

pulverized

It is interesting information to
learn that the British Board of

including 4,800 plows, 2,800 harrows, 2,300 rollers, 1,200 drills,
780 disk harrows, 1,400 cultiva-

work, the disk

ground

Machinery

is

usually in ex-

cess of the supply.

Profit

dealer

and the Separator

Gigax has had much

ex-

perience and his success is known
throughout the industry.
For a
great many years he was with 'the

Avery company
first

of

Peoria,

111.,

as salesman, later as branch

house manager, then in charge of
their foreign department.
Later
he was with the re-organization
force

of

the

Advance

Rumely

Thresher Company at La Porte,
Ind., first as branch manager, later
as north-west sales manager, having northern United S'tates an
Western Canada.
For the pas
two years Mr. Gigax has bee
associated with the Emerson
Brantingham Implement Company, as division sales manager,'
having charge of one-half of their
tractor and thresher business.
Having an education along me-'
chanical lines, as well as that of
sales, Mr. Gigax should be peculiarly fi'tted for the promotion of
both thresher and tractor sales.
This experience should make Mr.
Gigax a valuable man to his
present company.

•
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FOR SERVICE TO YOU
RECOGNISING

the

need

better

for

facilities

for

serving Western

Implement

Dealers and their customers, which need has been brought about by the rapidly
increasing Sales volume of EMPIRE MILKING MACHINES, EMPIRE

and EMPIRE ELECTRIC PLANTS, The Empire Cream Separator Company of Canada, Ltd., has
appointed as its Western Canada Sales and Service Agents

CREAM SEPARATORS, EMPIRE GASOLINE ENGINES

ROBINSON-ALAMO, LIMITED
140 Princess

Street,

Winnipeg, Manitoba

Robinson- Alamo, Ltd. are fully equipped to take care promptly of
Empire Dealers in Western Canada.
This new selling arrangement is made for Service to You Service to
every Implement Dealer in the West.
Some Dealer in your territory is going to take advantage of it and make
If there is not already an Empire
a big profit on EMPIRE Machines.

—

Investigate the Empire
Dealer in your locality, YOU should become one.
"
Line now—next season will be too late— someone else will be "cashing
bv that time. Open territory is limited.

m

Write or wire to-day for our liberal Dealer's Proposition on either Milking Machines,
Line.
Separators, Gasoline Engines or Electric Plants; or belter still, on the entire Empire

tream

THE RECOGNISED STANDARD
of endeavor
every
NEARLYthat
always loom up

recognised standard— one manufacturer's
your mind when a product of its nature is
It's true of cameras, pianos, locks, crackers, speedometers, watches
and a host of other products. And it's true of Milking Machines.
Visit the homes of prize winning stock of aU breeds, goto the dairy farms whose chief
object is the production of large quantities of milk or goto the small farmer who has only
a limited number of cows everywhere you'll find the dominating milking machines to be
field

has

its

first in

goods
mentioned.

:

EMPIRE MILKING MACHINES
superior mechanical standpoint, the Empire stands head and shoulders
competing machines. You have more good, sound, practical mechanical
talking points to help you sell the Empire than you ever dreamed existed.
The same is true of Empire Cream Separators, Gasoline Engines and Electric Plants.
They are built right. They are economical to run, and, quality considered, their
original cost is very moderate.
You should be the dealer in your territory to handle the Empire line— the recognised
Write at once for full particulars and our Uberal dealer's
standard of dairy machinery.
Act without delay, for the stupendous demand for Empire Milking
proposition.
Machines and other dairy machinery will far exceed the output this year, despite our

From a

above

all

immensely increased capacity.

ROBINSON-ALAMO, LIMITED
MANITOBA

WINNIPEG

EMPIRE CREAM SEPARATOR CO. OF CANADA, LTD.
146

CRAIG

ST.,

WEST

MOMTREAL, QUEBEC

—
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Company and Tractor
Corporation Merge Interests

Janesville

Announcement
Janesville
Janesville,

is

made

supplies early..
Find out what
machines and repairs the farmer
requires.
Keep as complete a
,stock of machines and repairs as

that the

Machine
Company,
Wis., and the General

Show

Motors Corporation, of New York
and Detroit, have agreed to cooperate in the production and
marketing of tractors and tractor
implements.
The large motor
corporation have purchased a

mum

Use the local newspaper to
awaken the farmer to the need of
using modern machinery. Push
your

A

large tract of land at Janesville,
Wis., and will erect a big tractor
plant.
This plant will be located
on a tract of 125 acres, and will
be devoted to building tractor
lines,
including the Sam-

son

Sieve

Grip

pany's plant in Pontiac, Mich.

The

Janesville

Machine Co-

developing plans for

is

production of a full line of power farming machinery to work in connection with the line of tractors produced by the General Motors
Corporation.
Facilities will be
provided for the expansion of the
complete Janesville line.
J. A.
Craig, general manager of the
Janesville company, will also be
manager of the tractor plant.
'the

Electrical

Cockshutt Grou p at Calgary

Plow Company.

shutt
Cockshutt

Men

at Calgary, Alta.,

The scope of the operations of the
two plants will extend all over
the United States and, after the
war ends, throughout the principal foreign countries.

The

factory location is stated
to be one of the most ideal for
the -purpose that could possibly
be found, having every natural
.

advantage from a manufacturing
and marketing standpoint.
The General Motors Corporaalready makes several well
lines of automobiles, such
as the Buick at Flint, Mich., the
Cadillac at Detroit, Mich., the
Chevrolet at Flint, Mich., the
tion

known

The Canadian Lichtninc Arrester

AND

lines.

On this page we reproduce a
group photograph taken outside
the Calgary branch of 'the Cock-

machine,

which
is
now being produced at the plant in Stockton,
Cal., purchased by the G. M. C.
in April, 1917, and at the com-

Unload cars promptly.
farmers how to get maxiwork out of their machines.

possible.

Branch House

—

Oakland at Pontiac, Mich., and
the Olds at Lansing, Mich., the
General Motor Truck ait Pontiac,
Mich., and other subsidiary companies.

The Janesville Machine Company needs no introduction to the
implement trade.
For many
years it has ranked high in the
production of tillage implements.

which was established

Its plant,

in

Gray, farmer; D. Hodgkins, colC. G. Rose, assistant sales

lector

;

manager,
Renfrew Machinery
Co., and J. D. Boyce, salesman.
Rear row, left to right J. A.
Hall, salesman A. H. Ebsworth,
salesman; J. A. MacLean, shipper, and M. T. Ryan, salesman.
Manager Glover regrets that

—

;

made

trip

will

give the

Mr.
Give
service

company

and have their picture "took."
Mr. Rose, who was west on a

Renfrew

Dealer

encouragement
;

be prepared.

;

render

Order

spreading

the gospel of
reports business excellent and feels sure that
with 'the "Standard" separator
Cockshutt dealers will do big
business
during
the
summer
months.
Needless to 'say the
Cockshutt Plow Co. are wes'tern
distributors for these machines.

a

all

efficiency,

For the year 1916 totalled

$1,588,191, according to
Provincial Fire CommisThe greatest number of
fires from any one cause was by lightning.

figures issued by the
sioner's Department.

The

total
$25,400,000.

fire

loss

for

Canada

in

1916

Get the Agency for the "BOYCE"
The Best Trailer On The Market

was

Proper Lightning Rods properly erected give
almost 100% protection. Imagine what the saving
to the Dominion would have been in 1916 if all
buildings had been rodded!

Capacity 1,000

Prospects Everywhere

MR. DEALER
Every farmer

in your district owes it to himself to protect his family, home, buildings and live
stock.
He can do it with Townsley Lightning

chants—Every Man
The "BOYCE"

Rods.
See that YOU get his business instead of
the peddlers who go through the country picking
off the "cream" with unbranded rods of no recognized standard.

Canadian Lightning Arrester

&

Electrical Co., Ltd.

BRANDON

^BRANDON

^

.

.

MAN.

Farmers, Dairymen,

Who Owns An
is

Mer-

Automobile

adapted for general hauling,

QUICK-HITCH COUPLER.
Write for Full Particulars

Write for our Dealer Proposition

The

Trailer

:

lbs.

and tracks perfectly.
Strong construction.
It is light
in draft and is equipped with the famous BRICE

THE TOWNSLEY SYSTEM PROTECTS

mi

E.

W.

Mr. Rose, were so hard at work
out in the territory taking orders
for
Renfrew cream separators
that they hadn't time 'to come in

FIRE LOSSES IN

SASKATCHEWAN

Left to right, in front L.
Glover, branch manager; G.

the pho'tograph does not include
three of the Cockshutt salesmen
at the Calgary branch, who, said

ines.

I

fol-

produces walking and
riding plows, disc harrows, lever
harrows, corn planters, cotton
planters, listers, walking and riding cultivators, disc cultivators,
weeders, seeders, tractor plows
and tandem disc harrows for
tractor use.
The additions to be
1859,

complete line of both animaldrawn and tractor tillage mach-

Compant Limited

The

lowing gentlemen are shown:

Body

is

42 x 72 inches; 8-inch panel.

and

Prices

Hardwood

sills

and Flare Boards.
Drop Tail Gate.
Strongly ironed
and braced.
Ball-bearing axle.
Tires steel, solid
rubber or pneumatic types; springs 1^-inch 6-ply slide,
Truck pattern.
Finely finished in black; attractive appearance.
Get our liberal selling offer to implement and
automobile dealers. Write to-day.

—

—

THE BOYCE CARRIAGE COMPANY
316 Ross

Avenue

Winnipeg, Man.

—
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Briscoe Cars in the West

The Canadian

Briscoe Motor

Winnipeg, Regina,
Saskatoon,
Edmonton, Calgary and Medicine
Seven expert mechanics are
Western Canadian territory

Hat.

Co. report that their cars will be

in

on view at the fairs at Edmonton,
Saskatoon, Brandon and Regina.
The new 1919 models will be on
view, including both touring cars
This company
and roadsters.
are giving excellent service to
users and dealers of the Briscoe
They have repair stocks at
line.

busy looking after the interests of
Briscoe owners and Briscoe deal-

Sales,

ers.

An interesting test of the efficiency of the wonderful Briscoe
motor was made in Winnipeg the
other day.
A prospective purchaser, who was after the best in

13

motor efficiency, took a Briscoe
demonstrator car and drained the
gas tank empty. He then poured in one quart of gasoline and
started the engine running until
the car stopped for lack of fuel.
The distance covered on one
quart

of

miles,

which

gasoline
is

was 9 7-10
"some"

certainly

mileage to the gallon.

Needless
Macdonald, manager
of the Western Canadian interto say F. N.

ests of the

ganization,
selling this

Canadian Briscoe orhad no 'trouble in
gentleman a Briscoe.

During July, reports Manager
Macdonald, a seven-day endurance run for the Briscoe will be
staged in Winnipeg. A Briscoe
Four, 32 h.p. car will be used,

and will never stop for seven
days and nights. Briscoe dealers
throughout the Canadian West
will await the result with interest.

Good Profits, Pleased Customers

Cushman

DEALERS

Cushman

the complete Cushman Line
: See
on Exhibit during the Fairs at Edmonton,
Saskatoon, Brandon, Regina :: :: :: :: ::

Quality

Service

—

The Langdon Ideal Cushman Binder Engines the All
Purpose Farm Engine
Automatic
The

Self-Feeder

original

and
successful

Binder

Guaranteed to feed

perfectly

Engine

to full

Engine weighs only 190 pounds

capacity any make
or size of separator.

Balanced by Water Cooling
Tank on Front

The one feeder that governs according to the condition of the grain
Operates on the principle of hand feeding, handling the dry, straight bundles
very fast; the wet, tough, tangled ones are delivered more slowly. Separator
and engine have absolutely uniform and even load all the time.

BACKS UP EVERY CLAIM—AND IN THE FIELD
The Langdon Automatic Self-Feeder makes Friends everywhere.

The

feed is controlled and governed so that it is impossible to slug the cylinder
while pitchers cannot overload the separator.
Don't delay, but get particulars and prices of Langdon feeders NOW.
are exclusive selling agents for
this line in Western Canada.
Full particulars sent on request.

We

Sell

Cushman Light-Weight
Combination Threshers

1918

Model— Tried and Tested— Made

in Three Sizes
with Straw Carrier and Hand Feed; 15 h.p. with Wind
Stacker and Hand Feed; 20 h.p. with Wind Stacker and Self Feeder.
Every outfit equipped with the famous Cushman 2-cylinder light
weight engine.
8

Made

in sizes from
4 to 20 H.P.
The same 4 H.P. Cushman Engine is the AU-Purpose Farm Engine.
It
weighs only 190 lbs., and is easy to move around from job to job,
yet even
more steady running, quiet and dependable than most heavy engines.
Double
Cylinder Cushman Engines—8 to 20 H.P.—make steady, reliable
power for
heavy duty jobs, in very Ught weight. Weigh only about one-fourth
as much
as other engines of

same horse-power.

Ask for full particulars
of our improved
1918 Model

outfits carry many distinct improvements.
They have proven
unequalled for threshing flax.
Rigid, strongly braced frame; has
sliding base for regulating belt tension.
And behind all is the famous smooth
running Cushman Light Weight Engine. For good work, quality and durability, our outfits are the best you can sell.
Get the agency now.

be

—

Our Prices and Terms

wsm%

IB

The LINCOLN
24x46 Separator
The

h.p.

Our 1918

to

Saves Grain
Saves Time
Saves the Binder

Perfect Thresher for use

with Small Tractor

The Cushman 24 x 46 Thresher is an ideal machine to sell the owner of a
Standard 10-20 or 12-24 Tractor.
It can be furnished with Hand Feed and
Windstacker, or with full equipment, as illustrated.
Very strongly built;
exceptional capacity.
Cleans the grain fit for market.
Let us send you
literature on this big seller.

will Interest You.

Cushman Dealers Get

the Trade

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Winnipeg, Man.

Dept. E. a^^viOTi^sSI.

Distributing Warehouses: Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.
Power Engines for General Purpose Farm Work

Builders of High Grade, Light Weight, High
Exclusioe Selling Agents for

Outfits—Lan^
Ideal Self-Feeders— Fanning Mills—Smut and Pickling Machines— Vacuum Washing
: Combination Threshing
Machines—
Lincoln Grinders— Lincoln Saws—Shtnn-Flat Lightning Conductors— Incubators— Universal Hoists— Portable Grain Elevators—
Wagner Hardware Specialties—
Hoiland Wild Oat Separators

:

;;
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the summer.
cater to the

Demonstration

remain o.pen for the demonso that the housing
problem usually trying at such
demonstrations will be solved.
The grounds consist of a level
clay loam situated about a mile
from the hotels, depots and docks.
The weather should be good if
precedent is of any value, for only
once in twenty-six years has it
rained two days during the corresponding week of the year.
More tractor and power implement manufacturers already have
sent in 'their entries than had
signed up last year at this date.

The fourth Tractor Farming
Demonstration in Eastern Canada will be held 'this year at
Coburg, Ont., on September 17
This event is sanctioned
to 20.
by the National Tractor Associa Last
tion of North America.
year's demonstration, which was
was

a great success,

will

stration,

held at the

Industrial Farm, near Toronto.
large entry of tractors and

A

plows

is

reported, and belt

power

tractor adaptation, along with a
full display of tractor accessories,
will be other features of the 1918

demonstration.

Coburg, where the demonstration will be held, is about seventy
It has
miles east of Toronto.

It

is

certain that the display of

will be representative
every sense of the output of

machines
in

.

American and Canadian factories.
Information of any sort regard-

three railroads, as well as daily

population in
is about 6,000

boat service.
the winter time

number in
The ho'tels which
summer residents

people, with twice that

Eastern Canadian Tractor

Its

ing

'the

demonstration can be

se-

July, 1918

cured by addressing the Fourth
Tractor Farming IDemonstration,
8 Wellington St., East, Toronto,
Ont., Canada.
The following gentlemen will
the Canadian tractor
accessoryand
manufacturers
makers, and all are enthusiastic
over 'the 1918 demonstratiori
R. Bell, Robt. Bell Engine &
W. T.
Thresher Co., Seaforth
Goodison, Goodison Thresher Co.,
Sarnia
W. H. Shapley, Goold,
Shapley & Muir Co., Brantford
Macdonald
Macdonald,
R.
J.
R.
Stratford;
Thresher
Co.,

represent

;

;

Sawyer-Massey Co.,
Harmer,
Hamilton; M. S. Weber, Waterloo Mfg. Co., Waterloo; A- W.
AVhite, Geo. White & Sons; London T. C. Tinline, Bateman-Wilkinson Co., Toronto Edw. Barelman, Gilson Mfg. Co., Guelph
;

;

T. E. Bissell, T. E. Bissell Co.,
Elora; E. J. Albert, Canadian
Allis-Chambers Co., Toronto G.
;

New Moody Combination

FOUR

B. Wheeler, Canadian Fairbanks
BreckenF.
E.
Co., Toronto

SIZES OF

ridge.

SEPARATOR

Thresliing Outfits
Guaranteed,

Harvester
International
Co., Hamilton F. E. Leonard, E.
;

Leonard Sons

London

Co.,

;

V.

P. Smith, R. A. Lister Co., Tor-

and Reliable. The best individual outfit you can
sell your customers.
Fully

;

Efficient

onto; Wm. E. Greig, MasseyHarris Co., Toronto F. D. Vick;

Machinery

Renfrew

ers,

Co.,

Renfrew.
Parrett Tractor Co. Expanding

With
000,

has been reorganized
under the laws of Delaware. The
Chicago,

THE MOODY ATTENDS THE FAIRS
Be sure to see the Moody line of Separators, Parrett Tractors and Victor
Stationary and Portable Engines at the following Fairs: Edmonton, SaskaCall at our exhibit
toon, Brandon, Regina, North Battleford, Prince Albert.
You will be able to comand ask for the special offer to Implement Dealers.
pare the Moody small threshing outfits with other so-called threshing outfits,
There is not enough men
and make your choice which you will represent.
Grain is valuable and
in the country this year to run the big custom outfits.
must not be left in stook when winter comes. Sell your customers a Moody
They can thresh when ready, and with a Parrett Tractor get
Separator.
their fall plowing done early. With a good crop the threshing bill will pay for
Write for the new Moody catalog, showing
your customer's Moody outfit.
Also secure full information regarding
the four sizes of Moody Separators.
Parrett Tractors, and Victor Stationary and Portable Engines. It will pay
you to handle our line.

—

PARRETT TRACTORS,

12-25

HP.— 3;Plow

a capitalization of $3,000,Parrett Tractor Co.,
the

Capacity

Tractor Company has purchased
at Chicago Heights a large plants
formerly occupied by the Central
Locomotive and Car Works, paying therefor the sum of $250,000.

The

that its production will soon be expanded.
The schedule calls for an output
of 5,000 tractors in 1919.

This is the sixth year of the
manufacture of Parret't tractors.

The management

states that at
present rate of production
more than 3,000 Parretts will be

the

manufactured

this

The

year.

factory covers 147,000 square feet
of floor space and occupies an 11-

The

Parrett

The
Fits

owned by 'the company.
tractor

is

dis-

occupies

plant

a

tract

of

twelve acres with buildings covering the entire

site.

Albert Graves, Wholesale
Machine "Collector"
There's nothing small about
Albert Graves, of Stuart Lake,

Man.

He

is

a fine "collector" of

farm equipment. The John Deere
Plow Co., Winnipeg, missed a
hay press, 'two wagons and other
miscellaneous goods from their
warehouse on Jarvis St., arid the
provincial police finally followed

the trail to Albert's home at
Stuart Lake. This wholesale collector ordered a box car to the
Deere warehouse, loaded the
goods and shipped them out to his

homestead.

He

said he needed

The court
he was engaged

money.

'the

that as

decided
food

in

production they would let him
go on a fine of $50— but we'd hate
to leave a diamond loose around
a man who can get away, with so
fragile a thing as a large hay
press.

Arnett Water Tanks

company announces

acre tract,

WRITE TO-DAY
FOR CONTRACT
AND PRICES

tributed in the Canadian West by
the New Home Machinery Co.,
Saskatoon, who report a heavy
demand and excellent service
from all tractors sold.
As the second step in its programme of expansion the Parret't

T. L. Arnett, Souris,

is

putting

market a line of water
tanks in 12 and 16 barrel sizes.
These tanks have been sold for
several years, and are made in the
They are conhalf round type.

upon

'the

says the manufacturer,
so that a simple 'twist of a wrench
At this seawill stop all leaks.
son of the year there should be a
structed,

good demand for water tanks .of
Each Arnett tank is
type.

'this

supplied with a pair of bunks.

Penner Grain Saver

any binder and pays

It saves
for itself during the first day's cutting.
the grain lost on account of threshing
out, pulling and breaking of heads by
The
the grain holders on binder.
"Penner" releases the sheaves and
automatically regulates straw so that
the bundle is firm.

Agents Wanted
all

The New Home Machinery

Saskatoon, Sask.

Co., Ltd.

Camrose, Alta.

Distributors for Alberta

Mitchell

&

McGregor, Ltd.

-

-

Distributors for Manitoba

Brandon, Man.

this

West

Grain Saver.

is a profit builder
Low in price. Write
for the. dealer.
Address:
at once.

Distributors for Saskatchewan

Franco eur Bros.

over Canadian

Get the agency for
It sells on sight and

WORKS
METAL
ARMOUR
REGINA
ARMOUR STREET
1950

3
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Manufacturers' Margin Set in
Great Britain

The

from July

tions prohibits,

Distributors and Dealers for Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta,
and British Columbia, wire or write for territory.

Muni-

British Minister of

sale

1,

any
implement
from
purchased directly
not
manufacturer. From July 1 no
persons shall of¥er to sell any agricultural or dairy implement at
price exceeding net cost by more
than 17^/2 per cent where such net
cost amounts to $195 or upwards,
or more than 25 per cent where
such net cost amounts to less
or delivery without permit of

dairy

or

agricul'tural

provided that these
shall
not apply to

than $195,
limitations

agricultural implements at price

not exceeding $101.85 and dairy
implements not exceeding $4.85.

Chief Motors
H.

manager

Erd,

the
Chief Motor Co., Toronto, reports
the company busy in their plant
F.

of

They will later
Port Huron.
assemble their engines at Torbeing
is
onto, where
a plant
at

The

a heavy
duty engine, adapted for tractor
and truck use.
erected.

Chief

is

So simple, a child can drive it—so powerful that it always stands up to the
12-25 Tractor pictured here, and on which prompt deliveries can be guaranteed.
Read the specifications carefully note that there's nothing skimped or cheap
Port Huron. It's a real Tractor not a toy.
Write for full information to-day.

—

EASY CONTROL

idea

worth

is

dozen

a

notions.

—

Two main

levers
the reverse lever and
speed adjusting lever give the operator
complete control of the tractor.
Six
notches in quadrant provide for six speeds
forward or reverse.
Speed changed instantly from low to
high or high to low while tractor is in
motion. Friction drive avoids sudden jerks
in starting, and prevents stripping of the

—

—

—

—

gear teeth.

The

of transmission gearing

depends
mainly upon three things; whether gear
teeth are rough cast or machine cut;
whether they are lubricated or run dry;
whether they are protected from dust and
grit
or
exposed.
Lubricating exposed
life

gears does almost, if not quite, as much
as good, because the oil causes the
to stick to the wearing surfaces and
grind them out, whereas, if dry, the grit

harm
grit

Dealers

:

This

is

a Money-Maker

You!

for

—nothing

will fall off

them.

With the exception

of differential

bevel

and pinions on which the wear is
slight, all transmission gears of the Port
Huron Tractor are machine cut all are
enclosed in dustproof casings and all run
in a bath of oil.
This means long life and
low upkeep expense fqr Port Huron transgears

—

mission gears.

—

the Port

Huron

experimental on the

SPECIFICATIONS
TRADE RATING H. P.— 12-25.
GEARING — Made of semi-steel and cast
steel; machine cut teeth, enclosed in
DRAW-BAR H.P.— 12.
dustproof casings and run in oil.
BELT H.P.—25.
BEARINGS— Babbitt and S.K.F. selfFUEL— Kerosene or gasoline.
aligning ball.
FUEL TANK CAPACITY— Kerosene, STEERING MECHANISM— Screw and
25 gal.

;

gasoline, 5 gal.

nut type.

MOTOR — Erd

TURNING RADIUS— 6

kerosene burning, 4-cylin4-cycle, valve in head, 4-in. bore,
6-in. stroke, throttle governed, normal
speed 900 r.p.m.

LUBRICATION— Double

FRAME— Made
mounted

— Kingston

in

inside

of

of steel channels, spring

front axle.

BELT PULLEY— 14

filtered splash

with circulating pump.

IGNITION

ft.

inner wheels.

der,

DURABILITY
•

One

—

work—that's

in.

diameter. 8-in.

face, 650 to 1.065 r.p.m.

magneto

PLOWING CAPACITY— Recommended

high

for three 14-inch plows.

tension, with impulse starter.

CARBURETOR— Kingston single bowl.
AIR CLEANER— Bennett.
TRACTION SPEEDS— Variable VA to

WHEEL TREAD— Front, 52 in.; rear,
56 in.
FRONT WHEELS— 34 in. diam., $ in.
face.
REAR WHEELS— 56 in. diam., 10 in.
TOTAL LENGTH— 13
TOTAL WIDTH—6
3 in.

BELT SPEEDS— Variable

TOTAL HEIGHT,

COOLING— Perfex

radiator with forced

circulation.

4 miles

feet

per hour, ahead or reverse.

2,380 to 3,900
per minute, over or under.

TRANSMISSION— Spur

gear with vari-

able reversible friction drive.

ft.

ft.

8

ft.

but with canopy

SELL THE

POGUE

m\

1111

iniuii.=iiii iiniinii iiiniHiii<

including canopy top,

9 in.

WHEEL BASE— 7
WEIGHT— Without

ft.

9 in.

fuel and wheel lugs,
top, 5,700 lbs.

See this Tractor at the
Brandon Fair
—''It's the

Machine

of

the hour."

Safely Hitch

demonstrated at
Brandon Fair

See

it

Acts as a shock absorber, as well as a
safety hitch. With it your customers save
time and wear and tear, on their tractors
and implements. Takes all jerk and sudden strain from both engine and plow, or

any other implement.

— the

hitch

is

Nothing can break

adjustable, so that

it

can be

When

to any desired load.
load gets
too great, it unhitches automatically, preventing breakage.
The strong steel castset

and

ings

oil

tempered

springs

take

load.
Every part fully guaranteed.
for full particulars of this winner.

MADE

IN

THREE

Size
1

to
to

3

6
6 to 12
3

SIZES
Price
$15.00
20.00
25.00

Plows
Plows
Plows

Larger sizes

the

Ask

made

to order.

AGENTS WANTED

Showing pulley

side of Port

Huron Farm Tractor

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

WRITE AT ONCE TO

R.H.Pogue&Co.
148 Princess Street

WINNIPEG

-

MANITOBA

Port Huron EngineandThresher Co.,Port Huron, Michigan
Established 1851.

Plant covers 20 acres of buildings

WESTERN CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:

GENERAL UTILITIES COMPANY,

103

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU, WINNIPEG

—

—

:
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The Massey-Harris Tractor
Always abreast

of the times, the

Massey-Harris Co., Toronto, have
developed a tractor, which implement dealers throughout the
Canadian West will have an opportunity

seeing

of

opera-

in

with Massey-Harris tractor

tion,

plows, at the Brandon light tractor plowing demonstration.

The Massey-Harris tractor is a
strongly built machine, developing 25 h.p. at the bel't and as a
plowing engine it has, says the
manufacturers, ample power to
handle a three-bottom plow unThis
der ordinary conditions.
tractor has great flexibility and
turns in small space.
It is self
steering and so simple to operate
'that a boy or woman can control

with

it

The

ease.

company

draw attention

to the following

constructional

features

the

in

Massey-Harris tractor
frame,
It has an underslung
which gives a very low center
:

The

of gravity.

front

flexible

axle connection avoids strain

'to

mechanism on uneven ground.
Although the front wheels are of

'the

large diameter the tractor turns

small radius. Transmission is
through spur gears exclusively,
with the belt drive direct to pulley without gears. As is the case
in

with
ines,

Massey-Harris machthe material and workmanall

ship in this tractor are excellent.

The frame

is

especially

strong,

having 7-inch channel side
heavy steel cross angles, a
deck and several braces
brackets.

Among

sills,

steel

and

the specifica-

the company draw attention to the following features
"A 4-cylinder, 4-cycle engine,
with cylinders 4^4 x 5^ in., developing 25 h.p. at 900 r.p.m. furnishes the power.
The crank
tions

and connecting rods are
drop-forged from high carbon,
open hearth steel, heat-treated,
shaft

with the bearings accurately
The cam shaft is integground.
ral, is case hardened and carefully

ground to exact

"The bearings

size

and shape.

for crank shaft

are of special bronze shell with
babbitt lining, and are bolted to
the upper part of the crank case,

making

an easy matter to remove 'the bottom part of the crank
disturbing
any
without
case
other part. The oiling system has
it

pump

.plunger
the
livers

a

which
to

oil

de-

pockets

above 'the main bearings, from
which it flows to the bearings, and the splash system does
the rest in a very effective man-

An

ner.

indicator

shows

'the

height of oil in the crank case and
enables the operator to be sure
The ignithe oil is circulating.
tion is by high-tension magneto

with impulse starter.
"The engine in the MlasseyHarris tractor operates on either
gasoline or kerosene, being provided with a simple but effective
heating device and water inlet for
use when burning kerosene. The
prevents dust and
air cleaner
sand from being drawn into the
carburetor."
centrifugal pump and large
capacity radiator supply the cooling system, while a ball-type
governor controls the throttleThe 'three plate clutch and direct
spur -gear transmission deliver
power to the drivers with miniAll gears and pinions
loss.

A

mum

are drop forged cut and hardened.
The draft-bar is in center of
frame, eliminating all side draft.
When plowing 'the two right-

hand wheels run in the furrow
and the tractor is self steering.
The Massey-Harris has a forward speed on loW of 2 3-8 miles
per hour and on high of 4 miles

On

the reverse
travels at 1.8 miles per, hour. The
total weight of the tractor is 5,200

per hour.

it

Massey-Harris power lift tractplows are light draft, and
states the company, have a very
high lift, which is appreciated in
trashy ground and weed stubble.
The hitch has a wide range of
adjustment, both vertical and
lateral, and being stiff permits
backing. The third bottom can
be detached to convert a threefurrow into a 'two-furrow plow,
or

or vice versa.

With

many branches

its

throughout the Canadian West,
and its well-known record for
prompt service, dealers handling
Massey-Harris tractors and tractor plows are assured prompt delivery and the best of service.
A
complete stock of repair parts at
convenient poin'ts will always be
available for dealers throughout
Western Canada.

Tractor

Company Appoint
Officers

An

organization meeting of the

Gray Tractor Company of Canwas held on the 21st
June at the offices of the company,
307-9 Electric Railway Chambers,
The following genWinnipeg.
tlemen were elected officers of the
ada, Ltd.,

organization
President,

:

J.

W.

ARE TWO THINGS REPRESENTED

IN

PORTABLE
CORRUGATED
GRANARIES

Kidd,
Vice-President, V.
S.
Minneapolis.
Secretary-Treasurer, A. Prugh,
Directors, E. R.

Chapman and

David Crawford, both

of

Winni-

peg.

The company

is

capitalized at

which the
present share issue amounts to
$250,000. The Gray Tractor Co.
of jCanada have purchased the
one million

entire

dollars, of

Canadian

manufacturing

rights, patents, etc., of the

tractor.

The

for future

the Gray

money making

proposition.

back them up, they have the expert
experience of the
Gray
Tractor Co., Minneapolis, the
parent concern, and 'this should
be of great value from a manufacturing standpoint.

At present

company

the

Gray
Western Canadian
distributing

Gray

capitalization allows

development and the

tractor in

Winnipeg. To

are

tractors

in

territory,

M.

D. Peever, 8th Ave. W. Calgary,
acting as Alberta distributor. A
provincial distributor will be located
in
Saskatchewan,
and

branch house and repair stocks
installed.
At present the com-l

pany carry repair stocks at Winnipeg
and Calgary, so that
prompt service will be assured

who

dealers

handle this machine.

The Gray

factory

tractor

production

is

now such

is

that the
for the
hov/ever

W estern Canadian demand

Gray tractor can be met
heavy it may be. The Gray

tract-

take part in the light
tractor plowing demonstration at
Brandon, where dealers will be
afforded an opportunity of seeing
"the tractor with the wide drive
Built throughdrum" at work.
out of the highest grade matean
rials,
this
machine has
enviable record for few repair requirements and low operating
cost.
It develops 18-36 h.p. and
or will

equipped with Hyatt heavy
duty roller bearings. The very

is

.

drum

crushes weeds and waste in front
of 'the plows, and by the drum
design the frame becomes the
drawbar and the power is deline' from the
the manufacturers.
Side arms to which implements can be attached are an
exclusive future in this tractor,
full particulars regarding which
may be had from 'the Gray Tract-

livered in a straight

rear

states

axle,

or Co. of
address.

It is

Canada

at the

no fault of the purse

above

if it's

empty.

"Quick Turn-over and Good Profits^^
That's the experience of
Dealers who sell

LLOYDS

LOW-DOWN
The Wagon Loaded

SPIRAL SPRING
WAGON SEATS

Make

the longest ride a pleasure. Fit any
convenient; give protection from the wind
Carry 600 lbs. with ease. Order a stock

wagon or

Going
box.
control

sleigh

Home

Comfortable,
of the team.

and complete
and watch them sell. Supply the
Write at once for
is a prospect.

NOW.

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing

Co., Limited

Manufacturers of Sheet Metal Building Goods and Farm Specialties

P.O. Box 3006

F.I. 318

Winnipeg, Man.

Lloyds with your wagon orders.

a't

working at full
pressure, and Mr. Gray states that
Minneapolis

large traction surface of the

Winnipeg.

Your customers will appreciate that a satisfactory service of
12 years in Western Canada is a guarantee of experience that insures a good investment and you will find the sales easier to
make on this account.
this

Min-

organization state 'that the intention is, as business develops,
to later manufacture or assemble

lbs.

SATISFACTORY SERVICE
AND PROFIT

Get into touch to-day with
Full information on request.

Gray,

neapolis.

July, 1918

Every farmer

special offer to dealers.

SEAT COMPANY
WAGONMANITOBA.
WAWANESAWAWANESA,

—
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c'briscoe

The Briscoe Dealer
is

one

HERE

is

Golden Opportunity

of

a car at a most attractive

Observe Briscoe roominess, comfort
and smart appear-

which travels fast, climbs
hills and covers lots of ground
without undue upkeep expense.
price

all

qualities, fine finish,

ance.
all,

note the famous more-

miles-to-the-gallon

motor

—an

miles per gallon.

brought

by

Canada

the

to

is

easy to

than that of

sell; its trade-build-

ing possibilities are apparent to

looks.

investigate

is

Briscoe

This low-price car with high-price

any car of equal sturdiness and good

Your Territory

Briscoe

has attracted leading dealers

Standard.

features
Its price, $1,095, is less

tion.

prestige

exclu-

sive Briscoe feature assuring 25 to 30

and challenge its performance before
deciding what car you should buy for
yourself. Then you will decide that the
Briscoe is worthy of your representa-

The
success

throughout

Above

Look over the Briscoe thoroughly

//

Proposition

all

who

it.

Open, Write Us Without Delay

SEE BRISCOE CARS AT THE FAIRS
Be sure

play the latest Models of

We

Edmonton, Saskatoon, Brandon and Regina.
4-Cylinder Touring Cars and Roadsters.

to visit our Exhibit during the Fairs at

carry a

BRISCOE

full line of repairs

We

will

have on

dis-

and have Service Stations at Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Camrose, Cal-

gary and Medicine Hat.

Western Canadian Distributors
ELGIN

MOTOR SALES

CO.

AUTO SERVICE COMPANY

Winnipeg, Man.

Regina and Saskatoon, Sask.

COOK & FORSTER

NORRIE & FAUCETT

Edmonton and Camrose,

F.

STONE MOTOR

INTERNATIONAL MOTORS

Western

Office:

156 Princess

Head
Street,

Ltd.

Vancouver, B.C.

THE CANADIAN BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY,
Factory: Brockville, Ont.

CO.

Calgary, Alta.

Medicine Hat, Alta.

Alta.

JAS.

Limited.

Office: Toronto, Ont.

Winnipeg, Manitoba

;
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Novel Summer Dwelling
"Donalda" sectional houses are
a purely Canadian production and
are fulh' covered by patent rights.
Their value to dealers as a profit-

A

to

additional line
found in the great

able

sell

from the annoyance of mosquitos
and flies. The flooring is tongued
or grooved, fits tight, and rests
The
on joists two feet apart.
main feature of this floor, which
is under separate patent, is that

is

riety of uses to which
these houses can be put
their compactness Avhen

This

durability.

and

unique

house
living

a

attractive

outdoor
for
provides the

and

maximum

and

is

of

who own

The house

is

one.

unique in so

no other
house on 'the market to
approach it in similarity of
design, nor in the numerous, valuable, and wellThe
features that
conceived
has
ofo to solve, as this house
done, the problem of comfort and
The
security in outdoor Hving.
ventilation has been arranged so
that all the opening awnings and
gable transoms are opened and
far that there is

closed

from

within.

many

important points which these highly
useful houses possess. The ease
with which they are erected,
taken down and moved from

everywhere will
Municipalities
find these houses ideal for temporary hospital accommodation.
As accommodation for teachers in
rural school districts there is
nothing more suitable or accep-

comfort and

rest to all

table.

Sectional House as a

no

the

All

Summer Camp

used in" the laying.
The centre, or keyboard, is inserted last, and passes through a
slot formed in the lower side rail,
and thus binds the whole together
within the frame formed by the
lower rails of the four walls. No
nails are

tools

openings are covered with screen
wire, thus the occupants are free

are

required

"Donalda."

to

erect

the

On

the'

homestead or

the manufacturers and selling
agents, Messrs. Finnie and Murray,

Winnipeg.

BEST PRICES PAID FOR

SCRAP IRON, RAGS, ETC.
The oldest and largest SCRAP IRON AND METAL DEALERS in
Western Canada.
Wanted at once any quantity of mixed country
Scrap Iron, Rubbers, Rags and Metals.
Carload Lots our Specialty.

We
have been giving our customers satisfaction since 1884.
guarantee to please you.
Scrap iron is now bringing good prices
sell while the market is high.
Correspondence solicited, \yrite
to-day for our latest price list.
We

—

ESTABLISHED

1884

HEAD OFFICE

SPECIAL PRICES TO
WINNIPEG, MAN.

CONWAY

BE SURE TO VISIT CONWAY'S DURING

BUGGIES

REGINA EXHIBITION
AUGUST
JULY

WOODSTOCK
WAGONS

3rd.

29th to

Conway offers you superior quality goods at prices that
Our lines are quick sellers and
ensure you good profits.
you get prompt

service.

A

HENEY
HARNESS

full

stock carried at Regina.

Dealers:
Look

our

over

city.

when in the
They offer

you

bigger

lines

ness

Calgary, are handling the Atlas
16-26 h.p. tractor, manufac-

Jr.

tured by

Lyons-Atlas Co.,
This is a
'three plow tractor with 2 drive
Avheels and 1 caster wheel in
front.
Its operating weight is
Engine is Waukesha,
5,200 lbs.
with Dixie magneto and Kingston
Ind.

carburetor.

Hyatt

bear-

roller

ings are embodied in
The machine has 2
inches in height, with
of spur pinions and

the design.
drivers, 66
a final drive
bull

Wheel base is 86 inches.
Atlas is recommended for

gears.

The
a 28-

inch separator.

A Valuable

Publication

We

lately received a copy of
1918 Co-operative Tractor
Catalog, as issued by the Implement and Tractor Trade Journal,
of Kansas Cty. This book gives

the

full

particulars

and

specifications

now being
United
the
It contains a great deal
States.
of valuable information on gas
engines and power farming machinery generally, and should be
for the implement dealer a very
useful publication for reference"
purposes.

of

all

the

tractors

manufactured

in

The Cushman Tractor Separator
In answer to the demand for
small separators for light tractor
use, the Cushman Motor Works
of Canada have produced a new

24 X 46 separator. This machine
is equipped with hand feed and
winds'tacker, or with full equipment of feeder and windstacker.
It is designed e'specially for the
man who has a 10-20 or 12-24
tractor, and has remarkable caThe framework is strong
pacity.
and substantial, and the concaves
are finely spaced and in proper

The
relation to cylinder teeth.
revolving deck design in the Lincoln separators made by the
very
are
Cushman company
effective in separating the grain
from the straw. A crank placed
near the center of the machine
revolves at over 300 revolutions
per minute. At each revolution
the decks strike the straw from
below, and at the same time carry
it evenly to
machine.

busi-

and bigger
Write at

profits.

'the

rear end of the

Straight Line Tractors

once for Price List

and Dealer's

the

Indianapolis,

city

lawn, by mountain, forest or
stream, no mat'ter where one may
be, the highest degree of pleasure
will be found contained in the
possession of a "Donalda" sectional house.
For catalogue and further information as to the various sizes
made, dealers are advised to write

RED CROSS SOCIETIES

Handling Atlas Tractors
The Western Tractor Sales Co.,

Space does not permit one to

sufficiently describe tlie

place to place makes them ideal
for camping purposes.
As additional accommodation to the home
As a
there is nothing better.
health home for those who require to live in the open, the Provincial Board of Health for Manitoba endorses the "Donalda."

va-

crated, 'their strength

•

July, 1918

The Hamilton Gear

Offer.

Home

St.,

Co.,

Van

Toronto, are building

know them

new tractor which is known as
the Straight Line. This machine

BERT CONWAY

has been tried out and has proved
They intend to open
successful.
in Regina, to take
house
a branch
care of Western Canadian busi-

We

Your customers
goods with a Dominion-wide reputation for in-built value.
sell that more easily.
Conway Line Buggies; Munro & Mcintosh Buggies: Heney Harness and Blankets; Woodstock Wagons and Sleighs; "Viking" Cream Separators; "Round Oak" Stoves and Furnaces; Ford Commercial Bodies.
.

offer

—they

HANDLED

IN

SASKATCHEWAN EXCLUSIVELY BY
CORNER ALBERT AND
SOUTH RAILWAY STS.

REGINA, SASK.

a

ness.
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Emerson

Mills for Fall

19

Trade

Don't delay! Secure
the

Agency Now and

Meet the Demand
Here we show the Three Shoe Separator.

hour.

Capacity, 22 to 30 bushels per
Emerson Mills are the only

machines made that will take the last
kernel of Wild Oats out of wheat.

LARGE STOCK ON HAND

Three

Shoe

Emerson

Three Sizes to Suit Your Trade

Separator

Wheat Tester

or

"Kicker"

No.

1.

Elevator

No.

2.

Hand

No.

3.

Power Separator; Capacity 30-50 Bus. per hour

Full equipment supplied with every mill sold.
Sold under an absolute guarEvery Emerson sold will sell three more.
antee to remove every kernel of wild oats and save every kernel of seed
Don't
These mills are now sold only through the retail trade.
wheat.
Get the Emerson Agency the mills will do
have them as a competitor.
Every fanner is a prospect for the Emerson Mill.
the rest.

one grain to another.

—

how Emerson

On

Mills do the work.

exhibit

Brandon and Regina Fairs
SECURE THE CONTRACT NOW. WRITE FOR PRICES
at Saskatoon,

EMERSON MANUFAQURING
1425

CO., LTD.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

WHYTE AVENUE

Tell

July 23, 24 and 25

Separator; Capacity 22-30 Bus. per hour

Emerson Mills are strong and substantial in construction. Easily operThe riddles or screens can be readily removed for changing from
ated.

See

Meet Us at Brandon

Your Customers About Shinn-Flat

Secure the agency for this modern, scientific Lightning Conductor,
Ask us for the solid
endorsed by the world's electrical authorities.
You'll
advertisement shown below, and run same in your local paper.
We are co-operating with you by a
find that big business will result.
big farm paper advertising campaign.

WE

12-25

Power

Protects Property and
People from Lightning
Lightning strikes

many

times in this district every year.

You know your property and your family are not safe
without protection.
To say nothing about the safety of yourself and your
family, your buildings, stock and feed are worth too
much money these times to take any chances.
Shinn-Flat is the only Lightning Conductor woven in the form
cable— the form that the electrical authorities of the
world admit to be the safest— even the U. S. Weather Bureau.
It is covered by a Cash Bond, issued direct to you by a large
Bonding Company, that Lightning will not strike the building on
which it is placed.
The expense is slight the protection complete. Call and get
a Book on Lightning and read it over at home. Remember
of a flat

—

CI\N*T STRIKE
Shinn Gets There First

Liglttning
If

For 25 years the Shinn system o£ Lightning Conductors has proven to give
Reasonable in cost. If you want to increase your business,
absolute protection.
you should write us for agency, literature and selling helps.

Cushman Motor Works

of Canada, Limited

Buildert of Light Weight, High Grade, Gasoline Engines for

DEPT.

E..

Farm Power Work

WHYTE

WINNIPEG, MAN.
AVE. AND VINE ST.,
EXCLUSIVE SELLING AGENTS FOR

—

—
—
—

—
—

Combination Threshing Outfits Langdon Ideal Self-Feeders Fanning Mills Smut
and Pickling Machines Vacuum Washers Lincoln Grinders Lincoln Saws ShinnFlat Lightning Conductors
Holland Wild Oat Separators Incubators Universal
Hoists Portable Grain Elevators Wagner Hardware Specialties.

—

—

—

—
—

—

to introduce

Tractor

Lift Tractor

and

you

to our

our

new

Improved

Plow.

You

will

Some

of the features deserving of especial

have an opportunity of seeing
them in operation at the Tractor Demonstration, and we shall hope to have the pleasure
of showing you their possibilities.

mention in the Massey-Harris Tractor are:
an Underslung Frame which gives a low
centre of gravity; the Flexible Front Axle
Connection to avoid strains on uneven
ground; Short Turning Radius, although the
Front Wheels are of large diameter; Transmission through Spur Gears exclusively; Belt
Drive from Pulley without Gears; Easy
Control;

Shinn-Flat

want

Ready Access

to all Parts.

Tractor Plows are easily
controlled by the Tractioneer, the Levers are
within easy reach, and, once set at the
desired depth, a pull of the rope raises or

Massey-Harris

lowers the Bottoms.

Choice of Stubble or
Breaker Bottoms which are interchangeable.

Massey-Harris Co. Limited
Head
Branches at

Offices:

TORONTO

MONTREAL, MONCTON, WINNIPEG

—
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U.S.

Government Controls

Using a Sample Tractor

Steel

Production

The

When

the tractor first appearmarket, its size and
price were such that the dealer
could not use it as a sample

ed on

U.S. Government demands

an indefinite period' delivery
of 100 per cent of the pig iron
and finished steel production of
for

Signed
work:
have been

government

pledges to

this' effect

given, so 'that the government will
have every ton of steel and iron

requires to carry on the war.
Every pig iron manufacturer in
the country has a blank form

.

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
AND
SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES, ENGINES AND MACHINERY
Established in 1904 and Published Monthly by

it

be
must
which
reporting
monthly

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited
STOVEL BUILDING

WINNIPEG, CANADA

in

filled

how

jus't

SUBSCRIPTIONS
$1.00 per year in

Canada; Foreign $1.25 per year

Single Copies,

much

been
has'
iron
pig
produced, where and to whom it
has been sold, whether the purchaser is engaged in war work,
This means that foundries
etc.
not engaged upon the production
of hand grenades, truck and airplane castings, and the hundreds

war material,
pound of pig iron

of like articles of

It also

means

steel

ADVERTISING
KNOWN ON APPLICATION

Change of Advertising Copy should reach

month preceding

production of war steel.
This gives the U.S. Government complete direction of the entire iron

and

steel trade.

No

iron

or steel consumer, including farm

machinery manufacturers, can
buy from mills or furnaces any
kind of raw materials without
This
holding a priority order.
government order must accompany the material order to the
mill or foundry.

The
how long

question
will

is

debated as to

the government
output. Some

control the steel
figures in this
li'ttle

connection show

hope of any immediate

re-

lease of material for other industries.

The

works of the United
April produced about
3,300,000 tons of ingots, which is
at the production rate of 39,600,000 tons a year, roughly 40,000,000 tons of ingots annually. At
'the usual ratio of finished steel
production from these raw steel
ingots, the mills in April produced enough steel if projected
through twelve months to result
in the output of about 32,000,000
tons of finished steel, or rolled
products of all forms.
To-day
the government has placed
enough orders with mills 'to cover
20,000,000 tons of rolled steel, including wire, plates for ships,
ordnance, etc.
Therefore, present government orders will require the entire output of the
mills of the country for the next
States

steel
in-

issue in

this office not later

which insertion

than the 25th of the

is desired.

on all matters pertinent to the implement and vehicle trade.
As £
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for publication, every
correspondent
must sign his name.
reserve the right to edit all matter

Solicited

We

submitted but do not undertake to endorse opinions
expressed by correspondents.

in the

Winnipeg Post

WINNIPEG,

seven or eight months, running

a't

of

tractors,

vesting machinery and

all

harlines

farm equipment have no knowledge of where they will obtain
of

supplies of

raw

They

material.

however, moving to secure
from the government a blanket
preference order whereby they
may secure from mills all the
forms of steel which they need
for the manufacture of implemen'ts. But, say the steel makers,
if the implement men get such an
order, then why not the tractor
builders, the truck makers and so
on? Therefore, it is the opinion
are,

of leading steel trade authorities
that such an order will not be
issued, bu't each

implement maker

may

get an order for such steels
as he can specifically call to the
attention of the government and

get placed upon the preference list
for the time being. That this will
be difficult is obvious.

Tractor Re pairs
So far any data on the expense
keeping a tractor in repair are
of necessity very general, owing
of

to the fact that the

amount of reupon many

pairs required depends

Association
as second class matter.

user, it is not until the second
year that the owner can estimate
his full repair expense.
In a record taken in Illinois of
one hundred tractor owners who
had used their outfits one season

or less, fifty-three reported that
they had spent nothing for repairs.
The repair bills kept by
the remaining forty-seven varied
from a few cents to one hundred

er can take the farmer out to his
place, put the

own

machine

—

to

land and such
an argument is a hard one to
answer. Much of the foolish prejudice against the 'tractor is due
to ignorance.
In the sample
tractor the dealer has a potent
vehicle for education to break

down
U.S.

his

the prejudicial barriers.

Government Arranges for
Large Sisal Shipments

The U.S. Food Administration
at

Washington has arranged with

second

to first cost than those for three

pound Gulf ports is to be paid,
and for 400,000 bales the price
These prices are
is 15.80 cents.

dollars

Few

and over.
tractors run through their

season without repair
charges, depending, of course, to
a considerable extent upon the
size, cost and mechanical perfection of the machine.
The figures
so far available indicate that the
repairs on the two plow outfits
are slightly higher in proportion

and four-plow

machines.
The
average repairs for tractor owners the first year of use will approximate 1^ per cent of the firs't
cost of the tractor.
In the second
year they double that figure.

The average percentage

of the
cost of farm machinery in

first

general which is expended annually for repairs is slightly over
4 per cen't, and it is improbable
that the annual repairs required
by a tractor during its life would

during the eight years reported by operators as the tractor's life, equal to 32 per cent of i'ts

cept for breakages due

first cost.

the

when he sold from a
In many cases the deal-

Comision Reguladora, the
concern which controls the sisal
fibre output of Yucatan, for the
purchase by twine manufacturers
in the United States of 500,000
bales of Mexican Sisal Fibre at
an average price of 16 cents per
pound, Gulf ports for delivery by
January 1, 1919, at the rate of
approximately 70,000 to 85,000
bales per month.
For 100,000

factors, such as type of work,
care of the outfit, etc.
The ability of the operator is no small
item in the repair upkeep of the
machine.
Since most tractors
are kept in repair by the makers
during the first year's service, ex-

to

catalog.

work on

CvySTADA, JULY, 1918

capacity.

The makers

Offic e

possible

own

Member Western Canada Press
Entered

Probably
ninety per cent of early tractor
sales were cultivated on paper
through catalogs and literature,
the final closure usually being on
the sample floor of the large
wholesale house, where the dealer
brought his prospect.
Wi'th the
coming of the medium priced
tractor, and an increasing variety
of models, the machines are of
such price that the dealer can
profitably use a sample machine.
The dealer can sell far more
easily from a sample than from
a ton of literature.
He can use
the machine to counteract the
effect of the
obstinate farmer
who deprecates the value of tractor power a thing that was imhis floor.

—

CORRESPONDENCE

works

which buy their pig iron in the
open market no longer can do so
unless they are working upon the

Ten Cents

RATES MADE

cannot get a
until they turn to the production
of such materials, according to a
report.

'the

machine on

'the entire country. On top of this
the representatives of the steel interests have pledged delivery of
their entire maximum capacity

to

July, 1918

fall

below

mean

this figure.

This would

a total expenditure for re-

pairs,

the

bales a price of 16.80 cents

per

on a basis of a freight rate of 85
cents per 100 pounds on the Fibre
from Progreso, Yuca'tan, to Gulf
The Food
ports. United States.
Administration
stood,

will,

it

is

under-

announce the transaction

a circular to be sent to all
manufacturers using sisal fibre.
The prices given are approximately 3 cents per pound lower
than the price paid by manufacin

turers

for

fibre

for

their

1917

output.

The arrangement for the purchase of 500,000 bales of fibre at
16 cents indicates cheaper twine
How much
for the 1919 harvest.
lower next year's price will be

:
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will

depend on the price to Be
the remainder of the fibre

]iaid for

required.
less

The amount named

is

than the United States needs

f or twine. Manufacturers in that
country have been using in recent
years approximately 800,000
bales, but this is being cut down
by the use of substitute fibres.

reported that because of
the exorbitant price exacted by
the sisal monopoly, the amount
of sisal used in the United States
this season will be less than in
former years. Stocks in Yucatan
are heavy, and the demand in the
United Sta'tes decreasing, which
is possibly the reason why the
Food Administration seU.S.
cured the quotations shown. The
pre-war price for Mexican sisal
averaged 7 cents per pound. It
increased to 10 cents in 1916, 16>^
It is

in

March, 1917, and

reached

the

enormous

1934 cents, delivered

August

last

price

of

New

York.
Regula-

Possibly the Comision
dora are realizing that more reasonable prices will be to their
benefit.

Terms in the Thresher Business
recent report of the Terms
Committee of the Tractor and
Thresher Department of the U.S.
Implement and Vehicle Associa-

The

tion

recommends a very

radical

Commission

Trade

eral

were

his selling prices,

facturer,

a

if

or

wholesaler,

manu-

is

of

machinery.

Price Investigation of

Farm

Machinery in U.S.
During the last week in June the
United States Government commenced

a thorough investigation

wholesale and retail prices
of farm equipment in that country, considering the prices which
have been in vogue since the
of the

commencement

of the

war

in 1914.

Every implement manufacturer
and wholesaler and a very large
number of retail dealers will be
asked to contribute data to aid
in 'this investigation.

These

price

reports

will

be

checked up by means of
hand information from farmers

first-

seley,

H. D. Post is carrying on an
automobile business at Moosomin.

Frank W. Wilson has opened
an automobile business at Lom-

of machines and also of
any other machines which com-

ond.

mand

concern

in

their

The Weldon Auto

in-

dividual territory.

The Engine
Enormous

Labor-Saver

as a

as' is

the

demand

THE LATE ROBERT

Happy Farmer

Vice-Pres.

this

by

Co.

Robert F. Hay, pioneer implement man, and vice-president of

dealer will

Happy Farmer .Company,
Winnipeg, died on July 3 at his
residence in the Elsmore Apartments, Winnipeg.
He was 62
years old, and was a well-known
figure in
the farm machinery

the far-sighted

overlook no opportunity to aid in
the still greater application of
mechanical power to food production.

Among

the agenciesl that will
make possible the raising of sufficient food to win the war, the internal combustion engine holds a

pre-eminent place.

—

pump

jacks,

wood sawing

outfits, electric light plants,

cutters,

feed

washing machines, cream

systems,
concrete mixers, wherever, in fact,
machinery will speed up the work
of the farmer or lighten the burdens of the farmer's wife.
separators,

irrigation

Meeting Mail Competition

vertising appeal to

the

trade.

The late Mr. Hay was born in
Bruce County, Ont., in 1856, and
came West

You

mills,

Co.

a

is

village

of

new
that

Motor Sales Co., Calgary, recently suffered considerable loss

HAY

F.

year for farm implements and
farm power units of every description,

the

in

name.

The machine mail order house
must make its catalog and its ad-

It

D. Sutherland, a dealer at Wolhas sold out to W. Elliott.

dealer.

cific list

sale

dealer

J. Geddes is busy in a new implement warehouse at Grenfell.

Classes of implements and equipin each year from 1914 to
1918 will come under the searchlight.
The witnesses will be
asked to show the price range during the past four years of a spe-

large

new

a

The Auto Machine Works,
Winnipeg, has changed hands.

ment

a

is

Sintaluta.

Brown & Shore are new automobile dealers at Cupar.

co-operate in conducting this investigation.
The inquiries that
are to be made by questionnaire
will ask each party giving evidence what he paid for farm
equipment, if a farmer, and what

proposed to

exist.

Geo. Fairman
at

will

can help the farmer do his
bit by fostering the widest possible use of stationary and portable engines in agriculture for
running milking machines, feed

return to the banker the function
of providing loans for those needing them in purchasing this class

Personal

covering their actual purchases of
The Departfarm machinery.
ment of Agriculture and the Fed-

shortening of terms in connection
with threshing machine sales. It
was pointed out that remarkable
progress has been made on this
score by the manufacturers during the past two years, the average for cash sales and payments
with each calendar year in 1916
and 1917 averaging over 60 per
cent of the total sale.
However
favorable the progress in shortening terms has been, the manufacturers are determined more than
ever to eliminate the long-time
features of the business that still
in part

21

many

fields.

This prevents making it fit any
You know
one field perfectly.
the field in which you are located
and you can make your advertis-

ing and your selling talks and
your floor displays fit that field.
Wasteful buying and costly
selling methods and too much expensive service make it hard to
meet this kind of competition on
You can no
an even price basis.
doubt satisfy your customers with
less expense than is involved in
Of
some of your operations.
course it is important that your
customers be satisfied and it is
better to endure some large ex-

penses if they are necessary in
holding your trade, but waste is
due to unnecessary, not to necessary expenses.

the

Virden

in

1882,

district,

locating in

where

for

many

years he was local agent
for the Massey-Harris Co. Later
he was transferred to Carberry,
representing the Massey-Harris
interests there until 1899.
In
that year Mr. Hay came to Winnipeg, and in 1903, along with J.
A. Thompson, now president of
the Happy Farmer Co., he organized the Moose Mountain Lumber
and Hardware Co., a concern
with a number of branch stores
and yards at various points in

fire.

W.

Robertson

J.

ing on a
Ceylon.

now carrybusiness
at

is

harness

The Taber Motor

Co.

a

is

new

automobile and machine concern
at Taber.
C. R. Wallace, a dealer at
Austin, has sold out to R. & L. J.
Wallace.

The Broadway Gafage

a

is

new

concern handling automobiles at
Broadview.

NichoUs & Percy have commenced an automobile business
at

Qu'Appelle.

Hartman & Halstead

are now
proprietors of an implement business at Camrose.

Herbert

menced

&

Leighton have comand automobile

a garage

business at Eston.
J.

M. Hogan has

implement business
R.

S.

sold out his
at

Benson

to

Hainstock.

The Buchanan-Gardner Motor

Mr. Hay was
president of this concern until
the time of his death. Along with
Mr. Thompson, following a re-

Co. is a newly incorporated concern at Saskatoon.

organization of the Happy Farmer Co., in the end of 1917, the late
gentleman took an active part in
the distribution of Happy Farmer
He was at his desk
tractors.
until within a couple of weeks of
his death, which was due to heart
trouble,
aggravated by pneumonia.

house at Whitewood.

Saskatchewan.

Deceased is survived by one
daughter, two brothers and one

The

on July 5,
by prominent business men and represensister.

was

funeral,

largely attended

R. Armstrong has opened a
well-stocked
implement wareF. A. Hodge has sold out his
automobile business at Carmangay to H. A. McMillan.

C. J. Bri'ttain,

Canadian

manager

of the

Fairbanks-Morse

Co.,

recently visited Saskatoon.
G. J. Burroughs, Chaplin, has
sold out his automobile business
to

Columbine & Linderbeck.
The Gray Tractor Co. of Can-

ada Avas incorporated at

^^^inni-

sition, quiet

peg during the month of June.
Manitoba Engines, Ltd., Brandon, have been granted authority
to reduce their capital stock by

his kindly disposition

$200,000.

tatives of the trade.

Mr.

Hay was

The

late

of a retiring dispo-

and unassuming, but
and pleasant personality will be missed
by a wide circle of friends and
business acquaintances.

Frank Nilan, sales manager of
the Northern Implement Co., was
a recent business visitor to

Re-
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and

Saskatoon

gina,

Prince

Albert.

The Melville Motor Co. is a
new automobile concern recently
organized in the 'town of

Houghton, manager of Farm
Machinery Manufacturers, Saska-

authority to increase their capital
stock from $20,000 -to $50,000.

was a recent business visitor
Winnipeg".
George W. Erb, manager of the

Leboldus & Huck, 'the popular
implemeat firm at Vibank, have
added a garage and automobile
lines to their implement business.

J.

toon,
'to

that

Engine

^^^atrous

name.

The Western Canada Agency,
Lethbridge, has been changed to
the Western Canada Hardware
Co., Ltd.

The

Auto

Shaunavon

Co.,

Winnipeg,
few weeks in

Co.,

recently spent a
Brantford, Ont.

The Morgan & Jones Co. is a
new concern at Dinsmore, where
they are handling hardware and

Shaunavon, recently suffered fire
loss in a fire that swept part of

implement lines.
Standard Machinists,

that town.

the name of a new concern inCapital is
corporated at Unity.

During a terrific windstorm,
June 25, the Massey-Harris building at Carroll, Man.,

was badly

damaged.

The Prest-O-Lite

Co., Toronto,

is

permit has been issued at
Regina for the Garden City Feederect

to

warehouse

a

are busy at present turning out
storage batteries and acetylene

valued at $10,000.

generators.

Winnipeg, has been granted an

Ben Roll has taken over the

The Hero Fanning

Mill

Co.,

ment

Henson, the dealer at
has sold out his implement and automobile business to

out his garage and automobile interests to Arklie & Mills.

H. Beeman.
M. G. MacDougall, representative at Calgary for D. Ackland &

a

Son,
to

was

a recent business visitor

Winnipeg.

L.

is now carrying on
new implement warehouse- at

W. Simpson

We

wish
Crystal City.
luck in his new location.

The Govan Motor

&

him

Machine

been granted

Govan, have

Co.,

manager of
the Cockshutt Plow Co., WinniGrierson, sales

J.

peg branch, recently paid a visit
to Brandon and other Western
Manitoba points.

McDougall, the impledealer at Kipling, has sold

Grabinsky.
F.

Southern Manitoba to Mayne

has taken a partner into the business. The name of the firm now
is Morrow & Clendenan.

meeting of creditors.

A.

have sold

G. L. Morrow, hardware and
implement dealer at Edgerton,

a

implement business at Admiral,
formerly carried on by Peter

Fiske,

City,

recent

following

extension,

J.

Dominion

out their business at that point
Bros.

A

Co.

ers at
in

Progressive farmers

Capt. C. A. Dupont, Montreal,
a recent business visitor to
Winnipeg. Cap't. Dupont is con-

was

nected with the Grain Growers'
Auto Tractor Co., Montreal.
T. Roney, manager of the Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co.,
was a visitor to the fair at Calgary.
Mr. Roney reports a shortage of small tractors to meet the

able stock ruined.

lied

on

upon

for honest, unbiased opinions

neapolis Steel & Machinery Co.,
Winnipeg, recently made a western tour, during which he spent

re-

based

scientific tests.

"The 'ACME' Harrow", writes C. W. Matthews of the Kentucky
Experiment Station, "has been used at frequent intervals in our
orchard and general farm work, and its work has greatly pleased us.
It pulverizes our Blue Grass soil very thoroughly, and where there
is a considerable growth of weeds, it quickly reduces the entire mass
to a fine condition. We should not want to be without it."

in Regina, Moose Jaw,
Calgary and Saskatoon.

some time

W.

N. Brown, sales manager
Plow Co., Quincy,

of the Collins
111.,

"Acme** Pulverizing Harrow

States.

E. A.

Kemp,

manager

sales

oi

Canadian Fairbanks-Morsr
Co., Winnipeg, recently visited
Racine, Wis., and Minneapolis.
Mr. Kemp says that the company
have a winner in the distribution
of the Wallis tractor.

H. F. Anderson, manager of
Tudhope-Anderson Co., Winnipeg, spent a pleasant vacation a
Detroit Lakes, Minn., recently.

Mr. Anderson mo'tored both way
and found the roads good and
splendid weather conditions.

At Indian Head,
zie,

was

a recent business visitor

a

J.

McKen-

A.

machine man, has formed

a

company known

as the

McKen-

In the same
Thresher Co.
town, E. W. Williamson, garage
owner and auto dealer, has sold
out to Russell & TurnbuU.
zie

P. J. Bedson, traffic manager of
the John Deere Plow Co., Winnipeg, recently spent a few weeks
at the Deere headquarters at Moline,

111.

Mr. Bedson was look-

ing into the effect of 'the
freight rates on

new

implement

U.S.

traffic.

Leitch McClean Lumber
Co. has sold out its yards at the
following points to the Monarch
Benton, Sibbald,
Lumber Co.

The

:

—

Greenam and Harris.
This concern, whose headquarters
Elrose,

are at Winnipeg, are discontinuing operations.

Grout, 'the popular manager of the Twin City Separator
Co., Winnipeg, is at present on
Mr.
a vacation in Minneapolis.
P.

J.

Grout made the

itrip

via auto.

He

will return in time for the July
fairs, at which he will put on a

large exhibit.-

The coulters work deep into the soil, filling air spaces, compacting the lower

Matthews, sales manager
of the Port Huron Engine &
Thresher Co., Port Huron, Mich.,

crushing and cutting clods, and leaving a fine smooth mulch at the
It succeeds in all soils and on hillsides or level land.
Will last
a score ofyears and pay for itself every year. Sizes, 1-horse to 4-horse.

Leo Rumely, a member of the
famous Rumely family of thresh-

was

soil,

top.

Ask your

dealer to

show you the

today for free book, "The

"ACME"

Acme Way

Tillage Line. But, send
to Crops That Pay".

Duane H. Nash,
Elm

107

Inc.

Street

Millington,

N.

ing machine and engine manufacturers, is now associated with the
Parrett Tractor Co. of Chicago
in the capacity of sales manager.

...

ines.

#
JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY

Sirrnv

S^hS^on

W.

J.

a recent business visitor to

.

W. N. Robinson, manager of
Robinson-Alamo, Ltd., Winnipeg,
has gone West to attend all the
leading Western Canadian Fairs.
Mr. Robinson reports a good demand for Empire milking mach-

J.

m
S:r„^!

a trip which embraced the head
office of the company at Racine,
Wis., and other centers in the

Winnipeg, where he spent a
f-ew
days with the Cushman
Motor Works of Canada.

to

Makes Perfect Seed Beds

0

Gibney, manager of the Min-

J.

They know that these Stations can be

ready for a big summer's

is

J. C. Redden, manager of the
Winnipeg branch of the J. L Case
T.M. Co., recently returned from

•

demand.
During a fire that almost completely wiped out the town of
Warner, the implement warehouse
of Brown & Mundry was completely destroyed, and some valu-

watch with keen interest the
work of the Experiment Stations,

and

work.

'the

city.

Coidter Bros., implement dealLtd.,

given as $20,000.

er

Notice is given that all claims
against the Pioneer Tractor Co.,
Calgary, should be filed with the
Trust & Guarantee Co., in that

July, 1918

J. A. Thompson, pnesident and
general manager of the Happy
Farmer Co., Winnipeg, came back
a week ago from a well-earned
holiday at Detroit Lakes.
Mr.

Thompson

feels as

fit

as a fiddle

Winnipeg, where he spent a few
days with the General Utilities

Company, who are distributing
Port Huron tractors.
Abrams, president of the AdJ.
vance-Rumely Thresher Company, La Porte, Ind., spent a few
days during June in Winnipeg
looking into Western Canadian
Mr. Abrams states
conditions.
is
that the factory at La Porte
production.
tractor
very busy on

W.

F. Carey, formerly traveller

for the

Happy Farmer Company

Regina territory, has joined the
Mr.
Flying Corps at Toronto.
Carey is wfU known to many

in

(Continued on Page

24.)

—
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Every Sale Means Added Prestige

When You Sell
This
Better

Binder

JOHN DEERE GRAIN BINDER
Quick Turn Steel Tongue Truck

Brandon Fair Tractor Plow

A

Real Operating Advantage

Demonstration
You must
for

your

be watching out
The Bind-

takes place on 23rd, 24th

interests.

er season is here.

may mean

a

A

month, from

delay

They

noon, on each of
John

pay you to see our new
4-Bottom Tractor Plow at work.
It will

Deere Light Draft Binders
meet with approval everywhere.

this

the above dates.

John

loss.

10 a.m. to

and 25th of

No. 100, —

Deere

"Quick

Turn"
Tongue
Truck

are a big asset

SOMETHING DIFFERENT

You

to a dealer's business.

are looking for goods to sell

that

will

give

your trade

complete satisfaction. That
is what John Deere Light

faster than the team
makes square corners possible

Turns

Draft Binders will do. Now
to start your
is the time
Provide
Binder campaign.
-

— counteracts

side draft
makes
saves the horses
easier for the operator.

—

—

it

your stock early.

The Hansmann Binder Hitch
Reel support and quick Turn
Truck provided on all size
otherwise
unless
Binders

has been most successfully
used for some years.

The Hitch

ordered.

NEW BUNDLE CARRIER

adjustable and

is

will operate

with best

faction on the

Never catches a bundle or

satis-

John Deere

Binder and can be used witn
any Tractor, small or large.

drags against stubble in raising.

Catalog and Price List supplied for the asking

JOHN DEERE PLOW
Winnipeg

Regina

Calgary

Saskatoon

Edmonton

CO.
Lethbridge
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(Continued from Page 22).

states

Saskatchewan dealers, and is an
If aggressiveCase man.
ness will do it, he will make a
old

fine air fighter.

Geo. R. Bowles, a veteran travwho has been more recently
with the International Co. in
Canada, taking care of American
seeding machine sales, has been
appointed to centre and western
Minnesota territory by the J. I.
Case Plow Works, having joined
eller,

jthat organization.
I.

J.

Haug,

manager

of

the

Canadian "Avery Co., Winnipeg,
during June paid a visit to the
factories at Peoria, 111. Mr. Haug
says that the plants are now at
full pressure, and he is getting in
plenty of tractors and separators
to meet the demand for the Avery
line throughout the West.

A. E. Donovan, manager of the
Cushman Mo'tor Works of Canada, Winnipeg, recently returned
from Minneapolis where he was
looking over new lines with a
vicAV to distributing same in the

Mr. Donovan lately returned from a trip which took in

West.

all

the leading A¥estern

H. W. Hutchinson,
Canadian manager of
Factories,

Winnipeg

Ltd.,

Western

hardwoods
com-

pany are at present 'turning out
a very heavy supply of vehicles
for the 1919 demand.
There have been several
changes in business in Coronation
recently
Belangee & Morrison
have opened a new automobile
business; W. J. Gilliland has sold
out his implement and automobile
:

business to L. G. Schultz

&

Co.,

and Henderson & Son, implement
dealers, have discontinued their
business in this town.

The widow
ing,

William Deerfounder of the Deering harof

vester business, now part of the
International Harvester Company
of

New

Jersey, died recently at

Death was due to
Deering being in
her eighty-fourth year. William
Deering died five years ago. She
is survived by two sons and two
Miami, Fla.

old age, Mrs.

granddaughters.

M. Schibsby, manager

of the

MinneapoliiS 'branch of the

J.

I.

Case Plow Works, along with Mr.
Wood, from the J. I. Case Plow
Works offices at Racine, Wis., recently spent a couple of days with
the Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse

completing

arrangements

Carriage
has returned 'to

whereby that

Toronto
Mr. Hutchinson

Wallis tractors and J. I. Case
plows in the Canadian West.

after a trip to

and Hamilton.

cities.

that although

are difficult to procure his

Co.,

.

concert! will handle

manager
John Watson Manfg. Co.,
Winnipeg, has recently returned
from a trip to. the Watson factories a't Ayr, Ont.
Mr. Ritchie
reports that the factory is busy
and is well ahead on sleigh production and the goods for next
J.

F. Ritchie, assistant

of the

year's business.
are well supplied

The company

with a large
quantity of seasoned woods, in
contrast to many manufacturing
concerns in those times.

W.
of an

J.

Gilliland, formerly

implement business

owner

at Coro-

July, 1918

for a
to be

number

of years, and used
with the I)e Laval Separa-

tor Co.
J. F. Langdon died at Kansas
City a few weeks ago. The late
Mr. Langdon, some eighteen
years ago, started the marketing'
of 'the Ruth self feeder which
was then made at Halstead, Kansas.
Later he was connected
with the Rich Self Feeder Company, of St. Louis, after which
he started the manufacture of the
Langdon Ideal feeder, which is
now made by the Hart Grain

nation, has sold out to the Coro-

AVeigher

nation Trading Company.
The
company will continue to handle
the lines formerly sold by Mr.
Gilliland
Deere, McCormick,
I.H.C., and the McLaughlin cars.
Mr. Gilliland advises us that he
will reside for a few months at

Illinois.

Company,

of

Peoria

turn to 'the prairie, where he will
again enter the implement busi-

Prof. Thos. Shaw, St. Paul
noted agriculturist and authority,
died on June 25, aged 75 years.
Born in Ontario, he ran a 500
acre farm near Guelph for many
years.
At the age of 45 he took
charge of the agricultural school
at Guelph.
For many years he
had been a member of the faculty

ness.

of the agricultural school at the

—

Victoria, B.C.,

Thos

and

will later re-

Willoughby has been
appointed advertising manager of
the J. I. Case Plow Works, Racine, Wis., and will also have
J.

charge of the advertising of the
A'Vallis Tractor Company, whose
output is handled by the J. I.
Case Plow Works.
Mr. Willoughby has been connected with
the advertising department of the
International Harvester Company

Implement Repairs

University

MASSEY-HARRIS
FROST AND WOOD
DEERE
Mccormick
deering

A GOOD SORTING STOCK
Knives, Sections, Guards, Pitmans, Binder Canvases,
Reels Fans, Arms, Etc.

Minnesota,

and

ing authority in the theory and
of dry farming.
His
books are recognized as author-

practice

on agricultural subjects.

ity

The Implement Blue Book

We

recently received from the
Midland Publishing Co., St. Louis, Mo., a cop)
of the 1918 issue of the Imple-i
ment Blue Book, an excellent register of the agricultural implepublishers, the

ment,
tractor,
farm
powe^
machinery,
automobile
truck,?'
etc.,
production compiled from
information supplied direct by
manufacturers
and
distribu-

The

tors.

TO FIT

of

Avas considered, the world's lead-

that

'they

left

of

publishers

state

a few copies
1917 Implement

have
the

Blue Book, which they ofifer to
mail free of charge to subscribers
of this paper who will send 251
cents to pay the packing, postage^
This book has nearly 5(
etc.
pages and contains complete cla
sified

descriptive

lists

of all the

farm machinery and enj
gines made in the United Statesl
with names and addresses of

'tractors,

manufacturers, also jobbers in
the leading trade centers.

DON'T DELAY
IF

YOU WANT DELIVERY— RUSH YOUR ORDER TO

lONE

GARRY

1600
The
Best

^

Place
i-LTD."*

^ELVES

MARK
WINNIPEG, MAN.

aljj

:
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Important Announcement to Dealers
The Canadian Fairbanks- Morse Co. Ltd. have been appointed Western
Canadian Distributors for WallisTractors and J. I. Case Tractor Plows
POWER
2000 Lbs.

DURability

Constant

The Tractor Years Ahead Of

Drawbar

Its

Time

Is

Here!

Pull

SPEED

Pulls Three

LIGHT

lA-inch

WEIGHT

Plows

from 6 to

ECONOMY
8

SIMPLICITY

Inches Deep,

under

normal
conditions,

BURNS
KEROSENE

at 2| miles

PER-

per

FECTLY

hour.

SEE THE WALLIS TRACTOR AT BRANDON PLOWING DEMONSTRATION
your customers the WALLIS Tractor you supply them with the most advanced type of tractor design and conTests have proven conclusively that the WALLIS
of power and economy found in no other tractor.
combination
struction—a
cent of WALLIS power is used to propel its
per
Only
26
power.
engine
its
Tractor delivers at the draw bar 74 per cent of
With the WALLIS combination of Ught
for
this.
power
their
of
cent
per
3000 lbs. weight. Most tractors require 40 to 50
plowing or haulage. Its high plowing
for
power
more
cent
per
50
practically
weight and great strength your customers get
will plow' IQi/^ acres in a 10-hr. day.
bottoms
three
with
WALLIS
The
speed gives a greater acreage of plowing in less time.

When you

sell

WALLIS SIMPLIFIED CONSTRUCTION
K-W high tension ignition, with impulse starter.
Positive oiling system.
Belt pulley, 18 x 6 in.; runs
Liberal water circulation.
Modine radiator.
at 430 r.p.m. Two speeds forward, one reverse. Hyatt roller bearings
throughout. All gears drop forged, cut and hardened. Two live rear axles.
All moving parts enclosed in dustproof, oil bath. Cast steel frame. Turning radius, 10 feet.

the highest mechanical standards. Every part accessible for inspection and adjustment. Divide years of service by first cost and the
Wallis is the "best buy" in the tractor world. Any man can operate it.
Easily plows 9 to 10 acres daily; discs 35-40 acres, or pulls two binders at
2^ miles per hour. Some features of Wallis construction:
Motor, vertical, 4-cyl. valve-in-head type, with removable cylinder sleeves.
Biiilt to

Your Opportunity

— Write

or Wire for Dealers^ Information

Farmers know that they must have tractor speed as well as power and economy. They want actual work
power. That's the Wallis. If your territory is not already allotted, get in touch with us at once.

Wallis Tractors and
DEALERS
Fairbanks-Morse 24 x 46
" Tractor Special " Separators will be on exhibit

J. I.

—not

rated Horse-

Case Plows— an Ideal Combination

Forty years experience stand behind J. I. Case Tractor Plows. They are 100 per cent efficient. Noted for light
draft and excess strength. Weight of plows carried on the three wheels; no weight on bottoms. With these
Quick, positive lift. High clearance
plows you have no bottom drag, no landside pressure, no side draft.
All
between beams, and between share point and underside of beam prevents clogging in the heaviest trash.
parts under strain are of high carbon steel. Well braced at every point. Get special plow bulletin and our
proposition. Sell these well built long lived plows in your district.

at Saskatoon, Brandon,

and Regina
our

Fairs.

Thresher

Line

operation.

See
in

Distributors for Manitoba, Saskatchewan

The CANADIAN

SASKATOON

and Alberta

:

FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. LIMITED
WINNIPEG

CALGARY

!
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Distributing Port Huron
Tractors in West
Port Huron Engine &
Thresher Company, Port Huron,
Mich., have completed arrangements with the General Utilities
Industrial Bureau, WinCoy.,
nipeg, whereby that concern will
have the distribution in 'the Canadian West of the Port Huron
Farm Tractor, a 12-25 H.P. machine. The manufacturers of this
tractor have been in business

The

and are well known to
They" have a large
the trade.
plant some twenty acres in extent a't Port Huron, Mich., where
since 1851

they turn out a complete line of
W. J.
farm power machinery.

Matthews,

sales

manager

of the

Port Huron organization, was in
Winnipeg in the beginning of

completing arrangements
July
with the new distributors.
The General Utilities Company
was organized last spring for the
distribution of farm appliances of
The personnel of the
all kinds.
company embodies men with a

thorough knowledge of western
who should make

conditions, and

a success of the tractor business
in

Western Canadian

territory.

Preston S. Wright is president of
'the General Utilities Co., John H.
Young manager, and J. P. Gutstadt sales manager.
The Port Huron tractor is a
12-25 machine, which, it is stated,
has given very satisfactory service in United States territory.
It is powered by an Erd Tcerosene
burning engine, 4 cyl., valve in
head type. Gasoline can also be
Ignition

vised.

is

by

King.s'ton

high tension magneto with impulse starter. A Perfex radiator
and Kingston carbure'tor, also a
Bennett air cleaner, are other
features.
Haadling three plows
under average conditions, this
tractor has a variable speed of
from l]4 'to 4 miles per hour,

Transmission
ahead or reverse.
by spur gears, machine cut and
hardened, and all gearing runs

is

dust-proof casings. The
friction drive used is by a fibre
wheel facing on a metal disc, giving six speeds forward or reverse.
The frame of the tractor is of
steel channel, with spring mountFront wheels are
ing in front.
34in. diameter, and the rear drivThe wheel
ers 56 X 10 inch face.
base of the Port Huron is 7ft. 9in.
in oil in

This tractor, which is of very
compact design, has a 'total weight
of 5,700 lbs., and is provided with

The General Utilities
a canopy.
Company state that they will have
a Port Huron tractor in operahght tractor plowing
demonstration at Brandon, July
tion at the
23-25.

Moline T racto r Booklet
The Moline Plow Co., Moline,

There are

many good

reasons

why

the use of

Dunlop Thresher Belts

of the parts

and the operation of
Every part of the

the tractor.
care of the tractor

"PRAIRIE" and "RELIANCE"
is

have issued a book of 120
111.,
pages on the subject, "How to
Operate Moline Universal TractThe book is most
or Model D."
complete in its detailed discussion

is

discussed.

Threshermen realize that Rubber Belts surpass any other kind for the
work they have to do, and
all

From
Wherein

lies

An especial appeal is made by
the Comptoir National of 15 Rue
Louis le Grand, Paris, to all
Canadian manufacturers and producers.
This organization has
been formed with the co-operation and under the control of the
Belgian government in an effort
to help reconstruct the industry

and trade of that stricken counThis is considered es-

try.

owing to the critical
which
will
refor
Belgium
after
the

situation
sult

war through the

tured products, etc.
The Comp'toir National is formed to help Belgian trade and industry by enabling the inhabitants of that country when peace
comes to purchase 'the tools and
all necessary raw materials, will
not only reconstruct the economical situation of Belgium, but will
puit an end to the sufferings of the
working classes by enabling them
to start working in the reconstructed shops.
This co-operative society is interested in all classes of goods,
machine tools, building materials,
leathers,

|

and exporters of any line
adaptable to the reconstruction of

Belgium

to

forward

models

Satisfaction

Now,

for a sample of either Belt or both. Dunlop
Canvas Thresher Belts and Dunlop Agricultural Hose are thoroughly upholding the reputation of the "Two Hands" Line of Rubber-made Goods.

Ask our nearest Branch

full

are announcing the 1919
manure spreaders.
in

will the

motor cars aban-

don their uppishness

—\

The

Rubber Goods Co.

Torrence

Limited

Vacuum

and Factories: TORONTO
Branches: Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon,
Regina, Winnipeg, London, Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa,

Head

them

information, catalogs and literature, with the prices of the various machines in triplicate.

They

&

farm machin-

turers

Way
and

textiles,

ery and equipment, gas engines,
chemical products, woodworking

the secret of

Service, Quality

disasters caused

by the depredations of the Germans, who have removed whole-sale machine tools, farm equipment, raw materials, manufac-

They ask Canadian manufac-

the Best Materials

Dunlop Tire

,

sential

greases, etc.

By Expert Workmen
a Uniform

Industry

the good qualities of

Dunlop Thresher Belts are made

In

To Reconstruct Belgian

machinery, electrical machinery,
automobiles, vans, wagons, oils,^

quite general throughout every threshing community.

That Dunlop Thresher Rubber Belts embody
an Ideal Rubber Belt.

July, 1918

Office

John. Halifax
Makers of Tires and Tubes for all purposes: Mechanical Rubber
Goods of all kinds and General Rubber Specialties
WINNIPEG BRANCH: 354 Donald Street.
SASKATOON BRANCH: 311 Twentieth
REGINA BRANCH: 1769 Cornwall St.
Montreal,

Grain

St.

Cleaner
St.

and

E.

Loader

will

make your

store popular.

The

greatest

ma-

chine ever offered

the farmers of
Canada.
Write for particulars
and Agency Contract
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by

Winnipeg Steel Granary

&

Culvert Co., Limited

WINNIPEG
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International,

Mogul and Titan
Kerosene Tractors
[rr-lHESE tractors were developed through twelve years active field work
\ in every civilized country in the world. A size and type for every farm.
All of them operate successfully on kerosene and other low grade
fuels down to 39 degrees Baume.
All of them are fully equipped to do both field and belt work.

by a company that knows farmers* needs and that
also sells implements and machines to be operated by the tractor, assuring
proper combinations of tractor and tractor power machines.
These are tractors that enable dealers to build up permanent,
profitable trade in power farming machines. One of our Canadian branch
houses is near you to take care of your customers* service needs. Write
the address of the one nearest you, named below, for full information
about selling MOGUL, TITAN and INTERNATIONAL kerosene tractors.

They are

sold

the proper time, of
of real power to the farms.

This

is

International

all

times, to be assisting in the distribution

Harvester Company of

Canada, Limited

BRANCH HOUSES
WEST—Brandon,
EAST—

Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta.; Estevan, Sask.; Lethbridge, Alta.; North Battleford, Sask.; Regina,
Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.; Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.
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vmderneath the main building,
which will be on the C.N.R. track-

Will Display Lines

During the Regina Exhibition,
manufacturers'
Conwa}^,
agent, Regina, Avill have on display a full line of the goods he
distributes in his warehouse, corner of Railway Street South and
Regina.
Albert,
Mr. Conway
handles Heney light and heavy
harness, Conway buggies, Munro,
]McIntosh buggies. Ford commerBert

bodies,

cial

Woodstock wagons
"Round Oak" stoves.

and sleighs,
Viking cream

separators,

etc.

Dealers visiting the fair at Regina are cordially invited to pay
a visit to the warehouse to look
over 'these lines.

Brandon Pump Co. Building

New

Factory

The Brandon Pump & WindWorks,

Brandon, recently
excavation work on the
new factory to be erected at the
corner of 9th St. and McTavish
Ave. in that city. Manager Cater
reports that the new plant will be
the future home of the pump
manufacturing works, which are
now located at 'the corner of 9th
mill

started

and Lorne Ave. The new

St.

fac-

tory building will be a one-storey
structure with an area of 56 by
65, with a basement of 56 by 25

age. The new factory will treble
the existing capacity of the works.

The estimated
provement

work

the
given.

cost

not

is

will be rushed

of

and

im-

The
com-

staggered furrow wheel and special design allows this plow to
follow any tractor perfectly, while
it can be very easily turned.
Dealers can obtain full particulars from the nearest branch of
the John Deere

pleted as early in the present
building season as possible.

Plow Co.

The Buyer's Guide

July, 1918

vice

which prevents overloading

of the tractor or breakage of any
part.
This hitch, made in three
sizes to suit

plows,

is

from one to twelve

of strong steel castings

and tempered springs which take
all the load and give an easy resilient hitch between tractor and
plows. The hitch can be adjusted to any desired load when load
gets beyond the adjustment tension the unhitching is automatic.
There should be a large demand
for this handy device throughout
the Canadian West.
;

The Deere No.

The John Deere Plow

now

We

100 Plow
Co. are

handling the latest product

Deere factories, 'the John
Deere Tractor Plow, No. 100.
This plow will be on view at the
Brandon Light Tractor Plowing
Demonstration, July 23-25. Dealers will be interested with the
of the

constructional

features

No.

is

of

the

four-bottom
plow, but can be used as either a
A one-man ou't2, 3 or 4-bottom.
fit with automatic lift and convenient levers, it is equipped with
Deere quick de'tachable shares.
When used as a three or four-bottom gang, the foOTth bot'tom is
simply raised out of the ground.
All four bottoms have the usual
Deere high lift. A special spacing device for all bottoms is an
innovation in plow design, while
the beams are adjustable by a
screw device, alteration being
possible as 'the engine runs. The
100.

It

a

have received from "Farm
Implement News," Chicago, a
copy of the 1918 Buyer's Guide,
a very complete directory of farm
machinery commonly sold by the
retail implement dealer.
The
Buyer's Guide gives the names
and addresses of about 1,600
manufacturers, separate lists with
addresses of the makers of goods
of each class and the dis'tinctive
name of each machine.
Practically everything in the implement
line now manufactured is listed
in
the Buyer's Guide, which
should be of value to every implement dealer.

A Good
With the

tractor a

good safety

an essential and is invaluable in saving jerk, strain or'
breakage on the engine gears and
the parts of the plow, cultivator
or any other implement being
hauled. R. H. Pogue, 148 Princess Street, Winnipeg, is handhitch

is

ling the

THE AMERICAN WILD OAT AND
BARLEY SEPARATOR AND CLEANER

Tractor Accessory

Pogue Safety Hitch, a

de-

The Manitoba Line

Handling Sieve-Grip Tractors

The Eldridge Motors Co., Calgary, are now handling the distribution in Alberta territory of the
Samson Sieve-Grip 'tractor, a.
machine which is produced by the
General Motors Corporation, at
Pontiac, Mich., and Stockton,
Cal.
This is a three plow tractor
with two drive wheels and one
steering wheel.
It is rated at 1225 h.p., has a 4 cyl. vertical motor
and burns gasoline or distillate
The Samson has a turning radius
of 12 feet and weighs 5,800 lbs.
It
is
equipped with pressure
lubrication, roller bearings on
wheels, direct drive to belt pulley,
and has an air cleaner and Eisemann magneto. The length over
all is
160 inches, width 61
inches, height 56 inches.

of Windmills

is

the

Most Complete Line You Can Handle

A MILL FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Patented

slats,

Not a fanning mill or cleaner.
The only real Wild Oat Separator,
Takes all wild oats out of tame
oats and harley, and grades the

work-

ing over rocking zinc sieve, distribute grain evenly and eliminate every small kernel.

Very

oats or barley to uniform size for
seed.

Large hopper
Strong construction, bolted and braced
Write for agency offer, prices and literature.

light draft.

throughout.

EXCLUSIVE SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA

Cushman Motor Works

of Canada, Limited

Builders of light weight, high grade Gasoline Engines for all

DEPT.

E.,

WHYTE

AVE.

AND VINE

ST.

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.

steel Mills furnished in sizes 5ft., 8ft., and 10ft., with 3 or 4 post tower
Girted every Sl^ft.
Furfor 8ft. and 10ft. and 3 post only for 5ft
nished with side ladders.
Height of
towers, 20ft., 31ft., 42ft. and 53ft. Get
Study the merits
our printed matter.
of these mills. Be prepared to talk them
profitable line to
to your customers.
Our
handle and an easy line to sell.
facilities enable us to supply complete
outfits, including Pipe, Pumps, Cylinder,
big advantage to a dealer to be
etc.
able to buy complete outfits from the

A

A

same

firm.

•

WRITE FOR PRICES AND
FULL PARTICULARS

10 ft. Vaneless Open Wheel direct
stroke mill for same towers as

used with steel

mills.

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED
8th St. and Assiniboine Ave.

(Phone 2943)

BRANDON, MAN.
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Sell the

Separators that

Save the Most Grain
where Avery Threshers

gram saving

lead.

In 27

field tests,

threshed on canvas, AVERY Threshers
Can any separator equal this?

record of 99.9% of the grain threshed.

Avi^v tI"^>?^®
AVERY
Threshers are'V^?*"''^.^
built m eight

sizes;

made

the cnampion
chamDion

Avery Separator Construction
every size has the
same

exclusive grain

saving devices that
have made the me famous. There are 6,375 fingers in the I X L Grain
Saving device in an A^erJ Thresher
which dip mto the straw every minute, hunt around for the last kernel-and
get it.
The finTers snread
and tear the straw apart so that all the loose grain can drop through. The
big Jumbo tool steel teeth on the
Avery cyhnder and concaves thresh the grain out of the heads no matter what
condition the straw may be
We guarantee our teeth for life against breakage. Sell your customers Avery
Separators and you guarwagon-box-not the straw stack.
Let 7s send you full particulars

m

of this

o^v.

Wg semngTn"

^i-L^s of Standardized
e^e'T^ si^e farm,
^^15 tL^^^t""^

.

.„
5-10,

8-15,

built

for

25-50 and 40-80 H.P. All
kerosene with perfect success.
Five larger sizes are built alike: opposed, slow speed,
heavy duty motors, patented gasifier, patented sliding
frame, two speed double drive, all spur gear transmission. No fan, no water pump, no fuel pump, no
outside lubricator, no second clutch.
All sizes have
12-25,

and

18-36,

bum

Avery Kerosene Tractors
removable inner cylinder walls, an exclusive Avery
feature.

Secure the Avery Sales Contract and represent a
complete line of motor farming machinery: Six sizes
of Kerosene Tractors— A combined Engine
Disc and
plank float— a complete Une of Tractor Plows, both
heavy and light—and a complete line of eight "YEL-

LOW

all

KID" and "YELLOW
champion grain savers.

FELLOW"

Separators-

GET THE AVERY CATALOG AND CONTRACT
WESTERN CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:

CANADIAN AVERY
Head

Office:

Dealers

CO., LTD.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

REGINA
CALGARY
SASKATOON
Sub Agencies: LETHBRIDGE and CAMROSE

Branches at:

:

Meet

Avery Line

the

at

Edmonton, Brandon,
Saskatoon and

Regina Fairs

i

;
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Fairbanks-Morse to Handle
Wallis Tractors

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Winnipeg, have completed
arrangements whereby they will
have the distribn'tion for the
Canadian West of the Wallis
made by the W^allis
tractor,
Tractor Co., and sold in the
United States by the J. I. Case
Plow Works, Racine, Wis. Back
first

Avorld's

line

developed an average drawThis
bar pull of 2,580 pounds.
equals 74 per cent of the power
generated by the motor, and the
makers claim that no other tractor on the market approaches the
Wallis in the development of

J. I.

drawbar power in relation to
Indeed
total power production.
the average tractor uses some
forty or fifty per cent of its power
to operate the moving parts and
overcome the inertia of the total

tractor made the
cross1,000-mile

1915 this

In tests made by the Hyatt
Roller Bearing Co., the Wallis
tractor, which weighs but 3,000
lbs.,

Co.,

in

,

counti-y durability run, travelling
from Cleveland, Ohio, to Fremont, Nebraska. Following this

weight.
tractors, the

Along with Wallis

trip the same machine established a record by plowing three acres

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse organization will handle the famous

in 77 minutes.

DEALER

Mr.

Cater Can Sell You
Wood

or Iron

Pumps cheaper

than any one in the West.

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER

of

&

Windmill

Works

MAN.

BRANDON

Your

Territory Heeds Proper Ventilation
MADE

Handle the

Shipped Ready

IN

CANADA

TOWNSLEY

for the Roof.

Suitable for

System

of

well abreast of the best in the development of light tractor plows.
these in both disc and
moldboard patterns, and with any
number of bottoms. The two and
three furrow "Enicar" plows are
said to have wonderfully light
draft to always plow at an even
depth and are very convenient
This allows
and easily handled.

They make

Ventilation

Creameries,

Farm

Schools, etc.

Buildings

®

Weather-proof
Rust-proof

thoroughly

tried

Barley Separator and Grader, and
expressly manufactured for the
organization, is said to
back up the claim that until now

is

Cushman

no machine could be depended
upon to separate wild oats from
tame oats and barley, for the following reasons W^ire cannot be

or lowered for dep'th
mateirially affect the position of

Regardless of
the depth levers.
the depth of plowing, the bottoms
on "Enicar" plows are always

:

and
self-

elevate the kernels evenly, so
that flannel, oil cloth or carpet
are inefficient.

The principle involved in this
wild oat separator is a remarkable one in fact, it very much
resembles the gradual rubbing of
the grain between the palms of
the hands. A long, semi-circular

—

with 'two drivers and

The constant

plowing speed

is
Lubrication
splash system.

slotted zinc sieve, which is full of
absolutely uniform perforations, is
rocked in a semi-rotary motion
by the turning of the crank

given as
engine uses
is

The
2,000 pounds.
gasoline or kerosene

as

fuel.

by circulating
Other construc-

curved sieve
which keep
works
time dissame
the
at
and
it clean

Transmission

tribute a thin, level layer of grain
over the full surface of the sieve
making every kernel come in con-

forged gears, 2 speeds forward.
Final drive: Spur gear direct to
live axle, all gears and pinions

tact with the surface of the sieve,
so that no kernel can go over that

Rear axle diame'ter 3 in.
Drive wheels 48 in. high, 12- in.

is

wide. Pulley 18x6 in., 430 r.p.m.
motor clutch;
by
controlled
driven through transmission belt
speed 2,030 ft. per minute. Fuel
capacity 20 gals. Oil capacity 5
Air cleaner; Bennett, cengals.

spread over

and proven

Bird-proof

Made

system.

of

heavy

gauge galvan-

Absolutely

ized iron

guaranteed.

Get the Agency

for

Townsley Systems

worth building is worth equipping with the Townsley
Barns, stables, creameries and public buildings reVentilation System.
In the stable fresh, dry
out.
quire good ventilation— fresh air in, foul air
all damp, foul air, is as essential as good
remove
to
circulation
proper
air,
Our travellers co-operate with you to increase the
feed and pure water.
in
There are scores of prospects for Townsley Systems right
demand.
handling
by
net
can
you
profit
nice
the
Let us. show you
your district.

Every barn

that's

this line.

Write for Literature and our Special Offer

Canadian Lightning Arrester
1205 Rosser Ave.

::

&

Electrical Co., Ltd.

BRANDON, MAN.

K-W.

high
impulse
Governor: Wallis, hystarter.
Carburetor: Bendraulic type.
nett, single bowl, V/4 in. inlet
Cooling:
stove.
heated from
radiator,
Spirex
Modine
Water;
pump circulation. Hitch: 12 to
16 in. high, lateral adjustment 8>4

tension

Ignition:

magneto with

;

Frame spring mounted

in.

in

Dimensions:
front, soHd in rear.
in., width
all
148>4
over
Length
61 in., height 61^/2 in. wheel base
;

100

in.

We

smaller than the perforations
the sieve. The sieve lies at
an angle so that the steady, level
stream of grain flows down,

in

:

trifugal.

'this

a series of slats

Enclosed

:

Over

handle.

tional features listed are:
Hyatt roller bearings throughout.

cannot be

depended upon to provide a uniAn uneven surform force.
upon to
depended
face cannot be

one steering wheel. It develops
13 1-3 h.p. constant, and 17 1-3
h.p. maximum, on the bar and 25
at the belt.

Wind

made uniform.

levelHng.
Some particulars of the design
of the Wallis 15-25 H.P. tractor
will be of interest to our readers.
This machine is a two or three
tractor,

oats and barley.

tame

The machine, which is called
the "American" Wild Oat and

;

®

A

of

does not

raised to the same height
when raised the plow is

in

'

the operator 'to give his entire atBy the
tention to the tractor.
pull of a rope the bottoms automatically leave or enter the soil,
and when the bottoms are raised
it

I

doing the
work. This machine is not a fanning mill or cleaner, but is stated
to absolutely -take wild oats out
results

effective

forged.

Barns, Stables,
for

The Cushman Motor Works of
Canada are now distributing a
wild oat and barley separator and
cleaner of novel design, and very

Case Plow Works have kept

pull at

in

Separator

record for plow production, the

h.p.

Dealers: Every Barn

Cushman Handle New Wild Oat

power-lift

Case

I.

"Enicar" plows. Witli an enviable

plow

Brandon Pump

J.

July, 1918

understand that interested
dealers can obtain full particulars
of the Wallis tractors and J. I.
Case tractor plows by addressing
the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co. at "Winnipeg, Saskatoon, or
Calgary. The Wallis Avill be demonstrated at Brandon.

its

entire surface.

In construction the American
wild oat separator is strongly
built and braced, and the drive is
so easy 'that a ghild can operate
the machine. An extra large hopper is fitted with an adjustable
slide feed, easily

operator

of

the

test

was made

tive

of

reached by the
separator.

A

for a representa-

Canadian

Farm

Imple-

ments, and the work done in removing wild oats from tame oats
is

excellent.

this

the

Full particulars of

machine can be obtained from

Cushman Motor Works

of

Canada, Winnipeg, who look forward to a very heavy de-

mand

for this separator through-V

out Western Canadian territory.

After a man has reaped hi-=
golden harvest it is easy enougli
d
for him to preach the doctrine
shine?
sun
the
while
making hay
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FORD-A-TRACTOR

The Best Attachment

for All

Farm Work

Jeweled Kerosene Tractor

All gears are machine Cut steel gears, including large Master Gear, and all
enclosed in dust proof case and run in bath of oil.
Medium weight two speeds forward four cylinder vertical, valve-in-head,
Kerosene Engine, 24 Anti-Friction Bearings (Hyatt and Timken).
Will draw 3 or 4 plows at 2^ miles per hour and has ample power to
operate grain thresher up to 28-inch.

—

—

The Ford-a-Tractor is guaranteed to do the work of 4 good horses.
Fully
enclosed gears run in oil bath.
Shock absorbers; strong steel wheels. Steel
cut pinions.
Special cooling system the best on any tractor attachment.
No strain on Ford. Sells at a lower price than any other attachment. Price,
only $240. Exceptionally good discounts and exclusive territory to live dealers.

—

SEE THIS TRACTOR AT SASKATOON, NORTH
BATTLEFORD AND PRINCE ALBERT FAIRS
Write for full particulars and Dealers Contract.
Tractor Attachment for Fords.

We

also handle the

Ask

MEGO

K.M.C.
Transformer

WALTER GRATIAS

The only successful
equipment for using
Kerosene in Ford cars.
Write for particulars.

Distributor for Saskatchewan

59,

23rd Street, West

Saskatoon, Sask.

The Tractor

Our Liberal Contract

for

Don't delay, secure territory now.
There
are prospects everywhere for the Ford-aTractor.
Does all field work at minimum
cost.
Dealers: Write at once.

J.

D.

Head

ADSHEAD
Office:

CO.

Winnipeg, Man.

Alberta Branch: 117 10th Ave. E., Calgary

Built

on Proof, and Proven!

Not an untried principle has ever entered into the construction of the
Turner Simplicity Tractor. The test of actual use on the farm has
been
applied to it m every state of its development.
For seventeen years its
maker has built farm engines and tractors, worked right with the farmer,
and studied his needs. The result is this sensible four-wheel, four-eylinder,'
three-plow tractor that has

made good

in

actual operation.

This Means Sales For

You

needless to say that this is the best tractor year
that you ever saw. The shortage of farm help has created
a big demand.
not get in the race with a tractor
that has made good, and get your share of the business ?
can use a few more dealers and distributors, who appreciate tried-out, quality^goods. All of our last year's
dealers have renewed and at least doubled their conIt is

Why

We

tracts.

dealer

\^^rite
list is

for

full

information to-day before our

ccmplete.

TURNER MANUFACTURING
215 Lake Street

CO.

Port Washington, Wis.

—
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Cushman Binder Attachments

velopment of the gas engine.
this line of effort,

The success of the binder engine has been one of the most
remarkable features in the ;de-

er

engines,

distributed

Cushman Motor Works
ada,

of CanWinnipeg, and manufactured

by the parent company
coln, Neb.,

A

Quick

You

WAGNER

The

DISC GRINDER

This engine, which when demounted, can be used for all-purpose farm work, is mounted without a sub-base in a patented,
slotted binder attachment bracket,
so that the engine is adjustable
The bracket is
on the bracket.
also adjustable on the crossbar of
The combinathe binder frame.
tion can be adjusted 'three different ways, making it possible to
line up and operate the engine in

The mere mounting of an engine on a binder of course can be
accomplished by any man with
mechanical ideas with most any
kind of an engine; but the proper
balance, operating service and
efficiency of the combination of
an engine on the binder has
proven a very exacting problem.

GUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS
OF CANADA, LTD.
Builders of High-grade

Outfits

St.

Another

—Lang-

don Ideal Self Feeders — Fanning Mills
— Vacuum Washing Machines— Lincoln
Saws — Shinn-Flat Lightning Conductors
— Universal Hoists^—-Wagner Hardware

essential feature of the

binder engine proposition is to
maintain the very careful balance
of the grain binder. The weight
of the engine on the rear is there-

Specialties.

La

While

a large

number

of ordin-

ary engines were used in the past
as an emergency for binder drive,
the light weight engine manufacturers contend that the ordinary
or horizontal engines will no't be
of sufficient value to be used under ordinary conditions.
They,
however, do contend that the
properly designed and carefully
built binder engine, with proper
weight, balance and attachment
The
will be used every season.
fact that an especially designed
binder engine is suitable for general

work makes

value

With

to

any

a large

of engine

it

of universal

general

demand

farmer.

for 'this type

Western Canadian dealthem a profitable

ers should find
line to handle.

New Lauson

Tractor

Distributors in Northwest

the most efficient manner..

GET DEALER'S PRICES

Threshing

fore balanced with the water cooling tank placed on the tongue or
tongue truck in front, thereby
maintaining the proper balance,
to make it possible to secure best
draft on the binder.

possible the cut-

Cushman binder engines are
only 167 lbs. in weight and are located on the rear of the binder.

once.

Combination

Lin-

the machine.

money for your customers.
Saves
Sharpens blade
Adaptable to any disc.
quickly and without attention, setting
up a good cutting edge. Easily shifted
Keeps the disc in
from blade to blade.
first-class shape. The hard emery grinding block will last several seasons and
can be replaced. Makes no load on
Write at
They sell everywhere.
disc.

Light-weight Engines
Dept. E., Whyte Ave. and Vine
WINNIPEG, MAN.

make

at

ting of grain with only two
horses, and are invaluable where
the crop is heavy or down and
tangled. These engines drive all
the mechanism, of the binder; the
horses merely pull the weight of

Selling

Specialty For

In
bindby the

Cushman

The John Lauson Manufacturing Company of New Holstein,
Wisconsin, announce they have
closed their northwest territory
with the Northwestern Lauson
Tractor Company of Minneapolis,
Minnesota, who will distribute
the 21 jewel Lauson machine in
Minnesota, South Dakota and the
northwestern part of Wisconsin.
The personnel of the conipany
will be Mr.
F. L. Sturr, Mr.

Rockwood W.
D. E. Ryan,

Bullard, and Mr.
asso-

who have been

Christiansen Packers Get You the Business
Our packers are built in sections. Can be used with horses or tractors, or gangs
can be disconnected and used for plow attachment. Fit any standard make of plow.
Alongside we show our 3-furrow sub-surface plow packer.
Wheels are interchangeable and fit axle and frame of the four section machine shown below.
Don't neglect your gang plow attachment trade. We supply the only
successful harrows and packers made for gang plows.
Orders filled
promptly.

SUB-SURFACE WHEELS
CAN BE SUPPLIED FOR
THE SAME FRAME

CHRISTIANSEN

SURFACE PACKER
All packer axle§ are standardized and
have patented dustproof lubrication,
which reduces draft.
Flexible design
these packers cover all uneven ground.

The

made

for

standing

grain

summer
Prevents

rolling

or

Regina Fairs,

Edmonton, Saskatoon, Brandon and
and the Brandon Tractor Plowing Demonstration.
at

Exclusive Manufacturers in

Christiansen Pulverizer

Canada

of the

Packer and Mulcher

drifting

and retains moisture.

Ask

for latest catalog,

and

prices.

.

A

The Tractor and Truck Show

An exhibition of tractors and
motor trucks and accessories for
both has been announced by the
Automotive and Accessories ExThe

position, Inc., of Chicago.

dates given are September 14 to

The famous Chicago
1918.
municipal pier has been secured

21,

for the exhibit.

The Automtive

and

sories Exposition, Inc.,

is

Accessuccess-

or to the National Exposition of
Ford Accessories, which conducted an exhibit in Chicago last fall.
Efforts will be made to obtain
a large and representative exhibit
of farm tractors and motor trucks

and accessories.

The

truck divi-

sion will be in charge of F. Ed.
Spooner. Manager of the tractor
division has not yet been selected.
establish
will
exposition

The

headquarters at the New Southern Hotel, Michigan Avenue and
13th Street, Chicago.

U.S. Machinery Men Aid
Gov ernm ent
Two men connected with large

equipment

farm

members

industries

of the U.S.

War

are

Indus-

Board, which has been separated from the Council of National
Defense by order of the president.
They are Alex Legge, general

tries

manager of the International Harvester Company, and Geo. N.
Peek, vice-president of Deere and
Co. Mr. Legge is chairman of the
requirements division and Mr.
Peek is chairman of the finished

The War

Board consists

dustries

In-

of ten

including representaarmy and navy. The
the
tives of
implement industry has therefore
contributed 25 per cent of the
civilian membership of the board.

members,

tractor plows are of interest to every dealer these days.
circular illustrating and ex-

Good

See'the Christiansen Line

fallowing.

soil

Ford automobile

Collins Plow Circular

implement

best

ciated with 'the

business in the city of Minneapolis.
The headquarters of the
company will be at 1208 Harmon
Place, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The initial order was for over
200 tractors.
complete stock of
tractors and repairs will be maintained, so that prompt delivery
and service will be assured.

products division.

15-FOOT 4-SECTION

ASK FOR AGENCY

July, 1918

A

plaining the Collins tractor gang
plow is now ready for mailing out

by the Collins Plow Company of
If you are in.
Quincy, Illinois.
you will be
plows,
for
the market
interested in examining this cir-

We

understand that there
a very good possibility of Colthe
lins plows being handled in

cular.
is

CHRISTIANSEN IMPLEMENTS LTD.

WINNIPEG

Canadian West, so that dealers
should be interested in the perusal
of literature on this line.

:
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The Ultimate

X

Tractor
The

who

dealer

will naturally

is

Farm Tractor

considering handling a

wish to represent a machine that will add

That

why

X
X
passed
experimental
standardized conX
X
gears
Hyatt and Timken
X
Bearings throughout.
An ample surplus
strength
X
Tractor demands.
meet
years ahead
X
competitors. Your customers who purchase a LAUSON
X
continued and
—both
X
the
X
and
PROOF-ALL GEARS ENCLOSED
X
X
X
X
OUTPUT
TREBLED
X
X
X
more than
X We have been
our production
year and have,
some
open. The
X
X
who can
LAUSON organization
and ample
Our aggressive advergenerous
X
X
X
campaign helps you make
Write us
on our
X
X
X
X
X The John Lauson Manufacturing Co., 326 Monroe St., New Holstein, Wis.
X
X
X
X
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
to the

prestige

of

his

business.

LAUSON

15-25 appeals to the

the

stage.

All

struction.

wideawake

is

dealer.

It

Is of

of

to

It is five

15-25 will get
at

has

fully enclosed.

all

field

the

of its

efficient service

in the

belt.

MORE THAN

able to

dealer

treble

qualify for the

tising

gets

sales.

desirable territory

therefore,

this

protection.

profits

for full particulars

dealer proposition.

Six-Wheel
(Patented)

Truck

"LISTER"

Ideal

MADE

Size of Separator, 22 x 36

SIZES

;

Horse Power Required, 9

Eliminates
Vibration

TWO

IN

Threshing Outfits

Size of Separator, 26 x 42

Have Made Good

H.P.

to 20

H.P.

;

Horse Power Required, 14

in the Field

to 15

— Everywhere

"LISTER" Combination Threshers

sell, stay sold and
give satisfaction.
Except in capacity they equal the
biggest and most expensive threshers sold.

TWO

MEN

handle this outfit with ease.
Low in first cost;
strong, practicable, simple design.
Large threshing
capacity.
Supplied with or without bagger, taiUngs
elevator, straw carrier or blower.
As an individual
separator for light tractor drive, sell the
LISTER 26 X 42.
Size up the demand.
Secure territory NOW.

We Guarantee
Orders.

Delivery of all Early
Specify Now.

DEALERS: MEET US
AT THE FAIRS
and the
complete Lister Line, will
be exhibited at the Fairs at
Lister Threshers,

OUR LINE INCLUDES
"Lister" and

"Canuck" Gasoline and Kerosene Engines, Grain Grinders and
Crushers, Electric Lighting Plants, Milking Machines, Cream Separators, Churns,
Ensilage Cutters, Silos, Sawirg Outfits, Combination Threshers, Pumps, Pump Jacks,
Power Pumping Outfits.

Ask

for Prices

and Literature

"The Name

R. A.

on any item

ST.

is

Edmonton,

a Guarantee of Quality Goods."

LISTER
& CO. (Canada), LIMITED
WALL STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

JOHN,

Saskatoon,

Brandon and Regina.

N.B.

TORONTO

QUEBEC

Get our New
Thresher
Catalog

,
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Using Window Display in

Cream

ing

On

page

this

July, 1918

Sell-

Separators

we show

the re-

production of a photograph of the

window

of J. B.

Kenaghan

of Prince Albert, Sask.

Mr. Kena-

display

ghan

is the Sharpies dealer
in
that town, and has a great belief
ip the utilization of his window

DoYouWantThis Agency?
TTT'E are going to establish
' ^
Agency in your locality.

Nilson Tractor

a

We

want a

space as a means of increasing the
demand for Sharpies cream separators in his district.
Sharpies
dealers throughout the Canadian
West will be particularly interested in this window arrangement, as it is the regular display
for .show windows which the
Sharpies Separator Company furnishes to all their dealers, free of
charge.
Every Sharpies dealer
who has window space available
should procure the necessary
cards and trimming for this display, as

tractive

first-

handle it. He must be
a hustler, and must be ready to grow as his sales
class, reliable dealer to

it

forms a tasty and

window which

is

at-

sure to

arouse local interest, and hence
increased separator business. Mr.

Kenaghan

is

especially interested

development of cream separator sales, and is a firm believer
in the efficiency of a good floor
lay out and the use of his windows in pushing his various lines.

in the

and

profits increase.

To

the right

man

the Nilson Tractor

Agency

offers:

The Agency

1

for

the tested tractor

years of success backing

with

3

4

for the only tractor with the
Patented Lever Hitch. This gives automatic
protection from competition.
No other
dealer can offer anything like the Nilson
Lever Hitch.

The Agency

for the tractor of light weight,

low fuel consumption, high speed and big
power.

The Agency

works in
any soil, wet or dry and at any time horses
can work.

The Agency

for the tractor that

for the tractor

and Senior models to

fit

made

in Junior

any sized farm.

this

separator business, and spread
the gospel of publicity among the
Sharpies dealers whom they supply in Manitoba territory.

The hardware business of Mit-^
and MacGregor was estab-

chell

and has been carBrandon continually

lished in 1881
ried

ever

on

in

They

since.

branch stores

have

four

in Alberta, as well

as their representation in Manitoba.
tion

They took on
of

Sharpies

the distribuSuc'tion-feed

Separators and have surely done
a successful and profitable busi-

with this line. They now
handle all the Province of Manitoba on a jobbing basis, having
over seventy dealers whom they
supply.
Sharpies Separators arc
purchased by this firm in carload
ness,

lots.

The officers of this firm are
progressive men who understand
their business thoroughly.
F. C.
Mitchell is president, J. H. McGregor is vice-president and Alex.

McDonald

is

secretary-treasurer.

Merger of Swedish Implement
Factories

he advertises

of the suction-feed

the "star" class as an exponent
cream separa-

The Swedish company, Arvikaverken, was recently included in
the Baltic company in that country,
and the combine
havi
bought out
the plant inter
ests of the Gavle Agricultural
TinImplements Corporation.
latter is the largest of its kind in
Sweden and makes the "Radix"

tor.

and "Dro'tt" seeders.

Dealers who visit Brandon
Fair this year will have an opportunity of seeing the display made
at that annual event by Mitchell

company makes

locally, uses

it.

The Agency

2

Coupled to

Sharpies
distributors
for
Manitoba. This firm also makes
use of the Sharpies aids to bigger

are

Sharpies signs, and

interests the farmers in his district by topical separator literature and circular letters. The re-

sult is

satisfactory to both

Mr.

Kenaghan and the Sharpies organization, who consider him in

and MacGregor, Brandon,

who

The

Baltic

separators

other creamery supplies.

and
Arvi-

kaverken owns Kullberg & Co.
A/B, Katrineholm, and the Sandbackens works, which make ben-

The Agency

for the tractor that pays the
right PROFIT, is consistently advertised, and
offers plenty of home office sales co-operation.

See the Nilson at the light tractor plowing demonstration at
Brandon, July 23rd to 25th.

Are you the man for the Nilson Tractor Agency? If you are, we
want to get in touch with you immediately. We have a first-class
dealer proposition to offer you.
Write, wire, or come and see us
immediately.

Happy Farmer Company, Limited
225

CURRY BLDG.

Distributors for

Wm.

CANADIAN NILSON TRACTOR CO. LTD.,

WINNIPEG, MAN.
for

Manitoba and Saskatchewan

ALBERTA DISTRIBUTORS:
M. A. PEACOCK

F. HEIDEL
Lethbridge, Alta.

Calgary, Alta.

Window

Display of

J. B.

Kenaghan, Sharpies Dealer at Prince Albert, Sask.
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petroleum, and crude-oil
motors and Vallo, thrashing machines,
and Aktiebolag-et Joh.
Thermaenius and Son, Hallsberg,
manufacturers of agricultural implements and thrashing machines.

twelve years. The Harvester
has three immense
factories, two in Chicago and one
in Milwaukee, covering a total

zine,

From

last

of

on a scale providing a great
of horse power and selling for a price within reach only
of the large farmer or ranchman,
the tractor has been developed

135

acres,

which are largely
manufacture of

only on

in

opera-

farmer.

Use your window

space.

ALASKA

in

with a Side Trip to

HEALTH

REST

RECREATION
IF

Grand Trunk

Pacific Ry.

EDUCATION

YOU TRAVEL

and Grand Trunk Pacific Steamships

Jasper and Mount Robson Parks, Maligne and Pyramid Lakes, Mt. Edith Cavell and Mt.
Robson, Bulkley and Nechaco Valleys, along the magnificent scenic Skeena River, thence
in finest steamships in regular service, meals and berth included, on steamships "Prince
Rupert" and "Prince George" plying in sheltered waters of the "inside passage" and other
untold wonders await the pleasure-seeker.

some stage of developBeyond the older comwho were in the business

the early years of tractor

it

on kerosene and
is adaptable in size and price to
the everyday needs of the average

CIRCUIT TOURS

VANCOUVER AND VICTORIA

'two

tractor in
panies,

where now

tes successfully

TO

hundred conexistence who
manufacture tractors, or practically twice what there was in 1914.
In fact, concerns are being orp-anized to manufacture tractors
so rapidly that it is hard 'to say
which concerns are actually selling and which have merely a
ment.

to the point

and was

built

Tractor Development

now

gasoline

number

SUMMER

American concerns.

More than

opera-

ted

of foreign manufacturers of agricultural implements,
especially

cerns are

it

Company now

devoted to the
farm tractors.

The Baltic company has in this
way become a strong competitor

when

the time

35

—

de-

when the heavy mawere in vogue, there are
but few concerns who have long
velopment,

chines

years of experience behind them.

2,360-Mile Ocean Voyage in Placid Waters through the "Norway
of America" in greatest conrifort and on to the Land of the

But few can claim to be pioneers

Midnight Sun

n

business-

'the

The

For further particulars, write or

Harvester
lompany, for instance, manufactured its first farm tractor in 1906
md has been gradually increasing
ts tractor operations during the
International

call

QUINLAN,

Pacific Rly., or W. J.
Station, Winnipeg, Man.

SAVE TIME AND

on any agent of the Grand Trunk
District Passenger Agent, Union

MONEY— TRAVEL GRAND TRUNK

PACIFIC

12-24 H.P.

There's Big Money
in selling the

Capacity 3 Plows

Happy Farmer
Tractor

The Tractor That

comes, scores of Happy
Farmer Tractors will be sold throughout Manitoba
and Saskatchewan. Those who sell them are
going to get a good, substantial commission in actual
cash. Are you going to get your share of this extra

JUST

as

surely as

money? Can you
Don't

fall

afford to miss it?

to-night pass without asking us to send
our proposition. Some territory is taken up, of course,

Built to give
fect

balance,

still

Happy Farmer

many

of the better points without

representatives.

but a postage stamp to find out

It costs
all

about

you nothing
it.

simplicity,

SEE THE HAPPY FARMER AT BRANDON FAIR
and LIGHT

TRACTOR PLOWING DEMONSTRATION

it.

weight,

Has

per-

accessibility,

short turn, surplus power, steel cut gears
running in oil, Hyatt roller bearings, high and constant plowing speed.
It will do anything any other

—

same class will do and do it better.
do more and better work than the best horses.

tractor in the
It will

ASK FOR DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS

HAPPY FARMER COMPANY, LIMITED
Bank
(References,

225 Curry Block
j

light

gives

strength,

let

but there are

servic^and

Stays Sold

of Montreal)

Winnipeg, Man.

pS?Tfflc*e)
Branches and Service Stations:

Cop. 7th Ave. and Halifax St.

REGINA, SASK.

THE TRACTOR

CO.

SASKATOON, SASK.

:

:
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A New
The

Distributing Concern
in Winnipeg

firm

Robinson-Alamo

of

Limited were recently granted a
Dominion charter and have opened a commodious salesroom and
offices at

peg,

140 Princess

have the

St.,

Winni-

This concern will

Man.

distribution

exclusive

Empire Milking Machines,
Empire Cream Separators, Alamo
Farm Lighting Plants and Alamo
for

They will
Gasoline Enginescover territory for the above lines
from the Great Lakes to the
Pacific Coast and have the British
Columbia agency for the entire
Empire line. Travellers will be
appointed to every western territory and repair stocks will be
placed at central points so that
dealers handling these lines will
be assured prompt service of the

Empire and Alamo

lines.

PETERS PUMP5

The manager

of the

new

organi-

zation is W. N. Robinson, who is
well known to implement dealers

Western Canadian
Robinson was
formerly Western sales manager
for the Empire Cream Separator
Company, Canada, and has an
intimate knowledge of western
conditions and western business.

throughout

in Less

Time with

Less Energy

Made

many

in

styles

and

sizes, they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.

duction and sales which formed a
thorough training for th§^ farm
^
machinery business.
Leaving this concern he enter-

ed the

s'tafif

of the

Empire Cream

is

the

-

treasurer

of

equipment
is

lines.

The Empire mechanical milker
well and favorably known to

dairymen and farmers all over
This machine milks
America.
by natural air pressure and with a
small Empire mechanical milker
of one double or 'two-cow unit a
man can milk 20 to 30 cows per

A

N. ROBINSON
Manager, Robinson-Alamo, Ltd.

W.

tion in western territory, specializing particularly in the sale and

of Empire milking
machines, in which line he is an
expert. Mr. Robinson has installed Empire milkers at several of
the leading Wes'tern Canadian
agricultural colleges and has done
installation

single
hour, says the company.
unit is capable of working 10 ta
The vacuum
15 cows per hour.
pump is driven by a gasoline enIt
gine or any suitable power.
draws the air from the vacuum
tank and the suction thus created
is conveyed from the tank to the
The
stalls along the pipe line.
suction acting on the pail gives
an alternating vacuum and atmospheric pressure on the rubber

tubes in the teat cups giving a
sucking pull on the teat exactly
duplicating the suction and relief
of the calf nature's perfect milk'
ing machine.
The efficiency of the Empire
cream separator is well known
and the company claim its marked

—

Pump
word

pump

in

Unequaled in DeAction and Durability.

service.
sign,

secretary

business throughout
the Canadian West in the sale of
their lig'hting plants and dairy

—

Double Cylinder
last

from

They

all

are different
other pumps in construction
and finish, and have exclusive features that make
sales easy to customers who
want the BEST in pump

value.

PEERLESS PERFECTION
ff The fencing upon which you can build a reputabon
/ and hold the fence trade of your territory. You can put up the
strongest kind of a guarantee
we back you up.
build this fence of open hearth steel wire with all the impurities burned out and all its strength and lasting qualities retained.

—

We

Peerless poultry fencing is extra strong, heavily galvanized, can't
sag, won't rust, never gets out of shape, keeps in and keeps out
both great and small.

—

Write for Dealer's Proposition
Dealers

Get Peters'

\\

both in skimming
and durability.
Alamo Unit Lighting plants
have a very good reputation in the
United States and are used in a
great many farm homes. These
lighting systems are made in
three sizes— 75, 100 and 120 light
capacity. The remarkable featsuperiority
qualities

Pump
Proposition

1918

for

Our line is absolutely up-to-date
in every respect. Every pump we
produce
Peter's

sembled
back."

given special attention.
Pumps are perfectly asis

— they
Sell

have

no

"come-

them and you make

satisfied customers.

PUMPS
AND
Clothes Reels
Made in the best
equipped factory
in Canada.

We make and

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.

handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

Manufactured by

hydro-pneumatic

We

also

install

Farm Water

sys-,'

tems.

SUCCESSORS TO
Exclusive Canadian Agents

The Riesberry Pump Co.
(Established 1882)

Tudhope Anderson
Winnipeg

Regina

Co., Ltd.

Saslsatoon

Calgary

Write Nearest Branch Houae for
Particulars.

j

successful"

PETERS'
Force

ter-

l

ment

sales side of the business, securing a combined experience of pro-

over the

marked executive ability, Robinson-Alamo Limited, should do a •I

Sussex, N.B., a little over thirty
He was educated in
years ago.
the local schools and after graduating he entered the employ-

an invaluable insight into manufacturing in all its phases, while

all

showing dairy farmers
the value and economy of the
modern milking machine.

The

this

of a large manufacturing
concern in that town who did a
big production in 'threshing machFor seven
ines and refrigerators.
years Mr. Robinson was connected with this organization, giving

work

ritory in

Robin son- Alamo Limited is Mr.
A. E. Bailey, a gentlemen who has
had considerable experience in
dairy equipment lines.
With
men who have expert knowledge of this type of machinery
head
and possessing
at
its

page we reproduce an
Mr.
of
photograph
excellent
Robinson, whose genial personality will be remembered by the
many dealers whom he has visited during his 'trips throughout
the West.
W. N. Robinson was born in

On

excellent

Mr.

territory.

he merged into the executive and
Gives More Water

Separator Co. of Canada, being
appointed western sales manager.
For over a year "Mr. Robinson
served this well-known organiza-
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WRITE FOR DEALERS' PRICES

North-West
T. N.

WILLIAMSOK

Co.
Pump
MERRELL
W.

J.

Phone 607

19-6th Street Brandon, Man.

|

|
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ure about the Alamo Lighting
plant is its silent and vibrationless operation.
The power is
supplied by the Ide super-silent

m,onstration at Brandon, July 23he will have four sizes of the
Avery tractor in operration, the
5-10, 8-16, 12-25 and 18-36 h.p.
sizes.

which

showing of the scope of the
Avery line so far as tractors are
concerned- On the grounds Manager Haug will have his Yellow
Fellow and Yellow Kid separa-

runs as easily as upon a
floor.
The engine has

it

concrete

no poppe't valves.
rotary

sleeve

of the

It is

type

—one

most advanced principles
engine construction.

magneto

cooling,

the

of

gas
water

in

Ample

force feed lubrication are other
features in this engine. So automatic in operation is this plant
that a woman or boy can take care
it.
It starts at the touch of a
button and stops automatically
when the storage battery is charged, the water in the tank is low,
or the oil low in the crank case.

of

Fairs

Manager I. J. Haug, of the
Canadian Avery Co., Winnipeg,
reports that he will have a very

complete

Avery

line of

tractors,

threshers and plows on view at
the Fairs at Saskatoon, Brandon
and Regina. The Avery organization have always been noted for
the excellent exhibit they put on,

and

year

this

than ever.

Mr.

it

will be better

Haug

at the light tractor

"/«'

These will handle one, two,
three and four-bottom plows respectively and should make a fine

tors in operation.

and

ignition

The Avery Line at the

THE FAMO US TWIN CITY

25,

motor, running so evenly that
the whole unit can be set upon
an' ordinary kitchen table, on

37

states that

plowing de-

Simmons withAppleton Mfg. Co.
The Appleton Mfg.

Co., Bata-

announces the transfer
of W. K. Simmons to Michigan
territory.
Mr. Simmons represented the Dain Mfg- Co., Ltd.,
in Canada, and later the John
Deere Plow Co. in Western Canada for several years, returning to
the United States and representing the Moline Plow Co. in north
via,

111.,

Michigan.
He established a
broad acquaintanceship with the
trade there.
For the past year
Mr. Simmons has covered central
Illinois for the Apple'ton Mfg.
Co., but on account of territorial
arrangements, will cover western
and northern Michigan, with
head-quarters at Kalarnazoo. His

many

ALL SIZES BURN KEROSENE, DISTILLATE and GASOLINE
Dealers'. Secure the Twin City Contract
Our Tractors have stood every test
service during all the years

development.

'to

his

new

Each Twin

of

of

tractor

from the

City,

largest to the smallest,

is

tractor in its class.

you value

If

the best

permanent tractor business,
cure

the

See the

se-

Twin City Contract.
Twin City line at the

leading Western Fairs.

Write for Literature, Prices
and Particulars

any size
of

Farm

friends in the trade in the

Canadian West will be glad to
hear of Mr. Simmon's appoint-

ment

THE WORLD'S LEADING OIL TRACTORS
16, 25, 40 and 60 Drawbar H.P.

Minneapolis Steel
923

LOGAN

AVE.

& Machinery

WEST

Co. of Canada, Limited

WINNIPEG

post.

STEWART CHEAP ¥ OADERS
AVE

.

tJERIOUS vMOSSES
ers: Order

Now

to

Ensure Delivery

We

require every bushel of grain that Canada can produce.
pitching the average loss of grain is two bushels per acre.
Can

SAVES

With hand
we aSord to

allow this grain wastage?
Stewart Sheaf Loaders get all the grain.
They
pick up all the loose grain about the stocks that hand pitchers leave to rot; they
save men, wagons and horses.
These machines guarantee your customers
economical harvesting.
They replace an average of FIVE
on every outfit
and do the work better than the most skilful help. Over 2,000 are in use in
Western Canada.
Ask for testimonials from satisfied users.
Our output will
be limited.
Send your contracts now to avoid disappointment.

GRAIN,

MEN,

MEN

TEAMS,

TIME

AND

MONEY
LOWERS THE
COST OF HARVESTING

We

also

Manufacture

STAUDE MAK- A.TRACTORS
The most efficient tractor attachment on the market. Attached
to a Ford it gives your customers a tractor of guaranteed fourhorse ability.

Any

boy, girl or woman can operate it.
Cost
complete, F.O.B. Winnipeg, $295.00. Plows deeper

machine.

the car to a tractor.

STEWART

We

also manufacture a full line of separators for light tractor use or combination adaptation.
for sizes, prices and full particulars.

SHEAF
LOADERS
will

be shown

and faster than horses. Hauls the binder or any other
The Mak-a-Tractor clamps on with four bolts; no holes to bore.
Twenty minutes changes
Write

Get full particulars and prices on Stewart Sheaf Loaders,
Threshing Separators, and Staude Mak-a-Tractors.
Write To-day.
Dealers:

at

leading Fairs

THE STEWART SHEAF LOADER
470

MARTIN AVENUE

CO. LIMITED

WINNIPEG, MAN.

See Staude
Mak-a-Tractor
at

Brandon
Tractor

Demonstration

Canadian Farm Implements
W.

Service

Information
this heading

we

will reply

enquiries from jobbers and
to
dealers concerning the location of

machine manufacturers, where

may

pair parts

be obtained,

reetc.

Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate reenclose stamped, addressed
envelope. Send enquiries to InCANADIAN
Dept.,
formation

ply,

FARM IMPLEMENTS,

E.

Winnipeg.

—

type of attachment:

Machine

Co.,

Sask.^K

42,

L.

Iron

G.,

facturers

R

Alta.— Casting

70

is

the

at Waterloo, Iowa.

Co.,

—The

"Ottawa" portable
New
elevator is not made in Canada.
sprockets would have to be procured
Address King and
from the factory.

M. C, Sask.

Hamilton, Ottawa, Illinois.
B. & G., Sask. You can obtain repairs for an American well drill by writing the American Well Works, of Can-

—

—

&

J.

is

—

—

Steel

—Plate

H

D. E., Man. Repairs for an "Iowa''
cream separator can only be obtained
from the makers, the Associated Manu-

sand band, and O.B. 261,
wheel, are parts for "a Monitor sulky
plow, made by the Minneapolis Plow
Write the
Works, Minneapolis, Minn.
factory direct for replacements.
a Moody
A. D., Man. Repairs for
mower can be obtained only from the

—

Chambers

for repairs.

two halves,
hub for hind

manufacturers. The Matthew Moody &
Sons Co., at Terrebonne, Quebec.
Repairs for the Barker
J. G., Alta.
weeder and mulcher for garden use,
and new machines can only be secured
from the Barker Mfg. Co., David City,
Write them direct.
Nebraska.
To obtain repairs for
J. A. T., Man.
a Stoughton wagon, write the manufacturers, the Stoughton Wagon Co.,
Stoughton, Wis.
A. & S., Man. New plates for a 12inch .Joliette feed grinder can be procured only from the makers, the Joliette

Co.,

cast spindle for axle on a Sterling sulky
rake made by the Sterling Mfg. Co.,
Sterling, 111 Write the factory direct

Harvesting
Eckhardt Mfg.

Manitowoc, Wis.

&

Sask.

for feed cylinder,
for a grinder made by
the Bauer Bros. Mfg. Co., Springfield,
Write direct for repairs.
Ohio.

Co., St. Paul, Minn.; F. Blocki Co., SheCo.,
Mfg.
Gaterman
boygan, Wis.;

R.

—Boxings

for disc har656, B 658 and B 659 are for a
For repairs write
disc harrow.
B.,

L. A., Sask.
140

—Acme

Co., Peoria, IlL;

&

marked

is

Chatham, Ont.
Man. The "Defiance" is a plow
made by the La Crosse Plow Co., La
Repairs can only be had
Crosse, Wis.
direct from factory.
ada, at
A. 0.

•

—

The

—

largest single industry in
Canada is agriculture -and the

Foundry

farm equipment dealer
ply man.

Co.,

Joliette,

Quebec.

Push Wood Saw Trade

ers,

—

is its

sup-

may

burning wood

only

cultivator

row, B
Moline
the John Watson Mfg.
St., Winnipeg.

M. M., Sask. What you require
evidently a hay buiicher. There are
no firms in the Canadian West who
handle these, so far as we are aware.
The following concerns manufacture this
J.

—A new wheel for an Iron

can be procured fi-om
the Bateman -Wilkinson Co., Toronto,
The
who handle this line in Canada.
(ramble tractor hitch is manufactured by
J. W. Gamble, Boone, Iowa.
B. C. F., Sask.— Drill part F 49 is the
rock shaft iron for a Dowagiac drill
made by the Dowagiac Drill Co. at
Write direct for reDowagiac, Mich.
pairs, or to the Acme Harvesting Machine Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Subscribers'
Under

Man.

H.,

Age
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next

alternative

be the
winter,

In 'those days when *we hear on
every hand the rumors that this
winter the Canadian West will
face a probable coal shortage,
there arises a good opportunity
for the implement dealer to build

is well to warn them of the
danger, so that they may make
suitable preparation.

wood saws for
must conserve

timely implement in view of
the labor shortage on the farm is
the Myers shock loader
now
being made and sold by Munson
and Thomson, Inc., St. Paul,
Minn. Wi'th this equipment th
team attached to the wagon keep:
walking along at the regular gait
without stopping or slowing up.

a

good demand

farm

use.

coal,

and

use of
problem.

The

for

We

in many districts
wood will solve

the
the

is in close touch
farmers in his territory
and should know whether they
can procure timber for fuel.

with

dealer

'the

One reason why more wood is
not burned in country homes is
the absence of sawing machines.
It is easier to handle coal than
By pushto saw wood by hand.
ing the sale of sawing machines
the dealer can help to solve the
For the sake of
coal problem.
his country he ought to be willing now to arouse interest in
Nearly every
these machines.
farmer nowadays has the power
required to run the saw. If an
individual farmer thinks he cannot afford to own a sawing machine, suggest a neighborhood purchase, anything to increase the
use of wood fuel and relieve the
coal shortage.

Coal must and will be provided
With many farm-

for our ships.

It

A New Shock

Loader

A

The

lifting arm is attached with
hinges which raise and lower
it.
On one rear wheel is attached
a powerful clutch band which
As the
acts as a gripping device.
fork enters the shock or bundle,
it rises and deposits its load in
the rack and gently falls to its

steel

action and
the next shock or
small trip rope in the
bundle.
driver's hand provides complete
control of the outfit at all times.
The loader can be attached to a
wagon in a short time, says the
makers, and is just as quickly remarring the
moved without
first position, reset for

ready

for

A

wagon in any way. This machine
was recently demonstrated in
Winnipeg, and aroused considerable attention.

"EXCELSIOR JUNIOR" Blower Feed
WE SELL SEVEN STYLES OF FEED CUTTERS— HAND, HORSE

or

Cutters

ENGINE POWER

You can sell the "Excelsior Junior" Feed Cutter to any farmer with from 5 to 15 head of stock. Built for
service— a great labor-saver. Blower attachment on fly-wheel carries feed to any part of the barn, or
Only 4 to 6 H.P.
elevates it any height up to 20 feet. Blower connection fits common 6-inch stove pipe.
ton of feed per hour.
Cuts and elevates J4 to
required, by Engine, Windmill or Sweep Horse Power.
to li^-inch, by means of change gears; 9-inch throat, two concave high-grade steel,
Cuts three lengths
Weight, 325 lbs.
One lever starts, stops and reverses.
finely tempered knives. Pulley, 12x4 inches.
.

%

^

Get our Prices.

WATSON'S HARDWOOD FRAME

WOOD SAWS

Coal shortage this year means that the farmer will be in the
Watson's saw frames are the best made.
market for wood saws.
Built with solid steel shaft and boxes; extra heavy solid balanced
Rigidly braced hardwood
Three 5x6 inch pulleys.
flywheel.
frame made to stand great wear and tear. Complete saw mandAsk for prices of our cordrels supplied separately if desired.
Order your stock early and meet the
wood and pole saws.
demand.

—

THE WATSON LINE INCLUDES:
Whifiietrees

Barrel Skids

Root Pulpers

Boss Wood Harrows
Light Delivery Sleighs
Boss Steel Harrows
Feed Cutters (seven styles)
Harrow Carts

Bevel Jacks
Push Carts

Horse Powers

Farm and Bush

Sleighs

Wheel Barrows
Channel Steel Harrows
Roller Crushers
Wood and Pole Saws

Warehouse Trucks
Grain Grinders

Pump

Watson's Washing Machines
Help your lady customers take the drudgery away from
washday by selling them our hand and power washers.
Below we illustrate the I.X.L. High-Speed Washer—the
easiest driven and most efficient washer made. Finely
finished red cypress tub; large opening for clothes.
Washes quickly and perfectly with
no damage to the finest fabrics.
Get our prices and go after washer
trade.

Write for Prices and Particulars of
any Item in our Line

Jacks

"Viking" Cream Separators
Hand and Power Washing Machines

WE CARRY REPAIRS FOR
Moline Plows and Disk Harrows; Monitor Drills;
Mandt Wagons and Trucks; "National" and
"Mandt" Manure Spreaders; Adriance Binders,
Mowers and Rakes. We also handle Janesville
Plows, Disk Harrows, etc.

3U CHAMBERS STREET. WINNIPEG, MAN.

;
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PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION
Brandon, Man.

July 22nd to 26th, 1918

Genius Tractor Plows

Little

There comes a time in the history of any first-class article when its name
is sufficient guarantee of its quality.
The name "P&O Little Genius" stands
for the very highest attainment in the art of tractor plow building.
Its
reputation is based upon three years of perfect performance in the field. It
turns the soil perfectly, it stands up under the hardest kind of work.
Its
simplicity and the ease with which it is handled enables the tractioneer to
devote his whole attention to the tractor except for one instant at each end
of the field to pull the trip rope.
Simple adjustments make it easy for anyone to adjust the plow.

Write for Descriptive Literature

a plow which demands a minimum
of power in proportion to the
kind of plowing that is being done.
Tractor builders and tractor demonstrators are always glad to pull the Little
Genius, a fact which speaks volumes for
this wonderful plow.
It is

amount

The

Ideal

Plow

for

Your Light
Tractor

I

XL

Bottoms
with Quick
A BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF THE MACHINERY DISPLAY AT BRANDON FAIR

Detachable
Shares

MANITOBA'S ONLY BIG EXHIBITION
The Exhibit

of

Farm Machinery and Implements

dreds of miles to see.
do business.

It's

will be worth coming hunwhere Machine men and Farmers' meet and

LIGHT TRACTOR PLOWING DEMONSTRATION
The

third Light Tractor Plowing Demonstration will be the biggest event
Scores of Tractors will plow, purely a
Demonstration not a contest Fanners and Dealers see the different
Tractors and Plows working under similar conditions.
of its kind ever held in Canada.

—

Made by PARLIN & ORENDORFF

CO., Canton,

IMMENSE LIVE STOCK EXHIBITS

U.S.A.

III.,

Horse and Auto Races

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.

IT'S

SALES AGENTS FOR CANADA
BRANDON

WINNIPEG

REGINA
SASKATOON
ESTEVAN
CALGARY
EDMONTON

YORKTON

Grand Program

of Attractions

THE FARMERS' ANNUAL HOLIDAY

Special Exhibition Rates on

all

Railroads

Write for Prize List

NORTH BATTLEFORD
LETHBRIDGE

R.

THE McCORMICK DEALER: You

|0

—

M. MATHEfSON,

W.

President

I.

SMALE,

Secretary

may

have seen recently the advertisement at the right,
***®®® under the picture of the binder.
It is one of the

McCormick binder

advertisements

now

farm and thresher papers of Canada.

The Canadian

story.
critical

year that there

tunity in binder
to begin his

tmg,

dealer

this

sales,

campaign

,1

is

must

appearing in the
It tells its

realize in this

W1|HEN your crops are ready for cutting, McCORMICK

not only a big oppor-

but that

it

ovi^n

is

his

early to assist in put-

years harvest over without

^^^^^^^

duty

loss

^"^""^^

insure the harvesting of the
^^^"^^'^

"'^P'

^'^^^

-

heavy or

light, tall or short,

standing or down, lodged and

McCORMICK binder cuts and binds it all without waste.
McCORMICK harvesting machines and binder twine, always effi-

tangled, a

or delay.

cient, are better

than ever this year, when every bushel of grain
needed.
Remember this when you come to buy your binder
and twine for the season's work. Remember, too, that the larger
sizes conserve labor. Buy the largest binder you can use, and buy
a new machine if there is any question at all about the efficiency of
the old one.
A new McCORMICK binder is absolutely reUable.
You can be sure of having your new machine on time by
placing your order with the local dealer as soon as possible, or
writing the nearest branch now for catalogues.
The dealer vdW
appreciate having your order early so that he can give some service
to your neighbors who delay.
And the world will appreciate it!
is

.

International Harvester
The McCormick tongue truck keeps the McCormick binder running steadily
and makes it easy to turn corners. It is furnished regularly with all 8-foot
machines.

It

can

be supplied

for

5,

6 and 7-foot machines on special

order at additional cost.

WEST— Brandon,

Company

of Canada, Ltd.

BRANCH HOUSES:

Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta; Estevan, Sask. Lethbridge, Alta.
North Battleford, Sask.; Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.: Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
EAST— Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.; St.
John, N.B.
;
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GOOD CARS ARE

IN

DEMAND
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The Big

Throughout the West automobiles are more and more in demand owing to
Cars which have for years proven their rerestricted railway facilities.

Bull

Here we show our 64-inch

liability are the cars that sell. The demand for cars in this class is such
that factory production is taxed to the limit. That's why dealers should
arrange without delay for their orders of

Mill, with Screenings

and Wagon Box Elevator.

Sacker

Order your supply now

for

Immediate delivery guaranteed.

Fall Trade.

GRAY-DORT and REQ

Dog

These cars are ahead of all others, regardless of price, because of their inbuilt quality, power, performance and reliability. The insistent demand for

Gray-Dort and Reo cars shows that th& motor-buying public acknowledge
them as leaders in automobile value, at reasonable prices. Their mechanical excellence is such that the dealers' profits are not absorbed by
selling and service expense. But deliveries are uncertain, and we advise you
to specify your fall requirements right away.
Ask for our list of used cars and trucks. Choice bargains at snap prices.

SEE OUR LATEST MODELS ON DISPLAY DURING BRANDON FAIR,
JULY 22-27. EXHIBITED AT RELIANCE MACHINE & MOTOR CO,

JOSEPH

MAW &

CO., LIMITED

I

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES
112-118

KING STREET
Note double auger conveyor; one

WINNIPEG, MAN.

The 64:inch

for screenings

equipped with
a double auger conveyor, heavy
babbitted boxes and double eccentrics.
Very strong construction.
mill

Dealers

:

Cleaners

Capacity

is

—-one
125

for seed grain.

bushels

per hour.

We

I

manufacture Bull Dog Mills in
eleven sizes. There's a type to suit
every customer. Get the Agency.

See the Complete Bull Dog Line of Grain
Saskatoon, Brandon and Regina Fairs.

at

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR

CO.,

LIMITED

Off Logan Ave. on Quelch Street
Winnipeg, Maji.
Address all Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta to
R. W. DOW, Box 1406, Calgary, Alberta

T-A STIFF TOOTH CULTIVATORS
EVERY FARMER REQUIRES THIS WEED KILLER
Built in Three Sizes 7, 9, and 1 1 Teeth
:

For thorough cultivation and weed eradication the Tudhope- Anderson
Heavy, strong, yet light in draft.
Cultivator is the best machine sold.
,

Exceptional clearance. Stiff, sagless frame. Individual, adjustable pressure on each tooth. Easily operated mechanism for raising or lowering.
Hard, open hearth, crucible steel points; any size points supplied as
desired.

Ask

for full particulars.

Good Stock on Hand — We Guarantee Prompt Delivery
Ask

for Particulars

Disc and Moldboard

of

T-A

Plows

E-B 12-20 H.P.
Kerosene Tractors
The E-B 12-20 is the one tractor that can be
successfully operatfed by a woman or boy. Easily
controlled; has motor driven plow hoist.
Handles
three plows with ease.
Equipped with Hyatt
roller bearings.
An ideal machine for seeding,
harvesting, hauling and threshing.
The 1918
model gives 25 per cent
than before.
A leader in design, materials and construcare Manitoba distributors.
tion.
Write
for agency contract and full particulars—NOW.

MORE POWER

We

SEE THE E-B

12-20

TRACTOR

AT BRANDON EXHIBITION

TUDHOPE-ANDERSON
WINNIPEG

REGINA

CO.,

SASKATOON

LIMITED
CALGARY

—

WINNIPEG, CANADA, AUGUST,

VOL. XIV., No. 8

UNION BANK OF CANADA
-

3,400,000
140,000,000

HAIL
FIRE
AND AUTOMOBILE
The London Mutual
Employers' Liability Assce. Corpn.. London, Eng.

Vice-Presidents

RILEY,

G. H.

Esq.

THOMPSON,

Esq.

Directors

ALLAN, Esq.
G. H. BALFOUR, Esq.
HUME BLAKE, Esq., K.C.
R.

S.

HAAS,

Esq.

HITCHCOCK, Esq.
HOUGH, Esq., K.C.
KENASTON, Esq.
M
UTTT T
W. H. MALKIN, Esq.
^' ^
TT
RO.
McCULLOCH, Esq.
2- ?• S.?.*i?iX??;
E. L. DREWRY, Esq.
WM. SHAW. Esq.
Major-Gen. SIR JOHN W. CARSON,
H. B. SHAVVC General Manager
J. W. HAMILTON, Assistant General Manager.
A.

Fire Insurance Co.

i; S.

The Glens Falls Insurance Co.
The Millers National insurance Co.

^- E-

LIVE STOCK

The General Animals Insurance Co.

London, England, Branches 6 Princes Street and
West End Branch, 26 Haymarket, S.W.
New York Agency, 49 Wall St., New York City.

H

^ear. Jl.TO

OF ALL KINDS

$ 5,000,000

Hon. President— SIR WILLIAM PRICE
President—JOHN GALT, Esq.

W.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE IN,CANADa{

SURANCE

WINNIPEG

-

Paid-up Capital
Reserve Fund
Total Assets, over

R. T.

1918

I

Established 1865

HEAD OFFICE

—

For Local Agencies Apply

ead Office: Winnipeg
Geo. Wilson, Agent.
This bank, having 305 branches in Canada, extending from Halifax to Prince
Rupert, offers excellent facilities for the transaction of every description of
banking business. It has correspondents in all cities of importance throughout
Canada, the United States, the Continent of Europe, and the British Colonies.
Collections made in all parts of the Dominion, and returns promptly remitted at
lowest rates of exchange.
Portage and Garry Branch; F. J. BO0LTON Mgr.
Winnipeg. Main rit. Braoch. R. H. BAlRD.Mgr.

CARSON & WILLIAMS
30

U4
720

CANADA

:

BROS., LIMITED

LIFE BUILDING, REGINA

P. BURNS' BUILDING, CALGARY
UNION BANK BUILDING. WINNIPEG

SLEIGHS

WATSON'S
Canada's Standard

Biggest Carrying Capacity

We

have instituted more practical iniprovements on Sleighs than any other
manufacturer. This line is our specialty.
In design, material, finish and value our

It's

way we make them. Size for
carry heavier loads, have lighter

the

size,

and hold the road better than any
Sleigh made.
Farmers know
and ask for a Watson's Sleigh.

draft,

other

Sleighs are the leaders.

PREPARE NOW FOR SLEIGH TRADE.

ORDER EARLY AND YOU ENSURE PROMPT DELIVERY

Ideal Sleighs are made in all sizes, Steel or Cast Shoes. The weakest point in a Sleigh is the bench. Note
our Special Trussed Bench a patented feature. The quality of our woods is unequalled: Runners white
oak; Benches grey elm or oak; Poles and Reaches hsavy white oak. Only well seasoned, straight grained
woods are used in Watson's Sleighs. Heavy steel bracing throughout. Scientifically designed runners
Our Cast Shoes,
point of contact directly below bench. They ride on the top of the road no skidding.
curved up at rear, allow backing.
Now is the time to investigate Watson's Sleighs. Write at once.

—

—

—

—

—

WE CARRY REPAIRS FOR ALL MOLINE IMPLEMENTS AND JANESVILLE PLOWS

Only enough for
one motorist

RAPID-EASY GRAIN GRINDERS
A

size

to

CHAMBERS AND HENRY STREETS, WINNIPEG

The Famous Line of Machines
suit your power— small or large— and

in fifty"

more work with same power than others. Quality
of work and capacity and durability of machine
and grinding plates unequalled.

A few
No.
No.
No.
No.

CUSTOM
No.
No.
No.

J.

styles

And

sizes are as follows:

A— 6 inch.
B— 8% „
B— 10 „

Plates (Flat) 2% to 5 H.P.
5
to 10 H.P.
„
„
6
to 12 H.P.
„
.,
Mill Head
9?4 „
„
Custom Work 5
to 12 H.P.
MILLS :
lO-^ inch Plates (Flat)
8 to 14 H.P.
11
8 to 16 H.P.
7— IS
15 to 25 H.P.

C—

D—
D—

FLEURY'S
SONS
MedaU and Diplomas

Aurora, Ontario

World's Fairs, Chicago and Paris

JSI^ THE JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY, LIMITED
Winnipeg

Regina

Saskatoon

Calgary

Edmonton

MILLER tIRE COMPANY 'VSg^i^-

Lethbridge
I.
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NOT A BUSHEL WILL BE WASTED
THE CROP IS HARVESTED WITH

IF

FROST & WOOD BINDERS

.-'"'"""•aMu

,

LJJ/

'^'J

'

;.

"...

lELL your customers why and how these Binders are the most economical
to purchase. Their ears will be wide open for such statements— backed up
by facts. The man with the light crop is just as interested as his more
fortunate brother with a better yield. A new and larger size binder is an absolute necessity on many farms to save this year's crop.

Man

These Points Appeal Strongly to the Practical
STRENGTH —Frame

ELEVATIO.N — Elevators

steel.

threshing out.

and wheels made from high carbon
braced
to stand up to the hardest of
All are securely

work.

DRAFT—An

handle grain without rolling or
to the ground, aprons and
rollers have a positive force feed action and everything that

is

exceiDtionally

evenly,

balanced,

cut gets to the sheaf.

light-draft

machine. All driving shafts, apron rollers, etc., are fitted
with roller bearings making work infinitely easier for the
team.

—

OPERATION— Inexperienced

help can operate the Frost
conveniently placed and
are
Levers
& Wood successfully.
crop most satisfactorily.
kind
of
Handles
any
easily worked.

Be ready

Knives cut close

for late business

— get

KN OTTER —Without
knotter on tHe market.

exception

Thousands

the

most

successful

of western farmers testify

to its ability.

POLE TRUCK—A

square turn pole truck saves grain at

Prevents all twisting
corners—Automobile type.
pole and holds machine in correct cutting position.

your orders

in at once.

This

strain

on

is

the time to be looking ahead for Fall business. The Cockshutt
Line is complete Let us give you full information

—

CO., LIMITED
PLOW
COCKSHUTT
SASKATOON
CALGARY
REGINA
WINNIPEG

^

:
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Successful Provincial Exhibition at Brandon, Man.
LARGEST MACHINERY DISPLAY EVER SHOWN IN CANADA
The Provincial

Exhil)ition

at

Brandon, held from July 22-27,
and the twenty-third annual fair
to be held in

that city,

was

in

every respect up to the highest
standard set in past years, in both

number

the

of

entries

and variety

quality

of

and the
exhibits.

The Provincial Exhibition usually
favored with excellent weather
year Jupiter Pluvius took
issue with Manager Smale and for
the last three days of the fair
sent down his heaviest artillery.
While the attendance was not as
high as in 1917 it was remarkable
in view of the fact that weather
conditions were against the thousands who annually make a motor
is

;

this

Brandon during fair week.
Good crowds came in on the
trains daily and all the hotels
were crowded to the roof.
The
livestock displays were excellent,
and in many classes were better
than in any previous year. While
there was no formal opening to
the exhibition things went with a
swing from the start and Manager Smale, with his body of able
assistants is to be complimented
on the excellent way in which the
fair was controlled. "W.I." seems
trip to

have that valuable quality in a
he invariably has something new and attractive to spring
upon the public. He is an ideal
man for this onerous position, and
as the years pass Mr. Smale
seems to steadily improve the
features at this big event in the
to

manager

—

the thousand assembled to hold a
of pow-wows and dances,
interspersed by processions in
war paint and other diversions of
a like" nature.
In the Crystal Palace building
the Extension Department of the

week

Manitoba Agricultural College
had a splendid exhibit showing
poultry rearing in

all its

branches,

and interesting work done at the
college in horticulture, entomology, field and animal husbandry,
soil chemistry, etc.
This disj^lay

was

of the greatest interest to the

farm

folks,

who crowded around

Possibly the most noticeable feature was the many types of light
tractor represented, but everything that is most up-to-date in
the farm implement and machine
industry was on the grounds.

ting

The farm machinery

in action, see

display occupied its usual position on the
south of the fair grounds, covering a tract of more than twenty-

The monetary value
machinery shown by over

of the

seventy-five companies who exhibited their lines r e'p resented
millions of dollars.
In these days

Provincial

Health put on a most
valuable exhibit of great educative value.
This exhibit was to

the opportunity of the year to see
the latest and most-up-to-date

show

machines

The Manitoba

daily.

Board

of

the public the conservation

—

babyhood how one baby in
every seven dies, usually unnecessarily.
Quack medicines, paregorics and other iniquitous
"soothers" were exposed, and the
of

danger for infection shown by
good model. Tuberculosis was
emphasized and preventative measures shown.
Mammoth Machinery Display
Never in the entire history of
Brandon Fair has there been so
fly

a

.

large a display or so great variety
of

farm machinery and equipment

shown

as

was

the case this year.

of

machinery and

purpose.

at

Brandon he had

every conceivable
There is not the least
for

doubt that these machinery displays are immensely profitable to
the industry, not only from a selling standpoint, but in educating
the agriculturist as to the labor

and money that can be saved by
the use of modern implements
and machines.
The dealer must be enthusiastic
and in turn the farmer will become enthused, and one of the
best places to obtain added interest is at an attractive machinery
or a tractor demonstration such

daily,
ville

machinery

demon.strated, to

analyze it, look at it and compare
with other kinds of machinery

made
It-is

for a similar purpose.
a fact that people are given

an opportunity to see the machinery, advised,

compare

it,

price

it

comparatively, and think over the

problem when away from home
and freed of all those perplexities which arise when so many
other things must be attended to
at the

On

same

time.

grounds alone the
machinery exhibits at our western
fairs are one of the most important factors in the Canadian west,
these

war times.
As in past years, Canadian
Farm Implements gives herewith

especially in

the only coVnplete report of the
machinery exhibits at the fair,
comprising thousands of machines
and displays by nearly four-score

manufacturing and jobbing conTo those who were not
present the following report compiled by Canadian Farm Implements should prove a valuable
record for reference as showing
from whom the various machines
cerns.

be procured. The exhibits
in the order of their
location
Tractors, Threshing Machinery

and Farm Implements
along "Machinery
Row" from the extreme east of
the farm machinery display

provided music
while the platform vaude-

Starting

were the best we

have seen at Brandon for many
years, and up to the standard of

grounds, the first exhibit encountered was that of the Ford Automobile
represented

the best vaudeville circuits.
Despite a heavy track the various

Company,

locally

horse races were keenly contested and good times were made.

by the McGregor Motor

This concern showed three
Fordson tractors, one of which
was operating- in an enclosed
space.
These machines are stated to be 22-h.p., developing 1800
lbs. drawbar pull.
In connection
with the exhibit was a display of
Co.

The midway attractions and side
shows were excellent, interesting
and clean shows free from vulgarity and giving sightseers full
value for their money.
They
were the best that Manager Smale

machined parts of the Fordson,
two Oliver No. 7 engine plows
and a Ford one ton truck for farm

has had on the grounds, and that
says much. To the south of the

grounds, as usual the Indians by

it

may

bands

attractions

to see this

are given

province.

Good

them

it

five acres.

labor shortage the farmer is
vitally interested in labor saving

it

we had at Brandon fair. The
machinery exhibits at Brandon
demonstrated all the newest and
improved types of food producing
machinery to the public, permitas

One

of the Display Buildings in

Brandon Exhibition Grounds

or commercial use.

:
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J.

Raglan

521

JNIontgomery,

Road, Winnipeg, showed a Myers
stook and hay loader, a machine
which can be attached to a wagon.
This stook loader has been on the
market for some three years. A
demonstration of loading was
given daily, and farmers were
evidently keenly interested in the
design of this equipment for
saving labor during harvest.
N. J. Dinnen Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Canadian distributors for
an k a t o
Mayers Bros. Co.,
Giant
Little
two
showed
Minn.,
•

M

tractors,

The

made by

as

Little

,

Giant

is

firm.

this

a 16-22 h.p.

machine which is of strong design
and well finished. A self regisattachment
draftometer
tering
the tractor
which
load
the
•shows
This
hauling at any time.
is
exhibited the ball
bearings, machined parts and
rearing used in the construction

concern

also

of their tractors.

The Stewart Sheaf Loader Co.,
Winnipeg, had on view one of
their 1918 Model loaders, which
are stated to be the most efficient
sheaf loaders made, saving the
farmer time, teams and money in
The company also
harvesting.
exhibited a Staude Mak-a-Tractor
attachment for Ford cars, which
attachment they manufacture in
Winnipeg and sell through the
various western Canadian disS. Menzies presitributors.
J..
dent of the company, was a
visitor to the exhibition.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Winnipeg, in their
large tent had a Wallis 15-25 h.p.
This organitractor on diplay.
Ltd.,

Co.,

now

the Wallis tractors in Canada, and at the fair
these machines were a marked
zation

sell

On their
center of attraction.
display space we observed another W'allis tractor, also two 3furrow Enicar plows made by the
L Case Plow Works, Racine,
J.

Wis. These plows, also sold by
the Fairbanks organization, were
equipped .with breaker and stubble

In the

bottoms.

threshing

machine

side of their exhibit the

company showed

a 24x46 combi-

nation threshing outfit, operated
by a 25 h.p. twin cylinder Towns-

end kerosene motor, also a 24x46
h.p. Fairbanks tractor special separator, fully equipped, which was
being driven by a Wallis tractor
A nice display of Fairbanks Type
"Z" engines Avere in evidence, in
iy2, 3, 6 and 10 horse-pow'er sizes.
A 3 h.p. Type "Z" engine operated a Hart portable grain elevator.
Two Type "F", Fairbanks grinders, Fairbanks farm truck scales
and a very complete line of pumps
and pump jacks completed this
exhibit, which was in charge of E.
A. Kemp, sales manager
Winnipeg branch. C. J. Brittain,
Winnipeg manager of the Westof the

Canadian
company and
ern

the
Turnbull,

interests

A.

J.

of

of the Saskatoon branch
were also present.
J. Keating,
chief
Cameron,
and
W.
expert,
mechanic, Winnipeg, were on
hand to give complete mechanical

manager

information concerning the various machines.

The George White & Sons Co.,
London, Ont., and Brandon,
showed a 25 h.p. single cylinder
White steam plowing engine driving a 36x60 New Challenge sepA
arator with all attachments.
20 h.p. steam engine, 9x10, drove
a 32x54 New Challenge separator
jind an 18 h.p. steamer, 8>4x9, a
28x46 separator, fully equipped.
The company also showed a All

Work

13-26' h.p.

tractor,

which

operated a 28-inch separator.

A.

White, manager at Brandon, was
in charge of the exhibit.
Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co., Hopkins, Minn., and
Winnipeg- This concern displayed a 15-30 h.p. "Minneapolis"
kerosene farm motor, which was
operating a 24x36 Minneapolis
separator Avith all attachments;
a 20-24 h.p. tractor drove a 32x52

—

Minneapolis

separator,

fully

equipped, and another 15-30 h.p.
A J. I.
tractor ran unattached.

Supply the Demand
shorta;;'e of

There is a great oi)(
these machines, and hand
plv the demand.

of

Manager T. H. Roney, Winni-

peg branch.

The Waterloo Boy Kerosene
Tractor Co., W^innipeg, showed a
Waterloo Boy 12-25 h.p. kerosene
tractor, driving a 23x36 AultmanTaylor separator, fully equipped,

which line is distributed by the
company.
Hart-Parr of Canada, Limited,
Winnipeg, had on display one of
their New Hart-Parr 18-30 h.p.
kerosene tractors, a machine of
good design.
The General Utilities Company,
Winnipeg, distributors for the
Port Huron Engine and Thresher
Co., Port Huron, Mich., exhibited
a Port

Huron

who

12-25 h.p. kerosene

which operated a 24x40

tractor,

tractor separator, fully equipped,
manufactured by the Stewart

Sheaf Loader Co., Winnipeg.
Another Port Huron 12-25 h.p.

They

was unattached.

tractor

also showed

a "Guaranteed"
for adaptation
attachment,
tractor
to any make of car, and a 2furrow Cockshutt engine gang

Mr. Wright, president,
plow.
and John H. Young, manager, of
the company were in charge,
assisted by J. P. Gudstadt, salesmanager, and L. E. Hunter,
factory expert.

The Cushman Motor .Works

of

Canada, Winnipeg, had on display one of the most complete
lines of their goods which they
have shown at the W^estern fairs.
Representing their thresher lines,
a 24 X 46 Lincoln combination
thresher was in operation, operated by a 22 h.p. Cushman light
Another 24x46
weight engine.
Lincoln separator, with full attachments, was operated by the

Cushman tractor,

a

machine

developing 10-22 h.p. This was
the first appearance of the Cushman tractor at any western fair,

and

it

attracted a great deal of

attention.

The company had on

vicAV a very full line of their fan-

SELL

THE
Fits

ning mills and seed cleaners and
graders including a No. 2 New
Superior fanning mill, a Lincoln
wild oat separator and grain
grader and an "American" wild
oat and barley cleaner, a machine
of novel
design.
Prominently
displayed was a Dual "A" grain
cleaner and grader, the latest
addition to the

immersion,

Cushman

and

one

line, one
automatic

Klean Kwick
gravity pickler.
vacuum washing machines were
on view

in

both hand power and

driven

engine

types.

Another

new Cushman machine was the
13-inch Cushman special high
speed grinder, a heavy machine
with good capacity and strong
design. The display of Shinn-Flat
lightning conductors handled by
the company was very effective,
AJ-anes

and points and the famous

Shinn-Flat cable being in evidThe light weight, high
ence.
speed Cushman all purpose engines were on hand in all sizes,
operating the various power
driven machines in the exhibit.
Three Cushman 4 h.p. binder
engines, an 8 h.p., and also the
larger sizes were shown. A. E.

Donovan, Canadian manager, was
charge of the exhibit which
was also attended by President
E. B. Sawyer, head of the parent
company at Lincoln, Neb. This
was Mr. Sawyer's initial visit to
Brandon fair, and he was pleasantly surprised at the immense
machinery display.
Martin Parker, Tyndall, Man.,
showed one of his patent safety
in

This hitch
very simple in design and is
claimed to be remarkably efficient
in saving plows from breaking
when striking an obstacle.
The International Harvester
Co. of Canada, Brandon branch
house, this year had on view at

hitches for tractors.
is

largest and most
comprehensive display of their
lines which has been shown at
any Canadian exhibition. Manao-er T. B. Brosnahan was fortu-

Brandon the

Penner Grain Saver

any binder and pays for

It saves
itselt during the first day's cutting.
the grain lost on account of threshing

and breaking of heads by
The
on binder.
releases the sheaves and

out, pulling

the

grain

"Penner"

holders

automatically regulates straw so that
the bundle is firm.

farm labor and to save time and money.
Tiing in Western Canada for the sale of
ine profits for the dealer

completed

the exhibit, which w*as in charge

154 H.P. Pumping
Tlic enviable reputatturn gained by Toronto
machines under
Outfits is entirely due to the performance of these
all conditions.
farmers are buying Toronto Pumping Outfits to help

Western
overcome the

plow

3-furrow

Case

August, 1918

Agents Wanted

will sup-

to you,
Get in touch with us at once regarding our proposition
as our agent. Address:

all over

"

Canadian West

Get the agency for this Grain Saver.
on sight and is a profit builder
Low in price. Write
for the dealer.
at once. Address:
It sells

Ontario

Wind Engine & Pump

Co. Western Branch Ltd.

REGINA

::

SASK.

Branches

CALGARY and WINNIPEG

METAL WORKS
ARMOUR
REGINA
ARMOUR STREET
1950

'
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Cushman
Sell

Lig^ht-Weig^ht

Cushman

Weight Engines

Model— Tried and Tested— Made

in Three Sizes
with Straw Carrier and Hand Feed; 15 h.p. with Wind
Stacker and Hand Feed; 20 h.p. with Wind Stacker and Self Feeder.
Every outfit equipped with the famous Cushman 2-cylinder light
weight engine.
8

LightSPA/fft

Combination Threshers
1918

Back the Customer

Quality Brings

Cushman

5

IVIade in Sizes

h.p.

From

:

4 to 20 H.P.
O

'

piac

1

t>-—

.».»»v.v,»o,

diggers, manure spreaders, etc.
Works more steadily and quietly than
any other engine because so well de-

potato

signed and built. Equipped with Throttle
Governor and Schebler carburetor. Many
dealers are selling from 15 to 50 Cushmans a year in addition to heavy engine
business. Ask for agency proposition.

BUILT FOR ALL FARM WORK— THE ^0/if/>S^^^^^^^^^^pc£D_
^^^^^^^^^B>M/^«>
BEST ENGINE TO SELL
4 H.

outfits carry many distinct improvements.
They have proven
unequalled for threshing flax.
Rigid, strongly braced frame; has
sliding base for regulating belt tension. And behind all is the famous smooth
running Cushman Light Weight Engine. For good work, quality and durability, our outfits are the best you can sell.
Get the agency—now.

Our 1918

to

If It

Isn't a

P.

Cushman. Weighs only 190 Lbs.

Cushman,

be

Isn't a

It

Real Binder Engine
The

Announcing the Dual Grain Cleaner
and Separator

original

and
successful

Binder

Engine
Engine weighs only 190 pounds
Balanced by Water Cooling
Tank on Front

Saves
Saves
Saves
Saves

Grain

Time
the Binder
the Horses

The same 4 H.P. Cushman Engine is the AU-Purpose
Farm Engine
It
weighs only 190 lbs., and is easy to move around from
job to job, yet even
more steady running, quiet and dependable than most heavy
engines. Double
CvlindPr Cushman
r„.T,^.. Engines 8o to 20
Cylinder
H.P.-make steady, reliable power for
heavy duty jobs, in very light weight, Weigh only
about one-fourth

—

as

as other engines of

much

same horse-power.

Ask for full particulars
of our improved
1918 Model

The

24x46 Separator
The

Four times the capacity of old
type Mills of equal width

CUSHMAN
Perfect Thresher for use
with Sit. all Ti actor

Made in Two Sizes :
24 and 32 inches wide

One run through

this machine takes out all wild or tame oats, king heads,
Cleans all kinds of grain perfectly. Double screens and sieves
give immense capacity and do perfect work in conjunction with the
side
shake combination blast and repeat system. The double gang and cut off
system are exclusive features found in no other mill. Any desired portion of
grain can be elevated and re-run, removing dockage to any desired degree..
No separator made has more selling points. Write for literature and agency
offer— NOW.
thistles, etc.

Make

Satisfied

The Cushman 24 x 46 Thresher is an ideal machine to sell the owner
of a
Standard 10-20 or 12-24 Tractor.
It can be furnished with Hand Feed and
Wmdstacker, or with full equipment, as illustrated.
Very strongly builtexceptional capacity.
Cleans the grain fit for market.
Let us send you
literature on this big seller.

Customers—Handle the Cushman Big

Selling Line

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Winnipeg, Man.

Dept. E. a^^iOTiiwiE^.

Distributing Warehouses: Toronto, Ont.

and London, Ont.

Builders of High Grade, Light Weight, High Power Engines for General Purpose Farm Work
ExcluMice Selling Agents for: Combination Threshing Outfits— Cushman Tractors— Langdon
Ideal Self-Feeders— Fanning Mills—Smut and P!,-hlJr,«
Washmg Mach.nes-L,ncoln Grinders-Lincoln Saws-Shinn-Flat Lightning Conductors-lncubators-Universal
Hoisu'-7ortabfe cVaiTidatJ^^^^
ipecialtte*—
Holland Wild Oat Separators

M^^kli.

.

v
c
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A

9-

nate in having as a drawing card,
the appearance for the first time
Canadian territory of the
in

ators were

shocker, which was
in operation attached to a 7-ft.
McCormick binder. The output
of these machines is limited but
a hundred will be sold in Manitoba this season. If the interest
evinced by the farmers in this
shocker is any indication the
whole allotment must be sold already.
The International have
been developing' this machine for
three years.
It is built at the

alongside of which were Oliver
and Hamilton engine plows in
three and four furrow sizes, all

McCormick

attraction, the

er, combined to form an exhibit
which for completeness and at-

tractive layout should be hard to

be found in our
In the thresher

beat in years to come. Manager
Brosnahan is to be complimented
on his fine array at the exhibition.

company
Mogul trac-

side of the exhibit the

operating-

h.p.

24x40

a

The Advance-Rumely Thresher

Racine

separator; a 15-30 h.p. International kerosene tractor, driving
a 28x42 G o o d i s o n separator
and a 10-20 h.p. Titan tractor,

A

separator,

tional

specially

built

equipped.

An

11-22

with

all

A

attachments.

company showed an
ally

A

Rdck Island plow

row

Rock

Handle the

System

Shipped Ready

IN

TOWNSLEY

CANADA

for the Roof.

Suitable for

of

for cultivat-

From

Island,

111.,

the factory at
Ed. Thielke,

12-20 h.p.

operated a 24x36 h.p.
Champion separator and another

ager. Portage la Prairie,

was

chine Co., Racine, Wis., and Winshowed a 20-40 h.p. Case
kerosene tractor operating a Case
nipeg,

Heider drove a 20x36 Cham-

THE ALAMO
Lighting Unit

The Plant Your Customers
Have Been Waiting For

—

The Alamo Unit

Ide
is compact
Engine, generator, switchboard and radiator are mounted on
one base. No special foundation reSilent

Barns, Stables,

Ventilation
for

Creameries,

Farm

Schools, etc.

Buildings

.

®

75, 100

®

Weather-proof

A

thoroughly

tried

Rust-proof

and proven

Bird-proof

system.

Made

Absolutely

gauge galvan-

guaranteed.

ized iron

of

heavy

Get the Agency for Townsley Systems
Every barn

that's

worth building

Ventilation System.

worth equipping with the Townsley

is

Barns, stables, creameries and public buildings re-

— fresh air

in,

foul air out.

proper circulation to remove

all

damp, foul

quire good ventilation
air,

quired.

Made

In the stable fresh, dry

air, is

Three Sizes :
and 125 Lights

In

No belts or chain connections, no springs, cams
or rods to get out of adjustment. Furnishes consmooth,
even,
stant,
never-failing power. Perfect balance; free from
vibration. Thousands sold
by dealers are giving
every satisfaction.
profitable line to handle
in any territory.

A

Electric Unit running under Io«4
wltbout Bpeciul foundation.

lO

Get the Alamo Agency.

Ask us

for Full Particulars.

Western Canadian

Empire Milking Machines

Distributors for

j^^j

Cream Separators

as essential as good

Our travellers co-operate with you to increase the
There are scores of prospects for Townsley Systems right in
demand.
your district.
Let us show you the nice profit you can net by handling

Empire Milking Machines, Cream Separators and Gasoline Engines are a
The mechanical efaciency and unline no dealer can afford to overlook.
equalled reputation of the Empire line is an asset that means profits and
prestige for your business. Secure this agency and meet the demand. Full

this line.

particulars and literature are at your disposal.

feed and pure water.

Write for Literature and our Special Offer

Canadian Lightning Arrester
1205 Rosser Ave.

::

&

Electrical Co.^ Ltd.

BRANDON, MAN.

ACT

NOW—INVESTIGATE OUR

LIBERAL PROPOSITION.

ROBINSON -ALAMO, LIMITED
140 Princess

Street,

in

charge of this large exhibit.
The J. I. Case Threshing Ma-

12-20 h.p. Heider a 24x42 Chamseparator, both separators
fully equipped.
second 9-16

Farm

fair,

W.H. Groves, field tester and
plow expert. W. Umbach, manalso

Your

Territory Needs Proper Ventilation
MADE

made

service manager, attended the

A

in

especially

ing tools.

pion

Dealers: Every Barn

Rock

At a theatre down town the
Waterloo company had a moving
picture display nightly, showing
tractor farming scenes.
These
films were of great interest and
formed excellent publicity for the
Rock Island line of power farm-

Heider

h.p.

exception-

implements

ing alfalfa and for weeding use.

W

a

line of

Island double engine disc and a
Rock Island porcupine disc har-

Co.,

;

complete

for tractor use, including a

;

Oil

Manager

der tractor, attached to a 3-furrov/
Rock Island plow completed the
tractor side of the exhibit. The

:

aterloo Manufacturing
Waterloo, Ont., and Portage
la Prairie, showed a very complete line of their machines.
A
9-t6 h.p. Heider tractor was on
view, along with a 2-bottom

power lift
was most

and aroused much incrowds of farmers
present.
It was shown on a plow
attached to a 9-16 h.p. Heider
tractor.
Another 12-20 h.p. Hei-

ing a 22x36, No. 1, S.-M. separator operated by a 20 B.H.P. 4 cyl.
kerosene motor.
The exhibit
was completed by a 60 B.H.P.
steam plowing engine which operated a 32x56 Great West separator with all attachments. Among
the company's representatives
present were
John Robertson,
manager at Winnipeg W. F. Fuller, manager at Regina, and T.
A. Drum.mond, western headquar-

The

The

for tractor use

effective

Sawyer-

ters representative.

Ideal

No. 9 2-furrow Rock

plow.

terest in the

Massey combination threshingoutfit was also shown, compris-

.

special

shown

h.p.

Rumely

tractor ran unattached.

All separ-

Island

and Winnipeg,

special

Pull tractor, fully ecjuipped.
12-20 h.p. Oil Pull tractor
operated a 20x36 Rumely separator, and a 15-30 h.p. Gas Pull

20x38 Goodison separator.
Unattached was a 22x38 Interna-

a

Sawyer-Massey Co., Winnipeg",
had on view a 17-34 h.p. SawyerMassey kerosene tractor driving a
28x44 Sawyer-Massey separator

showed a

28x48, operated by a
Rumely 20 h.p. 2 cylinder steam
engine. A Rumely 24x44 separator was operated by a 14-28 h.p.

attached to a 22x38 International
separator.
25 h.p. portable
International engine operated a

hibit.

Co., Lapor.te, Ind.,

separator,

;

for light tractor use.

McCormick shock-

pion separator, while yet another
9-16 h.p. Heider was shown with

fully

A

Deering and McCormick line of
farm wagons, and lastly the star

Carrothers of the Winnipeg
branch was in chai'ge of the ex-

tractor drove a 22x36 separator

en-

gines were on view, in 1, 1^, 2^
10-inch Vesand 4 h.p. sizes.
sot crusher, a New International
Type B ensilage cutter, Hamilton and Oliver horse plows, the

A

tor

Mogul kerosene

of

line-up

extra draft to the binder, which
can be handled by four horses.
description of the McCormick

showed a 10-20

ecjuipped.

tractor implements being exhibitA
ed complete with hitches.

McCormick works and adds no

shocker will
next issue.

fvilly

tractor cultivator and a 10-ft.
engine disc were also in evidence,

ft.

Winnipeg, Manitoba

,
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28x50 separator fully equiiDped.
A Case 12-25 h.p. tractor was attached to a 26x46 Case separator, a 10-20 h.p. Case to a 20x36
Case separator and a 9-18 h.p.
Case tractor to a 20x28 inch Case
separator with all attachments.
A 50h.p. single cylinder Case steam
engine operated a 32x54 threshing separator with all attachments, and a Case 65 h.p. plowing
engine drove a 36x58 Case sepThe company also showarator.
ed a 4-bottom independent beam
engine plow made by the Grand
Detour Plow Co., Dixon, 111., and
a 3-bottom rigid beam tractor

plow by the same company.
The Massey-Harris Co., Winnipeg, showed for the first time in
western Canada their new 12-25
complete specificah.p.
tions of which were given in our
tractor,

The company

July issue.

also

exhibited
power

the Massey-Harris
engine gang plows.

lift

The Huber Manufacturing Co
Marion, Ohio, and Brandon,
had a very nice display of their
of

lines

on view.

A

12-25 h.p.

Huber

Light Four separator was operating a 22x40 New Huber separator equipped with a Hart Jr.
weigher, windstacker and other
attachments. Another 12-25 h.p.
Huber Light Four drove a New
Huber 28x48 separator, equipped
with a Perfection weigher, while
a third Huber Light Four operated a 22x40 New Huber with
Langdon feeder, Hart weigher
and other equipment. All separators

were of the well known

Huber Western
Alongside

Special
thresher

the
12-25 h.p. Light

was a

Brantford, Ont., and Portage la
This well known Canadian company exhibited one of
their 12-24 h.p. "Ideal" kerosene
tractors driving a 24x46 tractor
separator made by the Stewart
Sheaf Loader Company. A 15-30
h.p. "Ideal" tractor, drove a Stewart 28x50 separator, and a 22 h.p.
uortable Ideal engine, running on
kerosene, operated a 22-inch Sawyer-Massey separator with complete attachments.
A 22 h.p.
combination threshing
"Ideal"
outfit was on view, comprising a
Waterloo 24x36 separator with an
Ideal engine. Two 12-24 h.p.
Prairie.

7

Beaver kerosene tractors were
running unattached, and also an
Ideal 12-24 h.p. tractor.
A very
complete line of Maple Leaf
in 6,

A

gear windmill completed a very
comprehensive display by this
concern. John Muir, manager of
the plant at Brantford
T. R.
Scott, manager at Calgary, Mr.
;

LONDON CON-

r**^

display

Four

lH

at-

1

Capacity 60 cubic yards
^^y- P"'^^ $375.00
complete with ga£0

I^^^^Sll)'"

^ATil^'tllilsRr

rm^'

I

^

«i

^^^T^^^^^^"*1*

^@n^g3^^aiS£^^^r
XZP^^^affl
£MiJt!LJli
ITPWMR^
i^^^

Agents Wanted in

Vfl

line engine. Pays for
Itself in 20 days'use.
Built to last a life

time. Senator cataall

Unoccupied Territory

LONDON CONCKETE MACHINERY

& Muir

Dept. K, LONDON,
World's Largest Manufacturers

Co.,

Concrete Machinery

Whitaker, manager at
Winnipeg, was an interested
visitor at the exhibition.

showed a 24-inch Favorite separmade by Ernest Bros., Mt.
Forest, Ont. This machine was
driven by a 9-16 h.p. Heider
Another 24-inch Favortractor.

Making Friends

ator,

ite

OR

separator, with full equipment,

was shown unattached.
The Garden City Feeder Co.,
Regina, showed one of their
feeders operated by a 1^^ h.p.
Little Jumbo engine, also a model
of their

Making Trouble

extension feeders unat-

tached.

Mitchell

&

Manitoba,

McGregor, Brandon,

distributors

for

the

New Home

Machinery Co., Saskatoon, showed a New Moody

Are you
makes

selling

a cream

friends for

you

separator that

—or

trouble ?

30x38 separator, fully equipped,

which was driven by a 16 h.p.
portable engine and a 24x32 New
Moody separator, with full attachments as a combination outfit,
with a 10 h.p. engine. A 14 h.p.
portable Manitoba engine was
shown unattached. Manager E.

Elwood, of the

New Home Ma-

chinery Co., Saskatoon, was present during the fair, and Mr.
Dreever, of the Mitchell & McGregor Co.

The Stockland Road Machinery
showed one of

THE DE LAVAL MAKES FRIENDS
More De Lavals are in use than any other make
More dealers sell the De Laval than any other
The De Laval is the most widely advertised
The De Laval is the easiest separator to sell

Co., Minneapolis,

their

quick

lift

Stockland Giant

Road Graders, a heavy machine
with some good constructional
features.

The Robt. E. Bell, Engine and
Thresher Co., Seaforth, Ont., and
Winnipeg, had on exhibit a 22
h.p.
steam engine which was
driving a 36x60 Imperial separator with all attachments.
The
new "Imperial" kerosene tractor,
a 12-24 h.p. machine of excellent
'lesign, was attached to a 24x40
Imperial separator.

There is no better time than right now to send in your application for a De Laval contract.
There is cream separator
business all around you. You can get more of it, and make more
profit on it, with the De Laval than with any other separator.

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LIMITED
WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

CO.

ONTARIO

ot

W. H.

The Favorite Thresher and
Supply Co., Portage la Prairie,

11

15

design.

exhibit.

Shapley

8,

inch sizes, also Ideal
stationary engines in I3/2,
and 8 h.p. sizes.
pole saw
frame and an Ideal 8-foot double

tached to a 3-bottom Cockshutt
engine plow.
Jos. Neilly, local
manager was in charge of the
Goold,

was shown

grinders

and

PETERBORO
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manager at Regina,
manager at Portage
were in attendance at

Northcott,

and

C. Trott,

Prairie,

la

the exhibit.

The Canadian Avery Company,
Winnipeg and Regina, representing the Avery Co., Peoria, 111.,
showed on the grounds one of
their 18-36 h.p. Avery tractors, a
5-10 h.p. Avery and a 12-25 h.p.
Avery, all kerosene burners and
equipped Avith the patent Avery

A

Grand
Detour engine plows was also
shown. From the factory E.
M. Voorheis, foreign sales man
ager; L. R. Volkenburg, tractor school instructor and Ben
Bliss, expert, were present, also
A. B. Campbell, expert from the
Fargo branch.
I. J. Haug, Winnipeg manager,
and L. J. Haug, managfer at
Regina, were in attendance at
gasifier

display

of

the exhibit with a corps of sales-

men.

The Anglo-Canadian Engineer-

showed

a
ing Co., Winnipeg,
Moline-Universal 9-18 h.p. tractor, with a 2-furrow Moline plow.
This machine has electric head-

and an

lisfhts

W.

d.

were

in

electric self starter,

Cadle and J. F. Hyland
charge of the exhibit.

Christiansen Implements Lim-

Winnipeg, showed their line
Western King packers, pulver-

ited,

of

izers and mulchers, also their 3
furrow engine plow pulverizer
They also had on
attachment.
view a very nice display of their
plow packer and harrow attachments for both horse and engine
plows. W. M. Jones, manager,

was

in

attendance at the exhibit.

Alanitoba

Brandon, had

Engines
as

usual

Limited,

very

a

complete and well arranged

dis-

play of their lines in their per-

manent building on the grounds.
A IV2 h.p. IManitoba engine was
operating a pump jack, and another 13^ h.p. a washing machine.
A 1}4 h.p. vertical type was also
on view, alongside a 7 h.p. old

Manitoba engine and
a 9 h.p. hoi"izontal Manitoba engine
with throttling governor and self
starter, running on common coal

style vertical

A

14

engine
and a 30 h.p. also were in operation showing the wonderful efficiency of these ,engines on the
cheapest fuels. Several pole and
wood saw frames of stout design
and rigid appearance were showi:
also Manitoba roller crushers in
12-inch sizes and a battery of
Manitoba floor grinders in 8, 10
oil.

h.p.

portable

and

12-inch sizes.
W^ood and
pumps, pump jacks and washing machines, galvanized water
tanks for stock and domestic use,
in all shapes and sizes and a
variety of hog troughs were observed.
An 8-ft. all steel back
geared Manitoba windmill was

iron

a proiuinent item in the display,
also a 10 ft. wood wheel vaneless,

direct-stroke windmill on a stub
tower.
Outside the building a

30 h.p. Manitoba engine was operating a 24-inch Challenge separator, showing the adaptability of
this well-known engine line to
every conceivable farm power

Manager

need.

P.

M. Ames was

charge of the exhibit, assisted
by a body of able and courteous
in

assistants.

R.
W^ Watson, -Winnipeg,
showed a new machine in his
grain weeder and mulcher.
Lie
also showed a double action cir-

harrow

cular drag

for

plow

August, 1918

at-

tachment, claimed to.be an excellent eradicator of twitch grass.
A. L. Campbell, Brandon, had

on display a series of fencing- and
gates for farm use, also hay
slings and forks, track, carriers
and other items in modern barn
equipment.

H. A. Jones, Regina, exhibited
a

Monarch

12-20 h.p.

tractor,

a

tracklayer machine, also an 18-30
h.p. INIonarch of the

A

12-20 h.p.

same

design.

Bates Steel Mule,

shown, this thresher being operated by a 20 h.p. portable engine.

A

13-inch ensilage cutter was
driven by a 9 h.p. Lister engine.
The display of lighting plants for
farm home use was exceptionally
good, a 25-light Lister, Universal
plant being exhibited, powered by
a 3 h.p. Lister engine.
15 light
Lister Universal plant was driver:

A

by a
These
their

1^

efficiency

as washers and

A

Joliet Oil

Tractor Co., Joliet, 111.,
also shown, along with a line
of light tractor plows made by

10-inch

was

of

Plow Works, Evans-

A

made by Wood

24-inch separator

Des Moines,
Iowa, completed this exhibit.
Bros.,

The Gilson Manufacturing Co.,
Guelph, Ont., and Winnipeg, had
on view Gilson engines in 1%, 3^
and

5

h.p.

sizes.

an

eight

showed

They

also

washing machines, wood
saws and churns. A 12-25 h.p.

grinder,

Gilson tractor completed the ex-

which was in charge of N.
Stewart, manager at Winnipeg'.

hibit
J.

S.

Koch and

.R.

Dawson from

the factory at Guelph, attended
the fair.

R. A. Lister Co. (Canada) Ltd.,
fine showing of the
Lister lines in their large exhibition tent which toured the westIn the threshing
ern fairs.
machinery line they showed a
Lister 22x36 separator with a 14
h.p. engine, as a combination outfit, equipped for hand feed with
For
blower and high bagger.
tractor use a Lister 26x42 separa-

had a very

tor

with

full

equipment

was

engine.

plants

showed

for

fa'rm

home

5

vacuum

cleaners.

Lister engine drove a
Lister grinder alongside

h.p.

which Avas a display of hand
and power washers and pole saw
frames. A Melotte 600 lb. cream
separator, and a Premier 350 lb.
capacity cream separator flanked
a series of pumps and pump jacks
and Canuck engines in various
sizes.

D.

The

exhibit

N.

Jamieson,

was

in

charge

Winnipeg,
manager for the company.

of

In

Gilson

inch

Canuck

use by operating such machines

Model D, manufactured by the

the Vulcan
ville, Ind.

h.p.

lighting

their

tent

the

Winnipeg

Granary and Culvert Co..
of Winnipeg and Regina, showed
one of their newly developed
Torrence vacuutn grain loaders
and cleaners, a large machine
which sucks the grain through
Steel

a sieve system, then discharges
weed seed, etc., and blows the
cleaned grain into the granary or
car.
The machine, which is of
heavy design, was operated by an

Avery

12-25 h.p. kerosene tractor.

Guilbaults Limited, Winnipeg,
distributors in

Manitoba

for the

Cleveland Tractor Co., Cleveland,
Ohio, showed two Cleveland 1220 h.p. tracklayer tractors at their
allotment.

The TAvin City Separator

Co.,

Winnipeg, as-usual had an excellent display of their grain clean-

Your boy or

girl

12-25

can run

Tractor

this tractor
— —

Just two levers to operate gives six speeds forward
or reverse.
No gears to strip nothing complicated. All transmission gears enclosed in dust
proof casings and all run in a bath of
oil.

ing and grading machinery, a line
Avhich farmers were greatly

in

interested.

The company showed

a 64-inch Bull Dog fanning mill
Avith a high bagger and double
auger conveyor, also Bull Dog
mills in 24, 32 and 40-inch sizes.
Their special Avild oat separators
and barley cleaners were represented in three and six-roll sizes.
An 18-inch Bull Dog immersion
Pickler and a Bull Dog Automatic Pickler were also embodied
Especially promiin the exhibit.
nent Avas the Bull Dog No. 700

ElcA^ator Cleaner, a heavy
machine Avith a capacity of from
650 to 1000 bushels per hour.
This very complete display o
the companies lines Avas in charge
!1

its

soil

Heavy enough
work thoroughly

—5,700

economical on

lbs.

do

to
in

any

—light enough to be

Equipped with a
(Erd) burning motor,
the Port Huron is an all the year 'round power
unit as good at delivering belt power as at the
draw bar. Prompt delivery of machines guaranteed.
fuel.

perfect kerosene

—

For

full information,

write us to-day

C
an awn}
uenerai

Western Canadian Distributors:
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
Winnipeg, MANITOBA

ITftlifiac
UlUllies Cn
l^O.,

Manfd. by The Port Huron Engine and Thresher

Co., Port

Huron, Mich.

of A. Abra.

The

Emerson Manufacturing
Winnipeg, had a display of
their grain cleaners and separaCo.,

including the little "kicker"
or eleA^ator tester, a 3-shoe Emertors,

(Continvied on

Page

27)

.

(
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Little

Genius Tractor Plows

Farmers are buying tractor plows these days.

And they

are looking
the plows over before they buy— looking into their records as to field per"^
fonnance. That's why such a large percentage of them are buying and are
going to buy P & O Little Genius Tractor Plows this year. Their performance begets that degree of satisfaction which compels their owners to tell
their neighbors about it.
The result is splendid repeat order business.
Sales that "stick." Do you want that kind of business? Then the P
& 0
Little Genius is the plow you want to sell.
I

XL

Bottoms
2,

Quick

Adapted

DetachabI

3,

to

and 4 Furrow
use with any Tractor

Shares

9

Why Sharpies Dealers
Get the Business!
Liberal Co-operation

and Sales Aids Furnished

Dealers who handle the Sharpies
Separator have the advantage of a
thorough and very aggressive sales
service. This service is continually
at work.
First, there is the

very extensive
national advertising campaign that
is constantly educating the farmer
and securing new prospects for
dealers.

Back

of this is the dealer's direct service work which is
without equal in the field. From
time to time, dealers also have the
benefit of special Sharpies plans.
HIGH LEVEL LIFT

Made by PARLIN & ORENDORFF

WITH GREAT CLEARANCE

CO., Canton,

III,

U.S.A.

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.
SALES AGENTS FOR CANADA
WINNIPEG

BRANDON

YORKTON

ESTEVAN

REGINA
SASKATOON
CALGARY
EDMONTON

NORTH BATTLEFORD
LETHBRIDGE

Along this line announcement is made of

Great Sharpies Fair Contest
for Dealers.
$4, OOP Prize List
We

are doing this to encourage dealers to conduct demonstrations at their
local fairs
the Sharpies Company

—

furnishing the necessary literature
and displays—as well as offering valu-

Emerson

Mills for Fall

Trade

Agency Now and

closing additional sales.

keeping with the liberal
Sharpies policy to dealers which, taken
into consideration with the exclusive
features of the Sharpies Separator, indicates why Sharpies dealers are estabAll this is in

Meet the Demand
Here we show the Three Shoe SeparCapacity, 22 to 30 bushels per

ator.

Emerson Mills are the only
machines made that will take the last
kernel of Wild Oats out of wheat.
hour.

new sales records.
Dealers who are not now handling
lishing

LARGE STOCK ON HAND

Three

Shoe
Emerson

Three Sizes to Suit Your Trade

Separator

No.

1.

No.

2.

Hand

No.

3.

Power Separator; Capacity 30-50 Bus. per hour

Elevator

Wheat Tester

or

"Kicker"

Emerson Mills are strong and substantial in construction.
Easily operihe riddles or screens can be readily removed for changing
from
one gram to another.
Full equipment supplied with every mill
sold
Every Emerson sold will sell three more.
Sold under an absolute guarantee to remove every kernel of wild oats and
save every kernel
of seed

Wheat
These mills are now sold only through the retail
trade.
Don't
have them as a competitor.
Get the Emerson Agency-the mills will do
tne rest.
Every farmer is a prospect for the Emerson Mill.

Fairs.

—

Farmers saw the Emerson Mills at the
Stock them and supply the demand

Full details of the Sharpies Fair Contest,

given in the July issue of the Sharpies

News.

Copy

will

be sent upon request.

As a year-round incentive, there is the
Sharpies extra bonus plan, making the
Sharpies contract the most advantageous
one from the dealer's own standpoint.

of

SECURE THE CONTRACT NOW.

WHYTE AVENUE

Write Nearest Branch

WRITE FOR PRICES

EMERSON MANUFAaURING
1425

the
Sharpies line should get in touch with
us at once so as to participate in this
contest and cash -in on the entire
Sharpies co-operation.

Separator; Capacity 22-30 Bus. per hour

atea.

Thousands

amounting to $4,000.
is open to every Sharpies

This contest

dealer and will excite keen competition
—while also proving very helpful in

Don't delay! Secure
the

able prizes,

CO., LTD.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

THE SHARPIES SEPARATOR
Ont.
Toronto,

CO.

Regina, Sask.

THE MITCHELL & McGREGOR HARDWARE

CO.

Distributors for Manitoba

BRANDON, MAN-

:

Canadian Farm Implements
(1)

SCENES AT THE BRANDON TRACTOR PLOWING DEMONSTRATION
pulling
Birdseye view of section of machinery exhibit at Brandon Fair; (2) C^e 10-20

3-bottom Grand Detour gang; (3) Bates Steel Mule, 12-20 Model D, pulling 3-bottom Vulcan
Mak-agang; (4) White All Work 13-28, pulling 4-bottora Rock Island gang; (5) Staude
pulling
Tractor pulling 2-bottom La Crosse Plow Co. gang; .(6) Huber light four, 12-24,
3-bottom Cockshutt gang; (7) Cleveland 12-20, pulling 3-bottom Oliver gang; (8) SawyerMassev, 20-40, pulling 5-bottom Cockshutt gang; (9) Waterloo Boy, 12-25, pulling 3-bottom
John Deere gang; (10) Wallis, 15-25, pulHng 3-bottom Case gang; (11) Massey-Harris,
pulHng 2-bottom Oliver
12-25, pulling 3-bottom Massey-Harris gang; (12) Fordson, 11-22,
13-30,
gang; (13) Happy Farmer, 12-24, pulling 3-bottom Case gang; (14) Plowman,
pulling 3-bottom Case gang.

In Correction

"Eclipse" Windmills
ARE THE STRONGEST AND MOST
DURABLE PUMPING POWER YOU
CAN SELL

In our last issue a paragraph
with the theft from the
warehouse of the John Deere
Plow Co., Winnipeg, of a hay
press and other goods. The details of the case were not quite
clear, but the facts are as follows
dealt

One Albert
Pump more

water

less money than
steel
windmill
built.
"E cl i p s e"

for

any

windmills have been
in use on Canadian
railroad water tanks
for over thirty years.
The strong, light, durable
permits slow speed and direct
stroke.
The direct stroke eliminates destructive high speed and gearing that
reduces power. Few working parts on the
Eclipse it requires very little attention.
Special preservative paint treatment ensures weather resistance.

WOOD

WHEEL

—

Biggest Capacity and
Dealers
until

— Don't

you

"Eclipse."

get

Power

contract for a windmill
particulars
of the

Graves, stole, during

the night, a hay press from the
loading platform of the ware-

house. Placing it on a wagon he
loaded it on a car of goods he had
on the C.N.R. siding and took the
By adpress to his homestead.
and information revertising
ceived, the Deere organization
located the press on a farm at

Stewart Lake,recovered same and
the court fined the accused

fifty

dollars.

full

Write to-day.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Saskatoon
WINNIPEG

Co., Limited

Calgary

The

Did You See It
At Brandon ?

GRAY

T_
Vll

There is no hope for the implement man who thinks that rust
is his most faithful friend.

Despite the rain the Gray did

llflir

fectly, pulling four

plows

easily,

its

work

per-

with power in

reserve.

of the Gray is high
class—built for Wear, strength and
Service. Its unique construction with the wide drum guarantees perfect
traction and no ridging or packing of soil.

"With
Drive urum
Drum"
wiae urive
wim thp
me Wide

SPECIAL

^^^^^ feature

GRAY FEATURES

—

Turns in small radius, yet it has no differential this takes away half
your Tractor troubles. Has 3-point suspension frame. The only Tractor
with the side arm hitch. All working parts are covered and run in Oil.
Waukasha 4-cylinder Motor. Timken and Hyatt Roller Bearings—everything of the highest standard. Weight, 6,200 lbs.

Gray Tractor Co^of Canada Limited
307-309 Electric Railway Chambers,
WRITE
FOR
BOOKLET

WINNIPEG

ALBERTA DISTRIBUTOR:

M. D. PEEVER, 24 Mason & Risch Block
8th Avenue W., Calgary
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MASSEY-HARRIS
Here's

Where You Get Your

Start

With a

REAL TRACTOR AND POWER PLOW
FUEL
Kerosene
Self-Steering
in

the

Furrow

THE VICTORY TRACTOR AND PLOW
Plowing Demonstration at Brandon Fair, July 23-25, 1918

QUALITY ALWAYS WINS
The Massey- Harris Tractor and Power Plow again proved that fact at Brandon Tractor
Plo wingDemonstration. The hundreds of Farmers present paid us many comph'ments on
the wonderful EFFI-

CIENCY

and

their work, on

PERFORMANCE

These men are

know

of the

Massey-Harris Tractor and Plow, stating, without exception, that

three days of the Demonstration,

all

was the

HIGHEST CLASS ON THE FIELD.

YOUR

customers. So are thousands of other farmers all over Western Canada. They
the value of any machine bearing the name "Massey-Harris." For over
70 years our implements

have proven their leadership. Massey-Harris Tractor and Power Plows endorse our
International Reputation for Value, Quality and Service.

SUPER-STRENGTH

SERVICE

DEPENDABILITY

Correctly designed and constructed of the best procurable materials, we have
built the Massey-Harris
Tractor to ensure the farmer Tractor Dependabihty. That's what your customers
want. Smooth, continuous operation, maximum power production— not now and then, but all the

HARD-TO-PLOW places offer
The MASSEY-HARRIS VICTORY TRACTOR meets

haulage or belt drive.

years of constant,

The

reHable service

at

time— on any job— whether

no

difficulties to the

Massey-Harris Outfit.

every farm need. It ensures your customers
expense.
Brandon Plowing Demonstration

minimum maintenance

proved conclusively that the Massey-Harris Tractor ''Makes Good". For a real source
of profit and a
basis for permanent, satisfactory business, investigate the distinctive features
of the Massey-Harris Victory
Tractor and Power Plows.

MASSEY-HARRIS
Not

the

Name

of a

Thing—

But the Mark

of Service

For over 70 Years Canada's Leading Manufacturers of High-Class Farm Tools

-
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Happy Farmer Model "F"
Tractor

Other important facts the company report include the following:

The Happy Farmer Company,
factories

the
Crosse, Wis.,
the market the

announces

Winnipeg,

La

at

have now upon

thai;

new Model "F" Happy Farmer
Tractor.

This

model

contains

many improvements and

refine-

ments over the Models A and B,
and while the new tractor retains
the basic features of correct
design, light weight and superior
balance, it has a larger motor and
a number of important points
which Avill lead to greater efficiall

The

system has been further simplified by means of a patent oil ring which does away with
one of the feed pipes of the
Madison-Kipp oiler, using a five
oiling

instead of a six feed. The pure,
fresh oil is forced to the center of
the motor bearings, lubricating
them perfectly and as there is
no splash system in the motor

—

outside or final roller drive, thus
using the oil three tinges.
Another unique feature used on
the Model "F" is the centrifugal
air cleaner, being held against the
center of the radiator opposite
hub of the fan. It consists of a
metal pipe connecting with the
carburetor air intake and at the
other end a semi-cylinder cup
held in place against the center of
the radiator by means of a spiral
spring. The well known principle

August,. 1918

Mud guards have also
been installed on the roller pin-

ing loose.

ions in the

fin-al

drive.

Manufacturing

facilities are being constantly increased and imhave
proved. The
secured not only a large quantity
of the best and most improved

company

machinery

to facilitate

manufac-

turing, but also have purchased
large quantities of material,

which

them to supply
demand than has

will enable

much

a

larger

ency.

The cylinders

of the

new

Showing Rear
View and KeroBurning
s e n e
Motor of Model

motor (which is built upon the
same general lines as the Model
"B") have a bore of 6 inches with
a 7-inch stroke. The peculiar design of the Happy Farmer motor
combined with the unusual
is
feature of a very much stronger
drawbar pull in proportion to the

motor than is generfound, says the company.
The tractor will still be rated as
12-24 h.p., with a guaranteed
drawbar pull of 2,000 pounds the
idea being to prevent overloading
of the tractor, and at the same
time to provide for the extraordinary power occasionally required
unexpectedly under difficult con-

Happy Far-

F,

mer Tractor.

size of the

ally

;

•

is no danger of the kerosene
mixing with the lubricating oil
that touches the motor bearings.

there

After being thus used, the oil is
carried mechanically to the transmission and diflferential bearings,

which are housed and running in
an oil bath, and then the oil from
here

ditions.

is

mechanically carried to the

THE AMERICAN WILD OAT AND
BARLEY SEPARATOR AND CLEANER

of centrifugal force operates when
the fan is running to remove all

dust and grit that is drawn
through the radiator by the sucdirt,

tion

fan

the

of

leaving hub

to

the outside,

of fan free

from im-

purities.

belt pulley has been widen-

The

ed from 6 to 7j4 inches, giving it
considerable more belt traction.
An idler pulley holds the fan belt

always

Their
heretofore been possible.
output this year has been increased about 400 per cent in order to
meet, so far as possible, the extraordinarily increased demand.

The Western Canada distributors
for the Happy Farmer tractor
are now selling the Model "F."
Price Maintenance Essential

At

taut.

The pipe member of the frame
has been slightly lengthened so
as to make the balance still more
perfect. The front or guide wheel
is fitted with a removable bushing, and the bolts holding the bull
gear segments in place are

^-inch drive

fit,

ally obviated all

now

having practicdanger of work-

time senseless price cut-

this

ting is consistent neither with
patriotism nor with sound business policy. Of course, not for
one moment does anyone accuse

the price cutter of being deliberHe is merely
ately unpatriotic.
thoughtless. The chances are he

worshipping the fetish of
He may be trying to
volume.

is

GO "OVER THE TOP" WITH

u
Kerosene
Gasoline

ENGINES
SPEED UP SALES!

Patented

slats,

Not a fanning mill or cleaner.
The only real Wild Oat Separator.
Takes all wild oats out of tame
oats and barley, and grades the

work-

ing over rocking zinc sieve, distribute grain evenly and eliminate every small kernel.

Very

oats or barley to uniform size for
seed.

Large hopper
Strong construction, bolted and braced
Write for agency offer, prices and literature.

light draft.

throughout.

EXCLUSIVE SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA

Cushman Motor Works

of Canada, Limited

Builders of light weight, high grade Gasoline Engines for all

DEPT.

E.,

WHYTE

AVE.

AND VINE

ST.

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.

IN SIZES THAT SELLS,

5

and

7

H.P.

use kerosene and cheap
JUMBO Throttling Governor oil engines are built especially to built
on iron sub base.
Develop full-rated power; strongly
fuels as well as gasoline.
gives steady speed
governor
Few parts—easy to operate and very durable. Throttling
No fuel pump required. Equipped with Webster magneto. Every engine
at all loads.
There are
district.
shipped ready to run. There's a demand for the JUMBO in your
horsemore quality selling points in the JUMBO than in any other engine of similar

powers.

ASK THE NEAREST BRANCH ABOUT JUMBO ENGINES
Manufactured

Nelsoii Brothers Company Mfchtus.A.
WESTERN CANADIAN JOBBEES

Tudhope-Anderson Co. Limited
CALGARY

WINNIPEG

REGINA

SASKATOON

—

;
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beat last year's record. In many
lines- being able to show an increase each year is the test of a
dealer's capacity. Surpassing last
year's record is a worthy ambi-

if it can be done legitimately,
but there is no sense in attempting to pile up sales at the expense

tion,

of profits.

When

production

is

ample,

sell-

13

In some lines, keeping
up the volume that was attained
in the days of peace is impossible,

ing for small profits and to get a
rapid turnover is good policy, but
in times of merchandise scarcity,
such as the present, the rule
should be subject to some modi-

fication.

Why,

therefore, should profits be

sacrificed to attain

volume.

1^ H.P. Gasoline Engine,
with Webster magneto; speed changing

Stationary

Throttle

;

-

Governed

device,

;

Kerosene Engines

fully made, tested

magneto.
Well
and 14 H.P.
suited for small Combination Threshing
with

Webster,

Sizes

7,

9,

10,

floor.

Care-

and inspected before

self-starting

shipment.

12

of small separator, but do not like

Portable

;

Throttle-Governed

these cases.

.u «r
K .
.
.
.
with
Webster
self-startmg
magneto.

able to

handle for your small thresher trade.

nished with Friction Clutch Pulley or
without.

to illustrate our

iiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiH^

the engine; substitute a "Manitoba" in

Easily attached and adjustany Combination Separator. Fur-

Can be used

complete line of engines nicely.

Outfits or any other farm requirements.
Your customers oftentimes prefer one

make

Each dealer should have

etc.

one of these on his sample

Kerosene Engines

;

TV,
The

Heavy

dimensions throughout; lots of power.
H.P.

engine

Liberal

|
i
|
|

12 and 14

1

you

steel Truck.

Sizes

7,

9,

10,

;

1^
should
V,

DEALERS ASK FOR
LITERATURE AND
DDrrrc ON
r%\j Tur
PRICES
THE
"MANITOBA" LINE
:

iiiiiiiiiiii

Further particulars and prices furnished on request.
entire line of
petition.

Pump

Why

It will

pay you

Jacks; Feed Grinders and Roller Crushers also.

buy abroad what can be bought

in our

to learn about the

We

Home Market

new improvements

in our goods.

Better become acquainted with our

recently shipped a carload of throttle governed engines to Toronto against eastern corn-

in equal quality

and at lower prices?

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED

Z'Sl

BRANDON, MAN.

DUST PROOF-ALL GEARS ENCLOSED

Built for Belt
which
THE Tractor
about

Work^

per cent efficient because plowing constitutes
half the work which the properly constructed farm power unit is called on to do.
The Lauson 15-25 is built to give 100 per cent efficient service on the farm. It is built for belt
work, not merely adaptable to it. It will give the same dependable, economical, and sturdy service
when running the ensilage cutter, hay baler, feed grinder, saw rig, or any other machine requiring belt
power, as it does when plowing.
is

built only for plowing is only 50

The Lauson 15-25 is a proven investment for your farmer customers. It will deliver dependable
power wherever it is required, either at the draw bar or the belt pulley.
When properly used it will pay for itself in a few seasons' work.
Because of having more than trebled our manufacturing capacity we are able to offer a limited
number of dealers Lauson representation. Write for our dealer proposition.

THE JOHN

LAUSON MANUFACTURING

327 Monroe Street

New

CO.

Holstein, Wis.

SPECIFICATIONS
Rating— Draw-bar H.P.
Engine

—Lauson-Beaver.

15; Belt H.P. 25.
i H-inch bore, 6-

Inch stroke. Valve in head.
Number Cylinders and Cycle

—Four.

Normal Speed— 950 R.P.M.
System Splash and

—

Lubrication

force

feed
Ignition

—Dixie Magneto.
Carburetor and Fuel System—Kingston
Gravity Feed.
Cooling System— Perfex Radiator.
18" x 8" 475 R.P.M.

Belt Pulley—
Transmission— Lauson Selective Type
OU tempered gears.
sliding gear.
Number Speeds Forward Two.
Low, 1 Yi. plowing, 2 H:
Speed M. P. H

—
—
Number Wheels— Four.
,o
^
Drive Wheels— 5Hnch diameter; 12-mcn
GuMe' Wheels—32-lnch diameter; 6-inch
Wheelbase—86
52 inch
high, 2

J^.

.

Tread

—

Inch.

Total Weight, less luel, water, oil and lugs
5.750 pounds.
„
^
j
Shipping Weight with Standard Equipment 6.000 pounds.
,

—

:
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Factory Notes

The De Laval Separator

New

Co.,

York, has awarded contract

for a one-story addition to its

ma-

chine shop at Poug'hkeepsie, N.Y.

rumored that Henry Ford

It is

negotiating for the purchase of
GOO acres of the lowlands north of
Hamilton, Ohio, for the erection
of a two million dollar plant for
the building of tractors.

located
in
the
Racine-Sattley
Buildings, Racine, Wis., was recently damaged by fire.
The
bulk of the loss sustained was in
damage to machinery and to the
stock of tractors awaiting ship-

The Page Wire Fence Co. of
Canada has been organized and
incorporated with a capital, stock
of $iO,000. The company expects
to erect a plant at Three Rivers,
Quebec, at a cost of $150,000.

The Wallis Tractor Company,

Avery

111.,

farm tractor, known as the Dart
"Blue J."

recently purchased the
plant of the Deming Tractor Co.,
Cedar Rapids, la., has ordered
plans for a factory addition to cost

about $14,000.

will build

a plant addition to be used as a

This

program

step in the

testing shop and a portion as shipping room. The structure will be
63x300, brick, steel and reinforced
concrete.

the

is

first

of expansion.

The La Crosse Tractor

La

Co.,

Crosse, Wis., has arranged with
the La Crosse Plow Co. of the
same city for a line of tractor implements, including plows, disc
harrows and grain drills. These
will be marketed under the name
"Happy Farmer," the trade name
of the La Crosse Company's trac-

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd.,
have taken out a building permit
for a $25,000 foundry extension at

works near Que-

their Rockfield

Co.,

be

will

steel,

tor.

WHEN THE GRAIN IS UNLOADED

The Brandram-Henderson Paint
Co. has recently acquired the
plant of the Alberta Linseed Oil
Co. at Medicine Hat. The company will transport the oil in their
own tank cars to their factories in
the East.
The capacity of the
Medicine Hat plant will be increased by about 20 per cent and
orders for additional equipment in
this connection have been placed.

the long way home lies ahead. It's then that one of our spring seats
appeals to your customers. A light, springy seat that will carry 600 lbs.
with ease. Low set; gives full protection from the wind and complete
control of team. Order your wagons less seats and stock the LLOYDS.

And

EVERY FARMER IS A
PROSPECT FOR

LLOYDS

LOW-DOWN
SPIRAL SPRING
^u^&Ak/
WAGON
»f**>*v*^ SEATS

Under

its

new

organization the

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

Dart Truck & Tractor Corporation, of Waterloo, la., formerly
the Dart Motor Truck Co., has

SEAT COMPANY
WAWANESAWAWANESA,
WAGONMANITOBA.

made rapid strides forward. The
company will continue to manu-

The Wagon Loaded

Going

Home

facture

in

;

The

Goods

—

tor for light tractor drive on the

market.

Our separators

able

demand

handle

for you.

Lister

with

elevator,

blower.

Sell

ease.

your
the

profits

carrier

will

show them
line

to

for

Light for the Modern
Sell Lister

Farm

plants are a line which

you can

Silos,
fits,

for

Janesville,

The Columbus Tractor
Ohio,

Co., of

capitalized

at

which was recently organized by a group of aggressive
business men of Columbus, to
take over The Mclntyre Mfg. Co.,
manufacturers of the Farmer Boy
tractor, announces the appoint$1,000,000,

widely

known

as an advertising
and an orator on com-

Sawing

Outfits,

Combination Threshers,

Pumps,

& Co.

Men

in

a result of

New

Positions

new changes

Pump

Jacks,

[Canada] Limited
WINNIPEG
Montreal

Brown,

in

mental
years,

and

Theodore

charge of the experidepartment for several

in

becomes

director

of

Power Pumping Out-

Investigate

Our Agency
Proposition

en-

gineering.

The changes were made

Etc.

R. A. Lister
Toronto

Co.,

Wis., has been increased from
$760,000 to $2,500,000. This is a
part of the general expansion of
the firm, which began recently
with the reorganization of the
company, the acquiring of a large
interest in it by the General
Motors Corporation, and the announcement that a large tractor
plant would be built in Janes-

superintendent,

sell in

"Lister" and "Canuck" Gasoline and Kerosene Engines, Grain Grinders and Crushers,
Electric Lighting Plants, Milking Machines, Cream Separators, Churns, Ensilage Cutters,

Ash

capitalization of the Janes-

Machine

ager, has been appointed acting

Storage Battery|Lighting Plants

THE LISTER LINE INCLUDES

our Latest
Catalogs

The
ville

the executive force of the John
Deere Plow Works of Moline,
111., Carl H. Gamble, sales man-

both town and country. Made in three
sizes.
Simple design.
Anyone can run them. Battery, generator and switchboard are all
ready assembled and set up on one base. Will run separator, churn, washer or sewing machine.
Your customer can use his own engine to operate the Lister plant. Ask for literature and
liberal agency offer.

Our Unit

'i.

Wes-

have recently taken

over the large two-storey factory
New Hamburg, formerly occupied by the Silversmith Mfg.
Co., which is 40 feet by 140 feet
long, for the purpose of manufacturing a high-grade, 4-cycle, high
speed gasoline motor, for marine,
automobiles, trucks, tractors, stationary engines, etc.

As

be
the

dealer.

*'L tl\

Co., of

offices in the

at

Deere

or

the Lister outfits and

one best thresher

the

munity building.

large capacity and

straw

ley Building,

specialist

are supplied with or without bagger,
tailings

The North-Light Motor
Toronto, with

is

profit-

TWO MEN

outfits

They have very

The premiums on

plant.

insurance are to be paid by the
company and the indemnity is,
therefore, given to the men in addition to the regular workmen's
compensation insurance required
by the law.

ment of E. B. Moon as director of
sales and' advertising. Mr. Moon

are as efficient as

the best and biggest threshers sold.
Their unvarying record for doing

good work means a large and

its

Columbus,

Don't Delay Specify your requirements
We can Bll all orders sent at once.

latter is the best separa-

provision for life, health and accident insurance for each of the
several hundred men employed in

Threshing

THEIR RECORD ENSURES YOU SALES

using from 9 to 15 H.P. and 26 x
42 Separator, using from 14 to 20

The Empire Cream Separator
Bloomfield, N.J., has made

Co.,

ville.

Outfits Deliver the

Lister Threshing Outfits are made
two sizes: 22 x 36 Separator,

H.P.

present line of heavy

its

"LISTER''

Dealers

duty

which

Co., Milwaumotor division of the

Co., Peoria,

worm drive trucks in ^4 and
Zyi-ton sizes, and has developed,
tested and is manufacturing a new

and

be in charge of
bridge department.
The National Tractor

The Davis Mfg.
kee, tractor

and will
the company's

construction

brick, concrete

ment.

is

The

bec.

August, 1918

as the

vacancy caused recently when A. H. Head was
called to Washington, D.C., to
assist the government in airplane
result of the

production.
Under the

Mr. Gamble

new arrangement,
will

be directly res-

ponsible for the production of the

John Deere Plow Works'

line.

—
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Hitch

FORD-A-TRACTOR

the

A

15

Real Money -Maker for Dealers
Get the Agency for the

To Your Business!

PARKER SAFETY HITCH
"The Tractor Plowman's Insurance"

SELLS ON SIGHT

GUARANTEED TO DO THE WORK OF FOUR GOOD HORSES
The Ford-A-Tractor on

a car will do

what some

light tractors

cannot do as regards

Fully enclosed gears run in dustbar pull developed. Steel construction throughout.
Strong steel wheels and specially tempered,
Shock absorbers.
proof oil bath.
machine cut steel pinions. The W.D.C. Cooling System changes water in the cylinder
The engine cannot
jackets six times a minute.
Price only $240. We still
possibly overheat.

TRANSFORMER

want a few

The only transformer guar-

proposition.

K.M.C.
anteed

to

burn
Ford cars

agents.

Get our money-making

successfully

kerosene
AND DOES

in

Gives 20
per cent more power 50 per
cent increase in mileage and
100 per cent saving in fuel
cost.

live

IT.

Write for

full

—

particu-

The best safety hitch for tractor plows ever invented. One size onlyStrong,
adaptable to all kinds of plows, and from one to five bottoms.
simple design; wiU last a lifetime. The turning of a wing nut allows operator to set the hitch to any load. When plow hits a stone or stump, the
resistance immediately unhitches the load, eliminating all possibility of
breakage and injury to implement. It also saves the engine from all jar
and strain an important feature.
You can sell this Parker Safety Hitch to every tractor owner in your
One sold will sell a dozen. No hitch on the market is so safe and
district.
reliable. Public tests in Winnipeg on July 30 fully proved the remarkable

—

efficiency of this hitch.

D.

J.
Head

ADSHEAD
Office

:

CO.

Winnipeg, Man.

lars.

Alberta Branch: 117 10th Ave. E., Calgary

Write at once for our Attractive Discount to Dealers. You can make
Big Profits this Fall selling the Parker Safety Hitch. Don't Delay. Place
your Order NOW. Write

MARTIN PARKER,

Tyndall, Man.

WOODSTOCK
Wagons and

Sleighs

Business Builders for the Dealer
For 24 years the Woodstock line has been the standard
Our wagons have a Dominion-wide reputation
of quality.
for easy running, best grade materials, perfect construction and excellent finish. Built for service and reliability.

Woodstock reputation and our guarantee backs every
wagon sold.

Get and Hold the Trade
A

Farm Wagons
Wagon meets any

full line of

Western

in all sizes.

competition.

Our Standard

You cannot

a better wagon. The Woodstock Special, Western
and Regular, light two horse and heavy teaming wagons
give the dealer a size and type for every possible demand.
Investigate our line Now.
sell

—

Literature

and

Prices Mailed on Request

Largest Manufacturers of

Bob Sleds

in the

World

Woodstock Sleighs offer your customers the maximum in value
and service. Our Western Canada Sloops are equipped with
2,

and 3-inch

steel or cast shoes.

Short tongue or cross

—

coupling as desired. Heavily ironed large dimension
thoroughly seasoned wood. Oak runners, oak pole, maple and
Best grades of paint used.
birch benches and bolsters.
Attractively striped and finished. Ask for full particulars.

chaiia

Handle the Woodstock Line
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES:

BERT CONWAY, Box 33, Regina, Sask. DAVID SMITH, 3 1 2

1

7th Ave. West, Calgary, Alta.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Woodstock Wagon

&

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Woodstock, Ont.

;
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Association which Has

Sample Tractors Necessary

"Made Good"
Few men

To a very great extent the size
of tractor which" is most popular

connected with the

implement industry realize the excellent work which has been done
by the U.S. National Implement
and V ehicle Association. The
far-reaching scope and effective
service of this body, composed of
America's leading manufacturers
of farm equipment and machinery,
has been of the greatest value to
that country in meeting the strictures and necessities of production in war times. During the first
six

months

in a certain section

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
AND
SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLE S, ENGINES AND MACHINERY.
Established in 1904 and Published Monthly

bership of this body shows a re-

markable increase.
Fifty - one
manufacturers applied for membership during that period in
order that they might be in line to
receive the valuable service which
is obtainable through no other
source. For the National Implement and Vehicle Association is
the clearing house for the industry.
The growth of the associa-

STOVEL BUILDING

Copy should reach this office not later than
the 25th
month preceding issue in which insertion is desired.

of Advertising

expressed by correspondents.

Member Western Canada

to

finally

given a special committee

known

as the

"Farm Implements
Committee," whose function is to

assist the priorities division of the

war

industries

board

seeing

in

that the needs of the manufacwere given preference by
the producers of materials.
turers

The National Implement and
.

Vehicle Association, at
tive

offices

76

execu-

its

W. Monroe

St.,

Chicago, would, we believe, be
very glad to explain the workings
of the

association and

well-

its

organized

departments to any
Canadian manufacturer who is interested in knowing. It has a record of achievement and service
that

is

most convincing.

Shows Increase

ment

in U.S. ImplePrices

shows the comparative increase
prices paid by farmers from

1909 to 1917. It is shown that the
average increase of 1917 over 1914
is 45 per cent, and over 1909 50
per cent.
The average increase

farm implements, however, is
only 43 per cent over 1914 and 44
in

per cent over 1909, as against increases in the cost of other articles ranging all the way from 37
up to 130 per cent.

U.S. War Industries Board Eliminates 3,000 Types of Machines

The other week the U.S. War
Industries Board announced its
schedule for the elimination of
unnecessary types and styles of
farm implements. This schedule
is the result of a thorough survey
of the farm implement industry.
It

is

labor and transportation
facilities for the period of the war
as it will materially reduce the
size of stocks carried, the capital
invested, and the volume of transportation necessary to carry the
agricultural implements to the
farmer. It is also expected to
terials,

work toward

government report
Washington shows that

from
the

in

United States the increase in the
cost of farm implements in the
past few years has been moderate
compared with the increase in the
cost

of

other articles.

A

table

stabilization of the

cost.

The

A

designed to conserve ma-

Press Association
second class matter.

report shows that a total
of 3,000 surplus types of plows
and tillage implerhents have been
discontinued under the. conservation plan.
Out of 303 types of
plows, only 65 will be manufactured after December 1st. Out of
330 types of corn planters and

1918

only ten will be manufacand 107 types of harrows
have been reduced to 44. Quesdrills,

tured,

now being sent to
manufacturers
of
harvesters,
mowers and rakes, and of ensilage
machines, and conservation measures are being planned for these
hues. Further elimination of unnecessary types and additional
standardization is being worked
out by various committees representing different branches of the
industry in connection with the
War Industries Board.
tionnaires are

Educate the Customer

One reason why

average

so

dealer's

much

of the
advertising

misses fire is because he fails to
properly educate his customers.
In many cases he carefully describes the article he is pushing,
plays up its various points of
merit and thoroughly convinces
the reader of its relative efficiency,
but at the same time neglects to
tell

him

in a

comprehensive man-

ner in what ways the commodity
in question is specially suited
to
his requirements.

There exists in each community what may be called a dor-

mant demand—that

is, a demand
that really exists in a vague form,
but has not yet made itself keenly

felt.

pull

It is preferable to
the machine on the basis of
its draw-bar power.
Further the
draft of the plow varies greatly
according to the soil.
In sandy
land it will be only about three
sell

The

in stubfour to five pounds, and in
gumbo possibly twenty pounds.
In introducing a tractor in his

ble

territory,

the dealer should rethat there are two important factors to consider:
,j|

member

Office as

WINNIPEG, CANADA, AUGUST,

in

a tractor

but this depends to a
very great extent upon local soil
will

pounds per square inch;

all

Entered in the Winnipeg Post

the desired results.
Through the efforts of this organization the implement industry in the United States was

of the

CORRESPONDENCE
on

—

magnify the peace-time service of
the association in the minds of
manufacturers generally.
Many
conditions have arisen that could
only have been successfully
handled through the organized
effort put forth by the association,
whereas manufacturers individually would have found it difficult,
to say the least, to bring about

Ten Cents

matters pertinent to the implement and
vehicle trade
As an
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for
publication, every correspondent
must sign his name. We reserve the rtght to edit
all matter
submitted but do not undertake to endorse
opinions

grows.

The war has served only

Single Copies,

ADVERTISING
KNOWN ON APPLICATION

Solicited

central states about three farmer_
out of four prefer a tractor developing about 10-20 h.p. The
average farmer usually wants to

conditions.

Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

RATES MADE
Change

small holdings it retains its popularity.
In many districts in th.

know how many plows

WINNIPEG, CANADA
SUBSCRIPTIONS

$1.00 per year in

tion in numbers this year is the
more noteworthy when it is said
that its membership last year ^yas
increased by 37 per cent -and still
it

by

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited

mem-

of this year the

depends en-

upon the size of farms in
that section and to soil conditions.
The two plow machine was rapidly replaced in many areas by the
three plow tractor, although on
tirely

dealer

who

vitalizes

dormant demand and cultivates it consistently and persistthis

ently is the one who is sure to
forge ahead in the battle for commercial supremacy.

First, th« farmer will not buy
a tractor which he has not seen
and, second, he will only in cases
buy a tractor which he has not
seen in use in his vicinity. It is

very well to

tell the farmer
a certain tractor has done in
far-off section of the country, and of the wonderful record
all

what
some

which

it

has

made in demonstrawhat he wants to

tions there; but

know

is just exactly what that
tractor will do, how many plows
it will pull and how much fuel it

will use,

under the conditions

would encounter on

his

own

it

farm.

very evident, therefore,
the dealer is to successfully
sell tractors, he must have a sample tractor in his place of business.
Furthermore, this tractor
must be given a working demonstration, at some time or other,
before the farmers who might be
interested in purchasing such a
It

that

is

if

machine.

Elimination Applying to Cream
Separators
Following a suggestion by the
government, the National
Implement and Vehicle Association called a meeting of cream
separator manufacturers in the
United States to take steps ift the
U.S.

consideration
sizes

and

of

elimination

styles thatmight

o

bemade

in their lines as a war conservation

In a later meeting the
separator manufacturers,
following a thorough investigation of their individual sizes and
styles of machines reported to the
Association on what they considered could be eliminated as a war

measure.

cream

measure.
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Fanning Mill Sales are
Important
The

America.

who

dealer

neglects the
sale of fanning mills overlooks a
line that has a direct effect upon
the prosperity of his community.

The

profits

purchases

1o

the farmer

fanning mill are
many. He secures a higher grade
product and better prices for his
ijrain. The screenings can be conserved to feed his chickens and
hogs, and are not wasted by leaving the farm. He grades the perfect kernels for seed, saving the
price of the machine, over and
over again, by cleaning his grain
M) that he has cleaner, better and
bigger crops. With good graded
seed he can whip the weeds and
light

Good seed

drouth.

is resist-

scrawny seed is not.
the duty of the dealer to

ant; sickly,
It is

present, probably to the
of fifty thousand.

who

a

Manufacturers of trac-

and all kinds of belt power
farm equipment will be there from
all parts of America to meet the
farmers and dealers who will be
tors

Dealers,

number

manufacturers

a n d

consumers will be present, and a
good attendance should be seen
from Western Canada at this demonstration, which in past years
has had so successful a record.

Company Appoints

Officers

The Beeman Garden Tractor
of

Co.,

Minneapolis, announces
that at the annual stockholders'
meeting, held recently, the directors elected were: E. R.
F. J. Smith (secretary

Beeman,
Osborn
McMillari Elevator Co.), M. E.
Wilson (banker), and A. G. Furber (sales manager Staude Mfg.

fanning mills to every farmer
lie sees
to advertise the advantCo.).
ages of cleaning before market-'
It was also announced that Mr.
mg, and cleaning before planting,
Beeman has purchased the entire
in his local paper
and his efforts stock and
interest of P. J. Lyons,
will be directly profitable to himformer director P. H. Knoll.
self as well as to the country in
The following officers were
general. A mill is not a machine
elected by the board: E. R. Beethat just some farmers should
man, president
talk

—

—

have.

It is a piece of

equipment
that every farmer must have if he
does not want to stand an astounding loss from negligence
each year.
If the farmer would grade out
each year the perfect grain raised

on his

own

he would breed up
seed that would soon make a record yield as compared with the
best imported seed.
It is a case
soil

of aligning the peculiarity of his
soil with the individuality of
the
parent seed, and this system fol-

lowed systematically has shown
everywhere the immense value of
careful seed grading and selec-

and

M.

E.

Wilson,

treasurer;
vice-president;

John Deere at Salina
At the great tractor and power
farming demonstration at Salina,
Kansas, the John Deere line was
well represented with its leading
implements, particularly tractor'
plows.
feature of the Deere &
Co. exhibit was the "Waterloo

A

Boy" kerosene tractor, which will
be sold by the Deere organization
in Canada next year.
This well

known machine
John Deere

tlie

is

now

a part of

line.

Plow Attachment Concern
Reorganized

The Pordson Tractor in England

Ford & Son had delivered the
Fordson tractor for which contract

was made with the

British

A

reorganization of Christiansen Implements, Ltd., Winnipeg, took place recently, when the
following gentlemen were elected
as

executive:

dispatch also stated that the trac-

McFadyen
Thomson;

tor

Jones.

government,

6,000

in

all.

The

has been

England
$1,350.

placed on sale in
at a price of
information was given

at

No

retail

as to the quantities in
which these
tractors
will
be available

for

private sales.

Large Entry List for Eastern

Canadian Demonstration
The list of entries already received for the Tractor, Truck
and
Power Demonstration,
at

Coburg,

to be held

Ontario, September
17th to 20th, indicates
that this
event will be the greatest
of the
Kuul ever held in
Eastern North

;

President, C. H.
vice-president, W.
J.
secretary, W. L. M.

The new company have taken
over the complete equipment and
plant of the former concern, the
Christiansen
Works.

Harrow

They will in future handle all
sales direct from the factory, instead
of
through distributing
agents as formerly. The organization have secured a large machine shop and office space at
303 Owena St., Winnipeg, having
trackage facilities and large stor^
age space. New machinery has
been added and the staff increased
so that the production of the company has been increased nearly

President

demand

states that the

McFadyen

of these implements as a means
of conserving every drop of availah\e moisture and preventing the

drifting of soil.
Christiansen Implements are the exclusive Canadian manufacturers of the West-

packers,

ern

and

pulverizer

mulcher, a machine which has
given great satisfaction all over
the Western States.
The great
value of these plow attachments
is in their labor-saving and mulchforming capacity. Following the
plow, they till the soil at the right
time, save a double operation and
form a mulch that is an excellent
storeh ouse for the moisture.

Tractor

A new

Company

Merger

in

known

as

Midwest Engine Co. has been
formed by the merger of the
Lyons Atlas Co., Indianapolis,
Ind., and the Hill Pump Co., Anderson, Ind.
The new firm has
the

been incorporated with a capital
stock of $3,500,000.
will continue the

manufacture of the Atlas Diesel
engine and the Lyons Atlas tractor at the Lyons Atlas plant and
the manufacture of turbine engines and pumps at the Anderson
plant.
It is announced that the
plant and equipment will be enlarged at a cost of about $1,000,000, and that production will be
kept up at full capacity. The annual output of the company, after
the extensions have been made, is

expected to reach $20,000,000, and
about five thousand workmen will
be employed. Atlas tractors are
handled in Western Canada by
the

Western Tractor Sales

Co.,

Calgary.

Enormous Growth
mobile

of

Auto-

Demand

During 1917 more than 75,000

new automobiles were put

into

operation in Canada.

In 1916 the
the Dominion
totalled 115,597; in 1917 the total

aggregate cars

in

was 191,518. Yet this is not equal
to the number of cars in relation
to population in the United States.
From figures recently issued, it is

shown

the United States
one automobile to every
30 people.
Every sixth family
able to ride in its own motor car
was the status of the United
States at the beginning of 1917

there

George Elder

tha't in

is

in the

use of self-propelled pleasure vehicles, based on the registration on January 1, 1917, of
3,500,000 automobiles for the 103.000,000 of population if evenly
distributed.

—

a

is

new automo-

bile dealer at Jenner.

R. J. Bailey is now carrying on
an automobile business at Pelly.
J. G. McGowan has opened an
auto accessory business at Hanna.
W. D. Greig is closing up his
implement business at Woodrow.

L. B. Fisher, auto dealer at
Olds, has sold out to
J. H. Kemp.

Frank Wilson

the name of a
dealer at Lo-

is

new automobile
mond.

C. H. Kettlewell, auto dealer at
Keeler, has sold out to G. Christiansen.

N. Claggett has opened a new
automobile repair business at
Hanley.

Horace Cote
of a

organization

The company

Personal

for Christ-

iansen harrow and packer plow
attachments for all over the
Canadian West is exceptionally
heavy, farmers realizing the value

A. G. Furber, secretary.

tion.

A recent cablegram from London, England, states that Henry

ten-fold.

17

is

the proprietor
business at

new automobile

Admiral.
T. H. Mathews has discontinued his automobile business at

Enchant.

The Mazenod Garage, in the
town of that name, has changed
ownership.

The Taber Motor Co. has been
incorporated at Taber with a capital of $20,000.

Angott

Bros.,

implement and

automobile dealers at Morse, have
dissolved partnership.

The Dominion Motor Car Co.,
Winnipeg, are opening a branch
business at Saskatoon.

Boise & Wig, auto dealers at
Dollard, have dissolved partnership.
O. A. Wig continues.

Van Home & Stebbins are
automobile dealers who recently
opened up at Claresholm.
Harris

&

is the name of a
selling automobiles

Co.

new concern

and accessories

at

Wadena.

Ray

Lincoln, an automobile and
implement dealer at Hazenmore,
has sold out to C. A. Pilgrim.
C. E. Burrows & Co. are a new
firm carrying on a machine and
repair business in St. Boniface.

Oxley & Lowe, auto dealers at
Cardston, recently suffered a partial loss by fire in their garage.
T. Callaghan recently suffered
considerable loss by fire in his
automobile business at Canora.

M. L. Crouch, an automobile
dealer at Redcliff, has discontinued his business at that centre.
P. G. Bedson, traffic manager
of the John Deere Plow Co., Winnipeg, is at present on his vacation.

Arthur Dandridge, an automodealer in Victoria, has discontinued operations in that coast
bile

city.

A.
Jas.
Mitchell,
formerly
special salesman in the Brandon
territory of the International Har-
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vestor Co., has been made a blockman at the Brandon branch

ton Co.

Manager

house.

Western Canada
Tractor Co. was recently

The

Auto

Co.,

J.

Co.,

automobile
of
manufacturers
incorporated
recently
bodies, was
G. McVicar has bought out
business at Arimplement
the
naud, formerly carried on by

implement

and automobile dealers at Delia,
have dissolved partnership. F. R.
continues.

bition at Regina.

J.

of

the

Co., auto-

Parrett,

of

the

plement and hardware dealers at
Grandview, have registered a
partnership in their business at
that point in the West.
Mrs. O. B. Kinnard, wife of the
president of Kinnard & Sons Mfg.
Co., Minneapolis, passed away at

Minneapolis on Sunday, July 31st, at the age of 63.
She is survived by her husband

her

at

G.

A.

Benedict, formerly col-

has been transferred to
Yorkton. H. F. Chappell, of the
Regina branch, has gone into the
general store business at Hanley.

gina,

Capt. C. M. Ackland, formerly
of the firm of D. Ackland & Son,
Winnipeg, was recently awarded
the Military Cross for services at
the front. Capt. Ackland is at
present in England convalescing

complete breakdown which
he suffered following the spring

after a

campaign

in France.

Allan Jack, the well-known machine man at Lethbridge, has
opened showrooms, salesrooms
and garage on Second Ave. South
He will handle
in that city.
.

AND Electrical Company Limited

in

lection correspondent for the International Harvester Co. at Re-

A. Thompson, president of

The Canadian Lichtninc Arrester

home

and four children.

the Happy Farmer Co., Winnipeg, was present with the company's exhibit at Regina fair.

Lawson has soid his inthe Lawton-Lawson Co.,

manufacturers of gas engines,

Maw &

concern recently incorporated in
Winnipeg to produce wagon and
implement woods.
Allis & Weidenhammer, im-

dealer at Medicine Hat, has taken
on what should be a "quick moving" line in the shape of groceries.

H. F. Anderson, manager of the
Tudhope-Anderson Co., Winnipeg, spent a few days at the exhi-

terest in

Maw, head

West Woods, Limited, is the
name of a new manufacturing

Ordnance Reserve Corps.
Martin, implement dealer,
J. A.
Blackfalds, has bought out the
business at that town formerly
carried on by R. Randolph.
M. Cooper, an implement
J.

Coulter Bros.

R. H.

B.

Parrett
Tractor Co., Chicago, has received
a commission of captain in the

J.

Mason

Stanley

Dent

Winnipeg.

Purcell,

W.

mobile distributors, AVinnipeg,
has joined the army.
T. M. Stedman, formerly a
salesman for the Liternational
Harvester Co. at Calgary, has
been made a blockman.

that town.

&

Simmons, impleCarmangay, have

firm of Joseph

Lincoln, garage owner and
implement dealer at Hazenmore,
discontinuing operations at
is

Mason

visitor to

Blackley continues.

H. E.

Roy

at

the

Machinery

dealers at
dissolved partnership.

Meibach.

Sedan

&

ment

automobile
Virtue,
sold out
has
Lethbridge,
at
dealer

Dominion

&

of

the fair at Regina.

an

The

Gibney,

Winnipeg, was a

Blachley

his interest at that point to

J.

Minneapolis Steel

regis-

tered under the laws of Saskat-

chewan.
H.
J.

W. Law-

Pere, Wis., to the E.
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Gray-Dort

Rumely

the AdvanceHart-Parr tractors,
Morse goods and
cars,

line,

Fairbanks Sharpies separators.

E. B. Sawyer, president of the
Lincoln,

FIRE LOSSES IH

Cushman Motor Works,

SASKATCHEWAN

Winnipeg

Nebraska,

recently

the

visited

headquarters of the
company. Mr. Sawyer went west
to Brandon and spent a few days
This is his first visit
at the fair.

$1,588,191, accoraing to
Provincial Fire CommisThe greatest number of
fires from any one cause was by lightning.
The total fire loss for Canada in 1916 was

For the year 1916 totalled
figures issued by the
sioner's Department.

to a

$25,400,000.

play.

large Canadian exhibition,
and he was very favorably impressed with the machinery dis-

Proper Lightning Rods properly erected give
almost 100% protection. Imagine what the saving
to the Dominion would have been in 1916 if all
buildings had been rodded!

J.

E. Burbank, formerly

man-

ager of the Eastern Moline Plow
Co., Bloomington, 111., the branch
now known as the Illinois Moline
Plow Co., has resigned his position with the Moline company to
become manager of the Des
Moines branch of the Emerson-

Implement
Co.,
-Mr. Burbank is

Brantingham
Rockford,

111.

well-known

to

the

implement

Western Canada.
Capt. Roger Hutchison, Leth^
bridge, has been awarded the

trade in

Capt. HutchisonI
over southernl
Alberta, having travelled for a!
number of years for the Inter-j
national Harvester Co. out ofl
Lethbridge. He was familiarlyj

Military Cross.

was well known

all

"Hutch" to most of the
His many friends will b(
delighted to hear that he has thid
war honor bestowed on him.

known

as

people.

David Drehmer Injured in
Accident

During Brandon Fair, Davi(
Drehmer, the popular manager o|
the John Deere Plow Co., Winnij

met with a serious accident
the fair grounds among the
congestion of automobile traffic,
a mix-up occurred, and Mr. Drehmer, who had at the time alighted

peg,

On

from

his

car,

straighten out the
car,

endeavored

jam

to

of cars.

with engine running at

speed, instead of reversing evidently jumped ahead, running
into Mr. Drehmer and going over

Mr. Drehmer had his left
badly broken about two
inches from the shoulder, one foot

him.

arm

injured and his whole right side
badly bruised. Fortunately no in-

were sustained.
Other members of the Deere organization who were present took
Mr. Drehmer to a doctor and had
He was then
temporary aid.
where,
Winnipeg,
to
taken home
at this writing, he is confined to
his residence and getting on as
satisfactorily as can be expected.

ternal injuries

We

trust he will recover soon.

MR. DEALER
owes it to himhome, buildings and live
with Townsley Lightning

Every farmer in your

district

self to protect his family,

He can do it
See that YOU get his business instead of
Rods.
the peddlers who go through the country picking
no recogoff the "cream" with unbranded rods of
nized standard.

stock.

THE TOWNSLEY SYSTEM PROTECTS

One

Write for our Dealer Proposition
All

The
Canadian Lightning Arrester

&

BRANDON

'

BRANDON

^)

-

-

Piece Construction

Seams Welded

Faucet

Capped

Electrical Co., Ltd.

MAN.

Filler

Hole

WRITE TO-DAY FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND PRICES

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing
Makers of Max Stock Troughs, Tank Heaters,

I)

SERVICE

SATISFACTORY

[PURE

P.O. Box 3006

F.I. 218

A

full

Co., Limited

Oil Barrels, etc.

Winnipeg, Man.
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JOHN DEERE PLOW
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TRUCKS

CHIEF

DIMENSIONS:
No.

DIMENSIONS:

Metal Wheel
Cook Truck, 3| x 11;
13,

5-in.

tire,

;

No.

Truck, 3^ X 10; 4-in.

wheels,

28-34, with 6ft.

Metal Wheel

27,

Sin.

tire;

wheels 28-34

track

No. 35, Metal Wheel

No.

15, Metal Wheel
Turn - under Truck,
3jxl0; 5-in. grooved
tire;

Truck, 3j X 10; 4-in.
tire;

wheels 28-34

No. 22, Metal Wheel
Truck,
tire;

3x9;

wheels 28-34

Also a good stock of

4-in.

Wood Wheel Trucks

wheels, 28-30

No. 27, Northern Chief Metal Wheel Truck

OUR WAGON

(both Canadian and American)

AND TRUCK STOCK IS VERY COMPLETE

Marseilles P
Grain Elevat

BUILT IN

SIZES:

23 and 28 feet
Elevating Capacity

Eng

(For Horse or

TWO

15 to 20 bushels per minute

Power Required
In these times of scarcity

and high

cost of labor, this -Elevator

soon
cars

pay
or

for

placing

itself

in

From 2| Horse-power up
Trucks

would

loading

small grains

Elevator

is

mounted on sub-

truck, strong enough
from a 2§ to 6 Horsepower Gasoline Engine
stantial

in

to carry

Elevator

PLACE YOUR ORDERS EARLY AND BE
SURE OF GETTING THE GOODS

THE JOHN DEERE
LOW DOWN SPREADER
The Only Spreader with
on the axle
No

John Deere Light Draft Binder

the Beater

The

(Only Hip High)

chains, less parts, light draft.

You can spread

from 5 to 25 loads to the acre.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
REGINA, SASK.
SASKATOON, SASK.

Better Binder

Did ycu read our Ad.

in the July issue of this paper?
not do so at once, as it tells you all about it and our
Binder Hitches for Tractors of all sizes.
If

CALGARY, ALTA.
JOHN DEERE PLOW

COMPANY UMITED

EDMONTON,

ALTA.

LETHBRIDGE, ALTA.

:
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Brandon Light Tractor Plowing Demonstration
Thirty Firms
If

any proof were required

of

the wonderful development of
the tractor 'the light tractor plowing demonstration, held at Bran-

don on July 23, 24 and 25, will
sjlence the most skeptical individual.

The number

tractors

in

numbered
Brandon De-

operation

At
twenty-two.
monstration forty tractors and a
126
pulled
tractor attachment
bottoms. During the three days,
or six hours plowing approximately 80 acres were turned over.
This eclipses any gathering of
tractors, in either competition or
demonstration, yet held in the

in

Quality

in Durability

FARM ENGINES, TRACTORS
AUTOMOBILES, TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS HAND LANTERNS
ETC. CAREFULLY INSPECTED

AND TESTED.

Bottoms
far

from

ideal.

On

the

first

day

of the demonstraition the weather

was good, but on the second and
thjird days it was a case of mud
and heavy sticky soil. The fields
which were located about 2^^
miles to the south-west of the Fair

result of Brandon Tractor
Plowing Demonstration. One is

Grounds, were covered with a
of weed which helped
'to
prove the efficiency of the
plows in working in trashy land.

as- a

mechanical ingenuity has
evolved in the light tractor an entirely dependable mach|ine; the
other is that in the Canadian West
the farmer is convinced that the
tractor is what he requires, and
what he is going to have if his
With the
purse can afiford it.
shortage of man-power and the
continual rush to get work done
in short seasons, also the high
cost of animal power and feed,
the farmer sees in the light tractor his salvation. It is safe to say
that

indirect result

Tractor Plowing

Brandon

of

the

Demonstration

be a greatly increased demand for both tractors
and tractor implements.
at

Utmost

— 126

factors stand out vividly

Two

that the
Topmost

Tractors

Canadian W^est. At the big plowing tests held at Winnipeg some
years ago, in the days of the
"heavy" classes, the average entry
list was only some twenty tractors each year.

of entries of

plows and tractors swamped that
In 1917 the
of any previous year.

— Forty

will

From

the viewpoiint of the
tractor demonstraton
should not be held under perfect
or ideal conditions, and the conditions at Brandon this year were
farmer,

a

good crop

The

fields

varied

in

parts

as

but the
specified plowing dep'th required
by the regulations was adhered to
by the majority of the concerns.
regards

soil

conditions,

Educational Value Great
Wh|ile the attendance was not
so large as would have been the
case had weather conditions been

very satisfactory,
it was
each day an average of approximately three thousand attended the demonstration. Tract-

better,

for

or and

plowmen

and the

resul'ting* inspiration

to farmers along tractor lines is
beneficial
to
business.
Many

are enthusiatic

They
over the demonstration.
concede that the expense entailed
dein entering outfits for the
monstration ,is heavy, especially
when most concerns are working
with the minimum number of
men, but they believe that the
publicity value of the demonstra-

FALL PLOWING

concerns did good business as a
result of the demonstration, while
future sales will prove that the
demonstration has helped many;
farmers to decide finally for tractor power. The farmer generally

was there

to see

many

types

at

work

and

which

machine best

.

different

to

decide
suited his

conditions.

Plow Concerns Participating
Of especial interest this year
was the great variety of tractor
plows in use.
No less than
twelve plow concerns had their
machines represented, the following concerns having the number
of plows shown in operation
Cockshutt Plow Co., Brantford, On't., 12 plows.
John Deere
Plow Co., Winnipeg, 4 plows. J.
I.
Case PloAV Works, Racine,
Wis., 6 plows.
Grand Detour
Plow Co., Dixon, 111., 6 plows.

Company,

Massey-Harr,is
plow.
1

Oliver

onto,

Tor-

Chilled

Plow Works, South Bend,

Ind.,

3 plows. International Harvestertj
Co.,

Hamilton,

Rock

Island

Island,

Plow

3

111.,

Ont.,

Plow

1

Co.,

Vulcan

plows.

Evansville,

Co.,

plow.f
Rock'

Ind.,

1

Emerson - Brantingham
plow.
Rockford,
Co.,
111., 1 plow. Moline
Plow Co., Moline, 111., 1 plow. La
Crosse Plow Co., La Crosse, Wis.,
A total of 126 bottoms
1 plow.
were

in use.

Location of Outfits

Draws were made

for the loca-

tion of the various outfits, so that

no entrant could be shown favoritism in relation to location.

The

concern had simply to take the
plot, which chance provided f of
them. On the first and second
day's plowing the same allotments were used on the 'third day
the draw gave every company
another positiion in the second
During the
field to be plowed.
,

;

CRESCENT PLOWSHARES
OVER

PERFECT FIT GUARANTEED
PATTERNS
GET OUR STOCK LIST AND PRICE LIST TO THE TRADE

1000

We Have
GRAIN TANKS
FARM TRUCKS

exhibition seve'rah firms held private demonstrations to prove out
some feature to their own sa'tisfaction or to show prospective

customers what their tractors
were capable of doing. The order
in Stock for

Quick Delivery

BINDER AND MOWER REPAIRS
BINDER CANVASES

WAGON

Calgary

Edmonton

SETS AND

which the outfits are reported
that in which they operated
during 'the first two days of the

in

WATER TANKS

is

GANG PLOW EVENERS

SELVES
WINNIPEG, MAN.
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We

demonstration.

give herewith

and specifications of

particulars

individual

the

entries

at

the

demonstration.

The Tractor For Your Territory

^ALLIS

Tractors and Plows

Huber— The Huber Manfg.

Co.,

Brandon, demonstrated a Huber
Light Four, 12-24 h.p., a 4-wheel
machine weighing 5,000 lbs. En-

Waukesha,

vertical

4-cyl.

gine,

21

X 5^, burning kerosene. IgniKingston magneto with im-

The Tractor Years Ahead Of

tion,

Carburetor, KingsCooling,
air cleaner.

Its

Time

pulse starter.

with
Perfex radiator,

ton,

and

roller

Plain,

2390

lbs.

Two

speeds.

pump

circulation.

ball

bearings.

Wallis Tractors were the centre of attraction for the Farmers at Brandon
Plowing Demonstration and Exhibition.
They have seen Wallis Efficiency.

WHO WILL

plowing speed.

pull at

SELL THE WALLIS IN YOUR TERRITORY?

The Huber

pulled a
3- furrow Cockshutt light tractor

plow with automatic power lift,
high arched beams, stiff hitch and
Q.D. bottoms.
Joseph Neilly,
manager, was in charge.

—

Avery The Canadian Avery
Winnipeg and Regina, had
four Avery tractors in operation.
The Avery 5-10 h.p. has four
wheels and weighs about 2,500
Avery
lbs. Four speeds forward.
Co.,

3x4

4- cyl. vertical

engine using

Hyatt

Bearings,

kerosene.

and

Ignition, Atwater-Kent.

babbitt.

Zephyr.

Carburetor,

Cooling,

and thermo syphon circu800 lbs. pull at plowing

radiator
lation

The

speed.

inch

5-10 h.p. pulled a 14-

Deere

John

light

tractor

and Q.D.
shares.
The 8-16 h.p. Avery, 4
wheels, weighs 5,000 lbs. Avery
valve in head engine, 2-cyl. horiwith

plow,

self

X

zontal, Syz

lift

using kerosene.

6,

Babbitt bearings. Ignition, K.-W.

magneto,

with

impulse starter.

Avery throttling governor, Kingston carburetor and Avery gasifier.
Cooling, own radiator and
thernio-syphon circulation.

1,800

The
plowing speed.
8-16 pulled a two-bottom Grand
Detour plow, with power lift, bar
An
liitch and
bolted shares.
Avery 12-25 h.p. 4-wheel machine, weighing 7,600 lbs.
Avery
lbs. pull at

valve-in-heajd, 2-cyl. engine, 6^2
7,

the farmer the ideal and economical power for both haulage and belt work. He does more in less time with the
Wallis. Weighing only 3000 lbs., it will plow 10^ acres
in a 10-hour day. Spring mounted front and rear; no
shocks are transmitted to mechanism. The solid, cast
steel tubular frame keeps perfect alignment of all parts.

WALLIS DEALERS SELL MAXIMUM TRACTOR VALUE
The Wallis Tractor delivers 2000 lbs. constant drawbar pull and will handle three 14-inch plows from 6 to 8 inches deep,
under normal conditions at 254 miles per hour. High grade construction gives long service and exceptionally low
maintenance cost. All parts enclosed and run in bath of clean oil.
Gears are drop-forged, cut and hardened.
Divide the reasonable first cost by the Wallis years of service given the user and this is the best tractor "buy" in
the world. We also supply a full line of J. I. Case Tractor Plows, famous everywhere for light draft; easy adjustment and long service. Get the agency for this money-making combination.

DON'T DELAY— SECURE THE WALLIS AGENCY AT ONCE

x.

Babbitt bear-

using kerosene.

POWER-DURABILITY-SPEED-LIGHT WEIGHT
The most advanced type of tractor design and construction that you can sell. Wallis Tractors deliver 74 per
cent of their engine power at the drawbar; other tractors
require 40 to 50 per cent of their power to propel their
weight. The Wallis only takes 26 per cent. Its combination of speed, light weight and excess strength gives

K.-W. magneto and impulse starter.
Avery throttling
ings.

Kingston carburetor
and Avery gasifier. Thermo-syphon circulation in cooling system. 2,800 lbs. pull at plowing
speed. The 12-25 h.p. handled a
3-bottom Grand Detour plow, as

Fairbanks-Morse 24x46
"Tractor Special" Separator

Stands Every Test
of Service

governor.

The

fourth 'tractor was an
18-36 h.p. four wheels,
weighing 9,500 lbs.
Avery enabove.

Avery
gine,

valve-in-head,

zontal,

5^ x

6,

4-cyl.,

hori-

using kerosene.
and cooling

Ignition, carburetor

the 12-25 h.p. tractor. 3,500
The
bs. pull at plowing speed.
18-36 h.p. Avery pulled a 4-botom 14-inch Grand Detour plow,

The construction of this separator is unHeavy double bar cylinder.
equalled.
Self-aligning
surface.

power lift. I. J. Haug, Winipeg, and L. J. Haug, Regina,
were in charge, and the following

balance.

Large

grate

Full

equip-

and special weed screen.
Wind Stacker and
Automatic Register. Strong sheet steel
body. Braced and built to stand every

ment
Has

of sieves

Self-Feeder,

Has every feature that makes
good work and durability. Fairbanks-Morse separators get ALL THE
strain.

for

GRAIN.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE AND FULL PARTICULARS

s in

ith

bearings.

Perfect

The

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. LIMITED

SASKATOON

WINNIPEG

CALGARY

:
;
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The tractor weighs 5,200
four wheeled and has an

representatives were also present
E. M. Voorheis, foreign sales
manager, Peoria L. R. Volkenburg, tractor school instructor
Ben Bliss, Minneapolis; A. B.
Campbell, Fargo branch, and four

tractor.

experts.

magneto,

;

Ideal and

Beaver—The

Goold,
Regina,

Shapley & Mu^r Co.,
showed a 12-24 h.p. Ideal Junior,

a four-wheel tractor with a 2-cyl.
opposed horizontal engine, 6^ x
Special kerosene carburetor,
9.

H.T.

ignition

magneto.

trip

Own

Bronze bearings.

cooling-

system. Weight 6,000 lbs. The
Ideal pulled a 3-bottom Cockshutt plow with self-lift and
The Beaver 12-24
Q.D. shares.
Engine,
four wheels.
h.p. has

heavy duty Waukesha, 4^4 x 6%.
Double kerosene carburetor, ignition Dixie magneto. Seven speeds
forward and reverse. Weight
pulled a 3-furrow
Cockshutt plow, as above. There
were present John Muir, Brantford, manager, and T. R. Scott,
Calgary; C. W. Northcott, Re5,800 lbs.

It

and

gina,

C.

Portage la
branch man-

Trott,

western

Prairie,

agers.

Happy

Farmer

—The

Happy

Co.,

strated a 12-24 h.p.

horizontal,

gine,

valve-in-head,

horizontal, 5}i

2-cyl.

x

7,

using

Madison-Kipp lubricabearings.
roller
Hyatt
tion.
Kingston carburetor and a i r
kerosene.

Ignition, Atwater-Kent.

cleaner.

is

underslung

frame

Modine radiator and pump

circu-

lation.

2,000 lbs. pull at plowing

speed.
pulling

The Happy Farmer was

with

front axle connection.

flexible

The en4)4 x 5j^,

gine is 4-cyl. vertical,
using kerosene.
Ignition, H.T.

impulse

W|ith

starter.

Clutch, 3 plate enclosed.
Self
aligning
ball
bearings.
Two
speeds. Honeycomb radiator and

pump

Kerosene carbu-

cooling.

retor with air cooler.

Ball type
governor. 3,000 lbs. pull at plowing speed.
The Massey-Harris
pulled a 3-furrow Massey-Harris

third day, bearing a banner with
the slogan "The Massey-Harris

Victory Tractor."
Cleveland

—

Guilbault's

Winnipeg, distributors

for

Ltd.,

the

Cleveland

Tractor Co., demona Cleveland 12-20 h.p.

strated

weighing 3,200

Weidely valve-in-head, 4cyl. vertical, 3% x 5j^ gasoline
engine.
Hyat't ball and roller
t)earings.
Kingston carburetor
and air cleaner.
Ignition, Eisemann magneto. Cooling by McCord radiator and pump. 1,500
lbs. pull at plowing speed.
The
lbs.

Cleveland operated a 3-furrow
Oliver plow wjth power lift, bar
pin break, rigid connection

and

Q.D. shares.

Twin

City

—The

four-wheel

lift,

Case

plow with autospring release and Q.D.

shares.

Nilson

I.

Jr.

—The Happy Farmer

who

are distributors for the
Canadian Nilson Tractor Co., also
showed a Nilson Jr., a machine
with either 1 or 3 drive wheels,
Co.,

16-30 h.p.
Weight, 4,300 lbs.
Engine Waukesha 4-cyl. vertical
4^4 X 5^, using kerosene. Hyatt
roller bearings.

Final chain drive.

pMingston carburetor and Bennett
K.-W.
centrifugal air cleaner.
Cooling,
high tension ignition.
Modine radiator and pump circulation.

speed.

3,000 lbs. pull at plowing
The Nilson was pulling a

I. Case tractor plow with four
bottoms and automatic lift. A.

J.

Mumford, sales manager of the
was in
Happy Farmer
Co.,
charge, accompanied by J. M.
Thompson, president, and W. H.

J.

Williams, sales manager- of the
Nilson Tractor Co., Minneapolis.

—

Massey-Harris The MasseyCo., Toronto, made the
first public demonstration of the
new Massey-Harris 12-25 h.p.
Harris

Four

Plain and roller bearCooling, radiator and rot-

cleaner.
,ings.

ary pump. 2,350 lbs. pull at plowing speed. The 15-30 International pulled a 4-furrow Oliver plow,
No. 79, wi'th bar pin break, rigid
connection and Q.D. shares.

—The

Mogul
showed

same company
Mogul tractor
lbs.
Four wheels.

a 10-20 h.p.

weighing 5,500

Engine, I.H.C. valve-in-head, 1cyl. horizontal, 8}4 x 12, using
tion.

Madison-Kipp lubricaH.T. magneto ignition and

impulse

I.H.C.

starter.

Hopper

mixer.

cooling.

fuel

The

Mogul

pulled a 3-furrow Oliver
78, same type as above.
Titan— The 10-20 h.p. Titan

was also shown by same company.
Weight 5,710 lbs. Motor I.H.C.
valve-in-head, 2-cyl. twin horizontal, 6^ X 8, using kerosene. Madi-

son-Kipp lubrication. K.-W. ignition and impulse starter. Own
governor and carburetor. Water
cooling thermo-syphon circulation, 1,800 lbs. pull at plowing
speed.
The Titan handled a 3furrow Hamilton plow with automatic lift.
C. Brosnahan,
J.
manager at Brandon, was in
charge of the company's entries.

Gray

—The Gray Tractor Co. of

showed a
machine with 2
steering wheels and wide drive
Canada,

W,innipeg,

Gray 18-36

h.p.

Weight 6,250 lbs. Motor,
Waukesha 4-cyl. vertical, 4% x
drum.'

Minneapolis

matic

J.

lbs.

wheels 4-cyl. I.H.C. valve-in-head
kerosene engine, 5% x 8. Madison-Kipp lubrication. K.W. ignition.
I.H.C. carburetor and air

plow No.

outfit left the field after the

International

h.p.

weighing 9,000

The

medium duty

.3-furrow

15-30

a

kerosene.

Steel & Machinery Co., Winnipeg, demonstrated one of their
Twin City 16-30 h.p. tractors, a

a

ed

tractor,

plow, convertible type
with power lift and stiflf hitch.
The work done during the
demonstration by the MasseyHarris tractor and plows was
evidently first class if one may
judge from the enthusiastic, remarks of the farmers present.
tractor

caterpillar tractor,

Winnipeg, demonHappy Farmer tractor, Model F. Three-wheel
Weight, 3,800 lbs. Endesign.

Farmer

lbs.,

machine with two
Weight, 7,800 lbs. Twin
City oil burning engine, 4-cyl.
vertical, 5 x 7>^.
Force feed
and splash lubrication. Hyatt
high duty bearings.
Kingston
carburetor and Bennett air cleaner. K.-W. igni'tion with impulse
starter.
Spring mounted. 3,000
lbs. pull at plowing speed.
The
Twin City handled a 4-bottom
Cockshutt engine plow.
New Hart-Parr Hart-Parr of
Canada, Ltd., Winnipeg, showed
a New Hart-Parr 18-30 h.p. tractor, v/eighing
5,000 lbs. HartParr valve-in-head, 2-cyl. horizontal engine 6^ x 7. Madisonspeeds.

—

Timken,
6%, using gasoline.
Hyatt and bronze bearings. Bennett carburetor and air cleaner.
K.-W. magneto and impulse starter.
S.J. radiator and pump circulation, 3,000 lbs. pull at plowing
speed. The Gray wide drive drum
tractor pulled a 4-furrow John
Deere plow, 14-inch bottoms, with
high level lift and Q.D. shares.
J. W. Gray, president. Minneapolis, H. Dodge, sales manager,
C. A. Koepke, special representative, and
A. Prugh, Canadian
manager, were present.
Gilson The Gilson Mfg. Co.,
Winnipeg, showed their 12-35 h.p.

—

Gilson all-standard tractor. This
has a 4-cyl. vertical
Waukesha valve-in-head engine.
Dixie H.T. ignition
Kingston
carburetor and special governor.

machine

;

Kipp

lubrication,

S.K.F.
ball
bearings. High tension magne'to
ignition
with impulse starter.
S p e ci a 1 kerosene carburetor.
Cooling,
Perfex
radiator
and

pump.

The Hart-Parr

pulled a
4-bottom John Deere light tractor
plow with power-lift attachment

and

stifif

hitch.

International
al

—The Internation-

Harvester Co., Brandon, show-

Hyatt

bearings.
Foote - Strite
transmission. Operates on gasoline or kerosene.
It pulled a 3-

furrow Cockshutt engine ploAV
with stubble bottoms.
N. J.
Stewart, manager Winnipeg-

was in charge, while S.
Koch and R. Dawson were presbranch,

ent from the factory at Guelph,

Ont.

August, 1918

—

Staude Attachment The Staude
Mak-a-Tactor, an attachment for
converting an automobile into a
tractor, was demonstrated by the
Western Canada Auto Tractor
Co., Moose Jaw. The attachment
pulled a 2-furrow La Crosse plow
with power lift and Q.D. shares.
H. F. Pierce, manager, was in
charge.

Giant— N. J. Dinnen &
Winnipeg, demonstrated the

Little
Co.,

Little Giant 16-22 h.p. tractor, a
4-wheel machine weighing 5,200
lbs.
Little Giant motor, 4-cyl.
horizontal, 4^x5, using kerosene.

Hyatt bearings. H.T.
ignition
and impulse

magneto
starter.

Kingston carburetor. S.J. radiator and pump cooling; 3 speeds;
2,200 lbs. pull at plowing speed.

The Little Giant hauled a 3-furrow Cockshutt plow with 14-inch
bottoms.

N.

charge.

J.

Dinnen was

in

—

Minneapolis The Minneapolis
Threshing Mach. Co., Winnipeg,
demonstrated a Minneapolis 1530 h.p. kerosene 4-wheel tractor.

Weight
make,

Engine,

6,600 lbs.

4-cyl. vertical, 4)^x7,

kerosene or gasoline.

K.-W.

own
using
igni-'

Kingston carburetor. Mechanical oiler and splash lubrication.
Two speeds. The Minnea-

tion.

polis 15-30 h.p. pulled a 3-bottom

Case plow with automatic lift
and spring release hitch, and
equipped with slip shares. T. H.
Roney, manager at Winnipeg,
was in charge, assisted by B. H.

J. I.

Maclean.

Case—The J. I. Case T. M. Co.,
Winnipeg, showed a Case 9-18
h.p.
4-wheel tractor, weighing
3,800 lbs. Engine, Case valve-inhead, 4-cyl. vertical, 3^x5, using
kerosene. Hyatt bearings. Own
air cleaner.
Kingston H.T. ignition with impulse starter. Kingston carburetor.
Radiator and

pump

cooling; 2,000 lbs. pull at

The

plowing speed.

9-18

Case

pulled a 3.-bottom Grand Detour
plow with power lift, bar hitch
and bolted shares. The company
also showed a Case 10-20 h.p.
kerosene tractor.
3-wheel machine weighing 5,325 lbs.
Case
valve-in-head motor 4-cyl. verti-

A

;

4^x6.

Hyatt roller bearings.
Kingston H.T. magneto and impulse starter. Kingston carburetor.
Case air cleaner. 2,650 lbs.
pull at plowing speed. The 10-20
Case hauled a 3-furrow Grand Detour plow, same type as above.
Fordson The Ford Company,
Regina branch, had in the demonstration a Fordson 11-22 h.p. tractor.
This 4-wheel machine
weighs 2,500 lbs. Engine is 4-cyl.,
cal,

—

4x5, using kerosene. The carburetion system is a single bowl
mixer in connection with the

vaporizing manifold.

by

thermo
Splash system
a

-

Cooling

syphon

is

system.
lubrication, high
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tension magneto, disc qlutch, and
final drive by worm and worm
gear are otlier features. The machine has three speeds forward
and one reverse. It is stated to

give 1,500

lbs.

drawbar

when

pull

plowing speed. The Fordson
was pulling a No. 7 Oliver tractor
plow with two bottoms. On the
second day it pulled out on account, it is stated, of plow trouble.
VV. T. Rogers, Regina, was in

at

charge.

—

Bates Steel Mule H. A. Jones,
Regina, distributor for the Joliet
Tractor Co., Joliet,
Oil
111.,
demonstrated a Model D, 12-20
h.p. Bates Steel Mule, with 2
driving tracks and 2 steering
wheels. Weight 4,300 lbs.
Erd
engine, 4-cyl. vertical, 4x6, using
kerosene. Timken bearings. Ben-

and Pickering

pump

Kingston
and Perfex radiator.
2,400 lbs. pull at plowing speed.
The 12-20 Heider pulled a 3-bot-

Rock Island "Universal"
plow, same design as above. W.
manager,

was

Portage

in

carburetor.

ler

DEALER

Mr.

la

charge. Present
from factory at Rock Island Ed.
Thielke, service manager, and
W. H. Groves, plow expert.
Prairie,

Dixie magneto and SchebThe transmission

ernor.

tom

Umbach,

6j^x7, with throttling gov-

tical,

is

You

Cater Can Sell

;

Wood

—

or Iron

Pumps cheaper

Cushman The Cushman Motor
Works of Canada, Winnipeg,

than any one in the West.

demonstrated for the first time
newly developed 10-22 h.p.
This machine is an intractor.
novation, in that the engine can
be removed from the chassis and
used for general use. The tractor

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER

their

Brandon Pump

&

Windmill

carburegoverradiator

/J

1

Two

circulation.

speeds. 3,000 lbs. pull at plowing
speed.
This tractor pulled a 3furrow Vulcan No. 41 plow, made
by the Vulcan Plow Co., with

power

•

lift, bar spring release and
Q.D. chares.
E.B. 12-20— The 12-20 h.p. E.B.
4-wheel tractor was demonstrated
by the Emerson-Brantingham Implement Co., Regina.
Weight

tical,

Motor E.B.
4^x5, using

Hyatt

roller

G,500 lbs.

air cleaner.

4-cyl. ver-

kerosene.
bearings.
Bennett
K.-W. ignition and

FALL

PLO« N C
I

impulse starter, Pickering governor, Bennett carburetor. Cooling,

Modine radiator and pump.

2,000

plowing speed. Three
forward supplied.
The

lbs. pull at

speeds

tractor pulled a 3-furrow

son,

Tudhope-Anderson

nipeg, represented the

Co.,

Win-

Manitoba

—

Heider
The Waterloo Mfg.
Portage la Prairie, demon-

Co.,

strated a 9-16 h.p. Heider, made
by the Rock Island Plow Co.,
Rock Island, 111. This 4-wheel

machine weighs 4,000

Open

Waukesha

4^x5^.

4-cyl.

lbs.,

and

vertical

Plain bearings.

friction type transmission.

Dixie H.T. ignition, with impulse
starter.
Waukesha governor.
Kingston carburetor.
Cooling,
Perfex radiator and pump. 1,700
lbs. pull at plowing speed.
This
tractor pulled a 2-furrow Univer-

sal
lift,

Rock Island plow, with power
rigid

bottoms.

break pin and C.T.X.

They

also

showed the

Heider 12-20 h.p. tractor, a 4wheel machine weighing 6,000
lbs.
Waukesha motor, 4-cyl. vertical 4J^x6^.
Open friction type
transmission, seven speeds for-

ward or

reverse.

this

good restsoning?

Don't forget that when you

sell

a man a

tractor he is investing a lot of money largely on
YOUR SAY-SO. If that tractor does not come up to
his expectations, you will not only lose his goodwill
WILL TELL OTHERS will cost you
but what

HE

their good will also.

distributors.

has a
motor,

Isn't

Emer-

son power lift gang plow. F. D.
Kesson, operator, and,E. J. Benedict,
manager Regina branch,
were in attendance. H. F. Ander-

Dixie ignition.

There are all sorts of types, shapes and sizes of
Most of them
tractors being put on the market.
prove to be all right, but some of them HAVE
proved to be right.

MAY

Turner Tractors have been in successful use on all
kinds of farms and all kinds of farm work for two
years. You can put your heart and soul into selling
them with the CERTAIN knowledge that they will
MAKE GOOD with your customers.

We

believe there

—

is

NOTHING more

important to

you than this you are just laying the foundation of
a tractor business that you expect to GROW.

The Turner

PROVED

is

a

out by

solid, sensible tractor; every part
farm service all equipment of

—

STANDARD, NATIONAL-KNOWN
sizes, 12-20
of at least

and

makes. And the
those that FIT the needs
FARMS OUT OF TEN that can

14-25, are

NINE

profitably use tractors.

—

The Turner reputation is known everywhere ^18
years of making farm engines have put the name
Jurner Simplicity on the map with the farmerSji

TURNER MFG.

Let's
discuss
it

further

The

.

is

To

territory.

dealers

in

such

offer that

snapped up by those

get the facts

first.

about it? WILL
you to take chances?

How

it

pay

WONT

pay you

to

it

BE SURE?

Please write at once^

Port Washington,
215 Lake St.,
Distributing Points Convenient to You
Manufacturers of the famous Turner Simplicity Engines for 18 years
CO.,

new

reaching into

we have an

WILL BE
who

demand

fast-spreading

for Turners
territory

Works

MAN.

BRANDON

fly-ball

Modine

Cooling,

nor.

and

about 4,500 lbs. weight. Engine is the regular light weight,
high speed Cushman, 2-cyl., ver-

Waukesha governor.

carburetor

Ignition, Eise-

nett air cleaner.

mann magneto. Bennett
tor

23

Wis.
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system

the

is

Foote-Strite,

Plow Man

a

standardized type. With a good
speed range the Cushman handled
three li-inch Cockshutt plows
with self lift device.

plement
tors
Co.,

tion

—The

Co.,

for

Northern ImWinnipeg, distribu-

the

Waterloo,
a

Interstate
la.,

Plow Man

had

Tractor
in opera-

13-30 h.p. 4-

IMPLEMENT DEALERS

HARDWARE MEN
GENERAL STORES
PUMP MEN
Buy your wood and

iron

The

13-30

bottom
matic

Plow Man pulled

a 3-

Case plow with autoand universal spring re-

J. I.

lift

The company also showed
a 15-30 h.p. Plow Man weighing
4,800 lbs. Motor, Buda 4-cyl. verlease.

pumps,

cylinders, galvanized pipe, galvanized rod, etc.>
from a
concern.

WESTERN CANADA

using

tical,

4^x6,

Fitted for any depth of wells.

Hyatt

roller bearings throughout.

Large stocks .carried.
Prompt shipment guaranteed.

Bennett carburetor and air cleaner.
Dixie H.T. ignition. Cooling,
Perfex radiator and pump. 3,600
lbs. pull at plowing speed.
The
15-30 pulled a 4-bottom J. I. Case

ASK FOR PRICES

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED
•

Phone 2943

EIGHTH

wheel tractor.
Weight 4,400.
Engine
Buda 4-&yl. vertical,
434x5^, using kerosene. Plain
and Hyatt bearings. Bennett carburetor and air cleaner. Ignition
Dixie H.T.
Magneto and impulse starter.
Cooling, Perfex
radiator and pump.
3,000 lbs.
maximum pull at plowing speed.

plow

»
j
mm
BrandOII, Man.

ST. and ASSINIBOINE AVE.

as

manager,
Co.,

was

kerosene.

Frank Nilan,
Northern Implement

above.
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OilPull—The Advance-Rumely
Thresher Co., Winnipeg, showed
12-24

a

OilPull

h.p.

Weight

8,400

tractor.

Four-cyl.

lbs.

motor, 43^x6^, using kerosene.
Kingston dual carburetor and
Kingston H.T. magneto, with impulse starter. This tractor was
pulling a 3-furrow Cockshutt self
lift plow.
They
Advance-Rumely

also

showed an

14-28 h.p. trac-

4-wheel machine weighing

tor, a

Rumely

valve-in-head
horizontal 7x8^,
using kerosene.
Madison-Kipp
lubrication.
Hyatt roller bearings.
Own low-tension ignition
system.
Secor-Higgins carbure8,700 lbs.

engine.

2-cyl.

Donaldson air cleaner. 3,200
plowing speed. This
tractor pulled a 4-bottom Grand
Detour self-lift plow. M. J. Carrothers, Winnipeg branch mana-

tor.

lbs. pull at

ger,

in charge.

was

in attendance.

Work— Geo.

All

Brandon,

Wheel

Electric

White

distributors

showed the

Co.,

&
for

Sons,
the

Quincy,

14-28 h.p. All

111.,

Work

4-wheel tractor.

For Use with Light Tractors
Brandon demonstration again proved that light Tractors are a success for furnishing
economical power around the farm^ the big point is to supply threshers and plows that
will bring out the best that is in the Tractor.

—

Huber

Special 4-cyl.,
kerosene.
Plain and roller bearings. Kingston magneto ignition and Kingston carburetor. Perfex radiator
and pump cooling system. 3,000
The
lbs. pull at plowing speed.
All Work handled a 4-furrow
Rock Island plow with 14-inch

C.T.X. bottoms and power

Port Huron

Separator
The

22-inch cylinder size is built
expressly for light tractor work. It
is a beauty
small enough to be a
profitable purchase for a farmer's
own use only, big enough to thresh for the neighbors too.
have some interesting literature on the "Huber" that will help to make many sales.
'

J.

I.

—

—

We

25 h.p. Port

wheel

Huron

machine

'

valve

in

-

Util-

-

head,

12-

tractor, a 4-

weighing

Engine, Erd, kerosene,

lbs.

lift.

—The General

Winnipeg, showed a

4x6.

6,000
4-cyl.

Ignition,

Kingston H.T. magneto and impulse starter. Kingston carburetor
and Bennett air cleaner.
bearings.
S.K.F.
Babbitt and
speed transmission.
and
radiator
Perfex

six

Cooling

pump

Built for light tractor use. Gives strength, power of penetration,
light draft and ease of operation.
Have extra high clearance and built
to give the farmer Al satisfaction.

Hundreds

ities Co.,

Friction

Case Power-lift Disc Plows

using

5x6,

vertical,

circulation.

2,200 lbs. pull

plowing speed. This tractor
handled a 3-furrow Cockshutt
Wright,
P.
self-lift
plow.
S.
president, J. H. Young, manager,
and J. P. Gutstadt, sales manager
of the
Winnipeg house were
at

of

these will be
sold this fall.

present.

Will you

—

Wallis Cub
The Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co., distributors
of the Wallis Cub, showed one of

help us take
care of these
sales.

these 15-25 h.p. tractors, the first
demonstrated in the Canadian

West.
drive

This machine has two
one steering wheel.

and

Weight

3,250 lbs. Special Wallis
engine, 4-cyl. vertical, 4^x5^,
using kerosene. Hyatt bearings
throughout.
Bennett carburetor

have many openings in good territory for live agents to handle these tractor
implements.
Write us now.
The proposition is a moneymaker exceptionally so for
the next few months.

HAPPY FARMER

K.-W. high tenair cleaner.
sion ignition with impulse starter.
Cooling, Modine radiator and
and

We

—

CO., LTD.

WINNIPEG
Ave., REGINA

225 Curry Block,
Halifax and 7th

pump.

Circulating splash lubrispeeds forward, 2^
and
m.p.h. 2,000 lbs. pull at
plowing speed.
The Wallis
pulled a 3-furrow J. I. Case plow.
cation.

Two

:
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medium duty

type,

1-i-inch

25

cut,

with automatic lift and universal
hitch, rigid connection and slip

Entry was

shares.
E.

Kemp,

A.

in

sales

charge of
manager.

Others

present
C. J. Brittain,
Western general manager, Fairl)anks Co.
and W. A. Warren,

Now! the new Model 'T"

;

manager of J. I. Case Plow
Works' branch at Minneapolis;
E. H. Doherty and E. M. Kipp,
tractor and plow experts attended
from the factory at Racine, Wis.

—

Moline-Universal The AngloCanadian Engineering Co., Winnipeg, showed a Moline Universal
tractor, 9-18 h.p., with two wheels
and specially attached plow. Moline valve-in-head, 2-cyl. horizon-

gasoline engine, 4^x6. Hyatt
Dixie H.T. ignition.
Holley carburetor. Cooling, Modine radiator arid pump. Weight
of tractor 3,000 lbs., giving 1,800
tal

bearings.

lbs. pull at

ped with
plows.

Happy

plowing speed. Equiptwo 14-inch Moline

—

Sawyer-Massey The SawyerMassey Co., Winnipeg, showed
one of their 11-22 h.p. tractors, a
4-wheel machine.
Waukesha 4vertical

cyl.

\\'ilcox

-

engine,

Bennett

kerosene

bitt

transmission bearings.

11-22 h.p.

The

Sawyer-Massey pulled

3-furrow Cockshutt self-lift
plow. The company also showed
a

Sawyer-Massey 30-40 h.p. 4wheel tractor weighing 17,000 lbs.
Engine, 4-cyl. vertical, 6^x8.
a

Bennett kerosene carburetor. Atwater Kent ignition.
Cooling,

pump, fan and tubular

radiator.

This tractor pulled a 5-furrow
Cockshutt plow with 14-inch bottoms. John Robertson, manager
at ^^'innipeg,

W.

F. Fuller,

man-

ager at Regina, and T. A. Drummond. Western representative,
were present.
Waterloo Boy The Waterloo
Boy Kerosene Tractor of Canada,
Ltd., Winnipeg, showed a Model
N, 12-25 h.p. Waterloo Boy, 4-

—

wheel tractor. Weight 5,950 lbs.
Special motor, 2-cyl. horizontal,
yalve-in-head, 6>4x7.

Hyatt bearings. Dixie magneto and impulse
starter, Schebkr carburetor. Modine radiator.

Two

speeds. 2,200
lbs. pull at plowing speed,
This
tractor pulled a 3-furrow John
Deere light tractor plow with

power

lift,

bar hitch, and Q.D.

shares.

Atlas Jr.— The Western TracCalgary, distribuLyons- Atlas Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind., showed the
Atlas, a 3-wheel 16-26 h.p. tractor Sales Co.,
tors for the

tor,

weighing 5,200

lbs.

MODEL

car-

K.-W. high tension ignition.
Cooling, pump, fan and
tubular radiator.
Ball and babburetor.

Wau-

kesha
motor,
4-cyl.
vertical,
4>^x534, using kerosene. Pulled
a 3-furrow Cockshutt plow.

Farmer

SPECIFICATIONS

4;^x5%.

"F"

— Kerosene.
Belt H.P. —24

Tractor

Fuel

h.p. at 750 r.p.m.

Drawbar H.P.— 12 h p. at about 2 14 miles per
hour, drawbar pull in lbs.. 2.000.
Type of Traction 2 drive wheels.
Make of Motor Our own; type, twin cylinder

——
—

horizontal, cast en bloc; 4 cycle,
Cvlinders
and valves completely water-jacketed.
Speed of Motor 7.50 r.p.m.
Bore 6 inch: stroke 7 in.
Bearings Die cast (reinforced back).
Bearings Dimensions Main crank shaft
2 }^ X 5 1.^ in., connecting rod bearings, 2
x

— —
—

o

—

in.

H

—

Tractor

Bearings Hyatt Roller bearings
throughout, in dustproof cages, except front
wheel.
Valves Overhead, 2 % in. diameter.

— —Special
patent.
Governor — Flyball type with quick adjusting
screw
any speed.
Ignition — Atwater Kent, automatic retard
and advance
spark.
Carburetor — Special Kingston Kerosene,
adjustable from
Air Cleaner—Our own mechanical.
Oiler — Madlson-Kipp,

THE

LATEST

WORD

in practical

and

efficient

tractor design, and as honestly and carefully

Fuel Intake

built as the design

for

is

correct.

Study the specifi-

-

of

shown here.

cations

1 V,

in.;

driver's seat.

mechanical.

6

feed-

motor and tractor bearings and gears perfectly

more

powerful

lubricated.

—Sliding
gear enclosed and
running
bearings.
Final Drive— Roller pinion, pack hardened
and
Cooling System — Circulating pump, Spirex
Modine Radiator and
motor completely
water-jacketed.
Pump Speed — 750 r.p.m.
Fuel Capacity— Kerosene 13 gallons: gasoline
small
starting only: water, 9
Engine Suspension — 3
Dimensions of Tractor— Length,
Transmission

in oil; roller

steel rollers

better

oiling

This model has larger and

engine

—more

surplus

power-

system— handy new platform

for

pins.

fan;

for

gallons.

operator.

Every new demonstration shows the superiority

point.

153

width. 82 ]4

in

in.; height, 62 in.
of Wheels Three.
Rear traction
wheels, two: diameter. 56 in.: width, 10 in
front, diameter, 31 in.; width, 5 in, '
Clutch Band, contracting.
Bull Gear Semi-steel, 4 segments reversible
and interchangeable.
Field and Road Speed
2
miles per hour.
Pulley 11 in. diameter, 7 )4 in. face.
Axles Front, solid: rear, live. Roller bearings on rear axle.

—

Number

of Model

'T" Happy Farmer.

Shipments coming

•

——

—

——

H

—
—
Frame— One piece cast
annealed.
Muffler — Integral with frame,
no back
pressure.
Drawbar—Swinging type,
centre of traction
wheels, no side
Steering — Automatic, from front wheel
furrow.
Turning Radius— 106
Control Brakes — Built integral with the
gears
short run.
Tractor Speed — One forward and one reverse,
2
miles per hour.
Lugs — Our own patent,
cleaning:
regular equipment.

Diameter of Shafts Rear axle, 2 in.; jack
\li in.: transmission shaft, 1% in.;
crank shaft 2 H in.
Weight of Tractor 3.800 lbs. complete.
shaft,

,

steel, rigid;

silent;

in

draft.

in

in.

differential

for

\i

cast,

both platform and

self -

Tractor equipped with

seat.

through now.

Make

a

point to
write us
to-night

about

this

proposition
a

—

moneymaker

Happy Farmer Company, Ltd
225 Curry Block, Winnipeg
Halifax

© 7th Ave., Regina
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Briscoe Endurance

Run

don

Fair,

at 3 p.m.,

F. N. McDonald, Western representative of the Canadian Bris-

coe Motor Co., is more than satisfied with the record achieved by
the Briscoe "Wildcat" in its recent
This
endurance run.
10-day
sturdy little car completed its 240
hovirs' non-stop running test in
front of the grand stand at Bran-

on Tuesday, July 23rd,

when

was the centre
crowd of motor-

it

of an enthusiastic
The half
ists.

- million
dollar
goods.
delivered
the
motor

After already having covered
4,000 miles in its career as a service car for the Briscoe organization, the Wildcat, in the 10-day
test piled up the wonderful record
of 4,751 miles,

and was

fit

enough

Great Demand for

Fred Grundy and Fred
Waterbury, factory service men,
and Bill Spokes, of the Elgin
Motor Sales Co., Winnipeg, disdrivers,

POTATO
DIGGERS

tributors

Send Us Your Orders

Aspinwall Potato Diggers
8 Elevator Potato Digger is a 6-foot 22-inch machine,
equipped with Vine Turner and Kicker, like all Aspinwall diggers. This
The Aspinwall
is especially useful in weedy fields or handling heavy vines.
is
the best potato digger made strong, serviceable, and light draft.
Simple and powerful gear drive. Easy adjustment for depth.
Wheel Bands are supplied with all machines, for use in transporting
machine to and from field. Four-horse hitch also supplied.

The Aspinwall No.

—

for

Briscoe

cars.

FARM MACHINERY DISTRIBUTOR
WINNIPEG, MAN.
JAMES STREET

their territory this

The

fall.

ser-

system of the company is
one of the' best developed by any
automobile concern on the convice

Full particulars of the run
can be obtained by dealers who
will write the Canadian Briscoe

tinent.

Motor

156 Princess Street,

Co.,

Winnipeg, Man.

The Parker Safety Hitch
j

Last spring Martin Parker,]
Tyndall, a tractor expert of many]
years experience, developed a]
safety

hitch

shows

for

tractors

remarkable

which

hitch

plow

and
plow

of the Briscoe exhibit staged at

hitches the implement. The tension of the spring can be adjusted

Manager McDonald

is

naturally

elated over the fine record piled

up by the Briscoe Wildcat, and

•

efficiency.

The

Motor Co. Manager McDonald
reports good business at the fair.
The racing Briscoe, used by Jules
Ellingboe, also served to add to
the fast-growing interest recently
taken in the Briscoe car by Western Canadian motorists.

and Ensure Delivery

considers that the endurance run
should be an excellent factor in
helping Briscoe dealers throughout the West increase sales in

Throughout the week at Brandon
motor enthusiasts kept looking
over the Wildcat, which looked as
fresh as when the clutch was first
slipped in. It was the big feature
the fair by the Canadian Briscoe

WILLIAM EDDIE
284

ceptional reliability of the Briscoe

and its great endurance have been
thoroughly proven by this tenday test under the most strenuous

Kelly
conditions imaginable.
Robson, factory salesman, started
the run in front of the Free Press
building, Winnipeg, and he was
ably re-layed by three other

There's Going to be a

Dealers: Order Early

go on until further orders. The
extremely low gas consumption
of 29.35 miles per gallon, made
during the non-stop run, has
caused more comments in motoring circles than anything in the
motor world this year. The ex-

to
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between
and when
the
hits
any obstacle
it immediately throws back the
spring and
automatically- un-

to suit

is

attached

tractor,

from one to

five

plows by

the turning of a wing nut. This
hitch has been tried out with all
types of plow and in the roughest land, and, it is stated, has
proven a success under all conditions. It saves strain and jerk on
the engine and breakage of the
plows.
Several hundred of these hitches have been sold already, and
they are a line which should be in

demand wherever

Dealers:

Handle 'XHRISTIANSEN"

Harrow and Packer Plow Attachments

A War Time

THE MACHINES THAT REVOLUTIONIZED CULTIVATION
of
This year has proven the supreme
necessity of conserving all available moisture by immediate culsupply the only
tivation.
successful harrows and packers
Packers are
gang plows.
for
built in sections. Can be used for
horses or tractors, or gangs can be
disconnected for plow attachment.
Our packers absolutely prevent
All wheels are insoil drifting.
terchangeable and fit our patented,
standardized axles.

CHRISTIANSEN
3-FURROW SUB-SURFACE

PLOW PACKER

sections as shown. Fit any
Flexible design does perfect

LIGHT DRAFT
Dust-proof, lubricated
axle reduces draft to
All
the minimum.
styles of packers fit
the same frame. The
Christiansen line is a
money-maker for the
dealer
tory.

in

any

make

of

Our packers are built

plow or act as a complete large packer.

work on the most uneven ground.
Exclusive Manufacturers

Christiansen Pulverizer

"This country
is

war and our
win the war.

is at

to

"Upon farmers and dairymen
depends our food supply we
must produce more foodstuff and
waste less than ever before.

—

HARROW READY FOR OPERATION

Slant

teeth

never

clog.

Our plow harrows pay for themselves on the first 50 acres your
customer plows.

Canada

of the

Packer and Mulch er

"Every ounce of butterfat and
every item of time and labor must
be saved. Hence the vital importance of installing a Sharpies Suction-feed Separator,- which save all
the butterfat (at least 10 pounds
per cow yearly over any other]
separator) and which, because of
its freedom of speed
(it skims
clean at any speed) and ease of
cleaning (it has no discs), saves
more time and labor than anyi
other separator or method.

—

terri-

ASK FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND LIBERAL AGENCY OFFER

CHRISTIANSEN IMPLEMENTS LTD.

keynote of. all our
its
opening para-

main business

plow.
in

in

graph :—

These harrows are made in 2, 3 or
4-furrow sizes. Equipped with
regular patented hitch which absolutely eliminates side draft on

CHRISTIANSEN 15-FOOT 4-SECTION SURFACE PACKER

the

activities

OUR PLOW HARROWS

Sub-surface wheels supplied for same frame.

Separator Catalog

The Sharpies Separator Co.'s,
West Chester, Pa., new catalog

strikes

We

tractors are in

use.

=

WINNIPEG

"Still
the purchase of a
Sharpies Separator is not less of
a patriotic duty than it is a
shrewd personal investment."
The catalog is a handsome

sample of the modern
well illustrated
vincingly worded.
art,

printer's

and

con-
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Exhibits At Brandon Exhibition

(Continued from Page

son mill capacity 22-30 bus. per
hour, and a No. 3 power machine,
six-shoe, with a capacity of 30-50
bus. per hour.
C. L. Johnston
was in charge of the Emerson
exhibit.

The Happy Farmer Company,
Winnipeg, had a combina-

Ltd.,

also

City

oil

one of

tractors,

a

tractor in operation,
their 16-30 h.p. oil

fanning mill, 24-inch size with a
high bagger. This machine was
driven by a ly. h.p. Mogul

well

engine.

finished

and

sturdy machine.

The

The Northern Implement Co.,
Winnipeg, distributors for the
Interstate Tractor Co., Waterloo,

Man

13-30

h.p. tractor, also a 15-30 h.p.

Plow

Iowa, showed a Plow

Sales Co.,
Winnipeg, had on view a combination grain grader and cleaner,
a machine of new design, which

same company.
were operating on

nipeg,

showed

and also the Nilson tractors handled by the Canadian
Nilson Tractor Co., for which

kerosene and were in charge of

motor

oil,

Frank Nilan, sales manager.
The Ronald-Smith Cultivator
Co., Winnipeg, showed their
seven and eight foot cultivators,
machines of the stifif tooth type.
These cultivators are very strongly built and should give excellent
service.
A plow share attachment is a feature in these ma-

greases, axle dopes, coal oil, etc.,
also oil barrels in various sizes.

concern the

Happy Farmer

ests are distributors in

and Saskatchewan.
zation showed a
12-25 h.p. tractor,

inter-

Manitoba

This organi-

Happy Farmer
Model

F., also

a Nilson Junior tractor, 16-27 h.p.

which was belted

Huber

.a 22x40 New
Another 16-27

to

separator.

Nilson tractor ran unattached.
Three and four furrow Enicar
tractor plows, by the J. I. Case

the

chines.

G. Spenst, Gretna, Man., show-

h.p.

ed

a

Spenst grain

cleaner

Plow Works, and a J. I. Case
10x18 tandem tractor disc completed a very good exhibit which
was in charge of A. J. Mumford,
sales manager.
J. M. Thompson,
manager of the Happy Farmer
Co.,

W.

sales

H.

Williams,

manager

of

the

Union

tractor

a

line

friction

of

drive.

fully equip-

Trust

Bldg.,

Co., 706

Winnipeg,

GILSON
"GOES LIKE SIXTY"

Canadian Oil Companies, Wintheir

compounds,

The Brando n Heating and
Plumbing Works, Brandon,
showed a Cyclone grain pickler,
an inverted cone type of machine

TRACTORS
THRESHERS
GAS and OIL ENGINES

for treating seed grain.

WRITE FOR CATALOCS
AGENTS WANTED

A.

Stanley Jones, North Battleford, Sask., had on display a
28x35 combination threshing outfit, operated by a 9 h.p. Western
engine, also a 28x35 truck mount-

Gilson Mfg. Co. Limited
303

Owena

Winnipeg

St.

54

IN

WAR-TIME

Stewart Sheaf Loaders
A Nation is no stronger than its component communities. In any district,
Stewart Sheaf Loaders conserve local wealth, help local trade, and build local
prosperity by reducing harvesting expenses and saving grain waste.

W.

Warren, manager of the Minneapolis branch of the J. I. Case
Plow Works were also present.
For the first time in several
years the Cockshutt Plow Company, Winnipeg, exhibited a very
comprehensive display of their
lines at Brandon fair, the exhibit

for

ped.

A NATIONAL ASSET

general
Nilson

Tractor Co., Minneapolis, and

and

separator

Both machines were

has recently been put upon the
market by this concern.

Man made by
Both tractors

ed

The Canadian Tractor
International

tion display at the fair, exhibiting
their own line of "Happy Farmer"

tractors

-

Winnipeg, showed a 25 B.H.P.

Twin

8)

27

C.

being in charge of that veteran
salesman George Ellis. A 5-furrow Cockshutt engine plow and

SAVEq,
GRAIN,

MEN,
TEAMS,
TIME

during

fair

week.

The Minneapolis Steel and
Machi ncry

Co.,

AlinneapoHs and

Efficiency

This unnecessary grain loss is
eliminated by Stewart Sheaf Loaders.
They get all the grain even the loose
stalks around the stooks. They replace
an average of FIVE
in every outfit and do the work better than skilled
acre.

—

AND
MONEY

MEN

Over 2,000 in use. Ask for testimonials from satisfied users. Our output is limited.
Order your requirehelp.

LOWERS THE
COST OF HARVESTING

sizes

—

of Proven

The Empire requires every bushel we
can produce. Hand pitching entails an
average wastage of two bushels per

tractor plows in

2, 3 and 4-bottom
were noticed, also Cockshutt
disc harrows and Climax cultivators.
Jewel gang and Sulky
plows. Beaver gangs and Empire
gangs were on view, alongside
wagon and truck gears and a line
up of three Adams farm wagons.
A Rustad portable grain elevator
and loader was in operation.
Three Renfrew cream separators
and four Empire gasoline engines,
varying in size from V/i to 7 h.p.
were noticed.
Renfrew truck
scales,
Canadian feed cutters,
Cockshutt potato planters and
diggers,
Maple Leaf grinders,
Cockshutt root pulpers and Frost
& Wood mowers and rakes were
prominent in the exhibit. As well
as their display at the grounds the
company had twelve Cockshutt
light tractor plows at the plowing
demonstration including one 5furrow, one 4-furrow and ten 3furrow sizes. The Cockshutt display was most interesting and
was well attended by the farmers

A Machine
Value and

Dealers

:

Order

Now

to

ments at

once.

Ensure Delivery

Sole Canadian Manufacturers of

STAUDE MAK-A-TRACTORS

The Best Attachment Sold

for

Plowing and Haulage

GUARANTEED TO
DO THE WORK OF
FOUR HEAVY HORSES
Every farmer cannot own a tractor,
but practically every farmer can afford
a Staude Mak-a-Tractor. A boy, girl or
woman can operate it. Time tried and
Plows deeper and faster than
tested.
Hauls
horses.
any farm machine.
Clamps on with four bolts no holes to
drill. Cost complete, with Water Circulator that ensures cool running, only
$295, F.O.B., Winnipeg. Ask for full par-

—

ticulars.

SEPARATORS FOR
LIGHT TRACTOR USE

We manufacture a full line of Stewart Separators for light tractor use or combination adaptation. Strongly built. Guaranteed grain getters and fully equipped.
Meet the demand from tractor owners by selling Stewart Separators this year.

Dealers: Get full particulars and prices on Stewart Sheaf Loaders,
Threshing Separators, and Staude Mak-a-Tractors.
Write To-day.

THE STEWART SHEAF LOADER
470

MARTIN AVENUE

CO.,

WINNIPEG, MAN.

LIMITED

:
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Standard
Standard
Tractor Co., Stillwater, Minn.
This tractor has a plow frame eml)odied in the design and had 4
La Crosse bottoms in position.
A demonstration of plowing was
given during exhibition week.
The John Deere Plow Co.,
Winnipeg, exhibited a Dunham
exhibited

20-40 h.p.
the

a

made by

tractor,

Culti-Packer, made by the DunCleveland, Ohio, a
Co.,

ham

equipped with roller
bearings which can be adapted
for packing any farm crop before
and after seeding. This machine
should be in large demand in the
Canadian West. In the States it
has a most enviable record for
good work.
The Gray Tractor Co. of Canada, Winnipeg, showed two Gray
tractors with wide drive drum
rear v/heels. These machines are
18-36 h.p. and are of excellent

machine

PETERS PUMR5
Gives More Water
in Less

Time with

Less Energy

Made

in

many

styles

and

they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.
sizes,

PETERS'
Double Cylinder

Pump

Force

the last word in

is

pump

Unequaled in Design, Action and Durability.
They are different from all

pumps

and

in construction
and have ex-

finish,

side

behind was hitched a set of discs and a gang of
drag harrows. The exliibit was in
charge of A. Prugh, Winnipeg
The following gentlemanager.

verizers, while

men were

also

clusive features that make
sales easy to customers who
want the BEST in pump

present,

J.

W.

Gray, president, Gray Tractor Co.,
Minneapolis, H. D. Dodge, sales
manager and C. A. Koepke,
special factory representative.

l^he
nipeg,

J.

D. Adshead Co.,

showed one

Win-

of their Ford-

a-Tractors, a tractor attachment
with fully enclosed gears in an

bath and provided with shock
absorbers and steel cut pinions;
A special coiling system is adapted to the car which is converted
oil

into a tractor.

The Imperial

Oil Co., Brandon,
had in their tent samples of their
oils
Polarine, Standard gas en-

—

gine

oil,

kerosene

tractor

oil.

Premier gasoline, Royalite, automobile oils, axle greases, etc.
F. L. Phillips, Tugaske, showed a "New Idea" grain pickler, a
gravity machine of simple design.

The Emerson - Brantingham
Implement Co., Regina, showed
one of their 12-20 h.p. tractors
with a 3-furrow Emerson plow.
E. J. Benedict, manager, and F.
D. Kesson, plow expert were in

Sharpies suction-feed cream separators, varying in capacity from
175 to 1,000 pounds. These were
hand driven machines which
would handle in gallons from 20
to 120 gallons per hour, and suited
for a herd of from three to four
cows to twenty cows.
noticed a No. 6 suction feed operated by a 1^ h.p. engine and six
hand driven machines in Nos. 2,
3, 4 and 6 sizes, also Nos. 3 and 4
This very
tubular types.
in
tasteful display was very favorably commented upon by the

We

who daily crowd into the
display building.
The Petrie Mfg. Co., Winni-

visitors

showed a line of their Magnet cream separators in all sizes,
also Magnet 5 h.p. engines.
A. E. Sheppard, Brandon, showed a display of poultry and stock
foods, incubators and other poulpeg,

try raisers' equipment.

&

Murray, manufac"Donalda" sectional
canvas house, had an 8x12 foot
house erected in a very tasteful
display of ferns and trees, showFinnic

turers of the

ing with the greatest effect the
adaptability of those novel houses
for campers, homesteaders, hunCanvas tents in various
ters, etc.
'shapes and sizes, auto tents, portable

rubber

wash-

and

equip-

baths and
other handy

charge.

stands

The Western Canada Auto and
Tractor Co., Moose Jaw, had on

ment for the camper and tourist
by automobile. The camp fixtures
produced by this concern are

display a Staude Mak-a-Tractor,
also a one-ton Redden truck, a
machine of excellent finish and

appearance.

manager was

service.

other

One was equipped with
arms and had attached pul-

design.

Harold

Pierce,

F.

in charge.

Dairy Machinery, Etc.
In the Manufacturers' Building, Mitchell & McGregor, Brandon, Manitoba, distributors for
the Sharpies Separator Co., Toronto, had a very fine display of

a n d
interesting
exceptionally
show that Canada is well to the
fore in this line.

The Manitoba
Winnipeg, had a
of

their

showing

Gypsum

Co.,

tasteful display

Gypsofibre wall board,
its

efficiency

as a fire-

proof interior for dwellings.
Robinson-Alamo Limited, Winnipeg, showed a very complete

value.
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display of their lines beneath the
grand stand. They had in operation an Alamo Unit 100 light
farm electric lighting plant which
attracted great interest because of

compact design and simplicity'.
also showed an
Empire milking machine in operation, operated by a 2j^ h.p.
Empire engine. This complete
milking equipment was a cente

its

The company

attraction

of

for

tive,

while

ager,

was

visitors

W.

man

N. Robinson,

also present.

The Spence Heater Co. of CanWinnipeg, showed one of

ada,

their self feed hot water boilers
for using the cheap sizes of soft
coal.

Autos and Accessories

The Great West Saddlery Co.,
Winnipeg branch, had exhibited
a complete display of Firestone
auto tires, also a very interesting

power

Archer power
This attachment uses
the power from the wheels of any
car,
the car wheels engaging
against rollers which develop
enough power to run a large
device, the

machine.

grinder or any other small machine.
It is claimed that there
is no wear on the tires and that
this equipment can be used for
wood sawing, etc. It operated a
Beatty 8-inch grinder.

Dennison Bros., Brandon, showed a truck chassis and a commercial body also a wagon box
type truck for farm use all being
the Smith Form-a-Truck design
for adapting the ordinary car to
truck use.
Willys-Overland Limited, Win
showed a Model 90 Willys
Overland touring car, a No. 85
Four, touring car and a Model 85
Six Overland, also a Willys-

nipeg,

Knight touring

Dealers

fair

Empire farm engines were show
in iy2, lyz, 3^, 5 and 7 h.p. sizes
The exhibit was in charge of J
L. McCann, Alberta representa

car.

Wood

Vallance Ltd., Winnipeg,
had a complete display of Mara-

Get Peters'

Pump
Proposition
for

ailiill

1918

absolutely up-to-date

Our line is
in every respect.
produce
Peter's

sembled
back."

Every pump we

Clothes Reels
Made in the best

given special attention.
Pumps are perfectly asis

—they
Sell

have

no

®|&iEldli:idSfei;3iBi;3S=jBfe|d

"come-

them and you make

satisfied customers.

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.
Manul&ctured by

Mr. Dealer: Sell This Fence
Establish a trade that will stay with you and at the same time
Compare this strong-, rustless,
will show a substantial growth.
unyielding- fence alongside flimsy netting, and every poultry
raiser -will flock to your store. Note the close spaces at
bottom that turns the small chicks and keeps out intruders.

SEND FOR LITERATURE
Get our catalogue of fencing for all purEvery foot of it guaranteed. Write
today for agency in open territory. Our fence
in every instance backs up our advertising.
poses.

Exclusive Canadian Agents:

The Banwell-Hoxie Wire Fence

Co., Ltd.

Winnipeg Man. Hamilton, Oht,

Tudhope Anderson Co., Ltd.
Winnipeg

Regina

Saskatoon

equipped factory
in Canada.

We make and
handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

We

also

install

hydro-pneumatic

Farm Water

sys-,'

tems.

SUCCESSORS TO

The Riesberry Pump Co.
(Established 1882)

WRITE FOR DEALERS' PRICES

Calgary

Write Nearest Branch House for
Particulars.

PUMPS
AND

North-West
T. N.

WILLIAMSON

Pump
W.

J.

Co.

MEEBELL

Phone 607

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.
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thon Tires and Tubes, Hercules

motor oil, chains,
Wilmo manifolds, Atwater-Kent
ignition systems and a complete
plugs,

s])ark

line of tools, etc.

The

IMiller Tire Co., Winnipeg,
on display an excellent showing of their Miller tires and tubes
Their dealin all types and sizes.
ers' posters and hangers were singularly effective. A complete line
of Miller accessories were in evidence including blowout patches,
repair outfits, cements, air bags,
retread bands, Flexlume lenses,
The booth was exceptionally
etc.
well laid out and the decorations
of flags and streamers most effective.
It was in charge of Mr.
Middleton, Jr., manager of the
company, who reported a keen
Iiad

.

interest

in

their

up-to-date pro-

duct.

The

Cadillac

Motor Sales

Co.,

Winnipeg, showed Dodge ^ ton
trucks, and 5 passenger Dodge
sedans and touring cars also a
cut open Dodge chassis.

The Elgin Motor

Sales

Co.,

Winnipeg, distributors for the
Canadian Briscoe Motor Co., Winnipeg, had a very nice display of
their latest models including a
five passenger 1919 Briscoe with
standard equipment, a 1919 Briscoe with wire wheels, the famous
Briscoe Wildcat that, made its
great ten day endurance run and a

No. 8 Briscoe racing car. The Briscoe cars were a big center of attraction for motorists at the fair,

was

Guy

charge of the exhibit, assisted by F. N. McDonald
western manager for the Canadian Briscoe Motor Co.
The
Phillip

in

29

COME TO COBOURG
September

18, 19,

17,

factory service men were represented by Fred Cirundy, Fred
Waterbury, Kelly Robson and
Bill Spokes, special service expert.

THE GREATEST

The Willams Motor Co., Winshowed a Maxwell truck
which came from Winnipeg to

Tractor-Truck-Power
DEMONSTRATION

nipeg,

Brandon with 2435
consumption of

lbs. freight

on

miles to
the gallon. They also had a 1918
Model 25 Maxwell 4-cylinder car.
a

Economy with Grain Bags

Ever held in Eastern North America will be held there
on those dates. Manufacturers of Tractors, Trucks, Water
Systems, Gas Engines or any other kind of Power Farm

Equipment

are eligible to enter

By

reason of the unusual heavy
demands on the jute supply of
India, and on the Calcutta bag
industry, farmers are advised to
order, as soon as possible, all the
new bags they will need for
sacking grain and other products,
and in addition to prepare for use
all old bags which can be made
serviceable.
Very large orders
have been placed for sand-bags
for use in mining trenches, one
English order alone fjeing for

Our boys are battling in the trenches of Flanders for liberty and they must
not be allowed to go hungry. The farmers must PRODUCE MORE, and they
must do it with less man-power. Labor-Saving Belt Power Farm Equipment
will help them to solve the problem.

The

fifty thousand Potential Buyers who are expected to
be at Cobourg are ready for the manufacturer's message.

Are you ready ?
Cobourg

delightfully located in the heart of the great agricultural province
of Ontario.
The Demonstration Grounds are spacious and adequate, as well
as very accessible, while the transportation facilities are unexcelled.
Steamer connection from Rochester, New York.
is

The following Manufacturers hite already
sent in their entties. May we have yours?

15,000,000 bags.

Dealers who handle grain bags
should point out this shortage to
tlieir customers so that prompt
orders may be placed.

Aspinwall Canadian Company
Advance-Rumely Thresher Company

Power Potato Machinery
Tractors
Tractors
Tractor Motors
Grain Separators
Disc Harrows
Leak-Proof Rings
Ditchers

Avery Company
The Buda Company
Robert Bell E. & T. Company
T. E. Bissell Company.
W. H. Banfield & Sons
,

.

.

,

Buckeye Ditcher Company
Batcman-Wilkinson Company
Chief Motor Company
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Ltd
J. I. Case T. M. Company
Dauch Manufacturing Company

Power Farm Machinery

.'

"EXCELSIOR
JUNIOR"

Tractor Motors
Tractors
Tractors
Tractors

De Laval Separator Company
Emerson-Brantingham Implement Company.,
Empire Cream Separator Company
Electric Wheel Company

BLOWER FEED
CUTTERS

Company
Company
John Goodison Thresher Company
Goold, Shapley & Muir Company
Grand Detour Plow Company
Peter Hamilton Company
Hamilton Gear & Machine Company
Hession Tiller & Tractor Company
Hyatt Roller Bearing Company
Imperial Oil Company
International Harvester Company of Canada,
Kerosene Burning Carburetor Company
R. A. Lister Company
Four

Every farmer with over 5
head of stock wants one.
Blower carries feed to
any part of barn, or elevates up to 20 feet. Ca-

Drive

Tractor

Gilson Manufacturing

%

ton per
to
]5/^
hour; 4 to 6 h.p. drives
Cuts three lengths,
it.
to 11/2 in.; one 3ever
starts, stops and reverses.
pacity,

20

Get our prices.

HARDWOOD FRAME
WOOD and POLE SAWS
Have

solid steel shafts and high
grade bearings. Heavy, solid balanced flywheel. Three 5x6 pulleys.
Rigidly braced hardwood frame.
Complete saw mandrels supplied
separately if desired.

SEASONABLE LINES — Sleighs,
Wagon

Sets, Feed Cutters, GrindHorse Powers, Pump Jacks,
Engines, Viking Cream Separators,
Hand and Power Washers, etc.
ers,

ASK FOR LATEST CATALOGS
WE CARRY
REPAIRS FOR
ALL MOLINE and
JANESVILLE

Oliver

Chilled

Inc

Company

Plow Works

Ohio Manufacturing Co
Parrett Tractor Company
Port Huron Engine & Tractor
Rock Island Plow Company
C. H. Rooke, Ltd
Sharpies Separator Company

Company

Sawyer-Massey Company
Splitdorf Electric Company
U. S. Tractor & Machinery

Turner Manufacturing Co
Geo. White & Sons Co
Wilcox-Bennett Carburetor

Silo

Machinery

Power Machinery

John Lauson Manufacturing Company
La Crosse Tractor Company
Lyons Atlas Company
MacDonald Thresher Company
Massey-Harris Company, Ltd
Moline Plow Company
National Tractor

Power

Tractors
Milking Machines
Tractors
Tractors
Tractors and Separators
Grain Separators
Tractors
Tractor Plows
Tractors
Tractors
Roller Bearings
Oils and Fuels
Tractors and Machinery
Ignition

Milking Machines and Individual Lighting Outfits
Tractors
Farm Tractors
Tractors
Tractors and Separators
Tractors and Plows
Universal Tractor
Tractors
Engine Gang Plows
Tractors
Tractors
Tractors
Tractors
Delco Light
Milking Machines
Tractors
Ignition

Company
Company

Tractors
Tractors
Grain Separators
Carburetors

For any information desired, address

Fourth Tractor Farming Demonstration

IMPLEMENTS
311

CHAMBERS STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

8 Wellington Street East,

Toronto

Canadian Farm Implements
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Don't Neglect Spreader Sales

A

manure spreader

is

more per acre, isn't he neglecting his duty by not using a
spreader? Isn't the mar who sells
spreaders neglecting his dut\
when he fails to call the farmer's
attention to the fact that he could
increase the nttmber of bushels of
grain which is so badly needed,
by the use of a spreader? Think
or

a Avon-

machine, to increase crop
yields.
It can be profitably used
on nearly every farm. Although
the spreader has been in use for
derfu)

~.

number of years, it is a comparatively new machine when judged
by the total number now on

this over.

American farms. If the farmer,
by the intelligent use of the

Get busy with your

When

pencil.

you think

of a

who
er,

jot

opportunity. Don't wait for him
to take the initiative. * Right now
there are prospects in your com-

Subscribers'

munity who would buy certain
bigger - crop - producing implements of you in the near future
if
proper overtures were made
them, who, otherwise, would
postpone buying them until some

pair parts

way

may

trim

FARM IMPLEMENTS,

the outlook.

—

CIRCUIT TOURS

REST

EDUCATION

C. J. M.,

Jasper and Mount Robson Parks, Maligne and Pyramid Lakes, Mt. Edith Cavell and
Mt
Robson, Bulkley and Nechaco Valleys, along the magnificent scenic Skeena River,
thence
finest steamships
regular service, meals and berth included, on steamships "Prince
Rupert" and "Prmce George"—plying in sheltered waters of the "inside passage"
and other
untold wonders await the pleasure-seeker.

m

made by

Midnight Sun
QUINLAN,

SAVE TIME AND

Sask.—The Big Qiief engine
the Waterloo Foundry Co.,

Waterloo, Iowa.

hammer

and

You can obtain igniter
new piston rings by

—Regret

Man.

J.G.,
'

2,360-Mile 9^ean Voyage in Placid Waters through the "Norway
of America" in greatest comfort and on to the Land of the
particulars, write or call
Pacific Rly., or W. J.
Station, Winnipeg, Man.

Co.,

writing factory direct.

m

For further

Plow

Mfg. Co., Dauphin, used to make a
machine that would handle heavy scrub.
They have discontinued operation but a
machine may be procurable. Write J.
R. Eagle, Dauphin, Man.

YOU TRAVEL

and Grand Trunk Pacific Steamships

Pacific Ry.

manufacture
a Deere

Sask.—We do not know of
any machine that will cut brush as thick
as two inches diameter.
For lighter
growth a brush cutter bar attachment
for a mower might serve. The Eagle

is

Grand Trunk

companies

Regina.
H.B.T.,

ALASKA

RECREATION
IF

binder

these.
For attachment for
binder, write the John Deere

TO

HEALTH

L.
H., Sask.
To handle short grain
flax attachment should be of use.

Most

with a Side Trip to

Winnipeg.

to brighten

&

VANCOUVER AND VICTORIA

reetc.

enclose stamped, addressed
envelope. Send enquiries to Information
Dept.,
CANADIAN

a

SUMMER

be obtained,

Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate reply,

Wash your windows and
That's the

Service
we

this heading

machine manufacturers, where

times in the distant future.

'em.

Information
Under

will reply
to enquiries from jobbers and
dealers concerning the location of

man

could profitably use a spreadhis name down and get
right out on his farm at the first

spreader, can increase his crop
yield from two to eight bushel>
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that

we cannot

locate repair source for the "Minnesota"

mower. Does any reader know where
this machine was manufactured?
R.E.S., Man. Flax attachments for

—

binders are made for individual machines
by tlie binder companies. The following
concerns in the United States manufacture buncliers: Acme Harvesting Machine Co., Peoria, 111.; F. Blocki Co.,

Sheboygan, Wis; Gaterman Mfg. Co.,
Manitowoc, Wis.; Thornburgh Mfg. Co.,
Bowling Green, Ohio.
E. L., Sask. For manufacturers of
bunchers, see answer to R.E.S. given

—

on any agent of the Grand Trunk
District Passenger Agent, Union

above.
B. T. T., Man.

—You can obtain repairs

MONEY— TRAVEL GRAND TRUNK

an old style Champion mower by
wrting the International Harvester Co.
of Canada, Winnipeg.
For repairs for an old
J. A. C, Alta.
style Woods mower, write direct to the
factory Walter A. Woods Co., Hoosick
Falls, IV.Y.
Old style repairs are not
carried at any near point.
F. A. P., Sask.— Repairs for a New
Daytonia sewing machine can be secured
from the Dominion Sewing Machine Co.,
300 Notre Dame Ave., Winnipeg.
for

PACIFIC

—

—

Circulation
Covers a
Territory of

Serves Tractor

Truck

Implement
and Farm
Equipment

1,138,000

Square Miles

—

R. S. L., Alta. You can procure refor a Bowsher sweep mill from
Lindsay Bros., Minneapolis.
The machine is manufactured by the N. H.
pairs

Industries

Western Canada's Only Implement Trade Journal

Bowsher

LOCATED

in the largest farming territory cn the North American
Continent— and the most
valuable potential selling area with an enormous demand for farm
machinery and farm
equipment. Serves tractor and farm implement dealers, distributors and
manufacturers
Our pages deal with every side of the business— commercial, industrial and technical Timely
reliable news on topics connected with manufacture and merchandising
in the tractor and implement trade field. Information Bureau assists readers to secure prompt
repair and supply
service.
Complete information gladly furnished all interested manufacturers and
distributors

Co.,

South Bend, Ind.

—

D. M., Alta. For repair parts for distributor for a
Teagle high tension
magneto, write the Teagle Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.
E. McA., Man.— The Massey-Harris
Co., Winnipeg, carry some repairs for
Olds engines. Specify your requirements
to them. For valves for an old style
Flour City Tractor, write the Kinnard
Mfg. Co., 44th Ave. N., Minneapolis.
R. H., Sask. Brass crank box and pin
for Baker windmill can be secured from
the Heller-Aller Co., Windsor, Ont.

—

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER?

IF

NOT, USE THIS BLANK

CANADIAN FARM IMPLEMENTS,
812,

Confederation

Life

Bldg.,

Winnipeg, Man.

Enclosed find $
being (renewal) subscription for
above date, and until further orders.
,

Name

or

Date.

CANADIAN FARM IMPLEMENTS,

.1918
for

one year from

In Sell ing T ractors
Tractors are largely sold for
cash on delivery, but there are

some good
making on

Firm.

time basis.

Annual Subscription

sales that dealers are

a part cash

A

dealer

and short

who

exer-

good judgment in extending
credit and carefully completes a
cises

Canada, $1.00

Address
United States, $1.25
Foreign, $1.50

Town.

Province.

note settlement with the customer
at time of delivery, loses little or
no money on the short time
orders.

If possible,

however, the

dealer should sell for cash.

Canadian Farm Implements
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The trend to-day
dealer knows.

Threshers and

^^^OUR

^^

customers,

is

Sell

toward the individual thresher— as every
your customers

make each buyer his

who buy New Racine

or Goodison Threshers of you, thresh

soon as the grain is seasoned and
when it is in prime condition. They get to
the market when prices are highest, or while
roads are in best condition for hauling. They
clear the ground of shocks in time to do the
fall
plowing properly.
Instead of having a
large crew at the house to be fed and cared
for, they take a little more time and use their
own help. These are prime 1918 arguments
as

for the selling of small threshers.

A New

Racine or

every farmer his

own

a

Goodison

thresherman.

New
own

New

makes

The 20x32

Threshing-time Boss

Racine thresher

just the right size for

is

the average individual farmer.

It

can be oper-

ated with a Hght kerosene tractor and will thresh
30 to 60 bushels of wheat an hour. For the

man who

needs a larger machine, there

24 X 40. The Goodison line is of these
20 X 38, 24 X 42, 28 x 42, and 20 x 34.

is

the

sizes:

New

Racine and Goodison Threshers are
sought-after machines. Their simplicity, one of
the strongest points, makes them live long and
sturdy lives. They are of long-proved practical
design; they run with a minimum of friction.

You
outfit

Racine or Goodison

will find these thresher lines reliable,

Study the New Racine or
easy selling lines.
the Goodison and make your comparisons
before you take on a line of threshers. These
are machines that have built up a reputation
for suiting customers.

WRITE TO THE NEAREST BRANCH HOUSE
International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.
BRANCH HOUSES:
WEST— Brandon,

Man.

Edmonton, Alta.; Estevan, Sask.;
North Bnttleford, Sask. Regina, Sask. ; SaskaLethbridge, Alta.
Winnipeg, Man. Yorkton, Sask.
toon, Sask.
;

Calgary, Alta.

;

;

EAST— Hamilton,
Interior Constraction of Goodison Thresher

;

;

;

Ont.
London, Ont.
Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.
;

;

Montreal, Que.;

Ottawa^ Ont.;

Canadian Farm Implements
The Manitoba

'Line of Windmills

is
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the

The Big

Most Complete Line You Can Handle

A MILL FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Our 64-inch

with Screetungs

Mill,

Boix Elevator.

Order now

Hundreds ready

steel Mills furnished in sizes 5ft., 8ft., and 10ft,, with 3' or 4 post tower
for 8ft. afid 10ft. and 3 post only for 5ft.
Girted every SYift.
Furnished with side ladders.
Height of
towers, 20ft., 31ft., 42ft. and 53ft. Get
our printed matter.
Study the merits
of these mills. Be prepared to talk them
to your customers.
profitable line to
handle and an easy line to sell.
Our
facilities enable us to supply complete
outfits, including Pipe, Pumps, Cylinder,
etc.
A big advantage to a dealer to be
able to buy complete outfits from the

same

Address

all

BRISCOE

Dealer

one of
Golden Opportunity

Observe

a car at a most attractive price which travels fast, climbs hills and covers
expense.
Look over the Briscoe thoroughly and challenge its performance before deciding
what car you should buy for yourself.. .Then you will decide that the Briscoe is
worthy of your representation.

Briscoe

ground—all without undue upkeep

roominess,

comfort

qualities,

fine

and smart appearance.
Above all, note the famous more-miles-to-the-gallon
motor an exclusive Briscoe feature assuring 25 to 30
finish,

—

miles per gallon.
Its price, $1,095, is less than that of
sturdiness and good looks.

IF

-

is

is

lots of

any

car of equal

The

IS

prestige brought

leading

dealers

by Briscoe success has attracted

throughout Canada to

the

Briscoe

Standard.

This low-price car with high-price features is easy to
sell; its trade-building possibilities are apparent to
all

YOUR TERRITORY

who

investigate

OPEN, WRITE US

it.

WITHOUT DELAY

COMPANY, LIMITED
THE CANADIAN BRISCOE MOTOR
HEAD OFFICE: TORONTO, ONT.
FACTORY: BROCKVILLE, ONT.
WESTERN OFFICE: iS6 PRINCESS STREET. WJNNiPEG. MANITOBA

ELGIN

MOTOR SALES

CO.

Winnioeo, Man.

FORSTER & COOKE
Edmonton and

Ca..^^^-..., a^^lc:.

per hour.

WESTERN CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:
AUTO SERVICE CO.
Regina and Saskatoon, Sask.

CO.,

LIMFTED

Winnipeg, Man.
Street
Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta to
R. W. DOW, Box 1406, Calgary, Alberta

Logan Ave. on Quelch

BRANDON, MAN.

Proposition

Here

bushels

manufacture Bull Dog Mills in
eleven sizes. There's a tjT>e to suit
every customer. Get the Agency.

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR
Off.

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED

The

125

for seed grain.

This year farmers will clean every bushel of grain for
market. The demand for Bull Dog Mills is there. Meet it.

10 ft. Vaneless Open Wheel direct
stroke mill for same towers as

(Phone 2943)

—one

We

a

used with steel mills.

8th St. and Assiniboine Ave.

Wagon

Demand.

Immediate Shipment

Capacity

64-inch mill is equipped with
double auger conveyor, heavy
babbitted boxes and double eccenVery strong construction.
trics.

Dog

Sacker and

for the Fall

tcreenings

The

firm.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND
FULL PARTICULARS

for

Note double auger conveyor; one

A

Bull

JAS.

F.

STONE MOTOR CO.

Calgary, Alta.

NORRIE & FAWCETT
Medicine Hat, Alta.

INTERNATIONAL MOTORS, LTD.
Vancouver, B.C.

—

:
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INSURANCE
OF ALL KINDS

OF CANADA
LOANS for LIVESTOCK

HAIL
FIRE
AND AUTOMOBILE
The London
Employers' Liability Assce. Corpn., London, Eng.

To Good Farmers

living in the vicinity of its
Union Bank is prepared to
make loans on reasonable terms for the purpose
of purchasing cattle for feeding or breeding

Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
The Glens Falls insurance Co.
The Millers National insurance Co.

rural Branches, the

iiii

LIVE STOCK

purposes.

The General Animals insurance Co.

Consult the Local Manager for particulars.

^
Head

Office

:

Wlnoipeg

Paid Up Capital
Deposits Over Total Assets Exceed

For Local Agencies Apply

$5,000,000.00
-

-

$110,000,000.00

-

$140,000,000.00

CARSON & WILLIAMS

THE PIONEER BANK of WESTERN CANADA

WATSON'S
Canada's Standard

BROS., LIMITED

CANADA LiFE BUILDING. REGINA
U4 P. BURNS' BUILDING. CALGARY
720 UNION BANK BUILDING. WINNIPEG
30

SLEIGHS
Biggest Carrying Capacity

.

We

have instituted more practical improvements on Sleighs than any other
manufacturer. This line is our specialty.
In design, material, finish and value our

way we make them. Size for
carry heavier -loads, have lighter
draft, and hold the road better than any
other Sleigh made.
Farmers know

Sleighs are the leaders.

and ask for a Watson's Sleigh.

Ideal Sleighs are
Cast Shoes.

made

It's

in all sizes: Steel or

Special

quality,

seasoned,

grained

straight

woods.

Note our Patented Trussed Bench.
Runners White Oak. Benches Grey Elm or

Runners have point of contact directly below

—

—

Oak.

the

size,

bench.
Shoes, curved at rear, allow backing.
Ride on top of road No Skidding.

—

'

—

Poles and Reaches Heavy White Oak.
Heavy Steel Bracing throughout.

WE CARRY REPAIRS FOR ALL

ORDER YOUR SLEIGHS NOW
WRITE US FOR CATALOG and PRICES

MOLINE IMPLEMENTS AND
JANESVILLE PLOWS

Only enough for
one motorist

WHEN THE GRAIN IS UNLOADED
And the long way home lies ahead. It's then that one of our spring seats
appeals to your customers. A light, springy seat that will carry 600 lbs.
with ease. Low set; gives full protection from the wind and complete
control of team. Order your wagons less seats and stock the LLOYDS.

infifty"
^niitfff^^"""""""

EVERY FARMER IS A
PROSPECT FOR

LLOYDS

LOW-DOWN
The Wagon Loaded

SPIRAL SPRING
WAGON SEATS

Going

Home

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

WAWANESAWAWANESA,
SEAT COMPANY
WAGONMANITOBA.

5?,1!:?

MILLER TIRE COMPANY "VKIIL'^
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hasn't a reliable,

rugged, honestly built Wagon this year is up
against a severe handicap. Tell him about the

ADAMS WAGON
IT'S
to

hard,

a vehicle that will back

make

for

grinding,

expects his

it.

We

up the

know from

strong-est claims

actual field

you want

experience the

year out service the Western farmer
give, and we've built them with an eye to

year in

wagon

to

giving him just 100 per cent of his service expectations.

The

materials

we use

are the best the markets afford. Clear,
thoroughly seasoned woods and best open hearth steel selected

by experts who allow no "demand"
ship or product in

workmanthe slightest degree.
The Western farmer
wagon and he'll be quick to recognize it when

wants this kind of a
he sees it. Let him see the

to

cheapen

Adams Wagon.

their

He'll

buy

Road and Farm Wagons, Trucks, Lorries and Vehicles

it.

of all

kinds

There is no farm implement demand that is not met in the
Cockshutt ^'Quality** line.
More and more people are
recognizing that it pays to pay for Cockshutt quality. It
is a good foundation for you to build your business on.
Let us send you Catalogues and Agency information.

COCKSHUTT
PLOW
CO., LIMITED
WINNIPEG
REGINA
CALGARY
SASKATOON

—
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National Tractor Demonstration at Salina, Kansas
The power farming demonstration at Salina, Kanfrom July 29-Aug. 3, was under the direction
of the U.S. National Implement and Vehicle Association.
The following gentlemen were in charge:
Chairman of Demonstration Committee, E. J
Gittins; vice president, J. I. Case T. M. Co., Racine.
Wis.; manager of tractor and thresher division, W.
H. Haggard, Emerson-Brantingham Implement Co.,
Rockford, 111.; Finley P. Mount, president, Advancesas, held

Rumely Thresher Co., La Porte, Ind.; H. B. Dinneen,
manager, John Deere Plow Works, Moline, 111.; Dent
Parrett, president, Parrett Tractor Co., Chicago, and
F. G. Allen, vice-pres. of the Moline Plow Co.,
Moline, 111.; A. E. Hildebrand, was manager of the
National Tractor Demonstration.
More than 3000 acres of plowing ground were
under contract to be used during the week. This
area was dead fiat, and had a noticeable amount of
gumbo in it, the remainder being black, sandy loam.
Large Variety of Machinery
More tillage tools were shown this year than ever
before. One company showed tractors on the field
pulling packers, double disk harrows, disk plows,
drills, a header, straw spreader, cultivator and a
combination double disk harrow, drill and packer.
All of the implements made their appearance in one
afternoon of the demonstration.
Practically all of the companies a part of the time
were pulling drills and packers or harrows. It was
not only a plowing demonstration when the machines
were on the field. Just as big crowds followed the
machines doing other kinds of work as those which
were turning the stubble.
The attendance during the week was estimated at

from 110,000 to

12.5,000 persons.
The spectators represented practically every farming district of the
Western States, but the attendance in the greater
majority was drawn from a territory within a 2.50mile radius of Salina. The power equipment shown
this year was of especial interest.
Grain separators
of every description were in operation, large and
small threshers being driven by various powered
tractors.
Ensilage cutters and blowers hummed in
the rear of a number of exhibits. Hay presses were
shown, feed grinders, and saw outfits, all operated

by tractors.
Especially noticeable was the number of companies
who exhibited new tractor models or new type
machines. Among these were the following concerns:
Hart-Parr Co., Charles City, la.; Aultman & Taylor
Machinery Co., Mansfield, O.; Moline Plow Co.,
Moline. 111.; Emerson-Brantingham Co.. Rockford,

Advance-Rumely Thresher Co., La Porte, Ind.;
La Crosse Tractor Co., La Crosse, Wis.; Hession
Tiller
& Tractor Co., BuiTalo, N.Y.; American
111.;

Tractor

Machine

Co.,

Peoria,

111.;

Co., Racine, Wis.,

J.

I.

Case

Threshing

and National Tractor

Chicago, 111.
The following companies
the demonstration:

Co.,

had exhibits on view at

Tractor Companies

Acme Harvesting

Macliine Co., Peoria,

111.

Advance-Rumely Thresher Co., Inc., La Porte, Ind.
American Engine & Tractor Co., Charles City, la.
American Tractor Corp., Peoria. 111.
American Ford & Tractor Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Aulson Tractor Co., Waukegan, 111.
Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co., Mansfield, O.
Avery Co., Peoria, 111.
Beeman Garden Tractor Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Bull Tractor Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Bullock Tractor Co., Chicago.

Case Plow Works, Racine, Wis.
Case Threshing Machine Co., Racine, Wis.
Cleveland Tractor Co., Cleveland, O.
Coleman Tractor Corp., Kansas City.
Dauch Mfg. Co., Sandusky, O.
Deere & Co., Moline. 111.
Electric Wheel Co., Quincy, 111.
Emerson-Brantingham Implement Co., Rockford,
J. I.
J. I.

Henry Ford & Son, Dearborn, Mich.
Four Drive Tractor

Co.,

Big Rapids, Mich.

Frick Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
Gray Tractor Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
General Motor Trucks Co., Kansas, City.

Hart-Parr Co., Charles City, la.
Hession Tiller & Tractor Corp., Buffalo, N.Y.
Huber Mfg. Co., Marion, O.
International Harvester Co., of America, Chicago.
Interstate Tractor Co., Waterloo, la.
Kenison Manufacturing Co., Solomon, Kansas.
Joliet Oil Tractor Co., Joliet, 111.
La Crosse Tractor Co., La Crosse, Wis.
•Jolin Lauson Mfg. Co., New Holstein, Wis.
Lyons Atlas Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Liberty Tractor Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Moline Plow Co., Moline, 111.
National Tractor Co., Peoria, 111.
Nilson Tractor Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Parrett Tractor Co., Chicago.
Peoria Tractor Co., Peoria, 111.
Port Huron Engine & Thresher Co., Port Huron,
Mich.
R. & P. Tractor Co., Alma, Mich.

Rock Island Plow Co., Rock Island,
Square Turn Tractor Co., Chicago.
Tlie Russell

&

111.

Co., Massillon, O.

Turner Mfg. Co.,' Port Washington, Wis.
Velie Motors Corp., Moline, 111.
Wallis Tractor Co., Racine, Wis.
Waterloo Gasoline Engine Co., Waterloo, la.
Wisconsin Farm Tractor Co., Sauk City, Wis.
Plow and Implement Concerns
Alamo Farm Light Co., Omaha, Neb.

Cutaway Harrow

Co.,

Higganum, Conn.

La

Tenii.

Soutli Bend Chilled Plow Co., Soiith Bend, Ind.
3P Auto Tractor Co., Davenport, la.
Universal Light Co., Salina, Kan.
Vulcan Plow Co., Evansville, Ind.
L. A. Young Industries, Inc., Detroit. Mich.
Accessory and Equipment Exhibitors
American Manganese Steel Co., Chicago.
Automotive Parts Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Balso Oil Co., Council Bluffs, lo.
Bosch Magneto Co., New York, N.Y.

Buda

Co., Harvey, 111.
Byrne-Kingston Co., Kokomo, Ind.
Champion Spark Plug Co., Toledo, O.
Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Foote Bros. Gear & Machine Co., Chicago.
Gurney Ball Bearing Co., Jamestown, N.Y.
Hooven Radiator Co., Chicago.
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Chicago.

Kokomo

Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind.
Ignition Co., Cleveland, O.

K-W

McQuay-Norris Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Modine Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.
Mutual Oil Co., Kansas City, Mo.
National Refining Co., Cincinatti, 0.
R. D. Nuttall Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Oakes

Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Remy Electric Co.,
SKF Ball Bearing

Chicago.
Co., Hartford, Conn.
Sumter Division of Splitdorf Electrical Co., Chicago.
Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, O.
U.S. Ball Bearing Co., Chicago.
Universal Lug Co.. Cicero, 111.

Lalley Electro-Lighting Co., Detroit, Mich.
Co.,

Newell Sanders Plow Co., Chattanooga,
Simplex Spreader Co., Kansas Citv, Mo.

Perfex Radiator Co., Racine, Wis.

Domestic Engineering Co., Dayton, O.
Grand Detour Plow Co., Dixon, 111.
Hansmann Mfg. Co., Long Prairie, Minn.
Humbiirg Lumber Co., Bison, Kan.
Indiana Silo Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Kenison Mfg. Co., Solomon, Kan.

La Crosse Plow

Roderick Lean Mfg. Co., Mansfield, O.
Oliver Chilled Plow Works, South Bend. Ind.
Parlin & Orendorff Co., Canton, 111.
Royer Ensilage Harvester Co., Wichita, Kaii.

Crosse, Wis.

Vacuum

Reflections from a Visit to the
By C. A.
At Salina, Kansas, this year, American tractor
manufacturers staged the National Tractor Show.
Salina is admirably located for an event of this kind.
It lies very nearly in the centre of the State of Kansas in the heart of a great area of agricultural country where tractors are coming into more general use
than in any other part of America. Kansas, late in
July, offers, too, an unlimited acreage of land suitable for a plowing demonstration. Tlie winter wheat
crop at this date is cut, threshed, and already being
ground in the mills; thousands of acres of wheat
stubble lie ready for use. A few thousands adjacent
to the little city of Salina were drafted for the demonstration, and under the sweltering heat of a Kansas midsummer, a heat no Canadian can justly
appreciate without experiencing it, the 119:18 tractor
trials were held. More than 1125,000 people saw practically every tractor made in the United States demonstrate what it could do in the field. After one has
spent a few days in the central west in midsummer,
he understands why the farmers of that region are
interested in tractor plowing and why they came for
hundreds of miles to see M'hat was new in tractor
development. At this season they are preparing for
winter wheat seeding in the middle west, pushing the
work of preparing land for sowing under conditions
that are the worst possible to imagine so far as efficient field work with horses is concerned. For heavy
work on a long, hot day, the tractor has so decided an
advantage over his equine adversary, that there is
no comparison in efficiency possible between the two.
The middle west is going in very solidly for tractors,
as solidly as it has already gone in for motor cars,
and the time is less than ten years distant when the
draught liorse will be as uncommon on corn belt

Oil Co.,

New

York, N.Y.

National Tractor

Show

CLOUGH
farms as driving horses are now.
Here and tliere
farms will remain that are operated witli horses, but
the bulk of the farm work of this area for the future
will be done with meclianical power. And it is
equallv
as inevitable that the draught horse will be superseded by his steel rival elsewhere with the same
rapidity as he is being driven from the middle west.
The day of the farm tractor is only dawning; wive
the manufacturers of America ten years or less, "and
as certainly as this is written will their products
completely occupy the field now served by horsepower. Tlie tractor is as certain to become a farm
necessity as the binder, the steel plow or the automobile.
»

What

*

»

written above has a rather familiar sound.
We have been reading and some of us writing such
matter for quite a time. It is appropriate, however,
to repeat it here in the opening paragraph of a short
sketch of the tractor trials because thousands of
people have not yet subscribed to the theorv that
tlie tractor can entirely replace the horse on the
farm, and look upon it as a supplementary power
only, as many horses as ever being needed in case
of an emergency, such as a wet seeding season or
harvest, to insure against disaster. Tractor developments are rapidly dissolving that idea. The modern
light tractor may be said to be capable of operating
under any field conditions where the horse can work,
and attached to any implement or machine that can
be hauled by horse-power. At the Salina demonstrations tractors were shown at every field operation
known to farming in the middle west, listing corn
four rows at a time plowing corn, harvesting com,
cutting grain and hay, operating hay loaders and
is

—

—

—
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stackers and hay equipment of all kinds, plowing,
seeding, belt work, and every conceivable operation
calling for power on the farm. It may be said conclusively of the trials that the tractor demonstrated
its field and belt efficiency and vindicated its superiority in every line of work it was demonstrated in,
and those lines covered every operation on a western
gi-ain farm.
,

*

*

*

A

in determining one's choice of a tractor. Five hundred dollars difference between the tractors is no
more than fifty dollars diflerence between two horses.*
Generally speaking, a man buys a horse because of
its fitness for the work required of it, rather than
for its price. It is the same in tractors. The major
consideration is to get the tractor best suited to the
conditions it has to work under. One can easily get
such machine these days from the wide variety of

wide variety of tractors were shown at Salina
tractors that were driven by all four wheels, tractors

excellent ones on the market.

driven by two wheels, tractors driven by one wheel,
and tractors without drive M'heels at all creepers
and crawlers desig-ned to pull themselves and their
There were no freaks.
loads on wet, sticky soils.
Tlie tractor industry apparently has settled down
substantially in the matter of type, just as the auto-

One of the attractions at Salina was Henry Ford
Tlie name of Ford has woven a
and his Fordson.

—

*

*

»

spell, seemingly, over the farmers of the middle
west, and they followed afoot through the dust, the
dirt and the sweltering midsummer heat to get a
glimpse of Uncle Henry and watch his blockly little

magic
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as has been gained by the famous car. The Ford car
established itself early in automobile history as a
cheap car of outstanding reliability. It sold largely
on its price, to people of ordinary means who wanted
it as a luxury and bought it because it was the only
kind they could afford. The Fordson tractor faces
competition in its field that the Universal car has
never yet had to face in its. It has got to sell on
the merit of its field work in competition with established competitors of no mean order, and against
tractors Avidely reputed already for reliable work and
reasonable prices. None of the established lines are
likely to be affected by Ford's entry into the tractor
field in any other way than the well-known lines of
automobiles were affected by the appearance of the
The effect, if we are any judge, will
Universal car.
Firms like the I. H. C, Case,
be about the same.
Advance -Rumely, Hart Parr, John Deere are going
to find that Ford's competition is the best thing for
their tractor departments that could possibly happen,
Apparently it is simply going to be the automobile industry over again. Practically every automobile manufacturer is selling cars faster than he
can turn them out, has been for years, and will continue so for a long time. To our way of thinking,
Henry Ford's entry into the tractor field is as good

,

|

,

,

i

receive, and the boost
will be felt proportionately as the tractor is successWhatever criticism one may indulge regarding
ful.
the job or the selling methods that the Ford organization is following we refer to factory cost price

a boost as the industry could

—

with no profit, to the subtle suggestion that there is
no profit in the thing for the maker the more tractors
Ford sells, the more every other maker will sell, for,
after all, the farmer's tractor buying is very much
the same as his car buying a great many are bought
to keep up with the neighbors, and a great many just
to have a tractor a little better than the man the
other side of the line fence can afford. We are going
to see such developments in the tractor industry in
America the next five years, that every factory in
the United States and Canada will have all it can
do taking care of its orders, without worrying over

—

—

THE GRAY TRACTOR, WITH SIDE-ARM HITCH, PREPARING A SEED BED
mobile industry did about ten years ago, and the
tractor of the future will not be characterized as
some tractors of the past were, by their freakishness.
The most common is the four-wheeled type, rear
driven. More machines of this kind were shown than
any other. Within this type there is a wide variety
of means whereby the power is developed and transmitted, some have four cylinders set lengthwise in
the frame like the automobile engine, some four set
crosswise, some two horizontally, and so on; similarly there are wide differences seen in the means
used to transmit the engine power to the driving
mechanism, and in the driving mechanism itself, but
the type in general is an established thing four
wheels, the tAvo rear wheels being the drivers, of
which Case, Waterloo Boy, Rumely, Lauson, and a
host of others are examples. Others like the Moline
are two-wheel tractors, the drivers carrying the
engine and frame, the implement is hitched to, in
some cases being an essential part of the assembly.
The creeping type is best known by the Cleveland
and the Steel Mule. They lay their own steel track,
so to speak, and are specially adapted for certain
The other types, particularly
conditions of work.
the Gray tractor, driven by a large spiked drum instead of wheels, and the Bull, driven by one large
wheel, represent other ideas in equipment and have
advantages of their own for certain work xmder cer-

tractor snort up and down the plowing field with the
two Oliver plows in its wake. Just to see the man
who made the Universal auto car seemed the ambition of thousands of men and women who went to
the tractor show, and Henry surely was there to be
seen, and his Fordson there in hundreds to be sold.
It was an excellent advertising stunt that someone
in the Ford organization thought out and carried
into effect. About two hundred Fordsons were lined
up on a down-town lotj fueled up and ready for

what anybody

else is doing.
v/hat we saw of the tractor show we are inclined to think that manufacturers' ideas of the value
of the event from a business standpoint, would stand
some revision. On one gi-ound the affair has outstanding merit. It enables makers to compare their

From

—

.

If we were asked, after careful
tain conditions.
inspection of every tractor shown, to state which
make would probably be the most serviceable for
Western Canadian farms, we would be forced to confess that the question could not be specifically
had certain ideas of our own about
answered.
tractors before seeing the Salina trials, but we are
are
far less cocksure now than we were before.
ready to admit now that there is a host of excellent
farm tractors being made, and that no man living,

We

We

however much an expert he
one

is

the best for

all

may

be,

can say which

conditions, or the best even

No

one nowadays can have a
cocksure opinion about tractors, any more than he
can have a cocksure opinion about automobiles, or
farm wagons or washing macliines or gang plows.
From the standpoint of the man needing a tractor
for use, or desiring the agency for a tractor, absolutely the only means of determining what to buy
or what line to handle, is to look them all over, consider carefully the advantages each one may possess for
the special conditions of his farm and district, select
the one that in his opinion will best suit these con-

for special conditions.

ditions, and buy it.
ation in price in

Of course there

some

is

quite a vari-

and for our
Canadian farms there may be an advantage in buying a tractor that is priced to come in duty free, but
price differences between the standard makes is not
very wide and is usually represented by special feaSo far as price is concerned,
tures of real value.
tractor prices are very nearly as prices are in all
instances,

machinery, the value is represented in the higherpriced article by greater power or patented features
in engine, transmission or design, that make the
machine worth the price asked for it. This is certainly the case in the well-known makes of machines.
Price should certainly never be the deciding factor

THE FARMER ELIMINATES HEAVY THRESHING EXPENSE BY USING HIS OWN
off, and as this was the first time the thousands had ever seen Ford's second invention, they
took the opportunity of seeing the same sturdy little
engine that everyone has known for years in the "tin
Lizzie," set into a tractor frame, apparently as well
fitted for tractor purposes as it has proved itself
for driving an automobile. It is no reflection on the
product of other tractor manufacturers to remark
that whatever one may think of the Fordson as a
tractor job, and one hears plenty of criticism of it,
just criticism, too, no doubt, the magic of the name
Ford is going to sell a tremendous number of Fordson
Farmers seem to have the idea that the
tractors.
Ford tractor must possess the same reliable qualities
universally credited to the Ford car, and are buying
it. on that account as much as on anything else. Ford
& Son claim at present to be producing about 150
tractors per day, with a steady increasing output,
which means that something like forty or fifty thousand Fordsons will have to find farm homes somewhere in America or Europe within the next year.
But however widely the Fordson may be bought by
American or Canadian farmers, it would be very iinwise to predict for it as wide a measure of popularity

driving

E.-B.

THRESHING OUTFIT

product with the other fellows and inspect new ideas
that have been brought out during the year, but except for dealers looking for lines to handle, from the
visitors' standpoint the affair is rather unsatisfactory. Farmers get no more than a confused idea of
what's what, and plodding up and down a plowing
field, eating the dust of a hundred tractors, under
the broiling temperatures of midsummer 106 in the
shade one day is not conducive to the reception of
suggestions that one sign his name on the dotted line
at the bottom of a contract and settle the question
there and then. For dealers, however, the event does
offer an excellent opportunity of acquainting oneself
with what is going on in the tractor world and taking
advantage of anything that comes up. There are
many things to see besides tractors a great many
for many of which the sale could be secured in the
home territory. It is this feature of the tractor show
that appeals to us aS being of the greatest possible
value to the readers of this paper, and it would be
well to their advantage in future to visit these naFew Canadians attended this year's
tional events.
trials, too few as compared with the growing importance of the tractor industry in the West.

—

—

—
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WHAT THEY WANT!

OF SELLING

consists of

making your customers want

the goods

sell.

you handle lines of goods that you know your customers want, your selling
problem will be a small one; each sale will be easier to make; and the same sales
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EMPIRE

You

will

find

know

dairymen

them easy
their

to

merit.

Milking Machines are used and en-

dorsed by the Dominion

Experimental Farms

Ottawa, Ont.; Agassiz, B.C.; Fredericton,
N.B.; Lennoxville, Que.; Cap Rouge, Que.;
Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, Que.; Lacombe, Alta.;
at

have proven
hands of

tive

you

are not
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unknown,

standard

Open
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is

for our Liberal
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limited.

EMPIRE Engines. In
to buy EMPIRE machines
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asking them to experiment with
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for

else.

"
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bucking"
That's

to

"

buck "

to

someone

the profitable

method.

Robinson-Alamo, Ltd.
WESTERN CANADA DISTRIBUTORS
140

PRINCESS STREET

WINNIPEG, MAN.

The Empire Cream Separator Company
Of Canada, Limited
146

CRAIG STREET, W.

Machines are as

value as a gold dollar.

EMPIRE competition. Sell
EMPIRE Machines and leave
the

Send at once

years in the

thousands of successful Canadian

asking your customers

Don't
recep-

many

superiority for

Dairymen, just as have

and Brandon, Man.
You will find your dairymen customers in a
mood when you talk "EMPIRE" to them.

their

MONTREAL,

P.Q.

'
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Sharpies suction-feed separator
about three years ago caused a

Sharpies Suction Feed Separators Officially Tested

tremendous interest among dairy
educational people all over the
country, inasmuch as this new
separator had entirely eliminated
the most serious factor affecting
cream separation, that of slow
turning and the subsequent loss
It
of butterfat by the separator.
has been proven that 95 per cent
of the operators turn hand separators too slowly and thus lose but-

Recently the Sharpies Separadairy

pro-

Co. entertained
fessors from several state agricultural colleges at their offices and
factories at West Chester, Pa.
tor

were made of the
cream sepsuction-feed
Sharpies
arator, with the following results
as outlined by the Sharpies Co.,
who report as follows
Official

tests

:

The

introduction

of

the

new

terfat.

The
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that has been
aroused in the new Separator and
its remarkable performance during the past three years led these
interest

men

to arrange to attend this dairy conference at West Chester and to subthe Sharpies suction-feed
ject

agricultural

college

separator to

official tests at

that

time.

SELL

No. 4 Sharpies suction-feed
separator was taken out of stock,
unboxed and carried to the
Sharpies farm near West Chester,
it was subjected to tests of
operation such as would be found
on the average dairy farm. The
milk used was obtained from the
Sharpies herd of mixed grade

cows directly after milking and
was neither heated nor treated in
any way before separation.
Three separations were made of

TORONTO FARM EQUIPMENT

hard grind of convincing farmers that
THE
save them time,
proper farm equipment
will

twelve minutes' duration each,
one at normal speed of the machine, one at 20 per cent decreased
speed and one at 20 per cent increased speed. Tests of the skim
milk were taken at the end of four
minutes, eight minutes and twelve
minutes and, according to the
official report on the tests, signed
by Prof. R. A. Lamson, of Purdue
University, who supervised the
tests, this stock separator skimmed to less than .02 per cent at all

labor and money is over.
Toronto Farm Machinery has convinced even the most
So well known has the Toronto
skeptical that it does this.
Line become that it practically sells itself.
want agents in every district of the West to handle our line and
Here is your opporreap the profits that come from ready sales.
Write us for particulars.
tunity.

We

& Pump

The Ontario Wind Engine
Western Address

-

-

Co., Limited

TORONTO

ATLANTIC AVENUE

Regina, Saskatchewan

SERVICE

plus

PROGRESSIVE DEALERS VALUE THE WHITE LINE BECAUSE OF
ITS ESTABLISHED REPUTATION AND UNEQUALLED QUALITY

Sizes:

24x40.

28x46.

Sizes: 18 h.p., 20 h.p.

and 25

U.S. Food Adminis'tration,

with the co-operation of the National Implement and Vehicle Association,

is

making

to

efforts

secure perfect threshing to preThe
vent the waste of grain.
figures given as regards grain
waste are astounding.
It is estimated that from 1 to
10 per cent of the wheat crop is
lost to the country by hurried and
•careless operation and inefficiency
In some
of threshing machines.

36x60

32x54.

h.p.

sections however losses are mategreater than in others.
rially
Waste in threshing depends large-

Rebuilt Portable and
Traction Engines
and Separators
in Stock.

of the machenters the harvest field
and the care with which it is
While it is believed
operated.

ly

upon the condition

ine as

it

'

Write for descriptive

Catalogue and Price List
IT

PUTS THE "OIL" IN "TOIL"
GEO.

I

WHITE & SONS

I

utility, efficiency

for

and durability, cannot

he excelled.

&

Sons Co.,

LIMITED
Brandon, Man.

|

|

The Geo. White

London, Ont.

|

^^7*

Aoaress

I

Moose Jaw, Sask.
|

that the majority of machines
operate satisfactorily, conservative estimates that on an average
one and one-half bushels in every
100 threshed can be saved by having all machines go into harvest

with
providing
by
ample power; (3)
that during harvest they are
(1) in excellent repair;

efficiently adjusted to

I

outfit

me

literature and particulars of White Machinery and
your proposition.

Send

1

OUR GUARANTEE—This'

LTD.

Brandon, Man.

I

I

CO.,

pjov.

machine leaves the

field.

Three-quarters of a bushel in
every 100 threshed can be saved
by careful handling of bundles
from the shock to the machine or
stack and by arranging the bundle
wagons so that all grain which
shatters in them is caught and.
Thus it is estimated that
saved.
of
total
a
3^ bushels in every 100
threshed may be saved.

Causes of Waste
from which
waste of grain in harvesting and

The

chief sources

threshing result are:

—
—

Threshing when grain is
1.
tough (damp and ripe).
Carelessness in keeping the
2.
thresher's cylinders up to speed
and in adjustment, of blower, etc.
3.

—Improper
—

adjustment and

dullness of teeth.
Carelessness
4.

feeding

in

bundles or headed grain into the
machine.
allowing
in
Carelessness
5.
grain to leak on the ground
around and under the thresher.
Careless scooping of grain
6.
and bad order of wagon boxes.
Carelessness in raking field
7.

—

—
—

and shock rows.
Every machine should be gone

proper pulleys and belting so as

Preventing Grain Waste

The

The Prestige of WHITE MACHINERY, added to
WHITE SERVICE, ENSURES BIG BUSINESS

otherwise

over to see that the engine has
reserve power with
sufficient

speeds.

REPUTATION

manner and

this

scattered by the machine is cleaned up and threshed before the

>

A

where

MAKE MONEY!

in

(2)

meet vary-

to keep the cylinders uniformly at
the necessary speed under aver-

Special efforts
age conditions.
to secure comade
being
are also
operation of manufacturers in
supplying repairs for "bad order"
threshing machines and otherwise

and keep all equipment
the best working trim.

to put

U.S.

in

Government Holding
Tractor Enquiry

The Department
in the

of Agriculture

United States

is

requesting

detailed information all over that
country as regards tractor sales
and stocks, the object being to
find out how many tractors are in
use that were sold during the last

two years; what tractors are in
stock unsold; and what output
can be expected from the factories
next year. A questionnaire embodying thirteen queries has been
sent to all tractor manufacturers
and each is asked to express his
opinion as to the number of tractors that will be required in 1919
as compared with this year. The
producer is asked to state the

ing conditions.

number

One bushel in every 100
threshed can be saved by having
all machines in such repair that
little or no grain leaks under and
around them on the ground and
providing that what does leak out

date.

of tractors

on hand at

fac-

tory or in transit, and the number unsold in the hands of distriInitors and dealers at a certain

Almost time

for sleigh sales.
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Day at the De Laval
Separator Company's Poughkeepsie Works

Service Pin

however scarcely a third of
amount since the used twine
must be collected, knots removed,
is

this

the fibers of the bands resepara-

On

Service Pin Day, held re-

reduced to tow, recarded and
again manufactured into twine.
To eliminate this costly process
of conserving the used twine is
the problem a solution of which
is badly needed in the agricultural world to-day. The reclamation of used twine would obviously have the efTect of procuring a
drastic decrease in fibre, and
hence on twine values.
ted,

the Poughkeepsie
the De Laval Separator

at

centl}/

Works

of

Company, forty-seven employes

—

wore presented with service pins
from live to twentyfive years of employment with
representingthis

company. The picture shows

one of the employes in the act of
receiving his twenty-five year pin.
The event is held twice a year,
with appropriate exercises.

The pins are presented
De Laval employes in
and shops

offices

and

in

appreciation

of

all

long

and
six

different pins, all of gold, repre-

senting from five to thirty years
The first or five year
of service.
jiin, has a gold star without jewel
setting, while the longer period
pins are set with pearls, sapphires,
rubies, emeralds
s])cctively.

recipient

is

of each pin
1)v

and diamonds

name

The

of

Day

at

De Laval Works, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Build Concrete

its

recognition

There are

service.

faithful

Service Pin

to the

with the

able Silo

Money-Making
• ^"t'^
Proposition to act as Agents
Sewing Machines, Phonographs,
Cream Separators and other lines where

DEALERS
for our

PATENT

BIG PROFITS

RELIABLE LINES

wtnlcd by manuUclui
>ur~Rcfc(«DccCuid« lor Inventon'

Gel

DOMINION SEWING MACHINE CO.
NOTRE DAME AVE.
WINNIPEG

engraved on the back
and it is accompanied

» to paMfitabilitJ-

Curbs.

LONDON CONCRETE
MACHINEKY CO.

&

Co., Patent

Aften ts Wanted'in all Unoccupied Territory
Worlds Largest Manulacturers of Concrete Machinery

kiiju

Should

Sell

a personal letter of congratufrom the president of the

lation

company. At the Poughkeepsie
works alone, there have been
awarded just three short of five
a remarkable
h u n d r e d pins
sliowing for any industrial plant.

—

CREAM SEPARATORS

Salvaging Binder Twine

The De Laval

The U.S. Food Administration
calls attention to the importance

some means being secured to
The
salvage used binder twine.
United States and Canada will

The

of

use in 1918 close to 300 million
j)ounds of binder twine for which
farmers paid over $75,000,000.
A\'hen the bundles of grain tied
with the twine pass through the
separator under present methods,
the twine is cut to pieces, mixed
with the straw and completely
lost.

The high

prices of fibre for

the production of binder twines

makes

it

a

problem of great im-

portance that in some way this
twine wastage could be avoided.
Will a means of doing so yet be
developed by some inventive
genius?

Germany,

who

is

and always

has been, interested in conservation of raw materials, shortly be-

war attempted to solve
problem, but no plan that
Avas commercially practicable was
discovered. While the aggregate
waste is large the unit to be reFor the
covered is very small.
average sheaf of grain about two
feet of twine is required and each
of these bands is worth at present
twine values about one-tenth of
a cent.
The second-hand value

is

cream separator

the easiest

best proof of this

are sold each year than

is

the fact that so

to sell.

many more De

Lavals

any other make.

There are very good reasons why the
to

De

Lavallis the

easiest

sell.
1.

It's

better made.

2.

It's

better advertised.

3.

Over

l.'j.OOO concrete silos have
been built in Ontario alone.
.Send for catalog Xo. 10

Dept. K., London, Ont.
Harold C. Shipnaa

Why You

re-

tilt

eporl

300

the

mr
I

YOUR IDEAS

not represented.

Silos

London Adjust-

Dealers handling the
sales co-operation

Wherever you go you

De Laval

There

more and better

than dealers handling other makes.

and prosperous
Good merchants and good merchandise

will find

merchants selling De Lavals.
always go together.

receive

the most reliable

no better time than right now

send in
your application for a De Laval contract.
There
is cream separator business all around you.
You
is

to

it and make more profit on it,
with the De Laval than with any other separator.

can get more of

fore the

this

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LTD.
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES TN CANADA

WINNIPEG
50,000

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

PETERBORO

BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

—

:
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International Harvester Co. Withdraws
Appeal in Government Suit

in the United States, into which
the business was divided in 1913
the International Harvester Co.

—

The

International Harvester Co.
Jersey has decided because of clianged war conditions,
to waive its appeal in the long
drawn out suit of the United

New

States

Department of

Justice

against the company for alleged
power to control trade. This case
has been going on since 1912.
decision adverse to the company
was rendered five years ago. Appeals were taken and a third argument was ordered about a year
ago, and on war ensuing" in the
States the case was ordered con-

A

tinued imtil

the

motives, decided to join in
asking the district court to enter
an order carrying its decree into
effect,

country during the war.

which

prcjvides substanti-

company dispose

ally that the

the

machinery

harvesting

known under

of

lines

"Osborne,"

the trade names of
"Milwaukee" a n d

"Champion"

to

i

n d e p

e

n d e n

t

manufacturers.

This famous case now closes,
and the most remarkable contradiction about it is that the liarvester

its close.

In view of the protracted disposal of the case, and for the
purpose of eliminating- complications so as to be of more service
to

the comjiany has, through jjatriotic

Company

Avas prosecuted

not for having been bad, but for
alleged high potentialities for
harm should it ever turn bad.
Reports state that the two International Harvester org-anizations
its

pany's iippeal was promptly taken and
been diligently jjrosecuted.
"The evidence upon which the decree
was entered and the appeal must bo
tried was closed five years ago.
Tliat
record presents a situation in the agricultual implement trade which has already greatly changed, and which would
still further change before there
could
be any hope of a decision on the appeal.
And the decision, when rendered, would
be based on the facts of 1912, and not
on tlie facts existing at the time of the
decision.
Vor tliat reason the. decision,
if
adverse, would most certainlv do
great injustice to tlie company.
lias

,

New

and the International Harvester Corporation,
will
again be merged in one
of

of

September, 1918

Jersey

The C a n a d a n
busnicss of the comjjany is carried on by an entirely sepai'ate
organization so that any alteration in the status of the companies in the United States will
have no eft'ect whatsoever on the
International Haiwester Co. of
f)rganization.

i

Canada.
Concerning the action of the
company in dismissing the appeal
filed in the case, Cyrus H. McCormick,

president of

tional

part in

Interna-

the

Harvester Co., states
an announcement

in

appealed from was enter-

'"Tlie (lefree

ed by a divided eourt. and was based not
npon any wrongful practices or injurious acts, but upon the company's alleged,
but luiexercised, power to dominate the
agricultin-al

implement trade.

The com-

"For business reasons not affecting
the suit the assets of the company were
equally divided in January, 1913, between the old company and a new company, the International Harvester Corporation, the latter taking over the
foreign plants and business and the new
lines,
sucli
as tractors, gas engines,
A\agons, cream
separators, etc.
The
greater part of the assets of the new
corporation was invested in the foreign
business, very largely in Russia.
The
war has played havoc with the assets
and business in Russia and the Central
empires."
In view of the uncertainties arising
out of government litigation, which,
wliile pending, would prevent the de-

velopment of business, and of tlie losses
sustained in trade owing to the war, it

was decided, states the president, to
accept as final the lower court decree and
to agree to a finther decree wliieli Mill
restrict the sale agencies of tlie c(mijiany after Dec. 31, 1910, and increase
tlie number of its competitors by requiring the sale of three of its five line's of
harvesting maciiines, comprising two of
its
harvester
machine
plants.
"The

Here's Proof!
At

the National Tractor Demonstration, at
Salina, Kansas, in competition with 173 tractors,
the
HART-PARR proved its superiority
for deep plowing. It pulled three bottoms
seven inches deep, at three miles per hour.

NEW

ending of litigation will enable the com-

Developing more than 31 H.P. while
running below its normal speed, it
pulled its load with the greatest
ease, on KEROSENE.
Read below
what it did in the official brake
test.
The New Hart-Parr was the
wonder of the demonstration.

)mny to establish

THE NEW
HART-PARR TRACTOR

A 3-PIow
Dog

H.

J CiTTtNS. Cm*(

a DINNEEN. TniAIUHEn

OENT PARBETT.

molinc. ill

COMMITTEE

CHICAGO.

prming

SECBtTA(»r
ILL

power

tenacity in

Guaranteed to do as much
More Work on a Gallon
of Kerosene as can be done
on Gasoline.
or

'^is

National

''"•'-v:_.®rartor

Tractor with 30 H.P.

on the Belt and with Bull

iemonstratmtts

itself and its business
on a firm basis for the future, even at
the cost of a present loss" continues tlie
president, who concludes as follows:
"If the decree had been based upon
alleged violations of the law by the company instead of upon its alleged power
to violate the law, we would hardly have
felt warranted in dismissing our appeal
even for the sake of conserving the
business situation. As it is, the decree
of the District Court is accepted as one
of the hardships growing out of the war.
"It is some compensation to know that
the reunited company, freed from the
luicertainties of litigation, will be able
to render the government much more
efficient war service tlian would otherwise be possible.''

BATES
PiNLCr ^

A. E.

MOUNT

HILOEBRAND, MANAGcn

W M HAGGAPtO
a BARTHOLOMEW
r O ALLEV
J A eVEBSON

Large Canadian Order Reported

^.2,1918.

Salina, KottBaB,

July 29-Aug, 2

HART PARR CO.,
CHARLES CITY, IOWA.
GENTLEMEN:

Specifications:

POWER— Pulls three plows
—30 H.P. on belt.
MOTOR— 2-cylinder twin, 4Valve

cycle,
r.p.m.

MOTOR
steel,

We heg to report as follows on a iDrake
horse power test today of your Hart-Parr 30 Tractor
Ko 8693:
Legth of test:
30 min. at constant load.
Average Motor speed:
731.8 R.P.M.
Average B.H.P. 31.13

no

head,

in

750

M E— Cast

FRA

No

one piece.

bend,

twist.

CARBURETOR— New Dray
Kerosene shunt.
BEARINGS— S. K. F. and
Hyatt.

SPEEDS —Two
and

3

mi

;

forward,

2

one reverse.

TRANSMISSION

—

Selec-

W. E. Wood has announced
that he has decided to locate the
Wolverine Tractor Co. in Saginaw, Mich. It will manufacture
a four-wheel drive machine with
a caterpillar attachment, and according to a report, the company
has already an order for 1,000
for

delivery

tive sliding gear.

RESPECTPULLY SUBMITTED:

RADIATOR— Perfex—shaft
driven fan.
LUBRICATION— MadisonKipp force

OBSERVERS:

lbs.

J.B.DAVmsOH
R.H.JOSE
C.K.SHEDD

ENGINEERS IK CILiRGE.

The New Hart-Parr

Is

:UGER OP IIH.:017STKATI0H.

certify that the above test was made at 12.30 P.M.
when Government thermometer was at 109 degrees in the shade
and that at no time during this test was the temperature
of water in- the radiator over 175 degrees Fahrenheit.
I

field.

No

dealer

can

HART-PARR OF CANADA, LIMITED

Made

H. H. Robson, an expert

employment

in the
of the International

Company

afford to overlook this trac-

Harvester

tor as a cornerstone in his

Winnipeg branch, has been ap-

business.

pointed Professor of Agricultural
Engineering at the Manitoba
Agricultural College, at Winni-

Sell the Hart-Parr
'-PABPr SFRVICEV

Canadian

the

greatest success in the tractor

the

International Man
Professor

feed.

WEIGHT— 5000

to

government..

WRITE TO-DAY

peg.

One

WINNIPEG and REGINA

of Canada's

of the best

community

ways

to

development
undercut your competitor.

down
is

to

September, 1918
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!

Ud

-

—

—

you should and could every
sell a separator
if you are not a Viking dealer!
The Viking allows you dealers the largest margin of profit of
any recognized standard separator on the market to-day.
net less profit than

—

What's more, it sells faster every day because it is lower in price
than any other standard separator, because it has greater capacity
than any other separator of equal rating, and because it is the easiest
operated and easiest cleaned separator ever perfected, and because
it gets a higher percentage of cream than any other separator sold
at any price.

Get the Cream of the Trade
Get Fatter Profits By Selling The

—

naN
Over One Million

In

Use Throughout the World To-day

Built in the World's Largest Separator Factory.

Each one guaranteed for a lifetime.

Over 180,000 sold every year.

Each one

scientifically constructed of

Swedish iron and best quality tool steel.
The Viking to-day is the fastest selling separator in America. Its popularity
The huge Viking advertising campaign
is growing by leaps and bounds.
•now dominating every influential farm paper in America is bringing
Our 100% Dealer
farmers into our dealers' stores by the thousands.
finest

Co-operative Methods are helping them close record-breaking separWrite to-day for
Investigate what we can offer you.
ator sales.

our dealers' proposition.

Swedish Separator Company
Dept.

I,

507 S. Wells St.

Chicago, Illinois

:
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Factory Notes

The Madison Plow Co., Madiis making important

Stafford Streets, Toronto, for site
for a new storehouse to be built
at once.

son, Wis.,

improvements, including the erection of a $5,000 warehouse addition.

The

Massey-Harris Companyhave secured land at King and

"Eclipse" Windmills
ARE THE STRONGEST AND MOST
DURABLE PUMPING POWER YOU
CAN SELL

The Minneapolis

&

Steel

Mach-

inery

Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.,
has broken ground for a one-story
machine shop, 80 x 125 feet, to

cost $10,000.

The Verity Plow

Brantford, Ont., has let contracts for a
$30,000 addition to their plant at
thait city.
Their product is sold
Co.,

the Canadian west by
Massey-Harris Company.

the

For $454,500 S. L. Allen & Co.,
Philadelphia,
manufacturers of
agricultural implements for garden and farm use, have acquired
a five and two-s'tory factory,

,„^nt

strong,

At Brantford,
shutt Plow Co.

durable
WHJiEL permits slow speed and direct
stroke.
The direct stroke eliminates destructive high speed and gearing that
reduces power. Few working parts on the
i-chpse It requires very little attention,
bpecial preservative paint treatment en-

and Motor Trucks

sures weather resistance.

Dealers
until

—Don't
get

you

Eclipse."

Power

have

Ltd.,

let

contracts for $32,000 for the erection of additional factory units.

contract for a windmill
particulars of the

full

Write to-day.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Saskatoon
WINNIPEG

making an
power house.
the Waterous

are

Engine Works Co. will erect a
$16,000 addition to their factory,

—

Biggest Capacity and

Ont., the Cock-

addition to their
In the same city

WOOD

light,

now

occupied by their works.
The
property, including two buildings, is about 245 x 270 feet.

water
for less mone^ than
any steel windmill
built.
"E c 1 i p s e"
windmills have been
in use on Canadian
railroad water tanks
for over thirty years.

The Anker-Holth Mfg. Co., of
Port Huron, Mich., has organized
and incorporated a Canadian

Co., Limited

Calgary

The new company, capitalized at
make cream separators.
The charter permits the
manufacture of other farm equip-

The Emerson - Brantingham
Company, Rockford, 111., announ-

ment.

ces the purchase of the

at

Improvements, repairs and expenditure of $175,000 are under
way at the plant of the Waterloo
Gasoline Engine Co., at Waterloo, Iowa.
When completed the
Waterloo concern will become
one of the largest of its kind in
the country. Seven hundred new
employes are to be placed on the

company's payroll.
Two large
buildings have already been completed, and the output of tractors
and engines will be substantially
increased.
to

Deere

&

The

plant

now

Co., Moline,

belongs

111.

GRAY
Tractor

on

Merit and

its

Record

in the Field

Supply your customers with the most
four-plow tractor on the market.

"With the Wide Drive Drum"

its

^^^^

^^^^

efficient

guarantees

perfect traction under all weather
All vegetation and growth is rolled flat, and the soil rolled
and levelled, giving every plow a chance to turn a perfect furrow. Its
weight of only 6200 lbs., is distributed over 6 feet of surface.

conditions.

OTHER SPECIAL GRAY FEATURES
Turns in small radius, yet it has no differential—this takes away half your
Tractor troubles. Has 3-point suspension frame.
The only Tractor with
the side arm hitch.
All working parts are covered and run in Oil.
Waukesha 4-cylinder Motor. Timken and Hyatt Roller Bearings everything of the highest standard.
Delivers 36 H.P. on the belt. Will operate a 28-inch separator and other belt driven machinery.

—

assembHng plants
of the Ford Motor Co. at Omaha
and Dallas have been closed.
Lack of materials resulting from
'that

the

the government's curtailing
of
me'tals is stated to be the cause
of the move.
Only six Ford as-

sembling plants are now in operation inthe States. Dispatches from
Detroit show 'that more than 110,000 persons are waiting for Ford
cars they have ordered but cannot get. The schedules of orders
on file, as far back as June 15 was
over 110,700. Since then it has
increased considerably.

The Maxim Munitions Corporation,

tractor distributing trade with a
tractor of its own the Maxim.

—

The Maxim

tractor

it

is

stated,

has been thoroughly tested and
tandardized.
It is of medium
size, with two and three plow
bottom capacity, suitable for use
on farms up to 400 acres.
The
motor was designed especially for
the machines, and uses the worm
drive principle; has three speeds

Gray Tractor Co. of Canada Limited
307-309 Electric Railway Chambers,

WRITE
FOR
BOOKLET

forvv^ard

and

one

reverse,

and

selective transmission.

WINNIPEG

ALBKRTA DISTBIBUTOB:
24 Mason & Risch Block
8th Avenue W., Calgary

M. D. PEEVER,

and

all

for

same.

and repair parts
Brantingham,
president of the Emerson-Brantingham Co., says in the announce-

Before deciding that gas engine
business is no good, be sure that
the spark plugs of your enthusiasm are not fouled with the
carbon of indolence.

fixtures
C.

S.

ment regarding

their

new

line

"We

,

have long felt the need
of grain and corn binders to make
the E-B line complete and enable
dealers to procure their full re-

quirements at one time should
they so desire.
feel we are

We

particularly

fortunate

enter

to

without loss of time in
experimenting.
"No line of harvesting machines
this field

is

entitled to greater confidence of

than the famous Osthat has been well and
favorably known by farmers for
over fifty years."
For
the
coming year the
Osborne line will be made at the
Osborne plant at Auburn, N.Y.
the

trade

borne

line,

Brantingham

Pres.

says

:

"We

have purchased the patterns,

—

jigs,

templates in fact, all equipment necessary for the manufac-'
ture of these machines, but have
not purchased the plant, as we
have a very fine, Hght, new building in connection with our Rockford plant that is splendidly
adapted to manufacture of harvesting machinery."
dies,

T h e Emerson - Brantingham
Implement Co. are ireprteseinted
in Manitoba by the TudhopeAnderson Co., Winnipeg, and in
Saskatchewan and Alberta by
branch house at Regina.

their

with headquarters at 120

Broadway, New York City, and
manufacturing plants at New
Haven and Derby, Conn., and
Watertown, N.Y., has entered the

Osborne

harvesting machines from
the International Harvester Co.
This includes the complete line of
harvesting machinery, grain and
corn binders, reapers and mowers,
line of

increased production
the Samson tractor
plant at Stockton, Cal., two one-,
story brick buildings are nearly
completed.
One of these buildings, to be utilized as the assembling room, is 70 feet by 144 feet.
The smaller building, to be the
stores room, is 60 feet by 150
feet.
Sixty Samson Sieve-Grip
tractors are now being produced
weekly.

possible

Reports from the United States

Sells

Purchases the Osborne Line of
Harvesting Machinery

$40,000, will

show

The

Emerson-Brantingham

branch under the 'same name,
with headquarters at Sarnia, Ont.

To make

in

Pump more

September, 1918

Fordson Production Large

A report indicates that on one
day recently the factory of Ford
& Son, at Dearborn, Mich., produced and shipped 116 Fordson
tractors, constituting a record for
the plant. The average daily production is now 100. The capital
stock of the company has been
increased
from $1,000,000 to

At the present time
$5,000,000.
there are about 2,000 men employed manufacturing the Fordson tractor, and it is estimated
that the yearly business of the
company at present is about $22,500,000.

In advertisements to the trade
England, the Fordson is stated
to do the work generally done on
the farm by three or four horses.
in

It's

price

$1250

f.o.b.

in

Great

factory.

Britain

is
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Lighting Plant Co. Locate in
innip eg
The Unilectric Co. of Canada,
formerly located on Jasper Ave.,
Edmonton, have opened Western
Canadian headquarters in the Industrial Bureau, Winnipeg. They
have appointed Guilbault's Ltd.,
Winnipeg, as distributors for Unilectric lighting plants in Manitoba, and will appoint distributors
in Saskatchewan and Alberta in

W

the near future.
lighting
These

manufactured by

plants
are
the Unilectric

A New

Corporation at Detroit, Mich., and
have had great success in the
United States, where several
thousand are |in use.
They
comprise a complete electric

11

Gearless Sheaf Loader

and can be drawn by one team of

The parts are all standardized so that they will be easily
obtainable.
horses.

Bert Perry, a war veteran, re-

showed a model of a gearsheaf loader in Lethbridge,
Alta.
It is stated that this invention not only will handle hay, but
has two special attachments for
grain saving. One machine has
cently
less

generating
110
volts,
660 watts capacity,
and are
designed for farm use.
It is
stated that the Unilectric plant
supplies plenty light and power
for all farm needs. It has no belts
or batteries, but is a direct connected unit that starts and stops
automatically by the pressing of
unit

Tractor

An

at Coast

exhibition of tractors and

power farming machinery

was

the tests proved very satisfactory.

held at Portland, Ore., Sept. 5, 6
and 7 under the auspices of the
Portland Tractor and Implement
Association, composed of manu-

The grain saving

facturers'

been made and demonstrated in
Alberta, where

it is

reported that

device is claimed to save ten bushels a day. The
machine weighs only 1100 pounds

a switch.

Show

representatives,

butors and large dealers
state of

distri-

in 'the

Oregon.

Cushman Dealers are Supported by an
an

Ag^gressive Sales Organization and
Established Responsible Concern, Insuring Satisfactory Business

THE DUAL GRAIN CLEANER and

Cushman Engine
for Every Farm Job

There's a

Separator has revolutionized Grain
Cleaning methods. Let us tell how

to sell

Sizes 4 to 20 H. P.

mm^a^

THE BEST ENGINE VALUE
THE FARMER CAN BUY
Cushman Light Weight, High Power
Engines are so well designed and built
that they work more steadily and quietly
than any other engine. Sensitive throttle governor assures economical operation.

tem.

^^fj^f^

High tension, dual ignition sysSchebler carburetor. Forced water

cooling.
Double annular ball bearings.
Automatic oiling device. Special clutch

pulley furnished as regular equipment.
Dealers, ask for full particulars of the
Cushman Light Weight Engine. There SP/tOC/rST
is a size for every farm need.
4 H.P.
weighs only 190 lbs.; 8 H.P. only 320 SOf-O/U/tSk
lbs.; 15 H.P. only 780 lbs., and 20 H.P.
only 1200 lbs.
4 H. P. Cuihman. Weighs only 190 Lbs.

CUSHMAN— The

Real Binder Engine
Balanced by Water Cooling
Tank on Front

Saves
Grain
Saves

Time

Four times the capacity of old

n

type Mills of equal width

One run through

this

Two

Sizes

:

Saves the
Binder

The
original

32 inches wide

machine takes out

all

wild or tame oats, king heads,

Cleans all kinds of grain perfectly. Double screens and sieves
give immense capacity and do perfect work in conjunction with the side
shake combination blast and repeat system. The double gang and cut ofi
system are exclusive features found in no other mill. Any desired portion of
thistles, etc.

grain can be elevated and re-run, removing dockage to any desired degree^
No separator made has more selling points. Write for literature and agency

and

Saves the
Horses

successful

Binder
Engine

The same 4 H.P. Cushman Engine is the AU-Purpose Farm Engine.
It
weighs only 190 lbs., and is easy to move around from job to job, yet even
more steady running, quiet and dependable than most heavy engines.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Dept. E. a^^viTrai^EEl. Winnipeg,

Man.

Distributing Warehouses: Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.
Power Engines for General Purpose Farm Work

Builders o! High Grade, Light Weight, High

THE CUSHMAN LINE
We are

IS

—

COMPLETE
—

Exclusive Selling Agents for: Combination Threshing Outfits Cushman Tractors Langdon Ideal Self-FeedersFanning Mills Smut and Pickling Machines Vacuum Washing Machines Lincoln Grinders Lincoln Saws ShinnFlat Lightning Conductors Incubators Universal Hoists Portable Grain Elevators Wagner Hardware Specialties—

—

—

—

—

Hoiland Wild Oat Separators

—

—

—

—

—American Separators and Cleaners,

etc.

—

:
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A Well Kept

day over the stipulated

Repair Stock

The implement

firm of

Edwards

&

King, at Odessa and Kendal,
Sask., is a model as regards the
arrangement and system embodied in keeping repair stocks.

date.

dealers, distributors and manufacturers will mingle at the exposi-

For

a fine of not less
than $1,000, also a term of imprisonment are provided.
Among the questions asked are
entries

false

the following
Are agricultural

from one anand taking home with them
useful knowledge of war-time
and essential
tractors
trucks,
automobile equipment.

tion, getting ideas

other,

implements

Emerson-Brantingham Open
Export Office in New York

firm believer in the

retail implement
business. At the

The Emerson-Brantingham Implement Company of Rockford,
Illinois, now has an export office
at 66 Broadway, Manhattan Life
Building, New York, with J. J.
Marshall in charge. Mr. Marshall
has been their European manager
for the past two years and while

Kendal

in that capacity

maintenance

He
the

of

a

service.

considers

this

fundamental

necessity in carrying on a successful

branch of
the firm Mr. King

exemplifies
same

How Edwards &

The accompanying-

idea.

interior

the

photograph gives some

idea of the neat and orderly way
in which repair display shelves are
kept, shelves being used instead
believe
of the customary bins.

We

that

many western Canadian

deal-

ers

could

copy

the

profitably

method of stocking repairs used
by this live firm.
Mr. Edwards has shown originality in the fact that his office is

at the rear, and his repair stock

and show room must be passed
through and is the first thing
which meets the customer's eye
when going into the warehouse.
During the busy season of harvest
time, counters are erected along
each side, and the samples are put
out of the way, and Mr. Edwards
devotes almost his entire time to
the marketing of repairs.
Edwards & King report that

farmers come to them for repairs
from a radius of forty miles
around the two towns where the
firm are located. The territory is
small, but that the firm are aggressive salesmen is evidenced by the

they ordered
than ninety-six McCor-

fact that this year

no

less

ture and dairying at the Iowa
State College of Agriculture at
Ames.
Before entering
the
Sharpies organization some two
years ago, he had been connected
with a large agricultural publishing house in the West.

He

Mr. Edwards, who
carries on the
Odessa branch, is a

good repair

September, 1^18

mick binders.

farmers than
those furnished at any other time
within the last five years?
Are sales to farmers made on
longer or shorter terms than in
former years, and how does this
differ for dififererit kinds of machless satisfactory to

ines?

Have you any comment or
crit|icism to make in regard to unbusiness methods on the part
of any manufacturer or wholesale
or retail distributor of agricultural implemients and machinery?
If so, give particulars.
fair

Give particulars, if there has
been any change during the last
five years, in 'the character of as-

:

(a)

A

Side-Hill Tractor

A

the machine straight

Andrews Appointed Advertising
Manager for Sharpies

so there is just as much weight
on the upper wheels as on the
lower, and keeps it from sliding.

interests in Paris are left
Hill, who will

in charge of Ira A.

direct a competent force of traction engineers to look after the
large quantity of tractors sold by

the

The Sharpies Separator Co.,
West Chester, Pa., makers of the
Suction-Feed Separator, announce
appointment of Dale E.
the

efifect SeptemMr. Andrews succeeds

ganization, 'taking

ber

1st.

up and down,

The machine is chain driven and
can make from 3% to 4 miles per
hour.

It is

guided by the rear

axle.

Andrews to the posittion of advertising manager of the Sharpies or-

Carriage Industry Busy
Despite the popularity of the
automobile the carriage makers in
the United States have been doing

business. In a recent
report the U.S. Carriage Builders
National Association give some
interesting figures relative to the
industry in that country, as fol-

a large

Set-

ting up and demonstrating machadjusting operating
ines
(b)
difficulties (c) use of canvassers
;

;

of his success.

during the past three years.

his head-

given by manufacturers

sistance

to dealers in respect to

in

Emerson-Brantingham Implement Company to the English,
French and Italian Governments

E-B

machinery furnished by
manufacturers in 1918 more or

and

well-known figure

side-hill tractor with a rais
ing or lowering adjustment of 25
inches has been invented by M.
Haupt of Spokane, Wash. The
machine, which has a width of 5
feet 6 inches, is equipped with a
40 h.p. Stoddard-Dayton engine
One side can be raised or lowered
with a lever in. 12 seconds, it is
claimed. The shifting gear keeps

made

quarters in Paris.

King, Odessa, Sask., Stock Repairs

a

is

advertising circles and an expert
judge of dairy cattle as well as;
an authority on dairying. This
promotion comes to Mr. Andrews
as a well-earned reward for his
services, and we are sure his many
friends will be gratified 'to learn

;

in
supplying
promptness
machines and repairs (e) time
given for payment.
Did you prepare a profit-andloss account for your business
For your
year ended in 1915?
business year ended 1917? If so,

(d)

lows
Total capitalization, $16,437,564.
Employees, 7,947.
Wages paid
last year, $6,111,769.
Jobs turned
out in year, 265,640. Sales value
for one year, $24,941,247.
Un:

;

attach copies thereof to this re-

filled orders, 69,190.

turn.

U.S Investigates Costs in Retail
Implement Trade

Attach copies of your balancesheets,

if

the close

In the United States the Federal Trade Commission, in pursuing its enquiry into costs and
sales methods in the implement
industry, for the production of a
report to the U.S. Senate has
submitted a lengthy questionnaire to retail implement dealers.
Dealers must fill 'the questions
asked under legal penalty. The
questions deal with costs to the
dealer and farmer of twenty common implements, dealing largely

with sizes, specifications and attachments, cash and time prices,
The report must be mailed
etc.
and returned by a certain day under a penalty of $100 for every

ended

,in

same were prepared,
of

Binder Twine Use

at

your business year
and 1917.

The

1915, 1916

Automotive and Accessories

amount

The United

States government,
say nothing of several state

governments, and over 200 manufacturers

and

distributors

to

tests

Exposition

to

statistical service of the de-

partment of agriculture in Missouri recently conducted several

o

f

tractors, and automobile
equipment, will have interesting
exhibits of war-time essentials on
the Municipal Pier at Chicago,

trucks,

September 14 to 21. The tractor
allotment of space will be 780x68
feet or 42,000 square feet.
Thousands of progressive farmers,
threshermen^
implement

DALE

E.

ANDREWS

Advertising Manager, Sharpies Separator
Co., West Chester, Pa.

Astolf Levin-

manager

which he

filled

the

actual

acre and the acre cost of twine.
Based on the price of twine in
the United States, the results are:

Amount

binding twine used
wheat, 2.11 pounds;
oats, 2.19 pounds.
per

of

acre:

of

The average amount of twine
per acre for a term of years is
1.88 pounds for wheat, and 2.20

with remarkable

pounds

who

has been adver-

the company
for the past three years, a position

tising

establish

of binder twine used per

ability.

Mr. Andrews ,is a native of the
middle West, and studied agricul-

for oats.

The 1919

cost of twine per acre
24 cents per pound is 51 cents
for wheat and 53 cents for oats.
at

—

—
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EMERSON MILLS
The Most

The
Tesiimonij

Efficient Grain Cleaners Sold

Get the

Agency and

that Tells

meet the

demand
Emerson

Fall
for

Mills.

13

These

mills outclass all

competition

by their
DUST PROOF-ALL GEARS ENCLOSED

splendid

LARGE STOCKON HAND

work.

FIVE

Three Sizes to Suit Your Trade

No.

1.

Elevator

No.
No.

2.

Hand

Wheat Tester

or

"Kicker"

Separator; Capacity 22-30 Bus. per hour

Power Separator; Capacity 30-50 Bus. per hour
The only farm size machine built that will take
every kernel of wild or tame oats out of wheat

rye—and

save

—

without

a break-down or
any kind required. This
work represented plowing an average of 10 hours a day with three
14 inch engine plows.

performance

Any

LAUSON

is

15-25

Continuous

what makes the
the most sought

after tractor agency.

of these mills are in use.

SECURE OUR CONTRACT NOW.

Arrange

to sell the line which
the biggest percentage of farm
tractor operating conditions.
We
claim superior performance for the

WRITE FOR PRICES

EMERSON MANUFACTURING
1425

LAUSON

ation

small engine handles it easily.
A big seller in any district. Emerson Mills absolutely guarantee your
customers a clean product to sell, also perfect seed wheat, barley and rye.

Thousands

each one a

near

Canada
owner re-

repair of

ALL THE WHEAT.

Here we show our six-shoe machine.

Alberta,

port 28 consecutive days of oper-

3.

or

farmers

progressive

Calgary,

WHYTE AVENUE

CO.,

fits

LTD.

LAUSON

WINNIPEG, MAN.

15-25.

All gears are completely enclosed

and run immersed
has

It

A

bath of

in a

twenty-four

Hyatt

oil.

and

Timken roller and ball bearings to
insure smooth running under diffi-

Real Money-Maker for Dealers

cult conditions.

Get the Agency for the

plow work
drawbar and 25 H.P. work
at the belt pulley. There is surplus of engine power to insure a
generous margin above the rating.
It is built for 3 to 4

PARKER SAFETY HITCH

at the

"The Tractor Plowman's Insurance"

It is the

SELLS ON SIGHT

kind of tractor which will

—

work day and night month in and
month out without being down

—

half the time waiting on adjust-

ments and
satisfied

Hundreds of
from every

repairs.

customers

part of the country will testify to
this statement but we want to
place the truth before you.

The
price

LAUSON

is

sold at a fair

with liberal dealer

profits.

LAUSON distributors

are
obliged to render uniform service
to

LAUSON

dealers.

such a close-working and timeproven organization appeals to
If

—

you one that is backed
by twenty-three years'
successful farm engine
manufacturing experience

The best safety hitch for tractor plows ever invented. One size only
adaptable to all kinds of plows, and from one to five bottoms.
Strong,
simple design; will last a lifetime. The turning of a wing nut allows operator to set the hitch to any load. When plow hits a stone or stump, the
resistance immediately unhitches the load, eliminating all possibility of
breakage and injury to implement. It also saves the engine from all jar
and strain an important feature.
You can sell this Parker Safety Hitch to every tractor owner in your
district.
One sold will sell a dozen. No hitch on the market is so safe and
reliable.
Public tests in Winnipeg on July 30 fully proved the remarkable

—make

sure to talk with
us before you definitely
contract for your Fall

—

Tractor

line.

efficiency of this hitch.

Write at once for our Attractive Discount to Dealers. You can make
Big Profits this Fall selling the Parker Safety Hitch. Don't Delay. Place
your Order NOW. Write

Tfie John Lauson Mfg.Co.

MARTIN PARKER,

328

Tyndall, Man.

Monroe Street

New

Holstein, Wis.

!
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The International Grain
Shocker
This year, for the first time, the
International grain shocker for
Deering and McCormick binders
sold in the Canadian
is being
West. After twelve years of experimental work, the development
of this remarkable machine is
completed. In the years 1914-16
a few were tried out in 1917 the
International shocker did success;

work when tested under greatvarying conditions. Thirty or
forty of these machines have been
ful

ly

in operation in harvest fields in

Manitoba

this year.

A. Tanner, manager of 'the
Winnipeg branch of the harvester
organization, accompanied by the
editor of "Canadian Farm Implements," recently visited the Bailey
farm at Marquette, where one of
the International shockers was in
J.

Attached

operation.

binder

it

'to

was stocking

a Deering

barley,

and

A

number
did excellent work.
of field experts are steadily following the work of the International shockers, and with the
improvements

continual

by

their experience,

it

is

gained
safe to

say that at last the International

Company have

Harvester

pro-

ATTENTION
YOU KNOW IT'S A FACT
Wind

is

the cheapest power available

for pumping.

of

a

complete assortment.

Prices just out.

10-ft.

en

MANITOBA

Line

and Wooden Wheel Mills

Steel

gives

The

New

Get the Agency.

The New International Grain Shocker Attachment

duced a thoroughly practical and
remarkably efficient stooker.
As the bundles are tied and discharged from the binder deck they
engage a trip which through its
connection with a clutch finger
permits the shaft to connect with
a sprocket for a complete movement of the fork, the fork being
raised from its position at the
right time to bury its tines in the
bundle just, discharged and carry
it
to the
shock setter. This
movement shells little or no grain,
because the top of the bundle is
moved very little. It is the butt
of the bundle which describes the

for

McCormick

the center to make the size shock
for which the shocker is adjusted,
then a trip is operated automatiOperating the trip lifts a
cally.
latch and permits the knotter
shaft to rotate, which in turn

operates the compressor arm and
the needle, causing them to compress the bundles and tie them together. The knotter used here is
much the same as the McCormick

grain binder kno'tter.

The shock

setter

is

wider at the

rear than at the front to assist in
making shocks that will stand well

when

discharged. It is provided
with an inclined bottom which is
pivotted, permitting it to tilt to
the rear and discharge the shock
after it is compressed and tied.
The arm under the shock setter
has a roller at the end which
comes in contact with the shock
setter bottom.
This arm is rocked in such away
as to tilt the bottom of the shock
setter with a quick movement,
which sets the shocks squarely

big arc.
As the fork moves back and
forth it carries the bundles to two
positions in the shock setter, alternately depositing a bundle first
on one side and then on the other
with the butts spaced and the
tops overlapping, making a sort
These
of wedge-shaped shock.
movements of the fork continue
until there are enough bundles' in

Vaneless Direct Stroke Wood-

Wheel

Mill,

with

S^/^-ft.

Girted

Galvanized Steel Towers.

&

Deering Binders

upon the ground, making a neat
compact shock. When the shock
setter tilts to discharge the shock,

two

tines

spread

butts

the

of

the back and corner bundles to

give the shock a substantial base.

While the shock is being compressed, tied and discharged, the
fork

is

The

held inoperative.

dis-

charge arms of the binder are held
inactive when the fork is carrying
the bundles to the shock setter
or returning.

In long grain,

it

is

necessary

that the shocker and binder be
raised high, in order to maintain
the normal length of bundles, and
to place the bundles farther back
in the setter.

er

moves the

matically,

in

On

Raising the shockrearward auto-

setter

relation

to

the

shocker
the device for raising and lowering the shocker moves the setter
forward or rearward, so that
when the shocker is adjusted to
the proper height for the grain,
the setter is automatically adjusted to the proper relation with
the binder, so that the range of
binder.

this

grain

the shifting lever is sufficient to
set the shocks properly.

and 10-ft. Steel Back
8-ft.
Geared Mills with Galvanized Steel
syk-it. Girted Towers.
5-ft.,

TAN KS
Large Stock always on hand.

ALL SIZES
ALL KINDS

Send

for descriptive circular

and

prices.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE THE

"Webber Cleaner and Separator"
The Most

Manitoba Engines Ltd.
Phone 2943

BRANDON, MAN.

Perfect and Fastest

AGENTS WANTED

Fanning Mill on the Market

where we are not already represented

CURRIE MANUFACTURING CO.

Lauder, Man.

The shocker is driven from the
crank shaft of the binder so that
the power is steady and uniform.
The draft connection is such that
the shocker is free to move independent of the binder when
passing over uneven ground,
although it is always in the correct position to receive bundles.
This is due to a universal joint

and

sliding

telescopic

connec-

which makes it possible for
the shocker to assume almost any
position without interrupting the
tion

transmission of power.

—
1
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FORD-A-TRACTOR

To Your Business!
A

The
cess
it

Record that Guarantees Efficiency

Field
field

—of

record of the

&

P

0

Little Genius is a record of continuous suc-

100 per cent plowing eflaciency.

will give better service,

Whatever tractor you are selling,
and greater permanence to your tractor business

the P & 0 Little Genius for use behind it.
Tractor demonstraalways glad to pull the P & 0 Little Genius, because they have
learned that it gives them every chance in the world to make good. But
the best proof in the world that the P & 0 Little Genius is the plow you
should sell is the mass of testimony we have received from satisfied users
in all parts of the country. The Little Genius field record guarantees
if

you

sell

tors are

efficient service.

P & O Little Genius Power

I

and Quick

Plows

Lift Tractor

X L

Bottoms

Detachable

Shares

GUARANTEED TO DO THE WORK OF FOUR GOOD HORSES
The Ford-A-Tractor on a car will do what some light tractors cannot do as regards
bar pull developed. Steel construction throughout.
Fully enclosed gears run in dustproof oil bath. Shock absorbers.
Strong steel wheels and specially tempered,
machine cut

steel pinions.

The W.D.C. Cooling System changes water in the cylinder
jackets six times a minute.
The engine cannot
possibly

K.M.C.

TRANSFORMER

The only transformer guar-

want

overheat.

only

Price

a few live agents.

$240.

We

still

Get our money-making

proposition.

Made by PARLIN & ORENDORFF

anteed to successfully burn

kerosene
AND DOES

in

Ford cars

IT.

Gives 20
per cent more power 50 per
cent increase in mileage and
100 per cent saving in fuel
cost.

Write for

—

full particu-

J.

D.

Head

ADSHEAD
Office:

CO.

U.S.A.

SALES AGENTS FOR CANADA
WINNIPEG

Alberta Branch: 117 lOth Ave. E., Calgary

111.,

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Winnipeg, Man.

lars.

CO., Canton,

YORKTON

BRANDON
ESTEVAN

REGINA
SASKATOON
CALGARY
EDMONTON

NORTH BATTLEFORD
LETHBRIDGE

WOODSTOCK
Wagons and

Sleighs

Business Builders for the Dealer
For 24 years the Woodstock line has been the standard
of quality. Our wagons have a Dominion-wide reputation
for easy running, best grade materials, perfect construction and excellent finish. Built for service and reliability.
Woodstock reputation and our guarantee backs every

wagon

sold.

Get and Hold the Trade
A

Farm Wagons
Wagon meets any

full line of

Western

in all sizes.

Our Standard

competition. You cannot
a better wagon. The Woodstock Special, Western
and Regular, light two horse and heavy teaming wagons
give the dealer a size and type for every possible demand.
Investigate our line Now.
sell

—

Literature

and

Prices Mailed

on Request

Largest Manufacturers of

Bob Sleds

in the

World

Woodstock Sleighs offer your customers the maximum in value
and service. Our Western Canada Sloops are equipped with
and 3-inch steel or cast shoes. Short tongue or cross
2,

—

chain coupling as desired. Heavily ironed large dimension
thoroughly seasoned wood. Oak runners, oak pole, maple and
birch benches and bolsters.
Best grades of paint used.
Attractively striped and finished. Ask for full particulars.

Handle the Woodstock Line
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVES:

BERT CONWAY, Box 33, Regina,Sask. DAVID SMITH, 312

17th Ave. West, Calgary, Alta.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Woodstock Wagon

&

Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Woodstock, Ont.
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The Ultimate Tractor Dealer

Canadian Manufacturing in

War Time

Now

or decay of
towns and cities largely depends
upon the manufacturing which
goes on in the individual centres.
There are in any comparatively
distinct types

—

the industrial center and
In the
the "warehouse" center.

of city

former we have busy factories
employing many hands, a large
population and a good market for
the products of both farm and

Money

factory.

and spent

city,

AND

SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES, ENGINES AND MACHINERY
Established in 1904 and Published Monthly by

and

benefit

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited
WINNIPEG, CANADA

STOVEL BUILDING

the "warehouse"

SUBSCRIPTIONS

manufacturng has

insufficiently developed

been

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

locally

city

country

With

type of

made

and the

locally

surrounding
thereby.

is

;

the

proportion of the business houses are merely branches
where a wholesale trade is carried
on and where goods received from

Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

$1.00 per year in

large

the

manufacturing cities,

serve their respective territories.
In this type of city it is obvious
[that less help is needed and the
correspondingly
is
population

The money which

smaller.

month

to

manufacturing

their

ral prosperity.

In Canada manufacturers have
contributed largely to the furnishing of men for military service.

Without

factories

and busi-

nesses we would not have had
the population to supply military
needs.

.

Manufacturers have also

been called upon to assume considerable burdens of taxation,
have contributed well to all patriotic funds and have subscribed
liberally to the various

war

loans.

Further, in the vast majority of
instances, it is pleasing to note
the way in which the various industries have done their best to

employ returned
enter civil

While

soldiers

who

re-

life.

Canada

is

an

infant

nation so far as manufacturing
goes, it must be conceded that the

Dominion has developed

for

war

purposes a resource of manufacturing ability of which the world
conceived we were not capable as
a nation. Before the war very few
men would have believed that
Canada could produce munitions,
aircaft and shipping as" she has
done, also countless other lines
which we had of necessity to

dev

el

sense.

bp

in

a

manufacturing

KNOWN ON APPLICATION

this office not later than the 25th of the
preceding issue in which insertion is desired.

CORRESPONDENCE

is

a possibility

cause of the cessation of quantity
production /in that line, we meet
many prophets who are loud in
their opinion that the tractor selling and distributing business,
lock, stock and barrel, will be
grabbed by the automobile inter-

They state, cheerily, that
the implement dealer as a factor
in the sale of tractors will be
eliminated that automobile dis
tributors will all handle tractors,;
and that the automobile dealer
and garage man will be the logical tractor supply center oi any
community within a very short
time.
Quite apart from the fact

ests.

—

many farm maalready
handle both
chinery
dealers
automobiles,
and
implements

that

especially

As an
matters pertinent to the implement and vehicle trade.
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for publication, every correspondent
must sign his name. We reserve the right to edit all matter
submitted but do not undertake to endorse opinions
on

Solicited

all

expressed by correspondents.

Western

jn

Can-

ada, there are a few facts that
will show the flaws in this idea
of the transference of tractor

merchandising to the automobi^fe
dealer.

Member Western Canada

Press Association
Entered in the Winnipeg Post Office as second class matter.

is

headquarters. The demand for
farm products is less owing to the
In many
smaller population.
the backis
manufacturing
ways
bone of prosperity in a country
land coupled with agriculture is
'the financial foundation for natu-

Ten Cents

Change of Advertising Copy should reach

paid for goods is in large measure
passed on by the wholesale organizations

Single Copies,

ADVERTISING
RATES MADE

are

broken up into retail lots and
shipped to the smaller towms to

that there

"cream" being taken away
from the automobile industry, be-

of the

The development

new country two

September, 1918

claimed a general weakening
and tearing down of a large por-

is not already an implement
and tractor dealer does not know
farm machinery operations. He
knows nothing about belt driven
farm machinery and less about

tion of the industrial fabric of the

the

Dominion.

same.

WINNIPEG, CANADA, SEPTEMBER,

As regards

the manufacture of
implements, some
figures on the industry in Canada
may be of interest. There are at
the present time approximately
160 firms in Canada making one
or more lines of agricultural implements, not including many
agricultural implement manufacagricultural

who make

turers

other lines as

This does not include companies subsidiary to or dependent
on the agricultural implement inwell.

dustry.
tural

The number

of agricul-

implement plants proper

is

employed, $60,and salaries
wages
total
000,000,
$7,000,000, estimated number of
people directly and indirectly
dependent upon the implement
60, total capital

business 40,000 to 50,000.

Without

in

any way entering

The average automobile man

who

1918

is

Figuring the total duty paid
on agricultural implements in
1916, and taking the total value
of the property of the farmers
throughout Canada, it means
about 3j^c. for every $100, or in
other words a farm valued at
$10,000 would pay on the average
annually $3.50.

While our

tractor manufacture
has not attained very large pro-

portions in the Dominion as yet,
the removal of the duty on certain
classes of tractors is held by the
manufacturers to be a step which
greatly injures that branch of the
industry, at least for the present.
In the various economic views
held upon manufacturing in Can-

amount

He

of
is

application

power required for
unfamiliar with the

of

tools

tillage

—

to

and soils and he does not
know what the farmer demands
and expects from a tractor, or
fields

what

he considers tractor "ser-

vice."

The implement-tractor dealer
has been in the tractor business
through all its development. He
knows how

to repair

and adjust

the tractor, and understands what
the farmer requires of it. He can
suggest the size and type best
suited for his customers' requirements, and has an intimate know-

ledge of what a tractor will have
to do in the surrounding terriHe handles tractor impletory.

the raw
materials entering into the manufacture of such implements, a few

The National Implement and

ments and can intelligently adand suggest to the farmer
what tractor or combination of
machines will be most profitable
His years of experience
for hiim.
with implements, farm work,
tractors, and possibly automobiles, puts the implement dealer
in a position to most intelligently
and successfully sell 'tractors, as

Vehicle Association in the United

well as render the right kind of

of the larger concerns might still
live on account of their large

facturers of

the political side of the question,
which we have no interest in the
;

statement of the Canadian manufacturers as regards the removal
of duty on agricultural implements is of interest. They claim
that with the removal of duty on

implements

and

to be regretted

from the stand-

point of national unity.

Bob

Sleds Next for the Axe

from

export business yet as
they purchase millions of dollars
foreign

ada, the divergence of opinion between agriculture and industry is

;

worth of supplies of all sorts from
other manufacturers in Canada,
all such secondary concerns
would be adversely afifected immediately, and there would be it

States called a meeting of

bob

manu-

Chicago
on Sept. 4. The sled makers considered standardization and eliminatons in their lines in conformity wi'th the government's request
fof cutting out unnecessary variety in sizes and styles of equipment.
sleds, at

vise

tractor serv|ice.
Assuming that

the

'

i

j

i

"jobless"

automobile agent makes competition for selling rights and sales
territory in the tractor business,
is, and will be, a farm
The implement dealer
machine.
is the one logical man to handle
There may be cases
it locally.

the 'tractor

^

:

;
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where the automobile man has
taken on a tractor and made good,
but on the other hand how long
did he remain an automobile man?
He cannot sell tractors only; he

has to handle tractor implements
In a very short time
as well.
such men either cease to be automobile dealers, or the automobile
business becomes a side issue and
they very rapidly become mainly

implement

and

dealers.

tractor

Instead of the automobile game
absorbing the tractor business,
second
takes
automobile
the
place, and the dealer gives hjs
greatest attention to the implement lines he must of necessity
handle as an essential with the
tractor he handles.

The War

Industries Board set
war essen-

forth that trucks are a
tial

and

ity as

all

makers

regards

fuel.

will get prior-

Any manufac-

whose plant has
been absorbed by the government
for war work, or will be, will get
turer of trucks,

a class B-4 rating for steel requirements.
The board also state that the
demand for iron and steel are
such that no guarantee can be
given the motor truck or any
other industry that its steel requrements will be met. Menlbers
of the motor truck industry will,
however, be accorded preferential
treatment in procuring supplies

and

of fuel, iron

steel.

New Manager for E-B Company
at Regina

U.S. Automobile Industry to

Get on War Work Basis at Once

The makers

of passenger auto-

mobiles in the United States recently voluntarily agreed to curtail
the production of passenger cars
by 50 per cent. In consideration
of this offer the U.S. War Industries

Board

states in a

announced that E. J.
the well-known manager of the Emerson-Brantingham Implement Company, at Regina, has resigned, and will return
It

is

Benedict,

communi

cation to the manufacturers
"While this is clearly a step

ir.

the right direction and furnishes
a basis for each and all of the
manufacturers, without further
delay, to

make appropriate reduc-

tions in selling, general

and over-

head expenses, still it is only a
step, and further curtailment is
Fairness to your ininevitable.

ed the management of the company's business with marked success.
In 1917 the Regina branch
won the branch house trophy, a
cup presented to the branch
house doing the largest business
by the parent company at Rockford, 111.
In severing his long
connection with the farm machinery business in Western Canada,
we wish Mr. Benedict the best
of luck in whatever business venHis many
ture he may engage.
friends throughout the West will
join with us in this sentiment.
In welcoming Mr. Grebe to

Western Canadian

it is

sure that he is eminently fitted by experience and executive
ability to fill the important post
manager of the Emersonof
Brantingham interests at Regina.
Mr. Grebe started with Reeves &
Company some twelve years ago,
in the capacity of bookkeeper in
their

in

September

trucks delivered.

will

have 4,448

Columbus,

E. J.

Who

BENEDICT

to the

United States,

where he

expects to enter business for him-

He

be succeeded as
manager of the E-B. interests by
H. E. Grebe.
Mr. Benedict, who is one of the
self.

best

will

known implement men

W

in the

Canadian
est, started his career
farm machinery business
with the Nichols & Shepard Co.
in the

Creek, Mich.
Some
seven years ago he went with
Reeves & Company, and acted as
of

Battle

manager

them at Winnipeg,
subsequently becoming manager
for
the
Emerson-Brantingham

Company

for

when the Canadian
headquarters of the organization
were in Winnipeg. When the
business was removed to Regina,
Mr. Benedict was transferred to
that city, at which he has direct-

&

Rockenback

Tregloom are

dealers at

Wren-

tham.

W. W. Ferguson
tinuing

his

discon-

is

harness

store

at

Tofield.

R. A. Brotherston has discontinued his automobile business at

Stanmore.

The Central Garage, Calgary,
recently suffered considerable loss
through

fire.

W.

F.

Singleton

prietor of a

the

pro-

new automobile

busi-

is

ness at Melita.
L. Choquette has opened an
automobile accessory and repair
business at Leask.

The
Works

Van

Albert
a

is

new

& Wagon

carriage building

concern at Regina.

The Gardiner-Buchanan Motor
Co. at Saskatoon has discontinued
business in that city.

Bennett
at

&

Myers, auto dealers
sold out to the
Garage Co.

Woodrow, have

Woodrow

H. Skapple, a harness dealer
Loverna, has discontinued
business at that point.
L.

to the

management of the Regina
branch of the Emerson-Brantingham Implement Co. His past
record assures his success in the
responsible position which he now

Vancouver, have sold out to
Standard Motors L'td.
David Wood, Ltd., is the title
of a new implement business re-

Prices for 1918
of Grain Superisors

This is
at $2.24yi.
cents over last year's price
and covers the higher freight
rates.
Prices shown below are
effective until August 31, 1919:
The price of wheat from August
26, 1918, to August 31, 1919, shall
he:

has resigned management of Regina
branch of E. B. Company

is the name of a
dealer at Vulcan.

M. Scoobie

new automobile

The Sullivan-Taylor Motor

No. 1 hard, $2.24>^ No. 1
Northern, $2.24>^ No. 2 Northern, $2.21^;
No. 3 Northern,
$2,171^ No. 1 Alberta Red Winter, $2.24>4
No. 2 Alberta Red
Winter, $2.21 1^; No. 3 Alberta
Red Winter, $2.17>^.
Prices are
;

;

;

;

basis in store terminal elevators
at lake heads.

is

In Ontario, price of No. 2 grade
$2.26 in store, Montreal. Pre-

mium on No.

and dis4 cents per
bushel. Prices set for wheat grown
in British Columbia are: No. 1,
$2.20; No. 2, $2.17; No. 3, $2.13.
Low grades Prices on No. 4
wheat, $2,113^; No. 5, $1.99j^
No. 6, $1.90>4. Basis in store at
count

on

1 is

No.

3 cents,

3 is

—

terminal elevators.
No grade, tough. No. 1 Nor.,
$2.18^. No grade tough. No. 2,
$2.15>^. No grade, tough. No. 3,
$2.09^.

Co.,

cently started at Teulon.

Gray Brothers, hardware and
implement dealers at Viceroy,
have dissolved partnership.

3j/2

The board

and

at

has fixed the price for the 1918

to U.S.

;

in 1908

wheat crop

for."

has purchased 27,005 auto cycles,
25,874 side cars and 8,809 ambulances.
At that date there were
already overseas 4,308 one ton
motor trucks; 5,703 1^ ton
trucks 7,987 3 to 5 ton trucks and
3,420 passenger cars.
During
July the department had 4,797
trucks delivered, in August 4,355

office,

Back

The Board

nonhwar industries
war requirements shall

For the quartermaster corps of
the U.S. army the war department
in that country up to July first

J.

new harness

at

present-

will make no promise
automobile manufacturers
regarding the supply of steel, rubber or other materials for any
definite period in advance.
They
strongly urge all makers of passenger cars in that country to get
on 100 per cent war work as soon
as possible, and not later than
Jan. 1, 1919, for in no other way
can the continuance of the industry be assured.

home

he was transferred to fill an important position
at the branch at Des Moines,
Iowa. In 1916 he was appointed
manager, of the Emerson-Brantingham branch at Sioux FallS;
South Dakota, which position he
occupied until his recent transfer
Ind-

Wheat

available for

have been provided

we

occupies.

ed to us indicates very clearly that
there will be little, if any, of the
principal materials required in the
construction of passenger cars
after the

territory,

Personal

feel

dustry impels us to state frankly
that the situation as

17

J.

C.

Armitage has bought out

the harness business at Colonsay

formerly owned by
J.

Hans Hanson.
McNamara, harness dealer at

Gravelbourg, has sold out to a
harness man named Peter Bolans.

The Western Import Co., are a
new concern carrying on business
as manufacturers' agents in Winnipeg.

The Stuart Machinery Co.,
Winnipeg, has been sold to the
A. R. Williams Machinery Co., in
this city.

Plaxin
dealers

farm equipment
Buchanan, recently
through fire on their
Bros.,

at

suffered
premises.

A. E. Peltier has commenced
business as an implment dealer at

Debden, where he hopes
good trade.

to

do a

The garage of J. W. Russell,
Retlaw, was recently burned
out.
Loss was partially covered
at

by insurance.

Murray

&

Chambers, harness

dealers at Cabri, have dissolved
partnership in their business at
that point in SaskatcheAvan.
L.
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Chambers continues the

R.

busi-

ness.

G. G. Bullis, Regina, vice-president and manager of the Saskatchewan Motor Co. in that city

died recently.

Long & Hanson, automobile
dealers at Ncav Dayton, have sold

out their business at that town to
C. H. Greene.

Gordon

who

has carried on an auto business at Stavely
for some time, recently sold out to

Edwards

]\IcRae,

&

Lunville.

manager of
Winnipeg branch of the
Cockshutt Plow Co., took a well
Grierson, sales

J.

the

merited holiday during August.

Legget

ment

&

Rose, auto and imple-

dealers at Markinch, have

sold out their interests

that
point to the Markinch Motor Co.
at

The Western Tractor Co. is a
new tractor concern recently incorporated at Moose Jaw. The
company is capitalized at $20,000.
McDonald & Ingram, is the
name of a new firm who are
carrying on operations as impledealers and contractors at

ment

Neelin.

A

new concern recently incorporated at Regina, is known as
the Cleveland Tractor Service Co.
The capital of the organization
is given as $20,000.
D.

S.

Anderson an automobile

dealer at Morse, has taken a partner into the business, which will
now operate under the title of

Anderson

&

sher

Nichol.

Engine & ThreWinnipeg, have been

The Robt.
Co.,

Bell

granted a permit for the erection
of a warehouse which will be built

around $10,000.
John Harrison has joined the
forces of the Parrett Tractor Co.,
of Chicago, and will have charge
of the advertising and publicity

at a cost of

work
J.

of that corporation.

Gibney, manager of the Min-

neapolis Steel

&

Machinery

Co.,

Winnipeg, recently paid a visit to
the head office and factories of his
organization at Minneapolis.

A. E. Donovan, manager of the
Cushman Motor Works of Canada, Winnipeg, recently spent a
few days in Fargo, N.D.
Mr.
Donovan reports business good.
regret to note the death at
Kennedy, of J. W. Steele, head

We

of the firm of J. W. Steele
The late Mr. Steele was

&

Co.
wellknown in that territory and highly respected.

H. E. Hamilton, the popular
implement dealer at Unity was a
recent business visitor to Winnipeg where he called on the wholesale trade and arranged for the
delivery of

goods.

fall

International Harvester Co., has
that "holiday feeling," but states
that business is so good that he
canot get away from his desk for
a day on end.

R. A. Morris, implement dealer
Davidson, has taken a brother
as partner in the business
now
carrying on as Morris Bros. The
lirm are now running a garage
and automobile business as well
as the /implement warehouse.
at

—

Frank Nilan, manager of the
Northern Implement Co., Winni-

Plowman

Joseph

manager

Neilly,

the

popular

Huber ManufacBrandon, was a re-

of the

turing Co., at
cent business visitor to Winnipeg.
Mr. Neilly reports business as quiet owing to harvesting.

A

new

tractor selling organiza-

recently

tion

incorporated in
Victoria is known as the Pacific
Tractor Co.
They will handle
tractors of a size adapted to the
needs of British Columbia territory.

&

Foresman, who
formerly carried on an implement
business at Maple Creek, have

McElhinney

dissolved
point.

future

partnership

at

that

Ralph McElhinney will in
carry on the business

alone.

H. F. Anderson, manager of the

Tudhope
for

Anderson

-

Winnipeg,

Company,

September
Minneapolis, where he will
left early in

the state fair.
He will then
proceed to Rockford, 111., where
he will spend some time at the
headquarters of the Emersonvisit

Oil

Tank

Winnipeg organization, are manufactured.

E. A. Kemp, sales manager of
the Winujipeg headquarters of
the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
is
enthusiastic over the
Co.,

Wallis tractor,
buted by his

Kemp

reports

good demand
Clarence

WRITE TO-DAY FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND PRICES

and Roofing

Co., Limited

Makers of Max Stock Troughs, Tank Heaters, Oil Barrels,

F.I. 218

distri-

for this line.

H.

Chapman

who

joined up with the 27th Batt. and
the 184th
left Winnipeg with
Batt. was recently awarded the

Military Medal for conspicuous
bravery in action. He was formerly an employee of the Cockshutt Plow Company,
branch.

Winnipeg

A. Y. Bartholomew, one of the
sons of J. B. Bartholomew, president of the Avery Co., has been
appointed assistant sales manager
at the Avery plant at Peoria, 111.
Mr. Bartholomew was formerly
sales manager of the Bartholomew Co., Peoria, 111., manufacturers of the Glide automobiles.

The

last

week

in

August E.

B.

Sawyer, president of the Cushman

Motor Works, of Lincoln, Neb.,
paid a visit to the Winnipeg headquarters of his company. Mr.
Sawyer reports a good demand
engines
in
all
for Cushman
sizes.
The Cushman factory is
exceptionally busy at present.

Hildebrand was
until recently connected with the
Twentieth Century Farmer,
Detroit.

P.O. Box 3006

being

company.
Mr.
an exceptionally

and known to perhaps a larger number of persons than any
other one man in the tractor industry, has been appointed to the
staff of the Campbell-Ewald Co.,

Hole

Ceilinig:

now

tion

Faucet

Winnipeg

Iowa, where
tractors, handled by the

Waterloo,

at

A. E. Hildebrand, manager of
the national tractor demonstra-

Seams Welded

Filler

J. A. Tanner, manager of the
Winnipeg branch house of the

Co.,

etc.

Winnipeg, Man.

Mr.

Omaha.

A

number of Canadian
were present at the National Tractor Demonstration at
large

visitors

Salina,

Kansas.

Among

these

—^John

Muir,

were the following:

of the Goold, Shapley

&

Muir

Co.,

Brantford, Ont. D. H. Palmer,
general manager of the SawyerMassey Co., Hamilton, Ont. also
T. H. Drummond and G. P. McEwing, of the Sawyer-Massey
organization.
;

Turner Simplicity tractor,
manufactured by the Turner Mfg.
Co., of Port Washington, Wis.
the

Piece Construction

Capped

organization.

peg, recently paid a visit to the
factories of the Interstate Tractor

BUILT TO LAST AND GIVE
SATISFACTORY SERVICE

All

Br9.ntingham Company, which
concern is represented in Manitoba by the Tudhope-Anderson

The Turner Tractor Sales Co.
was recently incorporated at Winnipeg. This company will handle

MX)^ Wagon
One

September, 1918

;

We are sorry to note that David
Drehmer, manager of the John
Deere Plow Co., Winnipeg, is
still sufifering from the effects of
the accident he sustained at Brandon Exhibition, when his arm
was badly broken.
He has had
a good deal of pain, and the forced
inaction is a hard job for Mr.
Drehmer to put up with. We trust
that soon he may be able to return to his desk.

We

regret to note that ]. W.
x\ckland, president and general

D. Ackland & Son,
not been in the
best of health recently. Mr. Ackland intends to go south to the
States for a time to see if the
change will result in an improve-

manager

of

Winnipeg, has

ment

in health.

We

trust that

soon he will regain his usual fit
and energetic condition and that
the rest will do him much good.

We believe that A. J.

Mumford,
manager of the Happy
Farmer Company, Winnipeg, gets
a good deal of that successful
sales

"follow up" idea he uses in selling
from his expertness in the
"follow through" in driving golf
balls on the Norwood golf course.
Some men are golfers by necessity.
Bro. Mumford lives where
he looks out on the course. Hence
the inoculation.

tractors

W. A. Warren, assistant manager of the Minneapolis branch
of the J. I. Case Plow Works, recently paid a visit to Edmonton,
Calgary, Saskatoon and Winnipeg.
In an extended tour of the
West, Mr. Warren reports the
wonderful benefit to the crops following the rains in August. He
expects a heavy demand this fall
for Wallis tractors and J. I. Case
plows from Western Canadian
territory.

During the absence of F. N.
McDonald, western sales manager
of the Canadian Briscoe Motor
Co., with headquarters at Winnipeg, who is at present on his
honeymoon, M, E. Madson, traveller for the company in Saskatchewan, Alberta and British
Columbia, took charge of the selMr.
end of the business.

ling

Madson reports the demand for
Briscoe touring cars and roadsters as excellent.

Jacob J. Dauch, founder and
head of the Dauch Mfg. Co.,
Sandusky, O., was killed in an automobile accident near Huron, O.,
August 15. Mr. Dauch was the

Canadian Farm Implements
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JOHN DEERE
SPREADER
MOLI

THE TRADE MARK OF QUALITY
MADE FAMOUS BY COOD IMPLEMENTS

150 castings less than
are found on any other
Spreader

..

LIGHT DRAFT
The simplest

THE "HIP HIGH" SPREADER (EASY TO LOAD) WITH THE BEATER ON THE AXLE

in

construction

Mr. Dealer:

Do you

realize that the

John Deere Spreader is in a class by itself: that the basic principle, mechanical
any spreader on the market to-day; neither is there a straight-away
do so efficient work or on which the spread is more even and the draft more

finish is not equalled by

construction, and
spreader on the market that will
uniform, which are the essential features desired in a Manure Spreader; that the even distribution of plant food
and humus is what produces an even and increased yield per acre; that this increased yield is what is needed
to aid our Allied Nations in this year of

spreader

need?

Every customer you have should be posted on these facts and you are the
in your District and reap the profit.

—

man

CULTI- PACKER
what

name

its

do

Be the

it.

LESS LABOR

DUNHAM
Is

to

MORE WHEAT

Important

THE GENUINE

man

Seven Machines

We

in-

in

One

have a stock

Cultivator-

at our

several

Packer. Something
new! A bread winner

Branch

Houses.

dicates,

for

the

a

Farmer

Write for Booklet "Soil
Sense," which tells all

and

also for the Dealer who

secures

them

as part

Get
sample machine.
of

his

line.

a

about

THE DUNHAM

it.

CULTI-PACKER

Get a Sample Machine

JOHN DEERE PLOW

CO.,

LIMITED

Branch Houses

WINNIPEG

REGINA

Man.

Sask.

SASKATOON
Sask.

CALGARY

EDMONTON

Alta.

Alta.

LETHBRIDGE
Alta.

'
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leading
dusky.

manufacturer

of

San-

He was

president of the
Hinde & Dauch Paper Co., a
operating
concern,
$5,000,000
seven factories in the United
States and Canada, and also president of the Dauch Mfg. Co., which

manufactures "Sandusky" tract-

N. R. Feltes was, on June 25,
treasurer of the Studebaker Corporation, with headquarters at South Bend, succeeding C. C. Hanch, the former
treasurer, who resigned to accept
the production of passenger cars
Motive Products Section of the
electtd

War

ors.

made by PreH. White, of The

Announcement
sident Rollin

is

Cleveland Tractor Co., Cleveland,
Ohio, of the appointment of R. T.
Hodgkins as general sales man-

Mr.

ager.

Hodgkins,

prior

to

making this new connection, was
for a number of years head of the

Industries Board in WashFor the last four years
Mr. Feltes was vice-president and
general manager of Ames-HoldenMcCready, Limited, Montreal,
the largest shoe manufacturers in
Canada. He has a wide acquaintance in the automobile industry.
ington.

F. N.

sales organization of the hoisting

machinery department of the Yale
& Towne Manufacturing Company, New York City, and for the
past four years general sales manager of the Studebaker Corporation.

Topmost
Utmost

in

Quality

in Durability

FARM ENGINES, TRACTORS
AUTOMOBILES, TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS HAND LANTERNS
ETC. CAREFULLY INSPECTED

McDonald Weds

On Tuesday, August 20th, F.
N. McDonald, western sales manager of the Canadian Briscoe
Motor Co., and of Carriage Factories Ltd., was united in marriage with Miss
Effie Maude
Umphrey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Umphrey, Harbison
The wedding,
Ave., Winnipeg.
which was quiet, took place at
Church manse.
After
*Grace
luncheon the happy couple left
for the lake-head ports, where
they proceeded by boat via the
Great Lakes to Toronto, Mont-

ORDER FROM

hear that at last as an experienced buggy man, he has forsaken
"the single rig" idea and has enHe was
tered double harness.
formerly in charge of McLaughlin business in Saskatchewan ter-

A

government report was

re-

dealing with the
population and agriculture of the
prairie provinces for the year
issued

cently

1916, the latest year for which
The total
figures are available.

population for the three provinces

was 1,698,000, of which 1,092,160
were in rural districts. In 1916
the number of farms in the prairie
provinces was 218,563, divided as
follows: Manitoba 46,580; in Saskatchewan, 104,006; in Alberta
The total farm acreage
67,977.
in the three provinces

was

73,300,-

Winnipeg.

135,

an

increase

was

2,744,936.

over

1,788,358,

Of the

and

latter

TRUCKS

FAR

$218,547,013, implements $165,824,925 and live stock $407,313,-

implement investment made since

cattle

points.

.

Agriculture in the Prairie Provinces

total of horses

eastern

of

may

It

868.

residence at 301 Belvidere Block,

other

were rated milch cows.
be noted that the total
vakie of all farm property in the
three prairie provinces in 1916
was computed to be $2,174,092,872, as compared with $1,788,692,159, an increase of 21.5 per cent.
Of the total in 1916, land accounts
for $1,382,407,066, buildings are
797,916

and is well known to the
trade throughout the West. Good
luck to Mr. and Mrs. McDonald.
ritory,

September Mr.
and Mrs. McDonald will take up

and

real

YOUR DEALER

We wish Mr. and Mrs. McDonald a long and happy married
life.
"Macs" many friends in Saskatchewan territory -Ovill rejoice to

1911 of
14,677,018 acres. The area of improved land was 343,302,046 or
47 per cent of the total acreage.
As regards farm live stock, the

About the end

AND TESTED.

September, 1918

The
now

valuation of implements
be considerably greater
than in 1916 owing to the large
will

the close of that year.

Proposal to Form Tractor Manufacturing Co. in Winnipeg
R. L. Mclnnis, of
Mich., was a recent
visitor

Winnipeg,

to

was endeavoring
tal

Detroit,

business
where he

to in'terest capi-

with the object of establishing

Winnipeg for the production of a 12-24 h.p. gasolinekerosene tractor.
Mr. Mclnnis
a plant in

states

that

Winnipeg

is

ideally

situated for the manufacture of
such a machine, 'the tractor to be
of a standard type so that all rer

placements could be readily procurable, while a selling price of
approximately $1,200 would ensure a thoroughly serviceable
tractor for farm use.
The proposition has been placed

Winnipeg gentleclaimed, are favorably impressed by the idea.
It
is stated that although a company
were formed right away suitable
before several

men who,

it is

and
assembly shops
could be rented until a factory
was built. Mr. Mclnnis, who has
a large farm in Saskatchewan, has
had considerable experience in the
internal combustion engine business in Michigan, and believes
machine

meet West
Canadian requirements.

that his tractor will

New

Distributors for Gray-Dort

Cars

The Western Canada Motor
Car

Co.,

Winnipeg, have taken

the distribution of GrayDort cars in Manitoba. This line
has been relinquished by the

over

Our number,

asis m,

with metal wheels

THE HANDY HARVEST WAGON

Joseph

Maw

Company, who

now

and trucks.

LONG WOOD HAWNS, REAR GEAR WITH WOOD
HAWNS, DROP TONGUE WITH HAWNS, EXTRA HEAVY BOLSTERS. A GOOD SERVICEABLE WELL-MADE TRUCK. WRITE FOR PRICE OR SEND YOUR ORDER TO

LOW METAL WHEELS,

28

and 34

inch,

Th<

Best
PI ace

Calgary

S8-68 Higgims Ave.

Edmonton

Winnipeg

are

concentrating all their efforts
on the distribution of Reo cars

^ELVES
WINNIPEG, MAN.
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Ackland Organization Discontinue Manufacturing
Operations
D. Ackland & Sons
Winnipeg, announce the re-

Messrs.
Ltd.,

tirement of their organization
from the manufacturing ranks of
Western Canada and the transfer
of their
to

GREAT POWER -LIGHT WEIGHT- DURABILITY

manufacturing interests

Maximum

Westwoods Limited.

Service at

Minimum Expense

Years ago when this well
known concern commenced operations in a small way on Higgins
Winnipeg, the founder
Ave.,

showed a faith in the coming
growth of the West which time

The
has more than justified.
success of the Ackland line of
wagon and carriage woods is the
fruit of a service which spared no
pains in providing for the demand
making Ackland service an enviable standard of comparison.
The wholesale branch of the
business kept pace W|ith the factory growth, until, with the addition of

implement

repairs,

plow-

shares and other special lines to
the original supply lines, it grew
to proportions which necessitated
some readjustment of the activities of the firm.
Feeling that the wholesale end
of their business demanded their
entire attention the Ackland organization decided 'to retire from

Official

manufacturing.
Capital seeking investment be-

Kansas.

came

interested,

and some two

years ago Mr. C. W. Furrow entered
the Ackland factory in
order to get fully acquainted with
western requirements before the
transference of manufacturing interests to the new firm.
A large
factory site was secured in Elmwood, an eastern suburb of the
city
buildings were completed,
and the most up-to-date wood-

Reports Show

Wallis Has Set a High
Economy an d Efficiency

Standard

of

That the Wallis Tractor is by far the most practi cal and economical farm power is again
proven by
the signed report of the officials in charge of t he National Tractor
Demonstration at Salina,
Wallis advanced design and construct ion, selected materials, light weight
and enclosed
transmission, makes the Wallis a masterpiece of
tractor genius.
Consider these facts from the
offical report of Wallis performance at Salina:

Duration of test

—

2 hours 2 mins.
for stops

—

Total fuel consumption 4.25 gallons.
Fuel per acre 1.57 galls.
Total amount of water used 1.75 galls.
Water per acre plowed 2-3 gallon.
Rate of travel 3.6 miles per hour.
Soil
Dry, gumbo, stubble ground.

—NONE.
Net working hours — 2 hours 2 mins.
Plow—
Case Tractor Plow.
Size — Three bottom, 14-inch.
Depth of plowing— 6-inches.
Acres plowed—
or 1.34 per hour.

Time out

—

J. I.

—

—

—

—

2.72,

ARRANGE NOW TO

;

SELL THE WALLIS- -Write

to-day:

working machinery installed, and
in removing the machinery and
equipment from the old Ackland
factory on Higgins Ave. D. Ackland & Son discontinue operations

Wallis on the broad grounds that it is lowest in first cost. It will plow more acres at less
cost than any other tractor, including first cost, operating expenses, repairs and
all charges. The
Wallis will justify your strongest claims.

as manufacturers.

The old factory buildings will be remodelled
and used as warehouses.
In continuing as a wholesale

Fairbanks-Morse 24x46
"Tractor Special" Separator

implement supply house, D. Ackland & Son will supply the trade

This

with

It

hardware, tools,
repairs,
plowshares,
auto supplies, fanning mills, and
other special lines which may be
added from time to time. They
will also continue the sale of hardwoods and wagon and carrage
carriage

implement

woods as in the past.
The change thus made will enable the Ackland organization to
give their undivided at'tention to
the supply of their trade, and will
permit them to carry even more
complete stocks than formerly.

Goods well advertised are more
than half sold.

Sell the

the

is

separator

that

will

Stands Every Test
of Service

give

satisfaction to your tractor customers.

has every feature that makes for good
Construc-

work, service and durability.
tion

unequalled.

is

cylinder.

grate surface.

Perfect balance.

sheet steel body.

stand every strain.
sieves

Feeder,

Heavy double bar

Self-aligning bearings.

Large
Strong

Braced and built to
Full equipment of

and special weed screen.
SelfWind Stacker and Automatic

Register.

We

The

Ask

for particulars.

Supply the famous

J. I.

CASE TRACTOR PLOWS—None

better.

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO. LIMITED

SASKATOON

WINNIPEG

CALGARY

:;
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Fordson Tractors, as Analyzed by Prof. Yerkes
Many

manufacturers and distributors of tractors throughout
Canada may have secured copies
of the report made by Prof. A. P.
Yerkes, assistant agriculturist of
the United States Department of
Agriculture, on the operation of
the Fordson tractor, manufactured by Henry Ford & Son, at
There may,
Dearborn, Mich.
however, be dealers who have

Late

winter the U.S.
Department of Agriculture instructed Prof. A. P. Yerkes to go
to Dearborn, Mich., examine the

Fordson tractor and report

investigator spent

Fordson tractors and saw
them pass through the various
ated

At

stages of construction.

that

time machines were being made
for spring delivery, a proportion
of which came to western Canada.
The professor made copious notes
and comments, returned to Washington and presented his report

particulars of this

report are as follows

his

several days at the factory, oper-

sequently the findings of this professor of agriculture may be of

The

The

findings.

been, and will be, affected by the
competition of these tractors, con-

interest.

last

to the officials.

:

It is alleged that

owing

September, 1918

to the unfavorable nature

was suppressed,
so far as public knowledge was
concerned. Yet in some manner

of the report

copies got into the hands of the
tractor industry and recently an

enterprising implement trade
journal in the States published

the
whole story and mailed
20,000 copies of the report in a
single week.

Since the Ford interests have
always been long on publicity
they should appreciate this interest taken by the press in the
Fordson tractor.
Prof. Yerkes
made no diplomatic language a
feature in his report.
He talked
straight from the shoulder on

what he considered

to be the
value of the machine.
note that the only word of

We

DEALER

Mr.

Cater Can Sell You
Wood

or Iron

Pumps cheaper

than any one in the West.

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER

f
Brandon Pump

&

Windmill

BRANDON

Worics

MAN.

commendation

Prof. Yerkes

:

The report is a very
lengthy one, but the following
extracts should give those inter.

.

ested a fairly good idea of the
findings of Prof. A. P. Yerkes as
regards the Fordson tractor.
"It does not develop sufficient power
even to handle two plows satisfactorily
in comparative easy plowing.
The
.

men

THE AMERICAN WILD OAT AND
BARLEY SEPARATOR AND CLEANER

had

the tractor was when he
writes "The best thing about the
tractor is the air cleaner, which is
simple and seems very effective."
for

.

in

the

shops

claimed

.

that

the

motor developed about 21% h.p. on the
dynamometer in the testing room.
If
this is the case, and I have no doubt but
that it is true, there is either a tremendous loss in the transmission and
worm, or it is impossible to develop the
maximum power under field conditions
with an intermittent load, and air at a
comparatively low temperature.
"In the case of one machine, which I
personally operated for a short time,
the motor had been well limbered up
and turned over very easily; yet the
water in the radiator boiled almost constantly and the whole machine was
excessively hot.
"I feel sure that farmers would have
great difficulty in obtaining hired men
who would be willing to operate these
machines in hot weather. The casting
was so hot on the machine that I operated that it burned
foot through
the sole of my shoe.
"Wliile claims were made that this
outfit burns kerosene as well as other
outfits burn gasoline (which, on the face

my

of it is an absurd and exaggerated statement) an examination wliich I made of
one engine showed the spark plugs badly fouled with carbon and by inserting a
wire and scraping the piston head, I

obtained several large pieces of carbon

which had formed in only a few hours
run in the field.
"Aside from the points mentioned, the
tractor is very inaccessible, although it
is better in this respect than the previous
model; however, I do not think that the
ordinary farmer could tighten any connecting rod bearing on this outfit in less
than half a day's work."
In conclusion, Prof. Yerkes says

Very

light draft.

throughout.

Large- hopper.

Write for agency

Strong construction, bolted and braced
and literature.

offer, prices

EXCLUSIVE SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA

Cushman Motor Works

of Canada, Limited

Builders of light weight, high grade Gasoline Engines for all

DEPT.

E.,

WHYTE

AVE.

AND VINE

ST.

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.

Fires in Threshing

Machinery

it

that he believes that Mr. Fbrd has
been misled as to the actual performance of the machine "by tests
carried out by men who were an-

In the three years, 1914-17, in
the Pacific North-Western States

over $1,500,000 was lost in grain
and machinery owing to dust explosives and fires in separators.

The grain
army of

so lost could feed an

2,400,000 men for a
Two conditions are ne-

month.

cessary to make these dust particles in the separator take fire, a
proper mixture of the fine dry
dust suspended in the air, and]
sufficient heat, which may bel
supplied by an electric spark or]
flame of some kind.

|

Of

dust explosions in grain
separators those due to smut dust
are the worst. Smut dust produces
a highly inflammable mixture.
Doubtless the chief source of ignition in separator grain dust explosions is static or frictional
electricity, produced by the rubbing of metallic parts, by the
slipping of belts on pulleys, or it
may result from the friction of
grain, straw and dust against the
metallic surfaces of the machine.
To reduce to a minimum the
chances for an explosion around
the separator, the following measures have been found effective
all

(1).

The

installation

of

an

effective fire extinguisher, design-

ed for separators.

The

(2).

in-

an exhaust fan to
remove smut and dust from the
stallation

separator.

of

(3).

The

installation

of an efficient

grounding system
to remove static electricity from
the machine.

New
J.

Tractor Attachment Entering Canadian Field
J.

Ryder, representative

of

Fond du Lac Tractor Co.,
Fond du lac. Wis., was a recent

the

visitor

to

Winnipeg,

was on the outlook

where he

for a distribu-

ting concern to handle the
du Lac tractor attachment.

This attachment,

Fond

formerly

known as 'the 20th Century
Farm Horse, is' made by a concern that has been in the farm
machinery business since 1857.
It carries a ten-year guarantee
and is stated to do better, faster
and more work than five horses
Adaptable to a Ford car, the Fond
du Lac at'tachment is easily put
on, only a wrench being neces
sary.

It will easily pull

two

14

inch plows, covering 5 to 7 acre
daily, and will handle all haulage
work on the farm. The gear and
pinion castings are of special

xious to have it fulfill all of his
expectations and who exaggerated all performances to make it
measure up to such confidence on

semi-steel
with chilled faces
wheels are heavy and durable and
equipped with ample provision
for lubrication.
By change pinions, a variety of speeds can be
obtained. The attachment has a

his part."-

combined

vertical

and horizontal

I

|

Cafiadiaii FariYi
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and

hi'tch,

is

equipped with an

cooling system
that
ensures cool running of the engine. It fits any Ford car.
Full
particulars can be obtained from
the company at Fond du Lac,
auxiliary

Wis.

j

\

;

i

f

\

^,

Executive of Saskatchewan Retailers' Association Held Meeting

A meeting of the Provincial
Executive of the Saskatchewan
Retail Merchants' Association was
W.
and Hugh

held at Regina recently,

M.

Wright, Regina,
RoriMoose Jaw, being present as

son,

members

of

the

Implement

Dealers' Advisory Committee.
The executive took up the matter

:

J.

of

retail

implement

Implements

the retail dealer.
In the past it
has been found that such repre-

and commissions, require careful

sentations to the provincial parliaments and the Federal Parliament, have met with a good deal
of success, because the leaders of
government have realized that
behind the deputations they met,
there was a large and influential

implement dealers appointed upon a committee to act in an

In the Nantes district, one of
the large industrial areas
in

advisory capacity to the executive
is an indication that these problems can be handled within the
association itself by the implement dealers, and that when they

France, some of the larger strucand steel works contemplate setting up machinery

membership comprising the
ous lines of

vari-

retail business.

"It is true that there are many
points affecting the individual
trades which require special at-

and in the case of the
implement dealers such question
tention,

as the matter of contracts with

the

jobbers

and manufacturers,

handling.

The

France Will Manufacture

T racto rs

fact that there are

tural iron

and equipment for turning out
and other farm implements in large quantities at
the close of the war. These necessities to French agriculture
have hitherto been imported from
the United States.
Latterly steel
plants in this district have been
tractors

have come to a decision as to
what they wish to secure in the
way of better arrangements and
further legislation, the case can
then be more effectively dealt
with by an executive working in
their own interests and having
the backing of the other retail

merchants

in the

getting

large

materials,

two provinces."

ing on

supplies

war

supplies.

dealers'

contracts with wholesalers, and the

;

t

!

i

commission paid. It was
shown by members of the implement section of the association
rates of

while the price of farm
machinery had very materially
increased during the past three or
four years, the rate of commission
allowed had not increased in proportion to the advance in price
and the increased cost of carrying on a retail implement business.
The average overhead in
that

;

r

i

i

I

I

*

!

1

f

this line is 17 per cent.

•

It was finally decided that the
secretary should obtain the retail
price lists issued by the various

I

\

\

\'

I

I

|:

i

[

I

f

I

\

;

i

companies since 1914 and check
them, by this means showing the
actual conditions as they have
existed from year to year, and
that when sufficient evidence of
unfairness has been obtained, a
meeting should be arranged between this executive together
with the advisory committee of

implement dealers, and the
representatives of the implement
companies, with a view to bringing about an adjustment satisthe

factory to

all

concerned.

The Dealers' Problems
Commenting on the value of the
Retail Merchants' Association to
implement dealers in Saskatche-

wan and
which

is

Alberta, "The Retailer"
the official organ of tbe

organized merchants in these provinces, says editorially:

"The implement dealers, as well
as the other retailers in Saskatchewan and Alberta, are interested in the same problems and have
need for the same protection. It
is therefore necessary for them
to
be joined in one movement. To
break up the work of the Association in various sections is not
a wise policy and only leads to a
misunderstanding of the aims of
the retail merchants, especially at

when it is found necessary for the legislatures of the
y provinces to be approached to
protect the threatened interests of
I
such times

Don't forget that when you sell a man a
he is investing a lot of money largely on
YOUR SAY-SO. If that tractor does not come up to
tractor

his expectations, you will not only lose his good will
TELL OTHERS will cost you

but what HE WILL
their good will also.

There are all sorts of types, shapes and sizes of
tractors being put on the market.
Most of them
prove to be all right, but some of them HAVE
proved to be right.

MAY

Turner Tractors have been ifl successful use on all
kinds of farms and all kinds of farm work for two
years. You can put your heart and soul into selling
them with the CERTAIN knowledge that they will
GOOD with your customers.

MAKE
We believe

there

—

is

NOTHING more

The Turner

a solid, sensible tractor; every part
PROVED out by farm service all equipment of
STANDARD, NATIONAL-KNOWN makes. And the
sizes, 12-20 and 14-25, are those that FIT the needs
of at least NINE FARMS OUT OF TEN that can
profitably use tractors.
is

—

The Turner reputation is known everywhere—18
years of making farm engines have put the name
Turner Simplicity on the map with the farmers.

TURNER MFG.

CO.,

Let's
discuss
it

important to

you than this you are just laying the foundation of
a tractor business that you expect to GROW.

215 Lake

St.,

further

The

demand

fast-spreading

for Turners is reaching into

To dealers

territory.

territory

we have an

WILL BE
who

in

new
such

offer that

snapped up by those

get the facts

first.

How

about it? WILL it pay
you to take chances? WON'T it

pay you

to

BE SURE?

Please write at once.

Port Washington, Wis.

Distributing Points Convenient to

of

raw

and have been work-

You

Manufacturers oi the famous Turner Simplicity Engines for 18 years

;
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The Home of Happy Farmer
T racto rs

Among the numerous young industries developed by the sudden
demand for farm power, the La
Crosse Tractor Co., of La Crosse,
Wis.,

perhaps,

oifers,

the

most

conspicuous example of rapid and
substantial

growth

in

the busi-

ness, states an official.

This company was organized
about January 1st, 1917, being a

Happy Farm-

consolidation of the
er

Tractor

of

Co.,

Minneapolis,

and the Sta-Rite Engine Co., of
La Crosse, Wis. The capitaliza-

was

tion

fixed at $1,500,000.

The

Co. had
manufor
the
arranged
previously
facture of the Happy Farmer tractor the small 8-16 h.p. gasoline-

Happy Farmer Tractor

—

now known

burning tractor,

as

Minneapolis and
some parts
with
Crosse,
La
in
manufactured at other places, as
is generally the case with tractor

Plant of La Crosse Tractor Co., La Crosse, Wis., covering about six acres. The key to the illustration is as follows: 1—Ma4—Machine Shop and Iron Foundry. 5—Motor
chine Shop. 2— Tractor Assembly and Paint Shop. 3— Pattern Shop.
Testing Shop. 6— Sheet Metal Shop. 7— Storage. 8— Storage. 9— Final Testing Shed. 10— Iron Foundry. 11—Steel Foun13
General OfSce Building. lA Iron Foundry.
12 Experimental.
dry.

concerns. With the organization
of the new company, however,
and the acquisition of the StaRite Engine Co., which latter concern had manufactured several

months beyond the time

the

Model "A"

hundred

in

the

of

of

fairly

machinery was
purchased and installed, and the Sta-Rite engine
plant, which contains about 62,000
square feet of floor space, was rearranged from time to time to
meet the needs of the additional
machinery installed and the plans
for economic and profitable procontinually

well

equipped to start production, and
when it took possession in January of last year about fifty men all
told were employed. The demand

Happy Farmer

build

and

its

having

been

delayed

rapidity until a total of a quarter
of a million dollars' worth of the

has been purchased in North La
Crosse, together with the plant
formerly occupied by the Summit
Stove Works, containing about as
much floor space as the original
Sta-Rite engine plant. This loca-

very latest improved types of mamostly automatic and
chines
with self-contained motors has
been purchased and installed.
The number of men employed has
been constantly increased, until

—

—

the payroll now numbers nearly
600, and the output has been in-

four

between five and six
about
Furthermore,

is

twenty-five acres of ground, well
situated for switching facilities,

since

at that time,

tractors

expansion has gone on
that time with increased

This

tractors,

own motors

creased to from 18 to 20 tractors
per day, with plans for a still
further increase within sixty days
to 25 to 30 complete tractors daily.
In order to meet the growing
needs the plant has been increased
by the acquisition of adjoining
and nearby factory buildings, as
shown in the illustration, until the
floor space occupied solely in the
production of Happy Farmer
acres.

duction.

however, was very strong, and it was
found desirable to remove the
general offices from Minneapolis
to La Crosse, March 5th, 1917.
With that move began an era of
factory growth and production
which had been unprecedented in
Although handithe business.
capped by lack of facilities to

for

prom-

New

bounds.

Happy Farmer
the La Crosse

own,

its

of

ised delivery, in spite of this the
grew by leaps and
business

tractors in 1916,
Tractor Co. was provided with a

factory

—

—

—

where the new modern factory is to be built within the com-

tion

is

ing year.

It will

be erected in

units which may be multiplied as

needs may arise, the entire plant
being adapted to ef¥ect the greatest economy of production and
handling of the product, both in

and

out.

The authorized
has

recently

capitalization

been increased to

to provide for the
necessary expansions of the busi-

$2,500,000
ness.

Three factors have contributed
to

bring about this remarkable

success 1st, the correct design of
the tractor and its adaptability to
the purposes of the average farm:

er; 2nd,

manufacturing facilities
and backed

intelligently directed

by

practically

unlimited

capital

as represented in the board of directors and principal stockholders

and thoroughly compeand experienced sales organization, which includes a present
3rd, a live

tent

total of forty-three wholesale dis-

tributors in the U.S.

and Canada.

PEMBINA PEERLESS COAL
Second only
By Dominion Government

Test {1915,
to be superior in efficiency

to the

Famous Lethbridge Imperial

Department of Mines, Ottawa, Report No. 331) Pembina Peerless Coal
and actual heat obtained to Taber, Drumheller and Edmonton Coals

is

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE OUR NEAREST OFFICE

MANY AGENCY POINTS

Coa.1
WINNIPEG

5

Phone M. 4093

OPEN

Sellers Limi-ted

Wholesale

UNION TRUST BUILDING

STILL

REGINA

25

CANADA

LIFE BUILDING
Phone 4300

402

CALGARY

SASKATOON

DRINKLE BUILDING
Phone 3259

815

HERALD BUILDING
Phone 1326

DOMESTIC AND STEAM COALS FROM EVERY FIELD
V

proved
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Make a

Fall Drive

^'J^HE present weather conditions
indications of a short

fall,

25

on These!

give

a season in

which plowing and

work must
be done in record

other

time

in

make

a

in

order

good

to

start

Dealers

1919.

can harvest a good

crop of dollars on
the

12-24 h.p.

Happy Farmer
The new Model
motor, new patented

"

F

" has

many good

air intake,

Tractor

talking points over the older

When

I.

you

larger

improved oiling system and other features besides turning

square corners, the perfect kerosene burner, the surplus power.
''F" folder and our profitable proposition,

J.

models— the

Ask

for the

new Model

Case Disc and Moldboard Plows
Case implement there

no "come back". This applies especially to
Case plows; they are the standard. We can supply three and four disc gangs in 24 inch and
26 inch sizes.
Also 2, 3 and 4 bottom moldboard plows, 14 inch size.
These need no
introduction.

Ask

us for

sell a

you

is

Case plow, you're
more particulars and proposition.
If

sell

a

safe.

There
spare

your

full

ness on

This shows the
4-disc

isn't
if

There

Case en-

is

territory

gine gang. Clean

a

minute to

yon want to get
share of

fall

busi-

these

necessities.

still

some good

for

live

agents.

Write to-night.

—substantial
—dependable.
cut

Happy Farmer
k

Company Limited

m

225 Curry Block, Winnipeg
Halifax and
7th Avenue, Regina

—

:
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Factories
Alajor-General E. D. Swinton.
of the British Imperial

man who

Army, and

responsible for the
develo])ment of the tanks, recently went to the Holt factories, at
Stockton, Cal, for the express

the

is

purpose of meeting- the man from
whom he adapted the idea for the
for the
inventor
of the Holt Caterpillar Tractor.
In an address to 2500 workers at
the Holt plant General Swinton

method
tanks

propulsion
Holt,

of

— Benjamin

can Avrite a mighty good
book as Ole Luk-Oie explained
how an American friend brought

who

—

that

Holt."

applied to the tractor has been
litigated both in the U.S. patent
office and abroad, and in every instance the exclusive rights of the

It

may

to the

the Holt caterpillar tractor to his

not be generally

known

farm machinery industry

the

IMPLEMENT DEALERS

in the United States,
Canada, in 1911 and 1912.
Holt organization are the

and

in

The

went

cently

iron pumps,

WESTERN CANADA

B--^*J«ri
ISranOOn,

as

Company

Manufacturing

Man
man.

FOR

CHRISTIANSEN

IMPLEMENTS
The illustration at left shows our
plow attached pulverizer, packer and
It is the only implement
mulcher.
of its kind sold in Western Canada,
.r.rr'^
and no implement does the same work either in a growing crop or in preImmediate packing after plowing is the most effective
paring a seed bed.
It breaks up the hard lumps of earth
way of conserving the moisture.
into powdered form— turns up the rich sub-soil— rolls it down evenly and
packs it all in one operation. No farm implement equals this machine
for
for retaining moisture in standing grain, or preventing soU blowing, or
The one implement that will
conserving the moisture in summer fallow.
save the farmer's crop in the dry season.

fuel con-

term for the de-

only 84-1000 of a gallon per hour.

of

tractor

a

is,

therefore,

to be the exclusive properthis

of

Avell-known

Suit on Sisal

The

at

tractor

The

demon-

Salina,

original plan

Monopoly Dis-

missed

organi-

Kansas, the
Parrett Tractor Co., Chicago, conducted a test of the Parrett tractor under the auspices of the
National Tractor Demonstration.
The management had observers
on hand for every minute of the
run.

GET THE AGENCY

The

an acre per hour.

sumption Avas 2.66 gallons per
acre and the oil consumption was

At the recent

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED
Phone 2943

plow, idled at 350 r.p.m. on
kerosene, for 13 hours and 28
minutes. This left an actual plowing time of 80 hours, 42 minutes
and 20 seconds. During these
hours of actual work the tractor
plov/ed an average of 95-100 of

therein has been recognized and
upheld. The word "Caterpillar"

stration

ASK FOR PRICES

its

to

The Holt Trade Mark
The "Caterpillar" trade mark

Parrett Tractor in Endurance
Test

Large stocks carried.
Prompt shipment guaranteed.

ST. and ASSINIBOINE AVE.

"Uncle" Ben

zation.

Fitted for any depth of wells.

tractor actually

motor in operation for 103
hours and 19 minutes, with bu
one stop of 3 minutes 40 second
for the purpose of rmoving sedi
ment from the oil feed pipe
During these hours the engine,
because of ground being too wet

Holt.'

ty

ders, galvanized pipe, galvanized rod, eto
concern.
from a

EIGHTH

to visit

The

kerosene.

had

pioneers in the field of practical
self laying track vehicles, and the
adaptation of the caterpillar tread
to the tanks used in warfare is
fully acknowledged by the eminent military engineer who re-

shown

cylin-

of the

is

gistered

sign

PUMP MEN

Following are the main features
endurance test
Three 14-inch bottoms were
pulled and the average dept:h of
plowing for the entire test was
about 6 1-3 inches. Fuel was

in

the exclusive trade mark of the Holt
^Manufacturing Company, as re-

as a descriptive

HARDWARE MEN
Buy your wood and

"Caterpillar,"

relation to a tractor

Holt

GENERAL STORES

word

was on
machine
that would go across trenches and
Describingover barbed wire.
how the tanks were developed,
and a large number produced between August 1916 and INIarch
1917, ]\Iajor Swinton said:
"The machine gun was really
a disease against humanity invented by the late Hiram Maxim,
so you Americans have the credit
not only of producing the disease,
but of producing the antidote for
The antidote was the Holt
it.
Caterpillar tractor, invented by
vour employer, Mr. Benjamin
notice Avheu the soldier
the outlook for some

Inventor of Tanks Visits Holt

September, 1918

was

to

for 100 hours without stopbut on the third day a heavy
rain put the soil in such condition
that it was impossible to operate
the plows. The tractor stopped,
but the engine continued to run.

plow

l)ing,

suit against the sisal fibre

combination instituted in January,
1917, by the DejDartment of Justice, has been dismissed by Judge
Hough, of the Federal District
Court in New York.

When
l)ine

the suit

existed

was

a comthe sisal

filed

between

some American
monopolists,
bankers, also a commission corporation which financed the sisal
growers
Comision
said

to

fibre

operations.

Reguladora,
be responsible

The

who

arc-

for

the

advance

in price of fibre, repudiated its contract with the other
incorporations, and as the American courts have no jurisdiction
over a foreign company, the suit

was dismissed.

,

GASOLINE
ENGINES
\i, Zi,

4i and 6 H.P.

GET OUR PROPOSITION TO-DAY.

CHRISTIANSEN

PLOW HARROWS

The farmer plows and harrows
to the plow.
the Christiansen patented hitch, draft is reduced,
at the same time.
side
in fact, the extra weight behind is hardly noticeable. There is no
Hitches are adjusted and will give perfect satisfaction with any
pull.
Made in two sizes— 34 inches wide for two furrow plow,
make of plow.
These harrows are attached

By

and 44-inches wide for three furrow plow. A cracking good line
Write us to-day.
for the dealer.

ORDER YOUR ENGINES NOW
On Skids, strong iron
Powerful, reliable, serviceable.
battery or
subbase or trucks make-and-break ignition
magneto. At an additional cost our 2^4. ^14 and 6 h.p.
engines can be supplied in the throttling governor type
for burning kerosene as well as gasoline.

"LITTLE JUMBO" FEED MILLS
Wide
construction.
All
durable, strong.
Any engine
30 bus. per hour.
range capacity — from 10
6-inch
them. Two

WINNIPEG

Street

1^

to
to 4 h.p. will operate

sets of

Fine adjustment for
burrs supplied with every machine.
work. Write the nearest branch house for particulars.

Manufactured

Owena

steel

Efficient,

from

Christiansen Implements
LIMITED
Factory: 303

;

;

||elson Brothcrs
SACINAW. MICH.,

Company

U.S.A.

Western Canadian Jobbers

Tudhope-Anderson
WINNIPEG

REGINA

Co., Ltd.
CALGARY
SASKATOON

—

;

:
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New Home Machinery

Co.

to the rim of the same,
ard construction and

Giving Service

The New Home Machinery

Co.,

Saskatoon, distributors of Parrett
tractors and Moody threshing
outfits, are right up to the minute
Manager Elas regards service.
wood informs us that they aim to
have every Parrett tractor sold in
perfect condition for fall plowing.
The Parrett Tractor Co., Chicago,

have sent George Sabelman,

is

stand-

high
efficiency.
The drive wheels are
mounted on the Hyatt Roller
Bearings, heavy duty type. Some
of the main features of the Taf¥
of

tractor are as follows

Engine: Waukesha, four cylinx 5}i in., 15 h.p. at 950
r.p.m. at the drawbar and 30 h.p.
at the belt, Bennett carburetor
der,

using gasoline or kerosene.
mann G-4 type magneto.

Transmission

27

Eise-

Two

speeds forgears of cut
alloy steel, heat treated and hardened, Hyatt roller bearings, gears
enclosed and run in oil.

ward and

The
in.,

:

reverse,,

front wheels are 32 x 6
x 12 in., wheel-

rear wheels 50

base 90

in.,

turning radius 15
frame 6
lbs.,

weight 4.500

channel

drawbar,
plows in any
claimed under aver-

steel,

floating

capacity three 14

ft.,

in.

in.

soil and it is
age conditions four 14

in.

plows.

No man can keep on reading
Canadian Farm Implements and
be a back number too. Eventually he gives up one or the
other.
Have you renewed ? If
not, we will be glad to have your
subscription.

their

Western
Canada to give the best assist-

chief tractor expert, to

ance to Parrett owners, so that
every Parrett in the West will be
in fighting trim for fall plowing
and threshing work. Mr. Sabelman will visit every purchaser and
will go over his machine, making
necessary adjustments and
all
providing necessary repairs.
Every machine will be tuned up
to top knot shape and will be completely equipped for the strain
and rush of fall work.

Handle Canada's

No. 542B
Full

Auto

STANDARD VEHICLES

Seat Top

Buggy

Leaders in Style, Finish,
Quality and
Durability
McLaughlin Carriages are known

to the
vehicle user all over Canada. They are
the accepted leaders in in-built value,
exclusive
features
and serviceability.
Their record for satisfying the purchaser
and bringing repeat orders are factors
that mean much to the dealer.
handle a variety that will meet every
demand.
Let us quote you prices and
supply full particulars of this big selling line.

Parrett dealers and owners will
greatly appreciate this excellent
service by the New Home Mainery Co., of Saskatoon. As Mr.
Elwood says: "We want every
Parrett owner to have his ma-

shape, because
that every bushel threshed and every acre plowed are
are not
helping win the war.

We

first class

chine in

we know

We

selling tractors for to-day only

we

showing

are

Parrett dealers

and users that the New Home
Machinery Co. are behind them
with expert service all the time.
Already we have contracted for
our complete requirements for
1919, so that Parrett dealers will
be assured a supply to meet the
demand. Our representation of
these tractors has been most sat-

isfactory

;

we have found them

to

and customers everywhere we have sold
create satisfied dealers

them."

SECURE REPRESENTATION FOR OUR LINES:
carriages and cutters
Mclaughlin
CARRIAGES and CUTTERS
BROCKVILLE
CARRIAGES and CUTTERS
MUNRO & MclNTOSH CARRIAGES, CUTTERS and SLANKETS
HENEY & CO.

One
Grade

Only—

Grade

The No. 34 Cutter

is

built for service. Panels are glued, screwed

Solid

and plugged.
moulding;

best

select-

New style
ed gearing.
body. Finely finished.
High grade trimming
Solid

Inc. Manufacturing

Best

PREPAREDNESS PAYS— ORDER YOUR CUTTERS NOW

door trimmed

Duane Nash

The

brass

inside.

full

plate

screen. Get our special
sleigh catalogue.

Tractor

One

of the latest additions to
is the Taff farm
manufactured by Duane

the tractor field
tractor,

Nash,
ers of

Inc., Millington, N.J.,

the

well-known

For
Fifty

mak-

line

of

"Acme" harrows.
This tfactor is built as a three
plow outfit, namely, to pull three
14 in. plows at an average depth
of 8 in. at a speed of 2^4 m.p.h.
It does this, says the manufacturers, with little efifort, in fact,
has pulled three plows at a depth
of 8 in. at a speed of 3}i m.p.h.
Ordinarily, howevef, the higher
working speed is not recommended.
The transmission of power
from the rolling tooth bull pinions to the main drive wheels
through internal gears attached

Years
Canada's

Foremost
Cutters

Write us for Agency, Catalogues

and Prices

CARRIAGE FACTORIES, LIMITED
156 PRINCESS STREET,

WINNIPEG

Distributing Houses:

MOOSE JAW

CALGARY

EDMONTON

SASKATOON

:

:
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What

The Right

Is

Size of Tractor?

By G. M. MATSON, Vice-President and Sales Manager,
The John Lauson Manufacturing Company

when any

The time is past
cussion as to the
as

tractor

value

power unit
The tractor
The question

farm

a

dis-

the

of

would be in order.
has come to stay.
of most interest now

to farmers

who do not own a tractor is,
"What is the proper size of trac-

with horses, the tractor should be
capable of pulling at least three
plows without any undue strain
on the working parts.
The speed at which the tractor
does this work should be approximately that of horses doing the

tor?" Naturally he will ask this
question of his implement dealer.
tractor, in order to reduce

—otherwise,

threshing becomes
slow and unprofitable. This ap-

and the
work needed on the

minimum, must
enable one man to do more work
with it than would be possible for

or repair.

Rear View of Lauson 15-25 Tractor

is

Gives More Water
in Less

Time with

Less Energy

Made

in

many

and

styles

sizes, they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.

PETERS'
Double Cylinder

Pump

Force

designed to operplows under

man

one

more
toms

slower, a loss in

occurs.

If

it

is

the speed

If

man power

the last word in pump
Unequaled in Design, Action and Durability.
They are different from idl
other pumps in construction
and finish, and have exclusive features that make
is

sales easy to customers who
in pump
want the
value.

The Lauson

15-25 will operate a 10-inch grader
or large portable stone crusher

In

most

tractor, too

discussions

much

stress

on
is

Sell

have

no

Showing the Design

with ease, and is the ideal size for
country or municipal road work.
An important point to remem-

mm

1918

"come-

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.
Manufactured by

Mr. Dealer; Sell This Fence
Establish a trade that will stay with you and at the same time
show a substantial growth. Compare this strong, rustless,
unyielding fence alongside flimsy netting, and every poultry
raiser will, flock to your store. Note the close spaces at
bottom that turns the small chicks and keeps out intruders.
will

SEND FOR LITERATURE
Get our catalogue of fencing for all purEvery foot of it guaranteed. Write
today for agency in open territory. Our fence
in every instance backs up our advertising,
The Banwell-Hoxie Wire Fence Co., Ltd.
Winnipeg Man. Hamilton, Ont.
poses.

Exclusive Canadian Agents

Reglna

Co., Ltd.

Saskatoon

—includ-

tight housing
of

oil.

The

and run in a bath
tractor dealer who

wishes to be free from annoying

of the

Lauson

service

15-25

expense and worry will

what this simplicity of
construction and thorough covering of all parts means in the
actual way the tractor will work
on the farm.
appreciate

gears

against stripping of
an inexperienced

by

PUMPS
AND
equipped factory
in Canada.

We make and
handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

We

also

install

hydro-pneumatic

Farm Water

sys-

terns.

SUCCESSORS TO

The Riesberry Pump Co.
(Established 1882)

WRITE FOR DEALERS- PRICES

Calgary

Write Nearest Branch Houae for
Partlculara.

All parts of the tractor

in

Clothes Reels
Made in the best

as-

satisfied customers.

Wloslpeg

thoroughly^

is

ing the bull gear or final drive
are enclosed in a dust-proof, oil

To guard

them and you make

Tudhope Anderson

farmer

and service can be had
most any garage.
familiar

the

line is absolutely up-to-date
in every respect. Every pump we
produce is given special attention.

— they

average

the
often

on plowing. As a matter of
plowing represents only one
phase of tractor utility on the
farm, constituting about 50 per
cent of the work which the tractor
is
called on to perform.
The
properly designed tractor is one

Our

back."

struction is almost identical to
that of staindardized automobiles]
and motor trucks with which the-

fact,

Proposition

sembled

The Lauson 15-25 is simple in
design and, therefore, easily un
derstood by the most inexperienced operator.
The general con-

best work at the speed of an average team of horses which is about
two and one-half miles an hour.
To operate a tractor at a speed
higher than this, special implements would have to be used.

Pump

perfectly

rapidly.

will be done as farm implements are designed to do their

Get Peters'

are

and gears causing them to wear

work

Dealers

Pumps

the

higher, poorer

BEST

Peter's

else,

all

laid

service.

for

adjustment

for

Above

pletely enclosed to prevent dust
and grit getting into the bearing^

outfit of

than four botis
out of the

question.

sam.e class of work.

accessible

working parts should be com'

The Lauson 15-25 tractor is a
modern type tractor
made for general use.

A

PETERS PUMR5

parts so placed as to be

all

other belt
average farm.

severe
conditions
in
clay soil and four under
favorable conditions, as
well as to operate a 30inch separator.
Plows
of more than four bot'toms require an additional
man for the
operation of the plow.

one man and horses and this saving in man power is essential if
the tractor is to be made a profitable investment for the farmer.
In order to enable one man to do
more plowing than is possible

and

easily

ate three

to the

ber in the selection of a tractor is
that the average operator of the
farm tractor is usually inexperienced in the operation of this
class of machinery.
It is therefore, important that the general
design of the machine be simple

plies also to silo filling

It is

A

man-power

in the construction of which every
consideration is given to belt
work and hauling. In the matter of belt power, the tractor
should be powerful enough to
operate a medium sized thresher

September, 1918

North-West
T. N.

WILUAMSON

Pump
W.

J.

Co.

MEBRELL

Phone 607

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.

—

;
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operator, the

Lauson 15-25

is fitted

with a gear shift locking system.
In the transmission the gears
have been reduced to a minimum.
This transmission is of Lauson
design and is very simple and
The unit constructon
rigid.
preventing the spreading of the
differential unit as the secondary
drive and the compensating gears
constitute a complete unit and are
an integral part of the transmis-

Hyatt and Timken bearings are
used throughout the Lauson 1525, there being 24 roller and ball
bearings in all. The rear axle is
equipped with heavy duty Hyatt
roller bearings while the front
wheels are supplied with dust
proof hubs and Timken roller
All the shafts in the
bearings.
transmission have Hyatt roller
bearings and the Lauson enclosfly ball

ball

Efficiency on kerosene is another feature of the Lauson 15-25.
Whether running, idle or on the
full load, the Lauson-Beaver engine burns all the kerosene.

Returned Soldiers as Tractor
Engineers
Reports from the University of
Saskatchewan indicate that good
work is being done in the work of
returned, disabled solIn classes recently enrollthe following returned men

training

sion.

ed

governor

is

mounted on

bearings and runs in

The Lauson

15-25

oil.

of the four

is

wheel type of tractor one front
and one drive Avheel running in
the furrow. The steering gear is
;

diers.
ed,

were enrolled Motor mechanics,
farm machinery experts, 13
31
:

;

;

months.

A

very large proportion of the
men who have been trained for
any special work have found good
positions.
A small number have
found work in other branches of
industrv.

Manganese

and as the front
crowds the furrow, this

means that the

Steel for Tractor

Gearing

strain of steering

taken ofif the operator and he
can devote most of his attention
to the implement he is working.
The engine in the Lauson 15-25
is the Lauson-Beaver heavy duty
4}^x6 valve in head. Has extra
heavy crank shaft and large bearings.
The supersized manifold is
specially designed for the use of
distillate or kerosene.
The Lauson-Beaver develops over 30 per
cent surplus of power so that it
can
meet unusual conditions.
The cylinder head of the engine is
readily removable, giving ready
is

Because

of

its

Tractor manufacturers are
proving that manganese alloy steel
when used for gearing purposes,
Manganrequires no lubricaton.
ese steel has a low "critical" point
and can be handled at a lower

access to the cylinders and facili-

heat than ordinary carbon steel.
It is tough and can be subjected to
excessive strain and shock.
It has been demonstrated that
gears and pinions of manganese
steel can be operated bone dry
without injury. This does away
not only with the oiling expense,
but also with the expensive casings which are necessary when

tating the grinding in of valves.

gears run in

a basis of consideration.

Implement Production

The LISTER Line
Means

Profitable

tory Business

and Satisfac-

the Year Around

Storage Battery
Electric Lighting Plants
Lister

in

New

Zealand
.A.
recent investigation in NewZealand shows that raw materials
represent about one-third of the
sale price of farm machinery in

Very simple design;

battery, generator
switchboard assembled on one base.
complicated mechanism. Any one can
run them. Made in three sizes. Your customer can use his own engine. Ask for full

and

No

particulars and agency offer.

"CANUCK" GASOLINE
AND KEROSENE ENGINES
Sell

that country. Since 1916, the cost
of iron and steel stock has risen

from 100 to 125 per cent. Pig iron
has advanced from 100 to 150 per
cent, copper 100 per cent and bolts
and nuts 150 per cent. Coal and
coke have advanced 40 per cent.
In implement prices to the farmer
the following increases have taken
place since the outbreak of the
Plows, 50 to 60 per cent
disc harrows, 33 per cent; rollers,
70 per cent windmills, 100 per

war.

;

and brass pumps, 50 per
In the last two years the

cent,
cent.

common

lines has fallen
reduced output.
This has decreased plow demand
by 55 per cent, disc harrows 26
per cent, rollers 85 per cent and

sale of

off,

owing

to

Made in Sizes: 13^4, 3, 4, 6 and 10 H.P.
Reliable and economical farm power for
your customers. Simple, easily operated
Very low
light in weight, finely balanced.
Compact design. Jump
fuel consumption.
spark ignition enclosed crank case and
Five year guarhigh grade carburetor.
antee.
You can sell the "Canuck" against
any competition.

—

LISTER GRINDERS
inmnDi

windmills, 15 per cent.

"Nothing but Avind" is what
makes the helpful windmill go, so
don't
visible

oil.

29

remarkable

toughness, manganese steel is the
coming metal for bull gears, pinions, sprockets, rollers, track links,
and other tractor parts subject to
abrasion.
Its physical characteristics are such that breakage and
wear can be practically considered eliminated.
Bull gears and pinions of this
material are said to outwear five
or six of the same parts of carbon
steel and this ratio may be increased to approximately 8 or
more when cast iron is taken as

;

gas
gas tractor engineering 91
engineering, 10; steam engineering 11. In gas tractor and other
engineering classes, new relays of
students are admitted every two

non-reversible

wheel

;

be so disrespectful of inpower.

"EXCELSIOR JUNIOR" BLOWER
FEED CUTTERS Meet the Demand
We

seven styles of Feed Cutters,
help your customers
this line.
Every farmer with over 5
Excelsior Junior. Blower carries feed
elevates up to 20 feet. Capacity,
to
drives it. Cuts three lengths, Yz to 1^
and reverses. Get our prices.
sell

power.

You can

^

SELL WATSON'S

FRAME WOOD

for hand, horse or engine
conserve feed by handling
head of stock wants an
to any part of barn, or
ton per hour; 4 to 6 h.p.
in.; one lever starts, stops

%

HARDWOOD

and

Fine
Very large capacity; easy running.
adjustment. Strong reversible plates. Guaron
the
same
anteed to grind more feed
power than any grinder of the same size
made. Sold with or without base.

POLE SAWS
Have

solid steel shafts

and high grade babbittbearings.
Heavy,
ed

OUR LINE INCLUDES:

solid balanced flywheel.

Three

5x6

Grain
Gasoline and Kerosene Engines,
Grinders, Electric Lighting Plants, Milking
Machines, Cream Separators. Churns, Sawing Outfits, Silos, Combination Threshers,
Pumps, Pump Jacks, etc.

pulleys.

Rigidly braced
hardwood frame. Complete
saw mandrels supplied
separately if desired.

WE CARRY

ASK US ABOUT ANY ITEM

REPAIRS

R. A.

LISTER

&

CO.,
(CANADA) LIMITED
WINNIPEG

land SHARES FOR

ALL MOLINE and
JANESVILLE

IMPLEMENTS
311

CHAMBERS STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

Toronto

Montreal

-

.
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shock absorber which you describe

Subscribers'

Information

Service

Under this heading we will reply
enquiries from jobbers and
to
dealers concerning the location of
machine manufacturers, where repair parts

may

be obtained,

etc.

Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate reenclose stamped, addressed
envelope. Send enquiries to InCANADIAN
formation
Dept.,
ply,

FARM IMPLEMENTS,

Winnipeg.

—

For pumps working on
J. B. W., Sask.
principle of cogs and gears on lever, enquire particulars of the pumps of this
type handled by the Heller-Aller Company, Windsor, Ont. Hot ball or hot
plate ignition engines are not now being
made to any great extent. For sizes
2 H.P. and over, ask Manitoba Engines
Limited, Brandon, or the Stover Engine
Co., at Freeport, 111.
F. J. T., Alta. Can you give further
particulars as to what part of disc harrow is marked 646. Is there no distinguishing letter or symbol. For instance,
part B646 is the bracket for scraper bar

—

on a five-foot Economy disc harrow made

by the Moline Plow

Co.
For bearing sleeves
R.
Co., Sask.
for steel wagon axle, numbered AA3060,
we advise you to specify number and
axle size and sleeve dimensions to the
No
Electric Wheel Co., Quincy, 111.
roller bearing steel axle wagon with this
mark is handled in the west. The above
company will supply the necessary

—

&

sleeves.

—

McE., Sask. Appleton crushers are
not handled in western Canada, and no
repairs are stocked by any concern in
J.

They are manufactured
this territory.
by the Appleton Manufacturing Co., at
Batavia, 111. Write the Appleton Mfg.
Minneapolis, for repairs.
For rear beam brace
C. J. M., Sask.
for a Paris 14-inch gang plow, address
the Tudhope-Anderson Co., Saskatoon.
This concern handle repairs for Paris
plows. Line is now obsolete but the
Tudhope organization bought out patterns and repair parts.
F. P., Man. The double helical spring
Co.,

—

—

is

we

believe, the "Champion" rear shock absorber. It is handled by the Champion
Shock Absorber Sales Co., 918 Senate
Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

—

A.H., Sask. A three bottom tractor
plow, plowing 8 inches deep in prairie sod
would require the following power.
Multiply the depth by plow size, and the
result by 15 the soil resistance per square
inch in pounds: 8 x 14 x 15 equals 1680
For the three bottoms
lbs. per bottom.
this would mean 5040 pounds, which,
according to the formulae of the S.A.E.,
would require a drawbar power of 31.4
H.P.
W. A. C, Man.—A Case 17 x 22 hay
baler has a capacity of from SVa to 5
10-inch International
tons per hour,
feed grinder. Type B., takes from 6 to 12
Normal R.P.M. of pulley
h.p. to drive.
should be 35 to 40 per horsepower used.
The "Ingeco" tractor
J. C. B., Sask.
is made by the Worthington Pump and
Machinery Corporation, at Cudahy, Wis.
It is rated at 10-20 H.P., and is stated
to pull three 14-inch bottoms. A two
opposed horizontal
cyl. engine
type is used. Dixie ignition and SchebWeight is 6500 lbs.
ler carburetor.
For particulars regardS. C. L., Alta.
ing grain elevator machinery, address the
Manitoba Bridge and Iron Works, Winnipeg, the Strong-Scott Mfg. Co., Winnipeg, or Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Toronto, Ont.
A. T. C, Man. The Bruce gang plow
was formerly made by the Bruce Agricultural Works, at Teeswater, Ont. We
expect you can get repairs from the

A

—

6x7,

—

—

DH

DH

112L
11 IR and
factory. Parts
are clamps for the evener clevis on a
disc harrow truck made by the Janes
The John Watson
villoe Machine Co.
Mfg. Co., Winnipeg, can supply the parts.

Sask.—H437 is the drawbar
R. &
top box and H439 the bottom box on a
disc harrow made by the Rock Island
Plow Co. For repairs write the Waterloo Mfg. Co., Portage la Prairie, Man.
G. F. H., Alta. Plow with collar and
cap for axle, Nos. 598 and 599, and hub
box No. 610 is a sulky plow made by the
Thompson Plow and Engine Works,
The factory will supply
Beloit, Wis.
The Gade air-cooled engines
repairs.
are made in sizes from 11/2 to 16 h.p.
Manufacturers are Gade Bros. Mfg. Co.,
Iowa Falls, Iowa.
T.,

E.-B. 12-20 Catalog

Co.,

Rockford,

111.,

sub-surface and mulcher
wheels are provided for all modface,

The Emerson-Brantingham Implement

September, 1918

are

now

mailing copies of their latest
catalog dealing with the Emerson
12-20 h.p. tractor, the
model
machine which was operated at
Brandon plowing demonstration.
This booklet is very well arranged
and profusely illustrated by fine
half tone engravings of the tractor and of the component parts.
Dealers should write for a copy
of this publication for their files.

AA

The Christiansen Catalog

We

are in receipt of the new
catalog recently issued by Christiansen Implements Limited, Winnipeg, manufacturers of the well-

els.
Especially interesting is the
description of Christiansen foursection packers and large mulcher
packers. The patent roller and
pulverizer produced by the com-

pany should have a

large
dethe West. The
organization
ar

mand throughout

Christiansen
located in their

now
and

nipeg.

conserving moisture, as the soil
should be cultivated properly immediately it has been turned by
the plow.
Labor and time is
saved by the use of these attachments, which, says the company,
are adaptable to any plow.

Views

are

shown

of the individ-

ual units in the Christiansen line,

including the plow harrows, boss
harrows, harrow carts, spike tooth
harrows, flexible engine harrows,
The plow packers are all
etc.
equipped with patent lubricated
hollow axles which only need
Surfilling once in the season.

Serves Tractor

Circulation
Covers a
Territory of

Truck

Implement
and Farm
Equipment

1,138,000

Square Miles

for

ties

factor

greatly

increasing th

production of the lines manufactured by the company.
Interested dealers can obtain a copy
of the new Christiansen catalog
by addressing the company at 303

Owena

known

line of plow attachments
and tillage implements.
This 20
page publication illustrates and
describes in detail the plow harrows and packers produced by the
company.
Emphasis is laid on
the value of these implements in

new

on Owena Street, Win
This new plant has facilr

offices

Street,

Winnipeg.

Moody Thresher Catalog

We

are in receipt of the nev
catalog on Moody threshers an
Victor engines, issued by the Ne

Howe Machinery Co., Saskatoon,,
distributors of these lines in Saskatchewan. The lines are handled
Alberta by Francoeur Bros., at
Camrose and Edmonton, and in
Manitoba by Mitchell & McGre-

in

Brandon.
This catalog i
very tastefully arranged, givin
complete views of the outfits an

gor,

cufs of component parts. Details
are also given of the Parrett tractor. Interested dealers can obtain
n
a copy for their files by address
ing any of the branches name
above.

Interstate Tractor Co.

Expanding
In order to properly house new
equipment and a growing force of

workmen, the
Co.,

Interstate Tractor
Waterloo, Iowa, has made

the

following

additions

to

its

manufacturing plant A machine
shop building 85 x 200 ft. a testing building, 40 x 80 ft. a loading
addition, 40 x 30 ft. a shelter annex, 20 X 60 ft., and a new foundry
building, 48 x 100 ft.
:

Industries

;

;

Western Canada's Only Implement Trade Journal

;

in the largest farming territory cn the North American Continent—and the most
LOCATED
valuable potential selling area with an enormous demand for farm machinery and farm

equipment. Serves tractor and farm implement dealers, distributors and manufacturers.
Our pages deal with every side of the business commercial, industrial and technical. Timely,
reliable news on topics connected with manufacture and merchandising in the tractor and implement trade field. Information Bureau assists readers to secure prompt repair and supply
Complete information gladly furnished all interested manufacturers and distributors.
service.

—

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER?

IF

NOT, USE THIS BLANK

CANADIAN FARM IMPLEMENTS,
812,

Confederation Life Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

being (renewal) subscription for
Enclosed find $
,
above date, and until further orders.

Name

Date

CANADIAN FARM IMPLEMENTS,

over the corresponding
period of last year. The Northern Implement Co., Winnipeg, are

output

Western Canadian distributors
for the Plow Man tractor, made
by this company.

one year from

Guy

Marshall, of Calgary, has

been in the state of Washington
promoting a new invention of bis
for handling the loose grain in the

or Firm.

Annual Subscription
Canada, $1.00

1918
for

These buildings have all been
few
added during the past
months, and have already enabled
them to more than double their

The device is operatfed with
threshing machines. It is an inclined elevator, the attachment
being bent to take loose grain and
combined
deliver it into the
field.

Address

,

United States, $1.25
Foreign, $1.50

Town.

Province

thresher.

TERN AT ION A L,
OGUL and TITA
rosene

These

tractors

were developed through twelve years

held work- in every civilized country in the world.
t\i)e for every farm.

A

active

size

and

_A11 of them operate successfully on kerosene and other low
v,ride fuels down to 39 degrees Baume.
All of "them^are fully equipped to do both field and belt work.

They

company that knows farmers' needs, and
and machines to be operated by the tractor,
assuring proper combinations of tractor and tractor power machines.
dial,

are sold by a

also sells implements

These are

up permanent
profitable trade in power farming machines.
One of our branch
houses is close at hand to give prompt, efficient service. Write the
one nearest you for full information about International Harvester
kerosene tractors.^This is the time of all times fof every Canadian
farm to be equipped with efficient, economical, kerosene power.
tractors that enable dealers to build

International Harvester^Company of Canada, Ltd.
BRANCH HOUSES:
)

WEST—Brandon, Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta; Estevan, Sask.;

Lethbridge, Alta.; North Battleford,

Sask.; Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.; Winnipeg,

Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
EAST—Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal.' Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; ^Quebec, Que.;

St. John,

N.B.

Canadian Farm Implements
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THE MILL FOR THE LARGE
FARM OR SMALL ELEVATOR

^Satisfaction
^Profits
an All - Purpose Elevator

SalesHandle

Meet

the

Demand

in

Your

District

September, 1918

Our 64-inch

by Selling the

Box

Mill, with Screenings

Elevator.

Now

Sacker and

Wagon

ready for Immediate Shipment

CYCLONE PORTABLE
GRAIN ELEVATOR
This machine, which loads cars,
tanks and granaries, has a greater
capacity than any other and is

more strongly built. It will easily
handle from 1,200 to 2,200 bushels
per hour and can be operated by an
engine of from 2^^ to 6 h.p.

Cyclone Elevator
with 3 H.P.

Regular length, 20 ft., three
foot swivel discharge spout.
Elevator is made of No. 16

FAIRBANKS-

MORSE
"Z"

Type

gauge

steel,

with

heavy

center board. Cannot sag,
Ask us for
twist or bend.
full particulars.
Dealers: Get our bulletin
and agency offer on the famous Type "F"i Low-down
Grinders.

Kero-

sene Engine
Write for
our Liberal
Proposition

Note double auger conveyor; one

The 64-inch

mill is equipped with
a double auger copveyor, heavy
babbitted boxes and double eccentrics.
Very strong construction.

for screenings

Capacity

—one

for seed grain.

bushels

125

per hour.

We

manufacture Bull Dog Mills in
eleven sizes. There's a type to suit
every customer. Get the Agency.

This year farmers will clean more grain for market than ever.
Nomillsold will fill their requirements as wellas theBuHDog

/'a

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR
The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse

Co., Limited

WINNIPEG

Saskatoon

CO.,

LIMFTED

Winnipeg, Man.
Off Logan Ave. on Quelch Street
Address all Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta to
R.

Calgary

W. DOW, Box

1406. Calgary, Alberta

BRISCOE ENDURANCE
STANDS THE TEST

24 hours a day
for ten days
In the Briscoe

10-Day, Non-

Endur-

Stop,

ance Run, the
Briscoe

"Wildcat"
piled

up

Miles,

agmg
miles

4,751

Aver29.35

per

gallon of
gasoline

Again the Half-Million Dollar Motor has delivered
The 10-day Endurance Run has given the
the goods.
most convincing proof possible of Briscoe supremacy and Briscoe

Ten days, 240 hours, steady performance without a
reliability.
And the Briscoe "Wildcat" was no specially assembled
hitch.
car merely a service car that had already covered over 4,000
Mr. Dealer, can you offer your
miles in rough and ready travelcustomers any car of equal strength, reliability and mechanical

—

merit at the reasonable Briscoe price of $1225 f.o.b. facNo car sold gives the purchaser more
tory, tax paid?
in-built value.

The Briscoe is the most profitable car for you to represent, because most prospective buyers can afford its reasonable initial
At $1225 (Touring Car) and $1205 (Roadster) with no
cost.
"extras" the Briscoe upkeep is only half that of any other car of
Get our proposition regarding the Briscoe Agency.
its size.

REPRESENT THE BRISCOE IN YOUR TERRITORY

THE CAR YOUR CUSTOMERS WANT

'.Western Canadian Distributors*

WINNIPEG
ELGIN MOTOR SALEiCO.
REGINA AND SASKATOON
AUTO SERVICE CO.
CALGARY
JAS. F. STONE MOTOR CO.
EDMONTON and CAMROSE
FORSTER & COOKE
VANCOUVER, B.C.
RUSSELL WHITELAW

The Canadian Briscoe Motor
Factory: Brockville, Ont.

Co.^ Ltd.

Head Office: Toronto, Ont.

Western Office: 156 Princess Street, Winnipeg, Man.

—
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UNION BANK OF CANADA
-

-

Paid-up Capital
Reserve Fund
Total Assets, over
Hon. President— SIR

$ 5,000,000

3,400,000
140,000,000

HAIL

WILLIAM PRICE

President—JOHN

GALT,

lOCenU

OF ALL KINDS

WINNIPEG

-

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE IN CANADa|p^J

SURANCE

I

Est ablishe d 1865

HEAD OFFICE

1918

Employers' Liability Assce. Corpn., London, Eng.

Esq.

Vice-Presidents

RILEY,

R. T.

Esq.

G. H.
Directors

A.

M. BULL, Esq.

W. H. MALKIN,

CRONYN, Esq.
DREWRY, Esq.

B. B.
E. L.

J.

Head

Ufflce:

THOMPSON,

ALLAN, Esq.
G. H. BALFOUR, Esq.
HUME BLAKE, Esq., K.C.
W. R.

S.

HAAS,

FIRE
AND AUTOMOBILE
The London Mutual

Esq.

Esq.

HITCHCOCK,

Esq.

\HOU«|.^Es^^^

Fire Insurance Co.

k^^^

The Glens Falls insurance Co.
The Millers National insurance Co.

Esq.

R. O. McCULLOCH, Esq.
WM. SHAW, Esq.
Major-Gen. SIR JOHN W. CARSON,
H. B. SHAW, General Manager
W. HAMILTON, Assistant General Manager.

LIVE STOCK

The General Animals Insurance Co.

London, England, Branches 6 Princes Street and
West End Branch, 26 Haymarket, S.W.
New York Agency, 49 Wall St., New York City.

Winnipeg

For Local Agencies Apply

Geo. Wilson, Agent.
This bank having 299 branches in Canada, extending from Halifax to Prince Rupert,
offers excellent facilities for the transaction of every description of banking business.
It
has correspondents in all cities of importance throughout Canada, the United States, the
Continent of Europe, and the British Colonies. Collections made in all parts of the
Dominion, and returns promptly remitted at lowest rates of exchange.
Winnipeg, Main St. Branrti: R. H. BAIRD, Mgr. Portage and Garry Branch; F. J. BOULTON, Mgr.

CARSON & WILLIAMS
30

U4
720

WATSON'S

CANADA

SLEIGHS

Canada's Standard

Biggest Carrying Capacity

have instituted more practical improvements on Sleighs than any other
manufacturer. This line is our specialty.
In design, material, finish and value our

It's

in all sizes:

Steel or

Special

way we make

them.

Size for

carry heavier loads,

quality,

seasoned,

straight

grained

woods.

Note our Patented Trussed Bench.
Runners White Oak. Benches Grey Elm or

Runners have point

ofi contact directly below
bench.
Shoes, curved at rear, allow backing.
Ride on top of road No Skidding.

—

—

Oak.

the

have lighter
draft, and hold the road better than any
other Sleigh made.
Farmers know
and ask for a Watson's Sleigh.
size,

Sleighs are the leaders.

made

BROS., LIMITED

LiFE BUILDING, REGINA

P. BURNS' BUILDING, CALGARY
UNION BANK BUILDING, WINNIPEG

We

Ideal Sleighs are
Cast Shoes.

:

—

—

Poles and Reaches Heavy White Oak.
Heavy Steel Bracing throughout.

WE CARRY REPAIRS FOR ALL

ORDER YOUR SLEIGHS NOW
WRITE US FOR CATALOG and PRICES

MOLINE IMPLEMENTS AND
JANESVILLE PLOWS

THIS WAGON SEAT SELLS ITSELF
fit any wagon or sleigh box made. Take up no
give protection from wind and full control over
the team.
Strong spiral springs, specially tempered, give
an easy riding motion.

Only enough for
one motorist
in fifty"

Lloyd's seats

box. space;

Si»(ittn"'"""""""^'L^EAREDTO-THEROAD

<

LLOYDS

LOW-DOWN
The Wagon Loaded

SPIRAL SPRING
WAGON SEATS

Carry 600

lbs. with ease and are the lightest, most practiseats made.
Get a dozen on your floor and watch
them sell. We have a large stock on hand. Order your
wagons less seats and supply the Lloyds. Write for full
particulars and prices
to-day.

cal

—

~

.

(jOing

„
Home

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

WAWANESAWAWANESA,
WAGONMANITOBA.
SEAT COMPANY

MILLER TIRE COMPANY 'VS''^.^
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This Line Commands
Big Business
Adams' Sleighs

and

Brantford Cutters
knows Adams'
MOST every farmer throughout the country
work on the road.
Sleighs favorably.

He

sees

them

at

Round up your

His most up-to-date neighbor probably has one. He has
very likely made up his mind that his next sleigh will

be an "Adams" and all he
wants to know is. where to
get

^
'

it.

This

We

—

prospects

Don't wait until
the snow comes.

early.

isn't just "sales talk."

reports from hundreds of
Cockshutt Agents that they find sales for
Adams' Sleighs practically ready made,
the result of prestige— reputation— and
a record for hard, year-in-year-out service that can't be beaten.

know from

Adams' Farm, Teaming and Logging Sleighs
are made from th& finest seasoned materials,
and by experts who know how to make
quality goods only.

There's a style and size to meet
all

the requirements of your trade.

Ask

WHEREVER A BRANTFORD CUTTER
IS SHOWN IT WINS A SALE

Western Farmers are thinking about a new
cutter right now. The Brantford Cutter will get you a big

Thousands

for particulars to-day.

of

That's because the line is big, handsome, and suited to every cutter requirement. It is also because the Brantford Cutter has the smart, snappy,
It is also because
up-to-date lines and appearance that every man likes.
Brantford Cutters are KNOWN to have the service built into them that

share of this business.

Canadian users

These

are«

demand—materials, workmanship and

finish.

members of the big Cockshutt Line-that
every Implement requirement of the Western

only two

takes in practically
All are backed by Cockshutt advertising, prestige and
farmer.
known merit. All are proven sales makers. Let us send you

our latest proposition.

toCKSHUTT PLOW COMPANY,
•

WESTERN BRANCHES

:

SASKATOON
REGINA
WINNIPEG
EDMONTON
CALGARY

LTD.

DISTRIBUTING POINTS:

MEDICINE HAT
LETHBRIDGE
RED DEER
PRAIRIE
PORTAGE
YORKTON
BRANDON DAUPHIN

U
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The Eastern Canadian Tractor Farming Demonstration
The fourth tractor farming
demonstration to be held in Eastern Canada was staged at Co-,
bo'Urg, Ontario, on September 17,
This exhibition of
18, 19 and 20.
power farming was the largest
Canada this year, and from
the standpoint of the number of
tractors entered a fbigger event
held in

than any tractor plowing demonstration yet held in the Dominion.
As regards the display of machinery for operation iby tractors,
however, the showing was not
nearly so large as that seen annually at the farm machinery demonstrations in connection with the
leading Western Canadian fairs.

From

a climatic standpoint the

man had

weather

a decided averthe Eastern Canadian
demonstration. On every day it
sion

to

,

so that it was almos't
impossible for the various comrained,

panies to put on the

work which

vice, and while it was stated that
the summer ihotels charged only
the regular rates, we most emphatically would not like to spend
a vacation at Cobourg, from the
standpoint of economy. Plowing
did not start until the second day
of the show, as a C.N.R. train was
ditched a few miles from the town
while transporting several carloads of tractors to the demon-

stration.

About 600 acres

clay loam just to the east of
the city limits were available for
the demonstratiion, of an excellent
nature for plowing, and different
tracts
were utilized
on
the different days. In the morning
the various firms went in for private exhibitions, while in the afflat

ternoon two hours were spent in
plowing. While the condition of
the soil was good considering the

heavy

rains, the

cases had

This incessant downpour, interpersed
by
periods
of
clear
weather, obviously afifected the
attendance at the demonstration
to a great extent, yet it is indicative of the interest taken in tractors and tractor farming implements iby the Eastern Canadian
farmers that they waded through
the wet, also a consistency of mud

tors did so well

interest in the operation

machines.

of

in

mony

is

some

tracts to nego-

That both plows and

tiate.

would have done credit to
Flanders, and showed the greatest

plows

difificult

they would have wished.

that

of old,

trac-

a distinct testi-

modern
light plowing outfit to give good
service under the most adverse
to the albility of the

weather conditions.
P.

The Men in Charge
G. Van Vleet, Toronto,

yet always having a moment to
listen to one's troubles.
A. E.

Hildebrand, manager of the large
tractor demonstrations
in
the
United States, was in charge of
the field work, and the smoothness of the arrangements proved
Mr. Hildebrand's distinct ability
for the carrying on of a demonstration.

List of Entries
Aspinwall Canadian
machinery.

Co.,

Guelph, potato

Avery Co., Peoria, tractors.
Advance -Rumely Co., La Porte,
Co.,

Toronto, en-

&

Sons, Toronto, piston rings.
motors.
T. E. Bissell & Co., Elora, tractor implements.
Buckeye Ditcher Co., Findley, Ohio,

Buda

Co., Chicago, tractor

ditchers.

Robt. E. Bell Eng. & Thresher Co.,
Seaforth, separators and tractors.
Bailey & Son, Gait, milking machines.
Chief Motor Co., Toronto, tractor
motors.
Case T.M. Co., Racine, tractors.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse

Co.,

Mon-

Tractors,

Ltd.,

Canadian Pneumatic Tool
Canadian Rein-Drive
Toronto, tractors.
Cockshutt Plow

Co.,

tor plow^s.

Cleveland Tractor Co., Cleveland, trac-

as in

past years, proved an ideal manager for the demonstration.
He
was here, there and everywhere,
the busiest man on the grounds,

tors.

Dauch Mfg., Co., Sandusky, tractors.
De Laval Separator Co., Peterboro,
dairy machinery and tractors.
Empire Cream Separator Co., Montreal, milkers and separators.
Electric Wheel Co., Quincy, tractors.

Gilson Alfg. Co., Guelph, tractors
ensilage machinery.

tractors.

Grace Motor Co., Toronto, power attachments.
Grand Detour Plow Co., Dixon, plows.
Peter Hamilton Co., Peterboro, cultivators.

Hamilton Gear

& Machine

Co.,

Toron-

Hyatt

Bearing

Roller

Chicago,

Co.,

bearings.

Hession Tiller

&

Tractor Co., Buffalo,

tractors.

Imperial

Oil

Toronto,

Co.,

oils

and

greases.

International

Harvester

Hamil-

Co.,

ton, tractors.

Roderick Lean Mfg. Co., Mansfield,
harrows.
R. A. Lister & Co., Toronto, lighting
plants and tractors.

John Lauson Mfg.

New

Co.,

Holstein,

tractors.

La Crosse Tractor

La

Co.,

Crosse, tract-

ors.

Massey-Harris Co., Toronto, tractors
and plows.
Macdonald Thresher Co., Stratford,
tractors and separators.
Moline Plow Co., Moline, tractors.
Monarch Tractor Co., Brantford, tractNational

Tractor

Cedar Rapids,

Co.,

tractors.

Northern Electric Co., Toronto, lighting plants.
Oliver Chilled Plow Works, Hamilton,
plows.
Ohio Mfg.

Upper Sandusky,

Co.,

tract-

ors.

P&O Plow

Co., Canton, 111., plows.
Port Huron Eng. & Thresher Co., Port
Huron, tractors.

Electric Co., Chicago, batteries.
Co., Rock Island,

H. Rooke, Toronto, lighting plants.
Sliarples Separator Co., Toronto, cream
C.

separators.

Sawyer-Massey

Co.,

Hamilton, tract-

ors and separators.
Splitdorf Electric Co.,
netos.

Turner

Mfg.

Co.,

Toronto, mag-

Port

Washington,

tractors.

U.S. Tractor Co., Chicago, tractors.

Universal Milking Machine Co., Columbus, milkers.

Geo. White
arators.

& Sons

Co.,

London, sep-

Wilcox-Bennett Carburetor

Co.,

Min-

neapolis, carburetors.

Waterloo Gasoline Engine

Co.,

Water-

loo, la., tractors.

Waterloo Mfg. Co., Waterloo, Ont.,
tractors and separators.
Indiana Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, grain

approximately

saving devices.
Parrett Tractor Co., Chicago, tractors.

The

Cobourg is situated some 70
miles east of Toronto on the lake
is a popular summer rehas an excellent rail ser-

and

John Goodison Thresher Co., Sarnia,
tractors and separators.
Goold, Shapley & Muir Co., Brantford,

tractors.

100 tractors were in operation.

It

ors.

Rock Island Plow

Under such adverse

while

Rockford,

Co.,

Ford Motor Co., Toronto, tractors.
Gray Tractor Co., Minneapolis, tract-

Remy

the

Over 75 firms had entered exhibits of their product at the dem-

and

Brantingham

ors.

Brantford, trac-

onstration.

front

Toron-

treal, trucks.

mobiles and by train, and investigated the power farming idea from
every standpoint, shows that they
did not come Jbecause of mere idle
curiosity, 'but because of an intense interest in the use of modern
power on the farm. Manager Van
Vleet estimates that approximately, 40,000 attended the event
during the four days of the dem-

sort.

Co.,

to, lighting plants.

climatic conditions that thousands
of farmers came in their autO'

on.stration,

tract-

silage cutters.

Bantield

-

to, tractors.

ors.

Bateman -Wilkinson

Emerson
tractors.

farmerettes

were

in

evi-

dence at the demonstration, operating
tractors
pulling
plows,
Farmerettes were in evidence at Cobourg Demonstration

(Continued on Page

6)
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Tests of Case Tractors
DYNAMOMETER

PLOWING

FUEL

-OJS
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O

o

z

X

So.

«>§

<
a

O

So.
>

E

a

July 10-18
29

Hard Gumbo
Stubble

Loose on Top

Stubble
July 15-27
Loose on Top
28

Gumbo

July 15-27
Stubble
26
Loose on Top

a

I

I

I II

II

II I

li

III

II

III

I

I

III

I

I

III

I

I

III

I

I
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O

5.33

1 Hr.
59 Min.

5.64 3.10

1 Hr.
59 Min.
6 Sec.

5.74

I

I

2.75

3.38

1.1

1015

6.8

9.14

8.29

16.59

3.3

1.55

1475

6.2

12.95

8.28

25.68

2.38

1.38

2313

7.2

14.64

10.5

29.06

HI

II

III

h

II I

II

II I

II

HI

The Case Kerosene Tractors taking part
above tests are new sizes, the 10-18
They are creating a sensation
and 15-27.
among engineers. They brought advance-

1

Ill

II

III

I

I

II I

I

I

II I

II

I II

II

I"

II

III

II

III

II
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II

III

II
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II
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III

II

III

II

III

II

HI

II

III

ments which others are scheduling for
introduction.

in the

1

(«

HOD

GALLONS

1 Hr.
49 Min.

I II

» a

xs

Kerosene 43 B'e
nil

t

O

h V
V >
o

0.

2
o

c«

<

Q

=•

dence of its
productions
I'

"'

I'

"'

'I

"

H

III

II

III

II

ill

"I

II

I"

II

This Evidence

"

II

" " "'

Is

» I" "

»

III

1.625

.125

6.5

6.625

2.13

.125

6.812

6.94

2.52

II

III

79

1.303

.25

3.34

1.71

.20

3.49

1.59

.09

1

Lbs. per Gal.

II

now

111

II

III

II

III

II

ill

H III

II

III

il

m

II

III

II

III

II

III

II

III

II

HI

II

III

mil

the trade, have not yet been given
public, except the 10-18, which is
commencing to be widely advertised to

later

Case

'I

3.25

— 6.65

thus gives added eviThese new
progressive policy.
and these figures, announced

" "I " "'

3.25

to

the

to

farmers.
II

III

»

m

I

I

III

n

III

II

HI

II

HI

11

ill

II

HI

II

I II

i

HI

II

III

1 1

HI

I

I

HI

II

II I

II

I II

II

Conclusive

Authorized and Certified by the Board of Tests, National Tractor Demonstration.
Tests Held at Salina, Kansas, July 26 to 29 Inclusive

HENCEFORTH

may

quote the
above figures, which give in detail all the performance records of the Case 10-18 and Case 15-27.
You may v^ell be proud of these results. They are
authentic. We hold the certified records. And they are
open to you, if anyone should dispute their correctness.
every Case Dealer

There is no need now to be without actual figures for
answering questions. Conditions vary somewhat in different localities. Those at Salina were not the best on
account of gumbo under loose, dry surface. The tracAll regulations were
tors used were stock machines.
made by the Board of Tests, composed of the foremost
agricultural engineers.

Study these records. Note the power, the economy, the
J. I.

Case Threshing Machine Company,

rapid work.

We have given all the facts which the average

farmer wants
specifications

in regard to

we go

into all

In our literature and
details.
construction
the

work.

So every Case Dealer may now present undisputable claims of
superiority. Every comparison favors the Case. The farmer notes
dozens of mechanical betterments. He knows that this concern
builds only dependable products. A nearby Case Tractor is always
a splendid testimonial. Point out that many thousands of Case
Tractors are now in use, here and abroad.

By using these figures and our literature you have every advantage in selling Case Tractors.
In our advertising to farmers, we urge them to get the facts from
you. So it behooves you to have them at hand.
suggest that you present these definite facts to every prospect. Let "the other fellow" be indefinite. Invite your prospect to
make comparisons. Then he is bound to choose a Case.

We

Inc.

"rs/i''

1348 Erie

Street, Racine,

Wis.

I
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5

10-18

Kerosene Tractor

These Great
Improvements
Appeal to Your
Customers
1

Weighs

only

pounds,

little

3,400

more

team of horses.
and compact with
Turns
short wheelbase.
Stays on
in 22 ft. circle.

than

a

Low

all fours.

2
^

Rated

H.

10

on

P.

drawbar, but develops
nearly 14 H. P. Rated 18
H. P. on the belt but delivers about 24 H. P. This
insures abundant reserve
power.

O

Four

cylinder

Case

motor.

Valve-in-head

Removable head. Motor
set crosswise on frame,
affording use of all
is

straight spur gears.
conserves power.

This

Tell

A

Belt pulley mounted on
* the engine crank shaft.
No gears used to drive it.
Pulley is part of the tractor,
not
an extra-cost
accessory.

C

All traction gears are
cut steel, enclosed and
running in oil. No bevel
chain,
gears,
worm or
friction drive parts.

ft

Case-Sylphon Thermocooling

controls

Stat

system and insures complete combustion of kerosene in the motor.
Prevents raw fuel from passing by pistons and diluting oil in the crank case.

7

Case

"

ers clean air to carbu-

No

retor.

gets

washer

air

into

grit

deliv-

nor dust

to
cylinders
their efficiency

minimize
and shorten their

life.

Q

All interior motor parts
lubricated by a combination pump and splash

system.
Speed governor,
fan drive and magneto are
dust proof and well oiled.

O

Your Prospects These Facts
About the Case 10-18
Based on Authorized and Certified Tests

Every farmer who comes
known performance.

you wants

to

to

know

definite facts.

No

accessibility.

dismantling neces-

Removable covers
permit you to get at parts
sary.

quickly.

1Q

Hyatt

Roller

Bear-

ings in rear axle, bull
pinion shaft and transmission case, Kingston ignition and carburetor. Fivepiece radiator with a cast
frame.
Core is copper.

Fin and tube
ging type.

non-clog-

the tractor of

Many

dealers are not able to tell what their tractors will do. This is a real weakness.
urge Case Dealers everywhere to take advantage of the figures presented in the
results of the tests at Salina, Kansas.
These figures are the latest and best. They are
authorized and certified by the Board of Tests of the National Tractor Demonstration.
This Board is composed of leading agricultural engineers.

We

The Case

made

We

a splendid showing.
of performance
the basis of
the figures quoted here. All details will be sent
you upon request.

hold

10-18

—

its certificate

In showing a prospect the Case 10-18, tell him
that in the test, this sturdy tractor pulled two
14-inch plows. The depth was 5^ inches, average
draw-bar pull 1015 pounds.
The amount of land

plowed per hour was

1.1

(kerosene) per acre was
water per acre, J4 gallon.

These are
ciates.

specific

They

form

acres.
The total fuel
1.6 gallons.
The total

facts every farmer apprea basis for comparison.

Hitherto there have been too many vague answers, too many evasions not intentional, but
simply because the facts were unknown.

J.

I.

The Case Policy

is to state the facts, and rise or
on their merit. We are proud of the performance and economical operation of the Case
10-18.
And you can rest assured that a farmer
will have a mighty hard time finding records
which equal the ones you are able to give.

fall

The
ing

all

10-18 is an acknowledged leader,
the latest betterments.

Your sales will increase according to
miliarity with the product.

Case Threshing Machine Company,
1348

embody-

Dealers are invited to correspond with us in
regard to any of the details of construction or
operation of the Case 10-18, so that you may
transmit to your prospects all the available facts.

(Founded 1842)

Complete

He buys

Erie Street, Racine, Wis. U. S. A.

Inc.

your

fa^

;

:
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(Continued from Page

Lauson, National and Avery trac-

3)

harrows, etc. Miss Viola J.
Haley, of Co'bourg, drove a tractor with three 12-inch bottoms beMts. T. H. Hall, Cohind it.
bourg, one of the I.O.D.E., who
had never before sat on a tractor,
did good work with a Neverslip,
while Miss F. C. Chadlock and
Miss O. Burrows drove Internadiscs,

Sawyer-Massey,

tional tractors.

tors also had, at times, drivers of

A

the fair sex.
14-year-old lad,
F. Short, of Peoria, operated an
Avery 5-10 h.p. machine.

Firms and

What They Showed

The Advance-Rumely

Porte, Ind., sbowed Oil Pull tractors in 12-20, 14-28 and 20-40 h.p.
sizes, four in all, pulling three and
four bottom 12-inch Oliver plows.

The following were

"Eclipse" Windmills
ARE THE STRONGEST AND MOST
DURABLE PUMPING POWER YOU
CAN SELL

Pump more

water

less money than
windmill
steel
built.
"E c 1 i p s e"

for

windmills have been
in use on Canadian
railroad water tanks
for over thirty years.
Tht strong, light, durable
permits slow speed and direct
stroke.
The direct stroke eliminates destructive high speed and
gearing that
reduces power. Few working parts on the
Echpse it requires very little attention.
Special preservative paint treatment en-

WOOD

WHEEL

—

sures weather resistance.

Biggest Capacity and
Dealers
until

— Don't

you

"Eclipse."

get

Power

contract for a windmill
particulars
of
the

full

Write to-day.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Saskatoon
WINNIPEG

Co., Limited

Calgary

present:

J.

B.

Benson, advertising manager in
charge; Finley P. Mount, president; J. A. Perkins, sales manager; E. D. Lanigan, manager.
Battle Creek branch, and E. N.
Ward, manager, Toronto branch.
R. A. Lister & Co., Toronto,

showed

any

La

Co.,

a

"Manitoba"

4j4
engine operating an ensilage cutter, also Lister engines and grindE. P. Smith, manager of the
ers.
tractor department, was in charge.
This company are distributors for
'h.p.

Avery Co., Peoria, 111., who
showed their complete line of
tractors, separators, plows and
cultivators.
The following were
present from factory J. B. Barthe

:

tholomew, president; L. R. Van
Valkeniberg, service engineer; E.
M. Voorliees, secretary; F. M.
Davis, vice-'president, and a corps
of salesmen.
Geo. White & Sons, London,
had on display two 14-28 h.p. All-

Work tractors, one driving a
28x40 White separator. Present
A. W. White, manager J. A. McIntyre, salesman, and J. Vas;

binder, factory superintendent.

The Oliver

Chilled Plow Works,
Hamilton, showed a full' line of
their tractor plows and also an interesting cinematograph display
in their tent, illustrating Oliver
plows in operation at the Salina,

They
Howard

Kansas,

demonstration.
represented by

were

manager

plow department; T. A. Freeman; C. A.
Siekman, advertising manager; J.
C. Mergendollar, and R. H. SlinSeely,

tractor

ger, photographer.

The Ford Motor Co., Toronto,
showed five Fordson 10-20 h.p.
tractors and a motor truck. F. I.
Fox and C. C. Keele, Toronto,
were in charge.
The John Goodison Engine and
.

Thresher Co., Sarnia, Ont., had a
20x38 separator operated by a
12-20 h.p. E-B. tractor; a 36x50
separator operated by another 1220 E-B., and a 12-20 E-B. pulling
a three-bottom 12-inch Cockshutt
engine plow. The following were
present W. T. Goodison, president; F. W. Gigax, sales manager W. D. Colby, representative,
and D. Hallam and W. N. Goodi:

;

son, experts.

T.

E.

Flora,

Co.,

"'Bissell'

reversible douible action tractor
discs.
Bissell discs were shown

Disk Harrows

R. Ewing was
in charge.
Present T. E. Bissell,
president; T. C. Wardley, secretary, arid B. L. Roth well, from
the Welland branch.

and

behind Cleveland

The Bissell

silage

natur-

behind it a finely
pulverized
is

soil.

the secret of good tillage.

The frame on the Bissell Harrow is directly over the gangs, the
draught being well back where the work is being done. The horses
do not have to carry the weight of the pole, levers, braces or frame.
This feature is important, and herein lies one great advantage of
Bissell Disk Harrows.

G. P.

cutters.
in

vation.

THE ESSENTIAL FEATURES
Disk Harrows combine the important features of
great capacity for hard work, thoroughness of cultivation, lightness
of draught, ease on the horses, and strong, substantial, durable
construction. Built also in sizes suitable for use with Tractors.
Bissell

charge of

ELORA, ONT.

ed much attention during the
demonstration. W. H. Harrison,
foreign

Co., Brant-

28
operation during the
demonstration. These comprised
81 bottoms, mostly in 10 and 12inch sizes. The Cookshutt plows
fully maintained their record for
good work. Present: W. E. McFarlane, sales manager
C. R.
Stiles, J. Russell and G. C. Scott,
advertising manager.

plows

fine line-up of

in

;

The

Parlin

Canton,

showed

a

&

Orendorff Plow

111.,

three

in

their

furrow

tent
9-inch

in

tors in 10-18, 15-27, 20-36 and'
20-40 h.p. sizes. These were plowing with Cockshutt and Grand

Detour plows, while one operated
Type "Z"
engines were on view in lJ/2, 3
and 6 h.p. sizes, also a line of feed
cutters and grinders, cultivators
and the Beeman garden tractor.

a 20x28 Case separator.

The following
the
ent

:

E.

representatives of

Case T.M. Co. were pres-

J. I.

Gittins, vice-president;

J.

D. P. Davies, engineer; W. Ranney, foreign sales manager, and
N. J. Rutledge, division manager
H. W. Thomas, A. H. Alfsen,

Canadian representative, and E.
B. LaTsen and H. Anderson, experts.

The

International
Harvester
Hamilton, Ont., showed their
8-16 and 10-20 h.p. Mogul, Titan
and International tractors in opCo.,

F.

E.

Breckenridge,

manager of the Hamilton branch,
was in charge. The following
gentlemen were present from the
Chicago head office J. F. Jones,
general Canadian sales manager;
E. F. Bolte, E. C. Duffy, and B.
M. Angle, advertising department.
:

From Hamilton

F. E. Breckenmanager, and A. S. Allan,
assistant manager. From London
J. A. McConory, manager, and J.
S. McConkey, assistant manager.
From Ottawa: M. J. Laughlin,
manager, and W. Brouse, assistant manager. Montreal
A. W.
Quinn, manager. St. John's E. P.
Thayer. Quebec: George Chicoine, A. E. Lundgren, superintendent of the experimental department, Hamilton, was also present and Clark Young in charge of
a corps of experts. Misses Shadlock and Burrows were lady trac:

ridge,

:

:

:

ticipate a large

had a

was

representative,

charge of the exhibit.
The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co., Toronto, distributors for the
J. I. Case T.M. Co., Racine, Wis.,
showed four Case kerosene trac-

G. Clark, salesmen.
ford, Ont.,

pro-

after the English pattern, attract-

and 2-ton

:

Co.,

T. E. BISSELL CO., LTD.,

plow, especially

Robert E. Bell, Engine &
Thresher Co., Seaforth, showed a
Waterloo Boy 12-25 h.p. tractor
operating a 28x42 separator fully
equipped.
Three Waterloo Boy
tractors were shown, one operating a three-furrow 12-inch Cockshutt plow. Present Robert Bell,
president, and L. H. Burns and J.

The Cockshutt Plow
For over a quarter of a century the manufacturers of Bissell
Disk Harrows have made a special study of this particular implement and spent years of time and effort in perfecting the present
Bissell Disk Harrow. The result is that to-day it is acknowledged to be far in advance of any other similar implement for culti-

The

Toronto,

the exhibit.

and leaving

This

and straw

Wood, Toronto, was

entering the

ground

:

showed their potato planters, diggers and sorters, also Climax en-

have great capacity for hard
work, the disk

ally

Sawyer-

tractoirs.

Bateman-^Wilkinson,

Disk Harrows

"Victory"

duced to meet the British demand.
This plow, with long moldboards

eration.

&

Bissell

showed a 7-foot double disc for
tractor use and two 8-foot special

Massey

October, 19 IS

tor operators.
tor trucks

International mo-

were shown

sizes.

in

1,

Ij^

The company anCanadian demand

for their truck lines. In the plow-

ing

field

two

10-20

h.p.

Titan

three furrow 12inch Hamilton plows, and two
8-16 h.p. Internationals two furrow 12-inch plows of same make.Deering drills, land rollers and
Type
ensilage cutters were
noticed at the I.H.C. exhibit. Two
and three furrow 12-inch Hamilton plows were used.
The Buda Co., Chicago, showed
two types of heavy duty tractor
tractors

pulled

A

(Continued on Page 10)
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ANNOUNCEMENT
For Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta Dealers
The Turner Tractor

Sales Co., 195 Portage Ave., E., Winnipeg, Man.,
have been made distributors of the Turner Simplicity
Tractors for
Western Canada, and will carry complete stock of Turner
Tractor
and extra parts, in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and

Alberta

Not only will the Turner Tractor Sales Co. be in a position to
make quick deliveries
and give good service to their customers, but intimate and
helpful co-operation will
be given both new and old Turner dealers in building
up sales throughout Western
Canada.

A MONEY-MAKER FOR
FARMERS AND DEALERS
The various demonstrations and increased sales of Turner
tractors have positively
proven that the Turner tractor will plow at the lowest
cost per acre, and do other
field and belt jobs on the most economical
basis.
This economy is not merely low
fuel cost but low up-keep and long life.
a simple, solid, sensible tractor-quality built through
and through, with only
tned-out standard parts. A powerful, four-cylinder,
kerosene burning motor Hyatt
roller bearings, Perfex radiator, Dixie
magneto, etc. Not a single untried feature
has been used in the Turner.
It is

by engine experts with eighteen years of farm power
exact requirements of every kind of farm work.
Built

Eug. Juhen

&

experience,

knowing the

Implement and Automobile Dealers in
Western Canada desiring territory and
a good money-making proposition
are
urged to write the Turner Tractor Sales
Co., Winnipeg, Man. at once
before
other sales arrangements are made.

OTHER DISTRIBUTING POINTS IN CANADA ARE:
Co., Quebec, Que., Can.
Maxwell's Ltd., St. Mary's, Ont. Can.

TURNER MFG.

CO.

^rki^^

Port Washington, Wis.

For Eighteen Years Makers of the Turner
Simplicity

Farm Engines

I

> y

:

:
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Cream Separators Limited

Capacity C, 625 to 800

to

Four Types

Capacity D, 825 to 1,000

The U.S. War

Industries Board
has pubHshed its schedule for the
eUmination of unnecessary types
of cream separators. The schedfor

ule

manufacturers

U.S.

these machines

to

of

as follows:

The manufacture

Capacity:
all

is

lbs.

per

hour.

of

hand power cream separators
be restricted to not more than

one model, style or type in each of
the following capacities
Capacity A, 200 to 400 lbs. per
hour.

Capacity B, 425 to 600

lbs.

per

hour.

lbs.

per

hour.

This provision
period

of

the

will,

war,

during the
limit each

manufacturer to a maximum of
four machines and during this
period no new models or capacities are to be made and no manufacturer is to add to the number
of .models, types or capacities

October, 1918

All machines and parts to be
eliminated will discontinue, from
a production standpoint, on January 1st, 1919. No materials for
machines to be eliminated will be
supplied after the end of October,

and you

traits

will

find

most

people true to type The Irish are
usually noticeable for their ready
wit the English officers for their
reserved manner the French for
:

;

;

except to complete machines in

hand and partly

which he is now making, even
though his present output is less
than four.
Each manufacturer to restrict
his output of separator bowls to
but one type for all machines.

finished.

Separator Man Tells of Experiences at Front

of

Lieut. L. B. Sharpies, 'treasurer
the Sharpies Separator Co.,

West Chester, Pa., and son of P.
M. Sharpies, president of that
company, has been in France for
several months, serving on the
wdth the U.S. Tank
In a recent letter to a
friend, he says
"This is a peculiar life in this
time of turmoil; it is change,
change, change. You no sooner
get so you feel at home with one
central
zip
set of friends than
cuts ofif the connection and you
different life,
start out into a
different customs, entirely different work, sometimes even a different tongue.
"U. S. used to be the world's
melting pot, but now France
heads the list. Just count up the

firing line

Corps.

FARMERS WILL HAVE MONEY
TO BUY MACHINERY
year farmers will have money to buy more machinery,
THIS
for prices are high and a ready market will absorb all

—

they can produce.

Somebody
Get after this business!
be yourself ^by handling

—

it

The

TORONTO

is

going to get

Let

it.

Line

FARM EQUIPMENT

of

The Toronto Line includes the best in Windmills, Gas Engines,
Water Systems, Pumping Engines, Ensilage Cutters, Pumps,

You

A

complete in every detail.
write us regarding our agency proposition.

Tanks, Well Supplies,

—

are interested

etc.

line

ONTARIO WIND ENGINE & PUMP CO.
(Western Branch)

WINNIPEG

REGINA

CALGARY

Why

R

LIMITED

EAD

!

—

number

of different nations, in-

cluding

their

mixed

up

in

colonies,
this

that are

brawl

—

all

guests of France. It is a great
opportunity to compare national

LIEUT.

L.

P.

SHARPLES
and the
good

their polished politeness

common French

for

their

humor; the Americans for being
progressive and telling everybody
about it and all the veteran fighters of all nations for their ex;

treme modesty
"Well, the boches seem to think
they have the bases full and sev-

two out

eral runs, but there are

and

it

looks as

if

we had some

the Renfrew is Stirring Things
Up in the Separator Business

this list of the

machine has not

all

Renfrew's up-to-date selling advantages and see if this
the ear- marks of a high-class business opportunity you

should investigate:
The Renfrew saves enough

1

cream

to

pay for

skimming

is

3

— Self-oiling

itself. Its close

proven by gov-

ernment dairy schools' reports.

—Interchangeable capacity.

(needs oiling only
three or four times a year).

5

— Gears run in bath
— Low supply can.

6

— Tested for equivalent of fifteen

4

years'

2

Those are some

of the things that

you are a dealer

it

terms.

will

Write to-day

make

of oil.

farm use.

the Renfrew a ready seller.

If

pay you handsomely to investigate our favorable

for

Renfrew

literature

and

full particulars of sell-

ing proposition.

Cockshutt Plow Company^ Limited
'

CALGARY
REGINA
WINNIPEG
EDMONTON
SASKATOON

MADE
IN

CANADA

To increase the capacity

I

do

not have to change the whole

machine^

—

just this bowl."

;

:
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It is going
good innings ahead.
to be tough sledding for a while,
but once we get tha't arrogant and
selfish nation with its tail between its legs it will be another

story."

Paul P. Ohmart, of Springfield
O. Nelson, of Troy Frank G.
Mouse and C. W. Swallow, of
Dayton.
A statement from the

W.

company says
"The Dairy

Company

The' De Laval Separator Co.,
York, announces the appointment as assistant advertising

Equipment

Co.

and manufacture speed
indicators and speed recording instruments for cream separators
and milk clarifiers, and ultimately
will

Levin Joins De Laval

;

sell

will

tors

9

manufacture cream separaand milk clarifiers.
The

company claims

that

its

indicator

save the farmer who owns
twenty cows the average of $500
per year.
The indicator enables
the farmer to turn his separator
the correct speed.
"The recording instrument records the speed of the machine,
will

giving the number of revolutions
per minute the same is running,
the time of day that speed is
maintained, and will also show
whether or not the machine is

running

in

good condition."

Save, and

Buy

a Bond.

BUILD CONCRETE

New

manager

of Astolf Levin, for the

last three years advertising manager of the Sharpies Separator

Company.

M:r.

Levin

is

an ex-

and has
carried on excellent campaigns for
pert in publicity work,
the
his

DWELLINGS
or
buildings
Blocks.

300

NOTRE DAME

AVE.

Agents Wanted

WINNIPEG

he should be a valuable acquisi-

department
Laval organization.

tion to the advertising

Another sign of 'the steady
growth of the De Laval business
is

The cream of the
cieam separator

:

during 1919."
These progressive moves, just
at a time when the smaller separator concerns are trimming sails

and marking

tjime,

of the faith the

are significant

De Laval Com-

pany has in the quality of
and the ability of

,goods

its

De Laval Agents
THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LTD.
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES IN CANADA.

New Concern Will Manufacture
Cream Separator Equipment
The Dairy Equipment Co., of
Springfield, Ohiio, was incorporaColumbus recently

wi'th a

capital stock of $100,000.

The

ted in

trade goes to the

its

agents.

incorporators
are
Bauer, George L.

:

Charles

L.

Ohmart and

Sole manufacturers in Canada of the famous De Laval Cream Separators
and Ideal Oreen Feed Silos, Alpha Gas Engines, Alpha Chums and
Butter 'Workers. Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

WINNIPEG

Unoccupied Territory

CO.

Dept. K, LONDON. ONTARIO.
World's Largest Manufacturers of Concrete Machinery.

De

Poughkeepsie factory.
Increased sales and advertising
plans for 1919 are now being formulated which are more than
usually intensive and aggressive.
The sole thought back of these
plans seems to be "Even more
assistance to De Laval agents

in all

LOKDON CONCRETE MACHINERY

CO.

Laval Company

the erection of a large fireproof
manufacturing building,
now Hearing completion, at "its

of

0

all sizes and designs
Concrete Blocks.
Price
$65. .Send for Catalog No. 3

ASTOLF LEVIN

De

r

ot

77

of the

t

makes

BIG PROFITS-RELIABLE LINES

DOMINION SEWING MACHINE

class

m Concrete
THE LONDON ADJUSTABLE BLOCK MACHINE

Write for otir Money-Making
Proposition to act as Agents
for our Sewing Machines, Phonographs,
Cream Separators and other lines where
not represented.

DFAI FRSL'L.nL.L.ixu.

West Chester concern. With
experience and marked ability

Assistant advertising manager of the

any

silos

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

PETERBORO

;
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(Continued from Page

6)

motors. L. R. Smith, sales manager; P. J. Dasey and G. B.

Wright were

W.

present.

H. Banfield

&

Sons, Tor-

McQuay-

onto, distriibutors for the

Norris

Co.,

St.

showed

Louis,

samples of the Leak-Proof piston

W.

rings.

Young was

J.

in

charge.
The Peter Hamilton Co., Peterboro, showed a 17-tooth power
lift cultivator for 'tractor use; a
13-tooth stiff tooth power lift
cultivator, and a sample of their
"'Tornado" 12-inch ensilage cutters.
A. R. Nichols and J. J. Lillico were in charge.

The Moline Plow
111.,

sal

Co., Moline,

showed four Moline Univertractors, two pulling three 10-

inch Moline bottoms. One operated a Moline binder and one a 7Present
A.
foot tandem disc.
:

Carlmark, sales manager for Can-

ada; H. L. Thompson, engineer;
M. Auchmoody, Poughkeepsie,
and Messrs. Irwin and Lingren
from the factory.

The Imperial

Oil Co., Toronto,
had a complete
exhibit of their tractor oils and
greases.
De Laval Separator Co., Peter'boro, are eastern distributors for
in

their

booth,

the John Lauson Mfg. Co., of New
Holstein. They showed two Lauson 15-25 h.p. tractors pulling
three and four furrow 12-inch

Cockshutt plows. The company
also showed "Alpha" engines in
Ij^, 3V2 and 6 h.p. sizes, and an
"Alpha" lighting plant. The Acme

two

ensilage cutter, in

sizes,

was

shown. C. D. Cook was in
charge of the exhi'bit, assisted by
Messrs. Hughes, Button, Wdbster
and Clare.
The Windsor branch of the
Cleveland Tractor Co. have on
also

view two Cleveland tractors, 12-20
h.p., pulling three bottom 12-inich
Cockshutt plows. The efficiency
of these machines in hauling discs
and cultivators was demonstrated.
W. G. Bell, Canadian sales manager
R. D. Hadgkins, general
sales manager, Cleveland, and L.
W. Halley were in attendance,
also C. McCreery, Western Canadian representative for the company.

The Macdonald Thresher Co.,
showed two of their

Stratford,

12-22 h.p. Decker tractors pulling
three furrow Cockshutt plows.
24x40 separator was also shown.

A

The Empire Cream Separator
Co., Montreal, showed the Emmechanical milker and a line
Empire gasoline engines. F. J.
was in
Peterboro,
Doughty,

pire

of

charge.

The Sharpies Separator Co.,
Toronto, showed the Sharpies
and
separators
milkers.
mechanical
were represented by W. N.

They

Stafiford
agfer of

feed

and O.

local

Maclean, man-

P.

the Toronto ibranch of the

company

AMERICA'S FOREMOST TRACTOR

eluding the Hessian, Rein Drive,

and

Dundee

also

;

Bros.,

agents for Sharpies products.

The

Splitdorf

Electrical

Co.,

for

tractor

ignition

stationary engine magnetos, and
Dixie magnetos for aeroplane engines. E. P. Gould, sales

was

manager,

Exhibit
Chicago,
was in charge of C. K. Nelson,
manager for Canada.
The Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.,
Chicago, showed a large variety
of Hyatt roller bearings for tractors

THE LEADING FARMERS BUY
EVERY

INthere

community

in

Canada

a group of farmers

who

have the best crops, the best

live-

is

stock, the best implements.

the acknowledged leaders.

They

What

are

These leading farmers are the kind

a quality machine

bined with most skilful and critical
workmanship this advanced type

—

tractor

is

acknowledged

it is

—of most advanceed

—

Wallis

economy.

It offers also the

upon such basis as
"low cost per acre plowed" 30 per
cent more power from each gallon of

—

—minimum

fuel

Due
of

We

repair expense, etc.

to simplified design

and the use
com-

high grade materials only

—

c o

Customers with Manitoba

Crushing and Sawing

The Hamilton Gear & Machine
Co., Toronto,

me

associated

destined

to

be

one

of

field

which

is

Write for our new catalog which
pictures and describes the Wallis in

They were represented
efficient.
by Mr. Robertson.

The Hessian Tiller & Tractor
Buflfalo,
showed
Corporation,
three of their tractors, one fitted
with rubber tire wheels for road

—

Oliver
three
furrow
pulling
plows. Present: E. R. Pendleton,
engineer; L. B. Cravath, sales
manager; C. S. Mooney, general
manager, and C. H. Davis, sales
department, also three engine experts.

The Port Huron Engine &
Thresher Co., Port Huron, Mich.,
showed two 12-25 h.p. Port Pluron
which were handling
tractors
three furrow 12-inch Oliver plows.

The company was represented by

W. Matthews,

WINNIPEG

Hunter,

E.

manager;
salesman, and
sales

:

E.
F.

Christian,, expert.

Monarch Tractors Ltd., Brantshowed Neverslip
Ont.,

ford,

tracklayer tractors in three sizes
—6-12, 12-20 and 18-30 h.p. The
latter handled a three furrow 12inch Cockshutt plow, while the
other tractors showed their adaptPresent D.
albility for belt work.
G. Spencer, factory superintendent; C. E. Brown, manager; N.
L. Smith, salesman, and oper:

ators.
,

The Renfrew Machinery

Co.,

Renfrew, Ont., Eastern Canadian

Happy Farmshowed a Model A,
8-16 h.p., and two Model F, 12-24
h.p. Happy Farmer machines. The
8-16 was pulling three 10-inch and
distributors for the
er

tractor,

the 12-24's three 12-inch Cockshutt plows. The Happy Farmer
tractors aroused great interest by
plowing unattended, as the operaters strolled along 'beside them.

12-25 h.p. Massey-Harris tractors,
which were operating three furThrottle Governed Kerosene Engines, of 3i, 5^, 7, 9. iO, 12 and
14 H. P. Grinders and Roller
Crushers, Steel and Wood Saw
Frames to suit. Fall Prices now
out. Have you the Agency?

row 12-inch Massey-Harris plows.
These tractors made a fine show-

Co., Limited

Manitoba Engines Ltd

ing and are very popular, if one
may judge from the comments of
the eastern farmers. Present: R.
W. Warnock, superintendent of
tractor department; D. B. Mc-

Calgary

Manufacturers at Brandon, Manitoba

Pherson, assistant sales manager;

PROGRESSIVE DEALERS WILL SELL THE WALLIS

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse

The Hessian models were

use.

Toronto, showed three of their

detail.

be glad to forward you full particulars and the liberal Wallis proRemember, we also handle J. I. Case Tractor Plows giving you
the most efficient power combination you can sell your customers.

one

and plow expert.
The Massey-Harris Company,!

the richest.

will

in opeiration

Present: N. Hamilton, Canadian
manager, and F. D. Vickers,
general manager, along with five
From the LaCrosse
salesmen.
factory: O. B. Dibble, sales manager, and E. W. Lewis, tractor

opportunity to bewith America's

Foremost Tractor in a

had

of their Straight-Line tractors, a
machine of good design and very

sales

implement houses in America.

position.

Saskatoon

to Furnish Your

progressive

offers

dealers a connection with one of the

it

todk tests of several tractors, in-

Outfits

design the highest development of
power, light weight, durability and

They choose

William

this.

The
oldest

use.

H. Woolley, dynamometer expert,
who, during the demonstration,

Be Ready

Records of economical service on
farms in the United States, Canada,
Mexico, England, France and Italy
prove

and implement

A. Scharon, advertising manager,
was in charge, assisted hy C. A.
Johnson, sales engineer, and G

America's

foremost.

they

buy other farmers buy.

who buy. the Wallis tractor.
They buy the Wallis because

IT

present.

Co.,

Guelph, Ont., showed their potato
diggers in operation 'behind various types of tractors.

Toronto, s'howed a line of their

magnetos

others.

The Aspinwall Canadian

;

suction
Sharpies

WALLIS

October, 1918

PHONES

2943

and

2964

(Continued on Page 34)
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A Message

to

11

Canadian Dealers!

©©©©©©©©
I

timG, when Canada and the United States are so closely
A 1^.™^
linked,
especially
that Canadian dealers should
it

S©@®©®©i

is

fitting-

recog-nize the superiorities of the Separator

are every inch

and Milker that

American.

M.

Sharpies, President of the Sharpies Separator Company, invented the first American Cream Separator. For over a third of a
P.

century he has been manufacturing- and improving this remarkable
saver of butterfat.
Likewise, the Sharpies Milker was the
milking machine in the United States.

perfected

earliest

modern

Dealers in the United States are urging their customers to install
Sharpies equipment, as it aids towards saving butterfat, maintaining
milk production, and rendering real aid in winning the war.
Sharpies Suction-feed Separator is the only Separator that skims clean at any
speed.
All other separators lose butterfat when turned under speed— the annual waste
from
this cause being over 80,000,000 pounds of butterfat.
Universal use of the Sharpies
Separator would save it all. No discs or blades in the Sharpies bowl makes it easy
to clean.

Sharpies Milker is the only milking machine that squeezes and massages the
teats
while milking. It is the world's fastest milker— and a big labor-saver.

The United States and Canada have largely the responsibility for providing the Allies' food supply
Through the ehmination of waste and the saving of man-power, the Sharpies Separator
and the
bharples Milker are doing yeoman service. It is especially wise now to urge upon
your customers
the purchase of machines that will do the most efficient work at the least
cost, and produce the
greatest amount of food.
you are not acquainted with the Sharpies dealer proposition, and the remarkable
feharples machines are doing on thousands of farms, write us to-day
If

work which

SHARPLES
THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR COIWPANY
THE MITCHELL & McGREGOR HARDWARE COMPANY

-

Distributors for Manitoba

-

lT^rj.%T..

BRANDON, MAN.

;
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Material Supply in British
Implement Industry
It is
is

the

steps

of

the

ter of replies, the

should

formidable

one,

which

be

end aimed at
in
Great

realized

energies to the selHng side of the
business. Many new.lines are being added and the company report
an excellent demand for their
lines from all over Western Canadian territory.

The convention took

the form

which
gave their views on
the business transacted during the
past year.
Future operations
were carefully gone over and the
of a series of conferences at

one and

Salesmen's Convention Held by
D. Ackland Organization

all

new
company

salient selling features in the

and quantities of iron and steel
and other materials needed in the
coming season for implement
The form is a
manufacture.
but

by the departthat an applifact
the
ment upon
cation relating to any article must
is

line,

Britain.

assured for future production.
The Agricultural Machinery Department of the British Ministry
of Munitions has issued an enquiry permit form to the various
plants, requiring forms filled in
with particulars of the weights

emphasis

one

work

considerably,
and if the principle underlying the
return is once mastered, and care
exercised in adhering as much as
possible to simplicity in the mat-

United States in securing the raw
material requirements of farm
machinery manufacturers in that
country so 'that a supply may be

somewhat

to

simplifies the

evident that Great Britain

following

confined

be

laid

'From September 25 to 28 the

lines

travelling staff and executive of
Messrs. D. Ackland & Son held
their annual convention and rally
at the Winnipeg headquarters of
This year's conthe company.
vention was of even more importance than those held in former
years, as the Ackland interests
have discontinued manufacturing

were

and are now bending

all

handled

Iby

the

Many helpful
analysed.
suggestions were brought out by
this general get-together spirit,
marked by the intimacy and cooperation which are inseparable

their

Handles

You Only Have

ALL PURPOSE

A

old and new.
toast was drunk
to the welfare and safe return of

Capt. Clifford Ackland, M.C., who
has been "over there" for over
two years.
The cut-out was applied to the
story-tellers and the party wound
up the evening at the Walker
Theatre, where the title of the

musical comedy was "Going Up."
In view of the present trend of
prices, the salesmen thought this

most appropriate.

The following gentlemen attended the various sessions of the
convention J. W. Ackland, president and general manager; G. B.
:

Co'rke, secretary-treasurer;

F. G.

Wright, director; A. Matheson,
sales manager, and R. Walker,
manager of the Calgary branch.

From the field the following
salesmen, who cover the territories named, were present: J. W.
Atkins, Northern Alberta; A. M.
Dixon, Central Alberta; George
Ellis, Southern Alberta and British Columbia; Mark Johnston,
Southern Saskatchewan; M. G.
McDougall, Northern Saskatchewan; W. O. Forsyth, Northern
Manitoba; J. E. Lennox, Eastern
Manitoba and Western Ontario,
and W. J. Hansen, Western Mani-

3 14-inch

ON£ MAN

october,i9i8

Plows

Sell a Parrett Once
BUILT INTO THE TRACTOR

to

THE SERVICE IS
At the Salina (Kansas) Demonstration the Parrett Tractor Made a
Non-Stop Run of 103 hours, 19 minutes

toba.

representatives of the comthis year's convention
the best yet and retUTned to their
various centres full o^ "pep" and
enthusiasm and ready to pile up a

The

pany voted

irecord year's business.
J.

W. ACKLAND

International Truck Catalog

President and General Manager of D.
Ackland & Son, Ltd., Winnipeg, the

heavy hardware and wood goods concern.
The company has shown remarkable development since it started 28 years ago.
Mr. Ackland has controlled its destinies

Harvester
International
have issued a very
interesting catalog dealing with

The

Co., Chicago,

The

the I.H.C. line of motor trucks,
in capacities from ^feature of the
3-tons.
ton to

the
the
head office are very optimistic as
regards the outlook for next

a fine arrayof photographs
of the company's trucks, as used
by companies in every conceivable
branch of industry. The adapt-

for over 20 years.

which range
from the Ackland sales
various
Canada, the Parrett has demonstrated, time after time, its ability to
Pulls three plows under average conditions and
give constant, dependable service.
handles belt work up to a 24-inch separator. Burns kerosene perfectly. To the dealer
the Parrett means increased sales and decreased service hence satisfactory, profitable
business.
Get the Parrett contract for 1919.
SPECIFICATIONS 4-cyl. vertical engine, i'A x 5l4< positive feed oiling system.
Wheel base, 92 in., width 6 ft., length 12 ft. Two speeds forward, 2f4 and 4 m.p.h.
one reverse.
Frame, 7 in. channel steel, braced and trussed; ample cooling surface;
In Western

—

—

direct drive for belt work; self aligning ball bearings;
small radius. Get full particulars.

low center of gravity; turns

in

VICTOR' ENGINES
Not only Good Engines, but Good
Sellers and Better Servers

—

Stationary, skidded, 1^^ to 17
Sizes
Simple, well
Portable, 6 to 17 h.p.
h.p.
Built esdesigned, finely constructed.
Hopper cooled.
pecially to burn coal oil.
Ignition,
Webster magneto no trouble-

—

Machine

best quality steel
throughout. An engine that ensures your
value
and long service.
maximum
customers

cut

gears;

DEALERS: ASK FOR CONTRACT AND FULL PARTICULARS

The New Home Machinery

Co., Ltd.

Saskatoon, Sask.

Distributors for Saskatchewan

Francoeur Bros.

Camrose, Alta.

-

Distributors for Albarta

Mitchell

&

McGregor, Ltd.

-

-

Distributors for Manitoba

Brandon, Man.

representatives

company and the

of

officials at

year's business.

On the 26th, through the courtesy of an invitation from WestWoo'ds Limited, the entire sales
organization paid a visit to the
factory of that concern, which
now manufactures the implement
woods and other lines marketed by
D. Ackland & Son. An interesting
afternoon w^as
factory operthe
following
spent
ations and seeing how the goods
This experience
are produced.
should be invaluable to the salesmen, who thus gain a knowledge
of the line from the raw timber
to the finished product.
In the evening a dinner was
held in the St. Charles Hotel, at
which a couple of happy hours
were spent while the Grade I
story-tellers entertained the company by a drum-fire of tales, both

and

Equipped
Easily started.
batteries.
with throttling governor, ensuring even
speed and economy in fuel consumption.

some

force.

jinstructive

A

book

is

farm use
shown, and the way in
which the farmer uses trucks for
ability of the truck for
is

also

hauling milk, live stock, dairy
Interested
produce, grain, etc.
dealers should write for a copy of

which shows vividly
the importance of the motor truck
as a transportation unit.
this catalog,

Depends on the Operator

A

capable man will make a success with a mediocre tractor. Put
the best tractor built in the hands
of a man who will not care for it,
or who does not know how to
care for it, and it will not be a
success. The thing that will make
the capable operator is education,
a fact the dealer should never forget.

Saving

is

true patriotism.
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Make More
With

Profit
Less Ef f orti

Let the Viking Build a Big Separator Business For
You,

As

It

Has

for

Thousands of other Dealers
Every time you sell a separator you make a
greater margin of profit if it's a Viking.
Sales are easier because it is lower in price and
satisfies the buyer in every respect
no other
machine at any price "gets" a higher percentage of cream.

—

—

The Viking

not a "cheap" machine. It sells
at a low price only because more economical
production facilities in the largest separator
factory in the world makes this possible. The
work it does is equal to any retailing at the
highest price.
is

^^CREAM
has proved

its superiority.

It is sold and used
over the world more than one
wherever dairying is conducted on

in countries all
million in use

a very

—

L
—

scientific basis.

WHY THE

VIKING SELLS SO FAST

—

make sales easy low price,
simplicity, thorough construction, ease of operation and cleansing, larger capacity than any
other separator of equal rating and the strongest
guarantee ever written.
Viking selling points

-

You make larger profits on the individual sale,
invest less money, turn your money over faster
and practically control the separator business in
your territory.
Write for full particulars of our co-operative
advertising to help you sell the Viking and for
discounts, prices, etc.

SWEDISH SEPARATOR COMPANY
Department

I.,

507 South Wells Street, Chicago, Illinois

Canadian Farm Implements
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Famous

minent figure
Sharpies, president, and

M.

P.

Dale

Andrews,

advertising
Sharpies Separator, Co., West Chester, Pa., recently purchased for the Greystone Jersey Farm,
E.

manager

Inc.,

of the

West

has been a pro-

Inc.,

in the U.S. dairy in-

took

P. yi. Sharpies

Bull Purchased

dustry for nearly 40 years. He is
the inventor of the Sharpies cream
separator and Sharpies milking

bull,

is

over the bea^utiful dairy
buildings and equipment of Mr.
Sharpies' Greystone estate. UnMr.
der the management
of

Chester,

"Financial Sen-

This animal
the

in

world,

for a half interest in

The Sharpies

him.

not buy

coitld

According to the official report
demonstration committee
the New Hart-Parr at Salina in
an official brake horse-power test
the length of which was thirty
minutes at constant load, with the
average motor speed of 731.8
r.p.m. an average brake horseof the

temperature to be 109 degrees
in the shade, but at no time was
the temperature of the water in
the radiator more than 175 degTees Fahrenheit. This tractor is
handled by Hart-Parr of Canada
at Winnipeg and Regina.

and the above gentleman paid $30,000

men

the bull outright as
the
the
owners,

Farm,

Keeping a Repair Record

Jersey

Waterloo

A

Waterloo,
on
insisted

Iowa,
keeping a half interest in him, using him

six months of the
year on their herd at Waterloo.
Messrs. Sharpies and Andrews
also purchased twenty line-bred
"Financial King" females as a
foundation herd, and expect to
have a herd of about 100 females
in the Greystone barn by spring".

machine.

It is but natural, thereMr. Sharpies should be
interested in dairying and that he
should desire to procure as fine a
fore, that

herd' of pure-lbred dairy cattle as

can be procured.
The Greystone

Pulls Four

Jersey

Farm,

"The Tractor

GRAY
Ask us

with the Wide
Drive

Bottoms

in

Any

for 50-page Illustrated Booklet

Drum"
Soil

about the Gray

Andrews, who is an authority on
dairy farming, the greatest foundation herd of Jersey ever brought
together has 'been secured and will
soon come to Greystone. Among
these are descendants of Financial King, Sans Aloi, Financial
Fern Noble, Financial Beauty
King, and other noted Jerseys.
Exposition Wel l Attended
Automotyiye and Accessories Exposition held in Chicago
on the $5,000,000 municipal pier,
from September 14 to 21, was
well attended.
Automobile dealers who face the possibility of not
being able 'to get any new cars
next year were there to try to line
up on the truck and tractor business.
Many implement dealers

The

who

see the necessity for taking
on the 'tractor were present and

made

contracts.

Wisconsin implement dealer

has worked out a system for keeping a check on repair orders which
will.be adaptable to many Canadian farm machinery dealers' establishments.
Whenever a repair order is
made a complete record is made
out on a repair sheet, which is
divided in columns with the following headings "Ordered by,"
:

"Make

VALUE OF WIDE DRIVE DRUM TO FARMER
the farmer's standpoint the Wide Drum has two distinct advantages aside
from furnishing large traction service. At plowing it crushes weeds, stalks
or trash ahead of the plows so that the vegetation is turned under and completely covered. The Gray's weight is distributed over a wide surface, reducing the pressure per square inch on the soil. Hence it works to advantagie
on soft plowed soil and leaves no ruts or wheel tracks. The United States
Government has since June, 1918, ordered more than One Hundred and Fifty
for use in France.

From

SOME DISTRICTS USING GRAY TRACTORS
MANITOBA
Valley

SASKATCHEWAN

Woodlands

Stony Mountain
Winnipeg
Headingly Sperling Winkler

Regina
Rouleau

Lemberg
Wise ton

Plato

THIS YEAR
ALBERTA
Bassano
Hussar
Medicine Hat Cowley
Brooks
Calgary

Although the Gray was only introduced into Canada at the beginning of this
it is selling rapidly.
Farmers in the above districts are using Grays some of
them as many as three rnachines.
All kinds of soil and working conditions are
found in the above localities. We will gladly give you the names of Gray Tractor
owners, because "seeing is believing," that {he Gray is THE Tractor for Western

—

year,

Canada.

ORDER NOW

IF

YOU WANT A GRAY BEFORE FREEZE-UP
Write for Booklet

Chambers

nual sales convention at the general offices on September 3, 4 and
5.
The meetings were presided
over by W. M. Warren, general
manager of the company.
Many addresses were made by
members of the organizatiion and
by other speakers who came to
the convention upon invitation.
The subjects ranged from trade
acceptances and shipping to why
Germany cannot win the war, and
covering all phases of sales, advertising and dairying.

The convention was an

to

GRAY TRACTOR CO. of CANADA LTD.
307-309 Electric Railway
ALBERTA DISTRIBUTORS

tributors of the Swedish Separator Co., Chicago, met in their an-

Winnipeg, Man.

M. D. PEEVER, CALGARY, ALTA.

inspira-

'to the
whole organization,
and every man left with a deter-

tion

mination to exceed all previous
sales records that waste of butterfat

on farms might be prevented.

of

Part,"

of Machine,"

"Ordered by
(Mail) or (Phone)," "When Re-

ceived,"

"Co.st,"

"Delivered,"

"Paid or Charged," and "Remarks." With his book of record
sheets before him the dealer can
at a glance just how many
repair orders he has on hand and
identify each order and each part
as it arrives.
tell

Iowa's First Annual Tractor

Show
Iowa's First Annual Tractor
Show, to be held at the Coliseum,
Des Moines, Iowa, December 2-

with the
convention of the
Iowa Implement Dealers' Association, bids fair to be the most
7,

Swedish Separator Co. Hold
Convent ion
Sales representatives and dis-

"Number

"When,"

1918, in connection

23rd

Swan Eiver

Hart-Parr Brake Test

power of 31.13 was maintained.
The test was made when a Government 'thermometer showed the

said to be the best

bull

New

was organized recently and

Pa., the great Jersey

sation."

October, 1918

annual

elaborate exposition ever held in

Iowa.

Victory

Tractor—A New
Machine

Reed and Glaser, consulting en
gineers of Indianapolis, have designed a new tractor which will
be manufactured by the Victory
Tractor Co. of Greensburg, Ind.
The Victory is rated at 9-18 h.p.,
and is said to handle two 14-inch

I

plows under all conditions. The
The
Victory weighs 3,200 lbs.
motor is a Lycoming, with four
cylinders Syi x 5-in. All gears
are completely housed.
It is
completely equ(ipped with electric
lighting and starting system.
It's also

no turning.

a long stock that has

—

'
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CUSHMAN ENGIKE SERVICE ASSURES
the Cushman Dealer Permanent, Profitable Business
Sizes from 4 to 20 H.P.— The Original Binder Engine
Cushman

Farm

4-Cycle Engines are the AU-Purpose

Engines.

lived because of lighter weight, higher speed, reduced friction

as

much

per horse-power as ordinary farm engines, but are so

—Built

More efficient and longer
Weigh only about one-fifth
accurately balanced they run more steadily and quietly.
Built Light

and lower operating

Right.

cost.

4 H.P. weighs only 190 lbs.; 8 H.P. only 320 lbs.; 15 H.P. only 780 lbs.;

and the 20 H.P. only 1200 lbs. Sensitive
High tension, dual ignition system.
Schebler carburetor.
Forced
water cooling. Double annular ball bearings. Automatic oiling device. Special clutch pulley furnished as regular
equipment. Dealers, ask for full particulars of the Cushman Light Weight Engine.

throttle governor assures economical operation.

THE DUAL GRAIN CLEANER and
Separator has revolutionized Grain
Cleaning methods. Let us tell how
1

iBBBBBMBBBBillTTtniirin in

J

h

.

CUSHMAN ENGINES MEET
EVERY FARM REQUIREMENT

4 H. P. Cuthman. Weigh*

only 190 Lbg.

THE AMERICAN WILD OAT AND
BARLEY SEPARATOR AND CLEANER

But the Only Real Wild Oat

Three times the capacity of old
type Mills of equal width

One run through
thistles, etc.

this

Cleans

all

Made

in

Two

Sizes

Separator that

absolutely

Not a Fanning

removes Wild Oats from Tame

Mill or Cleaner

Oats and Barley

:

24 and 32 inches wide

machine takes out

all wild or tame oats, king heads,
kinds of grain perfectly. Double screens and sieves

immense capacity and do perfect work in conjunction with the side
shake combination blast and repeat system. The double gang and cut off
system are exclusive features found in no other mill. Any desired portion of
give

grain can be elevated and re-run, removing dockage to any desired degree.)
No separator made has more selling points. Write for literature and agency.

Grades the Grain for Seed to a Uniform Size
The long, slotted zinc sieve is perforated absolutely uniform. Patented slats,
working over this rocking sieve, keep it clean all the time while steadily distributing a thin, level layer of grain over the FULL SURFACE of the sieve. Every
kernel must come in contact with sieve; no kernel smaller than the perforation
can go over.

a perfectly uniform grade of grain.
hardwood, strongly braced and bolted.
Large capacity
hopper has adjustable slide feed. Very light in draft. The one and only machine
that separates and grades at one operation. Ask for literature and proposition.

Frame

is

Result

is

of seasoned

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Winnipeg,

Dept. E. a^™Ei«ffi.

Man.

Distributing Warehouses: Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.

Builders of High Grade, Light Weight, High

Power Engines

THE CUSHMAN LINE

IS

for General

Purpose Farm

Work

COMPLETE

We are Exclusive Selling Agents for: Combination Threshing Outfits—Straw Spreaders—24x46 Separators for Small Tractor
Use— Electric Lighting Plants— Tank Heaters—Langdon Ideal Self-Feeders—Fanning Mills—Smut and Pickling Machines

—Vacuum Washing Machines—Lincoln Grinders—Lincoln Saws—Shinn-Flat

Lightning Conductors—Incubators-

Universal Hoists—Portable Grain Elevators— Wagner Hardware Specialties—Holland Wild Oat Separators—American
Separators and Cleaners, etc.

SAVE FOR VICTORY— DON'T TALK PATRIOTISM OVER HERE, UNLESS YOUR MONEY IS
GOING TO TALK VICTORY OVER THERE. OUR MEN GIVE ALL. SAVE AND BUY BONDS

;
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and

the
the
capacity of the plant at this time.

Factory Notes

brick

factory,

A

one-storey addition valued at
$12,000 will be made to the Edmonton branch of the Massey-

steel

addition

to

more than doubling

The Domestic Engineering

Co.,

The Timken Roller Bearing Co.,
Canton, O., has ordered plans for
a new factory unit, a one-storey

Dayton, O., manufacturers of
Delco lighting plants, has acquired an additional site adjoining its plant and will probably
erect an extension at an early

structure, 100x250.

date.

Harris Company.

K. & S. Canadian Tires, Ltd.,
527 Yonge St., Toronto, contemplate

The Midwest Engine

dianapolis, successor to the Lyons
Atlas Co., will build an addition to
its plant, consisting of two reinforced concrete, brick and steel
buildings, 80x165 and 25x100, res-

making extensive additions

to their present plant.

The

Co., In-

Empire

Separator Co.,
Bloomfield, N.J., is preparing to
make extensions and alterations in
its plant at a cost of about $10,000.

pectively.

The Ohio General Tractor

Co.,

Peerless Pump Co., ThorOnt., contemplates the rebuilding of plant recently des-

Cleveland, Ohio, has been incorporated with a capital of $300,000.
The incorporators are J. L. Fran-

an estimated

E. E. McCloud, Sam B. Fitzsimmons, H. C. Berghaus and
Nelson Gorman.
Contract has been awarded for
120 ft. by 160 ft. extension to
foundry building on Lansdowne
Ave., Toronto., by Canadian Allis-

The

old,

troyed by

fire,

at

cis,

cost of $200,000.

The Hamilton Gear

&

Machine

Van Home Ave., Toronto, is
erecting a new $40,000 factory
Co.,

which will be utilized for the assembly of Straight Line tractors.
The general expansion of the

The company
Chalmers, Ltd.
will use part of this building for

business of the Janesville Machine
Co., Janesville, Wis., has resulted
in an increase in the company's
capitalization from $750,000 to

tractor production.

The National Tractor
Cedar Rapids,

la.,

Co.,

has just

at
fin-

ished a large reinforced concrete.

men

The $14,000 two-storey warehouse being erected at Vincent
and Whyte Streets, Winnipeg,
for the Robt. Bell Engine and
Thresher Co. is approaching comManager Cole expects

pletion.

to

occupy his new home shortly.
The Canadian Allis^Chalmers
Co., Toronto, will build an addition
to its grey iron foundry to cost
A. P. McLean, adver$20,000.
tising manager, states that pro-

duction will be kept at its lowest
until the close of the war, as the
labor and material situation are

overcome.

difficult to
It

is

reported that plans

now

May, 1916, controls the
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., New
Departure Mfg. Co., Dayton En-

ized in

gineering Lalboratory Co.,

Remy

Electric Co., Perlman Rim Corp.,
Klaxon Co. and Harrison Radi-

ator Corp.

now

assured that the InHarvester Co. will
erect a large branch house building at Watertown, S.D. The contract has been awarded for the
erection of the structure and the
is

ternational

work of construction will commence as soon as the material can
be assembled. The main building
an area of 96x132 feet,
and will Ibe four stories with full
basement.
will cover

Handle The

..

..

FORD

The

TRACTOR
Your

Profits

GUARANTEED TO DO THE WORK OF
FOUR GOOD HORSES— AND DOES IT
Every farmer is not in a position to buy a tractor, but every fanner who
owns a Ford car is a prospect for the FORD-A-TRACTOR. Attached to a
car it will pull more than some light tractors, and at lower operating cost.
Does all haulage work, in the field or on the road.
Superior design and materials. Steel construction throughout. All gears
are enclosed in a dust-proof

Has shock

Strong steel
wheels and machine cut, specially tempered alloy steel pinions. Equipped
with the W.D.C. Cooling System, which changes the water in cylinders six
times a minute, positively preventing overheating of engine.
oil

bath.

Machine

now

General Motors Corp., has
broken ground for the first unit
This
of its new tractor plant.
building will be 540x200, with an
L at one end 250 feet wide. The
entire
structure
will
be two
stories.
The building will be
equipped with modern machinery
and devices for handling large

absorbers.

production.
It is expected that
the building will be finished within sixty days.

$240

Willys Purchases Control of
Molin e Plow Co.

John N. Willys, president of the
Willys-Overland
Co.,
Toledo,
Ohio, the large automobile manufacturing concern, has purchased

Demonstrations and reports from satisfied
owners prove that the Ford-A-Tractor does
even more than we claim for it. Splendid
opportunity for local representatives.

THE K.M.C.
TRANSFORMER
Makes Every Day
Day

a "Gasless"
Gasoline conservation

DEALERS: WRITE—NOW!
J. D.
Head

ADSHEAD
Office:

CO.

Winnipeg, Man.

Alberta Branch: 117 10th Ave. E., Calgary

necessity

— so

why

is

use
all?
The K.M.C. is the
former guaranteed to
burn kerosene in Ford

DOES

a national
gasoline at

only transsuccessfully
cars

—AND

Gives 20 per cent more
power 50 per cent increase in
mileage and 100 per cent saving in
fuel cost.
Write us for full parIT.

—

ticulars.

Plow

Mo-

Co. of Moline, 111. This
purchase gives Mr. Willys and his
associates all of the interest formerly held by Geo. A. Stephens,,
Charles R._ Stephens, and other
members of the Stephens family,
with the exception of Mrs. F. G.
Allen. This secures control of the
plow concern.
F. G. Allen retains his large interest and will succeed G. A.
Stephens as president.
He will
continue as general manager of
line

It is stated that

Mr. Willys desires all the common stock of the Stephens family
and that arrangements made will
give all holders of this class of
stock an opportunity to exchange
their stock for other stock upon
the same basis and terms.
The
purchase price has not yet been

made public.
Members of

who

the

organization

be retained include the
following: H. S. Lord, treasurer
and director; N. I. Milliken, manwill

ager of production

L. Irving,

J.

;

chairman executive committee
O. P. Robb, trade manager for
western territory W. L. Clark,
trade manager for eastern territory S. C. Turkenkoph, tractor
sales and service engineer; H. L.
Thomson, research engineer. Mr.
Robb is well known to the West
Canadian trade, having represented the Moline interests in this
field.
Along with Messrs. Irving
;

and Clark, he has been identified
with the Moline organization for

many

years.
G. A. and C. R. Stephens announce that they will retire from

active business

life.

Moline an Extensive Line
By purchasing the Moline stock,
Mr. Willys jumps at once into the
farm machinery field in no uncerThe company manutain way.
facture a full line of plows and
tillage implements drills, wagons,
harvesters and other farm equipIt is probable that the
ment.
;

company may again

enter

the

Canadian trade field, from which
they withdrew some years ago,
and where the line is well known.

The MoHne Plow
ized

at

paid-up

Co.

$30,000,000,
of
capital

is

capital-

and has a
$19,000,000.

22 branch
houses and over 30,000 dealers.
The Willys-Overland Co. has 100
distributors and 800 dealers, and
as a result of the cessation of car
production it is likely that the

The company has

selling forces of both companies,

and

their

combined production

facilities, will

a controlling interest in the

Price only

Co.,

a division of

the

-AIncrease

Janesville

Janesville, Wis.,

the organization.

;

under consideration contemplate
the acquisition of the United
Motors Corp. by the General
Motors Corp. The former, organ-

It

Deere & Co., Moline, Illinois,
have Ibeen awarded an additional
government contract for 5,000
combat wagons. The new order
is a duplicate of that which has
just been completed and will mean

$2,500,000.

steady employment for sixty
for nine months.

October, 1918

be available for the

development of the Moline-Universal tractor. The Moline Plow
Co. is one of the oldest farm machinery concerns in the United
States. It was founded in 1865.
John N. Willys has risen to
prominence in the remarkably
brief

space

of

ten

years.

For-

merly a distributor of automobiles at Elmira, N.Y., he acquired
control of the Overland Motor
Co., Indianapolis, in 1907, and in
1908 moved the Overland business
to Toledo, Ohio,

where the con-

now

said to be the second
largest producer of passenger au-

cern

is

It is
in the world.
stated that the market value of
his securities two years ago were
in excess of $80,000,000.

tomolbiles

.
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Results of Official State Tractor Demonstration Held at Minot, N. Dak.,
Draw-

Name

of Tractor

Brake
H. P.

bar
H. P.

Lfduson

15
12

Turner
Moline

25
20
18

No.

Cyl.

Cyl.

Bore

4

4K

4
4
4
4

3J<

Cyl.

Stroke R. P.
6
4>^

9
18

36

12
12
12

20
24
20

Plowman
Plowmsn

15
13

30

Parrett

12

25

4

Hart Parr

15

6>^

7

24

30
36

2

Nilson

4

4K

5>^

Heider.
Bull

Emerson

.

.

5

2

4
4
4.

4K

6K

4>^
5>^
454

6J<

4K

6

4>^

5>^

7
5

•

Waterloo Boy

12

25

2

6>^

7

RUMELY

14

28

2

7

8V2

Liberty
Twin City

15
16

30
30

4

4

5
5

Avery
Avery

12

2
2

6>^
5>^

6

4

5

6

OILPULL..

12

25
16
27
24

2

6

7

Aultman Taylor

30

60

4

7

9

C. O.

13
10

25
20
20
20
18

2
1

6>^
8>^

12

2

6^

7

4

4>^

6

4
4

3%
4^
5X
4K

5

8
14

All Work
Happy Farmer

D

Mogul
Titan

10
10

Case

9

Stinson

18
10
15

Cub

Wallis

36
18
25

2

4

7

7

6
7

5M

M.

950
1000
1400
900
750
700
800
900
900
900
750
850
750

June 19, 1918, as Returned by Officials in Charge

No.
bottoms

Depth of
Breaking

Acres

pulled

(Inches)

Plowed

3^
4K
4

4
i'A
4

4
4
4
4
3
4

17

Gal.
kero.
put in

2.13
1.45
1.45
2.13
1.18
1,45

Gal.

Gal. gas.
used to

gas.
put in

start

«i r. ...1
vjal.
tuel

Gal. fuel

Cost

retd. for
credit

used in
demonstr.

Acre

K

9X
sy
4K

/"*

10
10

^y
5K

10
10

7l4

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

73
13
18

45
13
13

H

IK
10

45

10

4K

530

41/2

2.27

15

Ql /

800
650
570
600
800
750
500
550
400
500
860
950
1000
720
900

1y^
3
4
4

2.27
2.27
2.13
1.45
2.13
1.45
5.53
1.45
1.45
1.45
2.13
1.45
2.13
1.45
2.13

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3

4>^

10

2

10
10
10
15

Vs

10
20
10
10
10
10
10
15
10

K
'Vs
Vs
Vs

6

i9y

\y
sy2

&y
^y

5

5

.51
.58

7y
4K
9
ey
ey

.58
.56
.78
.80
.80

.

6

certify that the above is a correct report of the Official
Tractor Demonstration held at Minot, N. Dak., June 19, 1918.

G. A.

.

y2

3K
SH

15

.706
.80
.63
.93
.64
.45

9

2y

K

.63
.51
.70

.96
.65
.67
.60
.57
70
!64

8^
4y
6H

4

.708
.795
.925
.572

6^4

1

ly

$.706

8

IK
5y2

y

We, the undersigned,

Official Figures ''Not

3H
4K
5
sy
4K
ey
»y
7y
sy

6X
5X
5
iy

per

1.00

COLCORD^
HASSEL VCommittee

PORTER

)

Mere Claims

Every farmer is entitled to the facts. The results of official tests made at two recent tractor demonstrations—the State Tractor Demonstration at Minot, N. D., June 19th, 1918 and the National
Tractor Demonstration at Salina, Kansas, July 29, 1918, are official proof of actual field performance.
In each case these tests were made under the supervision of experienced, though impartial judges.
At State Demonstration

At National Demonstration

Average of 5 tractors Average of 23 tractors Rumely OilPul!
—burning gasoline
burning kerosene, or
14-28 burning
exclusively
gasoline and kerosene
kerosene

Number

of'acres

plowed

Fuel per acre (gallons)
Fuel cost per acre (centsj

2.02

1.84
3.77
66.27

3.26
88.2

2.27
2.97
45

Note that the Rumely OilPuU using kerosene

— used

less fuel per acre than

any competing

tractor using kerosene,

competing

at the lowest cost per acre of all

tractors.

Note the number of plows and depth of plowing. Ten so-called "3-plow
tractors" pulled only two plows eight tractors rated 14-27 to 24-36 H.P.

—

pulled only three plows each.

— the

Rumely OilPull

pulled four plows

— the

number

it

is

advertised

to pull.

—

it

plowed 4V^ inches deep

it

Fuel used per acre (kerosene) 2.92 gallons.
(Note that fuel consumption per acre is almost identical with that of the
OilPull at Minot.)

^^^^^^^

that

plowed 43^ inches deep.

^

^^^^

— stubble, loose on top.
Average drawbar pull 15.7 h.p.
Maximum drawbar pull 17.3 h.p.
Showing a reserve power of 23V^% over advertised rating.
Soil

Belt H.P. Test.
Average

was the on/ytractor burning kerosene

Test.

4.

— the maximum depth — equalled by two com-

petitors only.

—

Drawbar Fuel

— moist gumbo, stubble ground.
Number of plows —
Depth of plowing — 6 inches.
Soil

gasoline or both.

— plowed

At the National Tractor Demonstration at Salina, Kansas, July 29th to
August 3rd, the OilPull was entered in all official tests. No comparisons
with other tractors can be made as results of tests were not made public by
the officials. All tests were under the supervision of agricultural authorities.
Following are the official figures for the 14-28 OilPull.

belt h.p. 35.01 h.p.

Showing a reserve power of

25%

over advertised rating.

These successful and economical performances of the 14-28 are just a sample, officially proved, of every day work of the OilPull in any
Rumely OilPull Tractors have never burned anything but kerosene, or other fuel oils, and furthermore, every purchaser of an OilPull
gets a vs^ritten guarantee, signed by Company Officials, that his tractor will burn successfully all grades of kerosene, permitted by law to be
sold in the United States and Canada, under all conditions, at all loads up to its rated brake horsepower.
size.

As

omy and

the above figures prove, when you buy a Rumely OilPull you get what you pay for and expect, and then
the plus power that makes the OilPull always "there" on the pinches.

some extrsi— guaranteed econ-

The Figures Speak for Themselves. Which Make Tractor do You Want?
ADVANCE-RUMELY THRESHER CO., Inc. LAPORTE, INDIANA
Calgary, Alta.

Regina, Sask.

ADVASC

Saskatoon, Sask.

Winnipeg, Man.

UMELY

—
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The Tractor and
The machinery demonstrations

his tractor for

Western Canadian fairs,
and the recent power farmingdemonstrations at Salina, Kansas
and Cobourg, Ontario, are proving that drawbar power is but one

driving

an

No tractor dealer can af¥ord to
overlook the growing importance
of belt work, especially when lining up tractor selling arguments.
The tractor must be used both on
Hitherto
the drawbar and belt.
we have been too prone to look

indi-

threshing separator. It also
Avill operate his feed grinder, enIn
silage cutter, wood saw, etc.
the United States and Eastern
Canada the tens of thousands of
silos which are being added yearly
open a great field for tractor Ibelt
work, and ensilage will steadily

at our

vidaial

side of the usefulness of the tractor.

become a larger factor in the west
as mixed farming develops.

Work

Belt

In the Canadian West the
is rapidly coming to use

farmer

upon

it

as merely a

for plowing.

power plant

Let us get more into

October, 1918

the all-purpose adaptalbility of the
tractor for that will do much to
increase tractor demand.
Our

—

Western Canadian fairs have done
excellent work in showing the
tractor operating
driven machines.

various

belt-

A survey by the United States
government shows that even now
belt work claims 40 per cent of the
tractor's working ho'urs.
Forty
per cent is not far from the fiftyDrawlbar work has had

fifty line.

the advantage of being boosted
for years at every national, as well
as hundreds of local tractor demonstrations, while belt work was
neglected was told that it was
not supposed to appear in public.
Pulley Must Be Properly Located

—

At

the national tractor demonheld at Salina, Kansas,
belt work in the U.S. was given its
stration

hearing

first

the

give

when he

its

chance to

first

a

belt

that

caused them to sit up and take
notice.
It is proper to say now
that belt work not only showed
up well in comparison with drawbar work, but actually outdid it in
emphasizing the necessity of a

said

knowledge of what

"Either the civilian popula-'

must go short

tion

—

sightseers

of

many

times of peace or our armies
things indispensable to them,

things

to

which

it

is

belt

power

re-

quirements are. If the belt pulley
is located on the left side of the
tractor, several feet out of line of

accustomed in

must go short of munitions and other

the operator's seat,

"

it

makes

tractor difficult to line up.

the

Many

have trouble enough to get
the belt to run right when a pulley is located directly in front of
the tractor seat.
"How about the size of that
asked an up-to-date
pulley?"
farmer, interrupting a salesman
who was elaborating on the supervalue of the tractor being able to
turn in its own tracks. "My farm,
like others," said the farmer, "has
very few corners and if the tractor will turn in the same circle as
a six or eight-horse team, we will
be satisfied. The thing that conof us

NOW,

the only way we can
possibly live up to that obligation is by going without in
order that our soldiers may have.

For the money we waste is not
money at all it is equipment,

—

clothing, shot

and

urgently needed

By denying

shell that are

in France.

ourselves, therefore,

we enable Canada

only to the extent of eighty mil-

So we must do
everything in our power to release
both goods and labor for the purposes for which Canada needs
lions of dollars.

them.

to procure to

the fullest extent the materials and
labor which she and our Allies need
for the successful prosecution of

WHETHER

What happens when we

be food,

cerns us most is, will it run our
silo filler and threshing machine?"
A scale held to the pulley showed
it to be about 10 inches in diame"Too small too much belt
ter.
slippage with that size of pulley,"
said the man as he strode away.

coal,

transportation,

the

result

in

—

the same. Whoever
competes with the nation by freely
fail

to

save?

cases

is

satisfying his

own desires, selfishly
own use that

Experience Helped

appropriates to his

A pull on labor by the Government
one direction and a pull on laboi

cautiously.

Think of what Lord Kitchener has

"Is

this

''over

said,

there,''

spend

and ask your-

something I really need or can I do without

Him

evidently was a man of experience. He knew that the driving power of a pulley, all other
things being equal, depends upon
the amount of surface contact between the belt and the pulley. A
small pulley, 10 inches in diameter, running a 60-foot belt, has
about 15 inches of contact around
the surface of the pulley, while a

He

which is so urgently required for
our fighting men in France.

For the sake of your country and the boys

self firsts

it

wool, steel, leather, labor or

all

the war.

in

by the people in the opposite
Hundreds of millions of
dollars are of no use to the country
if goods and services can be secured

direction.

it?'*

Published under the authority of the
Minister of Finance of Canada
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20-inch pulley on the same belt
will show aibout 34 inches of conIt is very apparent that
tact.
there will be much less slippage
Less slippage
in the latter case.

means

less loss of

Among

power.

other points to considei
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height of pulley from the
is
ground, direction of rotation, has
it

and width of
Give the belt end of the

a friction clutch,

face.

tractor careful consideration

you

fore

A

sell.

be-

drawbar tractor

only half a tractor. Sell a tractor that does drawbar and belt
work equally well.
is

New

Two

Case Publicity

attractive pieces of litera-

by the
J. I. Case Threshing- Machine Co.,
of Racine, Wis. One of these illustrates and describes the Case
10-18 tractors which are being
marketed by the company the
other shows the line of lightweight threshing machines which
are intended to be operated with
the
tractor
above
mentioned.
Both of these leaflets are a'ttractively printed in colors and will apture have just been issued

;

peal to the farmer customers of
dealers who handle the Case lines.

Tractor Co.

some constructional

The

Cleveland Tractor Co.,
Obio, announce the
opening of a Canadian branch at
Windsor, Ont. This branch will
be under the management of W.
G. Bell, who has been appointed
•Canadian sales manager of the
company.
Mr.
Bell
informs
Cleveland,

Farm Implements"
"Canadian
that all Canadian business will be
handled from the Windsor offices.
C. McCreery has been appointed
Canadian Western representative
and will visit the western provinces during October, when he will
look into 'the representation and

wheel, clutch, transmission gears,
dififerential and rear axle gearing
are all enclosed and run in oil.
The bore and stroke of the engine
are 43^ x 6 inches, with high tension ignition.
One novel feature
is that of a winch operated from
the transmission, this being designed to wind cable or for well
drilling.
The tread of the tractor
can be varied from 44 'to 72
inches, while three speeds forward and one reverse are provided, high speed for road work
being 6 m.p.h.

Aultman-Taylor Produce New
Tractor

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co., Mansfield, Ohio, have
developed a new tractor with a
rating of 15-30 h.p. The engine is
lubrication

Kingston

distillate,

carburetor,

for ignition.
Fuel tank
with two compartments
six gallons

Normal speed of
800 r.p.m., but
can be run to 900 with entire
safety.
Belt pulleys is 20 inches
diameter, has 8-inch face and runs
400 to 450 r.p.m.
Weight is
7,500 lbs.

Hibbard Joins Tractor Company

Announcement

is

made

The
the prairie provinces.
Cleveland Tractor Co. had two
Cleveland tractors in operation at

foreign

manager

Power Farming De-

monstration at Cobourg, Ont.

The Ma xwell Tractor
The Maxwell Motor Co., Detractor of

have

produced

of

sixteen gallons.
the motor is

J.

in

made

is

—one

and the other holding

appointment of

Mich.,

by

is

Eiseman high tension magneto

distribution of Cleveland tractors

troit,

The

The
automatic splash system.
fuel used is gasoline, kerosene and

Branch

the recent

:

machine has 4-cyl. engine entirely
enclosed and expended into a bell
housing at the rear end.
Fly-

4^x6^, and

Open Canadian

features

sales

of the

L. Hibbard, as
of

WEBSTER

I

I
I Tri-Polar Oscillator |
^ Nearly Half a Million Now in Service =
=
=
=
and
any
=
American
Canadian manu=
=
WEBSTER
=
=
dominant
found
S
=
=
WEBSTER
equipment
S
=
The demand
S
now
=
an
your
make
by
Why
^
equipment
WEBSTER
^
=
would add tremendous
demand
=
=
WEBSTER
"If
=
WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY 1
=
RACINE, WISCONSIN
This result has been brought
about through performance of
constant
rigid service.
In

index

complete

foreign sales.

of

or
f acturers of stationary or portable engines, the
Tri-Polar Oscillator will be
to be the one

type of ignition.

ignition
the deciding factor in thousands of engine sales every year.
for these engines is
greater
than ever before.

is

not

this

using
as

this
asset in
business
Tri-Polar Oscillators as regular
force to the

for

your engines.

it

it

isn't a
isn't

Tri-Polar

a real Oscillator."

EMERSON MILLS
THEIR WONDERFUL RECORD AND REMARKABLE
EFFICIENCY HAS BUILT A PHENOMENAL DEMAND
FARMERS WANT— AND WILL HAVE— THE EMERSON

The

Cleveland Tractor Co., Cleveland,
Ohio. Mr. Hibbard for the past
Ciight years has been associated
with the Studebaker Corporation
in its sales department, and for
the past five years in charge of
its

•
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® ®
Strong and

Their action

substantial

is

construction.

duplicated

by no other

Easily

Their

mill.

operated.

work

is

so

a

which the following are

Full

Save for the Victory Loan.

perfect that

equipment

IMPLEMENT DEALERS

every

Emerson

supplied with

Mill sold

every mill

sells three

sold

more

HARDWARE MEN
PUMP MEN

GENERAL STORES
Buy your wood and

iron

pumps,

cylinders,
galvanized pipe, galvanized rod, etc., from a

MADE

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED
Phone 2943

EIGHTH

ST. and AssiNiBoiNE AVE.

n
j
mm
Brandon,
Man.

FOR FARM USE

Hand

No.

3.

Power Separator; Capacity 30-50 Bus. per hour

Separator; Capacity 22-30 Bus. per hour

The only farm size machine built that will take
every kernel of wild or tame oats out of wheat
or rye and save ALL THE WHEAT.

—

Emerson

PRICES

SIZES

2.

concern.
Best of Pacific Coast Pine used in our wood
Pumps. Can furnish logs up to 16 feet long
without couplings.

ASK FOR

TWO

No.

WESTERN CANADA

Fitted for any depth of wells.
Large Stocks carried.
Prompt shipment guaranteed.

IN

Mills are sold under

an absolute guarantee
wheat, barley and

a clean product, also perfect seed
from Coast to Coast. Order your

to give your customers
rye.
Thousands in use

supply at once.

SECURE OUR CONTRACT NOW.

WRITE FOR PRICES

EMERSON MANUFACTURING
1425

WHYTE AVENUE

CO., LTD.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

;

;

;

:
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Motor Truck
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Keep a List— It Pays

Possibilities

Every day the value

Reports from the United States
that

indicate

motor

trucks

pect

are

Hkely to supplant freight trains
for hauls of less than 200 miles
In
during the period of the war.
that country,- as in Canada, in

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

many

sections the burden of
transportation has become greater
than the railways can bear. Inter-

urban and country haulage by the
motor truck has developed so
rapidly

many

in

eastern

where the road system
that,

it is

areas,

good,
per

is

stated, almost

town

to

Farm

is

knows

Established in 1904 and Published Monthly by

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited

some

now moving from

town on motor

A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES, ENGINES AND MACHINERY

ten

cent of the local freight in
localities

AND

SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

STOVEL BUILDING

WINNIPEG, CANADA
SUBSCRIPTIONS

products, live stock, furni-

farm machinery, and manufactured goods of every conceivable nature are being transported
by trucks over the eastern United
States, while reports from the
middle west show a remarkable
development along this line. This
is
nothing new in the United
ture,

Motor truck transporthas been in operation in
country districts for a long time,
but the development of this type
of freight transportation has been
most manked in the past year.
States.

ation

$1.00 per year in

Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

Single Copies,

Ten Cents

ADVERTISING
RATES MADE

KNOWN ON APPLICATION

Change of Advertising Copy should reach this ofiSce not later than the 25th of the
month preceding issue in which insertion is desired.

CORRESPONDENCE
on all matters pertinent to the implement and vehicle trade.
As an
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for publication, every correspondent
must sign his name.
reserve the right to edit all matter
submitted but do not undertake to endorse opinions
expressed by correspondents.

Solicited

We

,

Member Western Canada

Press Association
Entered in the Winnipeg Post OfRce as second class matter.

WINNIPEG, CANADA, OCTOBER,

roads

parts of the
United States. The recently established transport lines have
started as a result of freight congestion and the practical refusal
of express companies and the railroads to handle short haul business.
The greatest promise of
these lines for the future is that
they are being esta)blished by
in

certain

companies organized to handle
motor truck delivery from a commercial standpoint and make it
pay. These lines are succeeding
to-day, and if they are successful
under
present
circumstances,
there is no reason why highway
transport lines in the United
States should not conti;iue after
the war and become a permanent
addition to the transportation
system of the country.

Railroads and express companies cannot handle short haul
business, even under normal conditions, and w^hen merchants and
buyers once get used to the speed
and economy of motor truck
transportation, they are likely to
insist that this transportation be

made permanent.
In many Western Canadian

lo-

road system is sufificinntly good to ensure the success
of such a system of motor truck
calities the

transportation of freight. -It will
not be long, as years go, until we
will see the motor truck as an
established fact in freight haulage,
while it will also become as essential a part of the farmer's equip-

ment as he now considers the
wagon which takes his product to

1918

members. All manufacturers in
the farm machinery industry are
cordially invited to attend.
It is purposed that the convention program this year be the
source of a vast fund of information for the collective industry for
the guidance of the manufacturers

the nearest centre and brings back
necessities to the carrying on of
his farming operations.

Keep the

One

Cellar Tidy

most frequent causes
the untidy cellar. Excelsior, papei;, packing material and
empty boxes and cases, all too frequently is 'this the condition of

of fire

affairs

of the

in confronting the situations of
the present and immediate future.
Manufacturers desiring detailed
information relative to the coming convention may obtain same
by addressing the National Im-

is

;

a

match thrown through

dropped
by a clerk, and the mass smoulders and flames up, and the store
Yet
is gone almost in a moment.
a grating or a cigarette

plement and Vehicle Association,
Chicago, 111., which will be glad to
answer all inquiries.
These are some of the outstand-

honestly at a loss to
has fostered in himself so long the idea
of his immunii'ty from such dangers. The bulk of the fire loss is
preventable, and every dealer
should do everything in his power
to see that the chance is reduced
the dealer

is

ing topics for the consideration of
the big convention
Materials

know why, because he

to a

minimum

Labor;
Eliminations
of

the

In-

dustry
Freight and Passenger Transpor;

in his store.

well informed on these
matters of concern to the industry
will address the meetings.

The U.S. National Implement
and Vehicle Association will hold
twenty-fifth annual convention
at the Congress Hotel, Chicago,
October 16, 17 and 18. War conditions have proven the. immense
value of this association, which
its

has served as a clearing house in
many matters affecting the relations between the U.S. Government and the manufacturers, as a
bureau of information for its

Concerni ng C ollections
'

A

report states that the Saskat-

chewan deputy minister of agriculture has made an official request to implement houses in the
province' that they go easy on de-

manding payments from farmers
this fall

and winter.

This applies
areas where the
ruined by drought or

particularly

crop was

but guess work regarding the
prospects, or memory of some
talk in which the prospect was
developed, will not answer at

early frosts.

to

all.

Restricted Supply of Iron and
Steel to U.S. Implement

The priorities division of the
U.S. War Industries Board has
issued notice to the farm machinery manufacturers in that country that during the coming year,
from October 1, 1918, they will
receive 25 per cent less pig iron
and steel from supply sources
than they received in the preceding twelve months. The power
farming equipment industry was
represented and made a strong
plea, but to no end. The industry
was, in effect, asked to contribute
this 25 per cent quota of their raw
material supply so as to assist the
U.S. Government meet its war
programme.
Manufacturers in the past have
had much trouble in obtaining the
pig iron and steel necessary to the
continuance of the manufacture of
farm implements and tractors, the
steel mills being taxed to capacity
fill

the requirements of the govThe 25 per cent curtailof pig iron and steel is ex-

ernment.

ment

pected to release 500,000 tons of
iron

tation.

Men

National Implement and Vehicle
Association Convention

in

-

to

Government License

about the situation

territory,

Manufacturers

Early transportation companies
started beca'use of the lack of rail-

all

the jnanufacturer
will give to such a dealer a better
proposition than otherwise.
Salesmen are often willing to
give time to a dealer who has
real prospects, and the dealer
benefi'ts to the extent of reaping
profits from sales that he does
not make, but are made for him
his

trucks.

of a pros-

properly kept will be
shown, for the proper list enables
a dealer to at once estimate how
many prospects he has for any
certain machine, and how can
a dealer buy right who has no't
this information at hand?
Manufacturers are seeking to
co-operate with dealers who possess this sort of information, and
when they find the dealer who
keeps a record of prospects and
list

and

steel for

war

uses.

U.S. manufacturers of farm implements in the U.S. recently
agreed to furnish machinery for
farmers at the prices previously
prevailing if the steel manufacturers would give a discount of
$5.00 per ton on soft bars, that is
a discount on the government
price of $2.90 per 100 pounds. A
concession of 25 cents per 100
pounds has been granted, making
the price $2.65. Similar reduction
was given on steel bands also a
discount of 25 per cent from the
standard list on cold rolled and
;

!

:
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cold
also

drawn steel. Some reduction
was made on soft centres,
and

discs

coulters.

The reduced

prices apply to the

material shipments

made on and

on contracts
made for material to be used in
the ordinary farm implement season ending June 30, 1919.
after July

15

last

The new

ruling that only 75 per
cent of the former supplies of pig
iron and steel will be obtainable,
will have a vital efifect upon the
industty in the United States.
Farm machinery plants in that
country consume several hundred
thousand tons of stock monthly.
Some of the smaller tractor concerns concede that the 1919 output of their factories will be re'duced by as much as 50 per cent
over the numlber of machines they
anticipated building. The ruling
will particularly aflfect tractor
companies just entering large production. It is probable that manufacturers will Ibe allowed to use

up all of the raw materials they
have on hand.

tion of being unable

to get the
goods.
As things are, the U.S. manu-

depends upon his raw
stock on the orders he can show
and on the estimated demand for
his product as evidenced by orders from distributors. The dealer
who orders early will be provided
facturer

for, while the dealer who puts off
the placing of orders for what he
wants, and when he wants it, will

very probably want

it

altogether..

International Shareholders Approve Merger of Companies

At a recent meeting of the
shareholders of the International
Harvester Company of New Jersej^ and the International HarvesCorporation, plans for the
merger of the two corporations*
were approved.
The new company will be known as the International Harvester Company. It
will have jthe following capitalization
Preferred 7 per cent
cum'ulative shares, $60,000,000;
ter

:

common

The Supply Situation
The
and

supply of iron
farm machinery
of
the
United

fact that th.e

steel to the

manufacturers
States 'has been curtailed, is of the
utmost importance to dealers in
implements, tractors and farm
equipment. What steel the manufacturer can get will only be to
supply his visible demand. *'He
will not Ibe able to procure a ton
of material unless he can show,
by orders received, that he is not
manufacturing for a prolblemati-

shares, $80,000,000. This
capitalization is the same as that
of the old Harvester Company at

the time, in 1913, the corporation
was organized to take over the
foreign business and new lines of
the company.

The

the reorganization of the harvester

companies

in 1913 no longer exist.
the contrary, there are now
the strongest reasons for concen-

concerns

in

connection with

the government's anti-trust suit
litigation against the Harvester

Company.

tration

management and reThe International Har-

of

sources.

vester Corporation, which handles
the foreign business and has
suffered severe losses, needs the
aid of the International Harvester
Company of New Jersey, while
the latter company needs the

world-wide

organization of the
corporation in order to deal adequately with the after-the-war
conditions of foreign trade.

"We are convinced that the
consolidation will not only enable
us to meet more efifectively the
growing difficulties of producing
and distributing our share of the
farm equipment required by American agriculture, but will help us
in supplying the present foreign

demand where
sible

'

trade is now posBy the consolida-

tion the Harvester

Company

will

be prepared to do its full share toward supplying these needs and
toward meeting for an important
American industry the radical readjustments of foreign trade that
will undoubtedly come with the

The Dry Farming Congress
The Department

of Agriculture

Saskatchewan has announced
it
will pay transportation
charges from Regina to Kansas
City and return on exhibits of exceptional merit which may be sent
by residents of that province for
in

that

quired to

part

Dry Farming Congress

fill

orders from his dis-

tributors and dealers.

The present demands
U.S.

Government

steel to

be used

for

in their

of

the

iron

and

war

pro-

"The business conditions which
to the separation into two

led

national

City,

in

Kansas

may have

give up a part at
least of the stock they now hold.
The dealer will 'have to consider
these matters in arranging for

what he

to

Campbell

Bros.,
automobile
dealers at Assiniboia, have sold
out to E. Davey.

Ozey Bros, are proprietors
new automobile business and
age at Duck Lake.

of a
gar-

Solberg Bros., machine dealers
Scotsguard, have sold out to

at

Dahlman and Brett.
M. Lockwood has been

ap-

pointed Massey-Harris agent
the town of Coaldale.

in

The

Prest-o-Hte Co. of Canada,
Winnipeg, have been grant-

Ltd.,

ed a Dominion charter.
Lieut. A. Tudhope, of the Tudhope Company, Orillia, was recently listed as wounded.

regret to note the death of
Front, formerly an impledealer at Portage la Prairie.

W.

ment

I. R. Lane has bought out the
implement business at Kenaston,
formerly carried on by B. L. Coleman.

The McLean and Burr Auto
Co.,

New

Westminster, B.C.,

cently lost heavily through
the^ir premises.

fire

re-

on

Humble and Nelson, implement dealers at Admiral, have
sold out their interests at that
point to Cote Bros.

A new

automobile

tire

concern

recently organized in Winnipeg
is known as the Canadian Consumer's Supply Co.
E.

A. Mott,

manager

of

the

western general
Cockshutt Plow

Co., recently visited Ottawa and
other eastern points.

Harris

Some men
to tell

if

are so slow-going that

it

takes a speedometer

they are moving.

called to the need
have been urged to lay aside a
certain portion of our extra earnings as an mergency fund
when the country calls.

Are you moving
are not slow.

them marks
There

a

We

in the matter?

Our boys

at the front

Since August 6th 25,000 casualties

tremendous

list.

What

are

among

you doing?

no question about it, your savings are needed.
your duty begins. The way is clear.
All that may be lacking is an impulse from you. Start the
saving of your funds now.

Where

a

is

a need exists,

We must clean up this thing right.

Save

and Co.

are

handling

name
Wadena,

the

is

new concern

in

automobiles

and farm machinery.

For some time our attention has been

of thrift in Canada.

of

who

'

will requii-e in the coming year.
Conditions are such
that the man who is extra conservative, and who will not specify
his requirements, will not be aJble
to get the goods when he considers the opportune moment has
arrived to order them. The "wait
and see" policy will be fatal. The
manufacturer will not get raw
material to take care of anything
beyond orders on hand.
The
dealer who delays in placing his
orders will be in the sorry posi-

Newdale.

at

from October 16th to 26th

inclusive.

gramme is far in excess of the
capacity of the mills. This shortage has to be made up. It will be
helped by the restriction on the
stock allowed the implement industry, yet it is not improbable
that implement
manufacturers

R. Peterushke has taken a partner into his automobile business

We

competition at the annual InterSoil Products Exposition, which is to be held in connection with the International

a

Briscoe and Kubb, auto dealers
have sold out to Kinnaird Bros.

at Chaplin,

T.

statement to the press,
Cyrus H. MoCormick, president
of the two companies, said in

In

Davis Bros, have opened an
automobile business at Glenside.
Fleck Bros., auto dealers at
Yorkton, have sold out to Mac's
Garage.

return of peace."

demand for his goods.
He
must show the authorities that
the raw material he wants is recal

Personal

On

action follows negotiation

between the companies and the
department of justice in respect to
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The

McGregor

Motor

Co.,

Brandon, has applied for authority to change their name to Western Motors, Limited.

Following a

away

fire

that

swept

his prernises, C. G. Larsen,

automobile dealer at Oxbow,

is

discontinuing business.
C.

W\

Furrow,

West-Woods,

manager

of

Winnipeg,
paid a business visit to the United
States late in September.
Ltd.,

We

regret to note that the imwarehouse of W. D.
Millveigh,
at
Trossachs, was

plement

burned out during September.

;

Canadian Farm Implements
W.

J.

Wellington

has

been

made general manager of The
Dauch Mfg. Co., of "Sandusky,
Ohio, builders of Sandusky tractors.

H. C. Bury, representative of
the Four Wheel Drive Truck
Co., Minneapolis, paid us a visit
while in the city in the middle of

month.
R. McKenzie, Winnipeg, manager of the McLaughlin Motlast

or Co., recently paid a visit to
the head office and factory at

troublous times in the automobile

Bartholomew, president of
the Avery Co., has been appointed chairman of the U.S. fuel-oil
conservation committee for Peoria
district and several surrounding
Isaac R. Card, superintendent
Co.
Mfg.
Kinnard,
the
of
tractor manufacturers, Minneapolis, Minn., was struck by an automobile and fatally injured early

Wilson, sales manager of
the Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing
Co., Winnipeg, recently visited
the leading trade centers throughout the West.
J.

H. W. Hutchinson, manager of
the Winnipeg branch of Carriage
Factor^ies, Ltd., recently returned
from a visit to Hamilton, Ont.,

and other eastern

cities.

Borland, farm machinery
distributor, Vancouver, has taken
W^ R. Melville as a partner in the
business. Firm's name now reads
"Borland, Melville and Co."
R.

J.

for

W.

Sanderson, sales manager

N.

J.

Dinnen and

Co.,

dis-

manager

position of advertising

with the Buda Co., Harvey, 111.,
manufacturers of the Buda engine for heavy-duty trucks and
farm tractors.
Wendell P. Jones, son of W.
A. Jones, advertising manager of
the La Crosse Tractor Co., manu-

Happy Farmer tractbeen made a lieutenant in

facturers of

ors, has
the U.S. army.

J.

W.

M.

Jones,

of

secretary

Christiansen Implements, Ltd,.
Winnipeg, recently returned from
a business tour through the West.
He reports a very satisfactory defor the Christiansen line.

mand

tributors of the "Little Giant"
tractor, is at present on a busi-

C. A. Poison, president of the
Twin City Separator Co., Min-

ness trip throughout the West.

neapolis, during

M.
manager
S.

Loader

district

Griffith,

the

for

was

Winnipeg,

Co.,

a

sales

Stewart Sheaf

few days at
company,

his

Separator Co.,

a

September spent
the local branch of
the

Twin

Quelch

St.,

City

Win-

nipeg.

guest of the Rotary Club at
Fargo, N.D., during September.

The Dominion Sewing Machine
and Phonograph Co., Winnipeg,
have changed their name to the
Dominion Sewing Machine Co.
The company handle sewing
machines, parts and cream sep-

The Richardson Road Machinery Co., Saskatoon, have applied
for permission to change the
name of the company to the
Richardson Machinery Co., Ltd.

arators.

N. McDonald, western manager for the Canadian Briscoe
Motor Co., states that he is selling all the cars he can get in those
F.

following the severe injuries he
received in an accident during
July.

Grout, manager of the
City Separator Co., Winnipeg, reports an exceptionally
heavy demand for the "Bull Dog"
line of fanning mills this fall. And
the factory can fill 'em as hard as
they come, states Mr. Grout.
P.

J.

Twin

.

Farm Imple-

Junius F. Cook,

ment Administrator

month.

O. O. Powell has assumed the

Oshawa, Ont.

W.

B.

counties.

last

Deere Plow Co., is once more at
and mending, fairly well,

his desk

game.
J.

are glad to note that David
Drehmer, the popular manager of
the Winnipeg branch of the John

We

in the United
attend the annual
conventjion of the National Federation of Implement and Vehicle
Dealers' Associations, to be held
at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,

will

States,

Oct.

8,

9 and

THE CONWAY LINES MEAN BETTER BUSINESS

10.

Christian Hansen, founder and
Wisconsin
the
of
president
Wagon Co., Madison, Wis., passed away recently after a short illHe
ness, at the age of 66 years.

was born
to

Denmark, and came

in

Wisconsin

in 1870, establishing

wagon plan in 1874.
The Ronald-Smith Cultivator
Co. is a new concern organized
at Winnipeg to manufacture and

the

cultivator.
"Smith"
the
Among the incorporators are A.
sell

:

B.

Ronald,

J.

W.

Boyd,

Capital stock

is

Swan,

James

an

implement

dealer at Punnichy, has taken a
partner into his business, which
now operates under the title of

Mr.
Swan.
and
Motherwell
Motherwell was formerly an automobile dealer in that town. The
two businesses will be combined.

The Oxley and Low, garage
and implement house at Cardston
has been taken over by a new
firm, composed of local men. The
name of concern will be the CenC. W. Oxley and
tral Garage.
Joseph Low have discontinued
put in their military

'to

service.

H. F. Anderson, manager of the

and Sleighs

Both

<<Dr.»..J floL-"

UaK

IVOUna

^fnvpc
OlOVCb

and Furnaces

A

close

and open types

that gives your customers the
In
^^^^ savers on the continent.

line

^^^j.

great demand.

back

Co.,

Winni-

desk after a
visit to the Emerson-Brantingham factories at Rockford, 111.
Mr. Anderson anticipates handpeg,

is

at his

new lines in the coming year, as well as E-B tractors,
ling several

plows and separators.

During the summer months

One
All

;

;

;

The Turner Tractor Sales Co.,
Winnipeg, was recently organized
for the sale, distribution, etc., of

and other machinery.
are:
interested
those
Arthur M. Doyle, A. J. Cos'tigan,
Charles J. Landin, and others.

tractors

Among

The company have opened
Portage Ave.

at 195

peg.

The company

Turner

W.

E.,

offices

Winni-

will handle

Siimplicity tractors.
Ellis,

J.

manager

of the

Toronto branch of R. A. Lister
and Co. (Canada), accompanied
by D. N. Jamieson, manager of,
the Winnipeg branch, recently
returned to the city after an extended trip which took in Saskatoon, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver and Victoria. Mr. Jamieson states that 'the demand for
Lister goods is exceptionally good
this fall.

The following gentlemen have
been appointed .representatives of
the implement industry on the
Winnipeg Board of Trade: J. P.
Minhinniick, Cockshutt Plow Co.
manager, John
Drehmer,
D.
Deere Plow Co., and J. A. Tanner,
manager. International Harvester
Brittain,

Co.
the

Canadian

Co.,

is

C. J.

a

machinery

manager

representative

in

section.

Oil

Tank

Seams Welded

Faucet
Filler

Hole

lines represent a profitable

for our latest catalog and price lists. Our
opportunity for every dealej. Large stocks carried in Regina.

Ask

Handled

BERT

in

Saskatchewan Exclusively by

CONWAY

"a^s

Regina, Sask.

Corner Albert and South Railway Sts.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR FULL PARTICULARS AND PRICES

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing

Co., Limited

Makers of Max Stock Troughs, Tank Heaters, Oil

P.O. Box 3006

F.I. 218

of

Fairbanks-Morse

Piece Construction

Capped

a

competition in selling Renfrew
cream separators was held by the
western distributors, 'the Cockshutt Plow Co. The following
salesmen lead in a keenly contested contest: 1, W. J. Lang, Winnipeg branch 2, D. J. Hay, Saskatoon branch 3, J. S. Ewers, Regina branch 4, M. Ryan, Calgary
branch.

BUILT TO LAST AND GIVE
SATISFACTORY SERVICE

Woodstock Wagons

The Biggest Value Sold

Tudhope-Anderson

Wagon

Buggies and Cutters

"Viking'Xream Separators Ford Commercial Bodies

J.

given as $20,000.

PROMPT SERVICE and SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
Munro & Mcintosh
Conway Line Buggies
Heney Harness
and Blankets

W.

Donovan and James H, Hicks,

business

Quick Sellers

October, lois

Barrels, etc.

Winnipeg, Man.

the
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BROCKVILLE

CUTTERS

The Oldest
Most Popular

In the Brockville,

You get
the Best there is and a

and

Best Selling Line

NO. 219 BROCKVILLE

COMFORTABLE— STRONG

wide

range

With

or without Tops and

selection.

Fore Doors.

CUTTER WITH FORE DOORS

CONSTRUCTION

of

-UP-TO-DATE

Solid

Steel

Oak

or

Cast
Sleigh

Shoes
THE REINDEER

(Registered)

FARM SLEIGH

THE —FAMOUS
GRINDERS

FLEURY LINE

In a variety of sizes to

meet all requirements.
Whatever your customer

desires

The Best

profitable line to

you

can give him the BEST from the
Fleury line.

buy

line to

sell.

From the small
hand 8-inch Cut-

Handle the Best

ter to the large
12 and 14 - inch

as the Best dealer.

strength

the most

For years the Fleury line has been
the most popular among stock men
—is still in the lead.

STRAW CUTTERS
Power Machines,
with tremendous

is

lines

and be known

FLEURY RAPID-EASY GRINDERS
(with flat or concave heads

and

capacity.

WOOD SAWS
Steel or

Wood Frame

Can be supplied adapted for sawing poles.

Ask

for Particulars

Buy

Victory

Bonds and
Help
FLEURY

7B STRAW AND ENSILAGE
BLOWER CUTTER

tlie

Win

War

FLEURY POLE SAW— STEEL OR WOOD FRAME

JOHN DEERE PLOW

CO.,

LIMITED

Branch Houses

WINNIPEG

REGINA

SASKATOON

Man.

Sask.

Sask.

CALGARY

EDMONTON

Alta.

Alta.

LETHBRIDGE
Alta.
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New

The

Tractor Distributing

Agency Established

The Turner Mfg.

Co. of Port

Washington, Wis., have es'tablished a distributing agency at 195

Avenue

Portage

East,

WinThe

be known as
Turner Tractor Sales Co., that
their tractwill take care of

niipeg,

to

Western

in
or
sales
ada.
Stocks

Can-

will
be carried
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and
Alberta, from which they will be

in

prompt and

in a position to give
efficient service.

This

move

speaks

tractor development in

well

for

Western

Canada, and

doubtless will be
welcomed by farmers and dealers
throughout that section, as a
helping hand in meeting the de-

mand for mechanical horse-power
much needed to replace men.

conditions of the leading
tractors, where,

Utmost

in

Quality

in Durabiiity

FARM ENGINES, TRACTORS
AUTOMOBILES, TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS HAND LANTERNS
ETC. CAREFULLY INSPECTED

Turner

it

makes

Turner Simplicity
monstrated its superiority.

Many

western

dealers

dewill

Coal Sellers, Limited, with head
Winnipeg and Regina,
Saskatoon, Calgary and Edmonton report business in all lines

four-cylinder type, which may be
used as an all-purpose tractor,
with good pulling power at the
drawbar and yet light enough in

weight to make it an economical
farm power for all light jobs. Its
belt performance is equally good.
kerosene motor makes it
Its
economical for running light machinery, and is powerful enough
for the heavy farm machinery,
up to a medium-sized threshing
machine. It has been known to
plow a swamp where horses could
not be used. It has pulled a 20inch grub plow through sprout
Its average job is pulling
land.
stubble
plows through
three
ground at a good lively speed."

The Western Canadian

tract-

or owners arid dealers prompt and
These men
efficient assistance.
will cover the territory through-,
out the Western provinces, while
the distributors state that they

open warehouses at Regina and Calgary, so
that dealers in each province will
be assured prompt delivery of
will in the near future

We

will doubtless hear much
now on, of 'the Turner

more, from

Tractor, when" the
Turner Tractor Sales Co. get into
Interested dealers
their stride.
distributors.
these
should write

"Simplicity"

tractors.

AND TESTED.

stock of tractors far exceeds the
number one would naturally expect to find in the warerooms at

Regarding
the best of service.
the Turner Simplicity, the new
distributors state as follows:
"The Turner 'Simplicity' Tractor is of the versatile four-wheel,

distributors for the Turner Mfg.
Co. have a staff of experts which

Turner Simplicity

Company Increases Coal Output

a

doubtless know the Turner Mfg.
Co. as makers of the "Simplicity"
line of farm engines, which for
eighteen years have been distributed throughout Canada and
the United States. Turner Simplicity Tractors are taking the
lead everywhere, say the company, and the sales growth of the
Turner Mfg. Co. has been phenomenal during the past two
years.

have provided for giving the best
Their
of service to the trade.

new point, and it may be expected, therfore, that the Turner
Mfg. Co. expect to give the trade

of

stated, the

is

clearly

will give

Topmost

the

of

officers

Tractor Sales Co. made sales arrangements with the Turner Mfg.
Co. after the closest comparison
and tests under widely varying

The Turner Tractor

Sales Co.

keep an ample supply of extra parts on hand at all times and

will

October, 1918

offices at

of coal as exceptionally brisk for

season of the year.
This
largely increased the
output of its Pembina Peerless
Mine, situated about seventy
miles west of Edmonton, and is
'therefore in a position to appoint
numerous new agents for this

this

company has

Test (Department of Mines, Ottawa, 1915 Report No. 331) Pembina Peerless Coal is proved to
be superior in efficiency and actual
heat obtained to Taber, Drumheller

and Edmonton

coals.

Distributing "Little Giant"
Tractors
N. J. Dinnen & Co., Winnipeg,
have been appointed Western
Canadian distributors for "Little
Giant" tractors, which are manufactured by the Little Giant Co.,
For many
at Mankato, Minn.
years,

in

fact

since

1876,

this

manufacturing concern have been
producing "Little Giant" power

—

hammers possibly the best trip
hammers made. They developed
the "Little Giant" tractor some
nine years ago, and its efficiency
has been fully proven by the de-

mand

OCTOBER SPECIALS
FOR WIDE-AWAKE DEALERS

By Dominion Government

coal.

for this tractor throughout

United States

territory.

In se-

curing

the distribution of the
"Little Giant," N. J. Dinnen &
Co. have a tractor that bears an
enviable reputation for quality

A

few of its leadconstruction.
ing features are as follows
The power plant is a complete
unit, belt pulley, engine, flywheel,
:

Wagon Doubletrees— Finished and

Painted

$6.25 doz.

Size 2 X 4 X 48 (No Clevises)

Wagon Tongues— Finished and
Without Hawns

—3|-ins.

and

Painted

-

$2.65 each

3f-ins.

clutch,

transmission system and

rear drive axle with differential
system, giving a short coupled
straight line drive delivering, it is

claimed, 76 per cent of the engine
to the drawbar. The quality of materials used in this tractor is exceptionally high. No cast
iron is used in any part of the
construction. Castings are all of

power

Wagon Reaches— Ironed and
2x4x

lO-ft.

and

Painted

$1.60 each

12-ft.

SURPLUS STOCK
WILL MOVE QUICKLY
BUY WHILE THEY LAST-MEANS BUY NOW!

THIS

IS

a special alloy semi-steel, this giving great strength to the various
The bull gears are of
parts.
special alloy cast steel and all
other gears and shafting are high

Favorite Cutter Gears

CAN DELIVER NOW

THE BEST MADE

SEND YOUR ORDER, OR ASK FOR PRICE

D.

ACKLAND &
WINNIPEG

n

SON, LIMITED
CANADA

SELVES
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tensile

alloy

The forgings

steel,

,are of

heat treated.
the best pro-

curable steel.
This excellence of construction
is, doubtless, due to the fact that
the "Little Giant" is built entirely
in the factory at Mankato; only
the carburetors, magneto, radiator
and bearings are bought outside.
It is

made

in

two

sizes

—one ma-

chine having a 3 to 4-plow capacity, the other handling 5 or 6
plows.
Interested dealers can obtain
full
particulars
regarding the

Monarch Tractors

in

Canada

25

Neverslip, 12-20, 18-30 and 30-55
creeper type machines of good design.
The company, which is largely
controlled by Canadian capital,

which hitherto has been kept at

horsepower,

Monarch Tractors,
ford,

Ltd., Brant-

Ont., are a branch

of the

Monarch Tractor Co., of Watertown, Wis.
Keen interest was
in

in

demand

supplying
for

these

A

convention speaker recently

implement

declared

that

dealer

the best route to the

is

"the

That may be, but he
hankering to be walked over.
What say you. Brother Dealer?
farmer."

isn't

by writing
Winnipeg.

"Little Giant" tractors

N.

J.

Dinnen

&

Co.,

Company Handle Several Lines
As well as this prominent tractor line the Dinnen Co., in their
machinery department, represent
the Jeffrey Mfg. Co., of Columbus, Ohio, manufacturers of conveying machinery, coal handling
equipment,
wagon and truck
loaders
and storage battery
trucks.

This concern

is

one of

the largest makers of

power drive
America.
The

,

equipment in
Dinnen organization also handle
M-C concrete mixers and Troy
trailers for trucks and tractors
as made by the Troy Wagon
Works, Troy, Ohio. They also
handle
the
Thew Automatic
Shovel and represent Master
Trucks Inc., Chicago, who make
trucks in
2 and
ton sizes,
also 6-ton truck tractors.
In their wholesale building

supply department the N. J. Dinnen Co. have a large connection,
handling such products as Hy-tex
face brick, Denison tile, terra-cotta roofing tile, superior brick and
a complete line of paints, cement

hardeners and floor finishes.
In another department
represent the Frost Steel &

The

nineteenth annual convention of the National Federation
Impelement and Vehicle Dealers'
Associations will be held in
Chicago, October 8, 9 and 10,

The Hotel Sherman

Famous "Lethbridge Imperial"

By Dominion Government test (1915, Department of Mines, Ottawa, Report No. 331) Pembina
Peerless Coal

proved to be superior in efficiency
and actual heat obtained to Taber, Drumheller and

Edmonton
Some

will be

is

Coals.

Pembina

Agency

Coal.

It

Edmonton,

they

Wire

Hamilton, Ont., the Canadian Shovel & Tool Co., Hamilton, Maple Leaf Harvest Tool Co.,
and several other well known
Canadian and American lines.
The, officers of the company are:
N. J. Dinnen, president; G. O.
Woodman, secretary; J. W. Sanderson, sales manager. Mr. Woodman has been a resident of Winnipeg since 1883 and Mr. Diniien
since 1897.
Mr. Sanderson is
well known to the Western implement trade, as he was for eight
years connected with the John
Deere Plow Co.
During this
month he will make an extended
Western trip, during which he
will appoint agents for the representation of the company's lines.

1918.

Second Only to the

Points

Co., of

the headquarters.

PEMBINA
PEERLESS
COAL
COAL
DEALERS

Still

Peerless Coal

is

Edmonton

not an

mined over seventy miles west of
the Pembina Coal field, and is pre-

is

in

pared over one of the most up-to-date plants in
Western Canada. Capacity, one thousand tons daily.

Open

BURNS ALL NIGHT

WRITE US

No Bone

No Rock

No Clay

No Clinker

Domestic and Steam Coals from Every Field

COAL SELLERS LIMITED
Western Canada's Largest Coal Distributors
WINNIPEG
Phones

:

:

905 Union Trust BIdg.

REGINA

Main 4093-4094

CALGARY

:

815 Herald Bldg.

Phone Main 1326

:

SASKATOON:

25 Canada Life Bldg.

Phone 4300

402 Drinkle Bldg.

Phone 3259

EDMONTON

:

the

ma-

chines.

dian factory will greatly relieve
the parent plant at Watertown,

:

capacity

foreign

have installed machinery in two
buildings, 40x200 feet each, and
soon production of 500 Canadianmade tractors will be commenced.
It is anticipated that the Cana-

the product of this
company at the power farming
demonstration at Cobourg, Ont.
The company produce Lightfoot
and Neverslip tractors in the following sizes Lightfoot, 6-12, and

evinced

full

908

McLeod

Phone 9358

Bldg.

:

«
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to farmers

Locating Repair Parts for
Engines

and

it's

mighty hard

States, made a strongplea for a better system of mark-

United

He

as

and when the
farmers have a breakage and
comie back for repairs, it's hard
for us to determine where these
come from. I think that is a
point Avhich you should take into

possible so that he. rould determine the piece by the name?
That Avould be a great help to the
dealer."
In commenting on the margin

engine

and machine

consideration.
"I don't recall a single repair list
of g-Qods on gas engines that has
an}^ cuts or plates to show the
pictures of the particular parts.
Now, you must remember that
the implement dealers are not
well posted on gas engines. They
do not understand technical

parts.

said, in part

you knew how much trouwas for vis as dealers to
decipher and figure out and get
"If

ble

it

the

number

of repairs

ofif

of im-

plements and gas engines, especially implements but to some extent on gasoline engines, I believe
you would be more particular in
having those numbers put on

Is there not some way
terms.
you could get your repair list on a
more simplified basis than you
have at the present time and also
keep in mind that the dealer

We

these parts more plainly.
sell these engines promiscuously

G I LSON

understand these terms
and fix it* as near as

doesn't

you

October, 1918

for us to keep a report or record
of all those sales,

During' the recent convention
of the National Gas Engine Association, W. L. Derry, president
of the Dealers' Federation in the

ing

TRACTOR

do,

allowed dealers, Mr. Derry contended that implement dealers'
margins are not in excess of 25
per cent on sales taking business
as a whole.
"Manufacturers say
Avhy is not 25 per cent on repairs
:

a

profitable

speaker.

reasons

"Take

who

business,"

said

the

He then cited a few
why this was insufficient
implement

the

dealer

implements, gas
engines and all lines pertaining to
that class of business taken as a
whole, and his margins are twenty-five per cent. You will remember that he turns his stock on
the cost of goods about three
times.
I am safe in saying to you
that no dealer during one year's
business will turn that repair
stock more than once while he
turns his regular stock as a whole,
three times.
The investment is
greater in repairs than it is in the
other line of business.
Any
is

selling-

dealer who carries his stock of
repairs sufficient to take care of
the trade, every year accumulates
a cerfain percentage of obsolete
parts that must be thrown away."

Concerning Tractor Salesman-

—Alloy

THEdoes100%

Service Tractor that
all the things you want

I

1
I
I

—

:

mission, etc.

—

—
materials, —Hyatt

serviceable tractor to increase
production, and is a money-maker for
Sizes 12-25 and 15-30 h.p.
its owners.
Write to-day for full particulars,
class,

Eoller bearings,

GILSON MFG. CO.,

Dept. Y.

Ltd.,

By

WINNIPEG,

MAN

_
g
g

=

|

Cushman Tank Heaters
Profitable Winter Specialty
MADE

IN

TWO

SIZES
14-Inch, Weight, lo5

12-Inch, Weight, 140 lbs.

EVERY STOCK OWNER
Get a Sample on Your

II

A PROSPECT
Floor — NOW!

—

lifetime.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND FULL PARTICULARS

of Canada, Limited

Builders of light weight, high grade Gasoline Engines for all
E.,

WHYTE

AVE.

AND VINE

ST.

Sales Manager John
Lauson Mfg. Co.

There has been a great deal
said about the large demand for
tractors and the inability of manitfacturers to supply the demand.
Nevertheless the salesman who
starts out to drum up some tractor ibiusiness finds he has plenty of
opportunity to exercise all the
innermost arts of salesmanship he
can muster up in order to get his
share of the sales. Tractor salesmanship is distinctly of the creative type.

The salesman has almost unadvantages and talking
(better and
deeper plowing, putting the seed
bed in finest possible condition,
working more acreage, road work,
heavy belt work, pulling stumps,
and many more possibilities.
Not only must the successful
tractor salesman have a thorough
knowledge of his tractor, but must
have a general knowledge of
power farming machinery, separators, ensilage cutters, etc. Tractors are going to play a big part in
the good roads campaign.
The
salesman who is familiar with
road machinery and can talk on
road work intelligently is the one
who is going to be soiccessful in
points to dwell upon

Cast iron, one-piece body.
Cast iron
fuel basket and ash pan removable,
as shown. Draught easily regulated.
Anything that will burn makes good
fuel for the Cushman Tank Heater.
Large, submerged surface gives quick
heating.
5-inch smokestack, 23 inches
high, has ventilator cap and spark
arrester. Suits wood, steel or concrete tanks of any size.
Side lugs
allow tying down if desired.
Projections
on bottom prevent heater
burning bottom of wood tanks when
water is exhausted. Built to last a

DEPT.

MATSON,

limited

IS

Cushman Motor Works

M.

|

immDi!

A

G.

all

easy to operate that a small boy
can do it easily.
The Gilson Standardized Tractor
meets perfectly the demand for a high

a tractor to do. Great power, comstrong
pact construction, extra
and durable, but light and handy.
It has great drawbar pull and
economy, and for belt work it is
Built of the finest
unsurpassed.

ship

—Dust proof trans—and so simple and

steel,

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.

—

selling tractors for this class of

work.
Tractor buyers

from Missouri. Ninety-nine out
one hundred want to see
the machine under actual worlkof every

ing conditions in the field before
placing their order.
salesman
should be capaible of driving his
tractor on a pTospective purchaser's farm, should know how
to hook onto a plow, harrow, or
other power farming machinery
and give the farmer such a skillful
demonstration that he will simply
have to see its many advantages.

A

Many

and the like, are now
getting into the tractor game
men who without a question have
made a success of their particular
line from a salesmanship standpoint, but

seem

to be

who have

never had

plow or
grain binder. When they try to
put the tractor over, they immediately feel the necessity for a
any occasion

to look at a

thorough knowledge of
farming conditions so that they

more

may

get the farmer's viewpoint.

They must,

in efifect,

become

trac-

and implement dealers.
Tractor schools, which some

tor

manufacturers are holding, are
for
educating
doing wonders
salesmen and getting them started
in the right channel.

The manu-

who

takes time to hold
a ti'actor school and invites all of
facturer

his distributors and their salesmen
and leading dealers to the factory,
and gives them some practical
tractor "Gray Matter," is firing
some big guns in the right direction which are bound to be mighty

effective in bringing

ume

home

a vol-

of business.

A live tractor salesman should
be loaded with facts on fuel consumption. He should be able to
go into detail on construction and
know every nut and bolt in his
machine. From two to four weeks
should be spent in the factory in
tractors,
assembling
overalls,
making adjustments, seeing how
the parts are made, testing and
operating so that the salesmen
can spealk intelligently to the proThis is the
spective customer.
day of intelligent salesmanship,
and practical experience is the
best teacher.
It is well to be able to present
some figures on horse cost, feed,
etc., wihich a tractor wouM do
away with. However, this should
not be enlarged upon too much
as it generally leads to an arguRather specialize on the
ment.
many advantages of farming with
a tractor and the superior construction of the machine
selling.

^

you are

^

recent meeting of the
council of the Society of Automotive Engineers, T. B. Funk, manager of the tractor branch 'of the

At

a

Mol|ine
all

automobile dealers and

distributors,

Plow

Co., Moline,

111.,

was

elected second vice-president.
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Better Equipped
TO
GIVE Better Service

Singletrees

-

-

Neck Yokes

-

-

Eveners

-

-

Ironed and Painted
Ironed and Painted
Ironed and Painted

Complete Wagon Sets
Three, Four, Five, Six and Eight-Horse Evener Sets
Only the best grade of Oak and Hickory used
of these goods.
Every piece backed by

manufacture
ts^estj}^
guarantee

in the

Sold by Leading

Send

Western Jobbers

trated Circular

for Illus-

WEST -WOODS, LIMITED
WINNIPEG

27

Canadian Farm Implements
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West-Woods Ltd. Have Large
Manufacturing Facilities
As was announced

our last
est-Woods Limited, Winissue,
nipeg, have taken over the manufacturing trade and equipment of
D. Ackland & Son. The purchase
was completed some months ago

W

in

and recently machinery and equipment have been transferred to the
large,

new

factory, illustrated in

anno^incement
company's
elsewhere in this issue. The factO'ry itself has a floor space of
over 35,000 square feet. This permits the installation of a complete
equipment of the most modern

the

group

woodwonking machinery

in

arrangement, a

economy

where cost

fa/ctor in

of

production

is

a

By this
prime consideration.
arrangement raw material entering at a point into the building
passes from one stage of manufacture to another without loss in
time or handling and emerges at
the other end of its trip as finished
material, bearing the "Westwo"
brand, which is a guarantee of its
excellence. Or else the watchful
inspector has for some flaw in
material or manufacture culled it
out, and consigned it to the fire
heap.
Power for the entire plant is
furnished by a battery of electric
Winnipeg,
in
which,
motors,

means the cheapest power available to any factory in the continent.
Such facilities permit a product of the best class at the lowest
possible cost, a point of vital interest both to the dealer and the
ultimate consumer of the line. The
factory at the present time has on
over one hundred emits
ployees. The product covers an
entire range of carriage, wagon
and sleigh woods, with auto rims,

pay

list

tree

a complete
and ironed wagon doublesets, hitches and eveners,

with

many

line

spokes, etc.;
finished

to

sential

other small lines esthe farmers' require-

"Westwo" farm

ments.

and boss

cutter gears

were being turned out

sleighs,

harrows
in

large

when a representative
of Canadian Farm Implements
made his visit, while the genial
quantities

superintendent stated that other
lines foT the western farmer are
being planned for early manufac-

The lumber yard

well stocked
from the best
is

with har^dwoods
Westsouthern supply mills.
Woods Limited enjoy in this regard the benefit of a twenty-five
year connection made by their
predecessors, and one which en-

them the cream of the hardwood supply. With the past reputation of "Westwo" products and
for

the facilities

maintaining

of Power
MEANS
rfco/\i»..i
n
P&O Little benius

Economy

•

^x^^^
shtref /-^r

W.

Furrow, manager and

superintendent

of

the organiza-

combines a wide experience
the best American and Canadi-

tion,

in

an factories with a firm Ibelief in
the future of the west, and a determination to participate in its
expansion, which speaks well for
the share that West-Woods Ltd.
will have in western trade circles.
Mr. Furrow has been in the wood
goods manufacturing industry all
his life and is an expert in factory
operation and large production
methods. Quality is the slogan
on which he will carry on the production of the "Westwo" line. He
states that his firm intend to market their product entirely through
the jobbing trade as the most
logical channel of distribution to
the retailer, and is just reaching
the point where he is in a position

demands for the
"Westwo" brand of guaranteed
woods. The country has more
room for such firms as WestWoods Limited, to whom we wish
success.

all

a

ply over 175,000 wheels, and it is
expected that factories not repre-

sented at the meeting will assume
responsibility of furnishing

the

the balance.

By

reason

of

many

of

the

wagon manufacturers having unorders on hand for the U.S.
government wagons and having

filled

considerable difficulty in getting
sufficient materials

and

labor,

business and factory management
in all of the wagon plants to meet
these conditions and at the same
time to produce a reasonable number of wagons for the domestic

demand.
Other matters considered at the
meeting were the uniform wagon
and truck warranty and a uniform
W(ide-tire law.

Standard Sled Track

On the following day the manufacturers of bob sleds met, and
after discussion adopted a standard 'track for the entire country,
this

being 44 inches from center

to center of the runners.

Heretofore, sleds in the United
States have been made in track
measuring variously all the way
from 30 inches to 56 inches.
PhyS|ical conditions in that coun-

Sled Makers Held
Meeting

Wagon and

Early in September the farm
wagon department of the U.S.
National Implement and Vehicle
Association held a meeting in
Chicago, at which 57 manufacturers were represented. One of
the most important considerations
discussed was that of meeting the

needs of the French government

wagon and cart
220,000
wheels, which France requires by
for

December

1st.

Those manufac-

turers present volunteered to sup-

try in various sections, 'together
with the greater or less degree of
snow fall, had resulted in a large
variety of widths of track being
The 44-inch track was
made.
finally adopted as being the most
logical for all sections of the bob
sled territories.

Other (i'tems considered in the
standardization and eliminations
were the widths and
process
lengths of runners, widths of bolsters, etc.

P®^^*" ^^^^ Tractor Plows

'

——

.

.,,1

1 1 1

imiiiiiuiui 111"

™

"""^

KeroseneGasoline

11

ENGINES
WITH GRE/JXLEARANCE
1*^

do tractor demonstrators like to pull P&O Little Genius Plows?
Because they give the operators every chance to make good with
their tractors. Because they call for the minimum amount of
power. Of the price you get for a tractor plowing outfit the plow represents by far the smaller part. But when it comes to the field test, the
plow is a most important part of the outfit. You should, therefore, give

WnI

much

attention to the selection of the plow as you do the tractor.
makes it possible to obtain the desired results with
the least tractor effort. This means that the outfit makes good more easily
in the field demonstration which usually precedes a sale and stands up
longest after the sale is made. Let us send you our new folder illustrating
and describing these splendid plows.
just as

The

P&O

3,

"^Little.Geniu?

1lTI|Y'

Little Genius

Made by PARLIN

&.

ORENDORFF

CO., Canton,

111.,

U.S.A.

5

SALES AGENTS FOR CANADA
YORKTON

BRANDON

REGINA
SASKATOON
ESTEVAN
CALGARY
EDMONTON

NORTH BATTLEFORD
LETHBRIDGE

and 7 H.P.

Get, and Hold, Engine Business for Dealers
Every ''Jumbo" Sold is a Salesman for You
cheap
oil engines are built especially to use kerosene and
Develop full-rated power; strongly built on iron sub base.
gasoline.
Few parts— easy to operate and very durable. Throttling governor gives steady speed
No fuel pump required. Equipped with Webster magneto. Every engme
at all loads.
There are
in your district.
shipped ready to run. There's a demand for the
than in any other engine of similar horsemore quality selling points in the

JUMBO

Throttling Governor

fuels as well as

JUMBO

JUMBO

powers.

ASK THE NEAREST BRANCH ABOUT JUMBO ENGINES
Manufactured
by

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.
WINNIPEG

i't

will necessitate a high order of

,

sures

1918

and Quick

C.

to care for their

ture.

1842

With IXL Bottoms

of

high standard of output, the prospect for the future of. this enterprising new firm is indeed rosy.

October, 1918

Nelson Brothers

Company

|[?ch.t''x}s

a

WESTERN CANADIAN JOBBERS

Tudhope- Anderson Co. Limited
WINNIPEG

REGINA

SASKATOON

CALGARY

•
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Sells Because-

It
What

for the fact that the Empire Milking
an easier seller than other types on the market ?
tell you in a few words:
It liells —

accounts

Machine

is

This will

—

—because,

it

has

more

strong,

exclusive

talking

points

that appeal to the dairyman.

—because

it

relieves the

of the hired help problem.

wants Sunday evenings

—because
or a

it

boy or

—because
—because
hardly

a

it

releases
girl

29

dairyman of the constant scourge
The Empire never "quits" never

is

who

principle on

A

Dealer
the

which

work

in the fields

—a

so
is

already

from

Empire

the

general

works down to the smallest

drawn up the most favorable

dealer contract

Empire.

broad

we know of.
among

increase your

"half -sold"

con-

is

details.

woman

well advertised that there

not

it

riglit,

Contract that's all in your favor. We realize
importance of co-operation. Therefore we have

milking machines,
for

of all, because the

basically

This contract, together with the recognized leader
is

a mighty strong combination that will

dairy trade, not only in milking machines,

but will stamp you as a dealer that handles the most
reliable products
and that's a reputation worth having.

—

cuts the cost of producing milk.

dairyman

right,

—

can operate the Empire successfully.

the Empire

most important

structed

fully

off.

men

—and

is

on

WRITE TO-DAY FOR CATALOG AND
DEALER PROPOSITION

ROBINSON-ALAMO, LIMITED
WESTERN CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

140

PRINCESS STREET

WINNIPEG, CANADA

THE EMPIRE CREAM SEPARATOR COMPANY OF CANADA,
146

CRAIG STREET, W.

MONTREAL.

Limited

P.Q.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF EMPIRE CREAM SEPARATORS AND GASOLINE ENGINES

MIL.KI

MACHINES
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Draft and the Plow

Tests reported by the Hyatt
Bearing Company show
that the draft frequently runs up
to 7 or 8 lbs. per square inch of
furrow cross-section.
A 14 in.
plow bottom working 6 inches
deep which requires 8 lbs. per
square inch would require a pull
of 672 lbs. A horse working at
the rate of 2 miles per hour is
supposed to be able to exert a
continuous pull of from oneeighth to one-tenth his weight.
Roller

is

a great

draft

plows.

In these days there

"The Mark

of Merit

99

demand

for light

Light draft in itself in desirable
if quality is not sacrificed.
In
an endeavor to compete with each
o'ther and convince the farmer
a small powered tractor
would turn a large amount of
land some tractor manufacturers
have demanded light draft plows
sacrificing quality of work to

that

—

attain this end.

We

should never

forget that the trac'tor should be
designed for the purpose of plowing the plow is not used for
the purpose of showing oflf the

—

tractor.

Naturally plow draft will vary
with the type and condition of
the soil. The meagre data available on this subject indicates that
the draft will vary from 3 lbs.
per square inch of furrow crosssection on a light sandy soil up
to 20 lbs. per square inch on dry

gumbo

REG. pS. PAT. OFF.

J.

CASE

I.

TRACTOR PLOWS
Case Tractor Plow is a glowing
tribute to J. I. Case skill. In this
plow the experience gained in over 40
years of specialized plow building is shown.

|HE

J.

on its three wheels.
All unnecessary weight and "drag" have been
eliminated. Cuts clean and deep yet offers a

means a

of resistance to the tractor.

big day's

This

work at a minimum oper-

Handled easily from tractor seat. Has simple,
sturdy power-lift Plow bottoms enter and leave
the ground point first, like a walking plow.
.

An implement

that will give service from
the first day. This plow bears the J. I. Case
trademark the strongest guaranty of quality
ever placed on any implement.

—

Write us for complete details of our
dealer proposition,

1.

in
Illinois
Tests conducted
some years ago indicated that
under favorable conditions brown
silt loam stubble required a draft
of about 4 pounds per square inch
Under
of furrow cross section.
these conditions, a 14-inch bottom, working at a depth of 6
inches would give a draft of 336
pounds. When the soil becomes
dry it plows much harder.

basis

this

1344-lb.

it

would require

horses per bottom

under the first condition, and four
such horses when the plowing be-

comes harder.

These figures indicate that throughout a plowing
season, four horses do not furnish

sufficient
power for a 28 in.
gang plow. This fact is amply
borne out by field experience. To
do real efficient work we should
use five horses on our gang plows
and when plowing is hard, six if

Frequently

possible.
fice

soil.

we

sacri-

quality in plowing because

we have not sufficient power.
Much of this difficulty has been
overcome by the use of the tandem hitch which is the only
efficient method for working four
horses on a. sulky plow or five or
six on a gang plow.

You

can give some people a
mind without im-

piece of your

proving them mentally.

PACKERS AND SERVICE
TO-DAY IF YOU WANT A PACKER YOU

easily

ating cost.

J.

two

I.

The plow "rides"

minimum

On

WILL FIND THAT

CHRISTIANSEN IMPLEMENTS
Are the only people who can supply you. Not only is our packer the best
that money can buy, but we back up our goods with

SERVICE TO THE DEALER
Unless you have handled our line you cannot appreciate what this service
means. We are right with you, backing you up, to give the fanners of

—

Western Canada what they want when they want it. More Christiansen
Implements mean more satisfied customers and bigger business. The following lines are worth your consideration:
Plow Attached Packers all sizes; Plow Attached Harrows; Land Packers;
Land Rollers and Pulverizers; Boss Harrows; Ford Car Truss Rods; Ford
Car No-Kick Crank.

—

Built in sections, for
horse or tractor use

Ask

for catalog showing
our complete line

CASE PLOW WORKS
240 West Sixth
Racine

-

U.S.A.

St.

Wise.

GET IN TOUCH WITH US NOW
BETWEEN US WE CAN GET RESULTS

CHRISTIANSEN IMPLEMENTS, LIMITED
Factory

:

303

Owena

Street,

Winnipeg

I
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Little Giant
16-22 H.P-

31

Tractor

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

The Engineering Sensation

of the Tractor World
DRAWBAR
MODEL B

SPEEDS

MODEL B
Pull in pounds:

Miles per hour:

Low, 5000

Low, 1| m.p.h.
Intermediate,

Supplied

with

Intermediate,

either

2i m.p.h. 3200

2| m.p.h. or 3 m.p.h.

3 m.p.h.

High, 6 m.p.h.

Weight: 5200

lbs.

2500

High, 1750

lbs.

lbs.
lbs.

lbs.

Reverse 50001bs.

STRENGTH, EFFICIENCY, ENDURANCE, ECONOMY
ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION. No

cast iron, cheap steel or inferior materials. All gears, shafts and working
parts of alloy steel, heat treated and surHyatt roller and ball bearings. No plain bearings used. All gearing enclosed from dirt, dust and weather.
Spring mounted
on three point suspension. Cannot strain or rack the construction. A complete power unit, consisting
of belt pulley drive, motor, clutch, transmisson and
differential; short coupled and straight driven, without universal joints; running
in oil on roller and ball bearings.
Drawbar pull is what counts. The
"LITTLE GIANT" TRACTOR delivers 76 per cent of its motor power to the drawbar, as compared with 40 per cent
to 50 per cent in other tractors.
face hardened.

31 sets of

Fuel Economy
The

Giant"

"Little

kerosene

without

Little

uses

Every Ounce a Tractor

smoke,

line

and

crank case

oil

distillate.

Throt-

other

heated steam
fuel

mixture

is

alloy

of

steel.

ing in Hyatt rollers.

used for

OILING

SYSTEM— Com-

bination force feed and
splash for motor.
Lubricates perfectly in any engine position.
Transmission grease for other parts
of power plant. Attention
only needed monthly.

of

giving maxipower on minimum
fuel consumption under all
weather conditions.
cold

tensile

all

tempered in oil.
Front
wheels heavy steel with
dustproof bearings, runn-

Super-

instead

No

in our own
furnace for 24 hours and

over any

costs
tractor.

gear

Heat treated

Saves from 10

per cent to 25 per cent in

operating

and
device.

motor vibration; and
gears and shafting are

tles perfectly at all speeds

loads.

worm

steering
high

and

of main frame.
channels, hot rivIrreversible auto-

Heavy
mobile

Also uses gaso-

dilution.

Note design
eted.

smell, pre-ignition, fouling
of motor, or

Construction

Giant" Tractor

water,

mum

EXTRA EQUIPMENT— 10-inch

reflector front

Drive wheel extension rims.

and rear

lights.

Draftometer, showing drawbar pull in pounds at

all

times, prevents overloading.

FOR NINE YEARS THE LEADER IN TRACTOR VALUE AND CONSTRUCTION
DEALERS WANTED. WRITE AT ONCE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS
MANUFACTURED BY "LITTLE GIANT" COMPANY, MANKATO. MINN.
(For 42 Years Makers of "Little Giant" Power

Hammers)

WESTERN CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:

N.

J.

DINNEN

& COMPANY,

WINNIPEG

MAN.

LTD.

;
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The Value
The LISTER Line
Helps Dealers

Volume

to Increase Their

and Profits

of Spreading Straw

we

are coming to realize
that for every ton of
straw that the farmer iburned he
was deliberately depriving his soil
of over three dollars' worth of ferIn the grain-growing areas
tility.
of Canada it would be hard to
estimate the millions of tons of
straw that have been consigned to

At

the

last

fact

the flames.

Notwithstanding

By straw
producing elements.
spreading, the farmer can increase
his wheat yield five bushels or
more per

and other crops in
This is not theory; it

acre,

proportion.

October, 1918

spreading might have alleviated

We

have realto a great extent.
ized, as agriculturists, that straw

had

a value,

but none of us have
appreciated

sufficiently

its

real

value.

Increasing

knowledge

fundamentals of

soil

in the
conservation

%djJJj

this

farmers generally realized
that straw had a great fertilizing
value, and that it should be returned to the soil, yet one of the
principal reasons for straw burnfact,

Storage Battery
Electric Lighting Plants
Lister

Very simple design;

battery,

generator

and switchboard assembled on one base.
No complicated mechanism. Any one can
run them. Made in three sizes. Your customer can use his own engine. Ask for full
particulars and agency offer.

ing was the enormous

of

We are now learning a fact that
has Ibeen

"Canuck" Gasoline -Kerosene
Engines Meet the Demand

amount

hard work necessary to scatter the
straw over the fields.

shown

vividly in aban-

doned farms in the Eastern States,
and in parts of Canada that the
single-cropping system and the
burning of straw. invaria'bly ends

—

in the land ibeing

humus.

deprived of

its

The farmer must con-

ihis soil fertility, and in producing a cultivated crop on average soil the resulting loss of
humus per acre amounts to from
This loss of
1,500 to 1,800 lbs.
humus must be made good if the

serve

Made in Sizes: 154. 3, 4, 6 and 10 H.P.
Reliable and economical farm power for
your customers. Simple, easily operated;
Very low
light in weight, finely balanced.
Compact design. Jump
fuel consumption.
spark ignition enclosed crank case and
Five year guarhigh grade carburetor.
All "Canuck" engines are shipped
antee.
catalog.
for
on skids. Ask

—

LISTER GRINDERS
inimii

maintained.
prohumus
only
a
Straw is not
ducer, but is one of the greatest
rich in cropof natural fertilizers
soil fertility is to 'be

—

A

Manure Spreader with an Attachment
for Spreading Straw

—^purely

by the
which we
have in the past so wantonly
burned in the farming areas of
Western Canada.
has

ibeen

done

utilization of the straw

The drought-stricken areas this
year are a sign of what straw

and the enlightenment which the
agricultural colleges and government experts have brought to the
farmer, has

shown him

the

tre-

error he commits when
he burns his straw. Straw needs

mendous

Get the Agency for the

only to be spread evenly over ihis
land to increase the supply of
plant food, add to the humus in
the soil, to increase its waterholding capacity and lessen the
danger from soil blowing in those

PARKER SAFETY HITCH

successful grain growing has to 'be
annually combatted by the farmer.

A

Real Money -Maker for Dealers

districts

Soil

*'The Tractor Plowman's Insurance"

SELLS ON SIGHT

where

this

menace

to

Blowing Preventable

Many

areas of light lands suffer
each year from soil drifting or
In these sections, the
blowing.
prevention of excessive blowing

or drifting becomes an important
The loss
agricultUTal problem.
from the blow soils is cumulative
it is likely to grow greater from

year to year 'rather than to grow
In sections where the soil
less.
blows badly, the farmers have frequently lost the larger proportion
of their crops.

The prevention
Fine
adjustment. Strong reversible plates. Guaranteed to grind more feed on the same
power than any grinder of the same size
made. Sold with or without base.

is

Very large capacity; easy running.

OUR LINE INCLUDES:
Gasoline and Kerosene Engines, Grain
Grinders, Electric Lighting Plants, Milking
Machines, Cream Separators, Churns, Sawing Outfits, Silos, Combination Threshers,

Pumps, Pump Jacks,

etc.

for tractor plows ever invented. One size onlyStrong,
adaptable to all kinds of plows, and from one to five bottoms.
simple design; will last a lifetime. The turning of a wing nut allows operator to set the hitch to any load. When plow hits a stone or stump, the
of
resistance immediately unhitches the load, eliminating all possibility
breakage and injury to implement. It also saves the engine from all jar

The best safety hitch

and strain

Get the Lister Proposition

district.

reliable.

LISTER

&

CO.,
(CANADA) LIMITED
WINNIPEG

R. A.

Toronto

—an important feature.

sell this Parker Safety Hitch to every tractor owner in your
One sold will sell a dozen. No hitch on the market is so safe and
Public tests in Winnipeg on July 30 fully proved the remarkable

You can

Montreal

efiELciency of this hitch.

Write at once for our Attractive Discount to Dealers. You can make
Big Profits this Fall selling the Parker Safety Hitch. Don't Delay. Place
your Order NOW. Write

MARTIN PARKER, Tyndall, Man.

of soil

blowing

a comparatively simple matter,

although sometimes accomplished
with a great deal of difficulty.
Soils which contain a sufficient
amount of organic matter, grass
It is the
roots, etc., rarely blow.
organic
this
in
deficient
soil that is
matter that blows and on which
the losses occur. Organic matter

may be added to the soil either by
the production of crops such as
our grasses, or alfalfa, clover, etc.,
wihich develop considerable root
systems, or through the direct application of manure or straw.

—

:
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many

When

ine'diate necessity.

a farmer burns straw he
destroying wealth that can be
made available later if handled

must

right.

In

of the soil drifting secthe problem is one of im-

tions

Some system
adopted which will ef¥ectually stop the blowing during any
one spring. The simplest method
of doing this is by the appHcation
of either straw manure or of
straw. If straw can be applied to
a field soon enough, blowing may
be absolutely prevented. The application of straw or strawy manA thin
ure need not be heavy.
coating in the worst spots is su^^^cient to prevent even the lightest
field from iblowing seriously.
Retaining Available Moisture
One ton of humus (decayed
straw, etc.) will hold for the
growing crops two tons of water
and give it to them as they need
it. Aside from the fertilizing value
of straw this feature of spreading
straAV should not Ibe overlooked.
For every ton of humus that you
store up in your fields you are
simply insuring your crops an additional two tons of water for the
next hot summer. This is aibout
the best and the cheapest crop
insurance that the farmer can buy.
It's sure
you take no chances.
Land rich in humus produces
crops every year, not only because
the soil is richer, but because it
has more moisture when the
growing crops need moisture.
Even in dry years when adjoiningfields are iburned up, dry as a ibone
and the crop lost, the farmer who
has looked ahead and
spread
straw to ibuild up a rich humus
supply will Ibe reaping a good
crop and putting money in the
bank. It doesn't pay to burn
straw stacks it is just about as
bad to let them stand and rot
down. He must get the straw
back on the land it is just like
putting money out at interest,
only it yields much greater reIbe

—

—

—

turns.

As we have

said,

it is

estimated

agricultural authorities that a
ton of wheat straw contains plant

'by

food with a

manurial

value

of

is

It is just as

straw stack rot
it.

Almost

humus

is

all

bad

down

to let a

burn
the nitrogen and

wasted

in

as to

both cases,

while if the stack rots down, the
spot is made so fertile that small
grain crops on it are practically
a total loss. Spreading straw on
winter wheat for protection is
advised by many agricultural
authorities.
The greatest argument against straw spreading was
the labor involved, but now that
there are different types of very
efficient straw spreaders on the
market, the farmer has no excuse
if he does not utilize his straw for
the betterment of his soil.

The Use of the Spreader
With the modern straw spreader about 20 acres can be spread in
a day, a load in about twelve or

fifteen minutes.
It is estimated
that a fair-sized load will cover
an acre of land.
Some manure

spreaders are made with a strawspreading attachment so that the
farmer can use them for spreading either straw or manure. Most
of these machines now in vogue
are made so that they can be attached to a hay frame.
In one common design, special
sprocket drive wheels are clamped
to the rear wheels of -the truck
on which chains run which actuate mortise gear w^heels, which in
turn rotate the horizontal forks.
These forks are mounted on vertical steel shafts and throw the
straw broadcast. A clutch gear,
controlled by a lever at the side
of the frame, starts the revolving
forks, while in most types an endless straw carrier feeds the load
backwards to the forks or beaters
for

There

distribution.

is

little

33

mechanism

to

go wrong

in these

machines, which are remarkably
efficient.

quite evident

It is

are but

two ways

that

manurial value of
conserved.
First the straw can
be used for bedding or feed for
live stock and thus eventually
find its way back to the land in
the form of manure, but on the
average Western Canadian farm
the live stock is limited and the
straw usually plentiful.
Let us
use the straw by spreading.

The

dealer is a pretty well
person.
Behold the
things sold through him.

punctured

many

Co-operative competition

do more

for the

community than
ation

or

either

competition

by them-

selves.

Performance and Long Service Count
with Your Prospect you can sell him a

—
HAPPY FARMER TRACTOR
—

—

—

—

—

Whether you talk size speed construction economy in upkeep draw-bar pull belt performance or price you can win out with the Happy Farmer. Especially does the new Model
"F" allow you great latitude in talking points. In fact, many farmers have SOLD THEMSELVES on these tractors.
The many points that have made this tractor so well liked
such as the perfect Kerosene burning engine, the short turn
either way, the broad open, simple construction, the ease of
J.
operation and so on are now brought to greater perfection in
the New Model.
Four of such improvements are

—

L

CASE

PLOWS
We make

it

possible for

to sell the complete outfit

you
by

stocking the famous J. I. Case
Styles include
Engine Gangs.
both moldboard and disc. We
are glad to explain our method
of sale to you.

—

MORE POWERFUL ENGINE
PATENTED AIR INTAKE
HEAVIER PARTS

NEW OPERATOR'S PLATFORM

to

purchase

MODEL "F"
12—24
HORSE POWER

We have a new folder in colors with plenty of illustrations which tell
the story thoroughly. You will be surprised at the improvements mentioned.
Get in touch with us to-night. And in the meantime line up a prospect or
two this is tractor season.

—

commercial

same amount as
the ton of straw. But

fertilizers of the

you get

in

at the present value of

commercial

a ton of wheat straw
has a fertilizing value of approxifertilizers,

mately $4.00. There is something
$100 worth of fertility wasted
in the average straw pile which
we used to burn without refleclike

-

tion.

Its Chemical Value
Straw contains nitrogen, phosphorus and potash, all plant food
constituents. Straw also adds humus to the soil, and this, in turn,
liberates and makes available the

plant food already there, besides
being an effective agent for the
retention of soil moisture.

HAPPY FARMER CO. LIMITED
225 Curry BIk., Winnipeg

a

co-oper-

If

—

will

merchants of

$2.50; that is to say, it would, before the war, cost this amount of

money

there

which the
straw can be

in

Cor. Halifax and 7th Ave., Regina
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apolis,

The Eastern Canadian Tractor

drive

Demonstration
(Continued from Page 10)

W. G. Oharlesworth, sales department; Thos. Simpson, sales

showed one of their wide
drum tractors, 18-36 h.p.,

plows.

of operation.

ture of this machine.

was

separators

;

;

F.'

P.

manager

Steel,

The Remy

Electric

Co.,

Chi-

Remy magmotor equip-

cago, showed a line of
netos, also a tractor

lady drove this machine,
equipped with a six speed

penter, of the

W.
New York

E. Carbranch,

was in charge of the exhibit.
The R. & P. Tractor Co., Alma,
Mich., had in operation one of
their 12-20 h.p. tractors.
O. L.
Pembroke was in charge.

The

Waterloo Manufacturing
Waterloo, Ont., had in the
demonstration two 12-20 h.p. Heider tractors, as manufactured by
Co.,

loo

Co.,
National Tractor
Rapids, showed a 12-24
h.p. National machine which operated a three furrow 12-inch Oliver

A
is

friction transmission.

handling three furrow 10-inch
Cockshutt plows. One also oper-

Cedar

ilton,

which

the

The

The Sawyer-Massey Co., Hamshowed two of their wellknown tractors pulling Cookshutt

Columbus agency.
The Gray Tractor Co., Minne-

plow.

E. Leonard & Sons, London,
showed two 12-24 h.p. Huber
Light Four tractors, which were

ated a large ensilage cutter. W.
F. Wheaton, general sales mariager, was in charge.

ped with the Remy electric
governor generator, battery ignition and electric starter.

Deiner and G. G. Kuening, from

also in evidence,

lar interest.

of

sales,

of salesmen.

the

company

pulling four furrow Oliver
plows. One tractor was equipped
with a lighting plant for night

from the factory,
was present, along with a number

plow. A. B. Whitney, president,
was present, assisted 'by C. C.

the

grounds.
The Rein-Drive Tractor Co.,
Toronto, showed three" of their
tractors in operation, the control
of this machine being of particu-

tractor

Whitney tractor, which
handled a two furrow OHver

exhibit of the

anapolis,

work.

9-18 h.p.

An

made by

and the Sawyer-Massey entries were always a
popular centre of attraction on the

tors,

This machine, with three units, is
said to milk 18 to 25 cows per
hour. R. D. Bailey was in charge.
The Ohio Manufacturing Co.,
Upper Sandusky, Ohio, showed a

was driven
showing its ease

of these

plowing and using tillage tools
from the side arm hitches, a fea-

The Midwest Engine Co., Indiwas represented by
Chipman Limited, Montreal, who
showed two 16-36 h.p. Atlas trac-

manager AV. McKee, inspector of
agencies Frank Beno, tractor inspector, and F. H. Hunt, advertising manager of the company.
H. F. Bailey & Son, Gait, Ont,
had on exhibit a model of the
Hinman milking machine of the
individual vacuum pump type.

One

toy a farmerette,

October, 1^18

Rock Island Plow Co. These
hauled 12-indh Rock

machines

Island plows, also handled WaterChampion separators in 24
and 28-inch cylinder sizes.
The
work done by the Heider tractors
was exceptionally good, demonstrating their plowing capacity to
the utmost.
Goold, Shapley & Muir Co.,
Brantford, showed their Beaver
tractors, also their stationary en-

gines and other lines.

The Universal Milking Machine
Columbus, Ohio, had on exone of their milking machines, an equipment with several
excellent features in design and
remarkably simple and adaptable.
John G. Eklundh, president, was
in charge, a-^sisted by
L. W.
Co.,

hibit

The Latest Product
Tractor

the Founders of the

of

Industry
«...
-J

Allury.

THE NEW

The Northern Electric Co., Torshowed a 50-light farm elec-

HART-PARR

onto,

lighting plant, a belt drive;
plant and a truck plant.
J. A.
McDonald and J. A. Berger were
in charge.
tric

Dealers want to handle what the
fanner demands, because reduced
sales resistance lessens the cost
of selling and assures increased
volume. The great demand for the
New Hart-Parrs is the expression
of the farmers' approval of HartParr Quality famous throughout
all the years of tractor develop-

The Grace Motor

Co.,

Toronto,

showed

power attachment
a
adaptable to Ford cars, and operating a wood saw.

—

A 3-Plow

ment.

Tractor with 30

H.P. on the Beit

C. H. Rooke Ltd., Toronto,
showed the Delco-Light, an elec-

lighting plant for farm use,
which was generating power for
the operation of a washer and a
cream separator. T. Simpson was
tric

The Hart-Parrs
were the

first

Specifications:

successful kerosene burn-

During years of development every point of performance that
showed possibility of improvement, every
ing tractors.

feature

construction

of

made more

efficient,

that

could be

was adopted.

The

result of this true tractor development

embodied in the New Hart-Parr.
A 3-plow tractor with all the strength,
proportionate power, economy and reliable operation that made the larger Hartis

Parrs famous. Sturdy, dependable, simple guaranteed to do as much or more
on a gallon of kerosene as can be done

—

on gasoline.

POWER— Pulls

Successful Kerosene

plows, 30

3

on belt. Tested at
National Tractor
Salina,
Demonstration,
Kas., developing 31 H.P.

Burning

H.P.
last

R.P.M.

at 732

MOTOR—2-cylinder

twin, 4
Valve in head, 750

cycle,

in charge.

demonstrates
ning at

all

itself

loads.

in the

No

smooth run-

irregular explo-

sions nor throttling as it passes

from

No

Cast
bend,

load to no load, or vice versa.

The New

CARBURETOR— New

Dray

Hart-Parr

R.P.M.

MOTOR FRAME
steel,

no

one piece.

—

twist.

kerosene shunt.

BEARINGS — SKF and
Hyatt.
SPEEDS —2 forward, 2 and
3 mi.
1 reverse.
TRANSMISSION — Selective sliding gear.
RADIATOR — Perfex—shaft
driven fan.
LUBRICATION — Madison-

is

the perfect kerosene burner.

Simplicity, accessibility, bull-dog tenaci-

ty in power, that's what you offer your

;

Kipp force

full

customers.

Reliability,

adaptability for all

piece, cast steel engine

bed

and

strength

farm work.

One-

—no misalign-

feed.

WEIGHT— 5,000

pounds.

ment

of gears possible.

dealer has back of
Discriminating dealers know the great advantage in selling the New Hart-Parr, because the
of -the first successful
of experience of the founders of the tractor industry, and the builders

him the years

kerosene tractors.

and utility just right for the majority of farms.
Hart -Parr you sell a recognized necessity.

Size, price

the

New

Our contract

is

a most desirable one.

In handling

WRITE AT ONCE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE AND FULL PARTICULARS

The Roderick Lean Mfg.

Co.,

Mansfield, Ohio, showed a line of
their tractor tillage tools, discs,
etc.

Event Was Educational
The whole demonstration was
purely educational and in no
sense a competition.

Some

of the

were tested for various,
purposes by the companies entering them the dynamometer test
tractors

—

interesting.
particularly
being
Records of costs were compiled
by some entrants, the averag
depth of the plowing being albou.
seven inches. On the opening da
of the demonstration it was estimated that around ten thousand
attended the demonstration, the
line-up of cars being a remarkable
sight.

HART-PARR OF CANADA, LIMITED
.WINNIPEG and REGINA.

Many of the companies report
good business from their exhibition locations, while

all

concede

that the educational value and the

!
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made prove the event
be well worth the expense in-
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future sales

has there 'been rain in that district

months

to

around the dates on which the demonstration was held. The weather man took an unseemly revenge on "Van" and evidently
attempted to make up the arrears
due in the 26 years which "Van"
had figured upon.

ager has been appointed for their
Calgary branch in the person of
S. A. Smuck, succeeding H. A.
Grant. Mr. Smuck is well known

There is no douibt that
the Eastern Canadian farmer has
curred.

into the tractor

g-ot

way

of think-

ing and that he will, in the future,
be a live prospect for tractors and
tractor implements.

We

believe that

this

type

of

power farming demonstration
showing tractors not only plowing, but operating separators and
other belt-driven machines, and
also hauling manure spreaders,
discs, cultivators, etc., is of infinitely

more

interest to the farmers

than a straight plowing demonPlowing is only one
thing that the tractor can do; the
farmer wants to see its adaptstration.

ability for all-around work and
the various 'hitches used for different operations. What we require

at

New Alberta Manager for Engine
and

Co.

D. C. Thorn, manager of the
Western Canadian branch of the
Ontario Wind, Engine and Pump
Co., at Regina, reports a splendid
increase in business for this year.
In spite of early pessiimistic crop
reports Mr. Thorn advises that

western business has shown
a monthly increase of a very satisfactory
kind
over
the
same
their

implement trade of Alberta,
haviing been engaged in that line
of work there for a number of
to the

years.

The implement trade will also
be interested in knowing that the
Ontario Wind Engine and Pump

Company have recently added a
new kerosene burning gasoline engine to their

made

line.

This engine

in 3 sizes, 3, 5,

and 7

is

h.p.

Full

particulars regarding the
handled by the company can
be obtained from their western
headquarters at Winnipeg, Regina
lines

and Calgary.

Happy Farmer Made Good
Showing

The Happy Farmer tractor.
Model "F" was awarded the first
prize and decorated with a blue
ribbon

a't
the county fair at
Evansville recently.
The plowing demonstrations were held

on two days, three other tractors
competing. The Happy Farmer
finished first and without stopping
from start to finish, burning
kerosene only.

On the opening day the tractors
were set to plowing alfalfa sod,
and the Happy Farmer was the
only tractor able to finish
lotment.

its. al-

pulled 3 14^in. plows
on both days, according to a report from the company.
It

our Western Canadian demon-

strations

ture

is

something of

this na-

— an exposition of every agri-

cultural operation

can

in

which the

PROFIT-BUILDERS
We

now

are

year around.

Ford Truck Bodies
Winter Tops For All Makes Of Autos
Hood Covers
Top Envelopes
Sporting Goods and Auto Accessories
Get our

ATTENTION
YOUKNOWflT'SAFACT
Wind

is

Steel

gives

a

The

complete

Prices just out.

MANITOBA

Wooden Wheel
assortment.

New

Get the Agency.

Best quality goods.

Good stock on

WE MANUFACTURE AND DISTRIBUTE THE FOLLOWING LINES:
McLaughlin Carriages and Cutters
Munro & Mcintosh Carriages and Cutters
Brockville Carriages and Cutters
Heney Harness and Blankets

SELL CANADA'S STANDARD CUTTERS

Lino
Mills

and agency proposition on these lines.
delivery guaranteed.

latest lists

Prompt

the cheapest power available

and

handling specialty lines that ensure steady sales and good
profits for the dealer the
Investigate the lines we are distributing.
They are in demand right in your

territory.

hand.

for pumping.

WINTER MONTHS

be

adapted to the
needs of the agriculturist.
Manager Van Vleet is to be
complimented on the very efficient arrangements made. He dug
into statistical lore and proved
that only once in the past 26 years
tractor

of

Pum p

A new man-

of last year.

LEADERS

IN STYLE,

QUALITY, FINISH and DURABILITY

McLaughlin Cutters are
known everywhere as ac-

No. 34

cepted leaders for in-built
value,
exclusive features

and

serviceability.

FORE-DOOR
CUTTER

Here

we show

the No. 34 Cutter.
Panels are glued, screwed
and plugged. Solid moulding; highest grade gearing.
New style body.
Finely finished.
Superior
trimming door is trimmed inside. Solid brass
full plate screen.
Get

—

Vaneless Direct Stroke Wooden Wheel Mill, with 51^-ft. Girted
Galvanized Steel Towers.
lO-ft.

special
sleigh
catalogue.
Our
prices are right
and no better
sleighs are built.

We Advise
Dealers to
Order their
Require-

ments Now

and 'lO-ft. Steel Back
Geared Mills with Galvanized Steel
5-ft.,

8-ft.

5^-ft. Girted Towers.

Get the Agency Offer on our Cutter and Vehicle Lines

CARRIAGE FACTORIES, LIMITED
156 PRINCESS STREET,

Manitoba EnginesLtd.
Phone 2943

BRANDON, MAN.

WINNIPEG

Distributing Houses:

MOOSE JAW

CALGARY

EDMONTON

SASKATOON

:

:

:

:
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Further Elimination in U.S.
The Conservation

Division of

the U.S. War
has already put into effect in the
farm machinery industry plans
for saving essential materials and
equipment and for reducing the

Industries

Board

of capital tied up in manustock.
dealers'
and
facturers

amount

A

was submitwagons and trucks

tentative schedule

ted makers of
which will result in a large saving
of raw materials and stock invest-

Farm Machinery
—

The
Two - Horse Mowers
manufacture of the 4-ft. bar to be
discontinued and each manufacturer to restrict his output to 4j^,
5, 6, 7 and 8-ft. bars, in both light
and heavy frames.
Hand Dump Rakes ^The manufacture of all haind dump hay
rakes to be discontinued.
Sulky Rakes The manufac-

—

—

ture

of

sulky rakes to

re-

toe

ment.

stricted to 8, 9, 10 and 12-ft. sizes.
Combination of Teeth Each

Recent plans outlined by the
board deal with the production of
harvesters, mowers and hay rakes.

manufacturer to restrict his output to two 'Combinations of teeth,
light am'd heavy, in any one
i. e.,

The

are

suggestions

following

—

size of rake.

October, 1918

— Each

rows

in 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

:

and U-tooth

sections.

High frame, U, channel or pipe
bar spring tooth harrows with
combination
including
wheels,
harrows in 6, 7, 8 and 9-tooth sections.

Alfalfa

may be manufactured

teeth

for spring

tooth harrows and handled either
as extras or assembled in the
standatd spring tooth harrow
frames as a complete tool.

Riding Attachment for Spring
Tooth Harrows These attachments may be continued but are
to be furnished only as extras.

—

The manufacture

of

wood frame

spring tooth harrows and combin-

turer to restrict his output to the

left-hand only.
No additional

30, 1919.

Sy^At

eliminated, implements

manufacture

—

Mowers

One - Horse

Grain Binders

The

bar to be

of the 4-ft.

discontinued and each manufacbar.

for
material
or parts

could be ordered after August 26,
except to even up stocks on hand.

PETER5PUMR5
Gives More Water

Time with

in Less

Less Energy

Made

many

in

and

styles

they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.

PETERS'

Pump

the last word in pump
TJnequaled in Design, Action and Durability.
They are different from all
other pumps in construction
is

service.

and have

finish,

ex-

clusive features that make
sales easy to customers who

BEST

want the

machiinery

June

30, 1919.

is

this

elimin-

allowed after

Ensilage Machinery
schedule or program of

manufacture is as follows
Each manufacturer to
his production

of

silo

fillers

stricted to the following sizes

vator.

:

.

;

Land Rollers and Pulverizers
1. The manufacture of the following implements to
tinued

toe

discon-

—

2.

T

or

U

Bar Land Rollers:

The manufacture

of

these

land

be restricted to 7^^ feet
or 8 feet lengths, one size, but not
both to be made by any one manurollers to

facturer.
3.

Wheel Type The manufac:

ture of these pulverizers to be restricted to the following sizes 7
feet by 15 inches, 8 feet by 15
inches, 7 feet by 18 inches, 8 feet

by

18 inches, 10 feet

by 18

inches.

Double Gang Disc PulverThe
^Hollow Disc Type
izers
manufacture of these pulverizers
5.

—

:

to be restricted to the following
sizes with

inch front section

15

wheels and 12 inch rear section
wheels: 5 feet, 7 feet, 10 feet, 15
6

feet,

feet,

8

feet, 12 feet.

Should the development of the
tractor make it appear advisable
to add to the lengths above listed
this suggestion will be given due
consideration.

New

Tractor on Market

The Graig Tractor Company
was formed recently at Cleveland.
Ohio, where they have begun the
It is
erection of a large plant.
stated that the plant will be ready
for operation by the middle of this
month. The officers of the company are as follows President,
:

Henry D. Smith

;

vice-ipresident

general manager, Norman
Craig secretary, Arthur Judson
treasurer, R. T. Meacham.
This concern will produce the
Craig tractor, which has a fourslow speed kerosene
cylinder
burning engine. One of the many
features in this tractor is the type
of rear wheel which, it is said,
comlbines the advantages of the
round wheel and crawler type of
propulsion, while eliminating the
disadvantages of both. This wheel

and

:

Sheet Steel Land Rollers.
(b) Sub-Surface Packers.
(c) "Crow Foot" Pulverizers.
(d) Double Gang Disc PulverSolid Disc Type.
izers
(a)

Pipe

or

Cast

Bar

Land

;

;

design, which

pump

in

to

Spring Tooth Harrows
The manufacture of the following spring tooth harrows to be re-

frame spring tooth harrows, lined and unlined, in 8, 9
and 10-tooth sections.
Combination wood and steel
frame spring tooth harrows in 8
and 9-tooth sections, without
levers and shoes.
Channel bar, low frame spring
tooth harrows in 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
and 12-tooth sections.
Pipe bar, low frame Spring
tooth harrows in 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
and 12-tooth sections.
High frame, U, channel or pipe
bar spring tooth harrows with
shoes, including combination har-

—

Solid

restrict

four sizes only and to one style of
construction in each size fillers to
be equipped with feed table and
with either blower or carrier ele-

,

Double Cylinder

and

ated

of

Wood

sizes,

Force

No manufacture

wood and steel frame harrows may be continued until June

ation

The

not both to be made by any one
manufacturer.
4. Single Gang Pulverizers with
Plain Disc Wbeels Hollow and

:

Teeth— Alfalfa

manufacturer to restrict his output of
grain binders to 6, 7 and 8-ft. in

ma'de

Rollers The manufacture of these
land rollers to toe restricted to 7}i
feet or 8 feet lengths, one size, but

is

the invention of

engineers in the Italian army, is
claimed to overcome extremely
bad conditions of soil or road. It
has been used extensively on the

value.

Dealers

Get Peters'

Pump
Proposition
for

Outline is absolutely up-to-date
in every respect. Every pump we
produce is given special attention.
Peter's

sembled
back."

Pumps

—they

are

PEERLESS ORNAMENTAL FENCING

1919

perfectly

as-

have no "comeSell them and you make

satisfied customers.

A

Big Trade

Is

Waiting for You.

YOUR

business will jump to the front the minute you display Peerless
Fencing. In price, quality, designs and actual worth you can
guarantee every foot of it. We stand back of you.
Open hearth steel wire, crimped springy horizontal wires combine

to make the Peerless fence outlast ordinary kinds o£ fencing.
holds unruly animals, can't sag, can'tbreak
down and is the last word in economy.

Defies rust,

PUMPS
AND
Clothes Reels
Made in the best
equipped factory
in Canada.

We make and

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.

handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

Manufactured by

hydro-pneumatic

We

also

install

Farm Water

sysj

tems.

SUCCESSORS TO
Exclusive Canadian Agents

Tudhope Anderson
Winnipeg

Regina

(Established 1882)

Co., Ltd.

Saslmtoon

Wplt« Nearest Branch
Partloulara.

The Riesberry Pump Co.

Houm

WRITE FOR DEALERS' PRICES

Calgary

for

North-West
T. N.

WILLIAMSON

Co.
Pump
MEREELL
W.

J.

Phone 607

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.

:
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in the war area
Jointed pads are held
against the
of the wheel iby
springs. These fiat pads, two of
which always grip the ground,
allow the actual wheel to roll on
them while providing a flat area
for propulsion on the softest soil.
This idea is a very old one and

A

wheels of artillery

pDssiblc.

in

the engine and

Italy.

dm

was used in a cart wheel designed
in marshy countries in Europe.
Following are a few features in
the design of the Craig tractor.

Power, 15-25 h.p. weight, 4,500
pounds; two speeds, high, 4

8.

etor

mixture

rich
is

Cravath in

fouls

New

37

tield and for a number of years
was associated with the J. I. Case
Threshing Machine Co. as salesman in the Dakotas. Leaving that
concern he joined the AdvanceRumely organization as Western

Position

wasteful.

Pre-heat air entering carbur-

and keep radiator covered

in

cold weather; this will insure better vaporization.

See that the spark is timed
correctly with engine and drive
with spark as fully advanced as
possible without causing engine
9.

to labor.
10. Have
a hot spark, keep
plugs clean and spark points pro-

Cravath was recently ap-

L. B.

pointed

manager of the
and
Tractor

sales

Hession

Tiller

Corporation, BulYalo, N.Y.
Mr.
Cravath, who was present at the
Cobourg demonstration, has lat-

Canadian

representative,

quently being transferred to

been western salesman for
the Cleveland Tractor Co. of
Cleveland, Ohio. He has had long
experience in the farm machinery

subse-

Mem-

Tenn. The many friends of
Mr. Cravath in Western Canada
will wish him success in his new

terly

phis,

position.

perly adjusted.

;

m.p.h.

2^ m.p.h. Engine,
valve-in-head type, 4^x6
low,

;

1 1.

Avoid high speed. The averis most economical at fif-

ings, splash for other parts.

teen to twenty-five miles per hour.
12. Don't accelerate and
stop
quickly it wastes gas and wears
out tires. Stop engine and coast

run in

long

4-cyl.,

Pressure feed lubrication

inches.
for

main and connecting rod bearoil.

Gears
Modine-Spirex radi-

Berling high tension magneto and impulse starter. Bennett
air cleaner.
Selective spur gear
transmission two
speeds
foTator.

—

ward, one reverse. Rear wheels
have Craig pad track, 44x12
inches. Wheel area constantly on
ground, 540 sq. inches. Rear axle
and front provided with Timken
bearings.
Twelve bearings in
transmission.
Wheel base 88

Width

inches.

of

tractor,

Mr.

age car

Cater Can Sell

13.

Wood

errands in one

Do

a

number

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER

of

trip.

Know

your mileage per galyour tank full and divide
speedometer mileage by gallons
consumed.

Brandon Pump

lon. Fill

Dealers: Here

Made

We

are asked to conserve gasonot only by "gasless" Sundays, but on every day in the
week. It is evident that a united
efifort to eliminate gasoline waste
will not only serve the cause of
the Allies, but will also benefit

car

is

standing.

battery

starter

It

to

is

be

when

good
used

for
fre-

quently.

Don't

spill or expose gasoline
evaporates rapidly and
is dangerous.
3. Don't use gasoline for cleaning and washing; use kerosene or
other material for cuttingf grease
4. Stop all
gasoline leakages.
Form balbit of shutting off gas at
tank or feed pipe.
2.

to air;

it

5.
Adjust brake bands so they
do not drag. See that all bearings
run freely.

6. Have carlburetor adjusted at
service stations of cariauretor or

autnmobile companies; they will
make ordinary adjustments without charge.
7. Keep needle valve clean and
adjust carburetor (while engine is
hot) to rise as -lean mixture as

MAN.

Your Opportunity

Four Sizes:

6, 7, 8 and 10 Inches
Winnipeg and has proven, under the most remarkable
tests, to have greater grinding capacity with less driving power than any other
Feed Grinder on the market. Hopper capacity from 3 to 4 bushels. At 2,200
revolutions the 8-inch Downie, by actual test, ground 50 bushels per hour. Low
built; compact; free from vibration.
Drive shaft has long bearings on each side
of grinder head ensuring perfect alignment and meshing.
Removable babbitt

line

engine run

Works

Downie Feed Grinders

Save the Gasoline

let

&

BRANDON

The

Don't

Pumps cheaper

Cut down aimless and need-

less use of cars.

14.

or Iron

than any one in the West.

hills.

inches; length, 129 inches. Turning radius, 17 feet. The belt pulley, Ilx7y2 inches; belt speed.
2,700 feet per minute.

1.

You

;

78

automobile owners through more
economical operation of their
machines.
The following rules
will ensure every car owner the
satisfaction of doing his part to
conserve gasoline

DEALER

"DOWNIE"

in

made

is

in

bushings. Hard oil cups provide perfect lubrication. Exclusive type of shaker
pan. Easily regulated for fineness. Heavy release springs expand plates when
hard substances pass through screen, throwing out the obstacle. The DOWNIE
plates never choke, but clear and spring back instantaneously. No grinder has
better construction and material. One on your floor will sell a dozen. Let us
supply you with descriptive literature.

Ask

for Full Par-

ticulars

and Prices

"EXCELSIOR JUNIOR" BLOWER
FEED CUTTERS Meet the Demand
We

seven styles of Feed Cutters, for hand, horse or engine
help your customers conserve feed by handling this line.
Every farmer with over 5 head of stock wants
an Excelsior Junior. Blower connection fits common 6-inch
stove pipe. Only 4 to 6 H.P. required, by engine, windmill or
sweep horse-power. Carries feed to any part of the bam or
elevates it any height up to 20-feet. Cuts and elevates
yi to
ton of feed per hour. Cuts three lengths,
to 1^-inch;
sell

power.

You can

%

9-inch throat.
Two concave, specially tempered tool steel
knives. One lever starts, stops and reverses. Get
our prices
and place your order at once.

SELL WATSON'S HARDWOOD
FRAME WOOD and POLE SAWS
Have

solid steel shafts

and high grade babbitted
bearings.
Heavy,

SEASONABLE WATSON LINES

solid balanced flywheel.

Three

5x6

Farm and Bush

pulleys.

WE CARRY

Sleighs;

Roller

Crushers;

Feed Cutters; Feed Grinders; Root Pulpers;
Wood and Pole Saws; Horse Powers; Pump
Jacks; "Viking" Cream Separators.

Rigidly braced
hardwood frame. Complete
saw mandrels supplied
separately if desired.

REPAIRS

SHARES FOR
ALL MOLINE and

and

JANESVILLE

IMPLEMENTS
311

CHAMBERS STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

'
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Subscribers'

Information

Service

Under

we

this heading

will reply

enquiries from jobbers and
to
dealers concerning the location of
machine manufacturers, where re-

pair parts

may

be obtained,

etc.

Brandon.

Detour
T.

Winnipeg.

—You

can prociire a No. 1
wheat sieve and a No. 2 top chaffer for
a 27x42 Aultman-Taylor separator from
the Hart-Parr Co. of Canada, Winnipeg.
E. & Co., Sask. The Corbin disc harrow is no longer being manufactured.
Repairs, however, are stocked by the
Sask.

C. H.,

—

Thomas

Manufacturing

You

Springfield, Ohio.

Company,

at
can obtain part

J307 from no other source.
Enquiry. Can any reader identify a
Avagon with steel axles, axle being numbered AA3060? Wheel runs on roller
bearings, 3-inches diameter, and 3-inches
Two bearings in each wheel; set
long.
in sleeve 9 1/2 -inches long' by 4 inches
diameter, tapering to 3yo-inches. Advise
this department.
J.C.M., Alta.—Boxing for disc No. 601
is for a Monitor disc harrow formerly
made by the Fuller & Johnson iviig. Co.
and now by the Madison Plow Co., MadiOrder repair direct.
son, Wis.
A. C.B., Man. Repairs for the Aermotor windmill can be obtained from
W. Eddie, Princess Street, Winnipeg.
New timer gear for a
L.S., Sask.
Foos Jr. 4 h.p. engine can be had from
the manufacturers, the Foos Gas Engine

—

—

—

Co., Springfield, Ohio.

—Sixteen-inch

plow
share marked with a star and No. 1.
This share has evidently been made by
some blacksmith from a blank furnished
by the Star Mfg. Co., Carpentersville,
These blanks are numbered 1, 2 and
111.
F. B.

to

Co.,

Alta.

designate

and

solid
crucible steel.

D. McA., Man.

cast,

soft

cen-

—The friction pulley for

a "Prima" power churn can be procured only from the manufacturers, the
Buckeye Churn Co., Sidney, Ohio.
E. H.F., Man. Rear axle bracket for
plow. No. 3478, and bail bracket No. 3410
are for a gang plow made by the Parlin
& Orendorff Co., Canton, 111. For repairs,
address the International Harvester Co.
of Canada, "Winnipeg.
B. W., Sask. We do not know of a
Nolson .stationary engine. Are you confusing this with the "Jumbo" engine,

—

—

made by Nelson

Bros., Saginaw, Mich.,

and handled by Tudhope-Anderson, at
Winnipeg, Regina and Calgary.
H. & Co., Man. Cross clevia G191 is for
a plow made by the La Crosse Plow Co.,
Order direct from
La Crosse, Wis.

—

factory.

—In

using an engine for
pumping, it is advisable to instal the
largest cylinder that can be pumped by
hand, in relation to the supply of water.
A large cylinder and long stroke gives
the engine a load, and reduces the cost
O.J.,

Man.

A

3-in. single acting, 6pumping.
inch stroke pump at 40 per minute, lifting water 50 feet, requires only .16 h.p.
but a 4-incli, 10-inch stroke pump at 35
per minute, for the same lift, requires .40
Large pumps about double the
h.p.
water supply per gallon of fuel compared

of

with small pumps.
N.S., Alta. Ratchet for plow wheel
lever, marked HX305 is for a "Good
Enough" gang plow, made by the Moline
Plow Co. You can procure new part
from John Watson Mfg. Co., Winnipeg.
A.L.S. The Tolton harrow is made by

—

—

Tolton Bros. Ltd., Guelph, Ont.
The "Iowa" cream
P. McE., Man.
separator is made by Associated Manufacturers Co. a,t Waterloo, Iowa. Crane
& Co., Winnipeg, handle this machine,
and repairs should be procurable from
that firm.

—

&

Sons,

—

Front axle bracket
Bros., Man.
1188R is for a plow made by the Grand
G.

enclose stamped, addressed
envelope. Send enquiries to InCANADIAN
Dept.,
formation

FARM IMPLEMENTS,

3

Western Canada by Geo. White

Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate reply,

ter

^We believe that Buckeye
S.S., Sask.
feed mills are no longer being manufactured. The Bauer Bros. Co., Springfield, 111., carry repairs and may be able
to supply the parts required. "Allwork"
tractors are made by the Electric Wheel
They are handled in
Co., Quincy, 111.

Plow Co., Dixon, 111. Repairs
can be obtained through the J. I. Case

M.

Co.,

Winnipeg.

—

T.B.H., Man. Kingman plows are no
The only
longer being manufactured.
source from which repairs for the Kingman line may be obtained is the M. & K.
Co., Kansas City, Mo.
R.L. Co., Man. Stickney feed grinders were formerly made by the Chas.
The
A. Stickney Co., St. Paul, Minn.
line was sold out to Harris Bros., Chicago,
from whom repairs may be had.
G.B.S., Sask.—Grinder ring No. 1927
is for a grinder made by the Marseilles
Works, East Moline, 111. Repairs can be
had through the nearest branch of the
For gear driven
John Deere Plow Co.

Brokerage

—

pumps apply
and

Pump

to the Ontario

Co.,

Wind Engine

Regina.

The Dray Shunt System

in

much less attention need
be paid to spark plugs and spark
plug gaps, and that the engine itself may be more or less out of adjustment and yet the Dray Shunt
is so adaptable to conditions that
good results will be obtained.
It is claimed that with the use
of the Dray Shunt, using kerosene
position

;

as a fuel, from five to six

more

horse-power is being generated
than under the ordinary manner
of kerosene consumption, and this
invention permits the use of kerosene with all loads and under all
conditions except, of course, the
primary heating of the engine for
which, up to this time, nothing
With
but gasoline can be used.
the
the engine hot, however,
shunt works perfectly and automatically with the governor attachment and kerosene, the cheap
fuel, is used successfully for all
loads.

Burning Kerosene

Among

the

pioneer

tractor

makers who experimented with
and distillate for fuel
were the Hart-Parr Co., of

kerosene

Charles City, Iowa, manufacturers
of the New Hart-Parr tractor. As
this tractor, which is now being
sold in Western Canada, is equipped with the Dray Shunt, a special
system of burning kerosene, the
principles used in this system are
of interest to the trade.
The variable load of a tractor en-

gine has

made kerosene

a difficult

fuel to utilize, because of

Washing
Machine Production

Restriction Applied to

All washing machine manufacturers in the United States have
been instructed to use during the
period August 1, 1918, to Jan. 1,
1919,

no iron and

steel in excess of

75 per cent of five-twelfths of the
total amount used during 1917.

Prominent manufacturers in this
have (been running ahead of

line

production, conse1917
quently this reduction will not be

their

so drastic as at

first

appears.

Com-

i'ts

of volatility and its
proneness to stay in liquid

lack

form, owing to its weight.
When the tractor takes a
heavy load, and the engine
speed is reduced the engine
is

liable to stall.

The Dray

the invention of W.
who for many years
experimented until he de-

Shunt

js

R. Dray,

veloped the idea of a controlled shunt,

which when the

engine is carrying full load,
permits the cold mixture of
kerosene and air to pass directly to the cylinders and
there

explode.

When

the

engine is running very light
or the load offered is alternately very Hght or very
Sectional Diagram showing the Dray
heavy, as in cutting ensilage,
Shunt Kerosene system used in the New
the
and
closes
the- valve
Hart-Parr Tractor.
forced down
is
mixture
chamber panies, however, who have only
heating
a
through
warmed by the exhaust, and recently entered this field will
made volatile enough so that it practically be put out of business.
Production will gradually be rereadily ignites upon reaching 'the
duced toward the end of this year
explosion chambers of the cylinand while dealers may not feel the
ders.
effect at once, machines of stamdIts manufacturers say that by
ard make will be scarce in the
the use of the Dray Shunt the enfuture.
diluon
a
smoothly
gine will run
of
There are only a few all-steel
proportions
the
mixture
ted
which do not need to be studied washers being made, and it is
proibaJble that production of these
carefully the engine will respond
any
will be entirely discontinued.
most
well with the spark in

October, 1918

Carriage Factories Handling
New Lines

As

well as the complete line of

vehicles and

which they

sleighs

distribute, being the products of

leading
Canadian vehicle
Carriage Factories, Ltd.,
Winnipeg, have recently added
several lines which will be of interest to the Western Canadian

the

plants.

and which should form

dealers

a

profitable trade for the representatives of the

company through-

out the Canadian West.

Ford truck bodies

in a variety

of types are being handled, also
winter tops for all makes of auto-

mobile. The line of harness and
blankets carried by the company
has been augmented by new patterns which should be in good
variety of auto acdemand.
cessories are being produced at
the Montreal branch of the organization, and a steady production of harness and accessories
will take care of every demand
that dealers will make. Houd covers, top envelopes, slip roof outfits, Ford limousine 'tops, robe rail

A

bags, cushions and cushion back
rests give 'the dealer a wide choice
As well as
in the selling field.

the above the company will manufacture and sell a line of sporting
goods, such as golf bags, dunnage
bags, gun covers, bottle cases, axe
sheaths, holsters, leggings, etc.
Full particulars of these lines can
be had by application to the Win-

nipeg

office of the

company.

Bull Tractor Co. in Merger

The Madison Motors Corporation, at

Anderson,

Ind.,

has been

merged with the Bull Tractor Co.
of Minneapolis,

C. E. Gib-

Minn.

president of the
Madison Motors Corporation, is
president of the new organization.

formerly

son,

In the incorporation of the new
company the capital is listed as
preferred
of
$1,500,000 worth
stock

and $1,200,000

common

L. A.

stock.

Fortville, Ind.,

is

worth of

Brown

of

treasurer of the

F. Greene and
former conJudson,
N.
Frederick
trollers of the Bull Tractor Co.,
are memlbers of the board of direcHomer Moker has been
tors.
placed in charge of the advertising
department of the company. The

company, and John

factory is to be located in AnderThe Madison Motors
son, Ind.
Corporation have been builders of

automobile chassis.

If

you are

a salesman, the first

thing you must do

is

to sell your

You cannot 'Convince other people unless

own goods
you are

to yourself.

in earnest.

;

requires sincerity.

Salesmanship

—
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EVERY TITAN A CHAMPION
[HAT an

International kerosene tractor should win a British Plowing

Champion-

ship is gratifying, but not surprising.
l^-Ss^ The Titan won that championship for a reason.
That reason is built into all
Titan tractors ahke. What the Titan did over there it will do here, or anywhere, because
It is built for the express purpose of furnishing power for all kinds of farm

machines. Think that over.
The concern that makes Titan

tractors

knows farm machines through over 75 years

of actual, practical e.^perience in every part of the world.

Using that experience as a foundation this same organization has, for the past twelve
years, been marketing tractors that operated successfully with every farm machine that
requires power.
tractor is one result of that work.
Now you see why it wins Championships;
works equally well with British and Canadian plows; why it disks, harrows and seeds plowed
ground without packing the soil; why it is a familiar sighi in harvest fields; why it runs threshers, silo
fillers, shelters and feed grinders; why it hauls wagon trains of grain to market.
It is designed and
built, all the way through, to do all this necessary farm power work dependabh^ and economically, using
the machines already on the farm.
While the Titan furnishes power equally well for all kinds of plows, there is a difference in the work
done by different plows. The Titan, with an Oliver tractor plow makes an ideal combination for Canadian
fields.
Write the nearest branch for information about contracts.

The Titan kerosene

why

it

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
BRANCH HOUSES:

WEST—Brandon,

Man.;

Calgary,

Edmonton,

Alta.; Estevan, Sask.; Lethbridge, Alta.; North Battleford, Sask.;
Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.; Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
EAST—Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.
Alta.;
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Fairbanks-Morse Type "F"

Low-Down Plate Grinders

Investigate the

6, 7,

8 and

48-Inch

Ensures Better Crops and Bigger Profits

BULL DOG
MILLS
Made

Inches

10

new

BULL DOG FANNING MILL
It

You Cannot Offer
Your Customers a
Better Grinder—
at Any Price
MADE IN FOUR SIZES

October, 1918

in

five sizes:

24, 32, 40,

Capacities, from 10
to 50 bus. per hour

48 and 64

Fairbanks-Morse
Grinders have More
Selling Points than
any other Grinder
on the Market

widths

Substantially

built,

inch sieve

Capacities:

25 to 150
bushels
per hour.

Type

the

"F" has no equal for capacity,
excellence of work, and light run-

ASK FOR CATALOGS

Enclosed, flat, reversible
are self-aligning and accurately ground.
Ball thrust bearing prevents heating and decreases friction. Direct drive means
light draft.
Grinding plates are interchangeable.
Perfect regulation for
fineness. Extra set of plates with every machine.
Large capacity hopper;
whole design is rigid and vibrationless. Heavy drive shaft, with large bearings
and hard grease cups. For excess strength, easy operation and large capacity,
the most economical grinder your customers can buy. Baggers can be furnished for all sizes.

ning.
plates

IT WILL

PAY YOU TO WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse

Calgary

Clean, graded Seed and a clean product are National necessities.
Bull Dog Mills are the best grain Separaters on the Continent.

Winnipeg, Man.
Off Logan Ave. on Quelch Street
Address all Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta to
R. W. DOW. Box 1406, Calgary, Alberta

NDERSON
A
.T^

nrUDHOPE
1

is the latest addition to our line.
Strong, heavy conExceptionally rigid design. Double screen and double shoe.
This machine can be supplied with 4-foot Bagger or 10-foot Wagon Box
Elevators. Just the mill the farmer wants to clean his grain for market
this fall. Hundreds ready for immediate shipment. Send your requirements.

48-inch

struction.

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR Ca, LIMITED

Co., Limited

WINNIPEG

Saskatoon

The New

MEAN PROFITABLE BUSINESS

SEASONABLE LINES

''The Sleigh

"EMPIRE"

that

or

PARTICUURS AND
PROPOSITION

"WINNER" SEPARATORS
in -built

Made

In

have the capacity
quality that Farmers want

Three

Sizes: 24,

32 and 40 Inches

Guaranteed to have double the capacity of any other separator, and to do 75 per cent better work
on all kinds of grain and seed.
Capacities from 30 to 80 bushels per hour. Separates, cleans and
grades the grain; helps your customers select strong healthy seed; improves the grade of their grain
and saves elevator charges. The "Winner" helps the farmer to conserve grain. Get one on your
floor.

You'll be surprised

Investigate the

how

easily the

"Winner"

TUD HOPE-ANDERSON

sells.

Line.

Ask

for our

Agency

Offer.

Forward your requirements on E.B. Tractors, Tractor and Horse Plows,
Sleighs, Fanning Mills, Stationary andPortable Engines,Trucks,Wagons, etc.

TUDHOPE-ANDERSON
Winnipeg

and 42 inches

ASK US FOR FULL

Any

Competition

and

Runners: 2, 2| and 3 inches;
4| inches deep; 6ft. 6ins. long

Bolster: 38, 40

STEEL SHOES

Sell Against

Built

Track: 36 and 40 inches

No. 2 Sleighs
CAST

is

Regina

CO., LIMITED

Saskatoon

Calgary

VOL. XIV., No.

WINNIPEG, CANADA, NOVEMBER,
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Make Your Money
FIGHT FOR CANADA

1918

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE IN CANADa{^^|:

f J ^g^^,^

SURANCE

I

OF ALL KINDS

HAIL
FffiE AND AUTOMOBILE
The London Mutual
Employers' Liability Assce. Corpn., London, Eng.

Fire Insurance Co.

The Glens Falls Insurance Co.
The Millers National Insurance Co.

BUY VICTORY BONDS
take

We'll

care

of

them

LIVE STOCK

you

for

The General Animals Insurance Co.
For Local Agencies Apply

UNION BANK OF CANADA
OVER

CARSON & WILLIAMS

In Watson's

Size for Size,
carry heavier
loads than any
other Sleigh

Sleighs the

weakest point in
a Sleigh is
Strongest

TRUSS ROD GIVES TRIPLE STRENGTH

made

BROS., LIMITED

30 CANADA LIFE BUILDING. REGINA
tl4 P. BURNS' BUILDING, CALGARY
720 UNION BANK BUILDING. WINNIPEG

BRANCHES THROUGHOUT CANADA

300

:

WATSON'S SLEIGHS
ARE AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS
"THE SLEIGH THAT THE FARMER ASKS FOR"
There's nothing much to a sleigh — but there
a vast difference in sleigh
is

design, service

and durability.

Leaders, from Coast to Coast.
one best sleigh Watson's.

—

We

Ideal Sleighs are
Cast Shoes.

made

in all sizes:

Steel or

quality,

seasoned,

—

—

—

Poles and Reaches Heavy White Oak.
Heavy Steel Bracing throughout.

grained

bench.
Shoes, curved at rear, allow backing.
Ride on top of road No Skidding.

—

ASK FOR CATALOG AND PARTICULARS

Lloyd's seats fit any wagon or sleigh box made. Take up no
box space; give protection from wind and full control over
the team. Strong spiral springs, specially tempered, give
an easy riding motion.

The Wagon Loaded

LLOYDS
LOW- DOWN
SPIRAL SPRING
WAGON SEATS

with ease and are the lightest, most practical seats made.
Get a dozen on your floor and watch
them sell. We have a large stock on hand. Order your
wagons less seats and supply the Lloyds. Write for full
particulars

Moline and Janesville^ Implements

Runners have point of contact directly below

THIS WAGON SEAT SELLS ITSELF

Carry 600

straight

all

woods.

Note our Patented Trussed Bench.
Runners White Oak. Benches Grey Elm or
Oak.

Special

Carry Repairs for

For in-built value Watson's Sleighs are
Discriminating dealers always handle the

—to-day.

Investment

MILLER RETREAD BANDS g
Make NEW TIRES out of OLD ONES
One

out of every five tires discarded can be redeemed.
Probably all
your customers old tires could be made new also your own. Why
throw a tire away simply because the tread is worn ofif? You have
realized but 25 per cent of its value.
For yourself, for your customers,
get the full 100 per cent by having a Miller Re-Tread Band put on.
Although more than tlie tread is gone the tire can often be saved. Get
this profitable business in your district.
of

lbs.

and prices

Dealers: Give Your Customers
100% from their Tire

Going

Home

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

WAWANESAWAWANESA,
SEAT COMPANY
WAGONMANITOBA.

Dealers
Write:

—

MILLER TIRE COMPANY
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THE RIGHT GOODS
SERVICE TO DEALERS
CONTINUOUS ADVERTISING

The Cockshutt Platform
OR

nearly 40 years this tried and proven Cockshutt
Sales Platform has been making good with Western
Dealers.

The Cockshutt Line is right; it's complete and it*s built in
Canada by men who actually know, from field experience,
what the Western Farmer wants. There are no frills or experiments

in the

Cockshutt Line.

Once you become a

Cocl^shutt Dealer

you are connected

with a thoroughly Canadian Organization that believes nothing

is

too good for the Western

extreme of "square"

is

Farmer— no treatment

too good for the Cockshutt Dealer,

no advertising and Salesmaking effort
in the interests of the

to the

is

and

too great to tackle

Cockshutt Line.

you want to dominate your territory— if you want a
"Quality" implement line and the finest kind of printed matter
If

and dealer

service,

WRITE US TO-DAY FOR CATALOGUES
AND AGENCY INFORMATION

PLOW
CO.,
COCKSHUTT
CALGARY
REGINA
WINNIPEG

LIMITED
SASKATOON

"

:

Vol XIV., No.

:

WINNIPEG, CANADA, NOVEMBER,
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U.S. Dealers* Federation
The U.S. National Federation
of

Implement and Vehicle DealAssociations

ers'

held

19th

its

annual convention in Chicago on
October 8, 9 and 10. Thirteen different associations of implement
dealers throughout the United

States were represented. Duringthe three days' deHberations a
considerable portion of the time

was devoted

to the discussion of

tractor business

and

its

future.

Dealers

generally realize that
now a vast number of
men and firms who formerly
handled .automobiles and accesthere are

who now must

sories

substitute
other lines of effort since the cessation of production of passenger
cars is at hand. Further, dealers

claimed

that there are several
large tractor concerns who are
at this time to a very great extent seeking the automobile men
as
representatives
throughout
U.S. territory.

New

Officers

Elected

The following gentlemen were
elected

officers

for

the

com-

ing year

President—T. J. Turley, Owenboro, Ky.
Vice-President— G. W. Collins,

Eau

Claire;

W.

R.
Sebenthall,
L. Derry, Ver-

mont, and T. N. Witten, Trenton.
In his retiring address. Pres.
Derry said, in part:

"The implement dealer is the
only practical agency for the distribution of farm implements.
The food production of the country depends to a greater or less
degree upon the service the retail
dealer renders the farmer.
The
value of repair service and expert
work in operating and adjusting
farm machinery cannot be over-

The implement
who invests his money in
estimated.

dealers

of

this

mand for farm machinery and
buying it prior to the advance in
price and afterward selling it for
less than the wholesale price at
the time of sale. Had the dealers
not purchased goods in advance

they would have
their selling price
value.
The fact

had to make
on replacement
is

that

many

dealers have for the last three
sold their goods on the
basis of what they paid for them,

years

and the price made by them

in

many

instances was less than the
wholesale price at the time of sale.
The result is a saving to the

farmers which will run into the
hundreds of thousands of dolSecretary's Report
H. J. Hodge, Abilene, Kansas,
secretary of the federation, in his
annual report stated that it was
doubtful if in any locality the im-

plement dealer has in the slightest degree been guilty of profiteering. Despite a tremendous increase in expenses, dealers as a
class have done business upon a

narrower margin of profit. He
commented on tractor manufacturers who go outside of the
implement trade for the distribu-

dealer
a rea-

sonable stock of implements and
gives his time and service to the
farmer, is rendering service to

country equal to any class of
business men.
"Parties who are claiming that
the retail implement dealers are
his

profiteering have not given the
subject
proper
consideration.
What I refer to is the many
thousands of dollars that the re-

tion of their product, as follows:
"The elimination of the auto-

mobile business and the encouragement given the tractor industry by the government, resulting
in a large

number

of

new

tractors

—

being placed on the market the
manufacturers of which have
never had any affiliation with the

implement

trade

—and

the

fact

that the manufacturers of power
farming tillage tools are supplying these concerns with equip-

ment,

is

likely to cause a

in conditions.

change

Many

dealers express a fear that the tractor manufacturers are likely to repeat the
practice of the automobile manufacturers and contract, as some of

them express

who

it,

'with

anyone

will put out a machine.'

Implement Administrator
Addressed Dealers
Junius F, Cook, assistant to
the U.S. secretary of agriculture,
in control of the farm machinery

Subscription Price in Canada

{

^g^-.^f

Hold Annual Convention
and equipment industry, gave

his

address direct to the trade.
Mr. Cook said, in part
"A successful dealer has a refirst

sponsibility to his customer and
does not want to be told he is
profiteering.
On the other hand

he has his

money

tied

up

in stock

that may give him a large profit
or a considerable loss unless he

managing his busiThe farmer wants to buy

skillful in

is

ness.

farm equipment as favorably
when he suddenly
pay 80 or 100 per
cent more for a mower or plow
than his neighbor did the year
before, he naturally objects. His
products have risen in price, but
more gradually than farm implements. So he receives a shock.
his

as possible, and
finds he has to

lars."

also

Belleville, Ks.

Directors— F.

implement

tail

country have saved the American
farmer by anticipating the de-

1918

"The Federal Trade Commission

investigating the cost of
manufacturing certain selected
farm implements and also the
cost of selling farm equipment
and the profits charged. When
these results are available the
question of whether the farmer
is

paying too much for his farm
equipment can be answered.
"Conditions have resulted in
is

the establishing of a number of
different classes of dealers who
furnish machinery and equipment
to
farmers.
In nearly every

farming community are to be
found a few individuals who
have taken the agency for one or
more items of farm equipment.
These individuals may be farmblacksmiths, storekeepers or
in nearly any other
trade usually found in rural communities. Usually they will carry
no stock of equipment whatever,
but merely hang out a sign stating that they are the agents for
ers,

men engaged

a certain line of goods.

"When such an agency is held
by farmers it frequently happens
that the agency has been acquired
by reason of the fact that it had
been desired to obtain a certain
make of machine for which no
agency existed in the neighborhood. Perhaps the machine had
been seen in operation in some
other community and had struck
the farmer's fancy. As there was
no local agency it would be necessary for the farmer to correspond

with the manufacturer who, in
order to avoid the stigma of direct selling to a consumer would
suggest, or perhaps insist, that an
agency be taken for the line before the machine could be obtained.

"Such agents are seldom in
touch with the development of
the machine which they are
handling and often do not even
have up-to-date catalogues for
the machine which they sell.
They do no advertising and maintain no office or establishment of
any kind for carrying on the business of handling farm machinery.
Many of these men have little

knowledge

of business or the cost

of carrying

have

on same.
no

practically

As they
overhead

charge, they are usually willing
to sell

slight

machines at comparatively
advance over the cost to

them.

"Another rather distinct class
implement dealers is that composed of business men who have
taken the agency for a full line
of farm equipment and spare
parts and endeavor t9 handle it
on a strictly business basis, the
same as they have been accusof

tomed

to handling other lines of
business. Such dealers attempt to
give service to the farmers, not
only in setting up the machines,

and giving instruction in their
care and operation, but by sending a competent man to help out
in any trouble encountered in the
operation of the machines. They
also carry a full line of repair
parts so as to eliminate delays

from breakdowns to as great an
extent as possible.

"The dealer

in this class is the

type of business man who orders
stock far enough in advance so
as to be reasonably certain of
having the material available in
proper season. He attempts to
keep in as close touch as possible
with his trade and to foresee, to
a great extent, the demand for
the various items which he carThis, of course, necessitates
considerable capital invested during several months
ries.

having

each year, and, if because of crop
keen competition or any
other cause, he is unable to sell
failure,

:

;

:
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the stock of machines which he
has purchased, the goods must
necessarily be carried over for

more

dealer,

which
extent

type of

It is this

another year.

than

any

other,

aflfected to the greatest

is

by

in

fluctuation

the

wholesale price of equipment."
Repair Discounts
The federation went on record

man who

sells tractors

must

also

tractor-drawn implements.

sell

federation,
the dealers'
implethe
that
stated
delegates
ment dealer was the only unit
who could handle tractors to the
satisfaction of users and give proper service. It was also contended that if manufacturers gave the

November, 1918

U.S. National Implement and
Vehicle Association' Convention

For

exclusive, sale of their machines
in exclusive territory they would
find that dealers would finance

The

annual

twenity-fifth

farm machinery and
manufacturing con-

of

equipment

the deals and handle tractors to
the satisfaction of the manufac-

pairs,

turers.

in

of sending repairs C.O.D. to responsible dealers, and the elimination of inconsistencies in price

National Repair Week
decided by the dealers
was
It
and agreed to by the manufacturers to hold the National Farm
Equipment Repair week during

retary

the dealers asked for:
Larger discounts, discontinuance

It

was

discotints

now

lists.

stated

that the

allowed were in

Reprecases inadequate.
sentatives of the manufacturers

many

addressing the convention argued
that the dealers should advance
their repair prices, pointing out
that in the revision of lists more
than a year ago some prices were
reduced despite the increase in
cost of production.

The manufacturers asked the
what they
federation
dealers'
to maintain themselves
in the domination of the imple-

would do

ment trade by handling power
machinery and

Repremanufacturers

tractors.

sentatives of the
asserted that many dealers would
not carry tractors and that the

the

week commencing INIarch 3,
The farm press, trade

1919.

press,

food administration
asked to co-operate.

and

will "be

In outlining features for the
convention programmes for the
associations
dealers'
various
which were represented, the following features were placed before the trade as of great import-

ance

:

replenish repair stocks and
keep ample stocks on hand. To
thoroughly discuss the topic of
The necessity
cost accounting.

To

of dealers handling tractors
influence
their
exercising

and
for

Comgreater crop production.
munity building to be endorsed.

EMERSON MILLS
ENSURE THE DEALER A PROFITABLE DEMAND
EMERSON EFFICIENCY SELLS THIS SEPARATOR

cerns attended,

Strong,

Easil /

Operated.

Their
action

and

work are
duplicated

While the question of revising
the whole system of handling repairs is one which could be handled through the co-operation of

Liberty Loan Bonds.
The following gentlemen were
elected as officials of the organization for the ensuing year
President, G. A. Ranney, sec-

organizations, it is to be hoped!
that )the study of this problemj
during the coming year will resulti
in a mutually satisfactory adjust-j

Internatiional

Elimination and Standardization)

treasurer

-

ment

Harvester Co.

Chairman executive committee,
H. M. Wallis, president J. I. Case
Plow Works and Wallis Tractor
Co.

executive committee,
L Case T.M. Co.

Members

E. J. Gittins, J.

A.

B.

Mfg.

Roderick Lean
Bartholomew,

McLean,
Co.
Co.

J.

;

B.

American
and
U. G.
Co.;
Seeding Machine

Avery

W.

;

Z. Carr,

Orendorff, Parlin

&

Orendorfif Co.

President's Address
Reviewing the work of the past
year, President C. S. Brantingham
spoke on how the association had

worked harmoniously with the
governmenit, and with each other
as members, also with dealers and
farmers in an effort to help produce maximum crops. Great success had attended their efforts in
conjunction with the War Industries

in the elimination of

Board

styles

needless

and

kinds

of

The War

Industries
Board recently curtailed the supply of materials to 'the industry
by 25 per cent, and on this point
the president said
"This industry uses annually
approximately 1,200,000 tons of
steel and 800,000 tons of pig iron.
saving of 25 per cent on these
two metals amounts to 500,000.

A

tons.

Edward N. Hurley, head

the shipping board, recently
stated that it requires from 2,500
to 3,000 tons of steel and pig iron
Also that each
for each ship.
ship will maintain 3,000 to 4,000
men on the other side with food,
of

by no
other Mill

LARGE STOCK ON HAND
Two
No.
No.

2.
3.

Sizes to Suit

made.

Your Trade

Separator; Capacity 22-30 Bus. per hour
Power Separator; Capacity 30-50 Bus. per hour

Hand

size machine built that will take
wild or tame oats out of wheat
of
kernel
every
or rye-^and save ALL THE WHEAT.
The BISHOP MILLING COMPANY, Battlef ord, Sask., who use a Six-Shoe

The only farm

Emerson, day and night, say:
"As regards mill, will say that we have been gnnding wheat for 25 years,
machme
and ane erinding the cleanest wheat we have ever ground, as this
takes out

ALL THE OATS AND DOES NOT TAKE OUT ONE GRAIN OF

WHEAT WITH THEM."
SECURE OUR CONTRACT NOW.

WRITE FOR PRICES

EMERSON MANUFACTURING
1425

WHYTE AVENUE

CO., LTD.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

of

it.

The report of the various com-i
mittees on eliminaition and stands
ardization were of great interest^
was shown

that plow and tillage
had been reduced by 4C
per cent seeding machines by 61
per cent, ensilage machinery b]
60 per cent and sprayers by 40 tc

It

tool lines

machines.

Substantial,

turers individually.

when

a resolution
was unanimously carried to invest
$10,000 of the association's funds

as being in favor of dealers specifying their requirements early for
spring business. As regards re-

over

ber 1st was 459.
In his report Secretary McCullough stated that the demand by
dealers for larger discounts in repairs, being a matter of price, can
only be dealt with by manufac-

con-

vention of the U.S. National Implement and Vehicle Association
was held in Chicago on October
At the opening
16, 17 and 18.
session more than 150 representatives

aggregating

plants,

their

The total member$40,000,000.
ship of the association on Octo-

ammunition
supplies.

and

all

necessary

Therefore the above

re-

500,000 tons by this
leasing
industry to be used for war purposes, if all applied to the building of ships, would furnish ma'teof

rials

necessary for 200 ships.

The Executive Committee

re-

ported that wh|ile the manufacture

of

agricultural

is officially

implements

recognized by the gov-

ernment as a national necessity,
fifty-eight of our members have
taken on the manufacture of various kinds of direct

war work

in

60 per cent. Good progress has
been made 'to shonten terms in the
wagon trade. In the eliminatior

programme

it

was

felt

that the reJ

duction in types and styles of mai
chines would not affect the farme
by depriving him of any size anc
type of machine actually es.sen'tic
to his operations.

Tractors and Threshers

was estimated by this department that not less than 1,000,000
It

and many other
implements have been at
work in the United States raising
food, due to the energy of the
extra

bo'tltoms

tillage

The thresher
programme had been very sucand had saved much
cessful,

tractors produced.

grain.

The committee on

tractor de-

monstrations felt that at the present time a multiplicity of sucli
events was not patriotic, as the)

used the already overtaxed transportation facilities. The report of
the tractor committee embodied
the following:
"It has occurred to us also that
possibly we could get assistance
from some branch of the govern-

determining whether the
and the distribuindustry
tractor

ment

in

machinery is to rehands of the local
dealers who have for so many
years conducted this branch of the
tion of farm

main

in

the

enterprise, or to whait extent the

automobile dealer in his effort to
find profitable occupation during
the period he is unable to get
sufficient supply of automobiles
and
field,
the
enter
should
wheither or not a new element
known as the tractor and tractor-

drawn implement dealer could
he
no't find encouragement and
(Continuod on Page

8)

—
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Case 10-20 Kerosene Tractor Threshing

The Case
Two

Dealer^s

Sales in Place of

When

farmers think of tractors now they
think of threshers and other power-driven

And so a Case Kerosene Tractor and

a Case
Thresher come to mind together. Hundreds
of farmers are now buying small threshers
and doing their own work.

Case makes a complete line of Threshers
and attachments for all sizes as follows
20x28, 20x36, 26x46, 28x50, 32x54, 36x58
and 40x62.
dealers, after

making a

sale of a

One

Case Dealers all over the country have
found a greatly increased demand for the
small size Case Threshers. And for other
Case products, such as Case Hay Balers, Case

machinery, too.

So Case

Advantage

Silo Fillers, etc.

We

are confident that Case Dealers are
going to build up larger businesses than ever,
and that Case Combinations, such as a Case

Tractor and a Case Thresher,

winning

will
this increased business.

Every owner

of

Case Tractor, have
prospects for further
sales.

bound

siastic.

should

in

be

of

a suitably sized
Case Thresher. This

should

not be confined to

owners

to be enthu-

of

Case

Tractors alone, but
to all owners of

He'll give a

Case Dealer prefer-

tractors, what-

ence always.

J. I.

Tractor

solicitation

A farmer who

buys a Case Tractor
is

a

shown the advantages

do much

ever make.

CASE THRESHING MACHINE COMPANY, INC
FOUNDED
1489 ERIE STREET.

1842

RACINE, WISCONSIN,

U. S. A.

:
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Locating

Cream Separator

In a recent, issue of

Monthly, A.

W.

Almost always there
an old separator for sale. Make
sure to be near by when this
machine (is put up, and secure the

for opening.

Jones outlines

several methods by which cream
separator dealers can secure prospects and increase sales along this
The article says in part
line.

The

local

creamery manager

names

influence to help you sell a De
Laval. He will be glad to assist
you by giving you the names of
those of his patrons who are
using old, worn-out machines that
do not produce uniform cream,
and also names of those who do
no't use separators of any kind.
Be sure to get in touch with the
creameryman, for he will prove a
valuable source of information.

Make

it

who

bid on

it.

a point never to miss

any public or auction sales held
in your territory, for a number of
agents have found several "pots
Put a separator
of gold" there.
on your car and get to the sale

sell

There

LONDON CONCRETE

them up one by
Show your interest in them
one.
by asking them how their De
Laval is working. Then ask them
of users

and

call

you will find that jon can
enough new parts and oil to
users to more than repay you for
You get
your time and trouble.
the goodwill of users, and they
will take pleasure in giving you
names of prospects which you
might not be able to get in any
for

only one who can buy the
machine, although several may
You get very good
bid on it.
prospects in this way, for a man
won't bid on a machine unless he
wants it. Many 'times agents have
made sales right on the spot 'to
some of the unsuccessful bidders.
Make it a point not to do any
work until after the machine is
sold, for by so doing you may detract from the regular sale, and so
get the illwill of the auctioneer.
Get in favor with the auctioneers
in your territory, and ask them to
drop you a line whenever they
have a sale on at which a separator will be put up.
Another very good way to
prospect for prospects is to use
the 'telephone. Get out your list

other way.

Get into conversation with those
your store whose separator needs you do not know;
find out what they do with their
milk, whether they are selling the
cream or making butter, and how
they stand on the separator quesQuite a number of prostion.
pects can be obtained in this way,
and frequently you will be able to
stir up enough interest to make
a sale then and there another
callers at

—

"pot of gold."

A

paper profit won't buy implements until converted into cash.
Hang your dollar on the peg that
has dollar value behind it.

MIXER, No. 4
Capacity 40 cubic yards per
Price complete witli
day.

ni?&T
FRQ. Write for our Money -Making
UEiALiCiivo.

Proposition to act as Agents
Sewing Machines, Phonographs,
Cream Separators and other lines where
not represented.

gasoline engine $295. Pays
for itselt in 30 days' use.
Built to last a lifetime. Send
for catalog No. 1 K.

for our

BIG PROFITS— RELIABLE LINES

Agents wanted in all
Unoccupied Territory

LONDON CONCRETE MACHINERY
Dept. K,

DOMINION SEWING MACHINE CO.
WINNIPEG
300 NOTRE DAME AVE.

CO.

LONDON, ONTARIO.

Peas and Oats for Silage

in theiir

in this

is

always trying to raise the standard of his output in quality and
flavor, and in ninety-eight cases
out of one hundred he W|ill use his

.

of all

anyone

The time spent at the telephone
way is certainly profitable,

is

is

of

neighborhood who is talking of
buying a cream separator, or who
they think is in need of one.

just a little ahead of the time set

De Laval

know

they

if

Business

November, 191S

World's Largest Manufacturers of Concrete Machinery

many

areas of the Canadian
the growing of corn for
silage is not feasible, as only in
rare
instances
has the crop
reached sufficient volume to be
considered profitable. The best
substitute for corn, so far as Alberta is concerned, is peas and
oats, seeded at the rate of one
bushel peas and two of oats to
the acre.

In

West

Peas and

oats,

or oats alone,

can be sown for silage purposes
as soon as the crop intended for
threshing has been seeded, and
the crop will be ready for putting

when the oats are in
the late milk or early dough stage,
before the crop intended for
threshing is ready for the binder.
into the silo

The green bundles

are at once
run through the cutting box and
cut as fine as possible, going into

the silo absolutely green. There
should be at least three active
men in a silo 12 feet in diameter,
men who will keep on the move
continually in order to insure tha-"
the silage be thoroughly tramped,
particularly at the edges, as the
centre will, in a measure, take
care of itself since the pressure
from above, as the silo is filled,
increases. The amount of oxygenremaining in the silage, will de
pend on the amount of tramping
and the amount of oxygen will b
the determining factor in th
keeping qualities of the silage
After the silo has been first fiUe
will settle and may be fiUe
again in the course of five or si
days. In this way another ten t
fifteen tons may be accommo
dated and a silo so filled, 30 fee
high and 12 feet in diameter, wil
hold 80 to 90 tons, according t
the amount of moisture in th
crop at the time it is cut.
it

The "ECONOMY"
PICKLER
EASY TO HANDLE
ECONOMICAL
ONE MAN OPERATES
©
©
©

Some bulky fodder, such as ha
or oat straw, is usually fed in con
junction with silage, as well a
the usual grain ration. When s
fed, cows on full flow of milk wil

Heavily
Reinforced

on Front and

©
©
©
©
©

consume around 40 pounds pe
day.

Bottom where

©
©
©
©
©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©
the

roll

comes

Side View of

Economy

Pickler

Ready

to Receive

Grain for Treatment

grain.
All fluid drains into bottom compartment When dumping
the
in
immersed
Every grain treated because
Absolutely no waste.
fluid.

No
bother.

shovelling to get grain

away from

Properly balanced so as to

legs

—as there are no legs to

dump with

little

exertion.

The Best Constructed and Simplest Pickler on the Market

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

CANADIAN SPECIALTY CO.
Front View, showing Pickler
Tilted to Dump Grain

MOOSE JAW

SASK.

In making the determination
the cost of butter, ensilage ha
been valued at three dollars pe
ton, and cured green feed at te
dollars per ton.
When thes
values have been used as a basis
striking economies have been ef
fected by the use of silage mad
from peas and oats.
The fee
cost of a pound of butter was 16.
cents when peas and oats silag
was fed, and 20.84 cents when th

same feed, cured as green fee
was used. In each case this i
the average of the results of four
trials in which the whole herd
was used, and it shows a saving
of 4.14 cents per pound in the cost
of a

pound

of butter,

Canadian Farm Implements
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More Need for Cream Separators
Than Ever Before
pUTTER-FAT

Is

worth twice as much

as

it

was three or four

years ago.

And

because at present butter-fat prices the farmer realizes
that he can't afford to lose an ounce of it,

And

because he has been so often and so urgently requested
not to waste our most valuable food product,

The

farmer realizes

more than ever

need of

his

a

good cream

separator

before.

The "gravity skimmer" and the cow owner with a half-wornout or inferior and cream -wasting machine are equally
good
prospects.

And
liked,

the machine that

is

the best known, that

that will give the best satisfaction

the least talk in the least time,

More De

is

the

Lavals in daily use than

the

best

and can be sold with

De
all

is

Laval.

other makes combined.

EASIEST TO SELL

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LIMITED
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF
DAIRY SUPPLIES IN CANADA
WINNIPEG
18—10

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

PETERBORO

;

:
;
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(Continued from Page 4)

Liberty Bonds The Army and
Navy Co-operation with the Gov-

established as the local distributor
of these modern implements."
In dealing with credits and collections, the committee in charge
of that department stated 'that a

Maintaining ProducDecreased Material
tion with
Export Trade and Shipping;
Dealers' Federation and Early
Orders and Shipments. The last
resolution urged upon the dealer

N.

CONVENTION

V. A.

I.

merchant's normal stock now is
valued at double or treble the
figure placed upon it in pre-war
years, ye't a very small pertentage
has arranged a correspondingly
Exlarger insurance coverage.
perience has demonstrated the
fatal results

inadequate,

;

New

F. N. McDonald has been appointed Western Canadian manager of the Canadian Briscoe
Motor Company and Carriage
Factories Limited, the headquarters of both concerns being at 156

the necessity of hearty co-operation in the placing of early orders
and fixing early shipping dates

Mr.

to this important position will be
good news to his wide circle of

the curtailment in supply
may not be disastrous to any individual territory because of the
dealer serving that territory not
being fully alive to his obligation

.so

friends

Much

subjects

wielder in the retail trade.

:

implement

He was

and
for

charge of
business in

Saskatoon territory, and prior to
that was on the road for the same
For the past year
organization.

of the advertising of the

machine mail-order houses doesn't
cost them a cent. It is furnished
free by the mistaken hammer-

the

McLaughlin buggy

tion of a decreased supply.

the plaqing of sufficient insurance
to cover.
The association passed resoltitions dealing with the following-

in

automobile trades.
about a year in

to assist in the equitable distribu-

emphasis has been put on the importance of inventorying at present prices the stock carried and

St., Winnipeg.
McDonald's appointment

Princess

that

from a conflagration
is

to

Position*

;

ernment

where insurance

McDonald Appointed

;
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Mr. McDonald has been western
sales manager of the Canadian
Briscoe Motor Co. and of Carriasfe Factories Limited. His wide
experience in the vehicle and au-

tomobile business admirably

befit

him for the responsible position
to which he has been appointed.
We wish him every success in his

new sphere

of action.

A. McKinnon, Saskatoon,
formerly representative in Saskatchewan territory of Carriage
Factories Limited, has been promoted to the position of assistant
manager at the Winnipeg headquarters of the vehicle organizaMr. McKinnon has had a
tion.
wide experience in the trade and
is well known to dealers throughout the west.
For eight years he was a blockJ.

man

in Regina territory for the
Massey-Harris Co., and later represented the Stewart Sheaf Loader Co. in Saskatoon territory.
About a year and a half ago he

joined the sales staff of Carriage
Factories Limited, taking charge
of the branch offices of the com-

pany
Jaw.

Saskatoon and Moose
Mr. McKinnon should be

at

valuable acquisition to the
headquarters of his company in
the Canadian West, and, together
with Manager McDonald, should
increase business for the organ-

a

What

Will

The New

HART-PARR

The line now handled by Carriage Factories is a most extensive one. As well as being West-

Accomplish

ern Canadian headquarters for
Briscoe cars, they handle the following well-known vehicle lines

for the
^
That

Dealer

A 3- Plow Tractor with
30 H.P. on the Belt

a logical question for the

is

man who

investigates the

Specifications:

POWER—Pulls
on

H.P.

Tested at

National Tractor
Salina,
Demonstration,
Kas., developing 31 H.P.

last

at 732

The dealer knows that as a

plows, 30

3

belt.

R.P.M.

MOTOR— 2-cylinder

final test a tractor

ability in actual work, in the field

model to the latest product

and on the

New

?

Hart-Parr Tractor.

its efficiency and serviceHart-Parr Tractors, from the first
Hart-Parr, have done that— every-

must prove

helt.

of our factories, the

New

where.

—

No

Cast
bend,

CARBURETOR— New

Dray

no

one piece.

twist.

kerosene shunt.

BEARINGS — S K F and
Hyatt.
SPEEDS—2 forward, 2 and
3 mi.; 1 reverse.
TRANSMISSION — Selective sliding gear.
RADIATOR — Perfex— shaft
driven fan.
LUBRICATION — MadisonKipp force

feed.

WEIGHT— 5,000

The

pounds.

New

Leaders in Tractor Development
Hart-Parr Tractors were the first successful kerosene burning tractors. In the days
During all the years of tractor development, every
of heavy design they held the lead.
The New Hart-Parr
constructional feature that led to greater efficiency was adopted.
is

founders of the.
not an experiment, but the result of long years of experience by the

tractor industry.

most for your business because it accomplishes most for the
3-plow tractor of proven dependability, and with power, economy and reliability that proves Hart-Parr leadership in the tractor field.
accomplish

It will

farmer.

A

Hart-Parr Increases the Dealer's Busmess

the most successful kerosene burning tractor
Correct in principle and design. Low operating cost, because
service, for the New Hart-Parr goes
Sturdy, simple, accessible. Your profits are not absorbed by
much on a gallon of kerosene as can be done on gasolme.
to work— and stays at work. Guaranteed to do as
Built to burn low grade fuel-not
No irregular explosions under variable loads.
Runs smoothly at all loads.
cast steel engine bed—no mis-alignment of
adapted to do so like -some so-called "kerosene" burners. One-piece,

on the market.

gears possible.

of

cutters;

and cutters
Munro & Mcintosh buggies and
cutters
Heney harness
and
blankets, and a line of two and
four wheel auto trailers.
Brockville buggies

;

In addition to the above, the
are now handling a

company

of

automobile

acces-

which are of direct interest
to the dealer from a sales standThese include a full line
point.
of winter tops for all makes of
Ford
light
four-cylinder cars,
truck bodies, hood covers, top
envelopes, and similar lines for
which the dealer should find a
good all-year demand. The prosories

Valve in head, 750
R.P.M.
steel,

McLaughlin buggies and

selection

twin, 4

cycle,

MOTOR FRAME

ization.

No tractor so closely meets the power needs
In size, utility and price suited for the majority of farms.
liberal selling
Let us tell you more about the New Hart-Parr and show you our
your customers.

proposition.

WRITE AT ONCE. OUR PROFITABLE DEALERS'
CONTRACT FOR 1919 WILL INTEREST YOU

HART-PARR OF CANADA, LIMITED
WINNIPEG and REGINA

gressive policy of the company
and the able executives in charge
of its western business are indicated by its rapid development
in western trade circles.

Fanning Mill Concern Assigns

The Hero Manufacturing Co.,
Winnipeg, manufacturers of fanning mills, have assigned their
estate and effects for the benefit of
creditors to Salter and Arnold,
Montreal Trust Building, Winnipeg. A meeting of the creditors
All
took place on October 29th.
claims must be filed with 'the assignees not later than

November

17th.

Don't try not to he stung
cannot be done.

—

it

v

—
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This Space contributed

towards

War by

Winning

the

the

John Deere Plow
Company, Ltd.
<?><?><$>

International Harvester
Co. of Canada, Ltd.
<s>

<«>

<s>

Massey- Harris

Company, Limited

Remember Belgium!
—
Our

can floor

France

—

Canada's casualty

—

a check.

The enemy

have not forgotten

lists,

Implement men
Let your

now.

—

and are paying the account with steel but only gold
the mad millions of Germany.
Remember the martyrdom of Belgium and Northern
remember the murders, mutilation and misery.
Remember the U-boat sinkings
soldiers

Our

money

dollars

maimed

our

— what
talk.

is

sons, our glorious dead.

your answer

?

— on

Put your answer in writing

must rain upon him. Every

dollar is a bullet.

No

—

the World's Curse.

the Second Victory Loan a Guarantee
that our Children shall have Security

Only by the complete success

Canada continue
only purchaser

In the

of our 1918 Victory

to finance her

For the farmer the

Britain.

staggering

price could be too high to

pay to help redouble the blows of Canada's sons in overwhelming Kultur

Make

is

first

Loan can

requirements and "carry on."

Victory Loan was able to finance the

who

could buy his excess product, Great

fiscal

year 1915 our farmers exported animal

and agricultural produce valued
year ending March

31,

1918,

at $209,000,000.

they

exported

For the
no

less

fiscal

than

$740,000,000 worth of produce, Canada's record agricultural
exports.

fited directly.

and Peace

Victory Bonds make a market at good prices

for everything the farmer sells.

by subscribers

continue to finance the basis of
orders from Great Britain.

Canada must

The placing of $419,000,000
Loan enabled Canada to
our prosperity, namely the war

to the first Victory

raise the funds required not only to carry

our normal and war

Put every possible dollar into the second Victory Loan. Make
your business to see that every man and woman in your
employ understands the supreme importance of lending their
savings to Canada so that our national activity may be main-

it

This year there has been expended by Great Britain in Canada,

approximately $18,000,000 monthly for the purchase of farm
products.

The

entire

LEND

farming community has been bene-

the

Way

tained.

By

helping Canada,

we

to

your

help our

own

business.

FIGHT
UTMOST

our Soldiers

Buy Victory Bonds

on

but also to advance substantial
sums to Great Britain for her purchases here.
activities,

a

:
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Conditions in the Dairy Industry in the Canadian
An Address by

E. S.

STRACHAN,

growing

West
The

so-called

tion of tbeir distributors and sales
executive in that city. While part
of the time was devoted to Viking
cream separator considerations,
many excellent addresses were
given 'by the gentlemen present.

following table illustrates the first
point we wish to make
Number and Value of Milcli Cows

W.

ing Co., Witinipieg, distributors of
Viking cream separators in this
territory, in an address gave some
very interesting facts on the
dairy industry in Western Canada

cream sepMr. Strachan said, in

from a casual acquaintance with
Some other
the two districts.
enlightening inferences can be
drawn, however, from these figures. It will 'be noticed that Ontario's number of cows did not increase from 1916 to 1917, while
Western Canada's increased approximately 10 per cent. This was
no spasmodic growth, for the figures for 1917 are nearly 70 per

part:

"We

regard Western Canada as

Manito'ba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. This territory is usually regarded and
handled as a unit distinguished
from other parts of the Dominion.
Ontario is usually regarded as the
of

banner dairy section of Canada,
so

it

may

to

'be fair

795,797

1,082,119

"It will !be seen from the above
that Ontario, of course, heads in
the gran'd total of cows, although
pro'bably to a smaller percentage
than the average man would think

as affecting the sale of

the provinces

cent greater than the figures for
the preceding census of 1911. Just
at this point it might 'be worth
while to note that whereas the
number of cows per farm in 1911

$59,139,000
$74.35
82,241,000
76.00
Total
1917
No. Value per head value
W. Can... 882,441 $87.60 $77,138,000
92.50
100,096,000
1,082,119
Ont

Can...

Ont

manager
John Watson Manufactur-

arators.

so-icalled dairy East.

compare the

Buy your wood and

pumps,

iron

"Late rains favored the feed
and a shortage that looked alarming at one juncture was
overcome. The government gave

Fitted for

any depth of

esting feature is the increasing
value of the dairy cow herself.
The average value in 1911 was

$42.24— in

$74.35— and

in

for the first five years and 18 per
cent for the year 1917 over 1916.
"Before leaving the question of
the status of the dairy industry in

ASK FOR
PRICES

Brandoii,

ST. and"AlliNiBOiNE AVE.

1916,

This meant an in1917, $87.60.
crease in value of over 76 per cent

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED
EIGHTH

STRACHAN

2.4, the num'ber in 1916 was
approximately 4. A further inter-

wells.

Large Stocks carried.
Prompt shipment guaranteed.

prompt assistan'ce in districts
where feed was actually short by
shipping in, while cattle were also
transported to areas where feed
was available.
The Help Problem in War Time
"Even in normal times the hfelp
problem was a big problem in the

was

cylinders,

Western Canada,

Man.

GILSON TRACTOR

it

may

'be inter-

esting to know something of the
returns that our farmers get from
their cows in addition to the milk
consumed and butter eaten on the
farm.
"The value of all dairy products
for 1917 was over $47,000,000—
figure equal to more than 11 per
cent of the value for the same
year of the entire wheat crop. The
figure is more comprehensiible
when we state that it means over
$200 per farm.

The Future
in

for the

Dairy Industry

Western Canada

"The

foregoing
relates,
of
course, to the past. What we are
most vitally concerned with is the

THEdoes100%

all

Service Tractor that
the things you want

a tractor to do. Great power, comstrong
pact construction, extra
and durable, but light and handy.
It has great drawbar pull and
economy,—and for belt work it is
Built of the finest
unsurpassed.

—

materials,

—Hyatt

EoUer bearings,

GILSON MFG. CO.,
jlwmiiimiiimmiimniniiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiiim

Ltd.,

i

—Alloy

—Dust proof trans—and so simple and

steel,

mission, etc.

|

all

|

easy to operate that a small boy
can do it easily.
The Gilson Standardized Tractor

j
f
|

meets perfectly the demand for a high
class, serviceable tractor to increase
production, and is a money-maker for
Sizes 12-25 and 15-30 h.p.
its owners.
Write to-day for full particulars.

Dept. Y.

WINNIPEG,

MAN

|

|
|
|

^

|

\

"Taken as a whole, the 1918
crop in the Western 'Canadian
provinces is light when contrasted
with the crops of the 'past three
years, although it might be considered excellent when its cash
value is compared with the averBeing short,
age for ten years.
however, it will force attention to
supplementary means of increasing farm revenue and there are
many men in the country to-day
who know (and many more who
will know before another crop is
harvested) the value of the dairy
cow and the cream separator as
"a very present help in time of

situation

E. S.

galvanized pipe, galvanized rod, etc., from a
WESTERN CANADA concern.
Best of Pacific Coast Pine used in our wood
Pumps. Can furnish logs up to 16 feet long
without couplings.

business.

trouble."

IMPLEMENT DEALERS

HARDWARE MEN
PUMP MEN
GENERAL STORES

Western Canada which

in

should have a beneficial influence
on the dairy industry and, of
course, on the cream separator

1916
Total
No. Value per head value

E. S. Strachan, general
of the

grain

day

West

Manager, John Watson Mfg. Co.

The Swedish Separator Co.,
Chicago, recently held a conven-

with the

November, 1918

future and especially the immediBefore leaving the
ate future.
foregoing, however, it will be wise
to call attention to the fact that
is going more
and morfe into the dairy industry
every year. Her average yearly

Western Canada

increase in the num'her of milch
cows has been 15 per cent for the
past six years. Moreover there are
certain

conditions obtaining to-

dairy industry. To-day, with the
conscription of farm labor, it is
doubly important. At that, however, the cream separator may be
regarded as an asset rather than a
liabiHty since it is a labor saver
and the more acute the labor
shortage the higher its potential
It must also be
remembered that a farmer with
milch cows cannot dispose of them

value 'becomes.

over night (except at a disastrous
as he can a crop of
sacrifice)
His logical plan is to
grain.
'stick' and make the cow carry the
Moreover, as has been
farm.
shown above, there will be many
inducements for more farmers to
do more with the dairy cow.

—

"In 'the good
side of farming

work than

it is

oM days'

the dairy

was more woman's
to-day. There are

that economic conditions
may force a reversion to this
Overmuch conscription of
state.
farm 'boys may necessitate reducsigns

tion

in

effect

seeded acreage, but will

no

have

appreciable

on ipasture.

It

lessening

may even

in-

Moreover, a lessened
revenue from grains may cause
greater attention to be paid to
sources of income not so dependent on men. Since milking may
be done by machine or by girls,
and since separating and churning
crease

it.

usually are, it would seem logical
to believe that conscription of
fairm boys would not decrease the
sale of cream separators. In fact,
this conscription, by forcing more
work on the female members of

!
November, 1918
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Profit

With Less Effort
LettheVikingBuildaBigSeparatorBusinessFor
You,

As It Has for Thousands of Other Dealers
Every time you sell a separator you make a greater
margin of profit— if it's a Viking. Sales are
easier because it is lower in price and satisfies
the buyer in every respect no other machine at
any price "gets'* a higher percentage of cream.

—

The Viking

not a * 'cheap" machine. It sells
at a low price only because more economical
production facilities in the largest separator factory in the world makes this possible. The work
it does is equal to any retailing at the highest price.
is

» CREAM

1

has proved its superiority.
It is sold and used
in countries all over the world
more than one
million in use
wherever dairying is conducted
on a very scientific basis.

—

—

Why the

Viking

Sells

So Fast

—

Viking selling points make sales easy low price,
simplicity, thorough construction, ease of operation and cleansing, larger capacity than any
other separator of equal rating and the strongest
guarantee ever written.

You make
less

larger profits on the individual sale, invest
money, turn your money over faster and practically

control the separator business in your territory.

Write for

full

to

you

help

prices,

particulars of our co-operative advertising
sell the Viking and for discounts,

etc.

Quick shipments always assured from warehouses at
9 different distributing points throughout Canada.

SWEDISH SEPARATOR COMPANY

Department

B.Y.

507

So. Wells

St.,

Chicago,

UL

—
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household, will cause
more than usual consideration of
them from a laibor-saving device
Cream separator
standpoint.
manufacturers may well press
this point on their prospects in

"First

the farm

apart

^^'estern

Canada every year and

probably in advance of
any other similar area in Canada.
"Secondly That grain growers,
the big progressive majority of
our entire farm population and
about whom we might have some
doubts, are in reality our best
at a pace

Three Important Factors

—

"In conclusion I should like to
point out three things vital to our
estern
'business prospects in

W

:-

and the Show is to be held
Winnipeg during tlie week
February 17th to 21st, 1919.

The

large

auditorium

of

in

draw attendance from

of

vinces, both East

'

the

ed aind the seven thousand square
feet of available space will be
exhibits of
fully occupied by
r.quipment for dairy work of every

These exhibits will
embrace not only dairy machinery

character.

but everything for the

just

as did the big Conveintion of the

Bureau has been secur-

Industrial

sister pro-

and West,

modern

Manitoba Dairy Associatidn held
January of this
year.
This convention was by
at Wiininipeg in

commDn

consent the best ever
held in Canada and as the same
men who promoted it are iti

charge of the Dairy Show,
success

is

its

assured.

Winnipeg has a very

vital inter-

sales prospects.

to FurnishYour

Be Ready

altogether

the cold facts show that the dairy
cow is increasing in num'ber (and
in
popularity)
in
necessarily

soliciting business.

Canada

—That

from opinion, hearsay or rumor,

November, 1918

—

conditions
That
"Thirdly
point not only to a sustained but
to an increased interest in the
dairy business in the A'Vestern Ca-

Customers with Manitoba

Crushing and Sawing
Outfits

nadian

field."

Winnipeg to Have a Dairy Show
For several months the Directors of the Manitoba Dairy Association and others interested in
the developmen tof the Dairy
Industry in Manitoba have been
quietly working on plans for a
Dairy Show to be held in cornjunction with the next Annual
Convention of the Association
These plans have now matured

Throttle Governed Kerosene Engines, of 3i, 51, 7, 9, 10, 12 and
14 H. P. Grinders and Roller
Crushers, Steel and Wood Saw
Frames to suit. Fail Prices now
out. Have you the Agency?

Convalescent Soldiers Studying

The CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE
COMPANY. LIMITED. Winnipeg, are
Distributors for the Famous J. 1. CASE

Manitoba Engines Ltd
Manufacturers

PHONES

at

Brandon, Manitoba

2943

and

Tractor Plows

2964

dairy farm, such as gas engines,
silos, ensilage cutters, farm light-

est in the project

ing plantss, milking machines,

manner.

So

far as

few

practical,

all

etc.

of

tures will be a milking machi'ne
taking milk from the cow, the
manufacture of creamery butter

1918

and

ice

cream and the bottlimg of
Other

milk for household use.

Making Your Word Good
and proclaim the qualities of your wares, how
into your sales talk when you know that
the article you are selling has the ability to make your words good!
P & 0 Little Genius Tractor Plows are built in the factory to make good
They stand back of any claims you can make for them.
in the field.

When you

face a prospect

much more punch you can put

P

r-

&0

Little

Genius

Tractor Plows
wheels.
three
Lift
on
all
Perfect botAdapted to any tractor
Quick Detachtoms.
Pin-break hitch.
able Shares. High
great
level lift
trash clearance.
trip
rope
Single
control. High-grade
coulters with adjustable cone bear-

—

ings.

back

Levers swing
plow
over

when bottoms
raised.

are

Many

other features that
make the
& 0
Little Genius the
ideal

plow

for

small tractors, and
an easy plow to

WRITE FOR' CATALOGUE

features will be the
exhibits of the Provincial Department of Agriculture and the
interesting

Manitoba Agricultural College.
The main purpose of the Dairy

Show at this time is to stimulate
greater and more economical production of dairy products and
greater consumption of these.
While western Canada has adverthrough her ability
to grow wheat, her prosperity must
eventually come from dairying
and diversified farming, which
stabilizes our whole commercial
tised herself

Power

sell.

structure.

Few

people

realize

part dairying in
Manitoba during the past five
years has had in our present prosperity.
Up to five years ago, this

Avhat

a

& ORENDORFF
Canton,

111.,

U.S.A.

CO.

it

and undoubtedly
whole hearted

in a

Teaching Returned Soldiers
Scientific

Farming

On this page we show a tractor
handling a No. 23 "Acme" pulverizing harrow at the U.S. General
Hospital No. 9, Lakewood, N.J.
The soldiers are convalescent
veterans of the great war and are
being trained in the principles of
scientific agriculture so as to pre-

pare them for a start in

civil life.

shows them taking a lesson in making a perfect
seed bed, the harrow being the

The

illustration

Hospital of D,uane H.

gift to the

Nash, Inc., Millington, N.J. The
the
that
state
manufacturers
"Acme" harrow, in a single operafills the air spaces, firms the
beneath, and leaves a loose
mulch on 'the surface.
earth
"Acme" harrows are made in one

tion,
soil

to four-horse sizes.

large

province was a heavy importer of
creamery butter, while since that
time she has been exporting her
own product in steadily increasing
quantities each year, resulting in
largely increased revenues to the

province.

PARLIN

will support

exhibits

shown in operation and a
the most interesting fea-

will be

1842

Seed-bed Preparation

Winnipeg is the centre of the
Dominion and rapidly growing in
importance from a dairy standThe Dairy Show will
point.

Gasoline Production in U.S.
In

the

United States, during]

was a 32 per cent increase in the production of gaso-|
line or nearly two million gallons
per day m.ore than in 1916. The
production of gasoline is steadily
increasing, nearly 7y^ million gallons being the average daily pro1917, there

duction in the U.S. The producof kerosene increased only
7^2 per cent compared with the
tion

preyious. y.ear.

^
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Have

You SEEN

It?

every dealer who is interested in selling tractors could go
and SEE the Turner, we wouldn't have to tell him why the
Turner is selling so fast everywhere. He could SEE why.
If

visitor put it "It has any description or picture of it
The Turner LOOKS its efficiency and its quality.
mile."
beat a
That alone is a big selling advantage. But get down to a detailed examination start from its Perfex Radiator, examine its
powerful Waukesha or Buda motor, its perfected kerosene
BUILT-IN equipment, its transmission, its control, its conveniences—the more thoroughly you go into it the MORE
CERTAINLY you are to see its sailing advantages.

As one

—

WE URGE YOU TO

SEE THE

TURNER— here

at the

home

factory or at

one of our nearest Canadian distributing points shown below. Please write
us to-day if you can do this—and when— and let us give you full information.

13
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Suggested Adoption of Standard
Tires for Automobiles

Tractors Meant to Great
Britain

The

In an able analysis of the tractor situation in the United Kingdom, Geo. F. Whitsett, of the International Harvester Co., gives
some interesting data. In the Old
Land three million acres of grass
lands were available for the production of grain crops. To plow,

amd harvest

plant

was the aim

standard of automobile tires as
The recom-

original equipment.

mendations mean that after the
needs of all cars running have
their
been served throughout
running life and automobile makers have changed production so
as to conform with the suggested
standardization, pneumatic tires
will be made in but six sizes for
passenger cars and three sizes for

acreage

this

Gov-

of the British

ernment. Duirimg 1917 over 790,000 acres were put into crop, and
during the present year the total
num'ber of acres reclaimed from
grass and put to the production of
fodd has been increased to 2,400,-

trucks.

were trained in this assembly
work and later developed into op-

Manufacturers of passenger automobiles are to be asked to fit
their future production with one
of the following sizes of rims
30 X 3^, 32 x 3^, 33 x 4, and
34 X 4J^. These are to take tires
of those sizes, with the following

erators, while all over the coun-

respectively as oversizes: 31

000.
It is estimated 'by reliable authority that 90 per cent of this
total, or 2,160,000 acres, produced
wheat during 1918 which, on an
average of fifteen bushels to the
acre, would yield a wheat cargo of
32,400,000 bushels, which will not
have to 'be shipped in space invaluable and indispensable to vic-

tory.

The whole campaig-n for food
production was under the administration of the food production

WANTED
manager

Factory

or

superin-

with a place on our Board of
and a Financial or
Directors,
working interest in our Company.
No investment necessary, although
Experience

preferable.

Women Have Shown

the

in

manufacture of Farm Implements,
and especially threshing machineWrite
ry, especially desirable.

Farm Machinery Manufacturers, un.
210 Alberta Ave., Saskatoon, Sask.

a Great Interest in Tractor Operation'

of Great Britain, with
headquarters in London.
There is a county organizer for
each county, usually a large implement agent or passenger car
dealer. The county organizer has
full charge in his county of all
tractors, plows and other machinery which belong to the British

department

any

negligible.

The

district

men under

the county organizer
are usually implement agents, and
these men look after the tractors
and other machinery under their
supervision.

The Plan of Campaign
The British Government bought
the tractors and equipment and
Soldiers
trained the operators.
were largely used for this work.
A large assembly plant was inaugurated at Liverpool, where the

and

plows

were

as-

a good investment for them.
concerning

of our branches.

The same sturdy construction

"CHATHAM"

that has

made

famous.

Best for your customer

and

most

the

for

profitable

Order

operators.

One

to

large

American farm machinery concern assumed the full responsi-

nishing

this remarkable machine obtain-

able at

were maintained

said to be prac-

is

.

particulars

parts

Soldiers

each acre, which

Over 500,000 Canadian and American farmers use
CHATHAM mills. This fact stands as abundant

Full

instruct

all

bility for erecting all of its trac-

THE NEW "CHATHAM"
it is

try schools

Kingdom.

his compensacommission on

Government, and

tractors

proof that

sembled for shipment to
of the United

tion consists of a
tically

A splendid opening for
tendent.
an experienced, capable and ambitious man, to take charge of the
manufacturing end of our business,

directors of the U.S. Nat-

Automobile Chamber of
Commerce have asked all members of that body to adopt a new

ional

you.

which were purchased,

tors

and

its

own

fur-

corps of erectors

testers.

The

tractors

and equipment are

not sold to the farmers, but are
rented to them at a charge averaging 15 to 20 shillings ($3.60 to
$4.80) an acre, depending upon
the nature of the soil and the land.
This charge includes the hire for
the soldiers, as well as fuel and
When the tractors and equipoil.
ment are delivered, the soldier operators and the supplies are delivered at the same time so
operation can start immediately.
The farmer is expected to board
the soldiers while they are working for him.
Daily reports from all areas
using tractors are sent to London,
Sfivins: the number of acres worked, condition of crops and details
Inspectors
as to the machines.

each district and report direct to the central organization.
The government holds contests,
awarding prizes to such units as
plow most land in a given time,
or who do the work on the lowest
The resulting
fuel consumption.
rivalry has done much to account
for the phenomenal acreage which
has been made food productive.
It is authentically estimated

now

Branches at

WINNIPEG, BRANDON, SASKATOON, CALGARY and EDMONTON

Gray-Campbell, Limited
MOOSE JAW,

SASK.

4,

from standardization
the discontinuance of unnecessary sizes those who have
examined the plan have pointed
out two as of chief importance.
Dealers will no longer need to
result

will

and

carry the wide range of sizes heretofore necessary if 'their stocks
were to be considered at all representative, and that portion of the
manufacturer's raw material heretofore set aside for production in
sizes and types of tires which are
known as "slow moving" will be
available
into sizes

now for manufacture
which move quickly.

Moline Tractor Tests

The Moline Plow

visit

111.,

have received

Co., Moline,

official

records

of the tests of the Moline-Universal tractor at the Salina demonstration.

a

The machine developed

maximum

of 20.05 h.p. on the

drawbar and 26.48 h.p. on the belt.
This drawbar pull is astonishing,
considering the size of the motor
used and the ligh'tness of the
machine.

To

obtain

resistance

this British drive for

enough to require 20.05 h.p. to
overcome it, it was necessary to
haul the two 14-inch bottoms at

If

the rate of

tiat fifteen thousand American
tractors have been engaged in

as stock is
limited.

x

33 X 4, 34 X 4y2, and 34 x 5.
For trucks there are to be three
standard sizes of pneumatics: 36
X 6, 38 X 7, and 40 x 8. The two
sizes that fit the smallest rims are
designed to be of clincher type;
all others to be of straight side
Both plain and non-skid
type.
types are to be retained.
Among the economies which

more food.
anyone has doubted the stimulative ef¥ects of the tractor upon
agriculture, let him consider this
remarkable achievement of Great
Britain, made under extremely
trying circumstances, but which
with the assistance of tractors has
been tremendously successful.

Universal

The

is

dealer

m.p.h. The Molinerated only at 9-18

who

sits

around and

waits for something or somebody
to turn up, usually receives a call

from

his creditors.
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WHAT THEY WANT!

SELL
ART
THE
you
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OF SELLING

consists of

making your customers want

the

goods

sell.

you handle lines of goods that you know your customers want, your selling
problem will be a small one; each sale will be easier to make; and the same sales
If

effort will

make more

sales

vincing your prospects

you than

for

that they

you have

if

cash to handle goods of

known

spend your time

in

con-

want your goods.

WHAT YOUR CUSTOMERS WANT!

SELL

to

merit and big

It

requires no greater outlay of

demand

than to handle goods without

a reputation.

iiirniiciNEiMSEHiNEsg

demand.

You

are

in

sell

because dairymen

EMPIRE

find

will

them easy

know their

to

merit.

Milking Machines are used and en-

dorsed by the Dominion Experimental Farms
at

Ottawa,

N.B.;

B.C.;

Agassiz,

Lennoxville,

Anne de

Ste.

Ont.;

Que.;

Fredericton,

Cap Rouge,

la Pocatiere, Que.;

Lacombe,

Que.;
Alta.;

havp proven their superioiity for years in the
hands of many thousands of successful Canadian

Dairymen, just as have

askmg your customers

you are not asking them to experiment with
the unknown, for EMPIRE Machines are as
standard in value as a gold
Don't

and Brandon, Man.

tive

You will find youi- dairymen customers in a
mood when you talk "EMPIRE" to them.

recep-

Send at once for our Liberal Dealer's Proposition.

Open

territory

is

to

EMPIRE
EMPIRE
the
else.

try

to

"buck"

competition.

Sell

Machines and leave

"bucking" to someone
That's

the

profitable

method.

limited.

Robinson-AlamO) Ltd.
WESTERN CANADA DISTRIBUTORS
140

PRINCESS STREET

WINNIPEG, MAN.

The Empire Cream Separator Company
Of Canada, Limited
146

CRAIG STREET, W.

EMPIRE Engines. In
buy EMPIRE machines

MONTREAL,

P.Q.

dollar.
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Sales

Manager

Manufacturing
Co., 1435 Whyte Ave., Winnipeg,
announce the appointment of
Isaac Woods to the important

The Emerson

position of general sales
of the

He was

After teaching school in Winni-

educated at Kingston, Ont., and
on leaving school entered the
cheese-making business. Coming

peg for a period, Mr. Woods became connected with an ice com-

"a good few years ago."

Popular Salesman Appointed

company

wild oats separator.

Few farm machinery

salesmen
territory
Canadian
in
are better known and more highly esteemed than "Ike" Woods.

Western

Manitoba

he

territory until his

re-

cent resignation and appointment
as general sales manager of the
grain separator concern.

He has entered the stores of dealers in farm equipment in the prairie provinces for many years, and

With long experience

of

circle

For that

covered Ontario,
Saskatchewan.
and
Manitoba
Some seven years ago he left the
cream sparator business and was
appointed travelling representative of Goold, Shapley & Muir,
with headquarters in Winnipeg.
For this engine, tractor and windmill company he has covered

are well known to the implement
dealers of the Canadian West as
manufacturers of the Emerson

few men have a wider

pany, then, some eighteen years
ago, he took the position of salesman with the Melotte Cream Separator Co., Winnipeg.

manager

This concern

company.

November, 1918

of

the

Dealers all
friends in the trade.
over the prairie provinces will be

farm machinery trade in all its
phases, Mr. Woods should be a

glad to hear of his appointment
to a managerial position, and that
he will fill it admirably is proven
by his long record of success in

valuable acquisition to the organization of the Emerson Manufacturing Co. His cheery personality and kindly greeting will be
missed by dealers throughout the
territory, but they will agree with
"Ike" that he has seen many
moons on the road and deserves
a chair and desk, also a seat at
night by his own fireside.
congratulate him on his appointment and wish him every success
in his new sphere of action.

business-getting.

Mr.

Woods was born

in

County

Frontenac, Ontario, as he says.

ISAAC WOODS

west he operated a cheese-making
concern at Killarney, Man., later
leaving the dairy line and enterthe

ing

scholastic

profession.

FARMERS WILL HAVE MONEY
TO BUY MACHINERY
year farmers will have money to buy more machinery,
THIS
for prices are high and a ready market will absorb

all

they can produce.
Somebody
Get after this business!
it be yourself
by handling

is

—

The

TORONTO
of

going to get

The Toronto Line includes the best in Windmills, Gas Engines,
Water Systems, Pumping Engines, Ensilage Cutters, Pumps,
Tanks, Well Supplies, etc. A line complete in every detail.
You are interested write us regarding our agency proposition.

—

ONTARIO WIND ENGINE & PUMP CO.
LIMITED

Plant of Canada Carriage Co.

Burned Down

THE CONWAY LINES MEAN BETTER BUSINESS

Buggies and Cutters

Woodstock Wagons
and Sleighs
Ford Commercial Bodies
Both

The Biggest Value Sold
'*R/\iin/l
IVOUna

Ask

close

and open types

Oalr"
^tnvpc A
OlOVCb
V^aK

and Furnaces
for our latest catalog

and

opportunity for every dealer.

Handled

BERT

in

line that gives your customers the
In
^j^^ continent.
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^
great demand.

price lists.

Our

lines represent a profitable

Large stocks carried in Regina.

Saskatchewan Exclusively by

CONWAY

October

18, 1918.

Mr. Ranney has been active in
manufacturer and dealer association

work

for a

number

of years.

He

has just completed a term as
chairman of the Executive Committee of the National Association, having served on the committee for the past seven years,
and he has been an active member
of the

Farm Implements CommitHe
its organization.

since

tee

has had a wide business experi-

going to the McCormick
Harvesting Machine Company in
1898, from the position of paying
and receiving teller at the Chicago
branch of the Montreal Bank.
Mr. Ranney's first duties were as
ence,

assistant

the

to

In

Treasurer.

Harvester Company had beein formed aind organized into its various divisions and
departments, Mr. Ranney became
1904,

after the

the

to

vice

and in 1905 assistant
al manager.

president,

to the gener-

""a Regina,
Corner Albert and South Railway Sts.

Sask.

16, 1913, Mr. Ranney
elected Secretary of the In-

and on

were destroyed
by fire. The factories, whose product are sold by Carriage Factories Limited, were one of the

1916,

Brockville, Ont.,

The

about $500,000
and is fully covered by insurance.
The company was inaugurated

loss is estimated at

Gananoque

Carri-

age Works, at Ganainoque, Omt.,
and in the first season 25 demo-

wagons were

Now

sold.

considerably over 350,000 vehicles
bearing the trade mark of the

company

are in use.

In 1892 the concern had
to such proportions that

"Viking" Cream

which closed

organizatioin,

in Chicago,

thirteen years, the vehicle factories of the Canada Carriage Co., at

crat

PROMPT SERVICEand SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
Munro & Mcintosh
Conway Line Buggies

Separators

that

was

in 1868 as the

Heney Harness
and Blankets

Harvester Company, was elected
President of the National Implement and Vehicle Association at
the 25th Annual Convention of

Shortly before midnight, on
Oct. 27, for the second time in

largest plants in Brockville.

WINNIPEG

REGINA

Quick Sellers

George A. Ranney, Secretary
and Treasurer of the International

On May

Line

(Western Branch)

Association

assistant

Let

it.

FARM EQUIPMENT

CALGARY

We

Ranney Elected President of
National Implement Vehicle

grown
it

out-

grew the premises, and in that
year the Canada Carriage Co. took
out letters of iaicorporation and
absorbed the old company, the
new organization locating in
From then to 1905
Brockville.
were years of steady growth and
development, but in that year the
plant was burned down being
the largest fire loss in the Dominion for that twelve months. A
new plant was commenced the
following day, and for the past
thirteen years the record of the
company has been one of steady
growth and development.

—

ternational

Harvester Company,
14, 1914, he was

May

elected a director.

he

duties of
is

On

April

29.-

was given the added
Treasurer. Mr. Ranney

truly a

of duties,

man with a multitude
and the U.S. National

believes
evidently
Association
that if you want great things
done, get a busy man to do them.

Sharpies Entertain Soldiers
At Their Plant
Realizing that thousands of
Sharpies dealers and friends of
the Sharpies Separator Company
had sons and relatives in the service who would be travelling
through the eastern part of the
United States, General Manager
C. M. Burdette, of The Sharpies
Separator Company, recently sent
a letter to all Sharpies dealers, in
which he extended a most cordial
invitation for all such men in the
service to visit the Sharpies people at West Chester, PennsylMr. Burdette's generous'
vania.

been very largely accepted and the Sharpies people are
entertaining a great number of
the boys in the service, as well as
furnishing them with information
concerning the eastern part of the
offer has

United States.

Canadian Farm Implements
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(Reprinted by Request)

A Message
I

A fT

to

Canadian Dealers!

when Canada and

the United States are so closely
linked, it is especially fitting that Canadian dealers should
recognize the superiorities of the Separator and Milker that
this time,

are every inch

American.

M.

Sharpies, President of the Sharpies Separator Company, invented the first American Cream Separator. For over a third of a
P.

century he has been manufacturing* and improving this remarkable
saver of butterfat.

Likewise, the Sharpies Milker was the
milking machine in the United States.

earliest

perfected

modern

Dealers in the United States are urging their customers to install
Sharpies equipment, as it aids towards saving butterfat, maintaining
milk production, and rendering real aid in winning the war.
Sharpies Suction-feed Separator is the only Separator that skims clean at any speed.
All other separators lose butterfat when turned under speed— the annual waste from
this cause being over 80,000,000 pounds of butterfat.
Universal use of the Sharpies
Separator would save it all. No discs or blades in the Sharpies bowl makes it easy
to clean.

Sharpies Milker is the only milking machine that squeezes and massages the teats
while milking. It is the world's fastest milker— and a big labor-saver.

The United States and Canada have largely the responsibility for providing the Allies' food supply.
Through the ehmination of waste and the saving of man-power, the Sharpies Separator and the
Sharpies Milker are doing yeoman service. It is especially wise now to urge upon your customers
the purchase of machines that will do the most efficient work at the least cost, and produce the
greatest amount of food.
you are not acquainted with the Sharpies dealer proposition, and the remarkable work which
Sharpies machines are doing on thousands of farms, write us to-day.
If

SHARPLES
THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR COMPANY
THE MITCHELL & McGREGOR HARDWARE COMPANY

^•^o^™

"^^^

REGINA, SASK.

BRANDON, MAN.

Distributors for Manitoba

P— 36

—

;
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Factory Notes

The branch of Beatty Bros.
Ltd. at London, Ont., are calling
for tenders for a factory costing

comes

into

contact

will be built at Janesville, Wis.,

safety lever

with the tractors and tools that
will make up the G. M. C. line.

with the ground, thus declutching
the engine and cutting ofif the
power, allowing the tractor to fall
back into its normal position.

Anchoring the Bucking Tractor

$100,000.

&

Deere

Co.,

Moljine,

are
their

111.,

addition to
an
at East Moline to cost

building

works

about $300,000.

The Ford-Smith Machine

Co.,

Earl Street, Hamilton, Ont., are
erecting a factory and office building costing $30,000.

The General Motor
burg,

will

Pa.,

brick, two-story

build

Co., Pitts-

a

$50,000

motor truck

.fac-

tory in London, Ont.

The Waterous Engine Works
Co., Brantford, Ont., are

making

an addition to 'their boiler house
at an estimated cost of $16,000.

The announcement

is

made

tha't

the Gale Mfg. Co., Albion, Mich.,
long known as the manufacturer
of a high quality tillage tool line,
has announced that it will retire
from the implement field, and that
it is closing out its entire imple-

ment line.
The Jim Dandy motor cultivator, made at El Paso, 111., has been
purchased by the General Motors
Corporation. Manufacturing plans
have not been announced, but the
presumption is that 'the cultivator

An

English

ments on the

exchange

com-

Tractor

Company Appoints New

Men

fact that there has

been too or three fatalities in that
country recently, due to tractors
To
rearing up and overturning.
overcome this, Messrs Ratcliffe
Bros., Frinton-on-Sea, England,
have patented an "anti-bucking"
arrangement for Fordson 'tractors.
We are not aware that the device
is necessary for other tractors

Manufacturing
The Turner
Washington,
Port
Company,
Wis., announces the appointment
of A. L. Bergsten as district sales

manager

for the

West.

Mr. Bergsten is well known in
implement and automobile circles,

pleted arrangements for the distribution of their well-known
tractors through several prominent concerns in the Western

i

i

|

A

radial
or flexible coupling.
which
lever,
the
fitted
to
ratchet is
holds the clutch out when the
safety device comes into action,
keeping it out until the driver re-

leases the radial ratchet
lets in the clutch.

and again

When

A. L.

EDWIN

BERGSTEN.

Ford Car

Any

into a

District.

Four- Horse

Does All

Tractor

Haulage

in 20

Work

minutes

PRICE ONLY $240. ASK FOR OUR PROPOSITION
PRICE ADVANCES JANUARY 1st

as he has been identified wi'th
industry for many years.

For a number of years he was
in the hardware and implement
business in Iowa, and spent seven
years with the John Deere Plow
as division sales manager, in charge of the Iowa terriHe but recently resigned
tory.
his position

with an automobile

company, and associated himself
with the Turner organization.

Edwin E. Taylor, who has for
the past ten years been advertis-

NOVO
Gasoline

and

Kerosene

ENGINES
DUST PROOF. The

crank

case
in

The crank runs

is

enclosed.

oil

adding double to the

life of

the

engine.

FROST PROOF.

Not necessary

to drain off the water in freezing

A written guarantee
weather.
against damage by freezing with
every engine.
COST a
A NOVO ENGINE
little more, but it is cheaper in the
long run. Over 40,000 now in use.

MAY

THE K.M.C. The
TRANSFORMER

only transformer guaranteed to succeaafuUy burn
kerosene in Ford cars. Gives 20% more power, 50%
increase in mileage and 100% saving in fuel cost. Write
us for full particulars.

WRITE AT ONCE

ADSHEAD COMPANY
ALBERTA BRANCH:
117 lOth Ave. E.,

are Distributors in Alberta of the Famous
Tractors and J. I. Case Plows.

CALGARY

"Happy Farmer"

TAYLOR.
.

GUARANTEED TO DO THE WORK OF
FOUR GOOD HORSES— AND DOES IT
Every farmer who owns a Ford car is a prospect for the Ford-a-Tractor.
At present prices for feed it pays him to sell his horses and do his haulage by
The Ford-a-Tractor will plow, disc, harrow, pull
this tractor attachment.
binder, mower or any other field machine and will pull the wagon to town.
Design and materials better than any
Steel construction throughout.
other attachment. All gears run in enclosed, dust-proof oil bath. Equipped
with shock absorbers. Strong steel drive wheels; machine cut, specially tempered
alloy steel pinions. Fitted with the W.D.C. Cooling System, which changes the
water in cylinders six times a minute, positively preventing engine overheating.

E.

\

j

a

tractor rears, the shoe end of the

the

We

t

The Turner Manufacturing
Company have recently com-

the clutch pedal, with which it is
connected by means of a chain

Big Seller

HEAD OFFICE:

|

The invention, says our contemporary, consists of a lever hinged
on 'the under side of the rear axle
one end projects beh,ind the rear
wheels, and the other end reaches

Converts

WINNIPEG. MAN.

[

idea.

A

J. D.

farm machinery publicly Mr. Taylor should be a valuable acquisition to the company.

have also shown their prowess in
acrobatics by the buck jumping

Company

LIVE DEALERS WANTED.

ing manager of the Acme Harvesting Machine Co., Peoria, 111.,
has been appointed advertising
manager for the Turner organizaWith long experience in
tjion.

states
speqifically
report
the
"Foirdsons," which in this country

THE FORD A TRACTOR
In

November, 1918

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

No. 40

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL
UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.

LONDON CONCRETE
MACHINERY CO., LTD.
Dept. K.

LONDON. ONTARIO

World's Largest Manufacturers of
Concrete Machinery.

i

In the Canadian West
are
tractors
Turner-Simplioity
handled by the Turner Tractor
Sales Co., Winnipeg, who stock a
States.

j

|

i

j

number of machines and
provide a prompt repair and serlarge

vice system for dealers
of

'this

|

and users

tractor.

Manitoba Farm Implement Act
At the last session of the Manitoba Legislature an Act respecting the sale of agricultural implements in the province was
introduced by the member for
The
River, W. H. Simms.
main features of the suggested
Act were at that time given in our

Swan

pages.

This Act was referred to a committee consisting of Messrs. W.
H. Simms, Geo. Armstrong, Geo.
Malcolm, Hon. Val. Winkler,
minister of agriculture, and Mr.
of
J. H. Evans, deputy minister
agriculture. This committee has
heard deputations from agriculand implement
societies
wholesalers and will prepare a bill
to be introduced at the next ses-

tural

While
sion of the Legislature.
originally the Act followed and
was probably moire unreasonable
than the first Saskatchewan Act.
there probably will be some im-^
portant changes in its construetion before it becomes law.

Don't be too common.

uncommon man who
world to

sit

It's the

causes the
up and take notice.

[

|

j

\
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The Kew Superior Grain
Grader and Separator

19

CushmanGrinders
Will Get
Made

in

You the

Four Sizes:

6, 8,

Grinder Trade

10 and 13-inch (Flat Plates)

Cushman

grinders do more and better work with less power
than any other grinders of similar sizes. Very easily driven.
Perfect adjustment for fineness of work. Rigid,
vibrationless design;
large capacity hopper;
heavy drive shaft.
Send for full particulars
and sell your customers this quality grinder.

SPA/fH PLi/C

Strong, Well-Built and Bolted— Not Nailed
This machine is equipped with patented, open and blank
space sieves; it positively separates every wild oat seed,
causing them to lie flat, and not up on end. Patented, adjustable wind boards give perfect control of blast. Built to
clean any kind of grain and do perfect work. What the "New
Superior" cannot do, no other mill can do. Easy to operate.
Made in sizes 24, 32 and 42 inches wide, with or without bagger, and with power attachment for gasoline engine if desired.

Cushman Light-Weight Engines
Sizes: 4 to 20 H.P.

Dealers: Investigate the
4 H.
Cuchman.
Dual Grain Cleaner and Separator
P.

%ADJUSr£R

Built Light.

The All-Purpose Farm Engines.

Built Right.

Send for Particulars.

Weighs only 190 Lbs.

THE AMERICAN WILD OAT AND
BARLEY SEPARATOR AND CLEANER

But the Only Real Wild Oat
Separator that

Not a Panning
Mill or Cleaner—
Three times the capacity of old
type Mills of equal width

One run through

Two

Sizes

absolutely

removes Wild Oats from Tame
Oats and Barley

:

Grades the Grain for Seed to a Uniform Size

inches wide

machine takes but all wild or tame oats, king heads,
thistles, etc.
Cleans all grains perfectly. Double screens and sieves give immense capacity. Patented cut-off feature increases capacity 60 per cent over
other machines without such equipment. Any desired portion of grain can be
elevated and re-run.
this

The long, slotted zinc sieve
slats, working over this rocking

is

perforated absolutely xmiform.

Patented

sieve, keep it clean all the time while steadily
distributmg a thin, level layer of grain over the
of thet
sieve. Every kernel must come in contact with sieve; no kernel smaller
than
the perforation can go over. The only machine that separates and grades at

FULL SURFACE

one operation.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Man.
Warehouses:

Dept. E. a^^vmli^E^, Winnipeg,

Distributing

Builders of High Grade, Light Weight, High

We

Power Engines

Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.

for General

Purpose Farm

Work

THE CUSHMAN AGENCY GIVES YOU A COMPLETE LINE

are Exclusive Selling Agents for: Combination Threshing Outfits—Straw Spreaders—Land
Roller and
Packer—24x46 Separators for Small Tractor Use—Electric Lighting Plants-Tank Heaters—Langdon Ideal Sub- Surface
S elf-FeedersFanning Mills—Smut and Pickling Machines— Vacuum Washing Machines—Lincoln Grinders—Lincoln
Saws—Shinntlat Lightning Conductors—Incubators— Universal Hoists— Portable Grain Elevators—
Wagner Hardware SpecialtiesHolland Wild Oat Separators American Separators and Cleaners, etc.

—

—
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Merger

;

of

Large Automobile
Interests

A

report states that a new consolidation in the automobile in-

dustry in Canada has been effected whereby the McLaughlin
Motor Car Co. and the Chevrolet Motor Co., both of Oshawa,
Ont., will be absorbed by the
General Motors Company of Canada, a branch in the Dominion of
the General Motors Corporation,
of New York and Detroit, Mich.

Ln comnection with the consolidation of manufacturing interests
there will be no change whatsoever in the personell of the

McLaughlin and Chevrolet

fac-

and executive staffs at
Oshawa, while the Western Canadian branches, management and

tory

&

McLaughlin

Chevrolet

November, 1918

Divi-

Motors Co.
The General Motors
of Canada.
Company of Canada has secured
a larg-e factory site near WalkerOnt., and ain up-to-date
ville,
be
will
plant
manufacturing
sions of the General

In Western Cainada the
McLaughlin Carriage Co. are dis-

erected there for the production
and other automobile
It is not unlikely that,
parts.
after the war this plant may also

tributors for the product of the

be

executives will continue as heretofore.

The
be known as

McLaughlin Motor Car Co.
organizations will

of motors

used

for

the

tractors for the

production

of

Canadian market.

This mierger of the McLaughlin

and Chevrolet interests

in so large

Motors
marked

a concern as the General

Company

mean

will

a

and expaJnsion on
part of the two Canadian
concerns.
With increased manufacturing facilities, the production
of cars should be increased and
the scope of the companies widendevelopment
the

ed by their amalgamation with
the large American organization.

We

reported in our July issue
the General Motors Corporation had combined with the Janes-

how

ville

Machine

(Zo.

,

at Janesville,

Wis., in the production and marketing of tractors and tractor implements. The G.M.C. are erecting a large tractor plant at Janesville, where, it is stated, the Samson Sieve-Grip tractor will be

manufactured. These tractors are
made at the G.M.C.
In the
plant at Pontiac, Mich.
United States the General Motors
Corporation already manufactures
several well known automobile

also to be

including the Buiick, at Flint,
Mich., the Chevrolet, in the same
city, the Cadillac, at Detroit, the
Olds, at Lansing, the Oakland at
Pontiac, in which center the company also manufacture the General Motor Truck. Other subsidiary

lines,

companies

are

also

coniuected

manufacturing
organization, which in its Canadian organization should develop
into one of the largest automobile
concerns in the Dominion.

Avith

this

large

Winnipeg' Carriage Concern
Destroyed by Fire

On October 17th, in the brief
space of two hours, the offices,
warehouse and stock of GrayCampbell

TRACTOR

performance is carburetor performance everlastingly and always. The
best tractor made is no more efficient than
its power plant, and no engine is a good engine
unless it has a good carburetor.
Every dealer knows that
his sale is not completed
when he delivers the machine.
It must stand up to the work
it

must

give service.

KINGSTON

carburetors

have made good. They are
known where good tractors
are known. They put proved
performance back of your

statements of tractor

The chances

are that the
are
equipalready
That means a big
ped.
sales advantage to you.
More than 75 per cent of all
the tractors now being manufactured are

tractors

you

handle

KINGSTON

KINGSTON

equipped.

Write for the Booklet that Explains

Byrne. Kngston
BRANCHES-

New York

City,

Gb.

effici-

ency.

Winnipeg,

Why

Woodward Avenue; Los

was

The Gray-Campbell

premises,

located on Jessie Ave., Winnipeg,
was formerly the Western Canadian headquarters of this well

known company, whose

leading

branch is now situated at Moose
Jaw. The company handle the
vehicle lines manufactured by the
W. Gray & Sons Co., Chatham,
Oint., amd the Chatham Fanning
Mills, manufactured by the Manson Campbell Company of Chatham, Ont., and Detroit, Mich.
It is stated that the stock in the

Winnipeg branch was one

KoRomoJnd, ll,SA

1733 Broadway; Chicago, 1430 Michigan Avenue; Detroit, 1870
Angeles, 501 Pico Street; Boston, 111 Haverhill Street

Ltd.,

The value of
destroyed by fire.
the premises and stock is stated
to be over $406,000, the loss being
The
fully covered by insurance.
shop of the Fuller Storage Battery Co., located in the same
building was also gutted.

of the

biggest they have ever carried,
comprising vehicles for winter
and spring sales and fanning
It is intimated that the
mills.
company will not rebuild their
Winnipeg branch.

•
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Implement Trade Section

for

C.M.A.

The Membership Committee

of

the Canadian Manufacturers' Association recently received an application from the manufacturers
of
agricultural
implements in

Canada
porate

known

for permission to incor-

trade section to be
as the Agricultural ImpleThe application
Section.
a

ment
was granted.

which embodies

City

WEBSTER

five sizes of

fanning mills. The company also
produce wild oat separators, smut
cleaners, etc., a complete line
of grain separating, cleaning and
treatimg machinery.
The phe-

nomenal demand

Tri-Polar Oscillator

product in the past year has necessitated comsiderable additions to the
Twin City factories on Ouelch St.,
their

for

Remember —

Winnipeg.
If

Elevators' Cleaners

Handle

Grain Quickly

The terminal

Canadian Distributors
Engines

for

Novo

it

isn't a

Tri-Polar

it

Webster
isn't a

real Oscillator

The London Concrete Machinelevators of the

Canadian Pacific Railway, at
Transcona, near Winnipeg, are
handling an immense amount of
In this
wheat at this season.
plant the cleaning equipment consists of six "Globe" cleaners, as
manufactured by the Twin City
Separator Co. of Winnipeg,
makers of the "Bull Dog" line
of fanning mills. These six cleaners are handling 4000 bushels per
hour of wheat. A car with a 7
per cent dockage was recently put
through the cleaners at the rate
of 4000 bus. hourly, and on testing
the dockage was less than one per
cent, showing in a remarkable
way the efficiency of these grain
cleaners.

The Globe

Twin

gest machines in the
line,

21

ery Co., London, Ont., manufacof
concrete machinery,
have secured the distribution in
Canada of "Novo" gasoline and
kerosene engines, manufactured
by the Novo Engine Company at
Lansing, Mich.
These engines

llllllllilllllllllllllllllllllll

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllililllllllllllNillllllll

turers

are

made

in a variety of sizes

IT'S

WHAT THEY ALL

only a few

IFWebster

SAY!

hundred users loudly acclaimed the

Oscillator as the never failing cure for all
ignition troubles you might ignore it with reasonable

safety.

But when thousands and thousands

and

—

the crank case is enclosed, the
reciprocating parts running in an

—

in

fact,

nearly

half a million users
have all had the same experience
as the writer of the following letter, it's time to find out

what you are missing.
MR. FOLEY SAYS:—

oil bath.
It is claimed that Novo
engines are absolutely frost proof,
their guarantee explicity provides
against all damage by low tem-

have used a Webster Tri-Polar on a 12 H.P. keroengine for 4 years operating a 4 K.W. electric
light plant, and it has given such good service I am at
a loss to know why all manufacturers of standard
engines do not put them in their regular equipment."
"I

sene

peratures.

We will show you on one of your own engines at our expense why the Webster
has eliminated "ignition troubles" from 85% of the foremost engines.

I

The CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE
COMPANY. LIMITED, Winnipeg, are
Distributors for the Famous J.I. CASE

WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY
RACINE, WISCONSIN

Tractor Plows

cleaners are the lar

The Seed Bed Counts

AVERYgrower

successful Canadian
in a "Better
Farming" talk at a recent
tractor demonstration made
a remark that seems to be worth
passing along. "I wish," he said,
"that the thought might be driven
home to every Canadian farmer that

grain

he can do something more than
hope for a crop when he is planting
his grain.

"So many seem to have the idea
that the weather is the only controlling factor in the making of
Never was there
a grain crop.
a greater mistake. The man who fertilizes his fields, keeps
the weeds down, makes the right kind of a seed bed, and
plants his seeds right, will get a better crop every season than
his neighbors who do not do these things, unless of course the
weather utterly destroys all the crops.
"The farmer's one chance to influence the success of his crop
is when he is preparing the ground and planting the seed.
When he has but one opportunity, it is surely a mistake to
make the wrong kind of a seed bed when the right kind will
discount bad weather conditions, or to plant seed the wrong
way when the right kind of planting will so surely increase the
yield from every planted acre.
I have grown wheat for years

International Harvester
WEST—Brandon,

and

I can testify to the value of fertilizing, making good seed
beds, and planting seed as it should be planted."
Every Deering agent can help to push this thought along,
and at the same time secure better business for Deering disk
harrows, drills, spring and peg-tooth harrows, and cultivators.
These implements are all made to prepare just the kind of seed
beds and do just the kind of planting that this prosperous
Canadian farmer is talking about. The idea is bound to spread,
because it is essentially right and, in spreading, it will naturally increase sales of Deering tillage implements and bring
profit to Deering local agents. Write the nearest branch house
for a Deering contract.

Company

of Canada, Limited

BRANCH HOUSES

Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta.; Estevan, Sask.; Lethbridge, Alta.; North Battleford, Sask.; Regina, Sask.: Saskatoon, Sask
Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
EAST— Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.

•

'

—
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ADVANCE-RUMELY
hjLL TRACTORS
OilPull lineup
THE
famous guaranteed
product, like the old,

1919 includes two new sizes of these
This new
oil burning, oil cooled tractors.
conservpolicy
of
follows the Advance-Rumely
for

ative ratings. It is rated to conform to the S. A. E. Plan— the advertised rating
to be 80% of the maximum horsepower developed on the drawbar and belt.
The demand for the 14-28 OilPull was way beyond even our expectations, and
many dealers who ordered late were disappointed. Our 1919 plans call for an
increased production of this popular size, but our suggestion to dealers is not to
delay placing their orders. For 1919, the 14-28 will be rated 16-30 to conform to
the S. A. E. plan.
To meet an insistent demand, the 1919 line of OilPull tractors will be further
augmented by still another size. This model has been displayed by us at the 1918 fairs
and demonstrations, but will not come into quantity production for several months.

reputation of the Rumely OilPull for power, dependability and economy
is so firmly established that the principal thing of interest to the dealer is that these
reliable outfits can be had for 1919 in all sizes from 3 plow to 10 plow. And further,
give
that each size conforms to the OilPull standard design and construction.
below a few of the specifications of the new models:

The

We

Guaranteed kerosene burners.
Two cylinder, low speed motor.
Two forward speeds and reverse.
Oil cooled.

Low platform — short turning.
Patented shifting device for
Hyatt Roller Bearings.

belt work.

is of course in the line— but with its long-standing
needs no further comment.
This standardized line of OilPull Tractors in sizes to fit every size farm, offers
dealers a tractor sales opportunity second to none.

The "Big Boy,"

reputation in the

the 30-60,

field it

Don't be Misled
Rumely OilPull Tractor has been

The success of the
name OilPull has become almost a household word.

so far reaching that the

So strong

is its following,
"OilPull" is registered and is our
that like most good things it has been imitated.
exclusive name and trademark its use by other manufacturers as applied to their
For your own protection, just remember that
tractors is in violation of the law.
there is only one OilPull— Rumely LaPorte.

—

ADVANCE-RUMELY THRESHER COMPANY
LAPORTE
Calgary, Alta.

{Incorporated)
Regina, Sack.

Saskatoon, Sask.

INDIANA
Winnipeg, Man.

—
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LINE FOR 1919
«PAR«oRs

[deal
WE

were called upon
and had to match

to give the farmer the best tractor built,
it up by providing a grain separator of

equal merit.
Ideal Separator, like the OilPuU Tractor, has made, and
such a high reputation, that its superiority is unquestioned. With more
than 20,000 Ideals in the hands of owners, its field performance is its best

The Rumely

holds,

advertisement.

The 1919

of the farmer for his

own

—

the 22x36, 28x44,
a size to meet every demand from that
use, to the needs of the custom thresherman.

line of Ideal

32x52 and 36x60 machines.

Separators comprises four sizes

This

—

offers

The same principles of design and construction are common to all sizes of the
Ideal the small 22x36, a new size for the farmer's individual use, is just as much
the old reliable Ideal as the big 36x60. Every size has the exclusive features that
have put the Ideal in the front rank of grain separating machines:

—

32 X 52

Ideal

Including the patented traveling slatted chain rake, the
largest grate surface of any separator built

Size for size, the longest straw rack of any separator built.
Lifting fingers on straw rack instead of common shakers.
Seven feet of extra chaffer length in grain pan, on larger
models smaller sizes in proportion.
All adjustments, oil and grease cups, on the outside.

—

These are

just

a few of the Ideal exclusive features that make

satisfied

— and that's the only kind of customers you want.

owners

Ask Any Owner
The best way to size up the selling possibilities of any machine is to find out the
kind of service it has given to the man who has bought it. So we suggest that you
get the opinions of OilPuU Tractor and Ideal Separator owners in your territory.

To back up

the dealer, and through

him

to protect the best interests of his
customers, we maintain 26 Branch offices and distributing warehouses, each with
a complete stock of machines and parts ready to give real service in machines,

—

parts

and expert

help.

ADVANCE -RUMELY THRESHER COMPANY
LAPORTE
Calgary, Alta.

(Incorporated)
Regina, Sask.

Saskatoon, Sask.

INDIANA
Winnipeg, Man.

—

!
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The Duty

of the

Implement Standardization
Canada

Hour

It is imperative that Canada's
1918 Victory Loan should be well
over-subscribed and even more
successful than last year's. Firstly, because we cannot continue to
do our part in the war without
the required funds secondly, because we cannot obtain 'those
funds unless the national activities are maintained at high pressure and thirdly, because that end
cannot be accomplished unless we
activities
finance the national
which have such a vital bearing

The War Trade Board
tawa

AND

SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES, ENGINES AND MACHINERY
Established in 1904 and Published Monthly by

on the international situation and
the conclusion of the war.

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited
812

cannot be emphasized too frequently that the safety of our national structure and our participation |in the war, depend entirely

CONFEDERATION LIFE BLDG.

WINNIPEG, CANADA

It

upon

'the results of

SUBSCRIPTIONS
$1.00 per year in

the 1918 Vic-

tory Loan.
Our prosperity during the past
year was a direct result of the response to the Loan issued last fall.
The continuance of our prosperity
during the coming year will depend entirely upon the degree of
success achieved by the Victory
Loan of 1918. Common foresight
makes it impera'tive that every-

one should buy Victory Bonds.
Farm machinery manufacturers,
wholesalers and dealers should
endeavor to impress upon their
employees the fact that lending
money to Canada is maintaining
business prosperity by which
every worker in the Dominion is

RATES MADE
Change

of Advertising

all

expressed by correspondents.

preparations for the 1919 spring
repair week,

made

far

if

arrangements are

enough ahead and the

idea kept continuously before farmers by the various departments
of agriculture, the farm press and
the local newspapers.
At the outset, the success of a
"repair week" depends upon the
efforts of the

implement

a repair Aveek
1918,

it

owing

will be

trade. If

was necessary

in

doubly so in 1919,

to the curtailment of

raw

and the reduction im
supply of new machinery. Every
machine that can be overhauled
and made serviceable will have
At
to be put into working order.
materials

the last convention of the Retail
Merchants Association in Saskatchewan, a resolution was passed
by the merchants testifying to the
necessity for and importance of
holding an Implement Inspection
and Repair Week in that prowill be glad to see the
vince.

We

tons, hats, rubber goods, etc.

Already the board has consulted with Canadian manufacturers
as a whole, and later the manu-

proposal.
cured, the

war

WINNIPEG, CANADA, NOVEMBER,

Week.

never too early to make a

It is

it

October 11th the directors

resolution

:

"That the co-operation of manufacturers of farm equipment, the
trade press and the farm press be
with the support of
the Department of Agriculture, im
pi'omoting the second week in
March, 1919, as National Farm
Equipment Repair Week, to the
enlisted, along,

end that ail farm equipment be
properly inspected and repaired,
and that such co-operation will
result in a great saving of material and a larger production of
crops."
It might be noted that the farm
machinery dealers in Iowa can

usually get repairs more quickly
than is the case in Western Cainada.
But they are on the job
already
This movement, to be a success,
m'.ist have every implement dealer
behind it. I'he co-operation of
the implement manufacturers and
jobbers is also essential, and we
feel that every unit in the implement industry in Canada realizes
the importance of the prompt

and replacemachines the farmer
will use next spring.
Seeding
supply

of

repairs

for the

season varies in different sections

is

at last

commen-

Advertising in

War-Time

will be at the right season

the trade will act en
masse for such a movement depends upon jobbers and dealers to
a very large extent. If we cannot have a week set apart for this

In advertising the business man
builds up the intangible or spiritual side of his business, if such it
may be designated, as distinct
from the material side. No more
faulty logic can be found than

purpose

that which

to ensure satisfactory results.

Whether

start.

ments

1918

of the west, but a little deliberation should easily set a week

which

se-

trade board at Ot-

will have complete control,
has the power to divert coal
or raw materials from such manufacturers as violate the agreements.

as

So Canada
Press Association
Entered in the Winnipeg Post Office as second class matter.

1919 Repair

give assent to the

'to

Such assent being

cing
the
standardization
and
elimination of unnecessary farm
machinery types and models
which should have been inaugurated at least two years ago.

Member Western Canada

implement trade in that provi'nce
get things going as regards the

other imple-

ments manufactured in the Dominion will be one of the first
lines to be standardized.
Other
goods to be pruned will be boots
and shoes, textiles, woollens, cot-

tawa

CORRESPONDENCE
on

for

facturers of individual lines will

than the 25th of the

this office not later

manufacture.
Agricultural Aid

be called up

matters pertinent to the implement and vehicle trade.
As an
evidence of good faith, but not necessarily for publication, every correspondent
must sign his name. We reserve the right to edit all matter
submitted but do not undertake to endorse opinions

Solicited

Iowa Implement Dealers'
Association adopted the following-

Last year a somewhat belated
attempt was made in Canada to
inaugurate an Implement Repair
Week. Arrangements and publicity were made too late to be
very effective, but this condition
can be overcome as regards the

Ten Cents

issue in which insertion is desired.

of the

The Repair Week Idea

Single Copies,

ADVERTISING
KNOWN ON APPLICATION

Copy should reach

month preceding

On

directly benefited.

Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

at Ot-

now working upon

scheme
Dominion, which will, it

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

for

a
the
is considered, lead to a saving in the
cost of materials, a reduction in
types and in the processes of
is

standardization

;

;

November, 1918

it

will be largely througl;

lack of initiative om the part of
the implement trade associations
:b o t h
retail
and wholesale.
Every man realizes the importance of repair service, and every
dealer is aware that from now on
he can impress upon his custom-

—

ers the necessity of placing
orders for repair parts.
The
dealer often complains that he
cannot get repairs in time for the
customer.
That is largely due
to the fact that the customer
waits to place his repair order until he is ready to use the tool or

machine.
Doin't let

customers

him

wait.

from

nov.'

Ask your
on

what

spring repairs they will require.

Quality Counts!
Sell a

man

a

good madhine and
how good that

he will Iboast of

machine

amount

is

to his neighbors

of use

—the

he has dbtained

him a cheap machine
"he
never remembers the
amount of money he saved upon

from
and

it.

Sell

the purchase price, Ibut will always cuss you for all the dissatisfaction that results.

would impel a farm
equipment manufacturer to cease
building for the future by means
of advertising simply because the

output of his factory is, for the
time being, restricted, or because
diversion of his facilities to

work has operated

war

withhold
his goods from accustomed markets.
In modern business there
can be no sufficient-unto-the-day
to

policy.

That, at times such as the presshould be some hesitancy
regarding
advertising
policy may be because it has
never been scientifically determined what proportion of advertising expense is an operating
charge and what proportion a
capital charge. In our estimation
only a small paf t, if any, of adverr \
tising expenditure is properly
chargeable as a current item of
sales expense
but is, rather,
when translated into terms of
ent, there

;

good will, a permanent investment and hence a capital charge.
Given this conviction, it must
appear quite as shortsighted to
discontinue advertising the product of a factory merely because
the war has momentarily inter-

Canadian Farm Implements
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to junk a portion of his factory
equipment because there had been

1897, when the organization was
succeeded by The Fairchild Co.,
Ltd., Mr. Hutchinson was appointed manager and secretary of

interruption in

the company.

it would be
manufacturer

rupted distribution as

deemed unwise

of a

its use.

Obituary

The Renfrew Machinery Company, Renfrew, Ont., announce
the deaths of W. H. Keddell and
P. A. Farmer, sales managers of
the company, on October 6 and

Both gentlemen
11, respectively.
were victims to the fearful dis-

In April, 1904, he acquired a
controlling interest in the Fairchild organization, and was elected president of the company.
During the opening months of
1908 this company sold out to
the John Deere Plow Co., Mr.

Hutchinson being appointed to
the onerous position of managing

ease which at present is sweeping Canada. Popular with their
business associates and experienced in the cream separator and
engine business, these members
of the Renfrew executive will be
sorely missed by their co-workers
in the Renfrew organization.

Sawyer-Massey Co., Mr.
Hutchinson is president of several
large concerns and is connected
with a great number of important
Western enterprises.
He has
seen the remarkable development
of the West and has an intimate

knowledge
especially

business.

Western conditions,
in the farm machinery
The motto of Mr.
of

Hutchinson's successful career
hinges on three factors hard
work, doing things and applying
his remarkable organizing and
executive ability to every problem
which he meets. In temporarily
joining the Hamilton organization
they will have the best man that
could be chosen to fill so important a position pro tem.

—

Tractor and Parts Makers
Association

Form

H. Wilbur Hutchinson, of Winnipeg, one of the best known men
in
in the implement industry
Canada, has left for Hamilton,
Ont., where he will reside for a

which was recently offered him
by the directorate of that organization.

has consequently agreed to go
east and assume the reins of management of the company during
Mr. Harmer's enforced absence.
His wide experience and proven
ability during the 35 years he
the
has been connected with
farm machinery industry in the
Canadian West, should be invaluable to the

Sawyer-Massey Com-

pany at this juncture.
H. W. Hutchinson was born on
October 20th, 1862, in the village
of Leskard,

Durham County,

Ont.

He was

educated at Albert College, Belleville, and in January,
1883, came west to Winnipeg,
where he joined the staf¥ of D.
Maxwell & Son. In 1884 he was
appointed manager of that concern.
In 1888 he accepted the
position of manager of the F. A.
Fairchild Co.,

Winnipeg, and

in

nix, B.C.

John McNamara, a harness
dealer at Gravelbourg, has sold
out to Peter Bolan.
C. D. Hendsbee has sold out his
automobile business at La Fleche
to H. C. Ocherling.

Sam

Milner, a harness dealer
Vermilion, has discontinued
business at that point.

Lougheed, has closed

have merely assembling plants,
and some have produced a fair
number of machines withiin the

W. HUTCHINSON

H.

past

and vice-president of the
plow concern. This responsible
position he filled with marked
ability until his resignation in December, 1917.
Since that time
Mr. Hutchinson has been Western Canadian manager of Carriage Factories, Limited, Toronto.

He was

the

first

implement man

two

facturers of parts, engines, trans-

mission, ignition and lubrication
concerns which have
devices,
large contracts for future delivery
to these smaller tractor concerns.
representative committee has

A

been appointed to go to Washington

to

present the

case

of

the

and parts manufacturers
the endeavor to secure a re-

to be chosen as president of the

tractor

Winnipeg Board

of Trade,

in

has been an active

member

and

years.

Joined with them are the manu-

director

in the

scinding, or a modification, of the

Winnipeg Wholesale Implement

recent ruling, which will permit
the companies concerned to live

Association since its inception.
In addition to being a director of

John

The 1917 Victory Loan showed what
Western Canada could do in helping win
the war. The following amounts were
subscribed by the Provinces of the Cana-

—

Population 496,000; subscripper capita
$33.29.
$16,515,150;
Number of subscribers, 56,117.
Alberta

tion

subscription
$33..50.

Number

Manitoba

—

Population 650,000;
capita
per
$21,777,050;

Saskatchewan

of subscribers, 73,675.

—Population

sub555,000;
scription $32,326,600; per capita $58.25.
Number of subscribers, 78,856.

Although the 1917 Loan

call

was

for

$150,000,000, the subscriptions reached
representing the invest$419,289,000,
ments of 820,035 people. This great
success astonished Canada and the finan-

harness

Woodrow, has

sold out

Agopsowitz.

Portage la
automobusiness to Albert Dann.

bile

The Hero Manufacturing Company, Winnipeg, manufacturers
of fanning mills, have assigned.
Black, an implement dealer
Fannystelle, recently visited

J. J.

at

the wholesale houses in Winnipeg.

M. Carlyle, an
automobile
dealer at Eyebrow, has taken J.
O. Seele as a partner in the business.

Waldman Bros., implement
dealers at Binscarth, have ceased
operations
in
that
Manitoba
town.
Arvibic

&

Martin, automobile

dealers at Stettler, have sold out
to a firm named Conn & Cornelius.

Z.

N. Skowsen has taken over

the automobile business at Raymond, formerly carried on by J.
W. Judd.

Redden, Winnipeg, manager
I. Case T.M. Company,
recently spent a few days in the
J.

niarshes

with one in every seven of her population on the list. Ontario was next with
one in every 7.1 persons; but Ontario's
subscriptions led all Provinces with
$79.08 per capita, compared with $58.25
British Columbia, Alberta
in Manitoba.
and Saskatchewan followed with one
subscriber in 7.8 and one in 8.8 and one in
The average of one
8.82, respectively.
in 9.62 for the Dominion was brought
down by the fo\ir Eastern Provinces.

Winnipeg.

Prairie, has sold out his

WeU

The figures for the last Loan show that
Manitoba headed the list in subscribers,

manager of GrayMoose Jaw, was

W. M. McBeath,

Loan

for 1918.

Ltd.,

a recent visitor to

for the J.

The West Did

&

Campbell

world generally, and gives heart to
tliose wlio are undertaking the Victory

cial

dian West.
British Columbia—Population 394,000;
subscription .$18,814,700; per capita .$44.75.
Number of subscribers, 50,56.3.

McLaughlin, a

dealer at
to Rijeth

and to develop their industries.

Loan Some, or You'll Be Lonesome!

his business

at that point in the west.

;

;

health for some
time and has been advised by his
doctors to spend the winter in the
south in order to recuperate. Mr.
Hutchinson, who is a director of
the thresher and tractor concern,

H. Blaman has commenced an
automobile business at Moose
Jaw.
The Grand Forks Garage Co.
have closed their branch at Phoe-

L. L. Smith,

These men see their business
tlireatened by the ruling of the
U..S. war industries board.
They
are tractor makers who have
machines in process of development some have designs but no
manufacturing facilities
some

Mr. Hutchinson
months.
states that he has not accepted
the position of vice-president and
general manager of the SawyerMassey Company, of Hamilton,

indifferent

Peter Sankow has commenced
an automobile business at Ituna.

tor Association.

few

in

Rutherford & Bulman are new
automobile dealers at Warner.

Jos. Hertel, a harness dealer at

Over twenty manufacturers of
tractors and tractor parts and
accessories met in Chicago early
in October and formed a body to
be known as the American Trac-

Thresher Business Temporarily

Mr. R. Harmer, of the SawyerMassey organization, has been

Personal

the

at

H.W. Hutchinson Enters

He feels that he has been too
long a resident in the west, and
has so many business associates
and friends in western territory,
that he wishes to remain where
he has spent the most of a strenuous business career.

25

—after ducks.

Hartley
dealers

at

&

Kjer,

impleinent

Lampman, have

dis-

solved partnership in their business in that town.
S.

farm

Shaw has bought out
machinery

Gainsboro, formerly
by H. R. McClung.

the

business

at

carried

on

get the desired $500,000,000 for the
Victory Loan ^vill require over

Brown, an automobile dealer
Stonewall, has discontinued
business, following a fire that destroyed his premises.

The west will do
1,000,000 subscribers.
share.
Buy every bond you can
afford.

W. J. Mann & Co., dealers at
Pipestone, has dissolved partner-

To
1918
its

E.

at
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In future,

ship.

W.

J.

Mann

have sole control of the

W. M.

Hills,

ober.
He reports business
satisfactory in his territory.

will

firm.

as

Sparrow
recently
commenced an implement business at
Russell. In the same town, Robt.
L.

traveler for the

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.,
Winnipeg, is convalescent after
a severe bout with pleuro-pneu-

Moore has commenced an automobile business and garage.

monia.

M. A. Courchene, who

carried

A. Prugh, manager of the Gray
Tractor Co. of Canada, Winnipeg, visited the leading western
cities
during the end of last
month.

will

T. J. Storey, sales manager of
Carriage Factories Ltd., Toronto,
during October paid a brief visit
to the Winnipeg headquarters of
the company.

Ole Woie, a blacksmith and
implement dealer at Admiral, is
reported to have sold out his
farm machinery interests, concentrating on the anvil for a liveli-

on a general store and implement
business at Duck Lake, has discontinued his general store and

Berg, implement
dealers at Erickson, have dissolved partnership. In future, L.
B. Gusdal will
of the business.

W.

have sole control

O. Barkwell, general store

plement

lines.

H. Middleton, manager of the
Miller Tire Co., Winnipeg, reports a good demand for the Miller line and an active trade in
retread bands.
F.

Ltd.,

McDonald,

N.

manager

of

western

Carriage

Factories
Winnipeg, reports a nice

demand

for their

new

line of

Laidlaw, an expert on
windmill construction and a prominent farmer in the Brandon
district, died in Winnipeg during
the last week in October.

H.

Bennett, the implement
Willow Bunch, was a
visitor to Winnipeg during OctS.

dealer at

lines.

IN

TWO

12-Inch, Weight, 140 lbs.

Get a Sample on Your

in

Denver,

Brown Bros.,
at Moose Jaw,

reported that

implement dealers
have discontinued operations

Mr. McTaggart, of the Brantford

Company, Brant-

Carriage

ford, Ont., recently returned east
after a tour which embraced the

leading

in the

cities

Canadian

West.

H.

Beaton,

general

sales

manager of the McLaughlin
Motor Co., Oshawa, Ont., recently paid a visit to all the branches
of the company in the west, as
far as Vancouver.

G. D. Jones has been appointed
sales engineer of the Cleveland

Tractor
Company,
Cleveland,
Ohio. Mr. Jones will have charge

SIZES
16S Its

A PROSPECT
Floor —NOW!

IS

Mr. Dreh-

reports the factories as busy.

H.

Anderson,

F.

week

during

returned
in

the

October from a visit
offices and factories

to the

head

of the

Tudhope organization

Orillia,

Ont.

at

manager

of

being

ill

with influenza.

Sorry to learn that our old
George Matheson, the implement man at Craik, has been
in very indifferent health lately.
We trust that soon Mr. Matheson
may be back at business and fit
for the day's work.
.

E. B. Sawyer, president and
general manager of the Cushman
Motor Works, Lincoln, Neb., was
present at the 35th annual convention of the National Implement and Vehicle Association in
Chicago early in October.
E. A. Mott, Winnipeg, western
general manager of the Cockshutt
Plow Co., recently paid a visit to
the headquarters .of the Cockshiitt organization at Brantford,
Ont. While east, Mr. Mott also
visited the leading trade centres.

W.

N. Robinson, manager of

Robinson-Alamo

Ltd.,

Winnipeg,

recently paid a visit to
territories.

Brandon
Mr. Rob-

of Canada, Limited

Builders of light weight, high grade Gasoline Engines for
all

ST.

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.

company.

A

concern

recently

Winnipeg

The Powerlight
tribute

The

is

111., and Waterloo, Iowa.
Mr. McLeod will spend some
time at the Deere headquarters
at Moline and at the tractor factory of the company at Waterloo.
J. A. Tanner, manager of the
Winnipeg branch house of the
International
Harvester
Company, reports a record sale of
tractors and a good demand for
separators this fall. Mr. Tanner

Moline,

finds the tractors sell as quickly
as he gets them into his ware-

houses.

W.

C. Ross, the popular imple-

ment dealer

at Portreeve, has
taken over the business formerly
carried on by H. D. Miller at Gull
Lake. Mr. Ross will handle the
Deering line. Titan tractors, and

his

new

We

threshers
and
wish him success in

venture.

William

Allis, son of the late
E. P. Allis, died in Milwaukee,
Wis., Oct. 10. Mr. Allis succeeded his father as president of the
E. P. Allis company and continued until the consolidation

which resulted in the Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. He then became
chairman of the board of directors.

Early in November,

I. J.

Haug,

the popular manager of the Canadian Avery Company, Winnipeg, paid a visit to the head office
and factories of the Avery Company at Peoria, 111.
Mr. Haug

made arrangements for the supply of the Avery line to meet the
requirements of Avery dealers in
the territory
covered by his
branch.
Lieut. R. H. Foulds, of the
Machine Gun Corps, is listed
wounded. Lieut. Foulds was for

ten years an accountant with the
Winnipeg branch of the Cockshutt Plow Co., in 1914 being
transferred, in a similar capacity,
to the Regina branch of the Cockshutt organization.
He was a
prominent athlete and is a veteran of the South African war.
C. L. Wisner, second vicepresident of the Massey-Harris

Toronto, accompanied by
White, assistant general
manager of the company, during
the last week in October passed
through Winnipeg on their way
east.
The gentlemen visited all
the western branches of the
Massey-Harris Co. as far as the
Pacific coast, and reported a very
enjoyable trip.

incorporas

is

Geo.

known

and will dishouse lamps.

Co.,

farm and

company

See,

Co.,

T. B. Martin, for the past two
years secretary and manager of
the Nilson Tractor Co., Minneapolis, resigned, and has left for
California. He will hereafter represent the Nilson Tractor Co. as
distributor in Northern California
with headquarters at Stockton.

ated at

J.

McMullen and J. M. O'Grady.
D. B. McLeod, sales manager
of the John Deere Plow Co., Winnipeg, left early in November for

International

D. N. Jamieson,

dollars, the in-

J.

trucks.

the R. A. Lister Co. (Canada),
Winnipeg branch, reports that
business in the Toronto branch
of the company has been badly
tied up, practically all the staff

his

Cushman Motor Works
AND VINE

of

inson reports a good demand for
the electric lighting plants and
dairy equipment lines handled by

WRITE FOR PRICES AND FULL PARTICULARS

AVE.

mer

and Regina

lifetime.

WHYTE

David Drehmer, manager

the John Deere Plow Co., Winnipeg, during October visited the
Deere plants at Moline, Illinois,

friend,

—

E.,

in

that city, while Motor Distributors have also closed down their
stand.

Cast iron, one-piece body.
Cast iron
fuel basket and ash pan removable,
as shown. Draught easily regulated.
Anything that will burn makes good
fuel for the Cushman Tank Heater.
Large, submerged surface gives quick
heating.
5-inch smokestack, 23 inches
high, has ventilator cap and spark
arrester. Suits wood, steel or concrete tanks of any size.
Side lugs
allow tying down if desired.
Projections
on bottom prevent heater
burning bottom of wood tanks when
water is exhausted. Built to last a

DEPT.

nipeg and Moose Jaw.
Nelson F. Shunk, who for
many years was engaged in the
manufacture of plows at Bucyrus,
O., having been a member of the
Shunk Plow Co., died suddenly
at his home during October.

last

It is

14-Inch, Weight

EVERY STOCK OWNER

R. Gray, president of W. Gray
& Sons, Chatham, Ont., the wellknown carriage concern, accompanied by W. J. Byers, secretarytreasurer, recently visited Win-

and Waterloo, Iowa.

twenty thousand

corporators including O.

Winnipeg,

of its branch

Profitable Winter Specialty
MADE

connec-

•

ment

Cushman Tank Heaters

A

in

manager of
the Tudhope-Anderson Company,

J.

Jas.

work

The Empire Cream Separator
Co. announces that C. A. Nelson
has been promoted to the position
of manager of the order depart-

win-

ter tops for automobiles.

implement

Colo.

and implement man at Treherne,
has sold his general store business and will deal only in the im-

his

hood.

&

Gusdal

add to

of experimental

tion with this tractor.

November, 1918

capitalized

at

General Sherman,
however,
never felt equal to the job of defining nasty competition.

—
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A Strong, Light Draft, Double=Action Disc Harrow
For Use With

Any

Tractor

Can be Equipped With Pole For Use With Horses

The John Deere Pony Tractor

Disc

Harrow

Good Work Makes
Satisfied Customers
Its

Has the Necessary
Strength for

—

Successful Service

for

Gangs work independently of each other a separate lever
Only that part of the harrow passing over an

each gang.

obstruction
All

steel

practically indestructible.

Double

instead

of

tie

angle to prevent

ground.

—

twice as strong as ordinary gang

Discs in the front and rear sections do not track

and

lots

Reversible

sections,

Easy

When
to

soil is

a direct

of clearance.
clevis.

—the

pulverized thoroughly.

Unusually strong, high connection between front and rear

any

crowding to
work or when overlapping hard and soft

given proper

either side in hillside

gang

frames.

draft

lifted out of the ground.

Gangs can be
bar

single

frames held rigidly together by heavy
plates

is

main frame and stub pole

hitch

up or down

to

furnished with spring pressure lever, gangs can be held
at the center to cut out

dead furrows or

disc over ridges

without burying the harrow.

tractor.

A single action, horse-drawn harrow can be made out of this harrow by detaching rear section and

Make

your disc harrow business more profitable by selling
John Deere Pony Tractor Disc Harrows.

using pole.

We

will

continue to stock the heavy

10-ft.

Double Action Disc

Harrows.

WRITE THE NEAREST BRANCH TO-DAY

JOHN DEERE PLOW

CO., LIMITED

Branch Houses

WINNIPEG
Man.

REGINA
Sask.

SASKATOON
Sask.

CALGARY

EDMONTON

Alta.

Alta.

LETHBRIDGE
Alta.

8
2
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Women's Land Army Study

ation cup valued at $100, an 8rft.
binder, donated by the International Harvester Company, or its

Tractors in Wisconsin
every

ill has its
the Wisconsin
remedy for the national shortage
of man-power. The women's advisory committee of the U.S.
Council of National Defense is
proving that woman-power, as-

It is said that

remedy.

Here

equivalent

is

S.

won

ma-

other

Larcombe, of

Birtle,

half bushel of hard spring

Man.,

wheat

dry land areas, receiving
the silver cup and cash. Sweepstakes in oats went to T. R. Dickenson, of Birtle, Man., and in barley to Nick Taitinger, Claresholm,
Alta.
The Dominion secured the
following awards
Ma'nitoba
silver cups, 33 firsts, 19 seconds
in

—
and 19 thirds Saskatchewan —
cups, 4
5 seconds and
thirds Alberta— cup, 2 seconds
:

enthusiastic women,
who were taught the mechanism
of the tractor part hy part, after

to

;

Women

which they were taught to run a
Turner Simplicity Tractor about

Tractor Students

These lectures and demonstrawere a part of a wedk of intensive training, conducted under
the auspices of Mrs. Nellie Kedzie
Jones, chairman of the Women's
Land Army of Wisconsin. There
tions

the grounds, as a preliminary to
their practical operation of the
tractors in the fields.

young women
They camped on the fair

Avere over eighty

present.

Utmost

in

the sweepstakes for the best

grown

may be utilized in effectually performing the work laid down by
the men who have gone to war.
At the recent Wisconsin state
fair, half-hour lectures were de-

Topmost

value

chinery, amd the C.P.R. $500 cup.

sisted 'by mechanical horse-power,

livered

November, 1918

grounds and were given lectures
on many of the problems which
confront the farmer of to-day.
The Turner Simplicity Tractor
proved itself very adaptable to the

in

in Durability

woman

driver.

The

simplicity of

the machine enabled them to learn
its mechanism quickly, and they
soon learned to operate it in the
field, imassisted.
They found the
"Simplicity" easy and safe to
drive.
Its features caused much

FARM ENGINES, TRACTORS
AUTOMOBILES, TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS HAND LANTERNS
ETC. CAREFULLY INSPECTED
AND TESTED.

at Wisconsin State Fair.

5

firsts,

favorable comment on the part of
those who witnessed the work of
the women.
The photographs
show the class at work one showing the women assembled for lecture and the other shows two of
the women in the act of starting
off for a practice run.

and one

Soil

third.

Empire Manager In West

;

Awards at International

1

;

H.

A.

manager

McArthur, Montreal,
the Empire Cream

of

Separator Co. of Canada, recently
passed through Winnipeg on his
way east after an extended tour
of the west, during which he visit
ed Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon,
Calgary, Edmonton, V-ancouver
and other points. Mr. McArthur
-

Products Exhibition

At the International Soil Products Exhibition, held at Kansas
City, Mo., during October, Seager
Wheeler,' of Rosthern, Sask., for
the third time wota the internatioinal sweepstakes trophy for the
best half bushel of spring wheat.
With this honor goes the associ-

report an excellent year's business and is very optimistic as
regards the outlook in the west.

A

slight set back, he believes,

such as

we have had

in

some

of

grain growing areas, more
than ever shows the farmer the

the

advisability of

mixed farming and

of dairy farming as a staple source

which he will have at
times despite fluctuations in
grain yields. Mr. McArthur commented on the very serious effect
that Spanish Influenza is having
upon business in the eastern provinces
of revenue
all

CUTTER GEAR

Advance-Rumely Head
Appointed Industrial Adviser
Finley P. Mount, president of

Advance-Rumely

Company,

La

Porte, Indiana, has been appointed by 'the Department of Labor at

Of

selected hickory, well made, well ironed, painted carmine

red,

striped

black.

Shipped

with buggy box complete in

knock-down.
a few minutes.

Can be

set

up

Washington, D.C., as Industrial
Adviser to District Draft Board
No. 1, in the State of Indiana,
consisting of 21 counties, and including the industrial district in
the northwest part of the state.

ORDER TO-DAY
Our Stock

is

Complete

WAGON

in

PAINTED POLES, REACHES, END-GATES

D.

ACKLAND &
WINNIPEG

:-:

SETS, ETC.

SON, LIMITED
CALGARY

SPBAK
^ELVES
WINNIPEG, MAN.
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UN HAM
MARK

TFiADE

RE6.

Ten Farm Jobs

With One Tool

Retards Blowing

Mulches Surface

Ridges at right angles to prevailing
winds retard wind from blowing the

The front wheels make ridges and
the

back wheels

and

stir

them

split

these

ridges

soil.

over.

Firms Loose

Crushes Lumps

Wheels cut through top

wheels crush the hardest
lumps. Back wheels come between
front wheels no lumps missed.

—

down

the

heaved soil, resets the plant and
up frost cracks.

fills

Ask

it

for 48

settles

Firms

soil

about roots,

breaks crusts.
for

page booklet

show you how

straddling

''Soil

stirs surface,

Wheels detachable
corn.

Sense." Let us

dealers are selling 50 to 100

Culti-Packers in a season.

For Sale by

JOHN DEERE PLOW CO. LTD.
Winnipeg

Regina

Saskatoon

Calgary

Edmonton

Lethbridge

Manufactured by

The Dunham

Firms

Co., Berea, Ohio.

around seed to attract
and make them sprout

soil

moisture

Hinders Weeds
In newly seeded
little

Tears down high spots, builds up low
places,

making

field

smooth

for har-

vest.

quickly.

Cultivates Crops

Stops Winter Killing
In early spring

soil

Levels Soil

Starts Seed

Soil

firming
out air spaces in soil below. Moisture stays better in firm soil.

Curved

Saves Moisture
back

Packs new furrows and

weeds, giving crops a good start.

to prevent evaporation.

fields will set

stirs top soil
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War

Conditions in the

ada, as in the United States,

have had the

Implement Industry

schedule
applied to railroad operators and

What

has been experienced in
the manufacture of farm equipment in the United States during
the war has been duplicated by
the experience of Canadian manufacturers of farm implements.
In that country the McAdoo

award advanced the

we

McAdoo

had

have

advances

drastic

in

freight rates.

In the United States unskilled
labor, getting 25 cents per hour,

The War
asked for 30 cents.
Labor Board gave them 50 cents.
A multiplicity of such cases
means that the pay roll of the
machinery manufacturer is practically doubled, consequently the
price of the product is vitally

freight rates

25 per cemt aind passenger rates
from 60 to 70 per cent, something
the U.S. Government had refused
to permit when the roads were
under private control.
It is obvious that these advances afifect both the manufacturer
and dealer in farm machinery, and
equally obvious that they afifect
the farmer ultimately. In Can-

afifected.

Finally,

facturers

farm machinery manuthe United States

in

were told to reduce their consumption of pig iron and steel to
75 per cent of the amount used in
the fiscal year ending Oct. 1,

They must

1918.

take inventory

and with the 75 per cent take care
of the demand and still enable the
farmer to enlarge his production.
This seems an almost impossible

We

November, 1918

and each oine
from 3,000 to 4,000

steel to build a ship,

will maintain

men

in

It

is,

Europe.

therefore, evident, that the
contribution of the implement industry in that country by denying

must also recollect that
a great proportion of the raw
materials used by farm equipment

themselves steel
000 and 800,000

manufacturers in Canada comes
from the United States.
Is it

applies to Canadian manufacture,

task.

probable, or possible, that if that
country cannot maintain the full
supply to her own manufacturers
of farm machinery she will allow
the export of iron and steel to
Canadian farm equipment plants ?
Under normal conditions in the
United States the farm equipment
trade uses 1,200,000 tons of steel
and 800,000 toins of pig iron. It
takes from 2,500 to 3,000 tons of

is

between

600,-

men maintained
The same reasoning

at the front.

and under the conditions which
obtain it seems essential that the
farm machinery industry of North
America must simply make this
sacrifice and "carry on" to their
utrhost until our troops put Germany where she belongs.

Automobile Owners and Repair
Supplies
reported that automobile
in Saska'tchewan are to
ask legislation requiring a full
line of automobile parts for all
makes of cars in use to be carried
in at least one center in the province.
This is considered necessary so that prompt supply of repairs will be assured. They will
also ask that a full line of parts
for makes that have been withIt is

owners

THERE

NO "SLACK SEASON"

IS

When You

Handle Our Specialty Lines
Winter Tops For All Makes Of Autos

Ford Truck Bodies

Hood Covers

Auto Accessories

Sporting Goods

drawn from

DEALERS: SELL OUR

There are now 46,000 automoSaskatchewan for many

ALL-WEATHER" TOPS
Made

for

Cylinder

Ford Touring and
cars

— Chevrolet,

McLaughlin Four,

all

biles in

of which,

po_

Dodge, Gray
Overland Light

Maxwell,
Studebaker

sell

ment

windows give any desired
amount of ventilation. All

go

parts

same

to automobiles

might

far to solve repair difficulties.

Large Export Machinery Needs
Reported

W.

OUR LATEST

[GET

AND AGENCY PROPOSITION

LISTS

WE MANUFACTURE AND DISTRIBUTE THE FOLLOWING LINES:
McLaughlin Carriages and Cutters
Munro & Mcintosh Carriages and Cutters
Brockville Carriages and Cutters
Heney Harness and Blankets
Automobile Trailers
years McLaughlin Cutters have been the standard of cutter quality in Canada. They are leaders in style,
Best grade gearing superior trimming every factor that attracts the customer. The
farmer of to-day asks for the make of cutter his father used a McLaughlin. Let us know your requirements. Good

For

new

business, and an application

of the

flexible sliding

four doors can be opened in
a few seconds.
Convertible into an open
top for summer use by removing side sections, doors
and quarters. Top is of substantial construction, neat
and graceful. Light weight;
absolutely non-rattling. Full
stock carried at Winnipeg.
Send your orders at once.

stated,

tion

them a winter warm

Patent

is

seen a good deal of standardizaand elimination in the imple-

Your customers need not
lay up their cars for winter,
or freeze when driving, if
top.

it

can be obtained only with difficulty.
In the past year we have

Four.

you

market be carried

'the

for at least three years.

fifty

—

quality, finish and durability.

—

—

stock on hand.

Ask for Particulars of our Cutter and Vehicle Lines

CARRIAGE FACTORIES, LIMITED
156 PRINCESS STREET,

WINNIPEG

C.

Lamot,

22,

Northumber-

land Ave., London, W.C., England, states that one of the Allied
governments wants an exceptionally large number of farm implemenits as soon as the war ends.

He

will forward full par'ticulars to
manufacturers so that they may
supply him with prices, delivery

dates, etc., also the buyers' commission given.
Among the list of machines,
which is a lengthy one, are the
following requirements
40,000
walking plows, 20,000 gang plows,
20,000 breaking plows, harrows
and weeders, 75,000 harrows,
1,000 flexible frame land packers,
:

2,00J3 reapers, 2,000

—

mowers, 2,000

fannjng mills, 10,000 riding

culti-

cream separators,
50,000 churns and 40,000 wagons.

vators,

5,000

Distributing Houses:

MOOSE JAW

EDMONTON

CALGARY

SASKATOON

Some day next
where

BERT CONWAY, Box

33,

REGINA,

is

Heney Harness and IMunro

Distributor for Sasicatchewan of

&

iVIclntosh Buggies

in

spring some-

Canada some implement

dealer may be called a slacker because he didn't give shipping instructions early enough to get his
goods.

:
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Telling Testimony

On Wild Oat

The

Emerson

Manufacturing-

1425 Whyte Avenue, Winnipeg, recently received a letter
from a concern using one of their
wild oat separators which, as an
Co.,

unsolicited

testimonial,

is

good

testimony of the efficiency of the
Emerson mills. The concern in
question, the Bishop Milling Co.
of Battleford, Sask., wrote the
comp.iny as follows

"We

have been grinding wheat
and are grinding the
cleanest wheat we have ever
ground, as this machine takes out
all the oats and does not take out
one grain of v/heat with them."
This milling concern have been
using a six-shoe Emerson separator for some time, and the comfor 25 years

pany are naturally pleased at this
evidence of the good work done
by their product from the point of
view of a miller of so long experi-

The company re,port an
excellent demand for their separaence.

from all over the west, and
from the eastern Canadian

tors

also

provinces.

Emerson

W.

by

mills

the fanning mill
are guaranteed
to give a clean
by the
product and perfect seed wheat,
and are stated to take every kernel
in

They
company

business.

tame oats out of wheat
or rye and save all the wheat.
of wild or

The principle of separation
Emerson mills is unique.
ef¥ected

by the length

The shoes

nel.

hamg
oats,

in

th'=^

It is

of the ker-

the machine
at an angle, and the riddles

a

are

follow

LCA

short kernels
angle con-

the

double

struction of the riddles.
The
short kernels wheat, barley or
rye pass through the angles freely but the oats cannot follow.
The motion of the riddles lifts the
end of the oat up into a little
angle leaving the kernel free, then
the "kick" of the sieve forces it
out and on up to the end of the
riddle, where it is discharged.

—

—

PLOWS

The Farmer and His Car
The farmer of a hard-working
economical type is not likely to
spend money on an automobile
unless in return it brings him a
noticeable increase in income or
in some way adds to the advantages of farming.
To trace the influence of the
motor car in the farmer's daily
life would be a waste of space and
ef¥ort.

Every person

of average

intelligence can imagine the ad-

vantages which

family living
miles from a
town or city obtains from the use
of a motor car.
Thirty miles
means an hour's spin for a modern car it means a day's hard
work for a team of horses.
It
is, however, in the wonderful increase of the value of the farm
lands along improved roads that
the great advantage of the motor
car to 'the farmer is found.
fifteen

a

or thirty

;

were perfected
H. Emerson, after 38 years

experience

not

through the

Separation

31

series

being

in

of

long

terraces.

kernels,

The
can-

More farms have been abandoned by active men and women
because

of

loneliness

than

is

generally believed
the lack of
social intercourse has proved a
stronger factor in many cases
than the sterility of the ground.
;

The Features

that

Farmers Want

Productive farms have been left
to neglect because the roads were
so poor that travel was impossible.

This famous J. I. Case Tractor Plow is a big seller, first
because it embodies the mechanical features that farmers
Second because these features are powerfully
want.
capitalized in National Advertising which sells the farmer.

GASOLINE
ENGINES
U, 2i 4^ and

6 H.P.

Extreme light draft is one feature. The "drag" of furrow
bottom and landside pressure is eliminated in this plow. It
rides on its three wheels like a wheeled vehicle instead of
dragging like a stone boat.

—

It has a simple, sturdy, power lift is easily handled from
tractor seat enters and leaves the ground instantly, point
first, like a walking plow.
;

;

permits turning more acres per day and plowing deeper
less fuel, labor and repair expense.
It makes the
tractor a better investment.
It

Powerful, reliable, serviceable. On skids, strong iron subbase or trucks; make-and-break ignition;
oanery or
magneto. At an additional cost our 2^, iYz and 6 h.p.
engines can be supplied in the throttling governor type
for burning kerosene as well as gasoline.
You can't sell
a better engine.

—with

If you are not yet a member of the great
Family, your correspondence is invited.

J. I.

Case Dealer

"LITTLE JUMBO'' FEED MILLS
Greater range of capacity than any other mill.
Low
pcwer consumption. Fine adjustment. Grinds from 10 to
30 bushels per hour; S-inch burrs; weight, 90 lbs.
From
Steel and iron construc154 to 4 h.p. will operate them.
tion throughout.
Get a stock and watch them sell.

Handle the "Jumbo" Line
iw.nuf.etur.d

this

Nglson Brothcrs
SAGINAW. MICH.,

Winter

Company

U.S.A.

Western Canadian Jobbers

Tudhope-Anderson
WINNIPEG

REGINA

I.

CASE

PLOW WORKS
241 West Water
Racine, Wise,

Co., Ltd.

SASKATOON

J.

CALGARY

St.

U.S.A.
U.S.A.'

—
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Early Orders Essential— Tell

In the vast majority of cases the
farmers are not yet aware of the
supreme importance of deciding
now their implement needs for the
In any territory the dealdo a great deal towards
improving the supply situation by
future.

er can

advising his customers concerning early orders for machines and
implements. The following paragraphs could profitably be used
by the Editor of your local paper,
and by this means the community would get some conception
of. the true condition of affairs in
the supply of both new machines
and repair parts. Cut them out
and enlist the aid of the local pub-

who, we are sure, will realthe importance of the mess-

lisher,

ize

machinery, or other farm
Avorking condimachiner}^ in
tion take our advice and order
them now. If you wait until you
need these things before ordering,
the chances are ten to one you will
not be able to get them.
"In the past it has been the
custom Avith many persons to
wait until the week before repairs were to be used before orUnder normal
dering them.
peace conditions, this worked out

ing

Your Customers

age:
"If you have not already ordered repairs which you will need to
put your tillage machinery, seed-

pretty well, though often a man
would have to wait two or three
days or a week to get his repairs.

This year

we

are at war.

you go over your machinery
carefully and order immediately
all of the parts which you know
you will need in order to put your
machines in good working order,
you will have the repairs by the
time you need them, and will not
be inconvenienced by inability of
your implement dealer to get repairs for you at the last minute.
"If

November, 1918

"Orders for repair parts and

new machines should be

placed as

soon as possible. This will acquaint manufacturers and their
agents with the demand in different sections and enable them to

make

the best possible distribution.
At the same time it will
eliminate
expensive delays in
transportation at the busy season.

"You no doubt have read about
the steel situation.
You know
that, in the face of a limited supply, there is an enormous demand
for steel to make munitions of
war.
You realize that the implement industry must handle its
steel supply with the greatest intelligence and care.
"The country considers your

needs of greatest importance. It
recognizes the fact that, in no
small measure, the success or failure of this war rests with the
farmer.
It recognizes the vital
importance of implements to you.
It wants you to have the most

—

improved farm implements all
of them that you reasonably need

FOX AUTOMATIC PICKLER
Same

construction

and heavy high-grade material

as in the past.

Built to last a lifetime.

CONSTRUCTION:

26 gauge galvanized
iron with steel frame.
CAPACITY: 125 Bushels per hoiu-.

and turns the grain over four
times.
This pickler is not in the experimental
stage, but has been on the market four
years. Built for service and satisfacAgents wanted at all points in the
tion.
three Provinces. Place your orders now
and be protected against a rise in prices
next spring.
in the

W.

J. Bell,

"The prompt
cide

Regina

::

Moose Jaw, Sask.

Almost anything that will burn makes good fuel
Suitable for wood, steel or
heater.
for the
concrete tanks of any size.

MAX

—

Self-Dumping Grate Smoke
spark arrester Cleanest to handle
Heats water very quickly Draught easily regulated Built to last a lifetime.

—

A SAMPLE

—
—

constant
matches.

ON YOUR FLOOR WILL HELP YOUR SALES

lighting

WRITE TO-DAY FOR PRICES AND FULL PARTICULARS

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing

Co., Limited

Maker* of Max Stock Trough*, Waggon Tanks, Oil

P.O. Box 3006

F.I.
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to

make

Farm Home

The day of the oil lamp in the
Every
farm home is passing.
lamp requires i'ts cleaning and
filling, the chimney Avashed and
Care must be
the wick cleaned.
taken of fire in the home and
barns for the lamp and lantern
are great fire raisers, with their

Tank Heaters

of the best quality, heavy sheet steel,
joints, making a solid one-piece body.
Exceptionally large submerged radiation surface.

—

cars

and Buildings

made

has

of

Electricity in the

with welded

Heavy Cast Top

number

and
used regardless of the Aveather.
Rain and wind does not put out
an electric light.
There is no

smoke to soil curtains and draperies.
There are no matches for
children to play with or rats to
gnaw.
Safety and convenience
are supreme.
Electric lights in the barn with

switches so that lights
can be turned on or off as desired'
suitable

and where wanted

will eliminate
the carrying of a lantern into the
hay mow, into the cow barn or
any other place where there is
danger of fire. At the same time,
better light for the work in hand
is provided.
The danger of personal accident is lessened and
with better light the Avork will
be done quicker and easier.
Thus several results will be ac-

complished
lights

by

liaAnng

installed

the

in

electric

barn

or

any place where work must be
done after dark or before day.
There is less danger of fire, there
is a saving in time, and in effort
to do the work, the danger of personal accident

is

lessened mate-

rially.

Lights can be placed in the
yard and controlled from the
house or barn so that the farmer
can Avalk from one place to
another after dark Avithout inconvenience or danger.
At the
same time he Avill not be carrying'

a lantern.

This

is

only one application of

electricity

to

farm Avork.
first

and

farm

living

It

usually the

is

step in electrification of any
Electricity is

industry or home.
first

thought of as providing light

where Avanted, and as much

as

does all of those
things safely, economically and
reliably.
There are countless
arguments for the dealer to advvaiice in connection with the sale
Avanted.

It

of electric lighting plants for the

farm home.

requirements."

HEATERS

pipe

now what implements you

machines that have
been ordered with any degree of
You can help out
promptness.
by early orders for your machine

TANK
are

to

de-

deliveries of

Months Profitable

MAX

to

need next year. See your
dealer and place your order as
soon as possible. The transportation facilities of our country are
loaded to the limit. Manufactvirers of farm machinery at the present time are unable to get sufficient

the Winter

line that sells readily.

way

is

will

CANADIAN SPECIALTY CO.

A

effective

help out the situation

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD ONLY BY

Make

portion

a

be costly.

Pickler as has been sold

past by

small

might be supplied the farm machine industry, or too much might
be allocated. Either result would

:

same

Too

chinery.

EFFICIENCY Thoroughly sprinkles

Exactly the

more food.
"But the country requires steel
and iron, and the authorities cannot afford to risk any haphazard
method in deciding how much
steel will be needed for farm mafor the production of

hung out

Electric lights can be

of doors Avith perfect safety

Barrels, etc.

Winnipeg, Man.

demand for the use of
electric
With
an
plant when the house and

barns are Avired and the Aviring
connected to the switchboard the
turn of a switch or the pressing
of a button floods the place with
One room or a dozen can
light.
be illuminated at once, one lamp
or

many

lighted.

Valuable Steel Allowed to Rust

An official of the War Board
recently stated that about 50,000
tons of light rails, spikes, angle
iron, engine parts and car axles
have 1) e e n lying for several
months on the docks and in
This
freight cars at Vancouver.
valuable material, for Avhich industries in Canada are calling in
was consigned to Russia
has for months awaited
Russia seems so
transhipment.
busy Avith internal strife that she
has forgotten all about such

A'ain,

and

minor

details as millions of dol-

lars AA'orth of steel

and

iron.

Engines that sell are usually
good, but engines that stay sold
are better.

0

The Bridge
British
The Victory Loan

is

a bridge

over which the farmers of Canada drive their hogs, their cattle,
their grain and all their surplus

crops to the profitable British
market.

money raised by the Victory
Loan enables Canada to give credit
to Great Britain. And only by means
of that credit can Great Britain buy
For, the

the products of Canada's farms.
Therefore,

when you come forward

and loyally
lend your money that Canada may
at your country's call

continue her vigorous prosecution of
the war, you are also benefitting

Buy

to the

Market
and
community.
yourself

the

whole

farming

It is the duty of every earnest
Canadian not only to invest heavily
in Victory Bonds 1918, but to work

among

his neighbors to

make

the

loan a success.

Before the subscription lists close,
every man should realize the sterling
character of the investment; the

good interest return of 5|%; the
undoubted security offered in the
Bonds of this wealthy nation; and
the vital importance to all classes of
people, particularly to the farmers,
of the Victory

Loan

1918.

Vicioiy Bonds
Issued

by Canada's Victory Loan Commitree

in co-operation

with the Minister of Finance of the Dominion of Canada

90
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"THE COW PUNCHER"
It begins in

Superior Construction

4-PLOW
CAPACITY

No Cast

tractor

this

the flare of the Very lights, in CourceIctte, on the Somme, where so many
of Canada's lads answered the last roll
call.

Canada by

Musson Book Company,

tlie

of Toronto.

A

plain

ways,

All Steel Design.

straight-forward tale in some
days when writers strive

in tliese

much

after dramatic situation and
crafty climax, but a tale that grips the
Western Canadian reader who knows the
West as it was and is who has, in his
or her life, met in the flesh just such
characters as Mr. Stead breathes life
into by the witchery of his pen. Just
so

Note the wonderful rigidity of
frame in the "LITTLE GIANT".

Remember that

in the quiet

"Tlie Cow Puncher" is the title of the
latest book from the pen of Robert J. C.
Stead, of Calgary, which is published in

16-22 H.P.

Iron.

—

on the ranch country, in this
west of ours, and it ends by
a shattered wall, in a night slashed by

TRACTORS
3 to

footliilis

humor

bluffs out
last great

"LITTLE GIANT"

Sells

the

—

—

November, 1918

is

mounted on THREE-POINT
SPRING SUSPENSION.

of "The C!ow Puncher" its fine
jihilosophy are truly Canadian; it is a
valuable contribution to Canada's literature.

When we

read

a

book

of

Robert

there comes back to us that
caption of Kipling's which runs "Stories
of Mine Own People." Mr. Stead's latest
book carries in it the spirit of the west;
it depicts faithfully the booming of a
town and many of us, perchance sadly,
look back on the "boom" business witli
chastened spirits. But the descriptions
Stead's,

—

men and women, types and characters,
are what we have seen and know. The
reader will feel an intimacy as he reads
it is purely western.
Canadian literature already owes much
to Robert J. C. Stead, and it is safe to
say that, as his artistry in word painting and narrative increases in future
works, he. and he only, will be the
novelist of the Canadian West, aye of
more tlian the west, for literature, like
the prairies of whicli he loves to write,
has far-flung boundaries. Every man
who enjoys a good, gripping story should
of

.

.

.

.

"The Cow Puncher." Its vivid
word vignettes of the country, its telling
of how a man made good, and its thrilling culmination in war time, when the
read

spirit of

sacrifice

swept Canada;

in

its

pages Mr. Stead has given us a story
which shoud live in the literature of the
Dominion. A.A.T.

—

Implements Harnessed the
Wilderness

The

plow on
remarkable.
It is
said that man and the plow have
been developed side by side. And
it is a question whether the plow
has not had more to do with man's
development than any other agent
with which he has been associated.
The story of agriculture is intimately associated with the development of farm implements.
And the manner in which improved implements have increased
production, afforded more time
influence of the

production

Dealers:

Read These

Specifications, then

write us for All the Facts
POWER—

ROBERT

drawbar, 16. Conservative under-rating.
Belt, 22
PULL IN POUNDS Low, 5000 lbs. Intermediate, 2% m.p.h., 3200 lbs.; 3 m.p.h.,
High, 1750 lbs. Reverse, 5000 lbs. These are very conservative figures.
2500.
SPEEDS Low, lYz m.p.h. Intermediate, either 2% or 3 m.p.h. High, 6 m.p.h.
Four cyl. vertical, L-head, cast in pairs, 4^x5 inch.
UNIT Complete. Consisting of belt pulley, magneto, governor, gear housing, motor, flywheel, clutch housing, transmission gear housing, differential gear
housing, and full floating rear drive axles. ALL DIRT
DUST-PROOF.
BEARINGS 29 sets anti-friction Hyatt, roller and ball bearings. Plain bearings where
95 per cent Tin.
More anti-friction
used are of high grade, brass-backed babbitt.
bearings than in any other tractor.
FUEL Kerosene. SUPERHEATED STEAM used for fuel mixture instead of cold water,
giving maximum power on minimum fuel consumption under all weather conditions.
Saves 10 per cent to 25 per cent in operating costs over any other tractor. Also
uses gasoline and distillate.
CARBURETOR Kingston, gravity feed from fuel tank.
IGNITION K-W high tension magneto, with impulse starter.
OILING SYSTEM Motor, combination force feed and splash. Transmission grease
;

—
MOTOR—

—

—

POWER

AND

—

—

—

—

—

for other parts.

COOLING SYSTEM — Centrifugal pump

and

cellular

type radiator;

11,700

sq.

inches

cooling surface.

DRAWBAR— Equipped
damage

SION.

with

to tractor or

FRAME— High

LARGE COIL SPRING SHOCK ABSORBER,

implement from

preventing

jerks.

grade channel steel, hot riveted.
THREE-POINT SPRING
Gears and shafts, high tensile alloy steel.
Drive, 54x14; front, 30x5.
Extension rims if required.
5200 lbs.

SUSPEN-

WHEELS—
WEIGHT—

—

STANDARDIZED PARTS.
to 1-lOOOth of an inch or less.

mixed.
position.
This
parts

Upon rerassembly
is

Drives a 26-inch
its

motor power

to

machine finished, correct
dozen complete machines can be torn apart and the

All "Little Giant" parts are

A

into

12

perfect standardization.

PERFECTLY.

Interested? Write for

new

tractors

every part will

fit

perfectly in

EVERY "LITTLE GIANT" REPAIR FITS

Money-Making Contract

MANUFACTURED BY
"LITTLE GIANT" COMPANY, MANKATO, MINN.,
(For 42 Years Makers of "Little Giant" Power

U.S.A.

Hammers)

Western Canadian Distributors:

N. J.

DINNEN &

CO., LTD.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

J. C.

STEAD.

"The Cow Puncher"

of

story of a lad, David Eklen, who
in the ranch country
who
knew little except iiow to ride and shoot
straight. As the lad said:
"I haven't
ever been to school, or learned Jots of
things I. should 'a' learned, but I ain't
I know it's like
a fool, neither
all the prairies an' all the oceans were
between us, but I know, too, that people
cross prairies an' oceans, an' I'm wantin'
the

life

—

was born

—

.

.

.

to cross."

And

the story

tells

how Dave

—to that last night of

all,

did cross

on the Somme.

Leaving the ranch he worked his way
up. Shovelling coal, working in a warehouse, reporting on a newspaper; then
the volcanic boom of the big town, and
Dave heads into real estate, and with the
startling rapidity of boom days in the
west many of us liave seen them finds
liimself a millionaire, and a leading man

—

—

the city.
Far-fetched? Not if yoti know the
West. Just as probable as that the end
of such a life of persistent effort should
be among the Somme mud, at CourceTlie man who knows our Western
lette.
life, will find enjoyment, interest and
absorption in Mr. Stead's latest novel,
which is his third prose contribution to
Canadian literature. We enjoyed the
"Bail Jumper," and welcomed his second
novel, "The Homesteaders," but in his
latest book Mr. Stead has touched a perfection in literary effort which is not
found in either of his two previous
in

Handle the Tractor of Proven Value
Pulls any load to which 8 to 10 good horses would be hitched.
separator fully equipped. The "Little Giant" delivers 76 per cent of
the drawbar other tractors deliver only 40 to 50 per cent.

Author

Tiovels.

In "The Cow Puncher" Mr. Stead has
shown that we in Canada are at last
making our own literature, to speak in
a commercial sense. Too long we have
depended upon authors in other countries
for stories which are meant to depict

—

western C!anada but only in Mr. Stead's
books do we find the real prairie country, its men and women, and the sides of
life that we of the west feel are intimate
The
reflections of our own experience.

is

for education and recreation, will
never fully be known, nor can it
be duly appreciated.
-

In the settling of the

West we

the railroads as the greater pioneers, the
In the
blazers of a new trial.
great task of harnessing the wilderness to the use of men there is an
opportunity for some gifted writer
instinctively tvirned

to

to delineate in terms of romance
the distinguished part the manufacturers of agricultural implements have had in this great proWithout modern implecess.
ments, modern agriculture is im-

possible.

A Heavy

A new

Yield Barley

barley that will produce?
its records for the
to 309
past three years, from 79
bushels to the acre, is the product
of the Experimental Station at
Lethbridge, Alta. The first seed
was brought to the province by
Don. R. Bark, chief of the irrigation investigation division of the
C.P.R. In 1916 this barley yielded 109 bushels to the acre, in 1917,
when there was a lighter yield
generally and conditions were different, it yielded 79^4 bushels.

according to

6

!
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Over Four Thousand I. H.C.

Men

in Service

The Harvester Company, Chicago, was the host at a war film
party held rdcently. The guests
were employes, chiefly those en-

gayed

war munitions work, and

in

—

;

In all 2,500 of
families.
these iback-of-the-line fighters and

when he stated
now 4,030 I. H.

Answer"

as

The company had taken Orchestra Hall for the evening and,
through the courtesy of Captain
W. A. Moffett, had secured as an
extra attraction 50 pieces from
the Great Lakes Naval Training

the war.

Lauson Making Distributing

the

John Lauson Mfg.

plant
Co.,

New

manufacturers of the
kerosene tractors, indi-

stein. Wis.,

Lauson
cates

;

;

;

;

work was to
the winning of the war not only
their work in making munitions,
vital their

and repairs

but it is expected that
they can be employed in piling

will

lumber in the yards, as this
open-air work should not prove
too arduous.

One

employed young women,
in number, to perform
work for which men would have
been hired had they been available.
The women are engaged
in drilling plates, bending me'tal

Ill

one.

for the

iiiiiiiiiii

3,

and

10

mower

taken to

well."
It is stated
cases the women are
being paid the same wages as
would be paid to men doing simi-

that in

blades

lar

it

all

work.

iiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^^^^^^

—

m,

The girls are physically fit
work and seem to have

lately

about 100

sheets, sharpening

com-

is

ployment of women for work formerly done by men "must still
be regarded as an experiment
though apparently a successful

The Massey-Harris Company,
Toronto, have, for the first time,

;

iiiiiiiiiii

I

of the officials of the

reported by the Labor
Gazette as saying that the em-

Hol-

mill

how

tractors

Massey-Harris Co. Employing
Women in Machine Shops

the

of

pose of the party was to let the
Harvester people learn from the
government's second official war
film

;

;

pany

George A. (Ranney that the pur-

was briefly explained at the
by Secretary and Treasurer

It

outset

111.

Connections

that the company are at
present forming very large distributing connections for their product all over the United States. In
El Paso, Texas Pittsburg, Pa.
Columbia, S.C. Atlanta, Ga. Des
Moines, la. St. Louis, Mo. De-

Station band.

severe;

be carried. The large demand for
the Lauson, in both U.S. and
Canadian territory testifies to the
popularity of this "full jewelled"
kerosene tractor.

News from

screen.

Lauson

doing and wants its men
to help it to do toward winning

many

is

"America's
read
presented on the

folks

butors have been appointed. At
every point a complete stock of

and collecting goods for shipment.
They are not employed (in the
blacksmith shops, where the heat
is extreme and the physical strain

catur,

their
their

Charleton, W. Va. and
other points Lauson distri-

that that there are
C. men in military
service. Later on. General Attorney Philip S. Post told in greater
detail what the Harvester Com-

pany
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WHERE EFFICIENCY COUNTS
THE FARMER DEMANDS

H.P.

but in fashioning the farming implements that so essentially help
to feed our soldiers and the soldiers and peoples of our Allies.
There was a roar of applause

Fairbanks-Morse
Type "Z"

Farm Engines

ATTENTION

An Engine

YOU KNOW IT'S A FACT

with every Factor that Builds Business

Excellence

Wind

is

the cheapest power available

The

for pumping.
of

gives

a

Wooden Wheel

and

Steel

MANITOBA

complete

Prices just out.

assortment.

Line
Mills

New

Get the Agency.

a Type "Z" Engine to suit the needs of every
The dealer who handles the Type "Z" will make
big profits in the months ahead. The 3 h.p. and larger sizes
use kerosene and other cheap fuels as well as gasoline. Not

There

a gasoline engine with kerosene attachment, but a specially
designed oil engine. Give maximum power at all loads, and
of enduTing construction

Power

—

Price and

—Mechanical

Good

Profits

Show customers what

it will do.
You will not only sell lots
of engines .but will increase the sale of the other machines.

Type "Z" Engines are

and extreme simplicity.

of

magneto; throttling governor; pump fuel feed.
Low fuel
consumption. Will operate the farmer's water system, feed
grinder, saw, fanning mill, cream separator, washer, lighting
plant, pump, etc. Rig up a line shaft in yoiu: store. Use a
Type "Z" and hook on every machine suited to its power.

is

customer.

start easily in the coldest weather.

— Range

Get our liberal sales proposition at once.

Built-in

FOR SATISFACTORY WINTER SALES

Fairbanks-Morse Type ^T"

Low-Down Plate Grinders
10-ft.

en

Vaneless Direct Stroke

Wheel

Mill,

with

SJ^-ft.

WoodGirted

Galvanized Steel Towers.

IN

FOUR SIZES:

CAPACITIES from

6, 7, 8

and

10 to 50 bus.

10

Inches

per hour

Here's a seasonable line to sell with our engines.
The Type "F"
Grinders have more selling points than any other grinder on the market.
Strongly built, rigid design. Have no equals for capacity, excellence of
work and low power requirements. Enclosed, flat reversible plates are
interchangeable, self-aligning and accurately ground. Ball thrust bearing decreases friction and prevents heating. Direct drive means light
draft.
Extra set of plates with every machine. Baggers can be furnished for all sizes. Get full particulars of this big selling line.

5-ft.,

8-ft.

and

10-ft.

Steel

Back

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
The Famous WALLIS 15-25 H.P. Tractor

Geared Mills with Galvanized Steel
SYz-ft. Girted

Towers.

Manitoba Engines Ltd.
Phone 2943

BRANDON, MAN.

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS - MORSE
SASKATOON

WINNIPEG

LIMITED
CALGARY

CO.,

—

:

;

,
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-LISTERGOODS GET YOU
THE BUSINESS
OUR LINE INCLUDES
and
and "Canuck" Gasoline
Lighting
Electric
Engines,
Kerosene
Crushers,
and
Grain
Grinders
Milking MachCombination Threshers,
ines, Cream Separators, Churns, Ensilage
"Lister"

Plants

—

Silos,
Cutters,
Jacks, Pumps,

Sawing Outfits,
Power Pumping

Pump
Outfits,

etc.

"Canuck" Gasoline -Kerosene
Engines For Big Sales

Uniformity of Legislation a
G. E.

White

9

Made in Sizes: l?^, 3, 4, 6 and 10 H.P.
Reliable and economical farm power for
your customers. Simple, easily operated
Very low
light in weight, finely balanced.
Compact design. Jump
fuel consumption.
spark ignition enclosed crank case and
Five year guarhigh grade carburetor.

—

given

will

which

this article

A

travelling salesman,

if

ritory lies in both provinces

—and

often impossible to get

away

inces.

berta.

In a recent issue of "Industrial

Canada," G. E. White, chairman
Brandon section of the CaManufacturers' Associnadian
ation, deals very ably with this
He points out that insubject.
stead of there being three separate boiler laws for the three provinces mentioned, one law could be
adopted ^embodying the "oest fea-

Method

Even should

Vendor's

liens.

many

it

his territory

is

season in his district, to transfer
a traveller to a ground where better crops prevail, which quite likely would ibe in another province.
And it is often the case that a traveller who is a good mechanical
expert and this sort of a man is
of great advantage to his custom-

name on goods

Prohibited

of registration.

simplifying the

be much greater, and where half
a dozen Acts come into play in
any business, it is almost impossible for any firm to keep informed
ALBERTA

SASKATCHEWAN
vendors
have an office in Saskatchewan where
full information regarding account can
be had. If no office in Saskatchewan
registration of order form or lien notes.

Registration of lien note or order form
whether with or without an office.
Otherwise the same as Saskatchewan.

To protect goods against third parties
within 30 days of delivery of goods, if
delivered within a registration district
other than the one in which documents
were registered, or buyer resides, must
be registered within 30 days in that district.
If goods removed to another

Same

as Saskatchewan.

Same

as Saskatchewan.

Verified receipt can be registered.

Same

as Saskatchewan.

Vendor upon taking possession, must
retain goods for 20 days. Redeemable
upon payment of amount due. Must

Same

as Saskatchewan.

Vendor's

at time of sale.

the point
written to

The likelihood of conflicting
provisions in the more complicated legislation would of course

—

All "Canuck" engines are shipped
antee.
on skids. Ask for catalog.

Time

If the effect of

the policy of
firms, in the case of a poor

not overlap,

is

"Act Respecting Lien Notes and
Conditional Sales of Goods" into
one form applicable throughout
the three prairie provinces would
be to enable those interested to
familiarize themselves with its
provisions and remem'ber them so
that they could efifectually continue their work without reading
the Acts over and over, there
would be an immense saving of
time and money.

from the arrangimg of traveller's
districts
without overlapping
must 'be versed in the Farm Implements Acts of both provinces,
and must carry two order forms
for Saskatchewan and one for Al-

MANITOBA

Item
of attaching

it is

illustrate

bring out.

his ter-

dealer
is aware in the throe prairie provinces conditions are, to all intents
and purposes, the same. Nearly
all acts that deal efificiently with
conditions in either Manitoba,
Saskatchewan or Al'berta, would
be appropriate for all three prov-

As every farm machinery

of the

«

hand, necessitates special orders

— form

"A" for ne^Y goods and
form "C" for second-hand goods.

Necessity

By

November, 1918

name on goods

if

district after first delivery, registration

must be made within 60 days.
Filed within 30 days "Next preceding
the expiration of 2 years from the date
of registration" showing the amount
still owing with principal and interest.
Afterwards renewed each year in the

Renewals.

No

Penalty.

Every manufacturer, must, on application, show full information regarding
balance due. Fined on conviction of
neglect or refusal to do so.

provision.

same manner.

Lister Storage Battery
Electric Lighting Plants
Very simple design;

battery,

generator

and switchboard assembled on one base.
No complicated mechanism. Any one can
run them. Made in three sizes. Your customer can use his own engine. Ask for full
particulars and agency offer.

Release of

from

Receipt

lien.

of vendor, subject to puras
against vendor
right
must
resisted
seizure
If

At option

Foreclosure.

chaser's
trustee.
replevy.

which the condition of sales, guarantee on goods
and the lien law are different, one
Act embodying the best points ef
all three Acts would be of immense value to the farm machthis territory, in

branches. In
Mr. White says

inery trade in
his article,

REPRESENT THE LISTER LINE

LISTER

&

CO.,
(CANADA) LIMITED
WINNIPEG

R. A.

Toronto

Montreal

all its

The economical and industrial
progress of the West shows that
there have been no such serious
complications as to interfere with
the welfare of the country, but a
study of the different legal measures, such as the "Farm Implements Act," the "Boilers Act," and
many others, tends to prove that
there are conflicting provisions
which, if rectified, would simplify
^id straighten away many

diffi-

culties that are constantly arising
at the present time.

To

illustrate

conditions

— the

ments Act

these

conflicting

Farm

be done through

Sheriff.

Variations in Acts Respecting Sale of Goods in the Western Provinces

Some

tures in the three existing laws.
Similarly, instead of there being
three Farm Machinery Acts for

Fine
large capacity; easy running.
adjustment. Strong reversible plates. Guaranteed to grind more feed on the same
power than any grinder of the same size
made. Sold with or without base.

automatically

false statement.

releases lien.

LISTER GRINDERS

Very

seller

Fined for

Imple-

of Al'berta allows ven-

dors to sell under their own order
form. The Farm Implements Act
of Saskatchewan, on the other

them out at a diffinot much of a student, and it is impossrhle for him
to grasp the full meaning of the
laws in the different provinces,
occasioning some misunderstandings and misrepresentations (all
done without intention) that often
ers in helping

cult time

—

is.

after-complications,

in

result

sufficiently well to be able to act
without the necessary loss of time
in studying the respective Acts

communicating

for themselves, or

with their

solicitor,

them

involved.

of

To

is

svim up,

conflict,

of

many

and

each time one

a great

if

it

is

many Acts

the contention

corporations and associ-

—

of

ations that they do evidence of
which is set forth by the steps
that have been taken to make
them uniform and if conditions

"The

would be bettered by the uniform-

Ordinance Respecting Hire Reand Conditional Sales of
Goods," in Alberta; "An Act Respecting Lien Notes and Conditional Sales of Goods," in Saskatchewan and "The Act Respecting
Lien Notes," in Manitoba, the

ity of all Acts that conflict, to the
detriment of progress, now is the
time to devise some programme
whereby this may be brought

sometimes of a Serious nature, between the customer and the vendor.

Taking

as an

the simpler Acts,

example one
that

of

ceipts

;

chart

shown

is

set out to illustrate

their differences.

There would be a great many
more divergencies in the farm
machinery and other Acts (if
Manitoba puts the prospectfarm machinery legislation
through this session, it will make
three different Acts), but the
simple comparison in the table

ive

—

about.

The

Retail Merchants' AssociMen's Associ-

ations, the Credit

and many other western
bodies and corporations are in
ation,

sympathy with

a

movement

of

Should the Provincial
Grain Growers' Association and
the Canadian Manufacturers' Association take hold of the matter
in conjunction with them, there is

this kind.

a likelihood that uniformity of the
laws would follow quickly.
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Every Horse Pulls His Share
When Working ii\

Front of

A

Fivc-Horsc Hitch

hand plows.
Works five horses abreast, one in furrow and
Evener works freely and
four on the land.
Has no side draft and
equally on all horses.
Easily attached to right or

each horse plenty of room. Can be
used on any plow having a cross clevis hitch
or on a disc plow with a flat draft bar.
gives

EVENERS AND HITCHES

left

made from choice selected wood by careful
competent workmen using the most modern
are

machinery. For this reason they work better
and last longer than others where quality is not
^ij&sfe products carry a
a first consideration,
money-back guarantee for satisfaction insist
If your dealer
on getting the tn)pt!^ brand.
cannot supply you— write direct.

—

be receiving inquiries for these /ifete lines. If your jobber is
unable to supply you— write us direct for illustrated folders and prices.

You

will

WEST-WOODS LIMITED

Winnipeg

Canadian Farm Implements
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The Reduction

in

Raw

Inasmuch as a large proportion
farm machinery and equipment factories in

Material Supply to U.S. Implement Industry
able interest to the Canadian im-

of the product of the

plement trade.

the United States is sold in Canada, the recent order of the U.S.
War Industries Board reducing
the allotment of iron and steel to
the farm equipment manufacturers across the line, is of consider-

The o£hcial notice by the War
Industries Board in the United
States asks that implement dealers in that country so order and
distribute farm operating equipment and repairs for farm machinery that the reduction in raw

materials to the machinery producers will not jeopardize crop
production.
scrutiny of the announcement by the War Industries
Board in the United States
makes it evident that the dealers'
part in the programme is to conduct their business, especially

A

with regard to ordering and distribution of both machines and

DEALER

Mr.

Cater Can Sell
Wood

or Iron

repairs, that the reduction in supply of material will not seriously
affect the operations of the farm-

You

ers.

The

Pumps cheaper

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER

lows

:

Yours

?m p &

Windmill

Works

BRANDON

Notice

leading portions of the announcement to the entire industry
in the United States is as fol-

than any one in tRe West.

Brandon

Official

The

MAN.

is

clearly

not only an

essential but an indirect war industry, and will be dealt with as
such.
The nation must produce

a

maximum

and feeds,

of foods

November, 1918
but through rigid economies and
increased efficiency of the farmers, the dealers and the manufacthis production must be
accomplished with a reduced consumption of materials and labor

turers,

required to meet the war programme. Speaking generally, the
use of modern farm implements
conserves labor, but it must be
constantly borne in mind that the
time element is more controlling
now in connection with any conservation programme than ever
before. The results must be practi-

immediate in order to contribute to the industrial drive needed
to
sustain the military drive
on the battlefields of Europe. The
use of a machine, in the manucally

facture of which large quantities
of material and labor are con-

sumed, may be economically
sound, and in normal times its
manufacture and use should be
stimulated, but if its production
at this crisis requires

—

—

"BEAVER" WASHERS
LIGHTEN LABOR FOR THE LADIES
In selling your customers machiniery to save effort around the

farm, don't forget that in your town and territory there are

"Beaver" hand and power washers.
The most perfectly designed machines sold. Noiseless in operation;
very easily driven. The four- winged
fine machine cut gears;
hundreds of

la,dy prospects for

wooden slusher gives maximum motion
fectly and does not damage the finest

to clothes, cleanses per-

Tub

fabrics.

is

made

choice seasoned Louisiana red cypress, beautifully finished.

sample on your

floor.

Every "Beaver"

sold nets

you a good

of

Get a
profit.

The Line that has no "Slack Season"
SEND FOR
OUR LATEST
CATALOGUE

servation of labor and materials.
Restriction Periods

Reference herein will be made
to periods of 12 months each;
that from October 1, 1917, to

September
nated

from October

seven styles

You

"second period." A careful survey of your industry in connection with the urgent war requirements has led to the decision that
in the public interest your iron
and steel receipts for the second

HARDWOOD

and

POLE SAWS
Have

solid steel shafts

and high grade babbittbearings.
Heavy,
ed
solid balanced flywheel.

5x6

Three
Rigidly

pulleys.

braced

hard-

wood frame. Complete
saw mandrels supplied
separately

if

demands

SEASONABLEiiWATSON LINES
Farm and Bush

Roller Crushers;
Feed Cutters; Feed Grinders; Root Pulpers;
Wood and Pole Saws; Horse Powers; Pump
Jacks; "Viking" Cream Separators.
Sleighs;

desired.

WE CARRY

REPAIRS

SHARES FOR
ALL MOLINE and

and

JANESVILLE

IMPLEMENTS
311

approximated

The necessity of reducing the
allotments of iron and steel to
your industry places upon you
and the Farm Implements Committee the responsibility of so
applying the curtailment that
your more essential products
shall be produced in sufficient
quantities to meet all legitimate

%

FRAME WOOD

it

your "first period" receipts will
be immediately felt on the war
programme.

"of

SELL WATSON'S

when

2,000,000 tons of iron and steel.
The effect of a release during the
"second period" of 25 per cent of

'can help

%

1918, to Septem-

period should be 75 per cent of
receipts during the first

Feed Cutters, for hand, horse or engine
your customers conserve feed by handling this line. Every farmer with over 5 head of stock wants
an Excelsior Junior. Blower connection fits common 6-inch
stove pipe. Only 4 to 6 H.P. required, by engine, windmill or
sweep horse-power. Carries feed to any part of the barn or
elevates it any height up to 20-feet. Cuts and elevates
to
ton of feed per hour. Cuts three lengths,
to l^/^-inch;
9-inch throat.
Two concave, specially tempered tool steel
knives. One lever starts, stops and reverses. Get our prices.
sell

1,

ber 30, 1919, will be designated

period,

We

be desigwhile that

30, 1918, will

"first period,"

your

EXCELSIOR JUNIOR" BLOWER
FEED CUTTERS Meet the Demand
power.

more labor

than will be saved in one season's
use, it should generally speaking be substituted by other machines or implements in order to
accomplish the immediate con-

CHAMBERS STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

less

for them,

and that your

essential products

produced

shall

be

greatly diminished
quantities, or not at all.
in

The plans for curtailment must,
among other things, take account
of the varying situation of those

manufacturers who have been in
production for considerable periods as contrasted with those
whose production period has been
relatively so short that they are
still virtually in the experimental.

—

:

;

;
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stage. To apply to both of such
groups an arbitrary percentage
tonnage allotment plan would be

inequitable.

The Tractor Industry
The farm tractor situation

presents one of the rnore striking
illustrations of the necessity for

although it
probable that producers of other
products may also require similar treatment.
For your guidance you are advised that the Priorities Division
has decided
(a) That the tractor makers
who have produced less than 10
tractors during the first period
are in the primary experimental
stage, and that they are not to
produce over 10 tractors during
the second period.
(b) That the tractor makers
flexibility in the plan,

is

who have produced and had

in

operation 10 or more, and
less than 50 tractors during the
first period are in the secondary
development stage, a.nd that they
are not to produce over 50 tractors during the second period.
(c) That makers of products
other than farm tractors whose
development stages shall be comparable to those of the tractor
makers described in the preceding paragraphs are to produce according to the same rules.
(d) That the tractor makers
field

of October, 1918;

(3) to

comply

with the regulations of the Conservation Division of the War
Industries Board as to economies
and substitutions; (4) to produce
only the more essential farmoperating equipment and parts
therefor and to distribute its products only for essential uses and
through such distributors only as
will co-operate with the undei"signed in carrying out the letter
and spirit of this pledge."

Each manufacturer will also
Farm Implements
Committee data as to prior years'
receipts of iron and steel, stocks
furnish to the

on hand, and such other informa-

39

may be required by committee or this division from time

tion as

to time.

One

Fifty Dollar Victory

smallpox; or vaccine to inoculate
666 men against typhoid or bandage 160 wounds.

Bond

Big Buyers of Bonds

Will:

Pay Canada's war
seconds

;

bill

for 4 1-3

or a soldier for 40 days

buy 1,400 rifle cartridges; or 100
hand grenades
or 50 37 mm.
shell or 37 first aid packets and
cases or mess kits for a platoon
or knives, forks, and spoons for a
company. It will feed a soldier
for 3^2 months
or provide life

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Company, through its Montreal
headquarters, has announced that
it

will take $1,000,000 in Victory

;

;

;

;

preservers for 10 men or vaccine
to inoculate 1,000 men against
;

Last year the company
subscribed for $500,000 worth of
Victory Bonds.

Bonds.

The Dunlop Tire & Rubber
Goods Co. of Toronto have also
subscribed for $1,000,000 worth of
the 1918 Victory Loan.

KINGSTON
MAGNETOS

who have produced and sold 50
or more tractors during the first
period and all other manufacturers of farm-operating

equipment

who

are past their primary and
secondary
development stages
will receive during the second
period not exceeding 75 per cent
of their receipts of iron and steel
during the first period.

The Manufacturer's Pledge
In connection with the order
each U.S. manufacturer is enjoined to execute a pledge as follows,
said pledge to be in duplicate, one
copy going to the Farm Implements Committee in the U.S., and
one to the Priorities Division of
the U.S. War Industries Board
"The
undersigned
hereby
pledges itself for and during the
period from October 1, 1918, to
October 1, 1919, (1) to use only
in the manufacture of farm-operating equipment and parts therefor the materials suitable therewhich are now in its possession or which may hereafter gome
into its possession (other than

for

materials

acquired

or

reserved

making other products covered by priority certificates or auto-

for

matic ratings of higher class)
(2) to reduce its .tonnage receipts
of iron and steel for the manufacture of such products to a basis
of not exceeding 75 per cent of
its receipts of such materials for
such products from the first day
of October, 1917, to the first day

new KINGSTON
THE
notable

MAGNETO

was one of the
accessories at the Sahna Demonstration. For
years KINGSTON Magnetos have led the field.
The newest example of the line is in every way the best
It is water and dust proof,
that has yet been produced.

designed expressly for the rigors of tractor
service. It carries the famous Impulse Starter. The most
serviceable and efficient tractors are KINGSTON equipped.

ruggedly

built,

KOKOMO ELECTRIC
KOKOMO, INDIANA,

U.S.A.

CO.

:

—

:

;

;
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A Platoon

binders for use in the 1918 harvest

of Binders

which
Binder business
important feature

is

always an

in

the opera-

of the implement dealer,
especially in these days when the
sales in this line are not so much

ness, indeed.

m

some parts of
crop conditions
Alberta this fall, many areas did
an excellent trade in harvestinglines.

up the following very
important suibjects: .

will take

The Motor

.

—

opergeneral

Its principle

ation and adjustments;

tions

on the long term payment system
that once obtained. Despite poor

very satisfactory busi-

is

Case Tractor Schools

November, 1918

;

motor troubles loss of power
to grind and re-set valves
fitting pistons and rings; adjusting 'bearings timing of valves and
ignition with motor; luibrication
;

how
To

help

farmers

use

power

machinery more efficiently, the J.
I. Case T. M. Co., of Racine, Wis.,
announces its seventh annual serYice schools to be conducted in all
parts of the United States and
Caliada. This course is a com-

;

of motors.

tem explained

—

Tractor Chassis Trucks and
frame transmission and gears
adjustment, overhauling and gen;

eral care of tractor.

;

Operation

Tractor

— Starting

motor and handKng tractor gen;

eral operative subjects.

Tractor

—

Ignition System ^The dififerent
types and their principle how to
ignition
and
remedy
detect

proper use and

its

;

care.

Work—Use

of tractors

various operations
traction
work-jbelt wonk
proper use of
for

;

;

tractor.

page we show, througli
the courtesy of the Harvester
World, a nice line-up of binders.
This photograph embodies no less
than 42 McCormick binders, all
set up and ready for delivery to
the farmers. In the background

On

this

the store of the dealers who
sold them, Messrs. Jones & Burrows, of Ha«na, Alta. This aggressive firm, it is reported, sold
is

no

McCormick

56

than

less

I.H.C. binders all set

in Less

Time with

Less Energy

machinery

and is exfarmers and oper-

in general,
all

ators absolutely free.

The course

lasts

and the work
1
three branches
place,

;

in

many

styles

and

sizes, they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian farmer.

PETERS'
Double Cylinder

;

3

is

Operation and

on Tractors.

The course

the last word

kerosene and its use.
Lubrication and Lubricants
Oils and greases and their proper
uses oiling systems, adjustment

Speeding

and

manufacturers

—

;

cai-<buretor

pumps
finish,

;

;

care.

Cooling System

sys-

Write for

pump

in

—^Cooling

DEALERS:

Unequaled in Design, Action and Durability.
They are different from all

and

Implements^Hitching of plows
and farm implements draft of
various implements care and operation of farm implements.

;

PLOW SHARES
Prices and Terms

service.

other

in a

divided into
^Lecture and

—
—Repair and Shop

—^Tractoj

in construction
and have ex-

clusive features that make
sales easy to customers who
want the BEST in pump

LARGE STOCK

THE JOHN

Burrows, Hanna, Alberta.

trouble adjustment and care of
ignition system.
Fuels and Cariburetion Fuels,
cartheir comparison and use
adjustment of
buretor trouble

Pump

Force
is

Work
Work

&

;

;

;

one week

:

Introduction 2

Made

thorough

course in farm tractors and power

tended to
Gives More Water

and

practical

plete,

PETERS PUMP5

up and ready to be delivered by Jones

F.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

McGEE CO.

Winnipeg, Man.

value.

Dealers

Up

Facilities for

War

Work

A

number

the U.S. tool
are
devoting a'
considerable portion of their facilities to the manufacture of tools
needed by the United States
Government to help win the war.
Prominent among them is the
of

Smith & Hemenway Co., Inc.,
whose plant at Irvington, N.J., is
very largely given over to the

making of tools for Uncle Sam,
The "Red Devil" tools have proven
so satisfactory to the Government
that Smith

& Hemenway

Co. Inc.,

have been obliged to put up a new
building which is now being
completed. New machinery of the
latest design is being installed,
and the result will be an increased
output.

Get Peters'

Every Bond

Pump

is

a bullet.

Proposition
for

PUMPS
AND

1919

absolutely up-to-date

Our line is
in every respect.

Every pump we

given special attention.
Peter's Pumps are perfectly assembled they have no "comeback." Sell them and you make
satisfied customers.

produce

Clothes Reels
Made in the best

is

—

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.
Manufactured by

Mr. Dealers Sell This Fence
Establish a trade that will stay with you and at the same time
Compare this strong, rustless,
will show a substantial growth.
unyielding fence alongside flimsy netting, and every poultry
Note
the close spaces at
raiser will flock to your store.
bottom that turns the small chicks and keeps out intruders.

SEND FOR LITERATURE

Exclusive Canadian Agents

Tudhope Anderson Co.,
Wlniilpee

WrlU

Regiiu

Saskatoon

Naaraat Branoh
Partloulara.

Houm

Ltd.

/,.jS<i^.

Get our catalogue of fencing for all purEvery foot of it guaranteed. Write
today for agency in open territory. Our fence
in every instance backs up our advertising.
The Banwell-Hoxie Wire Fence Co.. Ltd.
Winnipeg Man. Hamilton, Ont.
poses.

equipped factory
in Canada.

We make and
handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

We

also

install

hydro-pneumatic

Farm Water

sys-

tems.

SUCCESSORS TO

The Riesberry Pump Co.
(Established 1883)

WRITE FOR DEALERS' PRICES

Caleary

for

North-West
T. N.

WILUAMSON

Co.
Pump
MEERBLL
W.

J.

Phone 607

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.
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The Victory Loan
and Farm Prices
Prices of Canada's farm products are fixed, in a large measure,
by the demand in Great Britain.

The

price of all

Canada has
It is of

is

governed by the price

of the part exported.

a big surplus of food to export.

prime importance

to

Canada

that the market for that

surplus be maintained.

To

the farmer,

it

is

of vital

importance.

To-day Canada can export only

much

her produce as she
is this?
Because Britain and her allies must buy
can finance.
where they can get credit. Canada then, must pay the farmers for
their produce and turn that produce over to the Allies on credit.
Or lose her export market. If Canada cannot pay the bills, the
surplus farm produce will stay in Canada unsold.
as

of

Why

—

Last year's crop was financed by the Victory Loan 1917. Canada
borrowed from her people enough money to give Britain the credit
The result was that every Canadian farmer had a
she needed.

market

at

good

prices for his entire crop.

This year's crop must be financed

in the

same way

— by

the

Victory Loan 1918.
Victory Bonds are, as every shrewd investor knows, an investThe interest rate is good and the
ment of the highest class.

The

security is undoubted
be readily turned into cash in case of need.

payments

regular.

— to

and the bonds may

Victory Bonds have an even greater
importance, for in addition to being an investment they will
maintain a market at good prices for the crop he now has to sell.

But

the

farmer

therefore, to the interest of every farmer to buy Victory
Bonds, to influence his neighbours to buy and to spare no
effort to make the Victory Loan 1918 an overwhelming success.

It

is,

Be ready

to
Issued by

buy Victory Bonds
Canada's

Victory Loan Committee

in Co-operation with the Minister of Finance
of the Dominion of Canada.

88

—

:
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Sons, St. George, Ont. Repairs are not
carried in the west. Write the factory
direct for parts.

Subscribers'

Service

Under

we

this heading

may

will reply

be obtained,

—

etc.

Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate reenclose stamped, addressed
envelope. Send enquiries to InCANADIAN
formation
Dept.,
ply,

FARM IMPLEMENTS,
E. G.
grinder

S.,

Sask.

Winnipeg.

— Enquirer

manufactured

by

pairs.

has a feed
a concern

known

as the Marvin-Smith Company.
New burrs are required. Does any subscriber know the location of the manufacturers of this grinder? It is marked
grinder called the
"No. 1, Standard."

A

U.S. Wind
Pump Co., at Batavia, 111.
R. & Co., Sask. Repairs for a 6-H.P.
Starite stationary engine can be procured
from the Empire Cream Separator Co.,
146 Craig St., W., Montreal. The steel
axle, ball bearing wagon bearing the
name Schuttler, is manufactured by the
Peter Schuttler Co., Chicago, 111., from
whom repairs may be obtained.
A. D., Sask. Paris plows are no longer
being manufactured. The patterns and
repajirs were bought out by the Tudhope
Company, at Orillia, Ont. Repairs for the
Paris gang are handled by the Saskatoon
branch of the Tudhope-Anderson Company. The duplicate plow share concerns make shares that will fit this make
of plow.
G. W. M., Sask. The Clover Leaf manure spreader is manufactured by the
International Harvester Company, llepau-s can be had from either the Winnipeg or Regina branch houses of the

"Standard"
Engine and

is

S.,

made by

enquiries from jobbers and
to
dealers concerning the location of
machine manufacturers, where re-

pair parts

—

Man. "Columbian" plows are
the Oliver Chilled Plow Works,
South Bend, Ind. Repairs can be had
through the nearest branch of the International Harvester Company.
Red Jacket pumps are
S. J. B., Alta.
made by the Red Jaeket Mfg. Co., DavenThey arc handled by the Canport, la.
adian Fairbanks-Morse Co., from whom
repairs mav be had.
L. & S.,' Alta.— Gear D411 is for the
feed shaft of a grain drill made by the
Dowagiac Mfg. Co., Dowagiac, Mich.
Write the manufacturers direct for reA. E.

Information

made by the

—

—

—

company.
M. 0., Man. The Bell feed cutter
we believe, manufactured by B. Bell

—

is,

&

The CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE
COMPANY, LIMITED, Winnipeg, are
Distributors for the Famous J. I. CASE
Tractor Plows

—Thimble

for disc axle.
No. 67.3, is for a disc cultivator made
by the Janesville Machine Co., JanesS. A. J., Sask.

Wis. The John Watson Mfg. Co.,
Winnipeg, carry repairs for the Janesville,

ville line.

—

D. B., Man. The Tallman hay press
made by the Ann Arbor Machine Co.,
Ann Arbor, Mich. Write the factory
is

direct for parts.
S. H. Co., Man.—H346 is a box spool
and H349 drawbar top box for a disc
harrow made by the Rock Island Plow
No repairs are
Co., Rock Island, 111.
handled in the west. Write factory.
E. H. C, Sask.— Shank B241 and stirrup N69 are parts for a cultivator
formerly made by the Kingman Plow
The only repair source for Kingman
Co.
parts is the M. & K. Brokerage Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.

—

H. W., Sask. Chanticleer feed grinders
are manufactured by the Jacob Haish
Co.,

DeKaib,

new

plates.

111.

Write them

direct for

Business in C anada after theWar
That business competition in
Canada after the war will be
keener than it is at present is the
contention of McConnell & Ferguson, advertising agents, of London, Ont. This concern, which
closely analyses business conditions all over the Dominion, bases
its contention on the following
facts

"With the

falling

off

war

in

Canadian manufacturers
who have enlarged their plants
orders,

since

war

the

turn

will

their

attention and energies to cultivating the home market to the fullest
exteint in order to

keep up their

outputs.

"Foreign manufacturers who
enjoyed a big business in Canada
before the war will make a strong
effort to regain their lost trade.

"British, French, Italian and
Spanish manufacturers and exporters who formerly did not pay
any attention to the Canadian
market will strive to gain Canadian trade, because they now
know a lot more about Canada
than they did before the war
thanks to the gallant deeds of our
Canadian soldiers which brought

Canada into the limelight in
Europe and all over the world.
"American competition also
will be keener.
America is wide
awake to the rich natural resources of this country and the cergreat future.
American business men are studying Canada more thoroughly than
they have ever done before.
"It would seem that the wise
tainty

of

its

Canadian manufacturer

is

he

who

war.

Advertising Ensures

"A manufacturer

Demand

insures

his

buildings, machinery, stock,

and

life.
Is it not even more important that he should insure the
life of his business?

his

Serves Tractor

Circulation
Covers a
Territory of

Truck

Implement
and Farm
Equipment

1,138,000

Square Miles

Industries

Western Canada's Only Implement Trade Journal
in the largest farming territory cn the North American Continent—and the most
LOCATED
valuable potential selling area with an enormous demand for farm machinery and farm

equipment.

Serves tractor and farm implement dealers, distributors and manufacturers.

—

Our pages deal with every side of the business commercial, industrial and technical. Timely,
reliable news on topics connected with manufacture and merchandising in the tractor and implement trade field. Information Bureau assists readers to secure prompt repair and supply
Complete information gladly furnished all interested manufacturers and distributors.
service.

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER?

IF

November, 1918

"The way to do so is by getting the good will of consumers.
An article well-known to consumers is less likely to be affected by after-the-war competition
than one

NOT, USE THIS BLANK

—

well

—

makes

"Advertising

more

business

Dealers are not
afraid to buy advertised products,
because they know that the advertising has created the market
j
and that consumers will not hesi-:
tate to purchase such products.
"Even though manufacturers
may be oversold to-day, those,
who are foresighted can see the,
certain.

;

wisdom
value

of publicity.

The

real'

advertising is not its
immediate action on sales. Its
value is in building up the prestige

of

and good

will that insure a

continuance of trade in the future.
"Those who are using the

power and

force of advertising to
insure the future of their business

the dealers to

sell their

goods."

Drawback on Duty on Tractor

Materia

ls

Following the Order-in-Council
of Feb. 8, 1918, which allows free
entry into Canada of 'tractors costing not more than $1,400, an
Order-in-Council has been passed
authorizing remission of duty on
imported materials for tractor
construction.
The regulations in
this connection state
1.
When imported materials,
on which Customs duties have
been paid, are used between the
30th day of November, 1917, and
the 8th day of February, 1919, in
the manufacture of gas or gasoline traction engines for farm purposes and repairs therefore, there
may be paid a drawback of ninetynine per centum of the duties paid
on the materials so used.
2.
The said drawback may be
paid to the manufacturer of the

gas or gasoline traction engines
and repairs therefore, costing not
more than $1,400.00, subject to the
following conditions, viz.
(a) The quantity of materials
used and amount of duties
paid thereon shall be ascer:

tained
(b) Satisfactory evidence shall
be furnished in respect to
the manufacture in Canada
of the g'as or gasoline traction engines and repairs
;

Date

812, Confederation Life Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

being (renewal) subscription for
Enclosed find $
above date, and until further orders.
,

Name

1918

CANADIAN FARM IMPLEMENTS,

for

one year from

or Firm

therefore.

Annual Subscription
3.

^^^^333

_

_

.

'

United States, $1.25

_

Town

Province

The claim

shall be verified

for drawback
under oath before

Collector

of

Customs

satisfaction

of

the

to the
Minister of
Customs within one year after
manufacture of the tractor

a

Foreign, $1.50

'

'

can look with greater confidence
to the period after the war than
those who are trusting solely to

CANADIAN FARM IMPLEMENTS,

Canada, $1.00

A

known.

little

advertised article has a standing
with consumers a prestige that
the unadvertised article lacks.

does everything possible to insure
the continiiance of trade after the

—

:

'

—
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E-B

Your Customers Know
This Plow Saves Fuel

No. 102

TDEMINDyour customers that thisE-B 103Power

V Lift Plow is light draft, therefore does the workon less
•1

fuel.Por the samedrawbar pull E-m02tiirusmoresoi/.
wheels of this plow are made to carry the weight
of the
in a working- position as well as for transporta.^°j'ce the large 24-inch front furrow wheel with its'
pu-tight. dust-proof magazine wheel box
which with the 26inch land wheel carry the greater portion of the load close
to the engine. And don't forget the E-B
Quick Detachable
tjhares— one of the greatest selline' and servrce features ever
put on atty plow. Get the facts— Get the Plow.
SELL IT. You can, easily— and to your profit. Write for
plan and advertising and selling helps, today.

Tractor Plow

The

plow when

Emerson -Brantingham Implement Company,
Good Farm Machinery

Regina. Sank.

Tudhope-Anderson

&

Co.,

vniYJ^u^S^^^H^L^J"
_YOUR.REMtDY-E-B
Tractors

Inc.

1832
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Eslablished

crops with decreased help.

and labor-saving farm machinery.

Sell Binders That

Stand The Test
BAD YEAR, when the

ES

is

grain

down, lodged and tan-

gled, is the real binder test.

The McCormick, which does
good work under these conditions,
has stood that test for
It is a
sell.

many

Some

to

of the features that far-

mers appreciate are these
be

years.

most satisfactory binder
:

The McCormick reel has a wide range of adjustment.
moved forward and down to pick up grain that is

almost

It

can

lying

on the ground.
The platform can be tilted to cut stubble as short as threequarters of an inch without running the guards into the
flat

ground.

The elevator floats one and one-half inches, giving ample
capacity for the heaviest grain, yet handling light grain
perfectly without adjustment.

The McCormick binder will handle grain two inches longer
than most binders and will tie grain of almost any length
around the center of the bundle.

International Harvester

of

the

builders

many
of

features

that have

McCormick

binders

century of practical experience.
of quality and usefulness apply to
the rest of the McCormick line, the reapers, mowers, rakes,
side delivery rakes and tedders, hay loaders, sweep rakes and
stackers.
The McCormick line of harvesting and haying
machines will carry your customers successfully through
season after season, good and bad, adding every year to your
profits and prestige.
The nearest branch house listed below
will cheerfully answer any questions about contracts.

Company

a

of Canada^ Limited

BRANCH HOUSES:

WEST—Brandon,

Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta.;
Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.

EAST— Hamilton,

These are only a few
been developed by the
in over three-quarters of
The same high standards

Estevan, Sask.;

Ont.; London, Ont.; ,B4ontreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.;
•

Lethbridge, Alta.; North .Battleford, Sask.; Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.

Quebec, Que.; St. John, N.B.
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BULL
DOG

THE ALAMO
Farm Lighting Unit
Made
75, 100

MILLS

In Three Sizes :
and 125 Lights

The Line

The Plant Your Customers
Have Been Waiting For

That Leads-

ALAMO UNIT

The

Everywhere

Lighting System furnishes light or power
time,
day or
night, at the pressing
The
of
a button.
easiest installed plant

any

on the market.

Bat-

tery is shipped in
separate case, all connected up. You simply connect battery to
unit.

Adaptable

farms,

stores,

THE NEW 48-lNCH BULL DOG SUPPLIED WITH
4.F00T BAGGER OR WAGON BOX ELEVATOR

to

halls,

A

profitschools, etc.
able line to handle in
any territory.

Electric ITnit rnnnlDKunder
without (peclul foundation.

Alamo

Onequalled

for

1

farm home use

Has no
Operated by the Ide Super-Silent Motor, a rotary sleeve engine.
poppet valves, cams, rods, springs, gears, belts or chain connection. High
tension magneto ignition. Furnishes constant, smooth, even power. PerEngine stops automatically when oil
fect balance; free from vibration.
Electric throttling
or water gets low or when battery is fully charged.
A boy can
Switchboard has few parts.
ensures correct charging speed.
operate the Alamo plant.
runs all common machines
us to-day.

Gives

—cream

all lighting purposes, and
Write
separator, washer, chum, etc.

power for

Here we show the 40
and 48-inch Bull Dog
Fanning Mills. We
manufacture the Bull

Dog

140

PRINCESS STREET

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

sizes:

and

The 40-inch

BULL DOG,
with

Send us
Dealers
your Orders—NOW.
:

Wagon

Box Elevator

Clean, graded Seed and a clean product are National necessities.
Bull Dog Mills are the best grain Separators on the Continent,

,

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR

LIMITED

CO.,

Winnipeg, Man.
Off Logan Ave. on Quelch Street
Address all Correspondence from Southern and Central Alberta to
R.

W. DOW, Box

1406. Calgary, Alberta

The E-B 12-20

The E-B

will

give your custonlers

12-20 H.P.

Most Power for
Money.

MODEL AA
Kerosene Tractor
A

64-

inch sieve widths.
Capacities: 25 to 150
hour.
per
bushels
Hundreds ready for
imniediate shipment.

GET FULL PARTICULARS AND AGENCY OFFER

ROBINSON - ALAMO, LIMITED

five

in

24, 32, 40, 48

their

cyl. motor, 4J4 x 5, develops 1220 S.A.E. rating. Lubrication, pump

Four

and no larger than
the average 8-16, but with power
equal to a 15-25. Easily handled and
controlled. Does the work of 12 good
horses.
The 12-20 is S.A.E. ratingonly 80 per cent of the actual power
Pulls a full 12-20 load
it develops.
and has reserve power for any emergency. Get the Model AA folder.
tractor lighter

and splash. Ignition: K.W. high tenModine
sion.
Bennett carburetor.
E-B transmission. Hyatt
radiator.
roller and Bantam ball thrust bearings. Two speeds. Wheelbase, 87 ins.
Length 133 ins. Total weight fully
equipped, 4,575

lbs.

HANDLE^ THE MODEL AA

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

"EMPIRE"

No. 2 Sleighs— Cast

or Steel Shoes

Strong and well finished. Runners:

and 3 ins., 4J4 ins. deep;
Track: 36 and
6 ft. 6 ins. long.
2,

40

ins.

Bolsters

:

"WINNER" SEPARATORS Have Remarkable

38,

40 and 42

ins.

Capacity

Guaranteed to have double the capacity of any other separator and to do 75 per cent better work on
The mill that your cusCapacities, from 30 to 80 bus. per hour.
all kinds of grain and seed.
tomers want. Get a "Winner" on your floor.

TUDHOPE-ANDERSON
Winnipeg

Regina

CO., LIMITED

Saskatoon

Calgary

:

I

VOL. XIV., No.

WINNIPEG, CANADA, DECEMBER,

12

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE IN CANADa{|^J ^^r-

1918

INSURANCE
OF ALL KINDS

OF CANADA
LOANS for LIVESTOCK

HAIL

Employers' Liability Assce. Corpn.. London, Eng.

FIRE
AND AUTOMOBILE
The London Mutual

To Good Farmers

living in the vicinity of its
Union Bank is prepared to
make loans on reasonable terms for the purpose
of purchasing cattle for feeding or breeding

Fire Insurance Co.

rural Branches, the

The Glens Falls insurance Co.
The Millers National Insurance Co.

LIVE STOCK

purposes.

The General Animals Insurance Co.

Consult the Local Manager for particulars.

Paid Up Capital
Deposits Over Total Assets Exceed
Head

Office

:wJ.p.e

-

-

-

-

$110,000,000.00

-

-

$140,000,000.00

For Local Agencies Apply

$5,000,000.00

CARSON & WILLIAMS

BROS., LIMITED

CANADA LIFE BUILDING. REGINA
U4 P. BURNS' BUILDING, CALGARY
720 UNION BANK BUILDING, WINNIPEG
30

THE PIONEER BANK of WESTERN CANADA

STOCK WATSON'S
HARROW CARTS

THE WATSON LINE OF QUALITY GOODS:
Whiffletrees

Root Pulpers
Bevel Jacks
Push Carts
Barrel Skids

Horse Powers

Wood and Pole Saws
Wood Harrows

Boss

Light Delivery Sleighs

Wood

Boss Lever Harrows
Feed Cutters (7 styles)

Harrow Carts

Farm and Bush Sleighs
Wheel Barrows
Channel Steel Harrows
Roller

Crushers

Warehouse Trucks
Grain Grinders
Jacks

Pump^

Harrow and Packer Attachments for Plows
Hand and Power Washing Machines "Viking" Cream Separators

GET THE WATSON AGENCY FOR
Enables the farmer to ride while harrowing. So light that it adds little to the load.
Driver always faces the team. Strong and durable. Seat set high, out of dust. 36-inch
wheels, with 3-inch concave steel tires cannot collect dirt.
Removable boxings.

—

Swivel axle design allows cart to turn with harrow.

We Carry a Full

Order your supply now.

Line of Repairs for Moiine and Janesville implements

ASK
FOR
CATALOG

CHAMBERS AND HENRY STREETS, WINNIPEG

LLOYDS LOW-DOWN
SPIRAL SPRING

WAGON

SEATS

You

^
^

in

Dealers:

Blow-out Boots
Sure-Tite

We

—

Accessories

Gums and Cements

FOR 1919

thank you for the ever increasing demand for
Lloyds Wagon Seats during the past year. In 1919 we
will be in a better position than ever to supply your requirements.
Lloyds seat sells the year around. Fit any
wagon or sleigh box made.
Stock this proHtable specialty.
For 1919 order your wagons less seats and supply the
Lloyds.
Get our prices NOW.

Will Find Uniformity

MILLER

A PROFITBUILDING LINE
Tne Wagon Loaded

1919

Miller Tires Give

Handy Andy
Wizard Rubber

Uniform Mileage!
Going

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY THE

Fiiall

Flan L Back

Home

WAWANESAWAWANESA,
WAGONMANITOBA.
SEAT COMPANY

MILLER TIRE COMPANY, LIMITED
155

PRINCESS STREET

WINNIPEG, MAN.
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Strong Future

For Your
That's what every thinking Dealer

is

figuring

on now.

These are strenuous, changeful times, and the
wise Dealer appreciates that it is no time for ex-

KNOW

that
periments or guess work. He must
the implement Hne he is pushing and endorsing
will "stand up" under all kinds of demand and
service conditions. It must have the confidence
and not be laboriously
of the farmers
working up to it---with the Dealer's help.

NOW

say stop, look and hsten to the
Cockshutt Dealer Proposition NOW. Here's a
big, strong, aggressive all-Canadian organization
--with a complete line- -backed by many years

That's

why we

of successful advertising

and

service to

Canadian

farmers--that is prepared to make the live
Dealer a permanent member of the Cockshutt
organization.

Let our proven success be yours. We've got the
goods, the service, the ''know how." That's the
way to ensure a strong future for your business.

LET US SEND YOU OUR NEW DEALER
PROPOSITION TO-DAY

COCKSHUTT PLOW COMPANY, LTD.
WESTERN BRANCHES:

SASKATOON
REGINA
WINNIPEG
EDMONTON
CALGARY

DISTRIBUTING POINTS:

MEDICINE HAT
LETHBRIDGE
DAUPHIN
BRANDON
PRAIRIE
PORTAGE
YORKTON
RED DEER

U

—
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Top view

AVERYS—The

With
The Perfected Opposed Motor and
Patented Sliding Frame Transmission
Tractors

Special Avery Exclusive and
Protected Features

'T^HE perfected opposed motor used in Avery Tractors has advanA tages for tractor work which no other tractor motor has.
An opposed motor distributes the weight correctly between the wheels
makes

possible a

—

narrow tractor

of

Avery Perfected Opposed Motor
and Patented Sliding Frame Transmission. Note direct drive to belt
wheel and drawbar— only 3 shafts
—only 8 gears— all straight spur gears.

Renewable

1.

— has a short crankshaft with only two

Inner

Cylin-

der Walls
enable us to
use a harder material which wears longer
and. if it ever does wear, the walls can be
replaced and the motor made as efficient as
in the begrinning and with less expense.

bearings is stronger in construction and runs at a low speed.
The Avery perfected opposed motor has all these advantages and then many more, for we
have spent years in perfecting it. First we built it with the heaviest crankshaft in any motor,

—

round radiator with thermo-siphon cooling system, and valves in
the head.
Then we invented the wonderful Avery renewable inner
cylinder walls, adjustable crankshaft boxes and gasifiers for burning

a

Let Us Teach You How
To Run a Tractor— Free
Avery Tractor Service Schools
be

conducted
Branch Houses,
and at many of our
you cannot attend,
will

the

same

at

all

our

Distributors'
Dealers'. If
you can get
instruction free in our

Correspondence Course.

It

covers

these subjects:
1

.

The Principles of a Tractor Motor

2.

Carburetor Adjusting

3.

Magneto Care and Repair

4.

Adjustment and Lubrication of
Bearings

5.

Valve Grinding

6. Belt and

Drawbar Transmission

Systems
7.

kerosene and distillate.
No other motor used in any tractor has even half of these features.
In an Avery Tractor the power of this motor is delivered to the belt
wheel and drawbar by the simplest system built Avery Patented
Sliding Frame Transmission.
This sliding frame transmission is the only transmission that makes possible a

—

direct drive in either high, low, reverse or in the belt. It has only one clutchonly three shafts— only eight gears— all straight spur gears, all steel and semisteel, all open and located outside the frame and easily accessible.
The belt pulley on an Avery Tractor is mounted directly on the end of the

crankshaft, and no crankshaft bearing on the frame or bevel gears are used in
transmitting belt power.
Without a question the Avery patented sliding frame transmission is the simplest
and most efficient' belt and drawbar transmission system built.
You will find this same type of motor and transmission in all five sizes of Avery Tractors, from
8-16 h. p. to 40-80 h. p.

Operation of a tractor

Write us for dates of Avery Tractor Service Schools or for Free
Tractor Correspondence Course.

Find Out

If

2.

Adjustable

Crankshaft Boxwhich enable

es,

you to take up
any wear in the

main bearings
instantly without tearing

the

motor down.

Duplex Gasiwhich tum

3.

fiers,

kerosene, distillate
or other low-grade

gas and

fuel

into

burn

it all.

Double Carbu-

t.

letor, by which you
start on gasoline and instantly
switch to kerosene

can

The Avery Agency

Is Still

Open

In

Your Territory

The Avery

line gives you the sale of a complete line of power farming machines, including also
special 510 h. p. Avery Tractor, the Avery Motor Cultivator and Avery "Grain-Saver"

a
Threshers and Tractor Plows.
Foreign Countries.

AVERY COMPANY,

They

CANADIAN AVERY

Branches: Regina, Calgary, Saskatoon.

are succeMsfally used by farmerM in

48 States and 61

or distillate without having to make
a
single
adjust-

ment.

Iowa

Street, PEORIA, ILL.
CO., Limited, Winnipeg
Sub-Branches at Lethbridge and Camrose

5.

Crankshaft

one half or more
diameter than
the cylinder and so
strong it is almost unbreakable.
in

Thermo-Siphon Cooling System, which
docs away with the pump, fan, belts, gears
and chairs and saves the power leguired to
ciive them.
6.

7.

Kound

from any

Radiator, which catches the wind
direction.

Internal (^ear Pump Oiling System that
protects every working part of the motor,

8.

9.

Motor Farming, Threshing
and Road Building Machinety

Frame

Sliding

Transmission,

which

transmits the power to the belt wheel and
the drawbar with the least loss, and is the
simplest and most durable transmission

system
10.

built.

Universal

Lugs
work.

that

tit

Self-cleaning,
all

conditions of

Non-slipping
field or road

:
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BULL DOG
The Largest

Fanning Mills
Here we show Eight of our Eleven

Exclusive Line of Grain Clean-

ing Machinery Manufactured in

December, 1918

Canada

Sizes of

BULL DOG MILLS

CAPACITIES:
25 to 150 Bus. per Hour

The New
for screenings — one for

Note double auger conveyor; one
64-inch Bull

The

Dog with Screenings

64-inch Bull

Dog

t

Sacker and

Wagon Box

48-inch Bull

Dog

This machine is of heavy construction
and is very easily driven. Can be sup-

seed grain.

Elevator

plied

with

4-ft.

Bagger or Wagon Box

Elevator.

Mill is equipped

auger conveyor, heavy
boxes and double eccentrics.
Very strong construction. Better built
than any mill ever put on the market.

with a

double

babbitted

The 40-inch
Bull Dog, with

Wagon Box

THE

Elevator

BULL DOG

SMUT

DEALERS:

CLEANER

Bull

Extra long carrier
for wagon box

False

delivery.

tom

in

Mills are hand-

Dealer.

tail

carrier;

efficiency

no liquid wasted.

Now

Galvanized, rust-

is

Re-

They lead

everywhere in

bot-

perforated

Dog

led only through the

Quality,

and popularity.

the time to get

our liberal Agency Pro-

proof tank.
position for 1919.

BULL DOG WILD OAT

Specially designed machines for taking

SEPARATORS AND BARLEY CLEANERS

wild oats out of tame oats, wheat and
barley—and they DO IT. Every farmer
wants one.

4# iwir

w

^"^^"^^
MODEL A

:

3-Roll Wild Oat Separator

Manufactured By The

TWIN CITY SEPARATOR
COMPANY, LIMITED

MODEL C
6-Roll Separator

OUR NEW MODEL

D:

12-Roll

Machine

WINNIPEG

MANITOBA

After more than four years of
war unparalleled in the histori-

a

cal records of all time,

from the
standpoint of the numbers engaged and the loss of life, we
again face the threshold of a new
Editorially, we are glad to
feel that this year our greeting to
the trade is one that can ring true
that oldest wish of peace and
good-will; at last a Christmas
when we hear no more the sullen
drums of war reverberate across
year.

—

Looking Backward
'

season, in the farm
machinery trade, we instinctively
look backward, and then peer
this

into future possibilities in the industry. Despite a year in which

many areas in the Canadian West
were hard hit by drought, the
farm machinery demand has been
Good

excellent.

product

has

prices for their
a
good

ensured

machinery demand from farmers

;

the experience of the past season has done anything, it has
more than ever impressed upon
agriculturists the fact that proper
cultivation and moisture conservation are very essential needs in
many areas of the Canadian West,
if

while mixed
farming and a
greater investment in live stock
is
another necessary insurance
against bad crop seasons.
A review of business conditions
in the

last

month

of 1918, after

the most trying period which
business has ever experienced in
Western Canada, is a revelation
as regards the wonderful resili-

ency of commercial conditions
this

territory.

Commercial

in
re-

ports show that despite four years
warfare, higher
wholesale
prices for every commodity, and
a continual increase in the cost
of

of labor, skilled

and unskilled, the
vast majority of Western Canadian merchants are finding it easier
to take their cash discounts
ever before. Many retailers
in 1914,

were taking long

than

most

business

the

the future to add to and replenish
his machinery investment, in the
vast majority of cases.

^Vhile an increase in production
has followed war conditions, Canadian furnaces cannot produce
more than one-half of our domestic requirements to date. During the next few years our iron
and steel requirements will be
abnormal, so that we must look
at the supply situation on both
sides of the line if we are to

gauge probabilities in the production of farm machinery.

The Raw Material Situation
At times the Editor of Canadian
Farm Implements has been taken

Whether implements be Canmade or not, the fact that
Canada must import a large per-'
centage of her raw materials for
implement
production
means
that we must base our arguments

to task for dwelling overmuch on
the iron and steel supply situation in the United States, as
affecting the output of agricul-

tural

implements and

tractors. In
be said that the
domestic production of iron and
steel in Canada is at the present
time less than one-half of the normal requirements.
For three
years previous to the war, Canada
imported more than 50 per cent of
her
total
steel
consumption.

explanation, let

it

adian

to

a

considerable extent on the
material markets of our
neighbor to the south.

raw

reduced
cent, or

last, owing to war nethe U.S. Government
that supply by 25 per

manufacturers were to reper cent of their

ceive only 75

normal requirements. Since the
armistice was signed, this percentage was increased to 8
per cent, and reports indicate that
very soon the limitation is likely'
to be entirely

removed.

Iron and steel prices fluctuate,
as do other commodities.
The
prices of these essentials in the
future will depend

upon the dethe American
Civil war the price of pig iron
rose from $20.25 to $46.12 per ton.
One year after the war ended, the
mand.

During

proximately
value.

tial

increased production was essento win the war. In that coun-

$1.20 per

try

than before the war. After the
Franco-Prussian war, pig iron
was $15 per ton higher than in
pre-war days, and iron bar $1.30
higher per hundred pounds.
In 1861, wheat was $1.38 per

approximately two million
tons of iron and steel are used

was $46.48. Three years
after the Civil war, iron was apprice

years

twice

Common
after

the

pre-war

its

iron bar, three
Civil

war, was

hundred pounds higher

bushel. New York in 1868, $2.40.
In^lSrO, it was $1.13, Chicago; in
;

([Ireetmssf

1872, $1.12.

The

prices in these

war periods show that during the

STo eacft anli thtvp one of our
Jfrienbs! in
tojetfter

tfje

Implement

manp

PusiineiSS,

near at fjanb or far atoa?.

^0 Bon

anb fours!

Ua^on

(Jlreetings;

toe

extenb at

anb

our

tfjiis

Mo^t

ileartp Wisil^t^ for a

f opous;

period of reconstruction following previous wars there was no im-

mediate decline in prices.
As a
matter of fact, history shows a
gradual decline in prices over a
.

period of years after warfare.
It may, therefore, be expected
that in the iron and steel industry
we will see no great decrease in
prices except a slight, gradual reduction in the next few years.

An Enormous Demand
Cfjris^tmas;
anb a

Following the war there will be
a waiting demand for so many
kinds of goods that for a time
price will be a secondary consideration.
Development, improvement and construction have been
held up automobile construction
had virtually ceased; implement
production has been reduced, and
all machinery wears out with
use.
This may not strike us so much
;

Canaiiian

jFarm STmpUmentfif

is

satisfactory.

After war

September
cessities,

plement industry, realizing that

who,

generally

annually
by farm machinery
manufacturers.
At the end of

Iron and Steel Prices
In the United States the government gave priority to the im-

credit

terms, are now in a position to
take cash discounts. While a deplorable epidemic has disjointed
business in the West for two

months,

but in the West, at
readjustment will be
felt less than in any other portion
of the Dominion. There cannot be
the slightest cessation in agricultural production; food is wanted
even more than at any period
during the war; and with good
prices
for
crops assured, the
farmer should be in a position in
least,

.

the gray North Atlantic.

At

stfuction,

must come recon'JiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiilfnim^^^

in a national sense, but what of
the countries directlv affected bv

;

;
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war? Do we realize what the
European demand for materials

in the world.

England, France,
will be?
Belgium, Poland and Serbia more
than a million dwellings must be
In all the countries save
rebuilt.
England, this because the buildings have been destroyed. Steel,
lumber, cement, hardware, on a
vast scale, will be needed.
Reconstruction! Do we know

machinery,

the

In

what it means? Every bridge in
the war zone in France must be
Over 47,000,000 acres of
rebuilt.
cultivable soil in France are destroyed over 1,250,000 farm im;

from
plements and machines
French farms alone are gone or
smashed. In France over 850,000
cows, as many horses, and half
hogs, are gone. And that
vast acreage of soil in Northern
France will for years bear no
as

many

many

Upon

the dealer and
of farm
depends the

upon the manufacturer
largely

reconstruction of a war-stricken
world.
In the Trade

Taken widely, during the past
four years, dealers have not experienced the difficulty in securing the necessary implements
which they anticipated. The efforts
on part, of the factories, both Canadian and American, were wonPrices have been kept
derful.

more than those who
followed the raw material marThe consumer
kets anticipated.
was given the advantage of low-

down

far

purchased before
material
in
advances
drastic
values were evident. Considering
present conditions, the advances
stock

priced

in price of lines for

—

1919 are by

the devastated,
areas of Poland, Russia, Serbia,

no means high and are in very
large part due to increased freight
Naturally vehicles and
rates.

and you have some conception

lines

crops in

Add

to

areas.

this

of

the millions of tons of materials
that Europe will need.

Increased Production Required

Food? In the soil left to France
the acreage sown to crops in 1917
was 25 per cent less than in 1913
the crop production last year 40
per cent below normal.

owe

it

to

Do we

not

France and Belgium and

we feed the tens of
millions who will require food?
How can we do it?
Serbia that

We

must practise economy and
Wheat and
grow more food.
meat will be needed, and with
good prices production should be
stimulated.

The farmer

fighter after the fighting

The

larger

acreage

is

is

the
over.

demands a

farm implements
than usual, and the farmer will
not be slow to demand the tools
larger sale of

essential to increased production.

Present cultivated acreage must

be worked by the tractor, and also
new acreage must be put under
The
crop by the same means.
tractor has proved its value. Hundreds of farmers are working 400
to 800 acres with tractors who, a
few years ago, were operating on
only 100 to 160 acres. Could they
have done it with horses during
a war that diminished man-power
as has the Great War?
Agriculture is our basic industry
its products are the chief
factor in living conditions and in
;

the
is

wage

question. Its condition
to
therefore closely related

costs in all industries.
Upon the farmers of this country largely rests the responsibility for food production, but the

implement dealer must provide
the farmer with the mechanical
means of growing more food with
Of all classes of busiless labor.
ness men the implement dealer
stands apart as the most essential
servant of the greatest industry

embodying hardwoods are
increased owing to the great
shortage and unprecedented de-

mand for this commodity.
Any shortage of implements,
should such develop, should be
largely taken care of by the judicious clearing up of carried over
stocks in the hands of dealers.
It stands to reason that the
average dealer will be cautious
in buying for the future in these
abnormal times, as he will wish to
carry smaller stocks to make himself safe for a gradual decline in
Yet, it is very necessary,
prices.
under present conditions, that
dealers place definite orders to
cover their normal requirements
for the

coming

spring.

The

recent

curtailment in steel supply in
both Canada and the United
States makes it impossible for
implement makers to get a surplus of steel from which to produce goods to meet a visionary
The dealer need not
demand.
fear that any reliable supply
source will try to overload him
they will scarcely be in a position
to

do

so.

Co-operation Will Help
Co-operation is an essential between dealer, jobber and manufacturer, so that

implements

may

be supplied to those who require
Dealers must use their
them.
best judgment in
cations, for

it

making

specifi-

will be a pity should

any dealer have a surplus of tools
on hand. This is especially true
of tractor-drawn tools, and incorrect

specifications

only leads to

added expense on the part of jobbers in transferring stocks from
one branch to another to supply
the territorial demand.
We have seen what transportation has been in the past season,
so that the question of delivery
dates should require close consideration on the part of the deal-

It

ers.

any

for

impossible

is

December, 1918

If

we

sell

the farmer the right

him the right service
and show him how to get maximum work out of every machine

warehouse to keep a Sufficient
supply on hand to fill spring orders in one or two months. They
have the same transportation
difficulties in getting the goods
from the factories as the dealers
have in getting the goods from
the wholesale warehouses to their

tools, give

The matter
places of business.
of early delivery can be greatly
aided by dealers thoroughly sizing
up their requirements and explaining to their trade the present

The war is over but the implement industry is on the job Let
us show Canada that it is efficient,

difficulties

owing

getting

in

deliveries

sold throughout 1919, we will be
materially aiding the Dominion
in the era of reconstruction which
must follow the abnormal conditions due to four years of war.

—

!

main power be-

capable, and the

man who

tills the soil
so that the world's millions may

hind the

have food.

to conditions.

The same reasoning

applies to
repairs and replacements for tillage and seeding implements for

spring use. Now, and not
the time to have these on order.

later, is

The Tractor Demand
In Western Canada the tractor
and tractor implement business in
the past year has been remarkable. Last spring the demand was
very heavy all over the West.
Later, crop conditions restricted
demand somewhat

this

in

parts

Saskatchewan and Alberta, but
in Manitoba it has been a record
tractor year. The long, open fall
has led to a good tractor demand

of

dates later than sales are
The
usually made in this line.
tractor has come to stay, and the
dealer who stocks tractors and
tractor implements and repairs
for these lines, can hold his place
at

in the trade

cal

lines

if

he handles practi-

in size,

and
goods on

simplicity

durability, also sells the

the right basis.
The volcanic genesis of automobile men to the tractor trade
has not developed, as now they
No man
will have cars to sell.
can sell tractors only and make
He must sell tractor imit pay.
plements, and when he does so he

must develop into an implement
dealer, whether he likes it or not.
For Better Business
In the coming year dealers
throughout the West should attempt to do a great deal more as
regards organization than has
been" done in the past. The status
of a trade is largely judged by
the co-operation existing between

men who are in it.
we see successful

In every
organizaand the same should be
tions
true of the retail implement trade
in the Canadian West.
reconstruction
the
During
period the dealer, in order to keep
pace with the times, must give
serious consideration to every
branch of his business. He must
know and keep accurate business

the

line

—

records; must know his overhead
so that he will have real and
not paper profits. So far as he
can, he should order supplies

keep a full stock of machand repairs, and render real

early,

ines

service to his clientele.

Automobile Production Will

Recommence
reported that the war inboard in the United
States will permit the manufacturers of passenger cars in that
country to resume production
It is

dustries

after the beginning of 1919. The
plants Wiill be allowed to increase
their output to 75 per cent of normal production. Last August the

automobile factories in the United
States were advised that they
had to cease building passenger
cars by the end of this year.
This will be good news for the
automobile men, and may to a
great extent stifle the loud declamations heard all over the continent that the automobile deal-

—

ers

were to enter the tractor

trade,

en masse. They should now be
able to do business without participating in the tribulations of
tractordom.
In the United States, at practically all of the large

automobile

mammoth

additions were
made when that country entered
Munitions and trucks
the war.

plants,

were manufactured, and

in

De-

troit alone forty-six plants have
been making motor trucks and
parts for the United States army.
These plants will likely con-

tinue

making commercial

When

Detroit

the

trucks.
factories

the manufacture of passenger cars a few
months ago there were unfilled

practically suspended

orders on their books for about
Several thousand
125,000 cars.
of these orders were later cancel-

but new ones also were
added, the dealers taking a chance
of being supplied with at least a
small percentage of their mate-

led,

rials.

With

the

coming

of peace,

manufacturers of all makes of
cars except a very heavy demand.
There will be no lowering in
prices, as the cost of raw materials

show no

Manufacheavy orders

decline.

turersi fwall

place

with

and accessory njen

parts

soon as the latter can
take them, for war contracts will
continue in production during the
reconstruction of the automobile

just

as

business.

<
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''Just

a Handful**

THE NEW

HINMAN
MILKER
MANUFACTURED BY

Milking Machine
(

Specialists

Not a Load**

Why

The Reason

YOU
we

Should be Our Representative
are "SPECIALISTS"

is

Because

'>>>[>ll'>l>ll<l:lllllllilllilllilllilllillllllHllillli1llllli;i!lilllill!illl!ll^^

We

Specialize in Milkers Only

We

We

Manufacture Milkers Only
We Talk and Advertise Milkers Only
Sell Milkers Only

We Know

the

Wants of Your Trade
Our Attention is NOT Divided

<l>ill><ll<'lililllilll'lllillliillllllilililllilllilllllllH

MILKERS

MILKERS

No Long Waits

for

Commissions

WRITE US

H. F. Bailey

&

Son

Gait, Ontario
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Dairy

to be Held February
17th to 21st Next

Show

When
Show

the suggestion of a Dairy

Winnipeg first comto a number of the

for

mended
members

itself

Manitoba Dairy

of the

Association, it was decided at a
general meeting that the idea Avas
a fine one, but there was a diversity of opinion regarding the posoccupying all the
of
sibility

space that the large auditorium
of 'the Industrial

Bureau

ofifered.

committee inaugurating the

The
movement have
clear that even

be taken up

it

more space could
it

if

made

since

were

available.

shown
most encouraging
to those who have undertaken the
task, and there ,is now every assur-

The

recognition thus being

to the project

is

ance that the event will go down
as a record in the dairy history of
Manitoba.
The 7,000 square feet of space at
the disposal of the Dairy Association is being rapidly taken up by
manufacturers of dairy equipment

and farm dairy supplies from all
over Canada and the United
the dealers' viewpoint, this will be the biggest display of dairy equipment and supplies that has ever been shown in

at

International Soil

the

Products Exposition in Kansas
City, Mo., this year. This will be
one of the most spectacular exhibits at the

Show.

Appointed to New Position
C.

L.

been

Patterson has recently

made

machine

a special
representative

factory
the

of

Western Canada, and it is anticipated that thousands of dealers
from all over the prairie provinces
will be present at the show from
February 17 to 21, 1919.
The committee have been

business

Wood

known

in

Windmill

and

States.

During the past two years

Mr. Patterson has been a general
traveler in Pennsylvania and Ohio
for the Sharpies company.

The

Worics

C. L.

PATTERSON

Company,
Separator
Sharpies
Chester, Pa., and will hereafter devote his entire time and
at'tention to the factory machine

West

dealer

who

handles dairy

equipment has a whole host of
arguments to advance when
arousing interest in the cream
separator he handles, and a few
comments on the economy of
using a separator may be found
useful.

The cream separator is a big
help toward preventing the fer-

Prepare for
Bumper Crops
two of the most important jobs on the farm,
seed beds and conserving moisture,
there is nothing Hke a McCormick disk harfeatures that every farmer does not know
It does its work so well because of certain
row.

"plOR
[FT
finishing

Take the bearings for instance, the parts that carry the burden.
two parts which
are made of hard maple wood, each bearing in

about.

McCormick

bear-

are removable and
wears except the wood bushings,
interchangeable, giving four wearing surfaces. Nothing
For the slight cost
saturated in oil.
and they wear slowly because they are dust proof and
and the sharpening of the disks a
of an extra set of these wood bushings occasionally
harrow can be kept good as new for a long time.
ings

McCormick

easy to sell. Your customers
This and other McCormick disk features make this line
peg tooth harrows, No 2 cultivators tor
will also be interested in International spring and
These are the tools that
summer fallowing, scufflers, land packers and McCormick drills.

prepare the

soil for

bumper

crops.

Company

International Harvester

of Canada, Limited

BRANCH HOUSES:

. ,
c , .
q,«v
Sask..
Saskatoon.
Sask.;
Lethbridge, Alta.; North Battleford. Sask.; Regxna.
Calgary. Alia.; Edmonton, Alta.; Estevan. Sask.;
Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
„ ^
^
c* t«v^
St. John. N.B.
Que.;
E AST-Hamilton, Ont.; London,. Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec,

WEST-Brandon, Man.;

.

his

Facts for the Cream Separator
Dealer

MAN.

BRANDON

da,iry trade,

Sharpies interests.
He joined 'the Sharpies organization in January, 1907, as a canvasser under Mr. W. A. Campbell, then salesman in Southwestern Pennsylvania. After eighteen
months of th,is work he took over
Mr. Campbell's territory. He was
later transferred to the North-

Pumps cheaper

&

eastern

very well

zation

GET HIS PRICES BEFORE YOU ORDER
Brandon Pump

the

is

recent promotion is the result of
several years of most earnest endeavor in the promotion of the

than any one in the West.

'

the

of

Mr. Pat'terson's dealer organione of the
is considered
very best in the whole United

for-

DEALER
or Iron

all

Mr. Patterson

Gater Can Sell You

'

in

states.

western Pennsylvania territory,
which he held for seven years.

tunate in securing the beautiful
exhibit of the Manitoba Government, which was accorded first

Mr.
"-Ik

From

States.

prize

December, 1918
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the farm from being lost.
the separator is used, the
skim milk is fed to calves and
pigs, and only the cream or butter sold
this means that practically no fertility is sold of¥ the
farm.
tility of

thorities to be

Where

cent

—

It has been proved by repeated
experiments and by the most upto-date dairymen all over the
country, that dairying improves
a farm more than any line of
farming. It costs less to produce
a ton of butter than it does to
produce a ton of wheat.
A ton

wheat takes $7.00 worth of fertility from the soil.
A ton of
butter takes 50 cents worth of
Consider
fertility from the soil.
the value of a ton of wheat comof

pared with a ton of butter at present market prices.

The average run

of the quantity

cream and skim milk in separating is about 1-5 cream and 4-5
skim milk. The actual amount of
of

butter fat in the 1-5 is determined
by the Babcock test if it tests
25 per cent, this means that 25 per
cent of the 1-5 quantity is pure
butter fat, and the balance, namely, 75 per cent, is skim milk.
In
other words, if 100 pounds of 25
per cent cream were analyzed
same would yield 25 pounds of
pure butter fat and 75 pounds of
skim milk; 50 per cent cream
would yield 50 pounds butter fat and 50 pounds skim milk.
The percentage ot butter fat in
cream depends largely upon the
percentage of butter fat in whole
milk. About 10 per cent thicker
cream will be obtained from
per cent milk than from 3 per cent
with the same adjustment of
cream screw. Four per cent milk
means four pounds of pure butter
fat to every 100 pounds of milk.

more

worth about 40 per

Plow Concern Did Increased

feeding purposes
than the old gravity method sour
for

between

the

gravity method of separation and
the modern method is a genuine

one and will be testified to by
every farmer's wife. Under the
one system she daily washes a
large number of pans, milk cans
and crocks in which milk has
soured. Compare this with the
work of keeping a few cans clean
and washing a cream separator
in a few minutes.
The average farmer owes a duty to his
wife.
He provides himself with
every labor saving machine, but
too often neglects to supply her
with a cream separator.

shutt,

larger

For the

difiference

carried forward.

Business

skim milk.

The

9

fiscal

the

1918,

30,

year ended June
Cockshutt Plow

Company, Limited,
earned

net

comparing

of Brantford,

profits

Col.

H. Cock-

president,

volume

reports a
of business, which

might have been greater had
not been for the labor problem.
Industrial

$533,214,
with $405,710 the pre-

The previous balance
being $491,786, there was a total
for distribution of $1,045,001; of

amount, $258,600 was paid on

preferred dividend arrears; $200,000 was 'transferred to contingent

Canada.

An automobile, remember, is
simply a gas engine with a wandering disposition.
Nothing short of a vacuum
cleaner would do to purge the
smut out of some men's heads.

reserve; $500,000 was credited to
reserve and $86,401 was

capital

LONDON CEMENT
DRAIN TILE MACHINE
Makes
Inches.

all

sizea

from 3 to 12

Price S250.

Cement DralnTlle are here to stay.
Large profits In the business.
Interested send for catalog No.

YOUR INVENTIONS

LONDON CONCRETE
MACHINERY CO.
Dept. K,

PATENT
Harold C. Shipman & Co. ArroRNErs

LONDON, ONTARIO

World's Largest Manufacturers
of Concrete Machinery.

CEWTRAl. CHAMBERS. OTT AWA, CAN ADA.

—

More cream can be obtained
from a given amount of milk because the cream separator will
skim at a loss of only one onehundredth of 1 per cent, meaning
a loss of one pound of butter fat
for each 10,000 pounds of milk.
A good cow will yield 5,000
pounds of milk per year. Accord-

Swim Down-Stream
De

Lavals are in use than
combined.

The De Laval
cream separator.
If

you

sell

the

De Laval

of

milk,

1

makes

best liked

million in daily use.

you'll be

"swimming- with

If

you

don't

sell

against the stream of
You'll save time,

separators

if

De Laval you are swimming
De Laval popularity.

the

save talk, and

sell

more cream

you

SELL THE

per cent, which

loss of fifty

or roughly

pounds

twenty-five

pounds per cow per year; the
cream separator proves itself 50
times more efificient. This result

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LTD.

obtained because centrifugal
force in a separator bowl is three
to four thousand times greater
is

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF
DAIRY SUPPLIES IN CANADA

than gravity which does the work
in the old style

other

the current."

Compared with the old style
method which represents a loss of
would mean a

all

known and

More than two

ing to the above, the loss of butter fat per cow per year would be
only one-half pound.

at least 50-100 of

the best

is

method.

Sweet separator skim milk is
considered by leading farm au-

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

If
2.

Agents Wanted la all
Unoccupied Territory.

Send direct to Ottawa for free patentability report and booklet "Patent Protection " Clients'
patents advertised in the "Patent Review."

Profits that are not net profits
are not profits.

J^ORE

it

of

vious year.

this

the

MONTREAL

PETERBORO
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Cushman
Annual

In 1919 the Cushman
line will be considerably enlarged
by the addition of new features
which will afiford increased sales

the West.

Organization Holds
Sales Convention

During the first week in December the travelling representatives
of the Cushman Motor Works of
Canada, Winnipeg, came

in

possibilities to Cushman dealers.
these will be several automobile accessories which are in

Among

from

good demand, a land roller and
mulcher and a new type of straw
spreader which has proven to be

their various territories to attend
the annual rally and sales conven-

company. E.B.Sawyer,
general manager of
and
president
the Cushman Motor Works, of
Lincoln, Nebraska, came to Win-

tion of the

a great success in United States

Co-operation and team
of the

territory.

work were the keynotes

convention, and many helpful
ideas were voiced whereby Cushman service to farmers and deal-

nipeg to participate in the convention.

Each day a series of sessions
were held at the general offices

may

ers

be

made even more

effi-

December, 1918

development of the company since
In
its inception ten years ago.
those days the entire staff of the
company at Lincoln was no
larger than the present Cushman
Canadian organization, which is
The
only some five years old.
company now has twenty-six
in
travellers covering territory
the United States, and the business done during 1918 was a record in the annals of the organLines are constantly
ization.
being added to meet the needs
of the farming communities. Mr.
Sawyer strongly endorsed the
idea of salesmen co-operating

business opportunities of the Canadian West were practically un-

bounded.
A. E. Donovan, manager, who
chairman,
gave
a
acted
as
thoughtful and stimulating talk

cient.

out, there is in practically every
territory latent possibilities for

the use of Cushman engines. The
great demand for the larger-sized
Cushman engines during the past
year shows to a remarkable degree the all-around adaptability
of these lightweight, high-speed
In one small town in
engines.

ness, outlining conditions in their

respective territories. All agreed
that these annual get-together
meetings at the head office were

giving them new
viewpoints and valuable ideas.
Several of the guests present gave
their opinions regarding the fu-

invaluable in

Mr. Sawyer, two

the farm
in
possibilities
equipment business in the Canadian West. The banquet closed

ture

pointed a salesman for Ontario
and anticipate a large trade in
that territory in the coming year.

with a very hearty vote of thanks
to Mr. Sawyer and the executives
of

who,

the

DONOVAN

A. E.

Motor
Canada

Cushman

Manager,

Works

of

company, located at the
corner of Whyte and Vine streets.
A. E. Donovan, Canadian man-

of the

ager, presided over the meetings,
and a great many valuable features of benefit to the organization were brought out by the
informal discussions and interchange of views by the various
salesmen and executive heads of

the organization:
John Herron, S. Girardin, A. C.
Leader, P. Hand, C. Kinnee and
Members of the
Halvorsen.
J.
implement trade and farm press
sentatives

the company.

of

were also present.
Mr. Sawyer gave a very interesting address on the remarkable

The company

report a very
good year's business, considering
crop conditions in a large area of

RAPID-EASY GRAIN GRINDERS
A

size

The Famous Line of Machines
to suit your power— small or large — and more

work with same power than
and capacity and

Quality of

others.
durability of machine

work

A—

A—

inch.

6
7

— i%
— 10
—

B
B
C

93/4

Plates

(Flat)

2'/^
3

„
„
„

„
„
„

„

5

„
Mill

6

J.

D— lOK
D — 11

— 11
7—13
6

5

to 12

8

to
to
to
td

8
14
15

„

H.P.

volume of business in
Canadian territory in the coming

creased

He

maintained

that

the

of

meeting of the
the Aspinwall

Limited,
Company,
Guelph, Ont., November 13. The
company has enjoyed a prosperou's year and prospects for the

Canadian

On confuture are excellent.
clusion of the stockholders' meeting, directors elected officers as
follows: President, L. A. Aspinvice-president and general
wall
;

manager, C. G. Rowley; secretary-treasurer, G. N. Whitney;
resident manager, L. Jacques.

FOX AUTOMATIC PICKLER
Same

construction and heavy high-grade material
Built to last a lifetime.

as in the past.

CONSTRUCTION:

26 gauge galvanized
iron with steel frame.

years.

Edmonton

for

service

and

satisfac-

AGENTS WANTED AT ALL POINTS
IN THE THREE PROVINCES

Aurora, Ontario
Calgary

Built

tion,

THE JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY, LIMITED
Saskatoon

him in touch
with conditions all over the territory and suggesting means of
and
merchandising
improving
Mr. Sawyer
service methods.
looks forward to a greatly in-

to the dealer, keeping

annual

stockholders

times.

World's Fairs, Chicago and Paris

Regina

The
dealer for better
with the
business and greater efficiency.
He considered that the live salesman could be of great assistance

This pickler is not in the experimental
stage, but has been on the market four

14 H.P.
16 H.P.
20 H.P.
25 H.P.

SONS
FLEURY'S
Medals and Diplomas
Winnipeg

Aspinwall Canadian Co. Officers

and turns the grain over four

H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.

Head

(Flat)

„
„

Lin-

Nebraska.

:

Custom Work

inch Plates
„
„
„
,,
„
„

SAWYER

local

year.

organization,

in a

CAPACITY: 125 Bushels per hour.
EFFICIENCY Thoroughly sprinkles

to
5
to
6
to 10
to 12

CUSTOM MILLS:
No.
No.
No.
No.

coln,

and grinding

plates unequalled.
A few styles and sizes are as follows:

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

E. B.

Cushman Motor Works,

President,

Cushman

the

remarkably brief space
of time, have made "Cushman" a
household word in the farming
communities throughout Western
Canada.

4,

company held their annual
banquet at the Fort Garry Hotel,
Winnipeg. The following members of the organization were
present: E. B. Sawyer, president
and general manager; A. E.
Donovan, manager for Canada;
Mr. Macdonald, president of the
Macdonald Thresher Co., Stratford, Ont.; H. R. Eade, manager
of the Magnet Metal and Foundry
Co, and the following sales repre-

Steady

plugging, and a good reserve of
optimism are of great value in
the make-up of a salesman, said
the speaker. He voiced his sympathy with the tribulations inherent to life on the road, and
said that in any organization consistent co-operation was the secret
of successful business expansion.
Mr. Donovan's expert analysis of

dealers located on the same street
are handling Cushman engines.
One sold 76 this year; the other
sold 67. The company have ap-

On Wednesday, December

qualities that are essential

in a successful salesman.

successful sales development was
greatly enjoyed by all present.
The majority of the Cushman
salesmen gave their personal
views on the art of building busi-

As President Sawyer pointed

California, said

on the

Lethbridge

Exactly the
in the

same
past

Pickler as has been sold

by W.

J. Bell,

Regina

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD ONLY BY

CANADIAN SPECIALTY CO.

::

Moose Jaw, Sask.
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1919

Quality-Servlce-Co-operation
have created for our goods the pre-eminent
place they hold to-day. In the future as in
the past we propose to follow an aggressive,
sound business policy. It will be based on
years of experience and the practice of service and co-operation to the customer and

—

the dealer.

"Allwork" Kerosene Tractor
4-Cylinder

13-28 H.P.

DEALERS
who know

the implement busi-

ness of Western Canada

—who are

in business year after year will tell
to handle White
They can honestly recom-

you they prefer
lines.

mend

these goods which always

give

satisfactory

widen

their business.

service

and

WHITE SPECIAL CHALLENGE THRESHER
(ALL SIZES)

These
Three
Machines
will

be

leaders

"Peace Year."

new
The demand
the

in

power machinery has been
created through war effort. In
for

addition

to

regular

business

150,000 soldiers will be taking

up land (according

WHITE REAR MOUNT ENGINE

ernment census).
opportunity.

to a

This

is

Govyour

Write us to-day.

The George White & Sons Co. Limited
Brandon, Man.

London, Ont.

Moose Jaw, Sask.
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Sharpies Exhibit at National
Dairy Show
prices for milk and butare a great factor in

Good
ter

fa't

arousing the farmers' interest in
the dairy industry at the present
time. At the recent National

Columbus, O.,
equipment
had large and

Dairy Show,

the

at

dairy

leading

manufacturers

tastefully arranged exhibits.

One of the most prominent was
the exhibit of the Sharpies Separator Co., of West Chester, Pa.,
Toronto and Regina. The many
friends of the Sharpies organization who visited the show were,
entertained in the fine booth

shown

in the illustra'tion

on

this

page.

Sharpies exhibit was even
this year than last,
in spite of the fact that a great
many of the exhibitors had cut
.

The

more elaborate

down this. year on size of space,
etc. The exhibit was in charge
of

Gill, sales director; F.

H. H.

by

They were
manager.
a dozen of the best Sharpies salesmen. Mr. C. M. Burdette, genassisted

eral

manager

The Sharpies

of

Company

Separator
couple of

spent, a

days at the show
exhibit,
Sharpies
the

around
which attracted
visitors

hundreds
during the show.

Burned at

Bissell Plant

of

Elora,

Ont.

A

disastrous

fire,

on November

19th, completely gutted the greater part of the T. E. Bissell plant at

The moulding secElora, On't.
and store rooms were saved.
It is reported that the loss will be
tion

The Sharpies Exhibit

A.

Doyle, factory machine manager,
and D. E. Andrews, advertising

around $75,000, and

is

covered by

insurance.

The
known

T. E. Bissell Co. are well
to the farm machinery
as
trade throughout
manufacturers of a complete line
of disc harrows for both horse

Canada

and tractor

use.

The product

the Bissell factories

is

of

popular not

only in Canada but in the United
States, for only recently McAdam
and Sons of Barker, N.Y., comarrangements with the
pleted
Bissell organization 'to manufacture several types of the Bissell

harrows at their Barker plantMcAdam and Sons have been

disc

general

agents

for

the

Bissell

lines in the eastern states for the

at the National Dairy

Show

past four or five years and have
established a growing trade.
In
fact, the demand had reached a
point where the Bissell company
was unable to supply all the
machines needed. The trade has
been extended 'throughout the
eastern states as far south as
Georgia.

John Deere Travellers Held
Annual Meeting
During the week

of

November

11 the travelling representatives
of the Winnipeg branch of the

John Deere Plow
their

-Co., Ltd.,

annual get-together meet-

The boys took

ing.

held

the

Monday

to celebrate, as their openiftg

ofif

was unanimously closed
owing to the signing of the armistice and resulting flag waving and
a good time.
The travellers had the pleasure
session

THE NEW "CHATHAM"
The

dealer

"CHATHAM"

who

sells

the

does not have

and wild oats separator as
well, neither does the farmer

who owns

"BEST BY

stock a grader

to carry in

a

EVERY TEST

"CHATHAMF'

need to buy extra equipment.

The
all

"CHATHAM"

does

such work perfectly. Best

for your

customer and most

profitable

will

you.

for

early as stock

is

Order

meeting F.

of

be scarce this season.

Branches at

WINNIPEG, BRANDON, SASKATOON, CALGARY and EDMONTON

Gray-Campbell, Limited
MOOSE JAW,

SASK.

Sprung, sales

In 1919
the Deere travellers will have the
gospel of power farming as applied to the John Deere Waterloo
Boy Kerosene Tractor to enuncistill

limited and

J.

manager of Deere & Co., Moline,
who was on a visit to the Winnipeg branch of the organization.
Mr. Sprung's talks were greatly
enjoyed by the knights of the
grip. During a series of informal
presided over by
discussions,
David Drehmer, manager, the
business outlook for the coming
year was fully gone into.
Various points were discussed
whereby the organization's motto
of service to the trade might be
further benefited.

ate,

and

will

give

this
all

machine
them scope for

excellent
of

their selling ability, as

an adjunct

at Columbus, Ohio.

The general outlook was one of
marked optimism, and the sales-

men have returned to their respective territories fully prepared
to make 1919 a record sales year
for their branch.
The following salesmen wert
present during the convention R.
Cochrane, W. Pinn, O. S.
S.
Wuthrich, G. D. McKessock,
John Snydal, D. B. MacDonald,
and D. W. Holcombe.
:

Manufacturing Hay Sweeps

The Magnet Metal and Foundry Co., Winnipeg, have made
arrangements
with Messrs.
Anderson, Hastings, Neb., to
manufacture the Anderson Hay
sweeps under Canadian patent
The Winnipeg concern
181,970.
has already commenced the production of this line, and will
have a large quantity on hand to
meet the Western Canadian demand for the 1918 hay harvest.
Ford in a New Role

A

press dispatch from Detroit

Henry Ford will retire
from active participation in the
management of the Ford Motor
Company. It is stated that Ford
is
going to publish a weekly
national newspaper. Edsel Ford,
his son, w,ill 'take his place and
states that

Henry

will

divide

his time be-

tween his newspaper
Fordson tractor plant

and
at

the

Dear-

born, Mich.

Some men

just naturally can't

keep out of trouble, as Henry
find in
in his

may

newspaperdom. If the ads.
sheet do not pull any better

than the tractor that bears his

to place along with the famous
John Deere plows for light trac-

name, the publication

tors.

some

financing.

may

require

;
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Dealers: This

Important

is

&

The Gasoline Engine
Winnipeg, are now

13

Supply Company, of

assigning

Territory in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan for the famous

Happy Farmer
nA 1
1^-Z4 h.p.
^ €\

Tractor

From its New Home,
104 PRINCESS ST..
WINNIPEG, MAN.

3 -Plow Capacity
Happy Farmer
anteed

dealers are guardelivery
of

immediate

Happy Farmer Tractors from our
large stock in Winnipeg. Repair
stocks will be carried at the lead-

ing

An

western centres.

old-

established firm, with a thorough
knowledge of western requirements, we assure dealers the cooperation and service which are
essential to successful
tractor

merchandising
Canada.

in

The

Western

SPECIFICATIONS

Perfect

Fuel
Belt

Kerosene Burner

—H.P.—
Kerosene.
24

h.p.

at

MODEL

"F

750 r.p.m.

Drawbar H.P.— 12 h.p. at about 2'A miles
per hour, drawbar pull in lbs., 2,000.
of Traction
2 drive wheels.
Make of Motor Our own type, twin cylinder horizontal, cast en bloc
4
cycle.
Cylinders and valves completely water-

—
—

Type

;

;

The Tractor That Defies Competition
—

Happy Farmer

Tractors will do anything that other tractors will do and do it better. They
double the farmer's efficiency and reduce his horse investment to the minimum.
Dealers selling
the Happy Farmer get the cream of the tractor trade— and the net profits.

The Happy Farmer has more
any other tractor

—

of like rating.

selling points than

—

Perfect balance

—Simplicity
Light Weight
AccessibilityStrength
Durability
Surplus Power
Hyatt
Roller Bearings
Self-Guiding in Furrow
High
and Constant Plowing Speed Turns in its Tracks
right or left. Happy Farmer Tractors were leaders
in 1918 popularity, and will hold the lead in 1919

—

—

—

—

—
—

jacketed.

Bore

—6

2H X 5yz in., connecting rod bearings, 2'/^
X 3}i in.
Tractor Bearings— Hyatt Roller bearings
throughout, in dustproof cages,
except
front

wheel.

—

Valves Overhead, 2-5^ in. diameter.
Fuel Intake Special patent.
Governor Flyball type with quick adjusting screw for any speed.
Ignition Atwater-Kent, automatic retard
and advance of spark.
Carburetor Special Kingston
Kerosene,
I'A in.; adjustable from driver's seat.
Air Cleaner Our own mechanical.
Oiler Madison-Kipp, mechanical, 6 feed;
motor and tractor bearings and gears per-

——
—
—
— —

fectly

lubricated.

—
—

Transmission Sliding gear enclosed and
running in oil roller bearings.
Final Drive Roller pinion, pack hardened
steel rollers and pins.
Cooling System Circulating pump, Spirex
Modine Radiator and fan; motor com;

—

pletely

sales.

— 750 r.p.m.
inch; stroke 7 inch.
— Die cast
back).
— Dimensions(reinforced
— Main crank
shaft

Speed of Motor
Bearings
Bearings

water-jacketed.
Speed 750 r.p.m.

—
—

Pump

Fuel Capacity

Happy Farmer Tractor

HAPPY FARMER DEALERS
HOLD A VALUABLE AGENCY

IS

GOING FAST

width, S2V2

Number

ASK FOR OUR

1919

CONTRACT

HANDLED IN MANITOBA AND SASKATCHEWAN BY THE

104 PRINCESS

STREET

—

height,

in.;

—

& SUPPLY

—

in.

Rear traction
;

—

—

——

;

—

;

—

—
—
—
—

Frame One piece cast steel, rigid; annealed.
Muffler
Integral with frame, silent; no
back pressure.
Drawbar Swinging type, in centre of
traction wheels, no side draft.
Steering .\utomatic, from front wheel in

— 106
— Built
integral with
for short run.
Speed — One forward and one
miles

Turning Radius
Control Brakes
differential

Tractor

WINNIPEG, MAN.

153

in.

in.
width, 10
front, diameter, 31 in.; width, 5 in.
Clutch Band, contracting.
Bull Gear Semi-steel, 4 segments reversible and interchangeable.
Field and Road Speed
2^ miles per hour.
Pulley 11 in. diameter, T/2 in. face.
Axles Front, solid
rear,
live.
Roller
bearings on rear axle.
Diameter of Shafts Rear axle, 2 in. jack
shaft, 154 in.; transmission shaft, 1J4 in.;
crank shaft, 2!-2 in.
Weight of Tractor 3.800 lbs. complete.

furrow.

CO., LTD.

62

Wheels Three.
wheels, two
diameter, 56
of

;

Handle the Tractor that meets the demand in size, power, efficiency, quality and price. Write us to-day for full particulars
and liberal proposition

GASOLINE ENGINE

—

Engine Suspension 3 point.
Dimensions of Tractor Length,

in.;

TERRITORY

Kerosene 13 gallons; gasofor starting only; water, 9 gal-

line small
lons.

verse,

2'/<

— Our
regular

Lugs

in.

the

gears

own

re-

per hour.
patent, cast, self-cleaning;

equipment.
both platform and

Tractor equipped with
seat.
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With the Manufacturers
The Cushman Motor Works
Canada, Ltd., Winnipeg, has
creased its capital
$100,000 to $500,000.

stock

of
in-

from

A

five-storey,
re$140,000,
inforced concrete warehouse is

being erected by the MasseyHarris Co. at their Toronto plant

on King Street West.
A site has been purchased at
Windsor, Ont, and building wjU
start shortly for a motor truck
factory,

cost $50,000, for the

'to

General Motors Corporation, DeMich.

troit,

W.

Kinross and others of
have organized and
incorporated the American Mfg.
in
that
Co., with headquarters
city for the purpose of manufacJ.

Peoria,

111.,

The company
turing tractors.
has a capital stock of $300,000.

A change in management has
been announced by the Common
Sense Gas Tractor Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
L. E. Trent has
been appointed secretary and general manager, succeeding H. W.
Adams.

The Flour City Plow Co. is a
new incorporation organized in
Minneapolis for the purpose of
The inmanufacturing plows.
capital stock is $25,000. The
incorporators are Chas. E. Engitial

Ralph B. Hartsough and
Frank J. Morley, all of Minne-

lish,

apolis.

Contracts for a $300,000 addition to the plant of the Holt Mfg.
Co., Peoria,

the work

111.,

War

the U.S.

have been

let

will be supervised

Department.

made

livery

new

the

December, 1918

addition

necessary.

The new warehouse

built by
Engine and
Thresher Co., on Whyte Avenue,
Winnipeg, to accommodate its
growing western business, has
nearly been completed. Manager

the

Robt.

Bell

Cole expects a large

demand

for

company's line during the
coming year.
A site has been purchased at
Fort William, On't., by the Plymouth Cordage Co., North Plymouth, Mass., manufacturers of
binder twine and rope, whereon a

his

factory

is

company

to

be erected.

The

will eventually be pay-

and
by

ing something like $1,500 per year
in taxes in the lake head city.

The

At a special meeting of 'the
Chatham, Ont., C.i'ty Council an
agreement was signed between
the city and the Denby Motor

company

recently received addi
tional contracts for caterpillar
tractors, and need for quick de•

UHLE

Trucks Company calling

for the
erection of a $20,000 plant, to be
ready for occupancy by March
1 next.
The plant is to employ
at least 'thirty hands, and, to pay
at least $20,000 a year in wages.

The company

is

newly

incor-

porated in Canada, with a capital stock of $200,000.

The Stjnson Tractor

Co.,

Min-

Minn., has taken over
the plant erected at Superior,
Wis., for 'the Continental Motor
Truck Co., and will install equipment for the manufacture of its
tractor rated at 18-36 h.p.
The
building is of brick, steel and reinforced concrete, 50x150 ft., and
cost $50,000. The Stinson company has an authorized capital
stock of $500,000 and has been
operating a tractor works in Minneapolis for several years. C. H.
Stinson, 'the general manager, is
well known to the trade in Western Canada.
neapolis,

I.H.C. Tractor Schools

GENIUS

The
Co.,

Harvester
International
Chicago, announces a new

series of tractor schools.

Power Lift Tractor Plows

Ever

since the harvester organization
opened its first tractor school in

Canada, 10 years ago,
quit

it

has never

working on the problem

of

tractor education.
total of 600 I.H.C. schools

A

were held all over Canada and
the United States last year, with
a total attendance of more than
50,000 owners and future owners
This year a series of
for dealers and
dealers' service men will be held
at the branch houses of the company.
Dealers should induce
tractor owners and prospects to
of tractors.

special

schools

attend these schools.

Make

1919 your best year.

to Furnish Your

Be Ready

Customers with Manitoba

Crushing and Sawing
Outfits

COPYRIGHT WESTERN NEWSPAPER UNION

MAIMED ITALIAN SOLDIERS OPERATE P & 0

UHLE

GENIUS

picture was taken
THIS
operate a
learning

in Italy. It shows three soldiers, each of whom has lost an arm,
The National Federation of Committees for
tractor plowing outfit.
Assistance to the blind, crippled and mutilated soldiers of Italy is doing a merciful work in
teaching these soldiers useful trades that call into use the uninjured members of their bodies.
Little Genius has been employed in teaching these gentlemen the art
The fact that the P &

to

O

and advantages of power plowing substantiates the claim we have always made that the P & O
Little Genius is the ideal plow for the one man outfit. Either of these soldiers will be able to operate a P & O Little Genius outfit as soon as he has learned the rudiments of tractor plowing, for it is
noted the world over for its all around efficiency, durability and ease of operation.
Built

by

PARLIN

& ORENDORFF COMPANY,

HART-PARR
WINNIPEG

of

REGINA

Canton,

111.,

CANADA, LIMITED
SASKATOON

U.S.A.

Throttle Governed Kerosene Engines, of 3i, 5^, 7, 9, 10. 12 and
14 H. P. Grinders and Roller
Crushers, Steel and Wood Saw
Frames to suit. Fail Prices now
out. Have you the Agency?

SALES

AGENTS

CALGARY

Manitoba Engines Ltd
Manufacturers

PHONES

at

Brandon, Manitoba

2943

and

2964
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Man Appointed ViceConsul for Manitoba

Tractor

in

Winnipeg,

pany
Haug, president and general manager of the Canadian
Avery Co., Dominion representatives of the Avery Company,
I.

J.

Peoria, IlHnois, has been appoint-

ed Royal Norwegian Vice-Consul
for the Province of Manitoba.

Few men
thresher

in the tractor and
industry in Western

&

on the
Nellermoe Com-

until 1913.

In that year the

Haug

Bros.

carrying

company was reorganized as the
Canadian Avery Company, and
a branch was opened at Regina,
Mr. Haug became president and
general manager of the company,
which important position he still
holds. A busy man, Mr. Haug's

line

of

Avery

units,

15

tractors

crease of 33 1-3 per cent during
four years.
The wheat acreage
rose from 10,293,900 acres in 1914
to 17,353,902 acres in 1918.
For
the four years 1914-1917 the value
of Canadian field crops averaged
862 million dollars annually. Before the war this value was only
553 millions. From a total valuation of Canada's field crops of
3,495,082,000 in the years 1914-17,
no less than $1,911,684,450 is
credited to Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. In 1915 the
value of all farm animals was

in

and
40-80 H.P., also the Avery motor
5-10, 8-16, 12-25, 18-36, 25-50

They

cultivator.

also distribute

Avery grain saving threshers and
Avery plows, and in Canadian
territory

steadily
this well

have
experienced
a
increasing demand for

known

of

line

power

farming machinery.

brief vacations are usually spent

woods, for he is a confirmed
"gun-man," and during the shootin the

ing season he

is

usually out after

a big bag.

An Avery man from start to
Mr. Haug has a peculiarly

finish,

intimate knowledge of this line.
the entire

The company handle

War

Agriculture's

Effort

In 1914 the total areas of field
crops in Canada were 33,436,575.
In 1915 this rose to 39,140,460

$749,640,000; in 1917 it had increased to $1,102,261,000.
These
increases are largely due to tractor

acres; in 1917, 42,602,288 acres;
and in 1918 to approximately 44,000,000 acres. This means an in-

use.

EMERSON
WILD

c
i
separators

OAT

YOUR OPPORTUNITY FOR
MADE
No.
No.

I.

J.

of

Canada are better known than
Mr. Haug. He has spent a lifetime with the Avery organization,
and in the Canadian West "Haug"
and "Avery" are synonymous
terms. Mr. Haug has had a long
and varied experience in the farm
machinery business, and his life
has been one of steady effort and
advancement.
Mr. Haug's first connection
with the implement business was
at Sacred Heart, Minn., where he
carried on a retail implement and
lumber business. In these days
he handled the Avery line, and,
as he says, "I have been handling
Avery goods ever since." Leaving
the retail trade Mr. Haug was
appointed traveller for the Avery
Company out of Minneapolis
some twenty years ago. In 1900
he was appointed manager of the
Avery branch house at Fargo,
N.D., which position he filled
with great ability until 1906. In
1903,
while manager of this
branch, realizing the great future
in the farm machinery business in
Western Canada, Mr. Haug came
to Winnipeg, where he organized
the concern known as Haug Bros.
& Nellermoe. He was the partner in charge of this company,
which rapidly built a big business,
handling the Avery line of tractors, threshers and plows. In 1906,
after resigning from his position
at Fargo, he settled permanently

TWO

FOR FARM USE

SIZES

3.

Hand

6.

Power Separator; Capacity 30-50 Bus. per hour

Separator; Capacity 22-30 Bus. per hour

The only farm size machine built that will take
every kernel of wild or tame oats out of wheat
or rye—and save ALL THE WHEAT.

HAUG

Norwegian Vice-Consul for Province
Manitoba

IN

1919

Dealers: Handle the Mill that Gives the Farmer Perfect

Seed— a

Clean Crop, and Increased Yields!

^Imerson Wild Oat Separators are+he result of 45 years
practical experience in the fanning mill business.
Wild

Emerson Mills
are the only machines absolutely guaranteed to remove
the last kernel of wild oats from the grain. It is easier
oats are the curse of the grain grower.

and cheaper for your customers
from the seed than from the

sure better, cleaner, hardier, drouth-resistant
fighting

weeds.

seed—the
strong grain that will whip the
Our mills give the farmer bigger crops through

kind—yielding

perfect mechanical seed selection.
at top prices.

He

to take the wild oats

tors.

Strong,

Emerson Mills
They en-

built

for service

field.

guarantee perfect seed wheat, barley and rye.

is

substantial,

and

instantly removable.

And

his product sells

independent of seed
easily

efficiency.

Ask

men and

eleva-

operated machines,
Riddles and screens

for descriptive booklet.

The Action and Efficiency of
Emerson Mills is Duplicated
by no other Separator mac^e
A

single Emerson riddle comprises 1297 individual
pieces of rust-proof metal, and three riddles are used
one on each shoe, six on the power machine. Our
riddle construction is unique.
The design absolutely

—

prevents the oats from following the wheat, barley,
or rye through the ports on to the screen. Every oat
kernel is "kicked" up the angular riddle and discharged.
Thousands of testimonials from practical
farmers, elevator and seed men, millers and experimental stations, state that the Emerson is the best
machine in the world for eliminating wild and tame
oats, foul seed and impurities.

LARGE STOCK ON HAND.
The Six-Shoe
Emerson Separator

Write for Particulars of our Mills
and our Liberal Contract for 1919

The Emerson Manufacturing
1425 Whyte Avenue

Co., Ltd.

Winnipeg, Man.

1
|
|
=
=
=
=
=
=
M
M
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Emerson-Brantingham Tractors
Ready for Delivery

two

Good times are here for the
E-B dealers who have had diffi-

ground

culty getting dehvery on tractors
ordered.

The

photo

Horticultural
Fair
with its rich backof green silk velours,

sides

Building
Grounds,

of

at

the
the

State

carpeted floor, and its overhead
concealed lighting effect, it was an
exhibit in every way worthy of

December, 1918

cally illuminated picture appara-

tus which automatically showed
illuminated pictures of the detail-

tractors.

several

farm and dairy scenes, plant

Western Canadian
coming year.

inte-

riors, etc.

painted in the storage

This vast sea of trac-

few weeks' production

doubly sensitive to wind pressure.
The double windmills are made
of steel throughout.
The frame
consists of two heavy channel

A
the world's

oldest and

fiers,

now

a

large

AA

from

two wheels when mounted, about

largest

cream separator manufacturers.

Implement
Co.,
Regina, for Saskatchewan and
Alberta, and the Tudhope-Anderson Co. in Manitoba. Both disBrantingham

irons in suitable lengths to permit a small space between the

Scene beside the E-B Tractor Works at Minneapolis

hibited a full line of

Model

for the

A

remarkable value. These ti-actors
are now being handled in Canadian territory by the Emerson-

anticipate

field

windmill manufacturing concern at Hutchinson, Kansas, have
brought out a mill with two
wheels, which is claimed to be

AA

for the

these

A Double Wheel Windmill

E-B

dealers in Canada and
the United States will
get plenty of tractors
and get them promptly.
It also illustrates, says
the company, why the
E-B 12-20 Model
the
tractor
is
most
power for the weight
ind money ever offered,
for it is only possible
by manufacturing a standard product on a large scale to give this

demand

of

will be available for the

headquarters.

tors represents only a

tributors

machines

hundred

Mr. Robertson is completing arrangements whereby the company
will have representation in the
Canadian West, so that dealers
handling their tractors will be assured prompt delivery and service from the company's western

shows

a proof that

It is anticipated

ilton

that

yard of the .EmersonBrantingham Tractor
Works in MinneapoHs.

is

machinery, which will
ensure a large output of the Ham-

ed construction of various De
Laval machines, interspersed with

tractors waiting to be

and

modern

The De Laval Company

ex-

De Laval

Farm, Dairy and Factory Cream
Separators, De Laval Milk Clari-

De Laval Whey Separators
and De Laval Emulsors.
In addition to the machines
exhibited in the regular De Laval

was a very interesting
Avorking exhibit of D e Laval
Emulsors in the space occupied
by the Merrell-Soule Company of
Syracuse, N.Y.
Here the Dc
Laval Emulsor, or the "mechanical cow," as it is popularly coming"
to be known, was in daily operation, producing the finest kind of
cream or milk from skim-milk
powder, butter atod water.
A very attractive feature of the
De Laval exhibit was a mechani-

space, there

on.

The De Laval Dairy Show
Exhibit

Imposing as were the many
exhibits of dairy and farm
equipment at the recent National
Dairy Show at Columbus, none
elicited more favorable comment
than the fine display made by The

fine

De Laval

Separator Company.
Extending almost half-way across

GILSON TRACTOR

Partial

View

De Laval Exhibit

of the

To the many De Laval salesmen and agents who attended the
Show, and the many users of De
Laval machines, this splendid De
Laval exhibit must have been a
matter of personal pride and
gratification, exemplifyimg as it
did the leadership and pre-eminence of the De Laval organization in the dairy industry.

Investigating Western Canadian

Tractor
J. P.

of

Robertson, sales manager

the

Machine

THE

100% Service Tractor that
does all the things you want
a tractor to do. Great power, comstrong
pact construction, extra
and durable, but light and handy.
It has great drawbar pull and
economy, and for belt work it is
unsurpassed.
Built of the finest
matenals, Hyatt Eoller bearings,

—

—
—

GILSON MFG. CO., Ltd.,

*

—Alloy

boy

WINNIPEG,

MAN

was a

and

\

I

^

nnrmnitniiitiTnffliTinnmnmmpriiiiininmiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiimMimmwrmnmnm^

:

the mill works on solid chromealloy steel balls, and is very sensitive to the wind.

The

cent business visitor to Winnipeg.
Mr. Robertson also spent a few

surface,

good

satisfaction.

The company

are the largest gear-cutting concern in the Dominion, and have
big machine shops with the most

governor of corabout 2x4 feet in

mill has a

rugated

Tractor, a new machine of
very sound design. Its work in
the east is stated to have given

Show

twenty-four inches apart.
The
frame is extra well braced in the
form of bridging, so as to allow
no twist.
The mills are in four
sizes
six, eight, ten and twelve
feet, and the weight ranges from
1,000 to 2,400 pounds.
On top of the tower is placed
a heavy top plate or casting with
a ball race. The head of the mill
sets directly on top of this plate
with a like fitting ball race. Thus

re-

class,

Dept. y.

Gear

Farm

can do it easily.
The Gilson Standardized Tractor
meets perfectly the demand for a high
serviceable tractor to increase
production, and is a money-maker for
Sizes 12-25 and 15-30 h.p.
its owners.
Write to-day for full particular!.

Hamilton
Co., Toronto,

days in Regina, Calgary and Edmonton. His company are no\v
manufacturing the Hamilton Gear

—Dust proof trans—and so simple and

steel,

all
mission, etc.
easy to operate that a small

Demand

at the recent National Dairy

steel,

which is held out at the
end of the wheels by a hollow
piping. There is a balance weight
used in such a manner that it
requires a particular velocity of
to overcome the balance
weight, when it straightens out

wind

the governor and throws it flush
to the wind, closing the mill up
securely.

Get ready for spring trade.
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The

Practical

Farm Tractor

THE

value of any Farm Tractor is in its ability to meet all conditions and to give consistent service
every working day.
The Farrn Tractor that is able to do this is the Tractor which is designed and built on proper
mechanical engineering principles, where there is no shade of doubt between right and wrong methods.
In Hamilton Gear Tractors all features are practical having been proven so by exhaustive tests and
experiments.
Hamilton Gear Tractors are built with the view of meeting all working conditions by scientific engineers
who use practical knowledge and not guess work.
It should be noted that Hamilton Gear Tractors are easy to operate.
The general features of convenience, safety and accessibility are shown in the self-steering, short-turning radius, high-ground clearance,
broad tread, all steel frame and comfortable, roomy cab.
A special point to be remembered in favor of Hamilton Gear Tractors is that Hamilton Tractors are
All gears in these machines are made by men who have made a life study of gear cutting, and
gear perfect.
who thoroughly understand gears, their maintenance and appliance.
In a word there is no Tractor on the market to-day which ranks with the Hamilton Gear Tractor
It

—

is

THE

—

BEST.

Dealers everywhere should convince themselves of the practicability
and durability of Hamilton Gear Tractors

HAMILTON GEAR & MACHINE CO
TORONTO

I

„

.

1

ONTARIO

17

:

:
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How Monopolists Advanced Sisal
Fibre 300 Per Cent During

War

In 1915 the less than carload
of binder twine in the
United States was 7^c per lb. in
1916, 9^c per lb.; in 1917, 19>^c
per lb.; in 1918, 2d}ic per lb.
These prices were, of course,
higher in the Canadian binder
twine business.
In the spring of 1916 the U.S.
Senate instituted an enquiry, the
findings of the Senate committee
being
"That an oppressive monopoly
exists which holds in its grasp
our importations of sisal, that it
is costing American farmers many
millions of dollars annually, and
that the power held by this monopoly to fix prices regardless of
the law of supply and demand is
most dangerous. The Senate committee urged that the Department
of Justice take such action as the
law and the facts warrant."
In 1917 the United States Deprice

;

Hanson & Orth,

a fibre concern
in New York, have launched a
strenuous attack against the monopoly that exists in the sisal industry. They charge the Mexican

Government monopoly with fleecthe farmers of the North
American continent to the tune of
$86,000,000, represented by the
advance in the price of sisal hemp,
which, says M. J. Smith, of the
above firm, has gone chiefly into
the hands of the "Yucatan proing

fiteers."

Approximately 90 per cent of
the binder twine used in America
and all over the world is made
from sisal hemp, grown in the
In SeptemYucatan peninsula.
ber, 1915, an edict was issued in
Yucatan proclaiming a govern-

ment monopoly of the sisal hemp
The result of this is
business.
outlined by Hanson & Orth as
follows
In September, 1915, the price of
sisal hemp in the New York market was 5%c per pound.
By a
series of advances which culminated in August, 1917, the price
was increased until it reached
19 %c per pound in New York.
The price of binder twine neces'sarily followed suit.

partment of Justice instituted a
suit against the Yucatan monopoly, claiming that it was in contravention of the anti-monopoly
The
laws of the United States.
hearing of this suit also dragged,

but in August, 1918, Judge Hough
gave a decision adverse to the
U.S. Department of Justice.
In 1915, when the monopoly
got control of the sisal, there was
in Yucatan and the U.S. a great

surplus of fibre.
Poor crops in
1916 caused an enormous carryover of unsold twine to 1917. At
the same time immense accumulations of unsold sisal were in
store in Yucatan, yet the top price
for the fibre was maintained and
forced upon the manufacturers of
twine, and hence the farmers.
Coming down to the present
day with a price of 16 cents per
pound for sisal, or about 300 per
cent of its value before the monopoly was established, there is
enough sisal in the United States
and Yucatan to-day to bind a
crop equal to what the 1917 crops
were.
Notwithstanding this the

farmers of the U.S. and Canada
are up against an extortionate
price for binder twine, which price
the U.S. Food Administration has
been forced by this Mexican monopoly to countenance.

The

price of sisal was advanced
nearly 300 per cent by the monopoly, and is now maintained at
more than 200 per cent in excess
of its pre-war value, yet the sisal

farmers of Yucatan have not been
paid by the profiteers a price high
enough to even cover the cost of
production.
The farmers are,
however, organizing, and have
placed an appeal before President
Carranza, who has promised an
investigation.

NATIONAL FARM TRACTORS

If the monopolists are to continue in control of this industry
in Mexico, there seems little hope
of relief unless the United States
takes drastic measures to enforce
a breakage of this stranglehold
upon the prices of a fibre which
is an
absolute essential to the
farmers of Canada and the United

States.

Binder Twine Prices to be Set
Early in Year
Reports indicate that the U.S.

Food Administration

maximum

price

will fix the

manufac-

for

turers of binder twine for 1919.
Additional purchases
of
fibre

which may be necessary will be
made to supplement the stocks
already contracted, according to
a report from Washington given

"Farm Implement News."

in

It

anticipated that the 1919 prices
on twine will be announced a
great deal earlier than was the
case last year. Hope has been
expressed at Washington that
extra purchases of fibre may be
made at a price lower than that
paid for the 500,000 bales of sisal
by the administration last fall.
is

compiled from United
show a very
heavy carry-over of twine. This
Statistics

States

territory

calculated by some to represent a total of approximately
eighty-five million pounds. In the
of
estimation
specialists,
this
quantity is sufficient to provide
between one-third and one-fourth
of next year's requirements. They
estimate that normal consumption of binder twine in the United
States and Canada at 260,000,000
The total
pounds per annum.
is

BEST BUILT
TRACTORS
IN AMERICA

1
1

December, 1918

consumption

1
H
H

of

American-made

binder twine, including exports,

was about 344,000,000
The 1919 export European demand will probably be
greater than was the case this
1918,

in

pounds.

although twine plants in
Great Britain will be able to take

year,

care of a greater,

demand

in that

country than during the war.

Deere Interests Consolidated

The farm machinery interests
Dominion of the Deere or-

in the

ganization have been brought together to further production of
the lines manufactured. The John
Deere Plow Company, and the

Made

in

two

sizes:

Model F

12-22,

3-Plow

Type; Model

^

9-16,

2-Plow Type.

THE STANDARDIZED NATIONAL TRACTOR
what you have been waiting

—

backed by seven years successful performance in the field the easiest tractor for the dealer to sell and the cheapest for the farmer to own. Light weight for its power. Perfect drawbar.
Profitable to ^ell. Any plowing speed you want. All gears run in oil. Operates on kerosene successTroubleproof
Write or wire for full information.
fully.
Is

for.

It is

.

NATIONAL FARM TRACTOR CO.
808 Sterling Bank Building

Winnipeg, Man.

Dain Manufacturing Co., both of
Welland, Ont, have consolidated,
with a capital stock of $1,000,000.

The
the
Co.

entire business will

name

of the

now

bear

John Deere Plow

Having read the

newspapers

carefully for the past four years,
we have reached the conclusion
that when Sherman called war
Hell, he put it too mildly.
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CUSHMAN
American Wild Oat and Barley
Separator and Cleaner

Dual Grain Cleaner and
Separator

Not a fanning mill or cleaner, but
the only real wild oat separator that
absolutely removes wild oats from
tame oats and barley.
The only
machine that separates and grades
in one operation.
Patented slats
distribute a thin, level layer of grain
over the full surface of the sieve.

double screening surface, so that a thinner run of grain passes over screen.
Patented cut-off feature increases capacity 60 per cent over other machines withWrite for bulleout such equipment.

Ask

tin.

Made
old

for literature.

Cushman Light-Weight All
Purpose Farm Engines! —

in two sizes, 24 and 32-inches
Has three times the capacity of
type mills of equal width.
Has

wide.

S£AP/(_ne/c

In Sizes: 4 to 20 H.P.
The Engine Your Customers

i

Built Light— Built Right
h.p. Cushman weighs only 190 lbs.,

The 4
the 8 h.p.
only 320 lbs., the 15 h.p. only 780 lbs., and the 20 h.p.
only 1,200 lbs.
Cushman Engines are used on the
famous Cushman combination threshing outfits. They
are equipped with Throttle Governor and Schebler
Carburetor; 4-cycle, water cooled, with friction clutch
pulley.
Many dealers are selling from 15 to 50
Cushmans a year in addition to their heavy engine

cwrcM

Require
The One

Perfect Binder Engine

For heavy grinding, driving small separators, etc., or
any power from 3 to 9 h.p., the 8 h.p. Cushman

for

to the farmer.
Very economical, for
engines receive just enough fuel to take care
of the load at that moment on the engine.
Result is

especially appeals

business.

Cushman

The Automatic Grain

uniform speed and maximum power.
Not cheap engines,
but cheapest for your customers in the end.
Get the
Cushman agency for 1919. Cushman dealers find engine
business good the year around.

saz-o/ufiSi
%/iA/i/sre/f

Pickler

4 H.

P.

Cuahman. Weight only 190 Lb».

The only machine

of its kind in
Handles grain at the rate of
135 bus. per hour.
Light in weight;

use.

strongly

built;

low

price.

perfect

in

CUSHMAN
GRINDERS-

Four
Sizes:
6, 8,

and

13

W

10

inch

A

/

•

"

;

Lincoln

action;

Fully

guaranteed.
Weight of grain operates the machine.
The kernels are thoroughly
soaked, turned over and treated.
The most efScient automatic pickler
on the market.
Get one on your
floor for spring business.
Good stock
on hand.
in

A Quick

Smut Cleaners

Ensure Clean Seed and Big Yields
Sold on a positive guarantee to
prevent smut. No. 3 handles 30-50
bus. per hour; No. 4, 50-75 bus.
The Lincoln separates smut balls,
wild oats, king heads, and all light
seed from wheat, also wild oats
and all light seed from barley.
Grain is thoroughly pickled, dried
and elevated to wagon box. Automatic skimmer an exclusive feature.
Strong, heavy construction.
Large, rustless solution tanks.

MADE
TWO

IN

SIZES
Write
for

Prices

and

Full

Particulars

l_--|-J.>.,

Selling Line

Flat
Plates

IlLyM" Jew^upi^^^^'
Genrou
^ m

for Dealers
Cushman

more and do better work
with

less

power than any

other

grinders of similar

sizes.

Very

easily driven.

Perfect

adjustment

fineness

of

work.

vibrationless design;

capacity

hopper;

drive shaft-

particulars

the Trade.

Will

do

grinders

for
Rigid,

large

heavy

Send for

and

customers this

sell

full

your

quality

Built— Easiest Running

Strongest

Made in 24, 32 and 42inch sizes, with or without
bagger. Power attachments
supplied if desired.
Patented adjusta b

1

e

windboards

give

perfect
control of blast; our
special sieves eradicate all wild oat

seed.
built

Strongly

and bolted

;

has greater capacity and does better
work than any
'

mills

grinder.

Oat Separator

of

similar

sizes.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
Man.
Warehouses:

Dept. E. a^^^liraMT, Winnipeg,

Toronto, Ont. and London, Ont.

Distributing

Builders of High Grade, Light Weight, High

Power Engines

for General

Purpose Farm

Work

THE CUSHMAN AGENCY GIVES YOU A COMPLETE LINE
We

are Exclusive Selling Agents for: Combination Threshing Outfits—Straw Spreaders—Land Roller and Sub -Surface
Packer—24x46 Separators for Small Tractor Use— Electric Lighting Plants— Tank Heaters—Langdon Ideal Self -FeedersCutter Gears— Fanning Mills Smut and Pickling Machines— Vacuum Washing Machines—Lincoln Grinders—Lincoln
Saws Shinn-Flat Lightning Conductors Incubators Universal Hoists Portable Grain Elevators Wagner Hardware
Specialties Holland Wild Oat Separators American Separators and Cleaners, etc.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

;
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Distributing "National"
Tractors

The National Tractor
Cedar

Rapids,

pointed

Iowa,

distributors

tractors

in

nipeg,

will

Co., Inc.,

have apfor

their

Bldg.,

Western

The National Farm
808 Sterling- Bank
ines

during the seven years they have
been on 'the market. Interested
dealers can obtain full particulars
by writing the National Farm
Tractor Co., 808 Sterling Bank

Canada.
Tractor Co.,

Bldg.,

handle these

'throng'hout

the

Winmach-

Prairie

The
in

total acreage

Saskatchewan

249,260;

oats,

under wheat

was

in 1918

4,988,499;

9,-

barley,

699,296; flax, 840,957; rye, 123,500; peas, 4,251; beans, 861;
buck^yheat, 1,207
mixed grains,
In
23,449; other grains, 27,347.
root crops there were Potatoes,
59,793 acres; turnips, 5,622; mangolds, 1,806 other roots, 2,322. In
feed crops there were in corn 11,186 acres hay, 315,117 acres, and
pasture, 933,862;
alfalfa, 6,943,
and other'crops, 40,504. The total

Western Canadian territory.
W. H. Bennett, sales manager of

News cites the exainple
who handled farm

4j4 x 5^, with Dixie
ignition, Kingston carburetor and
Perfex radiator. All gears are enclosed and run in an oil bath.
These tractors operate success-

on kerosene at all loads,
and have been thoroughly tested

.

of 22,016,139.

18 per cent.

In the province in 1918 the total
number of stallions, mares, geld-

for the three years were, respect-

and mules
was 1,000,076, as compared with
888,672 in 1917. There was 3S2,989 cows and 332,040 calves reported by the Department of

of

and

fillies

Agriculture at Regina.

''The Tank on the Farm f >
FOR BIGGER BUSINESS, SELL

ively, 8.7, 5.3

which

and

is 6.8

6.5, the average
per cent.

A New Dynamometer
The dynamometer used at the
power farming demonstration at
Cobourg, Ont.,

last fall is a

new

eleven

was developed by C. M. Eason,
general manager of the tractor

??ctof

bearings division of that organ-

MONARCH
*'

ization.

Two

short courses

of

instruc-

on internal combustion en-

tion

LAYS
ITS

Kerosene

OWN

TRACK
MEANING
NO LOST
DAYS

WE CARRY
COMPLETE
STOCK OF
REPAIRS
ASSURING
QUICK
SERVICE

three units:

A

consists

of

hydrostatic unit

connected

between the tractdr
and the implement pulled a recording pressure gauge a speedo;

;

meter.

The

hydrostatic

unit

is

connected by means of a hollow
brass tube covered with rubber
through which the pressure is
transmitted to the recording pressure gauge, where it is recorded
on a chart. The results obtained
are~ the distance travelled, time

and pounds pull from which the
drawbar horse power is computed.
I.

H. C.

The

—Sells by Sheer Merit

Built Like a Locomotive

Light in weight.

Powerful for pulling.
Conto give years of service.
Four sizes.
cylinder,
valve-in-head,
kerosene special
tractor motors. Transmission: Hyatt roller bearings and special steel-cut gears throughout.
The
double-toothed sprocket and box car journals are
the greatest feature of this track-laying "farm
structed

Four

tank."

ASK FOR OUR AGENCY OFFER.

Jones Tractor

&

Implement Co.

Limited

Corner 7th and Halifax Streets
Phone 3546

Regina, Saskatchewan

Saskatoon from December 2 to
21 and from February 3 to 22, and
each succeeding month during the
year, except June and July, if 30
at

and ignition troubles, timing
and adjusting, etc.
tor

A

Men in the

Service

records of the International

Harvester Company at the end of
October last show that 4,277 of
the company's employees were in
the armies of Canada and the
United States. In the Dominion,
21 are from the Chatham works,
226 from the Hamilton works,
and 115 from the various branch
houses of the organization.

Hart-Parr of Canada are

Tractors

Two new tractors are announced
by the Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.,
of Milwaukee, Wis. One is a 6-12
h.p. machine, practically a twowheeler, with a small supporting

a

now

well-Avritten

and

convincing book entitled "The
New Hart-Parr." This publication
fully describes the tractor handled
by the company and has a wealth
of pertinent information regarding tractors in general. Interested
dealers should procure a copy of

book from the company.

this

What's the Use?
ever occur to you that a
is full of cussedness?
He comes into the world without
his consent, and goes out against
his will and the trip between is
exceedingly I'ocky. When he is
little,
the big girls kiss him;
when he is big, the little girls
kiss him.
If he is poor, he is a
bad manager; if he is rich, he's a
crook. If he is prosperous, everybody wants to do him a favor; if
he needs credit, they hand him a
lemon.

man's

it

life

he

If

is

in

politics,

it

is

for

out of politics, he is no
good to his country. If he doesn't
give to charity, he's a tightwad
if he does, it's for show.
If he is
actively religious, he is a hypocrite and if he takes no interest
in religion, he is a heathen.
If
he is affectionate, he is a soft
mark; if he cares for no one, he
is cold-blooded.
If he dies young,
there was a great future before
him; if he lives to an old age, he
missed his calling.
Why live
graft

;

if

;

when

Two New

Convincing Book

distributing

Did

The dynamometer

Never-Slip" Tractors

AT.WORK

Engine Instruction at
Saskatchewan University

Profit percentages

imiproved model of the instrument
used by the Hyatt company. It

One-Man

familiar.

The average overhead for the
three years was a fraction above

ings, colts

fulh^

drive
wheels, and the final drive housed.
These machines are in addition
to the standard 10-18 Allis-Chalmers with which the trade is

and

4,060,801,

new

is

the
15-30

breaking, .614,980. This gives
a total acreage under cultivation

summerfallow was

the dealer a choice of either a two
or three plow machine.
In the
larger model the Waukesha

under

or more students register.
The
course will cover the principles of
internal combustion engines, the
functions of all parts, different
types and their features, carbure-

;

Mr. Landin announces tha't the
National tractor is made in two
sizes, 9-16 and 12-22 h.p., giving

rear

The other is a
four-wheel job with two

corresponding decline in the expense.
Last year the overhead
was a shade less than 17 per cent
on a volume that had increased 42
per cent over 1915, probably on
account of the advances in prices.

;

National tractor

the

gines will be held at the College

:

ideal for conditions in this field.

equipment exclusively. In normal
times this same dealer's overhead
averaged less than 16 per cent.
Following are his percentages of
overhead and profit during 1915,
1916 and 1917:

in

driver's seat.

The dealer's overhead in 1915
was 17 per cent. The next year
it went up to 20.4 per cent, probably because the volume declined
more than 10 per cent without a

;

the National Tractor Co., Cedar,
Rapids, recently paid a visit to
the Canadian West, investigating
the tractor demand, and he is

motor

wheel

The effect of war conditions in
the implement business as affecting the overhead in a dealer's
business is of interest. Farm Implement

Crop Acreage in Saskatchewan

in

satisfied that the

Overhead and Profit

of a dealer

Provinces. C. J. Landin, manager of the Winnipeg concern,
anticipates a good demand in the
coming year for National tractors

is

Winnipeg.

December, 1918

the authorities will have to
if your relations can't?

bury you

Yawn &

Stretch are the names
owners of an implement
firm in Western Canada. They report that there's mighty little
of the

business to be done.

Canadian Farm Implements
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Upon Your

Prospects the Variety
of Uses of the New Case 10-18

out, for instance,
adaptability for seeding.
POINT
The above pictures a three-w^ay
of
scene show^its

viev^^

ing a young lady in Texas
helping Uncle Sam.

who

a

has enlisted in

can be "driven" anywhere, having the width of an
automobile. It turns in a 22-ft. circle. It is short and low.
It

can be used successfully for discing and seeding,
pulverizing and harrowing, shelling, shredding, feed
grinding, harvesting, road work, threshing and husking,
It

hauling, sawing wood, cutting ensilage and filling silo,
baling straw and hay, grubbing and dozens of other uses.

By such adaptability, the man who buys it can be assured of the maximum number of days of use.

—

Point out its simplicity and accessibility
how one
can get at every working part easily. No dismantling
necessary.

J.

I.

Explain the value of a one-piece frame with a fourcylinder motor mounted crosswise
how vibration is reduced, how disalignment is prevented.
Show how the
belt pulley is mounted directly in the engine crank shaft,
permitting easy "lining up" for belt work.

—

The Case 10-18 is especially designed for ail-round
usage. It is not built solely for plowing, although that
is the chief function.

is

Call particular attention to the cut steel gearing, fully
enclosed.

Case Threshing Machine Company,

Then

attention to the Case Sylphon Thermostat
air washer.
Explain the economy in fuel

consumption.
You, Mr. Case Dealer, have a wonderful product to sell, with
dozens of exclusive features. If you know this Case 10-18 well,
together with the other Case Tractors, you can prove to any man's
satisfaction that

you

offer

him the

latest

and

best.

Farmers are better acquainted than ever with the mechanic a.nd
performance of tractors, and are therefore better able to appreciate
Case betterments.
If you have not already studied the specifications and description of the 10-18, write today for this complete information, which
will be sent gladly either by a Case Branch House or by us.

We

urge you to

point out

Inc.

call

and the Case

'"Ts"/,"'

know

this tractor intimately, so that

you can

its superiorities.

1527 Erie Street, Racine, Wis.,

U. S. A.

—

OBITUARY
Charles W. Marsh
Charles ^Vesley jMarsh, co-inventor of the Marsh harvester,
and pioneer machine man of
America, died at his home at De
Kalb, IlHnois, November 9. Mr.
Marsh was in his 85th year. He
was born near Cobourg, Ont., on
March 22, 1834. In 1849 he left
Ontario and went West, settling

De Kalb County,

111.,

where

ing the presidency of the company, which he held until his
recent demise.
The late Mr.
Marsh was one of the organizers
of the U.S. National Implement
and Vehicle Association, and
throug-hout his journalistic career
was a power for co-operation and
development in the agricultural
machinery industry.
He served
one term as state senator in

at

the age of 15 he started farming
along with a brother, William
J\Iarsh.
In 1856 the brothers purchased a Mann reaper and they
became interested in the principles of grain harvesting machinery. Collaborating, the brothers
in 1858 developed the Marsh har-

brothers

established

a

plant

.

low-down

which was
successful, under the
binder,

not entirely
name of the Marsh Binder Co.

Early

in 1885, C.

W. Marsh

en-

tered the trade journal field as
editor
of
"Farm Implements

News,"

of Chicago.

work

lent

for

when he

until 1904,

He

this

did excelpublication

retired, retain-

We

regret to report the death,
9th, at his residence in
Saskatoon, of J. L. Henning,
manager of the Saskatoon branch
of the Massey-Harris Company.
Death resulted from pnetmionia,
following an attack of influenza.
Mr. Henning died at the early
age of forty, and leaves a widow,
two boys and a girl, all young.
On behalf of the trade we extend
our sincere sympathy to Mrs.
Henning- and family, who have
lost a fond husband and father.
The late Mr. Henning first became connected with the Massey-

Company

at

He was

Hamilton,
later trans-

THE LATE
mourn

L.

J.

HENNING

The decedent leaves to
loss a widow and

their

three sons, while he had countless
friends in the farm machinery industry who regret the passing of
a man whose life was an incentive
and whose kindly character and
great integrity were part of a
wonderful character.
In his
"Recollections," written in 1910,
he wrote words that ring true
now that C. W. Marsh has gone
reward
"Despite the
to
his
struggles and losses and sorrows,
my life has been well worth liv:

at

Toronto, and in a

short time came West to Winnipeg, where he became accountant
of the branch in this city.
In 1908 he was promoted to the
position of office manager at Saskatoon, and in 1912, when the
Yorkton branch of the company
was opened, the late Mr. Henning
was chosen as manager. In Yorkton he was president of the local
Board of Trade and did much for
business betterment in that city.

On May 15, 1915, Mr. Henning
took over the management of the
Saskatoon branch, which position
he filled with great ability until
his untimely death.
Possessed
of great executive ability, he was
highly esteemed and respected by
the directors of his company, and
had he lived he would, without
doubt, have occupied a very responsible position at the headquarters of the organization

Make

Toronto.
possessed

the Winter

Months Profitable

A
are

HEATERS

line that sells readily.

made

MAX

at

Saskatoon,

all

"He was

of the staff,

his deal-

As one
who knew him well

and had been working next to

him

for the last six years, said

A SAMPLE CN YOUR FLOOR W4LL HELP YOUR ''ALES

'He lived to be kind and

WRITE TO-DAY FOR PRICED AND FULL PARTICULARS

good.'

Winnipeg Ceiling and Roofing
Makers of Max Stock Troughs, Waggon

P.O. Box 3Gp6

F.I.

318

Co., Limited

Tarxks, Oil Barrels, etc.

Winnipeg. Man.

capacity, he conducted the 1918

campaign ably and intelliwere interred
Thornbury, where he now

sales

gently. His remains
at

with his father in the
family vault.
His many friends
sleeps

who mourn his loss

deeply, concur

in the conviction that a brilliant

career has been brought to a close

prematurely.

Dead
Stambury R.
Tarr, M.A., managing director of
Financial Journalist

On November

16,

Mr. Tarr was a graduate of
McMaster University and the
University of Chicago. For four
3^ears he was teacher of mathe-

staff

and most delicate in all
ings with his employees.

to last a lifetime.

company's policy and lines,
assumed the position of sales
manager in April of this year. Although only six months in this
of the

who

his

;

—Self-Dumping Grate— Smoke
pipe has spark arrester — Cleanest to handle
H-ats water very quickly— Draught easily regu-

and by hard work, perseverance and thorough knowledge
clerk,

passed away at
43, has for the past eight years
been identified with practically
every movement for the develop-

the employees of the
not a superior
to all of us, not a master, but a
friend, a real friend, and a dear
one a consoler, and charitable,

Heavy Cast Top

SMITH

Many dealers will
regret the passing of James L.
Henning as a friend as well as a
business acquaintance. What better epitaph could a man have than
these heartfelt, words from one

:

MAX

G. A.

"Canadian

spoke for
branch

Tank Heaters

the best quality, heavy sheet steel,
with welded jointc, making a solid one-piece body.
Excsptionally lar^e submerged radiation surface.
Almost anything that v/ill burn makes good fuel
for the
heater.
Suitable for wood, steel or
concrete tanks of any size.

THE LATE

and was exceptionally popular in
Saskatoon in both business and

of

of

lated— Built

in

The late Mr. Henning
many rare qualities,

social circles.

TANK

A

ness College he entered the company's employ in 1909 as invoice

on Nov.

company

Illinois.

18:0,

James L. Henning

ferred to the headquarters of the

at

Mr. Marsh demonstrated his machine in Europe,
where in a trial competition it
won the first prize. In later years
the Marsh brothers manufactured
In

and I feel that I have not.
Born at Thornbury, Ont., in
done so badly ,but there will be 1888, he left his father's farm to
something to my credit on the follow a commercial career. After
balance sheet of good and ill."
graduating from the Canada Busi-

Ont., in 1896.

Sycamore, and subsequently nearly all makers of reapers began to
produce the Marsh design of
reapers, or machines of a similar
type.

December, 1918

ing,

Harris

which they patented in
that year. This harvester, which
used two men standing on a platform, was first manufactured for
the trade by the firm of Stewart
& Marsh, at Piano, 111. Later the

vester,

a

:
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in

"

do

Finance,"

A'Voodstock, Ont.

ment
ment

of the

died

at

Mr. Tarr, who
the early age of

West and

the better-

of btisiness conditions.

The

late

matics

at

Woodstock

College,

and for seven years was
connected with the Canada Life
Assurance Co. From 1907 to 1910
he was editor of the Montreal
Chronicle, in the latter year coming to Winnipeg, where he founded "Canadian Finance."
Ont.,

An

expert financial journalist,

George A. Smith
The Ontario Wind Engine and
Pump Company, Toronto, have

with a wonderful grasp of modern

lost a very capable executive in
the person of their esteemed sales

field

manager, George A. Smith,

phases, the late
a distinct loss to the
business journalism in

business in

Mr. Tarr
of

all its

is

Western Canada. He is survived
by a widow and two daughters.

Canadian Farm Implements
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T
1
r~i
HARROW READY FOR OPERATION

—A

AS A SURFACE PACKER

A GOOD

SUB-SURFACE PACKER

LINE FOR 1919

-OR A MULCHER

CHRISTIANSEN^^ PLOW ATTACHMENTS
HARROWS

PACKERS

PULVERIZERS

SEAGER WHEELER, WORLD'S WHEAT CHAMPION, ENDORSES OUR PACKERS
In an entirely unsolicited letter, dated Oct. 20, 1918, Mr. Wheeler writes:
"I have tried out the P.P. 31 Mulcher, and it's a dandy. It is an improvement over the other
styles of packer
attachments. Anyone plowing without one of these attachments is behind the times and missing all the benefits
derived from its use. Many a crop in the past that was a failure on Spring Plowing, owing to loss of moisture
to start the seed in good time, could have been made a success by its use."

HARROW TILTED FOR HANDLING ON ROAD

a LINE OF MODERN TILLAGE TOOLS, IN DEMAND EVERYWHERE
Thousands of Christiansen plow harrow and packer attachments are in use. All styles of wheels fit the same frame.

Western Pulverizer

Dust-proof, lubricated axles reduce draft.

Lubricated for a

—

whole season before shipping. Patented hitch no side draft.
These implements permit harrowing or packing at the same
time as plowing saving labor conserving moisture and
making a good seed bed.

—

Ask

—

for Catalog

and Full

—

Particulars

Secure the Christiansen Agency

We are sole manufacturers in Canada of the famous "Western" Pulverizer. No implement
equals its efficiency in rolling standing grain, or for treating summer-fallow. It absolutely prevents soil blovnng and retains all available moisture for the growing crops by forming a perfectly
compressed surface. Any desired number of sections can be used, in any formation. Lubricated
axles ensure light draft.
Flexible design an invaluable feature.

Now

CHRISTIANSEN IMPLEMENTS,
LIMITED
OWENA STREET

WINNIPEG, MAN.

very Horse Pulls His Share
WHEN WORKING

IN

FRONT OF A

FIVE-HORSE HITCH
left hand plows.
horses abreast, one in furrow and
four on the land.
Evener works freely and
equally on all horses.
Has no side draft and

Easily attached to right or

Works

five

each horse plenty of room. Can be
used on any plow having a cross clevis hitch
or on a disc plow with a flat draft bar.
gives

EVENERS AND HITCHES
are

made from

For

You

choice selected wood by careful competent workmen using the most
work better and last longer than others where quahty is not a

this reason they
wiJl

be receiving inquiries for these ^es/m^ Hues.
l

If

your Jobber

is

modern machinery.
first

consideration.

unable to supply \ou, WTite

us direct for illustrated folders and prices.

WEST- WOODS LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Gear Reduction
The

total gear reduction in a

tractor varies

between 30 to

1

and

in the
in

on the

reduction, but it is
to use the second

first

common

also

so that several reductions have to be used, although in
some cases entire transmissions
are built as a single unit.

reduction.
When the engine
shaft is not parallel to the drivewheel axis the first reduction
gears are often of the bevel type.

In general all tractor transmissions are driven from the engine
through a friction clutch. No universal joints are used, although

There is considerable advantage
in having the bevel gears as the

100 to

1,

clutches are designed to take care
of

any misalignment. Cone, disk,
band clutches, and friction

shoe,

drives are in use. The cone clutch
and the internal expanding shoe

clutch are most common.
First-reduction gearing may be
of almost any kind. The reduction varies from 1 to 1 to as much
1.
The change in speeds
and the reverse are often worked

as 8 to

highest speed gears. The cost is
reduced and also a chance provided to get a belt pulley on a
fairly high-speed shaft without
the necessity of using a separate
set of gears and a clutch.
When spur gears are used for
the first production, the changespeed gears and reverse are generally a part of it as they can be
much smaller and cheaper in this
position than in the next reduction. This arrangement is general
on tractors, in which the engine
sets crosswise it is used to some
extent when the engine shafts are
set lengthwise of the tractor, even
;

NOVO

though

Gasoline

and

Kerosene

ENGINES
DUST PROOF. The

crank

case
in
oil adding double to the life of the
engine.
is

The crank runs

enclosed.

FROST PROOF.

Not necessary

water in freezing
weather.
A written guarantee
against damage by freezing with
to drain off the

every engine.

A NOVO ENGINE MAY COST

a
more, but it is cheaper in the
long run. Over 40,000 now in use.
little

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 40
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL

UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.

arrangement necessiand more expensive
set of bevel gears in the second
reduction and also the use of a
this

Dept. K.

LONDON. ONTARIO

World's Largest Manufacturers of
Concrete Machinery.

The second reduction is sometimes the final drive, although this
is not often the case. Usually it
is the drive to the shaft that carries the differential. If the dififerential can be placed in this position ahead of the last reduction
considerable expense can be saved,
because all the parts can be made

much smaller.
The third is

usually the final
reduction it is the most important part of a tractor transmission.
The load and vibration on the
teeth
and bearings generally
cause wear of these parts first,
and as they are large, expensive,
and difficult to replace it is necessary they be made to give the best
;

of service.

When there are more than
three gear reductions, the extra
one is used either to gain compactness or to provide for some
special

separate set of gears for the belt

Tractors are used for plowing
a large part of the time and generally are operated at speeds of

arrangements of parts.

pulley.

from 2 to

Change-speed gears are usually
arranged so that the pinions slide
on the drive-shaft and engage
large gears on the driven shaft.

only a single speed, but most of
the late designs have two or three

No

divided

shafts, as are

shafts

or

counter-

found in automobile

transmissions, are used, except
for reverse gears. Thus all gears
are disengaged, except the ones
actually in use, and no idle gears
of extra reductions are necessary

speed gears are disengaged when
the belt pulley is to be used.
Tractors are used for belt work

Harrow For
The West
farmer. The plates in
the Bissell are the correct shape
to cut, pulverize and work the
ground properly.

Western

HARROWS

Simplicity of construction, every part built for business,
proper balance and the knack to get right down to
perfect work make the 'Bissell' ideal for Western farms.
These double action harrows have one disk out-throw^
the other in-throw, giving two full width cuts. Connect
up 4, 6 or 8 harrows with, engine power for a large

there

Many

are

have

three

speeds one is lower and one higher than the plowing speed. When
only two speeds are provided the
second speed is usually slower
than that for plowing. The range
between speeds is nearly always
between 30 and 40 per cent.

Write any of the John Seere Plow Co., Ltd. Branches, addressing Dept. E.

I

them to thinking about
equipment and most of
all about Mr. Dealer who encouraged them, and naturally, when
one gets to doing it, Mr. Dealer is
the first man he sees.
it

will set

installing

Agricultural
agricultural

and

authorities

colleges,

also

the

farm press, are working for the

demanding that dairytheir barns sanitary and

dealer in

men keep

clean, which is about impossible
without modern barn equipment.
Manufacturers of barn equipment
advertise and ask the farmer and
dairyman to visit the dealer for
barn equipment, and every farm
paper publishes articles on the

sanitary necessities in a barn.

Last but not

least, barn equipa profitable line to handle,
because it does not necessitate
carrying a stock. Most jobs have
stalls and pens built to order,
which are shipped at one time,
and when received immediately
taken home by the farmer, and in
most cases installed and paid for,
making it unnecessary for the
dealer to haudle them or to carry
the account. Most farmers do not

ment

is

equip their barns until they have

The

the ready cash to do so.

margin
dealer

is

allowed the
as large and even larger
of

profit

than some lines which require
carrying of stock, setting up and
other overhead expenses, and finally note settlements, a thing uncommon in connection with barn

equipment

sales.

The New Samson Tractor
The Samson Tractor

Co., JanesWis., the tractor selling division of the General Motors Corporation, now have upon the field
a new model Samson tractor, designed to pull two 14-inch plows
or three bottoms under favorable
conditions. About a year ago the
ville.

Line

Why

should an
implement
barn equipment?
is indeed easy to
answer, and the dealer who is
neglecting this line is losing an
opportunity to make a good margin of profit without an investment in stock and is not serving
his community as he should.
In
the first place barn equipment is

dealer handle
This question

compared

a few
years ago since every dealer must
admit that in his canvass through
the country he finds a great many
more barns equipped than he did
several years back.
It is no longer considered a novelty, but an
absolute necessity, and when a
dairyman or farmer thinks of cementing or fixing up his barn his
first thought is of sanitary steel
barn equipment, because of their
lasting and sanitary qualities
which he cannot get with wooden
arrangements.
dealer will know
from his frequent visits to farmers in his territory who the prospective
barn equipment customers are and by giving them a
pointer or argument at each visit
sold,

A

complete Disking Outfit.

BISSELL, CO., Limited, ELORA, ONT.

When

speeds.

easily

Proper cultivation
and clean fields
are the needs of every

BISSELL DISK

2%

m.p.h.

Barn Equipment a Profitable

Another advantage in this arrangement is that all change-

Double Action

T. E.

cation.

tates a larger

for dif¥erent speeds.

LONDON CONCRETE
MACHINERY CO., LTD.

long continuous runs and
gears or shafting runniwg idle are
undesirable because they waste
power and require special lubrifor

Tractor

December, 1918

to

General Motors Corporation entered the tractor line through the
purchase of the Samson SieveGrip Tractor Co. of Stockton, Cal.
That company for several years
has manufactured a medium highpriced tractor. The model
evidently will make a strong bid for
the moderate priced two-plow

M

trade.

Britain's

Machinery Imports

The imports of farm machinery
by Great Britain in the years 1916
and 1917 show an increased demand for American-made implements.
In 1916, 4,056 tons were imported, at a value of $205,497. In
1917 this increased to 15,872 tons

with a value of $1,316,389. Of the
1917 total, 15,487 tons came from
the United States and 379 touo
from Canada.

Say where you saw the

ad.

2
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WEBSTER
MADE

MADE

IN

CANADA

TRI-POLAR OSCILLATOR

IN

CANADA
An

BERNARD'S

That in itself should open your eyes.
But in addition there are nearly half
million now in
among thousands of

a

DOUBLE FRICTION
PULLEY FORAND

the following

GAS, GASOLINE
OIL ENGINES

Powerful, well

simple to operate.

Now is the time to make arrangements for your
next season's requirements.
Give the "Bernard's" a trial this year
It is

worth consideration.

typical:

is

In

view of such wide endorsement,

are

you insuring 100 per cent ignition
by using the Webster Tri-

Polar Oscillator?

There

are

no

meet the exact requirements of the
engine for which it is designed. Write

A. Bernard Industrial Co.

us to-day for full information.

Manufacturers of High - Grade
Power Transmission Appliances

Remember — " //

:

FORTIERVILLE, QUEBEC, CAN.

isn't

it

Webster Tri-Polar

& Works

Webster TriEach is made to

stock

Polar Oscillators.

Office

it

a

WEBSTER ELECTRIC

isn't a

RACINE

real Oscillator."

Pointed reasons for

Turner popularity.

Plow hitch

power from

draft.

All parts

Burns kerosene perfectly. Air heat-

directly in center
of tractor. No loss

of

easy to get

ed before entering carburetor and
mixture heated before entering

«ide

cylinder

Plows hold in furwork.

row — do better

results;

—

'perfect combustion
no waste. Real kerq-

for

hot weather or heavy

at.

Clutch exposed by

removing 2

4

bolts;

bolts exposes entire case

'

for relining. Remove 1
nuts and transmission
cover comes off exposing gears for repacking or adjust-

sene economy. Water attachment

Front of tractor holds to
ground on steepest hillside or with hardest

pull.

—

pull.

ment.

Independent footbrake
for each driving

Pulley wheel so arranged that operator can use it either
with tractor facing
forward or backward. Size of pulley'
easily

wheel.

Facilitates
'

short turning, quick
topping and eas]^

handling on
bad ground.

Front
wheels placed
under tractor—
g ives the shortest

turning radius
ronly

6^

7 feet.

to

Two

sizes. 12-20
and 14-25. Send for

complete specifications and saleswinning dealer's
proposition.

Turner Mfg. Co., 21 5 LakaSt.

changed.

Port Washington. Wise.

Turner Tractor Sales

A complete

stock of Turner
tractors, parts and service
equipment is carried by the

Company, 195 Portage Ave.,
Winnipeg, Man., Canac^a.
Branches in Calgary and

Turner Tractor Sales
Company,

Regina.

195 Portage Ave.,

Other distributing points in
Canada.
Eug. Julien & Co., Quebec,
•
»' i
Que., Canada.^
Maxwells, Ltd., St. Mary's,
Ontario, Canada.

Winnipeg, with branches in
Regina and Calgary. This
brings Turner service within
easy reach of both farmers
and dealers of Canada.

THE
PRACTICAL

TRACTOR

From

letters received,

service

DEALERS: CATALOG AND FULL PARTICULARS
ARE YOURS FOR THE ASKING

Tfce

service.

"I have used a Webster Tri-Polar
on a 12 H.P. kerosene engine for
four years, operating a 4 K. W.
electric light plant and it has given
such good service / am at a loss
to know why all manufacturers of
standard engines do not put them
in their regular equipment."

easy to attach to engine and

built,

ever increasing majority of sta-

tionary engine manufacturers use the
Webster Tri-Polar Oscillator.

'

.

(>1
^

THE
PRACTICAL

TRACTOR

CO.

WISCONSIN

—

.
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Don't Miss This Opportunity!

It!

Biggest Tractor
ARE

you going to let the other fellow secure this tractor and the tractor business of your community?

If there's

J\

E-B

dealer in your

town and you can

sell

Write for E-B 1919 Contract, Advertising Plan and Dealers' Aid

you're a live business man capable of
and cashing in on the big advertising and sales work done for you by the

Not

no

tractors

if

the most complete, well-planned tractor, selling
campaign for dealers to be found anywhere.
It backs you up, breaks ground for your sales work, gives
you thorough co-operation and makes big tractor sales
easy if you have sales and business ability to take
advantage of E-B help.

selling tractors

Emerson-Brantingham Implement Company.

Most Power for the Weight and
Money Ever Offered
that's what you have for your customers in the
E-B 12-20 (S. A. E. Rating) Model AA. 25 % more
actual 15 horsepower on
power than rating

—

drawbar and 25 horseoower on the

belt.

Read Over These E-B 12-20
Model AA Features
E-B Standard Four- Cylinder Heavy-Duty Motor
built especially

extra strong

for

work. Every part
Construction for kero-

tractor

and durable.

sene fuel assures biggest power from this fuel.
Unfailing cooling system.

Bennett Kerosene Carburetor. Gets maximum
amount of explosive gas from every drop of
kerosene.

%

Bennett Air Cleaner protects cylinder walls and
pistons from wearing effects of dust.
Modine Spirex Radiator provides extra cooling
surface to take

care

of extraordinary

heat of

kerosene fuel.

K-W

High -Tension Magneto with Impulse

Starter enables operator to start motor without
spinning. "Just turn it over."
Hyatt Roller Bearings, the most dependable for

heavy

tractor loads.

Bantam

Ball Thrust Bearings on all shafts and
gears subject to thrust.

All

Transmission

Gears machine cut,
power saving and long wear.
Patented Transmission with oil bath

heat

treated steel;

E-B

lubri-

E-B patented construction allows com^ct arrangement, short frame, and short turning.
Transmission and all other gears entirely encation.

closed against dust and dirt.
of channel and angle bars; truss construction; stands tremendous strains without

E-B Frame

damage.
These are a few of the many E-B 12-20 advantages.
Complete specifications furnished
you on request. Write.

]

—
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Tie

Up

the Tractor Business Near
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You for the

Year in History
A
Three-Plow Tractor With Power to
Pull Four Plows in Loose Soil

and with the endurance

to keep it up 24 hours a day if
necessary. The E-B 12-20 Model
can do this sort
of thing; has been demonstrating for two years; is
doing it today; will do it for your customers.

AA

The E-B Agency Means a Clean-Up

Women and Boys Are Running
AA Tractors Everywhere

Model

Showing the ease of handling with the E-B automobile
control. Don't forget E-B proved economy in fuel and oil.

Building Implements For 66 Years;
Building Tractors For 12 Years
You're not handling an experiment, but a
product that will do more than you promise.

of the Tractor Business
because the E-B 12-20 Model AA proves its superiority in the field in no time against any competition, large or small.
You can demonstrate power, easy
handling, because

The E-B 12-2P

Is

Ready, Are You?

Prove to us that you can sell tractors in your community and we'll prove to you that there's only one
tractor you want to sell.
Write.

EMERSON-BRANTINGHAM IMPLEMENT COMPANY, INC.
1852

Established

TUDHOPE. ANDERSON

CO.., WINNIPEG.

REG IN A, SASKATCHEWAN
MANITOBA. CAN.

The Most Complete Line of Farm Machinery Manufactured

S'A'E Rating

Model

•

AA

Kerosene Tractor

finished

:
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Ordering Repair Stocks

The Closing Year

The implement and tractor
dealer in the coming year will
have to co-operate in every way
possible with manufacturers and
distributors so as to bring about

The end of another year is at
hand, and after four Christmastides which have dawned upon a
world anguished by war, we are
glad to think that we approach
another Christmas when we may
truly speak of Peace and Good-

The echoes

will.

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
INTERPROVINCIAL RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

of the last shot

A MONTHLY NEWSPAPER

Established in 1904 and Published Monthly by

Canadian Farm Implements, Limited
812

Flanders' fields."

war and

deplorable
epidemic that has swept the Canadian West, mean many homes

But,

the

who mourn

$1.00 per year in

Change

Member Western Canada
Entered

be

safely

Winnipeg Post

maintained

by

the

Press Association
second class matter.

problem

is

Tractor Production in the

over, but the food

and with good
prices for farm produce assured,
the farmer will make a heavy deis

mand for
The farm

not,

equipment.
implement industry
will
continue busy for many
months to come.
A personal word With this
issue we complete our fourteenth
year of publication as the only
operating

:

implement and tractor trade journal in the Canadian West. During
the year we have consistently endeavored, under very trying con-

by

the
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
a good idea is gained of the progress made in tractor production
in that country.
questionnaire
was sent out from Washington
last fall to 240 tractor-building
concerns. Between 40 and 60 of
these were, however, only in an

A

experimental stage, so that it may
be taken that in the United States
practically 200 factories are now

manufacturing tractors.
In 1916 the number of tractors

and advertiser. For the
heartening messages sent us, and
the comment made upon our
efforts,
we thank our many

1917 this was increased to 62,742.
From January 1 to June 30 of the
present year, the output was 58,543, or more than as many as had
been produced in the previous
twelve months. For the entire
period January, 1916, to June 30,
1918 the entire tractor produc-

In closing, we desire to thank
our advertisers everywhere for
their continued loyalty and support.
In the coming year we

and modern power
farming equipment save both man
power and horse power, and also
save food and the world is in
dire need of food.
During the war years many
farmers have not purchased new
machinery, but have used their
old implements. These must now

—

be replaced.

turers,

hope, as in the past, to serve them
to the best of our ability.
To each of our friends, whether
personal acquaintances or intimates through the printed page
to dealers, jobbers, manufac-

we extend our

heartiest

greetings at this season.
May your efforts in the coming
year bring you a full measure of

.

compiled

data

manufactured in the United States
is shown to have been 29,670.
In

friends.

This, with the normal demand, means a great future
volume of farm machinery business.
Prices for farm machinery
will not materially decline for
some time to come, as 1919 implements are made from raw ma-

From

ditions in the publishing business,
to be of service to every sub-

scriber

—

1918

United States

Fighting

—
—

tion

of

the

United States

was

150,955.

The number of tractors sold to
users in 1916 was 27,819, and during 1917 it was 49,504. To exportduring 1917 there were 14,854
tractors sold, and during the first
six months of 1918 the exporters
purchased 15,610 machines, almost
a thousand more than during the
entire previous year.
ers

success.
To you and yours we
wish Health, Happiness and Prosperity, and, wherever located, we
extend you the hand-clasp of

in transit or in the

friendship this Christmastide.

bered only 11,388.

The number

on hand,
hands of dealers at the time of the making' of
the report, August, 1918, .numof tractors

It

facilitate this busi-

and power machinery out

of sea-

son.

The repair stock carried by a
large number of manufacturers is
so enormous in size and covers
so
many different types of
machines that unless care is exercised by the dealer ordering
repair parts, great delay in delivery will result, due to either
an incorrect description, or a

wrong number
when the part

being furnished

ordered.
To
eliminate the possibility of this
complication arising, every dealer
in farm tractor and threshing outis

should procure a repair parts
covering the type of machine
he handles, and should order repair parts from this list, doing so
in strict conformity with the information furnished.
fits

list,

Office as

dealer.

It is

purchased at unprecedentLiberal stocks can

in the

WINNIPEG, CANADA, DECEMBER,

tractor

prices.

of the

We

estimated that
one-fifth of the entire acreage of
the agricultural areas of this continent is required to feed the draft
animals that are necessary to
raise the crops.
Every tractor
which replaces six to twelve
horses will, it is computed, become the direct means of solving
the food problem for from six to
ten average families.

ed

Copy should reach this ofiSce not later than the 25th
month preceding issue in which insertion is desired.

of Advertising

submitted but do not undertake to endorse opinions
expressed by correspondents.

farm implements.
Seventy-five years ago it required
three hours of a man's time to
produce a bushel of wheat. Today, by the use of modern machinery, this has been reduced to

terials

Ten Cents

Solicited on all matters pertinent to the implement and vehicle trade.
As an
evidence of good faith, hut not necessarily for publication, every correspondent
must sign his name.
reserve the right to edit all matter

merchandise

The

Single Copies,

CORRESPONDENCE

—to see

men who manufacture and

ten minutes.

Canada: Foreign $1.25 per year

ADVERTISING
RATES MADE KNOWN ON APPLICATION

that this Christmas every soldier's
child whose father will never
come back, will have its little gift.
Our duty in the farm machinery
industry was never more clear-cut
than on the threshold of 1919. The
world looks to the North American continent for food. The farmer
realizes that the need for food
production is even greater than
was the case during the years of
war. At the basis of quantity
food production is the modern
farm machine, and behind it are

the

WINNIPEG, CANADA

SUBSCRIPTIONS

where this Christmas sorrow and
bereavement will ghost-like overshadow the season sacred to
It is our indipeace and joy.
vidual duty to care for, cheer and
hearten those

CONFEDERATION LIFE BLDG.

of action re-

supply of repairs.

ness if dealers and consumers ordered all repair parts for tractors

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES, ENGINES AND MACHINERY

;

definite plan

lative to the

would greatly

AND
SASKATCHEWAN RETAIL IMPLEMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION

have reverberated over the bloodsodden terrain of Northern France
and Flanders at last our dead
who died to save the Avorld from
militarism, may sleep in peace "in

some

Council of Agriculture Wants
Implement Duties Removed

The Canadian Council of Agriwhich met at Winnipeg
during the last week in Novemculture,

ber, decided that

one of the planks
of the farmers' platform would be
that the reciprocity agreement of
1911 between the United States

and Canada be accepted by the
Dominion.

The

council,

their resolua league of
nations as an international organization for peace, also opposed
any attempt to centralize Imperial
tions,

in

demanded

control.

They

also asked for an immediand substantial all round reduction of the customs tariff,
with a reduction of one-half in
the rates charged under the general tariff on goods imported from
Great Britain. In addition, further gradual, uniform reductions
in the remaining tariff on British
imports that would ensure complete free trade between Great
Britain and Canada in five years.
On the question -of farm equipment and supplies, the resolutions

ate

of

the

Council

of

Agriculture

were
"That agricultural implements,
farm machinery, vehicles, fertillumber, cement, illuminating fuel and lubricating oils
be placed on the free list, and that
all raw materials and machinery
izers, coal,

used in their manufacture also be
placed on the free list.
"That all tariff concessions
granted to other countries be im-

!
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mediately

extended

to

The bad-debt

Great

Britain.

"That all corporations engaged
in the manufacture of products
protected by the customs tariff be
obliged to publish annually comprehensive and accurate statements of their earnings."

loss of the

which

minion,

runs

Do-

into

large
figures annually, is due in large
measure to inexperiience and inability.

If

merchants

would

keep even the simplest books of
account 'the bad-debt wastage
would be reduced materially, for

and inexperience are
marked by the absence of

inability

Tractor Schools Invaluable
In the tractor business, from
the dealers' standpoint, there are
two essentials. First, a thoroughly good tractor to sell second, the
necessity of educating ,the user to
;

care for his machine in such a
as to get the best tractor
service possible.

way

In this work of tractor education the tractor schools conducted
by the large tractor companies
are of the greatest value to the
trade.
They teach the men who
buy tractors from the dealer to
properly care for and handle their
machinery.
This, in the end,
means fewer service demands
upon the dealer and takes up less
of his time.

From

the standpoint of person-

pay any tractor dealer to attend one of these
tractor schools during this winter'

usually

an accounting system.

Owing to the withdrawal of
man power from commerce it is
essential that every business man
be more frugal and exert himself

more

he can gain a great deal of valuable knowledge.
When he returns to his territory he can do
much to further tractor business
by imparting the knowledge gained by study and experience to
those men to whom he has sold
tractors, and also to farmers who
are prospects in this line.

Keeping Systematic Accounts
Every

progressive
merchant
should adopt a proper accounting
system for the good of his business.
In no other way can he
further his
financial
interests

more

to

conduct his

expense will decrease the
chance of failure and increase the
earnings of the merchant.
less

dealer who knows the exact condition of his business from

The

day

day has

to

an

immeasur-

able advantage over the individual

who

has no records upon which
to base his operations.

Standardization to Continue

al efificiency, it will

and spring. He will find schools
specially arranged for the needs
of dealers, and by a course at one

effectively

business efficiently.
Extra effort
put forth in carrying on the business so as to increase volume at

After the war

it

will be

In the complexities of modern
business costs must be calculated
with certainty in order to determine what the selling price of an
article should be in order to yjeld
a reasonable profit. This is impossible without books of account.

after

W.

the

J.

Taber

who do

Dealers

not get into
the tractor business next year are
overlooking a line which is essential to greater production, and one
that offers them unlimited opportunity in increasing their volume

and

Milking Machines No Longer
an Experiment

The milking machine has been
on the market for more than 25

They

are past the experimental stage and are giving the
best of satisfaction in the hands

of

many

users.

Many

The Virden Motor Co., Virden,
has been sold out to G. F. Smith.
Wiebe & Dick are proprietors of
an automobile business at Altona.
James Craig,

a harness dealer

at Marcelin, died early in

D. O. Sherburne is now operating an automobile business at
Nevis.

The owners
at Melville,

of the Elite Garage,
have dissolved part-

nership.

E. lies is the name of a harne.ss
dealer who recently opened up at
Hardisty.

We

automobile dealer

at Assiniboia.

The Universal Vulcanizing Co.
a new concern now operating

is

milking machines are
and their successful

regret to note the death of

C. V. Ross, an

Saskatoon.

in

mals prefer

chant at Dysart,

in use

The

stituted

Has

the Tractor Does

tractor proven
For an answer, look

the

its

at

Kansas

as one tractor-using area
in this continent.
In the past
year the tractor has been doing

the

work

of eighteen to

twenty

men in that state. The
sale of tractors has increased by
thousand

one hundred per cent, so satisfactory has been the results of tractor farming.

The
larger

tractor operator can raise

crops

because

he

plows

A new concern in Calgary is
known as 'the Motor Accessories
&

Specialty Co.

A.

B.
dealer in

Chapman, a harness
Edmonton, died the last
November.
is

a harness mera victim to the

H. H. Kerr, an automobile
dealer in Calgary, died 'the last

consuming public. The possibilifrom such economies has con-

What

it.

M. Harpold, a dealer in the
town of Young, has sold out to
E. M. Young.
F.

influenza epidemic.

ties

tinent.

Novem-

ber.

Fletcher & McGregor are carrying on an automobile business at
Melfort.

profits.

years.

H. A. Last has discontinued his
implement business at Meecham.

week in
Anton Stemler,

one of the great lessons
learned from the war by the farm
implement industry of this con-

new automo-

:

—

use in large numbers is sufficient
evidence that they are all right
when properly used. This machine
saves a great deal of hand labor,
making it possible for one man
to milk 25 to 30 cows in an hour,
although extra time is required
for cleaning the machines.
The
milking machine does not injure
the cow in any way and the ani-

ated owing to war conditions of
conservation and standardization
in implement production.
The
continuance of this policy on the
part of manufacturers will make
for a saving in materials, money,
and labor, and a consequent increase in productive capacities.
Standardization
of
types
and
styles in various classes of farm
machinery would make for cheaper costs of production and resulting therefrom lower prices to the

a

is

bile dealer at Sceptre.

to

value?

is

crop
has been planted he can double
his output
that is, he can tend
more than twice as much land,
and he can do it better and with
less labor and with less expense.
Therefore, he can make more
crops grow on the same area that
he heretofore farmed with horses,
but in addition he can accomplish
this same result over more than
twice the area.
better

Personal

now

the compass of a
business.
Without i't the direction in which the business is
heading qither for success or failure can not be determined.
of accounts,

more and

wisdom

farm machinery industry
maintain the policy inaugur-

In the United States it is the
sentiment of the industry that
the agricultural implement and
vehicle eliminations ought to stay
put, and the best ground for hope
of universal acceptance of this
view is to be found in the circumstance that the farm equipment
trade is so well organized.

It

deeper, can make a better seedbed, can cultivate and till the soil

in the

has been
proven time and t|ime again that
accurate accounts are absolutely
essential to success in business.
The merchant who has a good
accounting system is able 'to
eliminate waste and unnecessary
expense, and can so control his
purchases and his credits as to
greatly lessen the chance of failure.
The inventory, which can
not be taken without some form
ef¥ectively.

29

First

By

Walt.

week

Plow

in

A. B.
dealer in

Mason

November.
Chapman, a harness
Edmonton, passed away

in that city recently.

Old Tubal Cain was badly bored by
all the wranglers of his day; he made a
plowshare of a sword, and thought that
war was done away. "Gee whiz," he
said,

"when

people

see

how much

a

plowshare beats a sword, they'll get a
forge and try, like me, to sanely earn
their bed and board.
The tools of war
I laugh to scorn, no worthy triumphs
have they won a man can't cultivate his
corn with any sort of patent gun. War
makes the weary nations weep, and agriculture makes them grin; no husbandman can shear his sheep with catapult
or culverin." Alas for good old Tubal
Cain, and all the lessons that he taught
His bright example was in vain, forever
since we've scrapped and fought.
The
steel that should have made a spade, if
we had followed up his plan, was used
to form a flashing blade, with which to
carve our fellowman.
The metal that
would form a plow became a sword of
weight and size, to slice a fellow from

A.

E.

brow

lies.

clear
I

wonder

if

—

Porte, an implement deal-

the jobbers in Winnipeg.

We

regret to note the death of

Fred Ansell, a hardware and farm
equipment dealer at Galahad.
A. Wilkinson, a carriage maker
and dealer at Nanaimo, has sold
out his interests in that town.
H. Graham, a harness dealer

Ceylon, was a victim of the
epidemic which is sweeping 'the

at

\A'est.

down

to where his wishwe're wiser now,
since war has bled the nations white?
Shall we proceed to make a plow, and
say to sword and guns, "Good night"?
Or will we rest nine years or ten, and
then get hungiy for a scrap, and say,
"Give me the sword again we want to
disarrange the map"?

bone

J.

in

er at Niveryille, recently visited

;

his

Prescott has discontinued

J.

farm machinery business
the village of Vonda.
his

at

Stay Bros., implement dealers
Krydor, have registered a part-

nership in their business at that
point.

R. R. Snell, of 'the Farmers'
Supply Co., at Cabri, a concern
handling farm machinery, died
recently.

A. T.

Friesen,

an

implement

Canadian Farm Implements
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dealer ;at Rush Lake, has sold out
his business at that point 'to A.

ness at Moosomin, formerly carried on by C. A. McLean.

B. Unger.

Cannon, sales manager of
the Gasoline Engine & Supply
Co., Winnipeg, was a visitor to
the States during November.
Peter Wright, implement dealer
at Neville, died during NovemThe deceased was very
ber.
popular in his town and territory.
L.

Shaw & Bond, automobile
ers

Innisfail,

at

deal-

have dissolved

partnership in their business at
that point.

Minion & Wilken will commence an automobile agency concern and garage at Yellow Grass
next spring.

The

Melville

Hardware

&

W.

J.

Har-

Plow

ness Co. is a newly organized concern in the town of that name in

John Deere
Regina, has been trans-

Co.,

ferred to a block in that territory.

Saskatchewan.

The

The estate of the late O. Tielan,
formerly an automobile dealer iri
Vancouver, has been sold out to
Truin & Smith.

Consolidated

Motors

Limited, Winnipeg, have applied
for authority to increase 'their
from $50,000 to
capital stock
$100,000.

A

change, in management is reported in connection with the
Togo Garage, an automobile concern ,in the' Saskatchewan town of

The automobile

business of C.
E. Guthrie, at Eston, has been
taken over by the Eston Machine

and Auto Company.
I.
C. Brown, formerly of the
John Deere Plow Co., Calgary, is
now taking an officer's course at

camp in Georgia.
The McGregor Motor

Tarlton, formerly on the

collection staff of the

that name.

In a fire that swept Dunrea,
Robert Dunlop, implement dealer, suffered fire loss, and the implement business of E. Gregg was
burned out.

a U.S.

Co.,

Limited, Brandon, has changed
the name of the organization to
Western Motors, Ltd.

W. Thompson, who

J.

carried

on a general store and implement

Young, has sold out
implement interests to Burton

reported that Johnson
Bros., hardware and implement

bus,iness at

dealers at Minto, are advertising

&

their business for sale.

G. R. Heanen, formerly a collector with the International, in
Weyburn district, has returned to

It

is

his

Douglas & Thompson have
bought out the automobile busi-

D

Laurence.

Canada

after

two years on

December, 1918

active

service.

Lee Madden, jobbing sales
manager for the Stover Mfg. Co.,

during November.

of the

H.

F.

manager

Anderson,

week

of

of

November.

Switzer, formerly of the
J.
Lethbridge branch of the International Harvester Co., has been
transferred
to
the
Weyburn
branch of the company.
P.

Walter Gratias, Saskatoon, disin
Saskatchewan for
Lauson tractors, paid a visit to
Winnipeg early in December.
Mr. McLenaghan, of McLenaghan & Taylor, Lethbridge, is
paying a visit to the John Lauson
factories at New Holstein, Wis.
P. J. Grout, the popular mantributor

ager of the

Twin

City Separator

Company, Winnipeg, a c c o m panied by Mrs. Grout, recently
spent a few days in Minneapolis.
J. M. Robinson, general sales
manager of the Acme Harvesting
Machine Co., Peoria, 111., recently visited Winnipeg arranging for

in straight carload lots?

is exactly what dealers with only average implement business are.
Two or three carloads a season is not
doing with the Culti-Packer.
unusual.

That

Every fanner is a prospect.
The Culti-Packer is a new tool, yet
sense that it has
everywhere.

won

based on such good sound farming
endorsement of farming authorities

it is

the instant

You can

many

actually sell seven out of ten farmers you demonstrate
dealers have made even better records than this.

THERE'S BIG VOLUME and CLEAN PROFIT

fWm

FOR SALE

in

it to,

and

CULTI-PACKERS

BYl

JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY, LTD.
Winnipeg

Regina

Saskatoon

Calgary

Edmonton

MANUFACTURED BY
DUNHAM
THE
BEREA, OHIO
CO.

Lethbridge

The stock, patents, etc., of the
Hero Manufacturing Co., Winnimanufacturers of fanning
has been sold to the Twin
City Separator Co., Winnipeg,
manufacturers of the Bull Dog

peg,

mills,

line of grain cleaners.

D. G. McConkey, star salesman

Renfrew Machinery

for the

Co.,

Renfrew, Ont., cream separator
manufacturers, died the end of
October. The late Mr. McConkey
was only thirty-three, and leaves
a widow and four children.
I.

Haug, manager

J.

of

the

Canadian Avery Company, Winnipeg, took a few days ofiE from
business last month, and went
ou't on a hunting trip.
Mr. Haug
is quite a Nimrod, and reports a
good kill in the north woods.
S. E.-

Ross, advertising manager
Hart Grain Weigher Co.,

the

popular

tractor department of the Cana-

of the John Deere
Winnipeg, will visit

dian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Winnipeg, reports an excellent season's business with the Wallis
tractor. Mr. Kemp looks forward
to a big selling season next
spring for this popular tractor.

of

Can-

trip to

points

Minneain

south.

ada, during

E.

Macleod,

B.

the

manager

Plow

you order

Holstein, Wis., visited Winrecently.
He reports an
excellent
demand for Lauson
tractors, and the factory busy on
1919 production.

nipeg

which he made his
annual round-up and checking of
the houses who handle the feeders
produced by his company.

Cushman Motor Works

sales

line do

New

Peoria, 111., recently made a business trip through Western Can-

A. E. Donovan, manager of the

D.

your

Holcomb, representative
John Lauson Mfg. Co.,

ness.

J.

tools in

satis-

Miller tires

of the

Co.,

the Deere factories at Moline, 111.,
and Waterl6o, Iowa, at the end
of the year.

How many

Mr.

for

specifications for next year's busi-

from a business
polis and other

DEALERS BUY CARLOADS

demand

factory

and accessories.

the Tudhope-Anderson Co., Winnipeg, paid a visit to Calgary and
other points in Alberta in the last

Regina and
Mr.

Calgary during November.
Middleton reports a very

Freeport, 111., paid a visit to the
leading Western Canadian cities

ada, Winnipeg, recently returned

UN HAM

a business visitor to

A.

Rollefson,

the

popular

A. Kemp, manager of the

implement dealer at Swift Current, has been carrying on an aggTessive local advertising campaign on fanning mills. He reports
good business as a result.
J. A. Buchanan, the genial collection
manager of the John
Deere Plow Co., Calgary, is the
proud dad of a baby boy. "Buck"

Martin has resigned the
as secretary and manager of the Nilson Tractor Company, Minneapol(is, which he has

says that caddies are expensive,
so he decided to raise his own.

Bert Conway, the farm machinery distributor at Regina, paid
a visit to Winnipeg early in December. Mr. Conway reports a
good season's business and looks
forward to a big business next

Sprung, sales manager of
Co., Moline, 111., recently
visited the Winnipeg branch of
Mr.
the John Deere Plow Co.
Sprung proceeded west to the
branches at Calgary and Regina.
He reports the Deere factories as
being busy on goods for the com-

spring.

ing year.

Lamontagne, of the harness firm of W. Bourke & Co.,
Brandon,, died at the end of last
month. Deceased was known to
a wide circle of business men and
his death is deplored by many

E. J. Gifford, sales manager of
the Stewart Sheaf Loader Co.,
Winnipeg, was a recent business
Mr. Gififord revisitor to Fargo.
ports that the sheaf loader enjoyed a large sale in the vicinity of
Fargo during the pas't year, and
looks for a good demand from

S. C.

friends.

H. Middleton, manager of the
Miller Tire Co., Winnipeg,

was

F. B.

position

occupied for the past two years,
and removed to Stockton, Cal.,
where he becomes distributor of
Nilson tractors in northern California.

F. J.

Deere

&

North Dakota during

1919.

—
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jWerrp
JSeto

fear

ORIGINAL KEROSENE TRACTOR
WATERLOO BOY
FEATURES
Powerful
H.P.;

two

quick
starting
speed motor our

—

We

12-25

own

make.

Motor runs without vibration
no racking of mechanism.

Ample

power for three
belt power for
all

reserve

—

Patented, inbuilt manifold, makes
the Waterloo

Boy

the leader in fuel

case-hardened
gears,
Hyatt Roller Bearings, dust proof
gear construction, circulating splash
and plunger pump lubrication reduce friction, prevent wear, insure
maximum power with minimum upkeep cost.
Centrifugal fly-ball governor, gear
driven, permits instant change of
Steel

take

pleasure in

cut,

—

speed.
All parts accessible it's a tractor
any farmer can operate.

—

DOES
Pulls three-bottom plow at full

plowing depth in ordinary soil.
Pulls double action disc harrow

handle.

Realizing that the tractor

is

and culti-packer, completing seed
bed-making in one operation.
Pulls two 8-foot binders.
Pulls two Van Brunt Drills (any

to play a big

part in greater crop production next year and
in future years,

economy.

WATERLOO BOY

announcing that the
Waterloo Boy Kerosene Burning Tractor is
now a part of the great John Deere line of
farm implements and farm machinery that we

bottoms
farm needs, including threshing.
14in.

WHAT THE

ANNOUNCEMENT

ial

service in

we

are prepared to give spec-

with

connection

size).

the reliable,

Operates 24 and 26 inch separa-

economical Waterloo Boy.

tors.

The Waterloo Boy's four years of success
have proved that it is a mighty good tractor
for the farmer to use and for the dealer to

Adapted for other drawbar and
work in like proportion.
And remember, the Waterloo

belt

handle.

Write to us for

on

our

demand

for

information

full

plans for helping dealers meet the

does this

work

because

its

at lower fuel cost

patented

kerosene

manifold turns every drop of lowpriced fuel into pure gas.

Waterloo Boy Tractors.

The John Deere Waterloo Boy and The John Deere Light Tractor Plow
The Greatest Plowing Combination ever offered

WE HAVE AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOG FOR YOU

JOHN DEERE PLOW CO., LIMITED
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
WINNIPEG

REGINA

SASKATOON

Man.

Sask.

Sask.

CALGARY
Alta.

EDMONTON
Alta.

LETHBRIDGE
Aita.
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Winnipeg
David
Drehmer,
manager for the John Deere
Plow Co., has been appointed
chairman of the Agricultural Implement

the

of

section

in assuring-

E.

J.

success to this section.

Benedict, for eight years

manager of the Emerson-Brantingham Implement Co., Regina,
has assumed the position of assistant manager of 'the Emerson
branch house
Mr. Benedict,

known
trade,

We

new

of
Winnipeg Board
The Board of Trade cerknew what it was about

Greater
Trade.
tainly

missioner of finished products of
the United States War Industries
Board. He has been affiliated with
the board since its organization.

Minneapolis.
who was well

in

Western Canadian
was succeeded at Regina
to the

by H. E. Grebe.
George N. Peek, vice-president
of Deere & Co., Moline, III, will
direct the shipping of American
materials which are to be sent to
aid reconstruction work in devastated Belgium. Mr. Peek is com-

value
R.

regret to report the death,

by

wide

a

circle

W.

C.
of

of

Warren, assistant manthe J. I. Case
Plow

Works, Minneapolis branch, was
Canadian
West.
It is reported that Mr.

a't

Minneapolis

his position

in order

to as-

sume an important executive post
another organization. He has
been assistant manager at Minin

neapolis for 13 years.
E. Walsh, a well-known authority on Canadian transportaJ.

tion questions, has been appoint-

Topmost
Utmost

in

Quality

in Durability

FARM ENGINES, TRACTORS
AUTOMOBILES, TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS HAND LANTERNS
ETC. CAREFULLY INSPECTED
AND TESTED.

ORDER rnoM
JiroUR

DEALER

ed general secretary of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association.
He succeeds G. M. Murray, who
takes over the duties in connec'tion with the association.
Mr.
Walsh has been associated with
the Manufacturers' Association
for over twelve years, in charge
of the transportation department.
His services have been of great

1918

generally

McLaughlin,
of

the

of Oshawa,
McLaughlin

has been
and member of
the executive of General Motors
Corporation, a three hundred million dollar corporation with main
Co.,

Ltd.,

elected a director

offices

in

New

York.

General

Motors in the United States controls Buick Motor Co., Cadillac
Motor Co., Oakland Motor Co.,
Chevrolet Motor Co., Olds Motor
Co.,
Scripps-Booth Motor Co.,
G.M.C. Trucks and Samson Tractors and a host of subsidiary
companies.

a recent visitor to the

Warren has resigned

S.

Motor Car

friends.

ager

shippers

president

on November 14th, of the wife of
Albert Prugh, manager of the
Gray Tractor Co. of Canada,
Winnipeg.
Death was due to
pneumonia, and interment took
place at Breckenridge, Minn. The
deceased lady was very popular,
and her death at an early age is

mourned

to

throughout the Dominion.

Fred

C.

Stevenson, Winnipeg,

died during the second

week in
November of pneumonia following influenza.
The late gentleman had lived in Winnipeg for
twelve years, coming here as
manager of the Ideal Fence Company. He was well known to the

December, 1918
Messrs. Harpold &
Young. The purchasers are both implement men
of experience, and should be an
acquisition to
the community.
Mr. Matheson handled a very
complete line of steam and gas
tractors, threshers, plows,
and
had the Massey-Harris and Cush-

at that point

Thompson

man agencies. In the years he
has operated a warehouse at
Craik he has built up a splendid
business, and made service a big
feature in connection with his
farm machinery establishment.
George will be missed by the
farmers in Craik district, bvit has
had to leave business for a period,
as he has been in poor health for
the past year.
trust that
soon he will recupera'te and get
back into the game.

We

Implement Protection and Implement Life

sympathy of the trade.
George W. Matheson, the wellknown implement dealer at

The annual loss to farmers who
do not fully protect their machinery is, as a whole, enormous. A
great proportion is due to rapid
deterioration from unnecessary
exposure. Too often the blue sky
is a roof for valuable machinery,
and at present prices machines
are too valuable property to stand
neglected from season to season.
Two hundred farmers in Iowa
were asked their opinion as to the
average life of farm machines

Craik, has sold out his business

when

and had a wide circle of
friends in the Canadian West. A
few months before his death he
became superintendent of the
supply department of the United
trade,

Grain Growers.
Mr. Stevenson
at Adrian, Mich. He
is survived by a widow, two boys
and a girl, to whom we extend

was buried

the

1919
MARK

protected, as

Machine.

Housed. Unhoused.

Drill

12
17
14
15
16
12
14

Plow

J4

Binder
Disc harrow
Dump rake
Side

Hay

delivery

rake

loader

Mower

15
12
15

M'agon

22

Manure spreader

in the

Trade

compared .with

machines left in the fence corners.
Their statement shows practically
a doubling of the life of all ordinary machines which were protected in an implement shed.
Following are the average life
in years of implements, when
housed and when neglected.
Cultivator
Corn planter

GREETINGS
To Our Friends

'to

of

A

Winnipeg implement

the close of the old year bring

Peace and Joy to you all and may
the New Year open to you the door
of greater prosperity.

D.

ACKLAND &
WINNIPEG

:-:

7
8
7.5

8
6.5
9
7
6
9
8

man

says "The three great factors in
the present century are the tractor, higher criticism of the scriptures, and socialism."
Well, he
can't get any argument out of us
on the tractor part of it, anyhow.
:

May

7
7

SON, LIMITED
CALGARY
WINNIPEG, MAN.
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Grain and Hay in One Crop

height above the grass to cut the

A new

discovery

is

to

reported

it is

hoped

grow

large quantities of grain
in one crop, at the same
saving the pasture.
The

and hay
time,

enforced extension of the grain
areas in the United

growing

knife cuts the hay as usual and
the upper knife acts as a "header."
A carrier behind the "header"
knife deposits the grain in a separate swath.

Advantages Claimed

Kingdom have encroached on

The advantages claimed for this
method are many, the leading

pasture

being

the
great
extent.
It is now believed possible to use the grass lands for
growing oats and wheat and still

areas

to

very

a

keep them for grazing and for
raising

The

as
follows
Productive
capacity of the land is dou1)led.
Old and valuable grass land is improved.
Economy of labor is
:

Plowing and harrowing

realized.

method involved was devised by an English farmer and was tried by him

not needed, both crops are
gathered together and seeding
and rolling is done at the same

on a limited
good success.

owing

hay.

scale in

1917, with
This new method

is as follows
In July, by the use
of a specially devised drill, a winter cereal and an artificial fertilizer are simultaneously drilled
:

through any grass land intended
for haying the following year. By
September or October the cereal
will have made a top growth of
from eight to ten inches. This
is then grazed off with the grass
by whatever live stock is turned
out upon it, and the grain, normally an annual, is thus turned
into a biennial by virtue of its
yield of valuable grazing in the

autumn preceding

the year of the
normal grain harvest.

The autumn grazing encourages

and strengthens the roots

of the cereal.
Owing to the protection from frost given to the
roots of the cereal by the covering
of turf, normal spring growth

begins earlier, more heads are
thrown up, development is more
rapid and the grain ripens at the
same time as the hay, both being

harvested together. The harvesting is done by means of an ordi-

nary mowing machine fitted with
an extra knife at the proper

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinni-

The lower

heads of the grain.

from England whereby

are

time.

Fertilizer

is

economized

=

MAKING PERFECT SEED BEDS WITH AN "ACME"

taking up matter below the roots
Half the seed usually
required is saved as there is more
uniform distribution and a higher
percentage of germination due
to July planting.
It is claimed that under this
of the turf.

method no permanent pasture
need be broken up rather that

—

the larger part of the arable land
might be put down to permanent
pasture, only enough being allowed to a four-year pasture to alternate in the fifth with roots. The
permanent pastures are in hay
and grain one year and grazed
the next.
In the spring of the

grazing

year seeds of annual
legumes can be planted through
the pastures with the same machine as is used to drill in the
grain, not only on account of their
feeding value, but also to increase
the nitrogen in the soil for the
following cereal crop.

"God made the country and
man made the town," runs the
first line of

the old verse.

Still,

no argument against good
roads, pavements a!;d such.

that's

I

THE DEMAND OF THE TIMES
jOTH

ENGINES
5

and 7 H.P.

JUMBO

Throttling Governor oil engines are built especially to use kerosene and
cneap tuels as well as gasoline. Develop fuU-rated power; strongly built on iron
sub
Base.
tew parts—easy to operate and very durable. Throttling governor gives
steady speed at all loads.
No fuel pump required.
Equipped with Webster magneto,
iivery engme shipped ready to run.
There's a demand for the JUMBO in
every district.

Dependable

Quality Construction

ASK THE NEAREST BRANCH ABOUT JUMBO ENGINES
Manufactured

^^^^^^ Brothcrs Coitipany

must be

foes

fed.

E
=

tons of food. To produce this, farmers must
have tools that speed up crop production. Yet such
tools must be so simple and durable that they can

E

safely be entrusted to inexperienced help.

=

calls for

SASKATOON

E

Pulverizing Harrow

[

the tool the times demand.
"The Coulters do
the Work" make those perfect seed beds that increase yields.
The draft is hght; one team covers
is

=
=

—

a large acreage.

Yet the ''Acme"

is

=

so safe, simple

|
=

and durable that a boy, girl or woman can take a
man's place.
The comfortable spring seat does
aw'dy with tramping over soft ground.

=

|

—

Many

farmers delayed buying last year repairing
their old tools at the request of our Government.
These farmers are ready to buy anew. Sell them

|
=

"Acme"

=
=

But

Pulverizing Harrows.

your stock, order

to

make

=

sure

NOW.

Send to-day

=

for our Dealer's Proposition.
Also ask for Circular about *'Acme"

=
5

DISC Harrow

DUANE

H.

NASH

ELM STREET,

INC.

MILLING TON,

GENERAL AGENTS:

N.J.

WINNIPEG
CALGARY

REGINA

SASKATOON

EDMONTON
LETHBRIDGE

IrTcr'us A

CALGARY
No.
miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

23

"ACME" PULVERIZING

HARROW—Cuts

634

feet

I

^

^

JOHN DEERE PLOW CO. ./

Tudhope- Anderson Co. Limited
REGINA

=

"ACME"

WESTERN CANADIAN JOBBERS

WINNIPEG

I

6,000,000 additional

107

DON'T DECIDE ON AN ENGINE LINE FOR
1919 UNTIL YOU INVESTIGATE THE "JUMBO"

and former

friends

America's quota

KeroseneGasoline

3,

=

No. 23

to the deeper rooted cereal

of

Low-Priced

33

wide

;

:
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both Mr. Boyd and the Western
Canadian distributors of "Little

[Boyd Handling "Little Giant"

of

Tractors

Giant" tractors.

Dinnen
Building, Winnipeg,

The N.

J.

Co.,

Mr. Boyd

a keen student of
efficiency
and tractor

Canada

tractor
values, and in choosing the "Little
Giant" for his territory he feels
that he has secured a tractor that

distributors

Giant" tractors,
manufactured by the "Little Giant"
Mankato, Minn., recently
Co.,
closed a contract with J. L. Boyd,
of Regina, to sell the "Little
Giant" in Regina territory during
1919. Mr. Boyd is well known to
the farm machinery trade in Saskatchewan, and the new connection should be to the advantage
for

the

is

"Little

'

is

excellently adapted to the needs
from the standpoint of

of farmers

great power and sound mechanical
design, coupled with remarkable

He conducted a series
with the "Little Giant,"
plowing the toughest sod that

could be found in his territory.

The draftometer showed

a

drawbar and

tory, for both

of tests

work, to every

belt

man who buys

one.

Western Tractors Co. Handling
Interstate Tractors

pull

that rose to 3,700 pounds, but the
"Little Giant" cheerfully chugged
along, shearing the sod as though
Mr.
the job were child's play.
Boyd has an initial order of 50
"Little Giants" on hand and expects to do a large business in
these tractors next spring. He is
satisfied that he has secured a
tractor that will prove satisfac-

durability.

December, 1918

P.

Kennedy, manager

J.

Western

Tractors

for

509

Co.,

McCallum-Hill Bldg., Regina, reports a splendid demand for the
"Plowman" Interstate Tractorfor the coming year.
The above
concern have made distributing
arrangements with the Interstate
Tractor Co. of Waterloo, Iowa,
to handle this well-known tractor
in Saskatchewan and Southern
Alberta.
A sales force is being
organized and great effort will be

made

to secure their share of the
business in this big territory.

The president of the company,
Mr. L. C. Stearns, of Minot, N.D.,
spent a short time in Saskatche-

wan

recently

field,

and was greatly pleased as

looking

over

the

well as surprised at the excellent
prospects in Western Canada for
the tractor business.
Western
Tractors Co. are now arranging
for good live dealers in unrepresented territory, and dealers that
have not made arrangements for
handling a good tractor this year
and who are desirous of making
such a connection, would do well
to get in touch with these people.

The John Deere Honor

THE FAMOUS

"LITTLE GIANT"

TRACTOR

{FULLY GUARANTEED)

Drawbar

pull

what Counts! The

Dealers: Write for Specifications

and Proposition

WESTERN CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS:

N.

J.

The Deere organization has
given its tithe to the war, as is
evidenced by the honor roll recently

The

"Little
Giant " develops over 3,500 Pounds, at
Plowing Speed, equal to the pull exerted by
12 to 14 Big Horses
is

COMPANY,
&
WINNIPEG
MAN.

DINNEN

issued

by the company.

entire organization has con-

men to the war.
Sixteen have been killed and two

tributed 1,055

have

died.

In Canadian territory, the honored dead were from the following branches
Calgary, one; Regina, four;

Winnipeg, three; Welland, four.
The Deere men serving in Canada's

LTD.

Roll

army show

a fine line-up for

Dominion.
From the factories and branch houses the enlistment totals were:
Welland, Ont., 43 Regina, 48
Calgary, 12; Winnipeg, 10.
In the United States the harvester plant at East Moline gave
70 men the plow works at Moline
over 200, and the wagon works
about 70 men. Every branch of
the company on the continent
gave its quota to help crush

the

;

;

Prussianism.

Big Tractor Production

To-day International Harvester
tractors are found in every state,
every province of Canada, and
country where
agriculture has passed the primi-

practically every

The company reports
that in the past year over 10,000
tractors have been built at their
various factories, and over 18,000
engines in the same period.
tive stag-e.

Manufactured by: "LITTLE
(For 42 Years

Makers

of "Little

GIANT" COMPANY, MANKATO, MINN.
Giant" Power

Hammers

which are guaranteed forever)

:

:
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A Valuable Implement
Dunham

The

Culti-Packer,
the Dunham
Company, Berea, Ohio, and sold
in Western Canada by the John

manufactured

:

by

Deere Plow Co., is an implement
which is claimed by its makers
to roll, pulverize, pack, stir, level

and cultivate and mulch the soil
all in one operation.
Its various

check evaporation. How the CultiPacker does this, and many other
valuable functions it performs,
are described in a very interesting
book entitled "Soil Sense." which
can be had by interested dealers
who will write the nearest branch
of the John Deere Plow Co.

Case Tractor Service Schools

We

uses are outlined as follows

crushes lumps, firms loose
soils and packs out air spaces.
It saves moisture by forming a
surface mulch, retards soil blowing and brings up moisture from
the subsoil.
In seedbed preparation the Culti-Packer is held to
be invaluable, as it helps start the
seed quickly and is used for cultivating growing wheat,
oats,
corn, etc. The machine is strongly built and is adaptable to any
It

The wheels

have received from the
Threshing Machine

Case

J. I.

Co.,

Racine, Wis., the programme and
schedule covering tractor service
schools which will be conducted
by
the
Western
Canadian
branches of the company this
winter.

The Case schools in Western
Canada offer a complete practical
and thorough course in farm tractors and power machinery to all
farmers, dealers and operators.

are cast from
and are quickly detachable. The frames are of high
carbon steel and are strongly re-

This is the seventh year that
Case service schools have been
conducted, and they will be held

inforced

Case machinery

hitch.

semi-steel,

in all parts of the continent

axles revolve in hardened steel roller bearings, making
the machine very light draft. Two
horses easily handle an 8-ft. CultiPacker.
double gang of wheels
are used, the rear wheels splitting
ridges set up by the front wheels,
;

its

A

giving a perfectly compacted sur-

spring, 1919, schedule for
is
as follows

Western Canada

Feb. 4-7, Calgary; Feb. 11-14, EdFeb. 18-21, Saskatoon;
Feb. 25-28, Regina; March 4-7,

monton;

Winnipeg; March

11-14,

Winni-

The course lasts one week in a
place and the work is divided into
three units

in

moisture conservation, the
important factor in dry
farming, and the one which has
been most greatly neglected by
western farmers is getting the
rain water into the ground and
safely stored or conserved in the
subsoil, where it may be drawn
soil

— Lectures and Instructions.
—Repair and Shop Work.
—Tractor Operation and Work

most

1

2
3

on Tractors.

The lectures and instructions
are illustrated with units and
parts of engines and tractors,

upon by the growing crop. The
and pulverizing of the
soil to restore capillarity and the

parts, also
a large variety of slides, charts

and diagrams.
This work is
thorough and interesting and includes the principles and fundamentals on which the practical

maintain the soil
mulch are each without avail unless there has been stored in the
deeper soil a sufficient amount of
moisture to support the growing
crop in time of a drouth.
to

work

is

based.

Select your
accept
opinion.

All experts agree that plowing
should at once be packed so as to

own

merely

the

Spend Christmas Back

goods, don't
salesman's

Home

IN

IMPERIALLIMITED

TRANS-CANADA

Eastern Canada

to Montreal

to
Double

$74.75

Toronto

Double

Daily

Daily

Train

Train

Service

Service

Corresponding Fares to
Other Eastern Points

$59.50

Safe, Comfortable Travel on
the World's Greatest Highway

Compartment Observation

Cars,

Standard and Tourist Sleepers.

Excellent Dining Car Service.
Tickets sold

during

December are good
payment

for

60 days.

.

Extensions will be granted by a

of $5.00 for each extra fifteen days.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
Depot

Ti^cket Office

Phone Main 5600

663

Light Draft

models and sectional

firming

cultivation

The

where

used.

is

peg-

face.

That most important part

35

Main

Street

Phone Main 3260
Or to any Local C.P.R. Agent

City Ticket Office
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One reason why
is

a big

The
pressure
its

seller is

this

that

it

famous

Case Plow
has extreme hght draft.
J. I.

''drag" of furrow bottom and landside
is eliminated in this plow.
It rides on

three wheels like a wheeled vehicle

of dragging

— instead

hke a stone boat.

It has a simple, sturdy,

power

lift

;

is

easily

handled from tractor seat; enters and leaves the
ground instantly, point first, like a walking plow.
It permits turning more acres per day and
plowing deeper with less fuel, labor and repair

—

expense. It

makes the

tractor a better investment.

If you are not yet a member of the great
J.I. Case Dealer Family, your correspondence is

invited.

J.
242

|
=
=
=
=
S
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S
S
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§
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S
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CASE PLOW WORKS |
=
West
jM^^
1.

Water

St.

Racine, Wise, U.SJV.

DEALERS EVERYWHERE IN CANADA

Phones Main 370-371

In

—

:
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Grace Motors, Limited, to Locate in Winnipeg
Faith in the possibilities of the
Canadian West has been exemplified in recent years by the establishment in western cities of
many prominent business concerns, but probably the most significant is the intimation received

Motors

Grace

that

recently

Limited will locate

in

Interviewed regarding the proposed opening of a western
branch. Helm Walker, now sales
Motors,
manager of Grace

who

Lim,ited,

will

become man-

ager of the Winnipeg office said
"Like many other big houses we
did not realize for many years

Winnipeg.

Grace Motors Limited is one of
the companies constituting the
W. R. Grace organization, which
has head offices in London and
New York, and is one of the biggest export houses in the world.
It was organized for the purpose

December, 1918

been accorded the various lines
handled
by Grace ' Motors
Limited has made it an imperative necessity for us to open up

Winnipeg

so that we
may better serve the western
trade. In Ontario the most noteworthy lines we are marketing
are the Sterling Truck, the Fulton Truck, the Smith Form-aTruck, and the Republic Truck.
With the exception of the Republic Truck, which we handle
a

office,

ties

business.

time

GOTSHALL

N. S.

that one of the most valuable markets in the world and one of the

most valuable

we mean

fields

sources from which to

merchandise) was to be
found close at home in Canada.
Since coming to Canada we have
met with a wonderful response.
Indeed, the success which has

]

DEALERS

WANTED
EVERYWHERE

in Ontario only, we shall be distributing all these same lines in
the West.

"While it
main purpose

is

true,

the

that

of this concern

is

to make itself an important factor in 'the truck business of Canada, it must not be forgotten that

are a distributing channel for
other products besides trucks.
From time to time we intend to

The Best
Attachment

Ford a

add to our merchandise such

Ever

Tractor in

of technical specialties as in our
judgment can be of service, and

Built

20 minutes

are

saleable to

lines

Canadian indus-

tries.

FO R D - A - TRACTO R
PRICE ONLY $260. IN DEMAND IN YOUR
DISTRICT. GET OUR MONEY-MAKING OFFER
Every farmer who owns a Ford car is interested in the Ford-a-Tractor. At present feed
prices it will pay him to sell his horses and do his haulage work by the Ford-a-Tractor.
This proven attachment will plow, harrow, haul the binder, mower or any machine, or
to town.

GUARANTEED TO DO THE WORK OF
FOUR GOOD HORSES— AND DOES IT
wheels; gears are machine cut from specially
Equipped with
All gearing runs in enclosed, dust-proof oil bath.
tempered alloy steel.
Fitted with the W.D.C. Cooling System, which changes the water
shock absorbers.
in cylinders six times a minute.

THE K.M.C.
TRANSFORMER

steel drive

Engine positively cannot overheat.
only transformer guaranteed to successfully burn
Gives 20% more power, 50%
l;erosene in Ford cars.
increase in mileage and 100%, saving in fuel cost. Write
us for full partieulars.

The

D.

ADSHEAD COMPANY
ALBERTA BRANCH:

HEAD OFFICE:

WINNIPEG. MAN.

We

117 lOth Ave. E..

are Distributors in Alberta of the

Tractors and J.

I.

CALGARY

Famous "Happy Farmer"

Case Plows.

"But

of particular interest

to

western implement dealers and
farmers will be the fact that we
shall include among the merchandise handled by our western office
remarkable new implement
a
which has been labelled 'Porta
The merchandising of
Power.'
this outfit is very 'typical of the
business methods of the Grace
organization. The 'Porta Power'
is a device to harness the engine
of an automobile for transmitting
power to drive farm machinery or
any other machinery which is
Clearly a vast
power-driven.

market is already available in the
West, where thousands of automobiles are owned by farmers

who

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

J.

shall

be

dis-

who gave

information, was forassistant to the general
manager of the Smith
Corporation,
of
Chi(makers
of
the Smith

this

merly
sales

Motor

cago
Form-a-Truck),

came

and

present

will,

welcome

huge

their

HELM WALKER

Makes any

Strong

we

Mr. Helm Walker,
out

to

with

position

this low-cost

warehouse

ofifering

over 140,000 square feet of acThere is every
commodation.
promise of this concern becoming equally as prominent a factor
in

Winnipeg commercial

as

it

already

is

in the

circles

East.

Farm Machinery Men on Raw
Materials Committee

we

Solid steel construction.

opportune,

In Toronto, Grace Motors
Limited will shortly own the
largest truck garage in America,

(by which,

obtain

LIVE

wagon

is

tributing these lines too."

vice-president and general manager.
Mr. Gotshall himself has
risen from the bottom of the automotive industry.
Indeed, his
connection with it antedates automobiles, for years ago he sold
bicycles for the Pope-Hartford
Co.
Since then he has grown
up w.ith the industry and has
been at different times with the
Cole Motor Car Co., the Lozier
Motor Car Co., and the Smith
Motor Corporation.

devoted to the merchandising of
Its activitechnical specialties.

behind." Adherence to this policy
has been responsible for the phenomenal expansion of the Grace

plant of the automobile through
'Porta Power.'
As soon as the

Grace Motors Limited at the instance of Nelson S. Gotshall,

becoming the technical department for Canada, that is, a house

began some months back
with Toronto as the centre for the
Dominion.
The Grace organization had its
beginning over sixty-nine years
It has pursued a policy of
ago.
marketing and selling technical
specialties for which it found a
demand existing and has limited
itself rigorously to merchandising
onl)^ those articles it could "get

pump and portable saw to
a 36,000 watt-hour farm lighting
plant, and all driven by the power

grinder,

his

of

the

;

A

Canadian

the

of

section

Manufacturers' Association has
been found to deal with matters
relating to the supply of iron and
This executive committee
steel.
will take up old questions affecting the interests of members of

War Trade
Board a't Ottawa. The following
gentlemen connected with the
farm machinery and equipment

the section W;ith the

industry are
tion

members

of this sec-

:

Major L. L. Anthes, Anthes
Foundry Co., Toronto; H. H.
Biggert, International Harvester
of Canada, Hamilton
Shenstone, Massey-Harris
Arthur White,
Toronto;
Co.,
George W^hite and Sons, London
Notman, McKinnon IndusJ. C.
tries, St. Catherine's ;W. H. Shap
ley, Goold, Shapley and Muir Co.,
Brantford: H. N. Fleury, J.
Fleury's Sons, Aurora R. Harm-

Company
N.

J.

;

;

er,

ton,

Sawyer-Massey Co., Hamiland A. R. Page, Frost Steel

source of power. In other words,

and Wire

the demand for 'Porta Power' is
'Porta Power' itself
ready made.
is but the forerunner of a large
line of farm implements made by
the same concern, ranging from a

That

"Well,
cost

I

Co.,

Hamilton.

guess

I'll

wait awhile."
is going to

style of thinking

many

on many a

a dealer
tractor.

many

a profit

—
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Breaking virgin sod, sun-baked for years, on the
deep-plowing the much tilled
prairies of the
land of the smaller farms of the East year after
year of the hardest kind of farm work has proved
the supreme fitness of OilPuU Tractors.

West—

lii

—

This dependability and service has been remarkably
demonstrated by the first OilPull built that is still
working in South Dakota, and by old OilPull No.
11 still on the job in Michigan year in and year
out continuous performance that gives the only
real basis upon which a tractor can be judged.

—

imm

ml

III

In these ten years the OilPull Tractor has built up
a record of continuous, reliable, economical operation unequaled in the tractor industry.

Baclied by a'VIHtten Guaiantee
And as if it were not enough that throughout all
these years the OilPull has proved its ability to
operate successfully on all grades of kerosene, the
makers give you an absolute guarantee that it will
do so. The fact that this is the only tractor company that gives such a fair and square, iron clad
written guarantee tells a big story in itself.

Pill
B—^mm

ii

Moreover, wherever

you

find

this

guaranteed

tractor of proved performance, you will find near
at hand Advance-Rumely service
established and maintained through
24 branch offices and warehouses,
where complete stocks of machines
and repair parts are always on hand.

The Rumely OilPull tractor may be
in sizes from three to ten plow,
standard as to design and construca size to fit every farm.
tion

had

—

CALGARY, ALTA.

REGINA, SASK.

SASKATOON, SASK.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

:
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Now in the

As was announced
tober

issue,

to enter the tractor business he

Tractor Business

the^

in

firm

brought to bear his wide knowledge of Western Canadian farm

our Ocof N. J.

Realizing
power requirements.
that we require more power for
plowing than in any other section

Dinnen & Co., Winnipeg, are now
Western Canadian distributors
for "Little Giant" tractors, manufactured by the "Little Giant" Co.,
at Mankato, Minn.
Since 1876
this concern have been makers of
the famous "Little Giant" power
hammer, which is in use all over
Western Canada.

tractors, finally deciding that the

will be a great

was the ideal
Western Canadian

Giant"

machine for
requirements.

J. Dinnen, president of the
N. J. Dinnen Co., is one of the
best known men in the hardware
and building supply trade in the
Canadian West.
Early in his
career he became connected with
the McClary Manufacturing Co.,
as a salesman, and later with the
Hobbs Hardware Co.
Leaving
that concern he became Western
Canadian representative for the
Caverhill-Learmonth Company of
Montreal, covering Western Canada in the early days in the interests of that company. Mr. Dinnen

selling his line in

many

Mr. Dinnen believes that there
for the

Planters, spring, discount date,

June

1.

Cultivators,
date, June 1.

Hay

tools,

date, July

Grain

self satisfied.

demand next year
and

tractor he handles,

has completed a selling and service organization that will ensure
dealers and users of the "Little
Giant" tractor prompt

N.

was

"hard to plow" areas in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta. When
the 4J/2-inch bore "Little Giant"
plowed without a murmur, showinga constant pull of 3,500 pounds
at plowing speed, he declared him-

of the continent, he made a
thorough investigation of many

"Little

December, 1918

and close attention

to

delivery
their

re-

quirements.

Farm Implement T erms
The year book

date.

discount

spring,

discount

1.

drills,

May

Grain
October

spring,

spring,

discount

1.

discount date,

drills, fall,
1.

The southern U.S. zone shows
from same

earlier discount dates

classes of goods and the northern
zone shows later dates, all generally being within thirty days of
the time the farmer needs the
goods in the respective territories.

in U.S.

NaImplement and Vehicle
Association shows the report of
the committee which dealt with
of the U.S.

Canada's Tractor Imports

tional

terms in the trade in that counIt is conceded that under
present conditions shorter terms
could be used, but in the opinion
of the committee it would be unwise to adopt any terms for the
war period which we could not
reasonably expect to continue

.try.

cases

ahead of the steel. After a time
he was appointed Western Canadian manager for Lewis Bros,
of Montreal, and leaving this concern he organized the company
of N. J. Dinnen & Co. The company have several departments in
.their business, to which they have
now added a tractor department,
under the personal charge of Mr.
Dinnen.
They are distributors
for the "Thew" steam and electric
shovels, "Master" trucks, "Troy"
trailers, concrete machinery and
a complete line of contractors'
equipment.
When Mr. Dinnen determined

N. J.

DINNEN

Distributor for "Little Giant" Tractors

after that time. The work therefore of the committee has been

largely confined to modifying cer-

"Rated horse-power in a tractor
does not cut any ice," contends
Mr. Dinnen, "what the farmer
needs is power lots of power,
steady, reliable power, delivered

—

to the drawbar.

That's

'Little Giant'

lieve the

why

I

be-

to be the

best tractor for this country."
To prove his contentions, at no
inconsiderable expense, Mr. Dinnen tried out the various models
of "Little Giant" tractors in the
very toughest sod found in the

previous recommendations
which by experience were found
tain

out of

line.

recommended provide a cash

discount date which in nearly all
cases is within thirty days of the
time when the equipment is needed by the farmer. The following
illustration

Cushman Knock-Down Cutter Gears

ARE SEASONABLE

terms
Plows,
April

shows

central

States.

March

From March

31, 1917, to

1918, the

number of
was 5,733,

31,

imported

valued at $6,012,343. According
to importation records, from Feb.
7, 1918, to October 31, 1918, the

number of tractors, costing
not more than $1,400 in the country of production, imported by
Canada, was 8,684, with a valutotal

ation of $7,993,916.

Offering Prizes to Dealers

The Renfrew Machinery Co.,
Renfrew, Ont, on Dec. 20, will
close their agents' sales contest

The prizes are awarded
the men showing the biggest
actual sales to farmers.
special
prize is offered for tractors, the
lines
sold embodying engines,
cream separators, scales, grinders
for 1918.

spring,

discount

date,

A

fall,

discount date, Sep-

tember 1.
Harrows, spring, discount

May

zone

1.

Plows,

1918, was to remain in eflfect for
twelve months.
For the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1917, Canada imported
2,792 tractors from the United

tractors

According to the report, in a
general way terms provide a discount of 5 per cent from cash on
an average of ninety days prior
to the net due date, which is
equivalent to an interest rate of
20 per cent per annum. The terms
as

Since the order-in-council passed last February, which placed
tractors valued at $1,400 or under
on the free list, there has been a
marked increase in the number of
tractors imported by the Dominion.
The order-in-council,
which went into effect on Feb. 8,

date.

and sawing

1.

Harrows,
September 1.

discount

fall,

outfits.

date,

Declare war on

credit.

IMPLEMENT DEALERS
Cutter Geaj Set

Up Ready for Use

Fit any ordinary buggy body.
regular buggy pole or shafts.
All

wooden parts made from

Furnished with shifting bar to take

selected hickory

and oak;

x

3-16-inch

steel scroll braces.

Bent hickory Runners,

1

x

114-inch.

hickory.
Steel shoes, 1 x ^/^-inch.
Height, 18-inches. Weight, 50 lbs.

Knees, 154-iuch square, of bent
Tread, 3-ft. 2-ins.
Length, 6-ft.

Shipped Knocked-Down to Save Freight.
quick selling line.

Place your order for this

of Canada, Limited

Builders of light weight, high grade Gasoline Engines for all

DEPT.

E.,

WHYTE

AVE.

AND VINE

ST.

Buy your wood and

iron

pumps,

cylinders,

galvanized pipe, galvanized rod, etc., from a
WESTERN CANADA concern.
Best of Pacific Coast Pine used in our wood
Pumps. Can furnish logs up to 16 feet long
without couplings.

any depth of wells.
Large Stocks carried.
Prompt shipment guaranteed.
Fitted for

WRITE FOR PRICES AND FULL PARTICULARS

Cushman Motor Works

HARDWARE MEN
GENERAL STORES
PUMP MEN

Farm Power Work

WINNIPEG, MAN.

ASK FOR
PRICES

MANITOBA ENGINES, LIMITED
Phone 2943

EIGHTH

ST. and AssiNiBOiNE AVE.

,
m
j
Brandon, man.

Canadian Farm Implements
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PLOW MAN
ALL STANDARD FARM TRACTOR
13-30

15-30

PLOW
MODEL

PLOW
MODEL

2-3

3-4

iiiiimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Combines the best features of Tractor,
Automobile and Trucli Engineering

EASY TO OPERATE
When you

sell

PLOW MAN,

the

you

sell

the Tractor that

KEROSENE BURNING COMPLETE POWER PLANT

EASY TO SELL
fits

The

the farmer's needs.

PLOW MAN

is

a

ONE MAN,

farm purposes— Plowing, Harrowing. Discing, Drilling'
Mowing, Harvesting, Hauling and Belt Work. It is a light Tractor, built for heavy duty, and has proved itself the most valuable and useful tractor under difficult and diversified farming conditions in Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
for all

Reserve Power Saves Time and Money
To get satisfactory results you must have a tractor with plenty of excess power.
Plow Man Tractors set a high mark for reserve power, having 33 1-3% in excess of rating.
That's why they do better work and last longer. They make good under difficult field conditions and can handle heavy belt work with ease.

All-Standard Features of the Plow Man
That Will Appeal To Every Dealer And Farmer

Plow Man Buda 4-cylrnder motor for heavy duty
service.

Foote

Lowest
Back

of the

Upkeep

in

Plow Man

is

a great record for

low operating and fuel expense. It is no
new, untried machine; but a tractor that
has stood, with every satisfaction to its
various owners, the severe tests of actual

operation at

all

farms throughout
chewan.

Unit
By

seasons

of

the

year on

Manitoba and Saskat-

secured.

Read the

partial list

tures at the right and

the
of

Plow Man
farm work.

is

of

you

Work

all-standard feawill realize

why

equal to the hardest kind

No machine faces more severe duty and
more constant strain than the farm tractor.
The Plow Man is built in every detail to
meet these conditions.

delivers

the

power

without

Hyatt

Roller Bearings reduce friction and save
power.
Quick constant cooling with Perfex Radiator.
Bennett Producer Carburetor makes success of
Kerosene as fuel.
Dixie High Tension Magneto, Impulse Starter, onefourth turn starts tractor.
Pivoted Front Axle provides flexibility for rough
land.

Automobile Type Control.
Easy to handle.
Trouble-proof French and Hecht Wheels.

Power Plant

using a carefully designed clutch bell

housing an absolute unit power plant combining our motor clutch and transmission is

This conserves power, cuts out a

motion and protects the important operating mechanism from all dust and
lot

Built for Hard

Transmission

waste.

We

can offer excellent propositions to Good Live Dealers, Automobile
and Garage Men.
You can handle the Plow Man with Profit to
yourselves

and

satisfaction to your customers.

of lost

Write to-day for detailed information

and

literature

dirt.

509
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Trsiotor Co., Ltd.
Western
&
Implement
orthern
Co., Ltd.
WATER
McCALLUM

HILL BUILDING

DISTRIBUTORS FOR SASKATCHEWAN AND SOUTHERN ALBERTA

STREET

DISTRIBUTORS FOR MANITOBA

REGINA

WINNIPEG
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P & O Company Appoint New

tractor business, and the quality

stalk

Western Canadian Distributors

inseparable from P. & O. implements ensures the company a
large demand in this territory.

1857.

The

Canton,

&

Orendorfif Co., of
Illinois, will, in the fu-

Parlin

An

Old-Established Line

Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta by the
Hart-Parr of Canada, Limited,
with headquartei'S at Winnipeg
and branch houses at Regina,
Saskatoon and Calgary. The territory covered includes the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.
Hart-Parr of Canada, Limited
will handle the entire P. & O. line
of plows, harrows, and other tillage implements that are suitable
to meet the requirements in the
above named provinces. Complete
lines of these implements and repairs for same will be carried at
the four houses of these agents.
The P. & O. line was introduced

Parlin & Orendorfif Company carry on the oldest permanently established plow factory in
In 1842, William
the world.
Parlin commenced the manufacture of plows in Canton. In 1853,
W. J. Orendorfif, a native of

in Canada thirty years ago. and
these famous implements are well
established and well known to the
Canadian dealers and farmers.
Hart-Parr of Canada, Limited,
is a well-known sales organization in Western Canada with a
large travelling force and with
ample facilities for taking care of
all orders for P. & O. goods to
the entire satisfaction of the imCanadian
plement trade
and
•farmers.
Their new line should
be an excellent adjunct to their

Illinois, joined forces with Mr.
Parlin, the concern being known
as Wm. ParHn & Co. In 1860 the
company became Parlin & Orendorfif, and in 1880 was incorporated under the state laws of
Illinois.
Parlin,
William
the

ture, be represented in

The

cutter

(the first

The company

are

made)

December, 1918

in

and is one of the most complete
farm machinery factories in exist-

originators

It covers some 20 acres of
ground, and two complete implements are turned out every minute of the working day.
Blacksmithing, wood shops, drop forge
and shear shops, grinding, fitting

concave disc harrow, the
middle breaker, and many other
implements. At the present time
over 1,400 different sizes and
styles of implements are made by

of the

the Parlin & Orendorfif Co., comprising the most complete line of
agricultural implements made by
any single factory in the world.

ence.

and wheel-making plants, assembly shops, foundries, paint
shops and machine shops are embodied in this great factory, with
large warehouses equipped with
overhead trolley systems to facilitate the quick handling of the
P. & O. implements as they are
loaded on the cars and shipped
to all parts of the continent or to
the seaboard for export to foreign
countries.

The Milking Machine
A Bird's

Eye View

of the P.

founder of this great line, died in
1891, and W. J. Orendorfif in 1897.
Commencing with
walking
plows in 1842, the company
steadily added to their lines.
A
walking cultivator and shovel
plows were added in 1856, and a

&

0. Factories at Canton,

The

P.

horse

111.

&

O. line includes Plows
tractor,
harrows,
and
:

planters, listers, cultivators, stalk
cutters, potato diggers, sugar beet
implements, box and barrel carts,
It is distributed in every
etc.

agricultural territory in the world.

The fiirst small building used
was burned in 1847. Another factory was built, which, after 53
years of service, was torn down
in 1902.
The plant to-day, an ilwhich we reproduce,
covers more than six city blocks

lustration of

The milking machine agency is
not only a chance to render real
assistance in the business of food
production, but it is also a promising profit maker for dealers who
are fortunate enough to secure the
handling of a standard machine,
whose success is already established.

Did you ever sell a strawspreader? In either case, don't
say there aren't any new opportunities in the implement business.

CANADIAN
NORTHERN
RAILWAY
SERVICE
TIME
FOR
FAST
EQUIPIUENT
—.

WINTER

EASTERN

TOURIST FARES CANADA
—TO-

VANCOUVER, VICTORIA
COAST CALIFORNIA

NORTH

PACIFIC

"

TOURS

With extension
day round trip

Our agents

will assist

fares, secure berths

you with your winter

trip,

and other accommodation

the Canadian Northern

—the

privilege

on

sixty

tickets.

quote lowest

— route

you over

lowest altitude of any line crossing

Enquire of our agent and he

will

cheerfully furnish full particulars.

the Rockies.

RAILWAY
NORTHERN
CANADIAN
THE ROUTE OF SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE

.
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Specifications:

Burns
Kerosene

POWER— Pulls

3 plows, 30
belt.
Tested at
National Tractor
Demonstration,
Salina,
Kas., developing 31 H.P.
at 732 R.P.M.

H.P. on

last

MOTOR—2-cylinder
R.P.M.

MOTOR FRAME
steel,

no

—
No

one piece.

Cast
bend,

twist.

CARBURETOR— New

BEFORE YOU DECIDE

Dray

Kipp force

The
A

feed.

WEIGHT— 5,000

on a

TRACTOR

Successfully

COMING YEAR

as

pounds.

Gasoline
Tractors

NEW HART-PARR

Burn

Tractor Backed by the Strength and Years of Experience of the
Founders of the tractor industry and builders of the
first successful Kerosene tractor

The wise dealer wants to handle what the farmer demands, because
reduced sales resistance lessens the cost of selling and insures increased
volume. The great demand for the
HART-PARR is an expression
of the farmers' approval.

NEW

A sturdy, simple, dependable tractor of 3-plow capacity, with 30
K.P. on the belt.
Designed—not adapted—to bum kerosene. Power and
smooth running at all loads quick and sure response to varying loads.

—

Runs one minute or one hour without irregular explosions. Passes from
no load to full load, or vice versa, without mis-firing and without
throttling.

SEIZE THIS OPPORTUNITY.

An

for the

INVESTIGATE

kerosene shunt.

BEARINGS — SKF and
Hyatt.
SPEEDS—2 forward, 2 and
3 mi.; 1 reverse.
TRANSMISSION — Selective sliding gear.
RADIATOR — Perfex—shaft
driven fan.
LUBRICATION — Madison-

as

A 3-Plow Tractor with
30 H.P. on the Belt

twin, 4

Valve in head, 750

cycle.

Gasoline

The Dray Kerosene Shunt

NEW

is an exclusive feature on the
develop more power on kerosene than any
other tractor of its size, and more power per gallon of
fuel consumed
Absence of excessive carbon deposits, entire freedom from spark-plug
trouble and carburetor adjustment are further proofs of its
supremacy
as the perfect kerosene burner. The
HART-PARR is specially
built and equipped. Its one-piece, cast steel engine bed is
as solid as a
concrete base— no mis-alignment of gears possible. Its size,
price and
utility are just nght for the majority of farms.
Who will handle the
HART-PARR in your section? Territory is going fast
We
advise you to write at once.

HART-PARR,

enabling

it to

NEW

NEW

SECURE THE HART-PARR CONTRACT

Ideal Sales Combination--

The^New Hart-Parr Tractor, and

With IXL Bottoms
and Quick
Detachable

NOW

P & 0 Little Genius
Power Lift Tractor Plows

Shares

Tractor Plows

and Tillage Tools
We are glad to announce that Hart-Parr of Canada, Ltd., have been
appointed sole distributors in Western Canada, of the
famous P & 0
Plows, Harrows and Tillage Tools. The P & 0
tractor plows have a
record and reputation that ensures big, profitable
business for the
dealer. In conjunction with the
HART-PARR, they offer you the
best plowing outfit sold in the Dominion.

NEW

A

Tractor and Plow Line that will Get You the Business

P
0 power lift plows are adapted for use with any tractor
Positive power lift from the land wheel. The plow raises
on all three
wheels, giving a high, level lift. Bottoms are raised
and lowered the
right distance of travel to ensure straight headlands.
A single trip
rope gives the tractioneer instant, positive action.
The whole weight
of plow bears in forcing bottoms into the
hardest soils. Perfect con-

&

struction: Pin-break hitch; heavy, full throated beams; retreating
levers; high-grade coulters; easy adjustment
for proper depth and
suction; dust-proof wheel boxes; quick, detachable shares; wide clearance between bottoms allows good work on trashy ground. Ask us for
full particulars of P & 0 light tractor plows and the
HARTTractors.

NEW

PARR

HART-PARR OF CANADA, LIMITED
WINNIPEG, REGINA and

CALGARY

—
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Demand

Tractor

capacity if the pressing
needs of agriculture on this contheir

War

After the

tinent are to be

War led to an unprecedented
shortage of horses in Europe. At
the outbreak of hostiHties in 1914
practically every liorse in the
fighting nations was seized for
war service. In addition, Britain
and France (bought horses heavily
on the American continent and in
Argentina. Since the war began
more than 1,500,000 horses and
500,000 mules have been exported
to

Europe from

of 'horses

6^

mob-

years,

and

now

average 10 to 12 years
old.
Mares were mobilized so
that Ibreeding has largely ceased.
As the average maximum age of
a horse is a little more than 12
years, if the war had continued
longer the loss in available horse
they

flesh is o'bvious.

Europe

a

There

terrible

on.

now

shortage

horse-power, and this
will

is

European food production has
for the past four years toeen carried on 'by women and children
and men over 50. Millions of men
have been killed; millions have
To
been permanently disabled.
keep up food production, Britain
and France have enlisted the tractor and the foodstuffs grown this
year s'how the value of this me-

chanical power.
these countries,

The

tractor, in

there to stay.

is

filled.

Further,

they must increase capacity if
they hope to take care of the
European demand following the
war.

Yet,

tractor

machinery manufacturers are so
hampered by a lack of raw materials that it would seem almost
impossible to take care of the domestic demand, quite apart from
the foreign demand that exists,
and will exist in the future.

Last year the total capacity of
British

tractor

plants

was

less

In
than 1000 tractors annually.
France the situation is worse;
less than 100 tractors annually is
the capacity of the plants. Great
Britain is making arrangements

in

of

farm machinery of every kind.

cannot produce more than 5000

regards tractors, we know
already the American arid
Canadian demand almost absorbs
the production. And it is likely
that the home demand will increase more rapidly than the home
supply. Canadian and American

tractors annually after ^he

manufacturers of all classes of
farm machinery must increase

this export

situation

an exportajble sur-.
plus will rnean that even when
peace is declared, Europe will
have a great shortage of horses.
The only probable source of reof

lief is tractors.

As

that

.

for large tractor production, 3000-

4000 annually, but
that Europe

it is

safe to say

—Germany omitted
war

is

The demand in that continent for tractors with an average
of 20 to 30 b.h.p., will be enormous. It will be the greatest tractor market in the annals of the
over.

How

to prepare to meet
'demand and also supply the domestic demand, under

industry.

present

raw

conditions

materials,

is

as

afifecting

the

greatest

problem the tractor industry has
to face.

A New Cream

Separator
Publication

farm

and

Farm machinery in Europe has
worn out, factories have been used
for war work, so that now that
the war is over there will Ibe an
enormous demand for modem

grow worse as time goes
High transportation costs

and the lack

must supply

They generally
the deficiency.
cost less than the horse-power
they replace, while they eat none
of the food they produce.

continent.

this

The average age
ilized in 1914 was

These machines

December, 1918

The Swedish Separator Company, Chicago, have recently issued an interesting book dealing
with the "Viking" cream separator.

Attractively illustrated and

gotten up, this forty-four page
bulletin is addressed to Canadian
farmers and dairymen. The Viking separator is described in detail, and fine illustrations of the

component parts are shown,

.

power

for

drive.

A

frontispiece in this publication shows the large Viking
at Stockholm, Sweden,
where 180,000 cream separators

factories

Dealers
made annually.
handling the Viking cream separator should obtain a supply of
are

this publication

to

for

distribution

owners and prospects.

FOR BIGGER PROFITS IN 1919
HITCH YOUR BUSINESS TO THE

GRAY

"The Tractor
with the Wide
Drive

Drum"

Drawbar H.P., 36 Belt H.P.
Pulls Four Bottoms in Any Soil
18

No tractor
GRAY."

of equal rating has as

much

traction surface as

"THE

farm tractor built for the man who
The wide drive drum secures traction unwants real tractor value.
der all soil conditions, and carries the light weight of the machine
When plowing it
without the slightest danger of packing the soil.
crushes weeds, stalks and trash ahead of the plows, so that the vegeWorks to advantage
tation is turned over and completely covered.
Leaves no ruts
on freshly plowed soil, without damage to seedbed.
The side arm hitch is reguNote the illustration.
or wheel tracks.
At one operation the field is put in the finest possible
lar equipment.
condition for immediate seeding.
It is the all-around

Gray Construction
4% x

is

Superior

built for heavy tractor
service.
Wide drive drum affords maximum traction surface.
K.W. igniHyatt and Timken heavy duty roller bearings.
Bennett carburetor and
tion, no batteries, coils or switches.
No differential; no bevel gears; direct drive by
air cleaner.
Three point susspur gears and heavy-duty roller chains.
Direct drive to belt
pension frame eliminates all strain.
All steel
pulley.
Side arm hitch an exclusive Gray feature.
Weight 6,200 lbs.
Built for wear and service.
shafting.

Waukesha

four-cyl. motor,

il-

lustrating the mechanical construction
of
these
machines,
which are made in five types, in
sizes suitable for either the small
farm or large dairy outfit.
The
larger sizes are pulley equipped

6%,

—

The Gray Tractor Offers You a Sales
Opportunity Second to None
Before you decide on a tractor for 1919 representation, you will be wise
Quick
to thoroughly investigate the selling features of the GRAY.
not
are
If
we
day.
taken
every
being
Territory
is
advisable.
action is
represented in your district write at once for particulars and our liberal
selling offer.

GRAY TRACTOR CO. OF CANADA LTD.
307-309 Electric Railway

Chambers

WINNIPEG, MAN.
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A New Canadian

Tractor

Now

on the Market
The Hamjlton Gear and Machine Company, of Toronto, who are
Canada's

manufacturers

largest

machine cut gears, announce
that they will enter the Western
market early next year with a

of

farm tractor of their own design
and manufacture.
A large new
factory to be devoted exclusively
manufacture of tractors is

Roller

and

ball

bearings

are

used throughout. The clutch and
sliding gear shafts are mounted
on S.K.F. self-aligning double row
ball bearings.

On

the interme-

diate shaft, differential shafts
live rear axle,

Hyatt

ings are used.

The

and

roller bear-

front wheels

run on Timken roller bearings.
The frame is unique in that it is
triangular in shape from the rear
axle forward, and the

main mem-

43

bers are "I" beams. The Hamilton Gear Tractor, in plowing,
runs with two wheels in the furrow, and is self steering. It turns
in a small diameter circle, and the

makers

cla,im that it is especially

Its work at the
'to handle.
Cobourg tractor demonstration
was commented upon very favor-

easy

to accessibility, so that the farm-

may make

er

ments

all

necessary adjus't-

himself.

An

interesting

feature in the design of this tract-

or is its extreme flexibility. The
center of gravity is so low that
upsetting is practically impossible

on

hilly land.

the tractor

is

The wheelbase of
96 inches, and the

ably.

net weight 5,400

In the design of their tractor,
particular attention has been paid

rangements for western Canada

lbs.

Selling ar-

are being completed.

to the

now

being equipped with 'the most
modern machinery and appliances
for big production, and will be in
full swing by January 1st, 1919.
The "Hamilton Gear Tractor"

embodies no freakish ideas, but is
built on sound conservative meengineering

chanical

principles,

RECOGNIZED STANDARD FOR TRACTOR USE

and the company state emphatically that

is

it

a quality proposi-

way

through, built 'to
give permanent satisfaction to the
user as well as to the man who
tion all the

sells

it.

This Canad,ian-made tractor is
powered and designed to pull
three plows under all ordinary
conditions.

It

is

the

of

four-

wheeled type, wi'th large diamThe
eter front and rear wheels.
engine is set crosswise of the
frame, permitting the use of an
all spur gear transmission, with

consequent freedom from power

The

losses.

belt pulley

directly

is

the engine, and
when in operation no gears are in
mesh. Every ounce of power is
available for driving the separator

connected with

or other machinery.

The "Hamil'ton Gear Tractor"
is

6,

equipped with a heavy duty 4 x
four-cylinder, kerosene motor

of the valve-in-head type, developing 12-22 h.p. The cooling sys-

tem consists
radiator,

and

The

pump.

large

of

fan

oiling

capacity

circulating

system

is

splash type. The transmission is of the selective sliding
positive

spur gear type,

made

dependability of every
THE
dependability
engine—

entirely in

is

the company's own shops. Every
gear is cut from the solid of high
grade open hearth or electric furExcepting the ring
nace steel.
gear, all gears are heat-treated

in the best tractors, where dependability is an
essential, the KINGSTON carburetor is in almost

And

The dealer who handles KINGSTON
equipped carburetors knows that he is selling not
only power, but the continued use of power.
universal use.

and hardened.

An

interesting

transmission

which

is

feature of the
the differential,

of the eigh't-pinion spur
Instead of be,ing mounted
directly in the ring gear it is carried in the end of a drum casting,
which spaces it well away to the
left of the ring gear and towards
the centre of the machine, lengthening what would o'therwise be
the short dififeren'tial shaft, correThe makers claim
spondingly.
that this is a very important feature, as the length of leverage
given to the differential shaft
greatly reduces bearing pressures

He knows
with

simplifies lubrication.

a

that a good engine

KINGSTON

carburetor

day in
and day out, in all sorts of conditions, under all sorts of strains.
The KINGSTON is not adapted

will prove a good engine

is

type.

and

engine— every

of its carburetor.

tlie

for
is

the

made

use

of

tractors

for them.

with the single eye to
fulness in the tractor

—

it

It is built
its

use-

field.

It

is

in

found on most of the tractors
America, and it is giving re-

sults because it is a real tractor

carburetor.
Let us tell you why the great
tractor manufacturers of America adopted the KINGSTON. Let
us explain
for

the

why you

KINGSTON

should look
carburetor

on the tractors that you

sell.

Write for the Booklet that Tells

Byrne, Kngston 6- (h. KoRomoJnd, If.SA
BRANCHES: New

York

1733 Broadway; Chicago. 1430 Michigan Avenue; Detroit, 870
Angeles, 501 W. Pico Street; Boston, 15 Jersey Street

City,

Woodward Avenue; Los
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Moline Plow Co. Appoints

LISTER ENGINES
BRITISH BUILT—BRITISH QUALITY

Officers

The Moline Plow

Co, Moline,
the
officers of the organization for the
coming year. The executive of the
organization will be F. G. Allen,
president and general manager J.
L. Irv,ing, vice-president and general trade manager; H. S. Lord,
vice-president and treasurer; L.
C.
Blanding, secretary
G. B.
Odell, assistant treasurer; J. L.
111.,

recently announced

;

;

Hammerrich, assistant

Thomas
secretary,

Durable, only the best materials. Shipped
High tension ignicomplete with skids.

Automatic

tion.

lubrication.

fuel

Very low

force

feed;
fuel

feed

consumption.

Steady running.

Mm

J.

Marshall,

treasui'er;

assistant

and John N. Willys,

chairman of the board.
Mr. Willys, who recently purchased a controlling interest in
the Moline Plow Co., is well
known in the automobile field.
His career has been a remarkable
one up to his recent entry into the
farm machinery and tractor field.

December, 1918

In 1907 he was located at Elmira, N.Y., as a distributor of the
motor cars manufactured by the
Overland Motor Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
He saved that
company from receivership, acquired an interest in the business
and was elected president and
general manager. His next deal
was to secure possession of the
Pope-Toledo automobile factory
and move the Overland Motor
Company's business to Toledo,

where

it was reorganized under
name of Willys-Overland

the

Company.

Mr. Willys is also inone of the large
tire manufacturing companies, is
president of the Curtis Aeroplane
Corporation, and has holdings in
terested

in

many other enterprises.
Two
years ago the market value of his
properties
estimated
was
at
$80,000,000.

Aspinwall Elect Officers

The annual meeting
stockholders

Storage Battery
Electric Lighting Plants
Lister

Very simple design;

battery,

generator

and switchboard assembled on one base.
No complicated mechanism. Any one can
run them. Made in three sizes. Your customer can use his own engine. Ask for full
particulars and agency offer.

LISTER GRINDERS

of

the

Aspinwall

the

of

Manufacturing Company was
concluded in 'the company's offices
in the city of Jackson, Michigan,
Tuesday, November 19th, 1918.
Report for the past season was

man engine, which is used with,
the plant, gives ample power for
both generating the current and
operating other machines. Should
the farmer wish to use the engine away from the plant, he
simply charges up his batteries
and unbolts 'the generator frame,
removing it from the engine base.
He can detach his engine and use
it upon the binder during har-

Because of their smooth and
even speed and absence of vibration the
Cushman engines are
splendidly adapted for the operavest.

tion of a generator.

The batteries im the Cushman
plant are of 'the Faure design, in
sealed glass jars, and are sold
fully charged. The generator has
ample capacity, 1 kilowatt, 32 to
42 volt, direct current, the standard type for farm use. The batteries are 120 ampere-hour capacity, and will light 30 lamps from
the battery alone for eight hours.
Operating alone the generator
will take care of 50 lights.
Generator and batteries both being
used, 80 lights can be used for

most excellent and prospects are
more than fair for the ensuing
year.

Directors of the company elected officers as follows President,
L. A. Aspinwall vice - president
and general manager, C. G. Rowley; treasurer, G. N. Whitney;
secretary, J. A. Parkinson, Jr.
:

The Cushman Unit

Electric

Lighting Plant

I

The Cushman Motor Works,

of

accessibility of the ordinary belt-

OUR LINE INCLUDES
and "Canuck" Gasoline
and
Engines,
Kerosene
Electric
Lighting
Grain
Grinders
and
Crushers,
Combination Threshers,
Milking Machines, Cream Separators, Churns, Ensilage
"Lister"
Plants

—

Cutters,
Silos,
Jacks, Pumps,

Sawing Outfits,
Power Pumping

Pump
Outfits,

etc.

GET THE AGENCY FOR

R. A.

LISTER

1919

&

CO.,
(CANADA) LIMITED
WINNIPEG

Toronto

Montreal

ed plant.
On a strong sub-base
the engine, battery box and radiator are set, while above them is
arranged a stand of solid design,
resting on four legs.
On this
the generator and switchboard are
located, the four legs fitting over
the engine and bolting down on
the base.
The generator is immediately above 'the engine, and is
belted vertically to the engine fly
wheel. This perm,its other machines, or a line shaft, to be operated
from the pulley side of the engine, which is controlled by a friction clutch, so that the power
drive

The

may

be used at
weight 4

ligh't

will.

h.p.

Cush-

I

i

I

Electric

Lighting Plant

—

eight hours or more than any
farmer should require. Batteries
can be had in a variety of sizes
sui't

The

which is called 'the "Does More,"
has been tested out and refined
for the past two years, and should
have a good demand now tha't it is
placed upon the market.
The Cushman plant combines
the compact design of a unit type
electric lighting plant with the
Very large capacity; easy running.
Fine
adjustment. Strong reversible plates. Guaranteed to grind more feed on the same
power than any grinder of the same size
made. Sold with or without base.

The

to

Lincoln, Neb., have developed a
new electric lighting plant of uncommon design.
This plant,

in o>je

or -wo
Cushman "Two-in-One"

;

individual needs.
self-starting feature of the

plant is interesting.
By pulling
a lever and pressing a button, the
compression of the engine is released, the oil is turned on and
the carburetor choked, 'the generator then reverses as
a motor
starting the engine.
This compression release and choking of
the carburetor avoids running out
the battery and subjecting it to
the high torque of an engine 'turning over against full compression.
This plant should be a
valuable addition to the Cush-

man

line.

Cushman Serves Northern States
From Factory
In the North-western states the

Cushman Motor Works, of Lincoln, Neb., have made a change in
The
handling their business.
company now sell and distribute
Cushman engines to retailers in
the territory of Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota and western Wisconsin, direct from the
home office at Lincoln, Neb., instead of through jobbers, as in the
past.
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TRACTORS
AMERICA'S

15-25 Horsepower
Simplified Design
Extreme Durability

FOREMOST
TRACTOR

Wallis advanced design saves 1,000
to 5,000 lbs. of needless weight. The
power thus released is delivered at
the drawbar, giving an increase of
50 per cent more power per gallon of
Ahead of every competitor in
fuel.

The Wallis offers you unlimited
opportunity. It is the farmers' choice
because it is the first tractor that
successfully meets the farmers' demand for great power, light weight,
Give your
durability and economy.
customers the best tractor.

quality of materials and workmanAsk for full particulars.
ship.

DECIDE NOW!

SELL THE WALLIS

Fairbanks-

Morse
LINES
THE NEW TYPE

"Z" ENGINE,

V/i, 3, 6, 10

FOR

1919

and 15 H.P.

Every One a Leader
F-M GRINDERS:

Investigate
ECLIPSE

PUMPING
WINDMILLS

6, 7, 8

and 10-inch

Our Proposition

Established Reputation in the hne you represent will add to your Profits and Prestige. Fairbanks-Morse goods inspire the customer's confidence

and maintain supremacy in

sales

through

proven merit.

OUR

LINE

IS

COMPLETE:

The Type "Z" Stationary Engine. Fairbanks-Morse Combination
Threshing Outfits. Wallis 15-25 h.p. Kerosene Tractors. J. I. Case
Tractor Plows, Plate Grinders, Roller Crushers, "Cyclone" Portable Grain Elevators. Fairbanks Scales, "Eclipse" Windmills, Red
Jacket Pumps, Pump Jacks, Saw Frames, Electric Lighting Plants,
Water Supply Systems, Washing Machines, etc., etc. We cordially
your enquiry regarding any item in the Fairbanks-Morse

invite

Line.

FAIRBANKS STANDARD SCALES—IN EVERY TYPE

LET US GET TOGETHER
FOR BIGGER BUSINESS

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd
WINNIPEG

THE TYPE "Z" ENGINE IS THE BIGGEST ENGINE VALUE YOU CAN
OFFER YOUR CUSTOMERS FOR ALL-ROUND SERVICE ON THE FARM

SASKATOON

THE GREATEST OF ALL COMBINATION THRESHERS. FAIRBANKSMORSE 24x46 SEPARATOR AND 20 H.P. KEROSENE ENGINE
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Yerkes Leaves U.S. Department

tractor has

of Agriculture for International

any

Harvester Co.

Arnold P. Yerkes, one of the
most popular U.S. government
men Avho ever went out among
the people, has left the position
he has held for seven years, sold

farm down in Maryland
on the edge of the old Forest of
Prince George, and said goodbye to his friends in Washington.
Mr. Yerkes has left all the old
scenes and associations and taken
his little

his place

in the

organization of

the International Harvester ComHe will be editor of
pany.
"Tractor Farming" and of other
farm equipment publications.
"I

the need of a
says Mr. Yerkes.

felt

field,"

Canada's
Leaders

larger

"The

nation,

become larger than
and before a man

can count himself a thoroughgoing member of the industry
he must not be limited in his investigations and teaching within
the borders of one country. He
must be able to s'tride across
frontiers as though they weren't
there, and to pursue the destiny
of the ti-actor into all countries.

The

International Harvester Company, being a pioneer in the field
and doing a world-wide business,

seems to

me

an ideal posigrowth and
opportunity.
I have always admired the broad-minded attitude
of the Harvester Company totion

ofifer

for the

fullest

ward

educational work of all
kinds pertaining to farming, and
I am glad to be able 'to associate

myself with

its policies

activi-

In

the

spring

Yerkes became a

of

1912,

Mr.

scientific assist-

ant in agronomy in the U.S. Department of Agriculture, having
spent the preceding three years at

Washington

in the office of the
Chief of Ordnance, and the three
years before that at Philadelphia
in the office of the Inspector of
Ordnance of the U.S. Army. Mr.
Yerkes before very long was promoted to the position of assis'tant
agriculturiist, becoming a full
fledged agriculturist in the sum-

mer

who

expect to own tractors. The
concrete questions which
Yerkes has followed up and down
and back and forth across the
United States wherever there are
farms and farmers were, where is
the tractor profitable, why is it
three

ties."

and where

profitable,

is

most

it

profitable?

The answers which Mr. Yerkes
discovered

these

to

questions

found their way into publications

by the Department

of Agriculture

of 1918.

Mr. Yerkes' work, to express it
simply, has been to secure information from men who own tractors for the use of others who own
tractors, and for the use of those

No. 542B

Standard Vehicles

Full

Auto
Seat

Value
Style and Reputation

in Quality,

Finish,

and

December, 1918

Top
Buggy

The farmers

—a

of to-day ask for the buggy their fathers* rode in 50 years ago
McLaughlin.
The value and prestige of McLaughlin vehicles ensures

the dealer profitable business.

Our No. 542B auto seat top buggy is a job
that will sell anywhere.
Standard Sarven
wheels; new parallel twin reach; extra long
springs; 15-16 inch low arch axles. Body 24 x
Roomy and comfort56, indestructible type.
Finely painted, striped and finished.
able.
Extra heavy cushioning. Special auto type,

PROF.

Now

All- Weather"

We

Auto Tops

winter tops for Ford Touring and
other Light Four cars Chevrolet, Gray-Dort,
B -iscoe, Overland "90," etc. Quickly convertible into an open top for summer use.
Good
stock on hand. Write for prices.
sell

—

WE MANUFACTURE AND DISTRIBUTE THE FOLLOWING LINES:
Munro & Mcintosh Carriages and Cutters
McLaughlin Carriages and Cutters
Heney Harness and Blankets
Brockville Carriages and Cutters
Automobile Trailers

—Winter Tops
FOR PROFITS "SELL
PEERLESS TRAILERS
Save wear and tear on the car.
Fanners, stockmen, dairymen, merchants and liverymen are good
prospects for this line. Body, 42 x 72. Wheels,
select hickory.
Special auto style springs. Finely
finished and striped.

Model D, 1%-m. axles, 1%-in.
Model E, ly^-in. axles, 1%-m.
Model F, ll/^-in. axles, 1%-in..
The most durable and serviceable

"

steel tires.
solid rubber tires.
solid rubber tires (ball bearings).
trailers you can handle.

Ask

for our Special
Trailer Literature

Catalogs and Full Particulars of our Lines sent on Request

CARRIAGE FACTORIES, LIMITED
156 PRINCESS STREET,

WINNIPEG

Distributing Houses:

MOOSE JAW

CALGARY

BERT CONWAY, Box 33,
Heney Harness and Munro

P.

YERKES

and into personal and written
messages to farmers whenever an

quick, removable top.
*

ARNOLD

with International Harvester Co.

REG IN A, Is
& Mcintosh

EDMONTON

SASKATOON

Distributor for Saskatchewan of

Buggies.

Stocks carried at Regina

opportunity came.
He conducted his investigations both" by correspondence from Washington
and by putting his questions personally to the farmers. By field
investigation and correspondence
he secured accurate data.
His position in the industry
was acknowledged when he was
F.
assist Mr. J.
appointed to
Cook, assistant secretary of Agriculture, iin working out the plans
of the

government

for licensing

U.S. tractor manufacturers,
tributors

and

jobbers.

dis-

These

with the
Board, passed
upon matters of priority both in
the shipment of raw materials and
carry the finished
cars to
in

men,

in

War

Industries

co-operation

products.

Mr. Yerkes has left the old environment because he saw larger
The world is now
possibilities.
He can draw upon the
his field.
experiences of Canada, South
Australasia,
Africa,
America,
Europe everywhere where tractors are or will be used. Hereafter his results can be published
immediately and universally dis.

—

—

tributed furnishing greater incentive for research and investigation. Washington has lost Mr.
Yerkes, but the farmers of this
continent and other countries can

now have more

of him.
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Lower Storage Charges on
Binder Twine
The shippers' section of the
Winnipeg Board of Trade last
March met the Canadian Freight
Association and discussed freight
and storage charges. This conference resulted in a compromise
whereby storage schedules were
lowered from 25 to 50 per cent.
La'ter the schedule was supplemented by an amendment which
involved increases in storage on
certain lines of goods.

Following this a protest was
filed by the shippers' bureau with
the result that storage rates on
binder tW|ine and rope have been
lowered from $1.35 to 45 cents
per ton. This reduction in storage rates applies to twine and
rope in store at Port Arthur and
Fort William.
According to
binder twine distributors this reduction will have very little effect
upon the cost of binder twine for
the 1919 harvest, which will depend largely upon the cost of the
raw materials at time of manufacture.

Change in Sales Agents for the
Happy Farmer Tractors
In future, the

1-3 gallons.

stated that

ending, the

2

tor

none of the gasoline tractors were
able to plow with as small a
quantity

fuel

is

as

the

Happy

Farmer. At a recent plowing demonstration in Oregon this tractor showed remarkable adaptability in plowing on a 20 per cent
grade side hill.

tractor
Marion, Ohio, county
demonstration, held during October. This test was held by the
Ohio State University. Nineteen
tractors

of

It

'

'Plowman

'

were entered. The Happy

Tractor

Man

in

company. This wellmanufacturing
concern have recently perfected
ests of his

known

tractor

distribution in the three western
provinces and expect to get a big
share of the business this year.
Mr. Snyder, in the course of his
trip, visited points throughout the
three provinces, including Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton and Calgary.

West

Farmer

three
14-inch
pulled
plows, eight inches deep, at a fuel
cost of 33 cents per acre. It covered .936 of an acre .per hour, using
kerosene at 13^ cents per gallon,
a fuel consumption per acre of

Hades to be a prophet. In
trade paper, November, 1910,
we read the following: "Of all the
stupid, idiotic, fool things that
have come before the public, the
greatest is the flying machine."
Its

Saskatchewan man-

B. Snyder,

ager for the Interstate Tractor Co.
of Waterloo, Iowa, is spending a
few days in Western Canada
looking over the field in the inter-

a

KINGSTON
MAGNETOS

Happy Farmer

manufactured

tractor,

demand for this tracwas such that the manufacturers had to increase their capacity by about 400 per cent.
The company gave some interesting details regarding the work
of the Happy Farmer in the

47

Happy Farmer Tractor

by

the

Co., La-

Crosse, Wis., will be handled in

Manitoba and Saskatchewan by
the Gasoline Engine and Supply
Co., Winnipeg, who have been
appointed

sales

well-known

agents

for

this

tractor.

The Gasoline Engine and Supply Co., who are located at 104
Princess St., are well known to
the dealers throughout Western
Canada. They have for several
years been distributors of farm
engines, feed grinders and other
lines, and have an intimate knowledge of the requirements of the
Western Canadian trade.
The
company state that a large stock
of Happy Farmer tra>ctors will be
on hand at their Winnipeg ware-

The

house, while spare parts will be
carried at the leading western
centres.
The company have a
large organization and expert service corps who will afford dealers

prompt supply

of

machines and close attention

to

in

this

line

The close cogiven Happy Farmer

dealers in the past will be continued under the new regime, and
the popularity of this tractor is
such that the company look forward to an exceptionally heavy

demand in 1919.
The Model F Happy Farmer
is a 12-24 h.p. machine, with a
guaranteed drawbar pull of 2,000
pounds.
The engine is 6x7
inches, and has great reserve
power. During the year that is

magneto

is

a

true,

self-contained,

staunchly

constructed ignition device, fully up to the high standard of

KINGSTON products.
The new KINGSTON
the market.

their service needs.

operation

KINGSTON

•

all

has met with instant success throughout

water-proof and dust-proof, ruggedly built,
designed expressly for the heavy stresses of tractor service. It is
in every way a better magneto.

The

It

KINGSTON

tive of action,

The most

is

carries the

and

is

famous impulse

starter.

It is posi-

built for wear.

efficient tractors are

KINGSTON

equipped.

KOKOMO
ELECTRIC CO
KOKOMO,
INDIANA, U.S.A.

:

:

,
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Turner Simplicity Tractor
Manufacturers Re-organize

The development of the tractor industry has been remarkable
in many ways, and the history of
one concern, the Turner Manufacturing Company, is a sample
of 'the possibilities the tractor

men

holds out for the business
of

continent.

th,is

The

Turner

business was
founded by Messrs.

originally

Schumacher and Johnson at Port
Washington, Wisconsin, in 1872,
under the name of the Western
Malleable and Grey Iron Casting
Company, at that time engaged
in the manufacture of light grey
iron castings and hardware.
After operating under this management for some six years, the
concern was placed under the
direction of H. W. Lyman, who
conducted it successfully until
1889, when it was taken over by

In 1898 the
concern removed to Milwaukee.
About this time the market for
farm engines began to develop
and i't was decided to embark in
this new field of manufacture. A
small department was fitted out
in which gas engines were at first
built in single units.
This venture met with success from the
start, developing rapidly into an
important factor of the business.
Ten years later, in 1908, the
concern returned 'to its original
plant ,in Port Washington, where

more

in Less

Time with

Less Energy

Made

in

many

styles

and

they will meet all requirements of the Western
Canadian fanner.
sizes,

PETERS'
Double Cylinder

We

combined

in

it

was decided

abandon

to

"In 1898

creased,

The Turner Manufacturing

L.

Entered Tractor Field in 1915
From farm engines to farm
represent

ors.

increased

pumps

in construction
and have ex-

finish,

Company

this,

power efficiency and each
has its own sphere of utility.
Therefore, with the distributing
channels already developed
through fifteen years of manufacfarm

the third year of

farm

'tractor field,

branch of the business is
established, and there are
over three hundred machines on
Canadian and American farms
this

well

clusive features that make
sales easy to customers who
want the BEST in pump

time

to

in-

$150,000,

$1,000,000 is brought about by the
necessity of providing the increased manufacturing and distributing facilities essential to the
successful conduct of the tractor
business."

"The present officers of the
company are Judge W. J. Turner
Milwaukee, president; L. M.

of

Turner, vice-president and general manager; Jackson B. Kemper, of Milwaukee, treasurer and
W. J. Niederkorn, secretary and
sales

PLOW SHARES
Write for
Prices

and Terms

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

LARGE STOCK

THE JOHN

this

to $100,-

was again

it

;

to-day.

DEALERS:

Unequaled in Design, Action and Durability.
They are different from all

and

In

activity in the

service.

other

TURNER

Turner Simplicity Farm Tract-

step,

pump

the last word in

M.

Vice-President Turner Mfg.

both

1912

a third increase in 1917
raised the capital s'tock to $250,000.
The present increase to

Company.

since

increased our capi-

while

all

other lines and concentrate entirely on farm engines. The name
of the concern was then changed

was but a natural

In

000.

we

from $25,000

talization

Pump

Force
is

We

paving 'the way for a more rapid
expansion of the farm engine
business.
This department developed at such a pace as rapidly
to dwarf the foundry project, and

tractors

Gives More Water

contact,

In speaking- of the company and
history Mr. L. M. Turner,
vice-president and general manits

:

extensive
manufacturing
together with closer farm

community

Steady Conservative Growth

ager, said "Our growth has been
steady and conservative.
have
been thorougn in our engineering
to make sure that we were right
in every detail before one penny
of our money was put behind an
item.
have not attempted to
jump into the limelight of the
industry by spectacular methods,
but preferred to move along cautiously and judicially to our ultiina'te goal providjng for our needs
only to the extent that in our
judgment was necessary."

facilities

to

PETERS PUMR5

turing and marketing Simplicity
Farm Engines, the company
started in 1915 to manufacture

the present owners.

December, 1918

manager."

'

Turner Specifications

The company manufacture their
tractors in two sizes, 12-20 and
14-25 h.p. With the former, the
Belt power, 20
draw bar
pull, 2,900 low gear; draw bar
pull, 2,000 high gear; Waukesha
motor, 3^-.in. x 5^-in. weight,
4,000 lbs. boxed for export, 4,300
specifications are
h.p.

;

draw

:

bar, 12 h.p.

;

;

F.

McGEE CO.

Winnipeg, Man.

;

lbs.

The 14-25 tractor is quo'ted as
follows Belt power, 25 h.p. draw
bar, 14 h.p. draw bar pull 3,500
low gear; draw bar pull, 2,600
high gear; Buda motor, 4^4 -in x

value.

;

:

Dealers

;

Get Peters'

Pump
Proposition
for

1919

Our line is absolutely up-to-date
in every respect. Every pump we
produce is given special attention.
Peter's Pumps are perfectly as-

—they

sembled
back."

have

no

"come-

them and you make

Sell

satisfied customers.

A POST CARD WILL BRING
OUR LATEST CATALOG.

PEERLESS ORNAMENTAL FENCING
A

Big Trade

to the front the minute
price, quality, designs and actual

Fencing-.

guarantee every foot of

Open hearth

Winnipeg

Reglna

Saskatoon

Writ* NiMratt Branch
Partloulara.

Houm

you display Peerless
worth you can

We stand back of you.

wire, crimped springy horizontal wires combine
to make the Peerless fence outlast ordinary kinds of fencing. Defies rust,
holds unruly animals, can't sag, can'tbreak

down and is the last word in economy.
Send for Dealer'* Proposition
Get our illustrated literature showing the big
lino for residence, park, cemetery, farm,
neh, poultry yard and all purpose fouciugand gates. Write today.

BAHWELL-HOXIE WIRE FENCE CO.,
WINNIPEG.
HAMILTON,

„

mmm

Tudhope Anderson Co., Ltd.

it.

steel

iiuimnuaL
iniinimniiiiiii
mnmnmmnnvnnsnL
Exclusive Canadian Agents

Waiting for You,

will jump
YOUR business
In

MIAN.

Manufactured by

Is

miniinunniiiiuriiniriniiinini'rj

^iMDflluiniinniiijminiirir

ONT,

Ltd,

PUMPS
AND
Clothes Reels
Made in the best
equipped factory
in Canada.

We make and
handle pumps for
all kinds of work.

We

also

install

hydro-pneumatic

Farm Water

sys-

tems.

SUCCESSORS TO

The Riesberry

Co.

WRITE FOR DEALERS- PRICES

Calgary

for

Pump

(Established 1882)

North-West
T. M.

WILLIAMSON

Pump
W.

J.

Co.

MEBRELL

Phone 607

19-6th Street Brandon,

Man.

—
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SYz-'m.

;

weight, 4,300

lbs.

;

boxed

for export, 4,600 lbs.

Other important features

in de-

sign are:

Spring mounted in front, rear
drive on roller bearings. Selective

tions has an "angle" shape.

sliding

gear

gears cut

hardened and heat
Mounted on Hya'tt roll-

treated.

transmission

;

Individual

Expanding shoe
enclosed. Turn

brakes.

foot

clutch, entirely
in 63^-ft. radius.

Perfex radiator, fan and circulating pump. Swinging, adjustable
draw bar, low hitch. Dixie high
tension magneto with impulse
starter.

Kingston

carburetor.

Bennett

air cleaner.

Auto type

with single lever.

pulley, 14

Steel

14-25 h.p. Tractor

all

Three speeds, two

er bearings.

control,

Longer-lived Than Wood
There is an actual saving of
money made with the use of steel
posts which starts at once and
continues for many years.
In
the first place a big saving in
hauling is effected because ten
times more steel posts can be
hauled per wagon load.
The
average wooden post lasts only
ten or twelve years at the most,
and then it rots away and must
be replaced.
Indeed, it often
bears down the fence by its own
dead weight.
Good steel posts
do not rot, break or burn, and
need no repairs.
They last
three times as long as wooden

posts.

.

They enable

the farmer

to burn the

weeds and kill the
crop-destroying
and
disease-

breeding insects that infect fence
lines and corners and they also
protect stock from lightning.

Regardless of all their other
points of superiority the big demand for steel posts now comes
from the great saving in the
labor of installation. There are no
holes to dig, no tamping and re-

You s,imply drive them
ground with a few blows
of a maul or sledge and they are
setting.

in the

there to stay.
Five days actual
time can be saved by a man in
placing steel posts for a mile of
fence.
It has been proven that
steel angle posts can be driven six
times as fast as wooden posts can
be set.

Future success

is

merely a

sult of to-day's efiforts.

steel,

forward and reverse. Irreversible
steering gear, 6-inch channel steel
frame.

and springy. The design of the
anchor is of extreme importance
as the holding qualities of the
post depend very largely upon
the nature of the anchor and its
resisting power against both lateral and upward strains.

This

has been demonstrated by U.S.
Government and
engineering
tests, as well as by actual use, to
have great strength and flexibility,
but the steel itself must be tough

The Turner "Simplicity"
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x 7-inch

Belt

face.

Fence Posts a Modern

WATSON'S

Size for Size,

carry heavier
loads than any
other Sleigh

weakest point in

SLEIGHS

a Sleigh is
Strongest

made

Canada's Standard
We have instituted more pracimprovements on Sleighs
than anyother manufacturer.
This line is our specialty.
tical

Ideal Sleighs are

made

in all sizes, Steel or Cast Shoes.

All well seasoned, straight-grained stock.

—

Note our special trussed bench a patented feature.
Quality woods only.
Runners white oak; Benches
grey elm or oak; Poles and Reaches heavy white oak.

—

Heavy

steel

Our cast shoes, curved up at rear, allow backing.
In design, material, finish and value, the best
sleighs you can sell.
bracing.

—

Our Wood Boss 'Harrows are the Farmer's Choice

Farm Improvement

These Harrows are made of seasoned
hardwood. Each tooth securely set by
two rivets. Fitted with malleable draw
clevis.
They are harrows of correct de-

In the Canadian West we see
yearly a distinct growth in the

demand

for fencing.
Permanent
improvements on the farm are
closely allied with production.
Farm fencing must be kept in
good condition and more fencing
is
required as greater acreage
goes under cultivation. Wooden
fence posts, because of lumber
shortage and high prices, are
likely to be replaced by posts of
a more durable nature.
This is
largely due to the fact that a
certain amount of labor must be
,in building new fence, or
repairing old lines, and the modern farmer, with a keen instinct
for new and better methods, is a
live prospect for the sale of the
modern steel fence post. Some

possessing exclusive features that
sellers. Sizes
78 Tooth,
14 feet; 102 Tooth, 17 feet; 150 Tooth,
24 feet.
sign,

—

make them easy

Plow Harrow Attachments are Labor-Savers
and Do the Work at the Right Time
Made in two sizes, for two and three-furrow plows.
Can be tilted on side for hauling on road. The only

Widths 34 and 44 inches.
reliable plow harrow made
Thousands in use. Patented hitch eliminates all side draft. The slant
teeth
always run clean. Every farmer requires this implement. Immediate harrowing
after plowing effectively conserves the moisture. Write for
prices and particulars of this quick seller.

utilized

upon

facts

th|is

farm

ment should be

of

improveinterest to

every up-to-date farm equipment
Steel

HARDWOOD FRAME WOOD

Have

posts

are

have shown

not

new,

be two or
three times greater than wooden
posts.
The type of steel post
that is claimed to have proven
in years of service, to

all

POLE SAWS

and high grade babbitted
bearings.
Heavy,

SEASONABLE WATSON LINES

solid balanced flywheel.

Three

5x6

Rigidly

Farm and Bush

pulleys.

braced

hard-

wood frame. Complete
saw mandrels supplied
if

Sleighs;

Roller

Crushers;

Feed Cutters; Feed Grinders; Root Pulpers;
Wood and Pole Saws; Horse Powers; Pump
Jacks; "Viking" Cream Separators.

desired.

as

'their durability,

most successful under

and

solid steel shafts

separately

dealer.
tests

SELL WATSON'S

condi-

WE CARRY

REPAIRS

SHARES FOR
ALL MOLINE and

and

JANESVILLE

IMPLEMENTS
311

CHAMBERS STREET, WINNIPEG, MAN.

re-
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Subscribers'

Information

Service

Under

we

this heading

will reply

enquiries from jobbers and
to
dealers concerning the location of

machine manufacturers, where
pair parts

may

be obtained,

reetc.

Endeavor always to give name of
manufacturer. For immediate reenclose stamped, addressed
envelope. Send enquiries to Information
CANADIAN
Dept.,

ply,

FARM IMPLEMENTS,

Winnipeg.

—

J.,

Ohio.
D. T.,

—

Man. A gear driven jack for
running a Myers three-way pump? We
believe that
the Chapman gear jack
Write the
could be adapted for this.
Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Re-

who carry these pump jacks.
A. K., Man. The American "Peerless" sieveless separator is a part of the
Emerson-Brantingham line.
For parts
address the Emerson-Brantingham Implement Co., Regina, Sask.
The Chicago aermotJ. M. M., Sask.
or mill is manufactured by the Aermotor
It is not handled by any
Co., Chicago.
William Eddie,
concern in the West.

gina,

—

J.

—

machinery distributor, corner James and
Pi'incess Streets, Winnipeg, has a stock
Write
of repair parts for these mills.

him giving requirements.

M

B. &
., Alta.— Bearing spool B 720;
outside bearing cup B 776; and inside
bearing cup, B 909, are all parts in an
"Economy" disc harrow, made by the
You can
Moline Plow Co., Moline, 111.
obtain them from the John Watson

Mfg. Co., Chambers Street, Winnipeg.
Note Owing to error in this section
last month, it was stated that Paris
plow repairs were handled by the TudThis should have
hope Anderson Co.
The Paris plows
read "Perrin" plows.
are no longer made, and no parts are

—

procurable.

—

N H. Co., Sask. Among the Canadian
concerns making the leading types of
road making machines are the following:
Climax Good Roads Machinery Co.,
Hamilton, Ont. Dominion Road Machinery Co., Goderich, Ont.; Exeter Mfg.
;

Co.-, Exeter, Ont.; .Jenckes Machine Co.,
Sherbrooke, Que.; Plessisville Foundry
Co., Plessisville, Que.; Preston Car and
Coach Co., Prestcm, Ont.; Sawyer-Massey
Co., Hamilton, Ont.; and the Waterous
Engine Works,. Brantford, Ont.
There are few conJ. M. MacF., Man.
cerns who make pressed steel imple-

—

The Steel Co.
order.
of Canada, Montreal, and the Dominion
Forge & Stamping Co., Walkerville, Ont.,

ments seats to

In the United
are the most likely.
States several firms specialize in the
manufacture of standard pressed steel
Amongst them are the Avery
seats.
Ohio; the
Stamping Co., Cleveland
South-Bend Chilled Plow Co., South
Pressed Steel Co.,
U.S.
Bend, Ind.;
Ypsilanti, Mich.; Youngstown Iron &
Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
The Giant Killer feed
J. B., Sask.
grinder is made by the Swift Mfg.
Write the facCo., Waterloo, Iowa.
tory direct for parts.
W. H. H., Man.—Disc standard B 98
is part of a disc harrow, formerly made
by the J. Thompson & Sons Co., Beloit,
Wis. For new part write the Thompson Plow & Engine Works, Beloit, Wis.
D. F., Alta. D .54 is a part that is

companying

company

repairs.

Nilson Tractor Used for Brush
Breaking in Alberta

at

Seymour.

It

was

hauled on this truck from Osh-

An Impetus to

Dairying in the

West
The Dairy Show, to be held at
Winnipeg, February 17-31, 1919,
in conjunction with the annual
convention of the Manitoba Dairy
Association, is an event which
should be of inestimable value to
the movement towards dairying
and mixed farming in Western
Canada.
This convention and show will
embody

all

representative

dairy

inch brush breaker on
the
Fitch
Farm, near
Evarts, Alta.
The plow
used is of heavy construction,

having been built

pecially for tractor

es-

power

work.
It cuts a furrow
24 inches wide and usually 8 inches deep, thus getting under 'the roots of the
brush.
It will be noticed
that practically

all of the
scrub growth reaches as
high as a man's head, with
some of the saplings twice
The smaller
as- high.
growth is willows and the
higher poplars.

The photograph shows

Nilson Junior Tractor Operating Brush Breaker on

all of the brush is thoroughturned under. Next sprjng the
ground will be disced, which will
bring 'the roots to the surface.
They will then be gathered and
After another discing
burned.
and harrowing the ground will be
in good shape for seeding.

that
ly

In

many

areas in the

or power.

The

kosh to Seymour, Wis., a distance
of 40 miles, without a single mishap. The thresher was equipped
with feeder, grain handler, and
windstacker, which added some-

Farm near

Evarts, Alberta.

farmers and milk plant operators
As an opin Western Canada.
portunity for the manufacturers
of dairy supplies and equipment,
it will be the best event ever held

West we

have such conditions to overcome, and though tractor scrub
breaking is expensive it puts the
soil in good shape for cultivation,
and when improved provides soil
that ensures heavy yielding crops.
This work is such that it can be
most economically done by tract-

Dealer used

Truck to Rush
Delivery of

Case Thresher.

roots are firmly

embedded in the ground, which
makes it almost impossible for
animal power.
w,ith
animals are used for
breaking, the scrub must be cut
off first, while a tractor saves
that extra labor by going right
through the scrub without diffiMany Nilson tractors are
culty.
used for work of this character,
some in northern Minnesota and
many in Western Canada.

Of

in

Canada.

The immense amphi-

breaking

what

Where

course, the four steel wheels were
taken off, and the machine rested

theatre of the Industrial Bureau
is the venue, and there is over

which allowed

seven thousand square feet of
floor space to accommodate a- display of dairy products and all that

to the bulk of the load.

on the

steel axles,

to be easily blocked to the deck
It can be readily
of the truck.
it

seen how the motor truck saved
a great deal of time over railroad
transportation, and the farmer received his machine in time to get

busy and save

The Motor Truck Helps Dealers
Make Prompt Delivery

—

used by more than one make of disc
harrow.
It is the seat socket in a disc
made by the Ohio Cultivator Co., Bellevue, O.; a seat spring brace on a Grand

plement dealer delivers grain
threshers to their customers when
time is precious and crops must

The tractor has been found to
be of great value in brush breaking work, as is shown by the ac-

Kingman

,

—

ner in which one progressive im-

be threshed "right now" to save
every bushel.
The truck is a Clydesdale,owned by G. H. Bughert, Appleton,
Wis. The thresher is a 20x28
Case steel thresher, which was
sold from the Case branch at
Oshkosh, Wijs., to an implement

illustration of a Nilhauling a 24tractor
son Junior

Sask. No conoern in Western
Canada are carrying repairs for the
Stoughton wagon.
You should write
factory
the
direct.
Address
the
Stoughton Wagon Co., Stoughton, Wis.
R. A. S., Man.— The Ohio Gasoline Engine was formerly handled by the Burridge-Cooper Co., of Winnipeg, now out
of business.
No repairs are stocked in
Canada.
For renewals for a 4 h.p.
"Ohio," write to the manufacturers, the
Ohio Tractor Manufacturing Co., Marion,
L.

Detour Disc, and a scraper bar bracket
You mention
on a Kingman disc.
"bracket," so we expect it is for the
last-named make. For part write the
M. & K. Brokerage Co., Kansas City,
Mo., who are the only concern handling
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Time is a big factor these days.
The motor truck is doing much
commodity.
time valuable to

to save this valuable

Especially

is

the agricultural implement dealer
during his short and busy delivery period, and again is the motor

truck solving the problem.

The

illustration

shows the man-

all of his

crop.

tractor has in a very large
measure increased the sale of the
With a rig of
small thresher.

The

this size, the ^individual

farmer

is

freed from the delay caused by
waiting for the custom thresher.
With such a rig he can thresh just

when he wants

to.

equipment
the
Already
machinery field.
milkand
leading cream separator
ing machine manufacturers in
both Canada and the United
is

latest in the dairy

States have taken display space,

but there

is

room

for

many more

lines of this class of machinery.
Manufacturers in the Eastern

Canadian provinces and in the
States would do well to put on a
display in Winnipeg.
All interested jobbers and manuof dairy supply lines
address L. A. Gibson,
Association,
Dairy
Manitoba

facturers

best thing to cash is
an interest-bearing note if you
have the capital to carry it.

The next

—

should

Government

Bldgs., Winnipeg.

—

Canadisih
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Farm Implements

The E-B

The E-B 12-20

MODEL AA

Farmer

and Make Profits for
the Dealer.

Kerosene Tractor
A

the

Satisfy

12-20 H.P.

will

cyl. motor, 4^4 x 5, develops 1220 S.A.E. rating. Lubrication, pump
and splash. Ignition: E.W. high ten-

Four

and no larger than
the average 8-16, but with power
equal to a 15-25. Easily handled and
controlled. Does the work of 12 good
tractor lighter

horses.

The

sion.

Bennett carburetor.

Modine

roller

E-B transmission. Hyatt
and Bantam ball thrust bear-

ings.

Two

radiator.

12-20 is S.A.E. rating

only 80 per cent of the actual power
Pulls a full 12-20 load
and has reserve power for any emerfolder.
gency. Get the Model

it develops.

speeds.

Length 133

ins.

equipped, 4,575

AA

Wheelbase, 87 ins.
Total weight fully

lbs.

HANDLE THE MODEL AA

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

"EMPIRE"

No. 2 Sleighs— Cast

or Steel Shoes

Strong and well

finished.

Runners:

ZYz and 3 ins., 4^2 ins. deep;
6 ft. 6 ins. long. Track: 36 and
40 ins. Bolsters: 38, 40 and 42 ins.
2,

"WINNER" SEPARATORS Have Remarkable

Capacity

Guaranteed to have double the capacity of any other separator and to do 75 per cent better work on
all kinds of grain and seed.
Capacities, from 30 to 80 bus. per hour.
The mill that your customers want. Get a "Winner" on your floor.

ASK FOR LITERATURE AND OUR LIBERAL AGENCY PROPOSITION FOR'

TUDHOPE-ANDERSON

Sizes: 24. 32
and 40 inches

Winnipeg

Regina

1919

CO., LIMITED

Saskatoon

Calgary

Deering Makes
Good Again
T

lIGHT wheat

crops with short straw presented
rather serious problem to Western farmers
vr^^ who were not fortunate enough to have DEERING
binders at harvest time this year.
The DEERING,
which has also handled the heaviest crops Canada ever raised, saved farmers
this year by the way it handled short straw with little or no loss of grain.

(XT
jsgH a

many

dollars

The credit is due to three DEERING features— (1) The sickle is only three-quarters of an
inch below the platform canvas, and a little over an inch and a half in front of it.
Light
grain falls over this small shoulder to the platform canvas easily and naturally. (2) The
elevator canvas projects in front of the platform far enough to catch and carry all the grain
to the binder.
(3) The binder shift is so long that the shortest grain can be securely and
properly bound.
No

matter whether grain

harvest the full crop.

What

is

is it

heavy or light, short or tall, standing or down, a DEERING binder will
worth to your customers to have a binder they can always depend upon?

Write the nearest Branch House for complete

International Harvester

selling information

Company

about the dependable DEERING.

of Canada, Limited

BRANCH HOUSES
WEST—Brandon,

Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton, Alta.; Estevan, Sask.j Lethbridge, Alta.; North Battleford, Sask.; Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.;
Winnipeg, Man.; Yorkton, Sask.
Hamilton, Ont.; London, Ont.; Montreal, Que.; Ottawa, Ont.; Quebec, Que.; St John, N.B.

EAST—

Canadian Farm Implements

Thus LAY Porta Power gives the

labelled "LAY Porta Power."
It's new, absolutely new! An idea
for which thousands of farmers
It's

cheapest and most adaptable
power on earth. Runs all kinds
of farm machinery. Pumps water,
runs cream separator, churn, corn

have been waiting!

LAY Porta Power makes a hired
man

of the farmer's automobile.
Uses the wonderful power of its
engine--uses it to make the farm
a bigger, faster profit-maker.

sheller, ensilage cutter,

washing

machine, grain elevator, silo filler,
wood saw— any and every machine
that any gasoline engine up to 10

a real automobile accessory
for the farm. Here's the idea. You
slip LAY Porta Power under the
rear axle of the car. It raises the
rear wheels— the driven wheels^
off the ground. Hitch a belt to
LAY Porta Power and the machine

h.p. will run.

It is

And.

all

power is cheap
Porta Power costs

this

power.
LAY
only a fraction of the price of

even a cheap gasoline engine.

It's

—

portable the engine goes to the
job, not the job to the engine.

be driven*

Start your automobile engine. The car wheels make
contact with the pulleys— there you
ha ve any speed or any^ power y oar
car can produce.
to
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Remember this. You

can't get a

more efficient motor than
jparmer's car.

harnesses

it

is

in the

LAY

Porta Power
to the farmer's job.

The Demand is Ready -Made
Every Car Owner Buys

On

Sight

Live DealersWant-

ed Everywhere !
in

"dead"

Your FieM

Don't give the other fellow a chance
of making a quick clean-up before you
decide to take a LAY Porta Power Territory.
We'll guarantee that if the
farmers round your way are only half
as curious and wideawake as those in
districts we've already covered they'll
be ASKING you to DEMONSTRATE
LAY Porta Power right there on their
own place with their own machinery.
You can't make a mistake with LAY
Porta Power.
It's universal
can be
used with any car, "puts any car to

—

—

work."
And it'a simplicity itself.
Absolutely fool-proof.
Even farmers who already have a
gasoline engine are buying LAY Porta
Power. They Uke the CONVENIENCE
of it it's the handiest time and labor

—

saver ever devised.
There are hundreds of farmer carowners in your territory. Every one is

a 'prospect.
Everyone NEEDS LAY
Potta Power. Are you going to cash in?
Get this first: We don't want anyone
but hustlers.
We don't want any

or

half

There's

good

PICKED

up, if

-

worked

territory,

waiting to he
you're the right jnan.
profit

Remember

this: We're advertising
Porta Power in a big smashiag
campaign in every result - producing
farm paper we know.

LAY

This propositionTis right
Let's hear

from

YOU
TO-DAY

Write or wire

Grace Motors, Limited
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

120 King St. East

:

TORONTO, ONT.

HERE

IT IS!

